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THE

PROPAGANDISTS

was up at the august InstiQuigley
Mr. Martin
JUST while
tute of Human
Relations
at Williamstown reiterating for
that imposing gathering of professors, pundits and publicists the necessity for the motion picture industry's
adherencea blast
to a ofpolicy
of "entertainment
the films
press from
was
getting
special
pleading pressureonly",
on the
the new and leftist Associated Film Audiences in New York.
The September issue of the Film Survey, the pamphlet of
the AFA, presents a symposium on "What Should an Anti-War
Film Contain?" Foremost and topmost of the personages
quoted
is Mrs.
D. Roosevelt,
that
people can
be Franklin
turned against
war bysaying:
means "Iofdothethink
movies,
and I think that the type of movies which can best bring this
about is that which shows the economic causes of war."
Happily, Mrs. Roosevelt does not seem to have said who
should make the anti-war movies.
BUT Estelle M. Sternberger, executive director of World
Peaceways, whose job apparently is anti-war, seems very
sure that the motion picture industry is obligated to
share it. She would have a campaign drive. "Hollywood,"
she said, "must be convinced by the public that it expects a
steady stream of such pictures, and not a comparatively occasional one." enough, if there was any such public demand as
Obviously
that, the anti-war campaign would be over — and won.
public expects
a stream
of nothing but its money's worth
in The
entertainment
at the
box office.
At
the
moment,
'while
having
share ofof the
involved, this writer must express noapproval
the sentiments
procedure
of the earnest young men who made and brought forth "The
SpanishwoodEarth".
They domouthpiece.
not go around
that Hollybecome their
They demanding
hired a camera
and
sent it to Spain, put together their picture and presented it.
The method is recommended to all propagandists.
AAA
FANCY STATISTICS
alleged statistics of the motion picture have a
THE
fantastic quality that seems to partake of the extravagant
fanciful whimsy of the industry. Most of the figures
flourished about in motion picture stories in the lay press
are not even remotely related to the facts. External observers
and writers betray at once an extreme naivete and a great
analytical indifference, while it is all too often the practice
of trie inferior writers and publicity persons never to permit
any story to fall down for lack of supporting figures, ever
. Also much of screen
available
inventor's
history withat itstherubber
calendarfingertips
is to be attributed
to the same
origins. Profound discussions of motion pictures and picture
institutions are presented in many colors by pompous magazines
on the basis of wish-fulfilling calculations by rewrite men based
upon the transcribed notes collected by befuddled college girls,
known as research workers, after interviewing some polite
publicity assistants who cannot read a balance sheet. Offi-
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cially the motion picture industry almost never objects to or
questions such published figures, since they are either supergildings of the facts or so remote as to be of no consequence
or relevancy worth talking about. If the total looks pretty
it is O.K.
These reflections are brought up by the examination of a
cutting from the usually careful Chicago Daily News, presenting some amazing and, in a fashion, revealing figures about
the motion picture theatre. In the issue of August 14 it is
seriously set forth that a middle west professor has found that
the "average youngster spends eighteen hours a week in the
movies and twenty-five hours a week in the classroom."
THAT
challenging,
is surecommentators,
presently to
be imbedded
in thearresting
lore of statement
the vociferous
to be the subject of editorials, and in time will probably
get into the Congressional Record and a stack of committee
reports.
Meanwhile it appears that the amazing figures by some
curious arithmetic were derived from reports of a survey which
reported that of several thousand children examined 68 per
cent saw one double bill show a week, 12 per cent saw two
such shows a week and five per cent saw three double bill shows
a week. Accepting that report, a simple calculation discovers
that among the 85 per cent reported upon the average attendance per child was 1.25882-plus shows a week, or just roughly
one and a quarter double bill shows — somewhere about four
hours a week, which seems possible for the subjects of some
special survey, but which is no provable national average.
AAA
THE MAJOR

MARCHES

ON

MAJOR
EDWARD
party and
previewbrings
for the
refurbished
CapitolBOWES'
on Broadway
this week
interesting reflection that here is the making of
precedent for motion picture exhibition on Broadway. Never
before, in the memory of this professional rememberer, has an
impresario of the screen both survived and so flourished across
and through so many changeful periods in the evolving art.
More years than shall be enumerated here have paraded
past since the proud facade of the Capitol rose to dominate
the street and the blithe Major became a figure of Broadway.
It was a duPont enterprise then, and the late Coleman T.
duPont was dreaming the presidency. There was no MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and the late Marcus Loew was a theatre operator considerably concerned about where box office product
was to come from. In the period of the late, and then great,
Roxy it was out of the Capitol that the first great national
triumph of radio broadcasting took its origin, and there developed thence into the radio institution that is Major Bowes,
that ambidextrous showman of air and screen.
Not even yet have the arts of the motion picture and the
radio made mutual adjustment, but it seems that the indefatigable Major has taken possession for his own of a great
area in the no-man's land between. Theatres have their
careers, their youth and prime and decadence even as men,
and few managers outlast a period. But the Capitol is reborn
and, it seems, the Major is an everblooming perennial.
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Test Preservatives
The research council of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences met this
week to consider the results of a series of
comprehensive tests of film preservatives
which have been in work for the past few
months.
In order to determine the value of various preservatives, a committee prepared a
test reel containing a number of sections
of films, each treated by a different preservative. Since the start of the test, the reel
has been passed through the normal life
cycle of a release print. Now partially worn,
it is being studied and a report is being prepared for distribution to the producing comErpi Licenses
panies.
Membership of the committee handling
Arrangements were consummated this this project for the academy includes Harris Ensign, chairman, George Crane, Alan
week
endingas Erpi's
in theof
UnitedforStates
a selleroperations
and servicer
Freedman, Fred Gage, A. J. Guerin, Sidsound reproducing equipment. The WestLund, Hugh McClung, J. M. Nickolaus,
ern Electric subsidiary, in this country, is John neySwain
and Gordon S. Mitchell, manmerely a licensor of manufacturers desirager of the research council.
ing rights in Western Electric patents. The
first licenses were taken by the International Projector Corporation and Motiograph, Inc., for the manufacture of unit
sound projectors employing soundheads following Western Electric design.
The story is on page 61.
Release Chart
Page 59
Divorcement Test
Editorial
Page 7
Paramount, the distributing company most
affected, this week filed suit in Fargo,
North Dakota, to test the constitutionality Pictorial Preview
Page 48
of a state law passed last winter under the
sponsorship of Allied States Association of
Motion Picture Exhibitors and designed to
divorce the distribution and exhibition fields The Hollywood Scene Page 37
where they are combined in the interests of a
distributing company. Paramount through its In British Studios
Page 55
affiliation with the Minnesota Amusement
Company, has a greater interest in circuit houses in North Dakota than any other
Page 58
distributor. The test suit was filed against Deaths of a Week
state mentoperatives
responsible
for
enforceof the law.
Technological Page 101

Out of Court
Amicable statements from both parties
marked the settlement out of court of an
alienation of affections suit in which Paramount charged Samuel Goldwyn had inveighled Gary
into hisstarstudio
the
detriment
of theCooper
Paramount
rosterto and
in defiance of certain obligations. Paramount was mad $5,000,000 worth but the
friendly statements stressed resumption of
"cooperation." Mr. Cooper is now working for Mr. Goldwyn in "The Adventures
of Marco Polo."
Clearance Draw
The fight of Kansas City, Kansas, theatre
owners for simultaneous release of pictures
in that city and Kansas City, Missouri,
ended last week in compromise and partial
victory. Under a new arrangement, the previous 28-day clearance on the product of
two companies following their closing in
first-run Kansas City, Missouri, houses has
been reduced to 14 days. The two comversal. panies are Twentieth Century-Fox and UniThe new clearance represents a compromise in that the original demands of Kansas
City, Kansas, theatre owners were for simultaneous release of pictures in both cities.

Public's Film
Financed by public subscription with
350,000 tickets issued in advance of production, work has started on the French
collective
film "La Marseillaise" after
months of preparation.
Expected to cost 2,000,000 francs, the
picture will have as its central theme individual reactions to the French revolution. It
is to be directed by Jean Renoir, leading
French director
"Thecritics
Loweras Depths,"
acclaimed
by Parisof film
the best
Gallic film of last year.
The film was to have been subsidized by
the National French Trade Unions, but it
has been decided to produce the picture
solely with public backing.

Rogers'
Dedication Shrine
of the Will Rogers Shrine of
the Sun memorial to the late humorist, will
be held tacular
September
ceremonies. 6th in the midst of specStory on page 46.

Playdates and Deals
Of importance to the independent exhibitor and small circuit operator who must
arrange for his product after the important
buying power in his territory has concluded
franchise arrangements is a survey showing
new contracts concluded with distributors by
83 circuits, controlling 3,500 theatres in key
cities of the country. With a flurry of buying now in progress the circuits listed in the
survey are shown to have completed deals
with eight distributors representing 16,470
individual playdates.
Who has bought what is shown in the
story and table starting on page 12.

This Week in Pictures

Higher Admissions
Increased admission prices were urged by
Rick Ricketson, director of the Theatre
Owners and Managers of the Rocky Mountain Region, when he spoke at the organization's one day convention in Denver. As the
reasons for his proposal, Mr. Ricketson cited the quality of present day product and the
rising prices of commodities generally. He
also urged the members to attempt to influence congressmen to raise tax exemptions to
60 cents. Greater box-office returns were
termed imperative by Al Hanson when he
addressed 200 Fox West Coast zone, district
and house managers in Los Angeles.
Both meetings are discussed on page 46.

In the Newsreels

Page 10 Greater Tri-States
A. H. Blank, president of Tri-States, announced at a banquet given in honor of the
Page 39 25th anniversary
of his entrance into show
business that his circuit plans a comprehensive
program
of expansion.
Page 84
He is quoted on page 38.

Managers' Round Table

Page 93

J. C. Jenkins' Colyum

Page 84

What the Picture Did for Me

Page 85

Showmen's Reviews
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16 mm. Field
Three of the leading producers of motion
pictures, Paramount, Universal and Gaumont-British,
their features toare16 authorizing
mm. film but reduction
distributionof
of the pictures is limited to locations where
there will be no competition to theatres. A
fourth company, Columbia Pictures, is considering entering the field but no definite
decision has been arrived at. The restrictions insisted upon by GB, Universal and
Paramount have resulted in a shortage of 16
mm. product for theatrical exhibition. At
the same time, equipment has been advanced
to the stage where now 16 mm. film can be
used successfully in houses seating as many
as 600 persons.
See page 33.
Ambassador's Plans
The financing plans of Ambassador Pictures, Inc., were revealed in a registration
statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission covering the proposed
issuance of 1,025,000 shares of common
stock, $1 par value. The company plans
the production of 36 films during the new
season at a cost of $1,100,000. From the
sale of stock to the public, the company
hopes to realize $1,200,000. RCA earnings
for the second half of this year are expected
to surpass the first six months, that period
having exceeded the total for all of last year.
Details on the Ambassador statement together with a will
surveybe found
of the onweek's
developments
page financial32.
Buying Combine
Formation of a buying combination has
been undertaken by independent exhibitors
in the Philadelphia area as their latest plan
to force Paramount to correct an alleged
violation of the 1936-37 contracts. At a
meeting of the United Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware it was stated
that 127 theatre operators have delegated a
UMPTO committee to bargain with Paramount for them for the 1937-38 contract.
The exhibitors, it was estimated, have an
aggregate Paramount film bill of $500,000.
Developments in the Paramount-exhibitor
boycott battle are reported on page 26.
Today's
Publicity
A new interest
in Hollywood, characterized by a sharper appreciation of the significance of the place and its work, and increasingly evinced by publications of the better
sort, has brought about substantial additions
to the publicity services of the studios.
What has taken place in this activity of
motion picture making, and what it means to
the theatre box office, is comprehensively
pointed out on page 31.
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Copra's
$100,000
Accusing Columbia
Pictures of breach of
contract in that they have withheld compensation in the amount of $100,000, in spite of
repeated demands, Frank Capra filed suit in
California for a declaratory release from his
obligations to the company.
Legal details
specified
on pageand34. the director's claims are

9

Dead Deadline
The Screen Actors Guild again postponed
this week the deadline for the closed shop
in eastern studios. Designation of a new
date is believed pending the outcome of
negotiations with March of Time and Educational. Among other labor developments,
Hollywood
implication, servedproducers,
notice on inlabora clear
that entrance
of the tively
CIOopposed.into the industry would be ac-

Shanghai
Survey of the week's labor development
Business is at a standstill in Shanghai, but appears on page 38.
John Perkins, branch manager for Paramount, informed his home office in a cable- Fire on Film
gram that he does "not consider the situation
Mrs. O'Leary's cow that kicked over the
hopeless."
Perkins
said developments
that "condi- lantern
tional on Mr.
certain
possible
that started the fire that made ChiShanghai theatres may be able to reopen in
cago history, whether an actual or legendary figure, is considered to loom sufficiently
a few
Storyweeks."
on page 46.
large in folklore to become an important
part of the motivation in a Twentieth Century-Fox screen chronicle built around that
Nathanson Buys
epic disaster.
Now in production, the film is the subject
Confirmation
of several weeks'
standing
came ofin reports
an announcement
that of pictorial preview by William R. Weaver
N. L. Nathanson, president of Famous on pages 48 and 49.
Players Canadian circuit, had become associated with Universal through the purchase
of stock in Universal Film Company, Ltd., Stock Report
operating company for exchanges in Canada.
John D. Hertz, former chairman of ParaStory ow page 32.
mount's finance committee, has disposed of a
large portion of his holdings in the company,
it was revealed in a report of the Securities
Exchange Commission. Since July, Mr.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD and
Hertz has unloaded 32,500 shares of 1947
debentures
and convertible second preferred
Published
every Center,
ThursdayNewbyYorkQuigley
Publishing Circle
Com- stock, leaving
him still in possession of a
pany, Rockefeller
City. Telephone
mere
5,000
shares
of the latter.
7-3100.
Cable
address
"Quigpubco,
New
York."
Martin
Quigley,
Editor-in-Chief
and
Publisher;
Colvin
Brown,Editor;
ViceDigest of the SEC fortnightly review of
President
and
General
Manager;
Terry
Ramsaye,
Ernest A. Rovelstad, Managing Editor; Chicago Bureau, stock transactions appears on page 34.
624 Southwood Bureau,
Michigan
C.LifeB. Building,
O'Neill, manager;
HollyPostalAvenue,
Boone Mancall,
manager,
William
R.Union
Weaver,
editor;
Toronto
Bureau,
366
Adelaide
Street
West,
Toronto
2,
Ontario,
J.
A.
Cowan,
Bureau,
4, Golden
Square,
London Bank Night Insurance
Wrepresentative.
I, Bruce Allan,London
cable
Quigpubco
London;28,
Berlin
Bureau,
Discontinuance of bank night insurance —
Berlin-Tempelhof,
Kaiserin-Augustastrasse
Joachim
K.
Rutenberg,
representative;
Paris representative,
Bureau, 29, Ruecable
Marsoulan,
a method which enables a winner to collect
Paris
12,1-12France,
Pierre
Autre,
Autreeven
if he is not present at the theatre durLacifra
Paris;
Rome
Bureau,
via
Lovanio
I,
Rome,
Italy,
Vittorio
Malpassuti,
representative,
Italcable,
Mal-191
ing the timeandof theWisconsin
drawing —this
was week.
ordered Inin
passuti,
Rome;
Melbourne
Bureau,
Regent
Theatre,
Cleveland
Collins tative;
St.,MexicoMelbourne,
Australia,
Cliff269,Holt,MexicorepresenCity
Bureau,
Apartado
City,
Missouri,
"surprise
nights"
were
declared
James
Lockhart,
representative; Harry
PragueKnopf,
Bureau,
Uhelny
trh 2, tive;
Prague
I, Bureau,
Czechoslovakia,
representalotteries
by the
Attorney
General's
office.
Budapest
3,
Kaplar-u,
Budapest,
Hungary,
For
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and
other
chance
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representative
Buenos AiresNatalio
Bureau Avements see story on page 92.
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142 Museum Bruski,
Road,
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J.
P.
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Bureau,
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The Department of Justice let it be known
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Road, Uruguay,
Karachi, Paul
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P. O. BoxBoxcable
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representative,
that unspecified steps will be taken in the
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Bureau,
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representative;
ChileChile,Bureau,
Calle Estado
260, Oficina
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306
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representative.
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copyrightall
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Publishing
Company.
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Motion Motion
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page 26.
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JTyW'T' 1NNERS
of theDaily
Harvest
Ball contest,
by
£/£s
the New York
News Moon
are prime
subjects conducted
for publicity
in the
Barrett supported
McCormick,
director
of" ~
advertising
and metropolitan
publicity forarea.
RKO S. Radio,
by Rutgers
Neilson, publicity manager for the company, is shown presenting the key
of the Hollywood studio to Agnes Melcoll and her partner, Walter
Cosden, all-around contest winners. Hope the key fits.
Western managers and salesmen for United Artists have decided on a
sales drive to last five weeks as a fitting testimonial to L. J. Schlaifer,
western division manager, who this month marks a quarter century of
active service in the motion picture industry. The campaign will be
complete with silver spurs as awards for the best records. What do they
mean spurs?
Shortly after this picture was taken of George Krainukov, Universal
Newsreel cameraman, mingling his shots with those of the troops around
him in the severe fighting at Peiping, bullets destroyed his camera. He
was also wounded in the head in the Shanghai bombardment.
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iS^>f
" — "»
heath,

LARA patrons
BOW, still
screen
of anmoreexciting
than memory
five yearsto
standing,
especially
in
Brooklyn,
may return to films if a deal now her
beingnative
discussed with her by Dave Diamond, Grand National producer, is consummated. The It Girl is shown
in a winsome pose circa 1928.
David L. Loew, produce*
of Joe E. Brown pictures, and
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of RKO Radio, congratulate each other on the
comedian's recently com"Fit forwasa
King." pleted
Thepicture,
distributor
host to the producer at a
luncheon
inwhich
New preceded
York's
aHotel
trade Astor
showing.

W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Radio
City Music Hall, points out
the towering RCA Building
in Rockefeller Center from
the window of his penthouse
of fee fred
atopHitchcock,
the theatre
Alright,toBritish director who is vacationing in New York.

MOTION
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Buying of 1937-38 product of major distributors bythe important circuits which
through their control of first run situations
constitute the key to the exhibition structure
of the industry is rapidly nearing completion
with most of the franchises either signed
or in negotiation a survey of the field, now
at the height of the season's activity, shows.
Some 305 contracts, representing 16,470
individual playdates for the new season
product of eight distributors, have been
signed by 83 circuits operating approximately 3,500 theatres. A similar study
compiled in October of last year by
Motion Picture Herald showed 346 contracts signed by 95 circuits for 3,700
theatres.
Many ofhensivethedeals more
and comprelisted important
in the survey
were
concluded only recently, however, and in
several instances outstanding operators are
still listed as having purchased the product
of only one or two companies. Unusual ac-

September

CONTRACTS

3,500

Important Buying Power Concentrated in Early Deals
Representing 16,470 Playdates; Market Advanced

PICTURE HERALD

CIRCUIT
tivity in the last weeks followed a period
during which circuit executives and independent exhibitors, well supplied with late
1936-37 releases and faced with the prospect
of substantially advanced terms for the new
product, delayed negotiations as long as
possible.
Typical of the sudden influx of contracts
is the situation in the southwest. Executives of three of the leading circuits of this
territory were in New York last week, all
in deep conference with distributors over
new contracts. Interest in the situation, especial y inTexas, was aroused by the recent
acquisition by United Artists Theatres of
a 50 per cent interest in the Robb & Rowley
circuit. Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the board of Twentieth Century-Fox, heads
the United Artists circuit. Edward Rowley
and Harold Robb, representing these interests, were in New York last week as were
Robert
Interstate
and
L. C.O'Donnell
and R. E.ofGriffith
of theTheatres,
Griffith
Amusement Company.
The programs
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Paramount,
RKO ofRadio
and Universal have
been bought by Robb & Rowley for the entire circuit of 75 houses and Twentieth Century-Fox pictures haveandbeenTexas.
boughtInterstate
for first
runs in Oklahoma
Theatres so far has contracted only for
MGM, Twentieth Century-Fox and Monogram product for all theatres and for Uni-
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HOUSES
versal in.52 houses. Griffith Amusement has
concluded only one contract, with RKO, but
negotiations with others are under way.
In Chicago buying has been free of the
clearance fight which delayed contracts last
year and the season, consequently, is well
advanced. Three companies, Paramount,
MGM and Warner Brothers, have franchise
arrangements with Balaban & Katz and Columbia and Twentieth Century-Fox have
completed their deals with the circuit, leaving only the United Artists, Universal and
RKO contracts to be arranged. RKO and
Universal release through the Palace for
first runs in the Loop district so their deals
are for neighborhood houses only. United
Artists sold to B. & K. for 1936-37 after
selling away from them the year before and
it is expected that the arrangement will continue this year. Most independent theatre
deals are made late in the fall, after the
B. & K. terms are arranged, but indications
are that they will be from a month to six
weeks earlier than in previous years.
Independent circuits in New York are
usually slow in completing new season contracts and little activity has been noted in
the territory this year. However, buying is
expected to start early this month, since
virtually all first run Broadway deals have
been arranged
RKO
have
contractedandforboth
mostLoew's
of theandproduct
needed for their neighborhood houses.

The following table shows the product purchased by the larger circuits of the country, long term
franchise deals being indicated where such information is available. Many circuits affiliated with distributors have long term contracts, but under arrangements mich provide for negotiations each year,
the contracts thus amounting to continuing options.
Product Under
Product Under
Contract
Contract
(All 1937-38
con(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
tracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unNumber of Theatres feature programs, unContracting
and less otherwise
Contracting
and less otherwise
Locations
fied ) speciCircuits
Locations
tied ) speciButterfield
Illinois
Paramount
89, Michigan
Columbia
Alger, E. E.
RKO
MGM
Monogram
Aldun . . . .
Alabama, Georgia RKO
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Atlantic
New
Jersey
20th-Fox
20th-Fox
Balaban & Katz.
Illinois
Columbia
Universal
MGM
Warner
(long term franchise]
Paramount
MGM
Central States. 44, Iowa, Nebraska.
Paramount
(long term franchise]
20th-Fox
RKO
Warner
20th-Fox
(long
term
franchise)
20th-Fox
Century
23, New York City.
MGM
United Artists
Barham, Tracy. 2, Indiana
Paramount
MGM
Comerford
MGM
Benton, William 6, Upstate New York.
Paramount
Theatres
103, New York,
Paramount
Pennsylvania
RKO
20th-Fox
20th-Fox
Buffalo Theatres II, Buffalo, Niagara
Commonwealth. 23, Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri
RKO
Falls, North Tonawanda, N. Y. . . MGM
20th-Fox
Paramount
20th-Fox
(Continued on following page)
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Circuits
Confederation
Cooper, J. H..
Cooperative
Theatres . . .
Dent, Louis.
Dickinson
Theatres
Dipson, N. D.

Dubinsky
Brothers

ACTIVITY

Product Under
Contract
(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unContracting
and less otherwise
Locations
fied ) speci8, Montreal
Universal
28, Colorado, Oklahoma, Nebraska... Paramount
RKO
Universal

22, Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri
12, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia

Columbia
MGM
20th-Fox
Wheeling, W. Va.. RKO
12, Kansas, Missouri... RKO
II, Kansas, Missouri... Paramount
1943)
(10 year franchise —

Essaness
Theatres

27, Illinois
Evergreen State 35, Oregon,
Washington

Famous
Canadian
Fanchon &
Marco . . .
Fourth Avenue.
Fox Intermountain

20th-Fox

7, Schenectady,
Albany, Brooklyn,
Troy, N. Y

150, Canada

.

Columbia
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal
MGM
Paramount
Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Columbia
MGM
RKO
20th-Fox
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal

1946)
RKO
(10 year franchise —
Warner
(10 year franchise)
18, Indiana, Kentucky.. 20th-Fox
Paramount
(first runs only)
5, St. Louis

65, Denver territory.. Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal
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HEIGHTENED

Product Under
Contract
(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unContracting
and less otherwise
Circuits
Locations
fied ) speciFox Midwest.
120, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska
Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO

86, Michigan
20th-Fox
6, Colorado, Nebraska Columbia
RKO

Durkee
Enterprises . . . 20, Maryland

Fabian, Si

PICTURE HERALD

Republic
(Serials)
20th-Fox

16, Kansas City

(1940)
10 year)
territory
Universal
Fox West Coast 169, Arizona, California Columbia
MGM
1938) expires
(franchise
Paramount
(franchise expires
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal
Warner
27,
Republic
Fox Wisconsin 42, Michigan, Wisconsin Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal
Fulton, W. D..
7, Kansas, Missouri... Columbia
Golden States
RKO
Theatres .... 31, California
MGM
20th-Fox

Griffith
Amusement
Harris
Amusement

95, Oklahoma,

Interstate

16, New England

Interstate

92, New Mexico,
Texas

Jefferson
Amusement

Texas.. RKO

12, Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania

52,
60, Texas

Columbia
MGM
Paramount
20th-Fox
Universal
Paramount
20th-Fox
Universal
MGM
Monogram
20th-Fox
Universal

Paramount
20th-Fox
(first runs)
Universal
30,
Republic
(Continued on following page)
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FRANCHISE

Product Under
Contract
(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unand less otherwise
Circuits Contracting
Locations
tied ) speci(Continued from preceding page)
Kallett Theatres 15, Upper New York. . . MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Lam Amusement 10, Alabama, Georgia. MGM
RKO
Libson, Ike....
5, Cincinnati, Dayton. Columbia
MGM
20th-Fox
Lightman, M. A. 47, Arkansas, Tennessee Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
(first runs)
Universal
Lofiw's
120, California,
Delaware,
Georgia, Indiana,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts,
Missouri, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Canada .... Columbia
Grand National
MGM
Paramount
20th-Fox
United Artists
67, Met. New York... Republic
40, Met. New York. . . 20th-Fox
Universal
(half product)
E. M. Loew. ... 13, New England
Columbia
Republic
(Serials)
Long, Louis F.. . 5 Arizona
Columbia
Paramount
RKO
Lucas & Jenkins 39, Georgia
Maine and
New Hampshire

35,
29, New England

Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Universal

September

25,
Minnesota
Amusement ... 83, Minnesota, North
and South Dakota,
Wisconsin
MGM
1939)
(franchise expires
Paramount
(long term)
20th-Fox
1939)
(franchise expires

Circuits
Monarch
Mullins &
Pinanski .

Neighborhood
Theatres
Notes
Perry, Hunter.
Phoenix
Pizor . .
Publix Bamford.
Publix
Great States.
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DEALS

Product Under
Contract
(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unContracting
and less otherwise
Locations
fled) speci6, Indiana, Ohio
Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
100, New England

Columbia
MGM
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Warner

15, Virginia
20th-Fox
Universal
4, Washington, D. C. Columbia
20th-Fox
4, Virginia
Columbia
MGM
Paramount
20th-Fox
10, Kentucky
20th-Fox
9, Pennsylvania
MGM
20th-Fox
5, North Carolina .... MGM
Paramount
RKO

60, Illinois, Indiana. . . Columbia
MGM
Monogram
Paramount
RKO
Universal
Publix Salt Lake 6, Idaho, Utah ...... Paramount
Prudential &
Playhouse
35, Connecticut, New Columbia
Jersey, New York. Warner
20th-Fox
RKO
100, California,
Colorado, Illinois, Iowa,
Massachusetts,
Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri,
New Jersey, New
Ohio, Rhode Columbia
Island
84, York,
MGM
RKO
Warner
Universal
Met. New York and
first runs in Boston,
Columbus,
Brunswick, Rochester,
MGM
Syracuse,
Trenton
. . 20th-Fox
Randforce
44, Brooklyn, N. Y
20th-Fox
Reade, Walter. 25, New Jersey,
Paramount
New York
20th-Fox
Warner
(Continued on page 50)
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Three Paramount horses in the money in the first race, and
that's only the start. Look at the rest of the Paramount stable:
★ HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME * ANGEL ★ EBB TIDE * THE
BARRIER * THIS WAY, PLEASE ★ BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY
★ TRUE CONFESSION * WELLS FARGO ★ THE BUCCANEER
★ THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1938 Among others * What a great
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money every month —
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INDUSTRY'S

ONLY
MISSION,
QUICLEY
Williamstown Institute Hears
STANDARD SOUND
Herald Publisher, Gov.Milliken
EQUIPMENT URGED
and Others on Responsibilities,
Another effort to unify studio and
theatre sound equipment was made
Social Significance of Screen
last week in the recommendation of
Special Correspondence
the research council of the Academy
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
of Motion
"Picturesound
Arts apparatus
and Sciencesin
for
standardized
Writers who confuse word-skill with inthe
44
theatres
used
by
the major
formation, and intellectuals who put their
studios for previews.
authority behind hearsay opinions, were inThe
recommendations,
sent
to the
dicted as foes of the motion picture by Marsound equipment companies and opertin Quigley, editor in chief of Quigley Publications, speaking before the Williamstown
ators ofthe theatres involved, outlined
Institute of Human Relations Tuesday.
adjustments designed to standardize
reproduction quality in those theatres.
Mr. Quigley made emphatic reiteration
Uniformity of preview houses was
of the fact that the motion picture inadvised after a series of tests were
dustry's responsibility
is to totheanyartotherof
entertainment,
without regard
made
by theheaded
council'sby standardization
committee,
John Hilliard.
interest or special cause. He pointed out
The recommendation was sent by Wilthat the executives with responsibility for
liam
Koenig,
chairman
of
the council.
the
industry "dostatesmen,
not envision
themselvesor
as teachers,
churchmen
economists. They are showmen."
and expression, with shortThe Institute's forums are held under the art of narration
mings to be found in identical abundance
auspices of the National Conference of Jews alike on cothe
screen,
the stage and printed
and Christians, under the direction of Dr.
Everett B. Clinchy. The co-chairmen are
Newton D. Baker, Roger William Straus page.
Explains Production Code
and Professor Carlton J. H. Hayes.
The Institute also heard from Carl E. Mil- authoritative
Mr. Quigley's
remarksfrom
included
the first
utterance
a public
rosliken of the Motion Picture Producers and
trum
of
the
nature
and
functions
of
the
ProDistributors of America, who described enduction Code under which the motion picdeavors intended to be co-operative with the
ture industry operates — authoritatively cominterests of education. W. P. Montague of
ing from the man who conceived and
Paramount News spoke on Public Opinion
the code into being and ultimately
and the Newsreel. Fred Eastman, professor brought
moved
bring about its acceptance and
of Biography, literature and drama at the working toapplication.
Chicago Theological Seminary, restated his
"To one who for more than 22 years has
familiar position, bringing in his not-so-ex- lived
in, with — and, I might add, by — the
pert opinions about distribution methods and
there is gratification in obarguing that the motion picture industry motion picture,
serving the attention it is receiving curought to assume burdens of education. He
rently in the proceedings of the Williamsalso would like to have the State Department
town Institute of Human Relations," said
censortion ofexport
pictures
behalf of glorificaAmerican
life toin audiences
abroad.
Mr. Quigley.
referencetimeto has
the
indicates"Although
that considerable
The Rev. Gerald B. Donnelly, SJ., asso- calendar
passed, yet my recollection is exceedingly
ciate editor
of
"America,"
presented
an
exposition ofthe aims and attainments of the vivid of a day when no such attention was
Legion of Decency, and of the motion picture reasonably conceivable.
industry as operated under the Production Criticism Vocal
Code. He reiterated the definition of sub"While there is to those of us who have
versive entertainment as the glorification of
through the years in the industry
misconduct and crime and pointed to the struggled
a
satisfaction
this dawn of an intellectual
demise of the harlot-triumphant as a screen interest in the insocial
and moral significance
figure.
of the motion picture, it may not be regarded
precisely
as
an
unmixed
blessing.
Significant was Father Donnelly's line, "I
think that most of my co-religionists do
"This
principally
is
due
the fact
that
not believe in or trust political censorship." much of the opinion about tomotion
pictures
Dr. Edgar Dale, bureau of educational re- which has been accepted in circles where
search, Ohio State University, of fame for this interest has arisen has been contributed
his participation in and discussions of re- by two particular groups, neither of which
ports assembled and purveyed some years
aided a clarity of understanding of the
ago by the Motion Picture Research Coun- has
cil under the administration of the late Will- problems and purposes of the industry.
iam Harrison Short, engaged in exhaustive
"In one group there are the professional
analytical discussion of what he deemed writers
— those artful fabricators of parafaults of motion picture types and stereotypes
and pages that
who strike
treat with
facility all graphs
subjects
theirequal
attention.
— ignoring quite that what he was discussing
was not the motion picture but the whole Too often these writers and perhaps some of
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their readers mistake a cleverness in stringing words together for the knowledge requisite to discuss knowingly the subject in hand.
These writers have not dealt kindly with
the motion picture.
"In another
are many
important in the group
intellectual
life ofpersons
the nation
who are well-equipped to discuss motion
pictures and to contribute to a sound opinon
about them, except for the fact — which they
seem
joyfullypictures;
to reiterate
— thatnevertheyseenever
see motion
at least
any
representative number of them.
"If it is true then — as I believe it to be —
that much of what passes for thoughtful consideration ofmotion pictures is contributed
on one hand by writers who have never
troubled themselves to learn about pictures
and the industry which produces them; and
on the other hand, by persons who profess
they do not examine the pictures themselves,
it would seem then that there remains much
to be said on the subject.
Film Has Responsible Sponsorship
"Of the much that may be said I shall attempt only a little, but even that little will
suggest,
1 hope, that
the issponsorship
the entertainment
film inthere
a conscienceof
and perhaps even an intelligence.
"Recently I have heard it remarked that
if you write the dialogue for both parts of
an argument the least you can expect is to
win the argument.
"That's how many arguments critical of
the motion picture are won. There is a practice to attribute to it objectives which it
does not entertain, coupled with criticism
ofhas thenevernon-attainment
of objectives which it
sought.
"There is also a practice to accuse the
motionincespicture
delinquencies
provwhere it hasof not
entered andin where
reason
not
enter.and judgment indicate it should
"There are those who damn the motion
picture industry for an alleged lack of social
consciousness; for failure to give pictorial
expression to the great political, social and
economic issues of the day. These critics
deny or ignore the deliberately expressed
policy of the entertainment film which,
simply stated, is: To entertain.
"Theydustry isignore
or deny also
inupon thoroughly
solid that
and the
proper
grounds in centering upon this policy.
"References to the motion picture producers usually means the member companies of
the organized motion picture industry. These
firms are engaged in the business of providing entertainment. The executives of these
firms do not envision themselves as teachers,
statesmen, churchmen or economists. Thej
are showmen; at least they seek to be.
Motion Pictures No Monopoly
hold ofno motion
exclusivepicture
sovereignty
over
the"They
medium
expression.
The medium is open to anyone who has, or
who cancilitieequip
required fas. Ifthese himself
showmenwithhavethewell-equipped
themselves with the required facilities it
(Continued on following page)
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PRODUCTION
(Continued from preceding page)
should be noted that it is their business to
do so.
industry's judgment
and inmine
that"Ittheis the
entertainment
film belongs
the
province of entertainment and nowhere
else. If there are others who wish to use
this medium for a message which they
imagine the world is yearning to hear, the
obvious course for them is to get a camera
and go to work.
"Let us consider the propriety of this industry policy:
"We awareofof the
the influence
industry are
in noscreen.
wise We
unof the
know that it has an unparalleled appeal to
virtually all classes of people the world over.
"We know of its powerful emotional impact upon audiences.
"We know of its effectiveness in creating
an
acceptance
for modes, manners and merchandise.
"We recallin theJavaincident
potentatean
somewhere
who, ofafterthe seeing
American automobile attractively pictured
in ander toAmerican
film, promptly
orDetroit. When
the car cabled
reached anJava
His Highness had to construct two miles of
roadway in order to have some place to
drive it.
"We know that Maxim Litvinoff, the
Soviet foreign minister, has declared that
'the cinema is the most desirable and effective means of promoting the Revolution.'
"Hence there is no lack of appreciation
of the potentialities of the screen for propaganda.
"But there is within the industry a
recognition of the grave responsibility that
would devolve upon him who would attempt to use this most popular of all
amusements for the purpose of propagating social, political and economic ideas,
many of which must necessarily be of an
untried and experimental character.
"At Washington
is adequate
experimentation and thethere
figures
involved are
impressive enough even in an industry
where millions are so lightly spoken of.
"I amvolvesopposed
any scheme
which in-of
the theatre toscreen
in propaganda
any character.
"Theture only
motion that
picindustrymandate
has any which
right the
to assume
it has received from the public is to produce
entertainment films.
"To the
attempt
anotherof policy
would andbe toto
lessen
popularity
the screen
create additional confusion in the public
mind. It would make the theatres hotbeds of
friction and controversy instead of places of
refreshment and recreation. There are many
places appropriate to the discussion of these
issues. The theatre is not one of them.
"There
are who
producers,
limited influence
appear fortunately
from time toof time
with films which they declare have a valuable lesson for the public. Seeking to capitalize for their own purposes the laudable
efforts of public health authorities in their
campaign to control the ravages of venereal
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disease, some of these are currently distributing films based on related themes.
"Thehaveargument,
course,foristhethatpublic.
these
films
a helpful ofmessage
"It is an obvious fact that these producers
are devoted to the public welfare in a curiously restricted manner. We hear nothing
of their solicitude about matters of cancer,
tuberculosis or infant mortality. The urge
to service in the public weal comes only
when some implication of sex is present.
"Theirulent.pretense
to public service
fraudThey are interested
only in issaleable
merchandise and they are not fastidious
about what the sales appeal is based upon.
Such subjects are seldom, if ever, conceived
in good faith for theatrical presentation and
regardless of the motive the themes involved
are unfit for theatrical presentation.
such"I asamthisaware
— that that
certaina simple
ideas aredeclaration
unfit for
theatrical presentation — -arouses these days
in certain circles an anguished protest. The
dissenters assert that any such restriction
amounts to an abridgement of the freedom
of speech.
"Actually
the principle
speech
is not abridged
and notofevenfreedom
involved.of
Such a restriction is only a sensible recognition of the principle that in a civilized
community no one is entitled to a freedom
of action of any character which transgresses
the public welfare.
Censorship Not a Solution
"Upon this question of what the screen
may say and how it may say it and in connection with arrangements which the organized industry in the United States has
evolved to deal with it there exists much
confusion and misunderstanding.
"Recently magazines
in what many
as onean ofarticle
our
thoughtful
thereregard
appeared
by a professional writer under the title, 'The
Frustrate
writer and
declared
against
the
futilityCensor'.
of all The
censorship
particularly
against what he proclaimed to be the system of
censorship
the motion
picture industry in the existing
United inStates.
He denounced
this
system as an especially glaring failure.
"I am the
in hearty
agreement
withtoanyone
ascribes
attribute
of futility
what who
may
properly be described as censorship. But the
systemicanofmotionregulation
which
exists
in
the
Amerpicture industry is not censorship.
On the contrary,
it is a plan
of regulation
interiorly and voluntarily
devised.
It does not
partake of the essential character of censorship
because it was not imposed by an exterior force.
"This system known as the Production
Code is an expression of the corporate
conscience of a great industry, the nature
of whose business in the natural course
confronted it with a great moral problem.
"This writer is again in error, because
through lack of correct information — all of
which is readily available — he describes as a
failure enally
a system
which has produced phenomsuccessful results.
"I turehave
stated
that
the theatrical
picdoes not wish to play
the role ofmotion
an agency
of propaganda, and I have argued that it is
neither right nor reasonable that it should attempt to play such a part.
Film's Responsibility Inherent
"However, toI doaffirm,
not wish
but rather
emphatically
that tothedeny,
theatrical
mo-
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tion picture has grave public responsibilities.
These responsibilities embrace no mandate that
it should seek to inculcate in the public mind
ideas on. sociology, economics and politics. They
are not responsibilities which it has reached
out for bilities
and whichassumed.
Ratherinthey
responsi-of
are inherent
the are
operation
telling
stories
upon
the
screen
to
a
vast
audience.
"The
subject
matter
of
the
typical
motion
picture comprises the circumstances of life and
living. It presents human beings in action and
reaction upon each other. It shows people confronted with problems of conduct and behavior
and the manner and ways they meet and solve
or attempt to solve these problems. Screen
conduct in the forcefulness of its presentation
influences or tends to influence the conduct of
the members of the audience, depending in degree upon their individual impressionability.
"Henceinfluence
there isin anthe inescapable
social And
and
moral
motion picture.
inescapable is the responsibility which devolves
upon those who determine its moral character.
"Society
recognizes
this nation
responsibility
moral
leadership
of the
insists and
thattheit
shall be properly discharged.
"The organized motion picture industry
in the United States has answered this insistence with the development of a system
of interior regulation which is unique in
the annals of the theatre or any other form
of amusement. Moreover, I think it may
rightly
be said isthatmore
the thorough
industry's process
of regulation
and is
geared to higher moral standards than
regulatory measures adopted and executed
by any other popular media of expression.
"This system
is a detailedandcodepractical
of procedure
together
with reasonable
means
of insuring its application. In its simplest terms
it maytion of the
be described
as
a
commonsense
recogninature of man and his responsibilities
to his neighbor and to society at large. Because
it was evolved under expert and experienced
auspices it has been able to provide methods
which have proved successful in meeting the
day bytion of day
motionproblems
pictures.which arise in the produc"It
has
accomplished
of such calibre
and scope as entitled it toresults
be recognized
along
with rent
the contributions
pulpit andto thethe classroom
welfare ofinthetheirrace.cur"An understanding
systemto and
the
results
it has obtained ofwillthisafford
persons
attentive to the influences of media of expression
much that may inspire admiration for an important job well done." AIM OF
ENTERTAINMENT
NEWSREELS, SAYS MONTAGUE
Educating the world from a dozen different
angles of tainment,
human
from an enterrather thanrelationships
from an educational
basis,
is now the chief concern of the newsreels, W.
P. Montague
of
Paramount
News
told
the
Institute. Mr. Montague traced the development
of the newsreel since its inception approximately 30 years ago, explaining the limitations,
dangers, spirit of rivalry, criticisms and the like
that are a part of the finished product as it
comes to the screen.
"I wired the cameramen in the larger cities
from coastterview ttoen women
coast asking
each different
of them tosocial
inof entirely
and economic interests as to what they liked
and
a newsreel,"
he explained.
"Whiledisliked
of coursein this
is far too small
a number
to count as{Continued
a survey, onthefollowing
answers page)
along this line
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NEARLY

ALL

(Continued from preceding page)
were that they wanted the entertainment type
of story, miscellaneous news, fashions, and
strangely enough, a large proportion wanted
sports, personalities and human interest. The
bulk of them said that they disliked strikes, war,
crime and politics.
"Here was the problem the newsreels were
faced with,"rogatives ofahenews
continued.
"Theyhencehad thethesocial
preagency and
obligations
a newstimedisseminating
tion. At theof same
their audienceorganizawould
only accept their product if it was entertaining
—of good
We werethe driven
into theandcorner
havingtheatre.
to combine
two factors
our
policy
as
worked
out
roughly
became,
'Give as
much real news as can really be interestingly
told with motion pictures.'
"We found
that nearly
human
relationships
had any
an major
angle ofproblem
popularin
interest. Perhaps, our approach was a superperhapsan we
approached rather
important
cialficialnewsone,from
entertainment
than so-an
educational one. But at least we tackled it,
got it into the theatres and before the eyes of
twenty-eight
peopleof every
As to the million
treatment
nationalweek."
and other
issues,
Mr.
Montague
said,
hardly
any subject that we have not "There
tackled.is All
we
need is your personal project, a new and interesting slant on it and a novel way of bringing
it intimately to the people. We have no preconceived concepts as to which human problems
are good newsreel material. We do have an unbiased editorial policy which we try to make
as far sighted as possible.
first place, issue.
we willInnotthetakesecond
sides
on "Ina the
controversial
place, the newsreels are honest, or do their
best to be so. The only real threat to our
honesty is the necessity of being interesting and at times we have gone so far as
to sacrifice entertainment values to what
we believe to be a sound human relations
policy."
In concluding, Mr. Montague stressed the
fact
a finalareobligation
reststhemselves
with the newsreels that
if they
to consider
news
medium : That is to edit the news, and to edit
iton with
a
far
sighted
view
to
its
ultimate
effect
human relations.
CRITICISM BEGINS AT
HOME, SAYS EASTMAN
The motion picture has taken rank with the
home, the school and the church as a power in
setting fessor
the Eastman
pattern
saidofinAmerican
his addressculture,
before Prothe
Institute.
He
offered
four
suggestions
for
getting better pictures.
"We can begin at home with ourselves and
our
own
families,"
he said.that"Wewe cansee.select
greater care
the pictures
We with
can
patronize
the
best
—
the
seven
per
cent
top
quality. We can boycott the trash. We can
educate our communities by classes in motion
picture appreciation and discrimination in the
high
study groups
in ourschools,
churchesandandmotion
civic picture
associations.
"We
can
help
the
more
progressive
break the block-booking system. A billexhibitors
to this
end has
been exhibitors.
introduced They
into Congress
motion picture
want to by
be able
to choose their pictures. They want our help.
We can write our Congressmen for their support.
can also
empower
to "We
withold
pictures
whichour goStatefromDepartment
America
abroad and give our foreign neighbors false
impressions of American life.
"Finally, let us be clear concerning our goal.
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Is it merely decencv that we want in our pictures ? No ! We want far more than that. Decency at best is a negative thing. It means only
the absence of dirt. A picture can be decent
and still be inane, trashy, essentially dishonest
in its portrayal of human values. We want
something
positive." references to portrayals of
After extensive
vocational, racial and other types in motion
pictures, Dr. Dale called for efforts to give
people the power to evaluate critically what
they see on the screen, hear on the radio or
read in the press.
have learned
in America andfaster
elsewhere
towe "We
make
distribute
have and
learned
how topropaganda
resist and evaluatethanit.
It comes to us in a .constant stream from the
press, the radio and the movies. We need a
Consumers Research Organization to evaluate
its factual accuracy, its biased sources. We
need to put the easy stereotypes of racial and
nationalistic prejudice under the microscope to
determine whether they are false, half-truth, or
truth. We need, in short to inoculate the American public with the vaccine of critical judgDr. Dale added that he realized this would
be an enormous task.
ment."
"PREDATORY
WENCHES
DISCOURAGED"— DONNELLY
The major purpose of the Legion of Decency movement is to rid the motion picture screen of morally subversive stories,
stories that lower traditional moral standards and persuade the young to accept false
principles of conduct, Father Donnelly told
the Institute. A secondary purpose, he
added, is to rid the screen of obscenities
and indecencies.
Father Donnelly mentioned about 40 films
produced
to thedealt
Legion
of Decency just
campaignprior
as having
in ribaldry,
eroticism or other evils for their appeal,
and gave praise to the West Coast motion
picture producers for having cooperated
with the Legion of Decency in putting an
end to that type of picture.
"During the past several years," he said,
"the Hollywood
Legion has product.
approved I97estimate
per centthatof
the
this year the screen is having the greatest
financial success in its history. The films
are playing to packed houses here and
abroad. But in none of them is the hero
a glamorous gangster or admirable rebel
against the moral or civil law. In none of
them is the heroine portrayed as an admirable street walker, kept woman, unmarried mother or predatory wench.
"Most remarkable of all," he continued,
"not one
films persuades
its audienceis
that
crimeof the
is romantic,
that education
funny, that chastity is ridiculous, that adultery is justified
a great love,
or thator
traditional
moral byconvictions
are false

CLEAN

sex, follow from the code of right and
wrong written into the consciences of men
by God himself, and have been generally
accepted for centuries by Christians, Jews,
pagans and men of no religious affiliation.
Referring to regulation of motion picture
material, he said: "I think that most of
my co-religionists do not believe in or trust
political censorship. The Legion of Decency did not agitate for more laws, more
official snoopers, stricter courts, more scissors and blue pencil men paid by the state.
The Legion was an effort to persuade the
industry to internal regulation — self regulation. The Legion resorted to the organization of public opinion and public pressure
to induce the industry to establish and obey
its own censors."
F, &>M.

in Talks

for New Roxy Deal
F. & M. Stageshows, Inc., will continue
operation of the Roxy Theatre, New York,
pending conclusion of a new operating
agreement with Twentieth Century-Fox,
controllers of the house, it was announced
this week. Preliminary discussions on the
new agreement
have been
tract has been signed
as yet.held, but no conF. & M. through its subsidiary Artco has
been managing the Roxy for the last five
years under a management contract with
Howard S. Cullman, trustee.
Mr. Cullman and Edward Burke, manager of the theatre for the past 10 years,
step out September 2nd in consequence of
the recent approval of the reorganization
plan. Irving Lesser, who has been repreng F. &Mr.M. Cullman,
in the management
tractsentiwith
is expectedcon-to
assume Mr. Burke's duties.
The Roxy passed into the possession of
Twentieth Century-Fox at midnight September 1st. Under the reorganization, recently approved by Federal Judge Francis
G. Caffey, the theatre obtains a 20-year
franchise from Twentieth Century-Fox.

National Decency Legion
Classifies 12 Productions
Of 12 new pictures reviewed and classified
by the National Legion of Decency in its
listing for the current week 10 were approved for general patronage, one was
listed as unobjectionable for adults and one
was cited
tures and astheirobjectionable
classificationin part.
follow. The picClass A-l, Unobjectionable for General
outmoded."
Dr. Donnelly stressed the Legion of De- Patronage : "An Orphan Boy of Vienna,"
"Clipped Wings," "Hideaway," "It's All
cency's determination to end "morally sub- Yours,"
"Ein Madel mit Tempo," "Sea
versive stories," or stories "persuading the Racketeers,"
of the Navy,"
young to accept false principles of conduct." "Thin Ice," "Sweetheart
Show," "Where
"By the traditional standards of conduct," There's a Will." "Varsity
'Class A-2, Unobjectionable
he said, "I mean such principles of conduct for
Adults : "Die Nacht mit dem Kaiser."
as the following: murder is wrong; stealing is wrong; perjury is wrong. These Class B, Objectionable in Part: "Walter
standards, together with many relating to Wanger's Vogues of 1938."
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Decrees

Seen Abandoned
FORM
BUYING
COMBINE
UMPTO Committee Authorized
PREMIUMS, NOT SHOW,
to Bargain for New ConWHAT THEY WANTED
tracts in Boycott Dispute
E. E. Webber, of the Mary Lou
While awaiting a court ruling on their
Theatre, independent subsequent-run
battle with Paramount over an alleged
house
in Kansas City, was never an
breach of contract, independent exhibitors
advocate of the practice of giving
in the Philadelphia area this week moved
away premiums, but other theatres
to apply a new weapon in the controversy.
did, so Mr. Webber adopted a simiThe plan, formation of a buying combine,
was revealed at a meeting of the United
lar policy a few weeks ago. The exMotion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern
hibitor voiced his opinion on the polPennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
icy by telling what happened in one
Delaware at the Broadwood Hotel in Philanight. He said:
delphia.
"In six instances women stood in
line to buy tickets, accepted their
With approximately 85 members prespremiums and left. One pair of ladies
ent, it was disclosed that the operators of
arrived in a taxicab, bought tickets,
127 theatres, said to have an aggregate
tucked their premiums under their
Paramount film bill of $500,000, have
arms, climbed back in the taxi and designed a power of attorney, giving a
UMPTO committee the right to bargain
for them for the 1937-38 Paramount
product.
Commission
parted." for the first time the reasons
It istractstipulated
con- why
shall be betterthator theno terms
worse ofthanthe those
back. pictures promised for delivery are held
in the 1936-37 agreements. It is last year's
No decision was reached at a special
agreements
that the UMPTO charges Par- meeting
of the Independent Theatre Owners
amount violated.
of
Northern California, which was called
The theatre owners assert that six pic- to discuss
playdate strike. The
tures listed on bythe Paramount,
1936-'37 contracts
were meeting wasa proposed
adjourned after a heated disnot delivered
but instead
cussion.
were held over and are now being sold in
new contracts. In retaliation, the UMPTO
declared a boycott against Paramount, and
Paramount now seeks in federal court a Missouri Gambling Ban
permanent injunction restraining UMPTO Seen Boon to Box Office
from carrying out its boycott plans.
Theatre men in Missouri and especially in
Decisions Still Awaited
Kansas City expect box office receipts to
improve following the order of Governor
Oliver B. Dickinson, federal judge, who Lloyd
C. Stark and Attorney General Roy
has
the
petition
and
UMPTO's
answer
McKittrick
to Kansas City prosecutors to
under consideration, has given no indication proceed at once
against all places with slot
as to when he will render a decision.
the letter to proseParamount has brought a similar action machines.cutors wasAccompanying
the
promise
ouster
in Minneapolis,
restrain
exhib- proceedings against thosetolawinstitute
enforcement
itors there from seeking
carryingto out
a proposed
officers
who
did
not
act
to
enforce
the
Gov"buyers' strike."
Hearing ofonthetheillness
petition,of
ernor's order.
postponed
twice because
Slot machines immediately began to disJ. P. Devaney, chief counsel for Allied Theal over Kansas City and throughout
atre Owners of the Northwest, was sched- Jackson ap earCounty,
as well as other city and
uled to be held this week with Gunnar H. country beer places
and road houses over
Nordbye, federal judge, presiding.
A bulletin issued by Allied pointed out the state. A conservative estimate places
amount of the "take" in Jackson County
that 85 theatres were represented at a re- the
cent meeting and that a vote was taken to alone at $1,000,000 annually, four-fifths of
determine sentiment in the controversy. it from Kansas City proper.
Each member present was called upon and
each said "he would continue to refuse to
Discuss Premiums
give dates to Paramount and would not ne- ToVaried
angles of the premium situation
gotiate for the new product."
will be discussed at round table meetings
Urges Action on Ads
of the Atlantic Coast Premium Exposition
P. J. Wood, secretary of the Independent to be held at the Hotel Astor in New York
Theatre Owners of Ohio, is asking inde- from September 28 to the 30th. Howard
pendent exhibitors, especially those involved Dunk is secretary. Among the speakers will
in theeralParamount
battle, forto immediate
petition theaction
Fed- be: Professor Howard T. Hovde, Wharton
Trade Commission
School of Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Pauline Beery
on the application of Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel, for a complaint against Mack, director of Home Economics Research and professor of textile chemistry,
Paramount for "false and misleading ad- Pennsylvania
State College, and Jules
vertising."
The request is included in a bulletin which Dundes of the Columbia Broadcasting System
sales
promotion
staff.
states Mr. Myers' application reveals to the

In Trust Suits
FRANCIS L. BURT
inby Washington
Department of Justice officials this week
were reported to be considering a tightening
up of anti-trustof enforcements,
involvingwhich,
the
abandonment
the consent decrees
in the past, have been accepted to terminate
many prosecutions.
The apparent ease and regularity with
which consent decrees are evaded widely
after the publicity attendant upon a Government prosecution dies down was said to
be the underlying factor in the situation.
The matter was recently brought to the
fore by the action of the department in investigating alleged violation of a consent
decree entered into five years ago by California oil companies.
Officialspositofion to discuss
the department
showed change,
no disthe proposed
which was made known through publication
last week by Representative John M. Coffee
of Washington of a letter he wrote to the
attorney general congratulating him for
abandoning the consent-decree practice.
Department executives, however, refused
to admit the accuracy of reports that they
were developing legislation to be submitted
to Congress in January, tightening up the
anti-trust laws as a preliminary to a nationwide campaign against the film, oil, steel,
cement and other large industries.
Rumors continue to persist, though, that
the department will undertake such a drive,
based on the known fact that government
agents
now industries.
making investigations in
several ofarethose
Hearing in October on
Legion's Nebraska Appeal
The American Sunday
Legion's appealelection
in the will
lost
Beatrice,
be heard inNeb.,
district court show
there in October.
City Attorney H. F. Mattoon ruled the July
election lost to advocates of the blue law
appeal when a 1,553 tie vote resulted. The
Legion, which, along with other patriotic
and civic organizations, sponsored the election, which
holds that
last minutevictory
mail ballots
killedthe an67 apparent
for
Sunday shows were illegally counted.
No Morris Successor Chosen
H. M. Addison had declared that no manager will be named for the present to replace VictorArthur
MorrisTuohy,
at Loew's
in Boston.
former Orpheum
assistant
to Mr. Morris, and Frank Murphy, formerly
assistant
at
Loew's
State,
are
dividing
duties
at the theatre for the present.
Detroit Club Has Outing
The Variety Club of Detroit had its final
golf tournament and outing of the season on
Monday at the Franklin Hills Country Club.
Committee in charge consisted of Irving and
Adolph Goldberg, Irving Belinsky, Bob
Fisher, Lester Sturm, Jack Stewart, Charles
Perry,
Frank Downey, Carl Buermele and
Moe Dudelson.

INE OF THE YEAR'S

TRULY

EXCEPTIONAL
MOTION PICTURES
» » » » and 20th says that
with

For every WIFE
whose husband
works with pretty

For every
HUSBAND whose
wife waits and
wonders !

For every GIRL
whose boss is hands o m e . . . and
married !

Drama with a twinkle in its eye . . .
for anybody and everybody who seeks
the outstanding in entertainment!

your

boxoffice

in mind!

E

WARNER

LORETTA

OUNG

BAXTER

111

ALL

THAT

AUDIENCES

THRILLED

THESE

GRAND

YOUR

EVER

TO

IN

STARS

... in this gaily romantic tale of
three who tried to out-smart love !

JANE DARWELLSIDNEY

MAURICE

BLACKMER

CASS

• MINNA

GOMBELL • MARGARET IRVING
Directed by Walter Lang
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Screen play by Kathryn Scola, Darrell
Ware and Lamar Trotti

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

IT'S

ONE

OF

THE

BIGGEST

OF

20TH

S BIG

ONES!

20th's canny sense of entertainment
values shows to its greatest advantage
in "WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE". . .
bright, witty, penetrating romance in
the mood of today Brilliantly written,
gloriously played by its triple-sure-fire
stars . . backed by one of the swellest
marquee titles ever . . . this grand production isa certainty for extended runs
everywhere!

And that's a promise!

Loretta

YOUNG

Warner

-BAXTER
Virginia

BRUCE

"WIFE,

DOCTOR

and

NURSE"
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STUDIO
TO

PUBLICITY

COPE

WITH

Increases Up to 40%; Guffand-Gush Days Are Over;
Newspapers, Magazines in
Quest of Basic Material
Hollywood studio publicity departments,
habitually depicted in the motion pictures as
gaudy dens populated by slick and professionally unprincipled young fellows forever
fabricating mischievous canards complicatingous theladiesprivate
lives and romances
of virtuand gentlemen
of the cinema,
are,
in unromantic, box office fact, toiling at full
tilt and with no prospect of letdown in
behalf of a season foreseen by all hands as
the biggest, on all counts, in history.
Personnel of the Hollywood studio publicity departments is up by as much as
40 per cent,
some cases, from the September, 1936,in level.
Outlets supplied by this augmented personnel have multiplied more than proportionately during the same 12 months.
Increased demand on the part of publications generally for reliable source of information, reflecting a definite swing of reader
interest away from the guff-and-gush type
of fan fodder, coupled with augmented allocations of space by first line newspapers
account for the mounting employment and
sharply improved output.
Veterans among the Hollywood publicity department heads, themselves almost without exexperienced
in newspaper
and uptrend
magazine ception
publication,
attribute
the present
to a number of more or less unrelated but comside ofmonly
the fortuitous
industry.developments inside and outBeginnings of the editorial discrimination now
spurring studios to employment of more and
better writing men are traced by some to the
sharp and not untroubled swing toward a more
substantial kind of production subject matter
following
of theof Legion
of Decency andintervention
implementation
the Production
Code Authority. Just as the sounder screen
works brought out after these happenings found
a sincerer public interest, so, they say, did they
find a new and deeper interest on the part of
newspaper and magazine editors in information
relative to the genesis, auspices and personnel
of product in prospect.
Reader Interest Revived
More or less directly to the same causation
may be traced, in the opinion of some, a general
revival of public interest in the better grade
fan publications, most of which had languished
forlornly prior to this time, survivors showing
an upcurve in circulation coinciding roughly
with
the change
in character of requests for
informational
material.
To ableLife,
Lookwhich,
and commencing
their train, the
innumerpictorials
on whatever
keynote, swerve more or less completely toward
motion picture
accredited demand
a tremendouslymaterial,
augmented and isspecialized
for stills, location shots, studio photographs of
all kinds, together with caption data of equally
varied and stipulated kinds.
Concurrent with this development is the
coming ferred
of own.newsprint
color into
deStill expensive
and itsof long
debated,
if not debatable, usefulness, the various processes have been seized upon by major metropolitan newspapers as weapons of circulation

PERSONNEL

UP

QUICKENED
DEMAND
editorialnateddemand
material
on desigsubjects, andfor atspecific
once, has
brought
about
OBJECT LESSON
a high degree of individual versatility which
efficiency.without sacrifice of co-ordination or
obtains
FOR STARLINGS
Stalwart, stern Berton Churchill,
The increase
and size
of fan publications iscitedinbynumber
Mr. Brand
as perhaps
the
61, in pictures since the memory of
thing most directly responsible, of the many
man runneth not to the contrary and
factors
accounting
for
the
increased
personnel.
behind footlights in distinguished
As to whether it all pays, he quotes company
branch managers, who in turn quote exhibitors,
company before that, has seen himin emphatic affirmative.
self in exactly one picture. That one
Paramount Enlarges Staff
was "Taxi" and he didn't get back to
normal for quite a spell afterward.
Christopherpublicity
J. Dunphy's
integrated
His record of consistent employment
Paramount
staff is 10finely
per cent
larger
is one of the best in Hollywood.
than a year ago, and a measure of this added
talent is engaged in cultivating the relatively
unploughed
terrain
of ofchurch,
school
college activity
by means
what
calledandvisual
shorts.
Another
serviceare feature
added
warfare, the competition for supremacy in sub- education
jectivesequencinterest
editors,attendance
in con- during the past year is a compact and uncolored
e of the impelling
90,000,000artweekly
Facts," underscoring
furnishing inofconvenient
brevfigure, to pensive
makedemands
exacting
and,
incidentally,
ex- "Bookity andofwithout
what is known
upon Hollywood. Color
as
the
"angle,"
essential
data
customarily
photographs,
oncenowregarded
as slightly
ridicuupon by hard pressed journalists only come
after
lous
affectations,
are
being
made
up
reguexhaustive
search beneath sprawling superlatives.
larly on every major lot.
A 5 per cent increase is noted in Howard
New Condition Prevails
Benedict's
department
at RKO-Radio,
Out of all these and concurrent developments the
Melrose-Gower
feature,
handled in the where
manhave come conditions unpredictable and somenertion,
of syndicated
column, is attention
an added isinstituand
where
particular
being
times
unmanageable,
but
wholesome.
In
addition to the 157 permanently resident Hollywood paid to photographic needs. A special mail
service has been established for rotogravure
newspaper, magazine
respondents, the studiosandare wire
being service
visited corthis editors, and still photographers, running as
summer by an unprecedented procession of many as three on a set when need requires,
visiting editors, feature writers and columnists, purvey to the mounting demand for photopaying their own way in significant contrast synopses of impending releases.
to a now happily abandoned practice of earlier
department,
over
by Columbia's
Fred Stanley,
reports norecently
personneltaken
increase.
years.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
waine counted
150 such guests, withDonthe McElgoats Here the trendcializatioisn. Colortoward
refinement
and
speand tint still photography
weeded out, in 1936, and is well past that figure
for 1937, with the final quarter still to go. has been added to the routine of operation and
Statistics from other sources jibe.
exclusive photographs are to be had on any
and all subjects and personalities.
Thisthingwould
be about the
to say someabout Mohammed
and place
the mountain,
but Universal Has Color Expert
the analogy is not quite complete. It is true
that
less
Marc
staff with
has been
augmented
wooer theandstudio
more publicity
wooed thandepartments
in what arearecalled
25 perLachmann's
cent to cope
the widespread
the old days, but they are by no means lolling by
demand
for
news
pertaining
to
the
New Uniback in blissful surrender to their suddenly
versal, as it is called in all releases.
Ray
importunate
and proportionately
suit- Jones, color photography expert, has been placed
ors. Mohammed
has come to exacting
the mountain
in
charge
of
that
new
development,
and
to get certain definite things and wants them
pansion of effort is notable in that direction.exright now.
With Samuel Goldwyn deep into his $10,000,000 production program, Jock Lawrence has
25% More Writers at MGM
increased the 4manpower
or0per cent. ofHishisownhard-hitting
a fine talent
The MGM publicity personnel is up 25 per for crashingganizationPage
One, his departmental aides
cent as compared with a year ago. This means are concentrating just
now on the production
writers. It does not mean photographers or of distinguished still photographs,
plain and
clerical
help,toandtakeit care
does ofnotthisinclude
part-time
and that too often forgotten thing,
men added
or that
bulge colored,
the
exploitation
of
the
second
run.
In this
in activity. It also means versatile writers,
sympathyMr.andGoldwyn
direct co-operamen able to knock out a magazine story for he hastion ofthethewhole
resourceful
himself,
this or that monthly or weekly in the style whose contribution of even date is the idea of
thereof
deadline. and before a frequently hairtrigger supplying to second- and subsequent-run theatres, the costly color lobby displays (manuLike others in the area, the MGM publicity
factured at$250 the panel) used for first-run
department is organized as a newspaper is
organized, and turns out enough copy daily to openings.
Today studio publicity departments are, in
fill a goodsized one. Operation is geared more
or less to demand, naturally, but an overall reality, plainly furnished places where shirtgifted people bend over beaten typeconsideration is the timing of material, special sleeved writers
committing profitable copy to be peror general, photographic or text, to break, far
plagiarized by columnists, cinema
and near, coincidentally with release of product. editors andmissibly
plain
the world around —
With publication deadlines varying from over- to be translated, reporters
nigshttituttoe afour
be said does
to con-it. or that realm andfinally,
to comeintototherestcoinat oflastthisin
neat months,
trick, butthisthe may
department
the coffers of the industry.
Theing like20th
Century-Fox
a Swiss
watch underdepartment,
direction offunctionHarry
Richard A. Rowland has succeeded Sam
Brand, has increased its personnel 15 per cent
in the twelvemonth. Here, as elsewhere, the Arnow as talent scout for Republic.
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current assets of $11,557,626.11, of which
approximatedy $1,448,000 is represented by
cash. The total current liabilities amount to
$1,669,856.87, and working capital approximately $9,887,000.
Financing plans of the recently re- Twentieth-Fox Pays 37'/2 Cents
organized firm of Ambassador Pictures, Inc.,
The board of directors of Twentieth Cenlaid before the Securities and Exchange
on Wednesday declared a cash
Commission last week in a registration state- dividend oftury-Fox37^
cents per share for the
ment, show that the company proposes to
of 1937 on outstanding preproduce 36 pictures during the coming sea- third quarter
ferred stock, payable September 30th, 1937,
son, at a cost of $1,100,000. The statement to stockholders
record September 15th,
covers the proposed issuance of 1,025,000 1937. The boardofalso
declared a cash divishares of $1 par capital stock.
dend
of
50
cents
per
share on the outstandAs in the past, the pictures will be issued
ingablecommon
corporation, payto distributors under five-year franchise conunder thestocksameof the
conditions.
tracts, on a straight percentage basis. The
new company was formed May 3, 1937, by See RCA Earning 50c a Share
the merger of Ambassador Pictures, Conn
New York current indications were
Pictures, Melody Pictures and Conn Stu- thatIn earnings
of the Radio Corporation of
dios. Maurice Conn, president, owns all America for the
six months of this
of the present outstanding stock, consisting year would exceed final
the first half-year period
of 151,000 shares.
which surpassed all of 1936, the Wall Street
The statement filed with the SEC shows Journal
says. This suggests earnings for
that of the 1 ,025,000 shares of new stock the full year of more than 50 cents a share,
to be issued, 600,000 shares will be offered it is believed.
The National Broadcasting Company,
the public through C. B. Ewart & Co., Inc.,
New York, and Maurice Conn, at $2.50 showing
RCA's chief
revenue,
sales source
of paidoftime
about is20%currently
ahead
per share. From this, the company will of last year,
states
the
Journal.
For the
net $2, giving it a total of $1,200,000.
first half of this year, the net profit of RCA
In addition, 425,000 shares are reserved was $4,467,386, higher than all of last year,
for options, 125,000 shares going to Ewart and
the second half-year period is expected
& Co., as part compensation, 150,000 shares to be better than the first.
to Mr. Conn, 25,000 shares to Robert W.
Morris, treasurer; 25,000 shares to the Loew's Pays Extra $3
Marks & Malcolm Trading Company, which
An extra $3 dividend was paid to all
assisted in the financing; 37,500 shares to Loew's,
Inc., common stockholders last week.
Hays, Podell & Sherman, counsel; 12,500
At therectors
samedeclaredtime,
Pathe's board
of di-of
shares to Harold A. Lerman, attorney, and
a quarterly
dividend
50,000 shares to employes and distributors. $1.75 a share on the $7 convertible preferred stock. Pathe dividend is payable
These options will be good until October
1, 1942, and the stock will be available to October 1.
option holders at $3 per share to October
The Roxy Theatres Corporation announced aprofit for the 52 weeks ending
1, 1938, increasing $1 per year thereafter
to $7 during the final year.
August 19th of $270,686.32, an increase of
69.77 per cent over the same period last
The company's
disclosed
Average weekly attendance showed
expenditures
duringstatement
the coming
year that
are year.
increase of more than 15 per cent over
estimated at $1,675,000. In addition to the an
the
previous
year.
$1,100,000 for production, $100,000 has been
allocated to distribution and overhead,
Warners earnings for the fiscal year end$50,000 to advertising and sales promotion,
ing Augustsiderable28th
are expected
to show
gains when
the annual
reportcon-is
$25,000 to purchase of release prints, and issued November
15th.
$175,000 to payment of deferred liabilities,
General Outdoor Advertising Company
including advances by Marks & Malcolm
showed a quarterly profit of $589,180 for
Trading Company.
the period ending June 30th. This compares
$1,317,770 for Columbia
with a loss of $256,606 for the preceding
and a profit of $358,300 in the June
Net earnings of Columbia Pictures Cor- quarter
poration for the full year, ended June 26, quarter of last year.
were $1,317,770.92. This is equivalent to See GTE Net Lower
approximately $3.26 per share on 340,944
shares of common stock outstanding after
Earnings of General Theatre Equipment
Corporation for the third quarter are not
deducting
ferred stock.dividends on outstanding pre- expected
to equal the net for the previous
This compares with earnings for the cor- quarter. The usual seasonal decline during
responding period ended June 27th, 1936, the summer months and increasing labor
of $1,568,860.92, which was equal to ap- costs are the reasons, it is said.
Earnings in the six months ending June
proximately $4earned on a similar number
of common shares then oustanding after 30th were $614,667, or $1.13 a share on
allowance for payment of preferred stock 541,161, of which 59 cents was earned in
dividends.
the June quarter, the balance in the March
The balance sheet as of June 26 shows
period.
Reorganized Company Lists
Plans for Production and
Public Stock Issue with SEC
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L. Nathanson

Buys Interest in
"U" of Canada
N. L. Nathanson, president of Famous
Players Canadian Corporation, has become associated with Universal through his
purchase of a substantial number of shares
in Universal Film Company, Ltd., operating six exchanges in Canada.
The new arrangement is not expected to
affect thetributing
autonomy
Universal's
disThe of
exchanges
continue to operatesystem.independently,
it will
is stated,
but it is likely that Mr. Nathanson will
play
ment. an important part in their manageUniversal's
six Canadian
located
in Toronto,
Montreal,exchanges
Calgary, are
St.
John, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
The understanding is that Universal will
distribute through Empire Films, Ltd., of
which Mr. Nathanson is believed to have
control. His son, Paul, is vice-president of
Empire.
Harmon

Appointed

Code Head

in East

Francis
Harmon, who
the Mo-of
tion PictureS. Producers
and joined
Distributors
America last March, has been appointed
eastern
head of the Production Code Administration.
The appointment is understood to be in
anticipation of increased work expected to
result from the operation of the new British
quotaishlaws.
eastern
office reviews
Britimports The
as well
as features
and shorts
produced
in
eastern
studios.
Mr. Harmon returned from the west coast
last week, where he had been studying the
operation of the code administration under
Joseph I. Breen for the last four months.
He will
continue
to serve
general assistant to Will
H. Hays
duringas incumbency
of his new office. Mr. Harmon is a former
assistant attorney general of Mississippi
and was at one time publisher of Hattiesburg, Miss., American.
WPA Theatre Held Wasteful
"The most wasteful and least satisfactory
experiment ever
was theTheatre
characterizationindulged
made of the in,"
Federal
Projects last week by Professor Glenn
Hughes in speaking at Stanford University,
Palo Alto, California. Mr. Hughes, profes or of dramatic arts at the University of
Washington, was one of the several speakers
at theence California
on the drama.university's annual conferField
Day Held
in Boston
The Boston
film district
had its field day
at the Pemberton Inn on Monday. Exchanges closed early for those employees who
attended. Over four dozen prizes were
awarded for the various events. Herman
Konnis and James Kennedy were in charge
of the program
for the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club of Boston.
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Product for Entertainment Purposes Meagre, Though Three
Distributors Authorize Reduction of Features from 35mm.
Development of 16 mm. equipment has
reached a point where it is now practical to
use the film in a 600-seat auditorium without noticeable loss of quality in sound or
photography, but product for entertainment
purposes
vancement. has not kept pace with the adThere is a dearth of pictures for theatrical exhibition, despite the fact that
three of the leading producing companies— Paramount, Gaumont British and
Universal — authorize reduction of their
35mm. pictures within six months to a year
after their release to theatres using standard equipment. Officials of a fourth company, Columbia, are considering entering
the 16mm. field, according to Samuel Liggett, head of the non-theatrical department, but, as yet, the plan "is still in the
conversation stage."
While permitting reduction of their pictures, the three companies, that have taken
the leadership
the field,prints
sanction
distribution ofthein smaller
onlythewhere
they will not prove competitive to theatres.
As for equipment, Herman A. DeVry,
pioneer equipment manufacturer, believes
the 16 mm. equipment in use today is better
than the 35 mm. equipment used six years
ago. He pointed out that 16 mm. equipment
is still somewhat in the toy stage, but predicted itwill be but a few years until equipment of this type will be comparable in
performance
to the present 35 mm. equipment.
the or16 mm.
is "Development
coming along asof fast,
faster,equipment
than the
development of the standard size equipment,"
Mr. DeVry declared. "Some manufacturers
may not agree with this, but my own experience shows that it is true."
Newsree! Use Cited
Mr. DeVry stated many theatres are now
shooting their own newsreels on 16 mm.
film and showing them in theatres and also
that many theatremen are buying 16 mm.
equipment to expand this type of work. The
results have been very gratifying to date,
Mr. DeVry added.
The DeVry plant is at present perfecting a
projector for 16mm. film with a new type insprocket attachment.
machine will termittent
be made
to stand the This
wear new
and tear
given the standard size projectors. Up to now
16 mm. projectors have not been of a quality
to stand the severe strain that a 35 mm. proMr. the
DeVryrightbelieves
that that
his concernjectorhas gets.found
idea and
the
building
machine of untold performance
is not too offar adistant.
The use of 16 mm. is very suitable to small
theatres, Mr. DeVry pointed out. It has been
developed to such a state that the getting of
a 12-foot
is noteffect
too that
difficult andpicture
that itonhasthea screen
half-tone
is better than some of the effects gotten by
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JAPANESE TOBIS
SETS PRODUCTION
The T obis' Film Company of Japan
has announced plans for a second production in the class of "The New
Earth," recently completed. The picture, as yet untitled, will be made in
cooperation with Shigemunre Productions. The technical staff will include
Le Borg, assistant to Jacques Feyder;
Richard August, cameraman for "The
New Earth" and Tomu Uchida,
Japanese director.
the standard machines which show up the
grain in the film more strongly, especially to
those seated in the front rows of a theatre.
Many halls and auditoriums which previously
had used 35 mm. equipment are now installing
16 mm. machines, Mr. DeVry stated, as the
cost for operation is much less and the choice
of subjects,
much
larger. outside of entertainment films, is
Competition Checked
As a check against entertainment films being
used in competitive situations, each of the three
large producing
insistsforupon
vidual approval ofcompanies
applications
rentalindi-of
the
rated.films from the distributor, Films IncorpoEach of the three companies investigates
applications in virtually the same manner.
Hennan Stearn,
head of Universal's non-thedepartment,
with an atrical
example
: explained the procedure
"A person desiring to rent one of Universal's 16mm.Incorporated,
pictures forwards
application
to Films
which, inhis turn,
sends
it to Universal. The company then notifies
the exchange
in
the
territory
where
the
applicant plans to show the film.
the exchange
reply that torental
the"Should
film would
result in competition
a the-of
In atre,rarethe application
instances, isG.disapproved."
P. Bassett of Films,
Incorporated, pointed out, a picture is shown
in a competitive situation, but, he continued,
a complaint is usually filed almost immediately
with the producing company and this blocks
the
of any further applications from
the approval
same source.
There are other cases, Mr. Bassett declared,
when neither the producer nor the distributor
can be held responsible for exhibition of 16 mm.
prints of leading pictures. Occasionally, he
explained, a stolen print is used.
Applications which are most likely to be apsaid : proved come from three sources, Mr. Bassett
1. Atlantic liners.
2. Civilian Conservation Corps camps.
3.AsHospitals
for town andhalls,other
and "shut-in"
auditoriumsinstitutions.
in communities where there are no theatres, an application probably would be approved if there
were
theatres within
a 50-mile
radius,merely
Mr.
Bassettno explained.
He also
stated that
because an application came from one of the
three general sources would not be definite
assurance that the petition would be approved.
Extenuating
circumstances have to be considered, he declared.
Circumstances which probably would lead to
disapproval of a request to rent a film, he con-

tinued, could include the fact that 35 mm. equipwas available
a liner
atrementis located
near aon CCC
camp.or that a theMarket Growing
Despite the restrictions the market for 16 mm.
films has grown steadily during the last few
years and at present Films, Inc., has a library
of approximately 375 features.
They include "many of the pictures" produced
by
said.GB, Paramount and Universal, Mr. Bassett
William Berry, who has charge of 16 mm.
films for GB, revealed that 20 of his comfeatures have
and
contractspany'shave
been been
signedreduced
for analready
additional
10
which
will
include
such
features
as
"King
Solomon's with
Mines."
Among andthethe20timealready
available,
restrictions,
they
were released on 35 mm. film for theatres are
"Alias Bulldog Drummond," 1935 ; "Born for
Glory," 1935; "Boys Will be Boys," 1935;
"Camels Are Coming," 1934; "The Clairvoyant," 1935; "Chu Chin Chow," 1934; "Man
WhoThe Lived
catalogAgain,"
issued1936.
by Films Incorporated
does nottures list
the but
namescarries
of thea prefactory
Paramount note
picavailable,
explaining :
"Programs by Paramount available under
special contract provisions to shut-in or restricted audiences."productions are listed. Among
Ten Universal
them, with the time of release to theatres, are
"Great Expectations," October, 1934 ; "The Invisible
Man," November,
19331933.
; and "Moonand Pretzels,"
August,than
the listlight date
back further
1933. Others on
The feredremainder
feature pictures
were producedof bytheindependent
companies.ofThey include "Black Beauty," Monogram ;
"Broken Dreams," Monogram ; "Border Romonce,"
Tiffany;
the Press,"
Vic-;
tory ; "I'll
Name "Hot
the Off
Murderer,"
Puritan
"Kelly of the Secret Service," Victory ; "Marrying
Tower ; "The Phantom Express,"Widows,"
Majestic. and
The Universal
the GB product probably
will be eliminated from the next issue of the
catalog,
Mr.
Bassett
declared,
becausewhen
prospective applicants often become vexed
they
find out they cannot rent the films that are
advertised.
Entertainment Field Small
Althoughductionsallfrom 35of mm.
the pictures
namedoriginally
are reproductions,
made for entertainment purposes in theatres,
this phase of the 16 mm. field is in the miaccording York
to Donald
president ofnority,
the New
DivisionHyndman,
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Mr. Hyndman,
who is associated with Eastman Film Company, estimated
that industrial
80 per centandof the
16 mm.
film used
is for
educational
pictures.
The industrial
pictures, he explained, are for
advertising
purposes.
Mr. Hyndman believes 16 mm. films have a
bright future. He estimated the sale of film
in 1937 will double that of 1936 and explained
that the sale last year was double that of 1935.
Cost of equipment, although small compared
to 35 mm. equipment, has hampered development
in the amateur field, Mr. Hyndman said. A
sound projector, he continued, sells for between
a similar
35$350mm.andfilm$750,
runs while
from $1,200
up. machine for
One of the major developments in the smaller
film field, he{Continued
asserted,on would
perfection of a
followingbe page)
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16 mm. sound camera. Research departments
have been experimenting with this, but to date
have not been entirely successful. However,
Mr. Hyndman is confident that within the next
two or three years they will produce a camera
comparable
to the 35 mm. sound camera of
today.
All 16 mm. sound pictures, at present, have
to be reduced from 35 mm. films. Up until three
years ago, Mr. Hyndman explained, the chief
difficulty was in perfecting a printer which
would reduce the film without losing its sound
or photographic qualities.
Advantages Listed
small the
majority
of persons
nowOnlyto adetect
difference
in soundare onablea
carefully handled 16 mm. film and the sound
on the larger film, Mr. Hyndman said. The
few who can, he explained, are those who are
musically inclined.
Chief advantages of 16 mm. film over 35 mm.,
Mr. Hyndman believes, include:
They can be sent by parcel post.
They pliance
do withnotthehave
to be ofexhibited
commajority
fire andin safety
laws and regulations that were designed for the
larger films.
An operator does not have to be experienced ;
he15 orcan 20learn
to operate a 16mm. projector in
minutes.
16mm. projectors are portable; they can be
picked up and carried by one man.
Union operators do not have to be employed.
On this latter point, Mr. Hyndman expres ed the opinion
projectors'
naturally,
step that
in andthedemand
union union,
operators shouldwould
the field
advance
to the stage
where
it The
might serious
be a threat
to
35
mm.
exhibitions.
consideration which Columbia
Pictures is giving to entering the 16 mm. field
is revealed in an advertisement appearing in
"1,000 and One," a "blue book of non-theatrical
films,"
It is published
stated in bythetheadEducational
that featureScreen.
pictures
and shorts are "available in 16 and 35 mm."
However,
Mr.
Liggett
said
the
catalog,
tised in the same ad, lists only 35 mm. adverfilms.
The 16 mm. was mentioned merely on the
chance that Columbia would be permitting resaid. ductions by the end of the year, Mr. Liggett

entering the 16 mm. field is for the additional
revenuelived itsderived
usefulnessevenin after
theatres.a picture has outIn the case of the three companies already
in the field, they are paid a flat sum per print
for each picture, by Films Incorporated. Rental
prices
vary about
from $7.50
per day,to the"exhibitors"
average being
$15. to $20
With the exception of Columbia, none of the
other leading producers have given any indication ofveinvading
the 16 mm. cease
field.theirShould
Unirsal, GB and Paramount
activities,
product would
still
be
available
from
the
independent producers, Mr. Stearn pointed out.
Product from independent producers has its
drawbacks, though, according to Mr. Hyndman. Their pictures are not as carefully proMr. Hyndmanfromexplained,
the
sound isduced, reduced
the 35 toandthewhen16 mm.
film it often brings poor results.
Release J100,000

Sought by Capra
A long brewing rift between Frank Capra
and Columbia Pictures was brought into the
open
week when
attorney,
Lloyd lastWright,
filed the
suit director's
in superior
court
in Loslease Angeles,
asking
a
declaratory
refrom his contract on the ground that
the company had withheld, in spite of repeated demands, $100,000 in compensation
held to be overdue since February 16th
when Mr.sidered Capra
notified
Columbia he conhis contract
terminated.
The director set forth, as further evidence
of breach of contract that the company released, through its British subsidiary, the
picturetised"If
Only Cook,"
adver-he
as a You
CapraCould
production
although
maintained he had no part in its production.
Columbia issued the following statement
after news
lished : of the filing of the suit was pub"Columbia
not
desire to try Pictures
the legalCorporation
action filed does
by Mr.
Capra through a newspaper controversy.
We regret
that aanddifference
arisen be-of
Subjects Vary
tween ourselves
a valuedhasemployee
the organization
and
we
trust
that
the dif-or
Also
included
in
the
"blue
book"
is
a
list
of
ferences wil be cleared up either legally
220 producers and distributors, offering films
in both 16 and 35 mm. The number of pictures through a clarification of the present misoffered for distribution, excluding those for
understanding. The company will set out its
regular theatres, ranges from a lone film to
position in the answer it will file shortly."
more than 1,000.
Subjects, in addition to strictly entertainment
Judge Lester W. Roth of Columbia's
pictures, include religious pictures, production Hollywood legal counsel, told a Motion
Picture
in numerous
industries,
medicine,
botany,
dentreply to theHerald
suit willreporter
set forth the
that company's
Columbia
istry, travel and a variety of scientific subjects. repeatedly
offered Mr. Capra payment of the
Kodascope
talking
Film
Library
offers
pictures with such players as Don Alvarado, compensation both before and since the episode of February 16th. At the Columbia
George K. Arthur, Mischa Auer, Wesley
Barry, Lina Basquette, Lionel Belmore, Sally convention in Los Angeles June 13th deleBlane, liamHobart
Bosworth,
William
Boyd,
Wilwere told that the company had Mr.
(stage) Boyd, Mae Busch, Mary Carr, Capra gatesunder
contract for three productions
Lew
Cody,
June
Collyer,
Bing
Crosby,
John
Darbut the announcement did not specify what
row, Frankie Darro, Alec B. Francis, Kenneth season
or
seasons
they would be released.
Harlan, Jean Hersholt, Edwin C. Hill, Benita
Hume, Ralph Kirbery, Lila Lee, Montague
Love, Ken Maynard, Warner Oland, Vivienne Imperial in Atlanta
Osborne, Franklin Pangborn, Irving Pichel,
J. U. McCormick in Atlanta has been
Ginger Rogers, Jackie Searl, Lyle Talbot, signed
to a five year Imperial franchise to
Thelma Todd, Ernest Torrence, Tom Tyler, cover
the Georgia, Alabama, and Florida
H. B. Warner, Bryant Washburn and Alice territories.
White.
The exchanges will operate
One of the conceded purposes of producers under the Imperial name.
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MINIMIZED
Hertz
Holds

Sells; Now
Only 5000

Paramount- -SE C
Disposition by John D. Hertz, former
chairman of Paramount's finance committee,
in July of 32,000 3^4 per cent Paramount
1947 debentures, wiping out his holdings in
that class, and 500 shares of six per cent
convertible second preferred stock, reducing
his holdings to 5,000 shares, was reported by
the Securities and Exchange Commission in
its semi-monthly review of stock transactions
September
The only 1.other transaction by an officer or
director of Paramount reported was the disn by Maurice ofNewton,
garten andpositioCompany,
2,000 sixthrough
per cent Hall1955
sinking fund debentures, of which he still held
95,000 at the close of the month.
A report on the holdings of principal stockholders
when Paramount's
registration
became
effectiveturers
July
26th was filed
the ManufacTrust Company,
New byYork,
reporting
3,000,000 3% per cent 1947 debentures.
A report
Century-Fox
sales
during onJulyTwentieth
by the Chase
National showed
Bank,
New York, of 560 shares of $1.50 cumulative
preferred and 280 shares of common under
escrow agreement. At the close of the month
the bankferred andstill
held shares
692,422of shares
346,111
common.of the preTransactions reported by officers and directors
ofthe other
companies
during the month included
following
:
Educational Pictures : Disposition by Bruno
Meyers,
Newleaving
York,himof 240
mon stock,
with warrants
1,000 at for
the comclose
of Grand
the period.
National Films : Acquisition by A.
Pam. Blumenthal, New York, of 400 shares of
common, bringing his holdings to 5,402 shares,
and by Kirk W. Todd, Pittsburgh, of 1,200
shares, bringing his holdings to 16,200 shares.
Loew's Boston Theatres : Acquisition by
Loews', Inc., of 545 shares of common, bringing
the company's holdings to 97,622 shares.
Loew's, Inc.: Disposition by David Bernstein,ducingNewhis holdings
York, of to9009,280
shares of common, rePathe:
Acquisition by O.shares.
Henry Briggs,
New York, as compensation, of 800 shares of
common, and purchase by T. P. Loach, New
York,ings tofo 21 14shares.
shares, bringing the latter's holdWarner Brothers: Disposition by Samuel
Carlisle, New York, of 200 shares of common,
reducing his holdings to 1,100 shares.
A report on the equity holdings of persons
becoming officers or directors of corporations
was filed by A. P. Blumenthal, showing the
possession
of Grand National
Films commonof 5,002
on Juneshares
30, last.
Torre Signs With Judell
Luis Rojas
la Torre, producer
of "Mana
Hunters
of thede Caribbean,"
has completed
deal with B. N. Judell, Inc., giving the latter
the distributing rights for the territory of
Chicago, St.
Indianapolis.Louis,
Deals are Milwaukee
expected to and
be closed
this week for the Pennsylvania and Washington, D. C, and New England territories.
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SCENE
Location Holiday
It is said of the late Edgar Wallace,
Britain's fantastically prolific writer of mystery novels, that he never looked back at a
word he'd written. Maybe one of the reasons
was that, at some time in his gangling
years,
he'd onfoundthissuch
that
committed
pageanofinaccuracy
the Augustas 21st
issue in announcing William Keighley as
director of Warner Brothers' "Gold Is
Where You
Find it."andAnyway,
isn't directing the picture,
Michael heCurtiz
is,
as this chronicler has especially good reason
to know.
Michael Curtiz was busily and excitedly di"Gold Is odds
Wherein You
Find It"90against
many andrectingdivers
a wheatfield
miles
overheated Satan
on
Valley
Fernando
up San urday
morning about a fortnight back when
this vagabond scribe rolled up to the location
inIt was
Harryin the
E. Nichols'
nature ofmountain-climbing
a holiday trek fortrailer.
Skipper Nichols, the world-girdling subscription
vendor, and his guest penman, but no lark for
Mr. Curtiz. Two crystal clear morning hours
had been lost by reason of an undiscoverable
dynamo operating somewhere in the area, with
disastrous
in the sound
and an-of
other had results
been sacrificed
to thetruck,
purposes
technicians
attending
a
temperamental
Technicolor camera.
Actors Up to Ankles
At the moment of arrival John Litel, Claude
Rains and Willie Best were literally ankle deep
in a marsh sequence reiterating, for the steenth
time, dialogue having to do with the woeful
effect of hydraulic mining upon the fertility of
adjacent acres under tillage. This had been
going on since sunup and now the box lunches
were an hour late. (Mr. Curtiz fumes elogarian.) quently and sometimes in the native HunIt is at such a place and in such straits that
a subscription vendor with 250,000 distinctly
miscellaneous miles behind him knows the anpeopletrailer
don't.theAt Curtiz
mention temperature
of chicken
afryingswersinother the
subsided. A few more reiterations of the tattered dialogue, a telephone call to the home
lot, and the director who really is directing
"Goldslowly
Is Where
You between
Find It"nibbles
was ofcooling
out
across table
fowl
and nips
of schnapps,
used
to crank
a camera with
for D.SolW.Polito,
Griffithwhoin
the days when every set was adorned with its
AB, squatting
fashioncigarette.
on the floor alongside relishing aIndian
verboten
Like Gold, Like Wheat
Not only gold, but wheat, it appeared, is
where you find it, and this patch of the stuff
that bread and pictures are sometimes made of
was the last unharvested crop this side of
Seattle. exhibitor
Unit manager
Madison,wasa
Chicago
when "Dolly"
this publication
a stripling, had been compelled to buy three
acres of the standing grain to save it from
the scythe. Now, said the studio, the shooting
would have to continue until finished, weekend
or no weekend, a thermometer on the shady
side of the trailer read 110 as this news
came in.
Yes, the picture would be big, and good. It

TALENT DEVELOPER
LOCKS BARN IN TIME
It has fallen to the lot of the
Brothers Warner, as to whom not else,
to walk down such a street as Broadway and see in blazing electrics the
names of players who started their
careers on the Warner lot and somehow slipped away.
And so, for the Warners do things
about things like that, it has fallen to
the lot of Maxwell Arnow, employed
as New York talent scout in 1932
and transferred subsequently to the
coast as casting director, to see that
the barn door is locked hereafter before the horse (begg'n y'r pardon,
folks) is stolen.
developer"
and
he His
hauntstitlesets,is "talent
scans rushes,
eavesdrops
politely when necessary and puts in a
full day, not to mention evenings
spent at cinemas in looking out to see
he hasn't overlooked anything, at a
job without parallel in Hollywood.
would tell the story of California, from gold
rush days down to now, and it had the right
cast for just that, George Brent, Olivia De
Haviland and Margaret Lindsay — fortunately
not required for these shots — in addition to
those
and others.
They'dthe have
to be
on handmentioned
at Weaverville,
though,
practically
undisturbed
scene
of
hydraulic
mining's
ascendancy, and that place would be, according
to averages extracted from weather bureau
records, perhaps 10 degrees hotter than this.
The company is at Weaverville now, but the
subscription vendor and the reporter are not
going there to pour fried chicken or chilled
beer upon the troubled mercury. There is no
doubt, though, that Michael Curtiz, and not
William Keighley, is directing "Gold Is Where
It," first
whichplace.
is what this item set out
toYousayFindin the
Interview Intime
Cool as a creamed cucumber, W. Ray Johnston hangs one flanneled knee over another and
lifts a rounded voice just high enough to carry
over a monotone of industrious noises seeping
in from sets athrob with Monogram production
activity. Technicians broil when the Hollywood thermometer
passes beings,
90, andbutactors
fit company
for human
the aren't
president of a company that will have half of its
season'sparts product
completed
by
October
1
imthat impressive information unexcitedly
to a perspiring reporter and slips on to other
topics.
Yes, the sales meeting in Chicago 10 days
and a plane ride back revealed stimulating data,
not only the contractual kind but also the
box office
And itpromised
is true that
addition to thevariety.
19 pictures
for inOctober
two more will have been completed. (A long

cowboy
clankinghastepassed
plainsmanlike
may the
be onopenhisdoor
way into un-do
his
bit
about
that.)
No,
this
isn't
really
but New York, on August 14th, now — thatwarm,
was
something.
On to Sales Meet
Yes, it will take about another week to wind
up the tings,present
sitand then session
a day ofor projection
two each room
for sales
sessions in San Francisco, Seattle and Portto Newfor aYork
about the
10th. land,
But whence
thisback
weekend
bit ofon hardearned
loafing,
aboard
Buck
Jones'
yacht,
with
and the Scott R. Dunlaps in the party Buck
and
business matters checked at the dock. No, no
deep sea fishing, thanks, but a spot of golf of
a morning to be sure, and no golf like California's.
But, to get back to pictures, "Boy of the
Streets," particularly well thought of and featuring JackieCantor
Cooper broadcasts,
with Maureen
of the Eddie
goes O'Connor
into production
September
8,
as
do
"The
Country
Beyond" and "Federal Bullets." Already
finished
are "Legion of Missing Men," "Outer Gate,"
"Luck of Roaring Camp," "Blazing Barriers,"
"Bride for Henry," "Hoosier Schoolboy,"
"Paradise Isle," "Thirteenth Man," "Riders of
the Dawn," "Under Arizona Skies," "God's
Country
the Man," "Atlantic Flight" and
"Thirteenthand Chair."
Monogram, a limp journalist gathers, is
marching on, and so, at about this point, does
the singularly unsunkissed Mr. Johnston.
Finish 7; Start 6
Thirty-five pictures were before the cameras
atstarted
weekend,
duringseventhe having
period. been finished and six
Interest of the production center turns most
sharply to and
"Thesubject
Goldwyn
long ofin
preparation
aboutFollies,"
a year back,
a much discussed statement by Samuel Goldwyn anent three-hour pictures, of which this
was, and possibly still is, to be his first. It
was
Mr.
Goldwyn's
point,ofitputting
may beanrecalled,
that the single
sure way
end to
the double feature bill is to make the top picture not only so good but so long that there
will be no place, time or need for the bottom
Other features started are "The Last Gangpicture.
ster," MGM; "Hold 'Em, Navy," Paramount;
"It Never Happened Before," RKO ; "Borrowing Trouble," Twentieth Century-Fox, and
"The Patient in Room 18," Warner Brothers.
Maurice Conn's first of five productions,
"Roaring Six Guns," has been completed.
The other four, "Trooper X-13," "Thanks
for Listening'," "Song of the Vigilantes" and
"Reckless Chances," will be finished this
month, Mr. Conn said.
Charles MacArthur, formerly literary
team-mate of Ben Hecht, has signed a term
contract with MGM as associate producer
on at least three pictures a year. The first
will be "Only Unto Three."
Sylvan Simon, Universal test director,
has been promoted to feature director.
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Screen Actors Guild Rescinds
September 1st as Date for
East; Hollywood Hits CIO
The Screen Actors Guild postponed for
the second time this week its deadline for
the closed shop in eastern studios. After
deferring its original effective date from
August 1 to September 1, the Guild announced postponement again, without setting a new date.
It is believed that designation of the new
deadline is awaiting the anticipated conclusion of agreements with March of Time and
Educational. In this case, it is probable a
date will not be set for another month.
Hollywood producers, meanwhile, served
notice on labor, in a veiled but unmistakable manner, that it will not tolerate
entrance of the CIO in the industry. This
was made clear by the insertion of a clause
in the agreement with the motion picture
painters'
the union
with
any local
groupthat
otheraffiliation
than theof American
Federation of Labor would give the protract. ducers the option of cancelling the conAnticipating legal snarls with the producers, the Screen Directors Guild retained
Barry Brennan, prominent Los Angeles attorney, as its permanent counsel. Hiring of
Mr. Brennan is believed inspired by the
producers'
refusalthe todirectors
enter into
bargaining with
exceptcollective
as two
separate
the directors and groups,
the otheronetherepresenting
assistant directors.
Directors Turn Militant
Aroused at this stand, which the directors feel completely defeats the effectiveness
of their organization, the union held a meeting Monday night to consider their next
offensive. The meeting, at which John Ford
and Eddie Sutherland officiated, resolved
that there will be no dissolution of the two
groups and that collective action will be
taken if the producers refuse to enter into
a unified working agreement.
the directors'
to the(Labor)
producers,
theInprovisions
of thereply
Wagner
Act
were declared to be flagrantly violated.
Quoting the Act, the letter stated:
"The untenable.
board of There
directors
your
position
are nobelieve
conditions
on our right to self-organization. We may
bargain collectively or otherwise engage
in concerted activities through representatives of our choosing, and neither directors
nor assitant directors and unit managers
may be prevented from joining a particular
organization or be penalized in any way if
they do. It may be helpful in this regard
if attention is called to the broad language
of the Labor Act."
IATSE Drive in Three Weeks
Lou Krouse, secretary-treasurer of the
IATSE & MPMO, announced that negotiations between major circuits and the new
"front - cashiers
of - the - house"
ushers,
and the unions,
like, will including
begin in

PICTURE HERALD

DEADLINE
POSTPONED
MEXICO WORKERS
DEMAND MORE PAY
Wage increases of from 30 to 35
per cent are being demanded by the
employees of the large American motion picture producers in Mexico, with
the threat that unless the increases are
granted there will be a strike. The
producers are Warner Brothers,
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, Universal,
United Artists, Paramount, Radio, Columbia and 20th Century-Fox.
The workers also are stipulating
that the raises be scaled in accordworkers' classifications and
terms anceofwithservice.
almost 100 cities in about three weeks.
The tionist
IA'sunion,Local
306, discussions
New York with
projecresumed
the
large circuits in New York relating to the
demand for wage increases ranging from
35 to 45 per cent. Joseph Basson, president
of the local, met with the circuits, whose
spokesmen are C. C. Moskowitz and Marvin
Schenck, Loew's; Leslie E. Thompson,
RKO; Robert Weitman, Paramount; Irving Lesser, Roxy theatre; Frank Phelps,
Warners, and Al Reid of the Si Fabian
circuit.
The conference is being held in line with
the stipulations of the master agreement
signed between the projectionists and the
circuit in 1935, providing for two-year adjustments, ifdemanded, in the original contract.
See Closed Shop a Factor
Although both sides are understood to
be deadlocked, with the circuits asserting
that the wage demands are exorbitant, and
the projectionists replying that they approximate the salary slashes suffered in 1933,
no labor strife is expected to result. The
master agreement provides for arbitration
of differences
ferences fail. in the event that informal conAnother IATSE body, Local 52, the technicians' and mechanics'
union,demands
met with
eastern producers
to discuss
for
wage increases
in
New
York.
The
ducers are understood to be unopposedpro-to
the demand of a 10 per cent wage rise and
a 40 hour week, but are said to object on
other unspecified grounds. Source of their
objection is believed to relate to the closed
shopOther
question.
were: labor developments of the week
In Chicago conferences between exhibitorsgun.andThethe
projectionists'
becontract
governing union
their were
relations
expired
September
1,
but
the
projectionists will continue on present terms pending
the new agreement, with which they seek
a 20 per cent wage increase.
In Boston reports of the imminent fortheatre Exchange
managers' and
union theatre
circulatedmationthisof a week.

September
4, 1937
workers are already organized and the
managers are believed to be the next
group to affiliate with labor.
Boston ushers, through their representative and counsel,
Jamesgroup
O'Brien,
are seeking
recognition
of their
in conferences
currently held with the circuits. The ushers
seek restoration of a 15 per cent wage slash.
Projectionists of the Kameo theatre in
uptown New York, owned by the Richard.
Herbertfor Company,
sit-down
strike
the eleventhcontinued
day, in their
the projection
rooms of the theatre. The Stadium, in Harlem, and the Granada on East 72nd Street,
are
also
sit-down scenes
called ofbyprojectionists'
projectionistsstrikes.
of theA
Heights, New York, uptown theatre, was of
brief duration when a contract was signed
soon after it began.
Report CIO Charter Sought
In St. Louis a group of projectionists are
reported to have requested the CIO for a
charter in opposition to Local 143, a branch
of the AFL-affiliated IATSE. Exhibitors
are said to favor entrance of the CIO in the
belief that a factional dispute will relax labor's grip in St. Louis.
In New Haven representatives of the
AFL exchange employes journeyed to the
RKO New Haven office to plead the cause
of Homer Downey, discharged postal clerk
and shipper. Mr. Downey was dismissed
on charges of inefficiency, which the union
ridicules in view of his five years of continuous employment with the company.
For the first time in Seattle, theatres
there will be closed for two hours on Labor
Day to enable employes to participate in a
holiday parade. Seattle, militantly laborconscious, has 1,000 organized theatre employes.
Tri - States
Omaha

Plans

Expansion;

Blank Is Honored
Outlining expansion moves for the TriStates Theatre Corporation, A. H. Blank,
president,
that first
the run
circuittheatres
plannedin
constructionrevealed
of several
Omaha
and
acquisition
of
other
theatres
in
the territory.
The announcement was made at a testimonial dinner Sunday at the Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, honoring Mr. Blank on the
25th
anniversary
his entrance
showbusiness. It was ofalso
held in into
connection
with the inauguration of a three-month exploitation campaign on the circuit's theatres,
opening
September
Mr. Blank
further3. said that the Central
States, in which Paramount is a partner,
and Tri-States will continue to operate as
separate circuits.
Ralph Branton, Tri-States manager, said
that admission price increases are contemplated in the circuit, but that the theatres
to be affected have not been decided on as
Approximaely 45 executives attended the
banquetceded it. and business sessions which preThe expansion plans, as revealed by Mr.
Blank, recalled his statement, made in New
York recently, that he planned to increase
his circuit to 100 theatres soon by adding
about 25 houses.
yet.

September

4,
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SHOWMEN
REVIEWS

The Prisoner of Zenda
(United
MelodramaArtists-Selznick)
As bookadults
and and
play, adolescents
this veteranof fiction
has
thrilled
this sort
and that with rare unanimity and a seemingly
complete indifference to place, time and cirumstance. Bo k salesand aretheconservatively
puted at a cmillion
piece is part comand
parcel of the footlight fame that illumines the
names of E. H. Sothern, James K. Hackett
(who also played it for the camera at about
the time when Sarah Bernhardt was perpetuating her "Queen
before the
lens)
and many
another Elizabeth"
stage immortal.
Showmen
setting
out to notify
multitude
its present availability
are notthelikely
to find ofthemselves
lacking things to say about it, nor attentive
listeners.
Ronald Colman is the present performer of
'the
role results,
after which
have a been
patterned,
with dual
varying
perhaps
thousand
dual
roles in more or less verdant memory. Mr.
Colman makes no pointlessly theatrical effort
to differentiate between the parallel portrayals
and, although he twice shakes hands with himself, nodulfeats
ged in. As ofistechnical
judiciouslegerdemain
in the case areof in-an
actor who appears on the screen so infrequently
and in tions,
suchMr. Colman
uniformly simultaneously
upper bracket portrays
producMr. Colman, which is doubtlessly as a fat maof his legion
followers
wouldof have
Otherjoritynames
to unfurl
in behalf
the boxit.
office are Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who plays
the rascally Rupert of Hentzau almost as
Britishly as Mr. Colman plays the lead, and
Madeleine Carroll, whose Flavia might well
be advertised as her best performance to date.
Mary queeAstor's
name heris role
also isavailable
for there
maruse, although
small, and
is a good publicity story in the fact that C.
Aubrey Smith, topping the supporting cast,
has played in his lifetime on stage and screen
all of the male roles in the piece, to which may
be added the statement that this explains the
impressive formaneffectiveness
ce inthis version. of his masterful perIn the interests of those theatregoers who
shop notgoingbyshowmanstellar
alone, a place
thoroughwill names
find prominent
also
for notation of the sponsoring personality.
Selznick'stheatregoer
name has acome
to meanof
toDavid
the O.thoughtful
guarantee
certainards definite
total
qualities,
production
and story levels possessed in commonstand-by
such pictures as "David Copperfield," "Little
Lordreference
Fauntleroy"
and "Ain Star
Born." It asis
by
to these,
this Iscommentary
in theatre promotional effort of the subtler
kind,
that the "feel" of the present picture can
best
server.be communicated to the prospective obJohn L. Balderston's screen play takes no undue libertiesnovel,
with Anthony
Hope's tried
and
trustworthy
but the dialogue
has been
circumspectly
modernized.
John
Cromwell's
direction dallies
with didoes
the sepia
photography by Jamesnot Wong
Howe andin the
platinum process credited to John M. Mickolaus
is worthy
in the about.
showman's
list
of things
to tell oftheplace
customers
William
H. Wright is down as assistant to the producer

and the adaptation is by Wells Root. Settings,
staging,
costuming,
impedimentiae are
without trappings
exception and
appropriate,
ner.
painstaking, considered and in the grand manPreviewed August 27th at the Chinese theatre, Hollywood. Conducted in a manner befit ing the product and tradition, the preview
brought out an extraordinarily distinguished
attendance which gave the picture uncharacteristically wrapt attention and appeared to think
extremely well of it.— William R. Weaver.
Produced by David
O. Selznick.
Distributed
by
United
Assistant
producer,
William
Wright. Artists.
Director,
John Cromwell.
Assistant
director,H.
Frederick
A.
Spencer.
From
the
novel
by
Anthony
Hope
play by play
Edwardby John
Rose. L.Adaptation
bv
Wells andRoot.the
Screen
Balderston.
Additional
dialogue
by Donald
Ogden advisers.
Stewart.
Art
direction
by
Lyle
Wheeler.
Technical
Prince
Sigvard score
Bernadotte
andNewman.
Colonel Film
Ivar Enhorning.
Musical
James
E. Newton,
P.by C.Alfred
A.1937.Certificate
No.time,editor,
3356.whenRelease
date,
September
3,
Running
seen
in Hollywood, 88 minutes. General audience classification.
Rudolf
Rassendyll,
King CAST
Rudolf V Madeleine
Ronald Colman
Princess
Flavia
CarrollJr.
Rupert
of
Hentzau
Douglas Fairbanks,
Antoinette
de
Mauban
Mary Smith
Astor
Colonel
Zapt
C.
Aubrey
Black
Michael
Raymond
Massey
Fritz
Tarlenheim Lawrence
David Niven
MarshalvonStrakencz
Grant
Cardinal
Ian Maclaren
Johann
Byron
Foulger
Josef
Howard
Lang
Bersonin
Ralph
Faulkner
Detchard
Montague
Love
Kraftstein
William
von
Brincken
Lauengram
Philip Sleeman
De Gautet
D'Arcy
British
Ambassador Alexander
Ben Webster
British
wife EvelynBoydBeresford
Master ofAmbassador's
ceremonies
Irwin
Something to Sing About
(Grand
National)
Musical Comedy
"... James Cagney's "Something to
Sing ture
About"
the plenty
best independent
picmade andis has
to please every
Cagney
fan, for this one-man
musical
better entertainment
than many
whichis
are studded with high-priced vaudeville
bills. ..." — Sidney Skolsky in the
New York Daily News.
James saga
Cagney's
to the
Cagney
is fullcurrent
ofabout.
thingscontribution
for showmen
tell
their customers
Perhaps
the firstto
thing to mention is that the fiery and fistic
young man they have liked to see knock people
about does some of that in characteristic manner about midway through the picture. More
in the nature of news, however, is the fact that
he enters the picture as a hoofer and leaves it
as a motion picture actor after having explored
at considerable length and in some detail the
ramifications of both professions.
It is to be said, too, that no double does his
hoofing for him, nor his singing, and that if it
isn't he are
who five
leadssongs
the band
it might
as well
There
to speak
about,
two be.of
them the kind that probably will make themselves heard on the radio, and there is much
informative material, not too seriously pre-

This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
sented, having to do with operations commonly
carried on in motion picture studios.
There is more than adequate reason for the
billing, rector,
too,who ofis Victor
veteran and
didown notSchertzinger,
only as producer
director of this work, but likewise as author
of the original story and creator of the music
and lyrics.
type of mo-of
tion picture That,
shopper,to istheatthinking
once a guarantee
workmanship and a decidedly sound reason for
buying a ticket to the show.
Evelyn Daw, who sings both high and clear,
is opposite the star, while William Frawley,
as a studio press agent, has the role of next
importance. After these are ranked Mona Barrie,
Gene Lockhart,as asa atemperamental
producer, andscreen
othersstar,
of repute.
Mr. Cagney plays Terry Rooney, band leader
and hoofer, drafted by Hollywood for a picture, told it is terrible, for purposes of contract
bargaining, who runs away on an unannounced
honeymoon. Returning to find himself famous,
he consents to keep his marriage a secret and
be seen about, for publicity purposes, with a
waning star. Domestic estrangement follows,
but he breaks it up by flying across country
to join his deserting wife and tell all.
Although the romantic side of the story is
handled seriously enough, the treatment
throughout is toward the comedy side. Mr.
Schertzinger has manipulated change of pace
to immense advantage and there is never a tendency toward overemphasis or disguised hokum.
The picture,
may be
declareda kind
distinctly unusualinandwhole,
refreshing
diversion,
of merchandise favored in the present, market.
Previewed at the Chinese theatre, Hollywood,
August 26th. A capacity audience composed in
of press, public and studio
—about
W. R.equalW.was parts
observers
manifestly pleased and impressed.
Produced
and distributed
by Grand
Victor
Schertzinger
production,
producedNational.
by ZionA
Myers,music
directed
bylyricsVictor
Schertzinger
from director,
a story
with
and
by
himself.
Assistant
John
Sherwood.
Production Myrl
manager,
Harold PhotoLewis.
Orchestral
arrangements,
Alderman.
g
r
a
p
h
e
d
b
y
John
Stumar.
Film
editor,
Gene
Milford.
DanceParker.
director,P. Harland
Dixon. Screen
play
byRelease
Austin
C. 1937.
A. Certificate
No. when
3628.
date,
September
3,
Running
time,
seen in Hollywood, 90 minutes. General audience
classfiication.
CAST
Terry
Rooney
James
Cagney
Rita Wyatt
EvelynFrawley
Daw
Hank
Meyers
William
Stephanie
Hajos
MonaLockhart
Barrie
Bennett
O.
Regan
Gene
Soloist with orchestra
Tames Newill
Pinky
HarryRichards
Barris
Soloist
Cullv
Fuzzy
Candy
Candido
Cafe
manager
William
Davidson
Blaine
(director)
RichardWindheim
Tucker
Farney
Marek
Easton
Dwight Frye
The Spanish Earth
(Prometheus Pictures)
Spanish
Civil War
Film the session of the
Press stories
reporting
Institute of Human Relations held this week
at Williams College have devoted considerable space to the discussion by prominent
clergymen, civic leaders and educators on the
matter of the modern day screen as an agent of
propaganda. (Continued
Aware onof following
the potency
page) of the mo-

40
(Continued from preceding page)
tion picture as a oowerful pictorial pulpit for
the pleading of particular principles, sympathizand advocates
of the
causethisin
the ersSpanish
civil war
have"Loyalist"
phrased into
documentary film a powerful and prejudiced
plea for the defense of Spanish "democracy."
The film's reception has been a warm and enthusiastic one in "liberal" and art circles. It
is reported
picture wasat shown
ident and that
Mrs.theRoosevelt
what tomayPres-be
classed as a command performance. When
screened
for aofgroup
of filmtouched
folk, the
sive message
the work
theirpersuaeasily
touchable heart and purse strings.
Contemporary historians are sponsoring the
exhibition of the work which was produced
under the supervision of Joris Ivens. The written commentary and spoken narration are executed by Ernest Hemingway who has bethingsmadeSpan-to
ishcomeduean outstanding
to the fact spokesman
of a few ontrips
that country and the penning of a tome on
bull fighting. It will be remembered that it
was thetoralrecent
doubtalmost
of Mr.resulted
Hemingway's
pecvirility that
in a death
inscript
the afternoon.
The
language
of
Hemingway's
is couched
in verbiagein tones
that drips
biting venom
and is delivered
that hiss
indignation and hate. Assisting Mr. Heminghis time
collaborators
Leish,way asone
Pulitzer were
Prize Archibald
poet and Macnow
associated with the editorial concerns of Fortune Magazine and Lillian Hellman, author of
the widely discussed play "The Children's
Hour" and the screen play of "Dead End."
The
photography
is theAnfilm's
chief musimerit
is credited
to Johnwhich
Ferno.
effective
cal brackground fashioned from some old Spanish folk
has Thompson.
been scored by Marc Blitzstein tunes
and Virgil
The
story,
if
such
can be called,
with the efforts of the itinhabitants
of the begins
town
ofthe Fuenteduena,
situated
twenty-five
besieged city of Madrid, to irrigatemilesthe from
arid
surrounding land. Such a move is needed to
meet the ernment
demand
for
raising
food
for
the
govarmies. It is in this first portion of
the
film thatis found.
the work's
artistic
excellence
In atechnical
series ofandstartlingly
beautiful and expertly photographed scenes, the
farm people are pictured at their arduous labor
against a wide sweep of sky and flat, barren
countryside. Several glimpses of individual
peasant folk
like scene,
animated
painted shifts
canvasses. Fromseemed
this rural
the camera
to the battle front of the beleaguered city and
it is at this point of transition that the work
loses its unique and different quality. Despite
the superlative camera work, the remaining
footage of the film follows familar newsreel
reporting. There are conventional shots of the
city under fire, bombed buildings, long bread
lines, tacks
soldiers
drilling
recruits,
atand artillery
fire.rawShots
of theaerial
harried
countenances
of
the
populace
under
a
bombardment, a young boy closeted in a barricaded room
and writing home, the gruesome remains of a
bookkeeper killed on his way to work and the
death of a group of street urchins are treated
inis nota dramatically
There
a scene in theself-conscious
entire film ofstyle.
a desecrated
church, a butchered nun or a murdered priest.
Reference is made to the foreign support given
to the ever,
rebelthere forces
by Germany
Italy.Loyalist
Howare some
soldiers and
in the
ranks
who
look
suspiciously
non-Iberian.
The picture is too stark, bitter and brutal
to please the general audience. Its partisanship
and propagandistic
non-objectivity
tiate whatever message
it may carry.tend to viReviewed at the 55th St. Playhouse, an arty
and intimate cinema playhouse. A large eveningbut
audienceinterested
follozved the film's appeal with
silent
Coughlin,
New York. attention. — Joseph F.
PresentedPrometheus
by Contemporary
Historians, Inc. byDistribPictures.
Joris
Ivens.utedway.byCommentary
and
narration,Produced
HemingPhotography,
John
Ferno.
FilmErnest
editor,
Helen
Van
Dongen.
Musical
arrangements,
Marc
Blitzstein,
Virgil
Reis. Running
Collaborators,
ArchibaldThompson.
MacLeish,Sound,
LillianIrving
Hellman.
time,
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Jericho
(Buckingham Film)
Desert Drama
Authentic backgrounds of the Soudan, shown
to magnificent effect in distance shots of the
"salt
through thefeature
immenseof
wastes caravan"
of sand, trailing
are an outstanding
this ishpicture,
produced
for
a
Max
Schach
Britcompany by an American, Walter Futter,
directed by another, Thornton Freeland, and
offering the American name values of Paul
Robeson, Henry Wilcoxon and Wallace Ford.
Thereing isthousands
anotherof striking
pictorial ineffect
showArabs grouped
mourning
about the grave of a white airman. An auSoudanese beauty
is a goodthenticpublicity
value. in "Princess" Kouka
During the war a troopship carrying colored
American
troops
is torpedoed.
"Jericho,"com-a
corporal,rades.kills
sergeant
rescuing
CaptainaMack,
the inwhite
officer,hisstands
parole for Jericho while an appeal against
his death sentence is lodged at Washington.
Jericho makes a getaway in a stolen fishing
boat with a white doughboy also escaping from
the
Theyinterior.
reach the African coast and
strikepolice.
into the
Jericho, a medical student, saves the leg of
the chief of an Arab tribe and the wanderers
are accepted
nomads. aIn beautiful
due time native
Jericho becomes bychief,the marrying
girl. In leading his tribe in a battle with a
marauding band, Jericho attracts the attention
offollowers.
an exploring party, who film him and his
Captain Mack has served several years in a
military prison, for his responsibility of Jericho's escape.
one has
obsession
to trust.
track
down the
man heHisthinks
betrayedis his
In
a cinema
recognizes
Jericho
travelogue
of thehe Arab
tribe, and
sets inv
out {he
by
plane to find him in the desert. He succeeds,
but
realizes
that Jericho's
was
made soon
without
knowledge
that he escape
was endangering
his
white
friend.
Jericho's
wife
plans
to kill Mack. Jericho, to save him, agrees to
fly withment letshimthe inwhite
the plane,
but alone.
at the last
moman start
A bullet
from one of the tribe kills him. He is given a
desert burial and Jericho remains in the wilds.
There are considerable realism, humor and
drama in the opening shipboard scenes, with
effective singing by Robeson. The African
backgrounds have already been praised ; they are
used for scenes of battle and travel on a very
largewhite
scale.
Wallace
Ford's wisecracking
the
fugitive
is a feature.
There is plentyas
to exploit in the story, cast and unusual locale.
Dramatically it was found weak at the London trade show, but the originality and impressiveness of many of the backgrounds was
generally
Allan,
London.Film
Produced bypraised.
Walter— Bruce
Futter
for
Buckingham
Productions.
Distributed
in
England
by
General
Film
Distributors,
Directed General
by Thornton
Running time,Ltd.
77 minutes.
audienceFreeland.
classiCAST
"Jericho"Mack
Jackson
' Henry
Paul Wilcoxon
Robeson
Captain
Mike
Clancy
Wallace Kouka
Ford
Gara
Princess
Hassan
John
Laurie
Major
Barnes
James Brown
Carew
Private
Face
Laurence
Sergeant
Gamey
RufusIke Fennell
Tag
Hatch
Colonel
Lake
Cram
Agouba
FrankFrankCockrane
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showmanship asset. A story peculiarly fitted
for display
the comedian's
special
talents
allows wellhim
to
his still
bag manages
of tricks,
known
by now
to which
get the iflaughs.
The picture builds up to an exciting climax
has thecutting
picture's
Awhich
littlealsojudicial
wouldfunniest
help moments.
to speed
up the action as it drags in spots. While
probablyviousnot
up
to
the
standard
set
in
his prerelease, this should be found generally
pleasing, especially so to the inveterate Brown
fan, and perman
manythe locale
are they.
newspa-to
shiftsWithfromBrown
New a York
Paris and sundry other spots in Europe.
Supporting the comedian as a rival newspaperman isbetween
Paul Brown
Kelly. and
A slight
develops
Helen romance
Mack with
Brown still avoiding that kiss.
Brownpaperaspublisher
"Virgil
nephewa pest
of a bynewsand Jones,"
considered
the
editor, is assigned
to cover
assas ination ofArchduke
Julio.theTheattempted
trail leads
to Europe
where
"Jones"
meets (Paul
"Jane Hamilton" (Helen
Mack).
"Briggs"
Kelly)
is covering the same story and scoops "Jones"
when
he
spends
his
time
in
"Jane's"
company.
"Jane"is turns
to be asa the
princess
Latvan
who
being out
groomed
futureof queen.
"Jones"
learns
of
the
plot
to
make
"Jane"
queen andernmentoverthrow
govand convinces theher present
to acceptLatvan
the offer.
Later
"Jones"
and
"Briggs"
are
captured
and
locked up in the cellar of the castle. When
he
finally
escapes
"Jones"
is
appalled
to
learn
that the princess is to be killed so an unscrupulous former prime minister will regain power.
"Jones" starts for the border. His manner
of getting there is the funniest part of the picture.
Reviewed at a trade showing in the Astor
theatre,
New York.
reaction
was
lukewarm
for the The
greateraudience's
part of the
running
with
most
of
the
laughs
coming
near
the
end. — Paul C. Mooney, Jr.
Produced
and
distributed
by
RKO
Radio.
Producer,
David
L.playLoew.
An Edward
Sedgwick Production.by
Screen
by Richard
Flournoy.
Paul
C.editor,
Vogel.
ArtOgilvie.
director,
John Photographed
Ducasse
Shulze.
Film
Jack
Recording
director,
Tom
Carman.
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
No.
3,588.
Running
time,
73
minutes.
Release
date,
October
15,
1937.
General audience classification.
Virgil
JonesCAST
JoeHelen
E. Brown
Jane Hamilton
Mack
Briggs
Paul
Kelly
Archduke
Julio
Harry
Davenport
Count
Strunsky
Halliwell
Hobbes
Otto
John
Qualen
Prince
Michael
Donald Reicher
Briggs
Kurtz
Mr.
Hardwick CharlesFrank
Russell
Hicks
Mr. Marshall
Trowbridge
Big City

(MGM)
Melodrama
No doubt it is superfluous to say of a picture costarring Luise Rainer and Spencer
Tracy that it has in these names two of the
liveliest inducements to attendance available at
this time and any place. But it is not superfluous to point out that their names have not
been left to stand alone as reasons for inspecting Norman Krasna's
first offering
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
producer.
On the ascon-a
trary, a roster of 15 sports idols ranging from
Jack
Dempsey tohopper
Taski along
Hagio with
is thrust
into
the exploitation
the usual
MGM abundance of upper case supporting
Probably it is important, too, for advertising
players.
copy, to mention that Mr. Tracy and Miss
Rainer are seen this time as plain people workFit for a King
ing out their destinies against the familiar
Comedy Radio)
(RKO
background of the contemporary American
scene, specifically New York, he as a taxi
driver and she as his immigrant wife. SomeFirst, this is a Joe E. Brown picture, his
thing of a change from recent assignments of
third under the colors of David L. Loew. The box
both office
stars,value.
this information may have definite
wide-mouthed comedian is the dominating factor
in this as he has been in previous productions
The
story,
anwaroriginal
by Mr. Krasna, concerns a taxi (.Continued
fomented
and, considering his fifth place spot in the last
on pageby43)gangsters and
"Fame" poll, that is to be expected and is a

4t

1,

That's why movies were born! The
public is crying for high-voltage en"Of ter tainmen t (after a diet of wisecracks)
M-G-M with shrewd showmanship
gives the screen an electrifying
change of pace with the year's most
exciting film.
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ALSO IN THE CAST: CHARLEY GRAPEWIN, JANET BEECHER
EDDIE QUILL AN, VICTOR VARCONl. A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUC
TION. Screen Play by Dore Senary and Hugo Butler. Directed by Frai
Borzage. Produced by Norman Krasna.

43
September
4, 1937
(Continued from page 40)
effects of same upon the families of independent drivers. City authorities elect to avert
prolonged street warfare by deporting Anna
Benton, wife of an independent, assumed responsible for a bombing outrage perpetrated by
the gangsters. Her husband, Joe, learning the
truth as her boat is about to sail, appeals to the
mayor, found
at Jack
Dempsey's
addressing
a banquet
for veterans
of therestaurant
squared
circle, who takes his guests to the wharf, allows
them tothebeat
takes
wifeupofftheof gang's
the boathiredin sluggers
time for and
her
to have her baby in an ambulance instead of the
steerage.
The screen play by Dore Schary and Hugo
Butlerbine toand
by Frank
hold direction
the narrative
snuglyBorzage
on the combeat
until time for what may be termed the blowoff,
which occurs when the boxers and wrestlers,
playing themselves, leave the banquet table and
go to work on the mobsters, from which
point to the end of the picture action is fast,
furious and slapstick. Handling of the childbirth incident here, together with earlier dialogue pertaining to its imminence, suggest that
it may be as well to leave the kiddies out of
exploitation plans.
Previewed at the Uptown theatre, Los Angeles, August 24th, with perhaps half of the
houseful present representing studio and press.
Save for a bit of restiveness just before the
final fisticuffs, this audience seemed to be having a goodandtime.
— W. R.by W.
Produced
distributed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Norman
Directed
by Frank
zage.Krasna,
Original storyproducer.
by Norman
Krasna.
Screen Borplay
by Dore
Schary
and
Hugo
Butler.
Assistant
director,
Lew
Borzage.
Musical
score
by
Dr.
William
Axt.
Film editor,
Frederick Y. Smith.
Photographed
by
Joseph
Ruttenberg.
A. Certificate
No. 3613.
Release
date, SeptemberP. 3.C. Running
time, when
seen
intion.Hollywood, 80 minutes. Adult audience classificaCAST
Anna Benton
Luise Rainer
Joe Benton
Spencer Tracy
The
mayor
.'
Charley
Grapewin
Sophie Edwards
Sloane
Janet
Mike
Eddie Becchcr
Quillan
Paul
Roya
Victor
Varconi
John
C.
Andrews
Oscar
O'Shea
Lola Johnson
Troy
Beecher
WilliamHelen
Demarest
Buddy
John
Arledge
Jim
Sloane
Irving
Bacon
Danny
Devlin
Guinn
Fred Hawkins
Regis Williams
Toomey
Tom
Reilly
Edgar
Dearing
District
Attorney
Gilbert
Paul
Harvey
Inspector
Matthews
Andrew
J.
Tombes
Grandpa
Sloane
Clem
Mary
GraceBevans
Ford
PeggyJackReilley
Devlin
Alice
Dempsev
Man
Mountain
Dean White
James
J.
Jeffries
Gus
Sonnenberg
Jimmy
McLarnin
GeorgeRiversGodfrey
Maxie Rosenbloom
Joe
Jim
Thorpe
Cotton
Warburton
Frank
Wykoff
Bull
Jackie Fields
SnowyMontana
Baker
Taski Hagio
She Asked for It
( Paramount-Schulberg)
Comedy-Drama
Showmen
art ofroutine
selling story
the un-a
usual have inexpert
this infarthe from
bit of sales merchandise to whet their talent.
A little light in the matter of sure fire names,
althoughborne,it Richard
has William
Carle andGargan,
Tully Vivienne
Marshall Osfor
well known identities, the picture depends in
extraordinary
degreeoffered
upon ina plot
comparable to nothing
recentdirectly
production
but
related,
as
a
type,
to
the
"Thin
Man"
school
of screen fare. It has, also, in the feminine
lead, Orien Heyward, a personable lass fresh
from themercial
studois
of Newand York's
photographers
widely swank
known,com-by
face buttising, not
name,
to
readers
of
smart
adveracircumstance around which profitable
publicity may be built un.
The a story,
with the
touchfringe,
_ and
never
letdowntoldin behalf
of thelightmoron
is about a young man who, left penniless by the
death of his uncle, takes up the writing of mystery novels with
in cheek
and makes
sensational
successtongue
of it.
Sickening
of thea
work, he breaks publisher contracts which en-
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mesh him in legal complications from which
he extricates himself by impersonating the
fictional character he has created and, as such,
obtaining an injunction against himself. The
impersonation leads him to discovery of a murder syndicate and ultimate capture of the criminals, solution of his legal difficulties, resumption of his writing and reconciliation with his
wife.
(The story is a good deal gayer than
that sounds.)
Frederick Jackson, Theodore ReeveS) and
Howard Irving Young wrote the screen play,
which ners,moves
as though
on greased
and Eriealong
C. Kenton
directed
with a runnice
sense of values. Associate Producer George
Auerbach
provided
adequately
all
along
the
production line.
Previewed at the Alexander theatre, Glendale, Cal., August 25th. Lay, press and studio
observers in attendance, the second and third
named expectant of something in the nature of
"B" entertainment, got many a hearty laugh
and a ture.—W.
genuine
R. W. surprise kick out of the picProducedmount.byAssociate
B. P.producer,
Schulberg.George
Distributed
by ParaAuerbach.
Dir
e
c
t
e
d
b
y
Erie
C.
Kenton.
Assistant
director,
Leon
Jaffe.
Screen
play
by
Frederick
Jackson,
Theodore
Reevesert Bischoff.
and Howard
Irving Young.
editor, RobPhotographed
by Leondate,Film
Shamroy.
A. Certificate
No.time,3577.whenRelease
SeptemberP. 10,C.80
1937.
Running
seen
in
Hollywood,
minutes. General audience classification.
CAST
Dwight
Stanford
William
Gargan
PenelopeStettin
Stanford
Orien Heyward
Celia
Vivienne
Osborne
Ted
Hoyt
Richard
Carle
Randolph
Stettin
Roland
Drew
Mr.
Switch
Harry
Beresford
Conrad
Norris
Alan Fleischmann
Birmingham
Tenkins
Old
Man Stettin HarryTully
Kaito
MikiMarshall
Morita
The Man Who Cried Wolf
(Universal)
Melodrama
This is an ingeniously fabricated murder
story, with the audience in the know, dependent
upon novelty of idea and construction rather
than stellar names for drawing power. Lewis
Stone, Tom Brown and Barbara Read are the
top principals,
Harvey and Robert
Gleckler
standingForrester
out in support.
story, Lawrence
based on anFontaine,
idea by actor,
Arthur whoRothafel,Theconcerns
has
planned a murder for 20 years and has made
it a practice meanwhile to promptly confess to
every killing that occurs in the community, thus
becoming known to the police as a slightly depublicity
seeker.
He confessesmentealsod buttoharmless
the murder
he does
commit,
but
is scoffed at by the police, as planned. When
his son is charged with the crime, though, he
confesses genuinely, providing details of proof,
but, lacking the necessary murder weapon, is
again scoffed at for that reason and succeeds,
barely in time to save his boy from execution,
in recovering the gun and proving his own
Production is on a practical plane, with story
guilt.
values
accomplish
the picture's
purpose,relied
ratherupon
thantocostly
incidentals.
Previewed at the Pantages theatre, Hollyivood, August 28. A Saturday night audience
sitting over from "Make a Wish" and "Flight
From Glory"
accorded
terested attention.
— W. R.theW.unbilled picture inProducedEfeandAsher.
distributed
by byUniversal.
producer,
Directed
LewisSyR.Associate
Foster.
Screen onplayan by
Charles
Grayson
and
Bartlett,
based
original
idea
by
Arthur
Rothafel.
Film
editor,
Frank
Gross.
Production
designed
by
John
Harkrider.
Photographed
by George
H.date,Robinson.
P.29, C.1937.A. Running
certificate
No.
3519.
Release
August
time, whenclassification.
seen in Hollywood, 77
minutes. General audience
CAST
Lewis Stone
Lawrence
Barbara
Read
Nan Fonta
Tom Harvey
Brown
Tommy
.Forrester
Jocko
.Jameson
Thomas
George
Bradley.
Amelia Bradley
. . . MarjorieGleckler
Main
..Robert
Captain
Billy Wayne
HalliganReid .

Forty Naughty Girls
(RKO
Radio)
Melodrama
According to publishers' reports, circulation
of pulp creased
paper tremendously
detectivesince
storythemagazines has indepression, when
many of them closed down or were merged.
There
is
a
great
army
of
readers
detective
fiction, and Stuart Palmer is one for
the most
prolific of the writers. RKO hasof taken
his
story, "TheOscar
RiddlePiper
of Forty
Naughty
Girls,"
another
narrative,
and
again
placed James Gleason as Inspector Piper, aiming at that multitude of pulp magazine fans.
Girls"is (which
the"Forty
studio Naughty
as the title)
an aptlywas set by
version, containing
music, dancing andpresented
comedy
which
screen delineates more presentabl
than thethe written
word. There is action fory
those who crave it ; there is comedy for others.
Gleason again
his typical performance,
and ZaSu Pitts,gives
of the double jointed
wrists
is Hildegard Withers,
his foil and assistant
in solving thee drama.
Piper and Miss Withers are attending a
show, when word reaches
them that Windy a
blackmailingAfter
and rounding
philanderouups several
press agent,' is
murdered.
Piper is stumped when they all provesuspects
to be
innocent.
Hildegarde falls into a series
clues, which, after several hilarious incidentsof
lead to detection of the murderer.
Previewed at the RKO Hillstreet theatre
Los
Angeles, July 27, where the audience gave
indications
throughout the screening
were enjoying it.— Vance King. that they
,byPr°d"^d
and
distributedDirected
by RKOby Radio.
Williamby Sistrom.
EdwardProduced
Cline
Screenplay
JohnRoy Grey
Story
by Stuart
Musical
director,
Webb.
Photographed
byPalmer!
RussellciateMettyFe.ld Art
director,
Van
Nest
Polglase.
AssoM. Gray. Costumes by Renie. Edited
by
John
Lockert.
P.
Certificate 63No.minutes
3,562
Kunnmg date,
time, September
when seenC.24,inA.1937.
Hollywood,
Release
classification.
General audience

Hildegarde Withers
Zasu Pitts
SfPfi;,aPiPerw-.Vu
James
George Gleason
Shelley
i""?
Marjorie
Lord
ivla
>efi
FrankJoanM.Woodburv
Thomas
£as,ey
Tom Kennedy
£lcky
Alan
Edwards
.V.'mmy
Alden Chase
W'ndy
Edward
Marr
ir"„ v
Ada
Ca."
b°y
DonaldLeonard
Kerr
Allce
Barbara
Pepper
Make a Wish
(RKO-Radio)
Musical Comedy
Bobbyinvolved
Breen'sin isthisof unusual
course offering,
the top billing
name
but it
is not by any means the only one. It is backed
up, on the musical side, by that of Marfon
Claire, and in the straight cinema department
by those of Basil Rathbone, Henry Armetta,
Leon Errol, Ralph Forbes, Herbert Rawlinson, Donald Meek, Billy Lee and others. The
inSt.theLuke's
musicalChoristers
content. also figure importantly
The simple story, by Gertrude Berg, opens
with Chip, young son of a retired opera star,
on vacation
a boys' who
camp, iswhere
John
Selden, atcomposer,
workinghe onmeetsan
operetta. The two become friends and when
the boy'ssuitor
mother,
tentatively
to a
wealthy
opposed
to her engaged
stage career,
comes to see the boy, the composer falls in love
with
her,
building
his
operetta
around
her
voice
and personality. They are separated
the third act of the operetta is lostand,andwhen
the
composer has run away, the boy and his mother
supply the music from memory and appear in
the show,
the composer
ing night with
tobleclaim
his love. returning on openConsidera
emphasis
is placed upon the
boys'rialcamp
withimportance
the operetta
taking onactivities,
mounting
as thematepicture progresses.
The onmature
(.Continued
followingromance,
page) although

44
(Continued from preceding page)
seriously handled, is not unduly underscored.
Miss
Claire's
singingandis formally
utilized inat the
intervals
early in the picture
staging of the operetta at the finish. Mr. Rathbone
plays the romantic composer.
Four of the five featured songs are by Oscar
Strauss, with lyrics by Paul Webster and Louis
Alter,menthe
fifth being credited to these gentleexclusively.
Previewed at the Pantages theatre, Hollywood, August 24. Reaction of the preponderantly adult representation of press, public and
profession in attendance was, so to speak,
mixed, but your informant has the enthusiastic
word
his 11-year-old
daughter
and favorite
oracle,ofreiterated
at frequent
intervals
in none
too suppressed whisper from the seat alongside,
that
the
picture
is
swell.
—
W.
R.
W.
Produced
by Sol Lesser.Edward'
Distributed
byDirected
RKORadio.
Gross.
byBernard
KurtAssociate
Neuman.producer,
Screen
playSnellby from
Gertrude
Berg,
Schubert
and
Earle
an
original
story
by
Gertrude
Berg.
Comedy
sequences
by
Boasberg.
by Oscar andStrauss
LouisMusical
Alter.Al
Lyrics bybyMusic
Paul
Webster
Louis andAlter.
direction
Hugo
Reisenfeld.
Dance
direction,
rencesigning ofCeballos.
ArtWilly
direction,
Harry
Oliver. LawDeoperetta,
Pogany.
Photographed
John
Mescall.
Film
editor,
Arthur
Hilton.
P.27,C.1937.byA.
Certificate
No.
3545.
Release
date,
August
Running
time, whenclassification.
seen in Hollywood, 70 minutes.
General audience
CAST
Chip
Bobby Breen
Selden
Basil
Irene
MarionRathbone
Claire
Moretta
Henry
Armetta
Mays
Ralph
Forbes
Brennan
Leon
Errol
Pee Wee
BillyMeek
Lee
Joseph
Donald
Dr.
Stevens
Herbert
Rawlinson
Moe
Leonid
Kinskey
Minstrel
FredRichman
Scott
Wagner
Charles
Mr.
Grant
Richard
Tucker
Antoine
Johnny Arthur
Secretary
Barbara
Phone operator
DorothyBarondess
Appleby
St. Luke's Choristers
Sophie Lang Goes West
(Paramount)
Melodrama
Crime melodramas have been tried and
proved as material for program pictures made
on limited budgets, as witness the various
series of stories such as the 20th Century-Fox
"Moto" and Warner "Torchy Blane" groups.
Whilenot Paramount's
do
exactly fall "Sophie
into the Lang"
categorypictures
of a
series by virtue of the first, "The Notorious
Sophie Lang," having been produced in 1934
and
the second,
in 1936,
the fact"ThethatReturn
there ofhasSophie
been Lang,"
much
continuity in, story thread running throughout
the two past and the current offerings, and
Gertrude Michael again is seen as "Sophie
Lang,"
into for
the the
sequeltypeclass.of
This place
picturethe ispictures
standard
audience that it is aimed at. Sophie Lang is
tossed into a background of Hollywood film
making this time and the theft of a huge jewel,
property
foreign inpotentate
wishesinthe gem toof bea pilfered
order towhocollect
surance, complicates her love interest for a
film writer, who once was a criminal.
Previewed at the Alexander Theatre, Glendale, California, where a mixed audience apparently liked the comedy situations and the
story.—
V. and
K. distributed by Paramount. General
Produced
Office
production.
DirectedIrving
by Charles Riesner.
Based
onby Doris
stories
by
Frederick
Anderson,
BrianHouse.
MarlowAnderson.
and directors,
RobertScreenplay
Wyler.
Eilm
editor,
Chandler
Art
Hans
Dreier
Robert byOdell.
Boris
Morros.cate No.andCostumes
Edithtime,Musical
Head.
P.direction,
C. A.in Certifi3,585.
Running
when
seen
Hollyweralo d, 60 audience
minutes.
Release
date,
Sept.
10,
1937.
Genclassification.
CAST
Sophie
Lang
Gertrude
Michael
Eddie Rollyn
Lee Bowman
Helga
Roma
Sandra
Storme
Steve
Clayson
Larry
Crabbe
Archie
Banks
BarloweCummings
Borland
Curley
Griffin
Robert
J.Sultan
H. Blaine
Ted
Prouty
of Padaya
C. Henry
Gordon
Laj
Rafael
Cario
Inspector
Parr
Guy Usher
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Jungle Menace
( Columbia )
Serial
With field
"Jungle
Columbia
enters with
the
serial
for theMenace"
first time.
Produced
an eye towards the adult trade as well as the
juvenile the chapters are bound together by
plot structure and story content that allows for
more smoothness and continuity than is usually
the case.
and marquee-attractive
cast
has Too,
beena large
assembled
including such
names as Frank Buck, Reginald Denny,
Esther Ralston, Charlotte Henry, William
Bakewell, Clarence Muse, Willie Fung and
Sasha Siemel, the tiger man. Unfortunately as
much cannot be said for the action, which is
the backbone of a serial. The emphasis, seemingly, has been placed on the story as a whole
with little emphasis on suspense or the building up of an action sequence to a desired climax.
The setting is Malayan and the story concerns
itself with the rubber industry. Two factions
representing
the honest
and also thecriminal
terests are intent
on becoming
dominantinEscape by Night
factor in the business. As a side issue but
(Republic)
still
the story,
Buckhisof prowess
"Bring
Melodrama
'Em part
Backof Alive"
fameFrank
exhibits
lions,compound.
tigers, snakes
and other
aniRepublicShumate,
recentlyveteran
signed screen
as a writer-producer
mals in his
Produced
by Louis
Harold
writer, who at with the
other studios had turned out 28 screenplays Weiss. Directed by George M. Melford and
and originals, 27 of them by himself, since Harry Fraser. Approximate running time of
1934. He was set to work on an original screen- each chapter, 20 minutes.
play which was to be the first production he
would guide. Then Republic borrowed William Hawaiian Holiday
Hall, who has been given an extensive buildup
by Universal, and from Warners, pretty Anne (Disney - RKO Radio)
Nagle, who recently was elevated to leading
roles for the leads. Steffi Duna, Dean Jagger,
Good
and other reliable character players were signed Very
Mickey Mouse and his cohorts, Donald Duck,
to support
them.
Hamilton
MacFadden,
vetPluto,
Goof and Minnie Mouse, have traveled to
eran of many pictures, got the directing job.
far off Hawaii, where, amid such pleasant surThe
result
is
"Escape
by
Night,"
gratifying
would think
these sterling
perto those at the studio responsible for the selection
formersroundcouldings onerelax.
But, regardless
of locale
of Mr. Shumate as writer-producer. Melo- Mickey and
retinue frolic with the same old
drama, itseems from the records, is Mr. Shu- abandon whichhis fortunately
always a pleasure
forte. And delicately
in "Escapearound
by Night,"
the to watch. Pluto and the isGoof
are the chief
story ismate'shandled
those hisof the quiet beach scene what with
trionic points which either can cause audiences disturbers
the
mutt
getting
mixed
up
with
a starfish, a
to react unfavorably or go away pleased.
and other sundry impedimentia and the
William Hall is cast as a stranger in the city, crab
Goof
attempting
to
ride
a
surfboard,
a feat
who becomes innocently involved with a des- apparently impossible against the aroused
perado gang. In a getaway from a police raid,
the gangster kills a man and goes to a hideout waves. Running time, 8 minutes.
alone. The hero, with other aides of Jagger,
flee to a farm and are regenerated by the vol- Rhythm In A Night Court
untary working of the land, owned by the heroine and her blind father, whose constant com- (RKO Radio)
panion isa German shepherd dog. In a series
of stimulating
sequences all save the head gang- Very Good
ster achieve redemption.
A group of vaudeville acts cleverly presented
Injection of the dog, trained by Earl W. through
the burlesquing of a night court scene
Johnson, as the guide for the blind father, this is above
of such affairs chiefly
jumps the gun on several other pictures now by the presencethe ofaverage
Bernie,rooman accomplished
scene Bernie
being planned by other studios featuring the mime. In a combinedAl court
"seeing eye" ofdogstheandpicture,
opens the
way offorcourse,
novel is defendant, defense attorney, prosecutor and
exploitation
which,
judge,
mimicking
in
the
process
Charles
has many other angles. The cast and the direc- ton, Groucho Marx and W. C. Fields. LaughSylvia
tion are highly commendable.
Manon and Company, adagio dancers ; Harry
Previewed at the RCA projection room, Rose, "The Broadway Jester" ; Frances McCoy, singer; Sid Marion, comic, and Jeannie
Hollywood, before a press and studio audi- Parrillo,
child tap dancer, round out the subence,lowingwhoseindicated
combined
folthat thereaction
pictureimmediately
was far above
ject. Running time, 9 minutes.
their respective expectations. — V. K.
Produced and distributed by Republic. Produced Murder In Swingtime
by Harold
Shumate.
Directed by Hamilton
MacFadden. gOriginal
screenplay
Shumate.
Photoraphed by Edward
Snyder.byW.Harold
Supervising
editor,Musical
Mur- (RKO Radio)
ray
Seldeen.
Film
editor,
Donn
Hayes.
Band Presentation
director,
Alberto
Colombo.
Art
director,
John
Victor
MacKay.
Costumes
bytime,Eloise.
P.seenC. inA. Hollywood,
Certificate
From the torrid rhythm of Les Hite and His
No.
3,610.
Running
when
72audience
minutes.classification.
Release date, September 17, 1937. General Orchestra in a night club the scene shifts to
Les Hite and His Orchestra in a night court.
The all-sepia cast are intent on finding out
Nick
Hall. "Who Killed Dinah?" Each player's defense is
Linda C.AST William
Anne Nagel
Capper
Dean
Jagger
his playing
it is apparent
innocent manand
is towhen
be convicted
of thethatcrimean the
Jo
Steffi Duna
Spudsy
Ward
Bond real culprit,
a piccolo player, confesses. It
Red
Murray
Alper
is only a bad dream, however, as the piccolo
Pop
Charles
Fred
George Waldron
Meeker
finds out when he is rudely awakened.
Mike
Anthony
Warde player
June Richmond sings. A Condor subject. RunBig
George
Ralph
Sanford
Sheriff
Arthur Aylesworth
ning time, 10 minutes.
MGM HIRES SIX
ACTORS SIGHT UNSEEN
Six invisible actors have been signed
by M-G-M to long-term contracts.
With the company's cartoon plans
in full swing, these six artists will provide the off-screen voices for "The
Captain
and onthe the
Kids,"
animatedcomic
feastrip. ture based
newspaper
Two stories have been approved for
the new series. Harry Hershfield, cre"Abiestory.
Kabibble,"
working
on theator ofthird
Work iswill
start
on thetooncompletion
of
MGM's
new
carbuilding this month.

LEO

IS

FIRST!

(as usual)

ME
WORLD
PREMIERE!

The World Premiere of "Pigskin Champions!'
M-G-M's amazingly different and FIRST
football picture of the year, was a RIOT at
the Orpheum Theatre, Green Bay, Wis. It
was the opening gun in the greatest campaign that ever launched a Short Subject.

And
Book
it fast!
Capitalize
on the
publicity!

now

newspapers

are flooded with publi-

city about the Season's FIRST FOOTBALL
GAME at Soldiers Field, Chicago: /'college
packers'/
V all stars ^rsus green
(Stars ofbay
"Pigskin Champions")
Tag on to this marvelous advance plug!
Make tie-ups with Sports Pages. The first
one always gets the break. The nation will
soon be football hungry and you've got a
swell dish all ready!

LOOK I Advertised
above TWO Features !
J
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of Shanghai

Branches Closed
Although dispatched before the bombing
of an American steamship and subsequent
critical events, a cablegram received by
Rocky Mountain Owners Also
ADMISSION
GAINED
John
Hicks, revealed
head of that
Paramount's
foreignW.department,
John Perkins,
Hear Tax Action Plea; Other
WITH ODD STORY
branch manager, does not intend to evacuate
Theatre Convention News
his offices in war-torn Shanghai.
A well-dressed, middle-aged woMr. Perkins, in the cablegram, stated that
man hurried into the lobby of the
A two-fold plan to aid exhibitors financial"conditional on certain possible developly was urged by Rick Ricketson, director of
Jay
hawk
theatre,
Topeka,
Kan.,
rements Shanghai theatres may be able to rethe Theatre Owners and Managers of the
cently. The doorman held out his
open in a few weeks. Do not consider the
Rocky Mountain Region, when the organizahand
for
a
ticket,
but
the
woman
tion held a one-day convention in Denver
started to brush by him. He stopped
situation
However,hopeless."
home office executives of other
Monday
her and insisted that she produce a
leading American distributing companies
have
announced their branch offices in
Mr. Ricketson urged that admission
ticket, whereupon she demanded to
Shanghai are closed and that business is at
prices be increased and used the quality
see the manager, Phil Hill.
a standstill. Harold Dunn, manager for
of present-day product and the rising
Her story to Mr. Hill, it is more
Warner
Brothers in China and Japan, has
prices of commodities generally as the
or less reliably reported, was that she
left biahishas Shanghai
for Manila.
basis for his suggestion. The second part
she had been in the theatre the preordered itsoffices
manager,
Prouse ColumKnox,
of his proposal was that exhibitors exert
vious day, but since as she had only
from
Shanghai
to
Hong
Kong
to attempt to
influence upon congressmen to raise tax
consolidate activities of the company.
good eye, she had seen only half the
exemptions to 65 cents.
the show. Now, she said, she wanted
LeRoy Brauer,
Universal's
to see the other half.
No resolutions were adopted at the session,
Shanghai,
left for Manila
on boardmanager
the Pres-in
Mr. Hill admitted her, but advised
ident McKinley. The officials of the combut those in attendance were urged to oppany became concerned over the safety of
her that the next time she should
pose any further unionization of theatre emanother employe, Harold Dudorf, when they
sit through the show twice!
ployees.
received no word from him and could not
Harry Huffman warned against the
locate him with the aid of the State departdangers of daylight saving time, declaring
ment.
that many theatres would have to close if it
Mr. Dudorf ended the suspense himself
were put into effect in the Rocky Mountain
Dedicate Rogers
region.
by cabling
to Charles
Universal newsreel,
sendingFord,
the editor
messageof from
Name Officers for Year
Tientsin to ask Mr. Ford if he should coma
Chinese cameraman to shoot
Shrine Labor Day scenes ofmis ion native
Virtually the same slate of officers was rethe fighting.
elected. They are : A. P. Archer, president ;
The
scenes
will
augment those taken by
Charles Gilmour, first vice-president; HarKrainukov and Howard Winner in
Amid Great Pomp George
old Rich, second vice-president; Louis FinShanghai.
These
include
the bombing of the
ske, third vice-president; Buzz Briggs,
Hotel Cathay, during which Mr. Krainukov
treasurer ; and Emmett Thurmon, counsel
Dedication
of
the
Will
Rogers
Shrine
of
and secretary.
Sun, memorial to the late humorist on was wounded by shrapnel, and the explosion
Directors are Mr. Ricketson, Howard the
Cheyenne Mountain, near Colorado Springs, which mentwrecked
stores. the city's two largest departFederer, Mickey Gross, John Greve, Charlie will
be held Labor Day morning amid cereKlein, Russell Hardwick, Dave Davis, Dave
monies
believed
unequalled
in
elaborateness.
Cockrill, B. P. McCormick and Ed Schulte.
Actual dedicatory services will be preceded by a colorful three-day rodeo. It will
Fox Holds Two Meetings
feature,
in addition to the usual equine per- Capra Is a Pain
Rising costs of picture production were
through Colorado
stressed by Al Hanson when he addressed Springs andformanace, a parade
Cowboy Ball at the Hotel
200 Fox West Coast zone, district and house Broadmoor in which
To Soul of Nazis
cowboys
and elite will
managers meeting in Los Angeles. Mr.
Hanson, assistant to Charles P. Skouras, participate.
Dedication
of
the
shrine
will
be
carried
Nazi Horizon"
Germany has
Columbia's
Fox executive, declared increased production by the National Broadcasting Company over "Lost
undernowitsplaced
expanding
ban.
costs
hookup. Services will start The London office of Columbia Pictures
tive. make larger box office returns impera- awithnation-wide
Corporation
has
advised
the
New
York
a
processional
up
Cheyenne
mountain
Mr. Skouras spoke on various theatre to the accompaniment of western songs and home office that the official censorship deoperation problems.
partment ofthe Hitler government in Berlin
In Kansas City, Fox Midwest managers the sounding of chimes and vibraharp. One
the songs will be "Old Faithful" which in rejecting "Lost Horizon," the Frank
assembled to draft plans for an annual man- of
sung atC. Mr.
Rogers'U.funeral.
Capra production
based onconsumption,
James Hilton's
agers' convention of the circuit. The meet- wasEdwin
Johnson,
S. Senator from popular
novel, for German
has
ing willtemberbe 9thheld
and at10th.the Hotel President Sep- Colorado, will introduce Thurston J. Davies, offends
issued
the
pronunciamento
:
"
'Lost
Horizon'
our
most
sacred
feelings
and
also
of Colorado College, who will deManagers of Commonwealth Amusement president
liver aeulogy to the late humorist.
Corporation are planning an annual meeting
Following
of the Jo Davidson our artistic souls."
in Kansas City September 15 and 16. The bust of Willunveiling
Just previous
the "Lost Horizon"
ina sodium light,
cident, the Nazito Government
banned anfirst day of the convention will be devoted nocturnally visibleRogers,
from a distance of 125
other
Capra
production,
"Mr.
Deeds
Goes
to discussion of a drive for increased busi- miles, will be lighted.
It will burn per- to Town" on the ground that non-Aryan
ness in theandcircuit's
theatres
in Kansas,
Missouri
Iowa, 28while
the second
day petually.
had participated in the "Deeds" picAs a cowboy band plays the national actors
will be for recreation.
a squadron of airplanes will encircle ture."Lost Horizon" recently closed an eighEvert R. Cummings, district manager for anthem,
teen-week run at the Tivoli Theatre in
the shrine and drop blossoms from the
Tri-States,
— the longest West End run in more
meeting in called
Omaha a district
last week.theatre managers' heavens
friends of asthe asky.tribute from Will Rogers' London
than
eight
years,
accordingon toBroadway,
Columbia. forIt
ran for fifteen weeks
Six United Circuit houses in Long Island seventeen weeks in Los Angeles, for twelve
Twentieth Century-Fox has acquired an
80 x 130-foot site in New Haven on which have been acquired by Interboro Theatres, in San Francisco, for eight in Philadelphia
and for five in both Detroit and Boston.
a new exchange building will be constructed. Inc.
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"IN
OLD
A PICTORIAL PREVIEW
by WILLIAM R. WEAVER
in Hollywood

HAT San Francisco disturbance of 1906 (one
Tl
doesn't
this side say
of theearthquake
Rockies)
and the Johnstown flood, Galtidal wave
and day
Miami's
hurricane,veston'swere,
in their
and
way, calamities of consequence,
thrusting their respective cities
of visitation violently into headline prominence and leaving
them, when the muck had been cleared away and lethal totals
forgotten, civic beneficiaries of priceless publicity and, therefore, prime motion
picture material — for it has been written
that disaster
is box office.
Consider, then, Chicago, calamity's favorite stamping
ground, and gain — just like that — an appreciation of Darryl
Zanuck's
proclaimed
popular cinema
subjects. justly
Chicago
is no onegenius
night forstandpicking
for tragedy.
It was
there that the S. S. Eastland capsized at its wharf, drowning
some 1,100 excursionists, and it was there that the Iriquois
theatre inferno forged, at comparable cost, the code of safety
laws under which indoor entertainment goes forward and it was
there
a Mrs.
more notor have
less legendary
cow kicked
over athat
lantern
whichO'Leary's
may or may
had something
to do
with starting the Fire of '71 but got blamed for it.
Mr. Zanuck hasn't confided that his picture, "In Old Chicago," isthe onfruita certain
of precisely
calculations,
but sanctum
it is of
record that,
day, these
he summoned
to his
Mr. Niven Busch, who had written such pictures as "The Big
Shakedown"
and "Babbitt,"
sayingupunto
forth fire.
and
write me a story
that will wind
with him,
the go
Chicago
Whereupon Mr. Busch immersed himself in the flood of lore
kept on tap for just such purposes by the faithful Chicago Historical Society
and came
up with
a pieceandof afiction
in which
Mr. Zanuck
decided
to invest
a million
half Twentieth
Century-Fox dollars. Not to underwrite Mr. Zanuck's nor anybody's day
investment
your acres
reporter,
sizzling half
on recklessly,
the Westwood
where after
State,spending
Randolpha
and other streets are waiting to be burned down when Alice
Brady's
mends, —is that
offering
formaldraws
8 tolike5 —a
one
$2 broken
ticket toankle
a customer
the the
picture
blast furnace from Golden Gate to Nantucket Lightship. (This
offer expires on release date of the film, tentatively New Year's.)
Naturally,
yourHereporter
doesn't
go around
offering
without
reason.
knows, for
instance,
that Henry
King,odds
the
director of this production, did himself proud in reproducing
old London for "Lloyds of London" and wartime Paris for
"Seventh
oughtAndto guarantee
fidelity
that
sort ofHeaven,"
thing in which
this case.
he knows that
Mr. and
Busch'sall
story was given to Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, he having
written playscripts for such period pictures as "Steamboat
'Round fortheblending
Bend" and
havingoverexercised
her
talent
scene,"Ramona,"
time and she
manners
such widespread territory as "Cavalcade," "State Fair," "So This Is
London" and "They Had to See Paris."
On the player side, not to run too far down a long roster,
there are Tyrone Power, Don Ameche and Tom Brown as sons
of
AliceBrooks
Brady's
O'Leary,for and
Phyllis
and Molly
June Storey
them there
to fallarein Alice
and outFaye,of
love with between the political riots (not designated Haymarket), hectic goings on in a music hall (pointedly and fictitiously
designated
Senate")
and, flames.
of course, the stockyards stampede and the"Theflight
from the

CHICAGO
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CIRCUITS'
CONTRACTS
LISTED
Product Under
Product Under
(Continued from page 14)
Contract
Contract
(All 1937-38
contracts, for complete
(All 193738 contracts, for complete
Number of Theatres feature programs, unNumber of Theatres feature programs, unCohtracting
and
less
otherwise
Contracting
and
less
otherwise
speciLocations fied ) speciCircuits
Circuits
Locations fied)
Theatrical
Robb & Rowley 75, California, OklaManagers
21, Indiana
Columbia
homa, Texas MGM
RKO
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
Tri-State
Universal
17, Oregon, Washing- ton
MGMColumbia
First runs in Oklahoma and Texas. . . 20th-Fox
Monogram
Rome
RKO
Paramount
Columbia
Enterprises
1 1 , Maryland
MGM
20th-Fox
Paramount
Tri-State
20th-Fox
27, Iowa, Illinois, Ne- braska Columbia
Universal
MGM
Saenger
Paramount
114, Alabama, Arkansas,
Theatres
(long term franchise]
RKO
Florida, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Texas. MGM
Nebraska and Iowa . 20th-Fox
Paramount
United Detroit. 12, Detroit
MGM
Warner
Paramount
Saxe
Warner
Paramount
Amusement
I I, Wisconsin
446,
California,
ConnecRKO
ticut, Delaware, Illi20th-Fox
nois, Indiana, KenColumbia
tucky, Maryland,
Schine
96, New York, Ohio. MGM
Massachusetts,
Missouri,
New Jersey,
20th-Fox
New York, North
Universal
Carolina, Ohio,
Shea, M. A.
45, Massachusetts, New
Oregon,
PennsylHampshire, New
vania, Tennessee,
Jersey, New York,
Virginia,
WashingOhio, Pennsylvania. Columbia
ton, West Virginia,
Wisconsin
Columbia
MGM
RKO
Monogram
MGM
Paramount
RKO
Paramount
Warner
34,
Universal
402
Universal
All but New York
300,
20th-Fox
and
New
Jersey.
.
20th-Fox
Waters
9, Alabama
RKO
Shearer
4, Alaska
RKO
Western
Simons
53, New York, New JerMassachusetts
.
14, Massachusetts Paramount
MGM
sey Columbia
RKO
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
20th-Fox
Wilby-Kincey
74, Florida
Columbia
121, Georgia, North and
Sparks, E. J.
Grand National
South Carolina, Ala- bama MGM
MGM
Paramount
Paramount
20th-Fox
20th-Fox
Warner
Universal
Stevenson
80
Universal
6, North and South RKO
Wilmer &
Carolina
Vincent
.
.
20th-Fox
20, Pennsylvania, Vir- ginia Columbia
T. & DM Jr.,
MGM
21, California, Nevada. Universal
MGM
Enterprises .
Paramount
Thalheimer .
20th-Fox
6, Virginia
Columbia
MGM
Wometco
13, Florida
Columbia
Grand National
Paramount
20th-Fox
20th-Fox
United Artists
RKO

FOUR

FAMOUS

CUTUPS

. . . and

a thrilling

romantics. . going to town in the screen's
team of madcap
outstanding riot -and -rhythm show! . . . Music and laughs and love for
the heart! . . . Glamor
and

dancing

and

and glitter and glow for the eye! . . . Singing

crackling gags!

. . . It's dizzy, delightful, goofy

and gay! ... A show hand-tailored

to pull and please the widest rangg

of fans your theatre ever reached!

. . .

I TURN THE
PAGE AND

READ

THE

fj

JIRST TRADE
PREVIEW
f REPORT...
IT'S YOUR
4IND

OF

jfflOW
TALK!

film

mimi

r

"Lew Clarke, manager of the Dome Theatre, Ocean Park
Cal. (where picture was previewed), said, Td be glad tc
replay that picture.' Asked why, he said, 'If s the kind o
entertainment the people who come to this house want/ Yoi
heard them in there.' . . We had heard 'them* and it has beet
a long time since we noted an audience so thoroughly enjoj
a picture . . . a picture of Annapolis midshipman life thai
several times caused them to break out
in applause."
— A4of/on
Picture Herak
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OBITUARIES
Sales Manager
For

ERPI

Dies

Private funeral services for Robert Horn,
assistant eastern division sales manager for
Electrical Research Products, Inc., were held
September 1 from his late residence, Ridge
Crest Terrace, Brooklyn. Mr. Horn, who
was 49 years old, died August 28 at Bay
Ridge Hospital, Brooklyn, of complications
which set in after an operation.
He had been associated with ERPI for the
last nine years. Previously he was with
Pathe forizationsmore
than he14 was
years.associated
Other organwith which
in the
industry included the Powers Projector
Company and International Projector Corporation.
Interment was in Holy Cross Cemetery,
Brooklyn.
James Mclntyre,
Comedian, Succumbs
James Mclntyre, black-face comedian for
more than 60 years, died recently at his
summer home, Tiana, on Noyback Bay,
Long Island. He was eighty years old.
Thomas K. Heath, who played Henry to
Mr. Mclntyre's Abraham, in their famous
vaudeville
skit "The
is seriously il himself
and hasHamnot Tree,"
been informed
of his former partner's death.
W. W. Watts
W. W. Watts, who at one time operated
four motion picture theatres in Springfield,
Illinois, was killed recently when his automobile was struck by an Illinois Central
train near the city limits of Springfield.
Robert W. Marks
Robert W. Marks, 84, associated with
show business for 56 years, died recently
in Perth Hospital, Perth, Ontario. Mr.
Marks at one time was manager of the
Marks Brothers Theatrical Company.
Alice Endres
Funeral services for Alice Endres, 73, an
actress
whowerediedheldin Monday.
St. Luke'sMissHospital,
New York,
Endres
was born in London and came to the United
States when she was 15 years old. She appeared with Catherine Lewis and for several seasons played in "Potash and Perlmutter."
Ralph Schoenstadt
Ralph Schoenstadt, manager of the People's Theatre,himself.
Chicago,Hiscommitted
by shooting
body was suicide
found
Tuesday morning. Mr. Schoenstadt, 32
vears old, left a note saving he was tired of
life.
August S. Lambrigger
Augustatrical andS.circus
Lambrigger,
theexecutive,78,diedformer
last week
at his home in Orville,, Ohio, after a brief
illness. He sold the Grand Theatre in Orville
after operating it for 27 years.

PICTURE HERALD

Disney Feature
To Be Sold Separately
Walt Disney's first cartoon feature,
and the Seven
Dwarfs,"
be"Snow
sold White
as an individual
production
and will
not
as part of the regular RKO Radio contract,
Ned E.firmedDepinet,
this week. RKO vice president, afMr. Depinet's statement followed reports
that the film would be included in the regular RKO program and would not be roadshown.
A new color treatment will be used in the
Disney feature cartoon, it is stated. Subtle
shadings, in contrast with the bright tones of
his short cartoons, will subdue the effect as
a means of aiding characterization.
Gatelee Reelected
John Gatelee, business manager of the
local operators' union in Springfield, Mass.,
has been re-elected head of the New England chapter of the American Federation of
Labor. Mr. Gatelee is acting as representative of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees at conferences with
distributors for union contracts with local
exchanges, in Lowell, Mass.
Jewish Products Formed
Jewish Products, Inc., has been formed
by Moe Goldman, for distribution of six
pictures made in Europe. Mr. Goldman is
president and Julius Charnow vice-president.
The first two releases will be "Alchet" (I
Have
(Happy Sinned)
Beggars).and "Freiliche Kobconim"
Law Lectures Filmed
Two film lectures on law have been produced by the Film Foundation of America,
Inc., and will be made available to lawyers
and students on either 16 or 35 mm film.
The lectures are by Harvard law professors
and have an introduction by Felix Frankfurter, formerly of Harvard.
Mexico Plans Network
The press and publicity department of the
Mexican government is preparing to form a
national network of the 102 radio stations
operating in the country. The move is designed to eliminate the overlapping of programs.
Columbia Units Formed
Incorporation charters have been issued
to Columbia Films of Netherland Indies,
Ltd., and Columbia Films of Malaya, Ltd.,
in Delaware. Each company listed capital
of $5,000.
Gwirtz To Make Four Shorts
Irvin Gwirtz, of Musical Shorts, Inc.;
plans toturingproduce
seriessigned
of four
feachildren hea has
fromshorts
auditions
held by the Central Artists Bureau.
Hans Torkelson
Hans Torkelson, who retired several years
ago after operating two theatres in Tacoma,
died recently at a Tacoma hospital. He
was 77.
Mrs. George Phillips
Mrs. George Phillips, wife of the; owner
of the Schiller Park Theatre, Syracuse,
died recently.
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COURTS

Interstate
Put

Case

on Calendar

An anti-trust action brought against the
Interstate Circuit and several distributing
companies will go to trial in Federal court,
Dallas, September 20.
George Wright, counsel for the defendant
companies, had planned to request that the
trial be adjourned, but the court has placed
the case on the calendar and ordered it tried
this month. Principal witnesses for the government are expected to be several subsequent run exhibitors.
Playwrights Ordered
ToEdward
AppearSheldon
in Court
and Margaret Ayer
Barnes, authors and playwrights, have been
ordered to appear in the United States circuit courtnectionofwith anappeals
25th, in conappealSeptember
from the interlocutory
judgment they obtained against the Moredall
Realty Corporation, owners of the Capitol,
New York. The authors obtained the judgment in the United States district court, requiring Moredall to account for all piofirs
realized from the exhibition of "Letty Lynton," which they asserted was an infringement on their copyrighted play "Dishonored
Two Writers Seek
$150,000 Damages
Lady."
Henry Barsha and Dave Weisman,
writers, have instituted suit against MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, the Marx Brothers,
Loew's, Inc., and others connected with the
production of "A Day at the Races," chargplagiarism. The
They plaintiffs
seek to collect
000 ingdamages.
contend$150,the
picture contains portions of their story,
"High miFever,"
which,
they
claim,
was
subt ed to the studio in 1935.
Counsel Seeks $2,500 Fee
A request for an additional $2,500 fee has
been filed in United States district court by
Louis Lorens, special tax counsel, for the
Flatbush Avenue and Nevins Street Corporation, owners of the Brooklyn Fox, which
recently
ceedings. went through reorganization proGeneral Denial Filed
A General denial to a $5,000 breach of
contract suit instituted by Principal Film
Exchange, Inc., has been filed by J. D. Kendis and Jay Vee Kay Producers, defendants
in the action. The plaintiff claims it received exclusive rights to distribute "Crusade
Against Rackets."
Extend Fabian-Paramount Deal
The operating contract under which Si
Fabian operates the Brooklyn Paramount
has been extended one year, effective on the
expirationtemberof1st.the
SepY. present
Frank agreement
Freeman onhandled
negotiations for Paramount.

/36
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CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later thanindicates
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asterisk
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are production numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
ADVANCE
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Pennies(Exploitation:
from HeavenDec.(G)
Bing79: Crosby-Madge
Evans
Nov. pp.25/36.81. 82; Apr..Dee.3/37,18/36p.
Title
5/36,
p.
Feb.
8/37,
p.
72;
Mar.
27/37,
86;
May
15/37,
p.
96.)
Dawn to Dusk.
Racketeers in Exile (G) George Baneroft- Evelyn Venable .. Mar. 31/37 67. Apr. 3/37
., Mariarat
I,'37t.
Ranger Courage
Bob Allen-Martha Tibbetts Oct. 30/36 58
Margaret Morris-Bill
Morris-Bill Edwards.
Edwards. ...Not.
.Stat. I5.'37t.
Rangers
Step In, The Bob
Allen-Eleanor Small
Stewart Aug. 30/37
8/37t 58
Reckless
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
Rio
GrandeRanger
Ranger Bob
Bob Allen-Louise
Allen-Iris Meredith May
Dee. 11/36 56
54
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
"In the(G)
Cutting Room."Jack Nov.Holt-Grace
7/36.) Bradley ..July 4/37 65. Aug. 28/37
Roaring(SeeTimber
Anything for a Thrill Frankle Darro-Kane Richmond. . .June 15/37
Speed to Spare Dorothy Wilson-Chas. Quigley.. ..May 4/37 60
Born
Fight
rankleRichmondDarro-JaekFrankio
La Rue
Nov. 15/37
3.'38
(See "Racing Luck," "In the Cutting Room, Feb. 13/37.)
Devil toDiamond,
The FKane
Darro. ..Jan.
Fighting Texan, Tho Kermit Maynard- Elaine Shepard . .June 22/37
(Exploitation: Jan. 23/37, p. 81.)
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermit
Maynard-Ariane
Allen
Deo.
30/36
in the City (G) Edw.
Robinson-Lull
Deste. . ...Mar.
. Apr. 25/37
76. Feb. IS/87
Headline Crasher Frankle Darro-Kane Rlehmond. . .Deo. 25/36
CharlesG.StarrettPeggy Stratford
5/37 55
Phantom Patrol
Kermit Maynard-Joan Barclay. .. .Oet. 30/36
Racing Blood
Frankle Darro-Kane Richmond. ..Nov. 15/36
TugboatFistedPrincess
Walter StarrettC. Kelly-Edith
Fellows.. . .Oct.
15/36 69
Sing While
You're Able Pinky
Pinky Tomlin
Tomlin
Mar. 20/37
Two
Sheriff... Chas.
Barbara Weeks.
.June 15/37
59
Thanks
for Listening
July
12/37 66.
Two Gun Law
Chas. Starrett- Peggy Stratford. ..Apr. 7/37 56
Tough
to
Handle
Frankie
Darro-Kane
Richmond.
.
.Mar.
24/37
Venus Makes Trouble James Dunn-Patricia Ellis May 14/37 58
Valley of Terror Kermit Maynard. Harlene Wood. . .Jan. 20/37
(See "InMail
the Cutting Room,"Chas.Apr.Starrett-Rosalind
3/37.)
Whistling Bullets Kermit Maynard- Harlene Wood. . .May 3/37
Westbound
Keith.. ..Jan. 22/37 54
Wildcat Trooper Kermit Maynard-H. Bosworth Oet. 16/36
When
You're
in
Love
(G)
Grace
Moore-Cary
Feb. 27/37.
Feb. 28/37
Wild
Horse
Roundup
Kermit
MaynardDickie
Jones
Nov.
20/36
Woman In Distress (G) May Robson-lrene Grant
Hervey Jan.
17/37... 104.68. Feb.
13/37
With Love and Kisses Pinky Tomlin-Toby Wing Dee. 26/36
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.
(G)27/37, Melvyn
DouglasVirginia
Bruce
..Jan.
28/37
72.
Mar.
20/37
Coming
p. 81.) Coming
Reckless Chances Kermit Maynard
/
RoaringDynamite
Six Guns Kermit
Hayes
All American Sweetheart Scott Colton-Patricia Farr
Young
Frankie Maynard-Mary
Darro
3
Awful(SeeTruth,"In The
IreneJulyDunne-Cary
Oct. 7,'37t
the Cutting Room,"Chas.
17/37.) Grant
7
CELEBRITY
Carnival
Lady
Quigley-Rita
Hayworth
Title
Star
Counsel(Seefor"TheCrime
Wells.
Coming
Man Behind theOtto
Law,"Kruger-Jacqueline
"in the CuttingPerry
Room,".. .Sept.
June I4,'37t.
12/37.) .62
Freshmen
Follies
Jimmy
Durante-Joan
For Love of You ....F. Foresta-RIscoe and Wayne...
/
Game That Kills, The Chas. Quigley-Rita Hayworth. .. .Sept. 2l/37t
Kiss3
Me Goodbye M. Schneider- Riseoe and Wayne.
I'll Take Romance Grace Moore- M. Douglas Oct. 28/37t
6 CHESTERFIELD
Time
(See "Inan Artist....
the Cuting Room,"JohnJulyBoles-Luli
24/37.) Deste
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed IInMarried
Old
Wyoming
Chas.
Starrett-Barbara
Weeks
House of Secrets Leslie Fenton-Murlel Evans Oet. 26/36 Tr67
It Happened In Hollywood Richard Dix-Fay Wray
Sept. 7/3?t....67
ouble in
the Cutting Room,"AndyNov.Clyde-Lueille
7/36.) Gleason
(See "Once a Hero," "In the Cutting Rodm," Apr. 17/37.)
Red (See
Lights"InAhead
TheodoMraorocGocoes(Life
Begins
with
Love
Jean
Parker-D.
Montgomery
Oct. I4,'37f
G
)
Wild (See
Cutting Room," JulyAster-31/37.)
COLUMBIA
Running Time
(Before,
QJa)c"Ink HotheThe
Night
RichardArlen....
Arlen
Title
lIrt-enMaee DuCnne-MelvMary
ate
Minutes
Reviewed
Star
Park
Avenue
Dame
Fay
W
ray-Richard
Oct.
2l/37t
Adventure In
.Jean
McCrea
Doug14/37.)
arkyneAug.
"In the Men
CuttinglRoom,"
las NoGibson
Code of tho Range
.CharlesArthur-Joel
Starrett-Mary
Blake..
9/36. . .55
v.
River(Seeof Missing
Jack Holt-Wynne
Oct.
M
Come Closer, Folks...
.James
Dunn-Marian
Marsh...
a
r
. Randolph Scott
95. Nov.3l/37t
a Woman , . . Loretta
Young,„
.60. Jan. 23/37 There's
Counterfeit Lady (G).
.Ralph Bellamy-Joan
14/31
Women ofAlways
the Night.
Den Terry-Jacqueline
Wells..
62. Mar.
.Charles
Starrett-lrls Perry....
Shunn... 73.Oet.
Cowboy Star, Tho
31/36
2
0
/
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 10/36.)
Running
Time
3
7
CRESCENT
Title
Craig's
Oct.
..65. Jan.Reviewed
9/37
18/37.. Minutes
CriminalsWifeef the(G)
Air John
RosalindBoles-Rosalind
Keith-Chas. Russell
Quigley.. ..Apr.
(•It!
.*60.Jume
19/37
Battle
ofof Destiny
Greed (G>...
...Tom Keene-Gwynne
Shipman.. ...Jan.
Star
..May
Drums
(G)
.
.
(See
"Honeymoon
Pilot,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Mar.
27/37.)
June 12/37... ..60
...Tom
Keene-Edna
Lawrence...
Dangerous
Adventure,
A
Don
Terry-Rosalind
Keith
Aug.
Law
Commands,
The
.
.
.
1/37.
...Torn Keene-Lorrai ne Hayes ..July 12/37.. ..64. Mar. 20/37
Devil(Exploitation:
Is Driving, The
(G)
...Torn
Aug. (G)
21/37, Richard
p. 78.) Dlx-Joan Perry Jus* 25/37.
1/37.. ..63
Raw
Timber(G)....
...Tom Keene-Rita
Keene-PeggyCansino
Keys . . Mar. 27/36..
6/37..
Rebellion
Devil's
Playground
(A)
Dolores
Del
Rio-Richard
Dix
...Jan.
...Tom
Keene-Rita
Cansino......
..60. Oct. 17/36
Fight to the Finish, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith June
Under Strange Flags.
..64
...Tom
Keene-Luana
Walters
..Oct.
12/37..
..Apr.
"Taxi War,"
Cutting Room,"
May Quigley.
1/37.) . .Jan.
.57. Mar. 6/S7
Find (See
the Witness
(G)"In the Rosalind
Keith-Chas.
DANUBIA
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May
Runn
(Hungarian Dialogue)
(SeeCan "Right
Guy," "In theChas.CuttingQulgley-Jaequeline
Room," May 1/37.)
Title
Time Reviewed
. Ing..85
Rel. late20/37. .Minutes
21/37 60
Girls
Play
Wells..
June
.
.
.
Zita
Perczel
Star
21/37
65.
Feb.
27/37
I Promise
to Pay Apr.
(G)3/37, p.Leon64.)Carrillo-Chester Marrla Apr.
10/36... ..90
Car
of Dreams
Torzs-Perczel
(Exploitation:
.103
Dreams
of
Love
...Frank
Taray
68. Aug. 14/37 (English titles)
3/37. . . ..65
It Can't Last Forever (G) Betty Furness-Ralph Bellamy. .. .July 15/37
l/37t....80.Aug. 7/37 Friendly
It's
FrancisBrian-Russell
Lederer-M. Hardio
Carroll Oct.
Sept. 1/36
Radey-Szoke
1/36...
58. Nov. 7/36 HungarianExpression
KillerAllat Yours
Large (G)
(G) Mary
Dee.
Village
Travelogue
Lady from Nowhere Mary Astor-Charles Quigley Nov. 21/36
(English titles)
26/37 60
57
12/37..
..Apr.
Law
of
the
Ranger
Bob
Allen-Elaine
Shepard
Feb.
..92
Man Under
of Gold
Egri-F. Kiss
65. July 24/37 Man
League of Frightened Men (G) Walter Connolly- Irene Hervey. . . . May 25/37
the Bridge... ..Maria
Csortos-Lazar
15/36.. ..82
..Nov.
1/36 60.69. Nov.
7/36
Legion of Terror (G) Marguerite Churchill-B. Cabot. ..Nov. 25/37
..Apr.
..82
Salary
$200
Monthly
Javor-Folop
May 29/37 Scotchman In Hungary Radey-Oresl
12/37.. ..91
Let's
Get Married
(G) Ralph
Bellamy-Ida
Luplno
Mar. l/37t...H8.Feb.
31/36..
Lost (Exploitation:
Horizon
(A)
Ronald
Caiman-Jane
Wyatt
Sept.
28/37.
. ..95
Sister ofMary
Szorenyi-Sved
i. 92; July 31/37, p.27/3780; Sons
Sept.
5/36.
p.
75;
Mar.
6/37,
p.
89;
May
22/37,
.
.
Mar.
..85
Aug. 28/37, pp. 96. 100.)
5/37. . ..78
..Apr.
. . Dee.
on thethe Steppes.
Pusta Kiss-Komcar
Kiss-Komcar
Dec. 26/36..
77. Dee. 28/36 Storm
More
a Secretary (G)...Jean
Dec. 24/36
Coming
Three Spinsters Emile Markus-Rajnay
1/36.. ..84
5/37 62
Motor Than
Madness
RosalindArthur-George
Keith-AllenBrent
Brook Apr.
20,'37t..
"Speed(G)
Mad," "In theJackCutting
Room," Venable
Feb. 20/37.) Nov. 14/36 63. Oet. 31/36 I Married for Love Kabos-Radai
North(See
Holt-Evelyn
20,'37t . ..88
One
Manof Nome
Justice Chas.
StarrettBarbara Weeks. .. .July
My Daughter Is Different Turay-Kabos
,
Oct.
TempestMammy
in a Charda Fedak
Javor-Lazar
Outlaws
of the (G)
Orient Jack
Clarke
25.'37t ..90
Texas
Parole Racket
Paul Holt-Mae
Kelly-Rosallnd
Keith Aug.
Mar.
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(THE
RELEASE
CHART— CONT'D*
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
/
Love
In
Exile
(A)
3623
Clive
Brook-Helen
Vinson
Nov.
15/36
May 28/36
30/36
Vicki (Country Ball) Javor-Rose Barsony Sept. 25,'37t. . . .87
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray Jan. 20/37 71.63. Nov.
Yellow Roses
Kabos
Oct. 30,'37t . . . .90
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"His
Lordship.")
(Exploitation:
Mar.
6/37,
p.
88.)
DuWORLD
Running Time
River of Unrest (G) 3621.... John Lodge-John Loder Jan. 15/37 69. May 18/36
3
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
(Reviewed under the title, "Ourselves Alone.")
Crimson Circle
Noah Beery
.Jan.
I.'37
74
.Oct. l/36t.. ..60. June 1/35
Kilou, Theof Killer
Technicolor
(See
production article, Feb. 6/37, p. 20; exploitation: Apr. 3/37,
65;"TheAug.
MayGreat
1/37.Barrier."
.Oet. 1/36 58
Mysteries
Notre Dame
78,P. 81;
7/37,
p.p.(G)94.)81; June 26/37, p. 121; July 17/37, p. 90; July 24/37, pp.
Opera of Paris 7
Georges Thill
Oct. I. '36 50
Strangers
On a Honeymoon
FIRST NATIONAL
29/37
3615
C. Cummings-Noah Berry Dec. 15/36 67. Jan. 9/37
also Warner Brothers)Rel. Date Running
Title (See Star
MinutesTimeReviewed Tenth Man. The (G) 3622 John Lodge-Antoinette Collier. .. May 15/37 65. Aug. 29/36
Two of Us 3619 Jack Hulbert-Gina Malo July 10/37 64
Captain's Kid, The (G) 167. ..Guy Kibbee-Sybil Jason Nov. 14/36 72. Sept. 19/36 Where
There's a Will 3624.... Will Hay
July 26/37 74
Case (Exploitation:
of the Black CatDec.(G)5, '36,
170. p.Ricardo
79.) Cortez-June Travis Oct. 31, '36 66. Oct. 8,'36 SilentWoman Alone, The (G) 3601.. Sylvia Sidney-John Loder Jan. 12/37 76. Jan. 2/37
Case
of
the
Stuttering
Bishop,
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Sabotage.")
Barriers
1
You're In the(G)Army3608
Now (G)
The, 176
Woods-AnnBryan
Dvorak May
June 15/37
5,'37 55
70
/ii Cherokee
RichardWallace
3620
Ford-AnnaPalmer
Lee Mar. 1/37 73. Feb. 20/37
Strip 178 Donald
Dick Foran-Jane
Arien-Lilli
3
Confession
(A)
158
Kay
Francis-Ian
Hunter
Aug.
28/37.
..
.*85.
July
24/37
(Reviewed
under
the title. "0. H. M. Coming
S.")
Apr.
7
)ance, Charlie, Dance (G)
83. Feb. 27/37
165
Stuart Erwin-Jean Mulr Aug. 14/37... .64. May (.'37 Dr. Syn
Geo.
Arliss-Margaret
Lockwood
Jraegerman
Courage
(G)
168.
.Jean
Mulr-Barton
MacLane
May
15/37..
Girl
Was
Young.
The
Nova
Pilbeam
£mpty Holsters 179 Dick Foran- Patricia Walthall. .. .July 10/37.. .58. Aug. 29,'36 Look Out for Love Anna Neagle-T. Carminati
Ever
Since
Davies-R. Montgomery. . .July
17/37.. ..79. June 26.*37 Non Stop New York Anna Lee-Desmond Tester
Gold (Exploitation:
DiggersEveof (G)
1937Jan.162
(G)2/37,151. p.Marion
Dick100;Powell-Joan
Dee. p.26/36..
Jessie Matthews-Jack Whiting
the DeviAlong
Dee. p.12.90.)'36Talk ofSailing
Jan. 9/37, Blondell
p. 71: Feb. 13/37,
86: M ar..101.6. "37,
l (G) 3607. ... GRAND NATIONAL
Green(Exploitation:
Light (G) 154
Errol
Flynn-Anita
Louise
Feb.
20/37..
Running Time
Ri
ca
rd
Jan. 9.'37
o CortezStar
Mar. p.27/37,
pp. 78,
3/37,3/37,
p. 89;p. 68.)
May 1/37, p. ..85.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
-Sally Eller
79; May 22.'37. ArizonaTitle
p. 90: May 29/37,
67; June
12/37,81; p.Apr.94; July
s June Jan. 30/37 52. Feb. 13/37
Days
(G)
147
Tex
Ritter-Eieanor
Stewart
Guns
of
Pecos
S60
....Dick
ForanAnne
Nagel
Jan.
2/37..
Bank Alarm 139 Conrad Nagel- Eleanor Hunt June 25/37
76. May 2263
Here Comes Carter (G) 169... Ross Alexander-Anne Nagel Oct. 24/36..
/37
Boots of Destiny 204 Ken Maynard-Claire Dodd July 23/37t
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar. 20/37.. .6 1. Mar. 6/37 Captain
Calamity 128 George Houston -Movita Nov. 29/3C 66
ForeverLovesYoursBoy (G)124
155 Benjamino
Gigli
May
15/37.
.
.70'A.
June 12/37
.96. Mar. 6/37 Girl
Marked
Woman
(A)
156
Bette
DavisH.
Bogart
Apr.
10/37..
Eric Linden-Cecilia Parker Mar. 27/37 77
Men in Exile 174 Richard Purcell-June Travis Apr. 4/37..
Girl Said No, The (G) 20I...Robt. Armstrong-Irene Hervey. . . July l6/37t. .76'/2.May 29/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
21/36.)
(G) 138 James
Conrad Nagel-EleanorClarke
Hunt Apr.
. Dee.
May 19/36
1/37
.82. May 22/37 Gold Racket,
Mountain
Guy (G)The101
Jan. 10/37.
2/3774,.. 65'/2
Mr. Dodd Justice
Takes the(A) Air161(G) Josephine Hutchinson-G. Brent. ..Apr. 24/37... ♦80. July 31/37 Great(Exploitation:
Jan. 16/37, p. 74; Cagney-Mae
Jan. 23/37, p. 78; Feb. 6/37,
PP.
77;73. Feb.
20/37,
159
Kenny
Baker-Jane
Wyman
Aug.
21/37...
p.
85:
Feb.
27/37.
p.
81;
May
22/37,
p.
88.)
Mar. 6/37
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Muir Jan. 23/37.., ..65.
Penrod
and the
Sam Pauper,
(G) 172The Billy Mauch-Henry Watson Feb. 28/37.., .64. Jan. 16/37 Hats
Headin'Offfor(G)the108
Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dee. 6/37. .. 66'/2. Jan. 2/37
Prince and
(G) 146
Eleanor Stewart
Dec. 23/37
20/36 75.61. Oet.
Dee. 12/36
.120. Apr. 17/37 Hideout
(G)(Exploitation:
152 May 29/37. Mauch
Twins-Erroi
Flynn
May
8/37..
in
the
Alps
199 Tex
Jane RitterBaxter-Anthony
Bushell July
10/36
p. 66; June 26/37, p. 121; July 3/37. p. 68.) ..70. Apr. 3/37
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Dusty
Ermine.")
San
Quentin
163
Pat O'Brien-Humphrey
Bogart. ..Aug.
7/37... .79. Oct. 17/36 Hittin' the Trail 149 Tex Ritter-Jerry Bergh Apr. 3/37 58
Sing (Exploitation:
Mo a Love(G)SongDec.
(G)26/36.
160. James
Melton-Patricia
Ellis
Jan.
9/37...
Juggernaut
(A)
154
Boris
Karleff-Joan
Wyndham.
.
.
.
Apr.
30/37
64.
Oct.
p. 70.)
Wallace Casewell May 8/37 49. May 17/36
15/37
Stolen Holiday (G) 157 Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Feb. 6/37 80. Dec. 26/36 Killers of the Sea (G) l35....Capt.
Bruce Cabot-Beatrice Roberts. .. .Aug. I3,'37t 71. Aug. 7/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37 112
, E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobln. ..Apr. 24/37. .. 71 '/2 .Jan. 16/37
Mystery of the 151
Hooded Horse- .Tex Bitter-Iris Meredith..
Three (Exploitation:
Men on a HorseDec.(G)12/36,
151. Frank
Aug. 6/37.
p. 81;McHugh-Joan
Dec. 19/36, Blondell
p. 89: Dec.Nov.26/36,21/36
p. 70; 85.Jan.Dec.2/37,5/36p. Navy Spymen
137
.Conrad
Nagel-EleanorStanley
Hunt Mar.
106; Jan. 9/37, p. 71: Mar. 13/37, p. 80; May 1/37, p. 83.)
2/37. .58'/2.Aug. 28/36
Riders
of
the
Rockies
150...
.Tex
Ritter-Leuise
July
Romance and Riches (G) 153. Gary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27/37.
Adventurous Blonde ..
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
'The
Amazing
Quest.")
Scotland Yard Commands <G)
Alcatraz Island
John Litel-Ann Sheridan
152
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan.
Back in Circulation (A) 266... Jean Blondell-Pat O'Brien Sept. 25/37t . . . .82. Aug. 7/37 Shadow
Strikes, The (G) 202.. Rod La Rocque-Lynn Anders July 9/37t.. ..63. July 17/37
Cornered(Reviewed
(G) under
164
Boris
KarloffBeverly
Roberts
*65.July
17/37
Sing,
Cowboy,
Sing
(G)
145.
..Tex
May 30/37t
22/37
the
title,
"War
Lord/*)
Small Town Boy, The 205 StuartRitter-Louise
Erwin-Joyce Stanley
Compton July
First Lady
Kay Francis-Preston Foster
61.Fe 59. June 5/37
Something
to
Sing
About
210..
James
Cagney-E.
Daw
Sept.
3/37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
10/37.)
b. 20 62. Nov. 14/36
Gold
Where The
You Find It.. George
Brent-O. dede Havilland
Havilland
Song
of theofGringo
144. ..Tex
Nov. 22/36
/37
Great IsGarrick,
Brian Aherne-O.
Sweetheart
the Navy(G) 123..
..Eric Ritter-Joan
Linden-CeciliaWoodbury
Parker Juno
18/37
Trailing
Trouble
208
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
27,'37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
31/37.)
Trouble in Texas (G) 148.. ..Tex Ritter
Mar. 6/37 63. Mar. 13/37
Hollywood Hotel ...Dick Powell-Frances Langford
It's
After (G) Leslie
Howard-Bette Sheridan
Davis
*87.July 31/37 Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wilcoxon May 8/37 73. June 6/36
LargerLoveThanI'm Life
Frank McHugh-Ann
(ReviewedLeaveunder(G)the103..title,..James
"A Woman
Alone/!) Walker Mar. 20/37... 72' 2 Mar. 6/37
Life of Emlle Zola, The (GK.Paul Muni-Gale Sondergaard Oct. 2/37t ... 120. July 10/37 23'/2
Ellison-Terry
We're Hours
in the Legion Now (G)
Prairie
Thunder
180
Dick
Foran-EIIen
Clancy
Sept.
11/37
Return from Limbo Kay Francis
129
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston . .Jan. 16/37. .. 55'/2. Feb. 15/36
Sergeant Murphy
Ronald Reagan-Mary Magulre
(Reviewed
under(G)the 120..
title, Tala
"Rest Birell-lan
Cure.") Keith Oct. 25/36 81. Oct. 24/36
Legion. The
That Certain Woman (A) 254.. Bette Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. I8,'37t . . .*94. Aug. 7/37 White
Coming Hunt Nov. 8/36 63. Nov. 14/36
Yellow Cargo (G) 136 Conrad Nagel-Eleanor
FRANK NORTON
(Greek
Dialogue,
English
Titles)
Damaged
Pedro de Cordoba
60. July 10/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Death TakesGoods'a 175
Cruise
Astero
. Miss Afentaki
Kyvell
Feb. 21/37
90
Face the Facts
Stuart Erwin
Erustalo
.Nina
Oct.
11/36
95
Gorgeous
Anna
Sten
Far from the Crowd
.. Mary
Apr.
7/37 118
82
Here's
Casey 211 Eric Linden-Boots Mallory Sept. IO/37t
OlympiaTsagonis
Deos
Oct. 18/36
Sarcos and the Eagle
HonoluluFlashHoneymoon
Coming
King ofof thethe Golden
Sierras West
207 Tax
Thunder-Rex
Oct. t.'Xft
Law
Ritter
"tohea
Toy
Mpoam
Vasoula
Manolidoy
Sept.
5/37t
90
Love
Me
Again
Anna
Sten
Kainourgea Zoe
Rita
Nov.
... 1 15
Reborn
Elene Karmen
Papadake
Dec. 7,*37t
5/37t....90
Love Runs Into Money
True Love
Sophea Damogloy Oet. 3/37t 85
Make Upat the
(G)
Clyde
70.July 10/37
Murder
Rancho Nils
Ken Asther-Juno
Meynard
GB PICTURES Running Time
Orchid
Girl
Anna
Sten
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Painter In the Sky
Backstage 3614
Anna Neagle- Arthur Tracy Mar. 15/37 65
Photo Finish
of the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
Everybody Dante (G) 3613. ... Ernest Truex-C. Courtneldge Feb. 15/37 70. Sept. 12/36 Renfrew
GangwayOver(G)
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Sept. I7,'37t
Head
Heels in Love (G) Jessie Matthews-Nat Pendleton .. .Sept. I,'37t. . . .88. Aug. 28/37 Snow212
Covered Wagons
3604
Louis p.Borrell
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct. 10/36
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, Jessie
p. 84;MatthewsMar. 13/37,
78.) Feb. 20/37 81. Feb. 13/37 Spy
Starsof andNapoleon
Stripes
Rides with the Boy Scouts Tex Ritter
King3618
Solomon's Mines (G) Cedrlc Hardwleke- Roland Young. .Aug. 26/37 76. July 3/37 Tex214
Sept. 24/37t
(See production artlele. May 22/37, p. 16.)
Wallaby Jim of the Islands
Living Dangerously (A) 3617. .Otto Kruger-Leonora Corbett Dee. 1/36 69. Mar. 31/36 213
Geo. Houston-Ruth Coleman Sept. 24/37t
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LICENSOR

After Re-Modeling
ONLY;
GRANTS
TO
2
The refurbished Capitol, New York,
which has been closed a week for a comInternational
Projector
and
MoCAPITOL RECEIVES
plete overhauling and remodeling, was retiograph Contract for Rights
opened to the public September 2nd after
100-POUND CAKE
in Western Electric Devices
a spectacular invitation premiere the preceding evening.
As its contribution to the reopenWith Graumanical fanfare, the premiere
ing of the redecorated Capitol theatre
Arrangements
for Products,
the discontinuance
took place in surroundings of sputtering
Electrical
Research
Inc., as 'anof
in New York, Metro-Goldwyn-Maykleig lights and newsreel and radio herer
forwarded
a
three-layer,
100organization
selling
and
servicing
sound
aldry. The first attraction in the redecopound cake to the management. The
reproduction equipment in the United
rated theatre, whose improvements cost
cake, approximately 5 feet in height,
States,
were
completed
in
New
York
this
$300,000, is "Broadway Melody of 1938."
week. The Western Electric Company subwas autographed by MGM players.
Among those invited to attend the presidiary,
while
maintaining
its
foreign
sales
miere were M. H. Aylesworth, Jules Bruand service operations, becomes in this counlatour, Mayor and Mrs. Fiorello H. Latry merely a licensor, granting rights to and
Guardia, Governor and Mrs. Herbert H.
receiving
royaltiesdevices
from covered
manufacturers
deLehman, Herbert Bayard Swope, David ASCAPLaborTie
siring to employ
by patents
Sarnoff, Carl Laemmle and Adolph Zukor.
controlled
through
Erpi.
In the public notice column of the New
Foreign operations are undisturbed, the
York Times, the Capitol placed the followdomestic change coming in anticipation of a
ing
ad:
"Wanted:
information
as
to
the
Federal
Trade Commission interpretation
identity and whereabouts of the person who Seen
most 'Trust'
significant benefitPurge
accruing to of Erpi's former functions as activities impurchased the first ticket at the opening of theTheAmerican
Society
of
Composers,
Auproper to a public utility, Western Electric
the Capitol Theatre on October 24th, 1919."
thors and Publishers in the proposed affiliathe American TeleCapitol was
opened astheatre.
"the world's
& Telegraph ofCompany.
tion with the American Federation of Mu- being aphonesubsidiary
firstTheluxurious
mass-appeal
sicians isits immunity from the charge of
Almost simultaneously with the establishmonopoly,
it was pointed out in legal cirment of its new function in this country,
cles this week.
Price Rise Seen
ASCAP is considering joining the AFM Erpi entered into contracts with the International Projector Corporation, New York,
as an affiliated labor body in an effort to
and Motiograph, Inc., Chicago, under the
obtain
the ofunion's
support
in combating
the
wave
adverse
legislation
leveled
terms
of
which rights in Western Electric
For Kansas City against it.
sound reproduction devices are granted
In this event, the society, as a labor union,
Increased admissions, together with a decrease in giveaways and the continuation would bring itself within the collective bar- those projector manufacturers.
Acquisition of these rights place these
of double features, are the policy highlights
gaining privileges defined in the Federal
foreshadowed for Kansas City theatres anti-trust laws, attorneys point out. The companies in a position to produce unit
during the coming season.
allegations of monopoly would automatically type sound-and-image projector mechanisms
With the average admission at 18 cents be checkmated with the reply that the society employing soundheads of late Western ElecIt is pointed out that such unit
and both operating and film costs certain to
union formed to protect the in- designtric type.
will permit simplification of both
be increased, a general rise in admissions is simplyterests aof musical
and
literary
"workers."
projector
head and soundhead designs
is regarded as a surety. Some exhibitors
The actions brought against ASCAP by
have already jumped their admissions in the Federal government and attempted in 18 through the elimination sprockets and other
anticipation of the problem.
in the designing of soundbeen largely based on the con- elementsheads asrequired
projector
attachments.
J. F. Rigney, who operates the independ- states have
tention
that
the
composers'
body
is
a
moWhile
licenses
be available for
ent Westport, has raised his price from 20
nopoly and thus subject to penalties under the manufacturer ofwould
other parts of the sound
to 25 cents on Sunday, Monday and Tues- anti-trust laws.
day to cover the big weekend pictures, and
system, it is stated that both International
Projector and Motiograph intend, at least
reports that patronage did not suffer. At
the same time he has reduced the number
for the time being, to confine themselves to
of premium nights from four to one a week Nominations Made a soundhead. At least International Proaccording to an
General
without loss. Jay Means, of the Oak Park,
Theatresjector,
Equipment,
Inc.,official
holdingof company
has similarly increased his admissions to 25
cents.
controlling the projector concern, will beOther exhibitors have found that eliminat- for SMPE \ Officers
gin manufacture of a new unit sound projector as soon as plant operations permit.
ing premium decreases attendance but
for officers for the year 1938
slightly and increases the box office net. haveNominations
Joseph
B. Kleckner, president of Motioissued by the Society of Motion
An example is Ed Burgan, operator of the PicturebeenEngineers.
in New
York for
negotia-on
The election will be
tions,graph,couldInc.,not
be reached
for the
comment
Tenth Street, who abolished giveaways a held during the fall convention
in New York the immediate plans of his company.
year ago with satisfactory results.
in
October.
Those
nominated
are
:
Erpi's position in the recording field, it is
Double features are firmly in the sadK. F. Morgan, for executive vice-presi- pointed out, remains unchanged, the restricdle. Kansas City theatres reached a new
tions being confined to sound reproduction.
dent;
L.
A.
Jones,
engineering
vice-presiall-time high in the offering of multiple feadent; E. A. Williford, financial vice-presitures on August 29th when the 50 theatres
dent;
J.
Frank,
Jr.,
secretary,
and
L.
W.
that advertise in the newspapers billed a
Davee, treasurer. Those named for the Crittenden Company
total of 103 films.
board of governors are A. S. Dickinson, R.
E. Farnham, H. Griffin, A. C. Hardy, W. Operates New Theatre
The Crittenden, new theatre erected at
A. Mueller and G. F. Rackett.
Loew-Fay Pact in Effect
West Memphis, Ark., by the Jackson ComLoew's partnership arrangement with Ed
Fay in Providence is now in effect. "Stella Seltzer With Roach
pany, Inc., at a cost of $75,000 will be operated by the Crittenden Amusement ComDallas,"
picture
to be shown
Frank Seltzer, formerly associated with
the
deal,theis first
at the
Carlton,
having under
been
p
any, of which
Wils Daviswillis president.
Norval
E. Packwood
manage the
has been appointed publicity director
moved over from Loew's State. There is no atPathe,
the Hal Roach studios in California.
change in prices for the moveover run.
house, which seats 600.
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CHACT«CCNT*D)
GUARANTEED
Title
Star
Candlesticks, The William Powell-Luise Rainer. .. .July 2/37 89. July 3/37
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Emperor's
(G) 733
BusterStar Crabbe
Badge
of
Honor..
Espionage
EdmundBarrymore-Cecilia
Lowe-Madge Evans
Feb. 26/37
Mar. 20/37
6/37
Crime Patrol
Ray Walker-Geneva
Family Affair,(G) A 723
(G) 632 Lionel
Parker .. Mar.
12/37 69.67. Mar.
. Buster
Crabbe Mltehi
Oil Raider.
The....
General
SpankyThe (G)(A) 714
Spanky
McFarland-P.Rainer
Holmes. .. Aug.
Dec. 11/36
72. Oct.
31/36
Phantom
Ship
Bela
Lugosl-Shlrley
Grey.
I.
'36.
I5.*36.
Good
Earth,
741
Paul
Muni-Luise
6/37.
...
139.
Feb.
6/37
Jack Mulhall
White Ivory
(See production article, July 11/36. p. 76; exploitation: Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 20/37,
Coming
p. 85;10/37,
Apr. p.3/37,
p. 69;7/37.
May pp.1/37,90, p.92.)83; May 15/37, pp. 96. 99; June 12/37, p. 94;
Richard Hayward
Early
Bird.
The
July
87; Aug.
Irish and Proud of It.
. Richard Hayward
Good (Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
Wallace
Beery-Betty
Furness
Apr. 23/37 76. Apr. 24/37
29/37,
p.
67;
June
26/37,
p.
121.)
HOFFBERG
Divers (re-issue) <G>... Clark Gable-Wallace Beery June 4/37 109. Dec.
Title
Date MinutesTin Reviewed Hell
Last of Mrs. Cheyney.Apr.The3/37,
719. p.Joan86;Crawford-William
Calling
Cars
.JackStarLaRue-Lillian Miles... Rel.
Feb. I0,'37
May 15/37, p. 94;Powell.
June ..Feb.
12/37, 19/37
p. 92.) 98. Feb.
Fire Trap,All The
10/37 62.58. Jan.
Dec. 26/35
7/35 Libeled(Exploitation:
Norman Foster-Evalyn Knapp. . . .Jan.
Lady
(G)
648
Jean
Harlow-William
Powell1/36 70
65. Oet. 14/33
Hensen-Frances
Day Nov.
Oct. !5/36t
Girl
from Maxim's .Leslie
Myrna Loy-Spencer Tracy Oct. 9/36 98. Oct. 17/36
IPhantom
nyaah
Expedition
London By Night (G) 740 George Murphy-Rita Johnson July 30/37 69. July 24/37
of Santa Fe .Borneo
l/37t.. ..75
. Ralph
Nina QuartaroNormanTerry
Kerry Aug.
Longest
Night,
The
(G)
704...
Robert
Young-Florenee
Rice Nov.
Oct. 20/36
2/36 51.81. Oct.
10/37
82
Rescue Squad
Forbes-Sheila
Feb,
Love (Exploitation:
on the Run (G)Jan.654
Gable-Joan
Nov. 31/36
21/31
Tenderfoot Goes West, A... Jack LaRue- Russell Gleason Oct. 15/36 82
9/37, p.Clark
64; Mar.
27/37, Crawford
p. 82.)
Uncle from America , Czeck Film
Dee. 15/36 90
Holiday
(G)
706
Elissa
Landi-Edmund
Lowe
Nov.
13/36
71.
Nov.
Wedding of Palo, The (G). Rasmussen'sComing
Eskimo Drama Mar 1/37 85. Mar. 20/37 Mad
Mama StepsMelodrama
Out (G) 721 Guy KIbbee-Allc* Brady ..Feb. 5/37 65. Feb. 14/36
8/37
Manhattan
Polish
Film
Ada
Don't
Do
That
(re-issue)
(G)
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/34
Business
in
Distress
.
Czeck
Film
I Give My Heart (A) Gitta Alpar
Before Breakfast (G)
Nov. 16/35
I6.'35 Married
Invitation
to the Waltz (G) . . Lilian Harvey
80.85. Nov.
736
Robt. Young-Florence Rice June 18/37 70. June 26/37
Kathleen Mavourneen
Sally
0'
NeilIrish
Cast
Maytime
(G) analysis:
720Mar. 27/37,
J. MacDonald-Nelsen
Mar. p.13/3764;
Maid(G) of the Mountains, The
(Musical
p. 15; exploitation:Eddy
Feb. 27 Mar.
/37, p.26/37
85; Apr.132.3/37,
Harry
Welchman
80.
Apr.
22/33
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78;
May
22/37,
p.
89;
June
5/37,
pp.
68,
69;
July
24/37,
p.
80.)
Song of the Lark Czeek Film
Mister Cinderella 707 Jack Haley-Betty Furness Oet. 23/36 78
Knowles
78. Aug. 10/35 Naughty
Student's
Romance, The (G). . Patric
Marietta (re-Issue) (Q) . Jeanette MacDonald-N. Eddy Aug. 6/37. ... 105. Apr.
Mar. 2/35
Voiee of India
Hoefler Expedition Oct. l/37t....70
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell. .. .Apr. 30/37. . .117.
..67. Feb. I0/S7
6/J7
/ Title
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
Kelly-Robt.
Armstrong.
..
.Apr.
23/37.
.119.
June
12/37
HUNGARIA
Parnell(See(G)production
722
Clark13/37,Gable-p. Myrna
Loy June 4/37.
Rel. Date
3
article.
Feb.
16.)
Star
ExceptionExtra!
Granted
11/37
Personal
Property (G)
Mar. 19/37. ..84. Mar. 20/37
7 . Imre Raday-Klari Tolnay...
Extra,
(Exploitation:
May 725
1/37, p.Jean79; Harlow-Robert
June 12/37. p.Taylor
93.)
6/37.
Honeymoon On Cut-Rate.
Pay,
30/37. .
Romeo(Seeand production
Juliet (G) article.
1100 Mar.Norma28/36,Shearer-Leslie
Howard. . .Apr.
16/37p. 68;127. Jan.
July 23/37,
18/36
Coming
p. 16; exploitation:
Jan. 9/37,
Affair of Honor
..9
rls
p.
79;
Jan.
3/37.
p.
33;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
77;
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
78.
79;
Apr.
24/37,
p.
94;
Il/37t
2l,'37t
All Men Are Wild
May 1/37, p. 80; May 8/37, p. 74; May 29/37, p. 70; June 26/37, pp. 118, 119, 123;
..9 rls
IO/37t
Anniversary
July 3/37. pp. 69, 70; July 17/37, p. 91; July 24/37, p. 80; July 31/37, p. 80.)
l/37t .10
.10
rls
Bride from Toroeko Paul Javor
I9.'37t . .8 rlsMan of the Pe (Exploitation: Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
Eighty
Miles an Hour GyGy Kabos-M.
..Nov.
Erdely
7
opSinner
. . Nov. 30/37t
le (G) Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret Lindsay. . Dec. 18/36 74. Dec. 18/36
Hotel Springtime
4/37t .10 rls
Paul Kabos-Anna
JavorTokes
rls
IIt Picked
You
for
My
Husband.
Song of 7the16 CityJose(G)
724
Dean Jeffries- Margaret Lindsay . .Apr. 2/37 69. Mar. 27/37
. . Nov. 2l/37t ..9
Happened
..Sept.
..9
rls
Gy
Kabos-Zita
Perczel
3
ll28/36,
ela-FlorJ.p.en96;Weissmuller-M.
Tarzan
Escapes (G)phNov.Ca711
. Nov. p. 8/36
Nov.p. 7/36
..Dee. 24/37t
. .8 rls
rls
Sport Prisoners
of Love, The.
GyPaul Kabos-lda
Turay
(Exploitation:
p.O'Sullivan.
75; Feb. .6/37,
72; Feb. 89.20/37,
85.)
ce RDec.
.10
lee26/36,
I2,'37t
Javor
Two
They
Gave
Him
a
Gun
(A)
7
Jan.
IMPERIAL
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell 81 JMayan. 307/37 66. May 8/37
Rel. Date Rur
Title
Star
/37 97. July 17/37
Topper(Exploitation:
(G) 738
Aug. 21/37, Constance
p. 75.) Bennett-Gary Grant. .. .July 16/37
Broken Blossoms (A)
Dolly Haas-E. Williams.... . . Dee. 1/36.
Trader
Horn
(re-issue)
(Q>...
Harry
Carey-Edwina
Booth
May
reissue
..Jan.
1/37.
High
Hat
Frank
LutherDorothy
Dare.
Under OutCoverWestof Night
(G) 715. Laurel
Edmund andLowe-Florence
Rite Apr.
Jan. 16/37
8/37 120.64.72. Jan.
Jan. 24/31
9/37
Rich Relations Ralph Forbes-Frances Grant. . . Feb. 1/37.
Way
(G)July734
Hardy
Jan.
2/37
She Shall Have Music Jack Hylton-June Clyde ..Apr. 15/37.
Coming
(Exploitation:
17/37,
p.
92.)
1/36
With Pleasure, Madame Conrad Nagel-Marta
Coming Labarr.
Back from Reno
Beauty
Racket
Bride Wore Red, The Joan Crawford -Franehot Tone. .. .Sept. 24/37t
.Sept. I5,'37t Pi
. Boake Carter
Dead March,
The
Conquest
Greta Garbo-Charles Boyer Oct. l/37t
ck a St
Deerslayer
Double(SeeWedding
William
Powell-Myrna Loy Oct. I5,'37t
Honor Among Women.
ar (G)
"In (G)
the Cutting Room."Jeanette
July 24/37.)
I
Demand
Payment
Firefly.
The
MacDonald-Allan
Jones 138. July 24/37
.
Betty
Burgess-Jack
LaRue.
7
3
5
37
Night of Crime
Last
The
E.G.Robinson-Andrea
Marion
JaGangster,
Sky Girl
cLove
Live.
and
Learn
Robt.
Montgomery-R.
Russell
k
H
aley-Pat
Madame X
George-Warren William... . .Oct.
.Oct. 29/37t
22/37t
sy Ke Gladys
73Time
INVINCIBLE
Running
My
Dear
Miss
Aldrich
Edna
May
Oliver-W.
Pidgeon
Sept. I7.'37t
l
Women
Men
Marry.
The
802.
..
J.
Hutchinson-George
Murphy.
.
.Sept.
IO/37t
l
Rel.
Date
Minut
y
Star
May
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon. .Nov. 5/36 96 1
MONOGRAM
70. Apr.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
Running Time
S.
Star 24/37 Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Tit,°
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Tracy-GTitle
.
G
e
orBarriers
Dick
Merrill-Paula
After the Thin Man (G) 713. .William Powell-Myrna Loy Dee. 25/36. ... 1 12. Dee. 12/36 Atlantic
gFlight
e-F. T
Edw. Arnold.
Jr.-F. Stone
McKinney. . . Aug.
July 25/37t
4/37t
(Exploitation:
June 5/37. p.Jan.64.) 9/37, p. 71; Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 13/37, p. 86; May 1/37, p. 80; Blazing
oandne the Man... Tom
God's
Country
Keene
Sept.
2/37t
Hoosier
Schoolboy
(G)
Mickey
Rooney-Anne
Nagel
July
7/37t 62. July 3/37
All
American
Chump
(G)
705..
Stuart
Erwin-Betty
Furness
Oct.
16/36
64.
Sept.
5/36
M
a
y
Legion of Missing Men Ralph Forbes
July 28/37t
April Romance (G) 706 Richard Tauber
Nov. 20/36 82. Feb. 13/37 Outer
Gate
Ralph
Morgan-Kay
Llnaker
Aug.
4/37t
Saratoga
Bad
Guy
(G)
743
Bruce
CabotVirginia
Grey
Aug.
27/37
69
Aug.
28/37
Warren
Hull-Movita
Between Two Women (G) 737. Virginia Bruce- Franehot Tone.. ..July 9/37 89.(G)July742
3/37 Paradise
94. MRandall-Peggy
Riders of Islethe (G)
Dawn (G) Jack
Keys July
July 2l/37t..
l4/37t . 73.55. Aug.
Aug. 14/37
21/37
ay 15
Big (See
City "In801
Spencer
Tracy-Luise
Rainer Sept. 3/37t.. .80
the
Cutting
Room."
Aug.
14/37.)
Coming
Shadows
of
the
Orient
(G)
Regis
Toomey-Esther
Ralston
Aug.
I8.'37t
65.
Feb. 15/36
/
Clark
3
7
Man
Weldon Heyburn-I. Courtney June 30/37t
Bern t» Dance (G) 709 Eleanor Powell-James Stewart. ... Nov. 27/36.. .108 Nov. 21/36 ThirteenthGable-Jean
(Exploitation:
Harlow
Broadway
Melody ofJan.19382/37.(G) p. 108; Jan. 23/37, p. 80: Mar. 20/37, p. 77.)
offortheHenry,
Streets
Jackie
Cooper
Nov. 29/37t
I0.'37t
110 Aug. 21/37 Boy
739
Eleanor Powell- Robt. Taylor Aug. 20/37... .108
Bride
A
AnneJulyNagel-Neil
Hamilton Sept.
Dee. 13/37,
19/36 Country Beyond, The Tom
Camilla (A) 639 Greia Garbo- Robert Taylor Jan. 1/37.. )7; Mar.
94.
Keene
Oet.
I3,'37t
July
(See
production
article.
Dec.
24/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Jan.
8/37.
p.
Danger
Jack Randall 24/37 Nov.
p. 78; Mar. 27/37, p. 78.)
Federal Valley
Bullets
Oct. 3,'37t
6/37t
Captains Courageous (G) 717.. F. Bartholomew-Spencer Tracy. ..June 25/37..
3/S7 Land of the Sky Blue Water. . Movita
(See
production
articles,
Apr.
24/37.
p.
12;
exploitation:
May
15/37,
p.
94:
July
31/37,
Luck
of
Roaring
Camp
Owen
Davis,
Jr.Joan
Woodbury
.
Nov.
I7.'37t
Marines AreWoman
Here, TheOet. 20/37t
p. 82; Aug. 7/37, pp. 91. 92; Aug. 21/37, pp. 76. 78; Aug. 28/37, p. 97.)
Dangerous Number (G) 718. ... Robert Young-Ann Sothern Jan. 22/37 71. Feb. 6/37 Numbered
Romance of the Limberlost
Day at(Seethe production
Races. A (G)
730..
Marx
Brothers-Allan
Jones
June
11/37
III.
June
19/37
article,p. 89;
Apr. Apr.24/37.7/37.p. p.12;91.)exploitation: May 15/37. p. 94; July 10/37. Stars Over Arizona Jack Randall- Kathleen Eliot Sept. 22/37t
p. 86; July 17/37.
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CHACT—CCNT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Running Time
PARAMOUNT
Running
Time
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Re|. Date Minutes Reviewed City Title
Hall Scandal J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell
3
Accusing
Hunt . . . ..Oct.
Or Nothing (G) Bing Crosby-Mary Carlisle Sept. I7,'37t . . »90.Aug. 21/37
Ebb
Along CameFinger
Love (G)(0) 3614
3616...... Paul
Irene Kelly-Marsha
Hervey-Chas. Starrett.
. .Nov. 23,'36..
6/36 ..62.Nev.
66. Feb. 3I.'36
29/37 Double
High. Tide
Wide and Handsome Oscar Hamolka-Franees Farmer. .Oct. 29/37t
Artists
and Modelsof (G)
Big Broadcast
1937,3702...
The Jack Benny-Gall Patrlek ..auj. I2.'37t. . . .97. Aug. 7/37 (G)
Irene Ayres-Mary
Dunne- Randolph
Scott Oct. 29/37t ... 1 14. July 24/37
Hold
Navy
Lew
7
(G) 3612
Benny-Burns
Allen
9/36
Love on'Em Toast
Stella
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne
Borderland
(G) »7il
3668 Jack
William
Boyd-Jimmy&Whitney.
Ellison..........Oet.
Feb. 26,6/37t
'37 10067.82. OatFeb. I0.'»e
13/37
Partners
In
Crime
Lynn*
OvermanRosco*
Karns
Blonde
Trouble
Johnny
Downs-E.
.Aug.
Aug.
7/37
Bulldog Drummond Escapes
RiderAsked
of theforPanamlnts
GilbertGargan-Orien
Roland-MarshaHey ward
Hunt. ...Oct.
She
It
Wm.
Sept. I5.'37t
IO/37t
(G)
3626
Ray
Mi
Hand
-Heather
Angel
Jan.
22/37
65.
Mar.
13/37
Champagne
Waltz (G)
. .Jan.10/37,29/37
Sophie Trail
Lang Goes West Gert.
Michael-Larry
Crabbe
Sept. I0,'37t..
(Exploitation:
Jan. 3628.
16/37,.. Gladys
pp. 79, Swarthout-F.
80; July 3/37,MacMurray
p. 70; July
p. 87.) 85. Dec. 12/36 Texas
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
Clarence 3632
Roseoe Karns-Charlotte Wynters . . Feb. 12/37
This Way
(Buddy)Whitney-Johnny
Rogers-Betty Grable.
. Sept. I7.'37t
of a Please
Lifetime C.Eleanore
Downs
"In the(G)Cutting
26/36.) & Allen Dee. 25/36 87. Dec. 26/36 Thrill
Wells Fargo
Joel MeCrea- Frances Dee
College(SeeHoliday
3623Room,"JackDee.Benny-Burns
(Exploitation:
Mar.
6,"»7,
pp.
88.
92;
Apr.
16/37,
p.
91.)
You
and
Me
Sylvia
Sidney-George
Raft
Oct. 22/37t..
Crime Nobody Saw, The (G)
RAY KIRKWOOD Running Time
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Doctor's Diary, A (G) 3627. ..John Trent-Helen Burgess Jan. 15/37 77. Jan. 30/37
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
Reed Jan.
Jan. 3/37
3/37
El Justiciero
Ernesto Nelson-Donald
Guillen
Easy to Take 3617 Marsha Hunt-John Howard Nov. 6/36 67
Fighting
Vagabonds
Bobby
Nelson-Donald
Reed
Feb.
19/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
3/36.)
Exclusive (6 ) 3653 F. MacMurray-Franees Farmer. . .July 30/37 85. July 31/37 Masked Devil, The Bobby Nelson- Donald Reed Apr. 4/37
(SeeRiver
"In the(G) Cutting
Room,"JuneJuneMartel-Larry
12/37.) Crabbe July 2/37 56. July 3/37
Forlorn
36503638..
RELIABLE
Girl
from
Scotland
Yard
Karen
MorleyRobert Baldwin Apr. 2/37 61
Running Time
Go West, Young Man (A)
Title
Star
Rel.
Date1/36Minutes
3618
Nov. 13/36
Bob
Custer
.
Nov.
56Reviewed
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36, Mae
p. 72;West-Randolph
Jan. 2/37, p. Scott
106; Jan. 30/37,
p. 84.) 80. Nov. 14/36 Santa Fe Valley
Rides Bob Custer .
Feb.
25/37
58
Trail
Rln-Tin-Tin. ■ Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56
Hot Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Rlcardo Cortez-Gail Patrick Mar. 19/37 76. Mar. 20/37 Silver
Vengeance of Rannah Rin-Tin-Tin,Coming
-Bob Custer Nov. 6/36 56
Hideaway
Girl
(G)
3619
Martha
Raye-Robt.
Cummings
Nov.
20/36
72.
Nov.
14/36
Hills of Old Wyoming (G)
Apache
Bob
3669
Frontier Trail
Fury
Bob Custer
Custer
Hopalong
Cassidy Returns (G) William Boyd-George Hayes Apr. 16/37 79. Apr. 17/37 Outlaw
Rin-Tin-Tin,
3666
William Boyd-Evelyn Brent Oct. 23/36 75. Aug. 22/36 Prairie River
Terror
Bob
Custer
Hopalong
Rides Again
(G) 3753. William
Boyd-GeorgeCarlisle
Hayes Sept.
3,'37t
21/37
Bob Custer
Hotel
(G) 3645
Leo Carrillo-Mary
June 28/37
4/37. . . ' 65.66.86. Aug.
May
I Met Haywire
Him In Paris
(G) 3644 Claudette
Colbert- M. Douglas.. ..May
May 22/37
29/37
REPUBLIC
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joe MeCrea. .. .Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Title
Star
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
of Cappy Ricks, The
John3630
Meade's Weman (A) Edw. Arnold- Franclne Larl more . Feb. 26/37 87. Feb. 27/37 Affars
Brennan-Mary
56. June 5/37
Bar(G)Z 6027
Bad Men 6323 Walter
Johnny Mack
Brown-L. Brian
January. May 24/37
Jungle
Princess,
The
(G)
3620.
Ray
MillandDorothy
Lamour
Nov.
27/36
84.
Nov.
28/36
20/37.
Beware
of
Ladies
(G)
6011
Donald
Cook-Judith
Allen
Dec.
King
of
Gamblers
(A)
3640.
..Lloyd
Nolan-Claire
Trevor
Apr.
23/37
78.
Apr.
24/37
.Feb. 13/37
Last Train from Madrid (G)
Show, The 6301 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Nov. 16/36 70
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamour June 11/37 77. June 12/37 Big (See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
24/36.)
Bill
Cracks
Down
(G)
6028...
Grant
Withers-Beatrice
Roberts.
.
Mar.
Let's
Make
a Million
(G) 3622. C.Edward
Everett Horton
Dec. 19/37
18/36 80.86. Feb.
27/37
Maid (Exploitation:
of Salem
(G) Mar.3634
MacMurray
Feb.
Caballero,
(G) 6101.. Johnny
Bob Livingston
-Heather Rochellc
Angel . .Jan. 18/37 71. Dee. 5/36
20/37, p. Colbert-Fred
76; Apr. 24/37,
p. 92; May 22/37,
p. 89.) Jan. 30/37 Bold
Boothill
BrigadeThe6328
MackHarley
Brown-C.
2/37
53
Make
Way
for
Tomorrow
(G)
59 .Ma 58
Border
Phantom
6333
Bob SteeleWood . . Aug.
Dec. 28/36
7
Easy Livi3641
Bulldog
Drummond
at
Bay
r
Beolah
Bondl-Vletor
Moore
Apr.
30/37
92.
May
1/37
ng(Exploitation:
(G) 3652July 24/37,
.
2
Jean Arth
7/362.7 July 31/37
p. 80;ur-EJuly
p. 82.) July 30/
(G) 6025
John
Lodge-Dorothy
Mackaill July
31/37
dw. 31/37.
Arnold
Midnight
(G) 3649..
6331
Bob
SteeleFrancesLivingston
Grant
Oct.
14/36
60
88. July65.10/3Juno7 12/37 Cavalry
Mind YourMadonna
Own Business
(G) Warren Willlam-Mady Correll July 2/37
Circus
Girl
6014
June
Travis-Bob
Mar.
1/37
62
3625
Charles Ruggles-Allce Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/36
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
13/37.)
Mountain
Music
(G)
8647....
Bob
Burns-Martha
Rays
June
18/37
77.
June
19/37
Come
On.
Cowboys
(G)
6317.
..Bob
LivingstonRay
Corrigan
May
24/37
May 31/36
29/37
July 17/37,
Country Gentlemen (G) 60IO...OIsen and Johnson Nov. 9/36 68.57. Oct.
Murder(Exploitation:
Goes to College
(G) p. 89; July 24/37, pp. 79, 81; Aug. 7/37, pp. 90, 92.)
Dangerous
Holiday
(G)
6026..
Ra
Hould-Hedda
Hopper
June
7/37
57.
July
31/37
3633
Roseoe Karns- Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37
at Sundown 6337 Bob Steele -Lorraine Hayes June 7/37 53
Night
(A) 3643.(G) Roseoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May 21/37 75 May 22/37 Doomed
GamblingTownTerror,
The6312
6324. ... Johnny
Mack Brown-I. Meredith. . Feb. 15/37 53
North ofof Mystery,
the Rio AGrande
Gold Dogies
Git Along Little
(G) Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Oct. 26/36 55
3670
William Boyd-Georg* Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37 Ghost
On Such a Night (A) Karen Morley-Grant Richards. . .Aug. 27/37t. . . 73. Aug. 21/37 Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen Mar. 22/37 62 Apr. 3/37
Outcast (G) 3629 Warren William-Karen Morley. . Feb. 5/37 79Feb. 6/37
Plainsman, The (G) 3624. ...Gary Cooper-Jean Arthur Jan. 1/37 113. Nov. 28/36 6336
Bob Steel-Louis* Stanley May 10/37 53
(Exploitation:
Jan.
30/37.
p.
85;
Feb.
20/37.
p.
82;
Feb.
27/37,
p.
83;
Mar.
6/37.
p.
91;
Gun
Ranger.
The 6316
6332 Bob
Bob LivingstonSteele- Eleanor
Mar.
13/37,
p.
80;
Mar.
20/37,
pp.
78,
82;
Mar.
27/37,
pp.
80.
82.
83;
Apr.
3/37.
p.
66;
Gunsmoke
Ranch
Ray Stewart
Corrigan Nov.
May 19/36
5/37 49
56
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
Guns in the Dark 6326 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochalle . . Apr. 14/37 56
Happy-Go-Lueky (G) 6013.... Phil Regan-Evelyn Venable Dec. 14/36 68. Dee. 12/36
5reat
Scrooge
(G)
3527
Seymour
Hicks-Donald
Calthrop
.
.
Dec.
27/36
73.
Dec.
21/35
/
GambinShe's
3
i. The 7
(Exploitation: July 10/37, p. 86.)
(G) (G)
Ann
Trent Aug.
20/37t 62.92. Aug.
7/37 Hit the
. Akim Tamiroff
- MarDvorak-John
ianp. Mar
Souls(SeeatNo production
SeaLady3648
(G)
Gary30/37,
Cooper-George
Aug. 14/37
Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan. ... Mar. 3/37 57
sh Raft
June Sept. 70.3/37t
article,
Jan.
16.)
It
Could
Happen
You 6016.Room,"
.AlanMayBaxter-Andrea
Jul
y
24/37
Swing High, Swing Low (G)
(See
"In the toCutting
15/37.) Leeds June 28/37 64
3634
Carole
Lombard-F.
MaeMMrray.
.
.
Mar.
12/37..
.
97.
Mar.
20/37
Jim
Hanvey,
Detective
6005..
.
Guy
Kibbee-Tom
Brown Apr. 5/37 67. Mar. 27/37
(Exploitation: May 29/37, p. 67.)
Join the Marines (G) 6003.... June Travis-Paul Kelly Jan. 25/37 67. Feb. 6/37
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Dee. 11/36 77. Jan. 2/37 Larceny
on
the
Air
(G)
6030...
Grae*
Bradley-Bob
Jan.
11/37 55
60. Jan. 18/37
Turn
LandIs Born,
6322
Johnny Mack
Brown-L.Livingston
Stanley. ... .June
Nov. 21/37
23/36
ValiantOff IsthetheMoonWord(G)for3642...
Carrie Chas. Ruggles-Eleanore Whitney . . May 14/37 80. May 29/37 Lawless
Law
Man
A
6327
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith
61
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37. Gladys
Aril nop.Judge
Crandall 6335 Bob Steele-Lois January Mar. 24/37 60
p. 76; GeorgeFeb. 13/37,
86.) Oet. 2/36. ... 109. Sept. 26/36 Lightnin'
Mandarin Mystery. The (G)
(Exploitation: May 1/37, p. 81; May 15/37, p. 89; June 5/37, p. 67: June 12/37, pp. Meet6031
the Boy Friend (G) Eddie Quillan-Charlott* Henry... Det. 7/36 63. Nov. »/S6
92,28/37,93, p.July98.)3/37, p. 70: July 10/37. p. 80; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p: 83; Aug.
6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyl* July 12/37 63. July 31/37
•37t.
Wedding
Present (G)Dec.3613....
(Spec.) Room,"
.... Wynne
Hull May 15/37 .68.67
May
(Exploitation:
5/36, p.Joan78.) Bennett-Cary Grant Oet. 16/36 81. Oct. 8/36 Michael(SeeO'Halloran
"In
the
Cuting
Apr. Gibson-Warren
10/37.)
Wild Money 3651 Edward Everett Horton July 9/37 69
Navy
Blues The
(G) 6305
6015 Gene
Mary Autry-Smiley
Brian-Dick Pureed
Apr.
Old
Corral,
Burnette
Dec.
Coming
(See Express
"In the (G)Cutting
7/36.) Dorothy Appleby . Feb. 19/37.
liar. 13/37
Paradise
6029.(G)Room,"
... GrantNov.WithersMarlene Dietrich-H. Marshall. .Oct.
22/37.
President's
Mystery,
The
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
31/37.)
(See
8/36
78.
Oet.
6007
Wilcoxon- Betty
Furness. . .Oet.
Barrier, The
Jimmy Ellison-Jean Parker
Publie
Cowboy Mo. I 7105 Henry
Gene Autry-Ann
Rutherford
Aug. 23/37t 8/36
Blossomsto theof Broadway
EdwardWayne-Marsha
Arnold-ShirleyHunt
Ross
Born
West John
Red
6338(G) Bob Steele-Lois January July 19/37 60
Buccaneer,
TheComes Fredric March-Franciska Gaal
RhythmRope.in The
the Clouds
Bulldog Drummond
Back
J. Barrymore- Louise Campbell. . Sept. 24/37t.
6017 ."
Warren Hull-Patricia Ellis June 21/37.. ..62. July 3/37

/
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CHAET--CCNT*E)
Running Tin
Rel. Date
Minutes
FortyHUe
Naughty Girls 803 Star
James Gleason-Zasu Dlst'r
Pitts Sept.
24/37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
17/37.)
Here Comes
the Groom Wheeler
John Boles-andIdaWoolsey
Luplno
High
Fliers
Love
In
a
Basement
James
Dunn-Whitney
Bourne
Music for Madame 804 Nino Martini-Joan Fontaine
Oct. 8/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 17/37.)
Saturday's
Heroes
805 Van
Heflin-Marian
Marsh
Stage
Door
806
Kath.
Hepburn-Ginger
Rogers.
..
.Oct.
8/37t
(See production article, Aug. 14/37, p. 16.)
Victoria
the
Great
861
Anna
Neagle-Anton
Walbrook.
.
.
Sept.
I7,'37t
Vivacious Lady
Ginger Rogers-James Stewart

37

y 29/

67.Ma

STATE RIGHTS
Running Time
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Dlst'r
Melody of the Plains (G).Fred Star
Scott Spectrum
..Apr.
15/37. *55. Apr. 10/37
..Jan. 15/37
Singing Buckaroo, The Fred Scott Spectrum
"In the Cutting
Room,"Armstrong
Nov. 21/36.)...General ..
Three(SeeLegionnaires
(G).-.Robt.
.June
15/37.
.*60.Mar. 27/37
What Price Vengeance?
(G)
Lyle TalbotComing
RIalto ...
Heroes of the Alamo (G).Earl Hodglns Sunset.
.Aug. 19/37... .*75.»65.July
Aug. 17/37
7/37
(G)
Native Cast
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Minutes71. May
.June
4/37
754
WithersRobert
Kent
8/37
.Jan.
8/37
96. Sept. 19/38
AsAngel's
You(SeeHoliday
Likeproduction
It (G)
(G) article.
711 JuneJane
Elis.13/36,
BergnerLaurence
Olivier..
.
23/37,
p.
79.)
p. 16; exploitation: Jar
.Dee.
4/36
95.
Dee.
Banjo(Exploitation:
On My KneeFeb.(G) 13/37,
726.. Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
MeCrea.
.
p. 89.)
■ June 18/37 61. Apr. 17/37
Big Business
Prouty-Spring
Born
Reckless (G)(G) 759
758 Jed
Rochelle
Hudson-BrianByington...
Donlevy. . .July 9/37 58. June 26/37
8/37
Cafe (Exploitation:
Metropole (G) June
75019/37, Loretta
p. 84.) Young-Tyrone Power.... .May 7/37 83. May 10/37
14/36
16/37 58. July
Californian,
753723.. Jane
RicardoWithers-Slim
Cortez-Marjorle
Weaver. July
.Nov. 13/36 70. Nov. 28/36
Can This Be TheDixie?(G) (G)
Summervllle.
.Dec.
18/36 77. Nov.
Career
Woman
(G)
728
Claire
TrevorMichael
Whalen...
Charlie Chan at the Olympics
752
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMille...
"In theat Cutting
Charlie(See Chan
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
(G)
730
Oland-Boris Donlevy
Karloff
Crack-Up (G) 727 Warner
Peter Lorre-Brian
David(re-issue)
Harum (G) 769 Will Rogers-Evelyn Venable May 14/37 85. Mar.
•37 79. Oct. 16/37
14/36
3/34
Doctor(re-issue)
Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon
5/37...
Fair
Warning
(G)
740
Betty
Furness.
John
Payne
23/37
Fifty (Exploitation:
Roads to TownMay(G)8/37,
748.. p.Don70.)Ameche-Ann Sothern
16/37...
3/37
Great Hospital Mystery,
The
751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck
M
Handy(Reviewed
Andy (G)under871 the title, "Dead Yesterday.")
(re-Issue) Will Rogers-Robt. Tayloray Aug.
Feb. I3/S7t..
5/37...
Holy
Terror,
The
(G)
734
Jane
Withers-Anthony
Martin...
5/84
ItKingHappened
Out
West
745....
Paul
Kelly-Judith
Allen
May
59.Ma7/37...
9/37
George
VI
Coronation
r
. 6/3
870
Technicolor Special
July 23/37
I5.'37t....28.
7 63.
Lady
Escapes,
The
(G)
747...
Gloria
Stuart-Michael
Whalen..
Laughing at Trouble 724 Jane Darwell-Lols Wilson Dee. 11/36 67.
"In735
the Cutting
Room," Oct.M. 17/36.)
Jan. 29/37... .117. Nov.
Lloyds(See
of "Glory,"
London (G)Nov.
Carroll
(Exploitation:
21/36, F.p. Bartholomew108; Mar. 6/37,
p. 89; Mar. 27/37, pp. 79, 82: Apr.
pp. 65, 71; May 8/37, p. 74; July 31/37, p. 80.)
Love (Exploitation:
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, Loretta
p. 90.) Young-Tyrone Power....
Love Under Fire (G) 803 Loretta Young-Don Ameehe Aug. 20/37t....75.Aug. 27/37
MidnightSteele
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy- Franees Drake... Apr. 2/37 73. Mar. 14/37
Nancy
738
VictorProuty-Shirley
McLaglen-PeterDeane
Lorra.... Feb. 19/37 57. Jan. 20/37
16/37
13/37
Off to the Races (G) 736 Jed
On the(Exploitation:
Avenue (G) Mar.
73220/37, Dick
Powell-Madeleine
Feb. 19/37,
12/37p. 84.)89. Feb.
p. 78; Apr. 17/37. pp. Carroll.
86, 82; . lune
One In a Million (G)Mar.722
20/37, Sonja
p. 78;Henie-Adolphe
Apr. 17/37, pp.Mtnjou...
80. 82.). Jan. i/37 94. Dee.
One (Exploitation:
Mile from Heaven (G)
I3,'37t 68. July
802
Claire Trevor-Sally Blue Aug.
Reunion(Exploitation:
(G) 717
Qulntuplets-J.
Jan. 23/37, p.Dlonne
78; Feb.
27/37, pp.Hers90,holt.91.) . Nov. 20/36 81. Nov. 13/37
Secret Valley (G) 731 Richard Arlen- Virginia Grey...
27/37
Seventh(Exploitation:
Heaven (G)June742
5/37. p.Slmone
64.) Simon-James Stewart... June 11/37 74. Aug.
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June 25/37 64
Sing (See
and "In
Be Happy
756Room,"Anthony
Dunbar...
the Cutting
May Martin-Dixie
1/37.)
Slave (SeeShipproduction
(G) 748
article, Mar.Wallace
13/37,Beery-Warner
p. 16.) Baxter...
Step
Lively.(G)Jeeves
(G) 739... Arthur TreacherPatricia Ellis.. Apr.
9/37.
Dec. 25/36.
Stowaway
725
(Exploitation:
Feb. 13/37, Shirley
p. 86.) Temple-Robt. Young
.70. Mar. 6/37
That I May Live (G) 755 Rochelle Hudson-Robert Kent.. .
Fob.

b.27

78.Fe

/37

Mar.

.

84.Mar

(THE
RELEASE
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Riders of the Whistling Skull
/
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan Jan. 4/37 55
Roarin' Lead 6313 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan Dec. 9/36 53
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov. 7.'36.)
Rootin' Tootln Rhythm (G)
3
Round-up
Time
in
Texas
6306.
Gene
Burnette
Feb. 28/37
Sea Racketeers (G) 6019 WeldonAutry-Smiley
Heyburn- Jeanne
Madden.. Aug.
18/37 58
64. Aug. 14/37
Trail
of
Vengeance
6325
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith
.
Mar.
29,
'37 54
Trusted Outlaw, The 6334 Bob Steele-Lols January Feb. 1/37
52
Two Wise Maids (G) 7
6004. ... Alison Sklpworth-Polly Moran Feb. 15/37 68. Feb. 8/37
Yodelln' Kid from Pine Ridge
Coming
All
Over Gunflghter
Town (G) 7121
6020 Olson
and Johnson
Sept. 20/37t
8/37 *60 Aug. 28/37
Arizona
Bob SteeleJean Carmen Sept.
Boots and Saddles Gene Autry-Judith Allen Oct. 4/37t
Escape
Hall-Anne Nagel
Sept. 20,'37t
Heart ofbytheNight
Rockies 7111 Wm.
Bob Livingston-Ray
Corrlgan. .. .Sept.
6/37t
Manhattanon TrialMerry-Go-Round.
Phil Regan-Ann
Dvorak
Portia
6001 . . Frieda
Inescort-Walter
Abel
Sheik
StepsHunt
Out, The (G) 6006. Richard
Ramon Novarro-Lola
Sept. 30/37t
6/37 *66.July 31/37
Treasure
Cromwell-HelenLane
Mack. . .Sept.
2.6
'
30Trio
Trigger
Livingston-Ray
Corrlgan
Oct.
I8,'37t
Trouble3
for77
Two7112
6022 Gene Bob
Gordon
Oliver-Marian
Marsh
Oct.
4/37
Autr
y-Armlda May
60. May 8/37
RKO RADIO
Running Time
Date
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. 14/37 Minutes
June 31/37
12/37
Behind the Headlines (G) 727. Lee Tracy-Diana Gibson May 23/37
60.58. July
Big Shot, The (G) 735 Guy Kibbee-Cora Witherspoon. . . July
Border Cafe (G) 730 John Beal-Armida June 12/37 65. Apr. 24/37
China
Passage
Constanee Worth-V. Haworth Mar. 29/37 72. Apr. 10/37
Criminal
Lawyer(G)(G)Feb.718
713
(Exploitation:
27/37, Leep. 81.)Tracy-Margot Grahame Jan.
Feb. 27/37
Don't Tell
theGloryWife(G)
(G) 720.. Chester
Guy Kibbee-Una
Merkel
Mar. 5/37.. ..62.
*60.Aug.
14/37
4/(G)3
Flight
from
Morris-Whitney
Bourne. .Aug.
20/37.
. .*60.July
31/37
637
0(G)
8
13/37..
Hideaway
Fred
Stone-Marjorie
Lord
Aug.
Gen
e
Aut
ry28/37..
..64.
July
31/37
Bet
ty
Bronson Parker.
Hollywood Cowboy The(G) (G)733.801..George
O'Brien-Cecilia
June ...May
3/37t. .*79.Aug. 28/37
Life
Gene Raymond-Harriet
Hilliard
.Sept.
Make ofa theWishParty,745
....Bobby
Breen-Marion Claire
Aug. 27/37..60. June 26/37
Cutting Room,"
17/37.)Herbert Marshall. ..Nov. 13/36.. .Dec. 19/36
Make (See
Way "InFound
for thea Lady
705. AnneJulyShirleyMan
Who
Himself,(G) The
13/37
(G) 722
John Beal-Joan Fontaine Apr. 2/37. 67.60. Mar.
May 29/37
Meet the Missus (G) 729 Victor Moore-Helen Broderick June
00. July 10/37
New Faces of 1937 (G) 732... Joe Penner-Harriet Hilliard July 4/37.
2/37.
Night Waitress (G) 711 Margot Grahame- Gordon Jones. ... Dec. 18/36. ..57
2/37
On725
Again— Off Again (G) Wheeler and Woolsey July
.68. July 17/37
9/37.
Outcasts ef Poker Flat, The
Mar. 20/37
16/37. .68.
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Mulr Apr. 26/37.
.65. Jan. 30/37
Park
Avenue
Logger
(G)
787.
.
George
O'Brien-Beatrice
Roberts
..
Feb.
11/36.
.69.
Nov. 21/36
Plot
PloughThickens,
and the TheStars,(6)The641...(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dee.
640
Barbara
Stanwyck-P.
Foster.
...
.Jan.
(See production article, Aug. 22/36, p. 16.)
.84. Mar. 30/37
Quality Street (G) 709 Kath. Hepburn- Franchot Tone. .. .Mar. 26/37.
29/37. .59. Dec. 12/36
Racing
Lady
Ann
Dvorak-Smith
Bellew Jan.
Rainbow(Exploitation:
on the(G)River707
(G)
714.
Bobby
Breen-May
Robson
Deo.
.88. Dec. 12/36
25/36.
Dec. 26/36, p. 71.)
..71.
12/37
Riding On Air (G) 771 Joe E. Brown- Florence Rice June 19/37.
18/37.
..88. June
Feb. 20/37
Sea Devils (G) 714 Victor McLaglen-Preston Foster.. Feb.
Shall (Exploitation:
We Dance (G)June724
Fred
Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
May 7/37. .116. May 8/37
19/37,
p.
85;
July
31/37,
p.
80.)
Soldier and the Lady, The (A)
717
Anton Walbrook-Eliz. Allan Apr.
27/37
(Reviewed
under734
the title, Jack
"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:July H
p. 79.) 17/37
Super
Sleuth
(G)
Oakle-Ann
Sothern
105.
Dec.
That (Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37.
712.. Lily
Jan.
19/36
p. 84:Pons-Gene
Apr. 24/37.Raymond
p. 90.)
There Wanted
Goes Myto GirlMary(G)(G)728. .Ann Sothern-Gene Raymond May
5/37
They
.60.
Dee. 26/36
715
Gordon J ones- Betty Furness Feb.
109. July
17/37
Toast(Exploitation:
of New York Aug.
(G) 719.
..Edward
Arnold-Frances
Farmer.
..July
28/37, p. 96.)
.61. Apr. 17/37
Too
723.. ..Anne
Morley Apr.
Wanted:ManyJaneWives
Turner(G)643
Gloria Shirley-John
Stuart-Lee Tracy
Dec.
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
.71. Jan. 23/37
WeWe'reWhoon theAre JuryAbout(G)to716....
Die Helen Broderick-Vletor Moore.. ..Feb.
.82. Oct. 17/36
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan.
When's
Your Birthday? (G) Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb.
.77. Feb. 20/37
770
Windjammer 783
George O'Brien-Constance Worth.. Aug. 6/37 58
(See Orders
"In the(G)Cutting
29/37.) Armstrong Oct. 23/36 64. Oct. 10/36
Without
704Room."SallyMayEllers-Robt.
Winterset
(G)
703
Burgess
Nov. 20/36 77. Nov. 21/36
(Exploitation: Jan. 16/37, p. 80: Jan.Mereditb-Margo
38/37, p. 83; Feb. 13/37,
p. 84: Feb. 88.27/37,
Apr. p.24/3781.
Woman Rebels,
I Love, AThe(A)(G)642....
721.. Paul
Hopkins Nov.
Apr. 23/37
8/36 88. Oct. 31/36
Woman
Kath. Muni-Miriam
Hepburn-H. Marshall
62. June 5/37
You Can't Beat Love (G) 731. Preston Foster- Joan Fontaine June 25/37
You Can't Buy Luck (G) 726. Vinton Haworth-Helen
Coming Mack Apr. 30/37 61. May .1/37
Annapolis
802 James
Hunt . .Oct.
Sept. 22/37t
IO/37t.. .*60.Aug. 21/37
Breakfast forSaluteTwo (G)737
BarbaraEllison-Marsha
Stanwyck-H. Marshall.
Damsel in Distress, A Fred Astaire-Joan Fontaine 29/37t
Don't
to Remember 807. Burgess
Meredith-Ann Mack
Sothern. ..Oct.
Fit forForget
a King
Joe E. Brown-Helen
Oct. I5,'37t
(See "In the Cuting Room." July 10, '37.)

September

September 4
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CHART~C©N*T»
Running Time
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minul
Adventures
af
Marco
p*la
Gary
Ceoper-Slgrld
Guria
Nav.
I2,'37t
Thin
lee
(G)
805
Sonja
Henle-Tyrone
Power
Sept.
3,'37t
78.
Aug.
28/37
Think Fast. Mr. Moto (G)
Adventures of Tan Sawyer Tommy Kelly- Walter Brennan. ..Oct. 29/37f
804
Peter Lerre- Virginia Field Aug. 27/S7t.. . .66. Apr. 17/37 Divorce of Lady X, The Merle Oberon- Laurence Olivier . . Oct. I5,'37t
This
Is
My
Affair
(G)
721
Barbara
StanwyckRoot.
Taylor.
..May
28/37
99
52nd
Street
Hunter-Pat
Sept. 24,'37t
Time741
Out for Romance (G) Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen.. ..Mar. 19/37 72. Feb. 20/37 Goldwyn
(See
"In the The
Cutting Room."Ian
17/37.) Paterson
Follies,
PhilJulyBaker-Ritz
Bros Deo. 25/37t
Hurricane,
The
Dorothy
Lamour-Jon
Hall
Nov. IO/37t
Under the Red Robe (G) 743. .Conrad Veidt-Annabella May 21, '37 82. June 12/37
(See production article, Aug. 7/37, p. 16.)
I Met My Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda Oct. 8/37t
Wake (Exploitation:
Up and Live July(G) 3/37,
749... p.Walter
Winchell-Ben
Bernie
Apr.
23/37
91.
Apr.
17/37
Mutiny in the Mountains Vivien Leigh-Paul Lucas Nov. 5/37t
69; July 10/37. pp. 85, 86.)
Nothing(See Sacred
production article, Aug.Carole
21/37,Lombardp. 16.)Fredrie March.. Nov. I9.'37t
(Exploitation: July 10/37, p. 88; Aug. 7/37, p. 92.)
Stand-in
Leslie Howard-Joan Blondell
Western Gold 761 Smith Ballew- Heather Angel Aug. 27/37t
Storm In a Teacup (G) Vivien Leigh-Rex Harrison 82. June 12/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Aug. 14/37.)
Walter Wanger's Vogues ef
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 81.)
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Aug. 21/37, Warner
p. 74.) Baxter-Joan Bennett. .. .Sept. I7.'37t. . . 108. Aug. 7/37
Wild
(G) 718
Wings Brian
of theKentMorning
(G) Ralph Bellamy-Mae Clarke Nov. 6/36 57. Oct. 31/36
737
Annabella-Henry Fonda Feb. 19/37 87. Mar. 20/37
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Roohelle Hudson-Michael Whalen . .Jan. 22/37 70. Feb. 13/37
UNIVERSAL
Running Time
You(G)Can't
Have Everything Alice Faye-Don Ameche Aug. 3/37t 99. July 31/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
801
Armored
Car
(G)
1004
Robert
Wllcox-Judith
Barrett.
..
.June
20/37
64.81. Aug.
Coming
AsBossGoodRiderss ofMarried
(G) 1012.
May 9/37
May 14/37
1/37
Gun Creek
1042. John
Buck Boles-Doris
Jones-Muriel Nolan
Evans Nov.
1/36 64
All Baba Goes to Town Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. 29/37t ,
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Aug.
14/37.)
California Straight Ahead (G)
Boots
andSpelSaddles
Ballew Oct. 8/37t
/Unde3
r Your6
l (G) 720 Smith
1030
John Wayne-Louise Latimer May 2/37 67. Apr. 3/37
Borneo
Mr. Prouty-Spring
&TibbMrs.
Martin
Johnson..
75'/2
ence
ett- Wen
dy Byington
Barr
Borrowing Trouble LawrJed
ie.Nov.. .Sept. IO/37t. 63.. .Nov.
14/36 7/37 Flying Hostess (G) 1023 Judith Barrett-Wm. Hall Nov. 22/30... .66. Nov. 14/36
Charlie Chan on Broadway (G) Warner Oland-Joan Marsh Oct. 22/37t. . *65. Aug.
Danger—
atthe Work
Ann July
Sothern-Jack
Oct. I5.'37t
(Exploitation: Dec 5/36. p. 79; Feb. 6/37. p. 74.)
(See Love
"InYours
Cutting Room,"Cesar
10/37.) Haley
Dangerously
Romero-Phyllis
Brooks
45/
Fathers
Jane
Withers-Thomas
Beck
30
WeeHeidi
Willie
3
Winkle 7
(G) 760.. Shirle
y Templ
Shirley
Temple..Nov. 5/37t
I CoverHanded
the WarLaw (G)(G) 1016
Gaze..- Apr.
July 18/37
4/37 68.63. July
e-V. JeanMeLaglHersholt..
en. . . . July
99. July 3/37
Left
1045... John
Buck Wayne-Gwen
Janes
May 10/37
1/37
(See "In(G)
the Cutting Room."Jed July
24/ 37.) Byington
/
Hot
Water
Prouty-Spring
Sept.
24/37t.
.
.
.58.
July
17/37
3
In Old Chicago Tyrone Power-Alice Fay* Dec. 3l/37t
Love
in
a
Bungalow
(G)
1009.
Kent
Taylor-Nan
Grey
June
27/37
66.
July
10/37
Love Letters of a Star (A)
Lancer Spy7 Peter Lorre- Dolores Del Rio Oct. 8/37t
1028
(See
"InIn theCollege
Cutting Room,"RitzJulyBros.17/37.)
Luckiest
Girl in the World Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles No*. 8/36 66. Nov. 14/36
Life
Begins
-Gloria
Stuart
Oct.
l/37t
7
White/
Hunte3
(G)I 1014
Wyatt-Louis Hay Whalen..
ward Nov. 15/36
31/3*
Cutting
31/37.)
6
9 Room,"
WarnPeter
er July
Baxte
r-JunRochelle
e LanHudson
Look (See
Out,r "In(G)
Mr.the71
Moto
LorreMan
Marry,
The (G)
(G) 1020..
1026.. Jane
Doris
1/36. . ..76.72.67. Oct.
Nov.
7/36
g
Nov.
65. Dee. 5/36
Roll Along Cowboy Smith Ballew-Cecilia Parker
Man inWhoBlue,CriedThe
Robert Nolan-Michael
Wilcox-Nan Grey ..Nov.
May 30/37
May 22/37
3 Wife,
Man
Wolf,
The
Doctor
and
Nurse
Loretta
Young-Warner
Baxter
Sept.
I7.'37f
Tom Brown -Barbara Read Aug. 29/37t....66
Cutting Room,"JaneJulyWithers-Walter
24/37.)
7
zing Home 2023
Wild (See
and "In
Woolythe (G)
Brennan. . .Sept. IO/37t. . . .64. JulyBree24/37
(G) 1033Crossing (G) 1025. James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dee. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
Mysterious
Night(Exploitation:
Key CG) B1024
Boris Karloff-Jean Rogers May 2/37 67. Apr. 24/37
UNITED ARTISTS
innMay
ie Ba22/37,
/ Title
Star
Rel. DateRunning
MinutesTime
rnes-Wmp.. 87.)
3
0
(A)
.
D.
Fairbanks,
Jr.-D.
Del
Rle.
..Jan.
8/37
86.
Aug.
8/36
(Exploitation:
May
22/37,
p. 87.)Gargan Ja
6
Beloved Enemy (G)
.Merle Oberon-Brian Aherne Dee. 25/36 88. Dee. 19/36
/
Missing (G) Wm. Gargan.
Jeann.Rogers Aug. 15/37 63. Aug. 7/37
Come and3
Get It (A) .Edward Arnold- Frances Farmer.. Nov. 6/36 99. Nov. 7/36 Reported
Road
Back.
The
(G)
1005.
...
Richard
King July
... 103. June 26/37
64. Aug.
p. 109; Nov. 28/36, p. 99; Dec. 5/36.
Ma31/37.
(Exploitation:
14,': 5,p. p.94: 90;Jan.Nov.30/37.21/36,
r. 271/37.
(See production article. Apr. 24/37,Cromwell-John
p. 16; exploitation:
/3p.7 80.) 58. Feb. 6/37
pp. 83, 84; Dec.Nov.6
19/36,
p.
82;
Feb.
13/37,
p.
89;
May
1/37,
p.
82.)
Sandflow
(G)
1044
Buck
Jones-Lita
Chovret
Feb.
14/37
Dark
Journey
(G)
Dangerous
Romero-Tala Evans
Birell June
Jan. 24/37
68
CoD nf '7/37
Dead End (G)
Sidney-Joel McCrea Aug. 27/37t. . . .93.FourAug.
ctWo(Gnd)e 1She's
Tree
Range1031
1046 Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
6/37 59
Lips (A) ,.Sylvia
Ells.
BergnerRaymond Massey..May
28/37 80.78. Mar.
Mar.aysli13/37
6/37
0) 3Smart
/Dreaming
r Smoke
6
Three
Girls
(G)
1029..
Deanna
Durbin-Ray
Mllland
Dec.
20/36
(
G
Native
Cast
Apr.
23/37
Elephant
Boy
(G)
Em
Jo
10
pt
hn
"37,
p.
75.)
y
19
3
pp. 73, 74; Mar. 13/37, pp. 78, 82; Mar. 20/37,84. pp.Jan.78,30/3782;
. J3/37,
Saddles (G) (Exploitation:
e-JeApr.
(Exploitation:7
June 12/37, p. 96; July 31/37. p. 82; Aug.
eanne Dpp.a Feb.66.Wayn6/37,
an
R10/37,
Apr.
67;
94; Apr. 17/37. pp. 78. 80, 82; Apr. 24/37, p. 94;
1
opp.ge96,rp.s99.)
0
4
3
n
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England Mar.
(G)..
Jan. 16/37
May 1/37, Bup.ck82;teJo-KneMay
ens-neLot15/37,
Nov. Nolan Apr. 18/37 86. Apr. 3/37
27/37, Laurence
p. 79.) Olivier- Flora Robson. .
/
huiGeorge
H
se
Top of(Seethe production
Town (G) article,
1007
Murphy-Doris
o
w
B
e
61. De24/37,
r
l
7
l
o
.
o
Garden(Seeof production
Allah, The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Dietrich-Charles
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
78.
Nov.
7/36
c. 5/36p. 91: May 1/37.
k
s
3
.
Jan. 23/37,.Janp.. 16;Dee.exploitation:
Apr.
6/36.
p.
14;
exploitation:
Nov.
21/36,
p.
109;
Jan.
30/37,
p. 79; May 22/37, pp. 86. 87; June 5/37. p. 6070; June62. Oc12/37,
p. 92; June 19/37,
p.68, 85;69.)7
Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80; Mar. 13/37, p. 83; Apr. 3/37, pp. 67,
t.
.
82,
85.
J
an. 23/37 24/36
Girl Overboar We Have Our Moments (G)
d (G) 1017
Sally Eilers-James Dunn Mar. 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
21 Limited
(Exploitation:
27/37,
p.pp.84;91,Apr.
pp. 64.p. 83;
71; May
Apr. 8/37,
10/37,p.pp.72; 91,May92;22/37.
Apr. West10Bound
Gloria St1008
Talbot-Polly Rowles July 11/37 66
17/37.89. p.90;82;JuneMar.
Apr.12/37,
24/37,p. 93.)
92; 3/37,
May 1/37.
-WalteLyle
When Love IsTheYoung
(G)uart1018.
Virginia
Taylor Apr. 4/37 76. Apr. 24/37
r PldgColton-Jean
pp.
eon.Bruce-Kent
Wildcatter,
1015
Scott
. ..Feb.Rogers June 6/37 58
Le
t
Th
em
Wings
Over
Honolulu
(G)
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armour
(G)..
Marlene
DietrichRoot.
Donat.
..July
23/37t..
.
107.
June
19/37
Li
ve
(G
) 1035
58. May 29/37
Aug. 21/37, p. 78.)
Nan Grey-Joh
Man Who Could Work Miracles.
n Howar Coming
19/37
82.
Aug.
22/36
d Apr.
The Are(G)
Roland Young-Joan
Gardner
Fab. Mig
Men
Gods (A) Miriam
Lawrence . .Jan.
hty Tro
Adventure's End
John Wayne-Diana
Gibson
Prisoner
ofNot Zenda
Ronald Hopkins-Gert.
Colman-M. Carroll
Sept 3/37t
ve. The
Behind
the
Mike
Wm.
Gargan-Judith Barrett73. Apr.Sept.24/326,'37t
(See "In(G)
the Cutting Room,"Chas.JulyLaughton-Gert.
3/37.)
Black Aces
2050 Noah
Buck Beery,
Jones-KayJr.-Dorothea
Llnaker
Sept. 75.'37t.. ..58
27/36 83. Nov.(G)21/36
Rembrandt
Lawrence
..
Nov.
1
0
3
Blonde
Dynamite
Kent
4
.
. NoaCarnival
(See
production
article,
Oct.
31/36.
p.
16;
exploitation:
Dec.
19/36,
p.
88;
Jan.
2/37.
Dorothea Kent- Robert Wilcox. .. .Oct. 3/37t
h B ry Queen
p. 108; Jan. 9/37, p. 68; Feb. 13/37, p. 84.)
of .theJr"In.-Crowds
2037Room,"JohnJulyWayne-Judith
Star (See
Is Bom,
A (G)
Gaynor-Fredrle
March MayApr. 22/37,
30/37. p....86;1 1 1 .May
1/37 Idolee(See
BarthebaraCutting
10/37.) Barrett Oct. I0,'37t
production
article, Feb.Janet27/37.
p. 16; exploitation:
May 29/37,
R
Lady
Fights
Back.
The
2025..
Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor Sept.
I9,'37t.
e
a
pp.
67,
69;
June
5/37,
pp.
64.
67,
70;
June
19/37,
p.
84;
June
26/37,
pp.
120,
121,
d
.
Law for Tombstone
Buck Lahr-Alice
Jones-MurielBrady.
Evans
Oct. 24/37t
I0.'37t. . .58
59
122; July 10/37, p. 87; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug. 28/37, p. 97.)
Merry-GoRound of 2051
1938.Jan. Bert
Oct.
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
Barbara
Stanwyck-John
Boles
Aug.
6/37t.
.*I04.
July
31/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Aug.
14/37.)
69. AprWalter
July 31/37, p. 81.)
Mightier
Than
the
Sword
Wendy
BarriePidgeon
. 10/37 Menjou .Sept. I2,*37t.. . 84
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award
100 Men and atheGirlCutting
2001Room,"Deanna
Durbin-Adolphe
Winners
June I8,'37t
10/37.) Brent
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D.5 Award
Fairbanks.
Jr.-V. Hobsen.. ..June
4/37 44
87. May 8/37 Sudden(SeeBill"In Dorn
BuckJulyJones-Evelyn
under
the title, "Jump for Glory.") McCrea May 7/37 71. May 1/37 That's(SeeMy "InStory
Claudia
Morgan-Wm. Lundlgan . .Oct. 3l/37t
Woman(Reviewed
Man (G)
the Cutting Room."Noah
JulyBeery,
3/37.)
Oh, Doetor!
(SeeChase*
production
article, Apr.Miriam17/37,Hopkins-Joel
p. 12; exploitation:101 1
June 12/37,
p. 92;(G)July 3/37. Trouble at Midnight
Jr.-Cath. Hughes
P. 68.)
1013
Yeu (Exploitation:
Only Live OnceJan.(A)30/37, Sylvia
p. 80; Sidney-Henry
Mar. 6/37, p.Fanda
89: Mar. Jan.
20/37,29/37
pp. 76, 78;86. Jan.
Apr. 30/37
3/37, Edward Everett
VICTORY
pp. 66, 71; June 26/37, p. 123; July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37, p. 74.)
Rel. Date7/37Running Time
Title Horton
.Jan.
Coming
Cheyenne
Rides
Again.
Wend
May
.May 1/37.
Filed af the Trail
16/
Action for Slander (A) Clive Brook-Ann Todd
80.y BAug.
arrio 14/37
67. Apr. 24/37
-RayM
ill
onrad V
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eldt
May
July
7
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IX TECHNICOLOR

HELEN VINSON-MISCHA AUER-ALAN MOWBRAY-JEROME COWAN
MARJORIE GATESON • DOROTHY McNULTY • ALMA KRUGER • POLLY ROWLES
THE WALTER WANGER MODELS PHOTOGRAPHED GIRLS IN THE WORIO"
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS
Original Screenplay by Samuel and Bella Spewack • Released thru United Artists
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RADIC

Jl

f- BY-

DAY

RECEIPTS
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MOTION
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PICTURE HERALD

(THE
RELEASE
Running Tim
Star
r,I. D,te Minutes Reviewed
Herman
Brlx-Jeanne
M
artel
July
1/37
Tom Tyler-Jerry Berth May 1/37
Tom Tyler-Beth Marlon Nov. 28/36
Herman Brlx-Toby Wing Dee. 14/36
Herman Brlx-Jeanne
Brix-Joan Barclay Sept. l/37t
Herman
Coming Martol Nov. 2/36
Brother* of the West Tom Tyler
Lost Ranch
Tyler
'.'..."..!'.........
Orphans
the Peeos Tom
Roaring ofMotors
HermanTyl
Brlx er
Winning Stroke, Tho Herman Brlx
WARNER BROTHERS
First National)
Title (See also
Star
Rel. DateRunning
MinutesTime
'37.
(See production artlele. Mar. 6/37. p. 16.)
Black(Exploitation:
Legion (A) 108
H.
Bogart-E.
O'Brien-Moore
Jan.
30/87
83.
Jan.
Jan. 16/37. p. 76; Mar. 13/37. pp. 80. 83; Mar. 20/37, p. 82; Mar.
P. 79; Apr. 3/37, p. 66: Apr. 10/37, p. 95; July 17/37, p. 89.)
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Feran- Helen Valkls June 12/37 55
California Mall 930 Dick Foran-Linda Perry Nov. 14/38 56
Charge of the Light Brigade
<G> 901
Errol Flynn-O. de Havlltand Nov. 7/36 .115. Oct. 24/36
(See production article, July 25/36, p. 16: exploitation: Nov. 14/36, p. 990; Nov. 21/36.
p.Apr.Ill;10/37,Jan.p.15/37,
p.
78;
Jan. 23/37, p. 78: Feb. 6/37, p. 74: Apr.
p. 65;
92.)
Devil's
Saddle
Legion,
The
130
Dick Foran-Anno Nagel Aug. 14/37 60. June 12/37
Fly-Away
Baby (G)123
125 Craig
Glenda Reynolds-Ann
Farrell- BartonSheridan.
MacLane... .June
Footloose Heiress
.Aug. 19/37
21/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
Fugitive In the Sky (G) 120.. Jean Muir-Warren Hull Nov. 28/36. 58. Oct. 31/36
God's(G) Country
and the Woman George Brent-Beverly Roberts. . .Jan. 16/37 85. Deo. 26/36
105
(Exploitation:
Feb. 13/37, pp. 84, 85; Feb. 27/37, p. 80.)
7
Getter, The (G) 115 George Brent-Anita Louise May 22/37 92. June 19/37
12/36
«"• (AGoGreat
(G) 10/37,
110.. Pat
O'Brien-Sybil Jason Feb. 13/37 71. Dee.
) 1(Exploitation:
0O'Malley,
Apr.
p.
91.)
6 KaThe
Fr s-Erre Edw. G. Robinson- Bette Davis.. .May 29/37. ... 101 . May
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G)y 102
Juneanci5/37,
lp. 64.)
King and the Chorus Girl (G) Flynn June
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June73. ApJuly
26/37,
p. 118.) ..55. Nov. 14/36
r, 19/36..
..54
Land
he Law 128 Dick Foran-Linda Perry
13/37..
14/37
Marry the Girl (G) 116 Hugh Herbert-Mary Boland.
16/37
..60. Jan. 13/37
Melody
for
Two
(G)
117
James
MeltonPatricia
Ellis.
1/37..
.60.
.Mar.
July 30/32
Midnight Court (G) 124 Ann Dvorak-John Litel
6/37.. .69. Mar.
12/36
(Reissue)
.Dee.
..65. Sept. 26/36
Polo Joe (G) III Joe E. Brown-Carol Hughes .July 10/37..
5/36.. ..58
Public
Wedding
126
Jane
Wyman-Wllliam
Hopper...
3ll7
.Mar.
Willing andMayAble1/37.(G). p.Lee78.)Dlxon-Ruby Koeler July 6/37. . ..93. Fab. 6/87
It a Day (G)Ready,(Exploitation:
.105. July
113 Marine.
Singing
101. Dick Powell-Doris Weston
OliviaTheJuly
3/37.. ..80. July 10/37
de (G)Ha24/37,
(Exploitation:
villahd-p.I. 80.)Hu
.June 12/37.. *I26.Aus.
ntFarrell
Slim (G)Blonde114
Pat O'Brien-Henry
er. . .A-Barton
pr. Fonda
Smart
(G) 122 Glenda
MacLane .Jan.
3/37
2/37.
6/36
4/37t.. ..59. Dee. 21/37
.Sept.
89
Varsity(See Show
(G)
Dick
Powell-Fred
Waring
.
Mar.
production article, July 24/37, p. 16.)
13/37
White Bondage (G) 125 Jean Mirlr-Gordon Oliver
Coming
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland...
Don't
Pull Your Punches (G) Barton MacLane- June Travis
.'60. Jan. 30/37
'23
Expensive Husbands Beverly Roberts- Patrie Knowlet.
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 31/37.)
Love Is On the Air Ronald Regan-June Travis
Dick Powell-Jean
On*MissingMoreWitnesses
Tomorrow Dick
Foran-June Dale
Travis
Over the Goal
William Hopper-June Travis...
Patient
Room 18, The
The Ann
Knowles. .
Perfect inSpecimen,
Errol Sheridan-Patric
Flynn-Joan Blondell
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 3/37.)
Shi the Octopus Hugh Herbert-Marcla Ralston..
She Loved a Fireman Dick Foran-Ann Sheridan
Submarine D-l
Pat O'Brien-George Brent.....
*90. June 19/37
They (SeeWon'tproduction
Forget (A)
Rains...p.
article, "TheGloriaDeep Dickson-Claude
South," May 8/37,
Tonight's
Colbort-Charle*Sheridan.
Beyer.
Wine, WomenOur andNlgbt
Horses (G). Claudette
Barton MacLane-Ann
I l.'37t 64. July 24/37
Without Warning 218 Boris Karloff-Marie Wilson...
T,,le
WH Fl*t«
■•
to* Range
Silk* and Saddles
Sky
Racketeers
T*» Minutes to Play

WILLIAM STEINER
Title
Star
From
Nine
to
Nln*
I Cover Chinatown Ruth
NormanRoland-Roland
Foster Drew.
Masquerade in Vienna (A) Paula Wessely
Fernand

Gravet-Jo

an Blondell

. . . Mar.

Running Time
Rel. Date21/36Minutes
Reviewed
De*.
6rls
Nov. 18/36 7rls
Jan. 28/37 95. Feb. 13/37

September

4, 1937

CHAET--CCNT»E)
WORLD
Title
Rel. Date91/37MlautM
.Mar.
76Reviewed
.Tito Schlpa ...
My Song(G)
of Love....
Slalom
15/36 62
66. Jan. 23/37
■.Dm.
Do*. 25/36
Treno Popularo
., Skiing
Italian Film
Feature...
Coming
.Will Fyffe ....
..Tito
Italian Feature....
. SlmoneSchlpa
Borriau
Llf* and SkiLove*Is
of Beethoven. ,. Walter
Harry Baur
Rimll . .. .
Love
Monks.onThe
Antarctic Film
Ninety Bureau
Degrees South Jean
Seeond
Diana Korene.
ValerieMuratHobson
Secrets of Stamboul
Constant
Remy-Pola lllery.
Basil Wright
Simone Borriau
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Time
Date InutesJunoReviewed
Title
Star
26/37
Angel's
Pit. (A)
The (A) Amedo
Nazzarl
103. Apr. 3/17
Amphytrion
Henri
Garat
Globe
Mar.
23/37.
.M.Apr.
Beethoven Concert* (G)...V. Gardln Amklno Mar. 23/37. .73. July 10/37
10/87
Big Fellain (G)
Paul Robeson
Dlst'r Lion
Carnival
Flanders (A) . . Francoise
Rosay.. British
American
Tobls. . .Sept. 22/36. .98. Oct. 8/36
(Reviewed
"La Holmes
Kermesse....Assoc.
Herolqua.")British .82. Fib. 26/37
Dominant
Sex. under
The (A)the...title,
Phillips
.80. Aug. 14/37
Edge(A)
of the World, The Finlay Currle British I. E. Co
Emil Und Die Dotektlvo. .. Fritz Rasp International .90. Juno 8/87
Episode (A)
..Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. .70. Jan. 23/87
Eternal
(A) . . . Mathlas
Wleman. . . . United
Mayer- Burstyn.
. . . Jan. 12/37. .80. May 22/37
Farewell Mask.
AgainThe(G)
Leslie Banks
Artists
.92.
DM. 19/38
.55....May
Aug.
Flying
(G) ... Charles Farrell 20th
Fox
.80.
May 14/37
1/37
Fury OverDoctor,SpainThe(G)
ModernCenturyFilm
Gang
Show, Night
The (G)
Ralph Ellis
Reader Assoc
General
Aug. 15/87
Glamorous
(G) Mary
British .74.
14/37
88. Mar. 27/37
Gobsek
Golem, (A)
The (A) Leonid
Harry Leonidov.
Baur . . . . Amkino
Metropolis Mar. 20/37.. .90. Dec.
Feb. 13/37
5/36
Great Call, The (G) Camlllo Pilotto United Artists
Gypsy (A)
Roland Young Warner
.90. Mar. 27/37
ItIt'sIsn't
Done
(G)
Cecil
Kellaway
British
Empire
.70.
Nov.
21/36
I Want (A) Seymour
Hicks British
Lion
JanoslkYou
CG)
Pal* p.Bielik
French
Nov. 24/36.. ..82. Dei. 8/36
(Exploitation:
May 22/37,
86.)
Apr. 24/87
Klmlko (A)
Sachiko Chlba International Apr. 12/37.. .73.
People. diThe Bard(G) . . . John Drlnkwatar. . . . Mindlln May 11/37.. .70. May 22/37
LaKing'sDamigella
.85. Jan. 9/87
(G)
E. Gammatiea Artl«tl
La Grand* Illusion (A). ..Jean Gabln Clnematographlqua
Realization d' Art
120. July
3/37
.90.
May 8/37
Last
Late Night.
Mattia Th*
Pascal.(G)Tho I. R. Peltser Amklno Apr. 27/37.. ....Apr. 10/87
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
Jan. 23/37
.80. July
10/87
Les Petlts (G) Alle* Tisset Franco-American . . Dm. 29/36.. .90.
105. May 1/87
Let's Make • Docteur
Night if (A).Dita
It.. Buddy Parlo
Rogers United
Asm. British
Mademoiselle
Artists
.77.
June
5/37
Merry anComes
to TownThe(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
Mill
tho Floss.
.90. Feb. IVS7
(G)
Frank
Lawton
National
Mar. 13/37
Moonlight Sonata (G) Paderewskl United Artists .90.
105. May
Ora Pone oflanetho (G)
Selerzane Prod.
Mar. 15/87
6/87
Orphan
Wilderness. Chueho
G wen Munri
BritishSorla
Eopln. . . Jan. 20/37.. .85.
.75. May 8/87
Our
Fighting
Navy
(G)...H.
B.
Warner
General
Pagllacel
(See (G)
production artlele. Richard
Jan. 8/87,Taubor
■. 18.) United Artists .90.
Feb. 5/87
6. "37
115 Jun*
Pearls of tho Crown (A)..Saseha Gultry Foots
1.93.
00. Mar.
Feb. 26/87
87/87
Pope
Le
Moke
(A)
Jean
Gabln
Pari*
Film
Prisoners (G)
A. I. Chaban Amkin* Feb. 16/37. ....Apr. 17/87
Pygmalion (G)
Lily Beuwmeester. . . Filmex Clnetone .95. Mar. 27/37
Razumov (G)
Pierre Fresnay Garrison Mar. 8/37. 100. Fib. 6/97
Revolutionists
"Said
O'Reilly (G)
to McNab" V. V. Sehukln Amklno Dec. '36. .84. July 17/37
(G)
Will Maheney Gainsborough.75. Jan. 23/87
GB
.70.July 17/37
Sensation
John Lodge
ardour
Silver Blaze(A)
(G) Arthur
Wontner WAssm.
British
.73. Apr.
24/37
100.
Fib. 20/37
Sol Over Danmark (G). . . . Henrik Malberg Apr. 13/37. .63.
Feb. 13/37
Southern Mail (A) Rlehard-Wllm Solar
Spain In Flames (A)
Amklne Jan. 28/37. .85. May 1/37
Thank
Tobls. ..Apr. 26/37. .85. July 17/37
Thirteen,You,TheMadam
(A)(G) . . . Jan
Ivan Kiepura
Novoseltsov. . .. American
Amklno
.80. Jan. 2/37
30 Seconds of Love (G)...EIsa Merlin! E. J. A
Thls'll Make You Whistle
(A)
Jack Buebanan Wlleax
78. Jan. 9/37
Tsar to Lenin (A)
Lenauer Intern'l. . . Mar. 6/37. ..68. Mar. 27/37
Wave, The (G) Native Cast Garrison Apr. 20/37. . .60. May 1/37
White Squadron (G) Antonio Centa E. N. I. C
85. Dee. 26/36
World's In Love, The (A). Marta Eg north Viennese May 18/37. ..90. May 29/37
Yiddle with His Fiddle.... Molly Picon Sphinx Doc. 31/36
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(THE
RELEASE
CHALQT--CCNT#E)
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln. Floridian
Curiosities
Kiko the Kangaroo In a
ity
Sing
(No.
2)...
Feb.
19/37.11....
SHCET
Community Sing (No. 3)
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11..
Battlethe Royal
(I I -21 in-36) . .Oct. 30/36. .7. . . Hollywood
Magic
(5-29-37)
Kiko
Kangaroo
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10
EILMS
(6-5-37) jHly
July 30/37.2*.
18/37. 10..,
It...
Skunked Again Dec. 29/36. .7... InIsleShanghai
Community
Sing
(No.
4)..
June 24/37.
18/37.10'/,..
of Paradise
Hay
Ride,
The
Apr.
2/37..
6...
Community
Sing
(No.
5)
..
.July
10'/,.
.
Spanish
Interlude,
A
June
15/37
Cow,
The
June
25/37.
.7.
.
.
{Numbers immediately follow- Herald of the Skies Apr. 2/37. .9'/,.. Mechanical
Ozzie Ostrich Comes to
Sport of Flying Sept.12/36
Emperor
ing title designate date re- Storyof theof Norton
United I,States
Town
May 28/37.. 7...
for example, (8-1-36)
IMPERIAL
Paper
Hangers,
The
(2-6-37)
Dec.
18/36.
.9....
August 1, newed;
1936.1
HAPPY HOUR
(8-14-37)
July
30/37.
.7...
Title
Rel. Date
Pink
Elephants
July
9/37.
.7...
Goose
Girl.
The
May
30/37.
.3
rls.
EDGAR
GUEST POETIC
GEMS M
CELEBRITY
Woman in the Woods,
Play
Ball
June
II,
"37.
.6...
Title
Rel. Daie Mln. OldThe
Old Prospector, The
Apr. 23/37.. 3 rls. Puddy the Pup In Cats
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
in a Bag (12-26-36). ...Dec. 11/36. .7... Early In the Mornin'
NOVELTIES
Puddy's
Coronation
May
14/37.
.7...
Newsreel
Happy Days
Sept.30,'36 15. Krazy's
the Pup In Sunken
Nero
(11-7-36) Oct. 24/36. .7.... Puddy
Treasures
Oct.
16/36.
.6...
16.
Merry
Cafe
(I
-23-37)
..
Dec.
26/36.
.7....
COLUMBIA
17. Lyin'
Hunter, The Feb. 12/37.. 7.... Red
PORT 0' CALL
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Robin HotHoodMusic
in an Arrow Mar. 5/37.. 6... City of the Sun
(3-27-37)
9.9.
Last Resort
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(11-21-36) Nov.
13/36.
.7... Seventh
18. (6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37. .7.... SaltyEscapeMcGuire
Jan.
6/37.
.7...
Wonder
9.
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36.16'/,.. 19. Masque Raid, The June 25/37. .7 School Birds
WORLD
IN
COLOR
Apr.
30/37..
7...
Tin Can Tourist, The
WORLD OF SPORT SERIES
Beneath Coral Seas
8.
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May 14/37. I9'/j. . FishingNEWThrills
(2-6-37)
Dream Harbor
8.
(2-13-37) .. .Jan. 22/37.. 9.... Villain
Still Pursued Her, Jan. 22/37. .7... Under
the Southern Cross 8.
to Hoofs
Win (6-12-37)
May 7/37..
9'/,.. The
Bury the Hatchet (8-21 -37) .Aug. 6/37.19 Fit
Sept.
3/37M
rl.
Fleet
(4-17-37)
Mar.
5/37.10....
Calling All Doctors July 22/37.19'/,.. Fun In the Water
MGM
CHEST
Dizzy
Doctors (4-17-37) .... Mar. 19/37. 17'/.. . (4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.10.... Chesapeake TREASURE
Rel. Date Mln.
Bay Retriever,
(3 Stooges)
Title
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
The
(12-26-36)
Dec.
13/36.11...
Fibbing
Fibbers
(
12-5-36)
.
Oct.
19/36.18
CRIMEMoney
DOESN'T PAY
Golf Magic
Aug. 16/37
Walter Catlett
No.
9—
Torture
Crystal
Ballet
May
28/37.1
1..
.
(2-27-37) Jan. 2/37.20..
(1-9-37) Nov.
.9'/, . . Feminine Form (8-29-36) . .Aug. 7/36.10...
Free Rent (1-30-37) Dec. 20/36. 18. .. . Plane
Riding Devils
the Waves
June 28/36.
4/37.10....
(All BadStar)to Worse June 4/37.17 Scrambled
How toInventions
Ski
Aug. 20/37tll...
It May Happen to
FromCharlie
(10-31-36) .Oct.
9/36.11... No.You10—(8-14-37)
June 5/37.21..
Skiing Is Legs
Believing(3-27-37) .. Feb. 22/37. .9. .. , KraziChase
No.
II—
Soak
the Poor
Aug. TALKS
21/37. 16. .
Legend
of
the
Lei
(I
-2-37)
.
Dec.
4/36.11...
FITZPATRICK
TRAVEL
(11-14-36)
Oct.
26/36.10....
Nature's
Songsters
Goofs
and
Saddles
July
2/37.17'/!..
Sport of the Seasons June 25/37.. 9....
Grand
Colorful Islands
Bombay (I(5-8-37)
(9-23-36)
Sept.
4/36..
8... Colorful
CharlieHooter
Chase(6-5-37) May 7/37. 1914.. Sport's
Greatest
Thrills
Ornamental
Swimming
June
4/37.10...
-2-37)
...
Nov.
14/36. .9.8...
(8-21-37)
Aug.
3/37..
9....
Grips, Grunts and Groans.. Jan. 15/37.19
Private
Life
of
the
Gannets.Sept.tO/37t
Glimpses
of
Java
and
CARTOONS
May 7/37.. 9... Floral
(3 Stooges)
(3-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17.... I Want to SCRAPPY
CeylonJapan
(4-10-37) July
Mar. 24/37..
6/37. .9..8..
Be an Actress. . . Nov. 28/36. .7. .. . Songs
Sports ofinthetheDanube
Alps
KneeAndy
Action
(2-27-37)
Clyde
Dizzy
Ducks
(12-19-36)
...
.July
18/37.
.6'/,
.
.
Glimpses
of
Peru
(10-10-36)
Sept.ll/36..9...
Lodge Night
June 11/37.18.... Puttin' Out the Kitten Mar. 26/37.. 7
Hong Kong, Hub of China May 1/37. .8..
in Snow
Clyde to Mooneyvlllj. Nov. 14/36.18.... Scrappy's
Band Concert Apr. 29/37. .7.... Symphony
(11-7-36)
Oct. 16/36. .9... India(6-26-37)
LoveAndyComes
Feb. 14/36..
6/37. .9..8..
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Scrappy's
Lesson June
SCREENMusicSNAPSHOTS
(New 4/37..
Series)7
Orientalon Parade
Paradise Nov.
(1-2-37)
Affairs of Pierre, The
Oct.
23/36.10....
Picturesque
South
Africa
MyAndyLittleClydeFeiler May 21 .'37. 18. .. . No.No. 2—3— (11-21-36)
(7-31-37)
Aug.
6/37tl9...
(1-9-37) Nov. 28/36.10....
(2-20-37) Jan. 9/37.. 9..
Nov. 27,"36.20.
New News (4-17-37) Apr. 1/37.17'/,.. No. 4— (2-6-37) Dec. 18/36.10.... Amuse
Quebec Sept. 12/36. .9. .
Any OldYourself
Port (1-2-37) Nov.
6/36.18.... . Quaint
No.
5—
(2-27-37)
Jan.
22/37.10....
(Collins-Kennedy)
Rocky
Mountain Grandeur
Bashful
Ballerina
Sept.l7,'37t
No. 6—
Feb. 19/37.10.... Big Courtship, The Fob. 19/37.17...
Oh,PollyDuchess
(11-21-36)...
.Oct.
9/36.17....
(7-24-37)
June 29/37.
26/37.. .9.8...
Moran
Slam Park(6-26-37) May
Mar.23,'37..9'/,..
The (9-24-36) ... .Oct. 9/36.19... Serene
8— (5-29-37) Apr.
30/37. .9ft . . Chemist,
Sailor Maid
Feb. 12/87.19.... No.No. 7—
Yellowstone
Comic
Artist's
Home
Life
Polly Moran
No.No. 10—
9—
May
22/37.10....
(12-19-36) Oct. 24/36.. 9..
(4-3-37) Apr.
9/37.18...
June 4/37. .9.... Ditto
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) ... Dec. 27/36. 17'/,. . No. II—
Feb.
HARMAN-ISING
(3 Stooges)
June 25/37.10'/,..
Freshies
May 12/37.17...
7/37.17... 26 — Pups' Christmas
(Happy Harmonies)
Stuck
in
the
Sticks
Mar.
26/37.
18....
No.
12—
Aug.
13/37
Fun's
Fun
(2-6-37)
Feb.
5/37.19...
Andy Clyde
No. 13—
Sept. 10/37
(12-26-36) Dec. 12/36. .8..
Girls
Ahoy!
June 11/37.17...
Super
Snooper, The Feb. 25/37. 19'/,..
HamletAccidental
and Eggs
18/37.16... 27— Circus Daze Jan. 16/37.. 9..
El Brendel
SPECIAL Dee. 25/36.. 8ft.. Her
Here June
May 21/37.17...
28—
Swing
BelgiumTown(3-6-37)
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17.... Castle
29
—
Bosko's Wedding
Easter Eggt Feb. 13/37.. 8..
of
France
Hlgh-C
Honeymoon
Jan. 30/37.
1/37.21...
(3
Stooges)
(4-3-37)
Mar. 20/37.. 8..
(2-20-37)
Nov.
1/36.
.8'/,
.
.
His
Pest
Girl
Apr.
18.
.
.
Wrong
Paris and Berne
30—(5-8-37)
Bosko and the Pirates May 1/37.. 8..
Doc?
Apr.
23/37.20...
CharlieMissChaseWright, The. . June 18/37. 17. .. . Old(2-20-37)
Dee. 18/36. .8'/,.. Hl-ya
Holding
the
Bag
May
14/37.19...
31—TheHound(6-26-37)
and the Rabbit, May 29/37. .8. .
Hold Bait
It
Jan.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
DuWORLDRel. Date Mln. Jail
Jan. 29/37.17...
8/37.19...
Birds in Love (1 1-14-36) . .Oct. 28/36. .7ft.
Title
Just the Type Dee. 4/36.20...
Ben
Ben
Parade
Nov.
26/36.
.8'/,.
.
(8-14-37)
July 10/37.. 9.
Story
of
the
Rose,
A
Love inNestArms
Bey and Hli Dog, A
33 — Bosko and the Aug. 28/37. 10.
on Wheeli May
Mar. 28/37.18...
26/37.
18. . . No.Cannibals
(1-16-37)
10.... Love
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/36. .7.... Sus-TI
Man
to
Man
Feb.
26/37.17...
Ka
(12-19-36)
10
M-G-M
MINIATURES
Fexy
Pup,
The
(8-5-37)...
May
21/37..
6'/i..
Utah Picture Book
Melody Girl
Apr. 16/37.17...
Gifts
the Air July
Jan. 16/37..
1/37.. 7ft..
(1-9-37)
10.... Mixed Magic (12-9-36) Nov. 20/36. 17. . . Great American Pie Com- pany Nov. 9/36.11.
Indian fromSerenade
8....
Modern
Home
(I
I
-28-36)
...
Let's
Go
(4-17-37)
Apr.
10/37.
.7'/i
.
.
EDUCATIONAL
CeurageSecond
(7-24-37)...
Montague the Magnificent Nov. 13/36.19... Have
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37. .6ft. .
Hollywood:
Step .June 12/37.10.
Merry Mutineers (1 1-7-36) .Oct. 2/36. .7.... [Distributed through
(8-14-37)
Aug. 27,'37tl7...
(2-20-37) Dee. 5/36.10.
OffPixilated
the Horses (4-10-37) ... .Mar.
5/37.19...
Mother
Hen's
Holiday
May
7/37..
7....
to Be a Detective
Mar. 19/37.18... How(1-23-37)
Twentieth Century-Fox]
NoveltyCrows
Shop, The (9-5-36).Aug.
15/36.. 7....
17/36.. 9.
Title
Rel. Date Mln. Practically Perfect (1-30-37). Jan.
15/37.21... How to Vote (9-5-36) Oct.
Scary
Aug. 20/37
Sept. 5/36.10.
AND COMEDY HITS
Rah Rah Rhythm (I I -21-36) .Oct. 23/36.18... Pacific
Skeleton Frolic (2-20-37). .Jan. 29/37.. 7'/,.. Dental SONG
Paradise
Follies
(4-10-37)
...
Feb.
26/37.
II
...
.
Ready
to
Serve
(4-10-37)
...
Mar.
12/37.
15.
.
.
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)
.Aug.
6/37.
.8....
RomanceDo ofYouDigestion
Mar. 23/37.10.
13/37.11.
Stork Takes
a Holiday,
June 110/37
1/37.. 8.... Gifts In Rhythm Oct. 23/36.10.... Screen Test, The (12-19-36). Dee. 13/36.19... What
Think? Jan.
Swing,
Monkey,
SwingThe. Sept.
Pink Lemonade
(9-24-36) .. .Sept.
'36. 1 1
Slacks Way,
Appeal
Aug. 1 3.*37tl9
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Smart
The
Play!
Girls
Nov. 18.6/36.11
Two Lazy Crows (1 1-28-36) . Nov. 26/36. .7 Pot
Carnival In Paris (6-26-37). May 29/37.21.
Luck (8-14-37) Aug. 6/37tll Spring Is Here Sept.
Oct. 30/36.20...
COLUMBIA TOURS
3/37tl5... Girl's Best Years, A
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) Jan. 29/37.11.... Sweeties
Geld Quest of the Ages
(2-20-37)
Dec. 25/37.19.
Strike! You're Out
(1-9-37) . Dec. 11/36.11.... That's the Spirit June 25/37. 17. . . Hollywood
(2-27-37)
Jan.
28/37.10....
TERRY-TOONS
Party (5-8-37) .. .Apr.
3/37.21.
Ghost, Love
The Doc.
Sept.24.'37t
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37. .9ft. . Big Game Hunt, The Feb. 19/37. .7.... Timid
Transatlantic
25/36.20...
No
Place
Like
Rome
36.19.
Haiti's
Black
Napoleo*
(11-7-36)
Sopt.26
Uncle
Sol
Solves
It
,
Book
Shop.
The
(1-30-37)
..
Feb.
5/37.
.6
st.it.
(8-21-37)
Some
Time
Soon (9-5-36).
(4-10-37) . Sept.
Mar. 65 37.20.
Carnival (4-17-37) Apr. 16/37.. 7
Who's
Crazy?
Aug.
20,'37t
Pirate
Parts of the Car- Aug. 6/37. .9.... Bug
Whose
Baby
Are
You?
Violets
in
Spring
A (i 0-1 0-36) . . Sept. 18/36. .6. . . .
ib ean July 2/37.. 9.... Bully Frog.Day
OUR GANG
Oct. 2/36.18... Fishy Tales
" (3-20-37)
hen the West Was Young Mar. 12/37. .9.... Cleaning
Farmer Al Falfa In the Sept.l7/37t. I rl.. Will(11-7-36)
Aug. 28
You Stop! Sept.l0/37t
Health
Farm
Sept. 4/36.. 6....
Glove
TapsAre (4-10-37)
Feb.
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Farmer
Al
Falfa
In
Trailer
Hearts
Thumps
Apr. 203
HOFFBERG
Runaway Marriage, The
Night
V
Gales
July
24
Life
Aug.20,'37t.6....
(1-16-37)
18/36.11....
Title
Rhythm Jan. 9
Al Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36.. 7.... Baltimore,
Wedding
Deal, The Dec.
Feb. 26/37.
lift.. Farmer tieth
Home of WaUy Rel. Date Mln
Roam in InHoliday
Anniversary
(7-31-37)... Apr.
June 2412
FEATU RETTES
Simpson
Rushin'
Ballet
(6-26-37)
Flying
South
Mar.
19/37.
.7.
..
.
Dec. 5/36 II.
Homeless
July 23/37.. 7.... Bamboo (5-29-37) July 16/37.10.
Spooky
Hooky Boys
(3-6-37)....
Kiko FoilsPup,the The
Fox
Community Sing (No. 1)
Broadway Dance Parade. .. .June 15/37. 10.
Three Smart
(5-8-37)
Busy
Spots
In
Florida
Jan.
20/37.12.
(11-7-36)
Oct.
2/36..
6....
<
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10....
Two Too Young (11-7-36) .
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Title Rel. Date Min.
title
Rel. Data Min.
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Trees
(3-20-37)
Mar. 20/36.10...
19/37. .9...
Nov.
oar- Race Nlfht Out Fab. 27/37. 10... Western Sketches
PARAGRAPH ICS
Dexterity (2-27-37) Jan. 16/37.. 9...
Shorty July 23/37.10...
Equestrian
Aug. I4,'37.
Gilding thaAerebatiet
Lily Feb.
6/37.. .8..8... . Aviator
Broadway Highlights, No. 8. Dec. 11/36.10...
Broadway Highlight, No. 9
10...
Golf Mistake.
Grand
Bounce, (6-26-37)
The ... .Juno I2,'37. 10. . . Circus
Comes to Town, The
(6-26-37)
May
22/37.1
1.... .
(7-3-37)
June
25/37.10...
Hurling
(1-9-37)
Nov.
14/36.
10.
Cowboy
Shorty
Oct.
8/37t.l
Olympic Ski Champions
Trails Apr. 30/37.10...rl.
(11-7-36) July 3/37.10... Game
It's
a
Good
Stunt Sept.l0.'37tl0.
Penny
(5-8-37)... .Apr.
10/37.10... It's a Living
Mar. 5/37.11.... .
Pigskin Wisdom
Champions
Aug. 14/37
Killer
of
the
Tonto
Aug.
Ski Skill (4-10-37) 10... Nobody Home
Apr. I3,'37tl0...
2/37.10...
Rhythm of tha River Oot. 9/36.10...
(Reviewed
under the title.July"Ski
Sports
on Ice
24/37Thrill"
10... Safety
in
the
Air
Tennis
Tactics
(5-8-37)
May
1/37.10...
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.10...
Wanted — A Master
Shorty Oct. 23/36.10...
ROBERT(1-2-37)
BENCH Dec.LEY26/36.10... Sailor
Business
How to Start the Day
10... That's
Where Their
Champions
Meet Nov. 13/36.11...
SPECIAL
(2-20-37)
Servant of the People
Where Snow Is King Jan.
Feb. 8/37.
5/37. .8...
.9...
(3-20-37)
Apr. 9/37.21...
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27/37.
p.
87.)
No. 3 — Miss Christopher
TABLOID MUSICALS
Columbus — Take
a Num- Oct. 16/36.10...
Bars
(5-8-37) .....Jan.
Feb. 20/37.
1. .
ber—Ke p Out! Lions
Dancingand onStripes
the Ceiling.
2/37. 1.9...
Little Maestro (4-17-37) ... Mar. 27/37. 1 1 .. . No.— 4—FursA onModern
Parade Monster
— All Nov. 13/36.11...
Song of Revolt (7-24-37) ... May 29/37 II...
Swing Banditry (9-5-36) . . . Sept. 19/36 . 1 1 . . . No.Aboard
5 — Bamboo — Clamdiggers' Rodeo — Vienna
PARAMOUNT
Choira Killer Dec. 11/36.10...
Title Rel. Date Min.
No.Boys'
6— Cornering
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
—
Twilight
— Let's All Jan. 8/37.. 9...,
Be Human
Nov. 20/36.. 7...
to Ski
Candid Candidate, The.. Aug. 27/37M rt. No.Learn
7 — Magla Caverns —
Ding Dong Doggie .July 23,'37t.7...
Albert Fashions
Payson Terhune — Feb. I2/37..9....
Swing
.Oct. I6,'36..7...
Grampy's
Indoor Outing. .Jan.
House
15. '37. .7... No. 8 — Tides of Fundv—
Hot AirCleaning
Salesman.Blues...
The
Home of the Rainbow — Mar. 12/37.10....
(3-20-37)
Impractical
Joker. The .Mar. I2,'37..7... No.Meet9— Mtheo o Lorlas
n I I g h t and
(7-3-37)
June
18/37..
7...
Shadows
— Rooftops of
Making Friends Dec. 18/36.. 7...
Manhattan
—
Blackie and Apr. 9/37.10....
Pudgy
Takes
a
Bow-Wow.
.
.
Apr.
9/37.
.7...
Brownie
Pudgy Picks a Fight
Na.
10
—
Sailboat
Time —
(5-22-37)
14/37.. 8...
Twilight Music
an the(5-22-37).
Trail- May 7/37.10....
Service
With a Smile May
Sept.24/37t.7...
Magnetic
Whoops! I'm COLOR
a Cowboy
Feb. 12/37. .7... No. II— Fishing Highlights. June
CLASSICS
No.
12—
(7-3-37)
July 4/37.11....
2/37.10....
Bunny-MooningPortrait,(3-13-37)
NEW SERIES
Car-Tune
A .. Feb. 12/37.. 7...
No.
I
Aug.
(7-3-37)
June
25/37..
7...
No. 2
Sept. 6,'37t.l
3/37t.l rl..
rl..
Chieken a Comos
la King
Christmas
But Once Apr. 16/37.. 8... No. 3 POPEYE THE SAILOR
Oct. I.'37t.l rl.
a Year
Dec. 4/36.. 8... Hold the Wire Oct. 23/36. .7. .. .
Peeping
Penquins Aug.
.7. . . Hospitaliky Apr. 16/37.. 7....
Play Safe
Oct. 27,'37t
16/36. .7...
I Likein Babies
Inflnts. . Sept.l7.'37t.7
HEADLINERS
theChange
Armyand MyNow
Dec. 25,36. .7....
Blue Velvet Music Apr. 9/37.10... II'mNever
Mark Warnow and Orch.
Altitude
Aug.20.'37t.7....
FrimlRudolfFavorites
(7-3-37)
.
.June
4/37.11...
Lost and Foundry July
16/37. .7
Friml. Jr., and Orch.
Morning. Noon and Night
Hollywood
Star
Reporter.
Club
(6-26-37)
June
No. 2
Oct. 29/37t.l rl. My Artistical Temperature. . Mar. 18/37.
19/37. .7....
.7. . .
HulaEddieHeaven
Oct. I.'37fl1 .. Organ Grinder's Swing
Peabody
(3-6-37)
Feb. 1 9/37.. 7....
Installment Collector. The... July 24/37.10... Fadeless
Window
Washer,
Fred Allen
The (2-27-37)
Jan. 22/37.. 7....
Let'sXavierGo Latin
10, '37 tit . . . Popeye
Cugat and Orch. Sept.
Slnbad thethe Sailor
Sailor Meets
Musical Charmers
Oet. 9/36.11...
(11-14-36)
and Girl Orch.
(Technicolor special) Nov. 27/36. .7....
MusicPhil bySpitalny
Morgan
Feb. 12/37.11... Spinach
Roadster, The Nov. 27/36. .7. .. .
Russ
Morgan
and
Orch.
Pitcher, TheSOUNDMay NEWS
21 .'37. .7. . . .
Music, Music Everywhere... Dee. 18/36.11... TwiskerPARAMOUNT
Clyde
Lucas
and
Orth.
Night in Manhattan July 30/37.11... Two Editions Weekly
POPULAR SCIENCE
Queen
Harmony
Aug. 20,'37tl I . . .
Phil ofSpitalny
and Girl Orch.
(Clnecolor) Oct. 30/36.10...
Rah.WillRab.Osborne
Football
No. 3
2 (11-28-36)
and Orch. Oct 30/36.10... No.
Dec. 25/36.11....
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
No. 45
(3-2-27) Apr.
Feb. 26/37
.11....
& Orch. Jan. 15/37.10... No.
30/37.11....
Star Reporter In Hollywood
(11-21-37) Nov. 20/36. .9... No. 6 NEW SERIESJuly 2/37.11....
Ted Dorothy
Husing-Bennle
BartNo. I
Sept. 3/37M rl..
Lamour
Starlatt-Reporter.
The, No. 2
SCREEN
80NGS
(3-27-37)
Have Told Jan. 29/37.. 8....
Vincent
Lopez and Orch. Mar. 12/37.11... Never
You Should
(3-6-37)
Boswell Sisters
Nat Brandwynne and Orch.
Swing.
Hutton,
8wlng
May
7/37.11...
Please
Me In Your May 28/37. .8....
Ina Ray Hutton and Orch.
DreamsKeep(5-22-37)
MUSICAL ROMANCE
Henry Through
King andMyOrch.Heart Nov. 27/36. .7. .. .
(Technicolor)
Talking
Dick Stabile and Orch.
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37) .Jan. 15/37.. 9... Twilight
on the Trail Mar.26/37. .7. . . .
Schubert's
Song
of thaSerenade
Islands July 23/37. .9. . .
The Westerners
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10... Whispers in the Dark Sept. 24,'37t . I rl..

September
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CHACT«C€NT*D)
Title Rel. Date Mia.
Title Rel. Date Min.
(3-27-37) Mar. 12/37. 10...
You Came to My Rescue. . .July 30/37. .8. . Singing
Wheels
(12-26-36)TO .Nov.
ShepGRANTLAND
Fields andRICEOrch.SPORTLIGHTS
STRUGGLE
LIVE 20/M.II . .
Deadly Females Nov. 13/38.. »y.
(NEW SERIES)
Desert Land(1-23-37) .Jan.
Apr. 16/37.
No. 29— Fighting Marlln. . .Oct. 2/36.10... Forest
8/37. .1..9.... .
No.(11-21-36)
30— Sporting Quiz, The Nov. 6/36.10... Jungle Gangsters
Playmate
July 30/37. .9. . .
SUPERBA
COMEDIES
No. 31— Chimp Champs Dee. 4/36.10...
Feb. 5/37.19...
No. 32— Sporting Pals Jan. 1/37.10... Bridal
One LiveGrief
Ghost .Nov.
6/31.21...
No. 33 — Underwater
RoWife
Insurance
(8-14-37).
.July
9/37.19...
An (3-6-37)
The
May 14/37. 19. . .
No. 34— Onmance, the
Nose Jan. 29/37.10... Wrong Romance,
WORLD
ON
PARADE
(3-13-37)
Feb.
26/37.10...
Missions
No. 35— King Soeter Mar.26/37. 10. . . California
(4-24-37)
18/37.11...
Winter Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
11 . .
No.Laugh)
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37.10. ... Circus
Florida
Cowboy
June
1
1/37. .9'/,
No. 37— Swing Stars
Gold
Mania
(1-19-37)
Dee.
25/36.
1
(5-22-37) May 14/37.10... Graveyard of Ships (I -2-37) . Nov. 27/36.11.1 . . .
No. 38 — Pan-American
Heart of theWaterfront
Sierras Nov. 6/36.11...
Champions
No. 39— Rhythm(7-3-37)
of the June 1 1/37. 10. . . Manhattan
(3-27-37)
Feb. 19/37.11...
Game (7-10-37) July 9/37.10.... Mt. Vernon
19/37. 10.10. .. ..
No. 40— Aquabats Aug. I3,'37tl0. . . Romantic
Mexico Mar.
Jan. 22/37.
No. 41— Picking
Sept. 10,'37t M
Trinidad
Sept.l 1/38. 10. . .
UNUSUALPets
OCCUPATIONS
Workshops of Old Mexico. .July 9/37.11...
No. I (Clnecolor) Aug. 6/37t.l rl..
STATE RIGHTS
No. 2
Oct. 8,'37t.l rl..
Title
ALEXANDERRel. Date Min.
RKO RADIO
the Seashore
Title Rel. Date Min. Trailing
(1-9-37)
CONDOR MUSICALES
AMERICAN RED CROSS ||...
Frozen
.Sept. I7,'37tl0. .. . Behind the Flood Headlines
Murder Affair,
in HEADLINER
SwingA (8-28-37)
Time. . .SERIES
.Sept.27/37tlO
(5-8-37)
||...
1— Lalapaloosa Nov. 20/36.16.... Carmen (5-29-37)
9...
ASTOR
2—3— Singing
Air Feb. 19/37.19.... Halt! Who Goes There?
Rhythm onin thethe Rampage
(5-29-37)
9...
(4-24-37) Apr. 2/37.18.... Wonderland
DYNAMIC
of Gaspe
4— SwingEDGARFever
July 25/37.19....
KENNEDY COMEDIES
(6-13-36)
||...
Bad Housekeeping (4- 10-37). Mar. 5/37.19....
FILM EXCHANGE
Dumb's
theGoatWord
.June
11/37.18 Skl-Esta (1-2-37)
10...
Hillbilly
(
I
-23-37)
.
.
.
Jan.
15/37.18
Locks and Bonds Apr. 16/37.19.... Coronation Preview MATSON
Morning
Judge
Sept.24,'37t
(3-27-37)
10...
Tramp Trouble
Aug. 6/37.19
ROGERS SPECIAL
MARCH OF TIME
(5-1-37) I rl..
No. 3
Nov. 3/36.21 Lest U.We S. Forget
DEPT.
OF AGRICULTUREII...
No. 4 (12-12-36) Nov. 27/36.22.... I Pledge My Heart (8-7-37)
No.
5
Dec.
25/36.19....
No. 6
Jan. 22/37.19....
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Na. 7
Feb. 10/37.21....
Title
No. 8
Mar. 19/37.20....
ADVENTURES OFRel.THEDate Min.
No.
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21....
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
No.
10
May 14/37.18....
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
No. 12
II
June
11/37.18....
Aug. 6/37.10...
No.
July
9/37.18....
Dogging
It Around tha Nov. 13/36.10...
Na. 13
Aug. 6/37
Werld
1937-38
Looking
for
Trouble
Dee. 18/36.10. . .
No. I MICKEY MOUSE
Sept. 3,'37t
Pacing the Thoroughbreds. .Sept.25/36
Ski Parade, The Feb. 5/37
Clock Cleaners, The
Sports Head liners of 1936
(8-28-37)
(H-21-36)
Oet. 30/36.10...
Hawaiian
Holiday 8....
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
NU-ATLAS PRODUCTIONS
Land
of
Genghis
Kahn
Rhythm in a Night
(2-6-37)
Dee. 18/38.10...
PATHECourt.NEWS.Sept.24,'37t.9 Philippine
Fantasy
Released twice a week
(11-7-36)
Sept.25/36
PATH E PARADE
Portraits of Portugal
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37 16...
No. I PATHE REVIEWS
Sept.l0,'37t Touring
Brazil (12-18-38). . Nov. 13/36 10. . .
Released once aPATHE
month TOPICS
Western Grandeur (4-3-37) .Feb. 5/37. .9'/i-.
Released RADIO
seven timesFLASH
a yearCOMEDIES
UNITED ARTISTS
Title
Rel. Date Mia.
Don't Be Lika That
MICKEY MOUSE
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18.... 103. Alpine Climbers
Horse Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
19/37.
18.
..
.
(8-22-36)
Oet. 28/36t.9'/,..
RADIO MUSICAL COMEDIES
104. Mickey's
Circus
Deep
South
(1-23-37)
Jan.
1/37.17....
(8-15-36)
Mississippi Moods
105. Donald and Pluto Nev. ll.'SSt.S
July
23/37.17....
(11-14-36) Dee. I2/S6t.8....
That(7-31-37)
Man Samson
May
28/37.19.
..
.
107. Mickey's Elephant
SMART SET
-14-36) Fab. I9,'37t.9....
Grandma's
Buoys (1-2-37). .Dec.
18,36.16.... 108. Dob(I IDonald
•'/»..
Inlawful
Apr. 30/37.17....
109. Worm Turns,(1-16-37).
Tha
(1-23-37)
Apr.
17/371
8'/,.
SPECIAL
DayQuintuplets,
With thaA Dlonne
110. Mickey's
Magician Amateurs
Mickey June I7.'37t 8'/i. .
(4-24-37) . Mar.26/37. 18. .. . 111.
(6-19-37)
I rt.
SPORTS WITH BILL CORUM
Hunters
Aug. 5.'37t.9
BeachLeague
Sports June
.9'/i. . 112. Moose SILLY
SYMPH0NIE8
Big
May 4/37.
7/37.11....
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10
106. ThreeketeersBlind(1 1-28-38).
MouseGolf
(8-21-37) Jan.
July 23/37.
1 . . . . 108.
Country Cousin, Tha . .Jan. 28. 371 7 ...
Iceman,Timing
The
15/37. 1.9....
(11-21-36)
Dec. I7.'36t .6!/2 .
Ladies' Day
Dee. 12/37.11....
18/36.11.... 109. Mother Pluto
Putting
On the Dog Fob.
Royal
Steeds
July 2/S7.I0....
(11-21-36)
6. '371 .V/i
»•/, . .
Saratoga Summers
110. More Kittens (I -9-37) .MarMar.27,'37t

September
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MOTION

PICTURE HERALD
81

(THE
RELEASE
CHAET--C©NT*E)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Flowers from the Sky
III. Woodland Cat*
Bed-Time Vaudeville
No. 41— Speaking of the
(8-21-37) July 24/37.22....
(6-M-S7)
I rl.. (2-20-37) Jan. 30/37.11..
Weather
(8-21-37) 7....
1*2. Little
Hiawatha
Bring On the Girls Mar. 6/37.11.., CutJosephine
Huston
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
Out for Love
Aug. 2/37
Edgar
Bergen
(8-28-37)
I
rl..
No.Aviation
4— Southern
Wear- Dec. 26/36.11....
113. Mtdern Inventions
Donald Novls- Dorothy Dare
Vitaphone Diversions Apr. 3/37.10..
(1-23-37)
(6-26-37)
I rl.. Smith and Dale
Du Barry Did All Right. .Aug. 7/37
No.(2-6-37)
5— Sports Afloat
Niekel
Lowdown
May
1/37.10..,
Irene
Bordonl
Jan. 16/37.10....
UNIVERSAL
Charles Kemper
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
No.Carving
6— Swimming — Wood Feb. 13/37.10
Title
Rel. DateTHOMAS
Mln. Vitaphone
Funsters
(Clnecolor)
GOING
PLACES
wl
th
LOWELL
(6-12-37) May 29/37.11... Colorful Occupations
No. 7— Phonograph
Records...Mar. 20/37.11
Ne. 28 (10.17-38) ..
Oct. 19/38. .8....
Johnny Burke
(4-10-37).
(9-19-36)
Oct. 31/36.10
3/36.10.... No.—Lipsticks
Ne.
Oet.
28/36. .9 Vaude-Festival
June 26/37
8—9— Coiffeurs—
Shoes
Apr. 10/37.10...
Northern
Lights Oet.
No, 2930
Nov. 23/36.10....
Fritz
and
Jean
Hubert
No.
Hats—
Bathing
Along the Mediterranean. .. Dec. 5/36.10.... No. 10— Dancing-LeatherSuits . May 11/37.10
Dee.
21/36..
9....
Nt.
3132
Vaudeville
Hits
July
17/37
Hollanders,
The
(I
-23-37)
.
.Jan.
2/37.10....
Ne.
Feb. 1/37.. 9ft-.
Elaine Arden
(6-5-37) May 22/37.10....
Nice
Ne. 33 (2-6-37) .......
Mar. 22/37..
15/37.. 8....
9.... Vitaphone
Broadwayitos Aug. 21/37
Land Work
of the (2-13-37)
Midnight Sun Jan. 30/37.10.... No. II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37
Na. 34 (3-27-37)
Mar.
......
Medley- Dupree
(3-13-37) Feb.27/37.10.... No.(8-14-37)
12— Pianos- Art
Ne. 35 (4-17-37)
(4-17-37)
Apr.
12/37..
7....
July 28/37
17/37.10....
BREVITIES
Nature
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar.20/37.
10. . . . No. 13— Books— Furs Aug.
N*.
...
May 10/37..
9'/,.. Joe PalookaBROADWAY
Cradle theof Civilization
17/37.10....
N*. 3637 (5-15-37)
June
7/37.
.Wt..
(5-15-37)
...
in
"The
Choke's
VITAPHONE NOVELTIES
Alpine
Grandeur
May
15/37..
I
rl..
on You" (9-19-36).... Sept.12/36.21.
Ne. 38 (7-24-37) ...
July
26/37
10....
Gateway
to Africa
Guilty— (6-27) Nov. 21/36.10....
Ne. 39
Shemp
Oklahoma
June 12/37.10.... Nut
Robert HowardNorton
Cal TinneyAs Is Dec. 19/36.11
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
Land(6-12-37)
of the Magyar
Broadcast, The
Air Express Sept.20/37t.6.... Backyard
(7-10-37)
July
3/37
(9-5-36)
Poets
Jan. 16/37
Big Race, The (3-13-37) . Mar. 3/37.-7.... Say It with Candy .Sept.26V36.2l.
Crossing the Sahara Aug. 14/37
Mr. ofandthe Mrs.OrganJesse(8-22)..
Crawford
.Oct. 3/36.20.
Country Store (8-7-37) July 5/37. .7....
LOONEY
TUNES
Whale
Ho
(7-14)
Feb.
Virginia
Verrill
Fireman's Pienle Jan.
Aug.16,'37.
.6Vi . .. Sheik to Sheik .Oct. 10/36.21.
HardeenWell Done Mar. 13/37.10....
Medium
6/37.10
No. 28— Village Smithy.
Golfers,
1/37. .8'/».
Georges
Metaxa
The
Nov.
14/36..
7....
House of TheMagic(2-13-37)
(2-13-37) .. Feb. 18/37..
8.... Can't
Ghost
to
Ghost
Hookup,
A.
.Apr.
3/37.11....
Think
of
It
.Oct.
24/36.18.
No.
29—
Porky
of
the
NorthKnights
forCampa Day(3-20-37)
(1-9-37)... .Dee.
28/36. .7..7...... .
woods (1-9-37) Dec. 19/36. .7.... HomeRadioRunRamblers
Ken Murray-Oswald
on the Keys
Lumber
Mar.
Bluebird Feb. 13/37....
No. 30— Porky the Wrestler. Jan. 9/37. .7
Ostrich Feathers
Sept. 15/37.
6/37f.7.... Captain
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37. .9....
Georgie
Prise
No.
31—
Porky's
Road
Race. Feb. 6/37.. 7.... Babe
Ruth
Rert
Resort
Aug.?3,'37.
.7
Oct.
31/36.18.
No.
32—
Picador
Porky
Sunday
Round-Up,
The..
Stoel
Workers
(5-15-37).
..
.Apr.
26/37..
7.
..
.
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37. 10. .. .
Dick
Foran-Llnda
Perry
(2-27-37)
8....
Stevedores. The
May 24/37. .7 . . Sweethearts and Flowers. .Nov. 7/36.20.
Louis Zlngone
No. 33 — Porky's Romance. .Apr. 17/37.. 8
Turkey Dinner Nov. 30/36. .8
Double
Talk
(6-5-37)
June
..
Regis-ToomeyNo.
34
—
Porky's
Duck
Hunt.
Apr.
17/37..
8
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
EdgarBeachBergenKnights July 26/37.10.
Preisser Sisters
No. 35 — Porky and Gabby
31/37
Alpine
Cabaret
(8-14-37).
.Aug. 14/37.
4/37.10
That's
Pictures
(8-29-36) .Nov. 21/36.21.
(6-12-37) May 15/37.. 8.... PalmCharles
Bargain
Matinee
(3-20-37)
.Apr.
10
Ahearn
Jay
C.
Flippen
No.
36—
Building. .. June 19/37. .8 Lyin' Tamer, The (7-1 1-36) Aug. 28/37
Cocktail Party. The
No.Service
37 — Porky's
Porky's
Super
Palooka in "The .Nov. 28/36.21.
(5-15-37)
May
12/37.10.... JoeBlonde
(7-10-37)
July 3/37.. 8.... George Jessel
Bomber"
Fun
Begins
at
Home
Feb.
17/37.10
No.(8-14-37)
38— Porky's Railroad
Shemp
Fun In the Fire House
Robert HowardNorton
WM. STEINER
7....
Comes theHanneford
Circus... .Dec. 5/36.18.
(1 1-7-36) Oct. 28/36.10. . Here"Poodles"
Title Rel. Date Min.
MELODY MASTERS
Hawaiian Capers Sept. 8,'37tl9
Eagle's Vengeance, The July 29,'37t20
Emil Coleman and Orel).
It's onCafe
the Record Mar.
17/37. IO'/». . "Give
Me Liberty" .Doc. 19/36.22.
Royal
Nov. 25/36.10....
John Litel
WORLD
Leon(7-11-36)
Navara and His Orch. Oct. 17/36.11....
Sehool
for
Swing
(2-6-37)
.
.Jan.
20/37.10
It's
All
Over
Now
(2-6-37).
Dec.
26/36.20.
Dan
Healy
Title
Mln.
Shoes with Rhythm
(9-19-36)
Nov. 7/36.11.... Battling
Bettas 1 Rel.
July Date
8/37tl0....
Joe
and
Asbestos
In
(5-15-37)
June
9/37.10
...
Clyde
McCoy
and
Orch.
Men of Ships Sept.l0/37t.9
Singing Bandit. The
(8-29-36)
Nov.
28/36.10....
"A
Horse's
Tale"
Jimmie
Lunceford
and
Orth.
Jan. 9/37.20.
(7-3-37) July 7/37.10....
(1-23-37)
19/36.10....
Teddy Bergman's
Bar-B-2. Oct.
6/37tl9....
Harry GribbonHamtree
Harrington
Television
Highlights
Dec. 23/36.10
George
HallKings
and Orch Dec.
Jan. 23/37.10....
9/37.10....
.61/, Pretty
SERIALS
OSWALD CARTOONS
Louisiana
Jan.
Pretender,
The
(2-13-37)
Jan.
23/37.21.
Roger
Wolfe
Kahn
and
12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Specified
.Mar.29.'37.
.7..
.Mar. 22/37.
8/37. .7..
Bernice Claire
Duek Hunt (3-13-37).... .Feb.
Orch
Feb.
6/37.10....
Cab Calloway and Orch.
REPUBLIC
Everybody Sings (1-30-37)
Palooka(3-6-37)
in "Kick M Fob. 6/37.21.
.7.. JoeAgain"
(3-13-37)
Feb. 20/37.10.... Dick Tracy 6401 (2-27-37) Feb. 20/37t
Peter
Van
Steeden
and
Night Life of the Bugs
Shemp
Howard
Robert Norton
Ralph
Byrd-Kay Hughes
.Oct. 9/36. .8.. Captain
(10-3-36)
Orch
(15 episodes)
Feb. 3/37.21.
Playful
Pup, The
Jacques
Fray and Orch. Mar. 6/37.10 Painted
Stallion, The 6421. June 5/37t
GeorgieBlueblood
Price
.7..
(4-10-37)
Mar.27.'37.IO....
.8..
Feb.
27/37.22.
.Nov. 2/36.
Swing
Puppet
JamClydeSession,
The
Apr. 17/37.11.... Robinson
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
Crusoe of Clipper
Hal forLeRoySale (3-13-37)
McCoy
and
Orch.
Trailer Show
Thrills(10-13-36)..
(5-15-37). .May 3/37. .7.. Under
Island
3583
Nov. 14/38
Southern Stars .Feb. 20/37.18.
Rimac
Orchestra.
The
May
8/37..
I
rl..
Unpopular Mechanic
Mala-Mamo
Clark
Fred aLawrence-J.
.8.. Hotel
Jack
Denny
andand Orch
May29,'37..l rl.. (14 episodes)
la SwingBryan Mar. 13/37.20.
Eliseo
Grenet
Orch.
WilySTRANGER
Weasel, The
.7..
S. 0. S. Coast Guard
Eddie Foy. Jr.
THAN FICTION SERIES-8'/a
(6-19-37)
Mar.27/37.21.
Lennie
Hayton and Orch. June 19/37.10.... 6441
Aug. 29,'37t
N*.
(9-24-36) .Oct. 12/36. .8'/.
Ken Murray
No. 28—
29— Novelty
Novelty (9-24-36)
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.10....
.Nov.
9/36.
ZorroRalphRidesByrd-Maxine
Again 6461Doyle.... Nov. 20/37t
David Mendoza and Orch.
StreetSisters
(4-10-37)... .Apr. 3/37.21.
No. 30— Novelty (12-26-36) .Dec. 7/36. 10.. PlayPreisser
N*. 31— Novelty (1-2-37). .Jan. 4/37. .9.. Romance of Robert Burn
(8-21-37) July 31/37.10....
STAGE and SCREEN
No. 32— Novelty (1-30-37) .Fob.
1/37.
MERRIE MELODIES
(4-10-37) .Apr. 10/37.16.
9..
1/37. .9..
No. 33— Novelty (2-13-37) .Mar.
(In Color)
8'/s
Owen
King-Linda
Perry
Black
Coin. (Weiss-Mintz-Serlals)
The Sept. 1/36
No. 34— Novelty (4- 17-37) .Mar.29/37. .9..
No. 27 — Boulevardier of the
.9.. Lifers
of Club
the Party,
The.. .Apr. 17/37.21.
No.
35—
Novelty
(4-17-37)
.Apr.
26/37.
Ralph
Graves-Ruth Mix (1st episodes, 3 rls..
Yacht
Boys
Bronx
Oct.
1
0/36..
7
No. 36— Novelty (4-17-37) .June
May
24/37.
.8..
(15
episodes)
followed
by 14 twoNo. 2928—— Coocoonut
Don't LookGrove
Now.....Nov.
Nov. 28/36..
7/36.. 7....
reel episodes.)
21/37.
Joe Palooka In "Taking
No. 37— Novelty (7-3-37) .
No.No.
7...
Ne. 38— Novelty (5-15-37) .July 19/37. .9..
.Apr.
24/37.21.
30—
He
Was
Her
Man.
.
Jan.
2/37.
.7....
.9..
Shemp
Howard-Robert
Norton
No. 39— Novelty
(7-24-37)
Aug. 16/37.
No. 31— Pigs Is Pigs
UNIVERSAL
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
• May 8/37.20.
Dave Apollon
Hollywood Screen Test
JimWithers-Betty
(12-26)Jane Jan.
18/37. (each)
.2 rls.
No.(1-16-37)
32—1 Only Have Eyes Jan. 30/37. .7.... Jungle
May
15/37.20.
Grant
Rhodes
(8-14-37)
Aug.
30/37121....
for33—YouThe(3-6-37)
Mar. 6/37.. 8.... RadioGrant Patrol
Klag Edward the VI III . . . . Dec. 14/36. .9'/, . . Frank Gaby-Virginia Verrill.May 22/37.18.
Oct.
4,'37t-2
Ms.
No.
Fella
with
the
Withers-Cath.
Hughes
(each)
YeaWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Agent
X9Rogers
Apr. 12/37..(each)
2 rls.
Nov. 30/36.25.... Sound
Sybil Defects
Jason (6-12-37)..
No.Fiddle
34 — She(4-10-37)
Was an Aero- Mar.27/37. .8. . . . Secret
Scott
Kolk-Jean
.June
5/37.22.
Rufe Davis
Wild West Days (6-26-37) July 5/37t.2rls.
VITAPHONE
Daughter
10/37..
8
No.bat's
35— Clean
Ain't WePastures
Got Fun Apr.
MayMay 22/37
1/37.. 8....
Title Rel. Date Min.
Johnny Maek Brown (•«*■>
JoeRobt.
PalookaNorton-Beverly
in "Thirst Aid'PhalenJune 12/37....
No.
36—
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
(13 episodes)
.June 19/37
No.Bungalow
37— Uncle Tom's
.June 5/37
Vitaphone
Internationals.
..
.Oct.
17/36.11
VICTORY
Estelle
Taylor
Holtz-Lee
No.
38—
Streamlined
Greta
Little
Pioneer,
The
Blake of Scotland Yard. ... Apr. 15.3/
Vaudeville Is Back Nov. 14/36.11....
.July
3/37
Green
(6-12-37)
June
19/37.
.8.
...
Johnny
Perkins
Ralph
Byrd-Herbert
Rawllnson
No. 39— Sweet Sioux
. Sybil JasonNocturnes
Vaude-Villlans
Dec. 12/36.10.... Newsboys
(15 episodes
— also feature
version)10/36
(7-10-37)
June 26/37. .8.... Shadown
Marty May
of
Chinatown
Oct.
No.
40
—
Egghead
Rides
Bela
Lugosl-Herman
Brix
July
10/37
ReelHarryVaudeville
(1-30-371
Jan.
2.'37.l
I
. Again
July 17/37
Lane, Tree & Edwards
(15 episodes — also feature version)
Rose

he

stepped

out

with

SHEIK
STEPS

OUT

The critics step out in their praises
with "One of the best offerings
from Republic/9— Variety. "Enjoyable
romantic comedy bringing back
Novarro should be well received."
— Film Daily. "Colorful."— Hollywood
Reporter. "Here is the best picture
from
in a long time."— Jay
EmanuelRepublic
Pub.
*

*

with LOLA

*

*
LANE

GENE
LOCKHART
KATHLEEN
BURKE
STANLEY
FIELDS
and
BILLY
BEVAN
Directed by IRVING PI CH EL» Original
story and screen play by ADELE BUFFINGTON
Associate producer HERMAN SCHLOM

■The

SHEIK

"IS THAT ANOTHER

"YOU PACKHORSE. ..

MOHAMMEDAN CUSTOM?'

m
S

k ~

E.,,iJiil^

"YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL

'OH,
SAM...LOVEHE TOTRIED
TO MAKE
ME.

"WELL, HE HAS HIS MOMENTS.'
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JENKINS-HIS

Ida Grove, Iowa
Dear Herald:
This is the town that owes a whole lot
of its importance to Harry Day. That is to
say that it was here that Harry built the
King theatre and the King theatre is the
bright spot of Ida Grove and the King is
the gathering place for all those who like
to be entertained. Ida Grove has a very nice
swimming pool and that probably accounts
for why Harry always had such a clean
appearance. We understand he took a bath
there regularly every three months whether
he needed it or not.
Harry sold the King to a lady from Tekamah, Neb., and we understand he now
has a theatre in southwestern Wisconsin,
and Wisconsin, you know, is where they
make so much brick cheese, and brick
cheese and "The beer that made Milwaukee
famous"
what putthatWisconsin
on the map.
But thenis maybe
Lee of Schulesburg
and Roob of Pt. Washington and their theatres had something to do with it.
Mr. Stipp is now the manager of the
King, and, while we only had a few minutes to visit with him, it is our opinion that
the Kingtation,isand managed
formerenough
reputhat oughtup toto beits good
for anybody.
V
Iowa Falls is a pretty good town. The
corn that surrounds the town is so tall that
if it weren't for the roads that lead out of
the
wouldn't
which operates
way to
go. town
Here you
is where
E. O.know
Elsworth
the Metropolitan theatre. We stopped there
and had a very delightful visit with him,
just as we always do, and we also had a fine
visit with our old friend, Frank Foster.
Frank used to correspond with a number of
theatrical
he's Opera
the guyHouse
who used
to pan uspapers,
throughand the
Reporter, but he always did it in a nice way.
It is a pleasure to meet these old friends
and then get out of town without being arrested. ^
As we understand it, Mr. Elsworth used
to be in the Iowa legislature, and it is our
belief that Iowa should keep him there, but
then if she did, what would Iowa Falls do
for entertainment? Jevver think of that,
Axel?
HereMr.we Elsworth
found thata few
another
given
leaves"agent"
from had
our
biography. He told him that we had been
retired on a pension of 200 dollars a month.
Good gosh, 200 dollars a month is more
money than Uncle Sammy would have given
us if we had had both legs and both arms
shot off and two or three stomachs shot out
over in France. It has always been our belief that nobody had license to lie except
those who had returned home from a fishing trip.
We got a letter from Grandmaw Smith
back on the Kankakee river in Indiana wanting to know if the government was still in
the market for dogs for its shelterbelt. She
says that Zeb, her husband, has two ablebodied beagle hounds he wants to sell, and
she says why build dams for irrigating purposes when dogs are so cheap.
Clarion is surrounded by Iowa's tall corn ;

in fact, it is so tall around there that you
can't
see isthewhere
town W.untilF. you
into it
and here
Smithget operates
the Colonial theatre.
We had a very delightful visit with Mr.
Smith and his son, and we always look forward to a grand visit with them when we
are headed for Clarion. Mr. Smith is going
to build a theatre that Clarion will be proud
of and he expects to have it opened by December, and our guess is that when he
gets it opened the folks of Clarion will have
INTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS—
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100, Vol.
19.— Shoshone
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swept
Whaling
profmorepole
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Indians
in ancientisPrince
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the flying
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in
Montana
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Lehr Sports Harvest Moon Ball
held onLewBroadway.
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19.— Marines
sail
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COLYUM
something
to be proud
of. Here
an "agent"
tore
out another
leaf from
our history.
He
told Mr. Smith that we had been confined
to the counties bordering on the Missouri
river and that he had been sent out, as a
special representative of the Herald, to
cover
territory.
him toourinform
the boysWasn't
? By that
gosh,lovely
we areof
going to leave this locality before they get
us married off to a squaw with seven or
eight papooses and a skydoodle pup.
Every little ways, as we drive over the
country, we pass sucker camps. But maybe
you
sucker
is a don't
camp know
where what
those awho
are camp
suckingis. theIt
publicers teat
gather
for
their
feed.
farmaround these camps are havingThe trouble
to get help to harvest their crops and put up
their hay, for these suckers say that if they
get
rolls onceought
they tocan'tbuild
get more
back
on.
government
camps.offTherelief
V
Holstein is another town that is surrounded by Iowa's "tall corn," and, as we
remarked
there will once
be a before,
market wefordon't
this know
crop. where
They
can't feed corn to a tractor or a truck and
there are but few hogs and cattle left on
the
use around
all of itHolfor
"whitefarms,
mule,"and buttheythecan't
farmers
stein are exceptionally fortunate in having
a fine theatre to go to where they can see
the cream of the market.
We called there to see Mr. Kugel, who
operates
Statethattheatre,
it wasbilling
our
bad luck the
to find
he wasand away
his show. We did, however, meet Mrs. Kugel at her home and had a very delightful
visit with her. She seemed very anxious
to make a trip to the Black Hills, especially
since reading what little we had to say about
it in one of our former letters.
She was so interested in what we had to
say that we gave her a little booklet we
once wrote called "Some of the Beauty
Spots they
of thewill
BlackmakeHills"a trip
and ittois the
our Hills,
guess
that
mainly to see whether we told the truth or
not. It certainly is a pleasure to meet such
folks as
Mrs.hotKugel;
what while.
makes traveling in the
weather
V it'sworth
We would have liked very much to have
gotten
Cherokeeto toseeseeKerberg,
Dale Goldie,
and overovertotoSheldon
and
over to Rock Valley to see Bill Bogart, but,
doggone
it, we you
can'tagain
visitto allnot theworry
boys,about
but
we
can remind
your
subscriptions
to
the
Herald;
the
Herald will send you a notice when your
subscriptions "Sally
expire,andandSue,so now —
Don't get blue;
For we're shoving right off,
We're shoving right off,
We're shoving right off
For COLONEL
home again."
J. C. JENKINS
The HERALD's Vagabond Columnist
The HERALD covers the FIELD like an
April SHOWER.
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DEVIL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan
Perry—is This
is a well-executed
piece
of combining
drama. Thealplay
a but
preachment
against
coholessentially
withthat
gasoline,
thewillauthor
ofgood
the play
seems
tothe admit
preaching
do
no
drinking
driveroffenses.
tried forItmurder
twicesermon
a byshortbuthaving
time
apart
for
identical
is
a
good
our
market
sermonsto seems
to beFlop.
very Running
limited. Astime,a Big
Special for
it proved
be a Big
68
minutes.
Played
AugustManassa,
10-11.— G.Col.A. Farming
Van Fradenburg, Valley
Theatre,
community patronage.
MOTOR MADNESS: Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook
—It's
all
been done
before andPlayed
this is no better
norA.
worse than
predecessors.
13.— L.patIrwin,
PalaceitsTheatre,
Fenacook, N. H.JulyGeneral
ronage.
MADNESS:
Allen picture
Brook, isRosalind
Keith—
IfMOTOR
you double
feature, this
not important
enough
to
merit
more
than
a
perfunctory
"and
secondto
attraction"
the ads.
It is notandstrong
enough
single.—
J. W.inTexas.
Noah,
New
Fort Worth,
GeneralLiberty
patronage. Ideal Theatres,
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ME

remen
the theat
de' ownof the
thepartment,exhib
this,
IN
n serve
natio
oneitors
another with
information on the box office performance.of produ
for their
e of mutual benefit
It is cta servic
the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for M?
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

story made thesationalism.
patronsGenerallyforget
all expectations
of senpatrons
somewhat noncommittal
butspeaking,
in this our
instance
they aredid
not
hesitate
to
stop
and
praise
the
picture.—
J. W.
Noah, NewGeneral
Libertypatronage.
and Ideal Theatres, Fort Worth,
Texas.
First National
HOURS
Ellison,of theTerryauditorium
Walker
us togoodtheLEAVE:
tocontented
stand atJames
the
back
STRIP:
Dick Foran,
Jane Especially
Bryan— A —ItZSV2did
listen
guffaws
of thegives
patrons
as
fineCHEROKEE
western
expert ofsoloing
Foran.
good
was hisplusrendition
the bypopular
cowboy song and
they
watched
this
clever
picture,
which
James
Ellison
a
well
deserved
break.
To
our
knowledge
there
"My
Little
Buckaroo."
Played
July
17.
—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace Theatre, Fenacook, N. H. General patronage. was not a single complaint and the word-of-mouth
box affecting
office. Terry
Walker's
appearance
in"Mountain
this atisthemore
the more
recent
CHEROKEE
STRIP:
Dick Foran,
JaneTerritory
Bryan-in helped
Very
good story
of thefor opening
of Indian
Music."—
J. W. than
Noah,inGeneral
New
Liberty
and
1889,
which
I
booked
the
fiftieth
anniversary
of
this
Ideal
Theatres,
Fort
Worth,
Texas.
patronage.
town. Plenty of action and some singing by Dick
Foran.
Running
time.
55
minutes.
Played
August
1112.— Gladys
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sas. SmallE.townMcArdle,
patronage.
EVER SINCE EVE: Robert Montgomery, Marion
A DAY AT THE RACES: Marx Bros.— Crazy Marx
Daviesshe— Good
drama.C. Davies
the drawing
They nix!
may be OK for gettwotired
reel comecard
used comedy
Bolduc,notMajestic
The- Bros, dieiss, but right.
forToofeatures,
atre, Conway,
N.to be.—
H. Leon
General patronage.
ingtre,them.Conway,
silly.—
Leon Grownups
C. patronage.
Bolduc, Majestic watchTheaN.
H.
General
GUNS OF THE PECOS: Dick Foran, Anne Nagel—
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN: Franchot Tone, VirDick Foran's
voice
is
marvelous,
it
holds
me
spellginia
Bruce,
Maureen
O'Sullivan—
Another
_
hospital
, even fromlike theto rave
box office, butHowever,
his face is not
the picture. This is very good, but very much like other
type average
theboundgirls
picture
doctor
Leon patronage.
C. Bolduc, Majestic
did
business, andabout.
we heard no theparticular
Theatre,stories
Conway,we'veN. played.—
H. General
kicks.
—
Erma
L.
Raeburn,
Arcade
Theatre,
Newell,
S. D. Small town patronage.
CAPTAINS
COURAGEOUS:
Spencer
Tracy, FredCastawaygiveswithexcellent
perHERE COMES CARTER: Ross Alexander, Anne —Leondie Bartholomew—
formance.
SpencerExcellent.
Tracv
walksTheatre,
the honors.
C.
Bolduc,
Majestic
Conway,
N. H.
A splendid
programreceipts,
picturebutthatdid didsendnothing
inNagelthe— way
of increased
those General patronage.
who came
away satisfied. Played July 6. — L. A. Ir- EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS: William Powell,
ronage.win, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General pat- Luise
Rainer— A very fine picture, with a grand cast,
but
no drawing
know N.why.H.— Leon
Bolduc,
Majestic power.
Theatre,Don't
Conway,
GeneralC.
PENROD AND SAM: Billy Mauch, Henry Watson patronage.
—fromThiseight
is theto kind
of
picture
that
pleases
all
the
kids
eighty.
It
is
swell
entertainment
in
the
GOOD OLD SOAK: Wallace Beery, Una Merkel,
full
of the aword.
Business
on thisandSunday
Betty Furness—
Another
excellentUnafamily
picture from
good sense
average
warm,which
sunnymeans
Sunday
littlea Metro.
Wish forthey
Merkel_
above
average forMonday,
favorablea word
bigger
parts
shewould
isthethegive
tops. TheRunning
entiremore
castand76is
ofDetroit,
mouth Mich.
advertising.—
E. Stocker, Myrtle Theatre, good, including
Peter,
Parrot.
time,
General J.patronage.
minutes.
Played
August
13-15.—
Gladys
E.
McArdle,
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kansas. Small town patronage.
PUBLIC Old,ENEMY'S
WIFE:
Pat O'Brien,
Margaret
Lindsay—
but a fine
littleonpicture;
interesting
andL. HELL DIVERS (Re-Issue): Clark Gable, Wallace
well
done.
Everyone
pleased
bank
night.
—
Erma
excellenton hand
welcometo see
await-it.
Raeburn, Arcade Theatre, Newell, S. D. Small town Beerying —it byThisourre -issue
fans andonfoundthis
theyanthan
were
patronage.
The trailer is better
most that have
been
made up for the new stuff. It packs a terrific sales
punch.
The
print
is
perfect.
Played
July
18-19.
—
L.
Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. GeneralA.
Grand National
patronage.
GIRL LOVES
BOY:
Eric Linden,
Parker—
NIGHTRussellMUST
Robert Montgomery,
We
but with
disagree
with ourCecilia
patrons
who
— ThisstoryFALL:
is something
way of Thrilling
realRosa-out
werelycannot
soproduced
very help
pleasedmediocre
thisin every
programer.
It isYetcheapof thelindordinary
material forinthethescreen.
and
respect.
the
and
exciting
with
fine
playing
by
all
the
cast.
Busiaudience
reactionthecould
nothamhaveand been
better. blah
The
ness was moderate and some ladies found it distasteful.
story theis syrupy,
acting
the and
direction
Playedco k,July
11-12.—
L. patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penabut
picture
made
us
new
friends
money.
—
N
.
H.
General
J.Worth,
W. Noah,
Libertypatronage.
and Ideal Theatres, Fort
Texas. NewGeneral
PICK A music
STAR: Jack Haley,
Hokum,
intoPatsy
a veryKelly—
satisfactory
SINS OF CHILDREN: Eric Linden. Cecilia Parker gags
dish. and
I think thiscooked
will goup over
well
in almost
any
—yearOf all
the
independent
pictures
we
have
played
this
theatre.
Played
August
17-18.—
G.
A.
Van
Theatre, Manassa, Col. FarmingFradencomthis response.
and "23% The
Hourssomewhat
Leave" received
audience
sexy titlethe offinest
the burg. Valley
munity
patronage.
Linden-Parker
film gave
it box ofoffice
strength but the co-starring
wholesome quality
and sincerity
the ROMEO AND JULIET: Norma Shearer, Leslie

Howard
A distinct
house.
Nothing — anyone
couldanddo complete
would havefailure
made inthisour popular
with aceourTheatre,
patrons.
PlayedN.JulyH. 4-5.General
— L. A.patronage.
Irwin, PalPenacook,
Clark Gable,
Jean Harlow—
will
goSARATOGA:
to see Bolduc,
Jean Harlow,
but Theatre,
picture
notConway,
very Fans
strong.
Leon
Majestic
N. H.—
GeneralC. patronage.
SARATOGA:
Jean big,
Harlow,but Clark
Gable— GoodRunning
show
intime,
any94 spot.
Not
entertaining.
minutes—
E. McPhee,
Old Town,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand Theatre,
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Spencer Tracy, Gladys
George,TooFranchot
Tone — The
angle entertainment.
killed this for
us.
bad, because
it iswarthrilling
Played co kJuly
— L. patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Pena, N. H. 22-23.
General
Cary Grant,MetroConstance
Bennett—
bigTOPPER:
comedy sensation
would have
you Not
believe.the
Story jestic
too improbable
Leon C. patronage.
Bolduc, MaTheatre, Conway,altogether.
N. H. — General
Monogram
BLAZING BARRIERS: Edward Arnold, Jr., Junior
Coghland,
Anotherfor "sleeper"
Monogram Florine
in that McKinney
it holds —appeal
practicallyfromall
types
audiences.
Unusual
tie-up possibilities
and
weC.C.C.madeofcamps
the
best
of
them
by
entertaining
three picture
entire
showing.climax
It is that
a true
of C.C.C. life during
with athedramatic
carries a
wallop. Members of the audience outspoken in their
praises
of this Monogram picture. — Harry M. Palmer,
Temple
patronage.Court Theatre, Washington, Ind. General
Paramount
BIG— This
BROADCAST
1937: andJackapparently
Benny, Burns &
Allen
picture drewOFArcade
well
—Erma
Theatre, Newell,pleased.
S. D.
Small townL. Raeburn,
patronage.
BORDERLAND:
William
Boyd,
Jimmy
Ellison—
worthwhile
western.
PlayedN. July
24.— L. patronage.
A. Irwin,A
Palace Theatre,
Penacook,
H. General
EASY LIVING:
Jean Majestic
Arthur, Theatre,
Edward ArnoldBolduc,
Conway,
N.Fair.—H. Leon
GeneralC. patronage.
EASY
LIVING:
Jean
Arthur,
Edward
Arnold—
Didn'tof stand
for two days.
Movie critics
in ourto
part
countryup overrated
came
see an exceptionally
good this.
picturePeople
were who
disappointed.
Wasn't
much
to
picture
except
lots
of
yelling
and
hollering.
Arthur forwasn't
good didin enjoy
this. it—
Was
a trifleRunning
bitJean
too time,
dumb
us. Aso few
a
few.
87
minutes.
Played
August
16.— A. andE. Eliasen,
Theatre, Paynesville, Minn.15Rural
small townRialtopatronage.
EXCLUSIVE:
FredBolduc,
MacMurray,
Just
Leon C.patronage.
Majestic Frances
Theatre, FarmerConway,
N. H.fair.—General
JOHN
MEADE'S
WOMAN:
Edward
Arnold,
Francine
— Thisa dull
startedthud.
in anThese
interesting
and Larrimore
finishes with
directorsmanner
and
script turwriters
or
whoever
it
is
that
want
to
give
pics a sortpocketbook
of arty ending
give medrewa pain
inbelow
the neck
orsummer
in ethe
for
this
even
the
average. At the end, Edward Arnold is shot
floor isanda swell
you don't
heand willhe isliveleftor ondie.the That
dish know
to offerwhether
those
who
came Detroit,
out to beMich.entertained.—
E. Stocker, Myrtle
Theatre,
General J.patronage.
JUNGLE
PRINCESS:
Ray
Milland,
Dorothy night
Lamour— Done
well on tothispackone.houseSmallSaturday
Friday
crowd
but wellenough
night.
Everyone
pleased.
Running
time,
84
minutes.
Played N.August
6-7.— H.townG. patronage.
Kraus, Tolley Theatre,
Tolley,
D. Small
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC:theBobfirstBurns,
Martha
Raye—
Terrible.
It will
then you
betclose up.—
R. V.drawpatronage.
Fletcher, Lyricnight,Theatre,
Hartington, terNeb.
General
NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE: Bill Boyd,
George Hayes,
Hayes — The production
el series
ence of theBernadene
westerns casthasexmade ingtheand coriginal
the"Hopalong
best in theCassidy"
Judicious
interpretation
offield.familiar
situations

STUART

ERWIN

SMALL

TOWN
GRAND

ih JOYCE COMPTON
JED PROUTY
A ZION MYERS Production
BOY"
"A RIOT OF MIRTH"

EDWARD L.
ALPERSON

NATI

JAMES

presents

"The SHADOW
'S
^

w/fh
ROD RI
LAKE
ROCQU
ST
and
LYNN
ANDERS
S"E
Produced by
MAX and ARTHUR ALEXANDER
"The Shadow has
thrilled millions over the air and in magazines"
bruce

cabot

"Love

Takes

w«h BEATRICE
ROBERTS
Flight"
A CONDOR Production
Produced by GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN
lazing Romance of the Airways"

%

"HERE'S

REAL

. . . ROMANCING

WALLOP

if®

. . .

IN HIS GREAT
b)

MITT

IT©

FLASH

»i,h ERIC LINDEN
\ V;> CASEY"
Hf Mm
MALLORY
BOOTS
|3
\— _
Produced
by
MAXandARTHUR ALEXANDER
"Fiction's daring news photographer"

L-

DANCING

"RENFREW
of
the ROYAL

.m
JAMES
N D"
EW I L I
MO
UNTE
and CAROL HUGHES
Produced and directed by
AL HERMAN
'Radio and Fiction's famous hero now on the screen"

- J^*\
"WALLABY
JIM
W
of the ISLANDS
MWij
GEORGE HOUSTON
and RUTH COLMAN
• ■pil
Produced by BUD BARSKY
"Collier Magazine's most colorful sea adventurer"

a VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER

PRODUCTION
with EVELYN
DAW-WILLIAM
MONA BARRIE • GENE LOCKHART • JAMES NEWILL
CULLY RICHARDS ♦ CANDY CANDIDO • William
Tucker • Marek Windheim • Johnny Arthur • Dwight
Original story, music and direction by
f7TO^T
VICTOR SCHERTZINGER • produced by ZION

THE
Romance of a Broadway
Featuring — IRENE HERVEY • ROBERT
YORK GILBERT & SULLIVAN Players
ROGERS and Others • Produced and
Presented by EDWARD L. ALPERSON

DURING
ONAL/3

SEPTEMBER
I

FRAWLEY
HARRY BARRIS
Davidson Richard
Frye • Philip flhn
Harland DIXON
MYERS

ClRl
Wise Guy Who Fell In Love With a Dime-a-Dance Siren
ARMSTRONG • PAULA STONE • ED BROPHY • And an All Star Cast of the Original NEW
.WILLIAM DANFORTH • VERA ROSS • VIVIAN HART • FRANK MOULAN • with ALLAN
Directed by ANDREW L. STONE • Screenplay by BETTY LAIDLAW and ROBERT LIVELY
GILBERT & SULLIVAN ON THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST TIME • HEAR AGAIN:
"Three Little Maids from School" • "Poor Little Buttercup" " "The Wandering Minstrel" • "The Mikado's Song" and many others
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givesing them
a freshness
is almostof this
completely
lackin allHayes'
other
actionthat
pictures
type. ability
Bernadeneher
and acting
made
the mostblonde
talkedloveliness
about member
of the cast
ofNew thisLiberty
highlyand entertaining
western.—
J.
W.
Noah,
General patronage. Ideal Theatres, Fort Worth, Texas.
TRAIL western
DUST: and
William
Jimmy Ellison—
Just
another
not Boyd,
entertainment
for college
people,
butand,it having
will sella plethora
itself toof persons
of limited
mentality
such
people,
there
seems they
to bewant.
nothingRunning
for us totime,do except
to givePlayed
them
what
77 minutes.
Augustatre,13-14.—
G.
A.
Van
Fradenburg,
Valley
TheManassa, Col. Farming community patronage.
TURN OFF THE MOON: Johnny Downs, Eleanore
Whitney.Downs
Charlesand Ruggles—
Johnny
EleanoreExcellent
Whitney light
make musical.
a nice
dance
PlayedN. July
10. — L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace
Theatre,team.
Penacook,
H. General
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross,
MarthaGood
Raye.combination
Bob Burns —ofEveryone
well pleased
this.
stars. Running
time,with90
minutes.
Played
August
13-14.—
H.
G.
Kraus,
Theatre, Tolley, N. D. Small town patronage. Tolley
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SEATTLE THEATRES
FACE SUNDAY CLOSING
Seattle theatres and other places of
amusement will be closed on Sundays,
if beer parlor operators are successful
in a legal action now pending. Resenting the invoking of a 1909 "blue
law" ordinance prohibiting the sale
of beer on Sunday, tavern proprietors
are attempting a retaliatory closing of
every type of business and amusement
enterprise on the same ground.
Prosecuting Attorney B. Gray Warner
has the case under advisement.
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but
was Plaza
well received and worth playing. — Harland
Rankin,
General
patronage.Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
CAN'TDon HAVE
Alice Faye,
RitzYOUBros.,
Ameche —EVERYTHING:
Good
show.— John
Broadway Theatre,
Schuylerville,
N. Y.A. MilliSmall
town gan,
patronage.

United Artists
A STARto expectations.
IS BORN: Fredric
Janet
GaynorNot
soMarch,
manyGaynor
drinking
for aupwonderful
actor likeWhyMarch.
very scenes
good.
—Leon
C.
Bolduc,
Majestic
Theatre,
Conway,
N. H.
General patronage.
BELOVED
ENEMY: us Merle
Oberon,
BrianbutAhernerhis
picturevaluebrought
divided
opinions,
proved
box
office
for
the
first
of
the
week.
—Harland
Rankin, patronage.
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,Enjoyed
Ontario,it
Canada. General
GAYLeoDESPERADO,
THE: NinoIt isMartini,
Idato Lupino,
difficult
believe that Carrillo,
a United Mischa
ArtistsAuer—
picture would
be suitable
for
a
Friday-Saturday
date,
but
this
Pickford-Lasky
production
is
perfectly
at
home
on
an
action
day.
Briefly,mostit cowboy
is nothingfilmmore
than
a glorified
western
Ideal Theatres, Fort Worth, Texas. General patron- that
stars
dreameffective
of beingcomedy
starredof
Republic
but seldom
are.
The
highly
age.QUALITY STREET: Katharine Hepburn, Franchot inCarrillo
and angle
Mischacontributed
Auer successfully
camouflages
DANGEROUS HOLIDAY: Ra Hould, Hedda Hop- Tone — Excellent for what it is. The only fault is only the operatic
by Martini
to such an
extentpraising
that the
debunkers
high
brow
music
per, Guinnto "Big
Boy"
Somenames,
day Republic
percentage cared to find out what it out
isdouble
going
wakepictures,
up to Williams—
themeanfactsomething.
that
evenhowin awasveryand small
the
star
and hisofFort
voice—
J. W. Texas.
Noah, came
New
the
resulting
gross
proves
it's
not
what
our
feature
Just
Liberty
and
Ideal
Theatres,
Worth,
Genfolks
want.
Played
July
15-16.
—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
many theatregoers,
or exhibitors
for thatmight
matter,nothavebe Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patronage.
eral patronage.
heard
of
Ra
Hould?
This
newcomer
half badforced
if given
a chanceFreddie
to be himself
insteadwhoof THERE GOES MY GIRL: Ann Sothern, Gene
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR: Marlene Dietrich,
being
to emulate
Bartholomew
Donat—
Heavy Theatre,
drama. Conway,
Very interesting.—
Leon
— Satisfactory
PlayedN. JulyH. C.Robert
obviously
inspired
story ofofa his
talented
child worth.
whose 7.Raymond
Bolduc,
Majestic
N. H. General
— L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palacecomedy
Theatre,feature.
Penacook,
relatives value
himthisbecause
financial
patronage.
General
Sound
and
photography
are
adequate.
—
J.
W.
Noah,
New Liberty
and Ideal Theatres, Fort Worth, Texas.
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR: Robert Donat,
WHEN'S
YOUR
E. Brown,
General
patronage.
MarleneA. Dietrich—
NotBroadway
so hot. Theatre,
Played August
22-23.—
Marian
— This
isBIRTHDAY?:
aboutif they
on a like
parJoewith
usualof John
E.star.Marsh
Brown
pictures,
the tothe
antics
Schuylerville,
HIT THE SADDLE: Bob Livingston, Ray Cor- Joe
N.
Y. SmallMilligan,
town patronage.
this
He
is
given
full
opportunity
do
his
rigan
—
Double
featured
this
with
"The
Great
Hospital
stuff
but
somehow
this
did
not
do
any
extra
busiLAST OF Heather
THE MOHICANS:
Randolph bigger
Scott, busiBinMystery," binatTwentieth
Century-pleased.
Fox. HadPlayed
a goodAugust
comness that one expects from
a Joe
picture.
ion and both pictures
Angel—
We expected
of thismaterial.
star E.it— J.Brown
mayE. beStacker,
neces- me Barnes,
13-14. — A.RuralE. andEliasen,
Rialtopatronage.
Theatre, Paynesville, To holdsary tothegivepopularity
ness thanmake
we enjoyed,
but have
no regrets
as Plaza
these
better
Minn.
small town
Myrtle Theatre.himDetroit,
Mich. General
patronage.
pictures
customers.—
Harland,
Rankin,
HIT PARADE, THE: Frances Langford, Phil WOMAN I LOVE, THE: Paul Muni, Miriam Hop- Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
WHEN THIEF MEETS THIEF: Douglas FairRegan
There'sis wrong
a lot with
of stuff
this one.
guess
kins—A superb cast war
of players ofwere
utterly wasted
that
is— what
it— tooin much
of it Iis would
"just in this cially
melodramatic
banks, Jr., Valerie
Hobson— Twentieth
Double featured
with "It
stuff."
It's once
the sort
of a picture
a person
miscast
wassuitable
Miss story
Hopkins,aeronautics.
while
Muni Espewas Happened
Out thisWest,"
Century-Fox.
sit make
through
but
would
put up that
a claims
fight
ifityouto tried
lacking
in
any
opportunities.
—
Played
July
Patrons
enjoyed
picture
but "It Played
Happened
Out
toBig
him
do
it
again.
Republic
be
a
8-9.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N.
H.
West"
didn't
appeal
to
majority.
August
Special and evidently spent a lot of money on it, General patronage.
20-21.
— A.RuralE. andEliasen,
Rialto
Theatre, Paynesville,
but spending termoney
does
not
always
result
in
enMinn.
small
town
patronage.
ent. RVan
un ing time,
83 minutes. PlayedTheatre,
AugYOU Onslow
CAN'T Stevens
BUY LUCK:
Haworth, Helen
ust 20-21.—Col.G. taA.inmFarming
Fradenburg,
Mack,
aVinton
lightweight
Manassa,
community Valley
patronage.
mer. PlayedN. July
21. ——L.JustA.patronage.
Irwin,
Palace programTheatre, Universal
Penacook,
H.
General
NAVYand BLUES:
Dick Purcell,
Mary
Brian—
This
light
nameless
program
picture
held and
up surprisLET THEM LIVE:but John
Howard, Nan Greyingly
well
as
part
of
a
double
program
seemed
Okay
no draw.
10. —
please.
story with
is farmorefromcarebeingthanoriginal
L. A.eralentertainment
Irwin,
Palace Theatre,
Penacook,PlayN. July
H. Genitto has
been The
produced
several butof Showmen
patronage.
the other
Republic
releases.—
J.
W.
Noah,
New
LibBEYOND
BENGAL:
(Harry
Schenck
producer)—
Ideal Theatres, Fort Worth, Texas. Gen- Here is a picture that "out-Bucks" anything that NIGHT KEY: Boris Karloff, Jean Rogers— In this
eralerty andpatronage.
Frank Buck
ever made.
by a whirlwind
cam-the Boris Karloff plays the part of a kindly inventor.
pawere
ign, we sprung
this inBacked
a midweek
spot andselling
It holds the
interestmanner.
all theItwaycan andeasilyfinishes
in an
results
verylobbygratifying.
Titleunusually
possesses
be classed
RKO Radio
power
and
the
displays
are
good.
In asunusual,
a muchthrilling
better than
the average melodrama.
This
these
days
of
formula
made
movies
it
is
indeed
a
rare
did
a
good
average
Summer
Sunday
business.
—
J. E.
treat can
to bestand
able tobackpresent
a productionthe ofpress
this type.
Stocker, Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. General
BORDER
CAFE:
John
Beal,
Armida—
Just
a
passYou
of
everything
book
able programmer.
RunningOldtime.Town,66 minutes.
W. E. claims. It is in this picture. Running time, 78 min- patronage.
McPhee,
Strand Theatre,
Maine. —General
utes.—HarryInd.M. General
Palmer. patronage.
Temple Court Theatre
patronage.
TOP OF THE TOWN: George Murphy, Doris
Washington,
Nolan— They
and spent
money
enoughcertainly
to makeworked
this a hard
box enough
office winner
but
DANIEL
BOONE:
George
O'Brien,
Heather
Angel,
Ralph
Forbes
—
George
O'Brien
as
a
star
has
ceased
somehow
it didn't
jell.moving
There atis amuch
inpacethisandto
towellmean
much
as
an
attraction
but
his
pictures
draw
entertain
and
it
keeps
lively
at ourventure stheatres
because
of
their
action.
This
adTwentieth
Century
-Fox
as
a
whole
you
can
class
it
as
above
average
entertory, donefar somewhat
small timea mantainment. For us this did just a fair average business
ner and reaction;
being
an inepic,thecommented
received
good
ANGEL'SthanHOLIDAY:
Robert
the year.—
J. E.patronage.
Stocker, Myrtle Theaudience
a from
few
patrons
onmemthe 24.—
-Better
some Palace
of herJane
recentWithers,
ones.
PlayedN.KeJu1"H. for thisatre,time
Detroit,ofMich.
General
L.
A.
Irwin,
Theatre,
Penacook,
bad makeup
of
Ralph
Forbes
and
several
other
General patronage.
bers of the vertisem nt.cast.
They
looked
like
a
cosmetic
adWE
HAVE
OUR
MOMENTS:
Sally Eilers, James
W. Noah,
Libertypatronage.
and Ideal
Dunn
— So itforhas.
Most Played
everyoneJulyliked
Theatres, Fort—J. Worth,
Texas.NewGeneral
DAVIDwithHARUM:
Will Rogers,
Evelyn Venable—
attendance
the
day.
20— L.it.patronage.
A.Average
Irwin,
Reissue
Will
Rogers.
Very
entertaining.
RunPalace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N.
H.
General
NEW
FACES
OF
1937:
Joe
Penner,
Harriet
Hilning
time.
83
minutes.—
W.
E.
McPhee,
Strand
Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General patronage.
liard
— Were
weterrible,
sorry wethisplayed
thisanything
picture! weThUlght
Marx
Bros,
beats
ever
WINGS
OVER
HONOLULU:
Wendy
Barrie,
Ray
GREAT HOSPITAL MYSTERY, THE: Sally Blane, Millaud— One of Universal's best this season. Ray
played. Might please a few kiddies who can laugh
Milland is liked. Wish more had seen it. Played July
at anything,
others,N.no.H.— Leon
C. Bolduc,
Beck— Double
featured
this _ with "Hit
the 27.—
tic Theatre, but
Conway,
General
patronage.Majes- Thomas
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N.
H.
Saddle,"
Republic.
Had
a
good
combination
and
both
pleased. Paynesville,
Played AugustMinn.13-14.Rural
— A. E.andEliasen.
Rialto
Theatre,
small General patronage.
NEWNothing
FACESto OF
Hil- pictures
town patronage.
liard—
brag 1937:
about.JoeSomePenner,
liked itHarriet
and others
didn't.— John
Milligan,
IT HAPPENED OUT WEST: Paul Kelly, Judith Warner Brothers
lerville,
N. Y. A. Small
townBroadway
patronage.Theatre, SchuyAllen— Doubled
with so"When
Thief Meetsdid
ON
AGAIN—
OFF
AGAIN:
Wheeler
and
Woolsey—
Thief,"
United featured
Artists. this
Wasn't
hot, although
CALL ITter—Fine fAor sophisticates;
DAY: Oliviasillyde for
Havilland,
Ian Played
Hunis doubtless
one of the that,
best the
boysthe have
made
good
business
first night.
Patrons
enjoyed
the rest.Penacook,
inThis
years
and
demonstrates
with
story
and
Thief
Meets
Thief,"
but
"It
Happened
Out20-21."When
West"
L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre,
the direction
they Keystonish
are still box( ?office.
appealRialto
to majority.
Played AugustMinn.
— A. July
N. H. 14.—General
the
fast passing
) type Belonging
of comedy,to didn't
E.and Eliasen,
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Rural
small town patronage.
there's
any More
theatrepower
manager's
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Joan
a picturea spot
like onthis.
to theprogram
Wheeler-for MIDNIGHT
TAXI: Brian Donlevy, Frances Drake Blondell
—July
Excellent
butL.it A.failedIrwin,
to warrant top rental.
Woolsey team
and may Temple
thev keepCourt'em Theatre,
coming through.
—Harry
M.
Palmer,
Wash—story.
A veryOur good
actionwerepicture
with a andfairlydue original
Played
ington, Ind. General patronage.
patrons
well
pleased
to
the
Penacook,
N. 25-26.—
H. General
patronage. Palace Theatre,
title as well as the names came in profitable numbers.
W. Noah, New Liberty and Ideal Theatres, Fort GO GETTER, THE: George Brent, Anita LouisePARK Roberts
AVENUE
George camp
O'Brien,intrigue
Bea- —J.
— This LOGGER:
story
of logging
Good movie fare. Played
17. — L.patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace
held uptricetronswell
box office
and title
satisfied
pa- Worth, Texas. General patronage.
N. H. July
who wereat theattracted
by the
and oursubject
ON
THE roll—WellAVENUE:
Dick doPowell,
Car- Theatre, Penacook,
{Continued
onGeneral
pape 90)
received. Musicals
not goMadeleine
over big here.
rather than the star. — J. W. Noah. New Liberty and

MODERN

TODAY'S

splendid motion picture quality

can be completely
reproduced

protected... perfectly

. . . with Eastman

Fine -Grain

Duplicating Films. For the simple reason
that these new
making

materials are capable of

duplicates actually indistinguish-

able from originals. With

them

the du-

plicating process goes definitely modern.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Fine-Grain

DUPLICATING

FILMS

90
(.Continued from page 88)
SINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
Weston— Plenty
zip. A good
in anyStrand
spot.
Running
time,
105of minutes.—
W. E.showpatronage.
McPhee,
Theatre, Old Town,
Maine. General
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OHIO SHOWS FILMS
URGING HIGHWAY CARE
Employing a trailer equipped with
projector and sound facilities, the
Ohio State Safety Cotmcil presented
a two-hour outdoor program at
North Lake Park, Mansfield, Ohio,
recently, showing films sponsored by
the Mansfield Traffic Safety Council,
appealing for highway safety.

Short Features
Educational
SHOP, THE: Terry-Toons— Fa
L.BOOK
A.eralIrwin,
patronage.Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. GenCOMIC ARTIST'S
Comedies—This series fastisHOME
becomingLIFE:theout. Two-Reel
tworeelers Theatre,
Educational
—only
L. good
A. Irwin,
Palace
Penacook,turning
N. H. General
patronage.
HOLLYWOOD
PARTY: two-reel.
Musical comedies—
Plenty
CRYSTAL
BALLET: Treasure
Chest— Amateurs
entertainment
All color
atstuff
screen
their offeaturing
the stars inof this
Hollywood. Running
time, short
two
when technique,
it comes tothisthefroup
skates,of skaters
however.knowIt would
reels.—
have
been
fineIrwin,
withoutPalace
the attempt
atPenacook,
dramatization.—
Kansas. Gladys
Small E.townMcArdle,
patronage.Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Fair.
—
L.
A.
Theatre,
N.
H.
General patronage.
SONGy of LaOF Marseillaise
REVOLT: Tabloid
song mostMusicals—
suitableThein hisour
LOVE NEST ON WHEELS: Two-reel Comedies- 70 per torcent
French
town.—Canada.
Harland General
Rankin, patronage.
Plaza TheGets
by
but
no
belly
laughs.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
atre,
Tilbury,
Ontario,
Theatre Penacook, N. H. General patronage.
SWINGthatWEDDING:
hot, jazzy
will entertainHarman-Ising—
the grownupsA more
than
OFF Palace
THE HORSES:
Bert Lahr—N.Funny.
L. A. cartoon
Irwin,
Theatre,
Penacook,
H.
General
the
kiddies.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook.
N. H. General patronage.
patronage.
MONEY:
Pay Series—
PIXILATED: Harry Gribbon— How we hate to see A TORTURE
very selvgruesome
picture Crime
onclaims
how Doesn't
peopleinsurance
torture
themstars' aname
appear.
just terribly
epanies.—Harland
s to collect accident
from
comHethis
good Penacook,
singing He's
voice
— L. patronage.
A.unfunny.
Irwin,
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury,
PalaceshowsTheatre,
N. H.in this.
General
Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
McGUIRE: Terry -Toons— Fai:
TWO1 TOO Gang
YOUNG:
Our
screamthe
L.SALTY
A.eralIrwin,
kids.recite
It is Gang—
worth Another
theof price
patronage. Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. Gen- from
short theto Our
hear Alfalfa
Charge
the ofLight
Brigade. Running time, 11 minutes. — Gladys E. Mcpatronage.Ardle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kansas. Small town
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
DO YOUand THINK?:
BARS offering.—
AND STRIPES:
Musicals—PenaFair ThisWHAT
is excellent
different. M-G-M
It deals Miniatures—
with mental
musical
Irwin, Tabloid
Palace Theatre,
telepathy
and ends Itup bywillletting
folks think,
draw their
co k, N. H. GeneralLi A.patronage.
own
conclusions.
make thethem
too.
They
liked
it.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
PenaCOLORFUL BOMBAY: FitzPatrick Travel Talksc
o
k
,
N
.
H.
General
patronage.
Splendidatre, color
L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace ThePenacook,travelogue.—
N. H. General
Paramount
INSTALLMENT COLLECTOR, THE: Fred Allen
—notSo thebad Fred
it willAllenwreckof today
any show
and did ours.
It's
but something
he made
when
the
galsIrwin,
were Palace
wearingTheatre,
their dresses
aboveN. theH.
knee.
—
L.
A.
Penacook,
General patronage.
KING SOCCER: Grantland Rice Sportlights— Not
as good asE.otherEliasen,
Sportlights. Running
10 minTheatre,time,
Paynesville,
Minn. utes.—A.
Rural and small Rialto
town patronage.
LOST AND FOUNDRY: Popeye the Sailor— All
enjoyed
it. Running
time, 8 minutes.—
A. E.andEliasen,
Rialto
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn. Rural
small
town patronage.
LOVERS'
PARADISE:
Musical
Romance^-A
lovely
to look Palace
at subjectTheatre,
with nice
HawaiianN. music—
L. A.
Irwin,
Penacook,
H. General
patronage.
MUSIC BY MORGAN: Russ Morgan and His
( h-chestra
orchestra
— L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre,—Good
Penacook,
N. H.short.General
TWILIGHT
ON
THE
TRAIL:
Screen
Songs—print,
Excellent Screenthese
Song reels
but weworsereceived
poor
which
hurts
than itaPenacook,
does someN.
others.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
H. General patronage.
TheTWISTER
ball fans PITCHER,
will get a bigTHE:kick Popeye
out of the
this—Sailor—
L. A.
Irwin,
patronage.Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General
WRESTLING
A LAUGH):
Rice
BULLS -EYE
Sportlights—
Good (IT'S
sporting
A.Grantland
Irwin, Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N. H. reel.—
GeneralL. patronage.
ACCURACY.
Shoot out your releases by Railway Express ... the com- RKO Radio
plete day and night rush service for producer and
DAY WITH
DIONNEneeded
QUINTUPLETS,
exhibitor. Top-speed by rail. Super-speed by Air Ex- extra
Special—
This hasTHE
things
to bringitm likesomeA:a
patrons.
Getthe behind
it. Advertsie
pres . . 250 miles overnight. Nation-wide. Low cost. big feature
and
those
who
follow
the
these
Real economy. Prompt, receipted delivery. 23,000 of- little girls will be more than satisfied.—careers
E. ofStocker,
fices. For service, phone the nearest
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. General J.patronage.
hullabaloo about
MARCH OF TIME: NO. 10— Usual
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Pena— L. patronage.
things co kin, N. H.general.
r_ajclway
General
Express
Twentieth Century - Fox
the
AGENCY, INC.
Adventures
FOR TROUBLE:
LOOKINGCameraman—
A. ofIrwin,
reel.— L. patronage.
GoodN.action
Xewsreel
NATION-WIDE RAIL- AIR SERVICE • Palace
H. General
Theatre, Penacook,
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United Artists
MOOSE HUNTERS: Mickey Mouse— Very good
Mickeyatre,Mouse.
— JohnN. Y.A. Small
Milligan,
Schuylerville,
townBroadway
patronage. TheTHREE LITTLE WOLVES: Silly SymphoniesOne
the outstanding
Harland Rankin,
PlazaofTheatre,
Tilbury, Disney's.—
Ontario, . Canada.
General
patronage.
Universal
YOU to CAN'T
AWAY theWITH
credit
Universal,GETPlaza
showing
workingsIT:of Special—
G-Men. —A
Harland
Canada. Rankin,
General patronage.Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario,
Vitaphone
GIVE forMEyourLIBERTY:
Broadway
better class
audienceBrevities—
L.Excel-A.
Irwin,lent Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N. night.
H. —General
patronage.
JACQUES FRAY AND ORCHESTRA: Melody
Masters
—E.Good
musical. Running time, one reel. —
Gladys
McArdle,
Small town
patronage. Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kansas.
PALM BEACH KNIGHTS: Charles Ahearn— A
tramp's camp
one
the
resorts.
Quite Ontario,
awhich
laugh.—burlesques
Harland General
Rankin,ofpatronage.
Plazaleading
Theatre, Tilbury,
Canada.
PICTORIAL
REVIEWS:
No.
2.—
How
to
cook
Irish
furs Rankin,
in color,Plaza
learning to dance. A good
filler.—stew,
Harland
tario,
Canada. General
patronage.Theatre, Tilbury, OnPORKY'S
carto n in a N.mildROMANCE:
L. A.Looney
Irwin,Tunes—
PalaceOkayTheatre,
Penacook,
H. way.—
General
patronage.
SHE WASAmusing
AN ACROBAT'SRunning
DAUGHTER:
Merrie
Melodies—
time, oneKansas.
reel.
—Gladys
McArdle,cartoon.
Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Small townE. patronage.
Miscellaneous
FEED THE MULTITUDE: Good but the advertising is obvious
and therefore
spoils Penacook,
the effect IN.some-H.
—L. A. Irwin,
Palace Theatre,
General what.patronage.
Chesterfield to Handle 29
Chesterfield Pictures, St. Louis, will distribute 29 Ace Pictures product for the St.
Louis territory under terms of a deal made
between Nat Saland, president of Ace, and
Robert Taylor of Chesterfield. The pictures
contracted for include Tom Keene and Tom
Tyler films and several action features.
African Theatre Opened
The Metro theatre, in Durban, South
Africa, was opened last week in line with
MGM's international expansion policy. The
house has a seating capacity of 2,000 and air
conditioning facilities. Other MGM theatres
recently built abroad include houses in Rio
de Janeiro, Montevideo and Lima, Peru.
McBride in Kansas City
C. M. McBride, formerly associated with
the Warner Brothers exchange in Kansas
City, has returned
manager
city
salesman.
For theas office
last five
and anda half
years, Mr. McBride has been working with
the company in San Francisco.
To Distribute Trailer Product
Independent Film Distributors, Kansas
City, will distribute Theatre Trailer Corporation product forThe Kansas,
Iowa and Nebraska.
concern isMissouri,
headed
by Homer Blackwell.
Obtain Distribution Rights
Principal Film Exchange, Inc., ^has obtained the distribution rights to "Crusade
Against
for New York and northern New Rackets"
Jersey territories.
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Over
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theaters
General

These Prominent
Film Companies are our co-distribuos. . . ready to serve you as
a connecting link with General
Screen Advertising, Inc. These
are the ONLY advertising film
distributors within our set-up!
ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
GREEN'S
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
San Francisco,
Cat.
MOTION SKREENADZ LTD.
Vancouver, B. C.
RAY-BELL FILMS, INC.
St. Paul, Minn.
SCREEN ADETTES
Portland, Ore.
SCREENAD EXCHANGE
Binghamton, N. Y.
TAD SCREEN ADVERTISING, INC.
Dallas, Texas

share

in

Screen

of $1,000,000
EXTRA INVESTMENT
EXTRA
big

OPERATING
extra

COST

income

Advertising,

Inc.

Through our New York and Chicago offices (where national
advertising appropriations grow thickest) we create and sell
Minute Movie campaigns— ninety foot national screen ads—
for more than 6500 theaters from coast to coast including
Canada.
We hope you are one of our theaters — serviced and contacted
by one of our co-distributor members (names appear on the
left). No advertising film distributor except these listed are a
part of the General Screen Advertising set-up.
Big national advertisers such as Chevrolet, Alka-Seltzer,
Hubinger, Bauer & Black, Procter & Gamble, etc. are General
Screen Advertising accounts. No wonder we cut a big melon
for theater owners in the past twelve months — no wonder we
can say the next twelve months will show billing well in excess
of $1,000,000. Write today for further information.
GENERAL

SCREEN

WRIGLEY BLDG.

ADVERTISING,

Inc.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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acoustic

of

in correcting
faults

.
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C. C. POTWIN
The absorption characteristics of the various
types of acoustic treatment materials, how to
apply them efficiently to correct specific kinds of
faults, and decoration without impairing sound
reception — all of them matters about which
nearly every theatre owner, manager and architect at some time seeks expert counsel — will be
discussed by C. C. Potwin in the two concluding
articles of his current series in Better Theatres,
C. Potwin,
is"Theatre
attachedAcoustics
to the Today."
technical C.
consulting
staffwhoof
Erpi, has been dealing with acoustic problems
continuously since the inception of sound pictures. His first discussion of the efficient application of materials (series' fifth article) will appear
in the September 18th issue of
BETTER

THEATRES
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Cash Award

Game

Insurance

Under

Fire in Two

Places

The newest outgrowth of chance games —
"bank night
insurance"
which
winner
to collect
even if he
is notenables
presenta
at the theatre during the drawing, was
ordered discontinued in Cleveland and Wisconsin this week. At the same time, "surprise nights,"punishable
a modified under
"grab-bag"
game,
was declared
the Missouri
lottery
laws
by
the
Attorney
General's
office in Jefferson City.
Labeling bank night a lottery, Cleveland's assistant police prosecutor, David C.
Meek, ordered dissolution of the "Dependable Pay Plan" recently introduced as
"bank night insurance." Promoters were
warned to cease operations or face
charges of promoting a scheme of chance.
District Attorney Oscar M. Edwards, in
Racine, Wis., similarly warned the Racine
Novelty Company to halt selling bank night
insurance,laws.declaring that it violates the State
lottery
Selling the insurance at 15 cents a week,
the Racine company is reported to agree
tohe pay
"policy
holder"hadthehe total
wouldthe have
received
been amount
at the
theatre during the time of the drawing.
Declaring
illegal,
Frank-of
lin E. Reagan,"surprise
assistantnights"
attorney
general
Missouri, asserted that a lottery is a scheme
"wherein anything of value is, for a considallotted bymust
chance."
ment thateration,
patrons
register The
theirrequirenames
in a bookstitute aconsideration,
in the lobby was
sufficient
to conhe said.
Ten-O-Win Amusement Company, San
Francisco firm nationally distributing a theatre promotional game, was victorious in
federal court recently in a copyright infringement suit against the Rolleo Company,
another novelty concern, and Blumenfeld
Theatre Circuit.
In Marion, Ohio, hearings were started
on the prosecution of George Planck, manager of the Palace, in that city, for operation
ofPlanck
a chance
game.employes,
Co-defendants
Mr.
are three
all girl with
cashiers,
who were seized when police raided the thedrawing.
atre as 1,000 patrons watched a sweepstakes
Swedish Film Wodehouse
A Swedish film version of P. G. Wodehouse's
"Summer Lightning,"
is being
producedstory,
in Stockholm.
The story has
been
rewritten to fit Swedish customs by Hans
Ekman,
Ekman. son of the Swedish actor, Gosta
Chase Gets Franchise
Maurice Chase, former Cincinnati film
salesman, has obtained the franchise of Imperial Pictures in that city. O. W. Holthaus,
associated with Ross-Federal Service since
1930, is in charge of sales and bookings.
Paul Fine Joins GB
Paul Fine, formerly with Universal, has
been
managerLester
of GB's
Des Moines
branch,named
succeeding
Rosenthal.
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TODAY
and TOMORROW
Get talking to any theatreman and sooner or later the subject gets around to the two things that concern him most — ■
enough of a salary to make possible a comfortable living and
a bit of a savings account, first, and security for the future,
second. In return for the usual job the capable manager turns
in and the lengths he is willing to go to hold up his end, these
aims and ambitions seem far from fantastic. But to be wondered at is that in so many situations theatremen seem to have
no great store of optimism in looking forward to these objectives.
The need of intelligent, ingenious showmanship permeates
every branch of the motion picture industry from production to
exhibition — especially exhibition. And showmanship being a
delicate thing, it would seem that those who are possessed of
it should be relieved of such damaging personal fears that
must if not eliminated affect not only their livelihood but also
their grosses.
To look on the brighter side it can be said and gratefully
that the entire picture is not a black one; that there are theatre executives here and about who regard the welfare of
personnel as of the greatest importance, who list protection
and security
of workers
the economicfew,
"musts."
And
since these
instanceshighareamong
not dishearteninly
since
those who nourish manpower are obviously profiting thereby, it is to be deduced that in time if not immediately others
in position to do so must be impressed with the boxoffice logic
of making similar conditions possible.
of thisofdepartment's
andBecause
theatremen
the circuit, close
your contacts
Chairman with
has executives
for some
years been allowed the welcome opportunity of observing the
advantages of such harmony between bossman and manager
in
the operations
Famous
TheAtlantic
circuit
numbers
some 200 orof more
housesPlayers-Canadian.
that reach from the
to the Pacific but the thousands of miles that separate individual managers from home office are narrowed down to a handspan through the warm and personal relationships of employer and employee.
Famous Players-Canadian managers' sharing plan, free life
policies and further low-cost insurance created by the forethought of headmen N. L. Nathanson and J. J. Fitzgibbons
have been detailed here before. Aimed to make possible adequate remuneration and security for the future, these arrange-

meeting weekly

Qp

aid and progress

ments at once clear away most dangerous obstacles in the
path of the theatreman who wants to devote all of his time
and his mind to his work, who cannot do so unless he is relieved of rent and old-age worries.
It is significant to note at the last convention that Mr. Fitzgibbons, saddled with a thousand and one affairs of circuitwide
importance, nevertheless in his address before the assemblage
found
speaktheof security
the company's
responsibility
had to
do withtime
the tofuture,
of managers
within theas fold.
Every Famous Players-Canadian theatreman in attendance
must have returned to his situation with high resolve to do a
good job even better for the coming year, in return at least
for this laudable recognition. There is every reason to feel
that the same much to be desired relationship between executive and manager in other situations is within reach of those
day.
willing to regard as matters of great importance, the necessity of a fair shake for the manager tomorrow as well as toV V V
IN PRAISE OF GOOD WORK
One hears many stories of managers who squawk all over the
lot when the opposition puts over an unusual newspaper tiein
or otherwise. It seems that execution of a high-power idea by
one theatreman is often the signal for remonstration instead
of admiration. Little consideration is evidently given to the
thought that an idea put over by one man may react in favor
of every other theatre in that spot.
Luckily, the hammer is not employed universally. There are
managers about who do not hesitate to speak up when the
other fellow turns in a noteworthy job and among those may be
listed Otus Bowes, of the Grand Theatre, in Regina, Canada,
who
writes byin toLarry
praise
a recentat jobtheofopposition
work on "Elephant
Boy"
put over
Graburn,
Metropolitan.
Mr.
Bowes
is
nice
enough
to
say:
"Graburn
deserves
a
lot
credit for his work. . .1 only hope that some day I will be ableof
to send in a campaign as good."
It'stionsa cinch
that grosses
are generally
in thoseof smart
situawhere managers
take time
out to singbetter
the praises
exploitation, opposition or otherwise.
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F.^OR date on "Go Getter," Manager Art Wart ha, Roxy Theatre,
f~J LaPorte, Ind., tied his campaign effectively to the annual statewide
bathing contests
beauty contest
the title
of "Miss
As part
the elimination
held on for
the Roxy
stage,
WarthaIndiana."
had girls hold
lettersof
to spell out title. Picture was also sold by giant letters attached to curtain
as shown. . . . Electric display covering entire front was used on Paramount's campaign for "Soids At Sea" at the New York Globe.
Persuading Governor Bailey to issue a proclamation in favor of "The Good
Earth" ahead of the date in Little Rock, Ark., topped the campaign put on
by Ralph Noble, Robb & Rowley city manager, with the help of Jimmie
Thames, MGM exploiteer. In addition, theatremen were allowed to plant
signs such as shown on the State Capitol grounds. . . . Tiein with local
Scottish societies was featured by Warnerites Miller and Pearlstein on "Wee
Willie Winkie" at the Hippodrome, Cleveland, with special costumed party
for Scot lassies and parents.
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carried
I J ~\M ORY
ivas top
streetatop
stunttruck
put and
on bycarrying
ManagermenA. inS. oilskins
Murch,
Jr.,
for
"Captains
Courageotis"
at
the
North
Shore,B.
Gloucester, Mass. . . . Giant lobby setpiece created by
B. Hamilton, Palace, Norwich, Conn., for "Broadway
Melody," was made of 4 by 12 beaverboard.
A 1907 model auto was the jallopy used by Manager Walter
De Witt for his "Mountain Music" street bally for the date at
Loew's Victory, Evansville, Ind. . . . Another surrealistic display for "Topper" fashioned by Manager J. G. Samartane at
Loew's moted
Palace,
Meriden,
from local
shops. Conn. Items on the board were all prom
1H>Reported to have been flown especially from the Coast for the opening at the Palace, Saratoga, N. Y., print of "Walter Wanger's
Voguesat ofairport
193 8" tois shoivn
deliveredHizzoner
by Ed Clifford,
pilot,
Mayor about
Addisonto beMallery,
acting aslocal
the
head of the reception committee for Manager Herrington.
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FIELD

Psychology

SUBSEOUENTS ELIGIBLE
"Star" Contest
FOR
"STELLA" PRIZES
To exploit
Star Is Born,"
Dave
Dallas,
Grand, "A
Holdenville,
Okla., staged
Theatremen in the subsequent runs
desirous of entering campaigns in
adays
"Do ahead
you want
to be a Planted
star" contest
of opening.
in local10
United Artists' "Stella Dallas" $1,000
dailies teaser copy carried such catchlines
prize contest will have an equal
chance
at the money, according to
as "do you want to be a movie star," "can
Monroe Green thai, since the competiyou act," "can you sing, dance," etc. "If
tions are open until November 1st.
so, register now for our contest and reEntrants are assured all campaigns
Someceive guest
30 tickets."
contestants responded with
will be given equal consideration retypical amateur talent. Mike and master
gardles ofsituation.
of ceremonies together with special Hollywood set was used on the stage and a
number of girls appeared in Hollywood
fashions depicting well known stars.
Railroad Front
Effective lobby display was conceived
Anniversary
by Louie Charninsky, Capitol, Dallas,
Special first anniversary program was Texas, on "Silent Barriers" in which he
distributed by Frank Mangham, Phoenix dressed his boxoffice to represent the
Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz., featuring mer- front of a railroad engine. Miniature electric train was kept in motion beside dischants' congratulatory ads, cuts of house
personnel together with pictures of coolLobbyman was dressed as brakeman
ing system, projection booth, etc. Regu- play.
lar feature of Frank's program is weekly and victrola played train records.
set of gag etiquette rules which he reports receiving considerable comment.
Windows
Fight Bally
Promoted truck from local car dealer
was used as street bally by Harry Schlinker, Warner Theatre, San Pedro, Cal.,
for "Kid Galahad." Two ushers dressed
as boxers were planted on touring bannered truck, lads sparring as they covered neighborhoods. Oversized cutout
head of Ed Robinson was attached to back
of truck, and display board was constructed for lobby with fight scene stills,
playdates, etc.
Pearce Parkhurst, New Star Theatre,
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine, on "Day at the
Races"
local dairy
distributedthrough
colored tieup
heraldswithcarrying
small
cuts of each of the Brothers with gag
instructions on how to properly eat ice
cream
Copyof ended
know cones.
what kind
cream with
the "we
boysdon't
are
eating, but if it is ours," etc., etc.

Local merchant cooperated with Abner
Pinanski's
for byTomorrow"
date
at the "Make
Modern, Way
Boston,
featuring
window
displays
of
young
men's
model
graduation clothes. Background consisted
of cutout letters spelling out title while
front of the window contained numerous
stills with credit copy. Audience reaction
cards were distributed, comments received used on lobby display boards.
Medallions
At the Stanley, Philadelphia, on opengreat was
the
crowding daythatof it"Saratoga"
was deemedso worthy
of news
story featured prominently by local papers. Souvenir Jean Harlow medallions
were distributed to the first 1,500 in line
proved to be one of the highlights in the
campaign, also being mentioned by

Myrtle Elrod, publicist, Fox Midland
Theatre,
Kan.,cameraman
for "Nighton
Must Fall"Pittsburg,
used candid
streets, distributing heralds offering
passes to those whose pictures appeared
on easel in front of theatre opening day.
Myrtle further contacted professor of psychology atKansas State Teachers College
enlisting his cooperation in selling the
picture to summer students.
Review
Carrying out the financial idea featured
in
New Schreiber,
York," Johnnie
Barcroft"Toast
and of
Harry
respectively
publicity chief and city manager of RKO
houses in Columbus, planted a stockticker
in actual operation in front of the Palace
Theatre. Financial editors and local
financiers were invited to a special screening and tieups included distribution of
stage money heralds, Toast of New York
Night at dance halls, etc.
Animation
Special front was constructed by
Arden Rootes, Olympic Theatre, Utica,
N. Y., on "Slave Ship," predominating
color being light sky blue with water
green at bottom. Portholes at either
side of box-office were transparent with
flashing light behind each. Large panel
at right contained figure of Warner Baxter at steering wheel, which was driven
by motor to provide animation.
Benefit
Three column cut and story on "Capthe Capitol,
Barre,tains
Pa.,Courageous"
was theat reward
of AlWilkes
Coxe
for special showing to patients at local
hospital. Busses bannered with giant
signs were sent out by Al to cover entire
drawing area and stop at factories, mills,
etc., to catch attention of employees at
lunch and quitting time.

papers.
Rose Trellis
Slogan Contest
In a beautiful scenic effect, P. G.
To launch
"DevilDeSoto,
Is Driving"
campaign atthe Dehis Soto,
Mo., Louie
Travers, La Scala Theatre, Paisley, ScotDietrich Cup
Collins planted contest in paper offering
land
for
"Romeo
and
Juliet"
dressed
his
Dietrich cup for valor awarded by Nate lobby depicting the famous lobby scene, tickets to those submitting best slogans
Cohen for his theatres in Atlantic City in with nine-foot cutouts of Norma Shearer for the city's "safety week." Stories were
connection with "Knight Without Armor" and Leslie Howard. Over main stair- run together with slogans submitted and
was deemed sufficiently news-worthy to
ways were archways of green trellis work winners' names. Mayor issued safety
break local papers, wire services, etc. completely covered with rambling roses. week proclamation and parade with police
Cup was awarded to the life guard who Department stores cooperated by featur- escort marched to theatre headed by men
was selected for performing the outstandwindow displays of specially tinted in devil costume driving car bannered
sceneingstills.
ing feat of valor.
with title and playdates.
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MENTION"
JULY
CAMPAIGNS
STRESS
EFFECTIVE
EXPLOITATIONS
holds a bathing contest which is tied in
Winning Theatremen in Indiana,
with statewide "Indiana Days," event in
FOUR DAYS REMAIN
Ohio, Massachusetts Arrange
which girls from all over the state representing their particular towns compete for
FOR
AUGUST
AWARDS
Contests and Tieins of Many
the title ination
of "Miss
Using the elimDeadline
for
Quiglcy
Awards
contest to Indiana."
plug his forthcoming
atKinds for "Awards" Honors
traction, Art had the girls parade across the
August entries having been set for
Highly successful was newspaper constage
each
holding
a
cutout
letter
spelling
midnight of Wednesday, September
test planted in the Cleveland Press by
out the picture title.
Sth, four days yet remain to get in
Manager Ed Miller and publicist Manny
Other outdoor ballys comprised bannered
those last-minute entries for this
plane
flying over city dropping heralds and
Pearlstein at Warner's Hippodrome in
month's
competitions.
To
be
stressed
boat
with lettered sail plied the nearby
connection with the opening of "Wee,
again is that all campaigns to be
Willie
Winkie."
Week
ahead
ad
was
run
beaches
during boat races. Sidewalk stenwith cut of Shirley and wire received from
eligible for August must be at
cils were used and Wartha also promoted a
starlet announcing the coloring contest and
Quigley
Headquarters
by
that
time.
full
chants.page of co-op ads from leading merthat she would present dolls to the winners.
Photos of July entries detailed on
Extensive art and reader breaks were sethis
page
will
be
found
in
the
cured in all dailies and underlines were used
"Tell Us What You Did"
Round Table photo section.
in theatre ads.
Tying in with annual fashion show held
Leighton and Reisman Report
at leading hotel, the boys secured five little
girls and the latest Temple dresses which men dressed in oilskins and so-wester hats Smart Campaigns on "Topper"
the children modeled. Total cost to the sat in the dory while it paraded through
Employing
theatre was one Shirley Temple doll as a the main streets and covered all the beaches
est" nature to many
put overdevices
their ofdatesthe on"screwi"Topdoor prize and autographed photos with on the Cape, the "fishermen" passing out
per,"
Warnerites
Bert
Grand,
Lancaster, Pa., and Jules Leighton,
Reisman, Capitol,
theatre imprint on back. Through tieup imprinted envelopes of promoted candy.
Pa., reported
results onparticular
this unwith B.eeman's
sticks with
of gum
werepicture
proFive-and-ten cooperated with window dis- York, usual
In bothacesituations,
moted and distributed
theatre,
play consisting of beach equipment and attention picture.
was paid to running copy in all
and playdate credits.
nautical
wear.
Colored
poster
was
planted
Robert Bowie, head of the Ohio Scots,
emphasizing that the picture be seen
center of window with proper credits, ads
and Lincoln Dickey, general manager of the in
and small photos scattered around the from the beginning. Another line that
Great Lakes Exposition, talked to Shirley large
and throughout the store.
piqued curiosity was "Shame on You — if
via telephone on Scots Day which was ar- display
the secret
unmen paraded through main streets you giveusual andaway
different
story! It's
idea thethemost
movies
ranged at the Exposition the opening day andThree
around
wharfs
dressed
in
oilskins
with
of the picture. The conversation was car- back banners plugging the attraction. A have had in years — so don't spoil it for your
ried over the loudspeakers on the Expo reported first time in the history of the
Invisible gold fish gag was found to comgrounds to the thousands of visitors listen- town
was cruising of 20-foot motor boat
mand attention. Ornate aquarium filled with
ing in. The continuity was written so as
friends."
with
p.a.
system
around
nearby
shore
repebbles, etc., was placed in lobby with
to include credits for the picture and theattention to the opening. Week water,
atre and stories together with photos were ahead sortsofcallingpremiere
sign reading: "Invisible goldfish used in
lobby was decorated the
used by all local dailies.
production
of 'Topper.' If you think
with life savers, each of which carried this is screwy, wait
till youby see,"
etc. dryKettle
steaming
on
ice
placing
ice
picture erman
copy.costumeTicket
taker
dressed
in
fishParty for Scotch Lassies
and entire staff wore the inside kettle andworked
steam created by water
so-wester imprinted hats. Through tieup dripping on ice, proved good enough to stop
Cards were posted in all Cleveland play- with
the Gloucester Record contest was the folks, similar copy used to tiein the date.
grounds two days ahead and continuing
currently with the theatre offering passes planted with tickets going to those corplace on prominent corner fishing
rectly answering list of questions on the fromBoyaquarium
for prizes in connection with games at these
bowl filled only with water,
recreation centers. Department store ran picture, paper running followup story with was another gag of the same nature and
large ad with theatre credits and devoted winners' names and addresses. Daily also hooked to the picture with "screw" copy.
window display to Temple dresses, 22 to 28 ran serialization of the picture, concluding Reisman even dug up what he termed a
cards were planted on all busses at the chapter being run opening day. Added left-handed monkey wrench for a window
Great Lakes Exposition and special front break was full page story on "Men who go display calling it the only one of its kind in
constructed for display at other Warner art
downandto theatre
the seacredits.
in ships" with addition of town in the tiein copy. Lost articles of aphouse.
parel apparently lost by patrons while laughAnother highlight of the campaign which Wartha Ties Statewide Contest
ingcaseat the
picture weredisplayed
placed inin hisa shownetted additional publicity was party for
and prominently
foyer
Scotch lassies and their parents which was To Campaign for "Go Getter"
held at the theatre. Further publicity was
by Classified
Leighton. "chuckle" contest, "tall story"
Top stuntat the
in Art
Getter"
secured in the
has a campaign
Roxy,Wartha's
La Porte,"GoInd.,
was radio contest and gag teaser ads were among
circulation
of "Night
10,000 Owl,"
and iswhich
distributed
among hotels and night clubs, paper using tieup with Montgomery- Ward plugging new other effective slants worked by both manlarge cut of the starlet together with story bike line especially directed to La Porte's agers.
"Tell Us What You Did"
young
Parade
was
on the picture.
held with"go-getters."
store awarding
bike offorkids
the best
decorated cycle and other prizes including
Murch Plants Nautical Stuff
merchandise plus smaller gifts of bats,
gloves, footballs, dolls, etc. Immediately
On "Captains Courageous" Date
after
parade all entrants were admitted
One of the major stunts on "Captains to the thetheatre
as guests of cooperating merCourageous"
used
by
Art
Murch
at
the
chant who paid for each admission.
North Shore Theatre, Gloucester, Mass.,
Through
cooperation
of circus officials
was a boat bally, back end of which was
dateelephant
Warthawithsecured
built up level with the roof. Through co- playingsion to local
banner
credits,permisthus
operation of local Fisheries, Art promoted
use of a fishing dory which was placed on getting his message before thousands attending the circus. Every summer the Roxy
the truck and appropriately bannered. Two
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George Limerick, Joe Stribling
Put Over "Jinx Prevues" and
Milt Harris Ties the 1 3th to
Contest on "Stella Dallas"
Friday, the 13th, may be regarded generally with apprehension, but for theatremen
it's a grandwhospotfound
for exploitation.
the
members
the date anAmong
excellent
one to aid in putting over their attractions
current with famed Friday, George Limerick
and Joe Stribling did fancy jobs by sponPrevue."
Limericksoring what
puttheyon termed
his owna "Jinx
in conjunction
with "Supersleuth" and Stribling with "PreForvuetheMurdereventMystery."
at the Yale, Cleburne, Tex.,
George effected a number of smart exploitations, inaugurating tiein with leading
insurance man for good results. The insurance man, a member of the national "Black
Cat" 13society
those who
have
sold
accidentcomposed
policies onof Friday,
the 13th,
desired to duplicate the performance and
with this in mind mailed some 200 letters to
prospects offering free tickets to the Jinx
Prevue to all purchasing a policy on that
day. Insurance merchant also took large
co-op ad and reserved the entire 13th, row
of the theatre for his guests at the Prevue.
Cut-out cat, measuring six feet high, was
displayed in lobby two weeks ahead. Cat
figure colored black was supplied with
green cellophane eye-slits which worked
with flashers behind, and "dare you to attend" copy on poster.
Plants Bed in Foyer
Another display in foyer was a bed and
poster reading: "Afraid to throw your hat
on
to attend,"
etc.
Overthethebed?
bed We
was dare
placedyoularge
shadow box
in form of magnifying glass covered with
clear cellophane with picture and Prevue
copy in the aperture. Outside of shadow box
was covered with green-eyed black cats.
Color scheme of entire lobby was in green
for ghost effect, horse shoes were placed
over doors and archways, mirrors marked
with soap to make them appear broken.
Black cat cutouts were hung from chandeliers, pasted on entrance doors and boxoffice windows.
The cat theme was carried out further in
outdoor advertising and in windows. Lettered cutout cats were planted around the
business district, shadow boxes placed on
marquees on prominent corners, sidewalks
stenciled. Same idea was utilized in special
window displays dimly lighted with "dare
you"Newspaper
and othercopy
theatre
included.
was copy
stressed,
of course,
first ad, one-column on five inches reading: "Don't
this a adnimble
if your
tongue
is Jinxed,
but look
if youat are
enunciator
you
can
easily
win
a
free
ticket,"
etc.
went on. to invite patrons to walk up to Ad
the
doorman
and tickets
say "Supersleuth"
13 times
six
seconds,
going to the
first 13in
who did so without slipping. Following ads
carried out the superstition idea and for the
topper, Limerick worked out a nice page
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SCHOOL
AROUND OPENING'S
THE CORNER
For those theatremen who have yet
to conclude their arrangements for
tieins with schools and students for
the opening of the new season, there
is still time to use this angle for tieins.
Imprinted book covers, special heralds,
• attendance prizes, essay contests, etc.,
are among the slants already set and
recommended further.
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13TH
TABLERS
Makes

13th

V ^ry Lucky Day
The exploitation-provocating 13th, in
Cleveland
opening
day theof "Stella
Dallas" at marked
Loew's theState,
so with
hearty
support
of
Manager
Ev
Steinbuch
and
Frank Loftus, United Artists exploiteer,
Milt Harris, rigged up a gag on the date
that brought plenty of cooperation from
leading merchants along Euclid Avenue,
leading
district.
Withinshopping
a half-hour
after the birth of the
idea, reports Milt, some 17 of the stores
invited
came
in
on
the
tiein worked as folco-op
copy reading:
lows. Small imprinted envelopes were disComes tiein
to Cleburne
in Search"Supersleuth
of Super
Values."
Center(seeof below
page wasforgiven
over toof the 13th, tributed,
! Friday,
Maycopy reading
Be Your: "Sh-h-h
Lucky Day.
(Do
the Prevue
example
Limerick's ads).
Not Open in Public.)" One side of numread:Be"Stella
Says
Stribling Does Likewise
Friday,beredthecard inside
13th, May
Your Dallas
Lucky Day.
If the number on this card appears in the
The details
of Limerick's
1936 forPrevue
the leading stores listed on the
served
as sufficient
inspiration
Joe windowssideof you
will receive a gift from
Stribling for an effective Friday, the 13th, other
Barbara
in on
performance at the Kiowa, in Hobart, Okla. the
stunt Stanwyck,"
contributed etc.
a giftEach
for store
the winner
and used windows to announce the contest
Starting
with
teaser
ads
of
the
"dare
you"
variety, Stribling worked up to a three- in addition to listing the individual winning
column smash day ahead which plugged number.
Girl attired in costume similar to one
his Prevue and also the attraction, "Prevue
Murder Mystery."
Big with
ad wasfollowing
headed copy
by a worn by star in picture worked the downFriday,
the 14th, cut
town streets distributing the envelopes.
reading:
superstitious?
Are you
highly effective,
afraid to "Are
walk youunder
ladders? Are
you Stuntris,proved
with thousands
of locals reports
going Harfrom
afraid to cross a black cat's trail ? If you store to store hunting lucky numbers.
Success of the store treasure hunt as put
are then don't attend our Jinx Prevue because you'll have to walk under ladders, on by the Clevelanders follows basic appeal
and makes the stunt applicable
break mirrors, not only cross a black cat's offor theothertieindates.
trail,
but
etc. for
. Joewider
had disthe
ad also madepulluphisas tail,"
a herald
tribution.
"Tell Us What You Did"
Another slick gag was a want ad asking
for 13 black cats for lobby display and StribARE YOU SUPERSTITIOUS?
answer.ling reports felines from far and near in
At the theatre, shadow box backed with
green crepe paper was placed on the stage
and lighted at intervals. For lobby, cutout
black
was created
with similar
copy. catLadder
and broken
mirror "dare"
were
If you do — it's high time that you started
used in lobby ahead, announcements made
to "Wake Up and Live."
at skating rink, ballrooms and other gathering spots.
-rr?~M ATTEND OUR
All the gags arranged for were put on
at the Prevue. Master of ceremonies inmm
mm
vited patrons to come up on the stage and
TONITE at 11:13
help violate the popular superstitions in exchange for guest tickets. One patron was
asked to remove one shoe and walk up to
the Screen — For Jinx Prevue
• Only!
,•
the stage, another to walk under a ladder,
SHERLOCK
RiYalHOLMES'
...
a third to spill salt and not throw any over
his shoulder, a fourth to break a mirror.
JACK OAKIE
The payoff, believe it or not, reports Joe
was that after all the superstitions were
kicked apart, lightning struck the lighting
"Super
plant transformer and left the house in
withSleuth'
ANN■Remember
SOTHERN
darkness. So as an extra feature not schedTonight
YALE
uled, Stribling called for dancers, singers
and musicians from among the audience.
All
in
all
the
party
was
quite
a
success
with
business considerably above the average.
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Members
of

Border

Attends Famous Players-Canadian Convention; Stops at Hamilton, Rochester, Syracuse
trial y, the streets crowded, the stores doby A-MIKE VOGEL
ing business
and main
the theatres
TOM SORIERO MAKES
atremen
in the
houses likewise.
are alert, Theand
Featured by a visit to Toronto to attend
RADIO
TRANSCRIPTIONS
the
operation
in
all
spots
leaves
little to
the annual Famous Players-Canadian circhance.
Advertising
and
exploitation
is
up
cuit'staken
Eastern Managers
last
A recording room in the United
to scratch with merchants as well as the
week was
up and withconvention,
great pleasure
Artists Theatre, Los Angeles, designed
by an expedition out in the field wherein
public show-conscious which is shown in
by Manager Thomas D. Soriero is
the consistently fine campaigns the local
your Chairman also made stops at Hamilton,
utilized for the manufacture of radio
showmen put on. A bit of a rest to catch
Canada, and on this side of the border at
transcriptions made up of imaginary
up a bit and then the next day found your
Rochester and Syracuse.
Honored for the third successive year
reporter, sent on his way by Pollock to
conversations between patrons and
Syracuse where Round Tabler Ed McBride
with an invitation by headman J. J. Pitzcashiers, etc., on coming and current
gibbons, director of theatre operations, to
awaited with not only the key-to-the-city
attractions.
Transcriptions
are
broadbut
with half the fire department on hand
be present at the General Meeting that
cast on local radio stations.
climaxed the convention and the picnic that
to
greet
"visiting
fireman."
With
the able
assistance
of Fire Marshal
followed, your reporter on arrival at the
Charles Wilkes, our faltering steps were
King Edward Hotel found early evidence
of that always-reliable Canadian hospitality. ship and other pertinent angles of showbusi- guided to the Chief's big red wagon in
which the party was speeded up to Loew's
Telephone greetings came from "swell per- ness.
State, which
in McBride's
able
son"mostJimimmediately
Nairn, circuit
and alIn the evening an informal outdoors bar- hands.
There functions
your Chairman
was given
added ad
to head,
in person
by
becue
took
the
place
of
the
usual
dinner
Howard Knevels, who hurried over with and the rest of the program was given over the Big Surprise of the entire trip when on
of Mayor Marvin, Chief Wilkes
the keys-to-the-city. Then with Jim and to dancing and further good-fellowship. behalf
us with a gold badge suitably
Howard to the final meeting where the
day was spent in visiting at some presented
inscribed
notifies the world (and
managers and home office heads were con- ofThethenextToronto
houses and the home offices, traffic cops,which
we hope) that your observer
tinuing enthusiastically under the super"time
marching
on,"
your
Chairis
now
a
member
in good standing of His
vision of genial Clarence Robson, aided and then with
thankful for a marvelous party turned Honor's official staff.
It is of course to be
abetted by executives Morris Stein, R. W. in theman,direction
of
home,
making
his
first
suspected
that
Ed
had something
Bolstad, Ben Geldsaler, among others.
stop at Hamilton especially to see old to do with the wholeMcBride
idea.
Highlights of the session as to be ex- friend John Purves, convalescing at his
pected, were the presentation of the manag- home from a bad attack of illness. Russ Syracuse Called Good Show Town
sharing plan his
checksaddress
by N. before
L. NathanThe badge having been properly admired
son, ers'president,
the McKibbon, skipper of Tivoli, stood by at
gathering and the talk made by Mr. the station and after lunch drove us out to and securely attached to this person, a lot
where
we
visited
with
the
ailof
visiting was on tap in order that
Fitzgibbons. Mr. Nathanson indicated the Jack'singhouse,
who, incidentally, is coming the quick
progress made in the past year and touched along inmember
last "sleeper" to New York be made.
fine
shape
and
looks
forward
to
A
phone
call to Keiths to Jay Golden to
upon plans made for the future.
being up and about shortly. A quick look at make a later
appointment, and then with
some of the other Famous Players-Cana- Ed to the Eckels
Endorses Motion Picture Herald
for a bit of a chat with
dian spots in Hamilton with McKibbon Buddy Freeman, brother
of the Rochester
before
train
time
and
en
route
again,
windFreeman and member of the famed showIn his address the general manager of
ing up the
day
in
Rochester
where
Round
circuit operations emphasized the necessity Tabler
business-family
of
that
name.
From there
Les Pollock was on hand with the McBride guided us to the Strand
to say
of continued showmanship for the coming Silver Cornet
band
and
address
of
welcome.
year and referred to the responsibility felt
hello to William Weber, another contributor
to
these
pages.
Last
but
far
from
the
Rochester
Situation
Favorable
by the circuit's heads for protection of the
managers, pointing out that the low-cost
least
was
a
stop
back
at
Keith's
to
greet
Headquarters
at
the
Sagamore
by
the
Gus Lampe, Schine Theatres City Mangroup insurance made available to the theatremen in addition to the $5,000 individual smooth-functioning Pollock, the eveningager, and Mrs. Lampe.
Train-time neared and until then there
life policies for which the company paid was devoted to visits at the various theatres
and
their
skippers
known
to
the
readers
was
a
"breather" filled in with a sandwich
the premiums. Mr. Fitzgibbons further reviewed the various talks on operation and through their contributions to this journal. and such while McBride detailed the lowmaintenance made by department heads at Loew's, where Les holds forth, was the down on the status of the theatre in Syracuse. The same high level of showmanship
previous sessions. He also made mention first stop and from there to see Lou Mayer,
of the importance of Motion Picture at the Temple, doing his bit for Rochester apparent in Rochester is in evidence in
Herald and the value of contributing to after a long spell of usefulness at the Main- Syracuse and what the boys are doing to
street, in Kansas City. Mayer is turning in attract attention to their bookings has been
Managers'
Round the
TablefinalClub.
Lunch followed
session and then his usual smart job in the new spot and and is being told frequently in the Round
found business holding up nicely. With Table. It's a good show town and remains
inthisJim
big picnic
yearNairn's
at the car
Circleto MtheRanch,
where held
the Pollock leading the way, we dropped in on so under the able ministrations of the local
folks, many in typical cow-country costume, Bill Cadoret, who holds forth for the RKO theatremen, who intend keeping it so. In all
mounted the range ponies and conducted and Comerford Theatres in Rochester and spots enthusiasm over the coming product
themselves in correct ranch fashion. Other an "enjoyable time was had by all" in talk- was rife with theatremen looking forward to
activities included swimming, games and
ing over old times and new. Charley Free- the new season's pictures.
such extra special events as lucky number
man, manager of the Century, came in for
Thus ended this year's annual journey
greetings
and then on to the Palace, to say to Canada and way points and a fine trip it
contests, choice of the best-dressed manager, etc. During the day your observer "how" to Walter Risley, who took time out was, indeed. To all those who helped make
the occasion so highly enjoyable, our hearty
had occasion to visit with many of the boys, to host us at the Elks Club.
greeting old friends and new, taking part
In all, the Rochester situation is a favor- thanks, and to those, if any, we missed in the
able one. The city is well placed indus- short time available, we'll see you next time.
in group discussions on general showman-
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ROBERT J. HALEY
is the new manager of the Liberty Theatre,
New Orleans, La., succeeding NOEL D.
SMITH, resigned.
V
GAIL EGAN
son of Round Tabler Pete Egan, announced
his marriage to Miss Bernice Eileen Ethredge on August 17th.
V
LOUIE CHARNINSKY
of the Interstate Dallas Theatres came by
to pay us a long anticipated visit. Comei
again, Louie.
V
WALLACE ELLIOTT
who
Warner's
Canton,has hasbeenbeenmanaging
named city
managerOhio,at
Lima. He is succeeded at Canton by BEN
SCHWARTZ, who was previously in
charge of the Ohio at Lima.
ED SHEA
formerly with the Ohio Valley theatres, has
been named manager of the Columbia, East
Liverpool, Ohio.
^
VERNON KELSO
has opened the New Zephyr Theatre, Portland, Ore. ^
HARRY MILSTEIN
has acquired the Elite, Los Angeles, Cal.
FRED B. MILLER
has succeeded EDWARD BONNVILLE
as manager of the Dexter, Detroit.
FRED WILCOX
has purchased the Cozy at Lockwood, Mo.,
from MRS. L. D. METCALF. V
FRESTLE CHENOWETH
formerly resident manager of the Rigney,
Albany, Mo., has been appointed manager
of the Noll and Roxy Theatres, Bethany,
Mo., in addition to the Rigney, headquartering in Bethany. ^
PAUL BINSTOCK
former manager of the Republic, Brooklyn, has been transferred to the Marlboro
there with LOUIS SHAPIRO assisting
him. Other Randforce changes include
HERMAN SEMEL from the Marlboro to
the Claridge; with JOSEPH REISNER,
former assistant at the Marlboro now at
the Benson; MURRAY ALPER transferred from the Claridge to the Benson;
DON WILLIAMS from the Colonial to
the Carlton, and HARRY MARGOLESKY
has been transferred from the Carlton to
the Leader.
V
EDWARD DERRICK
has been promoted to assistant manager of
Loew's Orpheum, Boston. V
ROBERT J. HALEY
has succeeded NOEL D. SMITH as manager of the Liberty, New Orleans, La.
V
HAL SHERIDAN
has left the State, Cedar Rapids, la., to
headquarter at the Paramount, though he
will also serve as city manager in Cedar
Rapids.ceededRAY
has suchim at theWERNIMONT
State.
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THOMAS WILSON, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Michael; weight, 7 pounds;
born August 16th. Daddy manages
the Best Theatre, Freeburn, Ky.
V
AL DUMOND
is now house manager of the Paramount,
Cedar Rapids; BILL MURIN, formerly assistant at the State, moves in the same capacity. RICHARD STODDARD has been
transferred to the Capitol, Davenport. ELY
E. SEFF, formerly at the Spencer, Rock
Island, goes to the Garden in Davenport,
and JOHN KRIER replaces him at the
Spencer.
V
RICHARD WELCH
projectionist at the Comique Theatre,
Camden, N. J., married Cora M. Whitney
on August 20th. Congratulations folks.
Birthday
Greetings
Herman B. Abrams
Richard L. Albin
Nat Allentuck
Urban R. Anderson
Edwin G. Austin
Earle N. Bailey
Rockwood D. Bailey
Richard Baucke, Jr.
Joe Bean
Morton M. Bratter
Ben Broskie
Wilford G. Brown
George
Frank L. Clarke
Cost
George
N. Dana
Vincent Daniels
Norman L. Davis
Russell Edwin
Charles Ferguson
Alfons Galwas
Bert Gildersleeve
Melvin L. Gold
Golding
C.Meyer
A. Grissinger
Herbert Hairrell
Lyle
Lewis Harding
J. Hartman
John P. Hassett
Alfred E. Hewitt
Sydney
Rossiter J.J. Hobbs
Hodkirk
Fred E. Irion
Jack
L.
Johnson
James
A. Kakley
C. W. Kelly
Carl L. Krueger
Stan Krueger

Roy LaurieH. Leahy
Maurice
MortyMalloy
Lightstone
Tom
L. 1. McMullen
Jerome
Al MayesMarx
Martin Messinger
Michael S. Milo
Seymour
Fred NaifyL. Morris
Stewart
North
Millard Ochs
Edward J. Oliver
Tom Olsen
Ernest Patrick
George
Robert G.Patterson
Patterson
Irving
Pierce Pearlman
Rawling
Ralph C. W.Ressler
Howard
Robarge
L. O. Robertson
Sam Rotshtein
Joseph
M. Rubenfeld
J. B. Seager
Harry
Sefton
Edward Shuker
Morris Simms
Donald
Smith
Frank D. L.Solomont
S. F. Sutaria
Fred A. TerraNova
John B.Tucker
Clarence A. Turbin
Frank Weatherford
Art Weber

ELLWOOD ROBINSON
has
appointed
manager
ville been
Theatre,
Yorkville,
Ohio. of the YorkV
ALBERT TOTH
isOhio.
now managing the Palace at Tiltonville,
V
JIMMY SAVAGE
isTheatre,
the publicity
Chicago.director for the new Cine
V
JOHN
KINKAID
has been promoted from assistant at the
Capitol, Grand Island, Neb., to manager
of the remodeled Iowa at Sioux City, la.
V
AUSTIN MOON
of the Colony Theatre, Miami Beach, Fla.,
paid us a visit with his wife. V
T. B. NOBLES
manager of the State, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
is erecting a new theatre there.
V
JAMES
F.
BROSIUS
manager of the Colonial, Kansas City, Mo.,
has replaced HERBERT E. WALTERS,
who goes into the home office as accountant.
V
JOSEPH
GREEN the Tivoli, Kansas City,
is now managing
and THOMAS GARRETT is now at the
Strand.
V
VICTOR MORRIS
formerly assistant
at Loew's
Orpheum, Boston,
has
become
to EDWARD
MANNIX,
in Hollywood.
V
RICHARD McKAY
former M & P publicist and later of the
managerial staff, has resigned to go to
Hollywood to get into the production end.
V
O. A. FOSSE
has acquired a theatre in Ridgeway, Iowa.
V
JAMES O'LAUGHLIN
assistant
at the Warner Palace, Lawrence,
Mass., has been named manager of the
Strand, Amesbury. JOSEPH LISS will
be transferred from Amesbury to the
Strand, Clinton, and CHRISTOPHER
McHALE goes to the Broadway, Lawrence.
V
FRED SIEGEL
will
reopen Cal.
his long dark Fulton Theatre
in Oakland,
V
J.
N.
ALLISON
has opened the Strand, New Harmony, Ind.
V
JACK
KANE
is opening
the Keith Theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind.
V
F.
J.
HASTINGS
has sold the Roxy, Lu Verne, la., to J. W.
MOORE.
V
HADLEY HULL
has
Ind. been named manager of the Flora, Flora,
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 83 was: (A)
Why is it now necessary to substitute the theory that current flow is from negative to posifor the isolder
positive-to-negative
(B) tiveWhy
knowledge
of electrical theory?
theory
helpful in practical work? (C) What are
atoms? Of what are they composed? Have we
knowledge of anything electrical except what
we term negative?
The following made acceptable replies : C.
Rau and S. Evans ; G. E. Doe ; T. F. Bochert ;
Oscar H. Schmidt ; J. R. Prater ; H. Edwards ;
L. Cimikoski; C. Champney; J. A. Zachritz ;
C. Oldham; W. Limmroth ; W. H. Edmonds;
H. B. Smith ; P. and L. Felt ; L. F. Hayes ; C.
Lonie; F.; C.L. L.andLoftL. ;Savior
L. M. ; Roberts
; L. H.; C.Kel-H.
ley
K. L. Brant
Lowrie; D. and W. Porter; S. R. Hewitt; J.
H. Morton; F. H, S. and P. Dalbey ; A. W.
Baxter ; L. F. and G. Brown ; F. W. Brandenburg; S. H. Billings; R. H. Carter; S. L.
Maxwell; B. and M. Walker; D. D. Roberts;
W. B. Myers and L. G. Dillon ; E. Exline ; M.
D. McGuire;
and ;J.D.K.A.Robinson ;R. Tomby R.andE. D.Bullard
Hornbeck
Shea,
M.
O'Connell
and
H.
T.
Plum;
T. Wat- ;
kins and N. S. Reid ; M. Dey and H.H. Lathrope
T. W. Redhouse; T. and W. Turk; E. F. and
M. Wentworth ; B. L. Cooper and B. L. Kent ;
F. B. A.Chilshome
; H. T.H.ToodT. and
L. E. T.Dod-B.
son;
H. Bradley;
Billings;
Brown and W. V. Henderson ; M. Samuels and
O. L. Goldstein; W. R. Matthews and J. R.
Davidson ; G. L. Goss ; M. F. Robinson and
L. A. Beachwood ; D. Dennis ; G. T. Jones and
A. Lenoard ; D. Coates ; F. M. Brown and R.
Davis ; P. F. Maxwell and S. U. Lamont ; A.
D. Lonby; A. C. Greene; W. C. Bant; R. S.
Welch; H. Bunker; R. R. Robbins and W.
Wingler; R. R. Jacobs and B. B. Hornstein;
C. Caldwell; W. R. Davis and B. L. Bunt;
H. A. Ames and F. E. Dorp; D. L. Strobey;
F. D. Scanlon ; H. T. Randolph.
Replying to Section A, M. and J. Devoy
say,
substitution employing
became necessary
sound"Such
was introduced,
vacuum when
tubes
in which the negative filament emits negatrons
which were attracted to and passed into the
positivecouldplate.
The old
theory
no longer
stand.positive-to-negative
In the beginning,
F. H. Richardson's
BLUEBOOK
of
PROJECTION
• New sixth edition. Projection, sound reproduction
and trouble-shooting all in
one handy volume. Also
features quick-finding index
BHH
system for instant reference.
■SjM Order today.
HUH
$6.25 Postpaid
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center New York

Schoo
NO.
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BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 88
(A) Upon
what basic
law does
electric
generator
(dynamo)
dependan
for its action? Either quote the law
or explain its action.
(B) Why does the rotation of a
generator armature generate voltage?
(C) Explain, in detail, why only
a.c. can be generated in an armature?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
ory or theories upon which they operate. Every
electrical device is planned and constructed to
do
certainelectrical
things, energy
and inis performing
functions
employed. those
"This beingthetrue,theory
it follows that
thethemanoperawho
understands
whichthem
tion is based will be able upon
to cause
to work
very much better than one who does not. That
seems self-evident and should require no argument in support of its truth. Thorough basic
knowledge of electrical theories enables a man
to apply them to apparatus, and by so doing to
analyze their mode of operation understandingly.electrical
Without apparatus
such knowledge
man in charge
of
merely a gropes
in the
dark(C)inAfter
the attempt
to
handle
it
properly."
consideration I am going to sidestep this this
one. section
Something
"students"
answered
to thelikeeffect400 that
all the
electricity we work with is negative, which
we accept as true, but it carries with it very
puzzling questions. But to go into them here,
I have decided, would be to make them even
more puzzling, since space could not be available for anything like an adequate discussion —
even if it were, the subject would take us far
from the field in which we here are immediately interested.
National Screen to
Handle MGM Displays
National Screen Accessories will make
special lobby displays for Metro-GoldwynMayer pictures during the new season, it
was revealed at a meeting of eastern managers and salesmen of National Screen
Service in New York last week. Details
of the deal and plans for the displays were
outlined to the meeting by William F. Rogers, MGM general sales manager. Indications are that similar deals may be closed
with
other distribution companies in the
near future.
In addition to Mr. Rogers, speakers at
the meeting included William B. Brenner,
general executive of National Screen Service; George Dembrow and Charles Casanave.
50 men the
frommeeting.
the company's
eastern About
offices attended
A meeting for the central and western branch men
was held in Chicago on Friday and Saturday of last week.
Radio Equipment Up 10%
A 10 per cent increase in radio production
in the first six months of 1936, compared
with the same period last year, has been
reported
sociation. by the Radio Manufacturers As-

and until the vacuum tune action was observed,
there was no means known by which direction
of current flow could be judged with certainty. The positive-to-negative conception
probably had its root in the apparent action
of the d. c. electric arc. Lacking means for sure
judgment, the old theory stood until proof of
its error was found in the vacuum tube."
H. tionBunker
says, "The
substitu-or
of the theory
thatnecessity
electricalforaction
'flow' is from negative to positive came about
through ployobserved
actionIt inwasvacuum
ed in amplifiers.
known tubes
that emthe
positively
charged
plate
gave
off
nothing
except asurrounding positive field. It was known
that the negatively charged filament emitted
negatrons. It was evident these negatrons
passed from negative filament to positivesiblplate,
otherwiseaction
thereor could
posy be anysince
electrical
flow not
through
the attached
circuit.
"The fact of this action was incontrovertible,
and iftive incurrent
is from itnegative
posione set action
of conditions,
certainlytostands
to reason thatcumstancesit. Ittherefore
must be was
and isup sotoinscientists
all cirand electricians to reverse their thought engine
and adopt the view that electrical action is
from negative to positive."
(B) J. R.of Prater
"A goodly
knowledge
electricalsays,theory
is most store
helpfulof
in practical
work,
for
the
reason
that
all
electrical apparatus, regardless of how complicated
it may be, functions in accordance with certain
basic principles of electrical and magnetic action. Thisunderstanding
being true,of that
who haswillthor-be
ough
these oneprinciples
able to apply them to any equipment he may
be called upon to handle. Equipped with such
knowledge, step by step analysis will enable Cocalis Takes Hudson Site
their application to and a more complete unSam Cocalis this week took title to a site
derstanding of even quite complicated equipat Hudson, N. Y., where he will immediH.
Edwards
says,
"It
is
impossible
for
any
ately pobegin
buildingReade.
a newMr.theatre
opman to handle electrical equipments in the
sition toWalter
Cocalisin also
best
workunderstands
at maxi- is negotiating
for
a
number
of
other
propment."manner,
mum efficiency,causing
unless them
he nottoonly
erties in New Jersey.
both their mechanical construction and the the-
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NEW

EQUIPMENT

USEE) EQUIPMENT

ANIMATION,
GENERAL
apparatus. TIME
E. S. LAPSE
RINALDY,ANDChester,
N. J.
PTCK A STAR—PICK
THE
S.O.S. SUPER-ARC
low
reflectortubular
arc type,
lamps
modern,
brilliantamperage
light. Latest
withforgiant
10J4
inch
Bausch
and
Lomb
elliptical
reflector, other
Westinghouse motor, proveWeston
Ammeter,
numerous
imments, and only $147.70. Liberal trades. S.O.S.,
636-AJ Eleventh Avenue, New York.

ACME PORTABLE SOUND PROTECTOR 2,010
foot magazines,
magazines,$250.$150.DION.
Holmes78 Amber,
portableBuffalo,
sound N.4,001Y.
foot

GENERAL
EQUIPMENT

1,000 VENEER SEATS VERY GOOD CONDITION
atback$.75ateach.
600
springSUPPLY
seats, veneer
each.reSt.,-conditioned
AMUSEMENT
CO.,
INC., 341 $2.50
W. 44th
N. Y. C.

SPECIAL
EXCITER
$4.25 PER
dozen.
Roth$25.SALE:
motor
generatorSOUND
setLAMPS
$75.SERVICE,
Sound
film
amplifier,
THEATRE
Box
Rochester, N. Y.
YOU— unless
CAN'TyouHAVE
EVERYTHING
ATrectifiers,
CUT
prices
buy new,
here.
50 forampere
made
Forest, 71A,
brand
Suprex,
$74.75.
Super byphotocells,
guaranteedideal3 years,
$4.95. Safety
steel film cabinets,
section.
conversion
units for $1.79
Peerless,
$19.95.1054-inch
Loads ofreflector
other
bargainsance bulletins.
actually S.in O.stock.
Get out Eleventh
warehouseAvenue,
clearS.,
636-AJ
New York.
BCCIxS
THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
Morris,tres.isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemthefor proper
theayou in making
entries,
complete but
recordprovides
of yoursufficient
operationsblankfor pages
each dayfor ofa
the
year. prepaid.
Notable for
its simplicity.
Order Rockenow—
$3 postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA
chairs, sound equipment, motion picture machines,
screens, chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
Projection
mafree.etc.MOVIE
SUPPLY
COMPANY, repaired.
LTD.,Catalog
844 So.H Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

SERVICE

TC BUy

8 OR but
16 MM.in good
MOVIEcondition.
CAMERAWillANDpayPROJECTOR.
Used,
cash. BOX
789A, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD
BEST PRICES
PAID
FOR arc
RCA lamps,
SOUNDHEADS,
Simplex,
Powers
projectors,
rectifiers,
generators,
lenses,
all
equipment.
Send
914, MOTION PICTURE HERALD. list to BOX
350 GOOD USED Quote
UPHOLSTERED
FOR
Wisconsin
price. BOX CHAIRS
911, MOTION
PICTURE theatre.
HERALD.

REALhalf VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE LENSES.
$10 PCSITICNS WANTED
pair,
size. $32 $3.95;
pair,
popular
sizes limited;
B & $5.95;
H splicers,
speakers makes,
frommonitor
$7.95;
baffles
from
hearing aid amplifiers
with
speaker
and tubes,
handles up to 30THEATRE
seats. LotsSUPPLY
more —
write
now! $15,
CONSOLIDATED
CORP.. 1600- M Broadway. New York.
ACCOUNTANT, TAX CONSULTANT.
handling
Desires privateexperienced
position. BOX
913, theatrical
MOTION chains.
PICTURE
SACRIFICING—
TALKIE equipment,
AND SILENT—
PORT-etc. Thoroughly
HERALD.
able
and
theatre
projectors,
supplies,
Chance
lifetime.
Lists
free.
TOM
AUSTIN,
470
8th
Ave., New York.
TAKEour 'EM
WEprices.NEED
THE
room,
$250,000AWAY,
stockprojection
atBOYS,
slashedlenses,
Good,
used
ForestRobbins
rectifiers
$24.50,
allmotors,
sizes, very
$4.95
up.
and
Meyers
J4
h-Psync,
fine, worth $45. special $19.95. Morelite, Peerless
carbonal y iarcs,
from $39.50. Everything advertised actuNew York.n stock. S. O. S., 636-AJ Eleventh Avenue,
BACKupholstered
SPRING
seatTHEATRE
chairs at CHAIRS—
$1.25, two 1600lots.PANEL
1.500 fully
spring seat
chairs
at $1.65. Photographs
sentW.on 44th
request.
ALLIED
SEATING
CO.,
INC.,
358
Street, New York.
THEY — CAN'T
US andON upholstered
OUR SEATS.chairs,REALrebargains
all typesBEAT
veener15,000
finished,
reconditioned,
from
75c up. Nationally
known
Eleventh makes.
Avenue, List
New 15M
York.free. S. O. S., 636-AJ

RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTIONRevised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes
736
pages
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
with
detailed
description
of
assembly,
functioning of all modern sound and projection and
apis a practical
"troublein shooter,"
cross
indexedemergency.
forparatus. Itimmediate
reference
any
projection
BUSINESS
room
ORDER
TODAY!
$6.25
postpaid.
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP, Rockefeller Center, New
York.
CPPCPTUNITIES
WORTHWHILE
BOOKS AT WORTHWHILE
savings.—
3 books, Picture
600 pages,
only $1.49,Mancall's
consisting"Ser-of MAN OR WOMAN WITH CAPITAL TO TAKE
Sloane'svicing"Motion
Projection,"
interestsomeone
in established
storytheatrical
and talent
agency.
interested
Projection
Equipment"
and
Benson's
without services.
State ineverything
inwork.
letterWithfor
mentals of Television." Any one book 49c."FundaPlenty orPrefer
others.
principal.
BOX
790A,
MOTION
PICYork. Ask S. O. S., 636-AJ Eleventh Avenue, New interviewTUREwith
HERALD.
PEP/IIP

WANTED

TRAINING

THEATPES
WANTED—
THEATRE
RESORT,
not
more
than
300if seats,
forIN playSUMMER
tryouts.
Will
take
long
term
lease
reasonable.
BOX
788A,
MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
FILMARTEStrictly
THEATRE, CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA,
California.
for
sale, $2,500. class patronage. Three vear lease
THEATRECounty
ANDseat.
BUILDING.
BEST inBUYcounty.IN
Florida.
Only theatre
$10,000
cash,
balance
five
years.
BOX
912, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.
FOR SALE,
of MODERN
two stores THEATRE
and seven offices.
Seating CONSISTING
capacity 1,450.
Fully equipped with Western Electric Sound System.
Large
stage
and
dressing-rooms,
to
produce
any stage
play.
Operating
daily, (allin year
round),of and
been,
since the
first opening,
the year
1926, hasformerly
managed
by
the
Keith-Albee
Amusements
Corp.
Will
sacrifice
for
quick
sale.
Terms.
UPTOWN
THEATRE,
Providence, R. I.
HELP

WANTED

SCHCGL

GOLD SEAL OR SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETrebuilt, factory guaranteed, $15 per unit, including THEATRE
terTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Free315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira,
how.
Washington
parts.
furnished.New Details
636-AJ "Loaners"
Eleventh Avenue,
York. from S. O. S., N. Y.

PROJECTIONIST
EXPERIenced
Simplex WesternTHOROUGHLY
Electric equipment,
sign
writer, capable,
do repairing,
good
salary,and betheatre
temperate,
good
character.
Bank,
business
reference. Write LIBERTY THEATRE. Wolf Point,
Montana.
PRESS
OF
C. J.NEW
O'BRIEN.
YORK INC.
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STUDIOS

NOMINATE

TOMORROW'S

STARS

FRENCH

PUNISH

TALENT

60%
IN

OF

UNION

TO

DESERTING

STORIES

MONTH

ARE

TO

U. S.

BOUGHT
ORIGINALS

SEPTEMBER II, 1937
VOL 128, NO. I I
Y., under
New atYork,12/0N. Sisth
Post Office,Co.,at Inc..
at the Publishing
1931.Quit/ley
January
matter.
as second-class
Entered
Avenue,the
weekly12, by$3.00
Published
.? 1S79.
of March
act
25 cents.
.1 year. Single copies,
Subscription,
New York.
Center.
Rockefeller

HOLD

EVERYTHING!
(Telegram

"WILLIAM
'DOUBLE
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WEDDING

PREVIEWED
MARXES
DOUBLE
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RING
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NUTS
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M-G-M's
ABOUT!"

[Okay, California, were still yelling about Luise Rainer, SpencerTracy in "Big
City" but we'll start yelling also aboutWilliam Powell, Myrna Loy ini(Double
Wedding"because it looks like the yell of a Fall season for M-GM showmen!)
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ALL IN 4 WEEKS!
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Kay Francis in 'Confession' -'Varsity Show' • Bette Davis
and Henry Fonda in That Certain Woman'* Pat O'Brien,
Joan Blondell and Margaret Lindsay in 'Back In Circulation'
And for the 5th Wonder Week You'll Get ... . (Over) . . .

EMILE
LIFE OF • Gloria
"THE SCHILDKRAUT
MUNI in • JOSEPH
withPAUL
GALE SONDERGAARD
Holden •ZOLA'
Donald
Crisp • Erin O'Brien-Moore • Henry O'Neill • Morris Carnovsky • Louis
Calhern • Directed by William Dieterle • Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine.
Heinz Herald • Story by Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg • Music by Max Steiner
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CONFESSION
(KAY
FRANCIS,
Ian Hunter.Basil
Jane
Bryan, Donald
Crisp, Mary Rathbone,
Maguire)
Pennsylvanians,
Ted Healy,
Rosemary Lane, Walter
Catlett)Priscilla Lane.
THAT
CERTAIN
WOMAN
(BETTE
DAVIS.AnitaHENRY
Ian
Hunter.
Louise,FONDA,
Donald Crispi
BACK IN CIRCULATION
(Pat O'Brien,
Joan Blondell,
Margaret
Lindsay)
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THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
(ERROL FLYNN, Joan Blondell, Hugh
Herbert, Edw. Everett Horton, May Robson)
THE GREAT GARRICK
(BRIAN AHERNE, OLIVIA de HAVILLAND,
Edw. Everett Horton, Melville Cooper,
Lionel Atwill, Henry O'Neill, Louis Alberni)
THEY Rains,
WON'T
(Claude
Gloria FORGET
Dickson, LanaTurnen

Yours in October after the spontaneous
billion-dollar publicity build-up by more topbracket magazines then ever sponsored a
picture before, including time (the cover!)
• liberty (fuli page) • RED
(4 pages)
life (full
BOOK
page) •
(full page) •
NEWSWEEK (fuil page) . THE DIGEST (full
page) • HOUSEHOLD(full page) • PARENTS' (full
page • STAGE(4pages) • boys LiFEIfull page)!

SUBMARINE
(Pat
O'Brien, GeorgeD-1Brent. Wayne Morris)
ALCATRA2 ISLAND
(A Giant Cosmopolitan Production)
IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER
(LESLIE HOWARD. BETTE DAVIS, OLIVIA
de HAVILLAND. Patric Knowles. Eric Blore)
Torchy Blane
THE ADVENTUROUS BLONDE
(Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane)
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MARTIN QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
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MESSAGE

vs. SHOW
its screen are subpicturefromandspecial
NOW when
ject to so the
manymotion
pleaders and
pressures
the propagandists of social causes, special interest
attends examination of what is happening in that
sector of the drama of the stage devoted to the workers, the
militants and the proletariat.
This drama is essentially of New York, but not of Broadway and what is known as the theatre of Broadway, despite
its residence on the side streets.
Now as the new season opens it is to be discovered that
the Theatre Union, so vigorous three or four years ago, with
such scene.
socially Itsconscious
"Stevedore,"
has faded
from
the
place haspieces
been astaken
by the Federal
Theatre,
and the Federal Theatre has in turn given rise to a newly
announced
"Mercury subsidy.
Theatre," a more private enterprise
without governmental
Observations of Mr. Brooks Atkinson of the New York Times
appear, the while, to discover that the theatre of protest is
found lacking consistent appeal, even among the masses.
"We know now," he writes, "that audiences cannot be
mustered satisfactorily according to their economic and
political creed. . . .
//A PART from the competition of the Federal Theatre,
which blundered
the 'people's
theatre'
field,class
the
If\ * Theatre
Union wasintohamstrung
by the
working
program. On their nights of theatregoing, the workers are
inclined to tire of strikes and revolution before the intellectuals do. For the fact seems to be that proletarian drama has
difficulty in escaping from a formula. As a topic for the drama,
labor tion.insurgence
is not abundantly endowed with varia...
"For proletarian audiences, as well as for economic royalists,
there is nothing like a vigorous drama boldly acted on the stage.
Only the intellectuals insist on being parochial-minded seven
nights
week. ..."
Mr. aAtkinson
does find that the Federal Theatre has dev
e
l
o
p
e
d
a
n
audience
"not conditioned
Broadway,"
that is
receptive to stage entertainment
at a by
55-cent
top admission
that it is not an audience "out of
suggests, too,
price. aHefortune
which
be made."
All in all, on thiscanexpert
testimony, it would seem that there
are no overwhelming significances for the motion picture in
the manifestations of the alleged "theatre of the masses."
AAA

TO

THE PROPAGANDISTS
Los Angeles Times, with much appreciated
eminent
THE
, sets
enthusiasm
down editorial page comment on the
remarks of Mr. Martin Quigley, editor-in-chief of
Quigley Publications, before the Williamstown forum,
saying:
Every motion-picture fan in America should rise
from his seat and make a profound bow in the direction of Martin Quigley.

September II, 1937
Quigley, as editor of the Motion Picture Herald,
has just told the whole film industry bluntly something that it needed to be told. This is that films
must be kept free of propaganda. This warning
comes at a timely moment.
There have been evidences from time to time to
the untrained eye that supposedly "entertainment"
films had a deeper purpose, that of attempting to influence thought or passion. Within reason and along
the lines of good morals and good ethics, as universally berecognized,
pictures "with a purpose" perhaps cannot
criticized.
But it is very easy to go on into the field of actual
propaganda for racial, religious or political effect.
Such attempts should be condemned not only by
men in positions of influence in the industry itself
like Quigley, but by the theatre-going public as well.
The films have been the greatest entertainment
device in history. They should remain so. Propaganda istoo plentiful as it is.
However, it chances that when Mr. Quigley was up at
Williamstown he was not addressing himself to the motion
picture makers on the subject of propaganda, but, most
decidedly to the contrary, was voicing the motion picture
industry's
anti-propagand
in convention
assembled. a policy to the propagandists there
AAA

"IT"the psychologists would get around
STILL that
IS inevitable
ITT was
to it, and now there is a scientific research into what they
call "P.O.," the laboratory abbreviation for "personality
quotient."
although about
they what
call itthea
quotient
there Just
seemsat tothisbe writing,
no agreement
factors may be. It is entertaining, however, to be told that,
so far, intelligence seems to have nothing to do with it. Data
on three thousand persons, mostly high school students, were
examined before the American Psychological Association in
Minneapolis the other day. It proved nothing, but seems to
have twisted out of the assembled psychologists an admission
that persons with "personality plus" could also often be dedumb." inLikely
as tube
not, when
scientists scribedgetas "beautiful
down to but
the residue
the test
it will the
be
found to be just what that eminent psychologist, Elinor Slyn,
called
"It," plant
in a scientific
personality
some yearsreport
ago. from the great Hollywood
AAA

WHEN atre,Mr.sat down
Andyto Roy,
of Albany's
Strand
thedo a manager
guest column
job for the
Knickerbocker News the other day, he remarked, "The customer
is always right . . . but what does he want? Actually movie
fans do not know what they want." We move to amend
Mr. Roy's observation: the customer always knows what he
wants, exactly — just after he has had it.
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Seven Year Records
Theatre executives gleefully totaling
Labor Day weekend receipts lifted their
green eyeshades momentarily to give out
statements the theme of which generally was
"biggestindicated
since 1929"
the sumandtotal
which
that and
attendance
grossof
figures had climed beyond all memory of the
lean years. Barney Balaban, Paramount
president, said box office receipts of circuits
affiliated with the company ran from five to
20 per cent higher than last year. Indicative
of the national totals were three examples in
New York. A telegram from the United
Artists publicity office proclaimed that
"Prisoner
$21,400on toMonthe
Music Hall ofonZenda"
Sundaybrought
and $22,109
day, marks untouched on any day without
a midnight show in six years since the house
opened. Twentieth Century-Fox was not far
behind
announcing
that "Thin
Ice" years
gave
the Roxyin its
biggest Sunday
in seven
and grossed the highest four day receipts
since 1929. Paramount claimed a total of
admissions theatre
for "Double
at152,000
its Paramount
for theor Nothing"
week including the holiday, said to be an 11 vear
high.

WE-ERPI
Western Electric this week decided to stop
manufacturing motion picture sound reproducing apparatus in the United States as a
further step towards the withdrawal of itself
and its subsidiary, Electrical Research Products, Inc., from the theatre equipment field
in this country. No plans were announced
for supplying the foreign market, but a large
part of that market lies in the British Empire, and the company possesses immediate
plant facilities in the Northern Electric
Company, Ltd., of Canada, in which it has
a large financial interest. Various schemes
for the formation of a sales and service company to absorb a substantial part of the Erpi
personnel were discussed in New York and
elsewhere this week, but none has yet been
decided upon.
w

Release Chart
Into Feature Field
Production of five or six feature length Editorial
comedies
duringby theEducational
1937-'38 season
being considered
Pictures.is Although the plans are reported to be well un- In the Cutting Room
derway adistribution agreement has not yet
been decided upon.
The comedies would be produced in New Earnings Reports
York and would be of the musical revue
type. Headliners on the stage and radio The Hollywood Scene
would be employed if arrangements are completed.
Although Twentieth Century-Fox distributes Educational pictures, it would not au- Technological
tomatically become distributor for the feature length comedies.
This Week in Pictures
Technicolor Options
New stock options authorized at a meet- Showmen's Reviews
ing of stockholders of the Technicolor company Wednesday will bring in $5,000,000,
if all are exercised, Dr. Herbert T. Kal- In the Newsreels
mus, president and general manager, said.
The sum is in addition to a potential $2,500,000 in cash which would be paid in to the Managers' Round Table
company
ercised. if options now outstanding are exNet profit of $132,000 was reported for Short Subjects on Broadway
August for the Technicolor Corporation
compared with $54,500 the same month last
year. Net profit before Federal taxes for Theatre Receipts
the first eight months of the year was given
as $567,600, compared with $460,800 the
same period in 1936. Positive print foot- J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
age for the first eight months was reported
at 26,500,000, a gain of 5,000,000 feet over
What the Picture Did for Me
a year ago.

Page 59

Exodus
The French industry, alarmed over the
"exodus" of French stars, has decided upon
two principles to govern stars and technicians in an attempt to stop them from signing up with are
Hollywood
producers.
The two
restrictions
that actors
and technicians
must make no more than one film a year in
a foreign country and that during that year
they must make at least one picture in
France. "Punitive measures" are threatened
for those who do not conform to the principles.
Pierre Autre discusses the principles and
their effects on the industry in an article on
page 21.
Blue
Eagle'sPress
Voice
The Associated
says Percy Patrick
Posey of Tucson, Arizona, thinks he has a
job again. He is leaving for Hollywood
and a film audition. He has been unemployed since the demise of the NRA. His
job then was to imitate the cry of the blue
eagle on radio broadcasts.

Ban Rejected
A request made by a representative of
Page 7 the German Consulate that Universal's "The
Road
be banned
by officials
the
city of Back"
Montevideo
has been
rejected.of The
German representative made the request
Page 34 after
viewing the picture, in company with
the chief of police, at the Cine theatre.
Page 28
45 Stories
Page 29
A total of 45 properties were purchased by
13 producers during August, with MetroGoldwyntaking thestories,
lead through
acPage 39
quiMayer
sition offour original
three plays,
three books and one magazine serial. Plays,
out of the limelight in June and July when
Page 10 only one was purchased, moved back to a
prominent position when producers bought
12 of them.
Radio made four purchases and all RKO
were plays.
Page 40
A complete list of the purchases during
August appears on page 23.
Page 89
Poliomyelitis
Threatened, at first, with an order to close
Page 81
their theatres
to with
all patrons,
Chicago exhibhealth authorities
arid
Page 54 agreed itorson conferred
a compromise, a ruling prohibiting
children from attending theatres. The order,
which will remain in effect until further
Page 74 notice, is an attempt to stop the spread of
infantile paralysis. It is estimated theatre
owners will lose a total of about $750,000 in
during September. Similar bans
Page 89 grosses
have been issued in Omaha, Milwaukee, and
Wauwatosa and Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Details are included in a story on page 24.
Page 77
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Boo
The Society for the Booing of Commercial Advertising in Motion Picture Thethe nation's
press,
is not atres,
a widely
gag.publicized
It was instarted
by a group
of young people in Little Rock, Ark., who
are accustomed to meet occasionally and
informally in a local restaurant for discus ions or just plain conviviality, and all
of whom attest to the seriousness of their
present purpose.
Protestation
the theSBCAMPT's
manence is madeof and
story of itsperinteresting beginnings is told in a letter from
M. C. Blackman, its secretary, on page 27.
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Forearmed
Although it is a full twelvemonth before
the proposed new British Quota Law can
become operative American companies not
too quietly have announced plans under
which they will be prepared to fulfill its
provisions in the most stringent form in
which they are likely to be applied. A
speculative
of these same
plans indicates theirsurvey
consummation
will guarantee
no damage
to the
ness, and may
bringcompanies'
increasedBritish
profits. busiSuch a survey is on page 36.

Screen School
The School of Education of New York
Newsreels of War
University has made a permanent fixture
of
a course on motion pictures, conducted
Special newsreel issues, showing the full
horror of the bombardment of Shanghai, jointly with the National Board of Review.
were released this week by Universal and Plans for this year include arrangements
News of the Day. Cameramen for both for speakers, prominent in various branches
companies were in the Chinese city during of the industry, to address the students.
The curriculum is outlined on page 33.
the heaviest part of the siege and secured
close shots of the scenes in the streets during
and after the destruction of two department After 23 Years
stores and two hotels by aerial bombs and
artillery fire.
Joseph Sanfilippo, projectionist, was conThe sequences are described on page 30.
gratulated this week by Pathe News executives on the completion of his 23rd year with
the
company.
Mr. Sanfilippo said the most
Bank Night Appeals
outstanding even in his career was the filmAppeals will be heard in two states next
"The Horrors
War," thefour-reeler
Ford tookof aboard
historic
week on decisions declaring Bank Night whiching ofHenry
illegal. In Nebraska, the Omaha Bank peace mission.
Night injunction granted against Fox Midwest Theatres will be challenged by the Ex- MOTION PICTURE HERALD
hibitors Association of Omaha. In Connecticut, Ernest Dorau, manager of the
Published
every Center,
ThursdayNewbyYorkQuigley
Publishing Circle
Company, Rockefeller
City. Telephone
Place, Middletown, will contest his recent
Cable
address
"Quigpubco,
New
York."
Martin
conviction on the charge of violating the 7-3100.
Quigley,
and
Publisher;
Brown,Editor;
VicePresidentA. Editor-in-Chief
and
GeneralManaging
Manager;
TerryColvin
Ramsaye,
state lottery law, for which he was fined $10. Ernest
Rovelstad,
Editor;
Chicago
Bureau,
See page 33.
624 Southwood Bureau,
Michigan
Avenue,
C.
B.
O'Neill,
manager;
HollyPostal R.Union
Life Building, Toronto
Boone Mancall,
manager,
Weaver,
Bureau
366
AdelaideWilliam
Street
West,Bureau,
Toronto4, editor;
2,Golden
Ontario,Square,
J. A. Cowan,
Net Profits
representative.
London
London
W
I,
Bruce
Allan,
cable
Quigpubco
London;
Berlin
Bureau,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation and Rutenberg, representative;
Kaiserin-Augustastrasse
Paris Bureau, 29, 28,Rue Joachim
Marsoulan,K.
subsidiaries were shown to have a net profit Berlin-Tempelhof,
Paris 12, France,
representative,
of $1,448,783 for a 26 week period, Famous Lacifral-12
Paris;Pierre
RomeAutre,
Bureau,
via LovaniocableI, AutreRome,
Players Canadian Corporation reported a Italy,
passuti,Vittorio
Rome;Malpassuti,
Melbourne representative,
Bureau, RegentItalcable,
Theatre,Mal-191
profit of $426,045 for six months and a Collins
St.,MexicoMelbourne,
Cliff Holt,MexicorepresenCityrepresentative;
Bureau,Australia,
Apartado
City,
quarterlyArtists
dividend
of $1.25 was voted by the James tative;
Lockhart,
Prague269,Bureau,
Uhelny
United
circuit.
trh 2, tive;
Prague
I,
Czechoslovakia,
Harry
Knopf, representaBudapest
Bureau,
3,
Kaplar-u,
Budapest,
Hungary,
Analyses of these companies' figures and Endre
representative
Buenos AiresNatalio
Bureau, AvellanedaHevesi,
3949, Buenos
Aires,Bureau,
Argentina,
Columbia's statement for its fiscal year ap- representative;
Shanghai
142 Museum Bruski,
Road,
pear on page — .
Shanghai,
China,
J.
P.
Koehler,
representative;
Tokyo
Bureau,
880 Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shi
Chiba-Ken,
Japan,
H.Caixa
Tominaga,
representative;
Rio
de
Janeiro
Bureau,
Postal 3358,
de Janeiro,
Brazil, L. S.PostMarinho,
Injunction Refused
representative;
IndiaRioBureau,
G.Uruguay,
Gidwaney,
Road, Uruguay,
Karachi,
India;K.Bodo,
P. O. BoxBoxcable
664,147
Application for a permanent injunction to Bunder
Montevideo,
Paul
representative,
prevent picketing by Philadelphia exhibitors Argus Montevideo; Amsterdam Bureau,
87
Waalstraat,
Amsterdam
Philip54,deVienna
Schaap,VII,representative;
who are demonstrating against the with- Vienna
Bureau,Z., Holland,
Neustiftgasse
Hans
Lorant,
drawal of six pictures from the 1936-37 306
representative;
ChileChile,Bureau,
Calle Estado
260, Oficina
Santiago
de
A.
Weissmann,
schedule was refused to Paramount in _ a Copenhagen Bureau, Vesterbrogade 20,representative;
Copenhagen
lengthy Federal court opinion which dis- Audit
Winther, representative.
Member
Bureau ofKrisCirculations.
All contents copyright
mis ed the suit for lack of jurisdiction. Ex- V,1937Denmark,
by Quigleyto thePublishing
Company.
Address
hibitors concerned in the dispute were unde- correspondence
New
York
Office.
Other
Quigleyall
Better Theatres,
Picture Daily,
cided on resumption of picketing activities.
alPublications:
Dfa, International
Motion Motion
Picture Almanac
and Teatro
Fame.
See page 17.
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Stars Are Born
Fame, elusive and intangible, is the goal of
an uncounted army of aspirants who clamor
insistently at the gates of Hollywood. The
portals are opened momentarily to a chosen
few who seem to possess the indefinable
qualities which might enable them to travel
that road to its golden end but many, even
of these, glimmer briefly and unnoticed, fail.
The studios, dealing daily and familiarly
with the stuff of which fame is made, alone
of those who would install themselves as
arbiters
of thequalified
public's tochoice
heights,
would seem
place forin the
nomination
a group large enough and promising enough
to justify a tentative dictum that from these
there will emerge a star or stars.
On page 12 and following there are
recorded the names and faces, the talent and
probabilities of such a group.
Payrolls Increase
Dayton theatres are being benefited by improved industrial conditions, according to
the results of a survey showing a 38 per
cent increase in payrolls for the first eight
months of 1937 as compared to the corresponding period in 1936. Payrolls this year
totaled $63,281,115, which is $6,000,000 more
than for the entire year of 1935, A. C. Wolf,
secretary and manager of the Dayton Clearing House Association, said.
Decibel Cains
Motion picture engineers have perfected
and studios are using to an increasing extent, push pull recording, a method which
substantially reduces the noise level and
allowstionavolume.
gain of three decibels in reproducGeorge Schutz, editor of Better Theatres
explains the method, its significance and the
extent of its application in an article on
page 16.
Sales Increase
Monogram Pictures has had an increase of
$832,000 in sales so far this year as comthe same period
in theJohnston,
company'spresilast
year ofpared tooperation,
W. Ray
dent,
fromPortland
Hollywood fordisclosed
visitsbefore
to Sandeparting
Francisco,
and Seattle. "I firmly believe," Mr. Johnston asserted,season
"that Monogram
wind up
the 1937-'38
with sales ofwill$1,500,000
in excess of last year. Sales have greatly
exceeded our expectations. This is due not
only also
to the
improved
of ourof theatres
product
but
to the
increasedquality
number
in operation and the improved business being done by the theatres." Production already has been
completed
for Monogram's
September
releases,
Mr. Johnston
said, and
the production schedule has been set to January 1st.
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yw T the Fox Intermountain Theatres convention at the Park Lane
/g Hotel, Denver, about 60 home office representatives from Denver
and Salt Lake City and theatre managers from Colorado, Wyoming,
'Nebraska,
New row,
Mexico,
Idahoa gray
and Montana
present. division
In the
center of the front
wearing
suit, is KickwereRicketson,
manager, and to his left Harry Huffman, Denver city manager; Fred
Glass, southern district manager, and Ray Davis, northern district manager.
"More than 10,000 studio workers and stars" attended the annual
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio Club picnic at the Valley Park Country
3fr > Club, hard by Hollywood. Al Lichtman, executive assistant to Nicholas
Schenck, is shown at his picnic lunch.
Exhibitors and other film men to the number of 300 sponsored an
Aaron Saperstein Day at the Nippersink Country Club, Chicago, one of
the largest outings ever held by independent theatre men in the territory. The president of Allied Theatres of Illinois is pictured, left, talking to Clyde Eckhardt, Johnny Mendico and Walter Immerman.
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Fred Cannata, manager of the Horowitz Theatres in Houston, Texas, on a tour
of Hollywood made a special point of visiting the Universal studios to meet Nan
Grey, one of that company's candidates for stardom whose home town is Houston.
The toivn of Zenda, Canada, was closed and boarded tip while its inhabitants,
totaling 12 persons, emigrated by plane to New York, their first trip to the
metropolis. The mass migration, no accident, added much to the human interest newsVernon
value of
the opening
Selznick
International's
Prisoner ofat Zenda."
Mayor
Feivster,
in the ofpicture
to the
left, was no "The
whit flustered
some of
the metropolitan sights to be seen in and around the night club sector.
Practical evidence of England's interest and faith in color on the screen is provided by the new Technicolor, Ltd., laboratories in the outskirts of London. Designed bythe Austin Company, the plant has a capacity for finishing up to 24,000,000 feet of color film a year. jS
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TOMORROW
Wherein

are weighed

the

talent and probabilities of
Hollywood'* s newest and most
cherished nominations for the
accolade of fame

to be conferred

by the public, ever eager for
new screen idols but inconstant
MARGARET TALLICHET

and

unpredictable in its choice.

ZORINA

in her first attempt Nevertheless the list
of flamboyantly ecclaimed "going-to-begreats" who flashed and faded is much
longer than the roster of those who remained toestablish themselves.
ning
light
the
ng
defyi
of
feat
s
X'S
stand
boy
The
play.
child'
was
AJA
There's
an army of aspirants for screen
ing on the burning deck when all
the rest had fled was in no danger fame gathered in Hollywood. Each one
dreams that one day his or her name will
at all. The "Valiant 600" enjoyed a be that glamorous magnetic attraction that
pleasant horseback ride. Perils sand hazards shines in thousands of theatre marquees.
known to none of those heroe strew the The host has been recruited from schools
pathway of the daring one who takes it
colleges, from the legitimate stage,
upon himself to suggest who the picture and
little theatres and European countries, from
stars of tomorrow may be.
A lot of people have tried it. None of beauty contests, the more prosaic walks of
them has met with much success. Clark life, and some were only extras not so long
Gable was around a long time before anyone gave him much more than a guick ago.It is quite likely that the public, which,
look. So was Tyrone Power. Robert after all, alone controls the making and the
Taylor was a popular star long before the destiny of a star, will be of the opinion
company paying his salary realized it. that a star was born when it sees "Souls at
Sonja Henie achieved the goal of every Sea." The potentiality is Olympe Bradna.
tyro — she crashed the gates of Hollywood An 18 year old French girl who began her

OLYMPE BRADNA

JOAN FONTAINE

gus McCarthy
inby Hollywood

TOMMY KELLY
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GLORIA DICKSON

MARLA SHELTON

career as a dancer and who idolizes
Claudette Colbert, she handled the sole
role in the film to which sympathy accrued
with the finesse of an artiste. A brunette,
with dark brown eyes, who speaks English
with an intriguing accent, she was seen
earlier in "Three Cheers for Love," "College Holiday,"
several otherassignment
pictures.
Paramount
has and
no immediate
for her but she will be tutored for important parts.
Though Paramount discovered her and
featured her in "The Jungle Princess" and
"Last Train from Madrid," it remained for
Samuel Goldwyn to give Dorothy Lamour
her big beauty
chance first
in won
"Hurricane."
brunette
attention inHera
beauty contest in 1931 in which she was
nominated "Miss New Orleans." Combining singing ability through which she
achieved eminence on several radio programs, with acting talent, Miss Lamour
looms as likely to go a long way.
Termed by Cecil B. DeMille, who certainly should know what he is talking about,
"a combination of Helen Hayes, the early
Mary Pickford, Elisabeth Bergner and Clara
Bow," aability
Hungarian
actress,
Franciska
Gaal,
whose
to charm
European
audiences
won her medals, will make her American
screen debut in "Buccaneer." Miss Gaal
started her career as a ballad singer in a
Budapest cabaret. On the European stage
she appeared in Ferenc Molnar's "Violet"
and "The Good Fairy" and "The Church
Mouse." She enacted screen roles for
Universal in Berlin, Budapest and Vienna
before attracting Hollywood attention.
RKO-Radio gave Joan Fontaine a bit in
"Quality Street." Then "The Man Who
Found Himself" was previewed and Jesse
Lasky said, "Greatness will be hers. That's
all I can tell." A year ago she was unknown.

Today she is well on the road to stardom.
Mervyn LeRoy probably heard Kenny
Baker on the Jack Benny radio hour, or
he may have seen him in "Turn Off The
Moon." Anyway, he featured him in "Mr.
Dodd Takes The Air." Then the singing
Mr. Baker, presently learning the ropes of
screen acting, was signed to a long term
contract.
The screen hasn't seen Sigrid Gurie yet.
But Samuel Goldwyn, no doubt mindful of
the disaster that followed upon his Anna
Sten experiment, did not keep this Norwegian miss in hiding. He put her right
into "The Adventures of Marco Polo" in
the role of a Chinese princess opposite
Gary Cooper and, rather than theoretical,
her glorifying process will be practical.
One of Columbia's talent scouts noted
a professional model in New York. Brought
to Hollywood to make her screen debut in
"The Case Of The Missing Men," Joan
Perry went through the training school of
"B" pictures until the critics and public
began to talk about her following her appearance opposite Richard Dix in "The
Devil Is Driving." Columbia does not have
very many contract stars, but Miss Perry
is included in the list.
At MGM, where they need more stars
just about as much as the average man
needs to wear two hats at the same time,
plans are underfoot to add more to the
"More stars than there are in heaven"
slogan. It's a long jump from a Milwaukee
lumber yard to a role in "The Great Ziegfeld," and a place with the late Jean Harlow in "Suzy," interspersed with appearances in "Old Hutch" and "Piccadilly
Jim," but Stanley Morner made it, with
stops on radio and in opera. He is one of
few male players who may be prominent.
Under the name "Virginia Reid," a soft
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SIGRID GURIE

DEANNA DURBIN

voiced auburn haired southern girl had a
walk-on
role in and
"Penthouse."
was previewed
everybody "Maytime"
wondered
who the girl was to whom Jeanette MacDonald told the story of her tragic
romance. The credit sheets said Lynne
Carver. Critics couldn't find words fancy
enough to describe Miss Carver, the public seemed to like her, and she no longer
is worrying about her future in pictures.
Darryl F. Zanuck has enlisted a regiment
of newcomers under the 20th Century-Fox
banner. Several, Tyrone Power, Sonja
Henie, and Don Ameche, have proved
themselves. From an ultra-respectable
British family to which the theatre was
anathema came Virginia Field. She went
through the kindergarden of minor roles in
"Thank You, Jeeves," "Ladies In Love"
and "Little Lord Fauntleroy," from whence
she graduated into an important role in
"Lloyds Of London."
secondtrained
possibility,
comedienne
Joan Davis,A was
in the
hard school of depression era vaudeville.
Noted by Zanuck's scouts in an insignificant role in Paramount's "Millions In The
Air," she almost did the difficult thing of
stealing the show from Jane Withers in
"The Holy Terror," had a good part in
"Nancy Steele Is Missing" and now is a
fixture
studio's
Normain the
Shearer
camemusicals.
from Canada. A
little girl named Edna Mae Durbin wai
pretty much bewildered as she roamed
about the MGM lot. Nobody paid her
any attention. Charles R. Rogers moved
into Universal and a picture called "Three
Smart Girls" was started. It was earmarked as a "B." Then the daily rushes
came flowing in, the budget was upped
and Deanna Durbin became a sensation.
She is now the Universal prize package.

"100 Men And A Girl" should find her
blossoming as a full fledged star.
Up in Sacramento, General Sutter's own
bailiwick, "Sutter's Gold" was given its
world premiere. Despite the presence of
a host of notables, the Sacramento populace had eyes only for the girl who played
the role of Sutter's daughter. Miss Nan
Grey, who in the intervening months had
had a full allotment of not so good pictures, was, like Deanna Durbin, one of the
"Three Smart Girls."
From the Little Theatre of St. Joe, Mis
souri, via radio, Jane Wyman who likes
such strenuous sports as ice hockey and
polo came to Hollywood. She was fortunate enough to land a bit role in "My
Man
Godfrey."
Admissionfollowed,
to the Warner
Brothers
stock company
as did
experience in "Cain and Mabel" and "The
Singing Marine." Then came "Mr. Dodd
Takes The Air" and commentators were as
enthusiastic in applauding Miss Wyman as
they were Kenny Baker.
Gloria Dickson came from Pocatello,
Idaho, and a Federal Theatre Project. She
had a Warner screen test. Mervyn LeRoy
saw it and signed her for one of the
dramatic plums of the present season, the
feminine
lead in in"They
Forget."
That specialist
signingWon't
stars and
then
letting them work for some one else more
often than they do for him, Walter
Wanger, has
candidates
whose qualificationsthree
admit them
to nomination
for
positions on the stellar heights. Already
acclaimed as one of the greatest screen
finds in years, Maria Shelton, part Indian,
made her debut for Mr. Wanger in
"Vogues of 1938" and immediately moved
up into an important role in "52nd Street."
In 1936 she appeared in "The Phantom
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VIRGINIA FIELD

DOROTHY LAMOUR

Rider," "Postal Inspector," "Nobody's
Fool" and "Flying Hostess" for Universal
and in 1937 in "Under Cover," "Dangerous
Number" and "Personal Property" for
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer.
My Love
has Piatt
not yet
yet
been"I Met
completed,
nor Again"
has Louise
been seen on the screen. A stock company player, she finally landed on Broadway in roles in "Spring Dance" and
"Promise." Broadway reviewers of those
plays predicted a bright future for her.
Although a great many new young men
have been brought to the screen, few have
made an impression that would lead one
to believe that they might be future greats.
But, as the high school graduating class
prophets say, Tim Holt, son of Jack Holt
and thus born to the art, has a good
chance to succeed. He was the radio
operator
Is Made pictures.
At Night"
and
will bein in"History
other Wanger
Far be it for Samuel Goldwyn to be any
place but in the van of any parade. Re
couping from the flattering comments bestowed upon "Stella Dallas" and "Dead
End," getting his second wind for what
he knows will be said about "Hurricane,"
he hasn't
started
When
he does,
exotic"Goldwyn
Zorina willFollies"
be oneyet.of
its big features. A Norwegian by birth,
nineteenlerina of the
yearsMonte
old, former
premiere
balCarlo Ballet
and star
in the London production of "On Your
Toes," Zorinadescribable
seems
that out
insomething to
thatpossess
lifts people
of the common herd.
David O. Selznick scoured the country
for arural
"Tomsection
Sawyer"
foundcalled
him thein
that
of Newand York
Bronx. Tommy Kelly, twelve years old,
whose only previous ambition was to play

baseball with the New York Giants, is the
boy. Thrilled as any boy could be who
suddenly finds himself transported 3,000
miles from home to a legendary land, he is
making the man who discovered Freddie
Bartholomew think he will have another
youngster who will win high honors.
The story of Margaret Tallichet reads
very much like that told in "A Star Is
Born," the first picture in which she appeared. Nobody invited Miss Tallichet to
come to Hollywood. She came from
Texas on her own accord and with only her
ambition and talent as introduction. For
a while all she met with were rebuffs and
disillusionments. Then came her chance in
the Janet Gaynor-Fredric March picture,
the title of which, in her case, is prophetic.
contractis on
list it.
is sharply
butSelznick's
Alan Marshal
On thelimited,
stage JOAN DAVIS
with Eva Le Gallienne and George Arliss,
he came into pictures as Captain DeTrevignac in "The Garden of Allah," supporting
Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer. He
also was in "Parnell" and "Night Must Fall"
and is featured in Greta Garbo's forth"Conquest."of others in the race to
There coming
are scores
be tomorrow's stars. People never heard
of may flash into the sky and endure brilliantly. Itis no certainty that any of those
here listed will attain the fame of the
Garbos, Dietrichs, Shearers, Coopers,
Taylors, Powells, Colberts, Crawfords and
MacDonalds of the present. Application
of the only sharply defined standard ingredient, the possession of actual and potential talent, shows that they may. The
rest lies in the hands of the inconstant and
unpredictable public who, through the box
office, alone build up that fame or snatch
it out of reach.
STANLEY MORNER

JANE WYMAN

FAME
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PUSH-PULL

RECORDING,
GENERAL
USE
NEAR
Research
Products,
Inc.,
a
year ago with apTotal Gain of Three Decibels
developed by atBell
LaboraSEPARATE TRACKS FOR
tories,paratus
were repeated
the Telephone
national convention
Made in Effective Volume
of the Pox-Skouras circuit in Colorado Springs
SIX ORCHESTRA UNITS
in August,duction afilm
and consisting
ERPI, it isin reported,
in proRange, but Further Experia series ofhasdramatic
In recording the orchestral music of
ments Are Underway
episodes
which
is
being
recorded
binaurally.
"100 Men and a Girl," for which LeoThis film is scheduled for exhibition at the fall
pold Stokowski conducted, Universal
meetingne rs in New
of theYork
Society
of Motion Picture Engicarried the multiple channel method
by GEORGE SCHUTZ
in October.
somewhat farther than theretofore in
Editor of Better Theatres
Two Microphones Used
motion picture sound, employing a
The method, employing two microphones in
separate track for each of six instruWith five studios already using push-pull
place
of one in any recording setup, with these
recording, and with all others signifying an
mental divisions of the orchestra —
so located in relation to each other that they
immediate practical interest in it, general
violin,
woodwind,
brass,
'cello
and
correspond
aurally to the two ears in normal
adoption of this method by Hollywood probass, harp, and percussion.
hearing, permits the development of auditory
ducers as a means of attaining finer sound
The
original
recordings
were
made
effects
analogous
the illusion
sterequality in the standard single sound track
oscopy. A sensationwithof depth
may be ofachieved
at the Academy of Music in Philadelis indicated at an early date.
that
separates
the
apparent
source
of
a
sound
phia, using RCA ultra-violet, pushfrom its real source at variable distances — a
Such use of push-pull — merely to propull equipment. In mixing the six
kind of mechanical ventriloquism. This can be
duce the two balanced tracks for dubbing
carried
to extreme lengths, and, so employed,
tracks, Stokowski himself "cona single track on the secondary master
binauraleffects
soundlikely
couldto endow
ducted" at the control panel. "The
with
rattle "horror"
the teeth pictures
of the
from which the release prints are proreproductions are superior to the origmost
calloused
devotee
of
that
class of product.
inal
renditions
from
which
they
are
duced — is today regarded as the only
Binaural sound is rather to be looked upon,
one likely to be made of the method, since
however, as yet another means of enhancing the
taken," he is reported to have said.
naturalness of mechanical sound, since, it is
few theatre sound systems are capable of
out, sound thus recorded and reproduced
handling two tracks, and the cost of effec- dubbing single tracks has been put into sub- pointed
on aber dual
system hasgiving
a greater
apparent
tively adapting the remainder scarcely
of
the
a specific
soundnum-the
stantial use and probably will be generally em- characteristics
reality. overtones
would be warranted, it is pointed out, by
by which we usually know it in
ployed
before
long,
further
pursuit
of
the
precious decibel in volume gain is now underway on
the amount of improvement the change
several experimental fronts. Research is being Introduced at MGM
in theatre apparatus would achieve.
conducted in the application of new types of
sound tracks, particularly with respect to special
Adaptation
ofis recording
equipmentandto itspushrecording asfora single
dubbingat
pull,
relatively
use efficacy in the recording of specific bands of wasPush-pull
first instituted
regulartrack
practice
has
sohowever,
far reduced
the noise simple,
constant to a value
frequencies, and it is believed highly probable MGM, following experiments conducted by
representing a total gain of three decibels, or
formsdensity
than those
of the presShearer, director of sound. This proenough to be readily appreciated by the average that entother
standardoptical
variable
and variable
area Douglasducer is now
employing
push-pullandformusic.
all origperson, in the effective volume range. In the tracks will come into commercial studio pracinal
recording,
of both dialogue
continual quest for the reduction of noise level, tice.
For some pictures, MGM also is making up
so that the limit of usable sound may extend
pointed out that definite determination two-track secondaries for push-pull prints, parcloser to the limit of audible sound in reality, of Ittheisspecial
adaptation of certain optical forms
ticularly on roadshow productions.
to particular groups of frequencies would lead to
every decibel
gained
is
regarded
by
studio
techUniversal is now using push-pull for recordn
i
c
i
a
n
s
a
s
worthwhile
if
attainable
at
a
reasonmore
or
less
regular
use
of
combinations
of
ing all music, but so far has not issued any twoable cost.
sound track types in producing primary masters
from which the print master was dubbed. With track prints.
First in "Romeo and Juliet"
three or more sound track types employed in Recording on Both Tracks
Although employed over a year ago by MGM producing the primary sound records, the photoTwentieth
Century-Fox
the pracgraphic forms of the ultimate single track repfor "Romeo
and Juliet,"except
push-pull
recording
tice of recording
all music ison following
both standard
and
mained in obscurity,
in studio
technicalresuch "squeezing"
of the
original
tracks push-pull
tracks
and
selecting
the
better
record
circles, until rather recently. Briefly and in its that theresentratio
between
them
and
the
noise-profrom
either
one
type
or
the
other
for
the
print
ducing
elements
of
the
film
emulsion
are
far
essentials, the method is one in which two film
master.
than extension
it now normally
is, resulting
records are made of the same sound elements, greater
United Artists is similarly employing pushstill further
of the effective
volumein
each ardoccupying
just
half
the
space
of
the
standall recording
three ofchansound track. In making these twin tracks, range towards the audible levels of reality. Ap- pull in nels),
the effectsof music
as well(with
as music
the
the
recording
light
beam
is
so
controlled
by
a
plied according to the noise-cancellation tech- "Goldwyn whileFollies"
valve that when it is transmitted to one track
and "Hurricane" are being
n
i
q
u
e
o
f
push-pull,
this
multiple-track
method
recorded push-pull, with the possibility that
yet another decibel or two.
it is cut off from the other. Thus transparent captures
for tracks.
certain keyThe Research Council of the Academy of some releases,
areas of one track are cancelled by more or
showings,particularly
will carry two
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has in prep- theatre
less opaque
areas
of
the
other,
and
any
emulAt
Paramount
four-channel
push-pull
a
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
booklet
on
the
characteristics
of
varision elements or other film blemishes, which
ing is the general practice for all music. recordwould otherwise be reproduced, are cancelled.
ous typesmerofcial y andsound
tracks nowto inbe use
com-in
experimentally,
issued
Equipment
recording
is nowplans
bethe making
secondary
mastersare forretained
push- October.
ing installed atforthepush-pull
RKO plant,
and while
pullIn release
prints,of the
two tracks
are
indefinite,
it
is
expected
that
this
method
by employing,
in dubbing,
beam-splitwill be used soon for the original musical reting process used
in makingthe thesameoriginal
twin 300 Theatres Equipped
It is estimated that about 300 theatres are schedule. cordings ofat least a portion of the production
records.
In
producing
a
secondary
master
record from which a standard single track release
today withpickup,
reproducing
Warner-First National nor Columbia
print is to be made, the dubbing process is the equipped
able to two-track
probablyfacilities
all ofadaptthem hasNeither
yet the
employed
former being
same as that used for ordinary recordings — made in preparation for eventual adoption of without
necessarypush-pull,
technicalthefacilities.
Both
that is, without splitting the light beam — and push-pull tracks in many if not all releases, and, companies report
an
active
interest
the
the two original tracks may be said to be com- it is pointed out, two-track releases are not method, however, with Columbia statingin that
bined. But being a record of sound from which
to be regular and general for a long time,
sound
department
has
been
experimenting
the noise represented by film blemishes was iflikely
ever. The continued installation of two-track its
with it.
substantially eliminated by the push-pull can- pickups and transformer coils would, however,
cellation method, this single track is corres- place an increasing number of theatres in a
Grand National has signed Wallace Ford
pondingly noiseless and therefore is adapted to position to take advantage of socalled binaural
athehigher
four pictures a year to be prowithout complete replacement of their to starducedinby Dave
case. volume level than otherwise would be recording
Diamond. The first will be
sound systems.
Binaural demonstrations, made by Electrical "He Wanted to Marry."
While the two-track method of recording for
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PERMITTING
Philadelphia Operators Free to
Conduct Demonstrations in
Dispute with Distributor; Briefs
Are Filed in Minneapolis Suit
Philadelphia exhibitors who have been
agitatingmount forawhat
"buyers'
strike"wasagainst
Para-of
they claim
a breach
contract by the distributor have won the
legrtl right to use picketing as a weapon in
their boycott under a Federal Court decision
which dismissed an application by Paramount for a permanent injunction. The
company immediately announced it would
appeal from the decision.
Agnew Protests Decision
"Ofson is acourse
the because
decision itofwasJudgeunexpected
Dickinsurprise
on
the
undisputed
facts
proved,"
said
Neil
F. Agnew, vice-president in charge of sales.
have read
opinion
the courtthatandin
it "Iis plain
to me,theeven
as a oflayman,
it there is an apparent misconception of the
facts.
"The court, in its opinion, states that the
contract for the 1936-37 product expired by
its terms on July 31, 1937. The contract
plainly provides otherwise, and establishes
the July 31 date as being the last date within
which a picture must be generally released
to be deliverable under the 1936-37 contract.
"Exhibitors know that pictures which are
generally released prior to July 31 are deliverable under the contract regardless of
the fact that they are to be exhibited after
July 31.
"Our lawyerstheadvise
that the
opinion laws
has
misinterpreted
Sherman
Anti-trust
in a manner that is unprecedented and that
the decision cannot stand on appeal.
"Therefore,
filingwilltheirbe papers
appeal
at oncetheyandarethey
ready onto
argue the matter in the circuit court of appeals as quickly as the court will permit."
Following the decision leaders of the
movement expressed some doubt as to
whether picketing would be resumed by
exhibitors who are demonstrating against
the withdrawal of six pictures from the
1936-37 schedule.
Paramount's
for a permanent
injunction against thesuitexhibitors
was instituted
after the company obtained a temporary restraining order August 1st and was dismissed without prejudice in a lengthy opinion handed down by Federal Judge Oliver
B. Dickinson, the conclusions being:
"The effect of a refusal to exhibit films
of thestateplaintiff
transactions
in inter-to
commerce isupon
too indirect
and remote
be within the provisions of the Sherman
anti-trust law, or its supplements, so as to
confer jurisdiction upon this court to enjoin
the commission of the acts complained of.
"Theforbilllackshould
be dismissed
without
costs,
of jurisdiction
but without
prejudice."
The facts contained in the opinion were
essentially :
"The effect of the acts complained of, as
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EXHIBITORS
TO
PICKET
picture situation. Agents of the department
are scattered throughout the country studying
FILM MATINEE ENDS
not only the motion picture situation, but the
oil, steelgardingandthese industries
other industries
reCHILDREN'S PICKETING
are said; complaints
to be coming
in to the department in a steady flow, and the
The weekly matinee of a local moGovernment is actually in the midst of a detion picture theatre served as "striketermined campaign against what are claimed to
breaker" last week when the picketbe monopolistic practices in the oil industry,
ing of 300 Bronx school children for
which
could
spreadis toveryotherinvolved,
trades. as is
The whole easily
situation
a play street ended within ten minutes after the theatre opened its doors.
all oftrialthefield, but
Government's
activity
in
the indus-to
there are enough indications
The child pickets, who ranged in
lead competent
observers
in
Washington
beage from seven to 14, paraded for two
lieve that much time and effort next sessionto will
days in the Bronx, carrying signs probe devoted
to
exploration
of
industrial
operawith the motion picture one of the most
claiming "The right to play is the
fertile tions,fields.
child's right. For that right we fight"
and "Thousands of children are killed
California, Boston
yearly.
We want a playground."
Officials Questioned
The demonstration
ended abruptly
with word that it was 2 P. M. and
Albert J. Law, special assistant to Homer
Cummings, United States attorney general, was
the "pitchers was on."
in Los Angeles this week accompanied by two
for the reported purpose of continualleged, is to stop all dealings of exhibitors assistants
ing an anti-trust inquiry begun there some
months ago. Mr. Law has been in Washington
with thetributoplaintiff
as
a
producer
and
disr of films. If no picture films of the during the last two months studying information obtained during the earlier questioning.
plaintiffs are exhibited there will be none
Questioning of motion picture executives in
shipped in interstate commerce."
Boston the last few weeks brought the following
statementStates
from the
sectional ofheadquarUnder an order issued last week by Judge
Allied
Association
Motion
Gunnar H. Norbye in Minneapolis final Pictureters of Exhibitors
:
briefs were filed by both Paramount and
"So
far
nothing
but
informal
questioning
counsel for independent exhibitors against taken place, but it is hoped that the result hasof
whom Paramount is seeking a permanent in- these conferences will be an anti-trust suit,
junction to prevent the continuance of the broad enough in scope to crush the monopoly
the motion picture industry, if the alleged
"buyers' strike" against the purchase of its inconspiracies
and unfair trade practices are
product.
found
to
exist."
Congressmen Seek
Dallas Trial Set
Film Inquiry Jobs
For
September 20th
by FRANCIS L. BURT
The the
Federal
Government's
anti-trust
case
in Washington
against
Interstate
circuit of Texas
and eight
Reports this week that members of Con- distributors will start definitely on September
gress were jockeying for positions on a 20th it was reported this week with an assurJudge W. H. Atwell that
committee to investigate the motion picture there ancewillfrom beFederal
no further postponements. Two
industry lent weight to indications that a delays have marked
the spring.
proceedings since the
Congressional inquiry into activities of the action was instituted last
industry next year is inevitable.
John Erhard, district attorney, was denied
It is expected that the House rules com- a motion, filed last week, asking that the distributor defendants, Twentieth Century-Fox,
mittee, which last session refused to apVitagraph, United Artists, Columbia,
prove investigations of any nature, will RKO,
Universal,
Paramount and Metro-Goldwynrelent next January and report a number Mayer, as well
as Interstate, be compelled to
supplyforletters
and
of measures for inquiries of various mat- them
court
study.memoranda passing between
ters, including motion pictures and, possibly, broadcasting.
Answers Awaited
While a considerable number of investiga- In Divorce Test
tions of one sort or another are provided for in
measures now pending in Congress, the motion
for a hearing of a test case instituted
picture and broadcasting industries are seen as in Date
Fargo, North Dakota, by Paramount against
best
lending
themselves
to
political
necessities
the
state
distributors to divest
of the Administration because of their intimate themselves lawof compelling
theatre holdings will not be set
connection with the daily life of every person until state officials who are defendants in the
in the country.
have filed answering briefs.
Major controversies in the next session will action
Paramount's complaint charges that the
be those over the wage and hour, farm and "divorce"
measure, which would make it untax legislation, and Administration leaders in
lawful for any producing or distributing comCongress will be grateful for anything that
pany
to
own
or operate
in theandstate,
diverts the attention of the people and stops, violates both the
Federal theatres
Constitution
the
if only temporarily, the howl of protest which North Dakota Constitution in several mayor
they expect to go up when the proposed tax respects. Among these are the charges that
revision measure is brought in.
the plaintiffs of their property
Another factor which will tend to encourage it would deprive
process of law ; that it would rea Congressional investigation is the maintained withoutquire thedueimpairment
contractual
(Continued onof following
page) obligations
interest of the Department of Justice in the
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and that it imposes arbitrary restrictions on
lawful business and arbitrarily invades property
rights. It is also charged that the measure
denies the plaintiffs equal protection under
the law by unlawful discrimination against
them and that it has no relation to the public
welfare and is not a valid exercise of the police
power of the state.
sets forthuntil
thatnext
whileMarch
the bill
doesThenotcomplaint
become effective
15,
the plaintiffs are entitled to immediate legal
relief inasmuch as damage to their business has
or may be done by the presence of the measure
in the statutes. It points out that the theatres
operated in the state by its affiliates may be inby the into
reluctance
distribution
pjured
anies to enter
contractsof with
them for comnew
season product while the validity of the "divorce"
measure
remains
undetermined,
and
that
the same handicap applies as well to other
contracts or agreements which the theatres
might wish to enter into with equipment companies or contractors for necessary supplies or
improvements.
The theatres listed in the complaint as being
affected by the state measure are the State,
Orpheum and Strand at Minot ; the Dakota
and Paramount at Grand Forks ; the Fargo,
Grand and State at Fargo, and the Opera
House and Star at Jamestown. All of these
except righthe
State,leases
Minot,of which
outt, are under
from fiveis owned
to 20 years
duration, and some with options for renewal.
The charges that the state law would impair
the contractual obligations of the plaintiffs in
violation of the Federal and state constitutions
is based primarily on the existence of these
leases.
In establishing the potential damages to the
plaintiffs
fromParamount
enforcement
of therelated
"divorce"
measure, the
complaint
that
the value of the capital stock held by Paramount
in Minnesota Amusement on Jan. 2 of this
year
was 4"ina dividend
excess ofof$290,000,"
and declared
that on
last Dec.
$325,000 was
on thisParamount
stock by Minnesota.
is also statedto
that
licensed andIt distributed
Minnesota and American Amusement 4,186 features, shorts and newsreels for a total income
of $124,898 for the four-year period from Aug.
1, 1932,enue from
to North
Aug. 1,Dakota
1936. The
company's
revtheatres
other than
its affiliates during the same four-year period
is given as $264,613 from a maximum of 102
theatres
films. using a total of 32,794 Paramount
The value
of Minnesota
Amusement's
vestment inNorth
Dakota theatres
is given in-as
KANSAS PRESS FEUD
OVER FIRST-RUNS
The first-run problem in Kansas
brought the municipal rivalries of two
Kansas cities into the open recently
with two newspapers the spokesmen
for local prides.
Commenting on the campaign of
Kansas City, Kan., to obtain first-run
pictures, the Hutchinson News gibed:
"Fate
againstlargeKansas
City, itKan.is still
No
matter is how
it grows,
a suburb."
Indignantly retorted the Kansas
City Kansan: "A perfect thumbtwiddler's philosophy."

JOBS

"in
excess of $123,000,"
as ofsolelast
Jan. 2.
stated, is the
stockholder
inMinnesota,
Americanit isAmusement
and received
as a
dividend on the capital stock of the latter company $92,000 on Dec. 18, 1935, and $75,000 on
Nov. 23, 1936.
The Dakota
value oftheatres
American's
investments in North
is given
as The
in "excess
of
$169,000."
defendants in the action have 20 days
after being served in which to file their answers
tobe Paramount's
set thereafter.complaint. A hearing date wil!
To Try Theatre Bill
At Special Session
An attempt to introduce a chain theatre
measure in the special session of the Wisconsin legislature will be made by the Independent Theatres Protection Association
of that state when the law-making body
meets September 13th.
The special session was called by Governor Phillip M. LaFollette for enactment of
relief measures.
Holy Name Society
Pickets
"Ecstasy"
Forty members
of the Holy Name Society
of St. Mel Roman Catholic Church picketed
the Hamlin theatre in Chicago when
"Ecstasy"
was changed
the attraction.
Manager
Morris Salkin
the program
after
Monsignor F. A. Purcell protested and the
pickets were removed.
This is the first time any objection has
been shown by demonstration against
"Ecstasy" in Chicago.
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ZINC POISONING FROM
TAX TOKENS; NO REDRESS
Replying to the inquiry of L. O.
Honig of Fox Midwest Theatres,
Kansas sation
City,commission
the state
compenheldKansas
this week
that
no compensation is provided for theatre cashiers contracting zinc poisontokens.ing from the handling of sales tax
Mr. Honig made his inquiry after
several of his cashiers contracted mild
poisoning. Complaints concerning the
tokens have been frequent since the
impost went into effect last June.
Fox Midwest Raises
Prices in 85 Houses
A general admission increase for 85 rurally-located theatres of the Fox Midwest
circuit
in theDay.
Kansas City area went into
effect Labor
The new policy calls for an average increase of five cents. Sunday and holiday
matinee prices are raised to the level of
those charged for evening performances, and
bargain balcony admissions are eliminated.
Higher prices apply only to rural theatres,
but it is expected that an urban price rise
will follow shortly, not only in the Fox but
in other circuits in the district.
The Midland first adopted a 25 cent night
balcony price several years ago after suburban subsequent-run
theatres
had cut toward
prices
and the
trend of theatre
attendance
suburbans had set in. On two or three occasions since, the house has raised to a
straight 40 cent night price on big pictures.

Ontario Increases Now
Confronting
Exhibitors
Wm. Fox Petition Denied
Theatre circuits and independent exhibitors of Ontario are in a quandary over the
Federal Judge Martin T. Manton denied
last week the application of William Fox question of increases in admission prices
and Hiram Steelman, his trustee in bank- for the fall and winter season. With operating and other costs on the rise, there is
ruptcy, for leave to reargue the petition of
Milton C. Weisman, as equity receiver for an obvious need for a raise in admissions,
the Fox Theatres Corporation, for instruc- but the problem is to do so without running
tion regarding the distribution of a second foul of the Ontario Government, headed by
and interim dividend to creditors. The court Premier M. F. Hepburn, which abolished
also granted Mr. Fox an extension until the entire amusement tax only three months
Monday of the time in which he is required ago under the assurance that the tax reducto file a statement of his liabilities.
tion would be passed on to the public.
This was gladly done by the theatre operators innearly all cases but now increased
Catholic Guild Cruise
expenses, such as coal and labor, have to be
The Catholic Actors Guild began its New met.
York activities for the new season Wednesday
with its annual moonlight cruise on the HudCraig Reelected Club Head
son River,
steamer
"Americana."
Besides
the aboard
dancing,the Dan
Healey,
president,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's studio club has
presented a variety program, with talent reelected W. K. Craig to the presidency.
Other officers are: Fred Gabourie, first
from the screen, stage and radio.
vice-president; W. S. Van Dyke, second
vice-president; Jack Melbourne, treasurer,
Bayonne Strand Robbed
and Ida M. Koverman, secretary. Chosen
the board of governors were: Mr. Van
During a recent performance of "The for
Dyke, W. P. Hendry, Jack Coffee, Orville
Crime
at thepistols
Strand,through
Bayonne,
N. J., Nobody
two menSaw"thrust
the Fouce,
"Pop" Arnold and Homer Henry.
box-office window, held up Edward Rowe,
manager, and escaped with $450.
A nationwide billboard campaign in which
1,500 twenty-four sheets will be posted is an
Harry J. Gell, until recently managing
part of Warner Brothers' exploitadirector for Twentieth Century-Fox in Cen- integral
tion plans for
for release
"The Life
of Emile
scheduled
October
2nd. Zola,"
The
tral ditions
Europe,abroadisforen undisclosed
route to survey
film
coninterests. Mr. billboards are yellow and white lettered on
a blue background.
Gell will be gone four months.
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WHOLESALE
Actors and Technicians Are Restricted to One Foreign Film
a Year; At Least One Picture Must Be Made in France
by PIERRE AUTRE
in Paris
Employment of French film stars and
technicians by Hollywood producers has
caused
so muchindustry
concernthatwithin
France's
motion picture
the production
section of the French General Cinema Confederation has released a communication
setting forth two principles and warning that
violation of them will result in punitive
action.
Under the edict, actors and technicians
must consent to:
1. Accept no business engagements
abroad except for one film per year, at
the most.
2. Collaborate on at least one film
made in France during this same period.
The communication was released to newspapers and was
the ProfessionalIn
Association
for forwarded
Artists andto Technicians.
reviewing the situation the letter stated :
"Considering
that theforsituation
by theof
systematic
departure
foreigncreated
countries
French
artists
and
technicians,
constitutes
incontestible harm to the interests of the Frenchan
cinema,
That all French producers are thus deprived
of the legitimate counterpart of their efforts,
and, considering the risks and the efforts taken
for the formation and improvement of these
artists and technicians,
"That hibithe
interests
distributors
extors also are
at stakeof because
it is and
by their
help, combined with that of the producers, that
these artists and technicians attain recognition.
the public,
whichin there
could
be "That
no success
possible,without
is justified
considering
itself as the holder of a trust, which consists of,
for thetion of consecrating
artists and technicians,
obligatheir talentsthetomoral
the creation
of films made in the spirit and in the language
of this public,
"It is will
decided
that,with
henceforth,
measures
be taken
regard topunitive
artists
and technicians who do not conform to the two
principles."
Agreeable at First
In support of the stand, producers who
decided upon
argument
that "punitive
the Frenchmeasures"
industryadvanced
is going theto
lose all of its stars. They also pointed out that
at first it was agreeable to learn that French
actors have an international appeal and to
realize that their films would be excellent worldwide propaganda for France.
"But,"be they
"to stop
on this point
would
verycontinued,
short sighted
reasoning.
One
may be very flattered and thank our American
friends for the honor they do us in selecting our
best actors for their films but French producers
become uneasy when they see the French studios
being gradually drained of all young blood, of
the talents French producers have discovered,
built up and launched, often at great expense,
and upon whom they relied and hoped for the
future
of the French
The producers
calledproduction."
attention to the fact that
engagement of French stars by American pro-
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General opinion is that both sides of the
matter are understandable. French producers,
who made the French stars do not want to lose
MINSKYS REUNITE, BUT
them, just when they become famous but, on the
STRIP TEASE IS OUT
other hand, stars and technicians do not want to
refuse good contracts and wages and the
The
Minsky
brothers,
tvho
split
insecurity
to two factions in 1932 when one, Abe,
France. for work, which they cannot get in
Many French actors and technicians are
was accused by the other two of "goobliged to remain idle several months as the
ing highbrow," have reunited to proFrench
production system does not allow for
duce the "Oriental French Follies,"
long term contracts and after each film the stars
which is the Minsky's offering as a
and
technicians,
have to look for other positions.
successor to burlesque in New York.
French producers make, at the most, one or
The reunion, however, does not alter
two pictures each year and some producing comthe ban on strip tease and similar acts
panies are formed just for the purpose of making a single picture.
and, while the brothers, Morton, Herbert K. and Abe, are producing the
Technicians' Viewpoint
show they are still prohibited from usThe point of view of French technicians
ing the name Minsky in show business.
engaged by foreign countries, England as well
as America, was expressed in an interview given
by the director, Abel Gance, famous for his
Wheel,"had andtrouble
"J'Accuse."
ducers was noticeable during the first days of silent
"It isfilmnot"The
because
with myoutpro-of
talking pictures. But then, the producers said,
have I decided
to work
the stars played in French versions of American France,"ducershethat Isaid.
"It
is
becoming
more here.
and
pictures and then returned to France.
difficult to make big pictures over
"It is a different matter," they asserted, more
Above certain figures, production does not pay.
"when
French
stars
are
engaged
to
play
in
France, it is because, for a director
American talking pictures ; they really take a who"If hasI leave
the habit of making films of some imchance.
A few
many fail
and reportance, the French cinema market does not
turn to their
own succeed
country but
absolutely
depreciated.
offerMarcel
sufficient
outlets."another director and also
Greatest Danger Seen
L'Herbier,
French
As examples of those who have attained secretary ciatofion, saithe
d
he
agrees Cine-Technicians
on certain points Assowith
success,
the producers
namedGravet
Charles
the decision made by the producers but does
Simone Simon
and Fernand
but inBoyer,
each not
agree
that
liberty
of
action
should
be
taken
case iticanismadepointed
that thecannot
successbe ofcompared
Amer- from stars and directors.
films inoutFrance
"I think freedom of exchange is very imto that of the French films with the same stars.
portant," he declared.
a French
The greatest danger to the French cinema, as director leaves
France he"If will
still be actor
servingor
seen bywood the
producers,
country. If he goes to work in foreign
producers
are willingis the
and fact
able that
to payHollyhigh his
countries just for the sake of money, he will not
salaries.
be successful and no sanction will be necessary."
"French stars
of international
Maurice isChevalier
is ofabout
the opinion
competition
and are
havethea object
tendency
to ask for much
being made
nothing.thatOut"tooof
salaries in proportion to those of American all thefussFrench
actors engaged by Hollywood,
only two or three, at the most, will make a real
This ducers
is because
seen there
as disastrous
French
pro- come
hit withback,thequickly.
American public. The others will
is not the for
market
for their
product
stars." that there is for English speaking Public's Opinion
pictures.
The producers also expressed regret over the
As for the public, the French people think it
is not right to prevent anyone from taking a
fact
who wereinexcellent
France,
often that
are "players
used in America
pictures inwhich
are good
position, in a foreign country.
unsuitable to their temperament and their
But the way that French audiences will
mentality." Fear also was expressed that the receive American or British pictures, English
"French
cinema
will undergo
the same
withknown
Frenchfactstars,
considthe Swedish
cinema.
Twelve years
ago fate
all theas speakingered. Itisbuta well
that upto tobe now
not
best stars, all the best directors of the cinema one American
staring a French actor has
in Sweden, were engaged by Hollywood and, been a success film,
in
France,
whether
in
original
with the exception of Greta Garbo, what has version or dubbed in French.
happened to all the others?
French patrons who go to theatres, showing
"That was the end of the Swedish cinema." American and English films in original speaking versions, find it odd to hear French actors
Boycott Films?
English.It They
It seems almost impossible to resolve the speaking
English actors.
is stillprefer
worseAmerican
for dubbedor
versions.
French
patrons
cannot
get
to
problem.
The
French
Syndical
Chamber
threatens to take measure against stars and technicians the idea, or accept an American film, used
starring
who
than doonenot contract
well known French film stars, such as
out ofaccept
France more
and who
make at per
least year
one such
Charles Boyer, Simone Simon, Fernand Gravet
film in France during the same period.
Annabella, and in the dubbed versions of
What measures will they take? Boycott films or
which,
to whichtributed ? French stars or technicians have con- theirs. they would hear voices which are not
The only Charles Boyer American film which
is practically
was a success
in France Boyer
was "The Garden
andIt the
stars. So impossible
what can beto boycott
done? the films Allah"
ownof
the stars moreTheseriously
role. Thein which
FrenchCharles
dubbed versiondubbed
was his
a great
thanThethequestion
directorsaffects
and technicians.
success success
to the original American
of a French star in an American film may be version aswhichcompared
was very badly received. In the
doubtful because of language reasons but this is same way, Annabella
dubbed Gravet,
herself inhimself
"Wingsin
not true for directors. A good film, made any- of the Morning,"
(ContinuedFernand
on following
page)
where, wil always be a good film.
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flower productions : "A Man and His Dog,"
from Somerset Maughan's novel "The Vessel Labor Troubles
of Wrath."
and Elsa Lanchester
co-starCharles
in this Laughton
film.
On a rough island off French Britanny,
Jean Epstein is shooting "La Femme Au Bout
Du
Monde"with(TheCharles
Woman Vanel,
at the Jean-Pierre
End of the
World),
Aumont
and Germaine Rouer.
The French actor, Pierre Blanchar, will be Threaten
Mexican Majors
Branches'
the
star
of
"Thomas
L'Agnelet,"
a
romantic
and
adventure picture taken from the novel by the
famous French writer Claude Farrere. The film inbyMexico
JAMESCity LOCKHARTwill be produced in Italy, in both French and
Italian speaking versions.
Labor trouble again threatens American
It is rector
Marcel
l'Herbier,
not the Russian
Fedor Ozep
as announced
previously,di- distributors
in Mexico. With employees
who directs the French talking version of "The making demands for salary increases rangCheat." Francen
The castandincludes
Sessue Hayakawa,
ing from 30 to 35 per cent, strike murmurs
Victor
Lise Delamare.
are being felt by the eight large companies
having Mexican branches.
Recent wage increases granted by MGM
and Paramount have relieved the tension to
Two Firms Delay
some degree, but dissatisfaction still remains.
previous labor policy, companies
Their Stock Issues areUnlike
being approached individually. This is
from the policy of deTwo film companies held up their pro- a markedmands madedeparture
upon producers collectively folposed stock issues in the Securities and Exl
o
w
e
d
i
n
the
strike
of
two years ago which
change Commission last week when Cinein a four-month tieup of motion
color, Inc., requested postponement of the resulted
activity here.
effective date of its registration and Holly- picture
There is indication that official action may
wood Famous Pictures sought withdrawal
be taken if the
more profor the second time of its application.
nounced.situation
Governmentbecomes
intervention
has
The Cinecolor registration, originally
averted
difficulties
in
the
mining
and
petrofiled August 9th, covered the proposed issuleum industries, encouraging belief that
ance of 407,000 shares of $1 par common
may also be avoided in the film
stock, of which 167,000 shares were to be disturbances
field.
offered the public at $1.50 and the balance
On
the
other
of the picture, Mexican
issuedsor for
the assets of Cinecolor's predeces- business continuessidefavorable.
company.
Improved conAdditional time was requested to permit
ditions are particularly noticeable in Guadathe company to file additional information
lajara, Mexico's second largest city, and in
Monterrey, a highly Americanized town near
by the commission.
The original application of Hollywood the U. S. border. The Rex, a modern 1,200Famous Pictures, filed September 8th, 1936. seat house equipped with air-conditioning,
covered 50,000 shares, each, of preferred is being built in Monterrey by Gonzala
and common stock. Both at $1 par value, Gaza, an enterprising young showman.
Also under construction is a theatre in
they were to be offered to the public in units
of two shares of preferred and one of com- Hermosillo, prosperous northwestern state.
Cinema Season Opens
modern houses are soon to be opened
mon at $2.50 per unit with the remaining inTwoMorelia.
After three months of a hard summer, Paris
shares of common to be issued to
motion picture theatres are going to open the 25,000
promoters
of
the
company.
Withdrawal
of
new season with some outstanding French pro- the statement was originally requested July Tri-State MPTO
ductions. After 14 weeks, Jean Renoir's film, 23rd, the latest application being supplemen"The Great
be replaced
the
Meets in October
tary to it.
screen
of the Illusion,"
Marivaux will
Theatre
by Julienon DuThe fall convention of the Motion Picture
vivier's
latest
film,
"Un
Carnet
de
Bal"
(Dance
James
Cagney,
who
drew
$100,000,
reProgramme).
ceived the highest salary paid by Grand Na- Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi
The Paramount Theatre will open its season
tional Films, Inc., during the fiscal year and Tennesee will be held October 3rd at the
on September 2nd with the French dubbed ver- which ended April 3rd, according to the Hotel Chisca, Memphis.
sion of "The
Withoutspeaking
Armour."
annual report, filed this week with
R. X. Williams, Jr., is president of the
the same
time Knight
the English
originalAt company's
Commission.
version will be shown in a specializing cinema theEdward
tri-state organization. Other officers are
L.
Alperson,
president,
received
of the Champs Elysees.
H. Baker, L. F. Haven and W. F. Ruffin,
and in addition was to receive 17,- W.
No details have been already given on the $48,000
regional vice presidents ; Y. D. Moore, sec550 shares of common stock, 15,000 of retary-treasurer.
first runs of American product.
which had been issued to him and the reM. A. Lightman, formerly head of the
French Productions Notes
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
2,550 had accrued.
The French director, Jacques Feyder, has kev, vicemaining-president,
receivedEdward
$11,000T. Pesand is chairman of the board of directors.
started in Germany, at Munich, the production 950 shares of common stock, accrued but
issued; Jack Barnstvn, vice-president
on
Du Voyage"
film"Ceux
on circus
life which(Touring
will bePeople),
made ina not
in charge of foreign distribution, drew $6,- Warner Club Plans Tourney
French
and
German
speaking
versions.
A committee consisting of Arthur SachCarl N. Leserman, vice-president from
The young French director Pierre Billon will 600;
April 25th to October 31st, 1936, $11,500, son, Gene Warner, and Leonard Palumbo,
direct
the famous
Crafath, deGersdorff. Swaine and are drafting plans for the New York Wartragedy 'Sarajevo,"
which was athefilmstartbased
of theon World
War, and
Wood, counsel, $22,500.
from an original story by Joseph Kessel.
ner Club's annual golf tournament, which
On the French Riviera, Erich Pommer is
Victor Schertzinger, producer, received will be held at Old Oaks Country Club, Purproducing the outdoor scenes of the first May- $27,000.
chase, September 24th.
the
"King
and the Heaven."
Chorus Girl," and Simone
Simon
in "Seventh
However,
it is clear French audiences do not
like to hear their stars speaking another language. They may find it amusing for five minthey soon
it, and wantdirectly,
thenstars utes,tobut speak
theirtireownof language,
without dubbing, and this is very understandable.
American producers ought not to think the
presence of a French star in an American film
will give it more chances of success in France.
Universal Moves Headquarters
Universal European headquarters, which was
moved to London in 1934, will be returned to
the French capital. The new office will be established under the title of "Compagnie Universal S. A." at the 33Ernest
Champs Elysees,formerly
in the
building
chief of theMarignan.
French branch of Koenig,
Warner Brothers
and Twentieth
ness of UniversalCentury-Fox,
in France will
and manage
Belgium. busiNew Chief for Columbia
Under umbiathePictures
title have
"Columbia
A.", Col-in
openedFilm,newS. offices
Paris, 33 Champs Elysees. Alexandre Stein,
previously general manager of the French organization ofMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
has been
appointed general
manager and supervisor
for
the Continent.
Until
last
year,
Columbia
tures were distributed in France through picthe
French company Osso. At the present time the
new Columbia organization has only released
original versions of its new production, includLost Horizon,"
which Elysees.
made a first
run ofing "The
11 weeks
on the Champs
Reisman in Paris
The foreign chief of RKO Radio pictures,
Phil Reisman, has arrived in Paris, coming
from London where he attended the European
convention of Radio Pictures.
Huisman Opens Offices
Rene Huisman, president of the Best Film
Company, of New York, is going to open offices
in Paris for the exploitation and the distribuwhich tionheof thehas Mexican
European film
rights."The Wave," for
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STORY

Forty-Five Items Added to Feature Material Stock of 13 Producers; MGM Leads with I I ;
RKO
Acquires Four Plays
A total of 45 story properties were purchased during August by 13 producers,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer buying the largest
number taken by a single company, with the
acquisition of 11.
As in former months, original stories
proved the favorite. Of the 45 purchases,
a total of 27, or 60 per cent of the properties, were originals. Two were magazine
stories, four were novels and 12 were plays.
As compared with the previous two
months, June and July (see accompanying
tabulation), August saw the sale of 12
stage productions, but the sale of books and
magazine stories took a proportionate drop,
from 13 for the two-month period, to six
for August.
MGM's bought
purchases
were varied.
The
company
four original
stories, three
plays, three books and one magazine serial.
Sources of the other properties were:
20th Century-Fox, five originals and two
plays; Paramount, two plays, three originals
and one novel; RKO Radio, four plays;
Principal Productions, Inc., four originals;
Warner Brothers, two originals and one
play; Grand National, two originals, one
magazine story; Republic, two originals,
and Alexander Korda, Samuel Soldwyn,
Walter Wanger, Universal, and Major Pictures, one original each.
The titles of the 45 properties bought by
producersductiontogether
all available procredits are aswithfollows:
All Rights Reserved, original by Walter
Sullivan, bought by Warner Brothers to Star
Pat O'Brien.
Amazing
Dr. Clittekhouse, play, bought by
Warner Brothers.
And So — Victoria, novel by William Vaughn
Wilkins, bought by MGM for production in
England.
Baby Melody of 1938, original by Edgar Allan
Woolf
MGM. and Florence Ryerson, bought by
Baby of the Family, The, original story by
Sophia Cleugh, bought by MGM.
Balalaika, play produced in London, bought
by Paramount.
Benefits Forgot, short story by Honore Willsie Morrow, bought by MGM.
Checkers,ducedplay
Blossom,
several byyearsHenry
ago,M.bought
by pro20th
Century-Fox
as
a
starring
vehicle
for
Withers. Frank Fenton and Lynn Root Jane
will
do the adaptation.
College
for
Sale,
original,
bought
by
Warner
Warner Brothers.
Deburau,
MGM. play by Sacha Guitry, bought by
Girl of the Boardwalk, The, original by Ben
Hechtuel and
Lederer, vehicle
bought forby Merle
SamGoldwynCharles
as a starring
Oberon.
Release
will
be
through
United
Artists.
Having Wonderful Time, current Broadway
play by Arthur Kober, bought by RKO
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PURCHASES
YEAR'S COMPARISON
32(b) Plays
22(c)
OF STORY PURCHASES
16(d)
Month COriginals
40
Books
12(e)
Total
23(f)
17N(gO)) 2
September
October
10
38
io(i) 9 70
74
November
16(h)
3 46
3134
December
59
May 1937 55
15 93
January,
February
8(k)
9 44
68
5(1)
July
March
42
5 63
8
25
28
9
42
April
6(m)
1 37
June
0 6126
21
45
27 I78(n)
August
12
TOTALS FOR
686
Including 425
Including 7 published magazine 83stories.
Including published magazine stories.
Including 57 published
magazine stories.
Including 5 published magazine stories.
Including 7 published magazine stories.
5 published magazine stories.
Including 3 published magazine stories.
Including I published magazine story.
Including 4 published magazine stories.
Including 7 published magazine stories.
Including 2I published
radio serials,magazine story and
(m) Including 2 published magazine stories,
(n) Including 56 published magazine stories.
Radio. Pandro S. Berman will produce and
Gingerof Rogers
will be original
starred. by Albert M.
Hawk
the Desert,
Treynor,
bought
by
20th
vehicle for Cesar Romero. Century-Fox as a
He Was Her Man, original by James Edward
Grant, for
bought
20th Century-Fox as a
vehicle
Gracieby Fields.
High Flyers, play by Victor Mapes, bought
by
RKO andas Robert
a starring
Wheeler
Woolsey.vehicle for Bert
International Settlement, original story,
"Shanghai Deadline," by Gregory Ratoff,
bought
20th CenturyFox. theFrank
and Lynnby Root
are writing
screenFenton
play.
Sol M. Wurtzel will produce.
Ivor, Gertie and Me, original by Gene Towne,
bought
Walter' Wanger
Productions
as a
starringwillbyvehicle
Leslie Howard.
Garnett
direct.for Release
will beTaythrough
United Artists.
King of the Newsboys, original story by
Samuel Ornitz and Horace McCoy, bought
by Republic.
Lights
Out, play by Paul Dickey and Mann
Page, bought
RKO play
Radio.by Nichols and
Linger
Longer byLetty,
Edward E. Rose, bought by Paramount to
star Martha Raye.
Little Devil, original story by A. H. Z. Carr,
bought by Republic. Bernard Vorhaus will
produce.
Buy Novel of 1887
Little Princess, play by Frances Hodgson
basedauthor,
on the novel,by "Sara
Crewe,"
byBurnett,
same
CenturyFox.the Play
produced bought
in 1902 in20thLondon
and
in 1903lisheind in theNewSt. York.
originallyin 1887.
pubNicholasNovelMagazine

PER
IN

CENT
AUGUST

Love Me Again, original story by Victor
Schertzinger, bought by Grand National to
star Anna
Sten. Mr. Schertzinger will produce and direct.
Lucky Day, original story by F. Hugh Herby Universal.
Marry bert,
an bought
Orphan,
original story by James
Edward
Grant,
Century-Fox.
Money from Home,bought
storybyby20thDamon
Runyon,
bought
by
Paramount.
Bob
Hope
ley Ross will have leading roles. and ShirNo Pockets in a Shroud, novel by Horace
McCoy, bought by MGM.
Over the Moon, original by Robert Sherwood, bought by Alexander Korda, as a
starring vehicle for Merle Oberon. Release
will
be
through United
Petey Simmons,
novel Artists.
by George Fitch,
bought Dazzle,
by Paramount.
Razzle
serial to be published in the
Saturday Evening Post, by Francis Wallace,
bought byRides
MGM.Again, original by Charles
Renfrew
Logue,
bought
by Grand National. James
Newell will be featured.
Mae West in Own Original
Sapphire Sal, original by Mae West, bought
by
a starring will
vehicledirect.
for
MaeMajor
West.Pictures
Eddie asSutherland
Jo
Swerling
did
the
screenplay.
Signals Over, magazine story by Dudley
Early, will
bought
by Grand National. Stuart
Erwin
be starred.
Sing While You Sleep, original by Eddie
Cantor, vehicle
bought by Eddie
20th Century-Fox
as a
starring
Cantor.play by Peter
Some
Like It Hot,for unproduced
Arno, bought
by RKO original
Radio. by Andrew L.
Strange
Fascination,
Stone and Eve Greene, bought by Paramount
as a starring vehicle for George Raft.
The 79'ers, original story by Goldie Weisberg,
Principal
Inc.,
to starbought
Smith by
Ballew.
ReleaseProductions,
will be through
20th
Century-Fox.
They Seek a Country, novel by Francis
Brett Young, bought by MGM. Merian C
Cooper
will produce.
Trip
Through
the Plant, A, original story
by
Stanley
by story
MGM. by Harlan
Vacation fromRauh,
Love,bought
original
Ware and Patterson McNutt, bought by
Paramount. Harlan Thompson will produce.
Untitled Original, hill-billy story bought
by
Productions
starring
vehicle
RKO.Principal
for
Bobby Breen.
Releaseas awill
be through
Untitled Original, by Gertrude Berg, bought
by
to RKO.
star Bobby
Breen.Principal
Release Productions
will be through
Untitled Original, by Earle Snell bought by
Principal Productions as a starring vehicle
for
RKO.Bobby Breen. Release will be through
Wheel, The, play by Cesare Vico Lodovici,
boughtManby ofMGM.
Wild
Borneo, play by Marc Connelly
and Herman Mankiewicz, bought by MGM.
Paramount Signs
Technicolor Contract
Paramount has signed a contract with
Technicolor for six color pictures to be
made at the rate of two annually for the
next three years.
The agreement is in addition to present
commitments,
among
"Beau
Geste," "Ebb Tide"
and which
"Men withareWings."
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THEATRES
TO

BAR

CHECK

Chicago Exhibitors Expected
To Lose $750,000 in Month;
Omaha Under Similar Order
Chicago theatre owners are expected to
lose $750,000 in grosses this month as the
result of a board of health ruling, prohibiting
children of 16 years of age and under from
attending theatres. The edict, handed down
last week and scheduled to remain in effect
until further notice, was issued in an attempt
to check the marked increase in infantile
paralysis
cases. is not considered to have
The disease
reachedcreaseepidemic
the inhas been of proportions
sufficient sizebutto warrant
the taking of every precaution to prevent its
spread.
Similar bans have been issued in Omaha
where Dr. Floyd Kinyoun ordered all theatre
managers waukee
to where
bar children
children under
in Milunder 18,
seven
are
barred from all public gatherings, and in
Wauwatosa and Waukesha, Wisconsin. In
Wauwatosa the order affects children under
seven and in Waukesha no children under
nine are admitted. In Toronto no official
ban has been declared but fear of the disease
has had a disastrous affect on attendance.
First Order Bars All
Before Chicago authorities ordered children barred, theatre owners were threatened
with an order to close their houses to all.
The first move made by the health group, of
which Dr. Herman N. Bundesen is president, was to halt the opening of city schools
on September 8th. The order affected 700,000 children
and aroused
a deluge
of comment from civic
and medical
leaders
who
took opposite sides on the value of the move.
Among those who declared the situation did
not warrant such drastic action was Dr.
Morris Fishbein, editor of the Medical
Journal of the American Medical Association.
The day after the school order was issued,
Dr. Bundesen called a meeting of exhibitor
leaders and informed them the board of
PERSISTENT MOTHER
PROVES HER POINT
Although a ban on children, caused
by an infantile paralysis scare in
Omaha, has brought low grosses and
complaining patrons, theatre managers
report the order has resulted in several humorous incidents.
Bill Miskell, manager of the Orpheum, reluctantly refused to sell
tickets to a xuoman who was accompanied by her two daughters. The
woman hastened away from the box
office and rettirned a short time later
with birth certificates, proving her
daughters were not affected by the
ban on children under 18 years of age.

PICTURE HERALD

CHILDREN
PARALYSIS

health planned to close all theatres until it
was advisable for schools to reopen.
The theatremen declared thev willingly
would cooperate with city officials but to
close all theatres was being too strict. They
pointed out that other businesses were not
affected and theatres should not be the only
ones to suffer from such an order.
It was then proposed that children of 16
and under be kept out of the theatres until
the number of cases of illness declines. This
was agreed upon immediately and plans for
carrying out the order were quickly drafted.
Bookings Changed
As a result the bookings in many theatres
were changed as the order took effect immediately and many houses had special chilmatinees onand their
films programs.
with a greatAs deal
of childdren'sappeal
the
situation
now
stands
all
children's
have been abandoned. Pictures thatmatinees
are of
special
children
will rescinded.
be booked in
after theinterest
health toorder
has been
According to the latest announcement
from Dr. Bundesen the ruling will remain in
effect until October 1st, at least. Present indications point to no cessation in the spread
of the disease. There are an average of
about 12 new cases and two fatalities daily.
In southern Illinois and many of the cities
surrounding Chicago, it is reported that the
number of infantile paralysis cases is far
below the normal average for this time of
year. Man}' of the cases reported in Chicago have been
to children's
camps ofin
Wisconsin
and traced
Michigan
where groups
children gathered during the hot weather.
Youngsters returning from some of these
camps have been isolated until any chance of
them
having the disease or spreading it has
been removed.
Dr. Bundesen explained that Chicago
theatres, with modern ventilation and careful
handling of crowds, are not considered
dangerous places for the spreading of the
disease but, he added, when schools were
closed the protests that resulted were so
strong that theatres had to be affected too.
The disease did not reach epidemic proportions in Kansas. In Kansas City, Missouri, though, some exhibitors reported the
"scare" decreased business over the holiday
weekend.
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DOCTOR'S SHOW BOAT
WINS MODEL CONTEST
Dr. N. Philip Norman, 19 East nth
Street, New York, not only advises
patients to cultivate a hobby but he
also follows the advice himself. As a
result of his hobby of building scale
models
of early Dr.
American
river steamboats,
Normanwestern
has been
awarded a round trip ticket to France
aboard the Normandie.
Dr. Norman won the prize for his
modelton palace
of Captain
Andy which
Hawks'is used
cot"show boat"
in Universal's screen version of the
operetta
"Showby Boat."
The contest
was sponsored
Model Builders,
Inc.,
of Hempstead, Long Island.

Radio

Men

to Meet

On Strike Issue

Urging them to cooperate in efforts to
mediate the threatened strike of the American Federation of Labor, called against
broadcast studios for September 16th, the
committee representing independent network
affiliates sent a letter to unaffiliated stations
inviting them to attend a meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Friday.
The committee, which represents the
National Association of Broadcasters, discussed the problem with the AFA1 August
23rd and 24th in an attempt to arrive at a
solution to the problem, but lacked authority to conclude an agreement. The AFM
threatens a general strike unless a program
to increase the employment of musicians is
adopted casters
by the
broadadjournedradio
afterindustry.
passing aTheresolution
to re-convene September 10th.
It istionsthis
meeting tothat
the inunaffiliated
stawere invited
attend
the hope that
a final settlement could be reached.
Fxpressing the hope that a "formula" can
be
the letter
states, "It
will beit
up arrived
to the at,
industry
to decide
whether
chooses to bear the cost and interruption
of service caused by a strike, or to accept
the burden
imposed. . by
avoid
hostilities.
. the agreement and
"The committe calls upon all broadcasters to cooperate with the committee in the
Air Express Marks solution of this difficult problem."
Theatre Tax Faces St. Louis
11th Anniversary As Collections Fall Short
St. Louis collections of delinquent taxes
Air express, offspring of 98-year-old Rail- up to September 1st, totaling only $4,711,way Express Agency, began its eleventh 483.97, fell short of the $7,000,000 estimated
year of operation September 1st by flying by Mayor Dickmann as necessary to abol1,666 shipments of express 200,116 miles, it
ish the need for special taxes, including
was announced
week by the Air Ex- one on theatres.
press division of last
the company.
Four special-tax bills passed the Board of
In the first four months of its existence, Aldermen
several weeks ago, but were recal ed at the request of the Mayor, who
the air express averaged 43 shipments a
wished to give the taxpayers a chance to
day. tIn
1928,
the
first
full
year
of
operaion, it carried 17,006 shipments weighing make up the deficit by payment of delinquent
approximately 32 tons. In 1936, the last taxes. The pending bills would levy taxes
full year, it transported 465,727 shipments on theatre admission, newspaper adverweighing 1,886 tons.
tising, cigarettes and gasoline.
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How

and

Why

We

Organized

To
Boo
Screen
Advertising"
JQ Not a gag, but a unique and altogether serious
body of film fans, is the Society for the Booing
of Commercial Advertisements in Motion Picture
Theatres, recently formed in Little Rock, Arkansas.
It has a president and a secretary, and the latter,
M. C. Blackman. tells about it here
» » »
Here is a first-hand exposition of how
movements are born, also one of those rare
occasions when audience reaction becomes
positively explicit and articulate.
A prior issue of Motion Picture Herald
presented a news article about the uprising
of displeased patrons of a Little Rock,
Arkansas, theatre, annoyed xvith what they
considered too much commercial invasion of the amusement time they paid for
at the box office. That story, by the way,
went around the world on the press association wires, and was widely and enthusiastically published. Just as an aside observation, and probably of no immediate
bearing in this case, it may be said that
not infrequently the newspaper press has
a certain zest for news that is not entirely
favourable to other advertising media, like
the screen and radio.
Now the Herald has a letter, lucid and
unfevered, from one of the personages of
the Little Rock movement, presented here
as a special article, from— the
The inside.
Editor.
by M. C. BLACKMAN

of Commerfor thentsBooing
THE Society
picture
in motion
cial Advertiseme
theatres is a spontaneous organization
that ner : came into being in the following manA group of young people in Little Rock,
aged 25 to 35, of both sexes, some married
and some not, meet occasionally in a local
restaurant to drink beer and talk. Usually
there are from 12 to 16 present. At one
such informal gathering some one noticed
and mentioned that no one was drinking
Falstaff beer, which is good beer.
Instantly there was a chorus of explanations. It seemed that practically every one
present cottedhadthat brand
privately
and of
individually
because
resentmentboy-of
the advertisement that had been shown regularly and monotonously at every program
in all the local motion picture houses. It
developed also that every one present felt
that it wasmercial
an advertisements
imposition thrust
to have upon
paid them
comafter having paid for entertainment. A few
short, snappy ones with some sparkle of
originality or novelty might be tolerated, if
not approved. But from seven to 10 long,

dull ones,
such as had been the custom here,
were
too many.
So we organized the Society on the spot.
William Bell, a civil engineer, was elected
president, and I was named secretary, simply because our names appeared first on the
alphabetical list. My name has appeared
more prominently than the others, because,
being a former newspaper man, I have handled all the publicity. (I am now State director of publicity, but my activities with
the Society
ficial position.)are not connected with my ofAnd
Had
We
tried

Then They
a "Booing Party"
a date forit ina "booing
party."newsWe
tosetadvertise
the morning
paper, but after it was accepted, paid for
and set up in type, it was withdrawn without notice, because, I am told, the manager
of the local theatres learned of it and objected to it. That annoyed us, so we printed
a few hundred handbills and distributed
them ourselves.
The Associated Press carried an advance
story,
and apaper
staff man
covered
the "party."
One local
ignored
us entirely;
the
other buried the A. P. story of the affair,
which was not at all exciting. We simply
sat quietly through the feature picture and
the shorts, then booed in chorus as each
commercial advertisement was flashed on
the screen.
Since the original party we have compiled amailing list of 150 names from telephone calls, telegrams and letters volunteering supporta —fewall dozen
local people.
We telegrams
have also
received
letters and
from other sections, from California to New
York — bitter denunciations of commercial
advertisements. If these were prompted by
special interests, such as rival advertising
mediums, I failed to discern them. They
seemed to be from ordinary people like ourselves who simply dislike the things.
We have
had one other
"official"
party,is,
which
was moderately
successful
; that
others in the audience were beginning to
join in when
discontinued aftethe
r one advertisements
had been shown.wereI have
been informed that there has been some
sporadic, spontaneous booing without our
leadership, but I doubt if there is much of
that. Most people will stand a great deal
of annoyance rather than risk being conspicuous.

MR. BLACKMAN GIVES THE SIGNAL
Who Members Are —
And a Suggestion
My interest is without ulterior motive.
None of our group has any special interest
in the matter; we are lawyers and writers
and engineers and secretaries and draftsmen. We have no passes to the theatres and
we have no grudges against the management; we like the motion picture entertainment when it is good and we say nothing
when it is bad, which happens not too often.
But we think the paid advertisements in
first-run picture houses that charge 50
cents admission are an imposition, and we
believe nearly every other patron thinks so.
I have been personally acquainted and
friendly with Ralph Noble, manager of the
local houses, for a dozen years, and I suggested that he do one thing to satisfy himself about the attitude of his patrons — employ a disinterested investigator to stop a
hundred or a thousand or any number of
persons on the street and ask these two
questions
1. Do :you go to picture shows?
2. Do the commercial advertisements aning.I noythink
you ? the answers would be illuminat-
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Columbia

Statement
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I 937

for Fiscal Year

Increase

Shows Net Profit of $1,317,770
To $1, 448, 783
A profit of $1,448,783 in a period of 26
The net profit of $1,317,770 shown below in the Columbia Pictures consolidated
statement of operations and earned surplus for the fiscal year ended June 26, 1937,
weeks by the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation and subsidiaries, a net profit of six
compares with earnings of $1,568,860 for the corresponding period ended June 27,
months of $426,045 by the Famous Players
1936, after similar deductions. The statement, isued to stockholders this week, follows:
Canadian Corporation, and payment of a
Gross income from rentals and sales of film and accessories
$19,066,100.42
quarterly dividend of $1.25 by the United
Deduct:
Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., were reported
this week.
Amortization of production costs
$10,033,457.03
Share to producers and participants
717,395.98
The RKO profit for the 26 week period
Cost of accessories and prints
448,742.05
ended July 3rd was computed before pos,199,595.06
sible surtax on undistributed profits and
compared with $734,492 for the corre$
7,866,505.36
General, administrative and selling expenses (see Note A)
6,346,651.53
sponding period in 1936. The statement
was the fifth report of the Irving Trust
Other income (net), including profit or loss on foreign exchange, discount $ 1,519,853.83
Company, trustee in reorganization proon merchandise purchases, excess duties recovered, interest (net), recoveries
ceedings.
from obsolete prints, etc
97,917.09
The total included $757,804 earnings of theatre operating companies, exclusive of Orpheum
(See
Note
B)
$
1,617,770.92
subsidiaries, which compares with a net profit
Provision for Fedeial taxes:
for the 26 weeks ended June 27, 1936 of
Income taxes (estimated)
$210,000.00
$383,097.
The
operations
of
RKO
Radio
PicSurtax on undistributed profits (estimated)
55,000.00
tures, Inc., and subsidiaries for the 26 weeks
Capital
stock
taxes
35,000.00
ended July 3, 1937, resulted in a net profit of
$476,491 which compares with a net profit of
$256,944 for the corresponding period in 1936.
Net profit
$ 1,317,770.92
Pathe News, Inc., for the same 26 weeks,
Earned surplus at June 27, 1936
$4,018,463.09
reported a net profit after all charges, including
Deduct:
the interest accrual of $6,601.92 on indebtedness
to RKO, of $2,080.77, which compares with a
Additional provision for investment in Spanish subsidiary
net profit for the reel of $3,165.34 for the same
company
15,000.00
period in 1936.
4,003,463.09
The
RKO
corporation
income
for
the
period,
as indicated in the consolidated statement of
profit and loss, included theatre admissions of
Deduct: Dividends:
$5,321,234.01
$10,595,892.42; film rentals and sales, $13,243,On
$2.75 preferred
$206,260.41
772.60, and rents and other income of $1,357,On common
stock: convertible stock
467.39.
Cash
$478,475.50
The report stated that during the period
Stock
215,890.67
694,366.17
from
1, 1937,
to July
1937, theto
fixed January
indebtedness
of RKO
was 3,reduced
900,626.58
$1,337,592.56, including the payment of $350,000
principal
amount
of
RKO's
secured
six
per
cent
Earned
surplus
at
June
26,
1937,
per
balance
sheet
$
4,420,607.43
gold notes, and interest on indebtedness was
paidThein cash
the aggregate
of $626,416.38.
Note A : Including
depreciation
on furnitureof in$174,335.80
head office
of RKO amount
and subsidiaries
declined
studio written
buildings
and
equipment
has and
been branches
capitalizedof as$66,861.27.
productionDeprfcost and is
from an aggregate of $7,928,810.69 on Dec. 31,
being
off
as
film
amortization.
Note B : The
figures
shown separately
above combine the operations of both the domestic and foreign territories,
1936, to $5,633,148.75 on July 3, 1937. It was
of showing
noted in the report that in addition to the
toinstead
this twelve
months period. the figures relating to each division as was the practice previous
debt
reduction
during
the
period
of
$1,337,592.56, Stadium paid $700,000 for the assets of
Orpheum and the inventory of films, stores and
continuities increased approximately $1,500,000.
The Famous Players net profit was after
Defending the position of the Society, exall charges and is equal to $1.07 per share on Booers Cheered at
M. C. right
Blackman
said, pa"It
397,524 no par shares of capital stock.
has
beenecutive
the secretary
inalienable
of theatre
A quarterly dividend of $1.25 on the pretrons
since
the
days
of
the
early
Greek
drama
ferred stock was voted by the board of directo express disapproval of any performance
tors of United Artists Theatres, payable September
15th
to
stockholders
of
record
SeptemSuit's
Withdrawal
Blackmanthem."
said that the Little Rock
thatMr.displeased
ber 1st.
The $10,000 damage suit threatened chapter, staging mass boos twice a month,
against Local No. 3 of the Society for the had succeeded in reducing from half a dozen
Gibbons, McCarthy Attend
Booing of Commercial Advertisements in to one the number of commercial advertiseMotion Picture Theatres and a Tifton, Ga.,
ments shown at leading theatres there.
Vitaphone Preview, Lunch
newspaper
publisher for supporting it has
Floyd Gibbons and Clem McCarthy were been withdrawn
by
the
R.
E.
Martin
interguests at a luncheon held at Warner
ests, operators of the Tifton theatre. The MGM Signs New Zealand Boy
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has placed Ronnie
Brothers' home office last Thursday. Nor- suit was threatened on the charge that the
man H. Moray, in charge of sales for Vita- activities of the Society and the support St. Clair, 13-year-old New Zealand boy,
phone short subjects, was host at the given it by John Herring, publisher of the Under contract. He will appear in "Thorluncheon, which was attended by trade pa- Tifton Gazette, caused patronage damages.
per representatives and which was followed
On the petition of R. E. Martin, theatre ough-breds Don't Cry."
bysubjects,
a preview
of eight
short manager, a temporary restraining order had
Minnie
Swift, manager
of theInc.,London
ofincluding
two ofin Vitaphone's
which the guests
been issued against the oral outbursts of the
fice of Guaranteed
Pictures,
returned
appeared. Also present at the luncheon was Society's local chapter by Superior Tudsre to England this week after spending two
Major Albert Warner.
R. Eve the end of last month.
months in New York and Hollywood.
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12 Films Start
Preceding the long Labor Day weekend
holiday, Hollywood bestirred itself to the
extent of putting twelve new productions
into work. Not all the material is the runof-the-mill stuff that might be expected
when picture manufacturing minds are more
directly concentrated on what to do at the
seashore, in the mountains or on airplane
dashes to far corners. On the contrary, at
least two of the new efforts are productions
which will demand close attention.
The busiest studio in town was that of
Warner Brothers. There three films went
before
the Kay
cameras.
"ReturnThurston
from Limbo"
will star
Francis.
Hall,
Ralph Forbes, Grant Mitchell, John Eldredge have been assigned to the principal
support roles and Stanley Logan is directFor "Accidents
Will isHappen,"
which ing.William
Clemens
directing,comedy
Ronald Regan, Gloria Blondell, Dick Purcell,
Hughson O'Connell,
Sheila
Bromley
and
AddiRichards have been chosen for the important parts. Leading players in "The
Patient in Room 18" will be Ann Sheridan,
Patric Knowles and the studio's new discovery, Dorothy Day, who for screen purposes has the name "Vicki Lester" which
was Janet Gaynor's cast name in "A Star
is Born."
20+h-Fox Launches Two
Two pictures started at Twentieth Century-Fox. "Borrowed Trouble," an additiontureto JedtheProuty,
"Jones Spring
Family"Byington,
series, will
feaShirley
Deane, Russell Gleason, June Carlson, Billy
Mahan, Florence Roberts, George Ernest
and Douglas Fowley. As usual, Frank
Strayer will direct. Under the guidance of
Walter
also
went intoLang,
work. "Second
Loretta Honeymoon"
Young is starred.
Universal, likewise, started two produc"Courage ofstory,
the West,"
an outdoor
action tions.
adventure
will present
Bob
Baker, Lois January, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Fuzzy Knight and Carl Stockdale. Joe
Lewis is directing. Although only the
leading pair of players, Frankie Thomas
and Frances Robinson, are working-, the
studio
also started "Tim Tyler's Luck," with
Ford
directors.Beebe and Wyndham Gittens coMGM looks with optimism upon its two
new entries. For its picturization of the operetta, "Rosalie,"
which has
W. named
S. Van to Dyke
directing,
the company
the topis
roles Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy, Ray
Bolger, Ilona Massey, Frank Morgan, Edna
May Oliver, Reginald Owen, Virginia Grey,
George Zukko and Janet Beecher. With
Ronnie St. Clair succeeding Freddie
Bartholomew, the Culver City plant ran?
the bell
for "Thoroughbreds
also
expected
to be important. Don't Cry,"
Under Sam Katzman's production and di-

"IT" GIRL REVEALS
IMPORTANT NEWS
There was a great deal of speculation among newspapermen in Los Angeles and Hollywood recently when
they received telegrams from Clara
Bow and her husband, Rex Bell, inviting them to cocktails to hear "something important."break the "news" by
All
checkingtriedwithto studios
to determine if
Miss Bow had signed a contract. But
the attempts brought no success and
it was not until Miss Bow and Mr.
Bell arrived at the cocktail party that
the "news" broke.
The "something important" was
that the "It" girl of the screen was
returning to Hollywood to operate
Clara Bow's and Rex Bell's "IT" cafe.
rection, Victory started "Brothers of the
West."
The Bob
cast isTerry,
made Jim
up ofCorey,
Tom Tyler,
Lois Wilde,
Roger
Williams, Tiny Lipson and Dorothy Short.
Goldwyn Starts "Follies"
Of his "Goldwyn Follies," allotted an expanded budget and to be made in Technicolor, Samuel Goldwyn long ago became
sublimely confident that the new production
would take equal rank with any number in
his parade of hits, and that is no mean anticipation when "Stella Dallas," "Dead End"
and
the forthcoming
and "The
Adventures
of Marco "Hurricane"
Polo" are considered.
The "Follies" will present Kenny Baker,
Andrea Leeds, Adolphe Menjou, Helen Jepson, the Ritz Brothers, Charles Keillman,
Phil Baker, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Zorina, Bobby Clark, Ella Logan,
William Dollar and Balanchine's American
Ballett, and a host of other talent. George
Marshall won the directing assignment.
RKO-Radio's contribution to the new
work includes
is "It Never
The
cast
Lily Happened
Pons, JackBefore."
Oakie, Gene
Raymond,
Eric
Blore,
Edward
Everett
Horton
and Eduardo Cianelli. Raoul Walsh is
directing.
Seven Films Completed
Two of the seven completed films are
credited to Twentieth Century-Fox. Five
companies shared the others. The spectacular semi-tropical historical, "In Old Chicago," will present Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady, Andy Devine, Tom Brown, Brian Donlevy, Phyllis
Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes
and Gene Reynolds. Henry King directed.
The second
"Dangerously
which
Malcolmfeature,
St. Clair
directed, hasYours,"
Cesar

Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane Darwell, Alan
Dinehart, Natalie Garson, John Harrington, Douglas Wood and Albert Conti.
"I'lltheTakecastRomance."
A Columbia
romance completed
with music,
includes
Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart
Irwin, Andre Beranger, Helen Westley,
For Paramount release, Major Pictures
completed "Love on Toast." Stella Ardler,
John Payne, Grant Richards, Katherine
(Sugar)
and Lewis
Alberni
are Cane,
featured.IsabelE.Jewell
A. Dupont
directed.
Its cast headed by Noah Beery, Jr.,
Dorothea Kent, William Gargan and Nan
Grey, Universal
completed
mite," which Milton
Carruth "Blonde
directed. Dyna"Youngduction foDynamite,"
a
Maurice
r Monogram, came off theConn
line.pro-It
features Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond.
Charlotte Henry, Davis Sharp and Willy
Castella.
Les Goodwins directed the Peter
B. Kyne story.
Last of the finished productions is Republic's "Portia on Trial." Walter Abel,
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly and Heather Angel are the important
players. George Nicholls, Jr., directed.
Extra- Curricular
the 275
previewer's
is prosaic.
HeUsually
sees from
to 300 life
pictures
in the
year.
He
gets
a
two
weeks'
vacation.
he's wise
gets asknowing
far away that
fromalthough
Holly-If
wood as hepossible,
the town may do lots of foolish things, it
not yet has come to the point where it holds
previews in wide spots in the road.
Returning from such a vacation, we drew
the assignment to cover a preview in Huntington Park, a fast fifty minute ride from
Hollywood. A humdrum smart newspaper
woman-super scintillating detective film was
unveiled.
beauties
look
■so
alluring,Theso bathing
we started
home.didn't
Against
red lights and boulevard stop signs a car
roaredtion aspast.
A flash,hita ancrash
and incinerathe machine
oil tanker
trailer.
Two lives were snuffed out. We skipped
the drama by turning right to a side street.
Boone Mancall came along with us to
Huntington Park the following night to
see a G-man picture that should give J.
Edgarto Hoover
it didn't
long
get home,ideas,
bade said
us good
night. take
Some-so
thing
that
sounded
like
a
couple
of
backfires cracked the quiet of a moonless
Southern California night. The car went
into the garage. A voice said, "A dame
got
In bed interested
a little while
were shot."
just getting
in a later
Damonwe
Runyon story, when sirens began to scream.
Oddly, we remembered what the voice had
said. Clad only in the bottoms of our
pajamas
(it's enough
been hot),
walkeda body,
up thea
street. Sure
therewe was
crowd and a cop who, looking at us, said,
"Go back to bed."
Yes, extra-curricular.
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THREATENED
September 17th Made Deadline for Producers to Sign
Closed Shop Agreements
The Screen Actors Guild this week set
September 17th as the deadline for the signing of closed shop agreements in eastern
studios and,
the same
time, warned
ducers that atunless
the demand
is metpro-a
strike will be called.
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern representative of the Guild, issued the ultimatum and
pointed
that York
"practically
works inoutNew
studios everybody"
has joined who
the
Guild. She estimated the membership at
300.
The action is aimed at the smaller companies, according to Mrs. Marston who said
the leading film concerns already have signed
contracts. In setting the deadline, Mrs.
Marston declared :
will be who
pulledhaveoutnotthatsigned
can
be "Everybody
if those producers
contracts do not agree to the guild closed
shop."
Originally the deadline had been set for
August 1st, but it was postponed until September 1st, and on that date it was postponed indefinitely.
Exhibitors Held Responsible
Nor have
controversies bemployee
e n limited to problems
the easternandstudios.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue, seeking to
clarify the status of musicians under the
Social Security Act, ruled that exhibitors
using orchestras, engaged under union or
other contracts, are deemed to be the employers ifthey retain the right to "hire or
fire" and, as such, they are responsible for
payment
ment taxes.of old age pension and unemployThe International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees concluded its negotiations
with distributing companies by obtaining
contracts for Chicago and Los Angeles exchange employees. The agreements were the
last to be signed for 33 exchange centers and
wage and hour schedule now have been
agreed upon for approximately 10.000 employees.
Chicago Negotiations Still On
Motion picture projectionists in Chicago,
whose contract expired August 31st, have
continued to work under the terms of the
old agreement while negotiating with theatre leaders for a 20 per cent increase in
wages.
Differences between motion picture operators and theatre owners in the vicinity
of Paterson, New Jersey, were settled with
the signing of a contract providing for a 10
per cent wage increase for the operators over
a three year period.
A two year wage scale agreement witti
the operators'
unionby intheCleveland,
unanimously ratified
Clevelandwas Motion
Picture Exhibitors'
W©rking
conditions,
establishedAssociation.
in an old agreement,
are virtually unchanged but the new contract provides for a 10 per cent increase in
wages.
Threats of labor trouble at the Consoli-

BY

GUILD

dated Film Industries'
plant atbetween
Fort Lee,
were dispelled
when differences
the
Film Technicians' Independent Union and
the IATSE were settled through conferences. William Vermont, financial secretary
of the FTIU, announced the two unions had
reached an agreement under which 200 consolidated employees will return to the IATSE
from his union. About 800 members of the
insurgent union in New York also will return, he said.
When the Internal Revenue Department
issued its order on orchestras it was explained that there are several ways in which
arrangements for the employment of musicians are made. In some instances the "contractor" isothers,
a leader,he inis aothers
musician,
and in still
party aperforming
no musical service.
Under the regulations, it is held that
whereploythe
"purchaser"musicians
has the orright
and discharge
directto emand
control the performance of the contract, he
is the employer of the individual musicians,
including the leader.
case of "name"
orchestras,
theIn purchaser
is not the
employer,however,
but a
user of music cannot escape classification as
an
employer simply by giving the orchestra
a name.
An orchestra, it was held, will be conorchestra only
addition sidtoered a"name"
being designated
by a when,
name, init
has a fixed personnel extending from engagement to engagement and holds itself
out to the public as a permanent business
organization, and when the leader contracts
with the members of the orchestra for their
services at a fixed salary without reference
to the discharge of the purchaser's obligation.
Demand 20% Increase
'In demanding
a 20 per centpoint
increase
salary,
Chicago projectionists
out thatin
a pay cut suffered in 1932 has never been
restored. The cost of living has increased,
the operators contend, and now is the time
the pay cut should be restored.
Exhibitor leaders, on the other hand, point
out that the inception of double features has
given the projectionists a great deal of overtime and has
their wages by a considerableincreased
margin.
The theatremen also stress the point opare greater
in Chicago
in many erators'
otherwages cities.
The average
wage than
for
operators is about $97 a week.
The contract for the coming year has
been discussed at several meetings of the
theatre and union officials and preliminary
details have been worked out.
A two year contract has been signed between Sparks Theatres and the Union of
Theatre Operators and Stage Employees of
Florida,
increase. providing for a 10 per cent wage
Kansas City and Detroit projectionists
have signed two-year contracts. The Kansas
City agreement provides for a five per cent
wage increase for operators in the downtown houses this year and another five per
cent next year, which also will be received
by suburban operators. Detroit projectionists won a 7j^2 per cent raise in salary.
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Newsreels
Scenes

of

IV ar in Shanghai
Two special newsreel issues depicting the
horror of war scenes in Shanghai, rushed
through laboratory processes after a race
against time across the Pacific and the continent, wereof released
and News
the Day.this week by Universal
Universal has approximately 900 feet of
the material, culled carefully by Charles E.
Ford, editor of the reel, and his staff from
the 7,000 feet which came to them from
Shanghai. Two men were responsible for
the
George inKrainukov,
stafffilms,
cameraman
the Far Univer
East, sal's
and
Howard Winner, who was dispatched from
New York and who caught the last available boat from San Francisco to Shanghai.
The News of the Day material was filmed
by "Newsreel" Wong and T. Taguchi,
Chinese and Japanese cameramen for the
company
respectively.
to both newsreels
were Negatives
loaded on aaddressed
steamer
in Shanghai when a typhoon delayed the
start of the China Clipper on which it had
been intended to ship them. The ship arrived in San Francisco only a few minutes
after a trans-continental plane had left for
New York but a specially chartered plane
made
at Saltconnection
Lake City. with the regular air liner
Both issues cover approximately the same
scenes, showing the aerial bombing of two
large department stores and two hotels, the
flight ofdreds ofrefugees
the removal
of hundead andandwounded
soldiers
and
civilians from the streets after the bombardment. The Universal pictures are preceded
by aish "shock"
squeamnot to look.foreword
George warning
Krainukovthe who
was
on his way to the Cathay Hotel when that
building and the Palace Hotel were
destroyed by bombs and artillery fire, in a
cable to his home office describing his film
material
on the
and
right sidesaid,of "Imywasheadhit by
partsshoulder
of human
bodies and splashed with blood but otherwise unhurt."
"Victoria the Great"
Wins Cup of Nations Award
the Great,"
soon"Victoria
to be released
in this British
country production
by RKO,
has won the Cup of Nations Award at the
Fifth International Exhibition of Cinematographic Art, current in Venice. The picturemouswasvoteselected
from 70 entrants by unaniof the board.
The prize for the best short subjects went
to Walt Disney for the fourth consecutive
time. The productions entered were "Alpine
Climber," "Country Cousin," "The Old
Mill," and "Hawaiian Holiday."
Anna Neagle, the star of "Victoria the
Great," and Herbert Wilcox, producer, will
come to the United States this month, bringing the cup with them. After a series of road
show openings
in Canadian
the producer and star will
come to cities,
New York
for
the film's premiere at the Music Hall.
Peter Witt, former general manager for
Twentieth Century-Fox in the Near East,
has been appointed
European representative for Samuelgeneral
Goldwyn.
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National Decency Legion
Classifies 16 Productions
Of fied16by thenewNational
picturesLegion
reviewed
and classi-in
of Decency
its listing for the current week 13 were ap"U"
Columbia
proved for general patronage and three were
At
A new course on the motion picture will
for adults.
and their classification
follow.The picbe inaugurated by the Department of Fine listed astures unobjectionable
Arts, Columbia University, late this month
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
at the Museum of Modern Art Film Library, Patronage : "Annapolis Salute," "Borneo,"
New
York.Aesthetic
The course,
to be calledof"The
aus dem Weiner Wald,"
History,
and Technique
the "Geschichten
"Heart of the Rockies," "Hopalong Rides
Motion
Picture,"
will
consist
of
lectures
and
Again,"
"The
Lady Fights Back," "The
the showing of motion pictures of all types
of the Party," "Make a Wish," "On
gathered from several countries and periods. Life
Such
a
Night,"
"Prisoner of Zenda," "The
Included in the subjects to be studied is Sheik Steps Out,"
"Sophie Lang Goes
the history of films from 1895 to the present West,"
"Trailing
Trouble." Class A-2, Untime. Motion picture technique, ranging
o
b
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
a
b
l
e
f
o
r
Adults
from the scenario to editing, will be exam- Journey," "Intermezzo." : "Bad Guy," "Dark
ined together with the social significance of
the screen and the corporate history of the
film industry.
The course will be conducted by John Ab- Test 2 States
bott, director of the Film Library, and Iris
Barry, its curator, assisted by Paul Rotha,
English film director, historian and critic.
The Museum of Modern Art Film Library
On Bank Night
was founded in 1935 by a grant from the
Rockefeller 'Foundation.
Appeals on two decisions regarding the
legality
Night willnextbe week.
heard Inin
Nebraska ofandBankConnecticut
Lincoln, the supreme court will hear the
appeal of the Omaha Bank Night injunction,
Indian Dedicates
temporarily granted some months ago. In
Middlesex County, Connecticut, the superior
court will consider the appeal of Ernest
Rogers Memorial Dorau, manager of the Palace, Middletown,
found guilty of violation of the state lottery
The Will Rogers Shrine of the Sun on law and fined $10.
Attacking Bank Night as a menace to
Cheyenne Mountain, near Colorado Springs,
was dedicated by Chief Fred Lookout of the good business practice, Nebraska's Assistant
Osage tribe on Labor Day in the presence Attorney General Francis Robinson said in
of relatives of the cowboy philosopher and his brief that "merchandising should be on
about 1,000 of his friends.
the merits of goods and services, and not an
Mrs. W. S. McSpadden, of Chelsea, appeal to the gambling instincts and cupidity
Okla.,
Mr.
Rogers'
sister
;
Mrs.
Lasca
Lane
its patrons."
Nebraska appeal is being brought by
Luckett of Pueblo, Col., a niece; Gunter of The
Lane, of Claremore, Okla., a nephew, and the Exhibitors Association of Omaha on the
W. M. Gulager, of Muskogee, Okla., a injunction granted against Fox Midwest
cousin, unveiled a bust of the humorist be- Theatres in Beatrice. Decision that Bank
fore Chief Lookout made the dedication in Night was violation of the state lottery lawhanded down last spring by District
his native tongue. At the conclusion of the was
ceremonies, Spencer Penrose, Colorado Judge Fred W. Messmore. Since that time,
Springs mining man who built the shrine, Judge Messmore has been elevated to the
pressed a button to light a sodium vapor supreme bench, but in view of his earlier
will
unable to participate in the
flare in the pink granite tower of the shrine. ruling
of thebecase.
The Will Rogers' Memorial Commission review
Although notified for the second time that
will meet in Oklahoma City September 13th
to decide whether to proceed with the me- they must cease operation of cash games by
morial or wait until the next session of Con- September 1st, Connecticut exhibitors have
ignored the warning and are awaiting the
gress.
President Roosevelt vetoed a bill appro- outcome
priating $500,000 for the erection of the viction. of the appeal of Mr. Dorau's conMeanwhile, an investigation into the legalmemorial with the suggestion that Congress
Night was started in Charlotte,
pass a bill outlining the specific kind of N. ityC.of Bank
this week by Solicitor General John
memorial to be built. With $250,000 in
state and private funds now available, the G. Carpenter.
commission will decide whether to proceed
at
once or await the next congressional
decision.
Dr. R. S. Marcus Joins
General Foreign Sales
Dr. Robert S. Marcus, former rabbi and
368 Attend Denver's
member of the executive committee of the
Screen Club Picnic
of the American Jewish ConGolf and bridge tournaments featured a Joint Council
gress, has joined the General Foreign Sales
picnic held at Cherry Hills Country Club. Corporation, of New York, as director of
Denver, by the Rocky Mountain Screen Club. sales and publicity.
It was attended by 368 persons. R. H. RickDr. Marcus' first assignment was a cametson was master of ceremonies. Jack Lanpaign for "Anin New
Orphan
gan, Universal exchange manager, captured which opened
YorkBoylast ofweekVienna,"
at the
Belmont.
the golf honors.
New

Film

Course

33
NYU

Has

Course

On Motion Pictures
The Schuol of Education of New York
University has announced that again this
year it will offer its course on motion pictures, under the joint auspices of the unithe National Board of Review
of Motionversity andPictures.
Speakers from all branches of the motion
picture industry will address the classes,
which will meet Thursday evenings from
8:15 to 10 o'clock, starting September 23.
The
the courseEducational
is "The
Motioncomplete
Picture:titleItsof Artistic,
andIn Social
Aspects."
a pamphlet
describing the study, NYU
pointsful to the
out teacher,
that "thetocourse
is especially
the social
worker, useand
to the layman working in community motion
pictureticalprograms
discussesagencies
pracproblems of because
schools,it social
and community organizations in relation to
films, both of entertainment arid of educaThe tional
university
types." also calls attention to the
announcement made by Mark A. May, at the
annual meeting of the National Education
Association,
that totheschools
industry's
"best educafilms"
will be avalaible
for visual
tion purposes.
Among the speakers who will appear in
this year's course are :
Georgeducers ;Dr.
Antheil,
and advisor
of proV. C.composer
Arnspiger,
Erpi Picture
Consultants ; Wilton A. Barrett, executive, National Board of Review ; Dr. A. A. Brill, psychiatristDr.
; Walter Clark, Eastman Research
Laboratories ; Howard S. Cullman, Roxy Theatre
Corporation
man and director; ;Louis
Arthurde Rochemont,
H. DeBra, cameraMotion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America ;
Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars, authority on reptiles ;
Max Fleischer,
of "Popeye
Sailor" ;
George
Freedley,creator
director,
TheatretheCollection,
New York Public Library; Dr. H. A. Gray.
Erpi Picture Consultants ; Arthur Garfield
Hays, Civil Liberties Union ; Albert S. Howson, Warner
; Alice V. Keliher, Progressive Brothers
Education Association.
Others are : A. B. Lewis. Central H. S. Photoplay Club, Newark ; William Lewin, National
CouncilResettlement
of the Teachers
of English; ;Dr.PareJoseph
Lorentz,
Administration
F. Montague, pioneer in medical films ; Louis
Nizer, New York Film Board of Trade; Jean
B. Pinney, American Social Hvgiene Association ;Terry Ramsave, editor, Motion Picture
Herald;seum of Natural
Grace Fisher
American
MuHistoryRamsev,
; William
L. Rogers,
Religious Motion Picture Foundation; and H.
M. Warner, president, Warner Brothers.
The evening- and extension division of
New York's Hunter College also will offer
a course on motion pictures during its coming term. Classes will be held on Tuesday
evenings
8:25 o'clock,
September from
21. 6:45
Guest tospeakers
and thestarting
topics
for the first four sessions are :
Terrv Ramsave, editor of Motion Picture
Herald. "The Origin and History of the
Motion Picture." September 21.
Arthur H. DeBra of the MPPDA, "The
Process
September of28.Motion Picture Production,"
Albert Hewson, scenario editor of Warner Brothers,
Pictures
and the"Storv
MotionMaterial
Picture foras Motion
a Fine
Art." October 5.
Harold F. Hendee, director of research
for RKO Radio, "Research for Authenticity
in Motion Picture Production," October 19.
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ever built for a picture. Included are a Polish
villageside ofinseveral
a forestpalaces,
of pines,
and out-in
the the
grandinsideballroom
Warsaw,
Napoleon's
headquarters
there,
his
Robbery
palace
; his finallocales.
haven at Elba and
numerousresidences
other historical
(20th Century-Fox)
Succeeding "Flesh and the Devil," "Anna
Deceptive Mystery
Christie," "Woman of Affairs," "Romance,"
"Inspiration"
and "Anna Karenina," it is the
Two men and a woman, the cleverest crooks seventh
of sea separated continents, match wits aboard directed picture
Garbo. in which Clarence Brown has
an
ocean
liner
for
possession
of
the
world's
The role of Napoleon is assumed by Charles
most valuable blue white diamond. Hearts
necessarily are trumps, but also necessarily, if Boyer,
lately
in "TheNight."
GardenTheof lengthy
AUah" supand
Is Made
there is to be a picture, diamonds are at stake. "History
port includes
such atscreen
notables as Reginald
The
studio
publicity
department
says,
"It
Owen,
Alan
Marshal,
Henry
Stephenson,
Leif
will didbecast.fascinating
a splenMay Whitty, C. Henry GorIt has newentertainment
and thrillingwithtwists
that Erickson, Dame
Ouspenskaya, Claude Gillingwater,
will puzzle audiences at every turn. Spectators Georgedon, Maria
Zucco,
Henry
Kolker, Bodil Rosing,
are goingprises.toMen get
sensations
and surApfel,
Betty known
Blytheplayers
and Robert willWar-be
will some
enjoyrealit for
the drama
and Oscar wick.
Less
widely
thrills
; womenor forother,
the romance."
The been
kids, forfor seen are George Houston, Noblewho Johnson,
some reason
seem to have
Scotty Beckett, Ivan Lebedeff, Lois Meredith,
gotten.
Harolde and Vladimir Sokoloff.
Maybe. But anyway the title and the fore- Ralph
The picture was in production for five
few gleanings
from an advance announce- months.
During that time every effort was
mentgoing establish
the character.
to assure its becoming not only one of
If it is as the advance also claims a "decep- exerted
also one 1,of 1937,
MGM'stentatively.
best films.
tively
mystery,"
wouldn't
alto- Garbo's
Releasebest,date,but October
gether concocted
fair to reveal
the itplot.
Thatbe would
be depriving exhibitors of labelling it "Unsolvable,"
tation lead.which would be a very good exploi- 45 Fathers
The original screen play is a product of the
imagination of Lou Breslow and John Patrick, (20th Century-Fox)
Jane Withers Funfest
who have
given theiroftalents
either thefor creation or adaptation
many topictures
this
company. It is being directed by Malcolm St. adopt
members of the
Explorers'
Club
pool
Claire under the production guidance of Sol M. ballsForty-five
toJanesee Withers.
who shall They
becomedrawher lots
fosterwithfather.
Wurtzell.
Carle wins. Then the real fun begins.
The active cast concerned with what happens Richard
during this diamond robbery include Phyllis It races around and through the decks of an
the custom
a digBrooks, Cesar Romero, Jane Darwell, Alan ocean liner,
nified Fifth inAvenue
Club, house,
all overthrough
the swanky
Dinehart, Natalie Garson, John Harrington,
Douglas Wood, Earle Fox, Leon Ames, and mansion,
along
with
speeding
autos,'
through
ballrooms and dancing salons into a court room.
Clara Kimball Young.
Release date to be determined.
It pauses momentarily to permit Jane to permit
love to run in its true path and concludes in a
courtroom where a pair of ventriloquists climax
the hilarity by throwing their voices to expose
Conquest
snobbish society fakirs.
As Jane is starred, the supporting cast lists
(MGM)
Carle, Thomas Beck and Louise Henry, who
Greta Garbo vs. Napoleon
are the centers of the romantic content, Nella
This will be the 24th MGM picture in which Walker, John Rogers and the ventriloquists
Greta Garbo has appeared. Even if considered Paul and Grace Hartman as the most active
only from the viewpoint of the discussions personalities.
Based on a story by Mary Bickel and Ethel
which they precipitate, any Garbo picture is of
more than ordinary interest to exhibitors and Sparks, the screenplay is by Francis Hyland
and Albert Ray. The director, James Tinling,
theatre-goers.
Because
of
the
type
of
story
it
tells, the star who appears opposite her, the made "Pepper," "Angel's Holiday" and "The
importance of the players who are to be seen Withers.
Holy Terror," which also starred little Miss
in support,
the quality ofof writers
production,
previous accomplishments
and the
director,
Her rapidly rising popularity, indicating the
interest which theatre goers have in Miss
there attract
is reasonconsiderable
to believe attention.
that "Conquest" also great
will
Withers, keynotes showmanship technique.
Release date, October 22, 1937.
"Conquest"
is
a
picturization
of
one
of
the
severalleon. romantic
chapters
the life
of NapoIt is the story
of a inPolish
countess
who
forces her wiles upon the Emperor and forces
him to fall in love with her for the purpose of Stand-In
gaining his aid in liberating Poland from the (UA-Walter Wanger)
iron clawtoricaloffact,Russian
despotism.
hisit recreates
many Based
of theon most
Hollywood Satirized
glamorous figures and intriguing incidents of
It is Walter
intention that
this
the Napoleonic era.
shall
pictureWanger's
about Hollywood
that will
Settings for the story call for some of the climaxbe allthepictures
about
Hollywood.
It
is
biggest exteriors and interiors which MGM be a farce comedy. Briefly it is a fictionalto
The Great Diamond

and imagination of a factual circumstance which
has made trade and newspaper headlines for
years
the probably
but internever
quite —realized
effort honestly
of easternintended
financial
ests to bring some sense of sanity into the
operation of the film manufacturing colony.
Directly it concerns what happens to an eastern banker, a human adding machine who tries
to do that. Tossed into a bunch of characters
who are the replica of all the weird characters
who are, and hold to the traditions, that have
caused Hollywood to be considered the dizziest
place on earth, he is given the works and falls
for it just as has happened time after time to
many an expert in real life.
The story is by Clarence Budington Kelland
and it appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
It was adapted by Gene Towne and Grahame
Baker. Wanger permitted them to let their
imaginations have full play. It is quite likely
that following the screen play the writers will
find themselves persona non grata in both New
York and Hollywood. But the picture is being
made to entertain audiences and not guild any
lilies. It is being directed by Tay Garnett, who
has not been hesitant in expressing his opinion
that
sense. things Hollywood do not always make
The soon to be deluded banker is Leslie
Howard. Those who make his life miserable
include Joan Blondell, Humphrey Bogart, Alan
Mowbray, Maria Shelton, C. Henry Gordon,
Jack
J. C. Nugent, Tully Marshall and
WilliamCarson,
V. Mong.
Release date to be determined.
Look Out, Mr. Moto
(20th Century-Fox)
Mystery Adventure
Thistureswill
in the series
picdealingbewiththe thesecond
experiences
of Mr. ofMoto,
Japanese detective. It is based on the J. P.
Marquand stories which appear in the Saturday
Evening Post. The locale is the jungles of
Cambodia, Indo-China. Natives, threatening an
uprising, create the motivation for the exciting
action. Mr. Moto, an American girl aroundthe-world flier, a newsreel camera man and his
assistant
in aA precarious
tion, manyfindof themselves
them in fact.
rajah wantssitua-to
include
the
girl
in
a
harem,
the
camera man
falls in love with her. Natives threaten
the
safety
of
the
little
group
with
all
sorts
dealing devices. But Moto, aided by hisof deathclever
disguises,
jitzu, hypnotism,
magic,
all.
cery, knivesby andjiu machine
guns, defeats
one sorand
Peter Lorre again assumes the role of Mr.
Moto. The love interest is shared by Rochelle
Hudson and Robert Kent, who were similarly
engaged
"The CountryJ. Edward
Beyond,"Bromberg
"Reunion"
and rajah.
"Bornin Reckless."
the
Chick Chandler,
George Regas, Alis
Kikime, Gloria Roy and Fredrik Vogeding are
the remaining principals. As an added attraction to emphasize
weirdness,thrills
Thun-by
derbolt, an Indian the
fire story's
eater, supplies
enjoying
lightedmaterials,
cigarettes,topping
hot coals
and sundryrepasts
otherof fiery
the
whole thing off with a long drink of flame
from an acetylene torch.
-The screen
play is byFoster
Lou Breslow
and John
Patrick
and Norman
is directing.
Release date, October 15, 1937.
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Courage Of The West
(Universal)
Action and Adventure
The title should not permit anyone to mistake the classification of the picture, which is
being molded in a familiar pattern. Before a
bandit
his ownwereson'sthearms,
and it ofwould
not be dies
good intheatre
son aware
the
relationship, a lot of things happen.
Thecoln andstory
runs
from
having
President
Linhis cabinet doing their utmost to bring
a halt to robberies of gold trains, during a
period in the Civil War when the North needs
bullion, to a bank robbery and bandit roundup
20 years later. In the meantime, the homeless
son of the bandit is adopted by a government
agent. Growing up, he becomes ranch foreman
for a girl with whom he falls in love.
An original screen play by Norton S. Parker,
it is being directed by Joseph H. Lewis, and
Paul Malvern is associate producer.
The cast is a mixture of new and old screen
names. Bob Baker is featured in the leading
role and the girl is Lois January. The more
experienced players are J. Farrell MacDonald,
Fuzzy Knight, Carl Stockdale, Harry Woods,
Albert Russell, Charles French, Thomas Monk,
Buddy Cox and Jack Montgomery.
Release date, October 3, 1937.
The Bride Wore Red
(MGM)
Continental Comedy Romance
The stars of this forthcoming production are
Joan Crawford, Franchot Tone and Robert
Young. The supporting players, practically all
of whom are principals, include Billie Burke,
Reginald Owen, Lynn Carver, George Zucco,
Mary Phillips, Paul Porcasi, Dickie Moore and
Frank Puglia, and all are well known.
The story is by Ferenc Molnar and from the
play which bore the title "The Girl from Trieste." It has been acclaimed his greatest stage
success since "Liliom" and "The Guardsman."
It is being directed by Dorothy Arzner, Hollywo d's sole woman director of major rank, who
was at the helm of "Craig's Wife." The producer is Joseph Mankiewicz, who made "Love
on Being
the Run,"
and "Fury."
given "Georgeous
the benefit Hussy"
of production
support, which MGM accords its quality productfront
ions, tdivehe locales
are
a
smart
cafe
and
waterin Trieste and the swank spas in
Toreno, Italy. In general character, the story,
while essentially comedy romance, is the detailing of an amazing deception. A cabaret entertainer isinveigled into posing as an aristocratic
socialite.sheAs manages
she playsto hobinvolve
with herself
dignified traditions
in romance with a scion of nobility and the
town'swillhandy
anticipated
not
only
the man.
pictureIt beis one
in whichthatMiss
Crawford, Young and Tone appear to best
advantage, but also one that will be a worthy
blending of all necessary entertainment and
box office ingredients.
Release date, September 24, 1937.
The Westland Case
(Universal)
A "Crime Club" Mystery
This production will make a hero of the kind
of detective the New York police are very mad
at, a philandering, drinking cop, who has more
lives than a cat, knows all the answers before
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the questions are asked, but one who in his
dereliction of duty can solve the most baffling
crimes and save a convicted suspect from the
electric chair just as they get ready to pull the
switch.
It isthanbased
a "Crime
Club"White
novel doing
by JonaLatimer,onwith
Robertson
the
screen play and Christy Cabanne directing.
The showmanship possibilities being just as
formula with the multiple suspect plot hemmed
in by a calot
of anticipation
preventing
tions, the principal
exploitation
valuecompliseems
to be confined
to
the
quality
of
the
though one never can tell any more cast.
than Althe
sport writing experts did about Joe Louis and
Tommy Farr, the cast looks more worthy than
either story idea or any production twists it
might
be given.
Preston
Foster is the detective who comes
to the rescue
of "Robert Westland,"
who, figalhough he seems
most important
ure in tthe
story,toisbenotthe listed
as appearing.
Though it eventually will be revealed that
George Meeker is the killer and his motive
explained,
othersunorthodox
in the castdetective
who either
help
or hinder the
are Carol
Hughes, Barbara Pepper, Frank Jenks, Astrid
Allwyn, Theodore von Eltz, Clarence Wilson,
Russell Hicks, Rollo Lloyd, Selmar Jackson
and Thomas Jackson.
Release date, September 20, 1937.

old but friendly nemesis, a bank detective, is on
their trail. In general, things do not look so
rosy.
They forego stolen wealth that they may
find happiness.
Richard Cromwell and Helen Mack are featured as the boy and girl and Lionel Atwell
is the detective. Horace MacMahon is not only
the menace to the possession of the stolen
wealth, but to their lives as well. The quality
supporting cast includes Russ Powell, Billy
Bevan, Marjorie Main, Rex Evans, Joseph
Crehan, Arthur Hoyt, Syd Saylor, Selmer
Jackson and Chester Clute.
The story is an original by Gordon Rigby,
who collaborated
in the preparation
of "Gentleman from Louisiana"
and "Hitch
Hike
Lady." He and Eric Taylor, recently associated
with "Navy Blues," "Jim Haney, Detective"
andDirection
"Happy isGo byLucky,"
the screen
James didCruze,
noted play.
for his
handling
of
some
of
the
screen's
finest
pictures,
withRelease
"Sutter's
Gold"
his
most
recent
credit.
date, September 30, 1937.

Youth on Parole
(Republic)
Human Interest
The story of two young persons in trouble,
a boy and a girl who have the cards stacked
against them, always has been considered pretty
good motion picture material. The telling of
such a story makes it possible to bring in an
aura of persecution, a circumstance that provokessecutsympathy
for the sympathy
unfortunateis the
pair.essence
Perion that provokes
of this forthcoming production, second to cast
personalities in its showmanship potentialities.
The picture will feature Marian Marsh and
Gordon Oliver, recently in principal roles in
several Warner pictures. The featured support
lists Margaret Dumont, Peggy Shannon, Miles
Mander, Sarah Padden, Wade Boteler and
Theodore von Eltz. Minor roles, either character or atmosphere performers, include Mary
Kornman, Joe Caits, Milburn Stone, Harry
Tyler, Ula Love and Paul Stanton.
The Itoriginal
Hershelwhose
Rebuas.
is beingscreen
directedplayby isPhilby Rosen,
most recent pictures are "Roaring Timber," "It
Could Happen to You" and "Jim Haney, DeRelease date, October 4, 1937.
tective."
The Wrong Road
(Republic)
Money Doesn't Buy Happiness
The tures
plotseveralof highly
this production
unique ;; ait pair
fearegarded isplayers
of accomplished writers prepared it, and it is
being directed by a man who has proved his
ability.
The combination,
at thisandtime,commercial
indicates
considerable
entertainment
value.
A boy and a girl consider that a few years
inPleaded
jail iswith
a cheap
price theto money,
pay for they
$100,000.
to return
hold
toin.their
plan.
Out
of
prison,
complications
It is difficult to trace the instrument setin
which they hid the loot; a companion jail bird
is more determined than they to get it ; their

To Modernize Reel
A series of changes designed to bring
about a closer working arrangement between
Pathe News and its parent company, RKO
Radio, is planned for the newsreel organization. The first issue
of the late
"modernized"
reel is scheduled
for release
in October.RKO is cooperating with Pathe by making available its Hollywood studio facilities,
its foreignecutiveorganization
and some of its expersonnel.
Changes will include the addition of a
staff of announcers, each to be assigned to
the various classifications of news subjects;
organization of a writing staff to prepare
scripts;
of RKO
library ofuse250,000
feet ofRadio's
recordedstudio
musicmusic
for
background in the reel; increased length of
the reel; use of a new main title for the
reel; new recording and camera equipment;
renovation
of the company's
headquarters
the
Building,
and possible
installationin
of a Pathe
laboratory.
Phil Reisman, RKO export manager, is
to make cooperative arrangements for the
reel with RKO distribution offices abroad.
The writing staff is being organized by Joseph Johnston, formerly on the staff of the
New York Daily News. Allyn Butterfield,
editor, is conducting auditions for the staff
of announcers. Clem McCarthy, who will
handle sports,
one upon.
of the announcers who hasis the
been only
decided
Trotta is Pageant Judge
For the
year,hasVincent
Trotta, asParamount artthird
director,
been chosen
one
of the judges in the Atlantic City pageant
to select Miss America. He left for Atlantic
City dayTuesday.
end Saturnight. Mr. The
Trottacontest
was awill
member
of the
committee on plans for the selection of Miss
Bronx and Miss New York.
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FOREARMING

FOR
NEW
BRITISH
QUOTA
DEMANDS
£20,000
in
the American rights of a British
Present Production Plans in
picture, a U. S. company will acquire quota
20TH-FOX
TO
MAKE
coverage
in
England to the full footage of the
England Will Care for Any
FOUR IN ENGLAND
Mayflower,
Mr. Erich Pommer told me this
picture.
Obligations Likely To Be Imweek, already has open to it a wide choice of
Four important pictures will be
posed by New Cinema Act
American
distribution
— which is not surprismade by Twentieth Century-Fox in
ing having regard to the reputation of its proEngland
in
addition
to
one
now
in
ducer,
leading
star
(and
joint managing direcby BRUCE ALLAN
tor) and the scope of its program. It is of
production starring Grade Fields,
in London
interest,
however,
that
its
plan of operations
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
promises to provide the first instance of a proboard of directors, told reporters in
ducing
company
which
is
in
a position
to sell
Rather more than three months before the
London before he sailed for New York
American rights, with their
accompanying
Cinematograph Films Act of 1938 can even
this week. The four pictures will be
privileges bainr as ed bythe
respect
of
British
quota,
be introduced in the House of Commons,
fact that a film sold onunemsuch
budgeted at £100,000 each, he said,
a good half year ahead of the earliest date
a basis cannot also be used to provide quota
with
Robert
T.
Kane
in
charge
of
at which it is likely to become law, a full
cover by means of British distribution.
twelve months before it can become operaproduction. Negotiations are now bewhichto statement,
if "Thethe Vessel
tive, American companies are set to operate
ing carried on for rental of studio
of Simplifying
Wrath"
America acquire
with
tion that itsisU.soldS. purchasers
the condiquota
space at the Pinewood plant.
the new quota provisions, in the most strinvalue attaching to it, it will not be a quota
gent form in which they are likely to be
picture,
for
a
distributor
in
England,
though
applied, in a manner which will guarantee
it willqualification
rank for exhibitor's
Which,pictures
with
no damage to their British business, and
that there quota.
are many
may bring them increased profits in this record that, on top of the direct production the
sold on this basis, seems to be a partial answer
market.
plans
announced
by MGM
and Twentiethleast Paper
to the proposals
theatre men's
complaint
that theof
Fox, another
American
company,
RKO, has atWhite
threaten
a shortage
That summary is not one hundred committed
itself
to
the
big
picture
policy
—
British
films.
Mayflower's
pictures
will
per cent true, of course. There are U. S. and will draw its product from the British available as quota to exhibitors in Englandbe
companies which have not shaped their producer, Herbert Wilcox.
withoutfilms,"carrying"
their percentage
of Ameri-by
whichpictures.
therefore
must be covered
Mr. Wilcox plans four or five pictures a othercan British
plans to meet the probable new conditions, and will not do so until they know year for Radio release. He will spend £100,But, of course, very few producing concerns
exactly what they will be faced with. 000 to £150,000 on each of them. He will will be in the favorable condition of Mayflower,
a call on Radio stars — even, he told in possessing British distribution through an
There are others which, owing to the have
welcome party at the Savoy this organization which does not require quota value
modest scale of their operations, view any usweek,at his
on Ginger Rogers.
in any additional British pictures it may acincrease of quota with disquiet. But of
producer returned with a new
the majors it is true to say that they have ideaTheor British
two. One of them is that it is use- Demand Good Pictures
either made plans anticipating the worst
less to make, or try to make, international quire.
the British government can do, or that pictures. America, he says, wants British
Louis B. Mayer, in England to supervise
they are ready to do so.
pictures for England. So all of his first four Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's British production,
features are to be period pieces, and two of told an audience of 400 at a luncheon at the
The American answer to the Minimum them
are to be in color. That is one of the Savoy given in his honor that the new quota
Cost Clause is major production for profit
would be useless unless pictures are
in England. Expecting that they will be things which New York's favorable ad- provisions
exasked to make £15,000 British pictures,
vance reception of "Victoria the Great" producedpres ewhich
d the hope people
that thewant
new tolawsee.
wouldHe have
taught thehe director
of
"Nell
Gwyn."
Which
sufficient
elasticity
to
meet
production
expericompanies like Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, picture
ence as it develops.
mentioned to say that
Twentieth Century-Fox and RKO will America had only
apparently forgiven him for it "We have contempt for quota films," he said.
make, or have made for them, £50,000- and
its
infraction
of
the
Production
Code.
"We have quota films in America without a law
£100,000 pictures which they will release to For the Code also, a good word; it had compelling
and we have contempt for
the world. It is true that Paramount, Col- increased American attendances forty per them." All them,
the companies in the United States
umbia, and one or two others have made cent, he told us.
not make
enoughand"A"pictures
picturesof
no announcement, but there is little doubt
tocombined
meet thecould
demand,
he added,
that these companies also will fall in, in due Mayflower Factor
this
class from British producers are always
welcome.
course, with the policy of making worth
Another
angle byon the
the activities
Anglo-American
situThe celebrities at the luncheon included Lord
while pictures in England.
ation isprovided
of Mayflower
Already opinion in the trade, and to some Pictures,
Semphill, Lord Lee of Fareham, Sir William
the Erich
Pommer-Charles
Laugh- Jury,
extent in the general press, shows signs of ton
Capt. Richard Norton, Alexander Korda,
combination
which
is
to
make
£100,000
swinging from one extreme to another. pictures for British release by Associated Brit- Louis Golding, Lord Elton, Lord Strabolgi,
Gordon
Selfridge, Jack Conway, director ; RobAbused for making cheap pictures, the in theish Pictures,
company.which has invested substantially
ert Taylor and Maureen O'Sullivan, who will
Americans are now being accused of capMayflower
will
make
its
studio
scenes
at
appear
in
Metro's first British film, "A Yank
turing the British production industry by
Oxford."
Also present
Dean
making expensive ones.
ABP's
(old
BIP) studio sound
at Elstree,
butinvented
it will at
and
A.
P.
Herbert,
Memberwereof Basil
Parliament.
not
use
the
Ambiphone
system
The danger seen is that, through such and installed by that company. A special West- Also, all leading
producers,
distributors,
exhibiAmerican-controlled organizations as Metrotors and the chief newspapers were represented.
Electric (Erpi) channel will be installed
Eckman presided as chairman.
British Studios and New World, U. S. com- for ern
Mayflower, for which currently Charles SamA wire
from John Maxwell, A.B.P. head, in
panies will dominate the British studio field. Laughton
is
making
exteriors,
in
the
South
of
Elstree, Denham and Iver as suburbs of France, for "Vessel of Wrath," its first pro- Austria, welcomed Metro to England, calling it
duction from a Somerset Maugham story.
Hollywood, controlled from there, officered
a
"splendid
Lord Semphillstimulus
declaredtothatBritish
Metro,producers."
with 150
Mayflower comes into the quota situation distribution
from there up to the limits permitted by
centers,
now
has
two production
ABP,
which
will
handle
its
piclaw, making pictures from scripts written in thisturesway.
centers
instead
of
one.
i
n
England,
already
has
a
surplusage
of
or adapted there, with stars also brought British product, of its own making, over and
To a question of how many pictures Metro
from the Coast — this is the new danger to above any probable call for coverage for its would
in England, Mr. Mayer said it
British films which we may expect to see very few American pictures. The Mayflower would bemake
from one to 50 according to the speed
with which British writers and other talent
publicised, hear denounced in Parliament.
output,
therefore,
is
open
to
American
disAll that will take care of itself in due
could be discovered. He said he would rather
ibutors on thenewbasis
the suggested
pro- make
vision intrthe
Filmsof Act
that, investing
one good than 50 bad films.
course. At this time it is interesting to
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The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

Schoo

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 84 was: (A)
What taisnce of having
your reaction
regarddisplayed
to impor-on
inspectionwithcharts
projection room wall, with specified inspections
for each day?
The following made acceptable answers : C.
Rau and S. Evans ; H. Edwards ; J. R. Prater ;
C. Oldham; L. Cimikoski ; T. F. Bochert ; P.
and L. Felt ; K. L. Brant ; O. H. Schmidt ; C.
Champney
H. S. and; S.P. R.Dalbey
; C. Champney;
J. A.; F.Zachritz
Hewitt;
H. B.
Smith; C. H. Lowrie ; R. R. Lee; L. F.
Hayes;monds ;E.T. F.W. andRedhouse;
C.
Lonie;
W.
M. Wentworth ; F. L. Edand
L. Savior ; R. D. Billings ; T. H. Logan ; A. D.
Lonby ; D. Dennis ; D. and W. Porter ; A. H.
Bradley ; M. Dey and H. Lathrope ; A. Leonard
and G. T. Jones; N. S. Reid, D. D. Roberts
and
Daniels;
line; H.R. T.H. Watkins
Carter; ;F.G.B.L.Kresel
; G. E.andEx-L.
F. Brown ; H. T. Randolph ; T. and W. Turk ;
F. W. Brandenburg ; T. Lavenburg ; R. E.
Bullard and J. K. Robinson ; M. F. Robinson
and L. A. Beachwood ; H. Burgin ; F. B.
Chilshome ; E. M. Brown and R. Davis ; B.
and
F. D. W.Scan-R.
Ion; M.W. Walker;
C. Bant M.andD. L.McGuire;
M. Roberts;
Davis and B. L. Blunt; D. A. Shea, M.
O'Connell
Plum; J.H.H.A.Morton;
Ames andR.
F. E. Dorp;andR.H.S.T.Welch;
W. Singleton
;
M.
Samuels
and
O.
L. Goldstein; S. H. Billings; W. R. Matthews
and
J. R. Davidson; S. N. Lockhard; H. T. Todd
and L. E. Dodson ; D. Coates ; R. R. Robbins
and W. Winkler; T. L. Kent and B. L.
Cooperwell;S.; R.U. Tomby
; C. Cald-H.
LamontandandD. P.Hornbeck
F. Maxwell;
Bunker; M. L. Grahame ; A. W. Baxter; T.
B. Brown and W. V. Henderson; R. R. Jacobs
and R. B. Hornstein; W. B. Myers; S. L.
Maxwell; E. L. Sanford.
Prater answers
as follows
: "I regard
it J.as R.impossible
to maintain
the modern,
complex projection equipment of today in condition
to deliver
first-class,
dependable,
efficient
service without a carefully prepared inspection
chart displayed upon the projection room wall,
with specified inspections for each day.
"No matter how careful and conscientious a
projectionist membering
mayevery be,
be sure
reone heof cannot
the many
itemsof that
should have inspection, some of them daily,
others weekly or semi-weekly and still others
monthly or semi-annually. It would require a
very remarkable memory to take care of that
without daily prompting of an inspection chart.
"May should
I also show
say that
room
records
when theeachprojection
part inspected
was installed and its cost, with notation of condition of partaminations bewhen
last inspected,
such and
exfar apart.
Also, theifname
address of the dealer from whom it was purchased. Even were a projectionist able to
remember all that, such information would be
of large value to the relief man were he for any
reason (illness, for example) be absent.
"Moreover,
a record
sort is the
only
means
of checking
whichof this
equipments
or parts
give satisfactory service and which do not.
Specified inspections, some daily, some weekly,
some monthly
that are
corded are the oronlysemi-annually
truly dependable
way re-of
caring for equipments without danger of slipups. They also are the only fool-proof way

NO.

8+

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 89
(A) Describe
"speech"
coil; by the
what "voice"
is it pow-or
ered?
Explain with
why dynamic
a "horn"speakers.
is used
in (B)
connection
(C) Explain why cones may be
used by magnetic loudspeakers,
whereas horns are required by the
dynamic type.
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
of checking upon needed repairs before actual
break-down occurs.
"Supplied
with spare
the manage-of
ment as inspection
showspartsthebyprobability
their coming need, any projectionist will be
able to produce excellence in results with a
minimum of trouble. And believe me, a proper
projection
of regularmanagers
inspections is a chart
great with
help record
in convincing
that spare parts are needed to guard against
troubleager and
possible
shut-downs.
will have
a whole
lot more Friend
respectmanfor
your suggestions and requests and for your
answers to his questions if you are able to
show him actual written proof that you are
doing
stuff."
May your
Igesticompliment
His sugon of a written Brother
record ofPrater.
inspections
has
very real value, though of course that is not
intended to apply to daily ones, except when
something requires it. He is absolutely correct
in saying managers will have very, very much
more respect for the man who can show him
neatly kept
haveinvolves
been suggested. Andrecords
keeping such
them asreally
but
little trouble, once the initial records are made.
A suitable book can be had at almost any
ten cent store. As to the chart itself, secure
from a print shop a sheet of stiff white paper
of size determined as appropriate after laying
out the inspections in pencil on a sheet of wrappaper. should be laid out in sections, one
Thepingsheet
marked daily, containing Monday, Tuesday and
so on for each working day, with space for
recording the inspections to be made each day.
In another section of the sheet, list weekly inspections and the day upon which they are to
be made.
In still
otherupon
spaceswhich
list semi-weekly,
with
notation
of day
they are to
be made. Then list monthly and other inspections, with date upon which they are due,
transferring them to the before named sheet,
of still, white paper neatly, using pen and,
preferably
ink. lath and a suitable size
Secure anblack
ordinary
sheet of glass. Cut the lath the same length
as the horizontal length of the glass. Nail

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
one piece to the wall and half way down its
width drive two short nails wtih large heads,
such as are used to attach paper roofing shingles. Set the lower edge of the glass on the
nails behind the heads (the nails not having
been driven clear in). At the top of the glass
nail the other lath so that the glass will overlap its surface one half and drive in two
more simliar nails, not sufficiently close to bind
the glass. You may now slide the glass in
back of the nail heads and the paper in back
of the glass, whence it may be removed at any
time you desire to add to its records. This
may of course be done in many ways, but what
I have suggested is cheap, simple and answers
every purpose.
B. and M. Walker answer thus : "Our good
Scotch brothers say, 'Many mickle make a
muckle,' meaning many little things make a
big thing.
periodic
inspections,
without miss or Regular
fail, serve
to correct
little faults
before they become large ones which in time
may cause very serious trouble.
"In the modern
projectionparts,
room aareregular,
many
equipments
and equipment
periodic inspection of which is necessary if
consistent excellence of operation is to be expected. Some require daily examination, while
others only need it once a week, once or twice
a month, and some even once each six months.
"To insure that these inspections will be made
at regular, necessary intervals, some notation
isnamely
essential,
and onthe theonewall'Dad'where
has itsuggested,
a chart
may be
examined every morning, seems perfect. I have
one and, since its installation not once have I
missed fire on an inspection. I got the idea
from the Bluebook School about two years ago.
More power to the particularly
'school,' which two
I believe
has—
worked
thingshow
first, in wonders,
showing some of our incrack
men
much theycreasingstill
to learn;
interest have
in study.
Again second,
I say: inMoreinpowertertoTheatres
the Motion
Picture
Herald,
and that Grand Old ManBet-of
Surely I ourshould
not let that pass without
Projection,
expression
of 'Dad.'
thanks" to Bob and Merle
Walker, two Wisconsin men.
Mining Spurs Theatre
Building in Quebec
The rapid expansion of the mining industry and the creation of many new miningtory towns
has opened
in northern
Ontarioa new
and theatre
Quebec. terriOne new house has already been opened
in Amos,
Quebec,completed
by Alfred
Roy andby an-D.
other is being
in Rouyn
Korman. Both towns were practically unknown two years ago. In addition, several
small houses are being opened at Senneterre
and Malarctic where many valuable mineral
deposits have been discovered.
RKO Proctor Corporation will be the operating company for the Central, Parkhill
and Broadway, all of Yonkers, recently acquired
from Sam Cocalis and Herman Sussman bv RKO.
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One

Hundred

Men

(Universal)
Musical
There is no truth in the rumor that
Universal called into Hollywood conference all the showmen who played "Three
Smart Girls" and asked them what to do
next with the sensationally popular Deanna Durbin (there is, in fact, no such
rumor) but if there were, and if alb the
ideas submitted by all these showmen had
been thrust into a rotary hopper and spun
until the cream of them came to the top,
the studio would have turned out "One
Hundred
Men aand
a Girl."so Itstrikingly
is long
and
long since
production
fitted to the great American box office
has come out of Hollywood or anywhere.
Any showman who played "Three Smart
Girls"
wouldproducer,
have told that
CharlesMissR. Rogers,
executive
Durbin
should be given plenty of chances to sing
in her next picture, and she is. She sings
again and again, on dais and off, in this
circumstance and that, and always she sings
songsadults
that can.
children usually don't and as
few
It would have been a bold and resourceful
showman who suggested contracting Leopold
Stokowski and his symphony orchestra, not only
tobutsupply
musicbrethren
but to appear
in the had
picture,
he andthe his
would have
for
their pains, and have, the immense and unexplored
exploitation
advantages
of
just
that
arrangement.
Several, or all, would have advised casting
of Mischa
Auer in ina comedy
not too
unlike his assignment
the firstrole
Durbin
picture,
and the names of Alice Brady, Eugene Pallette
and Adolphe Menjou would have popped up in
quick association about them. To these have
been added those of Billy Gilbert, Alma
Kruger, led Prouty, Howard Hickman and
lack Mulhall for good measure and to tellingpurpose.
Probably no such convention of showmen
could have produced the idea on which the
new picture is based. It remained for Hans
Kraly to furnish that, and for Bruce Manning,
James Mulhauser and Charles Kenyon to make
from it a screen play that compares to nothing
of recent or remote record but will be compardeusdt,ryn,otodoubt,
for suchin iskindthe which
course mayof in-be
many works
expected to go into production any day now.
The idea is this : A daughter of an unemployed symphony orchestra trombonist extracts
from
who doesn't really
mean itor-a
promisea dowager
symphony
chtoestra, tobesponsor
recruiteda 100-piece
by her father
from the
ranks of unemployed musicians, and to feature
the same gram.on Jubilation
her wealthy
husband'sensue
radioinproand dejection
sequence as the idle musicians commence rehearsals and learn that the enterprise is with-
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This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public

date,
September 5. Running time, when seen in
tion.
Beverly Hills, 83 minutes. General audience classificaTHE PLAYERS Deanna Durbin
Patricia Cardwell
Cardwell
Adolphe
Menjou
Mrs.
Frost
Alice Pallette
Brady
out genuine foundation. Then the young lady John
John
G. Frost
Eugene
who started
it
all,
and
has
had
several
inMichael
Mischa
Auer
cidental meetings with Stokowsky, who appears Garage Owner
Billy Kruger
Gilbert
Tyler
Alma
as himself in the story, inadvertently causes Mrs.
Doorman
Jack Prouty
Smart
publication of a newspaper story to the effect Stage
Bitters
that the great conductor will direct the unem- Russell
JamesonJedHickman
Thoma!
Howard
ployed men in one concert. After further mis- Johnson
Driver
Frank Jenks
understandings, and so forth, he does so. Hap- Taxi
Brandstetter
Rub
piness and prosperity for all result.
Stevens
Gerald Christian
Oliver Smith
Jack Mulhall
As directed by Henry Kostner and set up Rudolph
by Associate Producer Joe Pasternak the story
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI
and ingtheits narration
musical performances
occur asdur-to Conducting music fromwith Wagner's "Lohengrin,"
are so snugly which
integrated
"5th Symphony,"
Liszt'sJubilate,"
"Hungarian
leave no lines of demarcation such as have Tschaikowsky's
Rhapsody,"
Mozart's
Motet "Exultate
Verdi's "La Traviata."
marred many a less happily chosen subject.
Characterization goes hand in hand with score
from the spectacular opening presenting Sto- The Adventurous Blonde
kowsky and his orchestra on the concert dais
to the closing which presents the men as the (Warner-F. N.)
now happily employed unemployed.
Melodrama
It is not within the province of this reporter
The primary purpose of any motion picture is
to passtion,upon
the
musical
caliber
of
the
producnaturally, but neither is that a proper to entertain, but it is also supposed to include
concern of the showman who has the guarantee showmanship potentialities which exhibitors may
their patrons.
both obof Stokowsky's
presence inas advertising.
ample warrant This
for use to interest
jectives are attained,
the chancesWhen
are favorable
the
use of superlatives
the show will please and make money for
would be about the place, though, to mention that
most directly concerned.
that other names of musical significance avail- those
The New York and other police departments
ableciatefor musical
use are
those ; ofFrederick
Charles Hollander
Previn, assoare irritated by the manner in which
director
and currently
of all strata, are portrayed on the
Sam Coslow, writers of "It's Raining Sun- policemen,
screen.
Producers
don't want to incur the ire
beams,"
and
Andres
de
Segurola,
vocal
inof
any
police
department any more than they
structor.
desire
to
go
out
of
their way to satisfy their
Neither is your correspondent a sound tech- vanity. They have loads
trouble trying to
nician, nor what is referred to in impolite cir- stay within the strictures of ofmandates
laid down
clesusualas athingsreproduction
crank,
but
certain
unupon
them
by
foreign
nations
and various ordone in bringing into aural focus,
ganized groupsmade
who todon't
care
to
have
as it were, the music of successively closeupped representatives
look ridiculous or totheirbe
sectionstation,
of impelled
the symphony
orchestra
in an unfavorable light. They are makhim to ascertain
that instrumena process showning pictures
which oftheyamusement
assume will
called multiple channel recording was worked maximum amount
and provide
satisfy the
the
out by RCA engineers in collaboration with maximum number of persons. They also have
M. Stokowsky and used to produce results an eye to financial returns.
whichtialmay
to be one of the precedenSpokesmen
for New screen
York's writers,
"finest" producers
are quite
aspects turn
of theout production.
wrought
up because
Previewed
for
the
press
at
the
Warner
theaand
directors
prefer
to
have
some
handsome
tre in Beverly Hills, Cal. There had been a
heroine,
even thenitwit,
crimelookin
a manner
that ormakes
arms solve
of thea law
deal of advance talk about the picture. This hero,
stupid. Whether or not anybody else is, they
gathering
of
newspaper,
magazine,
trade
journal, foreign, domestic and generously assorted
correspondents, fagged of eye, ear, nerve and probably will be quite interested in "The Advocabulary by a rash of some 19 previews
Blonde." does is do what the police
All the venturous
picture
within
period,(1)were
less quite evidently don't want pictures to do. In
dubious aas 10-day
to whether
any more
pictureor could
ways
customary
screen, a run of the mill
be as good as this one was said to be and (2) plainclothes cop tois the
made to look silly while a
blonde
newspaper
woman
all the real
any
follow-up
on
"Three
Smart
Girls"
could
be
better than a bad second. The picture, to use a sleuths of factual history andoutdoes
visionary
imagination
in
solving
a
complicated
crime.
phrase
showmen
love,
killed
both
doubts.
—
William R. Weaver.
According to preview audience reaction the
Producedexecutive
and distributed
by Universal.producer,
Charles JoeR. picture did this in an amusing manner. The
Rogers,
crowd, bybythetheway,
wasn'tof lured
to theas theatre
Pasternak.
Directedproducer.
by HenryAssociate
Koster. Screen play
promise
a preview
it was
by Brucehauser,Manning.
Charles
Kenyon
and
James
Mul- byso much
the fact that a bathing beauty contest was
based on Shaw.
an idea byDirector
Hans Kraly.
Assistant
director, Frank
of Photography,
beingshowing
staged.might
The have
studiobeenofficials
made who
quiteignored
happy
Valentine.
Song,with"It'slyrics
Raining
byJoseph
Frederick
Hollander
by SamSunbeams,"
Coslow.in- the
had
they some
been ofaround
to note the
enthusiasm
Associate
musical
director,
Charles
Previn.
Vocal
and
hear
the
favorable
comment
made
structor,
Andres
de
Segurola.
Film
editor,
Bernard
W.
Burton. Production
Sound, Joseph
A. byLapisJohnandHarkrider.
Bernard by the patrons.
B.Sets,Brown.
designed
These people,
naturally
not 47)holding to the
and Scollards
Maas. Release
Gowns,
(Continued
on page
Vera Tack
West. MaetinP.C.A.Smithcertificate
No. 3468.
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same philosophies now exciting the police forces,
and who undoubtedly never heard that the New
York thing
copsabout were
takingto feel
up arms
do someit, seemed
that theto show
was
worth their time and money.
Not concerned with ethics, the patrons were
not only interested in how "Torchy Blane"
proved herself a better detective than "Steve
McBride," abutbunch
alsoofinjealous
the ways
in whichrivals
she
outhoaxed
newspaper
who tried to hoax her out of a wedding, and
in the manner in which she hoaxed an unsusmurderer. pected culprit into confessing himself a
The picture talks a lot, but it bristles with
smart dialogue and wise cracks which, combined with sufficient action, lessened the evil of
explanatory conversation. As a matter of fact
there is usually something doing on the screen,
which, even though it requires some imagination
stretching to comprehend, provokes laughter,
suspense and surprise.
Previewed in the Warner theatre, HuntingPark, types
a neighborhood
typicaltonof the
of theatres house
in whichwhichthe ispicture
was
made
to
play.
We
don't
know
whether
the audience had seen any of the preivou-s numin the "Torchy"
it gave evidence
by itsbersattention
to the series,
film andbutapplause
upon the
finale
that
"The
Adventurous
Blonde"
amused
it.— G. M.
First National
picture.Foy,Produced
andproducer.
distributed
byA Warner
Bros.
Brian
associate
rected by White
Frank and
McDonald.
Original screen
play Di-by
Robertson
David
Diamond.
Photographed
byFrankArthur
Todd.film Dialogue
director,
Harryassistant
Seymour.diMcGee,
editor. No.Jesse
Hibbs,
rector. P.C.A.Running
Certificate,
3479.
General
audience
classification.
time
65
minutes
when
Huntington
Park. classification.
Release date, September 17,seen1937.in
General audience
CAST
Torchy McBride
Blane
GlendaMacLane
Farrell
Steve
Barton
Grace
Brown
..Anne
Nagel
Gahagan
Tom E.Kennedy
Pete
George
Stone
Theresa
Gray
Natalie
Moorhead
Matt
William Hopper
Hugo
Brand
Anderson
Lawlor
Dud
CharleyWatson
Foy
Mugsy
Bobby
Mortimer
Gray
Charles
Wilson
Mrs.
Hammond
Virginia
Brissac
Harvey
Hammond Raymond
Leland Hodgson
Maxie
Hatton
Captain
McTavish
Frank
Shannon
Dr.
Bolger
James
Conlon
Dr.
Nolly
Granville
Owen
Lawyer
Walter
Young
Sergeant
George
Guhl
Herman
Al Herman
Expensive Husbands
(Warner)
Comedy
Since the amazing success of Columbia's "It
Happened there
One has
Night"
other similar
comedies
been anda spasmodic
trendlight
toward that type of picture. "Expensive Husbands" is an bracket.
attempt atForlight
comedy it inoffers
the
lower budget
top names
Patric Knowles, who, unfortunately, resembles
Errol Flynn, a better known player on the
Warner contract list, and Beverly Roberts, a
personable
young woman who started her film
career in 1936.
The director is Bobby Connolly, better known
for his dance ensemble direction in many of
Warners'
some ofthree
his
initial filmmusicals.
training inHethisretains
by injecting
songs into the picture — "Shall We Dream?",
"Fiveintroduction
Little Maids,"
The
of oneandof "Echo
the songMountain."
numbers
come when a quintet of chambermaids walks
into
the
palace's
bridal
suite
to
make
up thea
bed for the prince and his bride, and sings
song while they do it. Half of those witnessing
the preview expected the camera to turn around
in the chamber to take in a huffe production
number at one end of the room. But it didn't.
Lynne" goes
is a tofilmEurope
star who,
finding
her"Laurine
fame waning,
and marries
an apparently impoverished prince for his title.
The ensuing publicity awakens interest in her
and she again skyrockets to fame in the films.
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However, she discovers that she loves the
Prince and goes to Vienna to be with him.
In the meantime, he comes into his inheritance.
Previewed at the Forum theatre, Los Angeles, where a restless audience composed of
studio people, press and the payees emitted
applause,
—little
Vance
King. almost all of the claque variety.
Producedsociateand
by Warner
Asproducer,distributed
Frank Mandel.
DirectedBrothers.
by Bobby
Connolly.
Screenplay
by Lillie
Hay ward,
Jean
Negulesco
and
Jay
Brennan.
Original
story
by
Kyrill
deShishmareff.
by JamesHughVanReticker.
Trees.
Film editor,
Lou Photography
Hesse.Shoup.
Art Director,
Gowns
byMusic
Howard
Dialogue
director,
Jay
Brennan.
and
iyrics
by
M.
K.
Jerome
and
Jack
Scholl.
P.C.A. Certificate
No. 3537.60 minutes.
Running
time,
when
previewed,
in
Los
Angeles,
Release
date
November
27,
1937.
General
audience
classification.
Prince
Rupert
Patric Knowles
LaurineCraig
Lynne
Beverly
Joe
Allyn Roberts
Joslyn
Ricky
Preston
Gordon
Oliver
Trommy
EulaFischer
Guy
Joseph
Robert
C.
Herr
Meyer
Fritz
Feld
Andrew Brenner Vladimir Sokoloff
Savage
John Butler
Maria
Codee
Giovanni
GeorgeAnn
Franz
OttoHumbert
Fries
Wife, Doctor and Nurse
(20th
TriangleCentury-Fox)
Comedy
In its selection of a title for this manifestly
major
Twentieth
Century- toFoxtheappears
to haveoffering,
subscribed
unequivocally
belief
that public interest in stories dealing with the
domestic problems of the professional man, his
wife and his office associate, is still alive after
the many rather thorough efforts made to
quench it during the past and previous seasons.
sharing greater
that belief
fronted withShowmen
no problem
than arethatcon-of
identifying Loretta Young, Warner Baxter and
Virginia Bruce with the characters designated
in the title and adding assurances of quality,
excellence, etc., plus the information that emphasis is on feeling
the_ comedy
side about
in thistheinstance.
Showmen
otherwise
matter,
because of recent bookings in the same general
vein or for other reasons, have their work cut
out for them but nothing, probably, to worry
very much about. Already at hand, and piling
up daily, are critical reviews and comments,
written after the press preview of the picture,
packed with quotable copy. By a judicious borrowing and liberal broadcasting of this effective thunder it should be possible for the stymied showman to focus attention so markedly upon player, performance, comedy, production,
novelty, etc., as to offset the locally uninspirTheing title.story is, in bare outline, about a popular
doctor, ciatloved
wife and
officeequally
assoe, a nurse,by inhis about
equalhis and
ethical, measure. When his nurse leaves him
he takes to drink and when his wife leaves him
he is unhappy. The ladies talk it over a
number of times and strike a sort of bargain
satisfactory to all if not precisely clear to the
audience. A bare outline, however, does not
and cannot convey the tone of the production,
the blithe
brisk which
dialogue,
narration and manner,
overall polish
are, smart
in unusual
degree, contents of prime importance.
There is about the whole a suavity reminiscent of Associate Producer
Raymond
Griffith's
personal
acting days.
rell Ware,performances
who bringsin his
to screen
writingDar-a
flair well known to magazine readers, Kathryn
Scola and Lamar Trotti are jointly responsible
for a screen play that keeps the story from
bogging down on the romantic side, skidding
emotionally or turning into outright slapstick,
although it does end with a triple pratfall of
effectiveness.
Walterstars
Lang's
inrarekind
and key, while
and direction
supportingis
players
manifest complete congeniality with all
and sundry.
Previewed at the Alexander theatre, Glendale.
Calif. Audience response ivas spontaneous, con-
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tinuous, honestly appreciative and prophetic of
box office profits.—
W. R. byW. Twentieth Centuryand producer.
distributed
Fox,Produced
Associated
Raymond Griffith.
Directed
by
Walter
Lang.
Assistant
GeneScola
Bryant.
Screen
play
by Photographed
Darrell Ware,director,
Kathryn
and
Lamar
Trotti.
by
Edward
Cronjager.
Film
editor,
Walter
Thompson.
P.C.A.
certificate
No.
3571.
Release
September
17, 1937.General
Runningaudience
time,
when
seen in date,
Glendale,
84 minutes.
classification.
CAST
Ina
Loretta
Young
Dr.
Judd Lewis
Warner Baxter
Steve
Virginia
Bruce
Mrs.
Krueger
Jane
Darwell
Dr.
Therberg
Sidney
Blackmer
Pompout
Maurice
Cass
Constance
Minna Gombell
Mrs.
Cunningham
Margaret
Irving
Bruce
Thomas
Gordon
Elliott
Glen
Wylie
Elisha
Cook,TwinsJr.
Specialty
Brewster
Bill
Paul
Hurst
Dr.
Hedges
Hal
K.
Dawson
Red
GeorgeRenavent
Ernest
Nick
Georges
Uncle
Miss
Farrell Spencer
ClaireChaney,
DuCharters
BreyJr.
Chauffeur
Lon
Chef
Charles
Judels
Delivery
Man
Stanley
Fields
Doorman
Olin
Supt. of Nurses
Jan Howard
Duggan
ComedyDear Miss Aldrich
My
(MGM)
The studio gives Edna May Oliver top billing in this
and herrelied
crisp,upon
characteristic appearance
comedy is so directly
for
audience
response
as
to
suggest
that
showmen
do likewise. Other names available for use
are
thoseRitaofJohnson
Maureenand O'Sullivan,
Pidgeon,
Janet Beecher,Walter
with
Guinn Williams and J. Farrell MacDonald,
playing
bits,
on
tap
for
those
communities
where
they have drawing power.
MissfromOliver
plays "Martha
Aldrich's"
aunt,
Nebraska,
distrusts
New crusty
Yorkers with whom
she iswhothrown
in contact
and
conflictgest when
"Martha"
inherits
the
city's
biggoes itsto city
workeditor,
on itwho
as ahates
girl
reporter newspaper,
and makes
women, seem a very stupid fellow by getting
stories
histhebestfadeout.
men can't. Naturally, they
marry
The instory
is an original by Herman J.
Mankiewicz, who also wrote the screen play,
and direction is by George B. Seitz, whose
handling
his notable
success inof thecertain
serialepisodes
field a recalls
good many
years
back.
Previewed at the Alexander theatre, GlenCalifornia.
Miss Oliver's
performance
drew dale,
laughs
puncturing
an otherwise
stilly
night.—
W. andR. distributed
W.
Produced
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed
B. SeitzJ.from
an original
story
and
screenbyEdward
playGeorge
byBabille.
Herman
Assistant
director,
ArtS.Mankiewicz.
director,
Cedric
Gibbons.
Film
editor,
William
Gray.
Photography.
CharlesSeptember
Lawton. 17.P.C.A.
certificate
No. 3621.
Release
date,
1937.
Running
time,
77
minutes.
General audience classification.
Mrs. Atherton
Edna May Oliver
CAST Maureen
MarthaMorley
Aldrich
O'Sullivan
Ken
Walter
Pidgeon
Ellen
Warfield
Rita Johnson
Mrs.
Sinclair
Janet
Beecher
Mr.
Sinclair Charles
Paul Waldron
Harvey
Mr.
Warfield
Mr.
Talbot
Walter
Kingsford
Ted
Martin
Roger
Converse
Attendant Leonid
Guinn Williams
AAn Waiter
Kinskey
Gregory
BrentMacDonald
Sargent
"Doc"
Howe
J.
Farrell
The Major Domo
Robert Greig
Western Cold
(20th
WesternCentury-Fox - Principal)
This introduces Smith Ballew as a western
star in a singing cowboy role. It is the first
of the new series of stories credited to Harold
Bell Wright and Zane Grey which Sol Lesser
of Principal Productions
(Continued on will
fane produce
50} for 20th

ICE'TOPS IN LOUISVILLE
Louisville, Sept. 7.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15
•'Thin
Ice'
(20th) and b.'Mr.o. Moto'
(20th), dual. Sure-fire
draw,
particularly
within the
ment: fine $8,000
view.younger ele-
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(Continued from page 47)
Century-Fox. Ballew, a singer whose film experience has been rather limited, is to be built
up by Principal as a western star to take the
place
on
Principal's
scheduleseriesof
Richard Arlen,
featuredproduction
in a previous
of outdoor pictures which Mr. Lesse made for
20th Century-Fox. Heather Angel, British
actress, is again cast in a frontier girl role as
in "The Last of the Mohicans," "Daniel Boone"
andLaid"Thein Gold
Caballero."
the west
and having as a basis the
Wells Fargo attempts to send shipments of
gold through to Union forces in the Civil War,
the picture contains a maximum of outdoor
scenery.
Sergeant "Bill Gibson," played by Mr. Ballew, istcommissioned
porrayed on the screen by
againPresident
by FrankLincoln,
McGlynn,
Sr., to find out why the gold shipments, sorely
needed, toarethe not
travels
Wellscoming
Fargo through.
office, meets"Gibson"
a boyhood chum, "Fred Foster," and "Jeannie
Thatcher,"
daughter
of
the
Wells
Fargo
office
head. After a series of events, Gibson discovers
that Foster is the robber chieftain who is preying on the shipments and leads the townspeople
to wipe out the robber gang.
Previewed at the Orpheum theatre, Los Angeles, where the picture received a modicum of
applause,
almost allexclusively
of which for
came thefromstudio
the
section reserved
workers and the press. Members of the. press
did not applaud.— Vance King.
Produced
by-Fox.Principal
Productions.
by
20th
Century
Producer,
Lesser.Distributed
Directed
Howard
Bretherton.
Story bySol Harold
Bell
Wright.by
Screenplay togrbyaphy by Harry
Earle Snell
and Forrest
Barnes. PhoNeumann.
Art director,
Sylos. Costume
supervision.
Albert
Deanno. Frank
Film
editor, man.CarlP. C.Pierson.
Assistant
director,
George SherA. Certificate No. 3684. Release
date,
Sept. 10,
1937.
Running
time,
when
seen
in
Hollywo d, 56 minutes. General audience classification.
Bill GibsonCAST
Smith Ballew
Jeanie
Thatcher
Heather
Angel
Fred Foster
LeroyHickman
Mason
Thatcher
Howard
Holman
Alan
Bridge
Steve
Bud
Osborne
Jasper
Victor
Potel
Jake
Otis Harlan
Bud
Wesley
Girard
Ezra
Lew
Kelly
Clem
Tom LondonSr.
Lincoln
Frank McGlynn,
Squatter
Horace
Murphy
Bart
Ben Alexander

band of dangerous public enemies be rounded
up. Becoming a convict pal of a criminal the
custody of which the F.B.C.I. desires very
much, Holt, not without much danger to his
own being becomes pal to a lot of underworld
characters. Naturally, he with some assistance
from the girl in the story, Wynne Gibson,
rounds 'em up.
He does
so to athecanoe
tunerideof adownlogically
contrived jail break,
the rapids
which in its spectacular and thrilling quality
is a refreshing relief from the formula chase
idea, a series of sensibly contrived situations
in a mountain isolated bandit hide-out and with
some capable assistance on the part of the supporting cast. visioned story of the familiar
A differently
G-man versus gangster plot, this picture should
prove satisfactory
entertainment
the highways and byways.
Patrons ofalongmetropolitan
houses also may look upon it kindly, as it
sticks to the simple premise for which it uny was madeoften
— tointerested
entertain inthethemasses
who are notdoubtedlvery
study
of any human question. Persons who like to
see
a
moving
picture
that
moves
should
like
to see this one. That identification establishes
its exploitation on potentialities. In addition
to Holt and Miss Gibson, creditable performances are contributed by Jack LaRue, Edward
Brophy, C. Henry Gordon, William Pawley,
Arthur Hohl, William Bakewell, Eleanor StewFrank Darien
Robert Emmett O'Connorart,in order
of theirandimportance.
Previewed in Warner Theatre, Huntington
Park. A Giveaway Night audience made Larry
Darmour think after all that his efforts in this
instance had not been in vain, by the manner
in which it received the picture. — G. M.
Distributed
by byColumbia.
Larry story
Darmour. Directed
Lewis Screenplay
D.Produced
Collins.bybyOriginal
by Bernard
McConnville.
Tom Patrick.
Photographed
JamesRunning
S. Brown,
P.C.A. cer-in
tificatePark,
numberby 3668.
time Jr.when
60 minutes.classification.
Release
date, seen
October
4,Huntington
1937.
General
audience
Bill
Donovan
)
Jack Holt
Martin
Galloway
)
Alice.
Wynne Gordon
Gibson
C. Henry
Kilgour
Drake ,
Jack Brophy
LaRue
Edward
Lefty
William
Grady
ArthurPawley
Hohl
Blackie
.Robert Emmet
O'Connor
Dick
William
Bakewell
Jim
Eleanor
Stewart
Nancy
CharlesDarien
Lane
Fingers
Frank
Dad
Higbee.
Franzy
Lucian
Prival
Richard
Tucker
Conover
Smith
Cleveland
Warden
allis
Clark

The River of Missing Men
(Columbia • Larry Darmour Prod.)
A G-Man's Triumph
It may not be of any showmanship importance that in this picture Jack Holt wears makeup for the first time in his career. It should
be of some showmanship importance, however,
that in this Larry Darmour production he gives
one of his best performances of his career.
Jack has been around a long time. Age was
beginning to show on him. But, when he
felt like it, he still was a good actor. Why
he wore makeup, only in the interior sequences,
nobody except himself knows. But why he
delivered a good performance everybody knows.
When he wants to, he can.
It's a foregone conclusion that no trade ads
will ever appear boasting of what "The River
ofCarthay
MissingCircle
Men"fordidthein simple
the Music
reasonHallthator the
the
picture will never be shown in either house.
Producers,derstandforbecausesome
odd
reason,
hard
to
unthere are so many of them,
never
figurestheatres.
about whatSometimes
a picture did
in thepublish
hinterland
the
"What marksTheabout Picture
Did
For
Me"
section reit though.
In this organ that section is probably the
only other medium that will have anything to
say about this picture. The possibilities are
that the comment will be favorable, for the
material is of that brand and caliber that interests the patrons of theatres which are not
Music Halls or Carthay Circles.
Once
againidentity.
a G-man It(Holt)
is called upon
forfeit his
is necessary
that toa
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The Women Men Marry
(MGM)
Problem Play
While newspaper folk and others who make
the news are featured, this is not a newspaper
picture according to the precepts of formula 7-A.
It hasers one
generalinmotivation,
as three writparticipated
the story butpreparation,
and
there is evidence that producer, and director,
and sometimes
the
cast,
had
senarate
and
dividual ideas as to how the piece should in-be
brought
to
dozenfordifferent
offshoots of screen,
the mainthere's
plot half
that amake
a complicated
story.
Some
of
the
material
in situations,
action,
dialogue
and
characterizations
has
definite audience entertainment and commercial
value. Some of it, obivously inserted for padding purposes, although
running
is comparatively
short, the
has film's
neither.
Yet time
the
picture stacks up as an average attraction which
patrons
who
are
not
too
particular
in
their
amusement demands may enjoy.
Given a dash of topical interest and including
a not too tasteful exhibition of how a murderer
is hung,catiothe
merely problem
another exemplifin of howstorya istriangle
is solved.
Reporter "Raeburn," attempting to expose a
fake
cultist,
succeeds
only
'in
getting
"Jerry
Little" killed and "Brother Nameless" convicted
of murder. While so occupied, "Raeburn's"
boss, "Wiley" and his ("Raeburn's") wife,
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"Claire,"theircarryduplicity
on a clandestine
romance.
course
and an outraged
husbandOf
catch
up
with
them.
But
before
"Raeburn"
can apply the unwritten law, he has to witness
the good
"Brother's"
hanging, detail.
which is carried
out
in grisly
and frightening
Difficult
to comprehend
up to this point, the
continuance is more complicated as, after
"Wiley," whose aim is no better than his morals,
misses "Raeburn"
woundsthe "Claire,"
he dis-to
appears from the and
picture,
wife is sent
Reno for a divorce, and the wronged husband
awaits
the should
moment understand
he can marry
whichbe
everybody
very "Jane,"
early will
the climax.
Previewed
in ofthe theUptown
Los Angeles. Patrons
house, theatre,
who seldom
are
accorded an advance examination of anything
but secondary features, apparently knew zvhat to
expect. A few walked out. It was difficult to
determine
whichenjoyed
qualitiesmost.
of theConversation
picture thosein
who remained
the lobby indicated that they did not regard the
hanging
highly; negated
consensustheof worth
opinion beingepisode
that itsveryinclusion
ofProduced
the otherandvalues.
—
G.
M.
distributed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Produced by Michael
Fessier.by Directed
by Errol Taggart.sonScreen
playJames
by Harry
Ruskin, Donald
Clarke
and
E.
Grant.
Story byHenderMatt
Taylor. Photographed by Lester White.
George
Boemler, rector.
filmP.C.A.editor.
Marvin
Stuart,Adult
assistant
dicertificate
No.
3662.
audience
classification.
Running
time
65Sept.
minutes10, when
seenAdultin
Los
Angeles.
Release
date,
1937.
audience classification.
Bill Raeburn
George Murphy
CAST Josephine
Tane Carson
Hutchinson
Claire
Raeburn
Claire
Dodd
Walter
Wiley
Sidney
Blackmer
Jerry
Little
Cliff
Brother Nameless
JohnEdwards
Wray
Mary
Jane
Peggy Ryan
Sister
Martin
Helen Jerome
Eddy
Peter
Martin
RolloMcWade
Lloyd
Brother
Lamb
Edward
Sugar
Toby Wing
Quinn
LeonardWalker
Penn
"Pop"
Walter
The Dead March
(An+i
Imperial)
War Film
As headlines
timely andis pointed
as this preachment
morning's
news
this picturized
that "war is hell," dramatically projected in
a cycloramic indictment of modern warfare.
However, due to the specialized nature of the
work,
the principal
appealto ofthosethe organizations
production's
merit may
be restricted
interested in the promotion of peace, to religious and educational circles and that select
group of adults who do not demand that the
element
of entertainment be the foremost factor.
The text of the pacific sermon is aimed at
both the eye and the ear. A series of war
scenes carefully collected from the archives of
the newsreels, together with some special
camera work, illustrate the brutality and the
horror of modern carnage. Boake Carter,
whose radioed commentary is given an attentive and nationwide hearing, reads a trenchant narrative. Mr. Carter's style of crisp,
curt tledelivery
harmoniously with
the britstaccato ofblends
the accompanying
gunfire.
An
effective musical background has been scored
by Erno Rapee.
Beginning with a world review of the state
of war and peace today, particular points of
conflict are shown in various countries.
Brief shots are screened of the recent conquests by the Italian armies in Ethiopia, the
Japanese invasion into China, the fratricidal
fury of the Spanish civil war, and the Chaco
dispute down in South America. From this
pictorial panorama of current strifes, audience
is given to various governmental rulers and
dictators mouthing and gesturing their (allegiance to the cause of peace. Particularly
impressive
are the Roosevelt.
famous "IFollowing
Hate War"
words
of President
this
are presented the latest preparations by the
leading
nations
in
the
race
for
rearmament.
The second half of the film is given to scenes
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from the World War. The shots are mostly
stock material and familiar to newsreel audiences, but none the less effective by repetition.
The concluding parts of the film, wherein the
ghostly figures of the unknown soldiers of
Germany, France, Italy, Great Britain and the
United States rise up from their shrouds to
declaim the jingoistic and parochial propaganda of their respective countries, are confusing and illogical to the picture's original purpose.Seen at a press screening in New York. —
Joseph F. Coughlin, New York.
Presented and distributed by Imperial Pictures. A
"Bud" lard.Pollard
Directed
"Bud" Pol-by
Text by Production.
Samuel Taylor
Moore.byRapee.
Narrated
Boake
Carter.
Musical
score,
Erno
Special
photography,
Dal
Clawson.
Process
photography,
Lang
Brothers.
Musical supervisor,
supervisor, Earle
Max Manne.
Film Special
editor,
Edsettings,
Fitz. AlStudio
I.
Sponable.
Panci.
Property
technician,
Jules
Canter.
Sound recording,
Hicks. Running
minutes.
Release Walter
date, September
15, 1937.time,Adult73
audience classification.
Bulldog Drummond
Comes Back
(Paramount)
Melodrama
This is another Bulldog Drummond picture
and
that'sbetheuseful
sure,exploitation
simply waycopy,to
bill it.probably
There may
also, in the fact that John Barrymore plays
Inspector Nielson of Scotland Yard, this time,
and updisplays
proficiency
in the John
art ofHoward
makeby donninghisvarious
disguises.
plays the name character and Reginald Denny
is again his friend and coadventurer.
The story is about the brother and wife of a
felon, executed for a crime proved against him
bytake"Bulldog
theirenddecision
his life Drummond,"
in revenge. Toand this
they rigto
tip a series of more or less poetic messages of
instruction, some typed and others dictated to
singularly convenient gramaphones, which the
hero obeys in hope of having his sweetheart,
held prisoner by his enemies. This goes on all
night, Inspector Nielson busying himself with
disguises the while, and winds up at dawn with
a timely rescue.
Original title of the story by H. O. (Sapper)
McNeille was "The Female of the Species."
Previewed quietly on the otherwise uneventful evening of August 3lst at the Towr theatre in far-off (from Hollyivood) Compton,
California, where an audience composed princiwere audibly unimpressed.
— W. paR.l y oftownspeople
W.
Produced
and
distributed
bydirector,
Paramount.
by
LouisplayKing.
Assistant
HollybyDirected
Morse.
Screen
by Edward
T.William
Lowe.C. Edited
James
Smith.
Photographed
by
Mellor.
Certificate No. 3586. Release date, SeptemberP. C.24th.A.
Running
time,
58
minutes.
General
audience
classification.
CAST
Colonel Nielson
John Barrymore
Capt.
Hugh
"Bulldog" Drummond Louise
John Campbell
Howard
Phyllis
Clavering
Algy
Longworth
Reginald
Denny
Tenny
E.
E.
Clive
MikhailSoldanis
Valdin
J.Helen
CarrollFreeman
Naish
Irena
Effie
Zeffie
Tilbury
Sanger
John
Barmaid
RitaSutton
Page
First Lady
(Warner)
Conversation Piece
Yardage off ofa new
from ahumorous
far tree,
entertainment
a rarebolt,andsapsheerly
(as distinguished from comic) kind is neatly
packaged and handed to the exhibitor, here, with
sales copy
index
a few tagged
of theseto: every corner of it. To
It
is
Kay
characterization.Francis in a new, light, subtle
It is backstage Washington as the better
columnists
cartoonists
don't dare.
It is a paint
play byit and
George
S. Kaufman
and
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Katharine
Dayton
most ofrepartee
the sophisticated dialogue
and with
hairtrigger
left in.
It
is
a
polished
spoofing
of
politics,
stuffshirted eminence, tea table intrigue, feminism
and chain journalism.
It isnine not
avowed picturization
of aoffemirivalryanwhispered
about fervently
late
years, but it is not too different from what
such apointpicturization
be from the standof word-of-mouthmightpublicity.
It is notably cast, briskly played, cunningly
plotted and, of course, totally lacking in what
is generally
word
action. understood to be meant by the
Miss Francis is cast as wife of the secretary
of state and Veree Teasdale as wife of a supreme court justice. Both do what they can
about getting their respective husbands the
presidential nomination, and what they do, in
concert with party leaders, a publisher with
20,000,000 readers and a clubwoman with
5,000,000 affiliates, is for the dialogue and not
this reporter to tell.
The tone is lightly satirical throughout.
Barbs are loosed at a dozen institutions without malice. The whole is non-partisan. The
time is the present, but the subject matter is
timeless. (Quite incidentally, and beside _ the
point,
radio panning.)
advertising comes in for a quietly
devastating
PreviewedThe August
Warners'
Hollywood
theatre.
dialogue30hadat press,
profession
and
public in casionally
stitchesdrowningtime
after
time,
laughter
ocout speeches but indicating,
beyond catedquestion,
that
this
admittedly
sophistiW. R. W. audience was having a grand time. —
Produced
andexecutive
distributed
by Warner
Hal
B. Wallis,
producer.
Harry
JoeBrothers.
Brown,
associate
producer.
Directed
by
Stanley
Logan.
Screen
play
by
Rowland
Leigh
from
a
play
by
George
S. Kaufman
Katharine Dayton.
Ralph
Dawson.andPhotography,
Sid Hickoz.FilmP. editor,
C. A.
Certificate
3395. Running time, S2 minutes. General audienceNo. classification.
Lucy
Chase
Wayne Preston
Kay Francis
Stephen
Wayne
Foster
Emmy
Page
AnitaConnolly
Louise
Carter
Hibbard
Walter
Irene Hibbard
Verree Teasdale
Gordon
Keane
Jory
Belle Hardwicke
MarjorieVictor
Rarnbeau
Sophy
Prescott
Marjorie
Gateson
Lavinia Mae Creevey Louise Fazenda
George
Mason
Henry Mitchell
O'Neill
Ellsworth
T. Ganning Grant
Tom
Hardwicke
Eric Gleason
Stanley
Mrs.
Ives
Lucille
Mrs.
Mason
Sara
Haden
Charles
Harry Davenport
Gregoravich
Gregory
Gaye
Cleeker
Olaf Hytton
The Squeaker
(London Films-U. A.)
Crime Thriller
An Edgar Wallace novel and play showing
that author at his best as a contriver of ingenious and thrilling crime stories has been
adapted to the screen with a pleasant leavening
of humorous relief to vary and give realism to
alurid
storymelodrama.
essentially Convincing
belonging tocharacterization
the realm of
makes it plausible. The suspense is retained
and it culminates in a really strong last scene.
Edmund Lowe is well cast, whimsical and atctive, and theobvious
directionattention
of William
K. Howard hastrapaid
to American
requirements in the way of plentiful incident
and speed of action.
"The Squeaker" is a mysterious receiver of
stolen goods, particularly of the proceeds of
jewel robberies, and succeeds in keeping his
identity secret from Scotland . Yard, British
detective headquarters, despite his habit of
handing over the actual thieves to the police,
by anonymous warnings, when they become
awkward. The task of identifying and capturing him is entrusted to ex-detective Barrabal,
who
lost his job at the "Yard" through
drunkenness.
Through a crime reporter Barrabal gets a
job with Frank Sutton, a shipping magnate
who has a reputation of giving a chance to
men with "pasts." Detective headquarters sees
that Sutton is duly advised that his new em-

ploye s isa man with a bad criminal record.
The fact does not disturb Sutton, but it troubles
his fiancee Carol Stedman. Larry Graeme, betrayed to the Police
"theofSqueaker"
after
aandjewel
breaksbySutton,
out
Scotlandputting
Yard
plansrobbery,
to kill Frank
thereby
usthief.
on toBarrabal
the identity
the onmysterious
masteralso ofgets
to isthefound
trail
but
when Graeme
instead
of Sutton
shot
he has a difficulty in pinning the crime on the
latter. Heaminationeventually
solvesin ita by
a cross-exatScotland Yard
darkened
room
followed by a confrontation of Sutton with the
body of his victim, which forces a hysterical
confession. The happy culmination is the marriage of Barrabal and Carol after the former's
reinstatement.
Edmund
Lowe'sworkexcellent
backed by good
from Annperformance
Todd as theis
girl, Sebastian Shaw as the plausible villain,
and by Stewart Rome, Alistair Sim, Tamara
Desni and Robert Newton.
The original has selling value and individual
scenes offer good exploitation possibilities.
Viewed
at a Ittrade
Piccadilly
tre, London.
held show
as a atmystery
storyTheaand
the incidental
—Bruce
Allan.humor was obviously appreciated.
Produced by
for Artists.
London From
Film
Productions
and Alexander
Distributed Korda
by United
the Edgar
WallaceScenario
novel andby play.
William K. Howard.
Bryan Directed
Wallace.byScreen
play
by
Edward
O1.
Berkman.
Camera,
Georges
Perinal. andSetting,
Korda. Songs
by William
EdwardVincent
O. Berkman.
Recording
A.Kernell
W. Watkins.
Musical
score, Miklos
Rosza.director,
Film
editor,eral Russell
Lloyd.
Running
time,
77
mins. Genaudience classification.
Barrabal
Edmund Lowe
CAST
Frank Stedman
Sutton
Sebastian
Shaw
Carol
Ann Desni
Todd
Tamara
Tamara
Larry Graeme
Robert
Newton
Inspector
Eiford
Allan
Jeayes
Joshua
Collie
AlistairRome
Sim
Superintendent
Marshall Stewart
Mrs.
Stedman
MabelGordon
Terry-Lewis
Mr. Field
McLeod
March of Time, No. I
(RKO Radio)
News Dramatization
Presented in the forthright style that has
"Marchtheofheadlines,
Time's" the
dramatization
ofdistinguished
the news behind
first issue
of volume four reviews two widely separated
topics, each important in its own right.
The first is of particular interest to the farm
regions.ment of Agriculture,
It concerns the
efforts of theto Departin Washington,
rid the
country of insects destroying crop and trees.
A particularly active year of the pests has been
answered by a campaign by the Department
with millions already spent and more millions
expected to be used.
The undeclared war in China is the other
topic. Two-thirds of the issue is devoted to it
and the events leading up to it. The camera
illustrates various aspects in the life of the
Chinese before 1927, with that year seeing the
rise to power of Chiang Kai-Shek. Under
Chiang's duction
regime
a newgreat
era ofstrides
buildingbeingand made
prowas begun,
in the 10 years up to 1937, but during these
years China and Japan warred intermittently,
with
and
other Japan
areas. entering
Bringing Manchukuo,
the history upKorea
to date,
the camera traces the events leading up to the
currentmath ofstrife,
followed ofby Chinese
scenes ofcities.
the afterthe bombings
Running time, 17 minutes.
Golf Magic
(Good
Columbia)
Golf as it should be played is aptly illustrated here by a group of professional golfers
who rate at the top of the heap. There is Sam
Snead,
Sammy Revolta,
Byrd, Craig
PaulJirnmy
Runyon, Johnny
DennyWood,Shute,
Thompson, Joe(Continued
Kirkwood
and
on
the
distaff
on page 54)
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"PASADENA SNEAK PREVIEW AUDIENCE HAILED IT THE
GAYEST,

JANE DARWELL* SIDNEY BLACKMER • MAURICE
MINNA GOMBEU • MARGARET IRVING
Directed by Walter Lang
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Screen Ploy by Kathryn Scolo, Darrell Ware and Lamar Trottt
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

CASS

SMARTEST COMEDY OF THE YEAR! CERTAIN OF BIGGEST WORD-OF-MOUTH BUILD-UP EVER!"

54
(Continued from page 51)
side, Patty Berg. Kirkwood, said to be the
cleverest of all golf magicians, entertains with
his
tricks.
Theregrounded
is also ina four-year-old
who
so well
the gameNarrative
that boyhe
never ismisses
even when blindfolded.
by Jack Kofoed. Described by Ford Bond.
Running time, 9]/2 minutes.
The Littlest Diplomat
(Vitaphone)
Entertaining
pays"
is theJason
general
this"Diplomacy
which herSybil
has theme
lead-of
ingpicture
role. Shein visits
grandfather,
athecolonel
of a garrison in the Far East. The colonel, a
hardened soldier, is strongly in favor of discarding diplomacy and resorting to guns to
conquer
Khan's
runs awaythefrom
the warriors.
garrison andHowever,
is taken Sybil
into
custody
by thewarring
Khan'swith
men.herShegrandfather
prevails upon
him
to
stop
as a result the two become friends. One of and
the
features is the group singing of the soldiers.
Running time, 20 minutes.
Scary Crows
(Columbia)
Scrappy Cartoon
A farmer boy and his dog, awakened by the
first rays of the morning sun, set out to the
fields
do thedown
day's onchores.
A flock
crows toswoop
the field
and asof hungry
fast as
the boy plants a seed the crows devour it. The
boy and his dog chase the crows, but outnumbered as they are and much slower the boy
and dog are harrassed and finally routed.
Goaded into action by a little girl, the boy starts
all over again but finds surcease only when the
waning sun drops beyond the horizon and he
climbs wearily into bed. The little man has had
a busy day. Running time, eight minutes.
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SHORT PRODUCT
PLAYING BROADWAY
Week of September 4
CAPITOL
Glimpses of Peru MGM
CENTRAL
Love in Arms
Educational
Ornamental Swimming .... Educational
CRITERION
Queens of Harmony Paramount
Postal Union
Vitaphone
The
Lyin' Tamer Vitaphone
PARAMOUNT
Song of the Islands Paramount
Morning,
Noon and Night Paramount
Club
RIALTO
Romance of Digestion MGM
Bone Bender Parade Twentieth Century-Fox
RIVOLI
Mickey's Amateurs United Artists
Comical
OdditiesDays
of Ye Carl
' S. Clancy
Goode Olde
ROXY
Montague the Magnificent. Educational
Mexican Mural
Twentieth CenFarmer Al Falfa in Trailer tury-Fox
Life
Educational
STRAND
Long Bright Land Vitaphone

test. Eddie Capps (Chester Stratton) starts on
a selling expedition through mountainous country when he is caught in a severe rainstorm.
A(Vitaphone)
Neclcin' Party
He seeks a night's lodging and food at a
Diverting
mountaineer's
is toldoccupies
he can asleep
in the attic, butcabin.
learns Hea corpse
bed
Already a success on the radio, Edgar Ber- there,
too. During the night he is awakened
gen
is
given
an
opportunity
to
exhibit
his
venby
voices
and
hears
his
hosts
plotting
to kill
triloquial ability with the aid of his well known
rob him. He foils the plan by changing
dummy, Charlie McCarthy. One of the high- and
lights of the short subject is a scene in which places with the dead man, who turns out to be
the dummy is heard singing to the accompani- a rival salesman. The killers club the corpse,
ment of harmonica music played by Mr. Bergen. thinking they are murdering Eddie. Later, Eddie escapes when, while the killers are playing
The picture opens in a Broadway night club
with Mr. Bergen carrying on a conversation cards, he hurls a pitcher at them and dashes
with Charlie. The locale changes to a ranch out into the rain. The picture ends with Mr.
and Charlie, left to his own resources, flirts Gibbons explaining that the actual killer was
and that the mountaineer and his wife
with a senorita. Her jealous "boy friend" in- hanged
sentenced to life imprisonment and Mr.
ter upts the scene and starts to stage a "neckin' were
Gibbons
then presents the real Mr. Capps with
party"
but he points
is savedoutfrom
check for the story. Running time, 12
hanged for
whenCharlie,
Mr. Bergen
the being
seno- aminutes.
r
i
t
a
i
s
flirting
with
another
man.
Running
time,
11 minutes.
Puppet Love
(Vitaphone)
Community Sing No. 5
(Columbia)
Fairly Entertaining
Tuneful
Filmed inshow.
color,TheSalici's
are seen in ina
only puppets
other characters
With Gene Morgan as master of ceremonies complete
picture are three boys and the manager of
and Donald Grayson the leader of song, ac- the
the theatre in which the show is staged. The
companied bya tochorus,
crew sail down
Dixie the
on a "Community
packet. The Sing"
tunes boys attempt to bore a hole through the wall
are all from the south and include "Are You toare witness
puppet's
antics.
caught the
by the
manager,
who Two
admitsof them
them
From Dixie," "Carolina," "My Old Kentucky
the theatre. At the end, the curtain on the
Home," "Mammy," "Carry Me Back to Old topuppet
stage
is
raised
and
the
manipulators
Virginny" and "Dixie.' Running time, 10J4 the figures are seen. Running time, 10 minutes.of
minutes.
Attic of Terror
(Vitaphone)
Adventure
Taken from the true story of Eddie Capps,
a former salesman for a tobacco company, this
picture is the first in a series of short subjects
entitled
Adventures"
Floyd
Gibbons "Your
as the True
narrator.
The film with
also serves
as the announcement of a "true adventure" con-

Funny
Cash and Carry
(Columbia)
Those three madcaps, the stooges, offer their
distinctive brand of slapstick in another harebrained adventure. In this Moe, Curly and
Larry hunt for buried treasure in the basement
of an old brownstone house. Furious digging
accompanied by the usual multiple slapping of

September
I I 193 7
faces finds them against a stone wall. Blasting
a hole in the wall they enter a room laden with
money. Thinking it the treasure, they gather
as much as possible and are about to leave
when the door opens and Federal men arrest the
stooges for robbing the United States Treasury.
When encynext
seen the stooges are asking clemminutes. of the President. Running time, 18
Arnold Johnson and
His Orchestra
(Vitaphone)
A Discussion
Melody Master
of a radio program by Arnold
Johnson and his director serves as the reason
for the Johnson musicians to transform such
classicsandas forSchubert's
"The Bee"
into swing
music
the presentation
of singing
and
dancing
The Three
Sirensandand Weaver
the Threego
Orchids acts.
harmonize
and Siroy
through a dance routine. The orchestra and
the acts are introduced through pictures on
the
wall coming to life. Running time, 10
minutes.
Community Sing No. I
(Columbia)
Songful
The initial offering of the new series of
"Community
pullman
ground and theSings"
songs has
havea been
chosentrainfor backtheir
relationship to towns or sections of the country.
Gene Morgan is the master of ceremonies and
Donald Grayson leads the singing. Songs include "The Sidewalks of New York," "Chicago," "Mobile Bay," "Missouri Waltz," "St.
Louis
Blues,"
"Springtime
the Rockies"
"California, Here
I Come."in Running
time, and10
minutes.
Long Bright Land
Interesting
(Vitaphone)
One of the colortour adventure series, this
short subject describes a trip to New Zealand.
The landmarks of the country, the Auckland
War Memorial and the Wellington Carillon
Tower, are shown along with shots of the
Kiwi,
described
practically
the
nationalwhich
bird. isBoiling
wells,as geyser,
sulphur
caves and other phenomena of nature are seen
along with shots of the natives performing
their
tasks time,
and doing
their ceremonial
dances.daily
Running
11 minutes.
Drug Store Follies
(Columbia)
Variety Short
Featuring Roscoe Ates, comic stutterer, this
presents a variety program with a drug store
setting. Ates enters the store to purchase a
cure for his lumbago and finds everything but
drugs.
Marshtrio,sings
Dust;"dancethe;
Leslies, Carolyn
a dancing
do a"Star
rhythm
Georgeboys play
Moore
juggles,
and
the
Lone
Cowand sing. Ates finally makesStarhimself
understood, a plaster is recommended, and he
gets it, from the ceiling. Running time, 9*A
minutes.
Variety
Pictorial Revue
(Vitaphone)
From this
the short
openingswitches
of BingtoCrosby's
new raceof
track,
an exhibition
wrestling, described by Clem McCarthy, and
then concludes with the story of the making
of Gruyere
Switzerland.areThein color
various stages ofcheese
cheesein production
and Basil Ruysdael is the narrator. At the race
track turethere
are glimpses
stars. Running
time,of10several
minutes.motion pic-
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exhibitors
"LOST HORIZON

HARRIS

GAVE US BIGGEST

of

the

Alvin

Theatre

OPENING DAY HISTORY ALVIN THEATRE
FOLLOWED BY BIGGEST FRIDAY SINCE

PITTSBURGH*

A.

C.

of

the

"LOST

HAYMAN
Lafayette

OPENING OF HOUSE!"

HORIZON

OPENED HERE TODAY
TO BIGGEST GROSS ON

Theatre

RECORD DESPITE TEMPERATURE 98 DEGREES
LOOK FOR HOUSE
RECORD FOR RUN

BUFFALO*
SAN

TO
DIEGO

BE BROKEN!"

FRESNO

SACRAMENTO

CLEVELAND

'LOOKS LIKE TWO
^ORE WEEKS. THIS

"LOST HORIZON
SIX DAYS GROSS

"LOST HORIZON
OPENING BEATS

"SMASHES ALL
HOUSE RECORDS

dOST OUTSTANDING

BEATS

ALL

IN

?UN IN 5 YEARS!"

RECORD

THEATRE'S
WEEK!"

PREVIOUS

RECORDS!"

EXTENDED

ENGAGEMENT!"

I

who
I. M.

have

played

it!

"IN 4 DAYS LOST

RAPPAPORT

HORIZON HAS TOPPED
of

the

Hippodrome

Theatre

MR. DEEDS' GROSS FOR
ENTIRE WEEK. BUSINESS IS SENSATION-

BALTIMORE*

ARTHUR
of

the

FRUDENFELD

. .„ SPITE 0F S0IERSE

Theatre

Shubert

RKO

AL IT'S A SMASH!"

I weather conditions
LOST HORIZON OPENED
YESTERDAY

RKO

SHUBERT TO ABSO-

TI*

CINCINNA
SPRINGFIELD,,.
"LOST

HORIZON

SETS

ALL-TIME.

ATTENDANCE

ERIE,
"LOST

PA.

HORIZON

DUBUQUE
"HOTTEST

OPENS TO CAPACITY YEAR.

AND

BUSINESS.

RECEIPTS RECORDS!"

NEW

EXPECT

RECORD!"

. . . . and

OPENING

RECORDS!"

BE

just

HORIZON

SMASHES

ECORDS

TO

DAY OF

around

ARE

LUTE CAPACITY!"
INDIANAPOLIS
"DESPITE TERRIFIC
HEAT

LINES

OPENING.
LIKE

LOOKS

HOLDOVER!"

MADE

BROKEN!

the

corner

AT

SOCKEROO

THAT

WILL

M AK

AMERICA ROAR. THAT'S TH
TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUT
AND
NOTHING
BUT
THE

AWFUL

TRUTH'!"

. . . And almost
immediately after . .

. h BeUa^Y

GRACE

MOORE

in

SJ 11 "Take Romance
with MELVYN DOUGLAS
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2
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7to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
Productions are listed according
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later thanindicates
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asterisk
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are production numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
Running Time
ADVANCE
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Running Time
31/37
67. Apr. 3/37
Racketeers
in
Exile
(G)
George
BancroftEvelyn
Venable
..
Mar.
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
8/37t....58
Star Coming
Rangers
In, The Bob
Stewart Aug.
56
Reckless Step
Ranger
Bob Allen-Eleanor
Allen-Louise Small
May 30/37
Rio Grande Ranger Bob Allen-Iris Meredith Dec. 11/36 54
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards.
"In the(G)
Cutting Room,"Jack Nov.Holt-Grace
7/36.) Bradley July
.Margaret Morrls-B
Roaring(SeeTimber
Speed to Spare Dorothy Wilson-Chas. Qulgley.. ..May 4/37 65. 60
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
Aug. 2
(See
"Racing
Luck,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room, Feb. 13/37.)
Star
Goes WildJan.(G)
8/37
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Theodora
(Exploitation:
23/37, Irene
p. 81.)Dunne-Melvyn Douglas Nov.
Anything
for
a
Thrill
Frankle
Darro-Kane
Richmond.
.
.June
I5,'37
.76. Feb. 18/37
in the City (G) Edw.
G.Starrett-Peggy
Robinson-Lull Stratford
Deste. . ..Apr.
25/37.
Born
to
Fight
Frankie
Darro-Jack
La
Rue
Nov.
3.'36
Charles
..Mar.
Devil Diamond, The Kane Richmond- Frankle Darro. ..Jan. 15/37
5/37.
Trouble in Morocco (G) Jack Holt-Mae Clarke Mar. 22/37.
Fighting Texan.
The Kermit
Maynard-Elalne Shepard
22.'37
TugboatFistedPrincess
Walter
C. Kelly-Edith
Fellows ...June
.Oct. 15/37 59.
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermit
Allen. ....... June
Dee. 30.'36
Two
Sheriff
Chas.
StarrettBarbara
Weeks..
Headline Crasher
Frankle Maynard-Ariane
Darro-Kane Richmond.
Dee.
25/36
Two Gun Law
Chas. Starrett-Peggy Stratford. . .Apr. 7/37 56.
Racing Blood
Frankle Darro-Kane Richmond. ..Nov. 15/36
Venus Makes Trouble James Dunn-Patricia Ellis May 14/37 58.
Sing While
Yeu're Able Pinky
Mar. 20/37
66
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
3/37.)
Thanks
for Listening
Pinky Tomlin
Tomlin
July
12/37
Westbound Mail
Chas.Apr.Starrett-Rosallnd
Keith. .. .Jan. 22/37
Tough to Handle Frankle Darro-Kane Richmond. . Mar. 24/37
154
04. Feb. 28/S7
When
You're
in
Love
(G)
Grace
Moore-Cary
Grant
Feb. 27/37....
Valley
of
Terror
Kermit
Maynard-Harlene
Wood.
.
.Jan.
20/37
17/37 68. Feb. iV37
Woman
In
Distress
(G)
May
Robson-lrene
Hervey
Jan.
Whistling Bullets Kermit Maynard-Harlene Wood. . .May 3/37
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.
(G)27/37. Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia
Bruce.
.Jan.
Wild
Horse
Roundup
Kermit
MaynardDickie
Jones
Nov.
20/36
p. 81.) Coming
With Love and Kisses Pinky Tomlin-Toby Wing Dec. 20/36
72. Ma
Coming
r. 20
All
American
Sweetheart
Scott
Farr Oct.
Fighting
Cadet
Frankie
Darro
:
/37
Awful Truth, The
Irene Colton-Patricla
Dunne-Cary Grant
Gentleman
Must
Live,
A
Pinky
Tomlin
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
17/37.)
Reckless Chances Kermit Maynard
Carnival Lady
Chas. Quigley-Rita Hayworth
Roaring
Six
Guns
Kermit
Maynard-Mary
Hayes
Counsel for Crime Otto Kruger-Jacqueline Wells. .. .Sept.
Young Dynamite Frankie Darro
(See "The
Man Behind theJimmy
Law," Durante-Joan
"In the CuttingPerry
Room," June
Freshmen
Follies
CELEBRITY
Game That Kills. The Chas. Quigley-Rita Hayworth Sept. 2l/37t..
Star
I'll
Take
Romance
Grace
Moore-M.
Douglas
Oct, 28/37t..
Coming
(See "Inan Artist
the Cuting Room,"JohnJulyBoles-Lull
24/37.) Deste
. F. Foresta-Riscoe and Wayne
I
Married
62
. M. Schnelder-Rlscoe and Wayne .. —
Life Begins with Love Jean Parker-D. Montgomery Oct.
(See "In the Cutting Room." July 31/37.)
CHESTERFIELD
Night
Before, Trail,
The
Mary AstorRichard Arlen
Running
Time
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Old Wyoming
The Chas.
Starrett-Barbara
WeeksOct. 2l/37t.
Title
Park Avenue Dame
Fay WrayRichard Arlen
Red Lights
.Andy Clyde-Lucille Gleason Die. 29.
3l/37t.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Aug.
14/37.)
River of Missing Men Jack Holt-Wynne Gibson Oct.
COLUMBIA
Running
Time
a Woman Loretta
Young-Randolph Wells
Scott
Star
Rel.
TitleCloser, Folks...
Reviewed There's
Women ofAlways
the Night
Don Terry-Jacqueline
.James Dunn- Marian Marsh Nov. Date7/36Minutes
Come
61
Counterfeit
Lady (G).
31/36
60.
Jan.
23/37
.Ralph
BellamyJoan
Perry
Dee.
CRESCENT
Running Time
Cowboy Star, The
.Charles Starrett-lrlt Sbunn Nov, 20/86 38
Title
Star
Rel. Date Mil
.61.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
10/36.)
Battle
of
Greed
(G)
Tom
Keene-Gwynne
Shipman
Jan.
18/37....
30/17.
Criminals ef the Air Rosalind Kelth-Chas. Qulgley.. ..Apr.
9/17
I9/S7
DrumsCommands,
ef Destiny The
(G) Tom
Tom KeeneKeene-Edna
(See "Honeymoon
"In
Mar. 27/37.)
Law
LorraineLawrence
Hayes June
May 12/37.
12/37.. • 60
Dangerous
Adventure,The APilot."
Den theTerry-Cutting
RosalindRoom,"
Keltb
Aug, 1/37 59
Devil
Is
Driving,
(G)
....
Richard
Dlx-Joan
Perry
June
Raw Timber
Tern Keene-Peggy Keys July 6/37 63
(Exploitation: Aug. 21/37, p. 78.)
Feb. 27/37 Under Strange Flags Tom Keene-Luana Walters Apr. 12/37 64
Devil's
Rle-Rlchard
Dlx....Jan.
30/37 74.59
Fight to Playground
the Finish, (A)
A Dolores
Don Terry-DelRosalind
Keith
June 24/37
DANUBIA
"Taxi War,"
Cutting Room,"
May 1/37.)
(Hungarian Dialogue) Running T
Find (See
the Witness
(G)"In the Rosalind
Kelth-Chas.
Qulgley. . . Jan. 8/37 57. Mar. 6/37
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
Title
.
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes85.
Blue
Danube
Romance Zita
Perczel
Jan.
20/87
Guy," "In theChas.
Cutting
Room," May 1/37.)
Girls (SeeCan "Right
Play
Ouigley-Jaequellne
Wells.. June 21/37 60
Dreams
of
Love
Frank
Taray
Jan.
3/37
103.
I Promise
to Pay Apr.
(G)3/37, p.Leon64.)Carrlllo-Chester Marrls Apr. 21/37 65. Feb. 27/37 (English titles)
(Exploitation:
Friendly
Expression
Radey-Szoke
Nov.
1/36
15/37 68. Aug. 14/37 Hungarian Village Travelogue
Dee. 25/36 20.65.
Can't LastInForever
(G) Richard
Betty Furness-Ralph
Bellamy. .. .July
ItIt Happened
Hollywood
Dix-Fay Wray
Sept. 7/37t 67
(English titles)
Man of Gold
Maria Egri-F. Kiss Apr. 12/37 92.
(See Yours
"Once (G)
a Hero." "In theFrancis
CuttingLederer-M.
Rooim." Apr.
17/37.) Sept. l/37t....80.Aug. 7/37 Man
Ifs All
Carroll
Under the Bridge Csortos- Lazar
Nov. 15/36 82.
21/36 60
Lady from Nowhere Mary Aster-Charles Qulgley Nov. 26/37
Salary
$200
Monthly
Javor-Folop
Dee. 31/36
57
Law
of
the
Ranger
Bob
Allen-Elaine
Shepard
Feb.
Scotchman
In
Hungary
Radey-Oresl
Apr.
12/37 95.82.
65.
July
24/37
League of Frightened Men (G) Walter Connolly-Irene Hervey. . . . May 25/37
Sister
Mary
Szorenyi-Sved
Mar.
28/37
91.
1/36 60. Nov. 7/36 Sons of the Steppes Kiss-Komcar
Legion of Terror (G) Marguerite Churchill-B. Cabot. ..Nov. 25/37
Dec. 26/36
69. May 29/37 Storm on the Pusta Kiss-Komcar
Apr.
5/37 78.85.
Let's
Get Married
(G) Ralph
Bellamy-Ida
Luplno
Mar.
Coming
l/37t...M8.Feb.
27/37
Lest (Horizon
(A)
Ronald
Colman-Jane
Wyatt
Sept.
Exploitation: Sept. 5/36, p. 75; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; May 22/37, p. 92; July 31/37, p. 80; Three Spinsters Emile Markus-Rajnay Dec. 1/36 84.
Aug. 28/37, pp. 96, 100.)
Kabos-Radai Sept.
I5,*37t.
More
a Secretary (G)...Jean
Dec.
MyI Married
Daughterfor IsLove
Different Turay-Kabos
Oct. 20/37f.
Motor Than
Madness
RosalindArthur-George
Keith-AllenBrent
Brook Apr.
Tempest in a Charda Javor-Lazar
Oct. 20,'37t.
(See
"Speed
Mad,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
20/37.)
Mammy
Ocvt. 25,'37t.
63.0et. 31/36 Texas
NorthManof Nome
(G) Chas.
Jack StarrettHolt-EvelynBarbaraVenable
Nov. 14/36
Vickl
Ball) Fedak
Javor-Rose Barsony Sept.
One
Justice
Weeks. .. July
1/37 ..61
59
Yellow (Country
Roses
Kabos
Oct. 25/37t.
30/37t.
Outlaws of the Orient Jack Holt-Mae Clarke Aug. 20/37t..
Running Time
Parole
Racket
(G)
Paul
KellyRosalind
Keith
Mar.
DuWORLD
25/36
83.
Dee.
18/36
Pennies(Exploitation:
from HeavenDec.(G)
Bing
Crosby-Madge
Evans
Nov.
ate Ml nut
86: May 15/37. p. 5/36,
96.) p. 79: Feb. 8/37, p. 72: Mar. 27/37, pp. 81, 82; Apr. 3/37, p.
1/37 7i
/37
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CHART— CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
FIRST NATIONAL
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Two of Us 3619 Jack Hulbert-Glna Malo July 10/37 64Tin
also Warner Brother
Title
Rel. s)
Date Runnln" Tlm«
(See Star
Where
There's
a
Will
3624....
Will
Hay
July
28/37 74
Captaln'e
The (Q) Bishop.
167... Guy Kibbee-Sybll Jason
I4,'3S.
Case of theKid.Stuttering
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Sabotage.")
You're In the Army Now (G)
The, 176
Woods-AnnBryan
Dvorak May
June 15/37
5/37 70
2/37
12
Cherokee
Strip 178 Donald
Dlek Foran-Jane
55 ,
3620
Wallaee Ford-Anna Lee Mar. 1/37 73. Feb. 20/37
/
~,onfesslon
(A) Dance
1583
Francis-Ian Hunter Aufl. 28/37. .. .l85. July 24.
(Reviewed under the title, "0. H. M. Coming
8.")
)ance, Charlie.
(G) Kay 7
165
Erwin-Jean MaeLane
Mulr Aug.
May 29.I.' Dr. Syn
Leekwood
Jraegerraan
Courage (G) 168.. Stuart
Jean Mulr-Barton
May 14/37
15/37 64.58. Aug.
Girl Was Young, The Geo.
Nova Arliss-Margaret
Pllbeam
Empty
Holsters
179
Dick
Foran-Patrieia
Walthall.
..
.July
10/37
;
Wo
ma
Look
Out
for
Love
Anna
Neagle-T.
Carminatl
n
Alo
ne.
Ever Since
Davies-R. Montgomery. . .July
79. June
(G) 360l..8ylvlaAnnaSidLee-Desmond Tester
Non StopAlong
NewTh» York
6/36...
Dee. p.26.12,9 Sailing
Gold
DiggersEveof (G)
1937Jan.162
(G)2/37.151. p.Marion
Dick100:Powell-Joan
Det. 17/37
ney-John LodeWhiting
Jessie Matthews-Jack
86: Mar..101.6/37,
(Exploitation:
Jan. 9/37, Blondell
p. 71; Feb. 13/37.
r Jan.
Green(Exploitation:
Light (G) 154
Errol
Flynn-Anita
Louise
Feb.
B/37
85.
Jan.
9,
76. Jan.
GRAND
NATIONAL
Mar. 27/37, pp. 78, 81; Apr. 3/37. p. 89: May '37. p. 79; May 22/
Title
Star
Rel. Date
p. 90: May 29/37. p. 67; June 12/37. p. 94; July 3/37. p. 68.)
Guns of Pecos 960 Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Jan. 2/37. .65
Arizona
Days
(G)
147
Tex
Rltter-Eleanor
Stewart
Jan.
30/37
52. Feb.
Bank Alarm 139 Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt June 25/37 63
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar. 20/37 61. Mar. 6/37 Boots
of Destiny 204 Ken Maynard-Clalre Dodd July 23 / 37t 56
MarkedIn Woman
(A) 156 Bette
Bogart
96. Mar. 6/37 Captain Calamity 128 George Houston -Movlta Nov. 29/SC 66
Men
Exile 174
RichardDavis-H.
Purcell-June
Travis Apr.
Apr. 10/37
4/37
ForeverLovesYoursBoy (G)124
155 Benjamino
Gigll
15/37. . .70'/j.77June
Girl
Eric Linden-Ceellla
Parker May
Mar. 27/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
21/36.)
Mountain
Justlee
(A)
161
Josephine
Hutehinson-G.
Brent.
..Apr.
24/37
82.
May
22/37
Girl
Said
No,
The
(G)
20I...Robt.
ArmstrongIrene
Hervey.
.
.
July
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (G)
Gold Racket, The (G) 138. ... Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr. l6/37t.
10/37. ... 76'/2.
65!/2 ■May
May 29/37
1/37
Great
Guy
(G)
101
James
Cagney-Mae
Clarke
Jan.
2/37
73. Feb.
Dee. 20/37,
159
Kenny
Baker-Jane
Wyman
Aug.
21/37.
..
.*80.
July
31/37
19/36
(Exploitation:
Jan.
16/37,
p.
74;
Jan.
23/37,
p.
78;
Feb.
6/37,
pp.
74,
77;
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Muir Jan. 23/37 65. Mar. 6/37
p. 85: Feb. 27/ 37, p. 81; May 22/37, p. 88.)
Penrod
and
Sam
(G)
172
Billy
Maueh-Henry
Watson
Feb.
28/37
64.
Jan.
16/37
Prairie
Thunder
180The Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy Sept. 11/37
Hats Offfor(G)the108
Prince and
the Pauper,
Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dee. 6/37. .. 66'/2. Jan. 2/37
120. Apr. 17/37 Headin'
(G)(Exploitation:
152 May 29/37, Mauch
Twins-Errol
Flynn
May
8/37..
(G)
146
Dee. 20/36
61. Det.
p. 66; June 26/37, p. 121; July 3/37. p. 68.)
Here's Flash Casey 211 Tex
Erie Ritter-Eleanor
Linden-Boots Stewart
Mallory Sept.
IO/37t
10/36
12/36
Sing (Exploitation:
Me a Love SongDec.(G)26/36.
160. James
Melton-Patricia
Ellis
Jan.
9/37
79.
Oct.
17/36
(Reviewed
under149
the title, Tex
"DustyRitter-Jerry
Ermine.") Bergh Apr. 3/37 58 17/36
p. 70.)
Hittin'
the
Trail
Stolen Holiday (G) 157 Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Feb. 6/37 80. Dee. 26/36 Juggernaut (A) 154 Boris Karloff-Joan Wyndham Apr. 30/37 64. Oct. 15/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37 Love
Man inTakesthe Flight
Mirror, (G)The 206...
(A) Bruce Cabot- Beatrice Roberts. .. .Aug. 13/87*. ...71 .Aug.
/
E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobln...Apr. 24/37... 71 '/2. Jan. 7/37
Three Men on a Horse (G) 151. Frank McHugh-Joan Blondell. ... Nov. 21/36 85. Dee. 5/36 112
Mystery
of
the
Hooded
Horse(Exploitation:
Dec.
12/36,
p.
81:
Dec.
19/36,
p.
89;
Dec.
26/36.
p.
70;
Jan.
2/37,
p.
3 106: Jan. 9/37, p. 71; Mar. 13/37, p. 80; May 1/37, p. 83.)
men 151 Tex Ritter-lris Meredith Aug. 6/37 60
Navy
ConradRitter-Leuise
Nagel-EieanorStanley
Hunt Mar.
7
Coming
3
Riders Spyof the137
Rockies 150.. ..Tex
July 13/37
2/37 56
66
Accidents
WillBlonde
Happen Glenda
Ronald Farrell-Barton
Reagan-Gloria MaeLane
Blondell
Romance and Riehes (G) l53..Cary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27/37. .. 58'/2 .Aug.
Adventurous
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Amazing
Quest.")
7
Scotland
Yard
Commands
(G)
Aleatnu Island
John Litel-Ann Sheridan
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan. 23/37 61. Feb. 20/37
Back in Circulation (A) 266... Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien Sept. 25,'37t 82. Aug. 7/37 152
Strikes,SingThe (G)(G) 145.202....Tex
Rod La Rocque-LynnStanley
Anders July
9,'37t 61.59. July
Cornered(Reviewed
(G) under
164
Boris Lord.")
Karloff- Beverly Roberts *65.July 17/37 Shadow
17/37
Sing,
Cowboy,
May 30/37t..
22/37
the
title,
"War
Small
Town toBoy,SingTheAbout
205 (G) StuartRitter-Louise
Erwin-Joyce Compton July
-6lJune 5/37
First Lady
Kay Francis- Preston Foster
Something
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
10/37.)
Gold Is Where You Find It.. George Brent-O. de Havllland
210
JamesRltter-Joan
Cagney-E. Daw
Sept.
3/37t. . .*90.Sept.
4/37
Great Garrick. The Brian Aherne-O. de Havllland
Hideout
Song
of theofGringo
144. ..Tex
Nov. 22/36
62. Nov. 14/36
Sweetheart
the Navy(G) 123
Eric Linden-CeciliaWoodbury
Parker June
18/37 61
(See "InHotel
the Cutting Room."DickJulyPowell
31/37.)
Hollywood
-Frances Langford in the Alps 1Trouble
Trailing
Trouble
208
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
27,'37t
Texas (G) 148 Tex Ritter
Mar. 6/37 63. Mar.
It's
After (G) Leslie
Howard-Bette Sheridan
Davis
*87.July 31/37 Two99WhoinJaDared
LargerLoveThanI'm Life
Frank McHugh-Ann
ne Baxt(A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wilcoxon May 8/37 73. June
Return
from
Limbo
Kay
Francis-Pat
O'Brien
e
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"A
Woman
Alone.")
r
-An ony ..James Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. 20/37. .. 72</2 .Mar.
Kill
Sergeant Murphy
Ronald Reagan-Mary Maguire
Hours
of the S7/37 23'/2
6/37
in theLeave
Legion(G)Nowth103..
(G)Bushed
That Certain Woman (A) 254.. Bette Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. I8.'37t- . .*94.ers Aug.
ea (G) We're
129
ReginaldJulDennyEsther Ralston.. Jan. 16/37.. . 55'/2. Feb. 15/36
y
l
3
5
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Rest
Cure.")
.
FRANK NORTON
...C Legion,
White
(G) 120.. Tala Birell-lan
Keith
25/36 81. Oct.
75. Oct Oet.
. WallaThe
(GreekStar
Dialogue. English Titles) Rel. Di
Coming
YellowaptCargo
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor
Hunt
Nov. 8/36 63. Nov.
c(G)e Ca136
Title
s
ewel
Astero
Kyvell
Feb.
.60. July 10/37
Damaged
lPedroMa de Cordoba
Far from the Crowd
..Miss
Mary Tsagonis
Apr.
7/37..
Death TakesGoodsa 175
Cruise
Coming
5/37t.
Gorgeous
Anna ySten
tohea Toy Mpoam Vasoula Manolidoy Sept. 7/37t.
HeHonolulu
WantedHoneymoon
to Marry Wallace Ford- Isabel49. MJewell
Kainourgea Zoe
Rita
Nov.
ay
Reborn
Elene Karmen
Papadake
Dec. 5/37t.
King ofof thethe Golden
Sierras West
207 Tex
Rex-Shiek
Oct. l/37f
True Love
Sophea Damogloy Oct. 3/37t.
Law
Ritter
Love
Me
Again
Anna
Sten
GB PICTURES Running Time
/San
Runs Into Money
3
Quentln7
(G) 163 Pat O'Brie Star
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Love
Make Up (G)
Nils Asther-June Clyde
70. July 10/37
n-HumpNeagle-Arthur
hrey Bogart. ..Au
Backstage 3614
Anna
Tracy
Mar. 15/37 65
Mr.
Boggs
Buys Rancho
a Barrel Stuart
Erwin-Helen Chandler
g.
tverybody (G)
Dance (G) 3613 Jessie
Ernest Matthews-Nat
Truex-C. Courtneidge
Feb. 15/37
12/36 Murder at the
Ken Meynard
70.l/37t
Apr. 3/370.88.7Sept.
Gangway
Pendleton
..
.Sept.
Aug.
28/37
Orchid
Girl
Anna
Sten
Head Over Heels in Love (G)
in the Sky
3604
Jessie
Matthews-Louis
Borrell.
. . . Feb. 20/37 81. Feb. 13/37 Painter
Photo Finish
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27/37,
p.
84;
Mar.
13/37,
p.
78.)
Renfrew
of
the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
/
alent Sco3
Solomon's
(G) Cedric Hardwlcke- Roland Young. .Aug. 26/37 76. July 3/37 Snow212
ut King
(G)
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Sept. I7,'37t
16
7
6 Mines
3618
Covered
Wagons
Don
ald WooMayds-Jea
nne p.Mad16.)den. . .July
(See production article.
22/37,
Spy
ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct. 10/36
1/36
69.
Mar.
31/36
Living Dangerously (A) 3617.. Otto Kruger-Leonora
Corbett D 62.15/36
Stars
Stripes
Jun
e
12/
3763. May 30/36 Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts
Love ofIn Affairs
Exile (A)
3623 George
Clive Brook-Helen
71. Nov. 28/36 214
Man
(G) 3606
Arliss-Rene Vinson
Ray JsN 20/37
Tex Ritter
Sept. 24,'37t
6/37, p. 88.)
title, John
"His Lodge-John
Lordship.") Loder
(Exploitation: Ja .15/37
69. May 18/36 Wallaby
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder(G) the3621....
213 Jim of the Islands .Geo. Ho -Ruth Coleman Sept. 24/37t.
(Reviewed under the title, "Ourselves Alone.")
GUARANTEED
(See
Feb. July
6/37, 17/37,
p. 20; p.exploitation:
Apr. 3/37,pp.
p. 65:"TheMayGreat1/37.Barrier."
p. 81: production
June 26/37.article,p. 121;
90; July 24/37,
Title
Star
79,
81
;
Aug.
7,
'37.
p.
94;
Sept.
4/37,
p.
96.)
Badge of Honor Buster Crabbe
Strangers On a Honeymoon (G)
Patrol
Ray
3615
C. Cummings-Noah Berry Dec. 15/36 67. Jan. 9/37 Crime
The BusterWalker-Geneva
CrabbeMitchell.
Talk of the Devil (G) 3607. . . . Ricardo Cortez-Sally Eilers June 1/37 76. May 22/37 Oil Raider,Ship
Beta Lugosi-Shlrley Grey
Tenth Man, The (G) 3622 John Lodge -Antoinette Cellier. . . May 15/37 65. Aug. 29/36

DEAD

END

in its first 3 days at the United Artists Theatre
in Chicago
money

broke

records

DEAD

both

established

in New York

that shattered

ords as far back as Christmas,
third week

in recent

and
years.

END

at the Rivoli Theatre
a first week

attendance

broke

City, after

attendance

rec-

1929, now in its

all second

week

attend-

ance records in the history of the theatre.
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

MOTION
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CHACT--CCNT*C)
RELEASE
(THE
Running Tims
Title
Star
Rel. Data Minute* Reviewed
Rel. 6/37,
Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Title Candlesticks, The
White Ivory
Jack Mulhall
Dee. I,'36 69
Feb.
Emperor's
Coming
Star p. 76; exploitation
(See production article, July 11/36.
Early
May pp.1/37,90, p.92.)83; May 15/37, pp. 96. 99; June 12/37
Apr. p.3/37.87; p.Aug.69;7/37,
p. 85;10/37,
Irish andBird.ProodThe
of It Richard
Richard Hayward
Hayward
July
Good Old Soak (G)May728
Beery-Betty
HOFFBERG
29/37, Wallace
p. 67: June
26/37, p.Furness
121.) .Apr. 23/37 76. Apr. 24/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed Hell (Exploitation:
Divers
(re-Issue)
(6)...
Clark
GableWallace
Beery..
.Feb. 19/37...
Calling
All The
Can
Jack LaRue-Lllllan
Feb. 10.I0,'37
'37 62 Jan.Dec. 26.7,'35
'35 Last (Exploitation:
of Mrs. Cheyney,Apr.The3/37,
719. p.Joan66;Crawford-William
May 15/37, 94;Powell
Fire Trap,
Norman
Foster-EvalynMiles
Knapp.
June 12/37, p. 92.)
Girl
from Maxim's
Leslie Hensen-Frances
Day . . . Jan.
Oct. 1/36 58.65. Oct.
I4,'33 Libeled Lady (G) 648 Jean Harlow-William Powell98.0et
17/36
Inyaah
Borneo Expedition Nov. I5.'36t. . . .70
MyrnaMurphy-Rita
Loy-SpencerJohnson
Tracy July
Oct.
69.jHly 24/37
Phantom
of Santa Fe Ralph
Nina QuartaroNormanTerry
Kerry Aug.
I,'37t....75
London By Night (G) 740 George
9/36. 51. Oct. 31/36
Rescue Squad
Forbes-Sheila
Feb. 10/37
82
Longest
Night,
The
(G)
704...
Robert
YoungFlorenee
Rice
Oct.
81. Nov. 21/31
Tenderfoot Goes West. A Jack LaRue- Russell Gleason Oct. 15. '36 82
Love (Exploitation:
on the Run (G)Jan.654
Gable-Joan
Nov.
Uncle from America Czeck Film
Dec. 15. '36 90
9/37, p.Clark
64; Mar.
27/37, Crawford
p. 82.)
..Nov.
13/36..
Wedding of Palo, The (G) Rasmussen's Coming
Eskimo Drama Mar. 1/37 85. Mar. 20/37 Mad
Holiday
(G)
706
Elissa
Landi-Edmund
Lowe
Feb. 14/36
8/37
..Feb. 5/37.. 71.65. Nov.
Mama Steps Out (G) 721 Guy Kibbee-Allee Brady.
Ada
That Polish
Film
BusinessDon'tIn DoDistress
Czeck Film
C. Gabie-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/34
(re-issue) (G)
IInvitation
Give Myto Heart
(A)(6)... Gltta
1
85.80. Nov.
the Waltz
Lilian Alpar
Harvey
Nov. 16/35
16/35 Married Before Breakfast (G)
26,37
Kathleen
Mavourneen
Sally
O'Neil-lrlsh
Cast
18/37 70. June
Young- Florence Rice June
736 ......... J.Robt.MacDonald-Nelson
Maid of the Mountains. The
Mar. 13/37
Mar. 26/37. ...Apr.132.3/37,
720... Mar. 27/37, p. 15; exploitation:Eddy
(fj) analysis:
Maytime
(G)
Harry
Welehman
80.
Apr.
22/33
p.
85;
p.
27/37,
Feb.
(Musical17/37, p. 78; May 22/37, p. 89: June 5/37, PP. 68, 69; July 24/37, p. 80.) 64;
Song of the Lark Czeek Film
Student'sof India
Romance, The (Gh.Patrlc
78. Aug. 10/35 MisterApr.Cinderella
Jack Haley-Betty Furness Oet. 23/36 .105.78
707 (G).Jeanette
Mar. 2/35
Voice
Hoefler Knowles
Expedition Oct. l/37t 70
Naughty Marietta (re-Issue)
MacDonald-N. Eddy Aug. 30/37..
J>.[37-- .117. Apr.
10/37
Night
Must
Fall
(A)
727
Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell.
..67.
Feb. 6/37
HUNGARIA
Running
Time
.Apr.
23/37.
Nobody's Baby (G) 729 Clark
Patsy Gable-Myrna
Kelly-Robt. Armstrong.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Parnell
June
Loy
722
(G)
(See production article, Feb. 13/37, p. 16.)
ExceptionExtraGranted
Imre Kabos
Raday-Klari Tolnay June
11/37 98 rls
.84. Mar. 20/37
Extra,
I
Gy.
Feb. 20/37
rls
Taylor Mar.
Property (G)
Personal
(Exploitation:
May 725....
1/37, p.Jean79; Harlow-Robert
June 12/37, p. 93.)
Honeymoon
On
Cut-Rate
Paul
Javsr-I.
Agai
,
Feb.
6/37
8
rls
70. Apr. 24.37
Pay, Madame
Paul Javor
May
30/37
8
rls
21/37
May
Kelly
Haley-Patsy
Jack
735
(G)
Star
a
Pick
Coming
16/37.. 127 July 23,18/3637,
Leslie Howard. . .Apr. 9/37,
1 100. ... Norma ShearerRomeo and Juliet (G) article.
p. 68; Jan. p. 94:
Affair of Honor Gy. Kabos
Sept. Il/37t 9 rls
Jan.
exploitation:
16;
p.
28/36.
Mar.
production
(See
24/37.119, 123;
All Men Are Wild Paul Javor
Oct. 2l/37t. . . .9 rls
79: Apr.
pp. 78,26/37.
Apr. 17/37,
77;29/37,
Feb. p.6/37,
Jan. p.3/37,80; p.May33:8/37,
pMay79:I '37
pp. 118,
p. 70; June
74; p.May
Turay Oct.
Dec. I0,'37t.
rls
9Anniversary
31/37, p.94.80.)July 24.37
Bride
from Toroeka Imre
Paul Raday-lda
Javor
l/37t. .. .. 1010 rls
24/37, p. 80;JulyJuly23/37
p. 91; JulyHarlow
pp. 69. 70; JulyClark17/37,Gable-Jean
3/37.
July
/
Eighty
Miles an3
Hour GyGy Kabos-M.
Erdely
I9.'37t. .. .. 10.8 rls
rls
(G) 742
Saratoga
(Exploitation:
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
Hotel
Tokes Nov.
Nov.
Dee. 18. 36 74. Doe. 27.18. 8837
I PickedSpringtime
You for My Husband.7
Paul Kabos-Anna
Javor
Nov. 30/37t.
4/37t....9 rls
Cabot- Margaret Lindsay. ... .Apr.
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce
2/37 69 Mar. 7, 36
Lindsay
It Happened In Budapest Gy Kabos-Zita Perczel Sept. 2l/37t 9 rls
724.... Dean Jeffries-MargaretO'Sullivan.
(G)
City
the
of
Song
Nov.
8/36
..Nov.
Sport of Love, The Gy Kabos-lda Turay Dec. 24/37t . . . . 8 rls Man of theTarzan
Welssmuller-M.
J.
711
(G)
Escapes
Peo
72; Feb. .89.20.37, p. 85.)
p.
6/37,
Feb.
ple
75;
p.
26/36,
Dec.
96;
p.
Two Prisoners Paul Javor
Oct. I2,*37t ... 10 rls
28/36.
Nov.
(G
(Exploitation:
)
716
They^Gav. Him , .a ...GunJoseph(A) Cal§lei^a-F &
^
^
^
94.
May
.5/37
lorence Rice Ja
IMPERIAL
n.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
81.
Ja
n.
17.37
Broken Blossoms (A)
Dolly Haas-E. Williams Dee. 1/36 80. June 6/36 TopperExploitation:
Grant.97.).. .July 16/37 30.97.37 July 24/31
(G) 738
Aug. 21/37, Constance
p. 75; Sept.Bennett-Gary
4/37, pp. 95,
High Hat
Frank Luther- Dorothy Dare Jan. 1/37 90
Rich Relations Ralph Forbes- Frances Grant Feb. 1/37 90
Booth May reissue. ... 120. Jan.
Carey-Edwlna
Harry
(G)...
(re-lssue)
Horn
Trader
Jan. 8,37 ^64. Jan.
jaa- 2/37
She
Have Madame
Musle Jack
Clyde Nov. 1/36 90. Dec. 1.1! Under Cover of Night (G) 713. Edmund Lowe-Florence Rite Apr.
With Shall
Pleasure,
ConradHylton-June
Nagel-Marta
Out West (G)July734
Way (Exploltatioin:
Coming Labarr Apr. 15/37 90
17/37, Laurel
p. 92.) and Hardy . .Sept. 16.37
37t
10,
Murphy.
Hutchinson-George
Coming
Women Men Marry. The 802.. .J.
■Back
Reno
BeautyfromRacket
9/37
Dead
March, The
Boake Carter
Sept. I5,'37t
24/37t
Tone. .. .Sept.
FranchotBoyer
CrawfordJoan
804
The
Deerslayer
Red.
Wore
Bride
l/37t
Oct.
Greta Garbo-Charles
Honor Among Women
Conquest
I Demandof Payment
Betty Burgess-Jack LaRue
Powell-Myrna Loy Oct. I5.'37t
Double(SeeWedding
Night
Crime
"In the Cutting Room."William
July 24/37.)
July 24,37
138. ....
Jones
MacDonald-Allan
Sky Girl
Jeanette
(G)
The
Firefly.
Marion..
Andrea Russell.
The
Last Gangster,
29. 37tt
.. .Oct. ........
INVINCIBLE
Robt. Montgomery-R.
Learn E.G.Robinsonand
Running
Time
Love
Live
Gladys George-Warren William. .Oct 22/37
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Madame X
. . .Sept. I7,'37
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon Nov. 5/36 96
Oliver-W. Pldgeon.
Edna MayPowell-Nelson
My Dear Miss Aldrich
y t
Edd
e 803.... Eleanor
RosaM
Thoroughbreds Don't Cry Mickey Rooney-Sophie Tucker
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
MONOGRAM
Running Time
/After(Exploitation:
the Thin ManJan.(G)9/37,
713.. p.William
Powell-Myrna
Loy
.Dee. 25/36... .112. Dee. 12/36
Title
71:
Feb.
6/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
1
Rel. Date
Minutei
3/37,
p.
86:
May
1/37,
p.
80:
.Aug.
25/37t
Atlantic Flight
June 5/37, p. 64.)
Dick
Merrill-Paula
Stone
.July 4/37t
StarArnold,
All American
(G) 705.. Stuart
Furness... . .Oct. 16/36 64. Sept. 5/36 Blazing Barriers
Edw.
Jr.-F.
McKlnney.
Tom
Keene
April
RomanceChump
(G) 70S
Richard Erwln-Betry
Tauber
.Sept.
2/37t
.Nov.
20/36
82.
Feb.
13/37
and (G)
the Man..
HooslerCountry
Schoolboy
Bad Guy (G) 743
Bruce Cabot- Virginia Grey .Aug. 27/ 37 69. Aug. 28/37 God's
.July 28/37t
7/S7t.. ..62. July
Reoney-Anne Nagel.... .July
Ralph Forbes
July 9/37 89. July 3/37 Outer
Legion Gate
of Missing Men Mickey
Between
Two(A) Women
(G) 737. Spencer
Virginia Tracy-Luise
Bruce- FranchotRalner..
Tone.. . .Sept.
.Aug. 4/37t
Big
City
801
3/37t...
.80.
Sept.
4/37
Ralph
MorganKay
Llnaker...
Paradise Isle (G)
Bern (Exploitation:
to Dance (G) Jan.7092/37, p.Eleanor
Powell-James
Stewart..
.Nov.
27/36
108.
Nov.
21/36
Warren Hull-Movita
Riders of the Dawn (G) Jack
Keys .July
.July 2l.'37t..--73.Aug.
l4/37t....55.Aug.
Melody of 1938 (G) 108: Jan. 23/37, p. 80: Mar. 20/37, p. 77.)
Shadows of Man
the Orient (G)... Regis Randall-Peggy
.Aug. 3«/37t
I8,'37t 65. Feb.
.June
Coming
Toomey-Esther
Ralston..
Thirteenth
7Broadway
739
Eleanor Powell-Robt. Taylor ..Jan.
.110
Aug.
21/37
.Aug.
20/37...
Weldon Heyburn-I. Courtney...
1/37..
.108.
Dec.
19/36
Camilla(See (A)production
639
Greta
Garbo-Robert
Taylor
Nov. IO/37t.
article,p. 78.)Dec. 24/36, p. 16; exploitation: Jan. 8/37, p. 07; Mar. 13/37. Boy
Jackie Cooper
Streets
BrideoffortheHenry,
A
p. 78; Mar. 27/37,
Anne McCoy
Nagel-Nell Hamilton.... .Sept. 29/37t.
Tim
Code of the Range
.June
25/37
116
Apr.
3/37
Captains
Courageous
(G)
717..
F.
Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy.
(See
articles, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 31/37, Country Beyond, The Tom Keene
Oct. I3.'37t..
p. 82;95,production
Aug.
Fair,
The
.Nov. 3/37t.
pp.
96, 97.)7/37, pp. 91, 92: Aug. 21/37, pp. 76, 78; Aug. 28/37, p. 97; Sept. 4/37, County
Danger
Valley
Jack Randall
.Oct.
6/37t.
Federal
Bullets
22/37
71.
Feb.
6/37
Dangerous Number (G) 718. ... Robert Young-Ann Sothern .Jan.
ThirteenthIII. June 19/37 Land of the Sky Blue Water. Movita
11/37
Day at(Seethe production
Races, A (G)
730..Apr.Marx24/37.
Brothers-Allan
Jones.... MayJune 15/37,
ChJuly
air, Th10/37,
Last
Frontier,
The
p.
94;
article,
p.
12;
exploitation:
e
Jack
Randall
(G
)
732.LuckMadgofe Roaring Camp
p. 86; July 17/37, p. 89; Apr. 7/37, p. 91.)
.Nov. I7,'37t...
Owen Davis, Jr.-Joan
EvaWoman
Are
(G) 733
William Powell-Lulse Ralner.. ..July 2/37 89. July 3/37 Marines
nsHere,
-HenryThe
.Oct. 20/37t...
Espionage (G) 723 Edmund Lowe-Madge Evans... ..Mar. 12/37 69. Mar. 20/37 Numbered
Daniel. .l
RomanceOverof Arizona
the Llmberlost.
Family Affair, A <G) 632 Lionel Barrymore-Cecilla Parker ..Dee. 11/36 72. Oct. 31/36 Stars
Ma
y
General
Spanky
(G)
714
Spanky
MeFarland-P.
Holmes.
Jack
RandallKathleen
Eliot.
66. May 8/ !sept. 22/37t...
G»od Earth. The (A) 741 Paul Munl-Lulse Ralner ..Aug. 6/37... 139. Feb. 6/37 Telephone Operator
37
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PARAMOUNT
Title
Star
The
Title
Star
Re|. Date Minutes Reviewed Buccaneer,
Bulldog Drummond Comes . Fredric March-Franclska Gaal
Accusing
Flnoer
(G)
3614....
P«ul
Kelly-Martha
Hunt
.0ct.
23/36
62.
Nov.
3I.'36
J. Barrymore- Louise Campbell... Sept. 24/37t
Along Came Love (6) 3616... Irene Hervey-Chas. Starrett.... Nev. 8t'36 66. Feb. 28/37 Back
Artists
and Modelsof 1937,
(G) 3702...
HallOr Scandal
J.BingBarrymore-Louise
Nov. 26,'37t
Big Broadcast
The Jaek Benny-Gall Patrick ..Am. I2.'37t 97. Aug. 7,'37 City
Double
Nothing
(G)
3707.
.
Crosby-Martha Campbell.
Raye . Sept.
I7.'37t . . .*90. Aug. 21/37
(G) 3612
9/36. . . . 10082. OetHigh. Tide
Wide and Handsome Osear Hamolka- Frances Farmer.. Oct. I9,'37t
Borderland
(G) 3668 Jack
WilliamBenny-Burns
Boyd-Jimmy& Allen....
Ellison. .....oet.
Feb. 26/37
Feb. 10/86
13/37 Ebb
Irene Dunne- Randolph Scott Oct. l/37t. . . 1 15. July 24/37
Blonde
Bulldog Trouble
Drummond3781
Escapes Johnny Oowns-E. Whitney. .... .Aug. 6/37t 67. Aug. 7/37 Hold(G)
'Em
Navy
Lew
Ayres-Mary
Carlisle
Nov. 5/37t
Love
011 Toast
Stella
Ardlor-JohnRoscoe
Payne
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather
Angel.
... . .Jan.
22/37 65.85. Mar.
13/37
Partners
in
Crime
8/37t
Champagne
Waltz
(G)
3628.
..
Gladys
Swarthout-F.
Mae
Murray
.
Jan.
29/37
Dee.
12/36
Riders of the Panamints Lynne
Gilbert OvermanRoland-Marsha Karns..
Hunt Oct.
Oct. 22/37t
(Exploitation: Jan. 16/37. pp. 79, 80; July 3/37, p. 70; July 10/37, p. 87.)
Clarence 3632
Roscoe Kanu-Charlette Wyntert . . Feb. 12/37
Texas
Trail
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
Nov.
26,'37t
This Way
(Buddy)Whitney-Johnny
Rogers-Betty Grable
Oct. 29/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dec. 26/36.)
Thrill
of a Please
Lifetime C.C.Eleanore
Downs
True
Confession
Lombard-Fred
MacMurray
(Exploitation:
Mar.
6."«7.
pp.
88,
92;
Apr.
10/37.
p.
91.)
Crime Nobody Saw. The (G)
Wells Fargo
Joel McCrea- Frances Dee •
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37 You and Me
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft Oct. 22/37T..
Doctor's Diary, A (6) 3627. ..John Trent-Helen Burgess Jan. 15/37 77. Jan. 30/37
RAY KIRKWOOD
T'tle
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
Easy to Take 3647 Marsha Hunt-John Howard Nov. 6/36 67
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
Reed ..Jan.
3/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
El Justiclero Ernesto Nelson-Donald
Guillen
Jan. 3/37t
"In the(G) Cutting
12/37.) Crabbe July 2/37 56. July 3/37 Fighting Vagabonds Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed Feb. I9,'37t
Forlorn(See
3650Room,"JuneJuneMartol-Larry
Masked Devil, The Bobby Nelson- Donald Reed Apr. 4,'37t
fromRiver
Scotland
RELIABLE
GoGirl West,
Young ManYard (A)3638.. Karen Morley-Robert Baldwin Apr. 2/37 61
Title
Star
Re|. Date Minutes
3618
Nev. 13/36
1 TIffl
(Exploitation: Deo. 26/36, Mae
p. 72;West-Randolph
Jan. 2/37, p. Scott
106; Jan. 30/37,
p. 84.) 80. Nov. 14/36 Ambush
Valley
Bob
Custer
Nov.
1/36 56....
Santa Fe Rides Bob Custer
Feb. 25/37
58....
Silver Trail
Rln-Tin-Tin.Coming
Jr.- Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56....
Vengeance
of
Rannah
Rln-Tin-Tin,
Jr.-Bob
Custer
Nov.
6/
36
56
Hills of Old Wyoming (G)
S669
Trail
Bob Custer
Hopalong
Cassldy Returns (G) William Boyd-George Hayes Apr. 16/37 79.Apr. 17/37 Apache
Frontier Fury
Bob Custer ,
3666
Oet. 23/36
75. Aug.
Rin-Tln-Tin,
Hopalong
Rides Again (G) 3753. William
William Boyd-Evelyn
Boyd-George Brent
Hayes Sept.
3/37t. . . .65.
Aug. 22/36
21/37 Outlaw
Prairie River
Terror
Bob Custer
I Met Htm In Paris (G) 3644 . Claudotte Colbert-M. Douglas.. ..May 28/37 86. May 29/37 Thundering Stampede Bob CusterREPUBLIC
5/Col3
lege Internes
Can't36Take
Hol(A)6
Running Time
iday3639
(G)
McCrea..Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37
23Aug.Money
Title
Star
Jae28/37,
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
k BenBarbara
ny(Exploitation:
p. Bur
98.)ns Stanwyck-Joel
4
Affairs
of
Cappy
Ricks.
The
Al
le
n
Dee
.
John3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold- Francine Larl more .. Feb. 26/37
87. Dee. 87.26/36Feb. 27/37 All Over Town (G) 6020 Olson and Johnson Sept. 8/37... .*60 Aug. 28/37
Z Bad Men 6323 Johnny Mack Brown-L. January . .Jan. 20/37 51
King
of
Gamblers
(A)
3640...
Lloyd
Nolan-Claire
Trevor
Apr.
23/37
78. Apr. 24/37 Bar
Beware
(G) 6011 Donald
Cook-Judith Burnette
Allen Nov.
Dec. 21/36
61. Feb. 13/37
Last Train from Madrid (G)
Big Show,of Ladies
The 6301
Gene Autry-Smiley
16/36 70
/3
Easy Livi7
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
24/36.)
Make
a
Million
(G)
3622.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Dec.
18/36
80.
Feb.
27/37
ngLeft
(G
652 (G) Je3634
Maid )(Exploitation:
of3Salem
MacMurray
Feb. 19/37
Caballero, The (6) 6181.. Bob Livingston-Heather Angel.. .Jan. 18/37 71. Dee. 5/36
Ar C. Colbert-Fred
Mar.an 20/37,
Apr.no24/37,
p. 92; May 22/37,
p. 89.) 86. Jan. 30/37 Bold
Boothill
Brigade 6328
Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rechelle . . Aug. 2/37 53
Make Way for Tomorrow
(G)thur-Ep.dw76;. Ar
ld July
Border
88.
/Ex3
Bulldog Phantom
Drummond6333
at Bay Bob Steele- Harley Wood Dee. 28/36 58
July 10/37
(Exploitation:
July
24/37,
p.
80;
July
31/37.
p.
82.)
clusive 7
(G)Midnight
(G) 6025
John Lodge- Dorothy Mackaill July 31/37 62. July 31/37
36Your
Warren William-Mady Correll. . . . July 2/37 65. June 12/37 Cavalry
53Madonna
6331
Bob Steele- Frances Grant Oct. 14/ 36 60
Mind
Own Business
F. (G)MaeM3649..
ur(G)ray-FrCharles
Circus
Girl
6014
June Travis-Bob Livingston Mar. 1/37 62
an
3625
Ruggles-Alice
Brady
Jan.
8/37
75.
Dee.
19/36
ee
s
Farmer. . .JulRave
(See
"in
the
Cutting
Room."
Feb. 13/37.)Ray Corrigan May 24/37 57. May 29/37
Mountain
Musle
(G)
8647
Bob
Burns-Martha
June
18/37
77.
June
19/37
On,Gentlemen
Cowboys (G)
6317. ..Bob Livingston(Exploitation: July 17/37. p. 89; July 24/37, pp. y79, 81; Aug. 85.7/37,Julypp.31/390, 92; Sept. 4/37, Come
Country
(G)
60IO...OIsen
and Johnson Nov. 9/36 68. Oct. 31/36
7
p.
95.)
Dangerous
Holiday
(G)6337
6026.. Bob
Ra Hould-Hedda
June 7/37
7/37 53
57. July 31/37
Murder Goes to College (G)
Doomed
at
Sundown
SteeleLorraineHopper
Hayes June
3833
Roscoe
Karns-Marsha
Hunt
Mar.
5/37
71.
Mar.
6/37
3
Gambling
Terror.
The6312
6324. .. .Johnny
Mack Brown-I.
Meredith. . Oct.
Feb. 26/36
15/37 55
53
Night
of
Mystery,
A
(A)
S643.Roseoo
Karns-Ruth
Coleman
May
21/37
75.
May
22/37
Ghost
Town
Gold
Bob
LivingstonRay
Corrigan
North of the Rio Grande (G)
Git Along Little Dogies (G)
77
On Such a Night (A) Karen Morley-Grant Richards. .. .Aug. 27/37t 73. Aug. 21/37 Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judlth Allen Mar. 22/37 62. Apr. 3/37
3
at Ga7
6336
Bob Steel-Louise Stanley May 10/37 53
mbinl, ThPlainsman,
The
(G)
3624....
Gary
Cooper-Jean
Arthur
Jan.
1/37
113.
Nov.
28/36
e (G(Exploitation:
Ranger, The 6332 Bob Steele- Eleanor Stewart Nov. 19/36 49
30/37,
p. 85; pp.Feb.78,20/37,
p. 82;27/37,
Feb. pp.27/37,
p. 83;83; Mar.
6/37,
p.p. 91;66; Gun
)Mar.3648.13/37,
Akim p.Jan.
Gunsmoke
Ranch
6316
Bob
Livingston- Ray Corrigan May 5/37 56
80;
Mar.
20/37,
82;
Mar.
80
,
82,
Apr.
3/37,
Ta
mi
- Mari29/37,
Guns
in the Dark (G)
6326
Johnny
Mack Brown-C.Venable
Rochelle . . Apr.
Apr. 24/37, p. 93;roffMay
p. h68; JuAug. 21/37, p. 75.)
an Mars
Happy-Go-Lucky
6013
Phil
Regan-Evelyn
Dec. 14/37
14/36 56
68. Deo. 12/36
ne
9/
Rustlers'
Valley
(G)
3671
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
July
23/37
60.
July
10/37
Her Hus3
banScrooge
Heart
of
the
Rockies
7111
Bob
Livingston-Ray
Corrigan.
..
.Sept.
6,'37t
d Lies 7
70
(G) 3838
3527
Seymour
Hicks-Donald
Calthrop
.
.
Dec.
27/36
73.
Dec.
21/35
.
Ju
(A)
ly
.
24
.
.
/3
Rlc
7
ard
o
/
Cor
Asked36Lady
for19It (G)
(G) Ann
Wm.
Hoyward
I0,'37t. .. . *80.Sept.
4/37
tez-GaGargan-Orien
Hideaw3
il PatrickTrent
ay GirShe
(Exploitation: July 16/37. p. 86.)
l6
(G)
Mar. Sept.
She's
Aug. 76.28/37t.
.62.37 Aug. 7/37
tha R(G)aye- Root.Dvorak-John
the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Mar. 3/37 57
Mar(.G)20/6
Sophie NoLang
Goes MarWest
0274/37 Hit
Cummlngs Nov
It
Could
Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds June 28/37 64 ,
.
3706
Gert. Michael-Larry
Crabbe
Sept.72.I0,*37t.
.
.*60.Sept.
Nov. 14/3692. Aug. 14/37
"In the Cutting Room." May 15/37.)
Souls(Seeat production
Sea (G)
Gary30/ 37,Cooper-George
Raft Sept. 3,'37t
Wal(See
Jim
Hanvey,
Detective 6003....
6805... June
Guy Kibbee-Tom
Brown Apr.5/37 67.67. Mar.
article,
Jan.
p.
IS.)
t
e
r
B
Join
the
Marines
Travis-Paul Kelly
Jan. 25/37
Feb. 27/37
6/37
Swing High. Swing Low (G)
B
i
l
l
Cracks 97. Mar. 20/37 Larceny on rtheennaAirn-M(G)
(G)
6030.
..Grace
Bradley-Bob
Livingston..
..Jan.
11/37
60.
Jan.
18/37
a
3634
Carole
Lombard-F.
MacMurray.
.
Mar.
12/37
r
y
Down (
Lawless Land 6322Brian Johnny
Mack Brown-L. Stanley. .. Nov. 23/36 55
May 29/37, p. 67.)
ire (0 ) 38 Trail(Exploitation:
M
a
G
Law
Man
Is
Bern,
A
6327
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith
.
.June
21/37
61
) 8.2/37 Lightnin' Crandall 6335 Boby Steele-Lois January Mar. 24/37 60
WilliamBuggiesBoyd-Jimmy
Dec. 11/36
4Turn
5 Dust (G) 3667
..Chat.
EleanoreEllison
Whitney . .May
14/37 77.80. Jan.
May60229/37
.. Gran Man Betrayed, A (G) 6612 Eddie Nugent-Kay56. JHughes Dee. 28/36 56. Jan. 16/37
ilWord
lo-M(G)arfory 3642.
ValiantOffLeoIstheCatherrMeen
t WMandarin
une 5/3
CCarrie
ithers- Mystery, The (G)
arlisGladys
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan.
George-Arllne
Judge
Oct.
2/36.
.
.
.
109.
Sept.
26/36
7
l
e
Beatrice
Ju
no
16/37, p. 76; Feb. 13/37, p. 86.)
Meet
the
Boy
Friend
(G)
Roberts.
66. May 22/3
6018
Carol
Hughes-David
Carlyle
12/37 63. July 31/37
.
7
M
(Exploitation:
May
1/37,
p.
81;
May
15/37,
p.
89;
June
5/37,
p.
67;
June
I2.'37.
pp.
ar. Wynne Gibson- Warren Hull July
(Spec.)
May 15/37 67
92,
28/37.93, p.July98.)3/37, p. 70; July 10/37. p. 80; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 83: Aug. Michael(See O'Halloran
"In
the
Cuting
Room,"
Apr.
10/37.)
5
9
. Mar. Purcell Apr. 19/37 68. May 1/37
Blues (G) 6015 Mary Brian-Dick
Wedding Present (G)Dec.3613....
Ayres27/ Burnette Dec. 21/36 56
5/36, p.Joan78.) Bennett-Cary Grant Oet. 16/36 81. Oct. 8/36 Navy
Old Corral, The 6305 Gene Autry-Smiley
Deroth Wild (Exploitation:
Horton July 9/37 69
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
7/36.) 37 Appleby .. Feb. 22/37 58. Mar. 13/37
y Lam Money 3631 Edward Everett
Coming
Paradise
Express
(G)
6029
Grant
Withers-Dorothy
o
ur J
President's
Mystery, The (G) Henry Wllcoxon-Betty Furness . . . Oet. 8/36 78. Oct. 8/36
Angel
...Marlene
6007
(See u"Inne the Cutting Room,"
July Dietrlch-H.
31/37.) Marshall.. Oct. I5,'37t
Public Cowboy No. I 7105 Gene Autry-Ann Rutherford.. ..Aug. 23/37t
Barrier,
The
Jimmy
Ellison-Jean
Parker
Nov.
I2,'37t
Range Defenders (G) 6318. ...Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan June 30/37 56. July 24/37
77. Jun John
/gle3
Blossomsto theof Broadway
EdwardWayne-Marsha
Arnold-ShirleyHunt
Ress Nov. 26,'37t....
Prince 6
Born
Red Rope, The 6338 Bob Steele-Lois January July 19/37 60
(G) 3820.West
/37
Ray Milland-Deoro12thy
Vletor ss, The
Lamour Nov.
Moor
84. Nov. 28/36
* Ap
r.
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(THE
RELEASE
CHACT—CCNT'E)
Running Time
Running Tin
Title
Star
Rel. Data Minutes
Title
Star Dist'r Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Rhythm In the Clouds (G)
Forty
Girls (G) 803.. James
Pitts Sept 24/37t. . . *63.Sept 4/37
High Naughty
Flyers
WheelerGleason-Zasu
and Woolsey
6017
Love infora Madame
Basement
Dunn-WhitneyFontaine
Bourne
Riders
of the Whistling Skull Warren Hull-Patricia Ellis June 21/37.. ..62. July 3.'37 Music
804 James
Nino Martini-Joan
Oct. 8/37t
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan Jan. 4/37 55
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 17/37.)
Reorin'(SeeLead"In 6313
Bob
Livingston.
Ray
Corrlgan
Dee.
9.'S6
53
Saturday's
Heroes
805
Van
Heflln-Marlan
Marsh
the Cutting Room." Nov. 7/36.)
Stage(SeeDoorproduction
806article, Aug.Kath.14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
Rootln' Tootln Rhythm (G)
p. 16.) Roger*. .. .Oct. 8/37t
There Goes the Groom 807 Burgess Meredith-Ann Sothern ... Oct. 29/37t
Round-up
Time
In
Texas
6306.
Gene
Autry-Smlley
Burnette
Fob.
28/37
58
Sea Racketeers (G) 6019 Weldon Heyburn- Jeanne Madden. .Aug. 16/37 64. Aug. H.tJ Victoria the Great 861 Anna Neagle-Anton Walbrook Sept. I7,'37t
Sheik
Out. The 6325
(G) 6006. Ramon Mack
Novarro-Lola Lane
Sept. 29/37
6/37 *66.July
Trail ofStepsOutlaw.
Vengeance
Meredith ..Mar.
54 31/37
STATE RIGHTS
Trusted
The 6334 Johnny
Bob Steele-LolsBrewn-I.
January
Feb. 1/37 52
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Mi nut Time
Yedelln'
Kid
from
Pine
Ridge
Melody of the Plains (G).Fred Scott .
...Apr.
15/37.
*55. Apr. 10/3
(G) 6308
Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June 14/37 60. June 26/37 Singing
Buckaroo. The Fred Scott . .
...Jan. 15/37
Coming
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
21/36.)
Arizona Gunflghter 7121 Bob Steele-Jean Carmen Sept. 20/37t
Three Legionnaires (G)...Robt. Armstrong ...General
.June 15/37. .*60. Mar. 27/37
Dist'r
Beets and Saddles Gene Autry-Judlth Allen Oct 4/37t
What(G)
Price Vengeance? Lyle Talbot Rlalto
Duke Comes Back, The Allen Lane-Heather Angel
June 1/37. . .57. June 12/37
Coming
Escape
by Night
(G) 7015..... . Wm.
Hall-Anne Nagel
Sept. 20/37t. . .*72.Sept. 4/37
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.
Phil
Regan-Ann
Dvorak
Portia on Trial 6001 Frieda I nescort- Walter Abel
Heroes of the Alamo (G).Earl Hodglns Sunset Aug. 19/37 *75.Aug. 7/37
/•
Trigger
Trio The
7112 Richard
Ray Corrigan-Max
Terhune
Oct. 30/37t
I8,'37t
3
(G)
Native Cast
*65.July 17/37
3
0
7
Wrong
Road,
Cromwell-Helen
Maek...Sept.
7
Youth on Parole 6022
Marsh Oct. 4/37
Gene AuGordon
try-Oliver-Marian
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Armlda
Running Time
RKO RADIOMay
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
60.MRunning
ay «/Time
37
Angel's
Holiday
(G)
754
Jane
WithersRobert
Kent
Juno
4/37
71. May 8/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
It (G) article,
711 JuneElis.13/36,BergnerOlivier.Jan.. .Jan.23/37,8/37
Annapolis Salute (G) 802 James Ellison-Marsha Hunt Sept. IO/37t.. ."60. Aug. 21/37 As You(See Like
production
p. 16;Laurence
exploitation:
p. 79.) 96. Sept. 19/31
Banjo On My KneeFeb.(G) 13/37,
726.. Barbara
Big Shot.CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 Guy
Witherspoon. . . Juno
July 23/37
p. 89.) Stanwyck-Joel MeCrea. ..Dee. 4/36 95. Doe. 5/36
Border
John Klbbee-Cora
Beal-Armlda
4/37 60.67. July
May 31/37
29/37 Big (Exploitation:
Business (G) 759 Jed Prouty-Spring Byinoton Juno 18/37 61. Apr. 17/87
China Passage (G) 718 Constanoe Worth-V. Haworth Mar. 12/37 65. Apr. 24/37 Borneo
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. .. .Sopt. IO/37t 75'A
Criminal
Lawyer (G)Fob.713
(Exploitation:
27/37, Loop. SI.)Traey-Margot Grahame Jan. 29/37 72. Apr. 10/37 Cafe Metropole (G) 750 Loretta Young-Tyrone Power May 7/37 83. May 8/37
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
(Q)
720..
Guy
Klbbee-Una
Merkel
Mar.
5/37
62.
Feb.
27/37
(Exploitation:
June
19/37,
p. 84.)
37
from Glory
(G)... AlisonChester
Morris-Whitney Bourne. .Aug. 20/37 *60.Aug. 14/37
Two Flight
Wise Maids
(G) 6004.
SkipwStene-Marjorle
orthHideaway
(G)
Fred
Lord
Aug.
13/37
*60.July
31/37
Polly
Career
Woman
(G)
728
Claire
Trevor-Michael Whalen Dee. 18/36 77. Nov. 28/38
Mora
n
Feb.
15/
68. Feb.
Hollywood
O'Brien-Cecilia
Parker. ...May
64. Aug.
July6/3728/37
SI/37 Charlie Chan at the Olymples
Life
of the Cowboy
Party, The(G) (G)733.801..George
Gene RaymondHarriet Hilllard
.Sept. 28/37
3/S7t. . .*79.
752
Warner
Oland-Kath. DeMllle. . . . May 21/37 71
Make
a Wishfor (G)a Lady745
Bobby Shirley-Herbert
Breen-Basil Rathbone
4/37
"In theat Cutting
Make
705. Anne
Marshall. .. Aug.
Nov. 27/37...
13/36 .*70.65. Sept.
Dee. 19/36
Charlie(See Chan
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
Man WhoWay Found
Himself,(G) The
(G) 722
John Beal-Jean Fontaine Apr. 2/37 67. Mar. 13/37 Crack-Up (G) 727 Peter Lorre-Brlan Donlevy Jan. 15/37. ... .70. Jan. 16/37
New Faces of 1937 (G) 732... Joe Penner- Harriet Hilllard July 2/37 100. July 10/37
Night Waitress (G) 711 Margot Grahame- Gordon Jones Dee. 18/36 57. Jan. 2/37 Doctor(re-Issue)
(re-Issue)
Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon Feb. 5/37 79. Oct 14/38
On725
Again— Off Again (G)
Warning
740
Furness-John Sothern
Payne Apr.
Mar. 16/37
5/37 68.81. Jan.
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The Wheeler and Weolsey July 9/37 68. July 17/37 Fair
Roads to (G)
TownMay
(G)8/37,
748.. p.Betty
Don70.)Ameche-Ann
Apr. 23/37
3/37
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Mulr Apr. 16/37 68. Mar. 20/37 Fifty(Exploitation:
Great
Hospital
Mystery,
The
Plot
Thickens,
The
(6)
641...
James
Gleason-Zasu
Pitts
Dee.
11/36
69.
Nov.
21/36
Plough and the Stars, The (G)
640
Barbara Stanwyck-P. Foster Jan. 15/37 67. Jan. 2/37 Handy(Reviewed
Andy (G)under871 the title, "Dead Yesterday.")
7 (See production article, Aug. 22/36, p. 16.)
Robt. Taylor
Aug. I3,'37t
May UK
l/M
Holy(ro-issue)
Terror. The (G) 734 Will
Jane RogersWithers-Anthony
Martin. .. .Feb.
5/37 81.67.JM.
7
ItKingHappened
OutVI West
745.... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen May 7/37 56
Rainbow(Exploitation:
on the RiverDec.(G)26/36,
714. Bobby
Breen-May
Robson
Dec.
25/36
88.
Dec.
12/36
George
Coronation
Technicolor Speelal July I5.'37t 28
3 Riding On Air (G) 771 Joep. 71.)E. Brown-Florence Rice June 18/37 71. June 12/37 870
7
Laughing
at
Trouble
724
Jane Darwell-Lols Wilson Dee. 11/36 67
Shall
We
Dance
(G)
724
Fred
Astaire-Glnger
Rogers
May
7/37
116.
May
8/37
7
"Glory,"
"In735
the Cutting
Room," Oct.M. 17/36.)
(Exploitation: June 19/37, p. 85; July 31/37. p. 80.)
Lloyds(See
of
London
(G)
F.
Carroll
Soldier and the Lady, The (A)
(Exploitation: Nov. 21/36, p. Bartholomew108: Mar. 6/37,
p. 89; Mar. Jan.
27/37,29/37
pp. 79. 117.
82; Nov.
Apr. 28/36
3/37,
717
Anton Walbrook-Ellz. Allan Apr. 9/37 85. Feb. 27/37
/
pp.
65,
71;
May
8/37,
p.
74;
July
31/37, p. 80.)
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
Mar.
13/37,
p.
79.)
3
Super7
Sleuth (G) 734 Jack Oakle-Ann Sothern July 16/37 70. July 17/37
Apr. 24/37, p. 90.)
That (Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37,
712.. Lily
Jan. 22/37 Bo105.rn Dee. 19/36 Love (Exploitation:
Under Fire (G) 803 Loretta Young-Don Ameche Aug. 20/37t. . . .75. Aug. 14/37
p. 84:Pons-Gene
Apr. 24/37.Raymond
p. 90.)
Reckless (G) Midnight
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy- Frances Drake.. ..Apr. 2/37 73. Mar. 17/37
Nancy
Steele
758
They Wanted to Mary (G)
Ro
eh
el
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb. Dav5/37
Dec. 26/36
le Hudson-B
id Har 109.60. July
Toast(Exploitation:
of New York Aug.
(G) 28/37,
719.. Edward
Arnold-Frances
Farmer. ..July 30/37
rian Dick
Avenue (G) Mar.
73220/37,
Feb. 19/37,
12/37p. 84.)89. Feb. 13/37
/
uCam (G) 17/37 On the(Exploitation:
Behind the3
p. 96; Sept.
4/37, p. 96.)
yApr.
Hea
dli
. . July17/37, pp. Carroll
p.Donl78;evPowell-Madeleine
80, 82;... June
nes
7
(G)
727.
li
Lee
fo
7
Tra
Too
Many
Wives
(G)
723..
..Anne
Shirley-John
Morley
Apr.
9/37
61.
Apr.
17/37
rn
cyDia
ia
na
6
n,
Gi
bs
Th
9
on
(G) 67 e (GW ) 753 (Exploitation: Mar. 20/ 37. p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80,58.82.)June 28/3
Wanted: Jane Turner 643 Gloria Stuart-Lee Tracy
May Dec. 4/36
7
37 0 ill ROne
(See "General Delivery." "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.) 58. June712/3
Rieafrom Heaven (G)
ogers-Mile
Trevor-Sally Blane Aug. I3,'37t 68. July 24/37
Evelyn rdo Cortez-Marjorle Claire
WeWe'reWhoon theAre JuryAbout(G)to716....
Die Helen Broderick- Vietor Moore.. ..Feb. 12/37 71. Jan. 23/37 War802
We
av
V
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan. 6/37 82. Oct. 17/36 ner(Exploitation:
.July 27/37. pp. 90. 91.)
23/37, p. 78;er. Feb.
Oland-BeonablJan.
When's Your Birthday? (G)
rls (G)Kaer742
58. July... 10Mar./3 26/37. ... 102. Mar. 27/37
Moay Slmone Simon-James Stewart.
Seventh
Heaven
l
7
f
(Exploitation: June 5/37,
f Janp.. 64.)
Windjammer
783
GeorgeMay O'Brien-Constance
Worth . .Aug. 6/37 58
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
29/37.)
8
She
Had
to
Eat
(G)
757
Roehelle
Hudson-Jack
Haley
June
11/37 74.Aug. 7/37
5
.
751
M
a
Wlnterset
(G)
703
Burgess
Meredith-Margo
Nov.
20/36
77.
Nov.
21/36
r
. 638/.84No Dunbar Juno 25/37
and Be"In Happy
756 Room,"Anthony
Martin-Dixie
64
(Exploitation: Jan. 16/37, p. 80: Jan. 30/37, p. 83; Feb. 13/37. p. 84; Feb. 27/37, p. 81. Sing (See
v
the
Cutting
May
1/37.)
.
2
9
Woman Rebels,
I Love. AThe(A)(G)642....
721.. Paul
Hopkins Apr.
Apr. 31/36
24/37 Slave Ship (G) 748 Wallace Beery-Warner /Baxter..
38 ..July 2/37 92. June 19/37
Woman
Kath. Muni-Miriam
Hepfaurn-H. Marshall
Nov. 23/37
8/36 88.88. Oct.
(See production article. Mar. 13/37, p. 16.)
You Can't Beat Love (G) 731. Preston Foster-Joan Fontaine June 25/37 62. JuneSally5/37Blane-Thomas
You Can't Buy Luck (G) 726. Vinton HaworthHelen Mack Apr. 30/37 61. May .1/37 Stowaway
(G) 725
Coming
(Exploitation:
Feb. 13/37, Shirley
p. 86.) Temple-Robt. Young Dee. 25/36 86. Doc. 26/36
Beck
That
I
May
Live
(G)
755
Roehelle
Hudson-Robert Kent... .Apr. 30/37 70. Mar. 6/37
Breakfast for Two 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall. . Oct. 22/37t
Thin IceFast.(G)Mr.805
DamselforIn Your
Distress,
A John
Fred Boles-Ida
Astalre-JoanLupine
Fontaine
Think
Moto (G) Sonja Henle-Tyrono Power Sopt. 3/37t. . . .78. Aug. 28/37
May
Fight
Lady
Peter Lorre-Vlrglnla Field Aug. 27/S7t.. . .66. Apr. 17/37
Fit for a King (Gl loe E. Brown-Helen Mack Oct. I5.'37t . . .73. Sept. 4. '37 804
59. Mar.
i/37

AMERICA

THE

SEASON'S

IS

FIRST

WAITING!
BIG

SMASH

HIT!

DISCOVER ROBT. SPINDOLA!
He's the little fellow who appears
with Allan Jones in the delightful "Donkey's Serenade" number.
A S T 0 R
BROADWAY & 45th ST.
Twice
2:40.Eves.
8:40.50cSun.to 3.$2.6,Sat.8:40.&
Mats.
50cDaily,to $1.
Holiday
& HolidayMats..
6 P.M.Saturday
50c to $ Midnite,
1.50. (PlujSunday
Tax).
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CHACT- C€N»T>
RELEASE
■ THE
Running Time
Running Tin
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
This Is My Affair (G) 721 Barbara Stanwyck- Robt. Taylor. ..May 28,*37 99..
Adventures
of
Marco
Polo
Gary
Cooper-Sigrld
Gurle
Nov.
I2,*37t
Time Out for Romance (G)
Adventures of Tom Sawyer Tommy Kelly- Walter Brennan. ..Oct. 29,'37t
DivorceStreet
of Lady X, The Merle
Oberon-Laurence
Olivier . .Oct.
I5,'37t
741
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen Mar. I9,'37 72 Feb. 20,'37 52nd
Hunter-Pat
Sept. 24,'37t
Under the Red Robe (G) 743.. Conrad Veidt-Annabella May 21, '37 82 June
(See Follies,
"In the The
Cutting Room,"Ian
July
17/37.) Paterson
I2,'37
Under Your Spell (G) 720 Lawrence Tibbett-Wendy Barrie..Nov. 6,'36 63 Nov. I4.'36 Goldwyn
Phil
Baker-Ritz
Bros
Dec.
25/37t
Wake Up and Live July(G) 3.'37,
749... p.Walter
Bernie
Apr. 23,'37 91 Apr. I7,'37 Hurricane, The
69: JulyWinchell-Ben
I0,'37, pp.McLaglen.
85, 86.) . . . July
article, Aug.Dorothy
7/37, Lamour-Jon
p.. 16.) Hall Nov. IO/37t
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie Winkle (G) 760. .Shirley
Temple-V.
30/37 99 July 3/37 I Met(SeeMy production
Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda Oct. 8,'37t
(Exploitation:
July
I0,'37,
p.
88;
Aug.
7,'37,
p.
92;
Sept.
4,'37,
pp.
94,
97.)
Mutiny in the Mountains Vivien Leigh-Paul Lucas Nov. 5,'37t
Western Gold 761 Smith Ballew-Heather Angel. .. .Aug. 27/37t
Nothing(See Sacred
"In the(G) Cutting
Aug. Baxter-June
14, '37.) Lang.
production article, Aug.Carole21/37.Lombardp. 16.)Fredric March. .Nov. I9,'37t
White(SeeHunter
719 Room,"Warner
.Nov.
27.'36.
Dec.
5,'36
Stand-In
Leslie Howard-Joan
Blondell
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27.
'37.
p.
81.)
Storm
in
a
Teacup
(G)
Vivien
Leigh-Rex
Harrison
82. June 12/37
Wild
(G) 718
Oct. 3 1,'36 Walter Wanger's Vogues of
Wings Brian
of theKentMorning
(G) Ralph Bellamy-Mae Clarke .Nov. 6, '36.
737
Annabella-Henry Fonda Feb 22,'37.
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Aug. 21/37, Warner
Baxter-Joan
Bennett.
..
.Sept.
I7.'37t.
.
108.
Aug. 7/37
p. 74.)
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rochelle Hudson-Michael Whalen . .Jan.
You(G) Can't
Have
Everything
Running Time
801
Alice Faye-Don Ameche Aug. 3/37t
UNIVERSAL
Coming
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Armored Car (G) 1004 Robert Wilcox-Judith Barrett. .. .June 20/37 64. Aug. 14/37
Aii Baba Goes to Town Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. 29,'37t
As Good ss Married (G) 1012. John Boles-Doris Nolan May 9/37 81. May 1/37
(See "InTrouble
the Cutting Room,"Jed Aug.
I4,'37.) Byington
Borrowing
Prouty-Spring
Black Rider
Aces of2050
Buck Jones-Muriel
Jones-Kay Linaker
Sept. 1/36
5,'37t....58
22.'37t.
Gun Creek 1042. Buck
Evans Nov.
64
Charlie Chan en Broadway (G) Warner Oland-Joan Marsh .Oct.
.68. Aug. 7, '37 Boss
Breezing
Home
(G)
1033
Binnie
Barnes-Wm.
Gargan
Jan.
31/37
64. Mar. 27/37
Danger — Love at Work Ann Sothern-Jack Haley
California Straight Ahead (G)
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
I0,'37.)
I2,'37t
Nov.
1030
John
Wayne-Louise
Latimer
May
2/37
67. Apr. 3/37
Dangerously
Yours
Cesar
Romero-Phyllis
Brooks.
Dec.
I0,'37t
45 Fathers
Jane Withers-Thomas Beck...
Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/36 61. Dec. 5/36
Heidi
Shirley Temple-Jean Hersholt. Oct. I5.'37t.
Flying(Exploitation:
Hostess (G) Dec,1023
Barrett-Wm.
Nov. 22/36... .66. Nov. 14/36
(See "In(G)
the Cutting Room,"Jed July
24,'37.) Byington.. .Sent. 24,'37t.
5/36, p.Judith
79; Feb.
6/37. p.Hall
74.)
Hot Water
Prouty-Spring
I5,'38f
In Old Chicago Tyrone Power-Alice Faye
Girl
Gloria Stuart-WalterGaze.Pldgeon..
..Feb.
/ 37 58.68. July
May 29/37
Oct.
(See production article, Sept. 4.'37, p. 48.)
I CoverOverboard
the WarLaw(G)(G)(G)1021
1016....
July 2818/37
4/37
Left
Handed
1045... John
Buck Wayne-Gwen
Jones . ^ Apr.
63. May 10/3/
1/37
(See the Cutting Room," July I7,'37.)
Let
Them
Live
(G) 1035
Nan
Grey-John Howaad
Apr. 25/37
73. July
Apr. 24/37
Love
in
a
Bungalow
(G)
1009.
Kent
Taylor-Nan
Grey
June
27/37
66.
10/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
31,
'37.)
Love Letters of a Star (A)
Look Out, Mr. Meto Peter Lorre- Rochelle Hudson.. .Nov.
1028
Roll Along Cowboy Smith Ballew-Cecilia Parker.. Oct.
Luckiest
Girl in the World Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles Nov. 8/36 66. Nov. 14/36
Second
Honeymoon
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power...
(G) 1014
Jane Wyatt-Louis Hayward Nov. 15/36 72. Oct. 31/36
Wife. Doctor and Nurse Loretta Young-Warner Baxter.. .Sept. I7,'37t.
Man
I
Marry.
The (G)
(G) 1026..
Doris Nolan-Michael Whalen.. ..Nov. 1/36. ...76. Nov. 7/36
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 24,'37.)
Man
in
Blue,
The
1020..
3 Wild and Wooly (G) Jane Withers-Walter Brennan. .Sept. I0.'37t.
Man Who Cried Wolf, The Robert Wilcox-Nan Grey May 30/37 67 May 22/37
(G) 2023
Read
4/37
7
UNITED ARTISTS
Mighty
Treve, The (G) 1034.. Tom
Noah Brown-Barbara
Beery, Jr.-Barbara
Read.. Aug.
Jan. 29,'37t
17/37. . . .66.69. Sept.
Apr. 10/37
Running Time
Title
Mysterious Crossing (G) 1025. James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dec. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Star
Key CG) 1024
f,;cused
(A)
D. Fairbanks,
Jr.-D. Aherne....
Del Rio. . .Jan. 8,*37 86. Aug. 8,'36 Night(Exploitation:
Apr. 24/37
May 22/37, Boris
p. 87.) Karloff-Jean Rogers May 2/37 .67.67. Apr.
tieloved Enemy
(G) Merle
Oberon-Brian
25,6/36
'36 88.99. Dec.
19/36
Oh, Doctor!
(G) 1013
. Edward
Everett Horton May 16/37.
Come and Get It (A) Edward Arnold- Frances Farmer. .Dec.
.Nov.
Nov.
7/36
(Exploitation:
May
22/37,
p.
87.)
Nov. 28/36, p. 99: Dec. 5/36. Reported Missing (G) Wm. Gargan-Jean Rogers Aug. 15/37 63. Aug. 7/37
Nov, 14,' i, p. 90; Nov. 21, '36, p. 109; 13/37,
/ (Exploitation:
89; May 1/37. p. 82.) Road Back, The (G) 1005 Richard Cromwell-John King Aug.
94: Jan.Leigh-Conrad
30.'37, p. Veldt....
82; Feb. .July p.2/37
pp.Journey
83, 84;(G)
Dec. 19, '36 p.Vivien
.. .103. June 26/37
Dark3
Mar. 6/37
6
(See production article, Apr. 24/37, 16; exploitation: July 31/37, p. 80.)
Dead End (G)
.Sylvia Sidney-Joel McCrea .Aug. 27/37t.. ..93.82. Aug.
7/37 Sandflow
(G) 1044 Buck Jon ita Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. 6/37
Dreaming Lips (A) Ells. Bergner- Raymond Massey . . May 28/37 78. Mar. 6/37
68
Elephant
Boy (G)
She's Dangerous
Romero-Tala Evans
Birell .. ..Jan.
Days'13/37
..June 24/37
6/37 59
(Exploitation:
June 12/37, Native
p. 96; Cast
July 31/37, p. 82; Aug. Apr.
21/37,23/37
p. 75.) F80.ourMar.
Tree Range1031
1046 Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
Wonder (Smoke
.
..Dec.
20/36
84. Jan. 30/37
Three
Smart
Girls
(G)
l029..Deanna
Durbin-Ray
Milland..
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England Mar.
(G)27/37, Laurence
Olivier-Flora
Robson.
.
.
Mar.
5/37
89.
Jan.
16/37
G
)
Empty Saddles 10(Exploitation:
pp. 73, 74; Mar. 13/37, ppi 78, 82; Mar. 20/37, pp. 78, 82;
19. Je3/37,
p. 79.)
nne Dpp.antFeb.66, 6/37,
(G) 1Apr.
67; Apr.
10/37,
p. 99.)
94; Apr. 17/37, pp. 78, 80, 82; Apr. 24/37, p. 94;
043a1/37,
Garden(Seeof production
Allah, The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Dietrich-Charles
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
78.
Nov.
7/36
e
May
p.
82;
May
15/37,
pp.
96,
6/36, p. 14; exploitation: Nov. 21/36, p. 109; Jan. 30/37, Top of the TownBuck(G) JoK1007
neens-neLoth seHGeorge
18/37p. 91:86. Apr.
3/37
Nolan.. .: ..Apr.
oweBl23/37,
Apr. 24/37,
May 1/37.
lr. ooMurphy-Doris
(See production article, uiJan.
68,p. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80; Mar. 13/37, p. 83; Apr. 3/37, pp. 67,
n.sp. 16;5/37,
Dec.exploitatioi
p. 92; June 19/37,
p.pp. 79;82, 85.)
May 22/37, pp. 86, 87;. .JakJune
p. 70; 62.
60. Jan.June Oct. 24/36
(Exploitation: Mar. 27/37, p. 84; Apr. 3/37. pp. 64, 71; Apr. 10/37. pp. 91. 92; Apr. We Have Our Moments (G)
23/37 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
17/37,89. p.90; 82;JuneApr.12/37,
24/37,p. 93.)
pp. 91, 92; May 1/37, p. 83; May 8/37, p. 72; May 22/37,
Eilers-James Rowles
Dunn .Mar.
pp.
West1017
Bound Limited 1008 Sally
Lyle Talbot-Polly
July 11/37 66
When Love Is Young (G) 1018. Virginia Bruce-Kent Taylor Apr. 4/37 76. Apr. 24/37
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armour
(G).. Marlene
Aug. 21/37,
p. 78.) Dietrich-Robt. Donat. ..July 23/37t ... 107. June 19/37 Wildcatter,
The
1015
Scott
Colton-Jean
Rogers
June 6/37 58
Wings Over Honolulu (G)
Love Who
from Could
a Stranger
Man
Work (A)
Miracles. Ann Harding-Basil Rathbone May 14/37 87. Feb. 13/37
Coming
The (G)
Roland Young-Joan Gardner Feb. 19/37 82. Aug. 22/36
End
John Wayne-Diana Gibson
Prisoner of Zenda (G) Ronald Colman-M. Carroll Sept. 3,'37t . . .*88. Sept. 4/37 Adventure's
the
Mike Wm.
Gargan-Judith
Barrett
Sept. '26,'37t
Blonde
Dynamite
Noah
Jr.-Dorothea
Kent
(See production article. Oct. 31/36, p. 16; exploitation: Dec. 19/36, p. 88; Jan. 2/37, Behind
Carnival Queen
DorotheaBeery,Kent-Robert
Wilcox
Oct. 3/37t
p. 108; Jan. 9/37, p. 68; Feb. 13/37, p. 84.)
Courage
of
the
West
Bob
Baker-Lois
January
Star (See
Is Born,
A (G)
Gaynor-Fredrlc
Mareh MayApr. 22/37,
30/37. p.. . 86;
. 1 1 1 .May
May 29/37,
1/37 Girl with Ideas, A
Wendy Barrie- Walter Pidgeon
production
article, Feb.Janet27/37,
p. 16; exploitation:
2037Room,"JohnJulyWayne-Judith
pp. 67. 69: June 5/37, pp. 64, 67. 70: June 19/37, p. 84; June 26/37. pp. 120. 121, Idol of the Crowds
the Cutting
10/37.) Barrett Oct. I0.'37t
122; Julyp. 96.)10/37, p. 87; July 17/37, pi. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug. 28/37, p. 97: Sept. Lady (SeeFights"In Back,
The 2025. . Buck
Irene Jones-Muriel
Hervey-Kent Evans
Taylor Sept.
. . .58
4/37,
Law for Tombstone 2051
Oct. I9,'37t.
IO/37t....59
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
of 1938 Bert Lahr-Alice Brady Oct. 24 /37+
July 31/37, Barbara
p. 81.) Stanwyck- John Boles.. Aug. 6/37t..*l04.July 31/37 Merry-Go-Round
(See "In the Cutting Room," Aug. 14/37.)
100 Men and atheGirlCutting
2001Room,"Deanna
DurbinMenjou Sept. 12/37 1... 84
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award 5 Award Winners
10/37.) Adolphe
.87. May 8/37 Sudden(SeeBill"In Dorn
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks, Jr.-V. Hobsofl..
BuckJulyJones-Evelyn
Brent
under
the title, Miriam
"Jump forHopkins-Joel
Glory-") McCrea..
Lundlgan . . Oct. 3l/37t
1/37 That's(SeeMy "InStory
Woman(Reviewed
Man (G)
the Cutting Room,"Claudia
July Morgan-Wm.
3/37.)
7/37. p. 92 .May
July 3/37.
June 12/37,
12/37,
(SeeChases
production
article, Apr.
17/37, p. 12; exploitation:
Trouble
at
Midnight
N.
Beery,
Jr.-Catherine
Hughes
p. 68.
10Jan. 29/37... .86. Jan. 30/37 Westland Case, The Preston Foster-Carol Hughes
You Only
Live OnceJan.(A)30/37, Sylvia
Sidney-Henry
Fonda
78:
Apr.
3/37.
I pp.
Exploitation:
p.
80;
Mar.
6/37.
p.
89;
Mar.
20/37.
pp.
76.
11p. 74.)
VICTORY
Running Time
66, 71; June 26/37, p. 123: July 10/37, p. 87: Aug. 21/37,
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Coming
Cheyenne
Rides
Again.
Tom
Tyler-Lucille
Browne
Jan.
7/37
Fued of the Trail
Action for Slander (A).
Brook- Ann Todd.
T.m Tyler-Hariene Wood May 1/37
Wend
y Bar
rie-R
ayMi
lla
nd

MODERN

TODAY'S

splendid motion picture quality

can be completely
reproduced

protected... perfectly

. . . with Eastman

Fine -Grain

Duplicating Films. For the simple reason
that these new
making

materials are capable of

duplicates actually indistinguish-

able from originals. With

them

the du-

plicating process goes definitely modern.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Fine-Grain

DUPLICATING

FILMS

1

5
/
70
8
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MOTION

PICTURE

(THE
RELEASE
Running Til
Tltl»
Star
r»|. Date MlnutM
Flylag Fists
Herman Brlx-Jeann* Martel July 1/37
Mystery Rang*
Tom Tyler-Jerry Bergh May l.'37
Phantom of tbe Range Tom Tyler-Betb Marlon Nov. 28/S6
Sllki and Saddles Herman Brlx-Toby Wing Dee. 14/38
Sky Racketeers Herman Brlx-JoaB Barclay Sept. l/37t
Tw* Minutes to Play Herman Brlx-Jeanno
Coming Martel Nov. 2/36
Tom Tyler
the West.
Tom
Lett Ranch
Tom Tyler
Tyler
Orphans of the Pecos..
Roaring Motors
, Herman Brix
Winning Stroke. The Herman Brlx
WARNER BROTHERS
(See also
Title
Star First National)
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
Another
(A) article.
106 Mar.Kay6,'37.Francls-Errol
(See Dawn
production
p. 16.) Flynn June 26,,S7 73. Apr. 16/37
Black Legloa CA) 108 H. Bogart-E. O'Brien-Moore Jan. 30,'S7 83. Jan. t.'37
(Exploitation:
Jan. p.I6.'37.
p. 76;10/37,
Mar. p.13.95;'37.Julypp. 17/37,
80, 83; p.Mar.89.) 20/37, p. 82; Mar. 27/37,
p. 79; Apr. 3/37,
66; Apr.
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Foran-Helen Valkls Juno 12/37 55
California Mall 930 Dick Foran-LInda Perry Nov. 14/36 58
Charge of the Light Brigade
(See
production
article, July 25/36, p. 16; exploitation: Nov. 14/36, p. 90; Nov. 21/36,
p. Ill;
Apr.
10/37,Jan.p.15/37,
92.) p. 78; Jan. 23/37, p. 78: Feb. 6/37, p. 74; Apr. 3/37, p. 65;
Devil's
Saddle Legion, The Dick Foran-Anno Nagel Aug. 14/37
130
Fly-Away
Baby (G)123
125 Craig
Gleada Reynolds-Ann
Farrell-BartonSheridan
MaeLane . . Aug.
June 19/37
60.June I2/S7
Footloose Heiress
21/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
Sod's(G) Country
and the Woman George Brent-Beverly Roberts. . .Jan. 16/37 85. Dee. 26/36
105
(Exploitation: Feb. 13/37, pp. 84, 85: Feb. 27/37. p. 80.)
Go Getter,
The (G)Sept.
1154/37, George
Louise May 22/37 92. Juno 19/37
(Exploitation:
pp. 94, Brent-Anita
97.)
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley, TheApr.(G) 10/37,
110.. Pat
O'Brien-Sybil
Jason
Feb. 13/37 71. Dee. 12/36
p. 91.)
Kid Galahad (G) 102 Edw. G. Robinson- Bette Davis.. .May 29/67 101. May 8/37
King(Exploitation:
and the ChorusJuneGirl5. '37,(G) p. 64; Sept. 4/37, p. 96.)
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June 26/37. p. 118.)
King
ef Hockeythe (G)Law 121
Nagel-RlchardPerry
Pureell Mar.
Dee. 19/38
Nov. 14/36
Land
128 (G) Anne
Dick Foran-LInda
13/37 55.54
Life ofBeyond
Emile Zola, The
203
Paul Muni-Gale Sondergaard Oct. 2/37t... 116. July 10/37
Marry
thefor Girl
(G)
116 James
Hugh Herbert-Mary
Boland
1/37
14/37
Melody
Two
(G)
117
Melton-Patricia
Ellis July
May
1/37 80.68.GO. Aug.
Jan. 13/37
16/37
Midnight Court (G) 124 Ann Dvorak-John
Lltel
Mar. 6/S7
Mar.
(Reissue)
Pelo JoeWedding
(G) III
Brown-Carol Hughes
Dee. 10/37
5/36 58
65 . Sept. 26/36
126 Joe
Jane E.Wyman-William
Hopper July
3
It a 7
Day Public
(G) (Exploitation:
Ready,
and
Able
(G).
Lee
Dixon-Ruby
Keeler
Mar.
6/37.
...
.93.
Feb. 6/37
11Willing
3 Ol Mayia de1/37. p. 78.)
Ha101.vlllDick
Singing(Exploitation:
Marine, TheivJuly
(G)24/37,
July 3/37. ... 105. July 16/37
Hunter. . . ApWeston
p.and-80.)I.Powell-Doris
r.
Slim (G)Blonde114
13/37 80.59. July
(G) 122 Pat
GlendaO'Brien-Henry
Farrell-BartonFonda
MacLant . .89Juno
Jan.. Mar.12/37
2/37
Doe. 3/37
5/36
(G) Smart
Varsity
Show
(G)
Dick
Powell-Fred
Waring
Sept
4/37t..
*l20.Aug.
21/37
Err
(See production article,
p.vlll
16.)
ol FlyJulynn-O.24/37,
de
Ha
White Bondage (G) 125 Jean Mulr-GordonandOliver
Mar. 13/37
Nev. 7/36.June... 119/37
15. Oct - 64.60.38 July
Wine, Women and Horses (G). Barton MaeLane-Ann
24/37
Coming Sheridan. ..Sept. I l/37t.. . 24/
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland
Expensive Husbands Beverly Roberts- Patrle Knowles
(See "In the Cutting Roam," July 31/37.)
Kid Comes Back, The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis *60.Jan. 30/37
Your Punches.")
Love (Reviewed
Is On the under
Airthe title, "Don't
Ronald Pull
Reagan-June
Travis
Missing Witnesses Dick Powell-Jean Dale
!..!..........!!..
One
Tomorrow Dick
Over More
the Goal
WilliamForan-June
Hopper-JunoTravis
Travis
Patient in Room 18, The Ann Sheridan-Patric Knowles
Perfect(SeeSpecimen,
The Room,"ErrolJulyFlynn-Joan
"In the Cutting
3/37.) Blondell
the
Octopus
Hugh
Herbert-Marela
Ralston
/
gitive 3
In theSh!
6
She SkyLoved
Dick Foran-Ann Sheridan
(G)a 120Fireman
.. Jean Mulr-WarrPat
Submarine D-l
en O'Brien-George
Hull NovBrent
.
They (See
Won'tproduction
Forget (A)
Rains
article, "TheGloria
Deep Dickson-Claude
South," May 8/37,
p. 16.) 58. Oct 31/36*90. June 19/37
Tonight's
Our
Night
Claudetto
Colbert-Charles
Bayer
Without Warning 218 Boris Karloff-Marle Wilson
et-Joan
WILLIAM
STEINER
Running Time
Star
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Blondell...
• De*.
2I/S6
From
Nine
to
Nina
..Ruth
Roland-Roland
Drew.
Nov. 18/38 6rlj.
7rls
I CoverMar.Chinatown .. .. Paula
NormanWessely
Foster
Masquerade in Vienna (A).
95. Mar.
6/37

H ERALD
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CtiACT—CCNT'E)
WORLD
Title
Rol. DateSI/S7Minute*
I TimeReview**
.Mar.
79
.Tito Sehlpa ...
Slalom
My Song(G)
of Lev*.
.Skiing
Film
...
.D
ee. 25/36 62
.Deo.
Treno Populare . .
. Italian Feature
Coming
66. Jan. 29/3
7
Annie Laurla
Will Fyffe
Aurora Sul Mar* Italian Feature
Chanson
D'Amoor Tit*
Itto
Simon*Sehlpa
Berrlau
Life andon Skill
Love* of BeethovoB... Walter
Harry Baur
Love
Rimll
Monks, Th*
Ninety Degree* South Antaretle Film
. Valerl* Heesen
79.
Secrets of Stamboul
. Haanes Schneider Sept. l/37t....84.
Ski
StreetChase
Without a Nan*.
,, Constant
Remy-Pola
lllery
Basil Wright
39.
Song of Ceylon
, Slmone
Berrlau
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Running Tim*
Title
Star
Dlst'r Rel. Date Minute* JuneReview**
26/37
Angel's
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzarl
Mar. 23/37. .103. Apr. S/67
Amphytrlon
(A) (G)...V.HenriSard)Qarat
Beetbeven Concerto
I ...... ,Gleb*
.Amkin*
Mar. 23/37. . .90.73. Apr.
10/37
.British
Lion
July
19/97
Big FellaIn (G)
Paul Robeson
Carnival
Flanders (A) .. Francois*
R**ay American Tobls. . .Sept. 22/36. . .98. Oct. 8/36
(Reviewed
under (A)...
the title,
"La Holmes
Kermesse....Assoc.
Heroiquo.")British 82. Feb. 26/37
Dominant
The
Phillips
Edge
of theSex,World,
The Finlay
(A)
Currle British I. E. Co
.80. Aug. 14/37
Emll Und Die Detektlv*... Fritz Rasp International 77
Episode (A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. . .90. June 6/97
Eternal
(A) . . . Mathlas
Wleman United
Mayer-Burstyn
Jan. 12/37. . .70.80. Jan.
23/17
Farewell Mask,
AgainThe(G)
Leslie Banks
Artist*
May 22/87
Flying
Doctor,
The
(G
)...
Charles
Farrell
20th
Century-Fox
92.
Dee.
Fury Over Spain (G)
Modern Film
55. Aug. 11/36
14/37
Gang Show, The (G) Ralph Reader General
May 1/37
Glamorous
Night
(G)
Mary
Ellis
Assoc.
British
80.
May
11/87
Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonldov Amkino
74. Aug. 14/37
Golem. The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. . .88. Mar. 27/97
Great Call,
Th* (G) Roland
Camilla Young
Pllett* Warner
United Artists 90. Feb.
Dee. I J/37
5/36
Gypsy
(A)
It Isn't Done (G) Cecil Kollaway British Empire 90. Mar. 27/37
It's You CG)
I Want (A) Seymour
Hl«ks British
LI»n
Janoslk
Palo p.Blellk
French
Nov. 24/36. ..82.70.N*v.
De*. 21/96
8/36
(Exploitation: May 22/37,
86.)
Jericho
(G)
Paul
Robeson
General
77.
Sept.
4/37
Klmlko (A)
Sachiko China International Apr. 12/37. . .73. Apr. 24/67
People, dlThe Bard(G) . . . John Drlnkwater.... Mlndlln May 1 1/37. . .70. May 22/37
LaKing'sDamigella
(G)
E. Gammatlea Artlstl
85. Jan, 9/97
La Grand* llluslen (A)... Jean Gabln Clnematographlqu*
Realization d' Art
120. July 3/37
Last
Late Night,
Matt Ia Th*
Pascal,(B)The I. R. Peltser Amkin* Apr. 27/37. ..90. May 8/97
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 16/97
Les Petit* (0) Alice Tlsset Franea-Amorlean . .D*e. 29/36. . .90. Jan. 23/37
Let's Make a Decteur
Night ef (A).
It.. Buddy
Rogers United
Assoc. British
Mademoiselle
Dita Parle
Artists 105.80. July
May 16/87
1/97
Merry anComes
to TownThe(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
77. Jim* 8/97
Mill
th* Floss.
(G)
Frank Lawton National
90-Frt. H/S7
Moonlight Sonata (G) Paderewskl United Artlstl 90. Mar. 13/97
Ora
Penelan*
(G)
Chueho
S*l*rzan*....Prod.
Sorla
105.
May 15/87
Orphan of the Wilderness. Gwen Munro British Empire. . .Jan. 20/87. . .85. Mar.
3/37
Our Fighting Navy (G)...H. B. Warner General
75. May 9/87
Pagllacel
(G)
Richard
Tauber
United
Artist*
90.
Feb.
9, "97
(See production article, Jan. 9/37, p. 16.)
Pearls of the Crown (A)..Sascha Geltry Toblt
115. Jun* 5/97
Pepe Le Mok* (A) Jean Gabln Pari* Film
I OS. Mar. 29/87
Prisoner* (G)
A. I. Chaban Amkino Feb. 16/37. . .93. FA. 27,*87
Pygmali*n
(G)
Lily
Bouwmeaster.
.
.
Fllmex
Clnetone
Apr. 27/87
I7,**7
Razumev (G)
Pierre F res nay Garrison Mar. 8/37. . .95. Mar.
Revolutionists
"Said
O'Reilly (G)
to McNab" V. V. Schukln Amkino Dec. '36. . 100. Fob. 6/97
(G)
Will Mabeney GainsboroughGB
84.July 17/87
Sensation (A)
John Ledge Ward our
75. Jan. 23/87
Silver Blaze (G) Arthur Wontner Assoc. British 70. July 17/87
Sol Over Danmark (G) . . . . Henrlk Malberg Apr. 13/37. . .73. Apr. 24/37
Southernin Mail
Rlchard-Wllm Solar
Spain
Flames(A)
(A)
Amkino Jan. 28/37. . 109.
.63. Fob.
Feb. 29/«7
13/97
Spanish
Earth,
The
(A)
Prometheus
Aug.
20/37.
.
.58.
Sept
4'37
Thank You.TheMadam
<G)...
Jan
Kiepura
American
Tobl*...
Apr.
26/37...
85.
May
1/97
(A)(G)...EIsa
Ivan Merllnl
Novoseltsov. ... E.Amkin*
85. Jury 17/37
38Tnls'll
SecendsMakeof YouLove
J.
A
2/37
Whlstl*
Jan. 27/87
8/S7
Jack Buchanan Leaauar
Wilcox Intel 'I. ..Mar. 6/37. ..68.78. Mar.
Tsar(A)
t* Lenin (A)
Wave, The
(G)
May 1/87
Whit*
Squadron
(G) Native
Antenlo Cart
Centa Garrison
E. N. I. ...C. ....Apr. 26/37. ..66.83. Dee.
26/36
18/37. ..90. May 29/87
World's withIn Love,
The (A).Marta
Esgertn Viennese
....Dee. 31/36
Ylddle
His riddle....
Molly Ple*n
Sphinx ... ...May

.Jan.
95

September

II
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RELEASE
Title
Community
Sing (No. 3) Rel. Date Mln.
SHCET
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10....
Community
Sing
(No.
4)..
June 24/37.10'/,..
18/37.10'/,..
El EMS
Community
Sing
(No.
5).
..July
Herald ofofNorton
the Skies
Apr. 2/37. .9'/,..
[Numbers immediately follow- Story
I,
Emperor
the United States
ing title designate date re- of(2-6-37)
Dec. 18/36.. 9....
for example, (8-1-36)
HAPPY HOURMay 30/37. .3 rl».
August 1, viewed;
1936.1
Goose
Girl, The
Old
Woman
In
the
Woods.
CELEBRITY
The
Apr. 23/37.. 3 rls.
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
16.
Merry
Cafe
(1-23-37)
.
.
Dec.
26/36.. 7....
Happy Days
Sept.30,'36
17. Lyin'
Hunter, The Feb. 12/37.. 7....
(3-27-37)
COLUMBIA
Krazy's Raee of Time May 6/37. .7....
Title
Rel. Date Mln. 19.18. (6-26-37)
Masque
Raid, The
June 25/37.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
WORLD
OF SPORT
SERIES.7
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dee. 4/36.16'/,.. FishingNEWThrills
(2-13-37) ... Jan. 22/37.. 9....
Win (6-12-37)
May 7/37.
.9'/,..
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May I4.'37. !»•/« . . FitFleetto Hoofs
(4-17-37) Mar.
5/37.10
In the Water
BigCharlie
Squirt,ChaseThe Sept.l7,'37t.2 rls. Fun(4-17-37)
Apr.
10/37.10
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
Bury the Hatchet (8-21 -37) .Aug. 6/37.19 Golf
Magic
Aug. 16/37
Calling
All
Doctors
July
22/37.
19'/,.
.
Plane
Devils
(1-9-37)
.9'/,. .
Cash(3 and
Riding the Waves Nov.
June 28/36.
4/37.10....
Stooges)Carry Sept. 3/37tl8'/2. . Scrambled
Legs
(3-27-37)
..
Feb.
22/37.
.9
Dizzy
Doctors
(4-17-37)
..
..Mar.
19/37.
17'/,.
.
Sport of the Seasons June 25/37. .9
(3 Stooges)
Sport's
Greatest Thrills Aug. 3/37. .9....
Free(All Rent
(8-21-37)
Star) (1-30-37) Dec. 20,'36.I8
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
FromCharlieBad Chut
to Worse June 4,'37.I7 Canine Capers
Sept.l6/37t.6'/2.
I
Want
to
an Aetress.. .Nov.
28/36. .7. .. ..
Goofs andHooter
Saddle*
July
2/37.17'/,.. Dizzy DucksBe (12-19-36)
... .July 18/37. .6'/,. .
Grand
(6-5-37)
May
7/37.19'/,..
Puttin' OutBandthe Concert
Kitten Apr.
Mar. 26/37..
7....
Charlie Chase
29/37. .7....
Grips, Grunts and Groans.. Jan. 15/37.19 Serappy's
Scrappy's Music
Lesson
June 4/37. .7....
(3
Stooges)
(3-27-37)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
KneeAndyAction
Nov. 28/36.10
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17.... No.No. 3—4— (1-9-37)
(2-6-37) Dec. 18/36.10....
Lodge Night
June 11/37.18.... No. 5— (2-27-37)
Jan.
Clyde to Moeneyvillo. Nov. 14/36.18 No. 6—
Feb. 22/37.10....
19/37.10....
LoveAndyComes
No. 7—
Mar. 23/37.. 9'/,..
(1-2-37)
8— (5-29-37) Apr. 30/37.. 9'/,..
My Little Feller May 21/37. 18. . .. No.No. 9—
May
Andy Clyde
No. 10—
June 22/37.10....
4/37.. 9....
New News (4-17-37) Apr. l/37.l7y,.. No.
II—
June
(CollinsKennedy)
No. 12—
Aug. 25/37.
13/3710'>4... .
Sailor
Maid
Feb.
12/37.19....
No. 13—
Sept 10/37
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) ... Dec. 27/36. 17'/,. . No. I— (New Series)Sep.l7,'37t.l rl..
(3
Stooges)
Stuck
the Sticks Mar. 26/37. 18.... Belgium (3-6-37)
SPECIAL
Andy inClyde
Castle Town of France Dec. 25/38.. 8V,..
Super
Snooper,
El Brendel The Feb. 25/37.19'/,.. Old(2-20-37)
Nov. 1/36.. 8'/,..
Pari* and Berne
Three
Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17
(2-20-37) Dee. 18/36. .»</: .
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
DuWORLD
CharlieMissChaseWright, The. . June 18/37. 17. .. .
COLOR RHAPSODIES
StoryTitle
ef the Rose, A Rel. Date Mln.
Ben
Ben
Parade
Nov.
26/36..
8V,..
(1-16-37)
10....
Boy and His Dog, A
Ka (12-19-36)
10....
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/36. .7.... Sus-TI
Utah Picture
Book
Foxy
Pup.
The
(6-5-37)
...
May
21
.'37.
.6'/2
.
.
(1-9-37)
10....
Gift*
the Air July
Jan. 16/37.
1/37. .8....
.7'/,..
Indian from
Serenade
EDUCATIONAL
Lef* Go (4-17-37) Apr. 10/37. .7'/,. .
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37. .6'/2. . [Distributed through
Mother Crows
Hen'* Holiday Aug.
May 20/37
7/37. .7
Scary
Twentieth Century-Fox]
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Skeleton Frolic (2-20-37). Jan. 29/37. .7'/,. .
SONG AND COMEDY HITS
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)
.Aug.
6/37.
.8....
Dental
Follies
(4-10-37)
...
Feb.
II .. ..
Stork
Take*
a
Holiday,
The.
June
1
1/37.
.8
Gifts In Rhythm Oct. 26/37.
23/36.10....
Swing, Monkey, Swing Sept. 10/37
(9-24-36) .. .Sept.
8/36. 1 1 ... .
Two Lazy Crews
(1 1-28-36)TOURS
. Nov. 26/36. .7. . . . Pink
COLUMBIA
Playl Lemonade
Girls
Nov. 16/36.11....
Gold Quest of the Ages
Luck Sol
(8-14-37)
6.'37tll
See Uncle
(2-6-37) Aug.
Jan. 29/37.11
(2-27-S7) Jan. 28/37.10.... Pot
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37. .9'/,. . Strike! You're OutTERRY-TOONS
(1-9-37) . Dee. 11/36.11....
Haiti's
Black Napoleon
Big Game Hunt, The Feb. 19/37. .7....
(8-21-37)
Pirate
Parts ef the Car- Aug. 6/37.. 9.... Book
Shop, The(4-17-37)
(1-30-37). .Feb.
5/37.. 6
Bug Carnival
Apr. I6/37..7....
Ibbean
July 2/37.. 9
Bully
Frog,
A
(10-10-36)
.
Sept.
1
8/36.
.6
" hen
the
West
Was
Young
(3-20-37)
Mar. 12/37.. 9.... Cleaning
Farmer AlDay
Falfa In the Sept. I7,'37t . 1 rl..
COMMUNITY SING
Health
Farm
Sept.
4/36..
6....
(2nd Series)
No. I
Aug.20/37tl0.... Farmer Al Falfa In Trailer
No. 2
Sept.l7,'37tl0....
Life
Aug.20,'37t.6....
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Farmer tieth
A I Falfa'*
Twen- Nov. 27/36.. 7
Runaway Marriage, The
Anniversary
South
Mar. 23/37.
19/37. .7....
.7
(1-16-37) Dec. 18/36.11 Flying
July
Wedding Deal, FEATURET7ES
The Feb. 26/37.11'/,.. Homeless
Kike FellsPup,the The
Fox
Community Sing (N*. I)
(11-7-36)
Ort.
2/36.
.6....
Klko the Kangaroo In a
(2-27-37)
Jan. 17/37.10....
Community
Sing (No. 2)... Feb.
19/37.11....
Battle Royal (1 1-21 -36) . . Oct. 30/36..7....

71

CHAET-- CONT'D)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Maglo
(5-29-37)
10...
KlkoSkunked
the Kangaroo
InHollywood
Shanghai
(8-5-37)
July
16/37.11..
AgainIn Dec. 29/36.. 7... Isle
of Paradise
July 30/37.20..
Hay
Ride,
The
Apr.
2/37..
6...
Spanish
Interlude,
A
June
15/37
Mechanical
Theto June 25/37. .7. . . Sport of Flying Sept.12/36
Ozzie OstrichCow,Comes
Town
May 28/37.. 7...
IMPERIAL
Paper
Hangers, The
Title
Rel. Date
(8-14-37)
.7...
EDGAR GUEST POETIC
GEMS Mln.
Pink
Elephants July
July 30/37.
9/37..
7...
Play
Ball
June
1
1/37..
6...
Puddy the Pup In Cats
Old Prospector, The
8...8...
In a BagCoronation
(12-26-36) May
Dec. 14/37..
11/36. .7...
Early In the Mornln*
8...
Puddy's
7...
NOVELTIES
Puddy the Pup in Sunken
Nero
I..,
Treasures
Oct.
16/36..
6... Hobo Hero
9...
Red
Hot
Music
Mar.
5/37.
.6...
PORT
0'
CALL
Robin Hood in an Arrow
City
the Sun
9..9..,
Last ofResort
Escape
(11-21-36)
Nov.
13/36.
.7...
9..
Salty
McGuire Apr.
Jan. 30/37.
6/37.. .7.7.... . Seventh Wonder
WORLD IN COLOR
School
Tin CanBirds
Tourist, The
Beneath
Coral
Seas
8..,
Dream Harbor
8...
(2-6-37)
Villain
Still Pursued Her, Jan. 22/37.. 7... Under
the Southern Cros* 8...
TheTREASURE CHEST
Sept. 3/37t.l rl.
MGM
Chesapeake Bay Retriever,
Title Rel. Date Mln.
The
(12-26-36)
Dec.
13/36.11...
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
Crystal Ballet May 28/37. II... No. 9— Torture
FeminineSki
Form (8-29-36) . .Aug.
7/36.10...
(2-27-37)
Jan. 2/37.20..
How
Aug. 20/37tll...
It May Happen to June 5/37.21..
KrazI-toInventions
(10-31-36) .Oct.
9/36.11... No.You10—(8-14-37)
Legend
of
the
Lei
(I
-2-37)
.
Dec.
4/36.11...
No.
II—
Soak
the
Poor
Nature's Songsters
TRAVELAug.2l/37.I6..
TALKS
(9-23-36)
8... ColorfulFITZPATRICK
Bombay (5-8-37) 8..
Ornamental
Swimming Sept.
June 4/36..
4/37.10...
Colorful
Islands
(1-2-37)
...
Nov.
14/36. .9.8...
Privateof Life
of the Gannets.Sept.IO/37t
Japan
July 24/37..
Songs
May 7/37.. 9... Floral
Glimpses of Java and
Sports inthetheDanube
Alp*
Ceylon of(4-10-37)
Mar. 6/37.. 9..
(10-10-36) Sept.ll/36..9... Glimpses
Peru
Symphony in Snow
Hong(6-26-37)
Kong, Hub ef China May I ,'37.. 8..
(H-7-36)
Oct.
16/36..
9...
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
India on Parade Feb. 6/37. .9..
Affairs of Pierre, The
(7-31-37) Aug. 6/37tl9... Oriental
PicturesqueParadise
South Africa Nov. 14/36.. 8..
(2-20-37)
Jan. 9/37.. 9..
Amuse
Yourself
Nov.
27,
"36.20.
.
.
Any Old Ballerina
Port (1-2-37) Sept.l7/37t
Nov. 6/36.18... Quaint Quebec Sept.12/36.
.9. .
Bashful
Mountain
Grandeur
Big Courtship; The Feb. 19/37.17... Reeky
(7-24-37)
June
26/37..
Chemist, The (9-24-36) ... .Oct. 9/36.19... Serene Slam (6-26-37) May 29/37.. 9..8..
Comic
Artist's Heme Life Apr. 9/37.18... Yellowstone Park
(4-3-37)
(12-19-36) Oct. 24/36. .9..
Ditto
Feb.
HARMAN-ISING
Freshies
May 12/37.17...
7/37.17...
(Happy Harmonies)
Fun'*
Fun (2-6-37) June
Feb. 11/37.17...
5/37.19... 26 — Pups' Christmas
Girl* Ahoy!
Doe. 16/37..
12/36.. 9..8..
Hamlet
and Egg*
18/37.16... 27 —(12-26-36)
Circus Daze Jan.
Her Accidental
Her* June
May 21/37.17...
Swing
Wedding
Feb. 13/37.. 8..
Hlgh-C Honeymoon Jan. 1/37.21... 28—
29—
Bosko's
Easter
Egg*
HI*
Girl Apr.
18. . .
(4-3-37)
Mar. 20/37.. »..
Hl-yaPertDoc?
Apr. 30/37.
23/37.20...
Holding
the
Bag
May
14/37.19...
May I/37..I.
Held It
Jan. 29/37.17... 31—(5-8-37)
Hound
and
the
Rabbit,
Jail Bait
Jan. 8/37.19...
The (6-26-37) May 29/37.. I.
Just
Typ* May
Dee. 28/37.18...
4/36.20...
Love theIn Arm*
July 10/
Love Nest on Wheel* Mar. 26/37. 18... No.(8-14-37)
33 — Bosko and the Aug. 28/ 37.. 9.
Man to Man
Feb. 26/37. 17.. .
Cannibals
Melody Girl
Apr. 16/37.17...
M-G-M MINIATURES 37.10.
Mixed Magie
(12-9-36)
Nov. 20/36.
17. . . Great American
Pie ComModern
Home
I -28-36)... Nov.
13/36.19...
pany Nov. 9/
Montague
the (IMagnificent
Have
CourageSecond
(7-24-37)...
(8-14-37)
Aug.
27/37tl7...
Hollywood:
Step .June 12/
OffPixilated
the Horses (4-16-37) Mar.
5/37.19...
(2-20-37)
Dee. 5/
Mar. 19/37.18...
to Be a Detective Oct. 17/
Practieally Perfect (1-30-37). Jan. 15/37.21... How(1-23-37)
Rah Rah Rhythm (1 1-21-36) .Oct. 23/36.18...
Vote (9-5-36) Sept. 5/
Ready to Serve (4-10-37) ... Mar. 12/37. 15. . . How to Paradise
Screen Test, The (12-19-36). Dee. 13/36.19... Pacific
Romance
Mar. 23/13/
Slacks Way,
Appeal
Aug. I3,'37tl9... What Do ofYouDigestion
Think? Jan.
Smart
The
COMEDIES
Spring Is Here Oct. 30/36.20... Carnival in MUSICAL
Sweeties
Sept.
3,'37tl5...
Best Paris
Year*.(6-26-37).
A May 29/
That's theGhost,Spirit
June 25/37.
17. . . Girl's
Timid
The
Sept.24/37t
(2-20-37)
Dee. 25/3/
Transatlantic Love Dec. 25/36.20... Hollywood Party (5-8-37) .. .Apr.
36.19.
Unele Sol Solve* It
, No Place Like Rome
(11-7-36)
Sept.26, 37.20.
Who's
Crazy?
Aug.
20/37t
Whose Baby Are You?
Some
Time
Soon
(4-10-37)
.
Mar.
6,'
Oct. 2/36.18... Violets In Spring OUR
(9-5-36)GANG. .Sept 5, 39.11.
Will(M-7-36)
You Stop! Sept.l0/37t
Fishy Tales
Aug. 28,
HOFFBERG
Feb. 20.3,
Hearts Tap*Are (4-10-37)
Thump* Apr.
Title Rel. Date Mln. Glove
37.11..
Baltimore,
Home
ef
Wally
37.11..
Night
V
Gale*
July
Simpson
Reunion InHoliday
Rhythm
Jan. 24.'12,9,' 36.11..
37.11..
Bamboo (5-29-37) July 16/37. It... Roamln'
(7-31-37)
.June
Broadway Dance Parade June 15/37. 10. . . Rushln' Ballet (6-26-87).. .Apr. 24.' 37.11..
36.10..
Busy
Spots
In
Florida
Jan.
20/37.12...
Spooky
Hooky
(3-6-37)
Dec.
5/
Florldian Curiosities
Three
(5-8-37) . ..Sept.26/
Mar. 13/
Two TooSmartYoungBey*(11-7-36)
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11..
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(THE
RELEASE
Title Rel. Date Min.
rltle Rel. Date Min.
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Trees
(3-20-37)
Mar. 20/36.
19/37. 10..9. .... ..
Western Sketches Nov.
dar-Rae's
Night Out Jan.
Feb. 27/37.
PARAGRAPHICS
Dexterity (2-27-37)
16/37. .9.10. .... ..
Equestrian
Aug. 14.6,'37..8
'37. .8 Aviator
BroadwayShorty
Highlights, No. 8. July
Dec. 23/37.10
11/36.10....
Gilding theAcrobatics
Lily Feb.
Broadway
Highlight,
No.
9
10....
Golf
Mistakes
(6-26-37)
....
June
1
2.
'37.
10
Grand Bounce, The
Comes to Town, The
(6-26-37) May 22/ 37.11 Circus
(7-3-37)
June
25/37.
10
Hurling (1-9-37)
Shorty Oct. 8/37t.lrl..
Olympic
Ski Champions Nov. 14/36.10 Cowboy Trails
Apr. 30/37.10
(11-7-36) July 3/37.10.... Game
It's a Good Stunt .. .Sept.lO.'37tlO. . . .
Penny
Wisdom
(5-8-37)
Apr.
10/37.10....
It's
a
Living
Mar. 5/37.11
Pigskin Champions Aug. 14/37
the Tonto Aug.
Ski Skill (4-10-37) 10.... Killer
Nobody ofHome
Apr. I3,'37tl0
2/37.10
Rhythm
of
the
River
Oet. 9/36.10....
(Reviewed
under the title,July"Ski
Sports
on lee
24/37.Thrill")
10. .. . Safety in the Air
Tennis Tactics
(5-8-37) . Dec.
May 1/37.10
(5-22-37)
May 23/36.10
28/37.10....
Wanted—
A Master
Shorty Oct.
ROBERT(1-2-37)
BENCHLEY 26/36.10.... Sailor
Their
Business
Nov.
13/36.11
How to Start the Day
10.... That's
Where Champions Meet
SPECIAL
(2-20-37)
Jan.
8/37.
Servant of the People
Where
Snow
Is
King
Feb.
5/37. .8....
.9.. .
(3-20-37)
Apr.
9/37.21....
PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27/37,
p.
87.)
No.
3
—
Miss
Christopher
TABLOID MUSICALS
a Num- Oct. 16/36.10
Bars
(5-8-37) .. Jan.
Feb. 20/37.
1 ... . Columbus — Take
ber—Ke p Out! Lions
Dancingand onStripes
the Ceiling
2/37. 1.9....
No. 4— A Modern Monster
Little Maestro (4-17-37) ... Mar. 27/37. II
—Aboard
Furs on Parade — All Nov. 13/36.11....
Song of Revolt (7-24-37) ... May 29/37.11
Swing Banditry (9-5-36) .. Sept.19/36. II
No. 5 — Bamboo — Clamdlggers' Choir
Rodeo — Vienna
PARAMOUNT
Title Rel. Date Min.
No.Boys'
6— Cornering a Killer Dec. 11/36.10
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
— Let's All Jan. 8/37.. 9....
Be Human
Nov. 20/36.. 7.... — Twilight
to Ski
Candid Candidate, The. . . . Aug. 27/37t . I rl.. No.Learn
7 — Magle Caverns —
Ding Dong Doggie July 23 / 37t.7. . . . Albert
Payson
Terhune — Feb. 12/37. .t....
Grampy's
Indoor Blues
Outing.. Jan.
Oct. 16/36.
.77.. . Swing Fashion
House
Cleaning
15/37..
No.
8
—
Tides
of
Fundy —
Hot Air Salesman, The
Home theof the
Rainbow- Mar. 12/37.10
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 7....
Meet
Lorlas
Impractical Joker, The
No.
9
—
M
o
o
n
I
I
g
h t and
(7-3-37)
June 18/37.
Shadows
— Blackle
Rooftops andof
Making
Friends Dec.
18/36. .7....
.7....
Manhattan—
Pudgy
Apr. 9/37.10
Pudgy Takes
Picks aa Bow-Wow.
Fight . . Apr. 9/37.. 7.... No.Brownie
10 — Sailboat Time —
(5-22-37)
May
14/37..
8....
Twilight
on
the
TrailService With a Smile Sept.24/37t.7. ... Magnetic Music (5-22-37). May 7/37.10
WhoopsI I'm COLOR
a Cowboy
Feb. 12/37.. 7
No.
Highlights .June
4/37.11
CLASSICS
No. II—
12— Fishing
(7-3-37)
July 2/37.10....
Bunny-Mooning
(3-13-37)
..
Feb.
12/37..
7....
NEW
SERIES
Car-Tune Portrait, A
No. 2
I
Aug. 6/371-.I
(7-3-37)
June 25/37..
Sept.
3/37t.l rl..
rl..
Chicken
a la King Apr.
16/37.. 7....
8.... No.
No. 3 POPEYE THE SAILOR
Oct. I.'37t.l rl..
Christmas
Comes
But
Once
a Year
Dec. 4/36.. 8
the Wire Oct. 23/36.. 7
Peeping
Penquins Aug.
27,'37t.7 Hold
Hospitaliky Apr. 16/37.. 7
Play Safe
HEADLINERSOct. 16/36.. 7.... I Like Babies and Inflnts. . Sept.l7/37t.7
in theChange
Army MyNow Dec. 25,36. .7....
Blue Velvet Music Apr. 9/37.10.... I'm
I Never
Mark Warnow and Orch.
Altitude
Aug.20/37t.7
FrimlRudolfFavorites
(7-3-37)
..
June
4/37.11
Lost
and
Foundry
July
16/37. .7. .. .
Frlmi, Jr., and Orch.
Morning, Noon and Night
Hollywood
Star
Reporter,
(6-26-37)
.June
18/37.
No. 2
Oct. 29/37t.l rl.. MyClubArtistical
Mar. 19/37. .7..7 .. .
HulaEddieHeaven
Oct. I .'37+ II.... Organ Grinder'sTemperature..
Peabody
Swing
(3-6-37)
Installment Collector, The. ..July 24/37.10.... Paneless
Window Washer, Feb. 19/37.. 7....
Fred Allen
The (2-27-37)
Jan. 22/37. .7....
Let'sXavierGo Latin
Sept.
1
0.'37t
1
1
.
.
.
.
Popeye
the
Cugat and Orch. Oet. 9/36.11
Sinbad the Sailor
Sailor Meets
Musical Charmers
(11-14-36)
and Girl Orch.
(Technicolor special) Nov. 27/36. .7
MusicPhil bySpitalny
Morgan
Feb. 12/37.11.... Spinach
Roadster,
Russ Morgan and Orch.
Pitcher, The
The Nov.
May 27/36.
21/37. .7
.7
Music, Music Everywhere.. Dec. 18/36.11.... TwiskerPARAMOUNT
SOUND
NEWS
Clyde Lucas and Orch.
Two Editions Weekly
Night
In
Manhattan
July
30.
'37.
1
1
POPULAR SCIENCE
Queens
of Harmony
Aug. 20.'37tl I
Phil Spitalny
and Girl Oreh.
(Cinecolor) Oct. 30/36.10....
flah.WillRah,Osborne
Football
Oct.
30/36.10....
No.
2
(11-28-36)
and Orch.
No. 3
Dec. 25/36.11
•SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
Jan.
15/37.10
No.
4
(3-2-27)
Feb. 26/37.11
& Orch.
No. 5
Apr.
30/37.11
Star Reporter in Hollywood
No.
6
July
2/37. 1 1....
(11-21-37) Nov. 20/36.. 9....
NEW
SERIES
Ted
Husing-Bennle
BartNo. I
Sept. 3/37t.l rl..
lettDorothy
Lamour
SCREEN SONGS
Star Reporter. The, No. 2
Should Have Told
(3-27-37)
Mar. 12/37.11.... Never
You
(3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.. 8....
Vincent
Lopez
and
Orch.
Boswell Sisters
Nat Brandwynne
andYourOreh.
Please
Keep
Me
In
Swing,
Hutton,
Swing
May
7/37.11
Dreams (5-22-37) May 28/37.. 8...,
Ina Ray Hutton
and Orch.ROMANCE
MUSICAL
Henry Through
King andMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. .. .
Talking
(Technicolor)
Dick Stabile and
Orch.
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37) .Jan. 15/37. .9.... Twilight
on the Trail . Mar.26/37. .7. . . .
Schubert's
The Westerners
Song
of theSerenade
Islands July 23/37. .9
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10.... Whispers in *he Dark Sept. 24,'37t . I rl.
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Title
Date .8.Min.. .
Title Rel. Date Min.
You Came
to My Rescue.. .JulyRel.30/37.
Putting
On the Dog Feb.July 12/37.11...
Royal Steeds
2/37.10...
ShepGRANTLAND
Fields andRICEOrch.SPORTLIGHTS
Saratoga Summers
(NEW SERIES)
(3-27-37) Mar. 12,37.11...
(12-26-36)TO .Nov.
No.(11-21-36)
30 — Sporting Quiz, The Nov. 6/36.10... Singing Wheels
STRUGGLE
LIVE 20/36.11 ...
Females
Nov. 13/36.
No. 31— Chimp Champs. ... Dec. 4/36.10... Deadly
Land
Apr.
5/37.. .9'/j.
9...
No. 32— Sporting Pals Jan. 1/37.10... Desert
Forest Gangsters
(1-23-37)
.Jan. 8/37. .9...
No. 33— Underwater
RoSUPERBA
COMEDIES
mance, An (3-6-37) Jan. 29/37.10... Bridal Grief
Feb. 6/36.21...
5/37.19...
No.(3-13-37)
34— On the Note
Ghost Nov.
Feb. 26/37.10... One Live
Insurance (8-14-37). .July 9/37.18...
No. 35— King Soceer Mar.26/37. 10. . . Wife
May 14/37. IS. . .
No.Laugh)
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37.10... Wrong Romance,
WORLDThe
ON PARADE
California Missions
No. 37— Swing Stars
(4-24-37)
Apr.
16/37.11...
May 14/37.10... Circus Winter Quarters May 14/37.
1 1 .. .
No.(5-22-37)
38 — Pan-American
Florida
Cowboy
June
1 1/37. .9'/a.
Champions
(7-3-37)
June
11/37.10...
Gold
Mania
(1-16-37)
Dec.
25/36.
1 1 .. .
No. 39— Rhythm of the
Graveyardof theof Ships
(I -2-37) . Nov.
27/36.11...
Game (7-10-37) July 9/37.10... Heart
Sierras
Nov.
6/36.11...
No.
40— Aquabats
Aug. I3,'37tl0.
. . Jungle Playmate July 30/37. .9.. .
No.
Pets
Sept.
I0,'37tl
Waterfront
No. 41—
42— Picking
Four
Smart
Dogs. Oct.
8/37tI . . . Manhattan
Feb. 19/37.10...
19/37.11...
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
Mt.(3-27-37)
Vernon
Mar.
(Cinecolor)
Romantic Mexico Jan. 22/37. 10. ..
No.
I
..Aug.
6/37t.l
rl.
Sept. 19/37.11...
1 .'36. 10. . .
No. 2
Oct. 8/37t.l rl. Trinidad
Workshops of Old Mexico. .July
RKO RADIO
STATE RIGHTS
Title Rel. Date Min.
Title
CONDOR MUSICALES
ALEXANDERRel. Date Min.
Frozen
.Affair,
A
(8-28-37)
.Sept.
17/37tlO.
.
Trailing the Seashore
Murder
in
Swing
Time
(1-9-37)
(9-4-37)
Sept.27/37tlO..
AMERICAN RED CROSS II...
HEADLINER SERIES
the Flood Headlines
1— Lalapaloosa Nov. 20/36. 16. . , Behind
(5-8-37)
II...
2—3— Singing
Air Feb. 19/37.19..,
Rhythm onin thethe Rampage
ASTOR
(5-29-37)
9...
(4-24-37)
Apr. 2/37. !8!/2. Carmen
Who Goes There?
4— SwingEDGARFever
July 25/37.20. . Haiti
(5-29-37)
9...
KENNEDY COMEDIES
FILM
EXCHANGE
Bad Housekeeping (4-10-37) . Mar. 5/37.19... Skl-Esta (1-2-37) 10...
Dumb's the Word June 11/37.18..,
MATSON
Hillbillyand GoatBonds
( 1-23-37) .. .Apr.
.Jan. 15/37.18...
Preview
Locks
16/37.19.., Coronation
(3-27-37)
10...
Morning
Judge
Sept.24,'37t
ROGERS
SPECIAL
Tramp Trouble Aug. 6/37.16... Lest We Forget (5-1-37)
I
MARCH
OF
TIME
U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE rL.
No. 3
Nov. 3/36.21... I Pledge
My Heart (8-7-37) II...
No.
4
(12-12-36)
Nov.
27/36.22...
No. 5
Dec. 25/36.19..,
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
No.
6
Jan.
22/37.19...
Title
No. 7
Feb. 19/37.21...
ADVENTURES OFRel.THEDate Min.
No. 8
Mar. 19/37.20..,
NEWSREEL
No. 910
(4-17-37) Apr.
16/37.21... Bone Bender Parade CAMERAMAN
No.
May 14/37.18...
(8-14-37) Aug. 6/37.10...
No. 12
II
June
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10...
No.
July 11/37.18...
9/37.18... Dogging
World
No. 13
Aug. 6/37.18..
Looking for Trouble Dec. 1 8/36. 10. ..
1937-38
No. I MICKEY MOUSE
Sept. 3/37t
PacingParade,
the Thoroughbreds.
'36
Ski
The .Sept.
Feb. 25,5/37
Sports
Headliners of 1936 Oct. 30/36.10...,
Clock Cleaners, The
(11-21-36)
(8-28-37)
8...
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
Hawaiian Holiday
Land of Genghis Kahn
(9-4-37)
(2-6-37)
Dec. 18/36. 10
N U -ATLAS PRODUCTIONS 8... Philippine
Fantasy
Rhythm in a Night Court
(11-7-36)
Sept.25/36 ,
(9-4-37)
Sept.24/37t.9...
Portraits
of
Portugal
PATHE NEWS
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37.10....
Released twice a week
Touring
10. .. .
PATHE PARADE
Western Brazil
Grandeur(12-18-36)
(4-3-37) .. . Nov.
Feb. 13/36.
5/37. .914..
No. I PATHE REVIEWS
Sept.l0.'37t
UNITED
ARTISTS
Released once aPATHE
month TOPICS
Title
Rel. Date Min.
MICKEY MOUSE
Released RADIO
seven timesFLASH
a yearCOMEDIES
103. Alpine
Climbers
(8-22-36) Oct. 28/36t.9'/i..
Don't Be Like That
Circus
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18... 104. Mickey's
(8-15-36)
Horse Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37.
18.
.
.
105. Donald
and Pluto Nov. I l.'36t-8
RADIO MUSICAL COMEDIES
(11-14-36)
Deep
South Moods
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17... 107. Mickey's Elephant Dec. I2,'36t.8....
Mississippi
Feb. I9,'37t.9....
(7-31-37)
July 23/37.17... 108. Don(11-14-36)
Donald
8'/»..
That Man Samson
Turns,(1-16-37)
The
SMART SETMay 28/37. 19. . . 109. Worm
(1-23-37) Apr. 17/37t . 8'/» . .
Grandma's
Buoys
(1-2-37).
.Dec.
18,36.16...
110.
Magician
Mickey
....June
I7,'37t.8'/a..
Inlawful
Apr. 30/37.17... 111. Mickey's Amateurs
SPECIAL
(6-19-37)
I rl..
Hunters Aug. 5/37t.9....
DayQuintuplets,
With theA Dionne
(4-24-37) . Mar.26/37. 18. . , 112. Moose SILLY
SYMPHONIES
SPORTS WITH BILL CORUM
106. ThreeketeersBlind(1 1-28-36).
MouseBeachLeague
Sports June
4/37.. 9'/2. 108.
Country Cousin, The ..Jan. 28,'37t .7. . . .
Big
May 7/37.11...
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10... 109. Mother
(11-21-36)
Dec. l7/36t.6'/2. .
Pluto
Golf
(8-21-37) Jan.
July 23/37.
1 .. .
Iceman,Timing
The
15/37.. 19...
(11-21-36) Mar. 6/37t.6'/t- ■
Ladies' Day
Dec. 18/36.11... 110. More Kittens (I -9-37) . Mar.27/37t .8'/2 . .
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CHART— CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Title Rel. Date Min.
Rel. Date I
Title
Title Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
No. 42— Sunbonnet Blue... Aug. 21/37
Bed-Time Vaudeville
BarryBordoni
Did All Right, .Aug. 7/37.
III. Woodland Cafe
No.
43—
Speaking
of the Sept. 4/37. .7...
ene
(8-26-37)
I
rl.
(2-20-37)
(8-21-37)
M2. Little Hiawatha
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
Bring
On the Girls Jan.
Mar. 30/37.11...
6/37.11...
No.Weather
44 — DogPICTORIAL
Daze REVIEWS
Sept.18/37
(Cinecolor)
Edgar
Bergen
(6-26-37)
I
rl.
1 13. Modern Inventions
Colorful Occupations
Diversions
Apr.
3/37.10...
(6-26-37)
I rl. Vitaphone
Smith Lowdown
and Dale
4— Southern
Wear — Dec. 26/36. 1 1 . .
(9-19-36)
3/36.10... No.Aviation
(1-23-37)
Northern
Lights Oct.
Oct. 31/36.10...
Nickel
May 1/37.10... Along
5— Sports Afloat
UNIVERSAL
the Mediterranean. .. Dec. 5/36.10... No.(2-6-37)
Charles Kemper
Jan. 16/37.10...
g
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Vitaphone
Funsters
Hollanders,
The
(I
-23-37)
.
.Jan.
2/37.10...
PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS
No. 6— Swimming — Wood Feb. 13/37.10...
(6-12-37) May 29/37. 1 1... Nice
Land Work
of the (2-13-37)
Midnight Sun Jan. 30/37.10... No.Carving
Oct. 26,'36..9.... Vaude-Festlval
Johnny
Burke
7— Phonograph
Records..Mar. 20/37.11...
(3-13-37) Feb. 27/37. 10...
Nov. 23,'36.I0
(4-10-37)..
Fritz and Jean Hubert June 26/37
Nature theof Civilization
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar.20/37.
10. . . No.—Lipsticks
Dee. 21, '36.. 9
89—— Coiffeurs
— Shoes
Apr. 10/37.10...
Cradle
17/37.10...
(2-6-37)
Vaudeville
Hits
July
17/37
.Feb.
l,'37..9'/a..
No.
Hats—
Bathing
.Mar. 15/37.. 9....
Elaine Arden
Alpine
May 15/37.10... No. 10 — Dancing-LeatherSuits . May 11/37.10...
(3-27-37)
Gateway Grandeur
to Africa
(4-17-37)
.Mar.
22,'37..8....
Vitaphone
Broadwayites
Aug.
21/37.10...
May 22/37.10...
June 12/37.10... No.(6-5-37)
(4-17-37)
Medley- Dupree
.Apr.
II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37. 10. . .
Land(6-12-37)
of the Magyar
(5-15-37)
May I2,'37..7....
I0,'37.
.9'/*...
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No.(8-14-37)
12 — Pianos-Art
(7-10-37)
July
3/37
(5-15-37) June
7,'37. .9ft.
July 28/37
17/37.10...
Aug. 14/37
(7-24-37) July26.'37.IO.... Say It with Candy Oct. 3/36.20... Crossing the Sahara
No. 13 — Books
— Furs NOVELTIES
Aug.
LOONEY TUNES
VITAPHONE
Virginia Verrill
No.
28—
Village
Smithy,
Sheik
to
Sheik
Oct.
10/36.21...
Nut
Guilty—
(6-27)
Nov.
21/36.
10. ; .
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
The
Nov. 14/36.. 7... Oklahoma
Georges Metaxa
Cal TinneyAs Is Dec. 19/36.11...
Air
Express
Sept.20,'37f
.6
No.
29—
Porky
of
the
NorthCan't
Think
of
It
Oct.
24/36.18..
Big Race, The (3-13-37) . Mar. 3.'37..7....
(1-9-37)
.7.., Poets of the Organ (8-22).. Jan. 16/37
Ken Murray-Oswald Feb. 13/37
Country Store (8-7-37) ... .July 5,*37..7.... Captain
No.woods30— Porky
the Wrestler. Dec.
Jan. 19/36.
9/37. .7...
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
Fireman's
Aug.16,'37.
.6ft. .. GeorgieBluebird
No. 31— Porky's Road Race. Feb. 6/37. .7... Whale
Price
Ho (7-14) Feb. 13/37.10...
Golfers, ThePicnic
(2-13-37) Jan.
I 1/37. .8ft.
No.
32
—
Picador
Porky
Medium
Sunday
Round-Up.
The.
..
Oct.
31
.'36.
18.
.
(2-27-37)
8...
House of Magic (2-13-37) .. Feb. 8. '37. .8
HardeenWell Done Mar. 6/37.10...
Dick Foran-Llnda Perry
Knights
for
a
Day
(1-9-37)
.Dec.
28,'36..7....
No.
33—
Porky's
Romance.
.Apr.
17/37..
8...
Ghost
to
Ghost Hookup, A. .Apr. 3/37.11...
Sweethearts
and
Flowers.
.
.
Nov.
7/36.20..
Lumber Feathers
Camp (3-20-37) ... Mar.
'37. .7
No.
34—
Porky's
Duck Gabby
Hunt. Apr. 17/37. .8..,
RadioRunRamblers
Regis-ToomeyOstrich
Sept. 15,6/37t.7....
No.
35—
Porky
and
Preisser
Sisters
Home
on the Keys
(6-12-37) May 15/37.. 8..
Rest Workers
Resort
Aug.23,'37.
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. 9...
Babe
Ruth
Steel
(5-15-37) ... .Apr.
26,'37. .7..7..7... .. That's
Jay C.Pictures
Flippen (8-29-36) . . Nov. 21/36.21 . . No. 36— Porky's Building. .. June 19/37. .8. .
Stevedores,
The
May 24/37.
No.
37
—
Porky's
Super
Check
Your
Cash May 22/37. 10. . .
JoeBlonde
PalookaBomber"
in "The
Turkey Dinner Nov. 30/36. .8
Service
(7-10-37)
July
3/37.
.8..
Louis
Zingone
Nov. 28/36.21 . . No. 38— Porky's Bad Time
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
Talk (6-5-37) June 26/37. 10. . .
Shemp
HowardStory
July 24/37.. 7.. Double
Alpine
Cabaret
(8-14-37).
.Aug. 14/37.
4/37.10....
Robert
Norton
Bargain
Matinee
(3-20-37)
.Apr.
10
Here
Comes
the
Circus
Dec.
5/36.18..
No.(8-14-37)
39 — Porky's Railroad Aug. 7/37. .7..
PalmEdgarBeachBergenKnights July 31/37
Cocktail Party, The
"Poodles" Hanneford
Charles Ahearn
No. 40— Get Rich Porky Aug. 28/37
May 17/37.10....
12/37.10 "Give Me Liberty" Dec. 19/36.22..
Lyin' Tamer, The (7-1 1-36). Aug. 28/37
Fun(5-15-37)
Begins at Home .Feb.
Litel
No. 41— Porky's Garden Sept. 1 1, '37
George
Jessel
Hawaiian Capers Sept. 8/37tl9 It'sJohn
MELODY MASTERS
Over Now (2-6-37) . Dec. 26/36.20..
WM. STEINER
It's onCafe
the Record Mar.
17/37. 110Oft. . JoeDanAlland Healy
Emil Coleman and Orch.
Royal
Nov. 25/36.
Asbestos In
Title
Rel. Date Min.
(7-11-36)
Oct.
17/36.11..
School
for Swing
"A Horse's Tale"
Leon
Navara
and
His
Orch.
Eagle's
Vengeance,
The July 29/37t20...
Shoes with
Rhythm(2-6-37). .Jan. 20/37.10
(2-13-37)
Jan.
9/37.20..
(9-19-36)
Nov.
7/36.11..,
(5-15-37)
June 9/37.10
Harry GribbonWORLD
Clyde
McCoy and Orch. .Nov. 28/36.10...
Singing
Bandit. The
Hamtree
Harrington
(8-29-36)
Title Rel. Date Min.
(7-3-37) July 7/37.10.... Pretty Pretender, The
Jimmie
Lunceford
and
Oreh.
Battling
Bettas
8,'37tlO.. .
(2-13-37)
Jan.
23/37.21..
Teddy Bergman's
Bar-B-2. . Oct.
(1-23-37)
19/36.10..
Men of Ships July
Sept.l0/37t.9.
Bernice Claire
Television
Highlights
Dec. 23/6/37tl9....
36.10
George
HallKings
and Orch Dec.
Jan. 23/37.
9/37.10..
OSWALD CARTOONS
toe
Palooka
in
"Kick
Me
Louisiana
Jan.
10.
.
Birthday Party, The Mar.29/37. .6ft. . Again" (3-6-37) Feb. 6/37.21..
Roger Wolfe Kahn and
Duck HuntSings(3-13-37)
Mar. 22/37.
8/37. .7....
Shemp
HowardSERIALS
Robert Norton
Everybody
(1-30-37). . Nov.
Feb.
CabOrch
Calloway and Orch. Feb. 6/37.10..
Gopher Trouble
30/36.. .7.7 . . . Captain Blueblood Feb. 3/37.21..
12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Sp
(3-13-37)
Feb.
20/37.10..
Night Ufe of the Bugs
Georgie Price
Peter Van Steeden and
(10-3-36)
Oct. 9/36.. 8.... Swing
COLUMBIA
Orch
Hal forLeRoySale (3-13-37) . . Feb. 27/37.22. . Jacques
Playful
Pup, The
Fray and Orch. Mar. 6/37.10..
glerankMenace
Under
Southern
Stars
Feb.
20/37.
18.
.
Buck-C.(9-4-37)..
Henry
(7-31-37)
July
12/37..
7.
.
(4-10-37) Mar.27/37.10..
15
episodes)
Fred Lawrence-J. Bryan
Puppet Show (10-13-36)... .Nov. 2/36. .8.... Hotel
The
Apr. 17/37. 10. .
a Foy.
la Swing
Mar. 13/37.20. . JamClydeSession,
Trailer
Thrills
(5-15-37)
..
.May
3/37.
.7....
McCoy
and
Orch.
Eddie
Jr.
Unpopular Mechanic
REPUBLIC
Orchestra,and The
May 29/37.
8/37.10..
Nov. 7/37..
6/36.. 7....
8.... MailKen andMurrayFemale Mar. 27/37. 21 . . Rimac
Jack
Denny
Orch
May
10. . Dick Tracy 6401 (2-27-37) Feb. 20/37tWily(10-17-36)
Weasel, The
June
Eliseo
Grenet
and
Orch.
STRANGER
THAN FICTION
SERIES
Ralph
Byrd-Kay Hughes
PlayPreisser
Street Sisters
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21..
(6-19-37)
(15 episodes)
No. 29— Novelty (9-24-36) .. Nov. 9/36. .8ft..
Lennie
Hayton and Orch. June 19/37.10..
of Robert Burns
No. 30— Novelty ( 12-26-36) . Dec. 7/36.10.... Romance
Painted
Stallion. The 6421. June 5,'37t.
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.10..
(4-10-37)
.....Apr.
10/37.16..
No. 31— Novelty (I -2-37) .. .Jan. 4/37. .9
David Mendoza and Orch.
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
Robinson
Crusoe of Clipper
Owen King-Linda Perry
No.
32—
Novelty
(
I
-30-37)
..
Feb.
1/37.
.9
(8-21-37)
July
31/37.10..
Island
3583
Nov. 14/36..
of Club
the Party,
No. 33— Novelty (2-13-37). .Mar. 1/37. .9.... Lifers
Boys The. ..Apr. 17/37.21..
MERRIE MELODIES
Mala-Mamo Clark
No. 34— Novelty (.4-17-37). . Mar.29/37. .9. .. . JoeYachtPalooka
(In
Color)
(14
episodes)
in "Taking Apr. 24/37.21 . . No. 27 — Boulevardier of the
No.
0. S. Coast Guard Aug. 29/37t.
No. 35—
36— Novelty
Novelty (4-17-37)
(4-17-37) ....Apr.
May 26/37.
24/37. .9....
.8. .. . the
Bronx
Oct. 10/36.. 7.. S. 6441
ShempCount"
Howard-Robert Norton
No. 37— Novelty (7-3-37) .. June 21/37. .8ft.. Movie
No.
28—
Don't
Look
Now.
..Nov.
7/36.
.7..
Mania
May
8/37.20..
Ralph
No. 38— Novelty (5-15-37) . .July 19/37. .9....
Dave Apollon
No. 29 — Coocoonut Grove ..Nov. 28/36.. 7.. Zorro RidesByrd-Maxine
Again 6461Doyle.... Nov. 20/37t.
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-37) . .Aug. 16/37. .9. .. , Musii-al
No.
30—
He
Was
HeMan..
Jan.
2/37.
.7..
Operation,
A
May
15/37.20..
No.
40—
Novelty
Sept.
6,'37t.9
No. 31— Pigs Is Pi s Jan. 30/37. .7..
Gaby-Virginia Verrill
No. 41— Novelty Oct. 4/37t.9..., DayFrankat Santa
Anita May 22/37. 18. . No.(1-16-37)
UNIVERSAL
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. l.'37t-9
32 — I Only Havt Eyes
UNIVERSAL. SPECIAL
Sybil Jason
Jungle
Jim
(12-26)Jane Jan.
18/37. (each)
.2 rls.
for
You
(3-6-37)
Mar.
6/37..
8..
SoundRufe Defects
(6-12-37) ... June 5/37.22.
Hollywood Screen Test
Davis
No. 33— The Fella with the
Grant Patrol
Withers-Betty
Rhodes
Radio
Oct.
4/37f.2rls.
Fiddle
(4-10-37)
Mar.27/37.
.8.
.
King(8-14-37)
Edward the VI III . . . .Aug.
Dee. 30/37t2l...
14/36. .9ft. JoeRobt.
PalookaNorton-Beverly
in "Thirst Aid"PhalenJune 12/37.20.
Grant Withers-Cath. Hughes (each)
No. 34— She Was an AcroYouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
X9Rogers
Apr. 12/37..(each)
2 rls.
bat's Daughter Apr. 10/37. .8. . Secret
Nov. 30/36.25... Rhythm
Roundup,
The June 19/37.21 .
Scott Agent
Kolk-Jean
Estelle
Taylor
No.
35—
Ain't
We
Got
Fun.
May
I,
'37..
8..
Wild West Days (6-26-37) .July 5/37t.2rls.
No. 36 — Clean Pastures May 22/37
VITAPHONE
Little Pioneer, The
Johnny Mack Brown (oath)
Title
Rel. Date
No.Bungalow
37— Uncle Tom's
.June 5/37
(7-10-37)
July 3/37.19.
(13 episodes)
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE
REEL Mln.
Sybil
JasonNocturnes
No. 38 — Streamlined Greta
Newsboys
Vitaphone Internationals. .. .Oct. 17/36.11..
VICTORY
Green
(6-12-37)
June
19/37..
8..
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.20.
Holtz-Lee Is Back Nov. 14/36.11..
No. 39 — Sweet Sioux
Blake of Scotland Yard.. Apr. 15,37.
Lane.
Tree
&
Edwards
Vaudeville
Flowers from the Sky
June 26/37.. 8.,
Johnny Perkins
Ralph
Byrd-Herbert
Rawlinson
(15 episodes
— also feature
version)
No.(7-10-37)
40— Egghead Rides July
(R-21-37)
July 24/37.22.
Vaudo-Villians
Dec. 12/36.10..
Again
17/37. .8. . Shariown of Chinatown Oct. 10/36.
Josephine
Huston
Marty May
No.
41
—
Plenty
of
Money
Cut Out for Love Aug. 2/37
ReelHarryVaudeville
(1-30-37)
.
.Jan.
2/37.11..
Bela
Lugosi-Herman
Brix
(15 episodes — also feature version)
and You
July 31/37. .7..
Donald Novis- Dorothy Dare
Rose
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RECEIPTS

The total ot theatre receipts for the calendar week ended September 4, 1937,
from 100 theatres in I 7 major cities of the country was $1,1 46,006, a decrease of $6,898
from the total for the preceding week ended August 28, 1937, when 96 theatres in 16
large cities aggregated $1,152,904.
{Copyright, 1937. Reproduction of material from this department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden.)
1937)
-pi
(Average
weekly 4,grosses
66 week3, period
I neaTreS■
from January
1936, tofor April
Average
Boston
Seats
PerReceipts
Week
Price
Boston
3,246
25c-65c
$17,700
Fenway
1,382
30c -50c
5,300
RKO Memorial
2,907
13,600
25c-65c
35c-65c
14,500
Loew's Orpheum
.2,970
13,100
35c-65c
Loew's State
3,337
Metropolitan 4,332
35c-75c
26,200
25c -50c
Paramount
1,793
8,000
Buffalo
30c -50c
Buffalo
3,489
14,000
25c
Century
3,000
7,000
Great Lakes
3,000
35c-40c
10,100
Hippodrome
2,500
25c -40c
9,000
Lafayette
3,300
Chicago
. 1,400
35c-75c
Apollo
7,100
35c -75c
Chicago
35,500
4,000
50c-$1.50
Erlanger
11,000
1,200
.. 900
35c-75c
6,800
..3,490
35c-55c
17,500
35c-75c
. ,2,509
19,900
Roosevelt
13,000
. , 1,591
35c-75c
20c-40c
State-Lake ...
14,800
United Artists
17,500
35c-75c
Cleveland
Allen
30c-42c
3,300
5,700
30c-42c
12,700
3,800
17,800
RKO Palace
30c-60c
3,100
State ...
17,200
.3,400
Stillman
.1,900
5,200
Denver
25c -50c
Aladdin
1,500
3,400
Broadway
1,500
25c-40c
2,300
25c -40c
1,500
6,700
25c-50c
2,500
9,600
2,500
25c-40c
7,300
25c -40c
3,400

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"The Man Who Cried Wolf" 8.000
(Univ.) and "Way Out West" (MGM)
"Artists
Models"(Para.)(Para.) and.. 5,000
"She's NoandLady"
"Make
a
Wish"
(RKO)Cent.-Fox)
and 13,000
"Hot Water" (20th
"Topper"
(MGM)
and
"Between Two Women" (MGM) 18,000
"Topper" Two
(MGM)Women"
and
"Between
(MGM) 15,000
"Confession"
(F.N.)
16,000
(stage: Harriet Hayes)
"Artists
Models"(Para.)(Para.) and.. 8,000
"She's NoandLady"

Previous Week
Fox)
Picture
Gross
"I Cover the War" (Univ.) and.... 8,000
"One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent."You Can't Have Everything" 4,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
and
"Borneo"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"It's
Yours"
"FlightAllfrom
Glory"(Col.)(RKO)and 17,000
"Stella
Dallas"
(U. A) (Col.)
and 14,000
"The Devil
Is Driving"
(2nd
week)(U.A) and 12,500
"Stella
Dallas"
"The Devil
Is Driving" (Col.)
(2nd week)
"Love Under
22,000
(stage:Fire"
Nick (20th
Long,Cent.-Fox)
Jr.)
"You Can't
Have
Everything"
7,000
"Borneo"(20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Cent.-Fox)and

"Artists and Models" (Para.) 14,766
"Four
Aces" On(Ind.)
5,123
"Off Again—
Again"and
(RKO)
"Broadway
Melody
of
1938"
(MGM)
6,285
(2nd week)
"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
6,950
"King
Solomon
"Girls Can
Play"Mines"
(Col.) (GB) and.. 5,500

"Stella Dallas" (U. A.).
"Hell
Divers"
(MGM) Mystery"
and (20th18,700
8,600
Cent.-Fox)
"The
Great Hospital
"Broadway
Melody
of
1938"
(MGM)
18,600
(1st week)
"Ever Since
Eve" (F.N.) and 6,200
"The
(F.N.) Case of the Stuttering Bishop"
"Rhythm in the Clouds" (Rep.) and 5,600
"Jim Hanvey, Detective" (Rep.)

"Trader Horn" (MGM)
6,800
"Artists
and Jack
Models"
(Para.)
45,000
(stage:
Dennv
and
Orch.)
"The Life of Emile Zola" (F.N.).. 14,800
"You Can't
Have
Everything"
6,000
Cent.-Fox)
(2nd week) 18,000
"It's All(20thYours"
(Col.)
(stage:
Jack
La
Rue-Vince
Barnett)
"Make(stage:
a Wish"Red (RKO)
Norvo and Band) 20,000
"Captains
(MGM) .... 11,500
(2nd Courageous"
week)
"Reported(plusMissing"
(Univ.) 13,200
stage
show)
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 10,000
(3rd week)

"Saratoga"
5,500
(2nd (MGM)
week)
"Confession"
(F. N.)
52,000
(stage:
Rudv
Vallee
and
Orch.)
"The Firefly"
5,000
(3rd week)(MGM)
"You Can't
Have
Everything"....
8,000
(20th from
Cent.-Fox)
(1st week) 13,000
"One Mile
Heaven"
Cent.-Fox)
(stage:Cent.-Fox)
Lou Holtz)19,000
"Love(20thUnder
Fire"
(20th
(stage:
Barto and (MGM)...
Mann) 16,000
"Captains
Courageous"
(1st week)(MGM)
"Hell (stage:
Divers"
Verne Buck and revue)15,000
"The Good
12,000
(2nd Earth"
week) (MGM)

'You Can't
Have Everything"....
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(2nd week) 5,500
'Lost Horizon" (Col.)
16,000
'It's(stage:
All Yours"
Roscoe (Col.)
Ates and vaudeville)16,500
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 19,000
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 7,500

"You Can't
Have Everything"
8,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(1st week) 11,500
"Confession"
(F. N.)
"Love(20thUnder
Fire"
Cent.-Fox)
(plus vaudeville)17,000
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 22,000
"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
6,500

'Lost Horizon" (Col.)
5,000
'Platinum
Blonde"
(Col.) and
800
"A'Love
Dangerous
Adventure"
(Col.)
(3
davs)
Under
Fire"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(4 days) 2,000
'Blonde Trouble" (Para.) 3,500
'Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 18,000
(plus Melody
stage band)
"Broadway
of 1938" 12,000
(MGM)Mileandfrom"Border
(RKO) 3,500
"One
Heaven"Cafe"(20th....
Cent.-Fox) and "Armored Car" (Univ.)

"Love Under Fire" (20th Cent.-Fox) 3,000
"You Can't Have Everything" 2,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"No Man of Her Own" (Para.).... 4,000
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
19,000
(plus(MGM)
stage band)
"Topper"
and(MGM) 10,000
"Between
Two
Women"
"Born
(20th (Rep.)
Cent.-Fox)..
"MichaelReckless"
O'Halloran"
(3 days) 800
"Outlaws
of
the
Orient"
(Col.)
"Fight to the Finish" (Col.) (4 and
days) 1,700
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Theatres
^l^^^^^^TSm
Average
Receipts
Per Week
Hollywood Seats Pr

Current Week

Previous Week

30c-55c
30c -65c
30c-65c

Fox) Under Fire" (20th Cent...... 12,427
'Love
Fox) and "Wild and Wooly" (20th Cent.'Make
Wish"Glory"
(RKO)(RKO)and 6,000
'Flight afrom
'Stella
Dallas"
(U.A.)
andweek) 9,800
'Talent Scout" (F.N.) (2nd

'Riding
'Night
'Stella
'Talent

1,100
2,800
2,800
2,000

25c-40c
25c-40c

6,300
8,200

"Borneo"
-Fox) and.... 2,500
"Hot
Water"(20th(20thCent.Cent.-Fox)
"Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
:'Blonde Trouble" (Para.)and 7,000
"Dead
and
"It Can'tEnd"Last(U.A.)
Forever"
(Col.) 10,000
"Confession"
(F.N.)
(stage: Eddy Duchin and Orch.) 16,000

Fox)
'One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent.- 3,800
Fox) and "Wild and Wooly" (20th Cent.'The
Toast Shot"
of New(RKO)York" (RKO) 6,000
and "Big
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 9,800
"Love(20thUnder
Fire"
Cent.-Fox)
(plus stage show)11,000

Kansas City
Empress
Fox
Mainstreet
Midland
Newman
Uptown

...1,500
..2,200
..3,100
3,100
..4,000
..1,900
1,900
2,000

25c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c -40c

7,400
9,300
12,000
7,380
4,500

"Damaged
"Killers of Goods"
the Sea"(G.N.)(G.N.)and 2,800
(6 days -2nd week)
"The
Toast
of New York"(W.B.)
(RKO) 8,700
and Good
"Fly-Away
"The
Earth" Baby"
(MGM) 14,300
"Artists and Models" (U. A.).... 5,700
"Platinum(5 days)
Blonde" (Col.) 1,500

Los Angeles
Carthay Circle
Four Star
Grand International
Hillstreet
Loew's State
Paramount
Downtown

"Backstage"
and
1,800
"The
Great(6(GB)
Hospital
Cent.-Fox)
days) Mystery" (20th
"Love(20thUnder
Fire"
11,000
Cent.-Fox)
stage show) 4,700
"Confession"
(F.N.)the (plus
and
"Mr. Dodd Takes
Air" (F.N.) (6 days)
"Topper"Are (MGM)
12,500
"Men
Not Gods"and
(U.A.)
"The
Gambini"
"Dance.Great
Charlie,
Dance"(Para.)
(F.N.) and 3,200
(5 days)
"Wild
and
Wooly"(20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Cent.-Fox) 4,000
and "Borneo"

1,518
900
750
2,700
.2,500
3,595
3,400

50c-$1.50
50c-$1.50
35c-40c
30c-65c
30c-55c
30c-55c

14,700

"High, (Para.)
Wide and(3rdHandsome"
4,000
week)
"The Firefly"
8,400
(4th week)(MGM)
"Under (Scandinavian)
Falsk Flagg"
1.700
"Make
"Flight afromWish"Glory"(RKO)(RKO)and 6,400
"Love
Under andFire"Wooly"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
12.561
and "Wild
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
24,500
(stage: Senator Murphy and revue)
"Stella Dallas"
(U.A.) (2nd
andweek) 11,800
"Talent
Scout" (F.N.)

"High, (Para.)
Wide and(2ndHandsome"
5,500
week)
"The Firefly" (MGM)
9,300
(3rd
week)
"Paris (6Commune"
(Amkino) 2,200
days)
"Riding
on Air"(Univ.)(RKO) and 6,500
Fox) Key"
"Night
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 21,542
and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto" (20th Cent."Artists and Models" (Para.) 16,000
(plus stage show) (2nd week)
"Stella
(U.A.) (1stand
"Talent Dallas"
Scout" (F.N.)
week) 15,000

.. 1,600
2,900
2,400
400

25c-40c
25c-55c
25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-35c

5,200
12,200
7,200
5,600
2,700

"Artists and Models" (Para.) 3,000
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 13,000
"Married
Before Breakfast" (MGM) 21,000
(stage:
(35c-55c)Rudy Vallee and Orch.) (5 days)
"The Case of Stuttering Bishop".. 5,500
(F.N.) Solomon's
and "WildMines"
Money"(GB)....
(Para.) 1.700
"King

'Ever Since Eve" (F.N.) 3,800
"Artists and Models) (Para.) 13,000
"The Road Back" (Univ.) 4,500
"Born
(20th Cent.-Fox).. 3,000
'Super Reckless"
Sleuth" (RKO)
•Dreaming Lips" (U.A.) 1,800

.2,547
3,115
2,600
2,272

25c-60c
25c-40c
25c-65c
25c -65c

11,000
10,500

'You Can't Have Everything" (20th 9,500
Cent.-Fox)
and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto"
t20th Cent.-Fox)
'Midnight
Madonna"(Col.)(Para.) and.. 4,500
"North
of Nome"
"The Good
(MGM) 5,500
(2nd ofEarth"
week)
'The
Toast
NewOffYork"
and "On
Again—
Again"(RKO).
(RKO). 6,500

'Wee Willie Winkie" (20th Cent.- 6,500
Fox)
"King George
VI Coronation"
(20th and
Cent.-Fox)
"Ever
Eve" (2nd
(F.N.)week)and 6,000
"White Since
Bondage"
(W.B.)
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 7,000
(1st week)
"Exclusive"
(Para.) and
6,000
'Sing and Be Happy" (20th Cent.-Fox)

'The Firefly"
6,844
(4 days) (MGM)
'Dance, Charlie, Dance" (F.N.).... 5,000
'Souls at(4thSea"
week)(Para.) 6,500
'The Life(3rdofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 20,000

'High, Wide week)
and Handsome" (Para.) 4,500
"Talent (6thScout"
(F.N.)
4,500
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)
(3rdofweek)
'The Life(2nd
Emile Zola" (W.l 25,800
week)
9,600

Chinese
2,500
Pantages
3,000
W. B. Hollywood 3,000
Indianapolis
Apollo .:
Circle
Loew's
Lyric

Minneapolis
Century
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum ...
State
World

18,400
10,700

on Air"(Univ.)
(RKO) and
Key"
Dallas"
(U.A.)
Scout" (F.N.) (1stand
week)

5,900

Montreal
Capitol
Loew's
Palace
Princess
New York
Astor
,
Criterion
Globe
Hollywood

1,142
1,700
1,400
1,430

55c-$2.20 15,6
25c-75c 12,0
55c-$2.20 17,8
55c-$2.20
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Oklahoma City
Criterion
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RECEIPTS— CONT?Tl

(AverageJanuary
weekly4, grosses
66 week3,period
from
1936, tofor April
Average 1937)
Price
Seats
New York (Continued)
Paramount
.3,700
25c-99c
.. 594
25c -55c
7,700
25c-99c
23,100
40c-$1.65
79,000
.6,200
...5,954
25c -75c
35,400
40c -99c
20,800
Theatres

PICTURE HERALD

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 32,000
(stage:
(4th Phil
week)Spitalny's Girl Orch.)
"Bad Guy" '(MGM)
10,000
"Dead End"
(U.A.)
45,100
(2nd week)
"Walter
Wanger's
of 1938"week)
88,000
(U.A.)Under
(plusFire"
stageVogues
"Love
(20thshow)Cent.(2nd
-Fox) 44,500
(plus
stage
show)
"Confession"
(F. N.)
13,500
(2nd week)

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 35,000
(stage:(3rdPhilweek)Spitalny's Girl Orch.)
"Roaring Timber" (Col.)
6,500
"Dead End"
(U.A.)
52.000
(1st week)
"Walter
1938".week)
106,135
(U.A.) Wanger's
(plus(GB)
stageVogues
show) of (1st
"Gangway"
26,000
(plus stage
show)
"Confession"
(F.N.)
16,000
(1st week)

"Love Under Fire"
4,200
(20thWise"
Cent. (20th
-Fox) Cent.-Fox).. 1,900
"Woman
and "Mountain Justice" (F.N.) (4 days)
"Meet
and.... 500
"Off
tothetheMissus"
Races" (RKO)
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(3 days)
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 7,200
"Elephant Boy" (U.A.) 2,500

'The Toast of New York" (RKO).. 4,000
'The
Thirteenth
Chair"(Rep.)
(MGM)(4 days)
and 2,200
'Michael
O'Halloran"
'Laughing
at
Trouble"
and (3 days) 700
'Fugitive(20thin theCent.-Fox)
Sky" (W.B.)
"You Can't Have Everything" 6,500
"When (20th
Love Cent.-Fox)
Is Young" (Univ.).... 2,900
(plus Jack Caldwell at organ)

"Make
Wish"Glorv"
(RKO)(RKO)and 3,600
"Flight afrom
"Broadway
of 1938"(W.B.)
(MGM)(8 days)
7,500
and "WhiteMelody
Bondage"
"The Emperor's Candlesticks" 5,700
(MGM) and "Wings Over Honolulu"
(Univ.)

'Confession"
'Dance, Charlie.(F.N.)Dance" (F.N.) and 3,700
'The
Good Earth"(20th(MGM)
and.... 3,600
'Big Business"
Cent.-Fox)
(3 days -2nd
'The Singing
Marine"week)(W.B.).... 17,800
(stage: Stephin Fetchit) (35c-5Sc)

1,700
1.500

10c-40c
10c-25c

Midwest
Tower

1.500
1,100

10c -55c
10c-35c

Omaha
Brandeis
Omaha

1,200
2,200

25c -40c
25c -40c

1.300
2,400

40c -65c
40c-65c
25c-55c
40c-65c
25c-40c
30c-50c
40c-65c
30c -50c

9,200
14,800
14,400
17,000
2,700
2,800
15,700
6,400

"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
19,000
"Walter(U.A.)
Wanger's Vogues of 1938" 13,000
"Love
Under Fire"
(20th Cent......
13,500
Fox) (stage:
Osborne
and Orch.)
"Souls
Sea" Will(Para.)
17,000
(10at days)
"Confession" (F.N.)
2,300
"You Can't Have Everything" 3,200
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
"Broadway
Melody
of 1938" (MGM) 10,500
week) Mines"
"King (2nd
Solomon's
(GB).... 5,000

15c-40c
15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c -75c

1,100
11,000

"Amphytrion"
800
(2nd week)(French)
"San Ouentin"
(F.N.)(20thand
"Love
Under Fire"
Cent.-Fox)19,000
"Big Shot"
14,500
(stage:(RKO)
Gene Autry)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
18,000
"Broadway
15,000
and "She's Melody
No Lady"of 1938"
(Para (MGM)
,2nd week)
"The Good
Earth"
(MGM)
6.400
(2nd week)
"Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
and
19,000
"Blonde Trouble" (Para.)

"Amphytrion"
900
(1st week)(French)
"Artists
andof Models"
(Para.)Bishop"
and.. 12.000
"The Case
the
Stuttering
week)
"Border (F.N.)
Cafe" (2nd
(RKO)
16,000
(stage:
Svbil
Jason
and revue)
"It
Happened
in
Hollywood"
(Col.)
7,600
"Dangerous Melody
Adventure"
"Broadway
of 1938"(Col.)
(MGM)
"She's
No Lady" (Para.)
(1st
week)24,000
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 7,000
(1st week)
"They
Won't
Forget"
"Marry the Girl"
(W.B.)(W.B.) and.. 14,000

"Rose
Marie" (MGM)
"Hell Divers"
(MGM) (re-issue)
(re-issue) and 5,100
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 9,200
"Stella (2nd
Dallas"
7,000
week)(U.A.)
"Wee Willie Winkle" (20th Cent.- 3,850
Fox)
and
"Sing and Be Happy"
(20th Can't
Cent -Fox)
"You
Have Everything".... 4,800
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
(Para.) (3rd week)and "Midnight Madonna"
"Meet (plus
the BoystageFriend"
show) (Rep.).... 4,650
"The Good
(2nd Earth"
week) (MGM) 6,750

"Love
Bungalow"
"Armoredin a Car"
(Univ.) (Univ.) and 3,100
"Wee Willie Winkie" (20th Cent.- 6,800
Fox) and
"Sing and(2ndBeweek)
Happy"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
"Stella
Dallas" (U.A.)
11,000
"Artists(1standweek)
Models" (Para.) 3,400

Philadelphia
Aldine
Boyd
Earle
Fox
Karlton
Keith's
I Stanley
Stanton
San Francisco
Clay
Fox

1 000
2,000
3,700
1,700
400
5,651
2,850
2,449
2,670

St. Francis
Warfield

2,680

Seattle
Blue Mouse
\ Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum
Palomar
Paramount

950
2,500
1,800
950
2,450
1,500
3,050

15c-35c
30c-55c
25c-55c
30c-55c
15c-35c
30c -55c

5,300
2,900

16,606
8,200
13,300
6,900
15,300
3,700
7,700
7,700
3,500
4,700
5,200

"Confession" (F.N.)
10,500
"The Girl
SaidDorsey
No" (G.N.)
15,000
(stage:
Jimmy
and
Orch.)
(6
days)
"You Can't Have Everything" 13,000
(20th ofCent.-Fox)
"The Toast
New York" (RKO) 2,700
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 3,500
"Broadway
(1st Melody
week) of 1938" (MGM) 19,000
"One Mile from Heaven" 5,200
(20th Cent.-Fox)

"You Can't Have Everything" 6,450
(20thMadonna"
Cent.-Fox)(Para.)(2nd
and
'Midnight
"The
Frame-Up"
(Col.) week)4,100
(plus
stage
show)
'The Good
Earth" (MGM) 8,900
(1st week)
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WHAT
DID

MOTION

THE

FOR

British Lion
SONG space
OF FREEDOM:
Robeson—of this
We picture.
haven't
enough
to lament forlookPaul
the forplaying
Ifyouyoucan play
a andgoodgetcornfield,
get this
into picture,
it after the show,
everythingso
off
your haschest.
You'lla stroke
curse and'tillitmidnight.
neighbor
just tohad
looks
like Our
I'm
next
ifeverybody
we have
playstreet
such topictures
as the
these.
asked
on
the
come
into
showI
toRankin,
take the
bareness
out
of
the
theatre.—
Harland
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
General patronage.
Chesterfield
HOUSE OF SECRETS: Leslie Fenton, Muriel
Evansa midweek
— Fairly date.
good melodrama.
onMason,
Adams,Proved
Masonsatisfactory
Theatre,
Mich. Small— RoytownW. patronage.
Columbia
DEVIL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan
Perry — Our perhaps
box itofficewas didno a fault
nose dive onpicture.
this oneThisaltype ofthoughpicture
should be shownof thegratis,
so more
people
would
see
it,
but
my
cash
customers
to be educated, they want to be entertaineddon'tandpayI
don't
blame
them.
Running
time,
68
minutes.
Played
AugustN. D.14-15.—
M. Gerber,
ton,
SmallH. town
patronage.Roxy Theatre, HazelDEVIL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan
Perryminutes.—
— Nice programer
in any spot. Running time,
68Town,
E. McPhee,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand Theatre, Old
MORE THAN A SECRETARY: Jean Arthur,
George Brent— Very well made and entertaining comedy Roy
drama. W.It Adams,
didn't do so well on a hot Sunday
night.—
Small town
patronage. Mason Theatre, Mason Mich.
RACKETEERS IN EXILE: George Bancroft, Evelyn
Venable
— This Wewasbookdouble-billed
with "Rhythmwhenin
the word
Clouds."
greater
the
"racket"
is in with
a title
as our assurance
patrons
always
respond
to
the
suggestion
of
action
hard-boiled
thrillsuponin thea picture.
This story
of a andracketeer
whofor
hit
plan
of
using
the
church
as
a
front
his
unlawful
activities,
andtoughhisas gradual
reformation
through
religion
is
not
as
some
might
expect,
but
its originality
pleasedTheatres,
our patrons.—
J. W. Texas.
Noah,
New
& Ideal
Ft. Worth,
GeneralLiberty
patronage.
ROARING on TIMBER:
Jack
Holt, Holt
Grace Bradley-the
Just
par withAlthough
the other
story about
is prettya tfiin.
Holt is pictures,
as good as
ever,
even
he
can't
make
a
show
of nothing.1.
time, 65Roxy
minutes.
Played
Julyout 31-August
—Running
H.
M.
Gerber,
Theatre,
Hazelton,
N.
D. Small
town and rural patronage.
SPEED TO SPARE: Dorothy Wilson, Charles
Quigley—
So-so action
drama.Penacook,
Played August
L. A.
Irwin, Palace
Theatre,
N. H. 3—General
patronage.
First National
STRIP:
bigCHEROKEE
with the ladies
here.Dick
The Foran—
westernDickfans goes
like over
him
very much.PlazaWe'reTheatre,
always Tilbury,
glad to play
him. — Harland
Rankin,
Ontario,
Canada.
General patronage.
CHEROKEE western
STRIP: which
Dick pleased
Foran, just
Jane so-so.
Bryan-It
Just
seems another
that more.
good high
class
western
stories
cannot
made
any
These
are
always
so
short
that
yoube
have to book extra shorts or have a short program,
yet they always charge as much as a regular feature.
Running& Morgan,
time, 55 Inc.,
minutes.
13-14. —
Horn
Star Played
Theatre,August
Hay Springs,
Neb.
Small town patronage.
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937: Joan Blondell, Dick
Very good. time,
My patrons
go forPlayed
musicals in
aPowell—
big way.
minutes.
7-8-9.—
JuliusRunning
Overmoe, Gem101Theatre,
Hillsboro, March
N. D.
Rural patronage.
THREE MEN ON A HORSE: Frank McHugh,

PICTURE HERALD

PICTURE

ME

emenown
the theatr
deof the
tors'
thepartment, exhibi
this, serve
IN
one another with
nation
information on the box office pert for their
formance of produc
e of muthe
tual benefit.
It is a servic
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
ns
all communicatio to —
What the "Picture Did for M?
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

Joan
Blondell—
Just terrible.
than
any other
program.
Running More
time, 9walk-outs
reels. Played
Aug.
19. — A. L.Canada.
Dove, Bengough
Theatre, Bengough,
Saskatchewan,
Rural patronage.
Gaumont British
Tracy—ItI'vewasnever
heard such
a LIMELIGHT:
fine voice on Arthur
the screen.
a musical
that
surprised
everyone.
We onplayedthe itweek-end.
with Dick— Harland
Foran
and
did
nice
business
Rankin,
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
General patronage.
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938: Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Powell — Entertainment of the first degree.
Top ranking
musical
resulting in wellNextpleased
and record
time audiout,
Judy enceGarland
will breaking
be big at business.
box office. Running
time,
110
minutes.
Played
August
22-25.—
Peter
Panagos,
Indiana Theatre, Marion, Ind. General patronage.
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS: Freddie Bartholomew,
Spencer Tracy,
Barrymore
Record
breaking
business.
All ofskyLionel
my high.
records
previous—mobbed.
to thisAudience
broken.
Receipts
went
Theatre
touched
by
picture.
Everyone
unusually
well
satisfied.
Excellent
from Dover
every -Foxcroft,
angle.— Pearce
New
Star Theatre,
Maine.Parkhurst,
Small town
patronage.
DEVIL IS A SISSY, THE,: Freddie Bartholomew,
Jackie
Cooper,showMickey
Rooney — A greatevershow.run This
iswish
thetofirst
of this
and
say that this
is thekindkindwe ofhavea story
that gets
them
and
holds
'em
on
the
seat
till
the
final
fadeout.
Don't be afraid to face the customers after the show
is overgoodandvery
that often.
is sayingRunning
a lot as you 9 can't
them
this
reels.getKimball,
Played
Aug.
Duba, Royaltime,Theatre,
S. D. 22-23.—
Small Rudolf
town patronage.
EMPEROR'S
Luise
Rainer— WentCANDLESTICKS:
over fairly good.William
Receipts Powell.
above
average.—
PearceMaine.
Parkhurst,
Star Theatre,
Dover
-Foxcroft,
Small New
town patronage.
GORGEOUS HUSSY,
Joan Crawford, Robert
Taylor—
well Julius
liked.THE:Running
Played Picture
Jan.
Overmoe,time,Gem105 minutes.
Theatre,
Hillsboro,
N. D.3-4.—Rural
patronage.
"We are making these reports because we like this department. It is
a real help, and all exhibitors should
make
Don't sitreports
back and
read thereports.
other exhibitors
and
never make
any
yourself.
Let's
cooperate and get some real benefit
from
this
department."
—
M.
L.
DuBose, Majestic Theatre, Cotulla, Texas.

GREAT ZIEGFELD, THE: Luise Rainer, William
Powell,
a really
wonderfulMyrna
picture,Loy,but Fanny
about anBrice—
hourThistoo islong.
Just
fair Sunday
— Roy town
W. Adams,
atre, Mason, business.
Mich. Small
patronage.Mason TheGREAT ZIEGFELD, THE: Willian Powell, Luise
Rainer
bad weather
on this,
but didtoowelllong.in
spite of— Bucked
it. Picture
well liked,
although
RunningOvermoe,
time, 180Gem minutes.
Julius
Theatre, Flayed
Hillsboro,Jan.N. 17-18-19.
D. Rural—
patronage.
MAYTIME:
Jeanette
Nelson
Excellent
pictureRunning
but notMacDonald,
goodminutes.
as her Eddyformer
performances.
time.as 132
Played
July
18-20.—
Julius
Overmoe,
Gem
Theatre,
Hillsboro,
N. D. Rural patronage.
NIGHT MUST
FALL:
Montgomery,
Rosa— Metro
shouldatRobert
be awarded
the leather
medal lindforRussellthis.
No good
any
time. Running
time,
117 minutes.
August 16-17.—
Mattecheck,
Lark
Theatre,Played
McMinnville,
Ore. M.LocalW. patronage.
BABY: needs
Patsy Kelly, comedy
Robert Armstrong
—thisNOBODY'S
Pretty
than
one.silly.
Only Patsy
a stretched better
out two reeler.plotsPlayed
July
31.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook, N.
H. General patronage.
OUR comedies
RELATIONS:
Laurel
and there
Hardy—wereI have
seen
better
this,— but
comfrom the than
audience.
Adams,no Mason
Theatre, plaintsMason,
Mich.
SmallRoytownW. patronage.
Gable,is Myrna
Loy— Intownspitepicture,
of the
factPARNELL:
that this Clark
certainly
not a small
we hadfied verya much.
fair crowdPersonally
to see itthought
and generally
it
it a could
grand satispicture
with
Gable
and
Myrna
Loy
(who
help
liking her?) doing swell jobs of acting. Running time,
119
minutes.
Played
August
15-16.—
Horn
&
Morgan,
Inc., Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town
patronage.
PARNELL: Clark Gable. Myrna Loy— Went over
good.
Ladies here New
go forStarClark.
PictureDover-Foxcroft,
well liked.—
Pearce
Theatre,
Maine. Parkhurst,
Small town patronage.
PICKdragged
A STAR:
Patsy Kelly.
Haley—
Well
they
in everything
on the Jack
RoachHardy
lot forabout
this
one.
opinion failure.
Laurel
and
saved And
it fromin our
a complete
They were really
atPalacetheirTheatre,
best. Penacook,
Played August
5-6.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
N. H. General patronage.
SONG OF THE CITY: Dean Jeffries, Margaret
Lindsay—
Our
folks
liked
this
okay onPlayed
Derby Night.28.
office
its own,Theatre,
however.
—Low
L. box
A. patronage.
Irwin,onPalace
Penacook, July
N. H.
General
TRADER HORN (REISSUE): Harry Carey, Edwina Booth—
this
didn't7.—doL.so A.well.Irwin,
The ladies
spurned
it.
Playedrepeat
Theatre,
Penacook,
N.August
H. General
patronage. Palace
TRADER HORN (REISSUE): Harry Carey, Edwina
this reissue
and itIowa.
pleased.—
CharleseralBooth—
Niles,Played
Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,
Genpatronage.
Monogram
THIRTEENTH MAN, THE: Inez Courtney, Weldon Heyburn— We have forgiven Monogram for producing
"Blazingwhich
Barriers"
"The Thir-to
teenth
is thesincestudio
bestplaying
mystery
emergepatrons
fromMan,"came
an independent
infeature
a longfilm
time.
The
to
see
the
other
played
with
this, but itWere
was the
which they
came
out praising.
it notmystery
for itsfilmmarquee
weakness
almostableany
could play this
profitresluts.theatre
The photography
is ofpicture
major tocompany
caliber.—
New Liberty
Ft. Worth,J. W.Texas.Noah.General
patronage.& Ideal Theatres,
Paramount
ARTISTS
Benny—musical
Something
went
wrong AND
here.MODELS:
Lavishly Jack
produced
that
didn'tvilleplease.
A
little
more
theme,
and
less
may have been the solution. Business wasvaudeOK
from past performances, but will have to watch the

78
next one. Running time, 97 minutes. Played August
29-September
1— Peterpatronage.
Panagos, Indiana Theatre,
Marion,
Ind. General
BIG BROADCAST OF 1937: Jack Benny, Burns &
Allen—
good. Played
Patrons well pleased.
Running
time, Theatre,
95Very
minutes.
— Julius
Overmoe,
Gem
Hillsboro, N.MayD. 2-3.Rural
patronage.
CHAMPAGNE WALTZ: Gladys Swarthout, Fred
Mac -Murray.
Good picture
drew capacity
both
days. —Running
time, and
89 minutes.
Playedhouses
June
20-21.— patronage.
Julius Overmoe, Gem Theatre, Hillsboro, N. D.
Rural
EASY LIVING: Jean Arthur, Edward ArnoldSmart
Don't
give it little
too bigcomedy
buildupdrama
as itwithmighta grand
not hit.cast.Running
time,
88Starminutes.
Played
August
20.—Neb.
Horn Small
& Morgan,
Inc.,
Theatre,
Hay
Springs,
town
patronage.
NiceEXCLUSIVE:
picture in anyFredspotMacMurray,
but will notFrances
stand Farmerextended
time. Running
78 minutes.—
W. E.patronage.
McFhee,
Strand
Theatre, Oldtime.Town,
Maine. General
HIDEAWAY
GIRL:
Martha
Raye—
Our
patrons
seemed to fall for Martha Raye and consequently
"Hideway
Girl"
got Theatre,
by nicely. Sodus,
Played N.August
21.— C.
W.
Mills,
Arcade
Y.
Family
patronage.
HILLS OF OLD WYOMING: William Boyd,
George
— A areverynotpoorin the
Hopalong
Cassidy.
Bill
Boyd OK.HayesThey
same class
as Gene
Autry
Niles, Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,or Tex
Iowa. Ritter.—
GeneralCharles
patronage.
HAYWIRE:
Mary CarlisleNoHOTEL
one liked
it. NothingLeo toCarrillo,
it. Running
time, 65
minutes.—
W. E. patronage.
McPhee, Strand Theatre, Old Town,
Maine. General
I MET HIM IN PARIS: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
Douglas.member
Robertof the
Youngfamily.
— Splendid
entertainment
every
Running
time, 87 Lark
min-for
Played August
22-24.—
Mattecheck,
Theatre,utes. McMinnville,
Ore. M.LocalW. patronage.
JUNGLE PRINCESS, THE: Ray Milland, Dorothy
Lamour — Saturday
A very business.
entertaining
picture
that did
unusual
— Roytown
W. patronage.
Adams,
Masonan
Theatre,
Mason, Mich. Small
KING OF GAMBLERS: Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan,
Akim
Tamiroff
— Goodentertainment.
picture; not Did
a special
by any
means,
but good
only average
business.
exactlytime,suitable
for Sunday,
was
well
liked. NotRunning
74 minutes.
Played butAugust

now speed master of 500 giant super-swift transport
planes,
shipments
north,daysouth,
east, westzooms
— 2500America's
miles overnight
! Complete
and
night service to 216 cities, and all points between,
in the United States and Canada. Direct to LatinAmerica, Honolulu, and the Far East. Low cost.
True, modern economy. For service, telephone any
office of Railway Express and say "AIR EXPRESS
DIVISION!"
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15-16.— town
L. R. patronage.
Creason, Palace Theatre, Eufaula, Okla.
Small
LAST
TRAIN
MADRID:
Lew and
Ayres—someA
Grand Hotel type FROM
of story.
Some liked
didn't. Palace
No special
Played N.August
11. — L.pat-A.
Irwin,
Theatre,draw.Penacook,
H. General
ronage.
MAID OF SALEM: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray drama
— This
a starkly
which didis not
draw anyrealistic
too largecostume
a crowdmelo-on
Sunday. Small
— Roy town
W. patronage.
Adams, Mason Theatre, Mason,
Mich.
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS: Charles Ruggles,
Alice
Brady — against
Good comedy
fairly well
on Saturday
L. S.drama.
Barn Did
Dance
Adams,W.Mason
Theatre,
Mason,CompetiMich.
Smalltion.— Roy
town W.patronage.
RUSTLERS'
VALLEY:
William
Boyd,
George
HayesE.— Fair
western. Running time, 60 minutes. —
W.
General McPhee,
patronage.Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross,
Bob Burns, Martha Raye — All that an exhibitor could
ask
for. It's a mortgage
Played Cotulla,
August Texas.
8-10.—
M.
Majesticlifter.
Theatre,
SmallL.townDuBose,
patronage.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye,
Shirleyof favorable
Ross, Bobcomment.
Burns— Drew
and
lots
Runningcapacity
time, crowds
87 minutes.
Played JulyN. 25-26.—
Juliuspatronage.
Overmoe, Gem Theatre,
Hillsboro,
D. Rural
WILD MONEY: Edward Everett Horton— Did not
please,
not please. Running time, 70 minutes. —
W.
E. will
McPhee,
General
patronage. Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine.
Republic
BILL CRACKS DOWN: Grant Withers, Beatrice
Roberts — We found this satisfactory for a double
but too weakLiberty
in name
valueTheatres,
to single.—Ft.
J.program
W. Noah,
& Ideal
Worth,
Texas. New
General patronage.
CIRCUS
GIRL:in June
Travis,
Livingston—
Althoughto produced
a small
time Bobmanner,
this story
manages
overcome
itsor production
handicaps
and
offer
the
patrons
a
thrill
two.
Our
artist
gave
theatre front and marquee a gala appearance in the
the
style of a circus poster and the box office reacted in
a most enteleencouraging
manner.
An film.—
unsophisticated
clicannot
help
but
like
the
J.
W.
Noah,
New
and Ideal Theatres, Ft. Worth, Texas.
GeneralLiberty
patronage.
JIM HANVEY, DETECTIVE: Guy Kibbee, Tom
Browndouble
— As bills,
a program
picturedoneobviously
for
this routinely
mysteryconcocted
film is
adequate.
It's
companion
feature
wassaynoconcerning
stronger
than
it,
so
the
patrons
had
little
to
either.—
J.
W.
Noah,
New
Liberty
&
Ideal
Theatres,
Fort Worth, Texas. General patronage.
JOIN good
THE action
MARINES:
Fairly
drama;June
heldTravis,
up Adams,
onePaulendKelly—
of a
double
bill
on
Saturday.—
Roy
W.
Theatre, Mason, Mich. Small town patronage. Mason
THE quickie
MARINES:certainly
June Travis,
Paul Kelly—
ThisJOINobvious
not our
tertainment, but the ispatrons
enjoyed
it asideapartof ofen-a
double
program.—
J.
W.
Noah,
New
Liberty
& Ideal
Theatres, Fort Worth, Texas. General patronage.
RHYTHM
IN
THE
CLOUDS:
Patricia
Ellis,
War-reren leases
Hull—fromThisthis iscompany.
distinctly Theone sets
of the
better
are
far
above
average,
and photography
good, plot
and
the castingthe issound
satisfactory.
Its musicalarecomedy
isbutno itworse
orbeenbetter
than that
of spirited
the usualstyle
tune-film,
has
produced
in
a
which
makes it an excellent companion feature to a heavier
film. caOur
patrons are
fondNoah,
of musilittlenottoFt.particularly
say.—
New
Libertyls, s&o they
IdealhadTheatres,
Worth,J. W.Texas.
General
patronage.
RKO Radio
BEHIND THE HEADLINES: Lee Tracy, Diana
Gibson— A dandy action picture and a great Saturday
night atre,
bill Anamosa,
for small
Niles, Niles TheIowa.towns.—
GeneralCharles
patronage.
CRIMINAL
LAWYER:
Lee
Tracy,
Margot
Grahame — Roy
This oneAdams,
got byMason
successfully
a midweek
date.—
Theatre, onMason,
Mich.
Small town W.patronage.
CRIMINAL LAWYER: Lee Tracy, Margot Grahame
"Starin isa spot
Born." Guess
which— toDouble-billed
they came to with
see?
you
have
TracyforOKchatters
throughwhere
picture
and comesrunouttwins.
all right
a doubleton.
Running
time,
W. C. Lewellen,
Federal72 minutes.
Theatre, Played
Denver,Aug.Colo.20-23.—
Neighborhood
patronage.
LAST
OUTLAW,
THE:
Harry
Carey,
Hoot
Gibson
—Good
our patrons
looking
for morewestern,
music except
in the thatwestern
features.are Running
time, 8 reels. Played Aug. 12.— A. L. Dove, Ben-
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12 EXHIBITORS JOIN
REPORTING CORPS
New contributors to What the Picture Did for Me Department include
the following:
L. R. Creason, Palace Theatre
Eufaula, Okla.
M. L. DuBose, Majestic Theatre,
Cotulla, Texas.
W. C. Lewellen, Federal Theatre,
Denver, Col.
Julius Overmoe, Gem Theatre, Hillsboro, N. D.
Pearce Parkhurst, New Star Theatre, Dover-Foxcroft, Maine.
H. G. Kraus, Tolley Theatre, Tolley,John
N. D.A. Milligan, Broadway Theatre, Schuylerville, N. Y. (after a
year's absence).
Harry M. Palmer, Temple Court
Theatre, Washington, Ind.
Peter Panagos, Indiana Theatre,
Marion, Ind.
Walter McLaughlin, Empire Theatre, Port Henry, N. Y. (after more
than a year's absence).
HarryOre.Weber, Rialto Theatre, Hood
River,
W. D. White, Palace Theatre, Exira,
Iowa.
gough
Theatre, Bengough, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Rural patronage.
NEW FACES OF 1937: Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard
—A
good didvaudeville
show. poor.
Disconnected.
liked very
it, some
not. Business
Does not Some
seem
to have General
draw. — Charles
Iowa.
patronage.Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
RACING LADY: Ann Dvorak, Smith Bellew— Like
racing
pictures,
a thing_ in
myall other
town; Roy
however,
it is athis
well didn't
made mean
and entertaining
picture.
W. Adams,
Mich. —Small
town
patronage.Mason Theatre, Mason,
RAINBOWBobbyON Breen
THE sure
RIVER:has Bobby
Breen— voice.
Swell
picture.
wonderful
Some
satwhenthrough
both out.
showsRunning
and acomplimented
very
highly
they
came
time,
87
minutes.
Played Feb.N. D.14-15.—
Overmoe, Gem Theatre,
Hillsboro,
RuralJulius
patronage.
SHALL WE DANCE: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
— The same old stuff. Fred and Ginger start out
with the
get it all and
straightened outusual
in themisunderstanding
end, but it gets and
the business
after
all,
that'sscenewhatis weoutstanding,
are in business
for.
Theareroller
skating
but
the
songs
not
toKern.
be compared
with
the
songs
written
by
Jerome
Running
time,Roxy
116 minutes.
Played August
21-22.—
H.
M.
Gerber,
Theatre,
Hazelton,
N.
D.
Small town patronage.
SHALL WE DANCE: Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire
— A sideverypreviousgoodAstaire-Rogers
picture, but pictures
a disappointment
alongthe boxTheatre,
office.
Played August
— L. A.patronage.
Irwin, atPalace
Penacook,
N. H. 8-9.General
SHALL WE DANCE: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
— Flopped here and at our second run house. Complaitime,
nts: "Se them85 mintes.
in one andPlayed
you've seen 30-Aug.
'em in all."
Running
2.—
W.
C. Lewellen,
Federal Theatre,JulyDenver,
Colo.
Neighborhood
patronage.
SHALL
WE
DANCE:
Fred
Astaire,
Ginger
Rogers
—Musicals
and and
dancing is right
alley,story,
but
ItoothinkmuchAstaire
should down
changemy104their
sameness.Rogers
Running
time,
minutes.
Played
April
18-19.—
Julius
Overmoe,
Gem
Theatre,
Hillsboro, N. D. Rural patronage.
THAT GIRL FROM PARIS: Lily Pons, Gene Raymond—Pleasing picturMason
e. Did justTheatre,
fairly Mason,
well on Mich.
SunAdams,
Small day.—Roy
town W.patronage.
THERE GOES MY GIRL: Gene Raymond, Ann
Sothern—
is still toonebetter
of thethan
betteraverage
box office
bets
for
me. Gene
We played
business
with
this
one.
Running
time,
74
minutes.—
H.
Gerber,
Theatre, Hazelton, N. D. Small townM.
and
ruralRoxy
patronage.
THAT GIRL FROM PARIS: Lily Pons, Gene
Raymond—
Another
wonderful
singer.
Good
picture
from
standpoint.
time,Gem
105 minutes.
Playedevery
March
JuliusRunning
Overmoe,
Theatre,
Hillsboro,
N. D. 1-2.—Rural
patronage.
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tural.
Played
August
22-24
and
20-21.—
M.
L.
DuBose,
Pearce
Parkhurst,
New
Star
Theatre,
Dover-Foxcroft.
Maine. Small town patronage.
Majestic Theatre, Cotulla, Texas. Small town patronWINGS OF THE MORNING: Annabella, Henry age.DODSWORTH: Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton,
Fondaweek
— A look
wonderful
productionbusiness.
that madeHarland
the firstRan-of Mary Astor, Paul Lukas — A little highbrow but we
the
like week-end
fair business in spite of bad weather. Running
kin, Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury, Ontario, — Canada.
Gen- had
eral
patronage.
time,
101 minutes.Hillsboro,
Played N.Jan.D.24-25.
Overmoe,
Gem Theatre,
Rural— Julius
patronage.
YOU
CAN'T
HAVE
EVERYTHING:
Alice
Faye,
A
STAR
IS
BORN:
Fredric
March,
Janet
Gaynor—
Ritz
Brothers,
Don
Ameche,
Louise
Hovick
—
If
this
is
very fine And
picture.
Marchhaveandglamour?
Gaynor
a sample of what 20th Century is going to give us in Aunbeatable.
Twentieth Century - Fox
does Thethat acting
Gaynorof girl
1937-38, we This
are setting
Century-to Fox
one haspretty
about with
what20thit 'takes
get Technicolor certainly
BANJO ON MY KNEE: Joel McCrea, Barbara contracts.
doesn't
hurt
her
a
bit.
Running
business.99 Good
for your bestAugust
playing time.— L.Run-R. time, gan,111Inc.,minutes.
PlayedHayAugust
Stanwyck—
this picture
them
Star Theatre,
Springs,22-23.—
Neb.Horn & Morminutes.
onPaidtheFoxofshelfitforinseveral
monthsandago,asked
read the
Creason,ning time,Palace
Theatre, Played
Eufaula, Okla. 22-23.
Small town
soto put
manyit praises
this department,
hadbut them
A
STAR
IS
BORN:
Janet
Gaynor,
Fredric
patronage.
The
best
attraction
from
all
counts
that
United March—
Artists
ship it it,to dous,so.andPlayed
did nice
haven't
played
Augustbusiness.
24-25.— IfM. you
L. DuBose,
has
season.
Played N.August
1-2. — L.pat-A.
Majestic
Irwin,delivered
Palace this
Theatre,
Penacook,
H. General
ronage.
age. Theatre, Cotulla, Texas. Small town patron- United Artists
CALIFORNIAN, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Katherine
COME AND GET IT: Edward Arnold, Frances Gave
A STAR
IS BORN:
Gaynor,business
Fredricin MarchDeMille,
Marjorie
Weaver—
Long before
the doors
us best
week ofJanet
summer
face of
GAY as DESPERADO:
Nino
Martini,
Ida strong
were opened
onthisSunday
a andblock-long
linean waited
pa- Farmer—
Lupino
—
Two
good
pictures
as
you
could
ask
for.
competition.
Doublebilled
but
could
have taken
t
i
e
n
t
l
y
t
o
see
picture.,
less
than
hour
after
(Continued
on
following
page)
the
house
was
opened
every
seat
was
filled.
We
had
If
you
live
on
the
border,
"Gay
Desperado"
is
a
naanticipated
good business
large
as it was. Ricardo
Cortez butdoesnotnot sohaveamazingly
the slightest
drawingbe ascribed
power with
strength
can
only
to itsustitleso the
and picture's
subject, plus
the sales
appeal
the advance
J. W.Texas.
Noah,General
New
Liberty of& Ideal
Theatres, trailer.—
Ft. Worth,
patronage.
CAN THIS
BE DIXIE?:
Withers,
SlimforSum-the
merville—
A good
AJanelittle
DOTS YOUR
THEATRE
HEED A
smallergo kiddies,
butpicture.
the
grownup
onesexciting
like
to watch
Jane
through
a
real
performance.
Good
for
any night.
Duba, enough
Royal
Theatre,
Kimball,Played
S. D.Aug.Small20-21.—
townRudolf
patronage.
CHARLIE
CHANa parATwithTHEthe OLYMPICS:
Oland—
About
other Penacook,
Chans. Warner
Played
July
L. A. onIrwin,
Palace Theatre,
N. H.
General31. — patronage.
'CUSffM DEPARTMENT
CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS: Warner
?
Oland,
Katherine
DeMille— featuring
We hope Peter
the "Mr.
series from
this company
LorreMoto"
will
bepleasing
as consistent
in drawing
power
andcleveras oriental
patron as
the
Chan
pictures.
This
CUSHIONS
has
never have
forcedwe uslostto money
put outonthehisS.R.O.
signwhich
but
not
once
pictures
wethe find
have
greater
appeal
to
an
older
clientele
than
majority
of program
J. W. Texas.
Noah, GenNew
Liberty
and Ideal
Theatres,pictures—
Ft. Worth,
eral patronage.
CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OPERA: Warner
Oland,
Boris
did O.K.
Saturday.—
Roy
Adams,Karloff—
Mason This
Theatre,
Mason,on Mich.
Small
town W.patronage.
DOCTOR
BULL
(REISSUE):
Will
Rogers—
that thisThe wasimportant
Will's best
and itsomegaveSome
saida
itsaidwasn't.
thingpicture
was that
good
account
of itself
against
county
fair Mich.
opposition.—
Roy
W.
Adams,
Mason
Theatre,
Mason,
Small
town patronage.
GREAT Beck—
HOSPITAL programer.
MYSTERY, Running
THE: Sallytime,
Blane,
Thomas
minutes.—
W. E.Good
McPhee, Strand Theatre,
Old Town,59
Maine. General
patronage.
ONE InINA AMillion."
MILLION:Everybody
Sonja Henie—
Truly this is
"One
more than
We
did some extra advertising
which
helpedsatisfied.
in the
matter ofTheatre,
receipts.Sodus,
FlayedN. August
18-19.—patronage.
C. W. Mills,
Arcade
Y. Family
THEproduction,
AVENUE:andMadeleine
Powell
—WeON
A real
satisfiedinCarroll,
those
whoDickattended.
disappointed
the total
receipts.
:dwereAuguia little
s, N. Y. Family patronage.
SHE HAD TO EAT: Rochelle Hudson, Jack Haley
—Did
please Oldand Town,
will notMaine.
please.—General
W. E.patronage.
McPhee,
Strand notTheatre,
SLAVE
SHIP:
Warner
Baxter,
Wallace
BeeryOnly
Hot weather
us a went
lot. over
Peoplefairwhoin this
saw town.
it considered
it a hurts
good
Even if a cushion department would
show.—
Pearce
Parkhurst,
New
Star
Theatre,
DoverFoxcroft, Maine. Small town patronage.
pay . . . your theatre would not. Profits
THIS IS MY AFFAIR: Robert Taylor, Barbara
are in providing luxuriously comfortable
Stanwyck,
Victor
McLaglen—
This
picture
is
outstanding in soallmany
waysof that
it cannot The
help music
but please
American Seating Company Chairs.
almost
classes
theatregoers.
hall
sequences
are a delight
with betheirespecially
appropriateness
and
authenticity
can well
advertised.
The storyto isbeand
completely
convincing;
the acting
leaves
us
nothing
desired;
and
the
photography
is
just
plain
swell.
The
patrons
did
not
hesitate
to
say
a
ABOUT
RESEATING YOUR THEATRE
word
praise for
J. W. Texas.
Noah, New
Ideal ofTheatres,
Fortit.—Worth,
GeneralLiberty
patron-&
age.
WAKE UP AND LIVE: Walter Winchell, Ben
Bernie,
AlicewellFaye,
PatsyI doKelly,
Haley—
one
is rated
up, but
seeJackthat
it is This
particularly go d. Quite
lively andnotplenty
of action,
but American
Seating Company
just
a
good
picture.
Played
July
31.—
George
Lodge,
Green
Lantern
Theatre,
Claymont,
Del.
Small
town
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
patronage.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen — Smash business. Unusual film. Not as COMFORT:
THE
GREATEST
STAR
OF THEM ALL
good as Shirley's usual, but liked by everyone.—
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WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO DIE: Ann Dvorak,
Prestonplayed.
Foster—ManyThe good
best comments
story of its
kinddifferent
that I
have
on the
characters
used intime,
same.9 reels.
Exceptionally
well
done. Flaythatit. was
Running
Played Aug.
5.— A. L. Dove,
Bengough
Saskatchewan, Canada.
Rural andTheatre,
small Bengough,
town patronage.

yo
same death
moneyof onMarchsingle.
Only disappointments
were
in picture.
Great colordemand
will heard
bring
Gaynor here,
back weintopredict.
top
spots.
will
double
RunningMarch
time, 111 minutes.
Played
Aug.
20-23.—
W.
C.
Lewellen,
Federal
Theatre,
Denver, Colo. Neighborhood patronage.
A STAR
IS BORN:
Janet colors.
Gaynor, BigFredric
MarchWent
through
with flying
takeaudiences.
at box
office.
Over
emotional
and
deeply
touched
Wonderful
acting,
superb
colors.
Everyone
more
than
pleased and
raving about this
one.
business
weeks—
Star Best
Theatre,
DoverforFoxcroft,Pearce
Maine. Parkhurst,
Small townNew patronage.
WOMAN CHASES MAN: Miriam Hopkins, Joel
McCrea—cellent
Continues
United
Artists' paradegoes.of ex-At
attractions
sothea far
asnevertheless.
entertainment
the
box
office,
here
flop,
PlayedN.JulyH.
29-30.
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook,
General— L.patronage.
Universal
AS GOOD AS MARRIED: John Boles, Doris Nolan
—washout
The porest
John Nolan
Boles picture
ever locally
seen. asA
and Doris
is most we've
unpopular
the
No business.
4.— L.patronage.
A. Irwin,
Palacelead.Theatre,
Penacook,PlayedN. August
H. General
DRACULA'S
DAUGHTER:can't see
Otto whyKruger,
Gloria
Holden—
Just a pictures
program,
should
produce
horror
and
show murdering
some of they
thepeople
opposite
thinking
people
how
to
go
about
being murdered themselves to the end. Running time,by
8 reels.atre, Played
Duba. Royal TheKimball, S.Aug.D. 17-18.—
Small Rudolf
town patronage.
LEFT
HANDED
LAW:
Buck
Jones—
An acceptable
Jones
Saturday.
Adams,
Mason offering;
Theatre, good
Mason,forMich.
Small— Roy
town W.patronage.
LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR: Henry Hunter,
PollyfairRowles
— A well
made— Roy
mystery drama.
aTheatre,
midweek
audience.
Adams, Pleased
Mason
Mason, Mich.
Small townW. patronage.
MAN
IN
BLUE,
THE:
Robert
Wilcox,
Nan
—seeNo andcomplaints
from
a crowdappearance
who really came Yankee
outGreyto
personal
Network hear
Stars,a George
and Juanita. ofSo the
guess they
liked it. We
couldn't seehowever.
anythingPlayed
beyond the com10. —
L. A. Irwin,monplace to the
Palacestory,Theatre,
Penacook, N. August
H. General
patronage.
Jones—Roy
Just another
DidSANDFLOW:
good Mason,
SaturdayBuck
business.—
Adams, western.
Mason
Theatre,
Mich.
Small townW. patronage.
THREE
SMART
GIRLS:
Deanna
Durbin,
Ray
Milland—
A down-to-earth
picture that
made Very
to ordergood.for any
small town. Running
time,was84
minutes.
Played
May
9-10.—
Julius
Overmoe,
Gem
Theatre, Hillsboro, N. D. Rural patronage.
WE HAVE OUR MOMENTS: Sally Eilers, James
Dunn— ThisLotspicture
has something
butdoesn't
couldn't
big
business.
in it butlike
havegetmuch
carbonationRunning
to ofmakelaughs
it sparkle
it oughta.
Fair
business.
time.
76
minutes.
Played
Aug.
1316.— W. C. Lewellen,
Neighborhood
patronage.Federal Theatre, Denver, Colo.
WE — HAVE
OUR MOMENTS:
Eilers,Business
James
Dunn
The Eilers-Dunn
fans were Sally
satisfied.
was normal.
— C. W. Mills, Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,Played
N. Y.August
Family14. patronage.
WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG: Virginia Bruce. Kent
Taylor—
If pictures
made all
especially
for theas
double
feature
marketmust
theybeflicker.
should
be asBruce,
good
this not
too expensive
little
Virginia
our
idea
of
what
a
blonde
female
should
be
like
and
is, seems at home in the role of a Swedish farmseldom
girl
who disproves
the
high
school
class
prophecy
by
becoming aglamorous
star instead itofa thelot.—queen
the
fair. Ourstage
J. W.of
Noah,county
New
andpatrons
Ideal liked
Theatres, Ft. Worth,
Texas.
GeneralLiberty
patronage.
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"I wish to thank you for your
blanks on "What the Picture Did
for
I filled them
out inandmyI
frankMe."
and unbiased
opinion,
do hopethattheycontributions
may prove useful
for I
know
from other
exhibitors have proven very useful
to me."- — Peter Panagos, Indiana
Theatre, Marion, Ind.
—This nessoneabovehasaverage.
everythingPlayed
needed August
for small15-16.
town.— L.Busi-R.
Creason,
Palace
Theatre,
Eufaula,
Okla.
Small
town
patronage.
KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL, THE: Fernand
Gravet,
Joan
Edward
Everett Horton—
A
pleasing
musicalBlondell,
which Theatre,
got
by nicely
Sunday.—
Roy
Adams,
Mason
Mason, on*Mich.
Small
town W.patronage.
ONE WAY
Kaypicture
Francis,
William
—PASSAGE
This is date.
an (REISSUE):
unusuallyW.goodAdams,
that
did
well Powell
onMason,
a midweek
Theatre,
Mich. Small— Roy
town patronage. Mason
SINGING
MARINE,good.THE:People
Dick liked
Powell,picture
Doris better
Weston— Business
than
usual New
runveryofStargovernment
men pictures.
— Pearce
Parkhurst,
Theatre,
Dover-Foxcroft,
Maine.
Small town patronage.
Pat O'Brien,picture
Henry with
Fonda,a swell
MargaretcastLindsaSLIM:
y— A grand
and
something
doingaction
all theand time.
Wethedidn't
buy Warners
for
the
coming
year
one
of
little
we are
going to miss the most is beautiful MargaretgirlsLindsay.
We
she's swell. Running
time,
Playedtre,think
& Morgan,
Inc., 80Starminutes.
TheaHayAugust
Springs,21.—Neb.Horn Small
town patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
OH, DUCHESS: Polly Moran— This is the first! one
wethe played
star,withbut some
believe youthe meweakit won't
be
last. ofPlaythis
Columbia
beenthisputting
out thisofRunning
season andtime,
itpictures
might
make themhas forget
the feature.
two
reels.—
H. M.patronage.
Gerber, Roxy Theatre, Hazelton. N. D.
Small town
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS:
ScreenoverSnapshot
SeriesAudiencecan hasn't
become
excited
thistime,series
yet.
They
take
it
or
leave
it.
—
Running
minutes.—W. C. Lewellen, Federal Theatre, Denver.10 Colo.
STORKA swell
TAKEStake-off
A HOLIDAY,
THE: Color — Rhapon the strike
Irwin, sodies—Palace
Theatre, Penacook,
N. H.situation.
General L.pat-A.
ronage.
Educational
BIG GAME
HUNT.Palace
THE: Theatre,
Terry-Toons—
A fairN. car-H.
L. A. Irwin,
Penacook,
Generalto n.—patronage.
CHEMIST,
Buster thought
has madeit
funnier
picturesTHE:
than Buster
this, butKeaton—
the audience
was
K. Running
Adams,
MasonO. Theatre,
Mason,time,
Mich.2 reels.—
Small Roy
town W.patronage.
HIS
PEST
GIRL:
Two-Reel
Comedies—
Very
poor. — L.patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook, ,N.veryfi.
General
HI-YA, DOC?: Buster
West, Tom
Patricola— wish
Fair
comedy.
like Buster
and Tom,
they couldOurhavefolksfunnier
script with
more but
generous
sprinklings
of
their
dance
talent.—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patronage.
HI-YA, DOC?:comedy.
Buster West,
Tom Patricola— A
dandy
it. — Charles
Theatre,slapstick
Anamosa, Iowa. Play
General
patronage.Niles, Niles
PRACTICALLY PERFECT: Sisters of the Skillet
—Palace
NothingTheatre,
could Penacook,
be worse N.thanH. this.
— L. patronage.
A. Irwin,
General

Warner Bros.
BLACK LEGION, THE: Humphrey Bogart, Erin
O'Brien-Moore
— Stark melodrama
hit rightTheatre,
home
toMason,
my community.—
Adams,that Mason
Mich. SmallRoytownW. patronage.
BLAZING
Dick Foran—
Good western. Run55 SIXES:
minutes.—
E. McPhee,
tre,ningOldtime,Town,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand TheaGOD'S COUNTRY
WOMAN: George
Brent,
Roberts—ANDARoyveryTHE
beautiful
that didatre,Beverly
well
Adams, color
Masonpicture
The- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Mason, onMich.Sunday.—
Small townW. patronage.
SKI
PetePlaySmithit onSpecialGO GETTER, THE: George Brent, Anita Louise,
tiOLYMPIC
es— The
classCharles
of theCHAMPIONS:
sport Niles
shorts.Theatre,
your
best
days.—
Niles,
Anamosa,
Charles
Winninger
—
A
dandy
comedy
drama.
Running
Iowa.
General
patronage.
time, gan,92 Inc.,
minutes.
Played
August
18-19.—
Horn
&
MorStar Theatre. Hay Springs, Neb. Small
town patronage.
ROCKYTalks—
MOUNTAIN
GRANDEUR:
Fitz-Patrick
Travel
A fine colored
travel and good
for any
theatre.
— Charles
Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
GREAT
O'MALLEY,
THE:
Pat O'Brien,
Sybilup Ja-for man's
Iowa.
General
patronage.
s
o
n
—
A
dandy
picture
for
week-ends.
Business
Thursday and Friday. Give us more like this one.
Played
Creason, Palace Theatre, sport
SKI SKILL:
Smith
The best action
Eufaula,August
Okla. 19-20.
Small— L.townR. patronage.
of thePeteyear;
the Specialties—
skiing— L.is breath-taking
and
everyonereel Penacook,
enjoyed
it N.immensely.
A. Irwin, Palace
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis Theatre,
H. General
patronage.
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Paramount
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT CLUB: Popeye
The
Usual Popeye antics. Pleased most all.—
L. A:Sailor—
eralIrwin,
patronage.Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. GenPLEASE KEEP ME IN YOUR DREAMS: Screen
Songs— A Penacook,
good Screen
L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace
Theatre,
N. H.Song.—
General
SAFETY
IN
THE
AIR:
Paragraphics-Something
dilU-reut in tertaining.
shorts. time,
Informative,
educational Panagos,
and en10 minutes.—
Indiana Theatre. Running
Marion, Ind.
General Peter
patronage.
SWINGInteresting
STARS: Grantland
RiceIrwin,Sportlights—
Golf
again!
— L. A.patronage.
Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. enough.
H. General
TREES: Musical Romance Series— The most beautifuland
short we've
used allareyear.
The musical
score foris
grandnature
the scenes
triumph
all
Irwin,glorious.
Palace ATheatre,
Penaco k, N. H.lovers.—
GeneralL. A.patronage.
RKO Radio
Series— Five
timeDUMBBELL
we have used LETTERS:
this series. Dumbbell
Audience reaction
fine
tokid. these
cheerfully relief
"different"
shorts.
N.comedy.
G. forRun-the
lies.
Welcome
in
this
natural
ning
time,
8
minutes—
W.
C.
Lewellen,
Federal
Theatre, Denver, Colo.
DUMB'S
Good N.com-H.
A. THE
Irwin,WORD:
Palace Edgar
Theatre,Kennedy—
Penacook,
Generaledy.—L.patronage.
MANHATTAN WATERFRONT: World On Parade
Series— Palace
Fine short
of interest
ronage.
Irwin,
Theatre,
Penacook,to the
N. H.majority.—
General L pat-A
Twentieth Century - Fox
MOVIETONE Very
NEWS:interesting.
I believe this
is thethe best
of
the
entire
field—newsreels.
L. R. patronage.
Creason, Palace
Theatre,Covers
Eufaula,
Okla.
Small
town
United Artists
MICKEY'S
AMATEURS:
Mickey Mouse
Donald Duck— Failed
to get the customary
Disneyand encore
here.
Animation
inputsequence
of simple
"Goofy"enough
and hisanimaoneman tionband
didn't
across
in
it contained.
Running Denver,
time, 9
minutes.—the good
W. C.humor
Lewellen.
Federal Theatre,
Colo.MORE KITTENS: Silly Symphonies— As good in
entertainment
as "Country
Helped our
proimmensely.
Up to theCousin."
Disney
mastery.
RunninggramDenver,
time.
10 Colo.
minutes.—
W. usual
C. Lewellen,
Federal
Theatre,
WORM inTURNS,
THE:roleMickey
Mouse
Pluto—
Mickey
scientist
kids andwhole.
immensely.
Rather
far appealfetched
forRunning
audiencepleases
to swallow
dience
fine.
time,
10
minutes.—
W. Au-C.
Lewellen. Federal Theatre, Denver, Colo.
Vita phone
PICTORIAL REVIEW: No. 4— Very instructive.
Proud
to have
it. Played
"SongRan-of
Freedom."
Only played
thing
that
was good.itCanada.
—with
Harland
kin, Plaza Theatre,
Tilbury,
Ontario,
General
patronage.
SWEETHEARTS AND FLOWERS: Broadway
BrevitiesPalace
— Nothing
about.N. Just
fair. — L.pat-A.
ronage.
Irwin,
Theatre.to brag
Penacook,
H. General
VILLAGE SMITHY,
THE:
LooneyGoodTunes—
An
average
that
up theTilbury,
show.
Harlandada. cartoon
Rankin.
PlazamadeTheatre,
Ontario,filler.—
CanGeneral patronage.
Serials
Republic
DICK —TRACY:
Ralph
Kay Hughes, Smiley
Burnette
is a Byrd,
comolete
miscast
andThisbadlyonedirected.
Playing washout.
14th episodeBadly
and
will arbed of serials.
glad when
it's
over.
Not
up
to
RepublicEufaula,
stand—
L.
R.
Creason.
Palace
Theatre,
Okla. Small town patronage.
Universal
JUNGLE JIM: Grant Withers, Betty Jane Rhodes
—An
Slightly
impossible
but than
audience
likes it.honest
Betterserial!
response
on this
type serial
one
that carries mystery man through 12 rather unexepisodes.asA it_ "Jungle
Tribe
Club"time,tie-up
will
get youutesciting
money
did
us.
Running
20
minepisode. — W. C. Lewellen, Federal Theatre,
Denver, eachColo.
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DONE,

IT'S BEING DONE
Encountered on our recent trip in the field was an old hand,
a long-experienced theatreman who summed up his opinion on
the status of showmanship today by saying:
"There
isn't any ofmoresockeroo
wallop."in showbusiness expanded his
The defender
remarks to indicate that guided by executive restrictions or
made hesitant by a general acceptance of the conventional
in advertising, colorful showmen endowed by temperament to
carry on the tradition of exploitation greatness are forced to
bend their heads and go along with the tide.
There is something in that, no doubt. Whatever the reasons
for its absence, the old-time bing and bang seems to have
been pushed into the wings. Regimentation of exploitation
and publicity appears to be the order of the day in too many
sectors. None can say the sources of unusual publicity or the
men to tap these sources are unavailable, for every now and
then someone cracks through with a piece of business that
stands out like the nose on an ant-eater.
That United Artists crowd, for instance, have just got through
rigging up a deal that cracked plenty of space for "Prisoner
of Zenda." Smoked up by Russ Birdwell, Selznick studio
publicity
followedof through
Monroe(12),Greenthal's
crew,
the head,
entire and
population
Zenda, by
Canada
was flown
to New York to see the town and the premiere of the picture
at the Music Hall, meet the mayor and go through all the
other space-grabbing exercises. All in all, it was a job of
work that smacked of the old-time technique and the results
speak for themselves.
* * *
Now, the stunt got all it deserved and took a lot of bows.
And the fact that it did go over so well leads one to inquire,
why don't we have more like it? The possibilities are evident
and the
lists showmen
able and rarin' to go if
they
wereindustry
allowed still
to shake
off the halter.
Opinion in some quarters holds that the more conservative
policy is favored because of a general disinclination to tangle
with stunts that run into money without any assurance of guaranteed returns. And if this is an answer, then when did showbusiness ever claim or look forward to guarantees from exploitations that depended with everything else equal upon chance
as well as other factors to get over?
There are plenty of big-time ballys still honored in the show-

meeting weekly

op

aid and progress

manship hal of fame, but there were just as many and more
slants as promising that died in infancy from unknown causes.
But that never stopped the boys from trying again. No one
threw in his chips because the dice rolled wrong, now and then.
Showbusiness was built on change, novelty, glamour, excitePeople haven't
They still can
be lured
profitablement.numbers
with changed.
the old prescription,
perhaps
slightlyin
refined, but compounded of the same basic ingredients.
V V V
THE INDIVIDUAL EFFORT
The pictures already released, those on their way and in
preparation
of backing
Hollywood's
claim
that thisgiveis toevery
be aindication
big boxoffice
year. up
Further
support
in the field is supplied by the business top attractions have
been doing during August and currently. Folks are flocking
to the ticket-windows to be entertained by first-grade attractions and, for the most part, theatremen have reason to feel
that the new releases allow plenty of latitude for powerful
exploitation.
However, the grosses each big picture rates depend to an
appreciable extent, as always, upon the efforts of the manager in milking each date of its possibilities. And what may
be expected of the individual theatreman this year more than
ever is contained, and pithily, in the message from Joseph
Bernhard, general manager, Warner Bros. Theatres, to the
circuit's executives and managers. Stressing the fine quality
of the new product, Mr. Bernhard writes further and from
which we quote:
"Let will
us prepare
advance
the finest
new season
a season
which
bring to inyour
theatrefor the
pictures. . since
the
beginning of sound. ... To bring your patrons into your
theatre more times . . in the coming season . . should be
your principal aim. ... It is not enough for the pictures to
click with the public. You, too, must click in order to clinch
thisIn patronage
for your backed
theatre."by the unquestioned strength
the final analysis,
of 1937-1938 product, the degree of skilled showmanship exercised bythe theatreman will tell everything.
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/NCLUDED in the widespread campaign put on
for "Shall We Dance" at the Lyric Theatre,
Manila, Philippine Islands, was artistically decorated lobby, the music notes conveying the background
of the picture. Campaign was executed under the
supervision of Manager G. F. Corneby.
\
Introduction
of atthethecoming
booked
for showing
Midlandseason's
Theatre,attractions
Newark,
Ohio, was arranged by means of highly artistic lobby
display by Manager Frank V. King. Exhibit was
28 feet in length and 10 feet high, seven producers
being represented in individual spaces.
\
Since the music department in leading five-and-ten
is one of the more popular gathering spots in Harrisburg, Fa., Manager Sam Gilman, Loeu/s Regent, finds
of great advantage the placing of permanent banner
signs atop music counter. Space on each end is left
for transparencies to advertise his current and coming attractions.

In connection with local showings of Walter
Wtying
anger's
193 8"shows
prominent
are
in the"Vogues
models of
to style
and otherstores
fashion
displays. For date at the Boyd, Philadelphia, Warnerman Julian Seltzer arranged with Gimbel's for striking display of furs shown in the picture.

Effective institutional advertising for Paramount Pictures and a direct
plug for "Waikiki Wedding" was planted at highly popular movie charity
ball in Sydney, Australia, by Hermann Flynn, advertising director of the
Prince Edward Theatre. The decorations were mounted upon and alongside of the tables reserved for the local Paramount forces.

Attention to the date on "Woman Chases Man"
at the Pavillion Theatre, London, was attracted
strongly in the manner here illustrated. Highwire duo
was employed to put on a sensational chase act atop
theatre roof. Stunt was reported to be a traffic
stopper, and was arranged under the supervision of
Edwin Quarry, United Artists publicity manager
in London.'

Exploitation for "Earthworm Tractors" and a plug
for local industry were incorporated in the campaign
on the picture at the Roxy Theatre, Parramatta,
Australia, by Manager Fred R. W. Burr and publicist
Albert Livermore. Australian-made tractor was used
for the exhibit in the lobby with newspapers carrying photo and stories of the tie-in.

Before taking of for New York to see the sights,
Louis Charninsky cracked the Dallas papers with
photo and story showing the Capitol Theatre's skipper
presenting
first "Secret
X-9"chapter
badge of
to tiein with thetheshowing
of theAgent
opening
the
serial of that name.
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FROM

Artist Window
UNIVERSALE CAMPAIGN
FOR NEWSREEL SUBJECT
Day ahead of "Make Way for TomorExhibitors are urged by Universal
row," Mel Morrison, Strand, Dover,
N. H., planted local high school boy in
to take full advantage of that comwindow of leading clothing store drawing
newsreel special
of the behind
recent
pictures of the leads. Photos were later
Shanghaipany'sbombing
by getting
the exploitation campaign laid out by
used as part of lobby display with playdates and picture copy. Minister attendJoe Weil. Complimentary 3 8 by 50
ing opening used picture for text of sertwo-color posters are available in admon, urging his congregation to see the
dition to a flock of tiein ideas and
show.
newspaper stories.
Tieup was arranged with Montgomery
Ward whereby guest tickets were given
to customers who held lucky number sales
tickets. Store spotted cards about various
departments selling the tieup.
Refrigeration
Unusual style of double truck was run
in the Michigan City News by H. Rubin,
Tivoli Theatre, Michigan City, Ind., in
Chivalry Contest
connection with the opening of the reFromdence,outHowardfront
at
Loew's,
Proviplant. Paper reproduced front
Burckhardt arranged on page in thefrigerationcenter
of the section with
"Knight Without Armor" to have local flash heads across top reading, "Theatre
radio inquiring reporter run a "chivalry cooler than beaches ; Tivoli now refrigcontest" forforbest
two accounts
nights, of
distributing
tickets
modern
erated," etc., etc.
started
apparatus
andMayor
photosFedder
of Hizonner
knights without armor. Special noon-day the
broadcast was devoted to production from turning on the switch were planted together with congratulatory ads from leadthe Russian angle, during which local
ing merchants. Institutional copy on the
critic interviewed a former member of
theatre
equipment, personnel, coming
the Russian nobility.
attractions, etc., was also included.
Tieups
Parade
For date on "Toast of New York" at
the Keith Theatre, Washington, D. C,
Walter Hinks, Alex Cinema, Paisley,
Hardie Meakin ushered the engagement Scotland, for "Mysterious Avenger"
in with a three-way tiein embracing local planned a street parade of wild-west
charitable organization, leading socialites riders followed by a large covered wagon,
and newspaper. As part of promotion, driver dressed as settler, complete with
Meakin had paper advertise for four-in- beard, gun across knees and chewing
hand tallyho in which costumed debs and tobacco. Lettered on either side of the
their squires drove to the theatre.
wagon was large black hand and copy
Two contests clicked, the first a "who's "Beware
of the Mysterious Avenger."
the toast
Washington"
and reviews
the secondon Behind this was another truck on which
for
best of100-word
amateur
was
five-piece
in evening
the picture. Prizes were rings offered by clothes. Bally wasgirlalsoband
used as part of
annual fete day parade.
local jeweler.
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Steerometer
For a week ahead of opening of "Devil
Is Driving" Lester Stallman, College Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa., effected tieup with
insurance company which planted a
Steerometer in theatre lobby with which
patrons could test their driving capabilities, chart indicating results. Company issued rubber-stamped booklets together
with heralds on the picture to all. Trailer
was run during performances inviting
patrons to make the test copy reading
"how good are you when the devil is
Supplementing teaser campaign, side of
mountain overlooking the city was painted
driving?"
with 30-foot title letters, visible from all
sections of the city. Mayor of Philadelphia loaned one of his safety cars in conjunction with local campaign. Car,
painted white and equipped with amplifiers, toured streets with speaker calling
attention to driving errors. Driver of car
delivered letter from Mayor of Philadelphia to Mayor of Bethlehem, which was
photographed
used as basis of co-op
ad at no cost toandtheatre.
Shakespeare
C. L. Hollister, Winter Garden, Jamestown, N. Y., planted a contest for "Romeo
and Juliet"
daily for
tickets
fered to thosein local
submitting
correct
list of-of
quotations from Shakespeare spotted in
various merchants' ads. Paper ran stories
together
with mailed
winners'to names.
Personal
letters were
all organizations
and club leaders, fountain banners were
planted
in drug instores
and bookmarks
were distributed
libraries.

Doubles Contest
Jack Arthur, Uptown, Toronto, Ont.,
tied in with the Toronto Globe on a
movie doubles contest running current
with the opening of his "Hollywood
Screen Test," Universal short. Contest
Safety IV ?ek
Mayor Helps
announcements carried plug for the attraction and Toronto reviews singled out
An
attraction
getter
that
is
reported
to
In connection with the opening of "The
have stopped them was stunt pulled by the picture advising readers to see it.
Devil Mass.,
Is Driving"
at the contacted
Suffolk. Holyoke,
Paul Kessler
local Happy Hasselo, Royal Theatre, Le Mars,
police officials and the Mayor, the latter la., for "This is My Affair," when he
issuing a proclamation inaugurating pasted
a 24-sheet on main street of town. Radio Tiein
Safety Week concurrent with the opening Mayor fined him and issued orders for its
Outstanding
Sam atGilman's
of the picture. Huge parade was staged immediate removal. In order to get some
Armor"in date
Loew's "Knight
in Harwith American Legion, Boy Scouts, Vet- publicity, Happy, himself, went out with Without
risburg, Pa. was radio contest conducted
erans of Foreign Wars et al attending. pail and bucket attempting to remove the over local station wherein entrants sent
Wrecked car properly bannered was sheet and reporter from local daily ran in sentences composed from letters of
towed along and boys from the theatre story together with photo. As gag give- Marlene Dietrich's name. Gilman also araways, imprinted envelopes containing
dressed in devils' outfits were also in line.
to paint
the star's
Paul further promoted store window in matches were distributed, copy reading portrait rangedinfor local
oil inartist
window
of leading
art
which displays on safety secured from "free cigarette lighter, compliments- of shop, picture awarded as first prize in the
local insurance company were planted.
letter
contest.
Robert Taylor in" etc., etc.
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Limits
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Three Exclusive First-Run Houses Listed in Austrian Capital for Top Pictures
to 900 and more. These, too, for the most
by DR. ADOLF NICHTENHAUSER
part are not individual buildings, but rather
in Vienna
Governmental decree evidently has
built into existing houses or are alterations
much to do with the operation of
of existing localities. Only six houses in
Until the breaking up of the Austro-HunVienna have a seating capacity of over
theatres in Vienna. For instance,
.garian Monarchy in 1918, Vienna was the
theatre
owners
must
belong
to
one
of
1,000 (maximum 1,769), one of which recapital of a huge realm with 54 million inplaced aformer circus, one a former equestwo exhibitor bodies; children under
habitants. This city predominated in the
trianatres.school,Soundandandtwovision
formerare legitimate
thetrade and commerce of the country and was
16 may see only films found acceptin the better
able by the censor or Ministry of
its most famous art exponent. Today, as
movie houses above reproach (especially
Education. Minimum admission price
the 1,860,000 population capital of the small
those which had before the Paris Soundfilm
Austrian Republic with its six and a half
Agreement of 1930 supplied themselves with
agreements
are in force and if an exmillion residents, it still plays a role in the
American apparatuses). The only theatre
hibitor offers admissions at less than
•enterprises of the large number of indethe prescribed minimum, distributors
possessing
smoking
roomshouse.
is the "Apollo,"
pendent countries which now comprise the
a
former pure
vaudeville
are prohibited from doing business
former monarchy. It has remained one of
There are no circuits in Vienna, although
with him. Every theatre must give
there
are
a
few
men
who
possess two or
the world's
leadingcenter
cities for
in artsoutheast
and culture
one performance a week for children
and
the business
Euthree houses. Some are distributors at the
at reduced prices.
rope. Despite the present economic and
same time. The only circuit that ever exHowever, word-of-mouth advertisisted here was the one established by
political conditions it is, because of its history and great beauty, still the metropolis
ing is said to be as potent in Vienna
the Social - democratic "Arbeiterbank"
■of this section of the world. Of no less
as it is on this side, according to our
(Workers'
Bank)moviecomprising
12 ofafter
the
importance is the role it is playing as the
more
important
houses, which,
correspondent, who in this article despringboard in the film industry of the
the
February
days
of
1934
was
taken
over
tails
the
status
of
the
theatre
in
world for a great number of film people.
by new hands. All but four of this chain
Vienna, which continues the ShowThe residents of Vienna count among
were sold. No American company either
man's
Travelogue
series
now
current
their numbers 476,000 industrial workers,
possesses or has leased any cinema in
in the Round Table.
280,000 white-collar workers, and 155,000
Vienna. The theatre-owners have two orprofessional and independent people. The
ganizations :one comprises the larger and
world crisis has the more intensely affirst run houses (104 members); the other
fected this city because of its physical sev- cinemas.
is
composed
of the smaller houses (75 memerance from the large area which formerly
bers). In 1933 the "Gremium der LichtIt is therefore not surprising that the
automatically gravitated towards this cen- Vienna
Oesterreichs"
(Official
movies, in respect to architecture, spielunternehmer
ter. 180,000 unemployed are listed at the
Organization of Austrian
Exhibitors)
was
lay-out and equipment, are antiquated and established
employment-agency,
of
which
only
110,000
by
governmental
decree,
which
inadequate.
Of
the
existing
179
cinemas
receive direct relief, but there exist no
necessitates
that
every
Vienna
cinema
house
statistics of the total sum of people out of not less than twenty date from the time from
two groups. The enwork, so that we can estimate their number 1896 to 1906, and sixty from between 1907 belong to onetertainmofent tax isthese
fixed either according to
much higher. Wages and salaries are very and 1912. Most of these resulted from the ticket prices or the status of the movie and
low in Austria and especially since 1933 uniting of two or more stores so as to pro- amounts to three to 20 per cent of the turnduce frequently halls disproportionately
have there been large pay-cuts, although long with
over. Children under 16 may see only those
seating capacity of 200 to 400. films which
the costs of living have increased. The vast The exits a lead
the censor or the Ministry of
directly on to the Education have
accepted as suitable.
majority of white-collar workers receive be- street, or into a either
back-yard connected with
tween 80 and 200 Austrian schillings
the these
street theatres
through contain
an alley.narrow
The interiors
($15-38) monthly; non-skilled workers 30- of
rows of Only Three First Runs
35 sch. ($5.70-6.60), skilled workers up to
80 sch. ($15) per week. These figures defi- wooden seats which, owing to the lowness
The lack of huge cinemas has resulted in
nitely indicate that the wages listed allow of manywards thehalls,
not gradually
toratherdo small
screens, sodecline
that the
special arrangements for first run films.
a very small sum for amusement, if any. last rows,
still the most expensive as they There are only three motion picture houses
were in the very early stages because of
Licenses Are Obligatory
exclusive first runs: the "Apollo"
flickering, afford an especially poor vision. with
(seating 1,440), the "Schwedenkino" (654),
These old respectable gentlemen can be but and
An tionanalysis
of
the
Vienna
movie
situathe
"Kreuzkino" (245), the latter showmust start from the consideration that little bettered by renovation.
ing only American thrillers. Occasionally
Another large group of cinemas origi- no
the opening and running of a motion picthe other
"Krugerkino"
shows ato film
movie has (209)
the courage
try that
out.
nated in 1912-1914. These theatres, with
ture house is not a free trade in Austria,
but is dependent on an obligatory license, an average seating capacity of 300 to 500, All other first run theatres are divided into
issued by the authorities, and this fact is the are mostly situated in the basements of groups (this season there are five such
key to its peculiarities. As in 1926 a new houses built in those years. All the first groups and in each group there are two
Viennese cinema law was about to be en- run theatres of the center of Vienna belong or five members) and the members of the
acted, forces concerned with the progress to this category. These movies, too, show respective groups simultaneously show the
of the cinema joined in the attempt to urge to a lesser extent the previous shortcomings, film, usually for one or two weeks. Two
show American and occasionally
the legislature to abolish the law requiring with several screens located so high that groups
sitting in the first rows require an also French and English films, one group
licenses. Not only were these protests ig- those
nored, but the existing law has been handled acrobatic neck to sit through a performance shows only German, one German and Austwo groups films of all countries.
even more strictly since, so that since 1926 with the head tilted backwards, whereas Whereastrian,therefore
in other big cities every
less than a dozen new licenses have been the sideseats distort the picture..
issued of which all but four newly built
Since 1918 only thirty-three new movies picture is first run in one large house only,
it
appears
in
Vienna
severalpage)medium and
have
opened
their
doors,
mostly
with
a
smaller houses resulted in the remodelling
{Continued on infollowing
only of existing localities so a? to serve as seating capacity of 500 to 600, a few up
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(.Continued from preceding page)
smaller houses at the same time. Foreign
films are produced in the original language
with the exception of a few first run theatres, lying outside of the city proper, where
dubbed versions are given when obtainable.
In manytrictssubsequent
innerplace,
disthe Americanhouses
film ofhasthefirst
while in outlying districts German and Austrian are preferred and American films
shown in dubbed versions, if possible.
There is an official minimum price agreement governing every type of house and
seat. The cheapest seats, which may not
include more than four rows, must not be
sold at less than the stipulated minimum.
In the first run houses in the city proper
the lowest price is 1.10 sch. (21c) ; in outlying districts one sch. (19c) ; in second
week houses 80 groschen (15c); in third
week houses 70 groschen (13c), and in
subsequent houses 50 or 60 groschen (10 or
11c). In the same way the most expensive
seats must not cost less than from 2.30 to
1.10 sch. (43 to 21c), respectively, but
are much higher in most first run houses.
If an exhibitor offers seats at prices below
the prescribed minimum, every distributor
is prohibited from providing that exhibitor
with any more films. Should a distributor
fail to do this, then may every other cinemaowner deduct 50 per cent from the sum due
that distributor for any films borrowed at
the time of the offense. Every cinema may
give one performance per week for children
at reduced prices. The purchasing power
ofin the
the dollar
U. S. A.is much higher in Austria than
Performances Are Short

PICTURE HERALD
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10:45 to 11:30. In 1935 an average of only
73,000 people went to the movies daily,
and since the total seating capacity of all
the theatres is about 70,000, it follows that
only a little over one performance a day
is sold out in each theatre.
Since all Viennese cinemas are conducted in the same fashion, the transportation situation plays no important role. The
first run theatres in the inner districts, especially those showing films in foreign
languages, do indeed get customers from
all parts of the city, but these people compose only a fraction of the entire moviegoing population. The vast majority of
people with limited incomes attend almost
exclusively the cheaper neighboring houses,
which offer exactly the same entertainment
as the first run theatres. The chief means
of travel is street cars with fares from 10
tostill35 ingoschen
The byautomobile
Austria(2-6.5c).
obtainable
the upperis
middle-class only, which fact eliminates
parking problems. The large drawing area
plays no role since the idea would hardly
occur to anyone beyond the city to ride
into Vienna just to see a particular picture.
Advertising, insofar as it relates to first
runs, is handled by the distributors and not
by the individual movie house. The most
important means are newspaper advertising and street posters. The newspaper ads
are small, with little text and ordinarily
without drawings or pictures. Sometimes
contests are organized in collaboration with
newspapers or larger department stores;
occasionally there is a gala or charity performance with or without native or German stars. Street or window exploitation
is rare. The total advertising expenses are
borne by the distributor and only recently
been made by several
Considering the economic conditions of has the attempt
branches to get the exhibitors to
today as well as the programs of the Vien- American
nese cinemas, the average price of the seats bear a part of the costs. (To date only
(about 1.80 sch. or 33c.) at the first run MGM has had some success in this.)
houses is rather high. The performances
are comparatively short. At the time of the Newspaper Publicity Generous
silent film they lasted 75 to 100 minutes so
that most films had to be shortened and
The more important movies advertise the
often run at an extremely high speed. running film at their own cost in the program columns of the daily papers and on
Since the arrival of the talkies performances last as much as two hours but in the posters found in all coffee-houses,
many cinemas, including first run ones, only hotels, and at street car stations. Many subsequent houses have their program posters
105 minutes, so that even today many films
are either shortened or shown at a speed hanging in specific places, usually billhigher than 24 pictures per second. The
boards, or together with stills in neighboring store windows. The front advertising
features are shown with the compulsory
Austrian newsreel prescribed by the gov- of the theatres is of quite the same pattern
ernment and one or two short subjects. everywhere and draws but little attention.
Often there are no short films at all and It consists of picture posters, stills and a
only advertisements (which incidentally
sign with the film title at the enare always shown in every movie), adver- painted trance.
Any type of individual and efficient
tising slides or films and trailers which or tricky lobby display is almost unknown.
take up ten to twenty minutes of the allotted
The local newspapers give very much
short time. Double features are prohibited. space to affairs of the film, including short
notes, articles, photos from the press sheets
Only as"Apollo"
has organ
a stage
well
its Christie,
and number
spot lightsas and campaign books of the distributors, film
for stage illumination. Apart from this one gossip. Syndicated articles are, however,
finds one stage number occasionally in rare. The reviews, seldom signed with the
suburban houses. It seems that the Vien- full name of the reviewer, are in some
nese public does not attach much importance
colored
advertising
siderations and are
of noby value
to the contheto these by-programs. The first run houses papers definitely
have four, the subsequent houses three nonatres since the public pays no attention to
continuous performances daily, which be- them. In other papers the criticism is more
gin from 3:30 to 5 o'clock and end at independent but even in the few dailies
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where the reviewer seems to be free to say
what he pleases, the criticisms are often
not quite satisfactory because there are too
few really capable and expert movie critics.
American companies in Vienna are
obliged to produce rather excellent and
original introduction
advertising work
the
constant
of new because
stars to ofwhom
strong publicity must be given since the
public at large cannot even properly pronounce the English names. The so-called
"American"
as yet unknownis
in
Vienna. methods
Not to beare underestimated
the effect produced by the opinion passed
from mouth to mouth ("Mundreklame"),
which
meansthe ofdeciding
"advertising"
manyof
cases been
factor inhastheinfate
a picture.
Winter Sports Hurt Shows
Among the factors which give competition to motion picture theatres, the coffeehouses play an important role. Here the
Viennese sits for hours reading many
newspapers and periodicals, meeting friends
or talking shop with business men. Although the once
Viennese theatres
have famous
suffered legitimate
greatly through
the crisis and from the competition of film
and radio, there still remain about fifteen
stages,
too expensive
for
the which,
masses however,
and are are
therefore
no real
competition. Similarly, the cinemas are not
considerably hurt by the competition of concerts, radio broadcasts, and the rather
widely
spread cultural
public institutions,
nor by and
the educational
sporting events,
which mostly take place on Sunday afternoons. The winter sports do, however,
draw intensely from the movie-going public, especially on Saturday and Sunday, the
best days, when 150,000 to 200,000 residents
leave Vienna for skiing in the mountains.
Summer is the worst season. During the
pleasant days the people are out in the
open. From the middle of May until the
end of August chiefly weak films open.
This fact in turn further discourages
movie-goers, as well as the lack of air-conditioning, so that most houses are closed
during one summer month. (Closing for
more than one month is prohibited.)
The Viennese like the movies and it
would certainly be possible to increase the
daily number of movie-goers to some extent
despite the crisis. It would be necessary
to modernize the houses and differentiate
more strongly through richer, fuller and
more changing programs as well as through
certain price reductions. For such a development there is now little chance because the existing cinemas are, in spite
of all their shortcomings, profitable, and
the licensing system which hinders the
opening of more modern theatres and the
influx of new enterprising energies has
eliminated real competition and further
progress within the field. The attempt to
do away with the licensing system or even
to moderate it, would be met with the united
opposition of all the exhibitors. This force,
along with several other factors seems to
make any modification of existing laws impos ible at present.
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ED SIEGAL
former manager of the Consolidated Jerome
Theatre, Bronx, N. Y., has left to assume
the managerial reins of the Randforce Maspeth Theatre, Maspeth, L. I.
V
EUGENE OCHS
is managing the New Beach Cliff Theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio.
V
DON JACOBS
manager of the Lyric, Portsmouth, goes
into the Lake, Cleveland, in the same
capacity, with IRVING LAMM assisting
him. DICK CRUSIGER, manager of the
Plaza, Sandusky, replaces Jacobs in Portsmouth and CLARENCE SLETZ is promoted from assistant to manager of the
Sandusky house.
V
WILLIAM JOHN
assistant at Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, has
been transferred
to Loew'sMICHAEL
Valentine, proToledo, with HOWARD
moted fromtochief
of staff
at Loew's
Cleveland,
assistant
at the
Stillman.State,
V
JAMES SKELLY
assistant
Mansfield,
Ohio, has atbeenWarner's
transferredMadison,
to the Ohio,
Canton, in the same capacity.
V
BARNEY KILBRIDE
has opened his new Beverly Theatre in
Detroit, Mich.
V
ALBERT REYNOLDS
has been made manager of the Metropolitan
Theatre, Houston, Tex., relieving HAROLD CUNYUS, who will be assigned another Interstate post.
V
FRANK AYDELOTTE
is managing the new Tower Theatre,
Drumright, Okla., with MAX GRIFFIN
assisting him.
V
JACK KRAMER
manager of the Alameda, Denver, has been
transferred to the Santa Fe to replace
GEORGE SANDSTROM, who has gone
to the Egyptian. FRED EISLE of the
Egyptian will take care of the Grand at
Littleton, Colorado.
V
HARRY S. McLEOD
is again at the St. Charles, New Orleans,
after an absence of several months with
NOEL SMITH, formerly manager of the
Liberty as his assistant.
V
FRED EISLE
promotion manager and manager of the
Egyptian, has taken over the Grand at Littleton, Colo.
V
RAY QUADY
has opened up the new Aqua Theatre, Minocqua, Wis.
V
LESLIE GLEASON
formerly at the Park, Chicago, has been
named manager of the B. & K. Trivoli at
Downers Grove and KENNETH EDGERLEE has been moved from the State to the
Park.
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On Monday, September 6 th, Raleigh
Sharrock to Jenwyl Dean Massey.
Raleigh is skipper of the Centenary
Theatre, Shreveport, La.
JAMES G. HOWE
has opened the New Richland Theatre, Carrollton, Ky. SCOTT PRESTON manages.
DICK EASSON
formerly of the Trenton, Lynchburg, Va.,
has
posts with CALVIN H.
BALL switched
at the Isis.
V
HOWARD KNEVELS
has
been shifted
Loew's, Montreal.
Other
Famous
Playersto Canadian
shifts include
LARRY GRABURN to the Capitol in
Halifax, BILL NOVAK to the Metropolitan in Regina, LEN BISHOP to the
Tivoli in Hamilton and RUSS McKIBBON
to the Royal in Guelph.
V
M. H. HARMAN
has been named advertising manager for the
Warner- Saxe Theatres, Milwaukee, Wis.,
with EUGENE ARNSTEIN succeeding
him at the Garfield as manager and JOE
REYNOLDS going into the Egyptian.
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP
.u,.
./^.^r^^
MANAGERS
ROUND
T a pi C f*| I ID
Rockefeller Center, N. Y.

FRANK HENSON
manager of Loew's Broad, Columbus, has
been transferred to Loew's at Canton, and
is succeeded by CLINTON G. WANDER,
former assistant at the Ohio, Columbus.
ROBERT V. KAIL, assistant at the Broad,
is given the same post at the Midland,
Kansas City, where JOHN HARDGROVE
is transferred to Columbus to assist RUSSEL BOVIM at the Ohio. ROBERT
BYERS,ceeds Kail.student assitant at the Broad, sucV
VAUGHN MANN
Mo. purchased the Roanoke, Kansas City,
has
V
HERBERT E. WALTERS
manager of the Colonial, Kansas City, Mo.,
has been
promoted
accountant
in thethere.
central offices
of the toMutual
Theatres
Walters succeeds T. D. STILES, resigned,
and J. F. BROSIUS is the new manager of
the Colonial. THOMAS GARRETT has
been
Mutualnamed
house.manager of the Strand, another
V
ROSCOE DRISSEL
ofVa. Loew's Parkway, Wilmington, Del., has
been transferred to Loew's State, Norfolk,
V
JAMES SKELLY
assistant
Warner's
Madison,
Ohio, has ofbeen
transferred
to theMansfield,
Ohio at
Canton in the same capacity, succeeding
BEN SCHWARTZ, recently transferred to
Canton.
V
SIMON GALITZKI
Topeka, Kan., operator will open his new
theatre in College Hill district, calling it
the Co-Ed.
V
JESS
BINNEY
has sold his theatre in Pattonsburg, Mo., to
EARL BINNEY, his brother.
V
EDWIN BEHRENDT
former owner of the Cozy, Cambridge, has
taken over the State in Casson, Minn.

GROUND from the Palace, DanROBERT
has
been transferred
ville,
111.,
to
Apollowhoin Peoria,
EDWARD the
PELTZ,
goes to succeeding
the Great
Lakes Theatre at Peru.
V
L. H. PETERSON
Name
has acquired the Lyric Theatre, Brower(print)
ville, Minn.
V
Position
TED BOSSIMEAUZ
formerly at the Garrick, Chicago, has been
Theatre
transferred to the Terminal and AL BACHMAN goes to the Harding as manager.
Aiirett
^
GUS COATES
c,rcvit
has been transferred by Wilby from the
Empire, Montgomery, Ala., to the Tiger at
aty
Auburn, Ala.
State
;
V
NICKEN
J.
T.
_
t>
>t
i
i
At
Absolutely No Dues Or Fees! will manage the Pantages Theatre, Birm■
ingham, Ala., when it reopens in November.
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JENKINS-HIS

Omaha, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
knowvillage
why itandis, walk
but every
we Wecomedon'tto this
down time
film
row everybody runs for the back room of
the offices and locks the door. It must be
that we are regarded as some kind of a pestilence. Walter Green of the "Pepco AdCo." rushed
untiedall hisof
bulldog andvertisingtold
Mrs. home
Green and
to keep
the doors locked. Walter Creel of the Beacon theatre got his girl and went out of
town, Bob Ballantyne and Gus Harms of
the Ballantyne Theatre Equipment Co. went
and got vaccinated again. H. A. Van Husan of the Western Theatre Supply Co.
called up the chief of police and says "Send
down
again," Club
and
every the
timewhole
we goforce;
up he's
to thehereVariety
the manager calls the Fontinel hotel office
and tells them to send up a tub of ice water.
Doggone the doggone luck, anyhow. We
are going to cut this town off of our visitgo tothat.thunder;
then perwe
will ingseelist and
how letthey'em like
The only
son we met who wasn't afraid of us was
O. E. Ringler of the Monogram Co. from
Des Moines. O. E. sat down and was real
chatty
with us.all HeDessaid
he wasn't
of us because
Moines
people afraid
were
immune
from
everything
anyhow.
That's
the way they treat a fellow here who votes
the wrong ticket. V
We stopped here on invitation of Clarence Olson, branch manager for Warner
Brothers, to witness the screening of severaltion ofalltheir
new because
pictures.it We
of them
wouldcan'ttakemen-up
too much space and Ernie might kick about
it, but we would like to call your attention
to a couple, viz., Dick Powell in "Varsity
Show."
length,
wouldaudisay
that
this Outside
one wouldof its
please
the we
average
ence immensely. Dick is exceptionally good
and the drill scenes we believe are the best
we ever saw. You ought to play it, but
don't play anything with it ; this one is long
enough
ance. ; it makes a full evening performPaul Muni in "The Life of Emile Zola" is
an excellent dramatic performance, and Paul
Muni is simply superb in this one.
If your audience likes real acting of an
interesting theme, we would surely advise
playing this one, but we doubt if it will
please the hairoil Charlies and gumchewing
Lizzies of your audience, and you will find
that there is no cross-legged shanty jazz
in it, and that alone will be a relief. We
thank Mr. Olson for inviting us to this
screening; it was very nice of him and we
were veryhibitorshighly
exfrom out ofentertained.
town were Several
also invited
to attend, and a whole lot of the boys were
here, too. Among them we noted Dick
Kerburg from Sheldon, Iowa. Mr. Brown
from
Harlan,
"Brownie"
wish that
boy would
stay atfromhomeAvoca
when (we
we
call), Morrie Cohen of Council Bluffs, Mr.
Kuhl from Corning, Mr. and Mrs. Bogart
from Rock Valley and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sartorius of Hartly, all of Iowa. Ne-

braska was pretty well represented also. Bob
Booth of Auburn, Wes Booth of Nebraska
City, Mr. Kuhl from Seward, Mr. Metzger from Beaver City, Bert Beams from
Red Cloud, C. J. Kremer from Stanton,
Schoonover from Aurora (although we
didn't get to see him) and a whole lot more
of the boys who wouldn't talk to us because
theyWe hadn't
vaccinated.
were been
told that
crops around Stanton
are almost a total failure. Corn is practically burned up. Stanton is about 12
miles from Norfolk and Norfolk has protection over Stanton. It takes money to buy
tickets to a theatre and it takes crops to
INTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS— No.Roosevelt
192, Vol. attends
19.-The Dutchess
fighting
in China.... President
County
Fair.... picking
Florida time
has arrives
first bigin storm
of the
year
Cotton
southland
Spawning
salmonfor battle
girls of
Honolulu pose
candidrapids
camera Hula
fiendshula Aviation
U.Tommy
S. aquatic
stars meet
Japan's bestLewat Lehr.
Toyko
Farr grants
an interview
MOVIETONE
NEWS—
No.
103,
Vol.
19.—
Dramatic
highlights
in thefishing
battleoff forMontauk
Shanghai
President
Rooseveltdancetries
Pointcelebration
French
couple
at their platinum
wedding
....Religious
ceremony
climaxed
by
mass
immersion
College
football
training
season
in
full
swing
Count and Countess von Reventlow Frank Fuller
ingKingplanes.Victor Emmanuel Army's newest bombNEWS
OF THE bigotry
DAY— No. 300, winner
Vol. 8.— Americain
lines
Canada'sup against
water marathon 1936
Both Louis repeats
and Farr
want Warreturnflashes
boutfrom Football's
just
around
the corner
woman's
page
....Russian World WarShanghai
ace crashes.The.. .The
President
goes to the Fair.
NEWS
OF THE DAY—
No.
Vol. 8.— Thehomebombing
ofChina
Shanghai
U. 301,
S.in refugees
from
SalvationFirstseekers
final rush.. . .Living
tower
saves
Italy's
boys
English
girls
hail
Robert
Taylor Barbara Hutton, home, gets big welcome.
PARAMOUNT
doubles in big NEWS—
upset No.
Harvest9.— Budge-Mako
Moon full for lose
the
Indian
Sports
festival brings
Russian' youthsin
toBerlin
Red tribes
Square
Mechanical
cow
demonstrated
Malcolm
Campbell
shatters
water
speed
record Kid accordion wizards hold tuneful meet
Guns
bring down plane run by radio 'J' boats and
full-riggers
not
the talk.in yacht news Big fight is over, but
PARAMOUNT
No.F. D.10.—R.Fuller
breaks westto-eastweather
flying NEWS—
record
goes
gets
bad
Winstreestypewriting
title18fishing,
Motorized
scissors
cut
down
Rookie
hits
homers
month Princess Juliana and husband take
yachtin
trip
Stay notables
ravages asofsummer
time onnearsoldend.cathedral
Linerscoronation
land
. ..Gypsies
hold
in Britain Football
training
on.
PATHE NEWS— No. 13, Vol. 9.— War feeds on U. S.
iron.... Betty
coed's ofwardrobe.
.. .25,000
rally....
New organ
democracy
HorsesN. Y.roundNazisup
fish
"fool proof"
plane Accordian fad
spreadsNew Symphony
in swimming.
PATHE
NEWS— No.
14, Vol. 9.— War
Lewis refugees
warns newin
deal
Hutton
U. S Barbara
PigskinRoosevelt
parade home
starts
NewBeavers
Bendixworkair
marks
Mrs.
in
Paris
for
U.
S
Blasts
rock
Phoenix
Kids
ride model
train Thrilling water rodeo.
UNIVERSAL
594,
Vol.
9. — GeneralNEWSPAPER
Butler warnsNEWSREEL
U. Cadets
S. in— No.
eastreal
Argentines
Army life....loseNewfirstplanepolorunsgame
on roadway
....tryBabies
find placesalmonin suncatch Joeseined
Louis isEnormous
"glad he won"
Huge
dish of
mashedquer thepotatoes
heat. served to crowd Wax pants conUNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL— No. 595,
Vol. 9.— The NEWSPAPER
bombing of Shanghai.

COLYUM
get money to buy tickets and when there is
neither then a theatre might as well be located in the Fiji Islands.
On top it all we are told that anthrax has
broken out among the cattle around Stanton
and many are dying; also that a new dis"sleeping
many easeof known
the ashorses
in that sickness"
community.is taking
From
a financial outlook it really looks bad for
Stanton, and Kremer is a darn swell guy.
V
We have just received a letter from Mr.
John M. Fox of the New Loup theatre at
Scotia, Neb., enclosing a check and asking
us to enter his subscription to the Herald.
We also got a letter from our old friend,
Sherm Fitch, branch manager for RKO at
Sioux Falls enclosing a check and asking
that we send the Herald to William
Amacher of the Justright theatre at Castlewood, S. D.
Thanks,
boys;of we'll
do it. Outside
of a
couple
of pieces
huckelberry
pie, we know
nothing better than an order for the
bass
fishing.Of course, this doesn't include
Herald.
V
Miss Gertrude Merriam of the Herald
office at Rockefeller Center, New York,
writes us and thanks us for getting theatre
passes from the boys for her collection.
She says, "You're a peach." By gosh, that
made goose pimples break out on us as big
as walnuts, and now, if you boys want to do
something nice, you will send her a theatre
pass for her collection,
V or send it to us.
Every once in a while we see, or hear,
something in a theatre that is really funny.
A few nights ago we attended a theatre and
they were playing a western. There were
a bunchin of
in ancalled
old
shack
the gangsters
woods in hiding
what was
"ghost
town." in the back seat got so excited
A woman
she began to squirm around and presently
the hero shot one of the gangsters; he
dropped his gun and crumpled up and fell
over and the woman jumped up and shouted
so the whole audience heard her, "There,
gosh,tohethatgotwoman
that one."
That battle
asby real
as though
it was was
the
real thing. If ever a person got the worth
of their money in a theatre
she did.
V
We are going to stop now and go home
and see if the grasshoppers have left anything around our garden; if they have, it
thing.
is an oversight, and we doubt if they have,
for a grasshopper never overlooks anyCOLONEL J. C. JENKINS
HERALD's
The The
HERALD
coversVagabond
the FIELDColyumist
like an
April SHOWER.
Frank Alexander Dead
Frank ("Fatty") Alexander, contempoof Roscoe
("Fatty")
and
other raryrotund
comedians
of the Arbuckle
silent screen,
died Wednesday in Los Angeles of a heart
attack. Mr. Alexander, who was 58 and
weighed 465 pounds, played in Sennett, Hal
Roach and Keystone comedies for 20 years.
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WANTED

TO RUy

ANIMATION, TIME LAPSE AND GENERAL
cinema apparatus. E. S. RINALDY, Chester, N. J.
WANT MORE LIGHT? GET IT WITH THE
Super-Arc.
modern,
amperage
reflector arc See
lamp this
at only
$147.70.tubular
Completelow with
giant
W1/a
inch
Bausch
&
Lomb
elliptical
mirror,
inghouse motor, Weston Ammeter, loads of Westother
features.
LiberalNewtrade-in
Eleventh Ave.,
York. offer. S. O. S., 636-AK

8 OR but
16 MM.in good
MOVIEcondition.
CAMERA WillANDpayPROJECTOR.
EVERYONE
IN THESE
PRIZES. Used,
cash. BOX
Warehouse
clearanceSHARES
our $250,000
sacrifice
Powers
projectors,
$69.50.stock,
Reflector
arc prices.
lamps,
famous 6Amakes,
entirelygoodcomplete,
from $49.50.
Forest 789A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD
rectifiers,
$24.50.
Generators,
$49.50
up.
Optical
systems, good, our
standard
makes, from $4.95. Hundreds of WANT USED RCA SOUNDHEADS, SIMPLEX,
bargains
Clearance
Powers projectors,
lamps, BOX
rectifiers,
Eleventh inAve.,
New
York. Bulletins. S. O. S., 636-AK lenses.
moneyarc paid.
917, generators,
MOTION
PICTURE TopHERALD.
UNUSUAL
BARGAINS
IN
USED
OPERA
chairs, sound equipment, motion picture machines,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
Projection
marepaired.
free. etc.MOVIE
SUPPLY
COMPANY,
LTD.,Catalog
844 So.H Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
POSITIONS WANTED
GENERAL
EQUIPMENT
REALhalf VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE LENSES,
$10
pair,
size, $32 $3.95;
pair,
popular
sizes limited;
B & $5.95;
H splicers,
speakers makes,
frommonitor
$7.95;
baffles withMANAGER-YOUNG,
ALERT,
from
hearing aid amplifiers
with
speaker
years experience.
Will PICTURE
acceptDEPENDABLE
goodHERALD,
proposiWrite MOTION
handles up to 30THEATRE
seats. LotsSUPPLY
more — BOX tion13920.anvwhere.
MIRROROID,GivesSILVER-WHITE
SOUND
SCREENand and
writetubes,
now! $15,
CONSOLIDATED
(patented).
brilliancy,
depth,
reflection
clarity.
Water St.,Unequalled
Newburgh, forN. Y.Technicolor. FREESE, 147 CORP., 1600- M Broadway, New York.
PROJECTIONIST
DESIRES CHANGE,
PREFERand
TALKIE equipment,
AND SILENT—
California.
Good references,
Simplex
ableSACRIFICING—
andlifetime.
theatre Lists
projectors,
supplies,PORTetc.
WAR ON CARBONS ! COMPETITION DEFIED. Chance
Western
Electric
Sound,Wyo.alsoexperience
Simplex onAcme.
JOHN
free.
TOM
AUSTIN,
470
8th
200,000 ansets
international
brand,
first
quality,
guarDRIGGS,
Pine
Bluffs,
for beautiful
snow hundred
white projection.
$4.85 Ave., New York.
hundred te dsets;
8/12, $5.75
sets. 10% 7/10,
discount
WELL KNOWN THEATRE MANAGER WITH
1,000 sets.
Buy aBargains
year's supply
at theseequipment.
sacrifice
prices
and save.
in all theatre
BACKupholstered
SPRING years
experience
all departments
of theatre
seatTHEATRE
chairs at CHAIRS—
$1.25, two1600lots.PANEL
1,500 fully
S. O. S., 636-AK Eleventh Ave., New York.
operationofdiately.
desires
newin managerial
connection
spring seat
chairs
at
$1.65.
Photographs
sent
on
reExcellentaYork,
record
and will
references.
Prefer immePennquest.
ALLIED
SEATING
CO.,
INC.,
358
W.
44th
s
y
l
v
a
n
i
a
o
r
New
but
go
anywhere.
BOX
Street, New York.
919, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
bocks
TAKE18,000
IT used
FROM veneer
US— OURand SEATS
ARE chairs,
BETter.
upholstered
American Seating.
Ideal,fromother75c.famous
THEATRES
constructed, refinished.
Bargainmakes,
list 15MreTHEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F. free. S. O. S., 636-AK Eleventh Ave., New York.
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
system
for
theayou in making the proper
entries, but
complete
recordprovides
of yoursufficient
operationsblankfor pages
each dayfor ofa
THEATRECounty
ANDseat.
BUILDING.
BEST inBUYcounty.IN
BUSINESS
the
year.
Notable
for
its
simplicity.
Order
now —
Florida.
Only theatre
$3 postage
prepaid.
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Rocke$10,000
cash,
balance
five
years.
BOX
912, MOTION
OPPORTUNITIES
feller Center, New York.
PICTURE HERALD.
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTION—
FOR SALE,
Revised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes
MAN ORin WOMAN
WITH
CAPITAL
TO agency.
TAKE of MODERN
two stores THEATRE
and seven offices.
Seating CONSISTING
capacity 1,450.
736
pages
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
interest
established
story
and talent
Fully equipped
with
Western Electric
SoundanySystem.
with
detailed
description
of
assembly,
and
Prefer
someone
interested
in
theatrical
work.
With
Large
stage
and
dressing-rooms,
to
produce
stage
functioning of all modern sound and projection ap- orinterview
withoutwithservices.
State
everything
in
letter
for
Operating
daily, (allin year
round),of 1926,
and hasformerly
been,
principal. BOX 790A, MOTION PIC- play.
paratus. Iimmediate
t is a practical
"troublein shooter,"
cross
since the
first opening,
the year
TURE
HERALD.
indexed
for
reference
any
projection
room
emergency.
ORDER Rockefeller
TODAY! $6.25
postpaid.
managed
by quick
the Keith-Albee
Amusements
Corp. Will
sacrifice
for
sale.
Terms.
UPTOWN
THEATRE,
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Center,
New
York.
Providence, R. I.
TRAINING SCHCOL
MEANT TO3 (notBE theREAD—
RICHARDSON'S
WILLunderBUY5,000.
OR Full
LEASEparticulars
THEATRE IN SMALL
5thBOOKS
Edition,
Questions600
town
and
Answers Volume
Index, $1.95; Booklatest),
bundle—with3 books.
918,
MOTION PICTURE
HERALD. first letter. BOX
pages,
only
$1.39,
consisting
of
Sloane's
"Motion
THEATRE
EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
TO
BETPicture
Projection."
Mancall's
"Servicing
Projection
positions. Free315 booklet
showsSt.,youElmira,
how.
Equipment"Any one
and book
Benson's
"Fundamentals
of Televi- ter theatre INSTITUTE,
Washington
N. Y.
636-AK sion."Eleventh
Ave., 49c,Newplenty
York. others. S. O. S.. THEATRE
TRANSLATION
SERVICE
REPAIR SERVICE
ECR RENT
GOLD SEAL OR SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
rebuilt, factory guaranteed, $15 per unit, including
parts.
furnished.
Details from S. O. S.,
636-AK 'Loaners"
Eleventh Ave.,
New York

DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
or publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
Reat for completeactive
service.
BOX 915A,work.
MOTION
PICTURE e renHERALD.

WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND atSPANISH
TRANSlation
advertising
literature
nominal cost.
Can
supply
complete
advertising
layout
and if_ printing
facilities
also.
Rates
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upon
request
sample
submitted. BOX 916A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
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IT'S THE

BIG

SHOW

SHOWMANSHIP

MONTH

SHORTS,

IN

TOO
Great new features mark a big new
season. And the shorts are stepping
out also. Big new names. More
laughs. Timely topics.
These Showmanship Shorts from Educational keep new season programs
up to high pitch all the way through.

WILLIE HOWARD
A laugh sensation everywhere in his first comedy
THE AFFAIRS OF PIERRE'

IMOGENE COCA
Hit of New York stage
and club shows in her
first film featurette
BASHFUL

BALLERINA'

JEFFERSON

MACHAMER

and
his "Gags
and Gals"
starting
their second
hit
season in
"SILLY NIGHT"

TIM and IRENE
(Antony) (Cleopatra)
in another of their
uproarious burlesques
"WILL YOU STOP"

Presented by E. W. HAMMONS

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

THE BIG APPLE
A Song and Comedy Hit
with the ARTHUR MURRAY
DANCERS demonstrating
the new dance all the
country is talking about
CHARLES KEMPER
and EARL GILBERT
with ghosts on strike for
more love and laughs in
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INCREASED

AT

THE

INCOME

BOXOFFICE

A good show! That's the talk, the thought, of every Theatre owner. To bring the bigger
income!
Better light on the screen is the key to a fine show — the key to back rows filled — the key to
increased income at the boxoffice.
Simplified high intensity projection guarantees this top quality show — the show that pleases
every person in your audience — brings them back — and brings their friends.
BRENKERT ENARC is "simplified high intensity" in its most modern, most practical, most
economical form. Ask the efficient, thoroughly experienced and willing -to -serve Brenkert dealer
about easy terms on this profit -making equipment.
BRENKERT

FASTEST

DEALERS

INCREASING

EVERYWHERE
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FRONT!

SALES PERSONALITY
PLUS is what toa new
Pittco
Front
a intheatre.
Here's vil gives
ane, 1 1. The
example
DanPittcoSandine,
Front
I
Architectstheatre
and would
Engineers.
Which
C. B. you
Ruexpect
to
attract
the
bigaudiencesMake. . . athePittcoold
orgest
Fronttheyouranew?
profitable .salesman
for
boost yourtheatre
profits. . . and

compet
MAYBE
actuallyyoursign
theitors
checkdon't
for
your new Pittco Theatre Front. But
they pay for it, all the same . . . because itsmodern, inviting appearance
draws patrons from their theatres to
yours. And the profit from this new
business . . . the box office you take
away from your competitors . . . pays
for your remodeling. Your competitors' los your
is yourtheatre
gain. with a
Bemodel
Pittco Front . . . now. It will widen
the area from which you draw.
Increase your box office. Build up
your profits.

When modernizing, consult an Be sure to see the Pittco Store Front
Caravan, our
now local
on a nation-wide
tour.
architect to assure a well-planned, Contact
economical job. Our staff of store information
as to branch
when itforwillspecific
visit
front experts will be glad to co-. your territory.
operate with him in planning a PITTSBURGH TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Pittco Front to suit your needs.
up to 2 years to pay for your
Meanwhile, send the coupon for our newTakePittco
Front. Pay 20% down,
free book containing complete in- then settle the balance out of income.
formation about Pittco moderniPITTS B U KG H,
zation, together with many photoPLATE CLASS COMPANY
graphs ofsuccessful installations.
Pittsburgh
Company,Pa.
2242 Grant Plate
Bldg.,Glass
Pittsburgh,
>ITTCO
Please send me, without obligation, your new
book entitled "Producing Bigger Profits with
STOKE FRONTS
Pittco
Name.. Store Fronts."
.m&ta£...juunt
Street..
Carrara Structural Glass • Pittco Store Front Metal • Pittsrurgii Paints City
Pittsburgh Mirrors • Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass • Tapestry Glass
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ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW
AT THIS THEATER

High intensity projection is not a luxury which the
smaller theater must forego. It has become a competitive necessity. Two or three years ago only ten
per cent of all theaters were using high intensity
projection — today 5000 theaters have it.
SIMPLIFIED1-SIMPLIFIED LAMP MECHANISM
2-FEWER LAMP PARTS
3-LOWER ARC CURRENT
The new SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY projection is true economy. It gives you two to three

times as much light on the screen as you can get from
low intensity projection. Yet the cost per light unit on
the screen is so much less that all this extra light and
improved projection can be covered by one admission
perThis
show. new projection provides snow-white light
essential for satisfactory color reproduction and gives
any theater modern, eye comfort projection that is as
good as that of the big de luxe houses.
Write for the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal
Triangle In Picture Projection."

AND d a"MODERN
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NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide [l|M and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. .
SUim SALES OFFICES^ Mil TO fUL_ElIT S B U RSH CD ICA6A SAILFJiWUSCO i
Better Theatres
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SHANGHAI, Sandusky, Calcutta, Stockholm, London, Buenos Aires,
New York, cities and towns the world over use Ashcraft Suprex
Lamps Lfor better projection.
You,
too, can
keep 'PatronandSatisfaction'
giving absolute
efficiency,
precision
of operation
guaranteedby Suprex
performance.
FOR YOUR APPROVALOnly progressive and responsible dealers represent the Ashcraft
Manufacturing Corporation. These dealers are instructed and will
gladly install Ashcraft Suprex Lamps in your theatre, without obligation. We welcome the opportunity to prove that the Ashcraft
Suprex Lamp is the . . .
WORLD'S
FINEST
PROJECTION LAMP

WHY!

25 features, incorporated in
every Ashcraft Suprex Lamp,
guarantee - better projection,
more light per ampere and
the best of workmanship. This
superiority in design and operation to any competitive lamp
lowers maintenance costs . . .
Remember, Suprex Lamps
are manufactured only by
ASHCRAFT

Distributed in Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec

MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
47-31 THIRTY-FIFTH STREET ♦ LONC ISLAND CITY • NEW YORK
September 18, 1937
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In a

Monastery

Garden
15th

The auditorium.

of

the

Century

The entrance (manager's residence in background).

The foyer.

Looking up High Street from the theatre.

6

A MOTION picture theatre curiously distinguished for the charm and
history of its setting is the New Cinema in the ancient town of Chipping
Norton, Oxfordshire, England. Its very site, as well as its surroundings, isof the stuff that screen stories are made of. It occupies the ground
on which a medieval monastery once stood, with its garden known to have
flourished in the 15th Century. The village of Chipping Norton was incorporated on February 27, 1606, but it was really established in prehistoric
times. Also in the garden is a great stone house 300 years old. It has a
secret tunnel which Cromwell is said to have used to escape from the
soldiers of King Charles I. The house is used as a residence for the manager
of the theatre, which adjoins it. The cinema entrance, which is on the ancient
High Street of the town, is reached through a short garden walk. It is
styled in old Cotswold architecture, but the interior of the theatre is essentially modern. The seating capacity of this unique playhouse (which,
incidentally, supplies its own electric current with Diesel-powered generators)
is 506, and there are parking accommodations for 70 cars. Sydney Hall, who
began his career in showbusiness as a candy hawker in a Manchester theatre,
is the managing director.
Better Theatres
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Change in Erpi
Status Seen Uncertain
with devices controlled
by Western Electric made available to the
International Projector Corporation and
Motiograph, Inc., for use in the manufacture of motion picture sound reproducing
apparatus, speculation concerning the disposition of Electrical Research Products,
Inc., as a sales and service organization in
the United States, has been taking many
turns. Searching inquiry, however, fails to
reveal a basis for anything except the suspicion that the WE subsidiary may be
doing business at the same old stand for
quite some time.
Erpi, at this writing, is still selling
theatre sound equipment, apparently with
no lapse in vigor, since sales last week,
it has been authoritatively stated, were
greater than in any week since the introtem. duction of the present "Mirrophonic" sysService contracts were also involved in
these sales, while expiration of many of the
service contracts previously entered into
will not come until 1940.
If the granting of rights in WE —
which is to say, A. T. & T. — patents constitutes asatisfactory reply to the Government's
insistence that athemonopoly
telephonein group
has been conducting
fields
where it has no business doing so, there
is no substantial reason, it is pointed out,
for the position of Erpi in the motion picture industry to be essentially disturbed so
long as the selling and servicing of sound
equipment proves profitable.
Neither International Projector nor
Motiograph have decided on how much
manufacturing operations will be extended
as a result of their acquisition of rights in
the WE devices. Motiograph already has
a model of projector with soundhead incorporated inthe design, and International
has indicated that its professional Simplex
projector heads will be similarly co-ordinated. Other parts of the sound system
might be added later, or purchased from
other manufacturers whom Erpi added
later, or purchased from other manufacturers whom Erpi might license.
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4000 people. The screen is directional, its
maximum reflection power limited to an
angle of about 45° It is surfaced with
minute
adhesive spherical
varnish. glass-beads on a coating of
Two Simplex projectors are used, and
the panoramic effect is obtained through
the use of special optical devices. Similar
devices were also employed in the cameras
in filming the pictures.
Each projector projects one half of the
image, the right half by the projector to
the left. Joining of the two images on
the screen
cial filter. is achieved by means of a spe-

Projection light is by a Hall & ConAs the Capitol theatre on Broadway, once the
nolly lamp with carbons revolving and
motion
most following
celebratedextensive
edifice, remodelopened advancing
under thermostatic control.
its doors picture's
to the public
ing. The improvements, made under the super- Shutter ventilators allow 250 amperes unv
i
s
i
o
n
o
f
Harry
Moskowitz
of
Loew's,
Inc.,
included
dernous
70 volts.
& Lomb extra-lumi5,400 new full-spring, mohair-covered seats, by the
condensersBausch
are used.
American Seating Company; new thick-pile Wilton
The stunt, for it is admittedly no more
carpeting
throughout,
new
display
frames
especially made by the Froehlich Cabinet Works of than that, is the result of collaboration
New York, across
and a themarquee
(by Artkraft-Strauss)
Frank Brockliss, Ltd., internaextending
entire front
of the building, between J. distributor
of theatre equipment in
carrying opal glass attraction board letters, the Europe,tional
with headquarters in London, and
largest of which are 36 inches high.
several French scientists and motion picture producers.
nation, facing the Eiffel Tower from one
end of the exposition grounds, is stretched Owners Now Seek Own
a screen approximating 325 feet long by
33 feet high. Here five nights a week "Standards" in Planning
are projected panoramic motion pictures.
that theatre owners
The pictures carry the illusion of open
country and space and are visibie to at least and managers themselves have been experimenting during the last few years in an effort to improve upon practices long followed as "standard" in theatre planning,
Page
FEATURES OF THIS ISSUE
is indicated in the questionnaires returned
to the Theatre Structures Committee of
Cinema in a Monastery 6
the SMPE, which is conducting studies exOwen Theatre, Branson, Mo. 8
pected to result in official recommendations
on
theatre forms.
Varsity Theatre, Austin, Tex. 10
Data
given by theatre managements in
I 0th St. Theatre, Kansas City, Kan. I I
the returned questionnaires show, for exTower Theatre, Dallas, Tex. 12
ample, that since 1931 screens have been
Cine Elcantro, Mexico, D. F. 14
located much higher than established pracAbout People of the Theatre 16
tice called for — in some instances more
than 8 feet above the auditorium floor —
Heating Plant Requirements 20
By J. T. Knight, Jr.
whereas approximately 5 feet has been the
Maintenance Tabs
22
generally accepted distance.
Also since 1931, the questionnaires are
Theatre Acoustics Today 3 I
reported to show, the depth of the audiBy C. C. Potwin
torium has been increasing, with the ratio
F. H. Richardson's Comment 36
between width and depth widening, resulting in conditions more specifically adapted
Planning the Theatre " 40
to motion picture exhibition. Many of the
Panoramic Projection
Better Theatres is published by the Quigley
most
costly and prominent theatres erected
Publishing Company, Inc., Rockefeller CenAt Paris Exposition
ter,
NewTwo ofYork,Motion
every Picture
fourth Herald.
week as MarSecduring the 1920's have auditoriums as
tion
THE ADJECTIVE Colossal,
wide as they are deep — in some cases
wider.
tin Quigley
frequently applied to matters cinematic,
George
Schutz,.publisher
editor. and
Colvineditor-in-chief.
Brown, genOf 2000 questionnaires issued, about 650
is put to particularly valid use in reports
eral manager. Ray Gallo, advertising manhave been returned, and approximately a
ager. C.624
B. O'Neill,
Western
advertising
concerning
"panoramic
projection"
at
the
manager,
S.
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago.
thousand returns are desired before the
Paris Exposition.
Consultants: J. T. Knight, Jr., physical
committee begins to compile data.
On the facade of the Pavilion of Illumioperation; Ben Schlanger, architectural form.
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[Of the five theatres described in this
group of pages, the first, while less suggestive ofschemes to be adopted elsewhere ,
is certainly the most unique. It is unique
enough in itself. Then there is the town,
which lies in storied country. And of
course,
its owner,fromJim farOwen,
popu-as
lar hostthere's
to Americans
as well
near, as both exhibitor and mayor. The
following description of the theatre, with
some notes on Jim himself, is by Robert O.
Boiler, widely known theatre architect
(himself an occasional dweller among Mishill folk)
helped him design
and buildsouri's it.
— The whoEditor.]
the new Owen theatre,
located in the heart of the summer playground of the Ozark mountains in Southwestern Missouri, is owned and operated
by Jim M. Owen, who, besides being a
well-known exhibitor in those parts, is also
the mayor of Branson.
This little community, located at the

Jim Owen'sdisplaying
genuine another
hillbilly ofcinema
— and activities,
that's the which
proprietor
snapshot
the Owen
includehimself,
even second
politics. from left,
upper end of Lake Taneycomo, in Taney
County, Missouri, is a resort town of approximately 1200 population, which in
summer leaps to a figure between 4000 and
5000, as neighboring summer cottages and
cabins fill with sportsmen and vacationing
families, who return annually to enjoy the
relaxation to be found in this picturesque
mountain country.
The staunchness, honesty, and stability
of the Ozark mountain folk is traditional.
It was not until 1905, however, that Harold Bell Wright (then an iterant
preacher), inspired by the primitive beauty
of the region and by the lives of the rugged
hillfolk, immortalized the section in "The
Shepherd of the Hills," a novel read by
millions.
This famed story has its setting in the
Mutton Hollow and Dewey Bald neighborhoods near Branson. The desire to
visit the locale of this tale and to surrender
to the lure of steep, forest-covered hills,
sparkling streams and mysterious caverns,
yearly brings thousands of visitors to the
immediate vicinity of the new showhouse.
The lower White river, on the banks of

which Branson is located, is nationally
noted for its small-mouthed bass fishing.
The float trips conducted by experienced
guides from this and other nearby points
are a Missouri institution to be found nowhere else in the United States.
River conditions are broadcast daily
from radio station KWTO in the nearby
city of Springfield, and the fishing opportunities infive rivers, two creeks and Lake
Taneycomo make a visit to Branson an
annual high spot in the life of many nationally known sportsmen. Deer, wild
turkey, quail and duck, as well as squirrels
and
other
small game, attract hunters in
season.
In the thirty-two years since the story
of the Old Shepherd first brought Branson
to the notice of the outside world, the district has been transformed into a playground for the entire nation. Two wellpaved highways, 65 and 78, have pushed
over the rocky ridges and through the valleys of this interesting section, to intersect
at the little village. A nearby aeroplane
field and a branch of the Missouri Pacific
railroad also offer means of access to the
Better Theatres

The
stone done
and "planning."
and
(right)auditorium,
a section finished
of theinfoyer,
in knotty pine.
community. Mail and passenger boats from
the Sammy Lane Boat Line, with headquarters atBranson, operate daily on the
Lake, touching various points where originally small resorts have grown into substantial summer-time villages. Basket and
rug-weaving and Como Craft pottery are
local industries offering products for sale
to visiting tourists.
Into this rustic setting, four years ago,
came Jim M. Owen, genial newspaperman
from St. Louis, Missouri. He fell in love
with the mountain region, and like the Old
Shepherd in the Wright novel, decided to
make the Ozarks his permanent home. With
his parents and sister he became part-owner
of a Branson drug store, and on his own
behalf started the operation of one of the
most popular float trip lines in the vicinity.
A small picture show was his next investment, this business being carried on in a
small rented building seating 209.
Owen'saboutincreasing
popularity
brought
his election
as mayorsoonof
Branson. (It may be recalled, from the
"Asides
and Interludes"
pageJimofis the
the
Motion Picture
Herald, that
exhibitor who frequently accepts fish worms
from young patrons in payment for theatre
admissions, since his unusual combination
of business interests make this a workable
policy.) Co-operating with local townsfolk,
with the tourist trade, and with regional
religious bodies on nearby Presbyterian
Hill, his little theatre became a community
center, always available for local entertainments and cooperative efforts, and offering
an enthusiastic
ofto screen
fare. patronage a wide variety
Increasing patronage necessitated the
frequent turning-away of potential patrons,
some of whom had driven forty miles by
motor car to visit the Branson theatre.
Owen realized that the time was ripe for
A
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MAIN FLOOR PLAN
Owen Theatre, Branson, Mo.
Robert O. Boiler, Architect

the erection of a larger and more efficient
building, yet he did not feel that he could
afford a large expenditure.
Working with an eye to the combined
factors of imperative economy and a desire
to make use of a traditional Ozark background, and motivated by an urge to get
completely away from the "shooting galtype of small-town
showhouse,
and hislery"architect
worked out
a plan forOwen
the
new motion picture theatre.
Jim said, in starting the design for his
new Hills
house, country
"I want a totheatre
giev theso Shepherd
the
unique andof
different
And thisthatis ithowcan'tJimbedidforgotten."
it :
GENERAL PLAN
Under a general contract handled by
Lloyd Eiserman, Branson builder, a theatre and commercial building 36 feet 6
inches by 112 feet, overall, was erected. In
addition to an auditorium seating 356, the
structure contains the Owen Boat Line
office (17 feet 6 inches by 20 feet), supplemented byan attached warehouse (10
feet 6 inches by 32 feet) used for storing
equipment used on the river float trips.
EXTERIOR
Side and rear walls of the building are
ofpopular
stone and
in the
"crazy quilt"
most
economical
in the pattern
Ozark country. The front, however, is of stone laid
in broken ashlar, with the upper portion of
OF

RECENT

peeled slabs in a gray stained finish, brightened by touches of red on the dowel pin
heads holding each slab in place. The
rough barn door effect has been used in the
warehouse entrance and elsewhere throughout the theatre.
Instead of the usual marquee, a porch, 19
feet by 12 feet, has been built over the
vestibule entrance to the theatre, supported
by the same type of roughly hewn timbers
which are used extensively throughout the
building. A small outside balcony and two
window treatments in the front follow the
motif of pigeon houses frequently found in
the hay barns of the region. The attraction
board is surrounded by peeled cedar poles.
Roofs over marquee porch, window features, and all other portions of the building, are ofboards,genuine
"shakes" or clapsplit out
ofOzark
timber
surrounding
forests and
mountedfromovertheheavy
felt to prevent any possible leakage. Bulkheads under windows of the boat line office are of heavy planks, V-jointed at each
edge and laid diagonally.
The sidewalk across the entire front is
of large flagstones. Lighting under the
porchtureconsists
of a large wagon wheel fixwired for lamps.
VESTI BU LE
The vestibule, measuring 14x4 feet, has
recessed floor panels to receive link mats,
and also contains a box office which fol(Continued on page 42)
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A

Two-Floor

Costing

$45

Theatre
Per

Seat

25 feet having been reserved at the rear
for future extension of the auditorium. The
general architectural style of interior and
exterior is modern.
The exterior is finished in white stucco
with inset rustications in horizontal lines.
The front, over the theatre entrance area,
is finished in porcelain enamel of brown
and orange. The box office and vestibule
walls and all street front bases are of the
same finish.
The foyer has plaster walls with mural
decoration. The ceiling is finished in
acoustic plaster to lower the noise level
at this point. An open mezzanine lounge
overlooks the foyer and gives access to toilet
rooms and to the balcony stairs.
The balcony is provided with standee
area behind the seating as on the main
floor to relieve traffic congestion that might
occur nateonthe usual
the lower
level, space.
and also to elimicrossover
Auditorium walls are of standard and
acoustic plaster in a floated finish. Pilasters
are rounded and faded into the color
scheme of the walls. Pylon fixtures of
original modern design provide auditorium
illumination.
The ceiling is stepped, and in the fascias
of these steps are located the air outlets.
Air supply is by a duct system with air
washers and recirculation, mechanical refrigeration tobe added later.
Seating, by the International Seat Corporation, isspaced 32 inches both on main
floor and in the balcony. Main floor chairs
are 20 inches wide, those in the balcony
19 inches. The total capacity is 1,030,
with 416 seats in the balcony.
The Varsity was erected at a cost of
$46,000, or $45 per seat.

ith general finish in stucco.
the varsity theatre in
Austin,turesTex.,
is
one
several have
new added
strucwhich Interstate ofTheatres
to their important group of Southwestern
properties during the past year. It is located opposite the campus of Texas University. W. Scott Dunne was the architect.
The building is 53x148 feet, including
a theatre and a 22x50-foot corner store.
The building does not cover the entire site,
A
PORTFOLIO
OF
RECENT
10

The foyer, which has acoustic lasfer ceiling.
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New
A

Plan
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Style

15- Year-Old

for

Theatre

modern lines and materials characterize the majority of theatres
that have been remodeled or newly constructed inWestern Missouri and Kansas
since the depression, and in keeping with
that trend is the style in which Ed F. Burgan's Tenth Street theatre in Kansas City,
Kan., has been remodeled. The architects
were Besecke & Swanson.
Mr. Burgan had operated the theatre
several years when he finally purchased the
ground and building and began his plans
for remodeling. Built 15 years ago on an
inside lot, the 50x1 18-foot house possessed
several of the faults of theatre construction
of that period and it was practically torn
down to make way for modernization.
The backwall was underpinned and a
basement excavated under an enlarged
stage.atre didThe
something
thenot basement,
have before,
is large the
enough
to accommodate a new oil-burner boiler
and fan and washer equipment. Previously
the theatre was heated by two castiron
furnaces, one on each side of the stage.
The new unit, with the insulation installed
in remodeling, is expected to lead to a
saving of approximately 20% in heating.
A large damper, located at the elbow
where the duct branches to go into the
boiler and into the washer chamber, effects change from cooled to heated air, and
vice versa. A squirrel cage fan provides
circulation for both. The duct moves from
the basement to ; the top of the proscenium
arch, where a 'J;anch extends each way to
the exit openi- |, one on each side of the
stage. Above ? standee rail are two exhausts that go rough the roof. Directly
below the sta£ floor a battery of return
grilles carry ,ir back into the washer.
Fresh air is taKen from the alley.
The stage was 8 feet deep and 14 feet
wide; it now is 16x32 feet, large enough
for vaudeville or amateur shows.
Rear exit space was inadequate, consisting of two 3 ^2-foot doors leading into the
alley. Now each side of the stage, at an
alley, are exits 6j4 feet wide, reached
by concrete ramps flanking the stage.
Openings from the auditorium are draped
in blue velvet.
AUDITORIUM
Plastered
side walls
and ceilings
ated an unfavorable
acoustical
conditioncre-in
the theatre before remodeling. The architects left the original plaster, but put on
lx2-inch stripping, and then, with both
glue and nails, applied temlock over the
stripping to create insulating air space.
The ceiling is double bordered, with the
outside 30 inches of ash-colored temlock,
the inside 24 inches of walnut-colored temlock. The latter blends into the three

strips down the entire length of the ceil- Fixtures, which were designed and executed
ing center. The 2^/2-foot center strip is of by Mr. Burgan, are 4 feet long, adding
walnut, the 2-foot strip on each side is of to the sense of height in the ceiling. Forward the ceiling has a fan design.
ash shading into a cream field.
The auditorium formerly was lighted by
Sidewalls from 4^2 feet above the floor
are
cream-colored
temlock in 4x8 sheets.
eight drop lights. Now it is done indiof the floor permits, the sheets
rectly by sidewall fixtures with inter- As the drop
(Continued on page 41)
changeable lights, and glare is eliminated.
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ith stucco and glass.
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A

Modern

Theatre

Built

View of lobby, looking into foyer.
the tower theatre, newest of Interstate Theatres houses, extends
from Elm Street to Pacific Avenue, in the
heart of Amusement Row in Dallas, Texas,
and is the result of remodeling a fomer
cafe in the ground floor of an office building and a parking garage at the rear, also
including an intervening light court. The
cafe was 16x58 feet, the light court 22x65
feet, and the garage 65x120 feet.
The cafe ceiling was 16 feet high, the
light court was limited in height by exposed office windows in the office building. The garage had a height of 21 feet
under the bottom of roof trusses. Very
little change could be made in the space
available in the cafe; however, some room
was gained at the rear, but structural
columns and spandrels in the office building could not be economically removed.
The main stairs, which are of very easy
pitch were schemed around the existing
structural members, giving access to mezzanine floor and balcony. The cafe area
was used for entrance lobby, vestibule and
foyer.
The light court area was utilized for
standee,
janitor's
space andoffices
rest rooms
first floor
and lounge,
and reston
rooms on mezzanine, also projection room,
fan roomwas andon ushers'
room on the
which
the approximate
leveltopoffloor
the
second floor of the office building and neccessitated a light court between the back
of these rooms and the office building windows. The garage was utilized for the
auditorium and second platform, with the

air conditioners above this second platform. The garage roof was raised and
portions of the existing walls were re-used,
with new steel work and roof framing and
slab. The result was a modern functional
styled, fireproof theatre, seating 978 on
lower floor and 358 in a balcony W.
Scott Dunne was the architect.
The vestibule floor is in various colors
of terrazzo divided with wide top white
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Existing

metal strips in symbolic forms. The wall
base is of structural glass. Walls are finished in gold and blue mirrors in deep
tones, divided with small aluminum mold
This mirror treatment is enhanced with
black structural glass plaques with silver
inlays. Poster frames are of aluminum and
are recessed for indirect illumination.
Mirrors also line the back of the box
office which is set at side of entrance, and
treated same as walls of lobby to obscure
a large structural column at this position.
The outside piers at main entrance are
faced in porcelain enamel iron with aluminum trim. The ceiling is in porcelain
enameled iron with mercury lamp strip at
center behind opal glass.
The marquee face is trimmed with
chrome metal and neon, the soffit paneled
in opal glass with lights at back. The
attraction
is "V"
trimmed
in porcelainboard
enamel
and type,
chrome,
and
carries Wagner silhouette letters.
The lobby has a carpeted floor, and alternate blue and gold mirrors on side walls
from base to ceiling similar to vestibule
but in lighter tones, with orange colored
structural glass plaques with silver inlay.
In each corner is a light pocket with two
outlets and Major reflectors that furnish
the entire illumination for the room. The
ceiling is in acoustical plaster tinted in
bright orange with silver leaf overlay in
modern motif.
wall mirrors
the lobby
andThevestibule
were setwallwiti*%?bth
fi pitched
face
for additional reflection an 'the result was
a maze of depth and cole1*5, reflecting the

"Facade" treatment given the rear of building.
RECENT

.
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Structures
ceiling and side walls which gave size to
both spaces.
The foyer was finished in simple motifs
to lend size to this area. Light pockets
were used in rounded corners for effective
height and uniform illumination. The
floor is carpeted, and walls are plastered
in troweled finish, ceiling in acoustical
plaster. The main stair to mezzanine and
balcony rises from this room to permit an
easy split of the patrons before entering
standee area. This stair is carpeted and has
aluminum handrails at walls and at center.
The center rail is illuminated with neon,
the light thrown on steps defines each
riser and tread. From foyer to standee
area is an entry with an illuminated aquarium at one side, an innovation by Irwin
Waite, the house manager.
The standee area is really a roomy
lounge with rest rooms opening off one
end. The rest rooms have carpeted floors
and are fitted with especially made leather
furniture. These rooms are also illuminated by light pockets at the sides.
AUDITORI U M
The auditorium has colored cement floors
and carpeted aisles, with smooth plaster
dadoes and pilasters and acoustical plaster
side wall and ceiling panels.
Seating area under balcony overhang is
lighted by cove toward front. The rear
part of this seating area is lighted by suspended plaster light strip in truncated ceiling dome.
The balcony is lighted by two light
pockets at rear wall at the quarter points.

The lower floor seating forward of the ablcbny is lighted by metal light strips bracketed-out from wall about 13 inchres. All
auditorium lighting (excepting emergency
lighting) is controlled by pre-set induction
dimmers to permit varying degrees of illumination, and all of the circuits are automatically controlled.
The major interior concealed light
sources were designed as a component part
of the architecture, along functional lines.

at front doors that might reach the foyer.
The Tower represents an investment of
about $100,000, with equipment, which includes Simplex projectors and RCA Photophone sound system, general projection
equipment and accessories by National Theatre Supply Company, carpeting by Alexander-Smith, auditorium seating by International Seat Corporation, marquee and
signs by Texlite.

Vestibule with box office at side.

REAR "FACADE"
The rear of the Tower faces on a prominent traffic-way
suggestingenamel
a "facade"
for
the rear.
A porcelain
dado was
used, with a border enclosing a 24-sheet
billboard at the center, over which was
placed wall
a "V"is finished
type attraction
The
upper
in white board.
stucco with
a cast stone coping. Fresh air openings are
set at sides in upper walls, giving direct"
supply to the air-conditioning systemA I R SUPPLY
The Tower adjoins the Melba Theatre,
and the Melba conditioning plant was supplemented tosupply this new theatre, also
the new electrical services were extended
to main switchboard in Melba theatre
basement.
for Melba
heating theatre
the newboiler
theatre istakenSteam
off the
and extended to coils at the conditioners,
and a fan driven steam heating unit is instal ed in the vestibule, fed from office
building boiler, to check cold air infiltration

Foyer, showing stairs to mezzanine.
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Mexico's

Cine

Decorated

Elcanto,

with

Light

flectors directing light upon the side walls.
Extending from the center of the arc to
the rear of the first balcony is a suspended
ceiling trough
of copper glass
along light
which boxes.
at intervals are prismatic
These boxes provide white light for general house illumination ; the other sources
carry amber lamps for decorative effect
and
ances. low-level lighting during performThe side walls are finished in AcoustiCelotex tiles, furred out 12 inches over
gypsum blocks. The tiles are tinted a copper color, matching the running light.
The foyer is spacious and is given an
unusual form by the exposure of the underside of the first balcony risers, which is
lighted from concealed sources. Light is
otherwise used as a major decorative medium, the design being dominated by a
great rectangular arch formed by two prismatic glass panels covering light troughs.
Flanking these panels are series of mirrors,
each about 2^2 feet wide, which add still
further to the effect of spaciousness.
The Cine Elcanto is quite elaborate in
its auxiliary facilities. There are, for examples, large and handsomely appointed
lounges and toilet rooms off the lobby, a
soda fountain at the entrance, a tropical
garden with fountain overlooking the foyer,
and further toilet provisions on the third
balcony level.
The owners and operators are Arturo
Ceballos and Julio A. Castro. Francisco J.
Serrano was the architect.

THE CINE ELCANTO, in
Mexico, D. F., is one of the most pretentious ventures in motion picture exhibition
in all Latin America. It seats 4,000 in
a main and two balcony levels. But it is
probably most interesting here for its bold
and altogether pleasing (though perhaps
unduly complex) expression of modern
ideas in theatre interior treatment.
Although the side wall finish has some
decorative value, the design of the auditorium largely depends upon illumination.
The proscenium arch is bordered in blue
granite, and at the sides this material alternates with flashed opal light boxes, set
flush. Extending across the top of the
proscenium arch is a panel of indirect neon
lighting, while above this are lamps in reViews of the foyer and auditorium which show spectacular use of luminous elements.
A
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ACOUSTONE
Permits
Without

Voice

and

Music

Distortion-Adds

to

Be

Heard

New
Beauty
CHECK THESE FIVE ESSENTIALS OF EFFICIENT
ACOUSTICAL TILE -ACOUSTONE GIVES YOU ALL

1. LASTING BEAUTY OF INTEGRAL COLORS
2. INCOMBUSTIBILITY

1"-

Acoustone-treated walls and ceiling in the Buckingham Theater, Chicago
■ Shown here is one of many theatre interiors, large and small, which
have
been tile.
benefited
overnight
Acoustone*,
acoustical
Consider
what itbywillthedouseforofyour
theatre. USG fireproof
Quickly applied to new or old walls or ceilings, without loss of business time, Acoustone absorbs the sound that makes overlapping rever"blurs" singing
and throughout
competes with
the spoken word.beration—that
It allows
voiceandandorchestral
music to music
be heard
the
auditorium. The result is greater audience appreciation of each show —
and logically increased receipts!
Acoustone requires no further decorating. Its rich integral colors and
high light-reflecting surface add much to the appearance of the theatre
interior. Its beauty is kept fresh by simple vacuum cleaning at a fraction of the cost of painting. Yet painting does not reduce its ability
to absorb sound. Lasting efficiency and maintenance considered, Acoustone is actually low in cost. Send for full information — now !
There's a USG Acoustical Material to Solve Every Sound -Control Problem
USG sound-control service includes absorption treatments and materials
to clarify hearing and reduce noise— also sound-insulation to reduce the
§ travel of objectionable noise from room to room. USG acoustical
engineers are always available to assist you in an advisory capacity, without obligating you in any way.
5
SEND FOR BOOKLET ON SOUND CONTROL
* Registered trade-mark
ENGINEERING
SALES DIVISION
UNITED STATES 6YPSUM COMPANY
OTHER USG SOUND
CONTROL
PRODUCTS
ARE: PERFATI

3. ABSORBS THE SOUND
THAT MAKES OVERLAPPING REVERBERATION

4. LASTING EFFICIENCY — VACUUM CLEANED
AT LOW COST— ALSO PAINTABLE

./ 5. HIGH\LIGHT-REFLECTION
LIGHTING CUTS COST OF
... ■
yUNITED STATES GYPSUM CO.
300 West Adams St., Chicago, 111.
□ Please
send booklet,
□ Please send
an Acoustical
EngineerQuiet"
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OF THEIR ACTIVITIES REPORTED

North Carolina Theatres, Inc., have
acquired the Reed property on N. Union
Street, Concord, N. C, for a consideration
said to be in excess of $25,000. No formal
announcement has been made by the theatre
firm,
erty. beyond plans to "develop" the prop-

FROM

the

ALL SECTIONS AND

Remodeling of the former Strand, Sylvania, Ga., has been started by Mrs. Peter
Kittles, manager. The theatre will be
renamed the Sylvan.
The J. A. Jones Construction Company
has begun work on remodeling a Charlotte,
N. C, building at a cost of approximately
V. P. Loftis, Charlotte, S. C, contrac- $10,000, for RKO.
tor, was stlow
biddertheatre
at $81,646
for con-of
ruction ofa new
at the corner
D. McDermon is operating the Norwood theatre, Birmingham, Ala., which has
King and Market streets, Charleston. Bids
been
after being dark for more
were opened by Albert Scottile, presi- than areopened
year.
dent of the Pastime Amusement Company.
Southwestern Theatre Equipment, Houston, Tex., has been organized with capital
of $15,000. The principals include A.
Mortensen, George H. Heck and J. W.
Hill.

BRIEFLY TOLD

man, Okla. The new house is located in
the building formerly occupied by the University theatre. Lou A. Chatham,
manager
of the Sooner theatre, is managing
the Varsity.

Harry Waldron, owner and operator
of the Blue Moon and Fox theatres in
Lindsay, Okla.,
begun work on remodeling the BluehasMoon.
T. E. Wilhoit is building a new theatre
in Plattsburg, Mo. William Weare is
the superintendent of construction, and
Robert O. Boller of Kansas City is the
J. E. Massey, owner of the Park thea- architect.
tre, Waynesville, N. O, has purchased a
The Illinois theatre, Jacksonville, 111.,
half interest in the Lyric theatre at Sylva,
will undergo extensive alterations. The
N. C, from Dr. Grqver P. Wilkes.
house is owned by the Fox Midwest Agency
Joseph G. Mullen, Jr., has been Corporation. Plans and specifications for
the improvements were prepared by Robnamedatre in manager
ert O. Boller.
Richmond,of Va.the new Bellevue the-

The Bryson theatre, Bryson City, N. C,
was opened September 2. The theatre has
been extensively remodeled.
J. R. Long has been appointed manager
Arthur P. Barry, manager of Lucas of the new Ritz theatre recently opened in
& Jenkins'
theatres inandMacon,
will Bridgeport, Ala.
direct
the education
publicityGa.,bureau
The new Varsity theatre, with a seating
of the Community Chest campaign in
October.
capacity of 500, has been opened in NorThe Hollywood theatre, York, S. C,
has been sold by Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Griffin to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fleming
WAS IT REALLY NAZI
of Live Oak, Fla., and the latter have taken
active charge of the theatre.
OR WAS HE NUTSY?
Albert H. Reynolds, formerly manHe really didn't know for quite
ager of theatres in Austin, Tex., has sucawhile. Leo Cimikoski, projectionceeded Harold Cunyus as manager of
ist at the Strand theatre in Northe Metropolitan theatre in Houston, Tex.
wich, Conn., continued to stare at
the strange figure in the upper
Mr. Cunyus is reporting to the Dallas office of Interstate Theatres for a new asleft-hand corner of the image on
signment.
the screen. Surely it was a Nazi
swastika! He called his partner
The Orpheum theatre, Memphis, Tenn.,
over, and he could only confirm
was reopened September 19 with an entirewhat Cimikoski had beheld. Morely local group financing its operations. The
over, the patrons themselves, in
house will be operated by Tri-State Amusepassing out, remarked about the
ment Company with Chalmers Cullins
strange
presence of a swastika on
the screen.
having full direction of the theatre.
An investigation was begun imThe breeze theatre, Beaufort, S. C, is
mediately. _And this is what it
now in a new location. A large warehouse,
disclosed: The night was very
purchased by Ira Smith, proprietor of the
warm. Ushers had opened the fire
theatre, has been remodeled into a modern
escape doors. In the configuratheatre much larger than the former
tions of the fire escape railing was
Breeze.
a design closely resembling a
swastika, and light from a street
Robert J. Haley has assumed his new
lamp, passing through the railing,
duties as house manager of the Liberty thehad silhouetted a swastika upon
the screen.
atre in New Orleans, La., succeeding Noel
D. Smith, who resigned. Mr. Haley was
The Strand is a Rothenberg &
Morse circuit house.
formerly connected with Mort H. Singer
theatres in Minneapolis, Minn., and Marshallton, la.
16
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The Tower, Drumright, Okla., owned
by Consolidated Theatres, Inc., has been
opened. The house replaces the Strand
theatre, destroyed by fire last year. Frank
Aydelotte is manager.
A number of improvements have been
started at the Saenger theatre in Pine Bluff,
Ark., and present plans include the installation of new RCA Photophone sound equipment and complete redecoration of the interior.
The Capitol theatre in New Orleans,
one of the United Theatres units recently
destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt, it is announced.
Cooling equipment, Motiograph projectors and Brenkert Enarc projection
lamps have been installed in the Ideal theatre, Ponchatoula, La. The equipment was
furnished by Louisiana Motion Picture
Equipment Company.
The McKinley theatre, Niles, Ohio,
built about twelve years ago and used for
the past ten years as a church, will again
become a theatre. The property has been
purchased
A. G. toConstant.
Altera-by
tions are by
expected
be completed
November 1.
The Dover, Camden, O., owned by
Orville Wood,
will additional
be extensively
remodeled. Ahundred
seats will
be installed.
The new Chakeres-Xenia theatre, Xenia,
Ohio, was opened on September 9. The
house, completed at a cost of approximately
$50,000 by Chakeres Theatres, Inc., of
Better Theatres
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Springfield, Ohio, headed by Phil Chakeres,
replaces the former Bijou theatre there.
James Hibbert, former proprietor of the
Bijou, is manager, with Ralph Winters
of the Chakeres circuit as assistant.

LEADERS
Among Theatres use the

to make them the
LEADERS
A cutout entrance display is the most
attention
- compelling
form of advertising
that
a theatre
can use.
The Cutawl keeps down the cost of cutout displays and makes them the most
effective advertising media for any theatre.
Let us send you
* i". [
special theatre
|
INTERNATIONAL
(B^HPb>
CO. III.
it. 21 SREGISTER
Throop St., Chicago,
INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
21 S. Throop St., Chicago, III.
Please send me Cutawl literature.
Address
City
State.

Better Theatres Service
J. T. Knight, Jr., will be glad to answer
your questions about equipment, maintenance, operating problems with respect to
the physical theatre.
Peter M. Hulsken will be glad to advise
concerning the planning of your theatre
project or the remodeling of your present
theatre.
Merely write:
BETTER THEATRES
ROCKEFELLER CENTER - NEW YORK
IX

grave from A. C. Wooten, has been redecorated and remodeled.
James Justice, operator of the Pickfair
theatre in Kernersville, N. C, has installed
Ideal Seating Company chairs in the house.
Standard Theatre Supply Company made
the installation.

Louis Anger, who recently purchased
the Alcazar theatre, Naugatuck, Conn.,
has formed an operating company with
Stephen Martin of Bridgeport, and
F. Moore's theatre bearing his name,
George F. and Donald F. Babbott of in G.Plainville,
Kans., has been reopened. It
Naugatuck. The house will be reopened was closed for two weeks following a fire.
after extensive alterations.
Cooper's Princess theatre, ScanB. E. Hoffman, Warner executive, has dia,Frank
Kans., has been reopened. E. L. Kiev
set October 1 as the date of the reopening has permanently closed the Opera House
of the Circle, South Manchester, Conn., in Courtland, Kans.
and the Capitol, New Britain, Conn., both
T. H. Slothower has under way a new
dark for many years. The Alhambra, Torrington, Conn., closed for the summer, will $25,000 theatre to seat 550, at Oxford,
also be reopened then.
Kans., where he now operates one. He
also operates the State in Wichita, which
Harry Blume, lessee of the Plaza the- he has completed remodeling at a cost of
atre, New Haven, Conn., for the past 25 around $8,000.
years, has purchased the building, which
includes the theatre and two stores, from
G. C. Hooper's new $30,000 Mystic
H. L. Witstein.
theatre, seating 600, Carthage, Mo., is
scheduled for late September opening.
Steve Panoras, recent purchaser of the
Jodoin theatre, Baltic, Conn., has reopened
Sam L. Sosna is remodeling his Sosna
the house. Emmanuel Panoras is the theatre in Manhattan, Kans. He is inmanager.
stalling Western Electric sound equipment,
new screen and a new marquee.
JamesLawrence,
O'Laughlin,
the
Palace,
Conn., assistant
has been at
named
Henry Popkin, owner of the Burbank
manager of the Strand, Amesbury, Conn., theatre, Los Angeles, Calif., has installed
succeeding Joseph Liss, who has been new auditorium chairs, supplied by the
transferred to the Strand in Clinton, Conn. International Seat Corporation, Union
Christopher McHale, who managed City, Ind.
the Clinton house, has been named manager of the Broadway in Lawrence, taking
Harold Koplar has been awarded the
the post left vacant by the resignation of contract for remodeling the Montgomery
Tom Brown.
theatre, St. Louis, Mo. The work will
cost about $10,000 and is to include a new
Leo Ricci, operator of the Capitol, front, wood veneer auditorium walls, a
Meriden, Conn., for the past four years, new concrete floor, new seats and foyer
will take over the Loew lease on the 1000- changes. The house is owned by the Montgomery Investment Company, which is
seat
kept only
the
theatrePolidarktheatre.
for twoLoew's
years, have
operating
controlled by the Koplar family, pioneers
the Palace.
in the St. Louis motion picture exhibition
field.
Charles W. Woodall, who has operated the Princess at Guntersville, Ala., for
G. E. Eubeck has remodeled his Capiseveral years, recently opened the Ritz, a
tol theatre, Mt. Gilliard, Ohio, putting in
new house, at South Guntersville.
325 fully upholstered chairs, redecorating,
installing a new screen, Western Electric
C. W. Wade of Calera, Ala., is remodel- sound system and well water cooling
ing the Wadesonian theatre at Clanton, facilities.
Najeeb Maloof has reseated his Serf
theatre, Las Vegas, N. M., with chairs by
the Ideal Seating Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich., supplied through Graham Brothers.
R. E. Conrad has reopened the Ritz
theatre, Burlingame, Kans. The house,
which was closed for several months, has
RCA Photophone sound equipment.
C. L. Miller is opening a theatre at
Rossville, Kans., where his traveling show
has been headquartering.
The State at Cherryvale, Kans., which
was acquired recently by H. C. Mus-

W. L. Marshall, formerly advertising
manager of RCA- Victor, has been appointed advertising manager of Mohawk Carpet
Mills, Inc.
The recently built Capital theatre in
Brownburg, Quebec, has opened. E. A.
Fassio is the operator.
W. A. Neill has been appointed manager of engineering and sales activities of
the
plant ofCorporation.
the Worthington Holyoke,
Pump andMass.,
Machinery
Herman Cohen, operator of the United
Artists theatre in San Francisco, has closed
Better Theatres

the house for extensive remodeling. The
Embassy, subsequent-run house operated by
Mr. Cohen, will also be overhauled. Some
$75,000 will be spent, it is understood.
Remodeling is going forward in San
Francisco on the American, scheduled to
open soon, and the Castro, recently damaged by fire. Both houses are operated by
Nasser Brothers.
The Golden State circuit in San Francisco anticipates shortly to open both the
Uptown and Milano, which have been extensively remodeled.
Morris Gallo? is spending several
thousand dollars on his Majestic theatre in
the Mission district, San Francisco, and
Robert Kirshner plans alterations to his
Balboa there.
Alterations to be made on the Richmond
theatre, Richmond, Calif., include the removal of the balcony, construction of a
new front, foyer changes and installation
of a new marquee. Estimated cost is $11,000. The house is owned by Fox West
Coast Theatres.
The Studio Company has taken over the
Roxy theatre, Everett, Wash.
Tom C. Martin, theatre owner of Pullman, Wash., died recently.
Al Adolph has succeeded Ed Lewis as
owner of the State theatre at Salem, Ore.
G. F. Wallace has purchased the projection equipment of the Peter Pan theatre,
Cloverdale, Calif., from John L. Moore
and will operate the house.
El Cerrito Theatres, Inc., has been incorporated atSan Francisco, with a capital
stock of $50,000, by D. C. Herkner,
L. E. Morrison and L. J. Bloom. The
concern operates in an East Bay suburb.
Ferdinand Stamm of the El Campanil
theatre, Antioch, Calif., and a veteran
Northern California exhibitor, died recently.
Alfred J. Olander has purchased the
fixtures and equipment of the Cameo theatre, Montebello, Calif., from L. H. Lewis.
H. H. Milstein and M. A. Ansehl
have purchased the Elite theatre, Beverly
Hills, Calif., from J. P. Neist.
B. J. Callahan will operate the theatre
being erected at Seaside, Ore., by G. M.
Grimes.
L. A. Moore has purchased the Star theatre, Goldendale, Wash., from Lyman
Ward.
Joe Enos, veteran theatre manager, is
now with Ackerman & Borg, managing the
Ellis theatre in San Francisco.
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PORCELAIN
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and

WELL
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DRESSED
WEARING

mfiROUCE
for Style — Quality — Distinctiveness — the Appearance of Prosperity
Artkraftare Creations
Up-to-the Minute
Such characteristics
magnets to the are
box officeAlways
of any theatre.
And your theatre — any theatre — can afford them, but can't afford to be without them!
Standardization
of ofbasicsigns,partsnowandmake
mass productioninexpensive
methods front
of Artkraft,
the world's
facturers of all typesimpossible
modernization
and alargest
marqueemanu-of
quality heretofore
at such a lowpossible
price.
Elimination
of
the
old
style
marquee
front
permits
100%
efficiency
of
abundant
attraction
copy
space as against 20%-60%.
of effects, color
ornamental trims and uses of neon are combined to
createChoice
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real individuality.
Made schemes,
in any style.
Comes with several hundred modern Artkraft everlasting silhouette letters.
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prices onandExtruded
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Border Construction.
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LIMA, OHIO
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953 Cherry St., Grand Rapids. Mich.
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O Don't depend on casual estimates of what is
needed-determine your particular requirements exactly, considering well the factors discussed here
there are still many
theatres throughout this country that are
sending some of their hard earned grosses
up the smoke stack because of inefficient
heatingcause theplants.
suffer losses
betheatre isOthers
not comfortable
in cold
weather; while still other theatre owners
and managers are spending unwisely to try
and improve the winter heat problem, basing the expenditures upon the recommendations of some uninformed person. Such
monies spent are in many instances totally
wasted.
During the past few years, probably because of the developments in summer cooling, the heating of theatres has developed
from a problem of merely raising the temperature inside the auditorium as measured
by a thermometer (dry-bulb) to the broader considerations of moisture and air movement. Proper heating today is based upon
maintaining a proper effective heat or temperature, which depends upon temperature ,
relative humidity, and movement of air
(all terms with which you have become
familiar in connection with summer cooling or air-conditioning.) Comfort and
economy demand an adequate control of
heat, a minimum supply of heat in mild
weather, and a maximum supply in cold
weather.
HEAT ACTION
AND CONTROL
IN approaching the subject of heating of theatres it must be kept
in mind that the theatre is a specialized
building for conducting a specialized business. Therefore, though the general problem and underlying principles are the same
for theatres as for other commercial buildings, the application of the principles and
the methods of solution of the problem are
distinctly different in the case ot the theatre.
20

The four outstanding points of consideration must be, first, the supply of the
necessary quantity of artificial heat; second,
the regulation of the moisture content of
the air; third, the air motion required to
give uniformity of temperature; and fourth,
some means or method of effective control
of the foregoing three considerations.
A heating system designed without all
four of these points properly considered and
incorporated is an inadequate system. Right
at this point answer for yourself these two
questions
Is the : heating plant in your theatre,
judging by the four points of consideration,
adequate for the needs it must serve?
In which one of the four points does it
fallIfshort?
there were some way of obtaining a
quick tabulation of all these answers, I believe that it would be determined that 85%
of the heating plants in theatres are inadequate and should in one or more respects be
redesigned. We seem to have no hesitancy
in making an investment of from five to
twenty thousand dollars for seats in a
theatre, and the primary consideration in
dealing with the problem, is comfort. Heating is also a question of comfort — comfort
plus health. Even a $15 seat is uncomfortable ifa person is too warm or too cold,
or subjected to draughts.
A heating system must first of all provide
healthful and comfortable conditions, must
be economical to operate, easy to maintain,
and readily controlled.
WHAT HEAT IS
Scientists tell us that heat is the result
of motion of the molecules of which all
substances, whether gas, liquid or solid, are
composed. Such molecules are always in
motion and the violence of such motion determines, oris evidence of, the intensity of

heat (temperature) of the substance. If
the molecules are moving very slowly, the
substance is cold ; if they are moving very
rapidly, the substances is hot. Heat is
measured by intensity (temperature) and
by quantity (B.T.U.).
Temperature is the measure of heat intensity and, therefore, a measure of the
velocity of the movements of molecules.
Heat, not being a substance, cannot be
measured as to quantity, in pounds, in
bushels or in quarts; but the effect that it
produces can be measured. To demonstrate the heat unit of quantity, take a pan
and weigh it, then put into the pan exactly
one pound of water. Now put some cracked
ice into that pan and let it melt until the
water is at 32° F. (measured by an ordinary thermometer). Then remove the ice
if any remains and pour out any excess
water, so that only one pound of water at
32° F. remains in the pan.
Now put the pan over a gas burner, and
with the thermometer still submerged in the
water,
heat180).
the water
2 12 ° inF. the
(212panminus
32 equals
The towater
has
been
raised
180°
F.
If
the
total
quantity
of heat required to raise the one pound of
water 180° (to 212° deg. F.) is assumed,
then (one divided by 180) of that assumed
quantity would be the quantity of heat required to raise one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit. That quantity of heat
required to raise one pound of water one
degreemal Unit,
Fahrenheit
is called
a Britishit can
Ther-be
or B.T.U.
Therefore,
seen that in raising the temperature of
one pound of water from 32c F. to 212°
F., ortity ofthrough
a rangeis 180
of 180°,
heat required
B.T.U.the quanSPECIFIC HEAT
There is another term which is very frequently heard in reference to heating, partsitcurluacrtlyioinnreference
conand the metalsto ofmaterials
which allof sorts
of heating surfaces and radiators are made
— Specific Heat. Understanding this term
also helps one to understand the relation
between temperature and B.T.U. Specific
Heat is the number of B.T.U. 's (quantity
of heat) required to raise one pound of
Better Theatres

a substance one degree Fahrenheit. The
number of B.T.U.'s varies considerably for
different substances. Applying this definition to water, we learned above that it
required one B.T.U. to raise one pound
of water 1 ° F. ; the specific heat of water
is So1°. that you can see how the specific heat
of substances varies, the following materials
have been chosen, because we are familiar
with their use in radiators, heating coils
and boilers:
Substance
Specific
Water
1.0000Heat
Cast Iron
0.1298
Copper
0.0951
Tin
0.0569
Air at constant pressure.. 0.2415
When interpreting these quantities, it
will be seen that it takes four times as
much heat to raise one pound of water one
degree as it does to raise one pound of air
one degree. Or one pound of castiron,
at the same temperature as one pound of
water, contains only one-eighth as much
heat as the water contains. Therefore, if
the same quantity of heat were applied to
one pound of castiron and one pound of
water, starting at the same temperature,
and the heat applied simultaneously, the
intensity or temperature of the iron would
be eight times that of the water.
Heatonepasses,
from
body isortransmitted,
substance orto "flows,"
another
when the temperature (intensity) of the
receiving body is lower than the temperature of the transmitting body. There are
three ways in which heat is transmitted —
conduction, convection and radiation.
CONDUCTION
Conduction is the transmission of heat in
any direction from particles of higher to
those of lower temperature in the same
body. For instance, place one end of an
iron rod into a flame and hold on to the
other. Pretty soon the end that is being
held will become uncomfortably warm.
The heat is being transmitted from the end
in the fire to the end being held — by conduction. In connection with conduction,
we frequently refer to, or hear, the term
coefficient of conduction. The coefficient
of conduction of a substance or material is
the quantity of heat (measured in B.T.U.)
which will "flow" or be transmitted in a
unit of time (usually one hour) through a
unit of cross sectional area (usually for
metals one square inch, for building materials one square foot) and unit thickness
(usually one inch) for each degree difference between the hot and cold sides, or
ends. Such coefficients of conduction for
many metals and many combinations of
building materials have been determined by
experiments. Tables of such coefficients are
available. The coefficient of conduction for
building materials or combination of building materials is very important and always
used in calculating heat losses through
roofs and attic spaces, floors and walls of
theatres.
CONVECTION
Convection, the second means by which
heat is transmitted, is a method by which
September 18, 1937
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very much as the rays of the sun carry heat
to the earth. Heat rays flow in straight
lines and do not materially affect the
medium through which they flow. But
when they are intercepted by a solid body
or
substance they are retarded in their
orprogress
body.
in passing through that substance
This may be crudely observed by focusing the sun's
on a piece
tin.on The
moment
that rays
the focused
ray offalls
the
tin one can feel little or no change of
temperature
on
the
under
side
of
the
tin,
MOVING SCREENS: Here is a law of
but in only a few minutes the heat comes
per square
foot and aPressure
"head" ofin
I foot.
Consequently,
physics that seems to be frequently for- pounds
through with great intensity. The tin only
serves as a resistance to the flow of the
gotten byboth managers and projec- pounds per square foot equals .434 times
tionists in moving screens back and head in feet, or head in feet equals
heat rays. Such substances as dry gases and
I
forth in theatres:
some glass are transparent to radiated heat,
pressure in pounds per square
The light intensity at any point disand the heat rays pass through without aptant from a source varies inversely as .434
preciably warming them; other substances,
foot, or 2.3 pressure.
the square of the distance.
such as iron, wood, bricks and water absorb
Suppose you want to move the screen
these heat rays and become appreciably
in your theatre just 10 feet back in
warmed by them.
order to get a slightly larger picture. INSULATION: Effective insulation of
Pure air is not heated to any great extent
Suppose the throw is 100-feet to begin theatres is not new — it has been highly
by the heatperiencrays
exeffective
during
the
past
few
years.
ed this in oflatethefallsun.and You
earlyhave
spring,
with.sameBy the
law you
won'tscreen
have There are great reductions in the conthe
lightabove
intensity
on your
when
standing
in
the
sun
you
felt
comduction of heat outward in winter and
— you will lose about 1/6 of the light
fortably warm, but the moment that a
intensity at 110 that you had at 100 inward in summer, secured by the proslight breezefortable.
blewHowever,it air
felt laden
cold and
feet.
per installation of insulating material.
with uncomwater
Frequently an undersized boiler plant
vapor
or
dust
or
both
will
absorb
the heat
will prove much more satisfactory, or
of radiation from the sun and become very
HYDRAULICS TERMS: 1 have had oc- the operating hours of both heating and
uncomfortable. In general, white objects
casion to discuss with a number of refrigeration equipment can be reabsorb heat slowly; the aluminum paints
duced; certainly, any type of automatic
managers this past summer the subject
that have been put on the market recently
of pumps and air washers and water in controls function with greater accuracy
absorb heat slowly, but rough or dark obgeneral. I have found a general con- when insulation has been installed. The
jects absorb heat very freely.
fusion inthe use of terms such as water first step toward curing heating ills or
pressure, head, gallons per minute installing air-conditioning is proper and
HEATING PROBLEM
adequate insulation. It pays its way.
(g.p.m.).
OF THE THEATRE
Water pressure is always expressed
all of the foregoing has
in pounds per square inch, therefore a
a direct bearing on the heating problem of
water pressure of 40 pounds means 40 CHANGING LETTERS: When changa theatre. In the first and final analysis,
ing the letters on your attraction boards
pounds per square inch.
insofar as heat is concerned, the problem of
don't
permit
your
electrician
to
burn
the
"Head"
of
water
is
expressed
in
feet.
heating a theatre resolves itself into two
For instance, a pump may be said to entire outside display; if possible only
steps or phases :
deliver 160 g.p.m. against a 50-foot light the sign that is being worked on.
First, to bring the auditorium, foyers,
If the present wiring system does not
head. This means that the pump will
lobbies, etc., up to the required temperadeliver 160 gallons of water per minute permit this, perhaps it can be accomture.
through a pipe and at an elevation of
plished bybacking out the fuses on certain circuits.
Second, to maintain the auditorium, foy50 above the location of the pump.
If possible, switches might be installed
ers, lobbies, etc., at a pre-determined temThough
"head"
is
always
in
terms
of
feet, and pressure in terms of pounds to segregate the various circuits on the
The
first phase is relatively simple and
perature.
per square inch, there is a relation be- marquee. Sometimes such switches can
in most every instance it is only a questween head and pressure. A column of be installed inexpensively right in the
tion of time. This can generally be accomwater I-inch square and 12-inches high flasher box. The installation of proper
plished, depending upon the heating equipweighs .434 pounds. In this particular switches will in most instances save their
ment, the air circulating and recirculating
instance there is a pressure of .434 costs in a very short time.
systems. However, there are still theatres
that have to fire heating systems for five or
six hours before the theatres open in order
to have a warm theatre. This is entirely
heat is transported by first heating gas,
ing up its heat to colder air in other parts too much time and it indicates inadequate
air or liquid, then transporting the gas, air, of the room. Radiators of modern design, heating equipment.
or liquid to another location, where it gives made of copper, bronze, brass or white
As to the second phase of the heating
up its heat. The ordinary radiation is an metal, are frequently referred to as con- problem, that of maintaining the temperature, the system must be sufficiently large
example of heat being transmitted by convection. The steam, or hot water in the yectors.
and capable of delivering heat into the
RADIATION
radiator heats the castiron of the radiator,
theatre at least as fast as heat escapes from
the radiator becomes uniformally warm by
The third way in which heat is trans- the theatre. This definitely presents some
conduction. Then the air in the room is
mit ed isby radiation. Radiation has refer- problems, as heat escapes in many ways
brought in contact with the radiator. The
ence to heat rays. For example, most of from buildings.
air becomes warm, and as it becomes the feeling of warmth that is experienced
In the foregoing it has been indicated
warmer it becomes lighter and rises and by sitting in front of an open fire is trans- that heat will pass through any construction material ; consequently, it will escape
is replaced by colder air. The process con- mited by radiation. Rays of heat flow from
tinues, the heated air circulating and giv- all bodies and are received by other bodies from the best and most modern constructed
Better Theatres
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building. Due to differences in temperature inside and outside, the heat is lost
from the theatre faster on a cold day than
on a warm day, as indicated in the definiAmerica's Foremost Theatres
tion of conductance given earlier in this
article.
... in fostering keen buying habits,
HEAT LOSS
have ruled Ideal Chairs a decided
Where fresh air is introduced into the
favorite.
theatre, that air definitely represents a
large part of the total load on the heating
plant of the theatre. How much of the
Unsurpassed values — transcendent
total load the fresh air represents will
depend on the exact quantity and the outbeauty
— unexcelled comfort make
side temperature. Besides the heat loss repthem universally popular.
resented bythe fresh air for ventilation
purposes, the next largest drain on the
heating plant is supplying or replacing the
The name of your nearest dealer and the Ideal
heat that is lost from the theatre by transcatalog will be sent on request.
mission through the walls and roof of the
theatre, when the temperature outside is
colder than the temperature inside. Of
course, it is a known fact that lights, mechanical equipment and people give off heat,
and in calculating the actual heat loss for
some types of commercial buildings, these
factors can be considered and deducted
from the gross heat loss as calculated.
However, experience has taught that this
is not good practice in theatre heating, so
the heat given off by lights, people and
mechanical equipment should be disregarded.
We now come to a brief discussion of
the coefficient of heat transmission. Please
note that earlier we mentioned the coefficient of conduction. The coefficient of
conduction had reference to a homogeneous
material or substance, while the coefficient
of transmission is generally applied to a
heterogeneous or composite substance.
Otherwise the terms have the same general
significance. Therefore, the coefficient of
transmission of any building wall, or floor,
or roof is the number of B.T.U.'s per
hour per square foot per degree Fahrenheat difference in temperature, from inside
to outside, which will be transmitted.
It is obvious that different combinations
of building materials will have widely varying coefficients. Complete tables showing
THE IDEAL SEATING COMPANY
coefficients of transmission are available
GRAND RAPIDS • MICHIGAN
generally at no cost from many of the
manufacturers of insulating materials.
Among heating and ventilating men, the
coefficient of transmission is referred to as
the factor "U." So should you ever hear
an engineer say, "I used .34 for U on the MODERN. BRILLIANT LIGHT
west wall," he means that from his tables
he determined, after investigating the construction of the wall, that the coefficient
of transmission for that wall was .34. This
means that for every square foot of that SUPER-ARC
THE NEW. LOW AMPERAGE
wall there will be lost, each hour, .34 PROJECTION LAMP BY S. O. S.
B.T.U.'s for every degree difference in
• Completely
I0'/4"reflector
Bausch
temperature between the inside and outand Lomb round
elliptical
side temperatures.
• Special Westinghouse Motor
• Weston Ammeter
let's assume
wallfeetforming
oneForsideexample,
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to be a125
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• Unusually low in price
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Trade in your old lamps. Get our special offer.
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10intensity
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Ideallamps.
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sing500 lens
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$35.
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the inside is .34. Therefore, 125 times 30
equals 3750 square ieet of wall; 72 minus
35 equals
F. difference
ture inside 27°
to outside;
then 3750in temperatimes 37
times
.34
equals
B.T.U.'s
per
hour
transmission through that wall, lost
whichby
equals
47,175horseB.T.U.'s
A boiler
pov/er isperthehour.
equivalent of
generating
33,471.9
B.T.U.'s
per ahour.
Therefore, the wall above represents
load
on the heating plant of about 1-J- boiler
horsepower.
In other
that loss
wallwhich
represents adefinite
sourcewords,
of heat
must be calculated and taken care of in
sizing the heating plant.
If those persons interested in this reasoning in connection with theatre heating
plants, would obtain for themselves some
of the data usually distributed without
cost by leading boiler or furnace manufacand "U" tables
from thetheymanufactuturers,
rers of insulating
materials,
would
find it well worth while.
FRESH
AIR LOAD
There is just one more part of the plant
load that I would like to analyze for you
(it was mentioned earlier), and that is the
fresh air load for ventilation purposes. It
was stated that the specific heat of air, the
B.T.U. required to raise one pound of air
one degree F., is .2415. A cubic foot of air
at 70° F. weighs (by reference to a handbook) .0749 pounds. Then —
1° F.
1
1 B.T.U will raise
or 55.2 cubic
.2415 X -0749
Ft. of air
Let's assume that an ordinance in your
city requires a minimum of 5 cubic feet of
fresh air per minute per seat whenever the
theatre is operating. Further assume that
there are 1000 seats in the theatre. Then
the fresh air ventilation load would be
5,000 cubic feet per minute, or 30,000
cubic feet per hour. Assume further that
the outside temperature is 35° F., and the
inside temperature is 72° F.
Heat required
(incubicB.T.U.
per hr)X (inside
= temp. — outside temp.)
ft. perhr.
55.2
equals
30,000 X 37 1,110,000
20,108 B.T.U.
55.2
per hour.
In this case the fresh air introduced into
the theatre represents about two-thirds of a
boiler horse power.
These few thoughts have been presented
here in more or less detail for two purposes: First, that some theatre managers
will see the simplicity of the reasoning with
regard to heating problems, and be inspired
to dig further into the subject ; and second,
to try and show how impossible it is to
diagnose a bad heating plant on the spur
of the moment. Therefore, these heating
men who come in and just convert more
radiators to a boiler already overloaded, or
speed up a fan to pass more air over the
heating coils when the heating coils are already undersized, just waste the theatre
man's money.
— J.T.K.
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In Downlighting
For the Theatre
ALTHOUGH THERE have
been effective applications of directional
lightingatres,
— so-called
the further"downlighting"
development — ofto thethis
method of interior illumination during the
past year has taken place almost entirely
in non-theatrical fields, such as stores and
display rooms.
"Downlighting"
to be re-to
garded, however,
as eminently issuited
theatres, particularly auditoriums, where
complete control of light direction is extraordinarily important because of necessity to avoid interference with the screen.
When applied to theatres, "downlighting" refersusually
to installations
light sources
that are
concealed ofbehind
or set
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FiguretionsI.of lamp,
Fresnellenslensandunitreflector,
showing andrelative
posiindicating
the recessed mounting of the unit.
flush with the ceiling. There are many
types of units available, but all, with slight
variations, fall into one of the following
three classifications : ( 1 ) Fresnel lens type
units, (2) louvred reflector type units, and
(3) lens units projecting a beam, the shape
of which can be controlled.
The Fresnel lens type units (Fig. 1)
are used where a wide spread is desired
with no sharp edges to the light beam.

Figure 2. Louvre light showing arrangement of
louvres and method of mounting in ceiling.
Such units, properly spaced, give a soft and
uniform illumination. However, it is impos ible toconceal the lens from which the
light emanates. This unit contains a
sphero-parabolic reflector which directs the
September 18, 1937
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Every Item of Stage Equipment
From the most complete installation of rigging to the smallest item of hardware,
ropestage
or cable,
we can
supply youoverquickly.
We are the
largestuse.manufacturer
of
equipment
— producing
600 separate
itemsworld's
for stage
To assure immediate service, we maintain a
complete stock of finished and semi-finished
equipment as well as a supply of raw material for special items.
Take advantage of our 52 years experience
in stage designing. Let us plan your stage.
This engineering service is available to you
without cost.
Write for a copy of our complete
stage equipment catalog.
J. R. CLANCY, Inc.
1010 W. Belden Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
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MAKE THE MOST OF
STAR ATTRACTIONS!
Show Them
at Their Brightest
on a New

light from the lamp to the lens. Features
of this type of unit are a high efficiency, attractive appearance, low cost of operation
and maintenance.
Extremely interesting and dramatic instal ations can be accomplished with Fresnel lens units in the theatre for underbalcony and general lobby illumination.
Louvred lights (Figure 2) provide a less

DA-LITE
SCREEN
Give patrons perfect presentation
and they will come to your theatre not only for the super features but for the regular daily attractions. Ifyour screen is soiled
or yellow, replace it now with
a bright new Da-Lite Screen of
the proper type. See your dealer
today or write for catalogue.
DA-LITE SCREEN CO., Inc.
2725 NORTH CRAWFORD AVE. - CHICAGO

MODERN THEATERS
GET THE CROWDS
We are specialists in theater
designing. Plans prepared and
Designed
and
actual
construction either comConstructed
pleted or supervised.
By F. & Y.
WRITE
for complete details.
WESTMONT
Columbus, O.
Arlington,
CONSTRUCTION
Columbus
Avalon,
COMPANY
FifthMarysville
Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio
Columbus
EZY-RUG Colored Rubber Link
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Figure 3. Lens type unit showing mounting
arrangement. This unit sends its beam, controlled
by the shape of the template, through the
ceiling as indicated in the diagram.
uniform field than the Fresnel lens units,
but have the advantage of allowing little
or no "spill light." In these units, the
louvres are so arranged that no light is projected past a predetermined angle. Characteristics of this type of lighting unit are
high efficiency
tenance costs. and low operation and mainLouvred lighting is best employed where
it is desired to use a recessed unit that will
direct light down, but away from walls
which may be specially decorated and require other types of lighting units.
Lens type units projecting a beam of
controlled shape (as in Figure 3) consist
of a lamp placed with its filament at the

Figureshort4. throws.
A 6-volt,This50-candlepower
"downlight"
for
unit needs only
a small
port in the wall or ceiling through which to
project its beam.
principal focus of an ellipsoidal reflector.
This arrangement causes the rays to converge and pass through an aperture placed
at the secondary focus of the ellipse. An
objective lens (or system of lenses) projects
an image of the aperture.
[Data and diagrams for the above article
zvere generously supplied by the Century Lighting Company, New York.— The Editor.]

Track

End Type

Curtain

Machine
A new type of curtain
machine designed for attachment to the
end of the curtain track with which it is
operated, has recently been developed by
Automatic Devices Company of Allentown, Pa. On many stage installations,
it is necessary or desirable for the drawcurtain track to be lifted entirely out of
sight at times when the stage is to be
cleared or the setting changed. In other
cases even where the equipment is immovable, lack
space makes
sentialofthatstage-floor
the automatic
machineit es-be
mounted at or on the curtain track.
This can be readily accomplished on automatically operated curtains without disconnecting machine or wiring by the use of

this curtain control. This equipment has
the features of the same manufacturer's
"Autodrape" curtain machine, with modifications for attachment
to Inthethismaker's
"Silent-Steel"
curtain track.
manner, both machine and track are installed
as shown in the illustration and operated
as a unit by pressing a button in any part of
the house.
CORRECTION
In two tables of figures in the
article
by J. T.forKnight,
"Wouldan
It Be Wise
You toJr.,Install
Electric Power Plant?" in the
Augustatres,21st
of Better typoTheoccurredissue
the following
graphical errors:
In the tabulation for two enginegenerators, at the bottom of the
second column on page 13, the
third item should have read 3130
Kwh. (instead of 2130).
In the summary of annual costs
for Diesel engine operation, on
page 16,
the: total
annual
plantthecostfigure
adds for
to $8,989.98.
Better Theatres
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• The Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc., manufacturers of oscillographs, cathode-ray tubes and allied products, have appointed Fred E. Stable, Inc., Denver, Colo.,
representatives in Wyoming, Colorado and
New Mexico.

(Wagner 3

The glass is contained in the frames
'S
-1ER
in individual sections for each line —
IT
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WA
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3-the ONLY
• A three-story building at 314 E. 35th
this eliminates breakage from windStreet, New York, on a plot 50x100 feet,
Practical
has been purchased by the Raven Screen
pressure. The frames interlock easily
OurCovered
Structures
Company. The property is assessed at $58,Are Allby
and quickly. Have your
000, and it is reported that the new owners Mounting Unit
THE PATENT
will spend about half that amount in alter- for 3 or 4 Line
PROTECTION
architect write us for
CORPORATION
ing the building for the manufacture of
details.
motion picture screens.
Installations
• The National Theatre Company has
made arrangements with the Doehler Metal
SIGN SERVICE, Inc.
Furniture Company, Inc., New York, for WAGNER
218 S. Hoyne Avenue
CHICAGO
the
national
distribution
of
the
latter's
line
123
W.
64th
Street
NEW YORK
of modern furniture for theatre lounges 706 E. Hancock Avenue
DETROIT
and foyers.
Eos Angeles Sales Office: 1957 S. Vermont Avenue . Pittsburgh Territory Representative:
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FLEXLUME SOUTHERN CORPORATION, Atlanta, Ga. . West Coast Representative:
• Special displays of new styles in carB.
F. SHEARER COMPANY, Seattle, Portland, Eos Angeles and San Francisco
peting ofall types will be conducted by retailers and jobbers throughout the nation,
under the auspices of the Institute of CarYEAR
ROUND
Comfort!
pet Manufacturers
America, from September 24 to Octoberof 16.
Cooling
for
hot
weather
alone
isn't
enough!
patronsin
expect fresh sweet air . . . uniform, healthfulYourcomfort
• A new booket on the selection of
your theatre . . . ALL the time, summer AND winter.
screens according to dimensions of audiALL-SEASON
toriums and projection equipment, on methods of installation, and containing actual
SYSTEM
Kooler-Aire
samples
of thebeen
manufacturer's
screen
types, has
issued by various
the Theatre
is
the
most
advanced
development
in
year
'round
air conditioning
Screen Corporation of Roosevelt, Long
... the only system with Perfected Atmospheric Balance.
Good
Island.
ventilation and even heat in cold weather — no drafts, chilly spots,
ornow overheated
areas.
Get
a
Kooler-Aire
survey
of
your
theatre
... no cost, no obligation. Write today.
• A note in these columns, in the August
21st issue, concerning the removal to new
U. S. AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
quarters of the Kneisley Electric Company,
2117 Kennedy St., N. E.
Minneapolis, Minn.
gave the city as Chicago. This company,
In Eastern Canada:
manufacturers of projection light source
Canadian
Air
Conditioning
Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
and rectification equipment, is located in
Toledo, at 16 S. St. Clair Street.
• H. Stanley McLeod, who has resigned
as manager of the National Theatre Supply Company's
office,forwillhimself.
enter the
theatre
equipmentSeattle
business
He
is being succeeded temporarily at the National branch by Robert P. Haase. After
January 1, the office will be in charge of
Heaton Randall, now manager of the National branch in Salt Lake City. Mr.
Randallciatediswith atheSeattle
formerly
B. F. man
Shearer
concern.asso• NedBell
W. have
Kimball,
Cheriea new
Hoopertheatre
and
Clare
formed
supply company in Seattle, known as General Theatre Supply Company, with offices
and display room at 1127 41st Street.
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EQUIPMENT and
OPERATION

... a department in Better Theatres conducted by J. T. Knight, Jr., essentially as
a service. Unbiased, expert counsel will be
gladly given you in your maintenance and
related problems. Write Better Theatres,
Rockefeller Center, New York.
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A SIZE AND TYPE TO FIT
EVERY PURSE AND PURPOSE
b TAB
I L ARC
Motor Generator
The most
complete
ators on the
market.line of projection motor gener42-60-80 volt Multiple
35 volt Unitwin

Dry

Type

Magnesium

Rectifier
and

A rectifier for supplying
the projection arc, employing magnesium
copper sulphide units, has been developed
by the Forest Manufacturing Company of
Belleville, N. J. In a description of this
new type projection arc rectifier, J. K.
Elderkin, chief engineer of the company,
gives its characteristics as follows:
"The
magnesium
sulphide
rectifier isa dry
disc type copper
of rectifier,
all metal
in construction, containing no fibre or
phenol insulators, no glass, no liquid and
no moving parts. It is entirely noiseless
Stabilarc offers lowest first cost . . . highest oper- in operation and produces no radio interating efficiency . . . sparkless commutation . . .
ference. The rectifier consists of an asconstant voltage at every arc.
sembly ofmagnesium discs, copper sulphide
discs and a combination of terminal and
AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO. radiator plates which assist in dissipating
739
HAMILTON
ST.
ALLENTOWN,
PA.
the heat developed in the process of rectiAlso manufacturers of Allentown Steel Curtain Tracks and fication.
"The rectifying action occurs at the junction interface and, being electronic in nature, assures permanence and stability of the
BLOWER AND
rectifying elements and no odors or gases
FURNACE FANS
are liberated at any time. Current will
Priced from $18.50 Up
flow freely in the direction of the arrow
[see schematic drawing] or from the copper
PROGRESSIVE REELTONE CORP.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Using

Copper

Sulphide

is its ability to operate continuously at
much higher temperatures than other types
of dry disc rectifiers without destroying
those characteristics essential to long operating life. . . .
"Magnesium
sulphidethatrectifiers
are made in sizescopper
and capacity
require
only a single section to carry the required
current instead of a large number of sections connected in multiple.
TEMPERATURE
"As already stated, the life of a metallic
type of rectifier depends upon the temperature it is subjected to in service. The
normal operation temperature of the magnesium copper sulphide rectifier for maximum life should not exceed 180° F. . . .
Although not recommended for maximum
life expectancy an operating temperature
asperiod
high ofas time
265° without
F. is permissible
damage toforthea short
unit.
HUMIDITY
"The
magnesium
rectifier issealed
internallycopper
as wellsulphide
as externally
by a special compound which entirely pro-

REMODELING
SERVICE
Covering every phase
of the theatre — its
architecture and equipment. Merely write to

v// ///// / /////S7

sulphide disc to the magnesium disc, but
the resistance to the flow of current in the
reverse direction — that is, from the magBETTER THEATRES
nesium disc to the copper sulphide disc — is
very great, thus the rectifier serves pracRockefeller Center New York
tical y as a uni-directional conductor or
valve. A commercial rectifier of this type
consists of a number of these junctions
stacked in series on a steel bolt or stud.
NEW AND USED
The voltage output required determines the
CHAIRS
number of junctions in any one stack.
ofrepairall kinds
atOPERA
lowest
prices.
Also
parts
for
all
makes
of
veneer
CAPACITY OF DISCS
and
upholstered
Opera
Chairs.
Projection
Machines, Sound Equipment and Accessories.
Write
for
catalogue
"E"
"The
rectiMOVIE
SUPPLY
fier discsmagnesium
are made incopper
severalsulphide
sizes capable
844 S. Wabash
Ave., CO.,
Chicago.Ltd.111.
of handling a few amperes up to several
hundred amperes per disc, thus rectifiers of
a very large ampere capacity can be made
without resorting to connecting a number
GENERAL
I S of rectifying junctions in multiple.
"The operating life of any dry disc
is directly related to the temperaS E A TING
f j; rectifier
ture at which the rectifier is normally operated. One of the outstanding features
COMPANY
IS
of the magnesium copper sulphide rectifier
2,9

zzz?zzzzzzzzzzzn
C6 '/=7/*&e SVl/>///£^ J7/SC
tects it against external conditions such as
high humidity, dust and oil.
"The magnesium copper sulphide rectifier junction has a self-healing characteristic. The rectifier is designed with the
proper number of junctions to assure long
continued service with regard to the applied voltage and to withstand the voltage
surges commonly experienced under ordinary service conditions. If an abnormal
surge is applied to the magnesium copper
sulphide rectifier it may possibly break
down for an instant, but will reform immediately with no apparent interruption
of the output current and with no damage
to the rectifier.
"Sulphide rectifiers have a very low internal resistance in the conducting direction. This characteristic results in excellent regulation of the rectifier output voltage over a wide range of load conditions.
With a correctly designed transformer the
output voltage
constant
value. can be held to an almost
"The output of the sulphide rectifier deBetter Theatres

creases little or none. Throughout their
life, and also over wide ranges of load
and ambient and operating temperatures
the efficiency remains practically constant.
Another characteristic is that no time is
required for the rectifier output to build up.
The output will be practically the same at
temperatures from 40° F. below zero to
300° F. above zero, regardless of age. . . .
APPLIED TO ARC
"A rectifier for arc supply will consist
of a 3-phase transformer of proper design,
protective fuses between the transformer
and rectifier units, remote control switches,
circulating blower fan and the rectifying
units. . . .
"The magnesium copper sulphide rectifier asbuilt and recommended by the manufacturer for projection arc supply consists
of six half-way sections with a pair of sections mounted on a common bolt, bridgeconnected to a 3-phase supply, giving fullwave rectification on all three phases. Each
of the six half-wave sections is a single
rectifier
having. .fourteen
rectifying junctions in series.
.
"While the requirements for carbon arc
supply rarely exceed currents of 65 amperes at the present time, it is of interest to
note that in other commercial applications,
such as heavy current railway battery
chargers and arc welders, these magnesium
copper sulphide rectifier units have been
successfully used where the current output
is many times that required by the carbon
arc application and at comparable voltages."
New Complete
Sound System
In Three Types
a complete sound system, in three types varying in amplification
and speakers according to the output requirements, has been developed by the Ballantyne Company of Omaha. The soundhead in all types is the same and. incorporates in the design future adaptation to
push-pull reproduction.
Film travel through the soundhead is
entirely on rotating surfaces travelling with

Ballantyne soundhead.
the film, which passes the scanner on a
drum and filter assembly driven only the
moving film. The optical system is mounted
to permit removal for cleaning and focus
September 18, 1937

TRIMM
HEARING
AIDS
The Paramount, like many
another theatre, has found
that a Trimm installation
costs less, gives better service, pleases the customers,
and brings repeat business.
What more could anyone
ask?
Furthermore,
the hard
hearing
attendIt will
the pay
theatre
— they
bring
their families
and oftheir
friendsdon't
along.
you alone
to look
into
the matter.
TRIMM THEATRE HEARING AIDS
Estimates without obligation.
Large or small installations receive the same attention.
TRIMM RADIO MFC. CO.
1770 BERTEAU AVENUE — Dept. T-2A
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

HURLEY
E
V E N PERFORATED
- L
GRADATIONALLY
SCREENS
A Scientifically different sound screen that will snap-up
and pep-up your picture!
RECENTConsolidated
INSTALLATIONS:
Circuit
Texas
Circuit .Saenger-Richards
Griffith Amusement
Co. ..
Lucas & Jenkins Circuit . Sparks Circuit . Lichtman
Circuit . Wometco Circuit.
HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY
24-15 FORTY-THIRD AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. .Y.

coRMSE. Ask the man who has bought ——
FIRST
Stream-Ease
THEATRE CHAIRS
Recent Installations:
Alcazar.
Naugautuck,
Conn.
Rivoli, Bronx,
Belmar,N. N.Y. J.
palace, Salem, N. J.
Savoy,
Lawndale Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. Rivoli, West New York, N. J.
AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING VALUE!
E BESTTHAT
MAKESLASTWl
NTS
Write for Information
EASTERN SEATING COMPANY
5,000
model chairs
from
«•Brooklyn,
. • i N. Y.
capitoilate
York.
49-1© Metropolitan
with
newTheatre.
chair New
guarantee
r Ave.
*
A newly revised EQUIPMENT

INDEX — next issue
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Easy to Carry
Hard to Upset
(Made in Cincinnati)
Wide leg -spread,
correctly angled
back assembly,
properly spaced
steps, formwide
platwith safety
guard rail, plus
scientifically
placed ingssteel
make bracthe
Dayton Safety
Ladder a standard for safety. Yet
it is easily folded, and light in
weight. Daytons outlast ordinary
ladders — thus reduce ladder costs.
Sizes 3 to 16 ft. Moderately priced.
Write Dept. BT-9
THE DAYTON SAFETY LADDER CO.
121-123 West Third St.. Cincinnati. Ohio
DAYTON
Safety Ladder
(Patented)
Send for lineour ofnewaccident
catalogprevention
No. 5 showing
equipment.a complete

without disturbing the axis of the mechanical slit. The exciter lamp's carriage is removable and adjustable, and a spare carriage issupplied for the maintenance of an
exciter lamp in readiness for emergency insertion. The scanning beam provided for
is 84/1000's
of antheinch
wide,of orthe1/1000
of
an inch over
width
standardof
track. The height of the scanning beam is
approximately 85/100,000 of an inch.
The drive motor, which is of p., is
built in. The worm and gear which couple
the sound feed sprocket shaft and motor
are hardened and ground and run in a
sealed oil bath.
Amplifiers for the "Standard" and "Senior" types are of similar design, with
changeover on the input circuit, photoelectric cell connections made through lowcapacity cable with heavy series locking
connectors, volume control calibrated in 17
steps of 3 decibels each, pre-set tone controls, hum filtering provisions consisting in
chokes and transformers of balanced astatic
construction, and taps for hearing aid
equipment, for which a separate tube is
provided.
The "Senior" model amplifier is of dual
channel type of wall cabinet rack and panel
construction, and adaptation has been made
in the exciter lamp and changeover circuit
to the use of CC-type remote control
changeover switches.
The system includes copper oxide rectification ofexciter lamp current. Separate
current adjustments are provided for each
lamp, and the current may be observed
for each independently on the meter.
Speaker and horn system is of the twoway type, with the frequencies from 500
down fed into a dynamic unit coupled to

afedfolded
horn, consisting
and the high's
into exponential
a cellular unit
in a
number of exponential horns.
The "Junior" system, designed for small
theatres, follows the same basic design of
the larger types, with the soundhead, as
stated previously,
identical.consists
The "Junior"
speaker
system, however,
in a reproducer unit mounted with a low-frebaffle.
The quencyBallantyne
Company has also
brought out a newly developed non-synchronous reproducer for coupling with the
theatre sound system.

modernization

&

Ballantyne amplifier panel.

replacement

recent installations of theatre equipment, furnishings, etc.,
reported by exhibitors,
local dealers and manufacturers.
• Installations of new lighting fixtures
are reported by T. O. Tuttle, New Orleans representative of the Elaine Electric
Products Corporation of Minneapolis, in
the State, Bogalusa ; Chimes, Baton Rouge ;
and the Ashton and Casino in New Orleans. Installations of new display frames
are also reported for the State in Bogalusa,
the Chimes in Baton Rouge, and the La
Famous theatre in New Orleans.
9ERITE ^

— BLOWERS
Capacities
from 1000Construction
to 10,000 —C.F.M.
All-Steel
Prices from 18.95 up
Write for Complete Details
TAYLOR MFG. CO.
804 Wealthy St., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Intermountain house in Denver, Colo. ;
Balaban & Katz' new Cine theatre in Chi;Saenger
Theatres'
in Shreveport, cagoLa.
; the Fox
Palace Rex
in Milwaukee,
and the Palace in Superior, Wis., Minnesota Amusement Company house.

• Installation of new auditorium seating
is reported by the Ideal Seating Company
of Grand Rapids, Mich., in the following
Warner theatres:
• Theatres named in a report from the
Ardmore, Ardmore, Pa. ; Lyric, Lexington, Va. ; Fulton, Fulton, Ky. ; Aldine,
Amusement Supply Company, Inc., of New
York, as having been reseated with audi- Philadelphia ; State, Lexington, Va. ; and
torium chairs by the International Seat the Capitol in Dunkirk, N. Y.
Corporation of Union City, Ind., are the
The samestal ations company
reports Amusement
seating ininthe McDonald
Strand in North Tarrytown, N. Y. ; Oakland, Warwick, N. Y. ; Liberty, Plainfield, Company's Wyoming theatre in TorringN.
N. Y.New; andYork
the ton, Wyo., made through Graham BrothRKOJ. ; Proctor's,
Roosevelt Yonkers,
theatre in
City.
ers; Gore Brothers' Lido in Los Angeles,
made through J. Franz Fishter ; and Frisch
Other theatres recently reseated with & Rinzler's Gotham theatre in New York
International chairs are the Denham, Fox City, made through Joe Hornstein, Inc.
Better Theatres
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Acoustic

• The fifth article of a series on acoustic provisions inconstruction and remodeling, and the first
of two concluding articles on corrective materials
By C. C. POTWIN
AS AN APPROACH to the
selection of a material to be used for acoustic treatment, the four fundamental factors
to be considered are:
(1 ) Its sound absorbing efficiency in relation to the particular surfaces to be
treated.
(2) Its general appearance relative to
the architectural features of the theatre
interior.
(3) Its decorative possibilities with respect to general appearance, maintenance
and redecoration.
(4) Its structural properties, with consideration ofpermanence, fire resistance and
other requirements either directly or indirectly controlled by design and by local
building regulations.
Sound absorbing efficiency and appearance have been conflicting elements in many
instances in the past, for the reasons that
until recently the choice and number of
materials adaptable for theatre treatment
were somewhat limited ; and secondly, that
there has been a strong tendency in the
field to fit arbitrarily the acoustic material
to a predetermined decorative scheme
rather than to blend this material into the
original design of the interior. Consequently, ifthe type and amount of sound
absorption necessary for certain surfaces
was found to limit the treatment to a few
specific materials, it was not uncommon
practice to disregard the requirements and
to install a material which would conform
with the decorative scheme proposed.
The exhibitor will agree that if the material used fell considerably short of the
acoustic requirements, the result might well
be one of ultimately sacrificing good acous-

• ACOUSTICS

tic conditions for the appearance of the
theatre interior.
Today there is no reason why sound abor good for
acoustic
condi-of
tionssorbing
shouldefficiency
be sacrificed
the sake
appearance, or vice versa. If careful attention is given to the design principles of
sound control, new theatres can be planned
to require a minimum of acoustic treatment,
thus virtually eliminating any restrictions
on either the original or future decoration
of surfaces.
Furthermore, with the large number of
materials now available, types having the
correct quantity and quality of sound absorption for specific areas can be obtained
in numerous forms and in a wide variety
of surface textures and finishes, offering
unlimited possibilities for the decoration
both of new and existing theatres.
A working knowledge of these materials
and of their sound absorption characteristics, together with experience in their actual
selection and adaptation, are essential, however, to ensure that the acoustic treatment
and decorative scheme for a given theatre
will blend in the most harmonious manner.
ACOUSTIC ACTION
OF MATERIALS
ALL MATERIALS used for
acoustical correction have certain inherent
characteristics upon which they are dependent for their absorption of sound at various
frequencies. For example, plastic deformability (flexibility with internal resistance)
in a material, contributes to the absorption
of sound at the low frequencies, whereas
porosity on or within the outer surface of
the material, effects its absorption of the

Materials

higher frequencies. The air-cell structure
within the body of a material produces a
restricted amount of sound absorption at
the low frequencies but has its greatest
effect on the high frequencies.
Considered as independent elements,
these properties vary in their proportionate
amounts in different types of materials.
One material, for instance, may have a
greater amount of surface porosity than another type, whereas either plastic deformability, or air-cell structure, may be more
prominent in the second material. As a
result, the sound absorbing efficiency of
two materials may vary widely, depending
upon which one or more of these distinct
qualities is predominant in each type.
ABSORPTION TESTS
Today practically every acoustic material
is tested for its efficiency by a recognized
laboratory before it is marketed as a sound
absorbent. These tests are usually made
for frequencies ranging at octave intervals
from 128 to 4,096 cycles per second, certain laboratories extending the testing range
to frequencies an octave above and an
octave below these limits.
The sound absorbing efficiency of a material at a certain frequency, as determined
by these tests, is expressed as its "coefficient
of absorption."
The window
assumption
one
square
foot of open
area that
absorbs
100% of the sound energy striking its
opening, serves as a basis for measuring
and establishing the coefficients for a
material. In acoustical terminology this
unit of measurement is called a sabin.
If the test report for a certain material
shows that it has a coefficient of .40 at 128
cycles per second, this means that one square
foot
materialenergy
absorbs
40% byof one
theamountof the
of sound
absorbed
square foot of open window area at this
particular frequency. It therefore follows
that 23^2 square feet of the material will be
required to produce an amount of sound
absorption equivalent to the one square
foot of open window area, or one sabin, at
128 cvcles per second.
These test data, showing the coefficients
of absorption at the low, the middle range,
and the high frequencies for various materials, are indispensable in planning acous-
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tic treatment. The individual manufacturers
of acoustic materials, as well as a group
of the leading manufacturers, known as
the Acoustic Materials Association, with
offices at 919 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, make these data available to the
public without charge. No material should
even be considered for treatment until assurance ismade that its coefficients will
meet the requirements at all frequencies
for the theatre and for the particular surfaces to be treated.
CLASSIFICATION
OF MATERIALS
WITHIN THE SCOpe of
these articles it will be impossible to discuss each one of the many types of material
available for purposes of acoustical correction. Consequently, it is proposed to divide these materials into their seven general classifications; namely, Blankets,
Boards, Felts, Plasters, Stones, Tiles, and
the "Special"
and typical
to discuss
the
sound
absorbingtypes,
qualities
of each
class, their methods of mounting and application for maximum efficiency, and their
manner of decoration to avoid impairing or
destroying their acoustic properties — all
subjects of vital importance, since they bear
directly on the selection and actual use of
acoustic materials.
BLANKETS
Under this particular classification, the
most common type of material used for

Once
Take

acoustic treatment is rock wool blanket. In
general, this material has a relatively high
sound absorption value at the low and
middle range of frequencies, with a slightly
tapering characteristic at the extremely
high end of the sound spectrum. Properly
mounted, it offers an efficient form of
treatment for surfaces, subject to a high
level of direct sound energy.
Blankets manufactured of a selected
grade of wood fibre are also available.
These blankets are rather selective in absorption atthe higher frequencies, and as
a consequence, in cases where large amounts
of acoustic treatment are required, they
should be used only in conjunction with
other types of materials which will complete the absorption requirements at the
low frequencies.
As a matter of interest, a material manufactured inEngland, made of a silky fibre
taken from the pod of the tropical ceiba
tree, is another type of material falling
under this classification. This material has
a frequency absorption characteristic very
similar to that of rock wool and has been
used rather extensively in Europe.
If the blanket form of material is to be
used for theatre treatment, it is imperative that the type selected be properly reinforced to prevent settling. The settling
action, if it takes place in the material as a
result of structural vibration, direct impact or other causes, will tend to change
the frequency absorption characteristic per
unit area of the material. Therefore, the

More
a

Step

more compact forms of blanket materials
should be obtained in forms sewn through
or "box quilted" at intervals of a few
inches, to offset the effect of settling.
In the case of rock wool blanket, the
types having a muslin covering and a wire
reinforcement on both sides should be used,
particularly when this material is to be
finished with a fabric for decorative purBOARDS
poses.
In cases where a comparatively inexpensive method of construction of the nonfireproof type is proposed, acoustic boards
of wood or cane fibre composition offer a
very economical form of treatment for surfaces requiring only a moderate amount of
sound absorption distributed over a wide
area. This form of treatment does not
provide sufficient absorption for surfaces
such as rear walls, which are subject to a
high level of direct sound energy, in that
it will not adequately reduce the intensity
of first reflections.
There are, however, many cases in which
these boards may be used on other surfaces,
and in conjunction with other materials,
very effectively to obtain the requisite sound
absorption tributcharacteristic
ion of treatment. and
The proper
method dis-of
mounting plays a very important part in the
use of these materials and will be discussed
in the next article.
Felts, especially of the woven hair
variety, were used to a large extent for
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Write TODAY for the most
interesting information.
Hall & Connolly,

Inc.

New York City
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acoustic treatment during the early era of
sound reproduction in theatres, because at
that time they appeared to offer an economical and practical solution to the problem. Since the frequency range response of
early types of sound systems was not as
broad as that of present-day systems, the
deficiencies inherent in this form of treatment were not so perceptible.
Today, however, there are few cases
where this material can be used successfully, even in small quantities or unusual
thicknesses, for acoustic treatment of the
auditorium surfaces. Hair felts offer an
effective form of damping for the reduction
of impact noise and may be used satisfactorily as a lining for carpet. Used alone as
sound absorbing agents, however, they have
the characteristic of providing a much
greater degree of absorption at the high
than at the low frequencies.
Hair felts are often used as a form of
stage draping for the area immediately behind the horns. Here, of course, the conditions of use, methods of application, and
final effects are considerably different from
those to be fulfilled in the treatment of the
auditorium proper.
PLASTERS
From an architectural point of view,
acoustic plaster is perhaps one of the most
appealing classes of materials because it
presents a surface for new construction
which is not only sound absorbent but also
uniform in texture as well as in appearance.
Generally speaking, acoustic plasters are
sound absorbents of comparatively moderate
efficiency. For this reason, in cases in
which large amounts of treatment are necessary, and in which certain areas, such as
rear walls, are particularly objectionable
from the standpoint of sound reflection, the
use of acoustic plaster alone, even when it
is applied in exceptionally heavy coats, is
frequently insufficient, materials of higher
average efficiency being required for the
more objectionable surfaces.
There are two very important considerations regarding the use of this material, and
these are its method of mounting and
manner of application. The method of
mounting is of fundamental importance because of its effect on absorption of the low
frequencies and will be discussed at length
in the next article.
Most types of acoustic plasters must be
applied in several individual coats, each
coat being properly dried before application
of the succeeding one in order that the
moisture may be completely absorbed and
the correct porosity and natural cellular
structure formed on the surface and within the body of the material. Since acoustic
plasters, ordinarily, are subject to variations in efficiency with the care used in
their application, they should be installed
by contractors who are thoroughly familiar
with the correct procedure, or should at
least be checked during installation by the
manufacturer's representative.
Within the past few years a material
which, for purposes of this discussion, we
September 18, 1937

DEPENDABILITY

Magnesium
- Copper
Sulphide
Rectifiers
Several years of extensive laboratory and booth experimentation
by Forest engineers in cooperation with P. R. Mallory Co., Inc.,
Indianapolis,
Indiana, haveMagnesium-Copper
produced this new heavy-duty
dependable and economical
Sulphide Rectifier.
This
new
rectifier
as
presented
by
Forest,
demonstrated
in
practice
and
is the solution
problems encountered in other types of rectifiers and theory,
power
sources
for suprexto theprojection.
constructed
Mallory
Illustrated
is
the
perfect
mechanically
similar
to
those
used
Magnesium-Copper
in the NewSulphide
Forestrectifying
Rectifier unhft projection.
TEMPERATURE:
Arequired
superiorfor feature
in thisoutput
rectifierto build-up
is that, because
no time theIs
the rectifier
times
Its rated
abnormal
conditions
output
is
practically
the
same
at
temperatures
from
zero,
regardless
of age.40"
emergencies
arise,capacity
at the should
same time
assuring
completeor
dependability.
below
zero to 300° AND VOLTAGE OVERLOAD:
SELF-HEALING
REGULATION
AND
AGING:
The
self-healing
characteristic
of the rectifying junction
Magnesium-copper
Sulphide
Rectifiersdirection.
have a Thisverychar-low
an immediate
re-formatior.
ifcauses
abnormal
voltage surges
occur. of the rectifying film
internal resistance
the conducting
acteristic resulover
ts inin excellent
regulationof load
of theconditions.
rectifier
CURRENT
OVERLOAD:
output isvoltage
a thewidecharacteristics
range
This rectifier has withstood overloading to a temperature
There
no
change
in
ofthethisMagnesium
rectifier
asRectifiers
a resultdecreases
of aging little
therefore
the
output
of
or none.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG!

FOREST
BELLEVILLE
NEW JERSEY

MAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE
RECTIFIERS

Specify GoldE Standard Products
and know you have the best In
Spotlights,Film
Rewinds,
Rewind
Tables,
Cabinets,
New
Aluminum Magazines. Stereopticons,
Cleaner
Stands,
New
RotoChromeover,Color
ChangeTake-ups,Spotlight,
etc.
♦ — New Catalog.
GOLDE MFG. CO., 1214-22 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
"La Vezzi"
Intermittent Movements
Sold by dealers everywhere
LAVEZZI DRIVE
MACHINE WORKS CHICAGO
180 N. WACKEB
ESTABLISHED 1908

PROJECTORS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY

News in Advertising
• Advertisements are invaluable
sources of information. For the
reader's convenience an index of
advertisers appears on page 42.
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THE GOLDEN VOICE
of the
SILVER SCREEN
The Complete Sound
System — Constant Axis
Optical System Carriage —
The Gyrofilter — Prefocused
Ex LightSupply—
Carriage
— "DC"
Exciter
Calibrated
Volume Control and twoWay Horn System.

SUPER-LITE LENSES
PRO-JEX SOUND UNITS

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyel! Ave., Rochester, N.Y.. U.S.A.1
HEAVY PROJECTOR BASE
for Simplex or
MOTIOGRAPH
16" and 18" Magazines
Par+s for Peerless Lamps,
Simplex, Motiograph, Powers
Manufactured by
EDW.
H. WOLK
1018 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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will classify as a stone, has been manufactured and marketed as a combined building
unit and sound absorbent for new fireproof
construction and has a relatively high heat
insulating value. This material is available
in several different forms, and is designed as
a building block for use in actual wall construction, its natural porous surface and
non-uniform cellular structure contributing
to the absorption of sound at specific frequencies.
For the most part, such materials are
comparatively moderate absorbents, several
types being rather selective in absorption at
the middle range and high frequencies. For
this reason, in the design of new theatres
where fairly large quantities of acoustic
treatment are required and the use of this
material is proposed, care must be exercised
in selecting the type of block for construction to insure that its frequency absorption
characteristic will combine favorably with
the more efficient form of treatment required for the objectionable sound reflecting
surfaces.
With respect to new construction, this
material offers some interesting possibilities
for use with other materials where angular
surfaces lend themselves favorably to the
acoustic design and architectural treatment.
TILES
Perhaps the greatest diversity in type,
number, efficiency and appearance of materials isto be found under this classification. There are numerous types of wood
and cane fibre tiles on the market, with
surfaces varying from a practically smooth
and uniform finish to a rough textured or
perforated surface. Also, there are a number of tiles of mineral fibre and plastic composition having surfaces which resemble a
porous cut stone or travertine in appearance. Tiles presenting a perforated surface
of metal or hard-board backed with mineral
wool or asbestos fibre elements are also
available.
With the exception of a certain few of
the wood and cane fibre materials, most
types tionofare fireproof.
tiles falling under this classificaTiles differ widely in their sound absorbing efficiencies at selected frequencies,
and in their over-all absorption characteristics throughout the frequency range. Some
types, in the lesser thicknesses, for example,
provide a very moderate but relatively uniform degree of absorption over the entire
frequency range. Other types have a high
absorption value within the crucial range
of frequencies, while a few are very selective in absorption for a limited part of the
frequency range.
A number of tiles, particularly those of
the wood and cane fibre varieties, are obtainable invarious thicknesses, thus making
it possible in some cases to secure the proper
gradation of absorption over the auditorium
surfaces with the use of several different
thicknesses of the same material. The low
frequency absorption of most tiles, particularly ofthese latter varieties, is dependent to a considerable extent upon their
method of mounting.
Here again the actual selection of the

type and thickness of tile for treatment will
be governed by the specific requirements of
the individual theatre, the more efficient
forms being confined at least to those areas
which
are subject to a high level of direct
sound energy.
"SPECIALS"
The materials falling under this classification are designed either to fulfill particular frequency absorption requirements
or to permit of a special method of application.
For example, one material resembling an
ornamental tile in appearance is designed
to absorb a greater percentage of sound
energy at the low than at the high frequencies, and can be used to good advantage
in certain cases where a high compensation for the potential lack of absorption at
the low frequencies is required.
Another type of material, of asbestos
fibre composition, is installed by a special
process of application, using a so-called
"spray-gun,"
layerscanofbedifferent thicknesseswith
of thewhich
material
built
up on wall or ceiling surfaces to meet the
absorption demands of definite areas.
VARIETY IN
ACOUSTIC MATERIALS
in considering the subject of materials in general, it is believed
that the future will show a marked increased in the type and number of sound
absorbents adaptable for theatres, possibly
allowing even greater variations in the
architectural treatment of interiors. Actually, several new materials are now in
the process of development and may offer
some unusual and interesting departures
from the more prevalent forms of surface
textures and finishes.
There is one fact that must be stressed
at this point; namely, that no single type
nor thickness of sound absorbing material
available today will completely fulfill the
needs of every theatre. While a specified
material may be entirely satisfactory for use
in one case, it may be totally inadequate
for another, even though the two theatres
appear
teristics.to have very similar physical characThis is a consideration which cannot be
emphasized too strongly, since the author
frequently finds that if an exhibitor or his
architect has been successful with one type
of material in one case, he may plan to use
the same material in many of his future
projects, when actually that material may
provide either too much or too little sound
absorption for similar surfaces in the other
houses, or perhaps may even produce an
incorrect balance of absorption relative to
the frequency range.
next andhowconcluding
article,of Mr.
Potivin[Inivillhis explain
different types
acoustic
material should be mounted for maximum Ion:
frequency
absorption,
may absorbing
be decorated ivithout
impairinghoivtheirtheysound
efficiency, and hoio they may be used to the
best advantage from the architectural viewpoint. Mr. Potivin is a member of the technical consulting staff of Electrical Research
—Products,
The Editor.]
Inc., dealing ivith acoustic problems.
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# Now that one theatre in every three has high intensity projection, every theatre owner without it faces
a new situation. Theatres using high intensity have
75 perarecenttheof the
country's
seatingand
capacity.
also
theatres
best total
attended
payingThey
the
most profitable return.
Obviously, if thousands of theatres have installed

oteve„ advance 4* tag^ ^

high intensity projection, high intensity projection
cannot be expensive. Its really low cost will surprise you.
Peerless Magnarc Lamps produce 200 to 300 per cent
more light on the screen for the same current cost as
low intensity.
You need high intensity projection not only to hold,
but to increase your patronage.

e

On The Bandwagon.

MANUFACTURED
J. E. McAULEY
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AFFAIRS

By f. h. richardson

it almost instantly. It was a hissing sound
when one of the amplifiers was in use.
Nothing more or less than a typical "tube
rush." Since it was fairly loud it was eviNEED
A
RESPONSIBLE
HEAD
dently strongly amplified and must perforce be in one of the first tubes of the
a few weeks ago, in a had failed to close a switch or something amplifier. Installing a new tube in the input socket was all that was required — yet
certain eastern city, a situation came under quite rare had happened to the equipment.
engineer was demanded.
my observation that struck me as an excelThe sound engineer had not left the thea- a sound
The
point I wish to make is that each
tre before the sound was lost again. Rushlent example of the kind of buck-passing
which is bound to happen quite often under
ing back up to the projection room he was a case where no one man was rethe practice of conducting two- and three- found that a wrong reel had been threaded sponsible.
men projection rooms without having one in and the show stopped to make the change. sound
Let engineer.
George do it— and George was the
of the men act as chief projectionist — as a Most emphatically those men cannot be said
foreman. A single theatre is referred to, all to be overworked, since there are five shifts
Can you imagine any responsible manufacturer operating a factory in which men
of the incidents cited occurred within a per- of three men each in that theatre.
iod of ten days, and the projectionists are
A few days later a service engineer was are employed without any responsible foreunion men.
man over them ? What would be your opinsent for because the emergency amplifier
ion of a merchant who placed the departA hurry-up call was made for a service refused to function, blowing the fuse inments inhis store under no responsible head
stead. By the time the engineer had arrived,
engineer on complaint of complete loss of
sound. In this projection room are two another crew was on duty and by install- that was expert in handling the class of
amplifiers and three projectors, all wired
ing a whole new set of tubes, had cleared goods sold in each department? Yet that
for sound, hence complete loss of sound was up the trouble. The previous shift had done is precisely what takes place in many theatres who employ two or three men in one
unlikely. Upon his arrival, the engineer nothing except to demand an engineer. The
found sound to have been restored and engineer inserted the old tubes one by one shift. Go into a projection room of this
functioning normally. Not one of the crew until a fuse blew, installed a new one in its class and ask, "Who is in charge here?"
of three men was able to offer explanation place and that was that.
The answer frequently will be, in effect, no
Trouble No. 3 of this batch proved so one! And not only do theatre owners and
as to why the sound was lost or what happened to restore it. It was therefore evi- simple that a projectionist in the smallest managers accept that setup, but some local
dent to the engineer that either some one village theatre might be expected to locate unions insist upon it.
Some unions have even refused to permit
the owner to appoint one of the men as
chief projectionist. Now unions have certain perfectly legitimate rights, which rights
should and must be respected, but union
rights have limits, and when an employer
is told he cannot place a responsible foreman
in direct charge of work in one of the most
important departments, the union so doing
has exceeded its rights. That is an inherent
privilege and prerogative of any employer.
The wise manager of a theatre in which
two or more shifts of projectionists are employed will create the title of chief projectionist and appoint one of the men to that
position with some suitable advance in pay.
The chief, even though standing shift the
same as the other men, should be held responsible for all equipment and results.
WHEN

PROJECTION

STAFFS

SOME OBSERVATIONS
UP CONNECTICUT WAY
POINTING my gas buggy
toward Connecticut the other day, I struck
out for Norwich and my feet were presently parked under the bountiful table of
Charles Oldham, who also had Leo Cimikoski as a guest. Both of these gentlemen
are Norwich projectionists and, I should
like
add, inloyal
"students"
of the
BlueProjection room of the new Kuhn theatre in Lebanon, Ore., owned and operated by R. Kuhn, with Pro- book toSchool
Motion
Picture
Herald.
jectionist Ivan Cooper posed (pretty proudly, too) beside his new projectors. They are Motiographs,
Later I called at the Palace theatre, a
equipped with Brenkert Enarc lamps, which are supplied from Brenkert copper oxide rectifiers. All
of the equipment for the Kuhn, except the sound system, which is RCA Photophone, was supplied Warner house managed by R. B. Hamilton.
through the B. F. Shearer Company of Seattle. Cooper projects an 18-foot picture at 110 feet. Charles Oldham and Albert Fairbanks
36
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Simplified High Intensity Projection affords real economy, giving
two to three times as much light as
your low intensity at a greatly reduced cost per unit of light.
Only High Intensity Projection
provides the white light essential to
satisfactory projection of new color
pictures which are being shot under
lights having the same characteristics.

THE
TRONO

But
can

any

theatre

afford

it!

... is the lamp that delivers this
tremendously increased volume of
light without a corresponding increase
in operating costs — steady, brilliant
light, distributed uniformly over the
complete screen area, projecting a picture full of depth and definition
which possesses a sparkling daylight
effect.
Write for interesting catalog and name of your
nearest Independent Theatre Equipment Dealer. He
will, without obligation,

L G*r.
JL STRONG M
ELECTRIC
OGU
2501 LAGRANGE ST. TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.
EXPORT OFFICES:

arrange to demonstrate the
Strong lamp in your theatre.

ROOM 2002, 220 W. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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man the projection room. 1 noted that a
new high-powered fan had been installed
in the ceiling, and it occurred to me that
such a fan should be controlled by a switch
that would automatically be pulled shut
and its speed controlling device (if any)
pulled to full power when the port fire
shutters are dropped. This would offer
added protection for the audience in case of
fire, since the fan would thus automatically
be turned on full speed to pump out gases
and smoke the instant a fire started.
The Strand in Norwich is where Brother
Cimikoski works. It is a second-run theatre
seating 945, one link of the extensive
Rothenberg and Morse chain. It is managed by Samuel Ruff, with whom I had a

most pleasant visit. Projection is by two
two-man shifts. Besides Cimikoski, the
staff consists of Howard Benjamin, Leslie
R. Nowell and Norman E. Soules. Equipment includes Simplex projectors, Brenkert
low-intensity lamps and RCA sound system.
Warner'sRCABroadway
in Norwichat was
installing
sound equipment
the
time of my visit. Brothers James Buea and
Anthony are the regular projectionists.
The relief man on duty at the time of my
visit was Andrew H. Miller.
And now for some constructive criticism,
which should be received in the friendly
spirit in which it is given and considered
upon its merits. It is based on observations
made in Norwich, but I submit it here be-

IransVerteK
when all factors are considered, provides
the best all-around means of converting
alternating current to a suitable D.C.
supply for projection arc service
Ask for the type of Transverter designed
to meet YOUR needs.
Sold through The National Theatre Supply Co.
MANUFACTURED BY
THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
• 12690 ELMWOOD AVE.
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
SYNCROFILM
MODEL ABH SOUND HEADS
ADAPTABLE TO PUSH-PULL RECORDINGS
ER

GARV

NT

KORRE

S

CHANGER

MANUFACTURED AND DESIGNED FOR
Perfect
Sound
Reproduction
^Rotating
INCORPORATING
THESE
EXCLUSIVE
FEATUREScushion*
film
drum
+
ball
bearing
film rollers
starting, free from shock + new optical
system+ designed
byfilm onerecordings.
of the world's leading manufacturers for the new type
Ask about
new Syncrofilm
DR SOUNDProjectors
HEADS and the
WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION
59Ftnnrt-Rufter
Street
N. Y.
inn Varick
Street. N. Y. C. CableRochester,
Address: "Romos"
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cause ticed
it may
elsewhere.be applied to conditions noAs we all well know, one important duty
of projectionists is to keep batteries powering sound equipments scrupulously clean.
That is a duty, as all must and will admit.
Yet I entered one well lighted room and
was confronted by two shelves of batteries,
set so low that they were in plain view.
The tops of those batteries were literally
coated with a layer of dust and dirt that
surely could not have been touched in at
least two weeks. My guess is a month.
Yet five minutes work every day or two
would keep those battery tops in fine
condition.
At another theatre, when I entered, the
screen illumination was quite dim and very
decidedly amber. Glancing at the screen
as I was leaving, I found the illumination
to be very much brighter and the objectionable yellowish tone to have disappeared.
Now there is always the possibility that the
fault might be chargeable to a poor print,
but I am convinced that during my stay an
added bundle of amperes had been chucked
into those carbons. If so, may I suggest
that saving current by cutting down on
screen illumination to a point where the
beauty of the screen image is made to suffer,
is never a true saving. The current bill
will be less, yes, but in the long run the box
office intake will be less also. Then, too,
when a patron buys a ticket, he does so on
the assumption that the theatre will provide proper facilities for presenting the picture to the best advantage. And the patron
has a right to expect just that.
From Norwich I drove to New London,
thirteen miles away, calling at the Empire
theatre, which is managed by I. M. Berg,
who also is district manager for the Rothenberg and Morse circuit. Mr. Berg is well
seasoned in theatre management. In the
course
of our that
chatthis
he theatre
said, in principally
effect, "I
fully realize
has for sale the screen image and sound.
Excellence in projection therefore is of
major
to the mebox tooffice."
Mr. importance
Berg conducted
the projection room, manned by James Patti and
Anthony Settee. The lens port cover
glasses were in need of attention. Dust
covered glasses cause light loss and to some
extent reduce screen image definition.
Port cover glasses should be kept scruclean. theatre in New London,
At the pulouslyCrown
I contacted Brother W. W. Lucas, president of the New London local union. It
is probable that a meeting of projectionists,
theatre owners and managers of Norwich,
New London and Willimantic presently
will be arranged. If so I have agreed to
drive up and address the gathering.
ALL-METAL
REFLECTOR
for quite some time
there have been inquiries as to why it is not
possible to have all-metal reflectors for use
with projector arc light sources. Inquiries
have failed to obtain any very satisfactory
answer. It was known that all-metal reBetter Theatres

Hectors failed to provide as high a percentage of reflected light as did the glass ones,
to which objection there appeared to be
no satisfying answer.
The other day I visited the factory of
Heyer & Shultz, Inc., in Montclair, N. J.,
and examined an all-metal reflector which
that company has been developing for the
last three years. I watched a practical
demonstration of it and came away well
satisfied that the new reflector fully justifies thorough investigation and test by the
industry at large. At present only models
suitable for use with Suprex arcs using
diameters of 10, 1(% 13;H> and 14 inches
are available.
The reflection surface is of Rhodium,
the
of which
is givenhardas 3600°
F. melting
It is a point
rare and
extremely
metal
upon which incandescent particles of copper or carbon apparently have no effect.
PEN FOR FILM
CEMENT APPLICATION
w. lemke, projectionist
of Antioch, 111., writes, "I have found a
type A-O speed ball pen better than the
usual glass applicator supplied with each
bottle of film cement. I attach the pen to
the glass applicator with sewing thread,
leaving it in the bottle when not in use.
It works just fine. Possibly you may wish
to Certainly.
pass the hintGlad
along."
to have little (or big)
hints which you men find to be of value.
Possibly some others may not fancy them,
while others will. Anyhow, experiments
that cost little are always interesting.
HUM CAUSED BY
RECORDING LIGHT FLARE
FRANCIS s. key of Anderson, Ind., sends in a film clip, with a letter
saying:
"In the
26thpresented
Better byTheatres
appears
the June
odd case
Alvin E.
Wheeler, Fairy Theatre, Knox, Indiana.
Herewith I submit a film sample. You will
note defects in emulsion around the sprocket holes on the sound track side, which same
extend over into the sound track itself. Because of these faults this print delivers
something closely resembling an a.c. hum.
"I ilarhave
manynotprints
simfaults, seen
though
lately.containing
Think likely
such faults are due either to too fast development or drying too quickly. Possibly
Wheeler's film was a newsreel that was
rushed
out too fast.
you think?"
Examination
of theWhat
sampledo indicates
that
the white areas opposite the sprocket holes
are due to sprocket hole reflections in recording caused by the light employed in
recording hitting the edges of the sprocket
holes in the negative, producing a slight
flare in the film. This develops black in
the negative and of course shows white in
the positive print. It is reproduced in the
sound as a hum of sprocket hole frequency,
rather closely resembling the a.c. hum.
A wavy black area along the sprocket
holes adjacent to the sound track probably
is the result of a scratch on the negative.
September 18, 1937
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PROMOTION

A Super-Cinephor Projection Lens often helps in boosting Box
Office revenue. The remarkable covering power, flatness of
field and superior brilliance impresses audiences and does what
ballyhoo doesn't — brings them back again with their friends.
A Super-Cinephor is a profitable investment for any theater
catering to critical audiences — "One new patron a day will pay
for a Super-Cinephor in a year."
For complete details of these lenses, condensers and reflectors,
write Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 679 St. Paul St., Rochester,
New York.
BAUSCH

& LOMB

SUPER-CINEPHOR
PORTABILITY
ACCESSIBILITY
MODERN DESIGN
PLUS
atransformer
new design inemployed,
the high reactance
makes
KNI-TRON
PORTABLE RECTIFIERS
the most outstanding unit in the field. Furnishes
15 amperes direct current from 110 volt A.C. Lines.
Write for Bulletin LK to
THE KNEISLEY ELECTRIC CO.,
TOLEDO. OHIO
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PLANNING
A SERVICE
DESIGN
AND

DEPARTMENT
MATERIALS,

THE

THEATRE

DEALING WITH
ARCHITECTURAL
DECORATION
AND FURNISHINGS

ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES: One of the principal functions of this department is to answer inquiries pertaining to preliminary considerations in the planning of a new theatre or the remodeling of an existing one. All questions receive the personal attention of Peter M.
Hulsken, A.I.A., contributing editor of this department and a practicing architect who long has specialized in theatre design. He will be
glad to offer advice, suggestions and criticisms. Working plans, however, eannot be supplied. All communications intended for this department should be addressed to Better Theatres, Rockefeller Center, New York. In publishing replies, only initials are used for identification.
THE

QUESTION :
I am contemplating a few
changes in this theatre and would appreciate your comments:
Auditorium: 60 feet long, 24 feet wide,
21 feet over ceiling, 256 seats in two banks,
three narrow aisles, carpet, felt sound padding on walls.
Balcony: 55 seats, projection booth back
of balcony, 68 feet throw.
Combination lobby and foyer: 10 feet
deep by 24 feet wide, except for steps and
storage closet; closed from auditorium by
glass, glass doors, and curtains. Nine feet
high.
Front: Nine-foot ceiling by 8 feet wide,
marquee over sidewalk, box office and entrance doors set back 7 feet from sidewalk.
Brick front above marquee 15 feet by 24
feet.
I plan to remove carpet felt from side
walls and pad back of auditorium completely. Sound very good at present everywhere except in balcony. I also plan to

throw seats into one bank with wide carpeted side aisles, install six lumiline lighting
fixtures, three on each side, and put indirect
lighting in lobby ; repaint auditorium, foyer
and entire front, above and below marquee.
We would like to use blues, whites and
silvers, with perhaps orange added to the
windows, etc., of the front above the marquee in order to set off the solid white
front.
Would white trimmed in deep blue with
deep blue paneled doors and box office be
in good taste below the marquee? What
colors do you suggest for the lobby-foyer,
and for the auditorium? — J.H.C.
THE ANSWER:
we presume that the
present walls are covered with carpet felt.
A nice effect may be obtained by the instal ation ofdyed waffle fabric. The walls
should be stripped and wood moulded
strips should be applied to cover joints in
fabric. Place these strips horizontally ac-

cording to the width of the fabric, which
should result in a pleasing modern design.
The fabric should be dyed in varied shades,
starting with the darkest shade at the bottom panel above wainscoting. Apply oneinch rockwool backing between furring
larly.
strips; treat the rear wall in balcony simiA single-bank scheme for seating would
be a great improvement, as a center aisle
takes the place of the best seats in the
house. The annoyance of patrons walking
in a center aisle and interfering with vision
will also be eliminated.
The suggested lighting scheme will be
satisfactory.
We do not advise the use of white in a
theatre color scheme. It soils too easily.
A lemon yellow or tangerine will go very
well with blue. Use silver only for striping or mouldings.
We do not know what the material or
finish of the wall above the marquee is,
but
may betheused
in that
— it
will white
accentuate
colors
of thespacelower
For the lobby and foyer use a soft pale
green,
trimmed with silver ; or coral
parts.
trimmed with blue. For more daring
colors, tangerine, blue and pompeian red
may be used.
If you intend to carry out the auditorium scheme suggested, use a fabric having
various shades of blue, with orange for
wood moulding strips. Paint the ceiling in
deep ivory or soft yellow.
THE

QUESTION :
i intend to slope the
floor of the auditorium in a small town
theatre and would appreciate hearing from
you as to how much to raise it. The auditorium is39 feet wide and 72 feet long.
First row of seats is 20 feet, last row 72
feet, from screen, which is flush to rear
wall with speakers mounted on each side.
Platform is 4 feet, 6 inches above present
auditorium floor. — W.P.M.

Auditorium of the Ritzfield theatre in Sweetwater, Texas, as finished in Blendtex, a new material added
to the panWeatherwood
line of isinsulating
finishes andmanufactured
by thelikeUnited
Com-in
y of Chicago. Blendtex
a wood interior
base material
can be worked
lumber.StatesTheGypsum
only tools
applying are a hammer and a saw, and on such bases as plaster, it can be applied with a standard
adhesive. It has texture of decorative value and is available ready for use in packages with colors
assorted in the proper proportions for the color treatment required. In addition, this material has
sound-absorbent
is manufactured in tile and plank. The tile has tongue and groove
edges; the plank qualities.
is shiplappedBlendtex
in application.
40'

THE ANSWER:
with the first row of
seats 20 feet and the last row 72 feet from
screen, sumeyouthere have
feet for Leave
seats, the
so I floor
preare 2152 rows.
under the first three rows near screen level,
raise the floor under the next six rows 9
Better Theatres

inches, the next six rows 12 inches, and the
last six rows 15 inches.
Should this make the slope too high to
comply with other existing conditions, you
may leave the floor under the first six rows
level and raise the balance of floor a total
of 24 inches. However, the first suggestion
will give the best results.
You will also be able to obtain a suitable
slope by stepping up the last three rows of
seats above the aisles so as to gain 10 inches,
but of course seating area higher than the
aisles is not desirable.

will allow a store on each side of the lobby
15 feet wide. Placing the box office at the
sidewalk line, the entrance doors should
stand 3 feet, 6 inches back, making the lobby 12 feet deep. The stores could have a
depth of 16 feet, as a minimum.
Behind the lobby should be a foyer,
which should be at least 8 feet wide. The
men's and women's rooms could be built
behind the stores, on each end of the foyer.
The stage does not have to be more than
15 feet in depth, so there will be left in
the auditorium space enough for 20 rows
of seats. For the width of your theatre,
the terbestsection
seating
arrangement
a cen-on
THE QUESTION :
of twelve
seats withwillanbeaisle
we are contemplating each side and two wall banks, each of six
erection of new theatre. Our lot is 50x100 seats across, making 24 seats across the
feet. We would like to have two stores on width of the auditorium; so the seating
front if we can without taking too much capacity will be 480 seats. The ceiling
from theatre seating capacity. How high height should be at least 17 feet above the
should ceiling be for best sound?
of theof aurli'tnrium
floor.conditionCan you send me small sketch showing highThepoint
location
grilles for air
arrangement of lobby and number of seats
ing depends entirely on what layout the air
with aisle on each side and size of stage conditioning engineer recommends. For the
for this size building. Also show where type of theatre yours appears to be, we believe the most economical plan would be
we
can place grilles for air-conditioning. —
C.M.T.
to run a single duct along the middle of
the ceiling. This should be provided with
THE ANSWER:
louvres to diffuse the air properly. HowI AM sorry that this deever, you may find it possible to locate
partment is not permitted to furnish grilles in flared walls flanking the proscenium arch, one grille on each side. If you
sketches, but we will endeavor to describe
want more advice concerning a ventilating
a plan for you.
You did not state the required seating system or air conditioning, we suggest that
capacity, and the depth of the stores will vou again write Better Theatres, givdepend entirely on this requirement. The
ing full particulars
about the plan and construction ofthe building.
lobby should be at least 16 feet wide. This
New

Plan and Style for an Old Theatre
{Continued from page 11)

become 4x12 feet. These are stripped over
the joints with a wooden mould to create
a paneling effect. At the intersection of
ceiling
lop. and sidewall is a modernistic scalSidewalls circle into the stage. This circular field has 2-foot strips of cream temlock running ito a lJ-2-inch red moulding
over the joints, a 6-inch band of silver and,
another 1 ^4-inch band of red. The 4J^foot wainscoting is of decorated cement
plaster in a deep blue.
All the wood stripping in the auditorium
is red, including the sidewalls. The scalloped cornice also is red, but the mould
against the ceiling is blue. The chair rail
is red with orange and black stripping.
The blue from stage to auditorium floor
is relieved by silver grilles over air outlets.
The old auditorium floor was of wood,
mounted on 4x4-foot wooden sleepers
which rested on the ground, and improperly
sloped. The new floor is of concrete, and
excavation has allowed a pitch of approximately %-inch per foot.
Seats by Heywood-Wakefield, are of
walnut, with gold and red trim. Aisles
between seats are carpeted in the same general color scheme as the theatre. In spite
of a deeper stage, the theatre has 150 more
seats, to bring the total to 877. Previously
September 18, 1937

the seats had been arranged in straight
rows across the theatre. A radial plan
provided space for added chairs.
Vestibule walls are of texture plaster in
pink and gold. The ceiling was treated in
the same way. Woodwork in the lobby
is red striped with black, and trim is in
chrome, orange, black and red. Entrance
doors on the inside are red, trimmed with
black, and the floor is red tile with black
joints. The vestibule is 6 feet deep and
28 feet wide.
The same textured plaster treatment was
used in the foyer, except that it has a cream
cast, and over it was applied a glaze of blue
with silver background to create silver and
blue sidewalls and ceiling. The latter is
sand-finished.
The old front was torn out and an entirely new one installed. Originally a
plain, colorless gray stucco, the upper portion now is smooth stucco with 3j^-foot
vertical white breaks directly over the marquee, and with horizontal red bands on
each side of the breaks. Below the marquee black structural glass has been applied, banded in red. Two 48x60-inch
display cases on each side of the box office,
giving the theatre four in all, are flush with
the wall and are trimmed in chrome.
— Kenneth Force.

D/STINCTIV£ FURNITURE
The lobby is the one place where
theatres may add prestige.
Patrons appreciate the style,
beauty and distinction of a
ROYALCHROME furnished
lobby or lounge. The efficient
manager recognizes the value of
tailored, guaranteed TUF-TEX
upholstery
— exclusively
ROYAL leatherette.
For style,a
strength
and todurability
assurance, demand
see the ROYAL
tag on every piece.
ROYAL METAL
MFG. CO.
1150 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO
New York
Los Angeles

Metal

Furniture

Since '97
41
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Owen's

lows the general rustic design, even to the
presence of a sunbonneted ticket seller. The
ushers, by the way, wear blue overalls and
hickory hats, with red bandana neckerchiefs, to further the rural atmosphere.
The atmosphere of homey quaintness
which permeates the entire building grips
the patron the moment he steps into the
lobby, which is 16 feet square. Roughly
squared logs overhead form beams below
a ceiling of V-jointed diagonal flooring, a
single thickness of boards serving as ceiling for lobby and floor for lounges above.
Walls are paneled full height in native
knotty pine.
A flagstone floor leads to the hearth of
a huge stone fireplace which sparkles with
large insets of quartz brought from nearbv
caverns,lintel
belowand a shelf.
ponderous hand-hewn
walnut
Accessories which held to create traditional charm in the lobby are an ox-yoke
of considerable age which hangs above an
antique mantel clock, firearms of a longpast day, traps, deer antlers, and enormous
pine cones found in the neighborhood.
Kindling for the fire is held in a split
hickory basket of local manufacture, and
the fireplace is equipped with the heavy
andirons, iron pots, teakettle and swinging
crane of primitive Ozark cookery.
Even the doorman's ticket box is built
of split logs, in keeping with the general air
of rusticity. One of the guns hung on
rough tree forks is the original rifle belonging toOld Matt of "Shepherd of the
Hills" fame.
Leaving the lobby, the patron enters a
26-foot foyer. Walls in this section are
of knotty pine with a frieze of peeled slabs,
stained dark brown with touches of red.
The standing rail is built of rough planks
of native lumber, stained brown and draped

Theatre Deep in
(Continued from page 9)
with henna homespun. Benches are of
huge split cedar logs, smoothed and
varnished to bring out the natural beauty
of the wood.
A popular feature of the foyer is the
old-fashioned iron-bound well bucket which
is mounted permanently on a large stump
under a well-house
stoop containing a
genuine well wheel
and rope. The guard
dipper hanging from
the stoopminder of is
rethe a days
when modern
plumbing had not
yet made possible
the efficient i c e
water bubbler installed within the
oak bucket.
Wall decorations
in the foyer and
other sections of the
building include
mounted specimens,
such as deer heads, a
young
cinnamon
bear, a wild
hog,
wild turkeys, a large
eagle shot on a nearDirectional sign in the
by ranch,
erous deer and
skin numrugs. Owen theatre.
Fish plaques made
by Elsie Bates, a local artist, are used in
considerable numbers.
The simple rustic effect is continued in
the auditorium, which is 33 feet wide and
64 feet long, from foyer to stage front.
The rough stone walls of crazy quilt pattern are broken by draped panels containing four murals by Elsie Bates, depicting
local scenes. Two of the murals are

the Ozarks
"Sammy's Lookout" and "The Trail that
Is Nobody Know s How Old," painted
from the actual spots made famous by Harold Bell Wright's story.
The auditorium ceiling is of V-jointed
Celotex boards, simulating a rough plank
effect, but with greater acoustical value.
The proscenium opening, 22x15 feet, is of
stone and slabs, and is draped with homespun henna drapes and dressed with a gold
close-in curtain. The stage front is also
of slabs and heavy timbers.
Roof trusses are composed of huge adzed
timbers, held together with heavy iron
rods and eye-bolts, all resting in the walls
and
corbels.they are further supported by stone
The entire seating area, up to the stage
front, is surrounded by a heavy farmyard
fence of rough slabs, notched and doweled
for an ornamental effect. Exit doors are
of heavy-braced, barn door construction.
The auditorium floor is of concrete, with
carpeted aisles. The 356 seats are arranged
in three banks with two aisles (new seating by the Ideal Seating Company).
Auditorium lighting fixtures are old
wheels purchased from a Springfield, Mo.,
wagon company and adapted to lighting
requirements by the Keens Forging Company of Sedalia, Mo. Riding lights, for
use during
screen
cealed in thethewheel
hubs.showing, are conThe stage measures 33x12 feet, large
enough to accommodate small acts or entertainments staged by local amateurs. The
screen is 14x12 feet.
The erection of this unique motion picture theatre is a convincing proof that a
showhouse perpetuating local tradition can
be erected at a cost no greater than the
average small "store show" having far
less appeal. — Robert O. Boiler.
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Simplex Parts.

\ 1

PLEASED PATRONS keep the
coinometers clicking. And in
these days of increasingly high
standards and keen competition
only the finest projection will
KEEP them pleased.
You can't afford to impair the
original fine projection qualities of
your Simplex Projectors by using
imitation parts— for, IMITATION
PARTS GIVE IMITATION RESULTS.

Insist on Genuine Simplex Parts
when you have your projectors
repaired. Then — and only then —
will you get parts which possess
the extreme accuracy and wear
resistance which are absolutely
essential for perfect projection.
Genuine Simplex Parts are now
sold at 36% off list. Their cost is
so small
that you
afford to
take
a chance
with can't
imitations.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORP., 88-96 Gold St., NewYork, N.Y.

AT WARNER BROS. HOLLYWOOD
THE

THEATRE ON NEW YORK'S GREAT WHITE WAY

MAGIC
VOICE
OF
THE
SCREEN
PLEASES THOUSANDS EVERY DAY!

II

PUT BROADWAY'S
FAVORITE SOUND
IN YOUR THEATRE

No matter how big or small it is—
there's RCA equipment to suit it
—at a price to suit you!

MAGIC VOICE OF THE SCREEN OFFERS
lO PROOFS OF SUPERIORITY!
ROTARY STABILIZER. ..CELLULAR SPEAKERS. ..LOW
COST MAINTENANCE, LIBERAL SERVICE. ..SIMPLE OPERATION.. ECONOMICAL OPERATION.. PUSH-PULL ADAPTABILTY. . . HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION . . . SIMPLE
INSTALLATION . . . ACCESSIBILITY. . . SOLE OWNERSHIP.

THE MAGIC

VOICE

s on New
the theatre
OVER
White Way are
York'shalfGreat
hone
ed!
Every
equipp
RCA Photop
day, more and more houses all over
the land are joining the swing to this
superior sound apparatus. Five big
movie companies are using Photophone for recording.
The trend today is RCA because
RCA
of the
ScreenPhotophone's
means better Magic
sound. Voice
And better
sound means better box office.
Your theatre can offer patrons the
Magic Voice of the Screen — the very
same sound that New Yorkers enjoy
at Warner's Hollywood Theatre! And
at low cost! For Photophone equipment isavailable to theatres of every
size, at prices to suit your own requirements. Cash in on RCA's sound experience—win more patrons with the
"sound" Voice
investment!
Magic
of the Screen. It's a

OF THE SCREEN

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J. • A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Film
MGM

Broadcasts
Will Produce Shows

For Sponsors; Begin Nov. 4
Admission Prices
Movement Toward Increases

Trade

Practices

Appeal Against Picketing by
Exhibitors Up October 4th

Gaining Speed in Circuits

40 Film Theatres Opening
Stage "Revival"
Doors to Musicaf Comedies

Music in Films
Translated to Human Terms
In New Stolcowsky Picture

Taxation
Broadcasters Facing New
Federal Tax Next Sessio

Television

Unions

On British Theatre Program;
U. S. Stations Making Plans
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IATSE in Hollywood Pushe
Plea for "One

Big Union
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WHAT

ARE

FACTS

THE

THE

ABOUT

FILM

INDUSTRY

TODAY?

THERE ARE so many claims and counter-claims in the trade press that
some exhibitors far removed from sources of verification must indeed be
confused.
THE

PURPOSE

of this advertisement

is not so much

for 1937-38 product (since the majority of M-G-M

to sell contracts

exhibitors have already

renewed) . . .
THE

REASON

bought M-G-M

for this ad is simply to make
again for the new

you happy that you have

season.

ONE HIT— or even two or three — do not make a dependable source of
picture supply for a long twelve months! The element of chance gives
practically every company
nowadays
ONLY

big and small a certain average of success but

that average is not enough.

M-G-M

by virtue of its resources in stars, studio, writers, directors

and personnel is geared for the continuous
and big-budget, star-blessed attractions.

delivery of important, big-size

during this past summer that we could keep up M-G-M
WE PROVED
hit-delivery even at a time of the year which has always been considered
an off-season.
THERE

IS NO

entertainment

such thing as an off-season to the public. They wanted
during July and August

Races/' "Captains

Courageous/'

and we gave them "Day

"Saratoga/'

"Good

at the

Earth/' "Broadway

Melody" to mention just a few. What a remarkable line-up! Millions of
dollars of screen diversion which would really make a commendable full
year's showing for any company
from M-G-M!
WHAT

FOLLOWS

. . . but it was just the summer

group

in the Fall is really unbelievable in the sense that

never before, not even by M-G-M,

has there been maintained

such a

in an observation often made

by the

tempo of big-time hit-production.
SO

much

so that there is wisdom

trade press that "M-G-M
CROWDING

is an industry by itself."

into September

and October

are such attractions as: "Big

City" starring Luise Rainer, Spencer Tracy (powerfully human,
and

dramatic); . . . a stirring production

of "Madame

humorous

X" with Gladys

George; . . . the best Joan Crawford picture in years "The Bride Wore Red"
with Franchot Tone, Robert Young; ... a history-making comedy by the
Thin

Man"

stars— William Powell, Myrna

and "Conquest"

Loy in "Double

the costliest production in M-G-M

Garbo with Charles Boyer, a truly remarkable
and Learn" with Robert Montgomery,
lar-price release of the Road-Show

Wedding".

. .

history starring Greta

entertainment;... "Live, Love

Rosalind Russell . . . and the popu-

Jeanette MacDonald

in "The Firefly". . .

THAT'S just a brief survey of what comes from the mighty studios of
M-G-M up to the beginning of November, barely two months of the season
1937-38!

IT'S TRUE

Leo's roaring louder than ever — and pridefully!

In

OCTOBER

PAUL

MUNI

(Gale Sondergaard • Joseph Schildkraut • Gloria
Holden • Donald Crisp • Erin O'Brien-Moore • Henry
O'Neill • Morris Garnovsky • Louis Calhern)

ERROL

FLYNN

SPECIMEN
(JOAN BLONDELL' Hugh Herbert • Edward
Everett Horton • Dick Foran • Beverly Roberts
May Robson • Allen Jenkins)

BRIAN
OLIVIA

de

AHERNE
HAVILLAND
111

m

m
GARRICK
(Edward Everett Horton • Melville Cooper • Lionel
Atwill • Henry O'Neill • Luis Alberni
Lana Turner • Marie Wilson)

{Claude Rains • Gloria Dickson • Edward Norris
Otto Kruger • Allyn Joslyn • Lana Turner)

WARNERS

ARE
'WAY
A
. . .WARNERS

REMEMBER SEPTEMBER! Kay Francis in Confession
Donald Crisp, Mary Maguire)*Dick Powell and Fred Wa
(Ted Healy, Priscilla Lane, Rosemary Lane, Wa
Bubbles) • Bette Davis and Henry Fonda in That
Louise, Donald Crisp) • Back In Circulation Pat O'Br

In

NOVEMBER

LESLIE

HOWARD

BETTE
OLIVIA

de

DAVIS
HAVILLAND

I'M AFTER

(Patric Knowles • Eric Blore
George Barbier)

ease

SUBMARINE

PAT O'BRIEN • GEORGE BRENT • WAYNE
MORRIS • Frank McHugh
Doris Weston)

TORCHY

BLANE

• THE

ADVENTUROUS
BLONDE
(GLENDA FARRELL* BARTON MacLANE
Anne Nagel • Tom Kennedy
Natalie Moorhead)

HEAD
WILL

BORIS
STAY

an Hunter, Jane Bryan,
ing and His Pennsylvanians
ter Catlett, Johnnie
Certain Woman (Ian
in, Joan Blond ell and

KARLOFF

AHEAD!
Basil Rathbone,
in Varsity Show
Davis, Buck and
Hunter, Anita
Margaret Lindsay)

everly Roberts • Ricardo Cortez)

i
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MARTIN QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
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ADVERTISING
CODE
T is not recorded who brought up the subject, but anyway an
"international
of advertising
has been The
approved bythe code
International
Chamberethics"
of Commerce.
document was prepared by a committee representing England, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland and the
United States. This seems to be the only thing that these
assorted powers have agreed upon recently. The code, as recorded by"Printers'
seems to boil
downandtofora honest
suggestion
that advertising
shouldInk,"
be moderately
honest
purposes and not make itself ridiculous any more than necessary.
Unfortunately it does seem that in the present state of
pseudo civilization the arts and industries appear called upon
every once in a while to proclaim a decent intent — a process
which may have reminder value to the institution concerned
but which otherwise tends to appear to some observers as
self-indictment and confession.

EXAMINATION of the advertising pages of the publicadesk
the editor's
disarray
in hectic
pile up that
has indeed
America
once on
here for
conviction
brings tionsa which
standards of which to be proud.
Meanwhile, the editor of Motion Picture Herald regards with
a special interest and approval section IV, article 4 of the international advertising code, which says:
"The purchaser of advertising space in any publication is entitled to know the number, general character, and distribution
of the persons likely to be reached by his advertisement. Any
misrepresentation as to these matters is injurious to the advertiser, unfair to competitors, and damaging to advertising as a
whole."
Those facts pertaining to Motion Picture Herald — number,
general character and distribution of the persons likely to be
reached — as established by an external audit and continuous
periodical examinations of the records, are constantly available, presenting a consistent performance without parallel or
approach in this industry and most rarely to be discovered in
the journalism of any industry.
Of this issue of Motion Picture Herald 17,200 copies are
printed to serve a net paid circulation of 16,238 of whom
12,708 are in the exhibition branch.
AAA
AGENTS
of TROUBLE
A BUNDANT and increasing are the evidences that much
/ \ of the vehement advocacy of social and economic and
/ \ political change, not to say revolution, has its origin
among those who see their main chance for a ride on
a wave of trouble, or who would have things kicked to pieces
so that they can get some of the pieces. In pressures, real or
attempted, on the motion picture institution, this becomes
peculiarly manifest.
Touching on these phenomena in his remarks before the
Williamstown forum the other day, in a previously unreported
portion of his discussion, Mr. Martin Quigley observed:

HERALD
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"In the prevalent crop of political, social and economic messiahs
there are those who bitterly condemn the romantic and sentimental in motion pictures. As "the opium of religion" is
condemned, so also is the opium of entertainment. These propagandists resent the happiness and contentment which the screen
brings to the vast millions which are its audience. They want
only realism, the more stark and shocking the better. Discontent is the necessary pre-requisite, in their philosophy, to their
long-range objective of revolution. Their policy, though seldom acknowledged, is not difficult to perceive.
amusement
however,
has not
no quarrel
that"Theis not
of their industry,
own making.
It does
seek to with
opposethemor
hinder their ambitions. It simply says that its use of the motion
picture medium for entertainment only is a public trust and
that it shall not be perverted to the service of their ambitions."
INTERESTING and unintended contribution arrived the next
I Sunday in the dramatic section of the New York Times in
I a piece by Mrs. Hallie Flanagan, director of the Federal
Theatre Project, Russophile and administrator of the New Deal
propaganda on the stage. In the course of her discussion of
"ardent exploration of the American scene," as exemplified for
instance by her theatre's attack on the judiciary in "Injunction
Granted,"
she steps
with: audiences
"There is anmany
obligation
upon will
us,
since
we are
playingforthbefore
of whom
gain their first conceptions of plays acted on a stage, to show
a many sided theatre, including not only serious plays but
straight
It is notentertainment.
so very long ..."
ago that Moscow also announced that
there would be some address at entertainment in the theatre.
Bothment"— announcements
for a departure! are sensational — "straight entertainJUST incidentally, there was once upon a time an impression
that the Federal Theatre project was to make work for unemployed actors and craftsmen of the theatre. In her "Prologue to a Season" we find no discussion of that from Mrs.
Flanagan, no report on attainment on anything save "messages"
in thin guise
speaks
of "audiences manyofof entertainment.
whom will gain And
from while
us theirshe first
conception
of plays acted on a stage" she has noth'ing to say of how many
of her playwrights and players were also getting the first conception of the footlights and audiences. There has been no
report on the process by which under the guise of made-work
for the people of the stage their competition has been increased bythe enlistment of novices alien to the sector of
alleged relief.
Only by reason of a complex technology and a closely
integrated commercial structure has the motion picture so far
escaped
like propagandist invasion. And plans for that are in
the
making.
AAA

fruit growers have
Y a item:
GADGETR
take the fuzz off peaches.
machineNew to Jersey
acquired
Anyone who won't eat a peach with the fuzz on
is a coward.
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Gangplank News
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is not financing
Alexander Korda in his projected purchase,
with Samuel Goldwyn, of United Artists
shares held by Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin, Joseph M.
Schenck told reporters on the crowded
French Line pier in New York when he
debarked from the Normandie after a trip
to Europe. His denial was confirmed by
Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of the UA
board and president, who was a fellow passenger on the ship. Dr. Giannini added
there was nothing new on the GoldwynKorda purchase. Mr. Schenck, more expansive, said his trip had been nice, that
Twentieth Century-Fox would resume negotiations for the purchase of the Chase National Bank stock interest in the company,
that the contemplated British quota could
be improved a bit and that, having once
made a deal with Isidore Ostrer which was
not consummated, he would not enter into
further negotiations with that gentleman.

Divorcement Aid
Governor William A. Langer, of North
Dakota, has invited Abram F. Myers, Allied States counsel, to join his legal staff in
defense of the state divorcement law, now
under attack by Paramount. The divorcement act prohibits any producer or distributor from owning any theatre in the state.
Paramount
is seeking
to enjoin
from
enforcement
of the
law. state officials

Hollywood Invasion
British independent producers are uniting
in opposition to the Government proposal
for a new Films Act on the ground that
closer Government control of the industry
than that suggested is necessary to prevent
an invasion of the British studio field by
Hollywood stars, directors and technicians
and
the passing
American
hands. of production control to
Bruce Allan writes from London on this
and other pertinent industry news on

page 65.
Mayer Honored
Louis B. Mayer, executive vice-president
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has been made an
officer of the French Legion of Honor. He
Release Chart
Page 95 was presented with the award at President
Lebrun's residence at Rambouillet and later
was guest of honor at a dinner presided over
Editorial
7 by the minister of commerce. Mr. Mayer
plans to return to New York on board the
Normandie, sailing from France September 22nd.
In the Cutting Room
Page 48

MCM on the Air
Considered a unique development in the In British Studios
sometimes strained but always close relations between radio and the screen is MetroDeaths of a Week
Goldwyn-Mayer's
plan producers
for the production,
by
one of its contract
and with
its talent roster and studio material for cast
and script, of a radio show for General In the Courts
Foods Corporation, at an estimated cost to
the sponsor of $2,000,000. Recurring rumors
of such a plan, current for the last year, The Hollywood Scene
have mentioned various sponsors and reasons for delay and have been a not inconsiderable factor in exhibitor protests against Technological
the general use of film stars and material
in broadcasting.
Details of the project and a history of the This Week in Pictures
events which have surrounded its develop13. ment are in the story which appears on page
Showmen's Reviews
Uncensored

September

In the Newsreels

An uncensored print of the picture, "Heart Managers' Round Table
of Spain,"
Art film
Institute was
althoughshown
police atat the
firstDetroit
ruled the
could not be exhibited unless deletions were Short Subjects on Broadway
made. Police Commissioner Heinrich Pickert and his film censor, Sergeant Charles W.
Snyder, had objected to certain references in
the picture to Hitler and Mussolini. The Theatre Receipts
Michigan chapter of the Medical Bureau to
Aid Spanish Democracy, sponsor of the
showing, sought an injunction against police
and an hour before a hearing was to be held J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
on the petition, police withdrew their ob- What the Picture Did for Me
jections.

Paramount Record
Paramount Week, annual weekly sales
drive, closed Saturday with the company
Page 68 obtaining $1,000,000 in rentals, surpassing
the previous record week in 1930.
The sales campaign in Australia and New
Page 68 Zealand was also the biggest since 1930, according to reports cabled to John W. Hicks,
foreign sales manager.
Page 59
Page 71

Page 67

$3,000,000 for Music
Representatives of the Independent Radio
Network Affiliates, meeting in New York,
a plan forof submission
the AmeriPage 10 adopted
can Federation
Musicians tounder
which
$1,500,000
a
year
would
be
spent
by 258to stations for staff musicians in addition
the
Page 42 $1,500,000 present yearly expenditure. A
three year standard form of contract would
which thewithAFM
dePage 105 bind themanded agreement
to insure employment,
a strike
as the alternative.
Contractual details are explained on
Page 79
page 32.
Page 32 Admissions
Up
Following the general swing toward
Page 74 higher admission prices, Fox Intermountain
circuit this week put five cent increases into
effect in 50 houses. Raises also were ined in theatres located in Connecticut,
Page 105 Kansas, stalOhio,
Colorado and Minnesota.
Admission prices are discussed in a story
Page 93 on page 31.
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Action Not Strike
The Screen Actors Guild will not call a
strike against eastern producers who do not
sign closed shop contracts but Guild members employed in the studios involved will
be instructed
"stop working."
Florence Marston,to eastern
head of Mrs.
the guild,
differentiated between the two courses of
action by explaining that she "hopes to avoid
athatstrike."
It hasmust
beensign
decided,
tentatively,by
the studios
the contracts
Monday or face the Guild action. Mrs. Marston explained the course of action to be followed by pointing out that workers who do
not stop working, if and when the order is
given, will be liable to suspension.
The guild's stand is explained on page 53.
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Shaw Again
The public wants "flats, cinemas and
garages" and is unwilling to give a "brass
farthing"
for said
a national
theatre,in George
nard Shaw,
this week
a letterBer-to
the London
Times.
The
playwright's
ment was reminiscent of the Shavian comoutburst of last winter when in an exclusive
interview published in the 1937 edition of
"Fame, the Box Office Check-Up," he characterized adaptors as "office boys" and "bell
boys."
Shaw advocated
state subsidy
for the Mr.
oft-discussed
national a theatre
of the
stage.
Mr. Shaw's comment is quoted in a story
on page 54.

Paralysis Checked
Exhibitors, suffering heavy losses in
"Snow White" Cost
grosses because of fear of infantile paralysis,
Cost of the new Walt Disney feature adopted a more optimistic viewpoint this
health officials generally prelength cartoon, "Snow White and the week when
dicted a steady decline in the number of
Seven Roy
Dwarfs,"
exceededmanager
$1,100,000
date,
Disney,hasbusiness
of theto cases. A ban on the admission of children
Disney studios, said Wednesday in New to Chicago theatres has cost theatre owners an estimated 50,000 admissions. Despite
York, where he is spending a month on
vacation and in conferences with RKO- the ban, though, Bobby Breen, child actor
Radio.
kept
a personal appearance engagement in
the city.
A second cartoon feature, "Bambi," will
Reports on the disease from various secfollow pl"Snow
White," which is to be comthe country
eted in December.
titciloensonofpage
32. are contained in an ar-

9

No More Tramp
Charles Chaplin, whose screen career as a
tramp with baggy pants, enormous shoes and
a small mustache, dates back to 1913, is planning to appear in another picture as an entirely different character. Mr. Chaplin made
the announcement himself and said he would,
for the first time, have a talking part in the
film. "I cannot say how soon the story will
beTheready
— a year
perhaps,"
Mr. Chaplin
nature
of the
new character
and said.
the
story are being kept secret. Miss Paulette
Goddard, Mr. Chaplin said, will appear with
him in the picture.
Plays, Concerts
Advocates of vaudeville were encouraged
by the announcement from National Theatres that it will open from 40 to 50 of its
houses to plays, musical comedies and concerts. Aubrey Schenck, who will head the
company's new department, predicted
"there'll be a revival of legitimate shows."
Bookings, under National Theatres' new
policy, will be chiefly one night stands.
Further details of the plan are included in
a story on page 61.

Sees Exhibitor Aid
Theo. H. Fligelstone, president of the
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MOTION PICTURE HERALD Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association,
London,
expressed the belief this week that
Martin Quigley, editor in chief of QuigPublished
every Center,
ThursdayNewbyYorkQuigley
Publishing Circle
Com- the proposed quota act of the British govpany, Rockefeller
City. Telephone
ley Publications, addressing the Williams- 7-3100.
ernment will be of benefit to the American
Cable address "Quigpubco,
New
York."
town Institute of Human Relations on Aug- Quigley,
and
Publisher;
Colvin
Brown,Martin
Vice- exhibitor. Mr. Fligelstone calculates that
PiesidentA. Editor-in-Chief
and
General
Manager;
Terry
Ramsaye,
Editor;
ust 31st advanced and explained the motion Ernest
Rovelstad, Managing Editor; Chicago Bureau, with production of quality pictures in England assured, theatres here will have a wider
picture industry's
thesisart that
its sole re- 624 Southwood Bureau,
Michigan
C.LifeB. Building,
O'Neill, manager;
HollyPostalAvenue,
Boone Mancall,
sponsibility isto the
of entertainment
manager,
R.Union
Weaver,
editor;
Toronto
Bureau, selection of American product than preand that it is and must remain free of any 366 AdelaideWilliam
Street
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2,
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A.
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Joachim
K.
a
five-week
visit to this country.
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to the advancement
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in- Paris
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representative,
terests. His address received
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new CBS television experiment.
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Office.
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Better
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al Dia, International Motion Picture Almanac and Fame.
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Week

Pictures

^^~> LEAR-EYED and clear-voiced Deanna
f— * Durbin,
14-year-old
Canadiangreatest
girl whoassets,
has
become one
of Universale
proudly wore her first evening ensemble to the premiere ofher newest picture, "100 Men and a Girl."
She
ence. is shown paying her respects to the radio audit

Y
To the multiplying signs that good times are at hand can be added
the increasing gate recorded for successive Hollywood premieres. Busines is so good that kibitzing at the theatre entrance has become an art
all its own. Treated by Los Angeles newspapers as spectacular in a degree regarded as spectacular even in spectacular Hollywood was the
opening
of Warner
Brothers'
"The Life
Emile Zola" hisat remarks
the Carthay
Circle. Jack
L. Warner
is pictured
aboveofbroadcasting
over
a coast to coast network and below is a view of the crowded bleachers
facing the theatre entrance.
t
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At the sixth annual convention of the Fox Midwest
Theatres in Kansas City 125 delegates, representing 110
theatres, discussed admission increases, reported favorable
public reaction to those already consummated, talked of
theatre operation and economy in general. At the table in
the foreground are, left to right, Lon Cox, film buyer for
the circuit; E. C. Rhoden, president and general manager;
H. E. Jameyson, district manager, and Howard White.
Hollywood, instead of Niagara Falls is, naturally enough,
the honeymoon mecca of exhibitors and thence Gail Egan,
Calgary, Canada, theatre owner, took his bride. On the
Paramount lot Benny Baker was not averse to giving advice.

Howard W. McCoy of Saenger Theatres, New Orleans, and Mrs.
McCoy, in Hollywood for the first time in five years, visited Ben
Blue on a Paramount studio set where Mr. Blue is appearing with
Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs in "Thrill of a Lifetime."
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AVE LEWIS,
I ¥ "\M Argentina,
was, recently
welcomedappointed
by the
Aires, the day of his arrival. Mr.
can manager for MGM, are standing fourth
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manager
for Continental
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
press
at the
Hotel, Buenosin
Lewis and Stuart Dunlap, South Ameriand fifth from the left.

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Productions, visited Hawaii's blue washed shores
for a vacation and to view the locale of a forthcoming Bobby Breen picture, "Stowaways in Paradise."
From his pleased expression on his arrival in Los Angeles, he
accomplished
both objectives.

J. Kay
CookMissouri
and John
W.
Price
of the
theatre,
Maryville, Mo., were completely surrounded by the
Yacht Club Boys, who helped
them tionfulfil
Missouri
of being theshown,
when tradithey
visited the Paramount lot dura Hollywood
tour.to Inright,
the
mob ingscene
are, left
Mr. Cook,
Jimmie
Kern ofBillytheMann
Boys;andGeorge
Archainbaud, their director;
George Kelly, also of the Boys;
Mr. Price and Charlie Adler,
fourth member of the comedy
quartet.
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MATERIAL

Producing Company Contracts
REOPENING SHANGHAI
for General Foods Program
HOUSE OVER PROTEST
to Start November 4th Over
The Shanghai municipal governNBC; To Cost $2,000,000
ment has permitted one of Shanghai's
largest theatres to reopen, despite comA Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer radio program,
plaints ofdanger to 2,500 persons in
using studio talent, facilities and material
the event of bombardment.
and sponsored by General Foods CorporaThe city is plastered with warnings
tion, will go on the air November 4th over
a National Broadcasting Company network,
against congregating in large numbers.
it was reported this week after months of
The title of the first attraction
deliberation, rumors and delay. The probooked for the reopening xvas "Easy
gram will mark an important and unique
step in relations between radio and the moLiving".
tion picture industry over which speculation and controversy have waxed and waged
have full control and supervision of the
in increasing degree since broadcasting be- studio
of the program.
an important factor in the entertain- content
Recurrence of the rumor last March brought
mentcamefield.
a wave of exhibitor protest which, coupled with
Although exchange of talent between the already strong feeling among exhibitor
the appearance of Hollywood perthe two mediums has been free and fre- groups thatsonalities as guest
stars and the frequent Hollyquent with the film industry in the position
wood programs of various types were in direct
of an all important reservoir for personali- competition with theatres, culminated in the
passage of a formal resolution of opposition at
ties and material, only one company, Para- the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners convention
mount, has gone on the air with a super- in Miami.
vised regular program from its studios and
The
MPTOA protest was followed by a
over a national network.
telegram sent by P. J. Wood, secretary of the
Theatre Owners of Ohio, to
The almost daily appearance of Holly- Independent
wood stars on programs emanating from Nicholas M. Schenck, MGM president, which
read,
"Have
heard
indirectly
that youregularly.
contemHollywood and the frequent use of screen
plate permitting stars
to broadcast
material in broadcasts sponsored by com- If such is your intention on behalf of members
mercial advertisers has been marked by of the ITO of Ohio I vigorously protest. . . .
continuing protests from exhibitors, indi- You, like us, are in the theatre business. Let's
vidually and in organization, although theIn there."
the MPTOA resolution of protest it was
atre men themselves have frequently used stay
set forth
that the appearance of stars on radio
programs
reduced the public interest in them
broadcast tie-ins during show hours.
and that many such programs, because of their
The
new
program
will
be
under
the
direct
timing,
were
in direct competition with theatres.
and sole control of the MGM studio and will
emanate from the NBC broadcasting studios The protest concluded :
"Motion
Picture
Owners
America
in Hollywood. It is tentatively scheduled for believes that those Theatre
distributors
who ofencourage
Thursday nights. Under the direction of Billy star
appearances,
particularly
in
skits
from
Bacher,
who produced
the original
Maxwell
House Showboat
for General
Foods and
more current or future material, are guilty of an' appalling
error
of
judgment.
.
.
and
that
the
recently the Campbell Soup Hollywood Hotel consensus of those assembled at the convention
program,
be roster
constructed
varietyon
show with itthewillentire
of MGMas atalent
that this practice must cease."
tap. Pictures will be previewed but not as a isRegulation
Attempted
regular feature, high ranking individual stars
will appear for interviews or bits and music
A committee
MPTOAwas appointed
president, byto Edward
confer Kuywith
and comedy will be drawn freely from MGM kendall,
radio officials and with film producers on the
pictures, present and future.
Mr. Bacher was placed in charge of all radio subject. After several meetings at which repactivities of the studio when he was signed as
resentatives ofboth industries promised to coa producer recently. He was in New York last
operate the committee's
studywasconcluded
optimistic
note that action
awaited onon
week to arrange details of the deal with Ben- the
toneralandFoods,
Bowles,
for Gen-to assurances by producers and distributors that
and hasadvertising
returned agency
to Hollywood
efforts would be made to regulate the broadprepare for the advent of the series.
The program
will
cost
General
Foods
approximately $2,000,000 a year for talent and
radio time, it is understood, but it is not known
ACTS TO REDUCE
how much of this will be paid to MGM for
BABY ATTENDANCE
producing the show.
A radio show sponsored by MGM has been
In an effort to discourage infant
in the rumor stage for almost a year. Last
attendance, the Rialto, second-run
fall it was reported such a program would be
theatre at Hamilton, Ohio, requires a
sponsored by the Ford Motor Company. Later
a report that negotiations were under way with
child'sless ofticket
age. for every child, regardthe Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Company
was
followed by a story that the project had been
dropped because of MGM's insistence that the

casts
atres. so as to minimize competition with theBefore the committee met nearly all studios
had appointed executives to supervise the radio
appearances of their stars and the use of their
story material, and several, among them MGM,
adopted a policy of refusing to sanction the
broadcasting of any shows in which previews
would reveal the plot and main story situations
of current films. Almost universal, however,
has been the practice of employing special tieups for exploitation of important pictures and
publicity departments freely distribute scripts
adapted for radio use and negotiate with variprogram are
sponsors
for exploitation.
All
these ouspolicies
in increasing
use.
As a result of a survey published in Motion
Picture Herald January 23, 1937, which established Hollywood as the most important
source of radio talent, it was estimated that
radio networks were paying approximately
$3,000,000 a year for motion picture talent in
direct arrangements between the advertisers and
stars with producers and exhibitors as witnesses
gaining a slight advantage through publicity
for pictures. These arrangements included the
appearance of virtually every name star in
Hollywood as guests on hundreds of daily and
weekly hours and the presentation of at least
three tionmajor
entirely around mopictureprograms
talent andbuiltmaterial.
Paramount Show Short-Lived
Last February Paramount announced plans
for a weekly program to emanate from its
studios,duct the
attemptfor bya anational
producer network.
to consuch anfirsthour
"Paramount on Parade," announced as a sustaining program, went on the air Sunday,
March 28th. The broadcasts were planned to
obtain the maximum advertising value for the
studio and at the same time to overcome two
objections on which opposition to the use of
radio for film exploitation was based, that the
time of most such broadcasts conflicted with
the best hours for theatre attendance and that
synopsized versions of current pictures which
revealed the entire plot killed interest in the
film.
The program which went on the air at 12
noon on Sundays featured visits to studio stages
on which various pictures were being filmed
with Lynne Overman and Mary Carlisle acting
as guides for the microphone. Boris Morros,
head of the studio music department, produced
the shows under the supervision of C. J. Dunphy,At publicity
advertising
head. announced
the end and
of April
the company
the programs would be discontinued because of
the change from Eastern Standard to Daylight Saving
Time and
because inof thethe east
adventat
of warm
weather.
Broadcast
noon, the programs originated in Hollywood
at 9 A.M. and under Daylight Time the actors
would have had to face the microphone at 8
A.M.
No has
announcement
the shows
been made. of a resumption of
A similar plan for broadcasting from studio
stages, announced for sponsorship by General
Mills, underwent several postponements and
was never brought to fruition. Under it 15
minute broadcasts were to be made daily from
the stages
of nineday.major
a different set each
The studios,
program,usingdefinitely
scheduled to start several times, was finally
abandoned. In its place General Mills now
uses a part
of its daily
forguest
a "Hollyd in Person"
programNBConarehour
which
stars
and a wo screen
commentator
featured.
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SHERMAN'S

A HERALD

by gus McCarthy
in Hollywood

PICTORIAL

PREVIEW

accomplished.
A newIt has
"Thereached
Barrier"thatis
coming to realism.
stage in ways that are not ordinary in
Hollywood. Usually the greatest forces influencing the efforts of personalities enTyear
HAS dream
been that
HarryoneSherman's
sevengaged inmaking a picture, no matter what
day he would
may be, are a pecuniary incause Rex Beach's stirring story of their function
est inthe size of the pay check and a
melodrama and romance in the Alas- selfish terconsideration
of egotistic vanity.
kan northland during the gold rush days
disposition
motivated
JamesRobert
Ellito live again on the screen. Of recent No such
son,
Jean
Parker,
Leo
years, although concentrating on the pro- Barrat, Otto Kruger, SarahCarillo,
Haden, Addin oftheforgotten
"Hopalonghis Cassidy"
son Richards and Andy Clyde, the imporhe neverductiohas
ambition. series,
tant players, in this case. Neither did such
Now his ambition has been practically
thought creep into the minds of Bernard
Schubert, who wrote the screen play, Harrison Jacobs and Mordaunt Shairp, who
supplied additional dialogue, the phoGeorge Barnes, or Lesley Selander, the tographer,
director.
Instead,
an
inspiration,
affec-a
tion for a man, an esprit deborncorpsof and
determination that they would not let
"Pop" Sherman down in his greatest undertaking, impelled them to give of their
talents as few artists have ever given before.
The
force
resolution presages
I a sterling motionof such
picture property.
The theme of Mr. Beach's novel may be
tersely summarized
a red blooded
melo-It
drama and a vivid,asrugged
love story.
is thebelief
storythat
of ashehalf-Indian
rearedfromin
the
was white,girl,taken
a brutal father, recovered by him again,
but rescued by a courageous lover who
weds her.
The film is a genuine outdoor picture,
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YEAR

recorded against the scenic grandeur
of Mount Baker National Park. It does not
include a single process shot. The beauty
of its scenery led Mr. Sherman to remark,
"What Rockwell Kent has achieved in the
field of art, George Barnes has done with
his
lens being
in 'Thedepended
Barrier'." upon
Yet scenic
beauty
is not
to bear
the
whole burden. Boisterous as is the story,
it will offer to women a tender love story
that runstions. Itisthecrowded
gamut with
of heart-tugging
those incidentsemo-of
thrill and action that send the red corpuscles racing through the veins of men.
Always it blends rough physical action in
plenty with the charm of romantic allure.
Old-timers describe the fight sequences
between Carrillo and Richards as "the
greatest screen scrap since the memorable
brawl
Spoilers'."
Other and
people
may
recall inthat'TheLionel
Barrymore
Norman
Kerry staged a sensational battle in
MGM's 1926 verison of the story.
Harry Sherman has stinted in neither expense nor effort to make this seven-year
dream come true. He has packed his venture with all the necessary ingredients in
personnel, story and production values.
He has crowded it with excitement and
melodramatic wallop. He awaits its release, byParamount, midway in November,
with confidence.

AMBITION
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ENDORSES

"ENTERTAINMENT

ONLY"

the policy of the motion picture industry enunciated
before the Williamstown

forum

by Martin

HEN Martin Quigley, editor-in-chief and publisher of
Motion Picture Herald and Motion Picture Daily, went
before the Institute of Human Relations forum at Williamstown in Massachusetts a fortnight ago, it was to make a dispassionate
statement of the neutrality of the motion picture industry in a world
distraught with controversy, and of the dedication of this industry to
the cause of tending strictly to its own business, which is entertainment.
Hotvever, it developed that the forum at Williamstown, with its
great array of educators, publicists and propagandists, was itself a
congress of controversialists and a focus of controversy. They were
prepared to be neutral, objective, dispassionate about nothing. All of
those forces ivhich would make the motion picture their tool and the
theatre screen their soapbox gave voice there vociferously.
In consequence of that vociferation the declaration by Mr. Quigley
of the motion picture industry's policy of presenting the amusement
seeking public with amusement, and that only, was given the emphasis
and spotlight of contrast, resulting in a wide, spontaneous and
approving attention from the public press. Excerpts from the
expressions of newspapers in various sections are presented here.
Baltimore (Md.) Sun
September 2, 1937
Industry Within Rights
... It is certainly no longer debatable
that the motion picture ranks with the
church and the school as a conditioner of
human behavior; and any earnest and intelligent effort to meet its problems
deserves investigation. Certainly an outstanding contribution has been made by
Martin Quigley . . . who told the institute:
"There are those who damn the motionpicture industry for an alleged lack of
social consciousness — for failure to give
pictorial expression to the great political,
social and economic issues of the day.
These critics deny or ignore the deliberately expressed policy of the entertainment film, which, simply stated, is to
entertain.
"They ignore or deny also," Mr. Quigley
continued, "that the industry is upon thoroughly solid and proper grounds in centering upon this policy. The companies of
the organized motion-picture industry are
engaged in thetertainment.business
enThe executivesof ofproviding
these firms
do not envisage themselves as teachers,

Quigley
pictures centered in the hands of men
whose main idea is to dish up entertainment rather than to convey a message is
not to be sneezed at. Entertainment which
is good box office is not necessarily
juvenile. As better pictures are produced,
it is reasonable to expect the public to
demand more of the same.
Hackensack (N. J.)

Bergen Eve. Record
September
Movies 4, 1937

Motion pictures are made and exhibited
for mass entertainment. Attempts to turn
them to any other purpose should be
sternly resisted both by the industry and
by the millions of persons who patronize
the films. The Institute of Human Relations at Williams College heard it urged
that the cinema should be educational as
well as entertaining. The motion picture
as a medium of education has its place,
but that place is not in the motion picture
theatre.
Martin Quigley, publisher of the trade
journal of the industry, put it succinctly
statesmen, churchmen or economists. They when
said the only mandate which the
are showmen — or at least they seek to motionhe picture
industry has any right to
assume
it
received from the public is
This is a sound position and one that to produce hasentertainment
films.
gets
be . .too
." little attention. But the other
side also was presented at the institute in New Haven (Conn.)
the address of Fred Eastman . . .
"We want to see the production of
pictures remotivated so we may have fewer Journal-Courier-Times
2, 1937
and better films; pictures that interpret September
life, and so not simply escape from it; In Defense of Entertainment
pictures that tell the truth about war and
It was but natural that the verbal spankdictators and do not bow the knee to
ing administered the motion picture inHitler and Mussolini in order tc have a
dustry byassorted religious leaders at the
Williamstown
Institute . . . should provoke
saleDoubtless
in Germany
thereandis Italy."
much truth in both rather sharp defense
. . . Demands were
these stands. They are combined intelli- made for "educational" films — films propagently inanother paper, this time by Dr.
gandizing particular social and economic
Edgar Dale . . .
ideas . . . Qne would think that the present
This point that the moving picture is an producers, whose pictures arouse such conart that pays its own way is a good one to
tempt, would be the last persons selected
keep in mind, with all the talk about the by these religious leaders to educate the
movies not having a social consciousness, world. Yet it is precisely the present producers who were called upon to assume
or not expressing an adult point of view.
Mr. Quigley touches upon it when he says the role of educators. Of such paradoxes
if there are others who would use the is much of the modern so-called liberalism
motion pictures to express their ideas their composed.
course is to get a camera. . . .
That the producers would definitely reMeanwhile, the advantage of having
ject the suggestion was obvious from the
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start. They avoid controversial subjects
precisely because they cannot afford to
antagonize segments of the population.
The appeal of their pictures must be as
universal as possible . . . Martin Quigley
. . . made the proper reply . . .
. . . The Williamstown critics make the
mistake of confusing the entertainment
film, which is merely one use of the
medium, with the medium itself. They do
not condemn publishing firms which specialize inpopular novels for failure to print
textbooks . . . Educators should make educational films. Religious groups should
make religious films. Scientists should
make scientific films. That they have not
as yet done much in that direction is
simply proof that they have failed to appreciate and make use of one of the
finest mediums yet developed for instruction and inspiration.
Miami (Fla.) Herald
September 4, 1937
Film Propaganda
. . . There will be universal agreement
with the statement, made by Martin
Quigley, publisher of the "Motion Picture
Herald,"
to the College,
Institute which
of Human
Relations at Williams
recognizes
public resentment of propaganda.
The publisher told the institute that he
opposed
"any inscheme
which ofinvolves
the
theatre screen
propaganda
any character." This is sound common sense. Such
a policy would keep the motion picture
theatre in the medium for which it is supposedly operated.
The whole attitude of the public was
neatly summarized by the publisher in the
conclusion
"theindustry
only mandate
the
motion that
picture
has any which
right
to assume that it has received from the
public
produce right.
entertainment
films."
That isistoeminently
Motion picture
patrons hope to buy entertainment when
they purchase a ticket to a theatre. At
times the entertainment may not be of the
best. But that is the risk which must be
taken with every theatre performance.
The public will quickly sense when it is
being lured to a motion picture presentation under guise of entertainment to be
subjected to propaganda.
If the motion picture industry permits
itself to be beguiled into foisting propaganda through one subterfuge or the other
or to further its own pecuniary interests, it
will
soon find the public's answer at the
box office.
Its mandate from the public is indeed
solely one to produce entertainment.
Dayton (Ohio) Herald
September 7, 1937
Must the Movies Educate
Among the many controversial subjects
being discussed pro and con by the
national conference of Jews and Christians, meeting at Williamstown, Mass., the
question of whether moving pictures
should be made more educational was
fiercely debated. The consensus among
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WORCESTER (MASS.)
TELEGRAM
September 2, 1937
HONORABLE BUSINESS
OF ENTERTAINMENT
. . . Martin Quigley . . , said some
highlycriticize
pertinent
things for
about
who
the screen
failurethoseto
put greater emphasis on educational,
political,
tions .. . social and economic quesThe producers and exhibitors are
not under obligation to provide
goody-goody films, to educate, to
inform, or to uplift the audiences.
Often a film, a genuinely popular
film, will be wholly serious. It may
deal with a vital problem. It may
stimulate valuable discussion. But all
of that would be largely coincidence
rather woodthan
design, so...farItascanHollyis concerned
be
safely assumed that the thing most
wanted by the great majority of
movie patrons is genuine entertainment, diversion, amusement ... It
simply means that as a rule, people
go to the movies to be entertained,
and that the movie producers and exhibitors are engaged in the perfectly
honorable business of providing entertainment.
the religious groups present was that film
producers should produce more pictures of
an educational nature, not only informational films but entertainment pictures in
which the values portrayed were more in
accord with life and less indicative of the
Cinderella motif. Speakers complained
that the movies do not truthfully reflect
life, and that there were not enough pictures having a moral lesson.
The view was opposed vigorously by representatives ofthe industry, on the ground
that producers do not consider themselves
teachers, statesmen, churchmen or economists, but showmen. Experiments with
educational films have not been encouraging, the conference members were told,
and the suggestion was made that those
who want the pictures to present a message
should "get a camera and go to work."
Bridgeport (Conn.) Telegram
September 2, 1937
Hurrah for the Idea
Martin Quigley . . . said something which
we are glad to second, at the Institute of
Human Relations . . .
"The industry
only mandate
motion
picture
has anywhich
right the
to assume
that it has received from the public is to
produce
Hurrah entertaining
for that ideafilms."
and more of it . . .
It is all right to uplift the stage or screen
provided one does not depress the audience at the same time and unfortunately
that is what most of our propagandists do.
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Elkhart (Ind.) Truth
September 4, 1937
Education Not Film Object
Patrons of the film — and who are not? —
should be interested in a discussion about
them the other day at the Institute of
Human Relations
liamstown,
Mass. being conducted at VV'ilProminent men in the film industry rejectedtheirthe role
educators
maintained
chief ofmission
was to and
entertain.
Most others at the conference did not
agree with them, for they felt greater emphasis should be placed on the educational
possibilities of the movies.
It must be admitted at the outset that
most people go to the picture shows to be
entertained, and not to be instructed. They
even want entertainment in the news reels
which tional
arethan supposed
to be
educathe comedies
and more
the dramas.
W. P. Montague, editor of the Paramount
News, argued that the news reels were
first of all entertainment.
Leaders of the film industry informed
the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish groups
represented at the conference that if any
of them wanted to use films to propagate
"deliberate ideas of religion, society,
politics
economics"
get
theirorcameras
and gotheyto were
work, free
but toso
far as the industry was concerned, it would
stick to entertainment. However, most of
the large audience seemed to feel that
motion pictures need educational guidance.
"Motion
picture asexecutives
not envision themselves
teachers, dostatesmen,
churchmen or economists," said Martin
Quigley,
the "Motion
Picture
"They areofshowmen;
at least
they Herald."
seek to
be."
Carl Producers
Milliken, secretary
of the
MotionAndPicture
and Distributors
of America, said he desired to point out
experiments
educationalbecause
films
so"that
far have
not been with
encouraging,
they have neglected the fact that children
are also customers, and just like adults at
the movies, they want to be entertained."
Augusta (Me.) Journal
September
1937
Mission of 2,Movies
At the Institute of Human Relations,
now being held at Williamstown, Mass., a
demand that more educational features be
presented in the movies was answered by
Martin Quigley, publisher of the "Motion
Picture Herald," with the statement: "The
only mandate which the motion picture industry has any right to assume that it has
received from the public is to produce
entertainment films." Had he qualified
this
inserting "clean
and wholesome"
beforeby entertainment
he would
have been
exactly right . . .
So long as movie producers keep their
productions clean they should be permitted
to cater to the masses which they know so
well how to do and as they please. They
know what the great American public enjoys most and that enjoyment is full
justification for them. Those who dispute
[Continued on following page]
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[Continued from preceding page]
this should have some educational films
made and see how far they can get with
them.

for the position of the producers in this
argument . . .
The public has a right to demand that
the movies stay within the accepted limits
of common decency, but that they should
make themselves propagandists for sometheories of. . social
improvement is a
differentbody'smatter
.

Detroit (Mich.) Free Press
September 2, 1937
Wise to Avoid Issues
Againgandathere's
for the Quigley
propapictures. agitation
In fact, Martin
. . . had to jump up at the Institute of
Human Relations at Williams College in
opposition to turning the movies into
propaganda. It seems the folks down there
thought that the movies should do some
educating as well as entertaining . . .
What always puzzled us about propaganda pictures is "Whose propaganda is
it going
to be?"
Just think
aboutThenpoor,all
old
Hollywood
if it went
pacifist.
the little militarists would stay home and
sulk. Of course, vice versa . . .
Hollywood has been doing its own crusading for years. It has made bums out
of the gangsters and ripped all the glamor
away from them. But, even at the time,
Hollywood
of educating
the
public towasn't
look atthinking
the gangster
as something with a sociological signifiance . . .
Saginaw (Mich. ) News
September 7, 1937
Sympathy for the Producers
... at the Williamstown Institute . . .
The attack upon the movies was carried
on by several speakers who contended that
the films are educational in some direction
whether they are so intended or not . . .
Hence, argued the educators, there should
be some effort to make that picture a
correct one.
To this representatives of the movie industry replied that they do not propose to
have the role of educators thrust upon
them. They are interested primarily in
entertaining the people, not in promulating
social theories . . .
One confesses a good deal of sympathy
Dutch

Attendance

PICTURE HERALD

Raleigh (N. C.)
News & Observer
September 6, 1937
The Fun's the Thing
In a casharp
edutors atthe conflict
Institute ofof opinion
Ruman with
Relations
. . . representatives of the motion picture
industry definitely declined the proposal
pressed by pedagogues and theologians
that they assume the role of educators
themselves
. . . "Motion
picturetheyexecutives
. . . are showmen;
at least,
seek to
be."And Their
purpose
is
only
to entertain.
long may that continue
to be their
purpose. Far more to be desired are eneducatorsmovies
than educational
entertertaining
tainers .. . The
are far from
perfect; so are the schools. But so far as
possible
the
movieslet'sfreekeep
fromthethe entertainment
solemn uplift of
of
those who would use every form of human
pleasure for the promotion or propagation
of something or other besides straight fun.
Schenectady (N. Y.)
Union Star
September 2, 1937
A Suitable Come-Back
Put ontionalthe
by religious
educaleadersspot
in the
Institute and
of Human
Relations . . . spokesmen for the motion
picture industry contended that their busines is to purvey entertainment; and that
education and religion belong in other
spheres.
In a sense, it was the turning of the
worm, because motion picture producers
have been the target of attack from
with its present price far beyond the reach
of the tween
Dutch
$500 andpublic.
$750.V The cost is now beThe first Dutch East Indian newsreel,
released some months ago, was suddenly
withdrawn owing to the refusal of Dutch
exhibitors to show the reel. The quality
of the reel was said to be so low that it
was not suitable for even Holland audiences. Manager Roem, of Profilti, the company introducing the reel in Holland, flew
to India for reorganization of Algemeen
Nederlanrsch-Indisch Filmsyndicaat, producers of the Dutch newsreel.

In Further Slump
PH. de SCHAAP
inby Amsterdam
Dutch film attendance continues to decline, according to figures released here
recently, further substantiating the unof Holland's
motion picture healthy
industrycondition
in general.
Attendance
for
the three-month period from April 1st to
June 30th dropped to 2,195,787 as compared
with 2,199,362 for the corresponding period High Tobacco Market
in 1936.
Cheers Dixie Theatres
V
With millions of dollars to be turned loose
At a press demonstration of television within the next few months in one of the
held by the Phillips Manufactories recently, highest tobacco markets in years, Southern
it was shown that while technically ad- theatres are preparing for record patronage.
Danville, Va., theatres are already feeling
equate, commercial television is still some
distance off. It will be some time before the spurt from the sums being paid farmers
the device is manufactured on a wide scale, by early buyers.
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parent-teacher associations, church bodies
and social reformers so many times that it
comes to mean, to them, that these people
are trying to run their business. It seems
to us an altogether suitable come-back . . .
People go to theaters to be entertained,
not to be taught or preached at; but many
a drama carries a moral, all the stronger
because it is unuttered. Many a film is of
high educational value; but the educationaltainfactor
ment .. . must be incidental to enterRome (N. Y.) Sentinel
September
1937
Studies and2, Surveys
The Correct Attitude
. . . the Institute of Human Relations has
been debating quite heatedly the proper
function of the motion picture. Several
representatives of the industry have stoutly
denied that the producers are under any
obligations to propagate "deliberate ideas
of religion, society, politics or economics."
If there are
"who . seek
this
medium
for groups
a message
. . theto use
obvious
course for them is to get a camera and go
to
picture
executivesstates"do
not work."
envision Motion
themselves
as teachers,
men, churchmen or economists; they are
showmen,
at least
be." attiThat would
seem they
to beseekthetocorrect
tude. Incidentally the screen has been a
great educator. Motion picture audiences
have hardly needed to travel to learn how
othericalpeoples
the latestThey
mechaninventionslive;
havewhateffected.
have
been brought in touch with literature of a
type
thousands
to associate
with would
throughnever
the have
printedthought
page
... On the other hand, let the public once
become convinced that the producers on
the one hand or the theater managers on
the other are attempting deliberately to
"improve" their minds or to influence their
religious or political convictions, and there
will be an immediate falling off in attendance the country over . . .

Chicago

Oriental

Changes

Policy

Aftei operating for 10 years on a comstage show &- "B"
the
Oriental,bined Balaban
Katz picture
house inpolicy,
Chicago,
has changed to a new policy of first-run
"A" pictures,haveplusbeen
augmented
stage55shows.
Admissions
raised from
cents
to 75 cents.
With "Stella Dallas" as the first attraction
under the new program, $35,000 gross was
indicated for the first week, twice the average of the theatre.
The changed policy leaves the State-Lake,
partly owned by B & K, as the only theatre
in Chicago with a stage show at the reduced
price
level. attendance has dropped 40 per
General
per cent as a result of the infantile paralysis
epidemic.

Grim Tragedy? Stark Realism?
Shakespeare? Mother Love?
Autobiography? Soil Conservation?
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Paramount'*
ARTISTS
AND
MODELS
as four weeks of smash business at the New
York Paramount and Newark Paramount and
35 holdovers in 35 key cities and recordbreaking engagements prove.

Typical line-up of patrons trying to gel
in to see "ARTISTS AND MODELS "
at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago-

Paramount'*
SOULS
AT SEA
as six weeks of SRO business at the Globe
Theatre, New York and record-breaking business
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, Boston,
New Orleans and countless other key cities prove.
Mob scene at world premiere of "SOULS
AT SEA" at Globe Theatre, New York.

All key engagements headed for holdovers.

Paramount's
DOUBLE
OR

NOTHING

as the smashed all-time attendance record at
the New York Paramount (127,000 people) and
the Newark Paramount proves.

Record crowd at opening of "DOUBLE
OR
NOTHING
Paramount
Theatre.' at New York
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n
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rgS
read
haje
NEW YORK— "Richly produced, specPITTSBURGH
-"A great story.
tacular, melodious. Moves surely into ranks
Randolph Scott's best."
of season's best. The best show in town."
— Kasper Monahan, Pittsburgh Press
—Frank Nugent, N. Y. Times

NEW

YORK— "< High, Wide and Hand-

some' real thriller."
NEW

_^y. Y. Daily News

YORK— "'High, Wide and Handsome' isshow that is best described by its own

title. Spectacular and exciting."
— Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
NEW

YORK—" 'High, Wide and Handsome' magnificent entertainment. A superb

piece of picture telling."
— W. Boehnel, World-Telegram

CHICAGO

— "Marvelous entertainment.

You'll love Irene Dunne."
— Maxine Smith, Chicago American
DALLAS — "Music, drama, suspense, ex.
citement. What we all want in entertainment."

—John Rosenfield, Dallas News

SAN FRANCISCO -"A grand film
from start to finish."
— Jack Hobart, San Francisco Chronicle

COAST-TO-COAST-"High,

Wide

NATION-WIDE

— " Entertainment

and Handsome 'is a gusher of eIltertaillIllent.,''
— Warren Stokes, Radio Commentator

spelled with a capital E."
— Erskine Johnson, Universal Service

HOLLYWOOD— "Greater than 'The

TWENTY-SEVEN CITIES-" High,
Wide and Handsome' is two great pictures

Plainsman'."
—Elizabeth Yeaman, Hollyivood Citizen News

rolled into one."
— Clark Wales, Screen and Radio Weekly

NATION-WIDE— "Music with a reason in a stirring, highly adventurous picture."
— Robin Coons, Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — "Zooming action,
stirring drama, colorful music, in short,
great entertainment."
— Los Angeles Illustrated News
NATION-WIDE— "A breath-taking
epic."
— Sara Hamilton, Photoplay
N AT IO N-W ID E— "Best picture of the
month."

—Red Book Magazine

N AT IO N - W I D E - " Picture has magnificent sweep."
— Whitney Bolton, Literary Digest
COAST-TO-COAST— "The picture
gushes superlative entertainment."
— George Fisher, Movie Commentator
for Mutual Broadcasting
COAST-TO-COAST-

It s High,

Wide and Handsome Entertainment."
— Dan DeLuce, Associated Press

"A finementspicture.
Certainly
fine it.
criticisms
and sweep
comIhave heard
about deserves
it. I am all
gladtheI saw
It has the
of 'Cimarron' and some of the glamorous background of 'Show
Boat'," says James Gallagher, 729 — 8th Avenue, New York City.
"We are glad we saw the picture. Tom liked the action, the fights
and Irene Dunne's singing. I liked the romance between Randy
Scott
Irene 88Dunne
and the
say Tomand White,
Freeport
Ave.,lovely
Point Kern-Hammerstein
Lookout, L. I. and music,"
Marion
Semler, 3429— 80th Street, Jackson Heights, L. I.

Scott picture,
is just and
grandso
in"Randolph
this marvelous
isKent,
Miss Homer,
Dunne,"Louisiana.
says Mrs. Robert

"Swell entertainment, Irene
Dunne
Kenneth
K. Cole,is gorgeou8,"soys
1922V2 N. Hoover
St.,
California.

"I think it is one of the best pictures I have seen in a long
time. I wish there were more like it. Randolph Scott has
the best part of his career and Irene Dunne was lovely and
her
Thorne,
Ave., Great
Kills,voiceS.I.charming,"
and Edna say
Blue,Ray50-05
43rd 37St.,Gibson
Woodside,
L. 1..

"It's easily one of the year s outstanding pictures, and more than
worth
Queens anyone's
Village, L.time,"
I. says Larry Kelly, 100-15 — 210th Street.

'"High, Wide and Handsome' is
strong and virile entertainment, a
musical
and Chambers,
dramatic triumph,"
says Charles
8 W. 16th
Street, New York.

"Everything
in the picture
grand.
I was particularly
pleasedis
with the performance of Randolph Scott and the lovely KernHammerstein
says
Rita Ryan, 5927 music,"
Lislig Avenue,
Riverdale, N.Y.

"I haven't
had insuch
enjoy-in
able afternoon
the an
theatre
a long time. I came because
read the criticism in the New
York Times. Mr. Nugent said it
was the best show in town and
IDale,
agree3321with— him,"
Edla
85th St.,saysJackson
Heights, L. I.

"I drove up from San Diego just
to see 'High, Wide and Handsome' and it was more than worth
the
trip,"
W.
Chambers, San says
Diego Frank
Hotel, San
Diego, Cal.

'High, Wide and Handsome' was grand. You can
I talk
ta think
about your Gables and Robert Taylors but give me
RRandolph Scott after seeing this picture. He gave me a big
I th
thrill," says Harriet Dillon, 2470 Tremont Ave., Bronx, N. Y

"It was a great pleasure to be
able to see as fine a picture as
Wide and Randolph
Handsome.'ScottIt
is'High,
magnificent.
has
his
best
part,"
E. Nobles, 1927 So. says
HannaEsther
St..
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

"Really
topnotchit entertainment
I recommend
highly! Music !
is superb — picture has great
New YorksaysCity.Levon E. Horton,
sweep,"

'Boy, it is really a whale of a picture. It has more sweep
and
picture
seen since
Thosescope
fightsthan
are any
the real
thing.I have
I thought
Scott'Cimarron.
great and
IreneW.Dunne
510
110th never
Street, more
New beautiful,"
York City. says Charles Roberts,

®

„«t to coast ttiey

GUY LOMBARDO This great orchestra from the Waldorf
and on the famous Bond Bread Program has played the
"HIGH,
ANDfans.HANDSOME" music many times to
millions ofWIDE
delighted

he air

RAY NOBLE has a tremendous listening
audience on the Grapenuts Program who have
heard Noble's marvelous arrangements of the
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME" score.

WAYNE
KING "The
and Esther
one of
the
top orchestras
on theWaltz
air, onKing"
his Lady
Program has a huge listening audience. Wayne
has gone to town with the great Kern-Hammerstein numbers from the "HIGH, WIDE AND
HANDSOME" score.

CHESTERFIELD'S TWO GREAT ORCHESTRAS
. . . ANDRE KOSTELANETZ and HAL KEMP
have one of the biggest radio audiences today, and the
"HIGH,
WIDEscore.AND HANDSOME" music has been
their favorite

AL DONAHUE and his Rainbow Room band have
done the "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME" music
in high, wide and handsome style for their millions of
delighted listeners.

OZZIE NELSON and his No. 1 band have been the
most enthusiastic of all "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
"Can and
I Forget
You?"
has made
a tremendous hipluggers.
t with Ozzie
the vast
multitude
of people
for whom he plays.

TOMMY DORSEY and his great swing band on the
Raleigh Program and from the Pennsylvania Hotel, New
York and the Steel Pier in Atlantic City has sold his
countless fans on"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
—10 Dorsey plugs in 8 weeks to millions of people.

0

0

7

by the leading orchestras
IO
D
RA and singers of the air

350 on "CAN I FORGET YOU?"
228 on "FOLKS WHO LIVE ON THE HILL"
Guy Lombardo (Waldorf — Bond Bread) . . . Tommy Dorsey
(Raleigh — Pennsylvania Hotel, Steel Pier)... Wayne King (Lady
Esther)... Ozzie Nelson (Astor Hotel)... Ray Noble (Grapenuts)
Andre Kostelanetz (Chesterfield) . . . Hal Kemp (Chesterfield)

so

announce

it to

Highest,

Widest

and

will

and

you

do

your

and

the

HANDSOMEST

public

in

Handsomest

HIGHEST,

your

terms

WIDEST

business

in

the
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100
Musicians
Can't
Be
Wrong;
New
Film
Breaks
with
Tradition
Music Translated into Human
by JOSEPH O'SULLIVAN
When a musical mob storms the citadel
of the mighty and demands in stentorian
symphonic voice the right to be heard,
somebody is going to listen; for a hundred
piccolo
fiddlers,when
trombonists,
are
not players,
to be ignored
they decideet al,'
to
unite in a musical assault.
Ostensibly,
Men andof atheGirl"
is a
medium
for the"100exposition
versatile
talents of the very gifted Deanna Durbin,
the musical genius of the illustrious Leopold
Stokowsky, the artistry of Adolphe Menjou,
Alice Brady, Eugene Pallette, Mischa
Auer and an organized group of musicians ;
and it achieves that purpose with distinction
and eclat.
But it achieves something more, in reality;
for it announces a fundamental theme of
human experience and aspiration that has an
intimate relation to that Greater Symphony
— Life; and in the exposition of the very
human elements that motivate the story, an
army of piccolo players, fiddlers, trombonists, etal, emerge from their obscurity into
the white light that beats upon the elect, to
take their place among the principal characters in a Symphony Humaine, voicing
their yearnings in a great human ftigue —
100 men and a girl demanding the right to
be heard; and through it all the mighty
maestro, Stokowsky, moves as a dominant
contrapuntal figure.
Speaking in terms of the drama and of
music, "100 Men and a Girl" begins with a
tonal flict,thesis,
develops
conand climaxes
with through
a musicalfugual
onslaught
that leads to a triumphal coda.
In the progress of this sinfonica eroica,
Girl— (Deanna
Durbin)
musicalofJoan
ofthe Arc
clarions the
call —toa arms
the
distraught horde of minstrels and demands
life, liberty and the pursuit of harmony for
the unemployed musicians. She crashes the
salon of a society butterfly and exacts a
promise of sponsorship for her symphonic
band. When the butterfly flits to Europe,
forgetful of her promise, the Girl, her father
(Adolpe Menjou, an unemployed trombone
player who has taken up the baton), and the
unemployed
are "outthe ongreat
a limb."
Undaunted,troubadours
Deanna invades
concert hall where the mighty Maestro (Stokowsky) isrehearsing his own battalion of
piccolo players, fiddlers, trombonists, and
all, bursts into the lyric strains of Mozart's
"Alleluja"
with ofthetheorchestra,
and evokes
the
admiration
great Maestro
but
not his consent to lead her unemployed
band. Desperate but undefeated, Deanna
musters her lyric legion, storms the home
of the Maestro, incites her followers to a

Terms in Durbin-Stohowsky Picture, Says O'Sullivan

"SECOND RHAPSODY'

by LISZT

Deanna musters her legion of unemployed
musicians, leads them to the home of the
mighty Maestro Stokowsky, distributes her
band on the spiral staircase in the mansion,
and literally storms the great musician with
Liszfs stirring Second Rhapsody, winning his
consent to direct her band.
last desperate tonal tour de force — the stirSecond Rhapsody
of Lisztat— random
played onby
the 100ring musicians
distributed
a giant spiral staircase— and wins the
Maestro's whole-hearted allegiance to her
cause.
In the triumphant finale, the dynamic
Deanna appears on the concert stage with
Stokowsky directing her band, and sings an
aria ousfrom
acclaim.Verdi's "La Traviata" to tumultuTone Perspective Kept
In Recording Symphony
Many momentous musical episodes occur
during the unfolding of this symphonic saga.
Mr. Stokowsky is revealed leading his symphonic band in the playing of Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony, the Prelude to the
Third Act of 'Lohengrin," the "Rakoczy
March" of Berlioz and Herold's "Zampa"
Overture, in addition to the Mozart "Alleluja" and the Traviata selection. Mr. Stokowsky's
masterfulrecorded
reading with
of these
works
has
been expertly
due regard
to tone perspective, as well as to depth of
volume and flexibility. This was made possible by Stokowsky's
newa method
recording
music for theown
screen,
specializedof
"ALLELUJA"

by MOZART

When hall
Patsywhere(Deanna
Durbin)
invades the
concert
Stokotvsky
is rehearsing
his
orchestra, to plead with the great Maestro
to conduct her symphony band of unemployed musicians, she bursts into the strains
of Mozarfs "Alleluja" with the orchestra,
much
to
miration. Stokowsky's amazement and ad-

form of the system known as "multiple chanrecording," production.
used for the first time in
this nelUniversal
2 8 Microphones Catch
Choirs of Instruments
At various points among the group of
musicians, 28 microphones were placed,
each microphone being so spotted as to catch
a particular choir of instruments. The
volume of sound from each microphone was
controlled as it was transmitted to a sound
track, eight different tracks being used.
The multiple sound recorders were operated
separately, giving individual values to the
brasses,tions ofstrings,
wood-winds
othersound
secthe orchestra.
The and
finished
tracks were reproduced simultaneously.
Hear Instruments as
Stokowsky Heard Them
That the effect of this multiple channel
recording is to permit the audience to hear
each instrument in relation to its distance
from the conductor, just as Stokowsky heard
the music when he conducted it, is a technical achievement worthy of note.
It is also noteworthy that Mr. Stokowsky,
in portraying himself with the ease and dignity of the great artist and speaking his
lines with the assurance of a seasoned actor,
enhances the inspired interpretation of the
music with the poetry of motion of eloquent
hands in directing — a synchrony of sound
and motion
cious camera.happily recorded by the veraMusic Speaks Out
In Its Own Fashion
However, technical achievement, eloquent
renditions of great musical works, appealing lyric contributions by Miss Durbin
(which include two popular numbers, "It's
Raining Sunbeams," by Frederick Hollander and Sam
Coslow, G.and Robyn
"A Heart
That's
by Alfred
Thomas Free,"
T. Railey),
piccolo peccadillos andby
Mischa Auer, and surreptitious slides on the
trombone by Adolphe Menjou, are not the
musical sum and substance of this unusual
production. It goes beyond mere content
of tone and lyric by breaking away from
a formula that is fast becoming a tradition —
the
primaanddonna-virtuoso
type ofmusic
musical
romance
drama. It translates
into
human terms, with the inalienable right to
speak out loud in its own way. Whether or
not it speaks one's language one cannot but
feel that it is saying something vital — somethingself
that stirsanda responsive
in one's
inner
saying it chord
with sincerity
and conviction.
Henry ternak,
Koster,
and Josephdirector
Pasproducer,director,
with musical
Charles Previn, are responsible for a vital,
moving production.
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PARAMOUNT
IN

SUIT

APPEAL

FOR

Court Allows Rehearing but
Withholds Decision on Temporary Order Enjoining Exhibitors Pending Disposition
Paramount's legal staff this week was preparing briefs for an appeal of the Philadelphia federal court decision under which a
permanent injunction against picketing by
exhibitors was refused. The new hearing
will be held October 4th.
After an all-day session in the court on
Monday during which lawyers for Paramount argued for a rehearing of the application, the court allowed the appeal but
withheld action on a request for another
temporary restraining order to enjoin picketing and other demonstrations pending
final disposition of the appeal.
Before the court hearing this weelc a
committee of the United Motion Picture
Theatre Owners, leaders in the "buyers'
strike" against
for announced
what they
consider
a breachParamount
of contract,
they would not use the weapon placed in
their hands by last week's decision.
A "persuasion" committee has been formed
by thetacttheatre
organization
exhibitors owners'
and maintain
a front toinconthe
dispute in which they claim that Paramount
violated its contracts by selling on its 193738 program six pictures originally scheduled
for 1936-37.
Ruling Questioned
In asking the exhibitors,
court to again attorney
restrain the inWilliam A.dependent
Schnader former
charged that thegeneral
case
came within the interpretation of the Sherman
act, although Judge Dickinson, in his opinion,
said the boycotting of film exhibitions was
"too indirect and remote to be within the proisions of the Sherman
law." would
"The vinterstate
business anti-trust
of Paramount
dry up," Mr. Schnader argued, "if the demands
ofsaidthese
people were
were trying
to succeed."
further
exhibitors
to jam Hea contract
of When
their own
making
down
Paramount's
throat.
former Congressman Benjamin Golder,
counsel for the UMPTO, said Paramount was
asking unreasonably higher prices for their
products, and further charged non-delivery of
promised
last year's
Mr.
Schnader pictures
pointed under
out that
higher contract,
prices were
necessary because
of
the
increased
cost
of
production. But the independents are shutting
their eyes to the factors increasing costs and
continue to insist upon buying pictures on old
rates, he said.
Mr. Golder accused Paramount of being
"dictatorial,
and arrogant"
dealings
with stubborn
the independent
exhibitor. in their
"Paramount cannot sell a single one of its
films
to independent
exhibitors
district,"
he said.
"But I can
sell would
everyin bethis
onereasonable
of their
pictures
tomorrow
if they
in His
this contention
matter." was based on the fact that
the individual member exhibitors of UMPTO
had given him power of attorney in buying
Paramount's
productrefused
for the 1937-'38a season.
Whilerary restraining
the judges
tempoorder, they todidgrant
not deny
the
motion, rather deciding to hold the resolution
under advisement. Although the action is
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PICKETING
SEEKS TO STOP BILLS
WITH FIVE FEATURES
"Severe measures" to stop the practice of showing five feature pictures
on one program are urged by newspapers in Buenos Aires in an attempt
to change the policy of the Metropolitan theatre. The admission price to
the theatre is 60 cents in Argentine
money, which is about 15 cents in
in United States money.
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INJUNCTION
Paramount

Seeks

Suit Settlement
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the Paramount executive committee, told reporters
this week that "serious negotiations have
been held
and are under
toward a settlement
of twoway"
suitslooking
instituted
against 1927-1931 officers and directors of
the company by reorganization trustees.
Settlement terms were not discussed by Mr.
Griffis and he said no final agreement has
been
reached.
hardly probable, the judges may, and can, issue
The first of the two suits, which together
a temporary
injunction
at
any
time
before
Ocseek
an aggregate
of $12,000,000
the
tober 4th, when the appeal will be heard.
defendants
is scheduled
for trial in from
the New
Minneapolis Ruling
York supreme court September 27th. The
two actions seek the recovery of losses alAwaited Next Week
leged to have been incurred by Paramount
Decision is expected next week on an ap- as a result
of theat company's
plication for a similar injunction applied for its own stock
guaranteedrepurchase
redemptionof
by Paramount
in Minneapolis
against and
Allied Theatre Owners
of the Northwest
prices
which
were
in
excess
of
various individual exhibitors. Final briefs market prices, after the stock had" prevailing
been issued for the acquisition of theatres and
were filed in the case last week.
Allied members, meeting last week, voted other properties in the company's expansion
to cut down product changes outside the moves from 1927 to 1932. Also sought is
Twin Cities to two a week.
recoverysive"for
what ispaidclaimed
was "excescompensation
to officers
during
that
period.
U. S. Inquiry Indicated
Mr.
Griffis
also
said
Paramount
will
exFor FWC and Distributors
tend the theatre interests abroad and alOn his arrival in Los Angeles to resume an
ready has under consideration several proinvestigation of distribution practices Albert J.
posals for acquiring either control of or a
Law, special assistant attorney general, told substantial
interest in several British thenewspapermen,
"This
will
be
a
showdown
on
atre
circuits.
charges of independent exhibitors _ that Fox
West Coast and major companies are violating
the Clayton and Sherman anti-trust laws. Two
special Federal Bureau of Invertigation agents Chinese Embassy
and four accountants will aid us in the investigation which will either prove the falsity
of Mr.
the charges
result in Grand
action."
Law wasoraccompanied
from Jury
Washington
by Harold
Collins, also a special assistant atSees "Time" Reel
torney general.
The Chinese ambassador and 20 members
Fox West Coast, Universal, United Artists,
Paramount, Warner Brothers, Metro-Goldwyn- of the embassy staff were guests of honor
Mayer, Twentieth Century-Fox, RKO and Tuesday at a special showing of "War in
Columbia have agreed to give investigators full China," current release of March of Time,
access to the books and the audit will take held
at the Carleton Hotel, Washington.
several weeks, Mr. Law continued.
Prior to the showing, a reception was
tendered
the ambassador by Louis De
Both Sides Ready
Rochemont, producer of March of Time, at
in Dallas Action
Hotel Carleton. Other guests included Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace, SecStipulations covering approximately 80 per
cent of the evidence regarded by attorneys as
retary of Commerce Daniel Roper, Secretary
of
the Interior Ickes, Senator William
admissible
in the Government's
action
attack- Borah, Assistant
ing
the
contracts
entered
into
by
distributors
Secretary of State Summer
with the Interstate circuit in Dallas have been Wells, Admiral William
T. Leahy, chief of
completed by lawyers for both sides. The naval operations, Chairman Jesse Jones of
The trial is to open in the United States dis- the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
trict courtor Monday
in three
four days.and may be concluded with- William Phillip Sims, foreign editor of
Howard Newspapers, Mr. and Mrs.
The action involves the legality of film con- Scripps
tracts made by Interstate with eight distributors Drew Pearson, and one hundred members of
in which the distributors agree not to sell any Army, Navy and Diplomatic Corps.
product which has played certain houses at a
The Chinese ambassador said: "Never
specified
admission
toa any
other minithe- before has the cinema portrayed so faithatremumwhichminimum
does
not
maintain
specified
fully the struggle and difficulties of a people
admission. Through the stipulations
to become an independent nation.
agreed upon with the Government attorneys seeking
The
only
picture of the China that
the defendants admit entering into the con- was beingexisting
created by Chiang Kai Shek is
tracts individually, but deny that they constitute conspiracy or restraint of trade,
contained in this historic documentary film."
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Intermountain Circuit Adopts
Five Cent Increase; Rise
Is General in Chicago;
Experiments Elsewhere
The general tendency to increase admission prices continued to gain favor this
week, raises being put into effect in theatres located in Connecticut, Kansas, Ohio,
Colorado and Minnesota.
Fifty
housesIntermountain
were affectedcircuit
by theto decision of Fox
raise
prices five cents in houses under the 40
cent mark. Four Denver houses, the Aladdin, Broadway, Paramount and Tabor, are
included in the SO1 theatres. The Tabor
continued 25 tent matinees but evening
prices for the subsequent run house were
raised to 35 cents. At each of the other
theatres, the 25 cent charge for balcony
seats in the evening was discontinued and
a uniform 40 cent scale for the entire house
was installed.
A ten cent increase was scheduled to go
into
effect this
in Eddie
Minnesota
week. Rubin's
There wastheatres
no indi-in
cation as to whether other theatre owners
would
followof Mr.the Rubin's
plan but
Charles
Winchell,
Minnesota
Amusement
Company, said the general tendency in the
Northwest is to increase prices. The Paramount in St. Paul recently lifted its top
price from 40 to 50 cents.
Admission increases was one of the chief
topics of discussion when 125 Fox Midwest
executives and managers, representing 110
theatres in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, and Illinois, met in Kansas City.
Raises from 25 to 30 cents were adopted
by Glen W. Dickinson at Ellsworth, Kansas, and at the Golden Bell, his competitor.
At Topeka, all but one theatre has increased
children's admissions from five to 10 cents
and at A. C. McKinney's house and J. E.
Pennington'sfromtwo15theatres
prices onhaveSunday
been
advanced
to 20 cents
and Monday.
James Coston, zone manager for Warner
Brothers in Chicago, reported theatre admis ions in Chicago have increased about
five cents during the last year but said he
does not believe there will be further rises.
However, Nat Wolf, Ohio zone manager
for the same company, has announced a
price increase of five cents for both matiSTUB MUST BEAR
ADMISSION PRICE
Theatre tickets must be stamped
with the admission price on the stub,
under a new rule effective October 1st,
the Bureau of Internal Revenue has
notified exhibitors.
Under the order, the total price
■must now appear on both halves of
the ticket instead of in the middle as
heretofore.

PICTURE

HERALD

RAISE

ADMISSION

CAINS

nee and evening performances at the Strand,
Akron, and the Ohio in Sidney. He said
the raises are an experiment and if they
prove
successful
increases will be made in
other Ohio
locations.
Jerry Mascoli and Fred Van Doren, Operators of the Carroll and Hamilton Theatres in Waterbury, Connecticut, have raised
prices five cents.
Ohio Bank

31

Night

Legality in Doubt
Despite the acquittal last week of Robert
E. Planck, manager of the Palace, Marion,
Ohio, of a lottery charge in the operation
of Bank Night, doubt was expressed
whether the outcome determines the legality
of Bank Night in Ohio.
Bank Night, as operated by Mr. Planck,
differed from the usual procedure in that a
patron's
participation
was notticket.
contingent
upon the purchase
of a theatre
It was
on
this
point
that
Mr.
Planck's
exoneration
was chiefly based. Moreover, Ralph E. Carhart, city solicitor, is contemplating an appeal to a higher court, pending which Bank
Night equipment seized in the raid of the
Palace is being impounded.
Meanwhile, Bank Night will continue in
New Haven, Fairfield and Litchfield counties, Conn., pending the outcome of the test
case against Ernest Dorau, manager of the
Palace, Middletown. Temporary resumption is the result of negotiations between
theatre men and local authorities.
The new test case in Connecticut has
given Bank Night fresh impetus, many
theatres, once signed and subsequently
dropped out, having signed new contracts
with Adolph Johnson, local representative
for
Affiliated Enterprises, New England distributors.
The nature of the argument on which the
validity of the Omaha Bank Night decision
would be challenged was indicated in a brief
filed Tuesday with the Nebraska Supreme
Court by W. H. Wright, counsel for the Fox
Beatrice Theatre Corporation.
Replying to the brief of the state attorney
Mr. Wright said the state had failed to prove
that in the drawings there was an actual
money payment for the chance of winning.

MOMENTUM
SAYS FILM INFLUENCE
EXCEEDS MINISTERS'
"It is sad but true that Clark Gable
and Gary Cooper have come to have
more powerful influence on much of
public opinion than the average minisWith
this comment, Dean Charles
ter anywhere."
McAllister
inaugurated the showing
of motion pictures in the Cathedral
of St. John the Evangelist, Episcopal
church in Spokane.
The church, one of the most prominent and richest in the city, was filled
to capacity for the showing of newsreel pictures of share croppers, strike
breakers and Committee for Industrial
Organization and American Federation of Labor activities. Bean McAllister delivered a running commentary
with the film on the topic "The
Church and the Economic Situation."
Kondolf

to Head

Theatre

Project

Following several recent changes in the
administration of the WPA Theatre Project,rectorappointment
of George
Kondolf
as difor New York
City was
announced
this weekrector.byMr. Kondolf
Hallie Flanagan,
national
dicomes to New York
from Chicago where he held a similar position for the past 18 months.
Also announced was the appointment of
three assistant directors : Phillip W. Barber as chairman of the production board;
James R. Ullman, executive assistant and
Archie Hill, administrative assistant.
The Federal Theatre plans to have 36
productions in Greater New York during
the fall and winter. The circuit will open
October 19th with four plays operating on
a rotating system.

Hearing Scheduled
On ASCAP Action
Hearing on a suit brought by the AmeriEastman To Increase
can Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers to test the constitutionality of Nebraska's anti-ASCAP law will be held SaturEmployees'
day in the statutory court, Omaha.
Eastman KodakInsurance
Company is offering its
ASCAP will institute actions in both
18,000 employees an opportunity to add
about $15,000,000 to the $25,000,000 group Florida and Tennessee to test the constitulife insurance coverage now in effect.
tionality ofanti-ASCAP legislation enacted
The additional insurance is to become ef- in those states, according to E. C. Mills,
fective October 1st, provided 75 per cent of chairman of the administrative committee.
the eligible employees apply for it by that
A statewide conference on the educational
time. Workers employed for at least six
months are eligible for the insurance which uses of radio and motion pictures will be held
in
Atlanta October 15th to 16th under the
would be paid for on a cooperative basis,
employees contributing 6 cents a month for sponsorship of the Audio-Visual Education
Association.
each $100 of new insurance.
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Plan to Add $ 1 ,500,000 to Present Payroll Offered in Answer
to AFM's Recent Demands
Delegates to a conference called by the
Independent Radio Network Affiliates, meeting in New York this week, adopted two
resolutions under which approximately 250
stations agree to spend a total of $3,000,000
per year on salaries of staff musicians, a
plan
proposed
to meet oftheMusicians
demands ofwhich
the
American
Federation
has demanded that the broadcasters act to
bring about reemployment of musicians in
the
industry, with a musicians' strike
as theradioalternative.
Approval of the plan by the radio representatives came Monday, only three
days before the deadline set by the AFM.
While the union did not immediately
grant formal approval its international
council indicated the plan was acceptable.
If finally adopted the agreement will take
effect October 1st.
The first resolution, recommending the
expenditure of $1,500,000 per year by all
the stations in addition to the approximately
$1,500,000 present yearly expense, included
also recommendations for a standard form
of contract with the AFM. The second resolution suggested means of allocating the
total $3,000,000 expenditure among the stations, the recommended basis being an increase by each station of five per cent of
its gross revenue.
Negotiation
of a was
standard
form of such
contract with the AFM
recommended,
a contract to be uniform for all agreements
between stations and union locals except as
to hours,tions.wages
local working
condi-a
Provisionsandsuggested
included
waiver of requirement of union membership for acknowledged virtuosos, amateurs
other than band groups and novelty performers; free right for employers to select
musicians'factoryand
programs;
clause forcontrol
cancellation
in thea satisevent
of emergencies ; the right to book staff bands
for outside engagements at commissions not
in excess of the legal rate, and a clause proBOY CARRIES DOCUMENT
TO PROVE AGE AT MOVIES
There is nothing more troublesome
to Phillip Lane, overgrown 11 -yearold Tulsa (Oklahoma) hoy, than being doubted by theatre managers
when he asks for a half-price ticket.
Last week he took the problem in
his own hands by spending 50 cents
for a copy of his birth certificate atnot 12. testing that he is 1 1 years, 8 months —
"They can't argue when I show 'em
this," he says triumphantly. "I'll save
the cost of this thing in three movies."

viding
arbitration
a stationfor and
a local. of differences between
The musicians' union was reported opto the inclusion of such an arbitrationposedclause.
The broadcasters did not decide on a plan
for allocation of the additional payroll expense but of several methods proposed the
most favored was one under which each station would pay weekly three and one half
times its published quarter hour rate. The
National and Columbia broadcasting systems, whose stations except for key points
in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
are included in the Affiliates, offered to assume 10 per cent of the total amount to be
added lotted
to fivemusic
payrolls instead of the alper cent.

Doyle's Plans
Await Return
With his present plans vague, Stuart F.
Doyle, Australian theatre circuit executive,
said this week that his future in the theatre
business will be decided on his return to
Sydney. Mr. Doyle made his statement
upon his arrival in New York from the west
coast, the visit being part of a world survey
of show business.
"I have not completely severed my association with the theatre business in Australia,"
he said. "I retain an interest in several
small companies, but whether I will get into
active operation or build another circuit will
be Mr.
decided
aftersaidI return
that
histo Sydney."
Australian
venturesDoyle
will not affect
the location
of his headquarters, which will be in London. He is
now building two theatres in Piccadilly
which are nearing completion. He will fly
once a month from Australia to England,
keeping in close touch with both offices.
During his stay in New York, Mr. Doyle
will make his headquarters in the Greater
Union
in theSeptember
Loew Building,
prior toTheatres'
his Londonofficesailing
23d to
survey the two theatre projects.
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SHORT PRODUCT
PLAYING BROADWAY
Week of September 11
CAPITOL
Glimpses of Peru MGM
CENTRAL
His Pest Girl
Educational
Strike! You're Out Educational
CRITERION
Queens of Harmony Paramount
Postal Union
Vitaphone
The Lyin' Tamer Vitaphone
MUSIC HALL
March of Time, No. I RKO Radio
PARAMOUNT
Song of the Islands Paramount
Morning,
Noon and Night Paramount
Club
RIALTO
The Affairs of Pierre Educational
Swing Wedding
MGM
RIVOLI
Mickey's Amateurs
Comical
Oddities of Ye United Artists
Goode Olde Days Carl S. Clancy
ROXY
MontagueAl theFalfaMagnificent
Farmer
in Trailer . Educational
Life
Educational
Mexican Mural
Twentieth Century-Fox
STRAND
Long Bright Land Vitaphone

Paralysis Cases
Seen Decreasing
Exhibitors in areas swept with fear of
infantile paralysis epidemics looked forward
to a return to normal grosses within the
near future after health officials this week
reported
ber of newa widespread
cases of the decline
disease. in the numThere were only a few places in Kansas
where schools did not open on schedule and
the State Board of Health allayed many
fears by announcing that there were approximately 2about
5 cases 60under
quarantine
whereas in 1930
new cases
were
being reported weekly.
Chicago exhibitors failed in their efforts
to lift the ban on theatre attendance by children under 16 in conferences with health authorities who said precautions must remain,
New Exchange
although the number of cases has declined.
Ontario health officials announced steady
improvement in the poliomyelitis situation
can be expected. The opening of schools
has
been deferred in several communities
Plans System
are being draftedPlanned
in Hollywood for until September 20th and the ban against
a national company to provide exchanges admission of children to theatres in LonBarrie and Simcoe is to be continued
in key cities for the product of several inde- until don,
the same date.
pendent producers. Under the plan, the
product of producers now using the state
Because of loss of business, three houses
rights system would be grouped under one
downorganization controlling bonded exchanges. in Omaha
town housesclosed.
reportedOperators
business ofhadthedropped
Herbert Silverberg, Buffalo attorney, has off 50 per cent.
drawn up the plans and the first company
Business has been affected similarly in
to accept them was Reliable Pictures, which Illinois and Wisconsin, according to James
is planning to release 30 pictures during the Coston, theatre zone manager for Warner
Brothers.
1937-'38 season.
Mr. Silverberg declined to discuss the plan
Discovery of a single case of the disease
but said he will leave shortly for a tour of in Muskegon, Michigan resulted in children
key centers to line up exchanges.
being barred from theatres.
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'his year's SMASH HITS are from
UNITED ARTISTS

Extended playing time in every single spot where, she's been dated, including New York, Boston, Rochester, New Orleans, Niagara Falls, Houston,
Pittsburgh, Atlantic City, Reading, Dayton, Los Angeles, Providence,
Buffalo, Troy, Charleston, W. Va., Cleveland, Lawrence, Bridgeport,
Pitts field, Louisville, St. Louis and Dallas. In San Francisco the United
Artists Theatre wasn't big enough so she's in day-and-date at the the Embassy too. Second week at both houses and breaking every known money
record. Third smash week at the Liberty in Seattle! Third week Aldine in
Philadelphia — already more than 472 extra playing days for "Stella," and
she's just started!
SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

presents

with BARBARA
STANWYCK
• JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY
ALAN HALE • BARBARA O'NEIL
Directed by KING VIDOR
Written by OLIVE H1GGINS PROUTY • Dramatization by HARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE and GERTRUDE PURCELL
Screen Play by Victor Heerrnan and Sarah Y. Mason

rmt the Rivoli in New York the
biggest first week since 1929.
When 17,500 people buy tickets in a single day at a 2,000
seat house, you can do your
own mathematics. Fourth week
and still turning 9em away. In
Chicago it topped any previous
U. A. release by $7,000 for its
first seven days at the United
Artists Theatre where it's now
in its second tremendous week.
And the same success story repeated in Saratoga, Atlantic
City, Chicago and Milwaukee.
Its spectacular performance
forced hold- overs too in Hart'
ford, New Haven, Louisville,
and thirty other cities.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

Starring

presents

WW)

SYLVIA
SIDNEY with • JOEL McCREA
HUMPHREY BOGART-WENDY BARRIE-CLAIRE TREVOR-ALLEN JENKINS
Based on the play by SIDNEY KINGSLEY . As produced by NORMAN BEL
GEDBES' Screen play by LILLIAN HELLM AN- Directed fcyWILLIAM WYLER

Into the tills of Radio City Musi* Hall it clicked $105,359 in seven short day,. . . with the
second
iveek hold-over figure not far behind the fir, t victorious stanza. And i,Cs set some' stunning new styles
in
records at it, pre-release mm in Saratoga -Atlantic Chy—Asbury Park-Denver. National
release
date September 17th . . . then watch it in other situation*, large and small!
WARNER
WALTER

WAN

BAXTER

. JOAN

BENNETT

GIB'S

with
IN TECHNICOLOR

H E L F: N V I IS S 0 N • M I S C H A AVER
A L A N M 0 W B R A Y • J E R 0 ME COWA N
MARJORIE CATESON • ALMA 'KROGER • POLLY ROWLES
V1GTOK YOUNG and his or. h^ira • Dimied by IRVING CUMMlNGS
THE WALTER W ANGER MODELS "The Most Photographed Girls in the World"

/

. . . even

louder

than it did when
David O. Selznick
gave you "A Star
Is Born". For
now

RONALD

COLMAN

with
MARY
ASTOR
MADELEINE
C. AUBREY SMITH
DAVID NIVEN
RAYMOND
MASSEY
CARROLL
Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of Anthony Hope's novel
Produced by DAVID 0. SELZNICK

you've got

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, Jr.
Presented by Selznick International

• Directed by JOHN CROMWELL

T Radio City Music Hall its take of $21,400 on its first Sunday set a new Sunday record
in both attendance and cash. And the next day its $22,109 established the all time record for
a single day's receipts when a midnight show was not included .. J* Way over $125,000
for the first week. Terrific business in Oklahoma City, Dallas, Atlantic City. Held over in
ev
every
spot where it has opened oo far. Destined to be one of the giant grossers of all lime!
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\oan
BLONDELL

HOWARD

STAND-IN
BOGART
with HUMPHREY
ALAN MOWBRAY- MARIA SHELTON • C. HENRY CORDON-JACK CARSON
DIRECTED BY TAY GARNETT • Screenplay by Gene Towne and Graham Baker
Based on the Sat. Eve. Post Story by Clarence Budington Kelland
A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION

52nd

STREET

IAN HUNTER * LEO CARRILLO * PAT PATERSON
ELLA LOGAN * SID SILVERS ' ZASU PITTS
MARLA SHELTON
• DOROTHY PETERSON
COLLETTE LYONS • AL SHEAN and
KENNY BAKER
Directed by Harold Young
A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION

LOMBARD

Nothing

MARCH

Sacred

with CHARLES WINNINGER • WALTER CONNOLLY
Produced by David O. Selznick • Directed by William Wellman
Adapted by Ben Hecht from the Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by James H. Street
In Technicolor
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Carl Brisson May Star
In Danish Production
by KRIS WINTHER
in Copenhagen
Carl Brisson, Danish actor who has
worked chiefly in England and United
States, may star in a Danish picture, it was
revealed upon the return from London of
Arne Weel, producer associated with Asa
Production Company.
Should negotiations be consummated, it is
considered likely that the picture would be
produced in cooperation with a Swedish
producer, as Mr. Brisson is quite popular in
Sweden.
NBC Time Sales
Up 15% for August
Time sales of the National Broadcasting
Company network for August increased 15
per cent over the same month last year and
2.9 per cent over the preceding month for
this year.
year's August
sales totaledfor$2,784,977
as This
compared
with $2,422,431
August,
1936, and $2,707,450 for July, 1937. At the
same time total sales for the first eight
months of 1937 ran 21.6 per cent above the
corresponding period last year.
Elliott-Ward Acquires
Two More, Remodels Others
Elliott-Ward Enterprises of Lexington,
Ky., has purchased the Palace and leased
the Grand, both of Aurora, Ind., Anna Bell
Ward of the company announces. The circuit
has also purchased property in Shelbyville,
Ind., on which it plans construction of an
800-seat house.
The company is also remodeling several
of its other theatres : the Kentucky, Somerset, at a cost of $23,000; the Glenn, Georgetown, Ky., $7,500; the Lyric, Versailles,
$5,000. It will also spend about $15,000 on
the recently acquired Grand and Palace.
Andrea Leeds Gets Lead
Andrea Leeds, who had been loaned to
RKO Samuel
for "StageGoldwyn,
Door" after
a controversy
with
has been
assigned
to the romantic lead in "The Goldwyn Follies." Miss Leeds had declined a role in
"Woman Chases Man," Goldwyn production. Her first role under the Goldwyn banner was in "Come and Get It."
UA Plan Under Way
A new rental plan for accessories has
been inaugurated by United Artists. Savings of from 35 to 50 per cent can be effected on the advertising matter that is included in the new plan, according to Harry
D. Buckley, vice-president.
Theatres in Feud with Press
The battle between newspapers and theatres in Lincoln, Neb., is still raging with
the latest offensive an eight-page throwaway
calledtheatres
"Moviefor News,"
being distributed by
the
their publicity.
At the suggestion of Boyd Martin, motion
picture critic of the Louisville Courier- Journal, United ofArtists'
year book ofwasLouisville.
placed in
the library
the University
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In Better Theatres
Issue This Week
In a Monastery Garden of the
15th Century: Art page on a
unique British theatre.
A Portfolio of Recent Theatre
Designs: Five theatres in various
sections of the country, described
and pictured.
How Air Systems Should Provide
for Proper Distribution.
Maintenance Tabs.
Equipment
Lighting. for Auditorium DownA Arc
New Lamp.
Model Suprex Projection
A New Type Curtain Control
Machine.
A Complete Sound System in Three
Models.
Increased Efficiency in Copper Oxide
Rectification Units.
Selection
and Application of Acoustic Materials.

41
Academy Casting Directory
Makes Fourth Appearance
The fourth issue of the Players Directory
Bulletin, published every two months by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, includes the photographs and credits
of 910 free lance artists in addition to the
term contract players of the 19 studios participating inthe current issue. All told there
are more than 1900 photographs, representing about two-thirds of all artists currently
engaged in production at both major and
independent studios, says the foreword, by
Academy.
Donald Gledhill, executive secretary of the
Jacktive ofH.the S.Directory.
Fuld is New York representa-

LeRoy Joins Ranks
Of Color Producers
Mervyn LeRoy has announced that he is
joining the ranks of producers who have
turned
Scandal,"
which togetsTechnicolor,
under way"Food
this formonth
with
Carole Lombard and Fernand Gravet in the
top roles,
will be the first of LeRoy's Technicolor pictures.
A. H. Blank Regains
Paramount, Omaha
Following settlement of differences, control of the Paramount, Omaha, which has
been
closed and in receivership since last
Philadelphia Educators To
May, has returned to A. H. Blank Theatre
Corporation, Harry Monsky, attorney, said
Adapt Films for Classrooms
An experimental adaptation of the motion lastTheweek.Omaha National Bank became repicture to classroom-instruction of pupils in
for the house last spring on the
the
mid-'teens
will year
be tried
out charge ceiverthat
the Blank Corporation of
duringearlytheandcurrent
academic
in three
schools in the Philadelphia area. The pro- Omaha was in default on $250,000 in bonds,
owed $7,500 in rent to Creighton Univerm issponsoredandbywill
the beProgressive
ersgraAssociation
introduced Teachat the
sity, owed $12,600 on back taxes and was
$5,000 in arrears on the bond sinking fund.
Friends'
Central
School,
Oak
Lane
School
and the Cheltenham Township High School.
Selected sequences from regularly dis- Peskay Predicts High
tributed motion pictures, it is announced,
for Grand National
will be shown to "help adolescents solve their Sales
Grand National observed its first annipersonal problems and develop a keen inversary last week with the prediction by
sight into human relations and needs."
Edward J. Peskay, vice-president, that the
Dietrich Ohio Censor
company's
sales for the 1937-38
woulddomestic
total $10,000,000.
E. N. Dietrich, assistant state director of season
The concern expects to have half the
education, has been named head of the state
censor board of Ohio. He succeeds E. L. season's 65 releases ready by December 1st,
Mr. Peskay said. Work has been completed
Bowsher, who resigned to accept super- on
the new studio at Santa Monica Boulevision of the Toledo public schools.
vard, Hollywood, enabling the company to
make
eight pictures simultaneously.
MGM Assigns Doyle
Larry Doyle, formerly known in Hollywood as Edward Flanagan, has been as- Acquire
Foreignand Films'
Arthur Mayer
Joseph Rights
Burstyn have
signed to the romantic lead opposite Vir- acquired
the American release rights to
ginia Bruce in MGM's "Bad Man of Brim- eight foreign pictures. The films will be ofduring titles
the first
season.feredThe
of sixhalfof ofthe the
eight'37-'38
picstone."
Jungle Film To Be Released
t
u
r
e
s
a
r
e
:
"The
Lower
Depths,"
"Girls'
"Manhunters
the Caribbean,"
drama
which hasof been
more thanjungle
two Club," "Whirlpool," "Shadows of the Past "
years in production, is ready for release by "War for Button," and "Sacred India."
Inter-Continent Film Corp., controllers of Markey Is Associate Producer
its distribution in this country.
Gene Markey will be associate producer
for
"Sally,thisIrene
which Centurywill be
Staff Increased
produced
monthand byMary,"
Twentieth
Fox.
Charles Levy, Sidney Gans, and Elliott
Stark, former newspapermen, have been
Imperial Pictures has named George
added to United Artists exploitation force.
Moesser sales head in Buffalo and Albany.
Mr. Levysociatedand
recently and
as- He
is former
branch manager for United
with theMr.NewGansYorkwereAmerican
Artists
in Buffalo.
Mr. Stark was with WNYC.
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Stage Door
(RKO Radio)
Human Interest
In Motion Picture Herald, August 14, in
an article anticipating this production, was
written :
"There is a formula which, when properly
applied, presages — or so Hollywood believes — a
successful motion picture. Its principal components are: a good story, a quality cast, skillful
direction and intelligent production. RKORadio is compounding these elements into its
screen version of the Broadway stage play,
'Stage
Door.' " the article read:
Continuing,
"Thematically
the photoplay
with theof
drama, romance, humor,
ecstasy deals
and tragedy
girls who hitch their wagons to the star of theatrical fame. It crystalizes the struggles_ of 20
girls, rich and poor, talented and otherwise, all
aflame with the desire to succeed. The spotlight is focused
most sharply
upon two."
Further
it remarked
:
"A few words may be appropriate in regard
to Miss Hepburn's attitude toward her present
assignment. Since 'Little Women,' and with
the exception of 'Alice Adams,' she has appearedpictures.
either as the
woman orbears
in cosThissuffering
markedtumeresemblance
totimethe herone role
she had ina
'Morning Award.
Glory,' which
won herhas the
Academy
A realization
come1933to
Miss Hepburn that her popularity has ebbed ;
also has come a determination to recoup her
lostTheprestige."
observations were made at a time when
the picture had reached about the halfway mark
in production. They were made when a series
ofset visits
on thea "Stage
Door"
led toandtheconversations
conviction that
great picture
was in the process of manufacture.
Tuesday evening, September 7, the same observer witnessed a public preview of "Stage
Door" at the Pantages theatre, Hollywood. It
must bementsreported
that in composition
elestated as necessary
to a picturethe were
included in a manner that precludes criticism.
The spotlight
plot is asis described
with a onethirdexception
the
focused upon
girl, and—
Andrea Leeds, who, in addition to endowing the
picture with a spiritual quality that reaches
into the most sympathetic human emotions,
emerges as a star who should win a high place.
The ccomment
Hepburn
omes a concreteconcerning
fact. Her Miss
inspired
work be-in
this film eradicates
memory
of
all
the
flat,
mechanical performances that have intervened
since her first brilliant appearances.
Fine as is Miss Hepburn's work, Ginger
Rogers'
equally good.
ing as aisstandard
and anAccepting
incentive,thistoo,screenMiss
Rogers needs no Astaire nor dancing shoes for
companions
of
her
future
screen
career.
A
matiste with a wastrel comedy flair, she drahas
been born anew, as was Miss Hepburn, and
with the same impressiveness that Miss Leeds
arose to her opportunity.
"Stage Door" may be expected to prove a
popular and profitable attraction for the simple reason that it includes the kind of understandable,vast
believablemajority
human likes
interest
ment that the
to seeentertainon the
screen. That quality is its inherent showman-

ship. Not only is it what the sophisticates think
they want, but it is what the common, ordinary
folk know they want. Otherwise a preview
audience, composed predominantly of common
ordinary folk, would not have interrupted the
flow of the film so many times with applause
appreciative of some finely delineated lines of
dialogue, situation or characterization. Nor
would an audience of common, ordinary folk
come so close to raising the roof with applause
upon the finale had not the picture been what
they knew they wanted.
Tersely, "Stage Door" approaches the essence
of universal
screenRather
entertainment.
It's not ofa
prestige
picture.
it is a combination
those elements which justify any exhibitor in
announcing that he has an attraction which he
is proud to present. Any exhibitor who knows
why he is in the business should know how to
sell it so that it will produce the maximum
amount of audience satisfaction and the conseCarthy.quent expanded financial returns. — Gus Mcand distributedDirected
by RKO-Radio.
Produced
byProduced
Pandro
by Gregory
Screen
play S.byBerman.
Morrie Ryskind and
Anthony LaCava.
Veiller.
From theman. play
by Ednaby Ferber
George S.Musical
KaufPhotographed
Robert and
de Grasse.
director,
Roydressing
Webb.by Art
director,
VanRecorded
Nest Pol-by
glase.
Set
Darrell
Silvera.
John
L. Cass.
by William
Anderson,
assistantEditeddirector.
P. C. A.Hamilton.
CertificateJames
No.
3486. Running
time,
90October
minutes8, when
seen
in Hollywood.
Release
date,
1937.
General
audience classification.
Terry
RandallCAST Katharine
Joan
Maitland
Ginger Hepburn
Rogers
Anthony
Powell
Adolphe
Linda
Shaw
Gail Menjou
Patrick
Catherine
Luther
Constance
Kayo
Hamilton
AndreaS. Collier
Leeds
Henry
Sims
Samuel
Hinds
Judith
Canfield FranklinLucille
Ball
Harcourt
Pangborn
Bill
William
Corson
Richard
Carmichael
Pierre
Watkin
Butch
Grady Reicher
Sutton
Stage
director
Frank
Hattie
Phyllis
Eve
EveKennedy
Arden
Annie
".
Ann Miller
Mary
Lou
Margaret
Early
Dizzy
Jean Rouverol
Mrs. Brent
Orcutt
Elizabeth
Dunne
Olga
Norma
Drury
Ann Braddock
Jane Rhodes
Susan
Peggy O'Donnell
Madeline
Harriett
Brandon
CastKatharine
of stageAlexander.
play — Ralph Forbes, Mary Forbes,
Huntley Gordon.

September 18

19 3 7

This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
But thethe stage
boy and
girl
quarrel.atre'sItfinancial
lookswelfare.
as though
wedding
is going to be a bust, until the boy suffers a
change of heart and lets love find its way.
For names,
film presents
Charles
Rogers,
Betty theGrable,
Ned Livingstone,
Sparks,
Porter"Buddy"
Lee
Bowman
and Mary
who,Hall,in
her
debut,
is
not
the
picture's
star.
Assisting
them are the radio personalities, Fibber McGee
and Molly, Rufe Davis, whose vocal imitations of sound
effectsCecil
provoked
the most Wally
spontaneous applause,
Cunningham,
Vernon, Romo Vincent and Jerry Bergen.
Though the entertainment quality of the film
is not of such high grade as to cause anyone
to go around boasting, it is fairly amusing.
Besidestiallynames,
the show includes
several poteneffective exploitation
possibilities.
Previewed in the Paramount theatre, Los
Angeles. The crowd, which had been watching
"Souls at Sea," did not evidence much interest
in the picture as a picture. If it expected someMary appear
Livingstone
it did notof
get it.thingItspecial
did,from
however,
appreciative
the efforts of Fibber McGee and Molly atui
Rufe
Davis.—
M.
Produced
and G.distributed
Paramount.
Produced
byYoungerman,
Mel Shauer.
Directed
byby Robert
assistant
director.
ScreenJ. Florey.
play by Joseph
Grant
Garret,
Seena
Owen
and
Howard
Green.
Based
onand a lyrics
story byby Maxwell
Shane
and BillSamThomas.
MusicAl
Frederick
Hallander,
Coslow,
Siegel
and Jock
and Georgeby Harry
Gray. Fishbeck.
Ann Bauchens.
film editor.
Photographed
P. C.
A. Certificate
No.
3533.
General when
audience
classification.wood.Running
time,
70
minutes
HollyRelease date. September 17, seen
1937.in Genera!
audience classification.
CAST
Brad Morrow
Morgan
Charles "Buddy"
Rogers
Jane
Betty
Grable
Inky
Ned Sparks
FibberWells
McGee and Mollv Jim and Marian
Jordan
S.Stu J.Randall
Crawford
Porter
Hall
Bowman
Miss Eberhardt
Cecil LeeCunningham
Bumps
Wally
Vernon
Trumps
Romo
Vincent
Mumps
Jerry
Sound
man
Rufe Bergen
Davis
Maxine effects
Barry
Mary Livingstone

Music for Madame
(RKO
Radio)Musical
Nino Martini
Nino Martini's
is theasset
dominating
entertainment
and singing
showmanship
of this
picture. Though well produced to include some
novel twists in situations and dialogue, and
This Way Please
to permit the delivery of several above average
(Paramount)
character performances, the story is a formula
affair. Even at that it stacks up as satisfactory
Girl-Meets-Boy
the massesto asthe Martini's
singingIn idea this is light, romantic, musical comedy. amusement
should proveforattractive
more intelligent
The major locale is a theatre featuring a stage strata.
show, where the usherettes are regimented with
The
locales
are
Hollywood
and
environs.
military precision. A girl, seeking a chorus job,
plot concerns a young immigrant Italian
lands in the service corps. The band leader- The
singer and a girl and the experiences which
master of ceremonies sees her, his romantic in- befall
both when
become inromantically
atclinations are piqued and, noting that she has
Innocentlytheyinvolved
a jewel theft,
talent, he demands that she be given a chance. with feartached.
of
gang
vengeance
preventing
him
A sour-faced
publicityskipdirector
symparevealing his identity, the boy cannot
thetic head usherette
in andandout,a and
the from without
exposing himself. Meantime, the
result is that the girl is fired and the band sing
girl
finds
her efforts to win recognition as a
leader quits. Business slumps, but the publicity composer blocked
at every turn.
man and the head usherette suggest the girl
Treatedsumes a definite
in light,Hollywood
airy fashion, the show yet
ashave an opportunity and they plan a stage wed{Continued on page background,
44)
ding to reunite the pair for love and the the-
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(Continued from page 42)
at the same time does not become a typical
Hollywood picture. To help the girl attain
her ambitions as a composer and for a screen
career,self up the
singerthatwould
willingly
in order
the girl
might give
claim himthe
$25,000 reward offered for his capture and
thus finance himself. But complications ensue
which bring in a radio broadcasting vocal duel
and an appearance at a Hollywood Bowl concert, before
singer clears
girl's
abilities
aretherecognized
and himself,
the realthecrooks
captured.
. Previewed in the Village theatre, Westwood.
While handling of the sound control apparatus
during the early reels of the film caused Martin's voicethis
to and
soundapplauded
distorted,all the
audience
overlooked
his numbers.
Though impressed by the quality of production,
the audience gave indication that the story did
not always hold its attention. Nevertheless,
the filmjorityshould
satisfactory
of cases, prove
especially
if patronsin the
are manot
led to expect too much. — G.M.
Produced
and
distributed
by
RKO-Radio.
Jesse
Lasky producer. Directed by John Blystone. ScreenL.
play byinal story
Gertrude
Purcell Harari.
and Robert
Origby Robert
MusicHarari.
and
lyrics
by
Rudolf
Friml,
Gus
Kahn,
Herbert
Magidson.
Allie
Wrubel,
Nathaniel
Shilkret
and
Edward
Cherkose.
Nathaniel
Shilkret,Desmond
musical Marquette,
director. Van
Nest Polglase,
art director.
film
editor. Edward
Donahue,
assistant
director.
Photog
r
a
p
h
e
d
b
y
Joseph
August.
Special
effects
by Vernon
L. Walker. P. C. A. certificate number 3500.
Runtime, Oct.
75 minutes
in Hollywood.
Releasening date,
8, 1937. when
Generalseenaudience
classification.
CAST
Tonio Maretti
Nino Martini
Jean
Nora Clemens
Burns.. JoanLee Fontaine
Patrick
Rodowski
Alan
Tenor
ErikMowbray
Rhodes
Rollins
Bradley
Page
Harding
Frank
Conroy
Fleugelman
Alan
Hale
Krause
Billy Mitchell
Gilbert
District
Attorney
Grant
Goodwin
Lee Patrick

the
editing than
scenarists'
treatment.
The fault
film ofis further
damaged
by inferior
photography, whichepisodes.
resembles early American efforts in many
The supporting cast responds well to the
direction of Alexander Zarkhi and Joseph
Heifeitz, hitherto unknown in Soviet film circles, and is nicely paced and intelligent. Partitling iticularly
sgood. important to a foreign picture, the subReviewed at the Cameo Theatre, New York,
which lias an all-Russian film policy. An audience, composed of what seemed left-wing sympabythizers, waLenfilm
s attentive.and— Kermit
Kahn.Amkino.
Produced
distributed
Directors,
Alexander
ZarkhiRakhmanov.
and JosephbyScenario
Heifeitz.by
From
the
story
by
Leonid
David
Miss Rakhmanov,
Mr. Zarkhi
and Mr.
Heifeitz.Deli,Musical
score by Nikolai
Timofeev.
Releaseutes.date,General
September
1937. Running time, 94 minaudience5, classification.
CAST Martha
Professor
Polezhayev
Nikolai Cherkassov
His
wife
Bocharov
BorisDomasheva
Livanov
Vorobiev,
tutor
in
the
university
Zhakov
Kuprianov
AlexanderOttoMelnikov

Baltic Deputy
(Amkino)
Melodrama
The emphasis upon scientific biography toward which Hollywood lately has been turning
has crossed the Pacific to impress ■ Russian
minds in "Baltic Deputy." This picture, called
Russia's greatest domestic success since "Chapayev" andRussians
reportedsinceto itshave
80,000,000
releasebeenlastseen
spring,by
may
be
called
the
Russian
"Zola"
or
"Pasteur."
Although handicapped by the usual Asian technicalraphydefects,
it is a moving
and creditable
biogof a Bolshevik
scientist
and a notable
advance for the Soviet screen. Reversing their
customary technique, the Soviet film-makers
have subordinated propaganda to entertainment
and, in doing so, have achieved better results.
Propaganda is by no means absent, but it is
done deftly and to dramatic advantage such as
the telephone conversation the scientist has
with Lenin, and the speech he makes before
a Communist
gathering upon being elected poFleet. litical delegate by the sailors of the Baltic
"Baltic with
Deputy"
is primarily
a portrait
of a
scientist
whatever
revolutionary
messages
to be delivered given through the personalized
medium which biography affords. It is based
on the life of Klement Timiriazev, Soviet plant
physiologist, who joined the Revolution at the
price of scorn from his colleagues and danger
to his career. The picture is primarily episodic,
carrying
its chiefandcharacter
his deser-of
tion by friends
students through
to recognition
his service by the Soviet state. In the portrayal
of the 75-year-old scientist, the performance of
32-year-old
distinguished,
depicting a Nikolai
characterCherkassov
more than istwice
his own
age. The awe in which he, as a great scientist
in his own right, is made to stand at the mention of Lenin's name
injuresthought-controls
the strength of are
the
character,
political
inevitable inbutRussian
pictures.
"Baltic
is marredwhichby seemed
a somewhat
jerky
and Deputy"
fitful continuity
more
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Saturday's
Heroes
(RKO
Football Radio)
Story
Fall months without football pictures would
be similar to and as unreal as a summer without sun. As the sports pages begin to feed
their readers reams of detailed copy as to the
heroes and goats, picture production hitches
its wagon to the excitement. Most of the
hitchings in past years have proved entertaining, a lot of them have made money. There
doesn'tshould
seem fare
to beotherwise.
any reason why this season's
crop
RKO-Radio is first in the field with the
annual topical feature. In most ways "Saturday's Heroes"
pretty who
much gets
the same
as its
ancestors.
Theis player
big headed,
openly lege,scalps
tickets,
and
is
tossed
out
of
colis there. So are the hard boiled coach,
the girlof who
can't understand
it all,games,
the stock
shots
spectacular
plays in real
and
the finale in which the derided underdogs wallop the favorites. One thing is novel and
timely. The film comes out boldly and begs
colleges to cease being unethically respectable
and pay the boys who draw the big gates.
Regardless of the merits of the players in
the show, and
of somelooms
of them
are commendable, thethose
preachment
as the
most
important exploitation lead. Intended to stir
up controversy, those exhibitors who know
how jectto withstirwhich
up controversy
have antreated,
ideal subto deal. Properly
the
argument that can be whipped up on the pros
and cons of direct financial subsidization can
attract more attention than any other element
in the film.
Previewed at the RKO-Hillstreet theatre,
Los Angeles,
September
the
audience
saw the
main title10.and Asfirstsoonfew asshots,
it knew what it was in for. It seemed to like
what was delivered, for. as far as this obcould notice,
was only
walkout andserverthat
was anthere
old lady
who, one
naturally,
could not be expected to have much interest
in football or what happened to any of Saturday's heroes.'
— distributed
G.M. by RKO-Radio. Produced
and
byProduced
Robert
Sisk.Yawitz,
DirectedCharles
by Edward
play
by
Paul
KaufmanKilly.
and Screen
David
Story by George
Templeton.
Photographed
bySilverstein.
Nicholas
Musuraca.
Frederic
Knudtson,
editor.
P. C. A. certificate number 3560. Generalfilmaudience
classification.
Running date:
time, Sept.
59 minutes
when General
seen in
Hollywood.classification.
Release
23, 1937.
audience
CAST
Val
Van Marsh
Heflin
Frances
Marian
Red
Watson
Richard
Lane
Burgeson
Alan
Bruce
Doc
Thomas
Minor
Watson
Dubrowsky
Frank
Jenks
Sam
Willie Miller
Best
Coach
Banks Crawford
Walter
Baker
Weaver
President
Hammond
George
Irving
Calkins
John
Freshman
Dick Arledge
Hogan
Andy
Jones
St. John
President
Mitchell Charles AlTrowbridge

September

18, 1937

The Mutiny of the Elsinore
(Argyle-ABP
Sea Melodrama British)
Jack hasLondon's
novelin silent
is extremely
known,
been filmed
film form, well
and
its subject matter is colorful and offers action
plus. In these facts and the further one that
the producers of this British adaptation have
achieved very fine pictorial effects by the use
ofofficea genuine
values. "windjammer" are the main boxThe pictures of the ship under full sail in fine
weather, and fighting its way through a gale
while its crew furl sail, are impressive and
beautiful. Clever camera work also shows just
what work was done in the rigging and at the
masthead of these sailing ships. Dramatically,
the production does not reach anything like a
comparable
level seem
and very
the much
sea-brutes
London described
tamer onwhomthe
screen.
Jack Pathurst, a novelist, takes a trip on the
sailing
ship Elsinore,
search
local when,
color
for
his next
book. He infinds
it inofplenty
after a sailor has gone mad, the Captain is
mysteriously
mate, Pike, isstabbed,
shot, andthethehard-driving
writer is leftfirstin
charge
of
the
ship,
and
the
captain's
with only one or two loyal men to daughter,
help him
against a crew in mutiny, and encouraged by
the second
mate, through,
old enemy
Pike's.
course,
he wins
afterof pistol
battlesOf
the crew and surprise and counter-surprise
inwithabundance.
Over and above the fighting, there is special
interest in the characterization by Michael
Martin-Harvey of a "sea lawyer" among the
crew.sion ofLyn
Harding's
Pike isbya London.
very mild Paul
verthe tough
described
Lukas is the novelist and Kathleen Kelly the
Viewed at a trade show, Piccadilly Theatre,
London. Some unintentional humor was found,
but the pictorial values were enthusiastically
recognized. — Bruce Allan.
girl.
Producedtributedbyin U.K.Argyle
Productions
disby British
Associated
British and
Pictures.
From
theScreen
Jack London
novel.
DirectedMilton.
by RoyCamera,
Lockwood.
play
by
Beaufoy
Bryan
Recordist,
Frankclassification.
Midgley. Running
lime, 77Langley.
mins. General
audience
CAST
Jack
Pathurst LynPaulHarding
Lukas
Pike
Margaret
West
Kathleen
Kelly
Bert Rhyne
Clifford Evans
Charles
Davis
Alichael
Martin-Harvey
O'Sullivan
Devlin
Mr.
Mellaire William
Ben Soutten
Captain
West
Conway
Dixon
Murphy
Pat
Noonan
Shorty
Tony Sympson
Twist
Hamilton
Keene
Benson
.
Alec
Fraser
Wada
Jiro Soneya
Orphan Boy of Vienna
(General Foreign Sales)
Musical Drama
and Choir
softly Boys
sentimental
noteA issimple,
struckspontaneous
by the Vienna
in this
cinematic recital of their internationally famed
musical talents. The historic background of this
scholar cantorum and the educational training of
the youthful
Origi-of
nally founded choristers
in the yearare1498impressive.
by royal edict
the Emperor Maximilian of Austria for the purservices,
the institutionpose ofhasenhancing
nurtured religious
the training
of many
gifted
musicians,pended foamong
them
Franz
Schubert.
r the period of the World War, Susthe
school resumed its existence and reputation
under the sponsorship of Dr. Joseph Schmidt,
philanthropist, and since has won worldwide
recognition. It is reported that the group of
singers
contemplate
States next
January. a concert in the United
In their high, fresh voices the boys sing
the music of Mozart, Schubert, Haendel and
Brahms with an effective accompaniment by the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Moreover, the
acting of the children
effective
(Continued isonas page
46) and as ef-
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(Continued from page 44)
fortless as their vocal renditions. Seen in their
school and on their vacation trip in the Tyrolean
Alps, the students are revealed in a series of
situations that are disarmingly appealing in their
natural revelations of child character. Particularly captivating are the two youngsters, Toni,
who plays the title role, and Hansi, who acts as
his faithful, tiny friend and who will remind
American
audiences
of "Spanky"
The
juveniles
are given
superlativeMcFarland.
assistance
in the understanding and adult performances of
Ferdinand Meyerhofer, Hans Olden and Julia
Janssen.
Theish orphaned
boy Toni
by a puckvagabond street
singer,is adopted
who discovers
the
boy's
singing
ability.
The
lad
is
enrolled
his
guardian in the Vienna Choir Boys School. byHere
he begins his training and here he finds in the
motherly ministrations of Sister Maria the
parental affection
that his lot hadon forestalled.
Accompanying his companions
a holiday jaunt
to the wonderland of the Tyrol, the young Toni
is the happiest he has ever been. It is in this
portion of the story that the film reaches its best
moments of song and beauty. When Sister
Maria misses some money from the accounts,
Toni's
In histoyouthful
spirit ofblessed
devotion,statehe vanishes.
bravely strives
protect
his
beloved
foster-mother
by
the
blame. Dismissed from the school,assuming
the lad runs
away
and
in
his
escape
tumbles
into
a
roaring
mountain stream. Rescued and nursed back to
health, Toni learns that the money has been
found, and soon he is well enough to join the
choir as they embark on a concert tour of the
United _ States. interest points to musical groups
andParticular
Catholic Church societies for whom the
strong religious feeling, the portions of the Mass
sung inside a Cathedral and in the fields and
the wayside shrines carry additional meaning.
A series of English titles is readable for the
story'ssimple
outline
adequate.
There is
also
appealbut forhardly
the average
audience.
Seen
at
a
trade
showing
in
New
York. —
Joseph F. Coughlin, New York.
Produced by Meteorfilm, Vienna. Distributed in the
United States by General Foreign Sales Corp. Director, Max Neufe'd.
Dr. Hermann
George Gruber.
Photographed
by HansMusical
Theyer.score.Story,
Heinz
Ortner. tembRunning
time, 90 audience
minutes. classification.
Release date. Seper 8, 1938. General
CAST
The
Rector
Ferdinand Hans
Meverhofer
Blueml
Olden
Brunner
Franz Schafheitlin
Sister Maria
Janssen
Schmidt
OttoJuliaHartmann
Stepfather
Rudolph Teubler
and ACCOMPANIED
THETHE VIENNA
BOYS.
VIENNA CHOIR
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA BY
Excerpts from Mozart, Schubert, Haendel, Brahms

Captain, who has fought his frigate against the
French, comes searching for smugglers in the
historic village of Dymchurch, on Romney
Marsh in Essex. Real head of the smuggling
organization is the saintly Doctor Syn, vicar
and benefactor of the village, which he has
raised from poverty and endowed with schools
out of his share of the profits of illegal liquor.
The love interest is subsidiary. The murder
of the village schoolmaster, to prevent him be- Stranger Than Fiction, No. 40
traying thincidents,
e smugglers,
one ofthemany
Interesting
tional
apart isfrom
main sensaplot. (Universal)
There is good comedy relief by Graham MofA further supply of odds and ends, calculated
fatt,
G.-B.'s Backgrounds
youthful discovery,
village
simpleton.
of the asolda village,
draw from the spectator words of surprise,
its inn, the marshes and the ancient church are toshows,
for one thing, the weird house of George
admirably convincing.
Raynor who at no extra cost but much effort
A
very
typically
English
picture
and
for
that
and
ingenuity
has built his home from the salvreason likely to interest the American public
age of an automobile graveyard. New York's
which wants something different from Lon- Borough
playsinintothe themiddle
wits' hands
don.At a London Piccadilly theatre trade show by havingof a Brooklyn
fire hydrant
ihe
floor of a retail
liquor store.
Also, it ofseems
its rapid incident, originality and authenticity that there is a parrot by the name of Jimmy
of atmosphere and strong suspense value held down in Atlantic City that likes his beer, and a
throughout
and the final applause was hearty. pet hen (name unknown) who delights in riding
B. A.
the handle
bars homo
of hersapiens,
master'sclever
bicycle.
Produced
by
Gainsborough
Pictures.
Distributed
by on
Finally,
to vindicate
Mr.
Gaumont-British.
From
the novel
by Scenario,
Russell
ThornGunnar Ugland exhibits his delicately done
dike.
Directed
by
Roy
William
Neill.
Roger
wood carving, and Mrs. Lillian Greneker is
Burford. Dialogue, Michael Hogan. Camera, Jack Cox. credited
with the ingenious invention of useful
Recording,
Cameron. Running time, 81 mins. General audienceA. classification.
gadgets to be fixed to the finger tips for varied
CAST
uses
from
beautification to bottle opening. RunDoctor
Syn
GeorgeLockwood
Arliss
Imogene
Margaret
ning time, 9 minutes.
Denis
John
Loder
CaptainJack
Collyer Graham
Roy Emerton
Jerry
Moffatt
Rash
Frederick Burtwell
Mipps
George
Merritt Paramount Pictorial, No. 2
Squire
Cobtree
Athole
Stewart
Doctor Pepper
Wilson Coleman (Paramount)
Ihe Bos'un
Wally Patch
Interesting
The
Mulatto
Meinhart
Maur Very
Unveiling some interesting statistics about the
Mrs. Waggetts
Muriel George horse,
the camera, to the accompaniment of
Ward Wilson's
narrative,
visits all Amanner
breeds
in all kinds
of endeavors.
pictorialof
Radio Patrol
study lineofof Nova
plungingScotia
surf isagainst
the
rugged
(Universal)
enhanced by thecoastever
Serial
pleasing voice of David Ross. And finally in the
There should be juvenile jubilation when once field of science and industry the camera follows
it is noised around that the popular, syndicated step by step the making of a gramophone record.
newspaper comic strip as designated in the title Duke Ellington and his orchestra provide the
of this serial has been given rich and exciting rhythm that is perpetuated in wax. Running
handling in film form.
time, 10 minutes.
The elaboration of the plot is done with a
sense of what will appeal to the discriminating
exactingaction
standards
the country's
legion Hawaiian Capers
ofand youthful
fans.ofsupplied
There
isbyfast
move(Universal)
Uninteresting
ment, abaffling mystery
a missing
scientific
formula
and a spy
a hard fisted
and nimble
footedcounter-spy
officer, andmotif,
not
A generally haphazard and weakly interesting
vaudeville turns has been incortoo muchportant ooffall,thethereyoung
heroine.
Most dog
im- collectionporateofd into the
are aladyfaithful
and clever
makeup of this short subject.
and a young lad, just the age of the most ardent Spotted in a night club setting, the talent
serial followers, who figures prominently in the parades its usual song and dance act routine. Jean
plot manipulations. The action, well seasoned Sargent and Ralph Kirbery, both from the radio
with thrill packed situations easily calculated waves, sing some uninspired tunes. There is a
portion of anaemic comedy supplied by Harry
and followed,
with thea murder
entist who hasbegins
just devised
formula offora scithe Savoy. Marshall Montgomery and his ventrilomanufacture of flexible steel. Various groups quistic
dummy foil will not alienate many of
implicated number a wily band of dark hued "Charlie McCarthy's" devoted public. The Leslies, together with Marion Wilkins and Jack
rascals, an unscrupulous industrialist, the hero- Walters,
none too distinguished dance
ine's problem
brother and ofeven
that little
ladyto unravel
herself. steps. Lei offer
Keli, with an undulating grass skirt,
It iswhole
the
the Radio
the
mess. Grant
WithersPatrol
shoulders
this and the softly strumming Tahitians, are the local
assignment.
by Mickey
color 17necessary
minutes. for the title's caption. Running
schler, as the Heson isof assisted
the murdered
inventorRentand time,
his dog pal, Silver Wolf. Catherine Hughes
is the misunderstood girl. Each chapter approximates 20 minutes. — Release date, Oct. 4, 1937. Peeping Penguins
(Paramount)
Polar Cartoon
Popular Science, No. I
Four sertedinquisitive
come and
upon against
a de(Paramount)
house in thepenguins
polar regions
Excellent
the warnings of an older penguin they enter the
through the chimney, .and run into plenty
The continue
"Popular their
Science"
this new ofhousetrouble.
The climax comes when a box of
series
high subjects
grade ofinexcellence,
fireworks is set off. Ducking and hiding from
presenting
interesting
material
pleasingly
illustrated and photographed in beautiful color. In the bombardment the four penguins find haven
in a stove, only to have a rocket come through
California
a newwith
industry,
angora recording
rabbit ranching, is viewed
the camera
the the pipe and carry them through the roof. They
wind up in the snow. A moving object attracts
shearing, lweaving
and
the
finished
product
as
ilustrated bygirl models. Other subjects treated their attention. On investigation the object
are the newest achievements in maritime safety proves to be a huge bear, and the penguins are
devices for a modern passenger liner, kitchen inquisitive no more. Running time, 10 minutes.

Doctor Syn
(Gainsborough-Gaumont British )
Period Adventure Melodrama
Russell Thorndike, in the opinion of many
English readers, has come closer to the atmosphere of Robert Louis Stevenson than any
other modern writer in the stirring novel of
smuggling
in the isdaysadapted
of knee-breeches,
piracy
and wigs which
in this production
of the G.-B. Gainsborough unit. The film, like
the book, has the authentic atmosphere of bloodcurdling adventure, the plentiful sensational incident and well maintained suspense and the
refreshing freedom from sex and modernity
which makes one feel young again in a world
of lurid but happy make-believe. Anyone who
can still relish "Treasure Island" should find
"Doctor
stimulatingSyn"kind.screen entertainment of a very
With George Arliss exceptionally well cast
as a village clergyman who was once a famous
pirate, story values which offer many chances
for stunting, and an exceptionally realistic atmosphere of England in the days when smuggling was a which,
major inindustry,
Syn" appears
an offering
the right"Dr.localities,
can be
sold as a really original and colorful picture
from England.
A detachment of sailors, acting as revenue
officers under the command of a hard-bitten sea
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gadgets ranging from a hard boiled egg opener
to a cocktail shaker rolling pin, cultivation of
roses byeties, aand man
who has ofdeveloped
new varithe removal
foreign 256objects
from
human bodies. A comic presentation of a
patented hair restorer winds up the reel. Running time, 11 minutes.
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RCA

LOSES

PATENT

ROUND
PACT

Chancellor's Ruling Bars Radio
Corporation from Terminating License Agreement with
Storage Battery Company
by GEORGE L PATZER
in Wilmington
An opinion prohibiting the Radio Corporation of America from terminating a
licensing agreement with the Philadelphia
Storagetion of Battery
Company,
organizathe Philco
Radio parent
and Television
Corporation, whereby the storage battery
concern has the use of basic patents in the
radio industry held by RCA, was handed
down by Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott in
United States district court last week end.
The decision was of utmost importance
to the future of PSB, Philco, and Transitone
Automobile Radio Corporation, involving
an investment of upwards of $14,000,000
and employment of more than I 1,000 persons. Termination of the agreement would
have put PSB out of business, and been a
blow to Philco, which distributes its products through subsidiaries in New York, Illinois and California, and also through
Transitone.
In thesuit70-page
opinion thecovering
bothruled
the
original
and crossbill,
chancellor
there tionwas
no
breach
of
contract
in
the
organizaof Philco as a sales subsidiary of PSB, as
had been charged by RCA, that Philco was not
an agentceived noofdividends
PSB, that
nor the
sharedparent
in thecompany
benefits re-of
Philco, and that PSB does not have to pay
royalties on complete radio receiving sets. The
basis on which royalties should be computed
was one of the larger issues of the action. The
chancellor ruled royalties must be paid on the
PSB price
selling
to Philco RCA
and not
Philco's
sale
to thepricedistributor.
had charged
PSB with organizing Philco in order to reduce
royalty payments to RCA.
Accounting Ordered
Chancellor Wolcott also ordered an accounting of the manufacture of radio sets by PSB
which was requested by both PSB and RCA.
Ruling
claims organized
that Philcofor and
PSB were ontheRCA's
same entity,
the
purpose of reducing the basis on which royalties
should be computed, Chancellor Wolcott declared that Philco and PSB are not "in reality
one"
although the
assembly work
is done
the PSB
in Philadelphia,
salaries
of offi-in
cials wereplant
the same,
relations with
distributors
were identical as were contracts with distributors, conferences and meetings were held jointly
and selling prices were determined through
joint conferences.
"My conclusion is that Philco is neither an
agent, instrumentally,
alter toego, itsor saW
ment of PSB, subject
controldepartand
domination.
Therefore
royalty
is
not computable on the selling price which Philco
Radio
and Television Corporation receives from its
distributors. It is to be computed on PSB's
selling price to Philco."
whereinif theit can
be saidfixesto
be "Ia amfraudunable
on theto see
licensor
licensee
a price he conceives to be most helpful to his
business,"
Ruling onthethechancellor
question wrote.
as to whether PSB is

IN

PHILCO

STANDS,

FOREIGN BUSINESS
FOR 1936 SETS RECORD
Motion picture export business set
a record for 1936 with foreign revenues estimated at $110,000,000 as
compared with $80,000,000 for 193 5,
the Department of Commerce reports.
Last year represented a favorable
trade balance of $104,000,000 over
foreign producers. American payment
for the use of foreign films increased
from
the 193$5,000,000
5 level. to $6,000,000 over
guilty ofmittedanyany default
breach ofofcontract,
compaymentof ofhaving
royalties,
Chancellor
Wolcott
declared,
"There
is
no
tention that any apparatus has been sold to conany
purchaser who has owned a controlling interest
in PSB. Therefore the clause of the paragraph
preceded
by "(1)" ismayparagraph
be ignored."
The paragraph
3 of the supplereads : mental license agreement of Oct. 31, 1930 which
"8. said
In theLicense
eventAgreement
that any asapparatus
licensed
under
hereby modified
shall be sold either (I ) to a corporation, firm or
association which, or individual who, shall own
a controlling interest in your corporation by stock
ownership or otherwise, or (2) to a corporation,
firm or association in which you or ihe stockholders ofyour corporation shall own a controlling
interest by stock ownership or otherwise, the royalties to be paid under said License Agreement in
respect of such apparatus shall be based upon
the invoice price at which such purchaser resells
such apparatus rather than upon your invoice

TILT-

SAYS
COURT
agreement and its subsequent modifications are
to be interpreted as requiring the licensee to pay
royalties on the selling price of complete radio
receiving sets. I do not so interpret the writings.letter
The phrase
'complete 1929,
set' does
appear toin
RCA's
of Oct.
cabinet allowances
; and 29,in its
letterin ofrelation
May 29,
1931, it speaks of a chassis and loud speaker as
anThese
'incomplete
set.'
But
the
phrases
are
expressions do not appear in any RCA's.
agreements to which PSB subscribed. What 'completeing. Inset'onemay sense
meana isreceiver
open toandmisunderstandspeaker conset. ***
completeandradioits
receivingstitute acomplete
set includes
the Acabinet
accessories. A complete radio receiving set
may also be spoken of as a complete set. Thus
'complete set'
than Ifoneit
meaning.
It isis susceptible
of ambiguousto more
import.
occurred in the language of the contract and
was shown to be the language of RCA, the
general rule would require that it be construed
most -strongly against its author.
"But it does not appear in the contract."
"I look to the language of the contract for
interpretative guidance," the chancellor said.
Philco Made Separate Company
PSB brought suit against RCA in May, 1935,
asking for a restraining order to prevent RCA
from terminating the licensing agreement which
allowed PSB to use RCA patents. RCA, in a
cross-suit, maintained PSB violated the agreement since July 30, 1934, when Philco, until
then a 100 per cent subsidiary of PSB, was
organized as a separate corporation and charged
PSBRCAwithasked
dividing
patent company
rights withbe Philco.
the battery
adjudged
as having failed to pay royalties in accordance
with the agreement, that it is in default and
that it be required to account for the full
amount of royalties up to the date on which
the agreements
mightat bethe terminated.
The defendant corporation
time, PSB charged,
had declared its intention of exercising its right
to forfeit the agreement within 30 days.
PSB asked the court to decree that it had not
violated any of the provisions of its license
agreement in the manufacture and sale of radio
apparatus to Philco and Transitone and that
RCA be made to account for all money paid to
itthreat
"under
protest andof duress"
because of the
of cancellation
the agreement.
Chancellor Wolcott later issued a rule on the
defendant corporation directing it to appear to
showbe cause
preliminary
not
issued.why Ina the
meantime injunction
the court should
issued
an order restraining RCA from taking any
further steps towards cancelling the agreement.
Bu+terfield To Rebuild
Plans to rebuild the Garden theatre at
Flint, Mich., are announced by E. C. Beatty,
president of the W. S. Butterfield Theatres,
Inc. A new long-term lease was signed by
the circuit with A. M. Davison, owner of
the property. Work on the theatre will begin in March.
Yiddish Operettas Planned
Six Yiddish film operettas are being
planned by Eron Pictures Corporation,
formed by Arthur Block and Samuel M.
Segal. Sidney M. Goldin will direct.

"your"company.
in the paragraph refer to
the"You"
storageandbattery
"It is understood by RCA, however," the
Chancellor
said,violated.
"that the clause preceded by
price."has been
"(2)"
Traces Organization
1932, PSBandorganized
PRT of(Philco)
with
an "Inauthorized
issued canital
250 shares,
PSB owned all but three of the shares which
qualifying shares were held by directors. It
really owned the entire issue. So long, therefore,
as that situation obtained it is plain that the base
on which PSB was required to pay royalties
was the invoice price at which PRT resold the
purchased apparatus. PRT was organized as
the sales subsidiary, of PSB for home radio
sets. Transitone was organized as a subsidiary
of PSB,mobilebut
not wholly
sell autoradio sets.
So longowned,
as thattorelationship
continued,
PSB
paid
royalties
on
PRT's
sellingof
price, thus complying with the requirements
paragraph
eight
of
the
supplemental
agreement.
But in the case of Transitone, from Jan. 1, 1932,
toof July
30, to1934,Transitone,
it paid royalties
on theat basis
its sales
which were
cost,
and not on the latter's sales to the trade. PSB
finally paid
the basis
of Transitone's
during
those onyears,
after demand
by RCA sales
but
under
protest."
Suit Brought in May, 1935
Ruling that PSB is not required to make
royalty payments on complete radio receiving "Chang,"
Merian will
C. Cooper,
"Grass"
and
produce who
"Theydid Seek
a Counsets, from
Chancellor
Wolcottthe said,
"RCAlicense
contends
that
1928, when
Murdock
was
try," Francis Brett Young's historical novel
granted, down to the present date, the original of the Boer trek, for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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CUTTING
All American Sweetheart
( Columbia)
College Heroics
There sociated
is withnotcollege
a great
of glamour
boatdeal
racing,
although as-of
recent miliar
years
the
public
has
become
fawith the excitement of the watermoresport.
In this those
production,
include
elementsColumbia
and makeis endeavoring
them desirableto
entertainment. The pattern hews quite closely
to that adapted in the topical football pictures.
There's
who does
woulda lot
ratherof
study
thantherow,startheoarsman
girl who
underhanded
things
to
force
him
to,
the
college navy that meets one debacle after another,
the weakling who causes trouble, the gamblers
who try to get this 100 per cent amateur sport
in their clutches, the big fight, and, of course,
the spectacular regatta in which the stroke
who should have been in the hospital flashes
his shell to sensational victory to confound
the
gamblers,
the girl'sof
affections
and reinstate
win the himself
undying ingratitude
the student body and alumni.
The production is based on a story by Robert
E. Kent for which Grace Neville, Fred Niblo,
Jr., and Michael Simmons, all of whom have
been associated with the writing of Columbia
Pictures' isstories,
did the screen play. Lambert
Hillyer
directing.
Scott Colton
is the hero and Patricia Farr
the campus queen. Other principals are Gene
Morgan, James Eagles, Arthur Loft, Joe
Twerp,
Hilliard,
Donald Briggs, Louis
DaPron Ruth
and Frank
C. Wilson.
Release date Oct. 15, 1937.
Tim
Tyler's Luck
(Universal)
Jungle Adventure
Based King
on Lyman
cartoonserves
strip many
with
which
FeaturesYoung's
Syndicate
newspapers,
production
aimedmadedirectly at the this
youngsters
but isis being
not being
in such a juvenile fashion that it might prove
unattractive to adults.
Highly imaginative, it is, thematically, of
adventures in the jungle encountered by Tim
Tyler. Other than having to contend with
fierce beasts whom he eventually makes his
friends laand
up against
the and
vilinies of a allies,
lot of Tim
jungleis bad
men, black
white. But in the end he is a proper hero ;
not only finding his missing father, who dies
in his arms, but being the central figure of
an army which rounds up a regiment of
diamond thieves and ivory safari robbers, and
discovering the fabulous long lost burial ground
of the elephants.
Production technique will vision the spectacular quality of the cartoon and the action
and dialogue of the screen play, prepared by
Wyndham Gittens, Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe, will closely follow the character of
the cartoon story.
Frankie Thomas, accomnlished adolescent
stage player, previously seen in RKO-Radio's
"Wednesday's Child" and "A Dog of Flanwill appear asNorman
Tim. Other
are
Francesders," Robinson,
Willis,players
Anthony

ROOM
Warde, Earl Douglas, Alan Gregg, Edward
Parker,liam Benedict
Kenneth
Mulhall,
and Harlan,
Al Shean.JackForde
Beebe Wiland
Wyndham Gittens are directing.
Release date Oct. 29, 1937.
Thrill of a Lifetime
(Paramount)
Comedy, Music, Dancing
The Yacht Club Boys, Judy, Anne and Zeke
Canova and Ben Blue, who were in "Artists
and Models," will be in "Thrill of a Lifetime."
That should
tainmentestablish
character andthecueproduction's
the type ofenterexploitation. Also in the player roster are Betty
Grable, presently featured in "This Way
Please," Johnny
Downs,Crabbe.
Eleanor Their
Whitney,
Leif
Erikson
and Larry
presence
suggests there will be no lack of romance.
Being spun out of girls, gags, music and
dancing, with several specialties tossed in for
good measure, the production comes under the
production guidance of Fanchon, who made
"Turn Off the Moon."
The action takes place in a summer camp
and all that happens promises to be fresh and
lively. The persons attending the summer
camp all have definite reasons for being there.
Some have an eye to business ; others either
want onetoelseget
married Thethemselves
or have somemarried.
show culminates
with
the presentation of a musical comedy show
which lands everybody on Broadway.
The piece is based on a story by Seena Owen
and Grant Garrett, who had the assistance of
Paul Gerard Smith in transcribing it for
screen purposes. The group is noted for its
ability tologue.concoct
airy credits
situationsareandin diaNot all the<*zy,music
yet,
but several
of
Paramount's
composers and lyricists had a handforemost
in preparing
the tunes. George Archainbaud is directing.
Release date : To be determined.

ever faintly. That the happiness of those she
loved should not be shattered, she paid the
supreme
woman. sacrifice, went to death an unknown
It appears that MGM has placed responsibility for a quality reproduction of Alexplay in has
capable
Sam
Wood, andre
whoBisson's
is directing,
done hands.
other things
than
make
the
recent
Marx
Brothers'
films.
His flair for melodrama is demonstrated by
his direction of "Within the Law," "The Unguarded Hour"Meehan,
and "Stamboul
Quest."
The
adapter,
is no His
novicetreatments
in the field
of vivid John
human interest.
of
"The Divorce," "A Free Soul" and "Strangers
Kiss" didon much
to elevate Norma Shearer
toMaypeerdom
the screen.
The problem of casting, likewise, appears to
have been solved. As "Carrie" in "Valiant
is the she
Wordis for
Gladys George
that
adeptCarrie,"
in handling
the roleproved
of a
woman who finds all the cards stacked against
her.
Her
role
in
"They
Gave
Him
a
Gun"
fitted her to become the latest in the long
line
who have andplayed
"MadamewillX."present
The parts
of "Fleuriot"
ren William and "LaRoche"
Henry Daniel.
John WarBeal
is her son. Others in the list are Reginald
Owen, William Henry, Phillip Reed, Lynne
Carver, Emma Dunn, Luis Alberni, George
Zucco, Cora Witherspoon and Jonathan Hale.
With due respect to the significance of all
credits,
or and
interpretative,
"Madame
X" alwayscreative
has been
probably again
will
be a woman's
picture,showmanship
which requires
the application of special
technique.
Release date: Oct. 27, 1937.

I Met My Love Again
(UA-W anger)
Woman Trouble
Women are difficult for men to understand.
Aware of the psychological condition, women
take advantage
of it. Truth,
Yet mostevenof man's
symbols, Peace, Justice,
the Statue
of Liberty, are represented by women. Only
Madame X
the villain, Mars, is of the male gender.
man's inability
women
(MGM)
theA manner
in whichto heunderstand
is imposed
uponandis
the thematic substance of this quadrangular
A Favorite Tearjerker
romance. Although the subject is being given
Twice,of atmotion
least, picture
"Madameattention.
X" has Thebeenlegitthe a light treatment which should assure consubject
comedy content, it is also being made
imate stage has seen it innumerable times. to includesiderableseveral
serious moments ere the
Great actresses have appeared in the title role problem of untangling four lives is resolved.
inLittle
metropolitan
productions.
In
stock,
in
the
The
production
is
based upon the story
Theatre movement and as a vehicle for "Summer Lightning," which
ran serially in a
amateurs, everyone who aspired to be a great popular
magazineof and
has been
publishedCorless.
as a
tragedienne has been eager to have a whack book. Author
the novel
is Allene
at being the woman who suffered so much The screen play was prepared by David Hertz
for an innocent escapade.
and Arthur Ripley and Joshua Logan shared
Nownial MGM
unveiling
old perenof direction.
again. Itis may
be, atthethehardymoment,
that responsibilities
players are Joan Bennett, presently
the seemingly ageless story will be timely. in Featured
"Vogues
of
1938 ;" Henry Fonda, last in
Maybe,
by thethe time
is readyof "Slim ;" Alan Marshal,
featured in "The Garfor
release,
publicthiswillre-creation
have wearied
den
of
Allah"
and
"The Firefly;" Louise Piatt,
the round of musicals and comedies and once one of Walter Wanger's
younger who
contract
again
will beof insuffering.
the mood to hear and see a players, and Dame May Whitty,
was
melodrama
seen in "Night
Must
Fall."
Minor
but
nevertheless important players are Alan Baxter,
With pathos as its keynote, "Madame X" Tim Holt,
Dorothy Stickney, Florence Lake,
is an exposition
the axiom
it's theof Gene Hall and
woman
who pays.ofDirectly
it is that
the story
Alice Cavenna.
a woman who lived a life of sin though with
Release date:(Continued
Oct. 8,on1937.
page 53)
a spark of honor and decency glowing how-
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Six Distributors
In Product
With

Deals

24 Circuits

Distributors' deals with circuits for 193738 product made during the last two weeks
include the following :
Columbia — -Jefferson Amusement Company, Texas, covering 12 situations.
Monogram — The Rapf - Rudin - LedererHarris circuit, covering 11 situations in the
New York area. Interstate circuit, Texas,
covering 12 situations. Schine circuit for
10 situations in upstate New York. Smalley
circuit for 10 situations for upstate New
York. E. K. Taylor-C. W. Simons circuit
covering seven situations in Montana and
Idaho. Warner Brothers, upstate New
York, covering five situations. HarrisVoeller circuit, covering four theatres in
Idaho. DeMordaunt-Drennan circuit covering three houses in Idaho. Schrieber circuit in Detroit and the United Detroit Theatres circuit in Detroit and Birmingham.
Republic — Publix-Kincey circuit for all
30 situations, largely in North Carolina.
Gibraltar circuit for 40 situations in the
Denver territory. G. W. Haynes circuit for
all 17 ville.
situations
Anderson from
TheatrePhiladelphia
circuit fortoallLouisnine
situations in North Carolina. Southwestern
Theatres, Oklahoma, for all four situations.
— Loew'sandfor two
seven insituations,
fiveRKO-Radio
in Connecticut
Massachusetts.
United Artists — Durkee circuit, Baltimore, Kincey circuit, in the Carolinas, and
Interstate
tions in all.circuit, Texas, covering 77 situaWarner — M. A. Lightman circuit, in
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, for all
47 situations. Minnesota Amusement Company for all 83 situations in Minnesota,
South Dakota, North Dakota and Wisconsin. Shea circuit for all 45 theatres in Massachuset s, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and
Pennsylvania, Maine and New Hampshire
circuit for all 29 theatres in New England.
Wilmer and Vincent circuit for all 20 theatres in Pennsylvania and Virginia.
Circuit Acquires Theatre
Farrar and Turner, Illinois circuit, has
purchased the Grand, Sparta, and recently
opened the Grand, Vienna.
The circuit is not planning to build a
theatre in Marion, 111., as previously reported.
Schine Acquires House
The Shreffler theatres in Shelby, Ohio,
have been acquired by the Schine Theatrical
Company. The Castawaba Theatre is now
being remodeled and enlarged and will be
opened soon under Schine operation.
National Screen Opens Branch
National Screen Service has opened an
office in Des Moines to relieve the Chicago
branch in coverage of the midwest.
Jack Benny has been signed to a fouryear contract by Paramount under which
he is reported to make two pictures annually
at $100,000 a picture.
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(Continued from page 48)
Ebb-Tide
(Paramount)
South Sea Adventure
For tion,
its Paramount
first attempt
in Technicolor
has chosen
a story of producrugged
adventure in the South Seas. The story concernsmission,
desperatealsoanda dangerous
on a perilous
hero and a men
heroine.
Based on a story by Robert Louis Stevenson,
whose seaerationyarns
successivetouches
gens, but with have
certainthrilled
modernizing
applied
by
Lloyd
Osbourne,
the
production
will
feature a limited cast. It is of more than
ordinary interest from a personal showmanship
point, as it will mark the American screen
debut of Oscar Homolka, who created the
characterotherof "Oom
Paul" Kruger
inmemorable
"Rhodes."
imoortant
Frances
FarmerThe and
Lloyd
Nolan,players
both areof
whom were outstanding in "Exclusive," Ray
Milland, last seen in "Easy Living," and Barry
Fitzgerald,
Abbeyis player
seen in Millhauser,
"Parnell."
The screenan play
by Bertram
recently credited with the screen play of "The
Crime Nobody Saw," "The Magnificent Brute,"
and
authorship
Direction
is in ofthe"Under
hands ofCover
Jamesof Night."
Hogan,
who did "The Last Train from Madrid" and
"Bulldog
Drummond
Escapes."
Melodramatic
in character
without a romantic story
of a boyalthough
and girlnot whose
love was born in fear and peril, the picture
has beenductiongiven
the benefit
a healthy
budget that
should ofenable
it to protake
itsRelease
place indate:
Paramount's
Oct. 29, group
1937. of better films.

Guild

to Take

Action
To

Similar

Strike

Call

Although expressing an antipathy for the
term "strike," Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern headplans
of theforScreen
has
drafted
actionActors'
againstGuild,
eastern
studios mentsthat
do not sign closed shop agreeby Monday.
Mrs. Marston emphasized the point that
the
"very, ofveryaction
tentative,"
but
addeddeadline
that theis course
to be followed if signatures are not forthcoming,
while not being named a strike, would be
tantamount to one. All Guild members employed in the studios involved, she said,
would be instructed to cease working.
"Members will be liable to suspension if
they continue to work after the order is
issued," she explained.
Mrs. Marston said she expects no serious
difficulties. She planned to confer with a
number of the smaller producers and expressed the opinion that the majority of
them would sign the contract. "They have
had two months to mull over the contracts,"
Mrs. when
Marston
said, arrives
"and I forhavethetold
that
the time
Guildthemto
take action they may not receive more than
24 Originally
or 36 hours'thenotice."
deadline for contract signing by producers
at August 1st
it was
postponed wasuntilset September
1st,butat
which time it was put off indefinitely. Last
week Mrs. Marston was reported as stating she had decided upon September 17th
as the deadline. She amplified the statement
this week by explaining that she had said
action
would bewastaken
"about ten 7th.
days."
The statement
madein September
Mrs. Marston said that the Guild is
now recognizing
up cards
of the which
Associated Actors and paid
Artistes
of America,
embraces Actors Equity Association, Chorus
Equity, the American Federation of Actors
and
ists. the American Federation of Radio ArtExtras employed in Hollywood received
more than 10 per cent above the 1936 rate
of pay during
June Actors
and July,
first rule,
two
months
of Screen
Guildtheshop
according to guild figures.
In June Central Casting made 22,226
placements among major studios using its
services. Total wages paid were $239,906.36,
making the average daily wage $9.32, which
is 12.8 per cent more than they received in
1936. A total of $32,751.36 of this amount
was paid in overtime and adjustments.
Placements in July totaled 29,786, while
wages aggregated $310,844.18, making an
average daily rate of $10.43. Of the total
$32,873.18 was for overtime and adjustments.
Less than $200 complaints have arisen
under the guild contract and of these a number has been adjusted and conciliated. Fewer
than 100 claims were referred to the arbitration machinery as provided for in the pact.

Bad Guy
(MGM)
Melodrama
When the cast of a production is not overly
strong in name value, it becomes necessary for
showmanship-minded
look for
other angles on whichexhibitors
to build toexploitation.
This is particularly true when a picture like
"Bad elements
Guy" ismost
included
classification.
The
two
readilyin Bpresenting
themselves
for consideration are character of story and
quality of sustaining production, with some little
notice taken of the personnel behind the venture.
For name value the picture will offer Bruce
Cabot, Edward Norris, Virginia Grey, Jean
Chatburn, Charley Grapewin, Warren Hymer
and John Hamilton, all of whom have roles
synchronizing with their known screen characters.
In theme the story is action melodrama, with
thrill and suspense, to appeal to the masses.
The actiontrouble-shooter
centers interestisonsentenced
a "bad guy."
An
electrical
to death,
but his term is commuted to life imprisonment
and he is paroled for an act of heroism when
he prevents breaking high tension wires from
causing mass electrocution of fellow convicts.
Not above two timing his pal when on the outstingide, htoe isescape
rearrested
for parole
by melting
the violation.
jail bars Plotwith
electricity, he is a victim of 'his own dangerous
idea when he is trapped in an inferno of flaming power.on a screen play on which Earl Felton,
Based
Harry Ruskin, Leonard Lee and Walter Wise
collaborated, the film is being directed by Eddie Scripps-Howard
Earth"by
Good Earth"Picks
has "Good
been selected
Cahn, whoPay"gained
prominence
with his "Crime the"The
Scripps-Howard
newspapers
as their
Doesn't
series
of
short
subjects.
choice
for
the
best
release
for
August.
Release date: August 20th.
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to Expand

TurkishExchanges;
PREFERS
"Flats, Cinemas and Garages"
Preferred, National Theatre
Needs Subsidy, Writer Says
The public prefers "flats, cinemas and
garages"
theatre aofnational
the stage,theatre
and theis
one methodto the
to obtain
to floatnarditShawwithdeclared
a state insubsidy,
George
BerLondon this week.
Last winter, in an exclusive interview in
the 1937 edition of "Fame, the Box Office
Check-Up," the British playwright characterized motion picture adaptors as "office
boys."
The
dramatist's
latest Times,
verbal challenging
fling was
in a letter to the London
objections voiced by its dramatic critic,
Charles Morgan, to a site recently purin the "museum district" for a nationalchased theatre.
"The South Kensington site is an ideal
one," Mr. Shaw wrote, proposing that the
neighboring museums and leading art galleries be razed and their sites occupied by
"piles
of residential
shops, with
conversion
of the flats
almostanddisused
city
churches into garages and cinemas."
in the "Fame"
Mr. Shaw
tookAs occasion
to refer interview,
to Shakespeare.
He
told a fused
"Fame"
had that
not re-he
offers to reporter
film his that
playshe but
had
refused audiences
"offers fortothedemonstrations
use of my nameof
to attract
how some crude and nameless amateur
thinks my plays ought to have been written. . . "
Called Adaptors "Bunglers"
He fiedcharacterized
adaptors who
as "unqualiand unknown bunglers
do not
know the A. B. C. of the art of telling a
story
dramatically."
In answer
to a query as to whether the
big producing companies would permit such
things, Mr. Shaw retorted:
"Lookthing else.around
neverexpense
do any-to
They you.
will goTheyto any
secure the most skillful camera artists, elecpainters, scene-builders
and they
film
stars. If tricians,
the machinery
breaks down
do not send for the office boy to repair it;
they send for the appropriate expert. But
it has not yet occurred to them that drama
is a skilled trade.
"When anything is needed in that department, for instance ' when a play of
Shakespeare's
is tooffice
be adapted
they send for the
boy. Theto the
officescreen,
boy,
not being Shakespeare, takes great pains
to spoil Shakespeare's work in the convicthat he isto improving
it ... " he qualiIn tionanswer
the next question,
his classification
adaptorscould: "Itnotishold
too
oftenfiedevident
that the ofadaptor
down a job as office boy for a week. I perhaps should have said the bell boy."
Says State Must Pay for It
In his letter to the Times, the playwright
declared the public is not willing to "give a
brass
farthing"
nationalouttheatre,
that
the project
mustforbethecarried
with state

THE

FILM

aid. An unspoken but inferred comparison
of Shakespeare and himself followed in the
words "... the national theatre won't be
able to create a Shakespeare or a — well,
leave
at that."
Mr. itShaw
proceeded to develop his cherished thesis that the British public is opp
o
s
e
d
t
o
the
fine
the theait. tre, and that culturearts,hasparticularly
to be imposed upon
Pleading for the drama as an institution
ofwe culture,
Mr. aShaw
"For that
must have
visiblecontinued:
national monument
as imposing as our architects can make it,
in a fitting situation ; and the state must
support it, even if it be attended by only one
dreaming boy or girl in the gallery, let in
for
haven't
often
I wasnothing.
alone inI the
Dublinforgotten
NationalhowGallery
when
was a dreaming
boy."proposal that
In Iconnection
with his
churches be converted into "garages and
cinemas," Mr. Shaw declared :
is a good The
deal British
to be said
for such
a "There
transformation.
nation
does
unquestionably want flats, cinemas and
garages. It is equally unquestionable that it
does not want a national theatre, though no
doubt if one opened freely a few people
could always be depended on to stroll in,
as The
they proposed
do into thetheatre
national
has gallery."
created wide
discussion since purchase of the Kensington site from the government for $365,000
was announced. This leaves only about the
same amount in the treasury, considerably
less than will be required to build the theatre.
The committee plans a new fund raising
drive, but with reaction unfavorable, it is
considered likely that a state subsidy will
be requested as Mr. Shaw proposed.

Trade Brisk There
JAMESCityLOCKHART
inby Mexico
Turkey is the latest country to favor
Mexican-made pictures. Gratified at the report of its consul in Ankara that the Turkish
citizenry are showing partiality to Mexican
films, the government is taking steps to set
up exchanges in Stamboul and other key
cities to assure wider distribution of Mexican product.
V
A copyright dispute has arisen for the
producers of "Ora Ponciano" ("Come On,
You
Ponciana"),
Soria,Mexican
A. en
P. The
company Producciones
has asked the
Composers'
Union
to
discipline
Lorenzo
Barcelata and Ernesto Cortaza, noted composers
and showmen, for alleged infringement by
selling to RCA Victor and Brunswick recording companies disc rights to part of the
score which they composed for the film. The
composers contend that the contract does
not grant the producer exclusive rights to
the score of the picture.
V
An exploitation novelty for Mexico, commercial plugs over the radio, is being tried
in connection with "La Paloma" ("The
and isTheattracting
American tourists
toDove")
the film.
radio announcements
are
being made over XEW, owned by the mana
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
the
Alemeda,
where
the
picture
is playing.
Winnipeg Builds
Central Exchange
The new film exchange building which
will house the eight Winnipeg branches of
large
Canadian distributors is under construction.
Construction, which is being financed by
the Hudson Bay Company, will be at a cost
of $100,000. When completed, it will be the
headquarters for the eight distributors' exservicing Manitoba
and erected
Saskatche-at
wan.changes
The building
is being
Colony Street and Memorial Boulevard, in
Winnipeg, firm.
by the Carter-Halls-Aldinger
contracting
Two new neighborhood theatres are soon
to be erected in Winnipeg. Irvine Brown
plans one in the suburb of Norwood at a
cost of $30,000 and another will be built
by H. Triller, veteran operator, at a cost of

Alley Flies to Shanghai
To Aid "U" Cameramen
Norman W. Alley, who has been in charge
of the Hollywood office of Universal Newsreel, has
taken the China
for George
Shanghai to consolidate
the Clipper
work of
Krainukov and Howard Winner, Universal
cameramen covering the Sino- Japanese war.
Samuel Savitt, formerly in charge of the
Chicago office, will manage the Hollywood
office in Mr. Alley's absence.
Ed Sullivan Succeeds
Skolsky in Hollywood
Ed Sullivan, Broadway columnist of the
New York Daily News, has succeeded Sid- $60,000.
ney Skolsky as Hollywood columnist of the Hicks Sails for England
publication. Dan Walker, who at various To Discuss Production
times has covered theatre, concert, opera
and radio for the News, takes over the
John W.in charge
Hicks, ofJr.,foreign
Paramount
vicepresident
distribution,
Broadway column.
sailed for England on board the Normandie
Mr. Skolsky declined an assignment to to
confer with Adolph Zukor and J. C.
return to New York in a transfer with Mr.
Sullivan, and has signed a contract for a Graham on the company's British producingseriesber
of radio
broadcasts beginning Octo6th.
While in England he will conduct the
company's
annual
sales convention,
plans.
which
be heldforeign
in London
September
SylvantheDrown,
former
of Zit's,Manhas 25th andwill26th.
Mr. Zukor is planning to
joined
publicity
staffeditor
of Artists
agement Bureau, succeeding Ed Hurley, return to New York on board the Queen
resigned.
Mary, which sails September 29th.

THE

NEWEST

STARTS
UPON

OF

20th

SHOWERING
THE

s SMASH
GOLD

NATION'S

AND

PARADE
GLORY

BOXOFFICES!*

-k Unanimously forecast by every
show-wise critic who viewed it!
"Best picture of the week!"
— Jimmie Fidler
"A cinch to clean up at any boxoffice!"
— Showmen's Trade Review
"Audience response prophetic of boxoffice profits!" — Motion Picture Herald
"Absolutely screams boxoffice!"
— Los Angeles Examiner
"An achievement in which 20th may
take profound pride!" — Daily Variety
"Will play to fat grosses in all runs!"
— Hollywood Reporter
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Odeon to Use Scophony System As Part of the Regular
Show; Exhibit Indicates Reduction inPrice of Receivers
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
The advent of television as commercial
entertainment was forecast in an announcement by Oscar Deutsch, chairman and managing director of Odeon Theatres, Ltd., that
television would be an integral part of the
program at the new Odeon, Leicester
Square, which will open in October. If the
plan is successful, Mr. Deutsch told the press
at a luncheon at which he was host, it will
be adopted for all theatres in the circuit.
The circuit executive also said Odeon
would invest in Scophony, Ltd., owners of
a television system, of which he has been a
director for some time. The indication that
the Scophony system would be used at the
Leicester Square house was of particular
interest in view of the fact that the company has pioneered in large screen television. This summer, in a laboratory demonstration, apicture five feet wide and of fair
cinema quality was shown and engineers
have promised a picture 16 feet square for
the near future.
Demonstration of television receiving
sets by over a dozen manufacturers at Radiolympia, recent annual radio exhibit,
foreshadowed major reductions in the
price of the sets to the public this winter.
The cheapest receiver, a miniature showing a picture six inches wide and for which
sound is supplied through any standard radio receiver, was priced at £35, and the
price range in general ranged from £60 to
the ilOO which was the approximate average previously.
Television demonstrations were a popular feature of the exhibit, programs being
shown three times daily in one hour sessions. These included regular afternoon
transmissions through the Alexandra Palace
Station of the British Broadcasting Company from the London Zoo, horse riding displays, poweronstraboat
fighting ofdemtions and an racing,
open airfiremeeting
the
Women's Health movement. Newsreels and
cartoons, including Mickey Mouse subjects,
were evening features and variety acts, orchestral programs and dancing and skating
displays were offered as evidence of the program
winter. fare which will be offered next
An interesting combination of straight
television and film technique is to be demonstrated fromontheSeptember
B B C's28th.
Alexandra
Palace station
Under
the title "Turn Round," a comedy will be
presented, against the background of the arrival at and departure from Southampton
of the liner Empress of Britain.
A series of film shots already have been
made aboard the liner. They will be televised with linking scenes transmitted direct
from the studio. It will be the first occasion on which film scenes will have been
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ultaneously with the appointment of Gilbert
Seldes, noted critic and newspaper columnist,
NEWS SERVICE SET
as director of the new television experiment.
Mr.
Seldes, who has already assumed his new
FOR TELEVISION
duties, viwill
in charge
telesion at thebe same
standardof establishing
of other amuseTransradio Press Service has formed
ment
forms.
He
will
shape
up
televised
shows,
a subsidiary to make sound on film
usingCBStalent
from the outside and from
the
artistbothroster.
transcriptions of news events for the
The broadcasts will not be announced, but
use of radio stations. Development of
conducted on the same basis as the television
service which will supply two tranbroadcasts of the National Broadcasting Comscriptions daily to stations is planned
pany, also experimental in nature.
and the ultimate aim of the company
Reports of television progress abroad were
is to be prepared to supply complete
outlined by Dr. P. C. Goldmark, chief television engineer for CBS, on his return from a
sound films for television transmission
five-week tour of Europe recently.
when that medium is commercially
Dr. Goldmark said that engineers in Engavailable.
land are experimenting with the use of color
in television with some amount of success.
Incorporators of the new company
The
British Broadcasting Company, he said,
are Herbert Moore, Transradio presihas developed panchromatic television which
dent, and Dixon Stewart and Wallace
performs
fairly well.
G. Quisenberry, vice-presidents.
New French Standard
In France, Dr. Goldmark found television
matched
scenes. with directly transmitted studio in a more experimental stage than in England.
Broadcasts
on the old 180-line standard have
A further association between television
abandoned and preparations are being
and film production will be reflected in a been
made
to
transmit
441-linerecently
images completed.
over the
series of transmissions from September 30th Eiffel Tower transmitter
to October 5th. These will show the PineIn Germany, the price of television receivers
wood studios in operation, introducing such is beyond the reach of the average consumer,
stars as Jessie Matthews, Maurice Chevalier with the exception of one set which was selland Adele Astaire at work on the floor under
ing for $200, demonstrations
Dr. Goldmark have
said. been featured
the direction of Rene Clair, Lonnie Hale at Television
the
Paris
Exposition
and
the annual radio
and others and covering the make-up and trade exhibition in London, the
Radiolympia,
wardrobe departments.
which
closed
last
week.
At
the Paris show,
CBS Plans Studio
transmission over a 60-mile radius was reConstruction in New York of an exported, with images said to be small but clear.
Returning to the domestic television scene,
perimental television studio operating under
conditions of daily production will be begun a press demonstration of a new type of television— that designed for motion picture theshortlytem.byThe new
the Columbia
atres— was
held recently
studio willBroadcasting
be located inSysthe
tories, Irvington,
N. J. by Kolorama LaboraGrand Central Terminal Building and will
While
not
pretending
that perfection had
operate in conjunction with the powerful
the Kolorama method gave innew CBS television transmitter to be located been reached,
d
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
greatest
potentialities
for largein the tower of the Chrysler Building.
screen reproduction, necessary for theatre use.
most television to date has been
Studio designs for the new television bestAlthough
on small screens, the new
center have already been completed. The entry reproduced
appears Exhibition
more suitable
large-screen
new quarters will be the largest of any presentation.
on aforcomparatively
television studio, measuring 225 feet in large screen — four feet by five — was the highlight of the exhibition. The need for much
length and 60 feet in width. Provision has improvement
is admitted, however, before it
been made for the cutting and editing of can become practical
for commercial use.
motion picture films.
The corporation is owned by New York
New Jersey men who deny that motion
Announcement of the new studios came sim- and
picture interests are financially involved. The
possibility that such might be the case was
suggested by the avowed purpose of the comNBC TO EXPERIMENT
to apply its new system primarily to
theatrepanyusage.
WITH TELEVISION
A. agerE.of theKern,
vice-president,
isGoldbach,
active manThe National Broadcasting Comconcern
andis Frank
formerly with DeForest,
chief engineer.
pany is planning to experiment with
The ultimate need for wire relays in order
television, it was disclosed with the
to transmit televised programs into rural
pilingeral
of Communications
an applicationCommission
with the Fedhomes was seen last week by Joseph J. Weed,
for
president
sentatives. of Weed & Company, station reprea construction permit for an experimental
station
in
the
New
York
City"Big cities," he said, "will be the first to be
Camden area.
equipped
transmitters.
"Hence with
there's
the possibility that coaxial
The new station will conduct exrelays, perhaps under telephone company subperiments in two television channels.
sidy
will
'pipe'
the
sight-and-sound programs
It will use 400 watts power for picdirectlylagesinto
homes in various
towns and have
vilwhere subscribers
would necessarily
tures and 100 watts for the accomto pay a fee. This would be dependent, of
panying sound.
course, on bringing down the now prohibitive
cost of coaxial wire manufacture.'*
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SCENE

Finish 15; Start 13
As tionHollywood
season 13 newapproached
pictures the
wentfallintoproducwork
and 15 came off the active line. One who
cares to give himself an idea as to the quality
and importance
of pictures
that the
will next
be available for presentation
within
few
months should find the list of completed pictures interesting. A season in which "The
Adventures of Marco Polo," "Hurricane,"
"Life Begins in College," "Ali Baba Goes to
Town"
Fliers,"picture,
probably
Wheeler andand "HiWoolsey
are the
due lastto
appear, cannot be considered usual.
Universal finished three. "Courage of the
West,"
a TremLoisCarrJanuary,
production,Farrell
will present
Bob
MacDonald,Baker,
Fuzzy Knight, Carl J.
Stockdale, Harry
Woods and others. Joseph H. Lewis directed.
"A Girl with Ideas," formerly "Mightier Than
the
Sword,"
features
Walter
Pidgeon
and Kent
TaylorWendy
with Barrie,
Henry Hunter,
George
Barbier,
Dorothea
Kent,
Hobart
Cavanaugh, Samuel S. Hinds, Horace MacMahon.
S. Sylvan Simon directed. "Merry Go Round
ofIrving
1938,"Cummings
a B. G. directed,
DeSylva will
production
presentwhich
Joy
Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr, Billy House,
Mischa Auer, Jimmie Savo, Alice Brady,
Barbara Reed, Louise Fazenda, Richard Carle,
Howard Cantowine and Dave Apollon and his
orchestra.
Finish Astaire Film
Two pictures were completed at RKO-Radio.
Fred Astaire's solo picture, "A Damsel in Distres ," wilGeorge
also include
Grade
Allen and
Burns, Joan
Ray Fontaine,
Noble, Reginald
Gardiner, Constance Collier, Montague Love,
Harry Watson and Jack Carson. George
Stevens directed. In Wheeler and Woolsey's
"High Carson,
Fliers," Charles
Lupe Velez,
Marjorie
Jack
Judels,
FrankLord,
M.
Thomas,
George
Irving,
Margaret
and Herbert Clifton will also be seen.Dumont
Eddie
Cline directed.
"City Hall Scandal" and "Blossoms on
Broadway" were completed for Paramount.
John Barrymore,
Lynne Overman,
Campbell, Charles Bickford,
ElizabethLouis
Patterson,
Evelyn Brent, Cecil Cunningham and Barlow
Borland are in the cast of the first. The second, a B. P. Schulberg production, will present
Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent,
Rufe Davis, Weber and Fields, William Frawley, Frank Craven, Kitty Kelly, John Arthur,
Edward Brophy, Charles Halton, the Radio
Rogueslace directed.
and Frederick Clarke. Richard WalSamuel Goldwyn completed two for United
Artists.Dorothy
PrincipalsLamour,
in "Hurricane"
John
Hall,
Raymond areMassey,
Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas
Mitchell, Jerome Cowen, Kulei De Clercq,
Mamo Clark and Movita. John Ford directed.
Gary Cooper and Sigrid Gurie are the stars
ofwho"ThewillAdventures
be seen areof Marco
Ernest Polo."
Truex, Others
Binnie
Barnes, Basil Rathbone, George Barbier, Lotus
Liu and Ferdinand Gottschalk. Archie Mayo
directed.
The and
important
in MGM's
"Live,
Love
Learn" players
are Rohert
Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell, Robert Benchley, Helen Vin-

Sherman's "Men Must Fight" features William
Boyd, George Hayes and Russell Hayden with
Gwen Gaze, Hilda Plowright, John Warburton, Al Bridge, Al Hill, Earl Hodgings and
John Beach. Les Selander is directing. In
"True Confession,"
which Wesley
Ruggles is
directing,
Carole Lombard,
Fred MacMurray,
John Barrymore,
Porter
Hall,
Edgar
Kennedy, Richard Carle, John Murray, William
Collier, Sr., Fritz Feld, Una Merkel and Tom
Dugan will be seen.
new production
Lady,"
willColumbia's
present Charles
Quigley, "Carnival
Rita Hayworth,
Donald Kirk, Dwight Frye, Marc Lawrence,
Arthur Loft and Marjorie Main. C. C. Coleman, Jr., is the director.
"Navy Blue and Gold" was started at MGM
with
Sam
the director's
chair. Tom
Cast
names are Wood
Robert inYoung,
James Stewart,
Brown,
Lionel
Barrymore,
Billie
Burke,
Barson and Rita Johnson. George Fitzmaurice nett Parker and Alyn Curtis.
directed.
RKO-Radio
started
"Female of Milland
the Species"
whichAbelMiriam
Hopkins,
and
"All American
will inWalter
are the
featuredRayplayers.
Leigh
present
Patricia Sweetheart,"
Farr, Scott Columbia,
Colton, Gene
Jason
is
directing.
Morgan, Jimmy Eagles, Arthur Loft, Joe
Twerp, Ruth Hilliard, Donald Briggs, Louis
RepublicWith
beganIrving
work on "Thedirecting,
Duke Comes
DaPron, Allen Brook and Frank C. Wilson. Back."
Lambert Hillyer directed.
Lane, Heather
Angel, Pichel
Genevieve TobinAllan
and
Fanny
McKim
are
the
leading
players.
Cantor Picture Cutting
20th CenturyFoxEddie
movedCantor's
on to first
the picture
cutting for
rooms.
Directed
by David Butler, June Lang, Roland Young, Casting V ikes
Louise Hovick, Tony Martin, John Carradine,
have been curious to know
Alan Dinehart, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia whyLotsin ofthepersons
Walt Disney studio, where all the
Field, George Regas, Douglas Wood, Stanley picture characters come out of a bottle of ink
Fields and Warren Hymer will also be seen. or pot of paint, there should be such a thing
a casting department.
Warners
Life" in as Advance
which
Frankcompleted
McHugh,"Larger
Cora Than
Witherspoon,
news concerning the forthcoming
Jane Wyman
and
Diane
Lewis
are
the
im"Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" prompted
portant personalities. Lewis Seiler directed.
The Grand National production group started us to ask the question, "What do you need
In this department
particular studio,
for?" the proper voices
three pictures. The cast of "He Wanted to aarecasting
as important as the proper physical
Marry,"
which RayFord,
CannonRayis Mayer,
directing,Isabel
will typesjust
include Wallace
of actors are to regular motion picture
Jewel, Mary Treen, Tully Richards and Max companies. It took two years to find the perHoffman,
"Mr. Irwin,
Boggs Helen
Buys aChandler,
Barrel" in thefect voice
the character
of "Snowproduction.
White"
will
presentJr.Stuart
firstforDisney
feature length
Toby
Wing,
Walter
Byron,
Spencer
Charters
In the search for voices fifty radio stations
and Milburn Stone. Gordon Wiles is directing. were
combed were
for the heroine's
Hundreds
allvoice.
the
In "Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts" will be of auditions
acters. No voice held
was for
chosen
untilother
the charvoice
seen Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace Murcasting
director
and
everyone
actively
conphy,
Heeber
Snow,
Charles
King,
Forest
Taylor
and
Marjorie
Reynolds.
Ray
Taylor
is
nected
with
the
making
of
the
film
unanimousthe director.
ly
agreed
that
it
was
perfect.
Universal started two films. Alice Faye,
Where regular casting departments look for
George Murphy, Charles Winninger and Andy pulchritude and personality to a great extent,
it
matter
woman
has
Devine
head
the
cast
of
"Young
Man's
Fancy."
Others are Ken Murray, Oswald, Larry Blake, crossdoesn't
eyes
and
a tosour
clubDisney
footpan orifof aifmilk,
a man
has
that
would
a
as
long
Harry Stockwell, Diamond Brothers, Casper aas face
the voice is suitable.
Reardon, Marian and Irma and Frances Hunt.
In the case of such favorites as Donald Duck,
David Butler is directing. Stars of "Renegade
Plutotheirandvoices
Clarato Cluck,
the individuals
Wranglers" are Bob Baker and Joan Barclay. Goof,
who
lend
these characters
have
Joseph H. Lewis is the director.
been
under
contract
since
they
Warners Start Two
luloid. Walt Disney himself is first
the saw
voicecel-of
Two pictures started at Warners. "Too Mickey Mouse.
Much of Everything" will feature Dolores CosRepublic will soon produce a serial to
tello, John Briggs and Bonita Granville. Arthur
Lubin isaredirecting.
Cast
for Dorothy
"Swing feature John Carroll, singer, whose sole film
Your
Lady"
Humphrey
Bogart,
McNulty, Eddie Acuff, Louise Fazenda, Frank appearance
to date
"Hi,
Gaucho." The
serialhaswillbeenbe inin RKO's
12 episodes
McHugh,
Brothers
and
ElviraAllen
and Jenkins,
Daniel The
BooneWeaver
Savage.
Ray and
will
be
called
"Zorro
Rides
Again."
will be directed by William Whitney andIt
Enright is directing.
Paramount also started two films. Harry Jack English and supervised by Sol Siegel.
DISNEY STUDIO ADOPTS
MULTIPLANE CAMERA
Used without fanfare in production
of the Silly Symphony, "The Old
Mill", and approved on the basis of
observations made, a multiplane camera
process developed within the Walt Disney studio for the purpose of achieving an illusion of depth, or third
dimension, has been adopted for further use and will be applied in production of "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs".
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EXHIBITORS STUDY
TAVERN SHOWINGS
Exhibitor leaders have undertaken
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mineinvestigation
where tavernin owners
ing
films
which
they
show
in
their
tions of FCC members, would impose upon
establishment with portable projecTreasury, Seeking New Income broadcasters
tors.
taxes of $1 per watt for the
Sources, Also Looks to Radio; first 1,000 watts of power authorized, $2
One theatre manager reported he
watt for the next 9,000 watts and $3
FCC Probe Would Hint Levy per
informed
police had
of the
per
watt
for
all
power
in
excess
of
10,000
that
no action
beenpractice
taken. butA
watts.
by FRANCIS L. BURT
representative
of
the
motion
picture
Under
this
tax
rate,
the
Crosley
station,
in Washingtcm
WLW at Cincinnati, using 500,000 watts,
operators'
union
was
expectedconditions
to visit
the
taverns
to
determine
Likelihood that special taxes will be levied would be taxed $1,489,000 annually. A
regarding
station would pay $139,000 and
on broadcasting stations at the next ses- 50,000-watt
hazards. union operators and fire
sion of Congress is seen as the result of a 10,000-watt transmitter $19,000.
rates prescribed in the Boylan bill
the desperate need of the Treasury De- areThedescribed
in broadcast circles as entirepartment for additional means of revenue.
ly too high and widely prohibitive. If the
Several plans for the taxing of broad- measure
is enacted, radio executives say Estimate CBS Net
casting have been suggested in recent years,
some by the Federal Communications Com- that the smaller stations will be forced to
mission, and tax experts are understood suspend operations, leaving the field exclusively in control of the larger networks
to be giving attention to the proposals in
who alone can afford payment of such levies.
their study of new sources of income.
Near $2,600,000
Broadcast imposts are further seen to Consolidated Change
The
Columbia Broadcasting System net
be inevitable in the event that the threatincome for the six months ended June 30th
ened investigation of the FCC is actually Blocked by Court
is
expected
to be reported at $2,600,000 after
undertaken. In addition to the need for
A proposed amendment to the certificate all charges, equal to about $1.50 a share on
additional increment, the tax is justified by of incorporation of Consolidated Film In- the 1,707,950 shares of the combined Class
dustries, Inc., was declared null and void A and Class B stock. The figure would
some on the ground of public welfare,
there being an impression that a tax study in an opinion handed down Wednesday by compare with a net income of approximate$2,150,000 for the corresponding period
Josiah
O.
Wolcott, chancellor of the chan- in ly1936.
would show that stations are making rein Wilmington. The action was
markable returns. It is also charged that broughtcery court
by Norman Johnson, of New York
of the
company
• are statement
planning
many stations are over-capitalized and that
to Directors
issue a six
months
interim
the questionable sale of licenses, long a City, acellorpreferred
ruled that astockholder.
decreee be The
enteredchan-in to stockholders.
target,tain interests.
has resulted in huge profits to cer- favor of the complainoant, declaring the proCumulative billings of the network for
posed amendment to be beyond the power the first eight months of 1937 amounted to
If the taxes serve no other purpose, it of the corporation to adopt. The amendment $18,746,957, an increase of more than 36
billings of $13,711,138
reis advanced, they will at least put the FCC would have increased the preferred stock per centportedover
for the thecorresponding
period a year
would have given preferred stockon a self-supporting basis, relieving the issue andholders
of all dividends in excess ago. Time sales for August totaled $1,955,Treasury of many millions annually in ad- of accumulatedone-halfdividends.
280, marking the highest August in CBS
ministrative expense. It is further argued
history, and representing an increase of
that the broadcasters should be required to
more than 58 per cent over the $1,232,588
Alfred Hitchcock
bear, at least, the cost of regulation.
figure reported for the like month in 1936.
One plan for the taxation of broadcasters
to England
was introduced in the House of Representa- Returns
Alfred Hitchcock, director for Gaumont 86 More Canadian
tives as recently as last April by Congress- British,
has returned to England on board
man Boylan, of New York. It is now
in 8 Months
before the Ways and Means Committee. the Georgic after a two weeks' vaca- Theatres
An increase of 86 Canadian theatres from
tion in New York City. He was accompaAlso in the Congressional files are reports
nied by his wife, the former Alma Reville; January 1st to August 21st has been reported
made by the FCC, outlining tax schedules his assistant,
Miss Joan Harrison, and his by the Canadian Film Boards of Trade.
based on power, frequency and radio time
During the period, 88 new houses were
daughter, Pat. On his return
from which revenues of from $1,000,000 to nine-year-old
to London, he plans to complete the editing opened, 11 houses were reopened and 13 the$5,000,000 could be raised.
atres were closed. There were 65 changes in
"The isGirlstarred.
Was Young," in which Nova ownership.
The Boylan Bill, embodying the sugges- ofPilbeam
BROADCAST

ARKANSAS "BANK NIGHT
TAX" COLLECTIONS
Remittance of $1,077.77 in Arkansas "bank total
night"collections
taxes duringfromAugust
increased
that
source since the law became effective last March to $4,214.41, N. E.
Shuffield, department of revenue cashier, revealed last week.
Declaring that the cost of collection
was "almost nothing," the cashier
said, "As soon as we get all these merschemes and the'free
propositions chandising
catalogued,
tax money'
should
net the state between $1,500 and $2,000 a month."

TAX

SEEN

Ohio Board Reviews
575 Films for August
The Ohio censors reviewed a total of 575
reels for the month of August, from which
27 eliminations were ordered.
This compares with 485 reels and 15 deletions for July. In August, 1936, there
was a total of 542 reels reviewed and 27
eliminations ordered.
Skouras Acquires
6 Springer Houses
Six theatres in New York City, formerly
operated by the Springer interests, have
been taken over by Skouras Theatres. They
include the Seventy-seventh Street Theatre,
the Stoddard, the Symphony, the Thalia, the
Carlton and the Olympia.

New Jersey Allied To Meet
Allied of New Jersey has deferred the
start of its annual convention one day and
will open the three-day meeting September
22nd at the Ritz-Carlton, Atlantic City, instead of a day earlier, as originally planned.
Laemmle
to Make
"FightstoryBack"
"Fight Back,"
an original
by Richard Schayer and Jerry Horwin, will be proby Carla recently
Laemmle,signed
Jr., ascontract
his first with
pictureducedunder
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Major Closes New York Office
Major
closing
New
York
officeProductions
at 42 West is45th
Street.its Ernie
Gann, talent
remain
east. scout for the company, will
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STACE

AIDED

NATIONAL
THEATRES
a
double
on both Wednesday and
40 to 50 Houses Opened for Thursday, wefeature
might present a stage show on
Presentation of Plays, MusiThe booking will be chiefly one night stands.
cal Comedies and Concerts Additional
Thursday." theatres will be added to the stage
show circuit, Mr. Schenck said, if the plan is
The long awaited and frequently pre- successful.
Among the shows which already have been
dicted revival of vaudeville has gained imare Billy Rose's "Show of Shows,"
petus from within the motion picture in- booked
dustry with the announcement from Na- "Anthony and Cleopatra," starring Tallulah
and "The
Ziegfeldcircuit,
Follies."which antional Theatres, a Twentieth Century-Fox Bankhead,
The
Warner
Brothers
subsidiary, that it will open from 40 to 50
two weeks
six planshouses
to the ago,
five for
or sixthe inaddition
which
ofconcerts.
its houses to plays, musical comedies and of about nounced
stage shows are now presented, took the first
step
in
the
plan
by
arranging
for
stage
Frank Gillmore, head of Affiliated Actors in the Capitol Theatre, Steubenville, shows
Ohio,
and Artists of America and one of vaude- every
Sunday during the Fall and Winter. The
unit
shows
playing
the
company's
house
ville'sclaimedleading
champions,
immediately
acwill shows.
travel to Steubenville by busin
the move as one of the most im- Pittsburgh,
Sunday
portant intheatrical developments in recent forThethe Grand
Theatre in Albany started a new
years. "I'm tickled to death," he declared. policy of presenting stage shows this week.
"I think they (National Theatres) are per- The opening program offered "Major Bowes'
fectly right. It's certainly very significant. International Revue" and the picture was "The
Life of the Party."
It's fine."
The announcement was greeted generally as Griffith Officials Meet Adams
being indicative of a closer union between the
Officials of the Griffith Amusement Commotion picture industry and the stage.
Aubrey Schenck, assistant film buyer for
pany of Oklahoma City, and managers from
in which Griffith and affiliated theNational,
headdepartment.
the organization's
road 13 cities
show and will
concert
He explained
atres
operate, conferred with Vernon Adams,
the new policy was first tried out and proved RKO executive
in the production of "March
successful in the Northwest. "There'll be a of Time," at Ardmore
last week.
The news
revival
of
legitimate
shows,"
he
declared.
reel
is
being
booked
into
the Griffith
and
In support of the statement he asserted resi- affiliated theatres, totaling
more
than
125.
communities
which have
the company's
theatresdents ofare
located, inalready
expressed
a desire for first-class concerts. Under the
new policy. National Theatres will cooperate Seeks Sessue Hayakawa
Negotiations
are underHayakawa,
way between
Parwith the United Booking Office for the presenamount and Sessue
Japanese
tation of plays and musical comedies and with
the National Broadcasting Company and the actor formerly in American films, to have
Columbia Broadcasting System for concerts. him play in "East of Shanghai," which will
be the first Anna May Wong picture to be
"In many
towns where
theatres
thereof arethe nosmallauditoriums
and we
the have
peo- produced by the studio. Mr. Hayakawa is
ple havetinued.turned
to
our
theatres,"
he
confeel that
community
in- now appearing in French productions.
stitution Wein those
towns,beingwe ashould
open the
doors to road shows and concerts on nights Rites for May Dean
when it wouid not conflict with the presentaFuneral services were held last week for
tion of films. For example, instead of running
May recent
Dean, player
stage inactress
and
motion since
picturechildhood
shorts,
in Queens, New York. Born in Peoria, 111.,
she had been on the stage as dancer and
QUESTION NEED FOR
comedienne for 41 years, starting her career
KANSAS CENSOR BOARD
at the age mammy"
of six.forSheAunt
was the
originalpancake
"colJemima
Seconding the proposal of the Toflour ored
advertisements.
Surviving
is her
widower, Robert Bernard.
peka State Journal to abolish the Kansas State censorship board, the Hutchinson {Kan.) News editorializes:
Rites for Harry Schott
"The elimination of the board would
Funeral services were held last weekend
be a commendable action for the legfor Harry Sayre Schott, vice president of the
islature totake at its next session.
National Carbon Company, at his home in
"Only five. . states
Kansas in
Montclair,
N. J.in Mountainside
Mr. Schott died
the pre-in
maintaining
. boardsjoin
of censorship.
vious Tuesday
Hospital,
that city.
Probably the only reason any of them
continue is that nobody has gone to
the trouble of eliminating them. . . .
Signed for Yiddish Film
Actor Heads Course
Arthur Block, president of Eron Pictures,
The day of state boards of censorship
J. Farrell Macdonald, actor, will have
has signed three members of the Yiddish
is gone. Today they serve no more
charge of the University College cinematoArt Theatre for leading parts in "The Canuseful sionpurpose
than
wotdd
a
commisgraphic acting and expression course of the
for the regulation of livery
tor's Son," Jewish
operetta,Thewhich
will
University of southern California. The Unistar Moihe
Oysher,filmcantor.
picture,
stables, ferry boats and toll roads."
versity
evening course extennow
in
production,
will
open
on
"Broadway
sion divisionCollegeof isthetheuniversity.
late in September.

Says Fligelstone
The proposed British Quota act is a wellintentioned measure which will prove of ultimate benefit to the American exhibitor,
in the opinion of Theodore H. Fligelstone,
president of the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Association, who returns to London this
week after a five-week visit.
Mr. Fligelstone's
argumentof was
thatfilms
the
measure
insures production
quality
of American standard, giving theatres here
a wider selection of product.
"Ittioncan't
possibly
a matter
of competias anyone
knowsbe who
has seen
Hollywood's
superiority
first-hand,"
he
Mr. Fligelstone spent nine days insaid.Hollywood inspecting studios. He was impressed,
he said,
with Hollywood's
certain outstanding
differencesefficiency
between andBritish
and American theatre policy. One of the
most obvious differences is the American
effort to make the patron feel his own importance, apoint which British exhibitors
would do well to imitate, he said.
"When I return, I plan to use the same
means to achieve the same results," he said.
Mr. Fligelstone was both "amazed and
pleased"ducersattowardtheEngland.
good-will The
of American
proone suggestion
he had to make for the improvement of
Anglo-American film relations was a plea
for greater consideration of the needs of
the erEnglish
market.between
"There theshould
be greatunderstanding
foreign
market
and
domestic
production,"
he
said.
He
added that 75 per cent of the pictures shown
in his theatres were of American origin, a
typical proportion.
Mr. Fligelstone, who was visiting Grand
National's
in the RKO expressed
Building thein
New York offices
when interviewed,
importance of the independent picture in
England.
"In England, as in your country, there
is always a shortage of good films," he said.
"There is a great market in England for independent pictures."
Criterion Negotiations End
Paramount's
negotiations
to acquire
partnership
interest
in the Criterion
theatrea
in New York have been dropped. The company had planned to use the house for extended runs, pictures to be shown there after
business at the Paramount indicated that
additional first-run time was warranted.
Bell Heads Screen Club
Chester Bell, Paramount exchange manager in Denver, has been elected president
of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club, succeeding Harry Golub. Joseph H. Dekker
was elected vice president and Frank Culp
second vice president.
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Film Editors Charge Usurpation,
FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Threaten Appeal to ReJOIN ACTORS GUILD
gional Board; Directors To Act
About 100 students at the UniverA drive launched last week by the Intersity of Southern California have been
unionized.
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe s, to extend its labor jurisdiction to
The
students, including the Uniinclude all studio craft employed in the proversity's football squad, were engaged
duction of films, met with opposition this
to play in the Paramount picture,
week when the Society of Film Editors
"Holdball story.
'Em, Navy," which is a footthreatened to bring before the Regional
Labor Board what it described as an attempted usurpation of jurisdiction.
Since the Screen Actors' Guild deIn addition, leaders of the Screen Direcmands that all persons who appear before cameras must be guild members,
tors' Guild answered the IATSE announcement by drafting plans for a joint meeting
the students joined the guild.
with the
for a possible
united
front Writers'
against theGuild
movement.
The fiilm editors have called a mass meetas to whether there should be
ing for Monday night to discuss further a Auniondiscussion
affiliation was held when Radio News
action to be taken.
Editors
and
Writers
met at Hotel Sherman,
The claim of full jurisdiction in all Chicago.
branches of production was made in a letter N L R B Names AFL Unit
sent to producers by William Bioff, IATSE
In tions
Washington,
the Commercial
National Labor
head on the Coast, last Saturday. On MonBoard ruled the
ArtistsRelaand
day, Mr. Bioff conferred with E. J. Mannix Designers
Union,
AFL
affiliate,
had
the right
and
Victor
Clark,
of
the
producers'
labor
to
act
as
exclusive
bargaining
agent
for
emrelations department, for four hours with
ploye s of the Max Fleischer Studios in New
the result that he announced organization of York. The
ruling, the board announced, was
minor employees would start immediately. based
on
results of an election held August
The inclusion of other studio workers is 16th over the
the protest of Mr. Fleischer.
to be delayed until the return to Hollywood
Seeking
to
"solidify the forces of the theatre
of Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in charge and to correct certain abuses existing in the
the Managers,
'front office' workers,"
the Theof production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, ranks of atrical
and Treasurers
and Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the Union is planning to Agents
merge with the IATSE,
board
of
Twentieth
Century-Fox,
Mr.
Bioff
TheodorezationsMitchell,
said.
are affiliatespresident,
of the said.
A FBothof organiL Mr.
Mr. Bioff's announcement to producers Mitchell said. The plan is to merge in New
was accompanied by a demand that the em- York
City
first
and
then
throughout
the
counblem of the IATSE be used on pictures to try.
Although
the
situation
on
the
labor
front
"insure protection throughout the country Toronto became calm with the signing of anin
by The
our Committee
projectionists."
for Industrial Organization agreement by Famous Players Canadian Corand IATSE andoperators,
trouble The
dehas appointed Rudolph Kohl as organizer for
velporation
oped in Montreal
in Winnipeg.
the film nounced
industry
at the secretary
same time,of anissue centers abouv the replacing
through C.and,
H. Jordan,
the ofMontreal
operators in five theatres by members of the
Los Angeles Industrial Council, that the or- All-Canadian
Congress of Labor, the Allganizing moveattempting
was "merely
educational
and the
Operators'
CIO is not
to disrupt
the film
in- toCanadian
the Montreal
local Union
of the being
IATSE.in opposition
At Windustry
labor
situation."
Mr.
Kohl
was
businipeg, the International and All-Canadian opness agent of the A F of L Motion Picture
erators are at odds with the "One Big Union."
Painters'
Local Writers
during the
strike.granted
The Screen
Guildrecent
has been
Motion hasPicture
Projectionists'
in The
Vancouver
threatened
to call a Union
strike
a hearing September 27th on its petition to the unless
theatre
Regional Labor Board to be declared bargain- organization. owners come to terms with the
agent for holds
all film
writers. agreement
Screen Playrightsing already
a bargaining
for Union Rivalry Blamed
writers.
Labor rivalry was blamed by police for the
Wage Terms Discussed
exploding of stench and tear gas bombs in 21
York City theatres Sunday night. Three
Representatives of Local 306, Motion Picture New
Operators Union, met in New York last week separate investigations have been launched in
with officials of the large circuits to discuss police
and
district attorneys' offices of the
and the
Manhattan.
wage terms for the next two years but no Bronx
The houses affected included several in which
agreement
was
reached
and
the
meetings
were
union'srivalmembers
are employed
and unions
others
resumed this week.
inonewhich
projectionists
work. The
Newance ofagreements
International
Theatrical with
Stage theEmployees
have Allibeen are Local 306 and the Empire State Union.
Samuel J. Foley, Bronx district attorney,
made for
all for
Loew's
theatres
New
York
except
a few
Poli outside
houses inof New
that information gathered by his office
England. Some of the contracts are for one said
indicated
that no members of the rival
year while others are for two and three years.
unions
were directly involved and that the
The tractIATSE
is
now
seeking
a
uniform
confor service employees at all exchanges.
Representatives are expected to confer with men who set off the devices were "imported" from another city.
officials
of the
in the near
future.leading distributing companies
The investigations were under way only one

September
18, 1937
day
when
two
other
attempts
to
fill theatres
with acrid fumes were made.
Fifty persons suffered minor injuries in the
Sunday ofnight
slivers
glass. explosions, being sprayed with
Bleachers

Outside

For Zola Premiere
WarnerZola"Brothers
"The
LifeWhen
of Emile
at the presented
Carthay Circle
theatre in Los Angeles, bleachers erected opposite the theatre provided ease for the
"fans" — and for the police. (Pictures in the
pictorial section.)
Georgemonies forJessel
served ofas themaster
of cerethe broadcast
premiere
and,
to insure continuity in the program, short
speeches had been prepared for guests.
Adhering to its policy of dignity in the
presentation of the Paul Muni film, Warner
Brothers undertook no special exploitation
with the exception of installing a special
lighting system and the offering of music by
the Vitaphone orchestra.
Among those attending the opening were
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Warner, H. M. Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Hal B. Wallis, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Mr. and Mrs, Mervyn
LeRoy, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Berlin, Mr. and
Mrs. David Selznick, Al Lichtman, Charles
Rogers and Robert Riskin.
Loezv-

GB

Deal

Is

Called ''Dormant
The proposedBritish
Loew-Twentieth
Century-as
Fox-Gaumont
deal was described
"dormant" by David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer, on his return last week
from a two-month vacation abroad.
Mr. Bernstein said that the English situation was not discussed by MGM and Loew
officials who went abroad recently in connection with British production " activities.
He said pansthat
Loew's andplansthatnobusiness
theatre was
exion in England
encouraging.
Mr. Bernstein, who visited London, Paris
and Vichy, added that Louis B. Mayer will
return from England in a few weeks.
Executives,

Stars

AtAmpa
Opener
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Inc., launched its '"fall season with a
luncheon
New York.Thursday at Sardi's restaurant,
Among the invited guests were Walter
Wanger, producer; Stuart F. Doyle, theatre
circuit executive; Barbara Stanwyck, Gertrude Berg of the "Rise of the Goldbergs"
radio program, and Agnes Meollo and Walter
winnersof ofthetheNew
"Harvest
dancingCosden,
contest
York Moon"
Daily
News.
Eight one-reel travelogues, depicting
scenes in Ohio, have been released without
rental or transportation cost to leading Ohio
theatres, according to B. A. Aughinsbaugh,
director of visual education.

A picture that will sweep

fans
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than-ever
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INDEPENDENTS

STUDIOS

Films Act Opponents Say Close
Government Control Is Needed to Prevent Seizure of Production byHollywood Groups
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
British independent producers, among
them a large number whose energies are
concentrated on the production of short subjects and documentary films, are uniting in
strong opposition to what they believe is a
threatened invasion of British studios by
Hollywood stars, directors and technicians.
Their objections, it is believed, will crystallize in demands for a greater measure of
control over the industry by the Government
than that outlined in the recent White
Paper which detailed proposals for new
Films Act legislation.
The argument, which io this extent is in
line with the policy of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association, is that a Films Act
which incorporated the Board of Trade's
suggestion that the present Advisory Committee be continued, would simply establish branch production organizations of
Hollywood companies in England and
place effective control of the British studio
field in American hands.
This viewpoint
has been
most leader
forciblyin expres ed by Mr. John
Grierson,
the
documentary field in this country and universally
recognized
as
a
gifted
producer,
and
also
as a militant controversialist. Mr. Grierson, in
a letter published in the Times on August 21st
complained that the White Paper made no
differentiation
betweenfilms
"foreign
Britain and British
made films
in made
Britain;in
place of manufacture and the employment of
junior staff are sufficient to qualify a film for
protection."
Following publication of the White Paper,
said
Mr. Grierson,
reaction of certain
American
companies"theand
hasfirstbeen
vasion of producers
directorto stage
which anmust,inalmost certainly, take creative "control of a large
partPointing
of British
out production."
that the Minimum Cost clause
will compel makers of short features to apply
for Quota qualification to the Board of Trade
(inasmuch as their expenditure will not reach
the official minimum) Mr. Grierson asserted
that this
wouldAdvisory
give greatly
increased
tance to the
Committee,
upon imporwhich
woulding rest,
he
said,
the
resDonsibility
"makthe British film a bright and ofpowerful
medium
of national
expression."
He strongly
criticized
the Government rejection of the Moyne Committee's proposal for
atheFilms
Commission,
saying,
"No proposal
Whitehearten those
Paper
dis-in
whoseis more
interestscalculated
in the toBritish
cinema
lie outside theof combines."
The composition
the Advisory Committee
was also attacked. Independent producers, he
said, would be so placed that they would have
"to begthey
a Quota
the very men
whom
might pass
then from
be negotiating
termswithof
business, ask a certificate of quality from the
very men whose outlook has driven them into
independence, and make a case on national or
aesthetic standards before trade representatives
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FEAR

AMERICAN

FILM APPARATUS FOR
200 ENGLISH CHURCHES
Approximately 200 Eglish churches
will be equipped with motion picture
projectors before the end of October
under the plan sponsored by the
Religious Film Society in cooperation
with Gaumont British.
Special studios for religious production will be opened September 28th at
Norwood with the aim of accumulating a library of religious films.
Among
be madeare available underthethefilms
new toservice
Bible
readings, the Lord's Prayer, benedictions, "The Wandering Jew" and
other appropriate subjects.
who, in these or any other discussions, have
seldom
been accused
of possessing
either."AdvisMr. Grierson,
in place
of the present
ory Committee composed of delegates of producing, exhibiting and distributing organizations, suggested aas,body
same authority
and distinction
say,"ofthetheExports
Credits
Advisory
Committee."
Complaint
of theof shorts
"miserable
pittance"
of a
5 per
cent quota
exhibited,
proposed
in the White Paper, was another point made
by Mr. Grierson, who asserted that makers of
British shorts are "facing a dumped market in
which American short films are 'thrown away
withThisthe complaint
feature.' " was supported by Mr. H.
Bruce Woolfe, known for his "Secrets of
Nature"
and otheremphasized
series, whothe infacta Times
letter on August
theatres
do not 26show
shorts at all andthatsaidmany
that
the interest of the producers of British shorts
should be represented on the Advisory Committee.
The fact that the British documentary is
unique in the world and has "created something
that
is vainly copied
other countries"
also
was emphasized
by Mr. inWoolfe.
He complained
that
"increasing
numbers
of
foreign
technicians
find employment in the British film business
because sonnel,
of whilethethelackmostof suitable
first class
Britishground
pertraining
of the future — the production of short films —
liesThese
neglected."
expressions of opinion are regarded,
in knowledgeable quarters of the British trade,
as of considerable importance. They appear to
indicate that the independent section of the
British production industry will make common
cause mentwith
in demanding
control exhibitors
of the industry
as the onlyGovernmeans
by which to prevent Americanization of the
studios. In view of the fact that this step was,
in"Moyne"
fact, proposed
by and
the that
Government's own
Committee,
has
already lined
up a large
numbertheof CEA
Members
of Parliament
to
advocate
it
during
the
discussions on the Films Act in the fall, it appears
that an easy Parliamentary passage for that
measure is less than ever a probability.
Oppose Higher Admissions
Daily press forecasts of an increase in cinema
admission rates have been plentiful during the
last few days. They appear to have had their
immediate
"SillywasSeason"
press
storyinspiration
which in initsa turn
inspiredtradeby
stories coming from Hollywood and New York

INVASION

COMPANIES
about greatly increased production costs and
the
necessity of recouping them somewhere,
somehow.
That any definite policy of increasing admiseven beento considered
by the exhibitionsionssidehadappeared
be very uncertain,
on a
reading of these stories. Now a statement from
Mr. W. R. Fuller, general secretary of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, makes
it plain that they have no official foundation
whatever.
"There are several reasons," said Mr. Fuller,
should not
exceptis
in"whythe prices
very ultimate
and be
last increased,
result. What
worrying exhibitors is the increase in film
rentals. . . . Wherever one goes today amongst
exhibitors there is really only one topic."
"This problem goes in a cycle," he added.
"Oneactually.
day film Exhibitors
rentals are next
normal,begin
comparatively
or
to pay a
little bit extra to beat their opposition. Gradually
the
price
creeps
up
until
everyone
ing that business is not worth while. is groan"The
economies
on the
exhibition
side has limit
been of
reached.
It would
be deplorable
to try to reduce wages and employees in order
to send
moneywhich
to thelooks
U. S.likeA. continuing,
The present finemore
weather,
is a very good time to start a fresh campaign
on the subject of film rentals. When there is
very little business at the box-office, it can be
considered
in itsconcluded
true aspect."
Mr. Fuller
with a forecast that
ventilation
of theGeneral
problems
at thein next
meeting of the CEA
Council,
September,
would create absorbed interest and possibly a
new and definite campaign for the reduction of
film prices on the part of the Association.
The haverage
rental paid
by the
Britishatex-40
ibitor for his program
has been
estimated
per cent
as
a
minimum.
The
greater
percentage of first features are played on percentages
rangingturesfrom
25 to are
50, orcommonly
even 60. Second
and shorts
bought fea-on
"straight" rentals, or supplied with the first
feature, but there are cases where the exhibitor pays a percentage
of takings
each upward
of two
features.
Rentals have
shownfor an
tendency
ever
since
percentages
was
introduced
with the talkies.
Legal
Exceeded
BritishQuota
exhibitors
showed 27.4 per cent of
British films in the quota year ended Sept. 30,
1936, it is revealed in Board of Trade figures
released this week. They showed 25.5 per cent
in 1935. The legal quota is 20 per cent. The
footage total was 39,735 million feet, of which
10,896 million feet were British.
Film Imports, Exports Drop
Figures for film imports and exports for the
month
of July, 1937, show a decrease under
both headings.
The comparative export figures are :
JULY
FEET VALUE
1937
1,714,423 £10,066
1936
1,893,546 £16,307
1935
2,545,122 £15,399
Here are the import figures :
JULY
FEET VALUE
1937
1,608,168 £12,828
1936
2,011,256 £17,966
1935
1,937,175 £18,571
Imported
blank film and re-exported film
showed
increases.
Taking features alone exhibitors showed
10,571 million British feet of a total ef 35,900
million feet. The British percentage was 29.4
against 28.1 in 1935.
The figures
alreadyon are
being page)
widely quoted
(Continued
following
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BRITONS

OPPOSE

by British production interests as showing the
baselessness of fears of a product shortage
under the proposed new Films Act, in which
the exhibitor's
less than
distributors instead of anquotaevenis figure
as atthepresent.
British Lion's £14,016 Loss
A loss of £14,016 was shown in the ninth annual report and accounts of British Lion Film
Corporation, of which S. W. Smith is managing
and N. Flower
L. Nathanson,
Holt anddirector
I. Charles
directors. Andrew
British
Lion handles the Republic output in England
as well as its own Beacsonsfield made British
films. Last year there was a net profit of £12,093, after a reconstruction of capital, but no
dividend was paid.
The balance sheet showed sundry creditors
at £57,413 and notes that $250,000 was due to
be deposited with the Chemical Bank and
Trust Company of New York as security for
the Republic contract. There were certain
contingent liabilities in connection with this
contract. On the credit side was recorded
the deposit of another $250,000 with the Chemical Bank and Trust Company. Films were
valued at £77,017 and "Advances and payments
on films to be recovered from owners' share
of gross
receipts"studio
werewasfigured
The
Beaconsfield
valued atat £60,805.
£86,065
and sundry debtors were £53,272. The gross
trading profit was given at £55,216 but expenses
amountedciation,toetc., brought
£54,527 the
and debit
legal total
charges,
depreto £69.232.
Cash in hand and at the bank was only £236.
Last account
year it atwasthat£29,977
and the aprofit
loss
date showed
creditandof
£26,449.duced During
the
year
British
Lion
eight British films, three of thempro-in
conjunction with other interests.
Obligations of the company to Republic were
the subject of a series of questions at the
annual meeting. Air. Smith, the chairman,
told shareholders the $250,000 deposited in
New York was to guarantee payment by British Lion of the proportion of British distribution receipts due Republic. It would revert
to British Lion if the contract terminated.
The second $250,000 he said had not been deposited but had been set aside in the event it
should be requested.
Rotha Plans Showing
Documentaries in U. S.
Through the instrumentality of the Rockefeller Foundation, Mr. Paul Rotha, a leader
in the notable British field of "Documentfilm production,
in the mission
United
Statesary"for
five months,is onto abe special
in connection with the Film Library at the
Museum of Modern Art, New York. He
leaves London on September 22nd.
Mr. Rotha will have with him a collection of
films representative of the technique and social
purpose of the Documentary film, which may
be described as a production sponsored by a
public or business organization and serving a
propaganda ceptionally
purpose
usually,
of ex-of
interestingbyandmeans,
original
methods
using the mentcamera
and
sound
track.
The
ary is,in the opinion of many, the Documost
significant
type respects
of film atit present
made asin ahead
England. In many
is regarded
of the entertainment product and as holding
out the best
hopesfilmof idiom.
the development of a distinctive British
Films which Mr. Rotha will have with him
will
includesurvey
"The Future's
in the sponsored
Air," a justby
completed
of air routes,
Imperial Airways ; "Today We Live," a survey
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CHINESE OFFER TO
BUY NEWSFLEEL SHOTS
An offer was made to Universal
Newsreel last week by a group of
Chinese in San Francisco for the purchase of Shanghai war scenes for
fund-raising purposes.
Charles lord, editor, refused sale of
the "shots" because of the company's
desire to remain impartial in the international dispute, but replied that they
may be rented in the usual manner.
of the unemployment problem in British "distressed areas"with; "We
Live in communications,
Two Worlds,"
which deals
international
"Cover to Cover," which illustrates book production, "Air Outpost," shot on the Persian
Gulf, and
a Lenrepresentative
Lye color
film.
These"Trade
subjectsTattoo,"
are fairlv
of the Strand Film Co. and the G. P. O. Film
Unit, the two organizations mainly responsible
for the documentary type of film.
Mr. Rotha will lecture on these films. He
will also cooperate on production in New York
of a film entitled "The Technique of the Cinwhich will
technical
artistic ema,"
progress,
usingillustrate
scenes from
suchandsubjects
as "Dr. Caligari" and "The Covered Wagon"
in Mr.
the Rotha
Film Library's
has been store.
production supervisor of
Strand Film Company for 18 months. He is the
author of the books, "The Film Till Now,"
"Celluloid," "Documentary Film" and "Movie
Parade,"
and produced
or directed
films
he will
show in New
York. most
Duringof the
his
absence his duties at Strand Film Company
will derbe Shaw.performed by Stuart Legg and AlexanNew Release Plan
The opening of the new Odeon theatre,
Leicester Square, in October will inaugurate a
new release policy, Oscar Deutsch, managing
director of the Odeon circuit, told the press at
a luncheon. All United Artists films shown at
the new house will be released immediately in
other theatres of the circuit in provincial cities.
The policy
as an important
opment in theis regarded
British industry
in whichdevelthe
prevailing
practice
is
that
general
not occur until six months after release
West does
End
presentation or trade showing. It is possible
the move will begin a general trend in the
direction of universal immediate release, since it
is understood that UA films released through
Odeon will be available on corresponding dates
to other circuits providing reciprocal privileges
areAir.granted.
Deutsch saw in the immediate release
principle aid to the British producer not merely
bv a speedier return of his investment but by
an increase in attendance, because films intensively publicized in the general press on their
West End presentation would be available to
those who read about them in all parts of the
country while they were new and news.
At the luncheon three Odeon theatre managers were presented with checks for new
patron-winning
They were
R. C.andOversL.
of Ashford; A.ideas.
J. Harvey,
Shirley,
Selway, York.
Alex Gottlieb, publicity director for Walter Wanger for the last eight months, has
resigned.
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Sound

Films

Made

s Interior
Sound
of the interior
of the human
Body
Of films
body were announced as a reality this week
at the opening in Chicago of the Fifth International Congress
of Radiology-.
The discovery
is hailed
as a great aid to
the treatment and diagnosis of disease and
in assisting the instruction of medical students.
The new application of the motion picture
technique is the result of the combined efforts of Dr. Russell Reynolds, of the Charing Cross Hospital, London, and Dr. W.
H.
Stewartcontribution
of Columbia
Reynolds'
was L'niversity.
the adapting Dr.of
motion picture principles to the interior of
the body and Dr. Stewart added sound by
applying the technique of the stethoscope to
recording.
It remained for Dr. G. Schwartz of
Vienna to add the essential "fast motion"
principle, providing a picture of the slow
functional processes at accelerated speed.
Saunders

Forms

Checking Service
A checking service for motion picture
percentage
bookings,
traffic
outdoor advertising
displays
and surveys,
enumeration
in general has been organized by Claud
Saunders. New York , offices have been
opened at 8 West 40 Street, the company
operating under the name of Claud Saunders
Checkingthrough
of theatre
admissions willService.
be handled
the facilities
of the Postal Telegraph & Cable Company
and arrangements
have been
made for national coverage through
representatives.
Mr. Saunders was formerly connected
with the Ross Federal Checking Service as
departmental head and co-operated in the
organization
that company's
atre checkingofservice.
Saunders early
also thewas
exploitation director of Paramount.
Chicago Trade Board
Plan Receives Setback
Plans for continuation or revival of the
Film Board
Trademajor
in Chicago
destroyed whenof one
companywerepulled
out of the proposed setup on the board after
agreeing to the continuance.
Fourents hadmajor
and the
two board,
independvotedcompanies
to continue
but
the latest report is that no board will be
established in Chicago after September 1.
It is understood that the major companies
were somewhat reluctant to have a board
in Chicago while there is none in other cities,
as a result of the considerable publicity
which haslishmentoccurred
the possible estabofa Chicagoover
board.
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Question No. 85 was: (A) What part does
cool headedness and expert knozvledge play
when unexpected trouble bobs up during a
show? (B) How would you compare the
probability of rapid clearing up of some trouble,
as between the man who has studied his profession (said study based upon text books, proand manufacturer's
books) jection
and literature
the man
who does not instruction
believe in
that sort of thing, but depends wholly upon
"practical
experience"
The following
made ? acceptable replies, some
of them very good indeed. S. Evans and C.
Rau; G. E. Doe; J. R. Prater; C. Oldham; M.
and J. Devoy ; H. Edwards ; O. H. Schmitt ;
T. F. Bochert ; P. and L. Felt ; C. L. Loft ; W.
H. Edmonds ; T. W. Redhouse ; G. L. Goss ; M.
Dey and H. Lathrope ; F. H., S. and P. Dalbey ;
C. Lonie ; J. A. Zachritz ; C. Champney ; H. B.
Smith ; R. R. Lee ; D. and W. Porter ; M. and
E. F. Wentworth; S. R. Hewitt; T. L.
Strobey; H. Bunker; S. G. Billings; J. K.
Robinson and R. E. Bullard ; R. S. Welch ; B.
B. Hornstein and R. R. Jacobs ; T. Lavenmurg ;
T. and W. Turk ; M. L. Daniels ; D. Morgan ;
H. T. Abernathy; S. N. Lochhard and O. S.
Mallaby; S. S. Brant; H. T. Plum; D. A.
Shea ;andM. L.O'Connell
Todd
E. Dodsonand; K.J. H.N. Morton
Alberts ;; W.H. T.L.
Morehouse ; L. M. Roberts and W. C. Bant ; T.
A. Johnson and G. Johnson; A. D. Lonby; L.
N. Schofield; S. T. Lomax ; G. L. Trilon and
L. N. Rasmon;
A. H.andBradley;
W. D.; H.Hem-D.
mington
; T. N. Kent
B. L. Cooper
Maxwell ; F. H. Bolton ; W. A. Kendal and V.
F. Nutan ; M. Samuels ; D. Davis and E. M.
Brown; W. C. Bant and L. M. Roberts; A. C.
Greene; L. M. Grahame; E. Exline; W. M.
Henderson; R. D. Hicks and P. F. Maxwell;
O. L. Goldstein and J. H. Manheimer ; S. N.
Baxter and P. B. Marshall ; G. T. Jones and
A. Leonard; F. D. Scanlon; J. R. Davidson and
W. R. Matthews; L. F. and G. Brown; W.
Winkler and R. R. Bobbins; L. A. Beachwood
and
M. F. Robinson ; S. R. Cuddy ; A. E.
Burlson.
J.
R.
Pratertrouble
repliesbobs
to section
A thusa :show
"Whenis
unexpected
up while
running, cool headedness and expert knowledge
means getting the show going quickly and
normally again as against extended delay with
F. H. Richardson's
BLUEBOOK
of
PROJECTION
• New sixth edition. Projection, sound reproduction
and
one trouble-shooting
handy volume. allAlsoin
index
EBai features
system forquick-finding
instant reference.
FSrSj Order today.
{■Mi
$6.25 Postpaid
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center New York

Schoo
NO.

85

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 90
(A) Explain the difference between
variable density and variable area
sound track recording, and explain
what it is in each that raises and
lowers volume. By that last I mean:
What is it in the recording itself
that controls volume?
Whatwould
does not
the the
photocell
and(B)why
human "see"
eye
see the same thing were it in the
same position?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and quesnumber upon first
F. H.tionRichardson,
No. 3sheet.
TudorAddress
Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
possibility of having to dismiss the audience.
The two qualities must go together because
expert knowledge is of small value to the man
who is or becomes too rattled to use it expertly. Nor accompanied
is cool headedness
of much
value
except when
by expert
knowledge.
Withouttions a man
those has
two small
qualitieschance
in generous
proporof overcoming
troubleout bothquickly
well. might
True, the
these and
qualities
get man
the withshow
going
again
and
quickly.
But
also
he
and in fact would be as apt as not, tomight,
start
doing that which would cause plenty more
damage
andandlacks
J.delay."
Devoy
this isway:
"The
manM. who
cool answer
headedness
unreliable.
Lack of cool headedness means excitability, and
what a man who is excited will do only the
Creator knows. We may therefore conclude
that cool headedness is essential for men handling a show in which inflammable material
passes through a high degree of heat, if on no
other grounds.
"But that
attributeroom
is highly
essentialreasons.
in a
theatre
projection
for other
Thereof ismoney.
the possibility of show stoppage and
loss
"As to experience
proceeding without
wholly study
along ofthetextlines
practical
booksof
and other
projection
publications,
that
we
regard as about the top hole of foolishness. That
man does not live who can become truly efficient that way in a profession now so complicated asis motion picture visual and acoustic
projection. Such a man would merely learn to
perform
certainelementary
rote of actions,
often ofwithout
even the a most
knowledge
what
lies behind those actions.
"Surely even the dumbest one would not
presume to pronounce that as representing effiTo become
efficient,
(may cient
his work!
shadow
never grow
less)ashasourso"Dad"
often
told us, we must combine intelligent study with
practicalsary- Onework.
Practical
experience
is
necescan getbecome
along awith
after a fashion.
But one cannot
trulyit efficient
motion

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
picture-sound projectionist without study, and
plenty
regardlessmayof be.
how Study
long orBetter
how
varied ofhisit,practice
Theatres. It is good ! Study the International
Projectionist. It is worth its small price !
Study Richardson's Bluebook of Projection; it
is (B)
justly termedPrater
the 'Bible
of Projection'."I feel
I must J.use.R. First
I submits
favored anthe answer
one by J. A.
Zachritz, but his answer to both A and B,
be combined
my appear
"Comments"
inshould,
BetterI feel,
Theatres
where itinwill
a bit
later.
Prater saysthrough
: "Thegood
man textbooks,
who has
studied Mr.
his profession
projectionstruction
literature,
and tomanufacturers'
books is ready
either correct in-or
temporarily get around nearly any trouble
which may occur. He knows the purpose served
by
equipmentHeandnot itsonlyeffect
otherevery
partspiece
of theof system.
knowson
what to do to repair or eliminate the trouble,
but also what is even more important in emerto do. Ifreplacements,
it is impossiblehe
to carrygency workon— thewhatshownot without
why.
can tell the manager just what is needed and
"The man who does not believe in study but
dependsto work
whollywith
upononly'practical
experience,'withis
able
those situations
which he has actually had experience, under
which condition he very often does not know
why something should be done, but merely that
'it worked
way before.'
tion arises that
he must
begin likeWhen
a bulla new
in a situachina
shop, trying this and that to see what happens.
Aof fuse
may blow
or a thousand
equipment
be completely
ruined,dollars'
but theworth
least
likely result is that the show will be restored
promptly. Frankly, I know of no better way
for projectionists
to "repare
advance for any emergency
whichthemselves
may arisein than
toBluebook
study your
Bluebooks
and
to
follow
your
School and Comments in Better
Theatres, Dad."
Exhibitor Electrocuted
Turning Off Fan
Cecil W. Cannon, owner-manager of the
250-seat Orpheum theatre in Elsberry, Missouri, was electrocuted last week when he
attempted to turn off an electric fan while
standing on a wet floor. A fire that started
in the film rewinding room, had just been
extinguished when Mr. Cannon attempted to
turn the switch. The floor was wet from
water used to extinguish the blaze.
Luncheon for Long
The landstaffs
of thetendered
Loew theatres
in Cleveand Toledo
a luncheon
last
week at the Mayfair Casino, Cleveland, in
honor of Colonel Harry E. Long, Loew
day. manager, to celebrate his 47th birthdivision
Western Electric Dividend
A dividend
75 cents stock
per share
Western Electric ofcommon
was ondeclared
Tuesday at a meeting of the directors.
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Orpheum Review Opened
Hearings opened last week on the petition
to review the order denied Philip J. Snyder,
as principal creditor in the Orpheum Circuit,
Inc., to compel intervention of Marcus
Heiman, Orpheum trustee, in the mortgage
RKO Files Denial
foreclosure proceedings of a Seattle theatre
and office building.
To Newburgh Charges
Mr. Snyder claims that a foreclosure
RKO inandU. Big
"U" Exchange
filed decree
on a Seattle theatre was granted in
denials
S. District
Court to ahave
$225,000
June, 1935, but that the theatre has not yet
multiple-damage suit brought by Orange been
sold.
He feared a speedy sale would
County Theatres, operators of the Academy,
Newburgh, N. Y.
be made holinders to share
order in
to enable
Orpheumdividend
bondthe $700,000
The plaintiff charges conspiracy on the
which is to be declared shortly for Orpheum
part of major producers to discriminate creditors.
against it hibitors.
in favor
other Newburgh
exNamed asofdefendants
in the suit
are: RKO, Paramount, Twentieth Century- Grant Temporary Injunction
Fox, Big Universal Film Exchange, United
Federal Judge Robert T. Patterson
Artists, Joseph Lee, Eugene Levy, George granted last week a motion seeking to reWalsh and Netco Theatre Corporation.
Color known
Films "from
of the strain
colorAmerican
invention
as thedisposing
WolffHeide process pending trial of the suit. The
original
motion,
which
sought
permanent
"Henryin the
Eighth" Suit
Ends
a Settlement
injunction, was denied. Infringement of
Settlement ended the suit of Francis patent is charged by the plaintiffs, Emy and
Ada Klamt, against the defendants, BernHackett, United
biographer
of "Henry
the Eighth,"
against
Artists,
Alexander
Korda hard Deltschaft, Albert Mueller, Harold and
Paul Abbott, Richard G. Ausfitzer and the
and London Films, for alleged copyright in- American
Color Film Company.
fringement inthe film, "The Private Life of
Henry
the
Eighth,"
which
starred
Charles
Laughton.
Suit Dismissed
Hearings on the suit were discontinued Infringement
there was no basis for a claim
following the settlement, whose amount was of Declaring
"literary larceny," John M. Woolsey,
not disclosed.
federal judge, dismissed a copyright infringement suit brought against RKO by
Samuel Shipment and Clara Lipman. They
Orpheum Decision Reversed
Robert T. Patterson, judge in the United claimed infringement of their play "Depend
States federal district court in New York,
has reversed the order of Oscar W. Ehr- on the Woman," in the picture "I Dream
horn, referee, expunging the $8,609 claim Too Much."
of Electrical Products Company, Inc., To File Petition
against the Orpheum Circuit, Inc. The
C. Weisman, equity receiver of the
claim was sent back to the referee for a new FoxMilton
Theatres Corporation, has been authorhearing.
ized by the United States District Court to
file a voluntary petition for the reorganizaAction Dismissed
tion of the Colwood Company in the Michigan Federal Court.
Vincent L. Leibell, federal judge, has dismissed a copyright infringement action
brought by George A. Cogniat, who does Inheritance Suit Settled
business as the United Music Company,
Settlement ended last week the three-year
against Universal Pictures, Gem Pictures, litigation in which Marion H. Kohn, former
exchange operator, sought inLoew's, Inc.,
Amusement
En- San Francisco
heritance from the will of his father, George
terprises, DonConsolidated
Malkames, Morris
I. Tropp,
H. Kohn. In the settlement, Mr. Kohn will
George Cochrane, Universal Film Ex- receive
$200,000 from the $1,000,000 estate
changes, Big U Exchange, 981 Eighth Aveby his father to Attorney Jerome B.
nue, Inc., and the Woodside Operating Cor- left
White
and
certain charities.
poration.
Loew, Ryan Case Settled
Kay Francis to Get Reply
action brought against E. M. Loew,
Warner Brothers began preparation of a An
Boston exhibitor, by George S. Ryan, atreplies last week to the suit filed by Kay
torney, has been settled out of court. The
Francis for cancellation of her contract on
the charge that she had been persuaded to lawyer had sued for legal services rendered
recent anti-trust litigarenew her contract in 1935 by the under- duringtion Mr.
against Loew's
Paramount.
standing that she would be given the lead
in "Tonight's Our Night," adapted from the Harry Moses
stage stead
play,given "Tovarich."
The roleborrowed
was into Claudette Colbert,
Harry Moses, co-producer of "Grand
from Paramount. Under her new contract, Hotel"
on the stage, died last Tuesday at his
Miss Francis is receiving $3,000, pyramiding home in New York of a heart ailment. He
was 64. A native of Chicago, Mr. Moses
to $5,000 over a four-year period.
was a manufacturer of pajamas until the
age of 57, when he first became professionally interested in the theatre. For many
Plagiarism Suit Filed
Phillip T. Clancy filed suit this week in years previously, he and Mrs. Moses had
been
active patrons of various amateur
U. S. district court against MGM and Robert Pirosch, writer, asking $250,000 damages groups in Chicago and organizers of the
Chicago
Theatre. His widow, a son,
and an accounting of profits of "A Day at John, and Art
a sister, Mrs. Rose Jacobi, of Chithe Races" on the charge that the film was
cago, survive.
plagiarized from his story, "Nuts to You."
IN
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OBITUARIES
Joseph M. Johnston Dies;
In Industry 25 Years
Joseph Maurice Johnston, 54, active in
the industry for 25 years as producer and
theatre operator, died Saturday at his home
in Cincinnati after a week's illness.
Mr. Johnston was part owner of the
Lyric, New Boston, Ohio, and at one time
had an interest in Fisher Pictures Corporation, Cincinnati. He is survived by the
widow and three daughters.
Rites for Charles Stalder
Funeral services were held Friday for
Charles P. Stalder, for 18 years manager of
the Nixon, Akron. Mr. Stalder died last
week following complications from an operation. Surviving are his widow and three
children.
Lynne Rodney
Rodney,
youngwasactress
in Lynne
for Grace
Moore,
killed and
earlystandthis
week when her automobile crashed into a
tree in Los Angeles.
Arthur Coward
Arthur Coward, father of Noel Coward,
playright
actor,Hedied
at his
farm near and
London.
was this
81. week
Mr. Coward
was originally in the music trade in London.
More recently he had been writing extensively for English publications.
Adeline Shard
Adeline Shard, 72, mother of Elmer
Shard, atres,operator
of several
died last week
at her Cincinnati
home there. theFrank Ferguson
Frank Ferguson, 74, actor, playwright
and lecturer, died last week at the Home for
Incurables, New York. Mr. Ferguson was
well known as a lecturer at Columbia Unidramatic versity,
critic.playwright of one-act plays and
Harry McCoy Dead
Harry McCoy, 43, actor, director and
composer,
1st inof Hollywood
of a heart died
attack.September
At the time
his death.
Mr. McCoy was associated with the Walt
Disneyleading
studios.
first
man. He was Mabel Normand's
Mrs. L. C. Pardee, mother of Walter
Trumbull, assistant to Will H. Hays, died
last
her home
Pardeeweekwasat about
75. in Winnetka, 111. Mrs.
Frederick Paulding, 78, actor, writer and
lecturer on the drama, died September 6th
at his home in Rutherford, N. J., of a heart
attack.
W. T. Mitchell, operator of the Lincoln
and Roxy, Petersburg, Ind., died recently
after a year's illness.
Mrs. Olive Burkhart, operator of the
Crescent,
short
illness.Jasonville, Ind., succumbed to a
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BRITISH
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London

Laughton's "Ruggles"
That Charles Laughton, with the cooperaof producer
Erichis Pommer
tortionBartlett
Cormack,
aiming toandmakedirechis
first Mayflower feature a bigger and better
British
"Ruggles
of
Red
Gap,"
is
the
story
that comes over from St. Tropez, on the
French Riviera, where first exterior shots
of "Vessel of Wrath" have been completed.
Elsa Lanchester plays opposite her husband
in this Somerset Maugham comedy. Scenes
are being made at Golfe Juan as well as at
where the Mediterranean shore,
St. Tropez,
with
the addition of a palm tree or two,
has taken on the semblance of a tropic isle.
"Vessel effort;
of Wrath"
is Cormack's
directorial
he is known
of coursefirstas
author
of
"Fury"
and
many
another
screen
success.
That Laughton, joint managing director
Harold Schuster, director, and David Niven take a brief rest after production of
of Mayflower with Pommer, as well as its
star, lewill develop into one of the most
chief
New
World's "Dinner at the Ritz," starring Annabella. The Robert T. Kane proconsiderab of British producers is one
at Denham.duction, first titled "Follow the Sun" and later "Riviera," is now in the cutting room
in the constituinherent
s
of thetion ofpossibilitie
this new company. Pommer himself,
six of world prowho ranks in anyonfirst
complete
sequence
showing
fa- near Greenwich. This has created the siturecord that Laughton ceived mousa ascent
ducers, has gone
in which
Hudson,
Hadowthe and
ation, new in British production, of a locaall the qualifications to be one of those Lord Douglas lost their lives. They are
has
setting
out bythewater
day's
men behind the films who are regarded as portrayed by Frank Birch, Moran Capiat work.tion unit
Every
morning
star,forwithits Barry
Britain's main need at this stage.
and Geoffrey Wardell. Edward Whymper, Mackay, Roland Young and director Sonnie
hero of the episode, is played by Robert Hale, embarks at Westminster Bridge, just
Douglas. Swiss guides, born and bred below the Houses of Parliament, in a
within sight of the Matterhorn, play their steamer which is to be their hotel, dressing
"Citadel" Purchase
counterparts of the last century. Benitz, room and only home for a week or two. The
orders are for 50 per meal. Leslie
in Alpine photography, has super- catering
Purchase of the screen rights in Dr. A. J. specialist
Laurier, son of the famous comedian Jay
vised the shooting of these sequences.
Cronin's "The Citadel" by London Films
Four
weeks
work
on
the
floor
at
Denham
Laurier,intoplays
a dock-hand whom Jessie
achieveone of the biggest current
the river.
is seen as British
begin in November to complete the throws
production. For once, in a will
ments of
picture,
which
is
from
a
story
by
Emmeric
For
"Owd
Bob,"
currently instudio,
production
bida
in
been beaten
they
Pressburger and Patrick Kirwan. At a for GB at the Gainsborough
way, dingHollywood
contest whichhasundoubtedly ran up to a later
claim to have found a British Rin-Tin-Tin
stage
Mary
Clare
will
have
an
imporvery big total.
tant
part.
in
"Storm,"
a
20-month-old
black
Alsatian,
The auction started immediately after the
Hans Schwartz has completed night ex- cast to paplay
the savage four-footed comsensational success of the Cronin novel, an
teriors for "The Return of the Scarlet Pim- Will Fyffe.nion of the old shepherd portrayed by
has sold
medical graft,canwhich
exposure of fast
pernel," at Denham. A sequel to Barry K.
be turned off
as they
editions as
"A Shilling for Candles," now retitled
Barnes' showing in the title role is that he
American com- has
Several large
the press.
"The Girl Was Young," is in the cutting
a
long-term
London Films contract.
price
the
and
once,
at
it
room.
after
panies were the sales of the book, which
"The
Drum,"
all-Technicolor,
is
on
the
mounted with
floor, both Welsh and Indian exterior units
"Bank Holiday," Carol Reed directing a
simultaneously was serialized by the Ex- having finished their work.
cast headed by Margaret Lockwood, is on
press. The story, obviously, was and is inLouella Parsons and husband, Doctor location at Hastings and will go on the
ternational inits appeal, though "Harley
Martin, Rouben Mamoulian and Lawrence Gainsborough floor at once.
back- Weingarten
Street" happens to bewillthebothspecific
and sets this week.have been visitors to Denham
produce
Saville
Victor
ground.
direct at Denham.
"The Rat" in Rafters
For the Ruth Chatterton-Anton Walbrook
vehicle,
"Therepresents
Rat," for aHerbert
Joan Gardner Chosen Thames Scenes
set in use
garret Wilcox,
among the
the
The
first
shots
for
the
new
GB
Jessie
London Films has cast Joan Gardner for
roofs
of
Paris
in
which
the
"King"
of
underworld, played by Walbrook, has the
his
Matthews
the lead in "The Challenge." melodrama
taken
at thevehicle,
London"Sailing
docks. Along,"
Most ofwere
the lair. At Pinewood it has been built high
Matthe
of
first conquest
the peak.
turning upon
A unit, directed by first sequence
with bya which
bird's iteyeis
is concerned
with Jessie's
ad- up
terhorn, Alpine
viewamong
of the the
floor.gantries,
The roofs
ventures in charge
of a barge,
and where
Milton Rosmer, already has been busy for
surrounded provide the scene of some of the
three weeks in Switzerland.
the
background
hasn't
been
plain
River
Thames it has been provided by a wharf most important episodes in the film.
Gunther Stapenhorst, producer, has re-
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PRODUCTIONS
TITLE
COLUMBIA
"I Married an Artist"
"Carnival Lady"
GRAND NATIONAL
"Tex Rides with the Boy
"HeScouts"
Wanted to Marry"
"Mr. Boggs Buys a Barrel"
METRO-GOLD WYN -MAYER
"Live, Love and Learn"
"The Last Gangster"
"Rosalie"
"Thoroughbreds Don't Cry'
PARAMOUNT
"Wells Fargo"
"Blossoms on Broadway"
"Thrill of a Lifetime"
"The Buccaneer"
"Hold 'Em Navy"
"True Confession"
REPUBLIC
"Manhattan Merry-GoBound"
RKO RADIO
"Damsel in Distress"
"Hitting a New High"
TWENTIETH CENT.-FOX
"Borrowing Trouble"
"Second Honeymoon"
UNITED ARTISTS
"The Adventures of
MarcoAdventures
Polo" of
"The
Tom Sawyer"
'Goldwyn Follies"
UNIVERSAL
"A Girl With Ideas"
WARNER
BROTHERSFIRST NATIONAL
"Tonight's Our Night"
"Hollywood Hotel"
"Gold Is Where You Find It';
"Accidents Will Happen"
"Return from Limbo"
"The Patient in Room 18"

IN

September

WORK

WRITER AND DIRECTOR
Screen
GladysGering.
Lehman, Delmer Daves.
Director:play,Marion
Original
story,
Milton
ScreenDirector:
play,
Lambert
Hillyer, Jr.Arthur Raison.
T. Horman.
C. C. Coleman,
Original
screen play, Edmund Kelso. Director:
Ray Taylor.
Original
story,
Rowland. Screen
play,
Clarence
Marks. byPercy
Director:
From the story
Clarence Raymond
Budington Cannon.
Kelland.
Screendon Wiles.
play, Richard English. Director: GorOriginal,
Helen GraceCharles
Carlyle. ScreenVincent
play,
Marion Parsonnet,
Lawrence.
Director: George Brackett,
Fitzmaurice.
Original, Robert Carson, William Wellman.
Screen wardplay,
Ludwig. John Lee Mahin. Director: EdOriginal story, William Anthony McGuire, Guy
Bolton. Guire.Screen
Director: play,
W. S. William
Van Dyke.Anthony McOriginal,
WalterE. Green.
Ruben, Ele
Director: J.Alfred
Story,
Stuart N.Geraghty,
Lake. Screen
play, PaulDirector:
Schoheld,
Fred Jackson.
Frank Gerald
Lloyd.
Original,
George
Auerbach.
Director:
Richard
Wallace.play, Seena Owen, Grant Garrett, Paul
Screen
Girard
Director:
ProducingSmith.
Director:
C. B. George
DeMille.Archainbaud.
Original,
Albert Lloyd
ShelbyCorrigan.
Le Vino.Director:
Screen play,
Erwin Gelsey,
Kurt
Neumann.
Original
story,
Louis
Verneuil,
Georges
Berr.
Screen play, Claude Binyon. Director: Wesley
Ruggles.
Original
Charles screen
Reisner.play, Harry Sauber. Director:
Original,
G. Ernest
Wodehouse.
P. G.
Wodehouse,P. George
Pagano,Screen
S. K.play,Lauren.
Director:
Stevens.
Story,
Robert Harari,
Maxwell Shane. Screen
play,
Raoul Gertrude
Walsh. Purcell, John Twist. Director:
Screen
KarenStrayer.
De Wolf, Robert Chapin.
Director:play,Frank
r: Walter Lang.
Screen
play,Mayo.Robert Emmett Sherwood. Director:
Archiethe
From
Mark Twain.
ScreenNorman
play,
John V. bookA. byWeaver.
Director:
Taurog.
Music,
George Director:
and Ira Gershwin.
Screen pla
Ben Hecht.
George Marshall.
Original,
Screen Director:
play, BruceS.
Manning,Bruce
RobertManning.
T. Shannon.
Sylvan Simon.
From
play by Jacques
CaseytheRobinson.
Director: Deval.
Anatole Screen
Litvak.play,
Original,
Jerry Wald,
Wald, Maurice
Maurice Leo,
Leo. Richard
Screen
play,
Macauley.JerryDirector:
Busby Berkeley.
From the Cosmopolitan serial story by Clements
Ripley.rector:Screen
play, Clements Ripley. DiMichael Bricker.
Curtiz.
Original,
George
play, Anthony
Coldeway,
George
Bricker.ScreenDirector:
William
Clemens.
From
the
Saturday
Evening
Post
story
byDirector:
A. H.
Carr.
Screen
play,
Horace
Jackson.
Stanley Logan.
Director:
Bobby Connolly.

LuliThomas
Desto,Mitchell,
John Boles,
Helen Wells.
Westley, Frances Drake.
Jacqueline
Rita
ArthurHayworth,
Loft. Charles Quigley, Marc
TexMurphy.
Ritter, Snub Pollard, Marjorie Reynolds, Horace
Wallace
Ford, Isabel
Ray Mayer, Mary Treen,
Cully
Rex Jewell,
Lease.
Stuart Richards,
Erwin, Helen
Chandler, Toby Wing, Walter
Byron, Spencer Charters, William Moore.
Robert
Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell,
Robert
Benchley,
Helen
Vinson,
Eburne,
Monty
Wooley,Rutherford.
CharlesHarlan
Judels,Briggs,
E. E. Maude
Clive, June
Clayworth,
Ann
Edward
G.
Robinson,
Andrea
Marion,
James
Stewart,
Lionel Stander,
Douglas
Scott. Louise Beavers, Sidney Blackmer.
Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy, Ray Bolger, Alma
Massey,
Frank Morgan,
ReginaldSt. Owen,
EdnaAubrey
May
Oliver, Judy
Virignia
Grey, Mickey
Ronald
Smith,
Garland,
Rooney,Clair,
SophieC. Tucker,
Forrester Harvey.
JoelMaryMcCrea,
FrancesMorgan,
Dee, Bob
Nash, Ralph
PorterBurns,
Hall. Lloyd Nolan,
Edward
Arnold,
Shirley
Ross,
John
Trent, William
Frawley, Weber and Fields.
Eleanore
Erickson. Whitney, Johnny Downs, Betty Grable, Leil
Fredric
Gaal, AkimDumbrille,
Tamiroff,Beulah
lan
Keith, March,
Margot Franciska
Grahame, Dougiass
Bondi.
LewElizabeth
Ayres, Patterson.
John Howard, Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker,
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray, John Barrvmore,
Porter Fritz
Hall, Feld.
Edgar Kennedy, Una Merkel, R'ichard
Carle,
PhilTamara
Regan,Geva,
Leo Carrillo,
Ann Dvorak,Lewis
James Gleason,
Calloway-Ted
Orchestras, HenryCabArmetta,
Joe Di Maggio.and then
Fred
Joan Fontaine,
Allen,Astaire,
Ray Noble,
Reginald George
Gardiner.Burns and Gracie
JedDeane,
Prouty,BillySpring
Florence Roberts, Shirley
Mahan,Byington,
George Ernest.
GaryBasilCooper,
SigridGeorge
Gurle, Barbier.
Ernest Truex, Binnie Barnes,
Rathbone,
Tommy
Moran, Jory,
WalterDavidBrennan,
May
Robson, Kelly,
Ann Jackie
Gillis, Victor
Jack Holt,
Cora
Sue
Collins,
Charles
Richmond,
Mickey
Rentschler, Spring
Byington,HughVictor
Kilian, Margaret HamilNana Bryant,
Adolpheton,Menjo,
Phil Baker, Chapman.
Ritz Brothers, Helen Jepson,
Edgar
Bergen
and
"Charlie
McCarthy,"
Clark,
Ella Logan,
Virginia Verrill, CharlesBobbyKullmann,
Zorina,
Goldwyn George
Girls. Ballachine and his American Ballet,
Wendy
Pidgeon,Samuel
Kent Hinds.
Taylor, Dorothea
Kent, Barrie,
Hobart Walter
Cavanaugh,
Claudette
Colbert, Anita
CharlesLouise,
Boyer.Isabelle
BasilJean,
Rathbone,
Melville Morris
Cooper,
Allan
Conrad.
Carnovsky,
GregoryMay Gave.
Montague
Love.
Kurt
Bois,
Christian
Rub,
Boley.
Dick
Powell,
Benny
Goodman
and
his
Swing
Band,
Frances Langford, Ted Healey, Edgar Kennedy, Lola
Lane,
Lane,Mowbray,
Hugh Herbert,
Mabel Rosemary
Todd, Alan
Allyn Johnnie
Joslyn,Davis.
Eric
Stanley.
George
Brent,
Olivia
de
Havilland,
Claude
Rains,
Margaret Lindsay.
Ronald Reagan, Gloria Blondell, Dick Purcell, Hugh
O'Connell, Sheila Bromley, Kenneth Harlan.
Kaylinson,
Francis.
O'Brien, Ralph
GordonForbes.
Oliver, Herbert RawAlan PatMowbray,
Patric
Knowles,
Ann
Sheridan.
Rosella
Towne. Cliff
Clark. Eddie Acuff. John Ridgley.
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THE

RUBBER

WALLS

Flash

from

Exhibitor

BROADWAY
MELODY
Rialto, Lewistown, Pa.

"TO

Klinger
OF

playing

'38"

at the

M-G-M:

I note that one of the major distributors
advertise currently in the trade press the
fact that one of their pictures played tc
one out of every four persons in a towr
in New York state and that the theatre
must have had rubber walls.
Thought
-Pta^cV -We

etc-i

that you might be interested ir

knowing that "BROADWAY
MELODY
OF 1938" played to more than one -hall
the entire population of this town, breaking a fifteen year house record during it!
five day run.
This during five of the hottest days of th<
summer, too!"
pAUL Q LINGER
The Rialto
Lewistown, Pa.
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended September I I, 1937,
from 105 theatres in 17 major cities of the country was $1,472,474, an increase of
$326,468 over the total for the preceding week ending September 4, 1937, when
100 theatres in 17 large cities aggregated $1,146,006.
(Copyright, 1937. Reproduction of material from this department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden.)
(Average
weekly 4,grosses
66 week3,period
from January
1936, tofor April
1937)
Average
Receipts
Boston
Per
Week
Price
Seats
25c-6Sc
3,246
$17,700
55c-$1.65
.1,643
9,600
.1,382
30c-50c
5,300
13,600
25c-65c
2,907
35c-65c
Loew's Orphe
14,500
2,970
35c-65c
13,100
Loew's State
3,537
Metropolitan
35c-75c
26,200
4,332
25c-50c
1,793
8,000
Buffalo
30c -50c
Buffalo
3,3,489
14,000
25c
Century
7,000
3,000
Great Lakes
25c-40c
10,100
3,000
Hippodrome
25c -40c
2,500
9,000
25c
Lafayette
3,300
3,300
8,300
Chicago
1 400
Apollo
35c-75c
7,100
35c-75c
Chicago
35,500
4,000
11,000
50c-$1.50
Erlanger
1,200
Garrick
900
35c-75c
6,800
35c-55c
Oriental
3,490
17,500
3,490
Palace
35c-75c
19,900
Roosevelt ,
35c-75c
13,000
1,591
State-Lake
20c-40c
2,776
14,800
United Artists
35c-75c
17,500
1,700
Cleveland
Allen
.3,300
30c-42c
5,700
12,700
Hippodrome
.3,800
30c-42c
Lake
25c-35c
800
30c-60c
RKO Palace
.3,100
17,800
.3,400
State
17,200
30c-42c
1,900
Stillman
30c-42c
5,200
Denver
25c-50c
Aladdin
1,500
3,400
Broadway ,
25c-40c
2,300
1,500
Theatres

Denham
Denver
Orpheum
Paramount

1,500
1,500
2,500
2,500
.2,500
2,000

25c-40c
25c-50c
25c-40c
25c -40c

6,700
9,600
7,300
3,400

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"The (stage:
Life of Ethel
the Party"
Merman)(RKO)....
(25c-75c)28,000
"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 8,500
"Blonde
Trouble" Mines"
(Para.)(GB)
and 5,000
"King Solomon's
"Thin
Ice" Salute"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Annapolis
(RKO) and.. 26,500
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 17,000
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 15,000
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 27,500
stage (Para.)
show) and 7,000
"Blonde (plus
Trouble"
"King Solomon's Mines" (GB)

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"The Man Who Cried Wolf" 8,000
(Univ.) and "Way Out West" (MGM)
"Artists
Models"(Para.)(Para.) and.. 5,000
"She's NoandLady"
"Make
a
Wish"
(RKO)Cent.-Fox)
and 13,000
"Hot Water" (20th
"Topper"
and(MGM) 18,000
"Between (MGM)
Two Women"
"Topper" Two
(MGM)Women"
and
"Between
(MGM) 15,000
"Confession"
16,000
(stage:(F.N.)
Harriet Hayes)
"Artists
Models"(Para.)(Para.) and.. 8.000
"She's NoandLady"

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 18,500
"Make Shot"
a Wish"
"Big
(RKO)(RKO) and 12,700
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 14,700
"Love
Under Fire" (20th(Para.)
Cent.-Fox) 8,500
and "Wild
"Lost
Horizon"Monev"
(Col.)
15,820

"Artists and Models" (Para.) 14,766
"Four
Aces" On(Ind.)
5,123
"Off Again—
Again"and
(RKO)
"Broadway
(2nd Melody
week) of 1938" (MGM) 6,285
"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
6,950
"King Can
Solomon
"Girls
Play"Mines"
(Col.) (GB) and.. 5,500

"The Good Earth" (MGM) 6,800
"ArtistsJackand Denny
Models"and (Para.)
35,000
(stage:
Orch.) (2nd week)
"The Life(2ndofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 15,500
"Captains Courageous" (MGM).... 6,500
"Wine,(W.B.)
and Women
and Horses"..
revue) 16,000
"The (plus
Life vaudeville
of(plus
the vaudeville
Party"
(RKO)..
19,000
revue)
"Varsity Show" (W.B.)
18,000
"On Again—
Off Again"
13,200
show) (RKO).... 23,000
"Dead (plus
End" stage
(U.A.)

"Trader Horn" (MGM)
6,800
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 45,800
(stage:week)Jack Denny and Orch.)
"The (1st
Life week)
of Emile Zola" (F.N.).. 14,800
(1st
"You Can't
Have
Everything"
6,000
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
(2nd week) 18,000
"It's All Yours"
(Col.)
(stage:a Wish"
Jack La Rue-Vince Barnett)20,000
"Make
(stage: Red (RKO)
Norvo(MGM)
and Band)
"Captains
.... 11,500
(2nd Courageous"
week)
"Reported(plusMissing"
(Univ.)
13,200
stage
show)
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 10,000
(3rd week)

"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
12,000
"Varsity(30c-55c1
Show" (W.B.) 15,000
(30c-55c)
"Borneo" (20th Cent.-Fox) 2,500
"Make(plusa Lillian
Wish" Roth
(RKO)
and vaudeville)19,000
(30c-75c)
"Artists(30c-55c)
and Models" (Para.) 18.500
"Broadway
Melody of 1938" (MGM) 7,800
(30c-55c)

'You Can't
Have Everything"
5,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(2nd week) 16,000
'Lost Horizon"
(Col.)

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)

5,000
4,000

"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 8,500
"Walter(U.A.)
Wanger's
of 1938" 17,000
(plusVogues
stage band)
"Broadway
1938" (MGM) 7,000
and "BorderMelody
Cafe"of (RKO)
(5 days-2nd
week) (20th Cent.-.. 3,500
"Wild
and Wooly"
Fox)
and "Under the Red Robe"
(20th Cent.-Fox)

'It's All Yours" (Col.) 16,500
(stage: Roscoe Ates and vaudeville)
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 19,000
"The Good Earth" (MGM) 7,500
'Lost Horizon" (Col.)
5,000
'Platinum
Blonde"
(Col.) and
800
"A'Love
Dangerous
Adventure"
(Col.)
(3
days)
Under
Fire"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(4 days) 2,000
"Blonde Trouble" (Para.) 3,500
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 18,000
(plus Melody
stage band)
"Broadway
CMGM)(1standweek)
"Borderof 1938"
Cafe" (RKO) 12,000
"One Mile from Heaven" (20th 3,500
Cent.-Fox) and "Armored Car" fUniv.)

AN INTERESTING
NEW ANGLE!
Intelligent handling of War
News from China enables showmen to indicate to patrons that
"THE GOOD EARTH"of shows
peace
China in all phases
and military activity, making
comprehension of news from
the Orient easier for the public.
One more angle to exploit this
remarkable production.

Itself
Praising the Picture
lb* All Unite in
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the sets «g
ttonal;
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With an almost
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RECEIPTS—CONT'D!
[THEATRE
(Average
weekly4, grosses
66 week3,period
Previous Week
Theatres
from January
1936, tofor April
1937)
Current Week
Average
Receipts
Seats Price
Per Week
Hollywood
Fox)
11,600
"Love Under Fire" (20th Cent...... 12,427
30c -55c
Chinese
2,500
"Thin Water"
Ice" (20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Fox) and "Wild and Wooly" (20th Cent."Hot
Cent.-Fox)and.
30c -65c
"Make
Wish"Glory"
(RKO)(RKO)and 6,000
Pantages
3,000
'The
Life of the Salute"
Party" (RKO)
(RKO).
"Flight afrom
8,100
and "Annapolis
30c
-65c
10,400
"Stella
Dallas"
(U.A.)
andweek) 9,800
W. B. Hollywood #. 3,000
"Varsity
Show" and(W.B.)
and(W.I
"Talent Scout" (F.N.) (2nd
"Wine, Women
Horses"
Indianapolis
"Borneo"
Apollo
1,100
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 9,000
"Hot Water"(20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Cent.-Fox)and.... 2,500
"Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
Circle ...
2,800
25c-40c
"Make
a
Wish"
(RKO)
and
5,000
"Blonde Trouble" (Para.)and 7,000
"Hideawav" (RKO)
6,300
25c -40c
"Dead
and
Loew's
2,800
"Lost
Horizon"
(Col.)
and
11,000
8,200
"It Can'tEnd"Last(U.A.)
Forever"
(Col.) 10,000
Louis-Farr Fight Film
"Confession"
(F.N.)
Lyric
2,000
"Footloose
(W.B.) 10,100
9,300
(stage: Eddy Duchin and Orch.) 16,000
(plusHeiress"
stage show)
Kansas City
25c
"Backstage"
and
1,800
Empress
1,500
"Marihuana"
"The
Great(6(GB)
Hospital
Cent.-Fox)
days) Mystery" (20th
(8 days)(Roadshow Att.) 8,700
"Love(20thUnder
Fire"
11,000
25c-40c
Fox
2,200
"Thin
Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
15,900
Cent.-Fox)
stage show) 4,700
7,400
(plus
stage show) and 11,700
25c-40c
"Confession"
(F.N.)the (plus
and
Mainstreet
3,100
"Souls
at Sea"
"Mr.
Dodd Takes
Air" (F.N.) (6 days)
Louis-Farr
Fight(Para.)
Film (8 days)
9,300
25c-40c
Midland
4,000
"Topper"
12,500
"Dead
and
12,000
"Men Are (MGM)
Not Gods"and
(U.A.)
"It Can'tEnd"
Last(U.A.)
Forever"
(Col.) 13,800
25c-40c
Newman
1,900
"The
Gambini"
"Make
Wish"
(RKO)(RKO)and
6,300
7,380
"Flight afrom
Glory"
"Dance,Great
Charlie,
Dance"(Para.)
(F.N.) and 3,200
(5
days)
25c-40c
Uptown
2,000
"Wild
and Wooly"(20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Cent.-Fox) 4,000
"Love Under Fire"
2,800
and "Borneo"
4,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
Los Angeles
"High, (Para.)
Wide and(3rdHandsome"
4,000
50c-$1.50
11,800
Carthay Circle
1,518
"High, (Para.)
Wide and(6 days-4th
Handsome" 3,400
week)
"The Firefly"
(MGM)
8,400
50c-$l.S0
Four Star
900
"The Firefly"
(MGM)week) 7,600
(5th
week)
(4th
week)
4,000
"Under (Scandinavian)
Falsk Flagg"
1,700
Grand International 750
35c-40c
"An Orphan
of Vienna" 2,700
(GeneralBoyForeign)
2,100
"Make
afromWish"Glory"(RKO)(RKO)and 6,400
Hillstreet
2,700
30c-65c
"The
Life
of
the
Party"
(RKO)..
12,500
"Flight
and Annapolis Salute" (RKO)
8,000
30c-55c
14,700
"Love Under Fire" (20th Cent.-Fox) 12,561
"Thin Water"
Ice" (20th(20thCent.-Fox)
Loew's State
2,500
"Hot
Cent.-Fox)and.. 25,421
and "Wild and Wooly" (20th Cent.-Fox)
30c-55c
Paramount
3,595
"Souls
Sea" (Para.)
24,500
"Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
19,800
18,400
(stage:at Senator
Murphy) (1st week)
(stage: Senator Murphy) (2nd week)
10,700
"Stella
Dallas"
(U.A.)
and
"Varsity
Show"
(W.B.)
and
10,800
W. B. Downtown 3,400
"Talent Scout" (F.N.) (2nd week) 11,800
"Wine, Women and Horses" (W.B.)
Minneapolis
"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
7,000
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 3,000
Century
1,600
25c -40c
5,200
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 13,000
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 11,000
25c-55c
Minnesota
4,000
12,200
"Married
Before Breakfast" (MGM) 21,000
"You Can't Have Everything" 11,000
RKO Orpheum
2,900
25c-40c
(stage:
7,200
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(35c -55c)Rudy Vallee and Orch.) (5 days)
"The Case of Stuttering Bishop".. 5,500
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 5,000
State
,2,400
25c-40c
(F.N.) Solomon's
and "WildMines"
Money"(GB)....
(Para.) 1,700
"King
"Damaged Lives" (Weldon) 2,300
World
400
25c-35c
Montreal
Capitol
Loew's
Palace
Princess
New York
Astor
Capitol
Criterion
Globe
Hollywood

2,547
3,115
2,600
2,272

25c -60c
25c-40c
25c-65c
25c-65c

1,142
4,700
1,700
1,400
1,430

55c-$2.20
25c-85c
25c-75c
55c-$2.20
55c-$2.20

10,500
7,600
15,600
33,400
12,000
17,800

"The Road Back" (Univ.) 9,000
"Gangway"
(GB) (GB)
and
7,000
"Take
My Tip"
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 11,000
"King Solomon's
Mines" (GB) and 7,000
"Take
My Tip" (GB)

"You Can't Have Everything" (20th 9,500
Cent.-Fox)
and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Midnight
Madonna"(Col.)(Para.) and.. 4,500
"North of Nome"
"The Good
(2nd Earth"
week) (MGM) 5,500
"The
Toast
of
New OffYork"
and "On Again—
Again"(RKO).
(RKO). 6,500

"The Firefly"
(MGM)
(2nd week)
(MGM) Melody of 1938"....
"The Broadway
"Bulldog(Para.)
Drummond Comes Back"
"Souls at(5thSea"week)(Para.)
"The Life
Emile Zola" (W.B.)..
(4th ofweek)

"The Firefly" (MGM)
6,844
(4 days-lst week)
"Dance, Charlie, Dance" (F.N.).... 5,000
"Souls at(4thSea"
(Para.) 6,500
"The Life(3rdofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 20,000
week)

13,585
40,000
12,000
7,500
26,500

BETTE

DAVIS

HENRY

FONDA

THAT

CERTAIN

WOMAN
Ian Hunter
Donald• Anita
Crisp Louise
Written and Directed by
Edmund Goulding
Max Steiner
A Music
First byNational
Picture

v

JUST GOES TO SHOW!
Fox, Frisco premiere
beats 'Green Light',
'Galahad' and every
Warner picture that
ever played there!
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(Average
weekly4, grosses
66 week3,period
from January
1936, tofor April
Average 1937)
Receipts
Per
Week
Price
New York (Continued) Seats
25c-99c
Rialto
25c-55c
7,700
Rivoli
23,100
25c -99c
79,000
40c-$1.65
RKO Music Hall..
...5,954
Roxy
5,954
25c-75c
35,400
..3,000
Strand
20,800
40c -99c

Midwest
Tower
Omaha
Brandeis
Omaha
Orphe
Philadelphia
Aldine . . .
Boyd
Earle
Fox

San Francisco
Clay ..
Embassy . . .
Fox
Golden Gate
Orpheum ....
Paramount .
St. Francis
United Artists
Warfield
Seattle
Blue Mouse
Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Music Box
Orpheum
Palomar
Paramount

10c -40c
10c-25c

19 3 7

CECEIPT$«C€NT»C1

Theatres

Oklahoma City
Criterion
1,700
Liberty
....1,500

September 18

5.300
2,900

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Double
Or Nothing"
(stage:
Shep Fields(Para.)
and Orch.) 61,000
"Borneo" (20th Cent. -Fox) 8,000
"Dead (3rd
End" week)
(U.A.)
29,000
"The Prisoner of Zenda" (U. A.) .... 123,700
(plus
stage
show)
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent. -Fox) 68,600
show)
"Varsity(plusShow"stage (W.B.)
22,000

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 32,000
(stage:
Spitalny's Girl Orch.)
(4th Phil
week)
"Bad Guy"
(MGM)
10,000
"Dead End"
(U.A.)
45,100
(2nd week)
"Walter
Wanger's
of(2nd1938"week)
88,000
(U.A.)Under
(plusFire"
stageVogues
"Love
(20thshow)Cent.-Fox)
44,500
(plus
stage
show)
'Confession"
(F. N.)
13,500
(2nd week)

"The Prisoner
(8 days) of Zenda" (U.A.).. 6,500
"Dance,-FarrCharlie,
Louis
Fight Dance"
Film (4(F.N.)
days) and 2,500
"You
Buy (20th
Luck"Cent.(RKO)
"Fair Can't
Warning"
-Fox)and
(3 days)600
'Artists(8 anddays)Models" (Para.) 6,400
'Ever Since
Eve" (F.N.) 2,900

"Love Under Fire"
4,200
"Woman
Wise" Justice"
(20th Cent.-Fox)..
1,900
and
"Mountain
(F.N.)
(4
days)
(20th
Cent.-Fox">(RKO) and 500
"Meet
the
Missus"
"Off
to the Races" (20th Cent.-Fox)
(3 days)
"Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 7,200
"Elephant Boy" (U.A.) 2.500

"The Life
of theof Party"
(RKO)Men"and (Col.)
4,800
"The
League
Frightened
"Between
Two Before
Women"
(MGM)..(MGM)
4,500
and "Married
Breakfast"
"You Can't Have Everything" 5,600
(20th Cent.-Fox) and "Love from a
Stranger"
U.A.) (20th
(1 day)
and "Think(6 days)Mr. Moto"
Fast,
Cent.-Fox)

"Make
Wish"Glorv"
(RKO)(RKO)and 3,600
"Flight afrom
"Broadway
of 1938"(W.B.)
(MGM)(8 days)
7,500
and "WhiteMelody
Bondage"
"The Emperor's Candlesticks" 5,700
(MGM) and "Wings Over Honolulu"
(Univ.)

1,500
1,100

10c-55c
10c-35c

1,200
2,200
.3.000

25c -40c
25c-40c

.1,300
2,400
2,000
3,000
. .1,000
2,000
3,700
1,700

40c -65c
40c -65c
25c-55c
40c -65c
25c -40c
30c-50c
40c-65c
30c -50c

9,200
14,800
14,400
17,000
2,700
2,800
15,700
6,400

'Stella (2nd
Dallas" (U.A.)
13,500
'Thin Ice" week)
(20th Cent.-Fox) 17,000
'Wild(stage:
and Wooly" LeRoy
(20th Cent.-Fox)
21,000
and revue) 22,500
'100 Men andHala Girl"
(Univ.)
'Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938 " 3,800
'Souls (U.A.)
at Sea" (25c-50c)
(Para.)
3,700
'Varsity Show" (W.B.) 19,000
'They Won't Forget" (W.B.) 7,000

•Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
19,000
week) Vogues of 1938" 13,000
'Walter(1st
Wanger's
(U.A.)
'Love
Fire" Osborne
(20th Cent......
Fox) Under
(stage:
and OrcrO13,500
'Souls
at days)
Sea"Will(Para.)
17,000
(10
'Confession" (F.N.)
2,300
'You Can't Have Everything" 3,200
(20thMelody
Cent.-Fox)
'Broadway
of 1938" (MGM) 10,500
week) Mines" (GB) 5,000
'King (2nd
Solomon's

400

15c-40c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c -75c
15c-75c

1,100
3,800
11,000

"Masquerade in Vienna" (World).. 900
'Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
9,000
'Thin
Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
and..
23,000
•One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Make (plus
a Wish"stage (RKO)
22,500
show)
•Lost Horizon"
(Col.)
15,000
(2nd
week)
'Double OrBy Night"
Nothing"(MGM)
(Para.) and 15,000
'London
'San
Ouentin" Fire"(F.N.)(20thand
8,000
'Love
Cent.-Fox) 14,030
'Stella Under
Dallas" (U.A.)
"Souls
Sea" (Para.)
•Blonde atTrouble"
(Para.)and
(2nd week)13,000

"Amphytrion"
800
(2nd week)(French)
"San Ouentin" (F.N.) and 19,000
"Love Under Fire" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Big Shot" (RKO)
14.500
(stage- Gene Autrv)
"Lost Horizon"
18,000
(1st week) (Col.)
"Broadway
15,000
and "She's Melody
No Lady"of 1938"
(Para.).(MGM)
(2nd week)
"The Good
Earth"
(MGM)
6,400
(2nd week)
"Souls atTrouble"
Sea" (Para.)
"Blonde
(Para.) and
(1st week) 19,000

15c-35c
30c- 55c
25c -55c
30c-55c

3.700
7.700

15c-35c
30c -55c

4.700

'Knight
WithoutScout"
Armour"
and "Talent
(F.N.) (U.A.) 3,400
'Broadwav
1938"
6,750
(MGM)Melodv
(2nd ofweek)
'Stella (3rd
Dallas"week) (U.A.)
4,700
'The Good Earth" (MGM) 3,100
'Topper"
and
8,450
'Think Fast,(MGM)
Mr. Moto"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
'Hoosier(plusSchoolboy"
(Mono.)
4,650
vaudeville)
'Souls atTrouble"
Sea" (Para.)
'Blonde
(Para.) and 6,200

"Rose
Marie" (MGM)
"HH1 Divers"
(MGM) (re-issue)
(re-issue) and 5,100
"Broadway
Melodv
of
(MGM) (1st week)1938" 9,200
"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
7,000
(2nd week)
"Wee Willie
Winkie" (20th Cent.- 3,850
Fox; and
"Sing and Be Happy"
(20th
Cent-Fox)
"You Can't Have Everything".... 4,800
(20th
(Para.)Cent.-Fox)
(3rd week)and "Midnight Madonna"
"Meet the Boy Friend" (Rep.).... 4,650
(plus
stage show)
(2nd
week)
"The Good Earth"
(MGM) 6,750

..5,651
2,850
..2,670
1,470
1,200
2,680
950
2,500
1.800
950
2,450
1,500
3,050

16,600
8,200
13,300
6,900
6.900
15.300

7,700
3,500

5,200

19 3 7
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Theatremans

Said a visiting brother during a recent vacation visit with
your Chairman:
"I cameyouin have
to express
the
publicity
given my
me appreciation
in the Round personally
Table andforwhich
is responsible, undoubtedly, for my recent promotion to a
job."we answered cheerfully that while the kind words
bigger
To which
were appreciated, our personal efforts contributed little to
his advancement.
Now don't
get Weus wrong,
Chairman
shrinking
violet.
never gentlemen.
have been Your
less than
willingis noto
stand up and take our share of the bows. But, basically, the
reason for theto Round
is that
through hisin
contributions
these Tabler's
pages hepromotion
did his part
in stressing,
strengthening the importance of the theatre manager in the
industry structure.
And, by doing so, it follows that he advanced his own
cause.
The main function of the Round Table is to act as a clearing house of boxoffice ideas submitted by the man in the
field. It has long passed the day of the pat-on-the-back school
of journalism. True, your observer finds frequent occasion to
so doing, but essenpraise editorially, and takes pleasure in theatre
enhancement
tially this department aims for general
and boxoffice betterment by reporting those things found by
theatremen to be of benefit.
However, when these same things are detailed in the pages,
not only to the value of highthey must call executive attention
power showmanship but, as important, to the work of the
a wise mantheatreman who actually does the job. And whenpublication
at
ager chooses to forward his campaigns for
of
not too infrequent intervals, it can only beto athequestion
In
fore.
brought
is
value
greater
time before his
confirmation, the following is taken from a recent letter to
Publix Great States
this department,
Theatres
headman:written by Jules J. Rubens,
"There is absolutely no question in my mind but what the
Managers' Round Table Club keeps therealize
boys that
plentyevery
hoppedbit upof
to do their best, inasmuch as they
on their
bearing
a
have
_
may
Club
recognition through the
future advancement in the business."

aid and progress

Importanc

e

Although it should not be so, there is too much of a taking
for granted the ability of good managers to handle, and at
a moment's
notice,work,
everything
under theandtheatre
sun. Thus,
often
outstanding
if not spotlighted
impressed
upon
executive
consciousness,
is
neither
rewarded
nor
even
recognized.
Your Chairman is pleased to encourage this recognition
through editorial praise, through the Quigley Awards and
other effective means of advancing the interests of members.
But, in the final analysis, it remains for theatremen themselves
to aid in building their ever growing importance to the level
it rates.
V V V
THERE ARE OTHER FIELDS, ALSO
The creation of adequate and different lobby displays
week in and week out is a problem, to be sure, and often
applies to theatremen in the top situations with ample facilities as well as to the boys in the smaller spots. Variations of
theatre display available to the man in the field only go so far,
and thus showmen with a realization of these limitations utilize
commendable ingenuity in casting about for slants that are
unusual and inexpensive.
Up in Hartford, for instance, the quick-moving Jack Simons,
able
skipper,
does town,
it very
the
better Loew's
window Poli
displays
around
manywellof by
whichspotting
he is able
to promote after the stores are through with them and reconstruct to fit his own requirements. Of course, Jack has the
talent
to make
"look like
they ain't," but, in the
main, this
sort ofthese
adaptation
has what
its values.
SmartTheytheatremen
of each
other's into
boxoffice
ideas.
should feelborrow
little freely
hesitation
in dipping
other
fields for art suggestions or otherwise that have proven their
worth as crowd-stoppers.
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Pictures

the theatreman's
of the QuigleySignalizing
Awards Bronze
Plaque for winning
June, Governor
Carl
E. Bailey of Arkansas (right) makes the presentation
to W. Clyde Smith at the State Capitol, Little Rock.
Smith won on his "Mountain Music" campaign at the
Paramount, in Hot Springs. . . . Above right is reproduced lobby miniature of Chinese scene from "Good
Earth" as conceived by Manager Albert Barfield for
the date at Keith's, Philadelphia.

Discovering that the birthplace of Paramount' s Fred MacMurray was
Kankakee, III., Manager George C. Rice, of the Paramount in that spot,
playing
birthday,toarranged
for
patrons to"Exclusive"
sign giant coincidentally
greetings cardwith
whichthewasstar'sforwarded
the studios.
Local paper ran the photo on page one with story and as a follow-up another
shot showing the star reading the home-town daily together with an
acknowledgment of MacMurray's thanks for his natal day salutations.
In keeping with the modernistic glass front of the Lux Theatre, Guatemala City, Guatemala, was the special electrical exhibit covering face of
"Stolen byHoliday."
painting of Kay Francis was featured
inbuilding
displayonarranged
Manager Giant
R. Cofino.

September 18
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Highlight of Manager Stanley Brown's Fur Fahion Revue put
on withfeatured
"Artistsmodels
and Models"
the new
West styles
Coast, onLong
Cal.,
displayingat the
stageBeach,
and
runway in front of theatre. Further details on following page.
. . . Above right shows squad of girl drttmmers on new marquee
of the New York Capitol, one of the stunts arranged by Ben
Serkowich to publicize the reopening.
To emphasize his new season's bookings at the Westlake Theatre, Los Angeles, Manager W. C. "Rick" Ricord, Jr., planted
a fully-decorated Christmas tree in his lobby, gaily-wrapped
packages bearing names of the top shows to come. Cut-out of
Santa Claus saying he could not wait until the Yuletide to present the entertainment gifts explained the stunt.

For Monogram's "Paradise Isle" at the Brooklyn-Strand, Manager
Ted Trust arranged a display of Celotex boxes and frames explaining uses of that material against background of palm trees. Blowup
of scene still showing stars seated on Celotex box was featured. . . .
Principal highways around Bridgeport, Conn., were covered as illustrated byManager
Morris Rosenthal
at the Majestic
Theatre.
W for his date on "Road Back"

NEWSPAPER

Coming—

The Comedy

Triumph

HEADLINES

. . . IRENE DUNNE and GARY GRANT in "THE AWFUL TRUTH"

WROTE
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HARTFORD -3 weeks
SAN DIEGO-3 weeks
SAN FRANCISCO- 3rd week
ASBURY PARK

dovv

run.

n /or

SACRAMENTO- Indefinite
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CLEVELAND
'OOO

SCRANTON
TOLEDO

7

ERIE
NEWARK, 0.
BRIDGEPORT
INDIANAPOLIS
BUFFALO
IPSWICH
TOMS RIVER, N. J.
WATERVILLE
— -Q Columbia

and just around the corner. . . GRACE MOORE in "I'LL TAKE ROMANCE 'WA

ftictute

MELVYN DOUGLAS

I
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Corn Contest
Out where the tall corn grows, Dick
Phillips, Charles Theatre, Charles City,
Iowa, local
put onpaper
his yearly
"tall cornwithcontest"
with
in connection
Gene
Autry's
"Yodelin'
Kid
from
Ridge,"
cash prize going to entrantPinesubmitting
tallest cornstalk. Dick also promoted personal congratulatory wire from the star
for the winner. Corn was stacked in
front of shop adjoining theatre where the
crowds gathered to view the specimens.

PICTURE HERALD

FROM

PROMOTES BLIMP
TO PLUG SHORTS
Coincidentally with showing of
"Lifeguard
Tubes" at Loewman
the Park Milt
and
Granada, Cleveland,
Harris promoted Goodyear to loan
Company's
blimpRaces
to plug
the
short atadvertising
National Air
and
other spots. Illuminated at night
blimp covering the Exposition and
other gatherings carried copy selling
the short and crediting both theatres.
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FIELD

Good Earth
For advance on "Good Earth," Lew
Bray, Lyric, Brownwood, Texas, dumped
five separate piles of earth in front of his
theatre, each containing large cards on
sticks calling attention to the picture
opening and playdates. Entire stunt cost
four passes for the hauling of the dirt to
and from the theatre.
Windows

To publicize "Waikiki Wedding" at the
Orpheum,
chants Buena
contributed Vista,
window various
displaysmerfor
Dave Goodenough. One music store devoted
display
to
bazookas,
sheet
music
and
Opening gun of Bill Saxton's "Knight Merchant Aids
scene stills from the picture and dry goods
Withouttury, Armor"
campaign
at theleading
CenBaltimore, was
tieup with
Trail, B. C. Canada, the city of smelt- store featured Hawaiian window with
chain shoe stores which featured a Dieting factories boasts a huge plant whose grass skirts and other paraphernalia.
rich Shoe Week during run of picture.
output is called "elephant brand" and to Local taverns cooperated by playing music
Chain contributed ten complete windows that
product, Will Harper, Liberty The- from the picture on their electric phonofor elaborate displays and arranged four
graphs and entire staff wore colored crepe
atre tied hisstore
"Elephant
date. Large
daily broadcasts for several days ahead of downtown
window Boy"
was secured
and
opening. Stores also bought full page Harper promoted 50 small elephants from paper leis ahead and during entire run.
co-op ad on the amusement page.
the factory which were planted in win- Hawaiian Night
dow, herd made to appear as though they
were travelling with small cutouts of the
Frank Kennebeck, exploitation manSwimming Meet
Elephant Boy in the picture. Permission
ager for Paramount in India, arranged
was
also
granted
for
Will
to
sell
the
elea "Waikiki Wedding" night in leading
Staged by Manager Johnny McManus,
phants as lucky souvenirs.
Hotel
in Bombay to plug that picture.
Loew's
Midland,
Kansas
City,exploiteer,
and W.
Event was advertised by the hotel by
P.
Bernfield,
United
Artists
Cool Stuff
transforming cabaret into Honolulu setwas a "Dead End" swimming contest held
ting, the orchestra playing almost excluat local pool. Swimming instructor arsively the music from the picture. Hula
ranged aprogram of eight events in which
Various stunts are reported by Tom
contest
was put on with winner presented
boys who were not members of any swim- Edwards, Ozark Theatre, Eldon, Mo. one with silver
ming teams were eligible. Twenty prizes of which was for "Mountain Music." Pathe Cinema.cup by the management of
were awarded by the theatre and cooper- Tom's operator and sign man cut out head Charity
ating merchants, and stunt was duly pub- of Martha Raye from 24 sheet and relicized in all the papers.
painted her lips so that the mouth was
large enough to place over boxoffice ticket
window. Another stunt was picket in
"Old Shoes Day" was celebrated in
front of theatre with signboard reading Enid, Okla., by Carl Benefiel in which a
Jewelry Tieup
pair
of old shoes served as admission for
"this
theatre
is
unfair
to
hot
weather.
It
The gals of Memphis were invited to has installed air conditioning to cool you
under 12. Event was sponcontend for the privilege of wearing thou- off." Santa was also put on streets with all children
sored by the Enid Lions Club as part of
sands of dollars worth of jewelry in a pro- sign "I came down from the North Pole their annual old clothes drive in cooperamotion scheme engineered by publicist
tion with the Griffith Amusement Co. and
Fred Ford for the Malco Theatre date on to cool off at the Ozark and see" etc. etc. the county
welfare department. All shoes
were turned over to the WPA repair
"Toast of New York." Through radio
tieup, contest was staged to find the girl CjOnteSt
shop and trilater
the Lions Club for diswho most closely resembled the star.
bution tothe toneedy.
One of the first stunts put over by
Prize was privilege of wearing the jewelry
Frank Boucher, Strand, Altoona, Pa. for
furnished
city'srooflargest
jeweler
under guardby inthe
hotels,
gardens
and "Three Smart Girls" was three way tieup
department stores.
with leading department store, radio sta- Safety Week
tion and two different newspapers which
Hitting the front page of the Leominster Daily Chronicle, Maurice Jaffe, Metsponsored a contest to choose a "Miss
ropolitan Theatre, Leominster, Mass.,
Durbin" ofto that
city. Store
costumes
the winner,
stationpresented
offered succeeded in planting box containing
broadcasting engagement over WFBG as Mayor Harold W. Burdett's proclamation
did Boucher on the stage of the Strand in connection with a safety week program
and papers
accounts
of thejudges,
con- tying inmationwith
"Devilattention
Is Driving."
Proclaalso called
to the fact
that
test. With ran
the daily
audience
as sole
elimination contests were held at theatre the Chief of Police, George H. Smith, was
thrice weeklv.
cooperating with the manager.
Dietrich Week
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PLAQUES

September
Members
Fall Fur

TO
Dl PESA,
DOBRANS
Boston Loew Man First in State
FIRST
to Win Quigley Top Honors;
"Bronze" to M.&P. Manager
MENTIONS
Blow the bugles and sound the cheers for
New England.
By majority vote of the August Judging
Larry Graburn, Manager, MetroCommittee, both Quigley Awards Plaques
politan, Regina, Can., "Elephant
for the month go to theatremen in that
sector.
George Limerick, Manager, Yale,
To Joe Di Pesa, Boston Loew Publicist,
is awarded the Silver for his worthy camBoy".
Cleburne, Tex., "Topper".
paign on Unitedand Artists'
"Stella ;Dallas,"
the Orpheum
State theatres
to Barneyat
Pearce Parkhurst, Manager, New
Dobrans, the Bronze on his subsequent-run
Star, Dover-Foxcroft, Me., "Capcampaign for Paramount's "Make Way for
tains Courageous".
at theConn.
M. & P. Crown Theatre,
inTomorrow,"
New London,
Di Pesa is further distinguished by being
the first entrant from Massachusetts to be
HONORABLE
designated for Plaque honors and in landing
this classification, generously credits his asMENTIONS
sociate, Joe Longo, for a strong hand in
putting the winning entry together.
Dobrans
registers
another
by taking
Ralph H. Ayer, Manager, Ute,
down
the initial
Plaque
for "first"
the Mullin
and
Pinanski theatres. His winning gives ConColorado Springs, Colo., "TOO Men
necticut the distinction of a third Plaque to
and a Girl".
be awarded theatremen in the Nutmeg State.
Both entrants have earned previous Award
Wally Caldwell, Manager, Loew's
Mentions.
Valentine, Toledo, O., "Day at the
Among the First Mentions voted in August, two of the three winners are known to
Bill
the Competitions, Limerick especially for
Races".Exton, Manager, Gateway,
his Plaque
campaign
in 1936Texas.
at the Griffiths'
Kenosha, Wis., "Topper".
Yale
Theatre,
in Cleburne,
His curStanley Gartside, Manager, Palace,
was familiar
on MGM's
Graburn rent
is effort
another
name,"Topper."
Larry having
Burkburnett, Tex., "Mountain
clicked before at Famous Players-Canadian
Metropolitan Theatre, in Regina, Canada,
C.Music".
H. Gibson, Manager, Gibson,
where
"Elephant
Boy" toentry
was hisincidentally
last beforehisbeing
promoted
the
Greenville, Mich., "Mountain
Capitol, in Halifax.
To be stressed also is the noteworthy job
done by young Pearce Parkhurst, at the
Music".Henson, Manager, Loew's
Frank
Graphic circuit's New Star Theatre, in
Broad, Columbus, O., "Knight
Dover-Foxcroft. Me., on MGM's "Captains
Without Armor".
Courageous."
a newcomer
the
Awards andParkhurst
earned hisis place
for a fineto
Sam Krimstein, Manager, Logan,
endeavor in a community of some 3,000.
Chicago, 111., "Star Is Born".
14 in Honorables List
Bert Leighton, Manager, Grand,
Further first-timers in the Competitions
and the Awards listings are found in the
Lancaster, Pa., "Topper".
Honorable Mentions for August, some 14
theatremen sharing the 14 Certificates of
Ed Miller, Manager, Manny Pearlthis classification. And although Canada is
stein, Publicist, Warner's Hippoin thedivide
"Firsts"
drome, Cleveland, O., "Toast of
inrepresented
this country
all thecolumn,
Augustentrants
Honorables with communities big and small
New
York".
T. H. Roberts, Manager, Star,
found in the list. The other sex is represented by Miss Mae Shively, who manages
Hereford, Tex., "Mountain Music".
the Ritz Theatre, in Clearfield, Pa.
Harry Sefton, Manager, Orpheum,
Names, positions of winning entrants and
titles of pictures in the First and Honorable
Wichita, Kan., "Devil Is Driving".
class will be found in another column on
W. Clyde Smith, Manager, Parthis page. .
amount, Hot Springs, Ark., "Road
Deadline for September entries has
been set for midnight of Saturday,
MissBack".
Mae E. Shively, Manager, Ritz,
October 9th, which as usual means
that entries to be eligible must be
Clearfield, Pa., "Stella Dallas".
received no later than that time.
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Report
Reviews

Tying in with leading furriers for a gala
fur stage show at the Paramount, Salem,
Mass., Manager James A. Field brought
wide advance notice to the presentation of
a series of ads paid for by the store inviting
local girls to serve as models. Backed by
generous newspaper publicity, the ads
brought inquiries from over 100 girls, 35
being selected for appearance in the show
which was put on for two days early in
August.
Publicity was started two weeks ahead
and followed up daily including the days of
the show. Details were also incorporated in
the biweekly mailing list, heralds inserted in
magazines and also distributed in the theatre
lobby. Stores also cooperated in this wise
by publicizing the show through their own
mailing list, and papers ran group shots of
the models in new styles.
Window cards plugging the show were
planted in prominent store windows, further
copy
carried
lobby Further
easels at interest
the theatre
and also
at theon store.
was
built up with trailer copy advertising that
the model selected by audience applause
wouldwould
win the
title of "Miss
and
be presented
with Fashion
a new furQueen"
coat.
Fields reports store paying stage hand
salary, for printing matter, newspaper advertising and half the cost of trailers, easels
and special lobby display. Hairdressing of
the models was promoted at no charge to the
theatre, beauty shop being given plugs over
the house p. a. system during the show,
which played to capacity.
Brown's Outdoor Show
Subscriptions from 10 local furriers enabled Stan Brown to put on a smart fur
fashion revue at the West Coast Theatre,
LongistsBeach,
Cal., Stage
in conjunction witherected
"Artand Models."
immediately
in front ofandtherunway
theatre and
illustrated in the Round Table photo section
of this issue was illuminated with lights and
decorated with flowers supplied by the City
Parks Department. Construction was completed day ahead of the show with posters
placed
about. around it to explain what it was all
Campaign
alsoadsincluded
series ofpublicity
threecolumn
display
and further
was
obtained
by
a
series
of
front-page
stories and radio announcements. Furriers
also decorated their windows and phoned all
clients about the show. According to Brown
the revue presented from 7:00 to 7:45 in
the evening, did not hurt attendance, but, to
the contrary, was found to help in packing
the house to capacity before the finish.
"Tell Us What Yon Did"
Merchant Cooperation
Additional publicity was secured on "Elephant Boy" by Hal Bishop, Capitol, Winnifeature
the Free
Presspeg, bytocontacting
run story
on editor
Robertof Flaherty,
who, during
his
early
youth,
spent
considerable time in and around Winnipeg.
Further tieup was made with local coffee
distributor whose trade mark is an elephant.
Merchant sponsored a special Saturday
morning matinee.
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PLAN
PIGEON
RACES
FOR
"FIREFLY
28
two-color
poster on delivery trucks
COLUMBIA
throughout the country advertising James
PRODUCERS ARRANGE
Special campaigns in work utilizing for
Cagney's
life storyScreen
appearing in the October
NEW SEASON TIEINS
front-page breaks the Cinderella aspect of
issue
this Madeline Carroll-Francis Lederer farce.
tionof alsoModern
receives added magazine.
advantage Promoof full
To signalize the strength of the
Searches made in each situation for stenogs
page
plug
in
Foto,
Screen
Romances
and
who want to know what it feels like to be a
Film Fun. Tieup has been arranged with
new
season'sin pictures
to giveof
millionairess, a la Carroll. Girl is wined,
theatremen
the field and
a closeup
Arthur Murray dance studios, whereby it is
dined and feted with newspaper co-sponsorpossible for exhibitors to offer free dancing
what the home office ad departments
ship. Stunt is already reported to have
lessons to fans presenting most original
are planning to aid managers in the
clicked in New Orleans, Baltimore, Columname for principal number contributed by
advertising
on
coming
picttires,
this
bus and other
towns.Madeleine
— "It's AllCarroll.
Yours" —
Cagney consisting of a ballet-tap routine.
page and the two following carry outFrancis
Lederer,
Dance will
presentedAcademy
at the Fall
conlines of some of the featured tieins
vention of thebe National
of Social
V
already set and being prepared by the
Dancing,ventionasin Boston,
well asChicago
at danceandteachers'
conNew York.
producers. Also listed are top exploitaSet models of Shangri La Lamasary are
tion ideas suggested by the admen.
Advertising tieups have also been made
being routed throughout the country under
with commercial companies whose products
Alphabetically arranged by comhome office supervision to assist in special
panies, the various cooperations are
appear in an outdoor street set used in the
displays, news stories, etc. National campicture. These include Maytag Washing
put down briefly and followed by the
paign is under way for cooperation locally
Machine Co., Hoover Vacuum Cleaner Co.,
titles
of
the
pictures
concerned
and
by Boards of Education including both eleBrown and Williamson Tobacco Co., Mismentary and upper grades and college exthe stars appearing in them. Fuller
sion Dry Corporation, Curtiss Candy Co.,
ploitation. Arrangements have been made
information will be found in the press
RCA Victor, Guerlain Perfumes, Postal
for mailing of postcards from Hollywood
books
of
the
attractions
listed
here.
Telegraph, Remington Rand, Aubrey Moore
signed by Ronald Colman, cards at all
Further slants and tieins will be carColumbia exchanges to be addressed,
and
manufacturers
of "Italian
ried in next week's issue.
stamped locally and mailed in parcel to coast
Balm,"Wallace,
White Rock
beverages, Louis
Sherry
candies and American Airlines, etc. —
for remailing.
Newspaper features have been prepared in
"Something To Sing About."- — James
mat form for local planting; six day illusCampaign under way for broadcasts and Cagney, Gene Lockhart.
V
trated serialization, six day pictorial serial- general song plugging of music scheduled for
ization of film story, special Frank Capra late October release. Work now under way METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
strip showing him in candid-camera action for dealer tieups on all companies' recordPlans are underway to start a series of
on set with captioned biog of the director
ings. Nash tieup with Grace Moore involvraces between the various cities
and full page mat all exchanges for planting radio, newspaper, magazine advertising pigeon
showing
road-show attraction. It is
ing in Sunday sections fully illustrated tell- and dealer displays, etc. — "I'll Take Ro- promised this
that this exploitation stunt will
ing the story behind production of the picm
a
n
c
e
"
—
Grace
Moore,
Melvyn
Douglas.
have
the
full
cooperation
of newspapers and
ture.— "Lost
Horizon."
— Ronald
local pigeon fanciers.
V
Edward
Everett
Horton,
Jane Colman,
Wyatt,
From time immemorial pigeons have been
Margo.
used as messengers in times of war, and the
V
GRAND NATIONAL
Napoleonic conflict which is the motivating
American Airlines with whose coopera- force in "The Firefly" shows Jeannette
National promotion has been arranged on
tion the picture was made, is arranging to MacDonald using them in her role of spy. —
"Mr. Smith,"
wire-hairedbookterrier
with tospecial
section
in campaign
devoted
dog display scenes from the picture in each of "Firefly" — Jeannette MacDonald, Allen Jones, Warren VWilliams.
angles. Exploitation tieup of Irene Dunne its 60 offices and will also cooperate with
offering
free transAlaska Seal Coat involving newspaper- exhibitors porin
tation to and
from visitors
its various
flying
dealer advertising, national magazine adver- fields. Bruce
Cover of October Photoplay carries reCabot is featured in a car
tising, promotion brochures, etc.
production ofJoan Crawford against a backcard advertising campaign sponsored by
Special series of articles by noted marital Affiliated
ground of chrysanthemums. Tieup is a fourProducts Co., which appear in all
authorityriage areonavailable
psychological
aspect
of
marproposition betweenWestern
Florists'Union,
Telegraph
for local newspaper principal cities of the country. Full men- way
Photion will be given the picture as will also be Deliverytoplay andAssociation,
planting. It is further suggested that ten the case
M-G-M.
17
different
cooperative
in a Kissproof magazine campaign angles have already been worked out awaitcouples be found in each city and treated
Bruce Cabot, mentioning picenmasse toinmeet
typical
Day" built turearound
ing the national release
Sept. 24. "The
and appearing in Silver Queen, Modern Bride
fashion,
mayor,"Lady
visit For
stores,a attend
—date,
Joan
Screen,
Modern
Romances, Modern Radio, FranchotWore
luncheons, dinners, night spots, etc., under
Tone,Red."
Robert
Young.Crawford,
True
Story,
True
Romances,
True
ExperiV
newspaper sponsorship. Stunt will be folMovie Mirror, Radio Mirror, Screen
lowed through personally by field ex- Book, ences,
Rosalind Russell is scheduled to appear in
Screen Play, Motion Picture and a series
ploiteers.
"TheGrant.
Awful Truth" — Irene Hollywood
of radio broadcasts sponsored by the
magazine.
Dunne, —Cary
International Silverware. Much exhibitor
Astrid
Allwyn,
one
of
the
feminine
leads
V
is expected to result from local
is the central figure in a big Lux soap news- advantage
campaign which credits the picture station promotion and the nation-wide deFay Wray and Richard Arlen are tied up and a paper
partment
stores carrying this product. —
cooperative
arrangement
has
been
with Ronson lighters for national magazine worked out with dealers handling Cord "Live, Love and
Learn" — Rosalind Ruscampaign, Vogue, Life, Cosmopolitan, etc., cars which is the make used by Bruce Cabot
sell, Robert Montgomery.
V
and for followup dealer merchandising cam- who is shown in a variety of poses with the
paign with day-and-date advertising, window car. Fan magazine breaks include display
Coca-Cola
will
soon
start a series of
displays, etc. Special Wonder Bread naadvertisements in newspaper roto
tional campaign including window streamers, of
art in September
Cine'ma
Art
plugs national
fictionization
in
the
August
issue
of
Screen
sections.
Myrna
Loy
is
of the many
radio broadcasts, etc., for local theatre co- Romances. — "Love Takes Flight" — Bruce M-G-M stars whose likenessone will
appear in
operation involving grocers throughout Cabot, Astrid Allwyn.
them.
Coca-Cola
is
preparing
dealer helps,
country. Special day-and-date Lucky Strike
including big standees, counter displays, etc.
V
advertising
on Richard Arlen. — "Park
— "Double
Avenue
liam Powell.Wedding" — Myrna Loy, WilArlen. Dame" — Fay Wray and Richard
Dell Publishing Co. will display a 40 by
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19 3 7

"ANCEL"
FOR
SET
TIEINS
FASHION
ers. Fashion promotion through Modern
MONOGRAM
Merchandising Bureau, includes special 16
NEWSG1RLS PROPOSED
It is suggested that exhibitors capitalize
mm.
fashion
trailer for back-screen projecon the fact that picture was awarded the
INSTEAD OF NEWSBOYS
tion in department store windows or on
Parent's
Magazine
medal
for
the
best
family
counters.
Max
Factor promotion. Travelpicture. Local PTAs should be of aid in
For "Back in Circulation" , starring
ing makeup artists will be routed to cities
connection with this recognition. A voting
Joan
Blondell
and
Pat
O'Brien,
showing the picture for department store
contest run in conjunction with a local
Warners' suggest getting a trio of
displays
based— on
Lupino. —Gail
"Artists
newspaper with the showing of the film to
shapely blondes to walk around town
and Models"
JackIda
Benny,
decide the most popular teacher in the comwith placards on their backs reading:
rick, Ida Lupino,
Richard
Arlen, PatBen
munity would focus outstanding attention to
"We are back in circulation at the
Blue. . Specialties by Martha Raye,
the film. Plug Micky Rooney, who has
Yacht
Club
Boys,
Connie
Boswell.
Blank Theatre". To dress up the stunt
risen to stardom in "Slave Ship," "Devil
V
a little, house artist might paint it
is a Sissy," "Captains Courageous" and
on their slickers in water colors. Add
Lucky Strike newspaper and magazine
"Family
Affair."
—
"Hoosier
Schoolboy"
—
advertising on Gary Cooper. Packard
to the gag by writing up a number of
Mickey Rooney, Ann Nagel, Frank
Shields.
Lektroshaver tieup with George Raft which
limericks for the girls to recite endV
also
makes available blowups for window
ing with the line: "Now we're back
National campaign embraces 10 national
and
counter
"SoulsFrances
at Sea"Dee,—
in
circulation".
Gary
Cooper, displays.
George —Raft,
merchandise tieups, including I. Miller shoes
Newsboys are ordinary, but newsHenry Wilcoxon.
and hosiery, Maxwell House Coffee, Moviegirls
will
attract.
Two
attractive
girls
V
matic camera, American Spice Association,
around downtown streets yelling "ExCelotex, Coty Perfume, Williamsbridge
Large scale fashion tieup with Modern
Mills, Aviatrix shower and boudoir caps,
tra" might pass out flash heralds headMerchandising Bureau, including fashion
Ben Hur hair ornaments, Kadin Handbags,
lining "Editor Weds Star Reporter."
reel for stores, fashion reproductions of
Royal Robes, Cohn and Rosenberger
dresses, hats,
National
adjewelry, Gaber bathinc suits. Everyone of
vertising breakcostume
in Timejewelry.
Magazine,
October
these manufacturers have national retail the Monday evening coast-to-coast NBC 11, of advertisement
by Hammermill Bond
outlets, so that one and more can be used radio show, tiein also includes special dealer
— "Angel" — M arlen e Dietrich,
wherever the picture plays. Romantic South window display pieces. Further tieup with paper.
Sea background of Samoa is also suggested the Covered Wagon Company manufacturers Herbert Marshall, VMelvyn Douglas.
for
"Paradise Isle." — Movita of automobile trailers including colored
and plugging.
Warren —Hull.
Max Factor tieup on Frances Farmer, inposter, almost one-sheet size, already sent to
V
cluding displays for cosmetic windows and
everywhere for display on showroom cooperative
dealer advertising. LaSalle
CCC camp background of picture is sug- dealers
windows.
Poster
is
illustrated
by
scenes
gested for tieins. There are 2,002 CCC from the production. Local play date infor- men's hat tieup on Ray Milland. Display
material for stores. Packard Lektroshaver
camps localed in various sections of the
mation space available to exhibitors. — "This and Packard Lektrolite tieup on Ray MilU. S. where more than 350,000 boys are Way Please"
— Mary Livingston, Charles
enlisted.
The
"Happy
Days,"
national
offi"Buddy"
Rogers, Bette Grable, Ned land, comprising window and counter discial newspaper of the CCC, carried a four
and Molly.
play cards. — "Ebb
Tide"Milland.
— Oscar Homolchapter serialization. Picture was made Sparks, Fibber McGee
ka, Frances
Dee, Ray
V
V
with the official cooperation of the U. S.
Tide Water Associated Oil Companies in
Forest Service and the Department of Agriculture.— "Blazing Barriers" — Edward large-scale national promotion. This tieup 20TH CENTURY -FOX
Arnold, Jr.
includes
newspaper advertising approxA complete promotion manual, including
V
imately day and date in important key cities
newspaper ads, an exceptional
In lieu of the headlines and front page for first runs; gas station posting of one- cooperative
window
display in full color, newspaper pubnews on the war between China and Japan, sheets from the production, with local playlicity stories, and spot radio announcements
this picture, dealing with the smuggling of date strips supplied by exhibitor ; distribu- have been
to every Servel refrigerator
tion throughout the country at local Tydol dealer in thesentUnited
Chinese into America, should be of outstandStates, strongly urging
ing interest to the public. Every alert show- stations of special four page rotogravure them to cooperate with exhibitors when
man can capitalize on the present situation heralds jointly advertising the picture and "Borneo" is released in their territories.
in bringing attention to this film, with the Tydol, with local theatre imprint space, these The complete cost of this campaign is being
Chinese leaving their own country and seek- heralds to be made available to exhibitors. footed by the Servel Co., and their dealers.
ing safety elsewhere. — "Shadows of the Radio plugs over all stations used by Tide — "Borneo" — Mr. & Mrs. Martin JohnOrient"
Associated, giving direct local thea- son.
Toomey, —S. Esther
Blackmer. Ralston, Regis Watertre playdate
V
and picture building. — "High,
V
Wide
and
Handsome"
—
Irene
Dunne,
Tieup
has
been
made
with the Nestor
Randolph
Scott,
Elizabeth
Patterson,
Work with local Bureau of Missing Persons or local police officials in getting from Charles Bickford, Dorothy Lamour.
Johnson Mfg. Co., to manufacture a special
them a list of names and photos of people
Sonja Henie pleasure skate which will be
V
sold in every department and sporting goods
missing from your town or city in the past
store in the United States. In addition, a
Air throughout
plugs on the Jack
Jack Benny
Benny Jell-0
radio
years. Contact your local newspaper in con- show
session and special rate has been arranged for exhibitors
ducting an investigation as to the whereabouts of these missing persons, or their during special summer Jell-O show. Plugs wishing to purchase skates for use in local
Raye's Rinso radio hour. Spe- contests.
ultimate fate. — "Legion of Missing Men" on Martha
second major exploitation arranged
—Linda.
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander, Hala netz cial
andmusical
Louispresentation
Armstrong.by Andre Kostela- is The
series of four articles, illustrated with high
Two color window streamers jointly ad- speed camera shots, showing how Miss
vertising Jack_ Benny in his Jell-0 radio Henie performs her ice feats. To facilitate
PARAMOUNT
program and picture with local imprint circulation,
20th Century-Fox is supplying
Radio plugs by Mary Livingston on the space provided. Streamers available free to free mats of each of the four articles to
Jack Benny Jell-0 hour and tieup with the exhibitors at exchanges. Easy Washing newspapers which tieup with exhibitors.
General Foods Corp., distributors for dealer Machine Company tieup, promotion consist- Complete details of both promotions are ining of dealer
advertising
mats theatre
for localplug,
inpromotions.
TieupMcGee
with andJohnson's
floor
sertion with space
for local
polish in Fibber
Molly, radio
cluded in the press
book.
— "Thin Ice" —
Tyrone
Power.
comedians for that account. Radio plugs on counter cards and two-color window stream- Sonja Henie,
(.Continued
on following
page)
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RADIO
(Continued from preceding page)
Peter B. Kyne authored the serialized
form of "Lloyds of London" and Governeur
Morrisplanted
that ofin"Slave
of these
were
more Ship."
than 500Both
newspapers.
Plans have already been formulated to have
an equally well-known novelist write a
serialization.
Power, Alice— "In
Faye,OldDonChicago"
Ameche.— Tyrone
V
Texaco Gasoline, sponsors of Eddie
Cantor's
radiocooperation
program are
on a tieup
that promises
from inTexaco
dealers throughout the country, as well as a
barrage of radio exploitation. Details have
not been completely worked out as yet, but
the entire campaign will be included in the
pressbook.
— "Ali Baba
To Town"
Eddie Cantor,
JuneGoesLang,
Roland—
Young.
V
Jack Haley has been signed as the star of
the new Log Cabin radio program and mennew pictures
receivetion of Haley's
liberal plugs
over theareair.expected
In addi-to
tion, tieups with grocery stores are made
available to exhibitors in their respective
communities. — "Danger — Love At Work"
— Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Edward
Everett Horton, Mary Boland.
V
Woodbury's
SundayPower.
night Adramatic
program
will starnewTyrone
nationwide campaign is currently in effect announcing the signing of Power as the star
of the new broadcast, and arrangements have
been
worked will
out by
which plugson ofeachPower's
new pictures
be broadcast
of the
programs. First pictures to benefit under
this arrangement will be "In Old Chicago"
and "Second Honeymoon."
V
UNIVERSAL
National tieups have been arranged for
Deanna Durbin fashions, including cotton,
wool and silk dresses, hats, coats, complete
sportswear, pajamas, robes and house coats,
bathing suits, skirts, ski suits, etc. Stores
are reported planning complete Deanna
Durbin departments.
It is suggested that stores featuring these
fashions cooperate in putting on a fashion
show ingonmodels
theatre's
stage, withrunning
stores supplyand fashions
special
newspaper ads and window displays. Further suggestions include Deanna Durbin
resemblance contest at the fashion show,
winner
to wear complete outfit of Deanna
Durbin fashions.
Decca Records have made exclusive recordings of "It's Raining Sunbeams" and
"A
Heartin That
Is Free"They
as sung
Durbin
the picture.
have byalsoDeanna
many
other records containing popular songs sung
by Miss Durbin. Victor Records have the
exclusive recordings of Leopold Stokowski
and his orchestra, playing the famous arias
rendered in the picture. Lux Soap tieup ads
will break in leading cities throughout the
country on Deanna Durbin.
Special cash prize of $25 can be offered
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BABA"
"ALI
Man travels around town with a small
mike concealed on his person. He mingles
FAMOUS WOMEN TIED
wherever crowds gather, and tries to pick
up their conversations. After each bit he
TO "CERTAIN WOMAN"
whispers into the mike: "This is your
Forring"That
Certain
'Woman",
starsecret rover 'Behind the Mike,' bringing
Bette Davis and Henry Fonda,
you
chance bitsandof street
At
the
beginning
ofconversation."
broadcast
can
Warners' suggest a newspaper contest
mention
the film andendtheatre.
Radio hestation
offering prizes for first 20 correct
should
be
willing
to
sponsor
the
stunt
as
answers
Famous ofWomen"
idea beingon to"Certain
list a number
famous
something
out
of
the
ordinary.
—
"Behind
the Mike" — William Gargan, Judith
women and have patrons tell for what
Barrett, Don Wilson.
each is well known.
V
Invite girls to step into lobby and
be photographed gratis. Award free
UNITED
ARTISTS
tickets to girls whose smile most resembles that of Bette Davis. Variations
Tieup with Hart, Scharfner & Marx on a
combined magazine, newspaper and display
of the idea would be to send a truck
campaign, tying up with Henry Fonda.
with blowup of Bette's smile through
Campaign includes full pages in color in
streets, asking girls to step on bannered
float
and
have
their
pictures
Esquire,
taken there.
a full pageCollier's,
in Life;Saturday
1,500 lineEvening
ads dayPost;
and
date in conjunction with their 500 leading
outlets ; consumer circulars, style books,
five-foot window displays, window cutouts
to be turned over to local charity for the and special local promotions which include
first girl who brings 100 men with her to free giveaway of suits in cooperation with
see the picture. Gag is launched two or
My Love Again" —
three weeks in advance to give the girls time local
Henrytheatres.
Fonda,— "IJoanMet Bennett.
to line up their escorts and should have a
V
special appeal in local schools, colleges, etc.
Exploitation based on Walter Wanger
— "100 Men and a Girl" — Deanna Durbin, Leopold Stokowski, Adolphe Men- models, called "The Most Photographed
jou, Alice Brady, Eugene Pallette, Girls in the World." A series of five stunts
Mischa Auer.
included (a) scrambled features contest;
V
(b) "find local models" idea; (c) GirlyActual merry-go-round can be constructed grams contest — best alliterative adjectives
as an advance display. Large caricature describing the beauty of the models; (d)
"match ayour
figurefigure
with ofthea models"
lobby
heads of the four zanies in the picture, stunt
full size
representative
mounted on tin doll bodies can be spotted model— cut
out on compo board, with invitaprominently. Merry-go-round turns on a
tionuresto girls
to step
in and
see if their(e)fig-a
phonograph
or other
kind ofcalliope
turntablemusic
dematch the
perfect
proportions;
vice. Records
of typical
full-page
matted
Sunday
feature
story enplayed,
interspersed
"Most Photographed
Girls
in the
music from
the film.with
Samerecordings
idea can beof World." titled,
—
"Walter
Wagner's
Vogues
adopted for use on a street ballyhoo truck, 1938." — Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett,of
with merry-go-round turning by means of a
V
motor-hook-up.
Swami in lobby stunt features a dummy
Distributing reproductions of the Charlie
or
photocostume
blow-uphe ofwears
Mischain the
Auerfilm.
in theA McCarthy dummy, exact in every detail, to
swami
leading film critics and writers. Gulf Oil
two-way mike hook-up with receiver and Co. is tieing up with six weeks of plugs
transmitter in the dummy at the other end, through Phil Baker, featured in radio proprovides the means for passersby to ask
Dealers will display lithographed
questions and receive immediate answers. cards, onegram.sheets
every dealercards
will from
disPerson assigned to answer questions is
tribute
personallyandautographed
located in a spot where he can be heard but Baker in Hollywood.
GoldwynBergen,
Folnot seen. Copy beneath swami figure plugs
lies.— Phil Baker,"TheEdgar
title and catchline. — "Merry-Go-Round of Charlie McCarthy, Helen Jepson, Zor1938" — Joy Hodges, John King, Bert ina, Adolphe Menjou, Ritz Brothers.
Lahr, Billy House, Mischa Auer, JimV
my Savo, Alice Brady, Louise Fazenda,
Dave Apollon and Orchestra.
Tieup with Auto-Lite Spark Plugs, including ful page four color ads in Life and
V
day and date newspaper advertisA real live-wire barker out front. A stand Liberty;
ing ;life size cutouts of Madeleine Carroll
boxoffice is rigged up out front, from which for
lobby display; small-size cutouts of
the barker gives his spiel as he sells tickets. Madeleine Carroll for boxoffice display;
If a barker is impractical, the idea can be material for dealers window display; distribution of fan photographs of Madeleine
adopted for an attention-getting standee out
front with copy lines on stand. Barker is a Carroll ; and slip-sheeting of a four-page insert
into
Liberty
in three hundred
poster cut out of Robert Wilcox with mega- cities at the timeMagazine
the picture plays those
phone
in
hand.
—
"Carnival
Queen"
—
Robert Wilcox, Dorothea Kent, Hobart spots. — "The Prisoner of Zenda." — -Ronald Colman, Madeleine Carroll
Cavanaugh.
PUBLICISE
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personalities

CLARENCE BOSCH
is now managing the Lake, Milwaukee, and
CARL KELLY goes to the Granada.
V
ARNOLD SCHNEEBERGER
is the house manager of the new Princess
Theatre, Kendallville, Ind.
V
ARTHUR P. BARRY
Macon manager for Lucas and Jenkins, will
direct the education and publicity bureau of
the Community Chest campaign in October.
V
JAMES
O'BRIEN
and CHARLES MEKELBURG will open
the Capitol in Monson, Mass.
V
ALLEN T. SPARROW
has succeeded GEORGE ARTHUR JONES
aslattermanager
of Loew's,
Richmond, Va., the
being shifted
to Boston.
V
MORRIS ZAIDINS
who has been manager of the credentials
department at the Cleveland Great Lakes
Expo will again manage the reopened Gayety Theatre, Cincinnati, O.
V
S. LAIRD
has taken over the Madison, Kansas City,
Mo., from J. D. WOODS.
V
CLIFFORD KNOLL
will manage the Time Theatre, Mason City,
la., for WATSON MOORE.
V
E. A. EARHART
has sold his theatre in Odebolt, la., and
bought the Strand in Milford from F. F.
JUNGKUNZ, who retires from showbusiness.
V
MR. AND MRS. TOM FLEMING
have purchased the Hollywood Theatre,
York, S. C, from Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
GRIFFIN.
V
BRANDEN WARREN
is the manager of the reopened Lake Butler
Theatre, Lake Butler, Fla.
V
J. STUART CAGNEY
has been transferred from the Glove to
Schine's Colonia Theatre, Norwich,
Conn.
V
JOE SIRKIN
formerly at the Culver Theatre, Brooklyn,
has been transferred to the Duffield, another
Randforce house.
V
F. D. NESSEL
of the Jefferson Theatre, Goshen, Ind., paid
us that long anticipated visit with his very
charming wife.
V
PAUL BLAUFOX
is now managing the Grand Opera House,
Wilmington, Del.
V
JAY GOLDEN
former manager of the RKO Palace, Rochester, has returned to that house from
the Keith at Syracuse, replacing WALTER
RISLEY,
who plans to return to Hollywood.

JIM
formerKEEFE
advertising and publicity director
for Fox Wisconsin Agency Corp., has been
named
manager of the circuit's Wisconsin,
Milwaukee.
V
MARTIN COOPERSMITH
will manage the Park, Greeley, Colo.
V
E. B. ADELMAN
has opened a new house in Tulsa, Okla.
V
WILLIAM BROWN
former house manager at RKO Albee,
Providence, has been named managing director of the house with KEN ROCKWELL,
formerly at RKO Fordham, as new house
Created
by
Bob
Ewing,
Mars
Theatre,
Lafayette, Ind., was this four by five foot poster on manager under Brown.
V
directly
on"Mountain
compo Music"
board. done in pastel crayon
GEORGE SETTOS
V
has acquired the Rialto and Royal Theatres
in Tell City, Ind.
C. G. HOLMES
V
has resigned as manager of the Royal The- DON JACOBS
atre,
Guelph,
Ont.,
Can.,
to
return
to
England from which point his plans will later has been promoted from manager of the
be annonuced.
Lyric, land,Portsmouth
to the Lake, succeeding
in CleveV
with DICK CRUSIGER
HARRY K. McWILLIAMS
him, and CLARENCE SLETZ promoted
dusky.assistant to manager of the Plaza, Sanhas taken over the post of assistant director from
of publicity at United Detroit Theatres, sucV
ceeding LYNDON YOUNG, who is now
booker.
JIM
KNEVELS
has replaced ED SIEGAL at the Jerome
Theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
V
Birthday
CAREY REEVES
has been made manager of the Warner
Lake, Cleveland, with DON JACOBS going
Greetings
to the Hippodrome as assistant, succeeding
GEORGE
who went to the Variety in the FRASER,
same capacity.
Charles A. Koerner
V
George
Marcus
Aurelius
Al Bartolot
Joseph
Levenson
J. Gordon Bason
Irving Levine
J.goesR. toFERGER
Wis., H. G.
George J.E. McCoy
Livingston
Beencken
Thomas
DIMMITTthe Embassy,
to the BrinNeenah,
at Menasha.
J.Harry
Berlinger
FredH. Bixby
V
H. B. McFarling
Ben W. Blackman
R. V. McGinnis
GENE ARNSTEIN
Charles Brown
Robert Menches
has
namedMilwaukee,
manager Wis.,
of thesucceeding
WarnerFrank Boucher
Howard Mercer
Saxe been
Garfield,
John Alford Mier
A. G. Buchanan
MILT HARMAN, who has been promoted
Burr W. Cline
Bill C. Miller
Nathan S. Cohen
Irvin
A. Moffitt
to advertising manager of the Vcircuit.
Lee Naify
Norman T. Cohen
FRANK MURPHY
Al Cooper
J.
Alan
Peters
Arlie Crites
Clyde Pratt
assistant
Orpheum,
has
Jimmie
L. Redmond
Reid L. Crow
been uppedat toLoew's
manager
of the.Boston,
Broadway,
Max Reizes
L O. Daniel, Jr.
Wilmington, Del.
Jarrell B. Rhea
J. Ramos Defontaine
V
Dozier B. Roberts
Fred J. Dollinger
SPUD QUERY
Robert Duberstein
Robert O. Robison
manager of the Lincoln, Marion, Va., is
Tom W. Edwards
G. O. Romine
planning
Robert
J.
Rydeen
Joseph
Feldman
there. on reopening the Rialto Theatre
Dave D. Samuels
W. A. Gallemore
V
Leonard Goldberg
Harry
Sanders
Harry Sayer
Harold Goldman
ED MATER
Leonard Gordon
Sam Schiwetz
has replaced HERBERT GOLDBERG, reGerald Shaffer
Wesley
R. Grill
Griffith
signed, as manager of the Isis Theatre,
Martin Simpson
J.MikeSidney
Kansas City, Mo., while MORRILL
Guttman
J.Harold
E. Spencer
MOORE
goes from the Rockhill to the
C.
Spero
W.H.Hall
Rotus Harvey
Warwick and GLENN CARROLL leaves
Norman
Stancliffe
Jim
P. Stroud
Harold Heller
the Apollo to succeed Moore. RALPH
William Truesdell
R. H. Hightower
WALLACE is transferred from the LinHarold Turner
C. L. Huwig
Hollister
wood to the Gladstone, succeeding
Jack
Eric Van Dyck
CHARL MORRILL, who goes to the Vista.
E.
M.
Waltz
Leon
Edouard
Junette
JOHN CREAMER has been placed in
Thomas R. King
Jack Zaitzow
charge of the Linwood, while THOMAS
GARRISON goes to the Benton.

September
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Columbia
DEVIL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan
Perrygood,
— A fairly
good
program picture.everyNothing
big,
but
cleansee.
entertainment
crazy
car
driver
Wegoeshadovernothat
complaints
on this
picture.should
Dix always
good
here. Running
time, 68 minutes.
Played August
Mattray
Theatre. Strasburg,
N. D.28-29.—
SmallRaytownBichler,
patronage.
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PICTURE

ME

emenownof the
the theatr
detors'
thepartment,exhibi
this, serve
INnation
one another with
information on the box office perfor theirof muformance of produc
the
It is at service
tual benefit.
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for M?
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

First National
EARTHWORM TRACTORS: Joe E. Brown— The
funniest
Joe E. time,
Brown we've everP. played.
galore. Running
G. Held, Laughs
Strand
Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa.65 minutes.—
General patronage.
MARKED
WOMAN:
Bette
Davis,
Humphrey
Bogart
—brought
A pictureus awe lotwereof comment.
very proudBusiness
to have average
played
and
for weekend.—
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
Tiltaining. like
The abestgruesome
acting instory.
the world
will not
bury, Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
patrons
Running
time,make117
MOUNTAINGuyJUSTICE:
George Knight,
Brent, Josephine
minutes.burg, Valley
Flayed
August
27-28.
—
G.
A.
Van
Hutchinson,
Kibbee,
Fuzzy
Margaret
Theatre, Manassa, Col. FarmingFradencommunity patronage.
is a Very
splendidrarely
picture
that did butnot thedo
soHamilton
well at— Here
the gate.
is anything
NOBODY'S
BABY:
Patsy
Kelly,
Robert
Arm"horse
opry"
successful
on
the
Friday-Saturday
spot
strong—A hokumdatecomedy
got that
by satisfactory
in this spoke
town.veryThose
who ofdid it.comment
on the relief
pic- for the weekend
on a that
clientele
is not too
Such comedy
critical.—
A.Ind.E. General
Hancock,patronage.
Columbia Theatre, Columas is turecontained
infavorably
anGuyotherwise
rather
somber
probia
City,
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
i
s
carried
by
Kibbee,
Fuzzy
Knight
and
Margaret Hamilton. Running time, 82 minutes. Played
SARATOGA: JeanMissHarlow,
Clark Gable— A good
September
D. White,
Palace Theatre, Exira, sendoff
and
Iowa. Town3-4.—andW. rural
patronage.
of courseforit thedid late
business, Harlow.
for it hadWella lotproduced
of advance
publicity
due
to
her
death.—
A.
E.
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia
City,
Ind.
General
patronage.
Grand National
SINNER TAKE ALL: Margaret Lindsay, Bruce
Cabot—satisfactory
We played house
this the
of many
the fight
to a
ARIZONAtime,DAYS:
Tex Ritter—
Pretty
good
western.
very
and night
received
favorable
Running
60
minutes.—
P.
G.
Held,
Strand
Thecomments.—
HarlandGeneral
Rankin,
Plaza Theatre,
Tilbury,
atre, Griswold. Iowa. General patronage.
Ontario, Canada.
patronage.
THEYchot Tone,GAVE
A GUN:
Spencer wasTracy,well FranGladysAHIMGeorge—
This than
picture
liked
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
byPlayed
my people.
little Rubel
better
averageAllen
business.
August
26-28.—
Hutchings,
TheBETWEEN TWO WOMEN: Franchot Tone, Viratre,
Allen,
Neb.
Small
town
patronage.
Bruce,trailer
Maureen
O'Sullivan
— Intimated
in both
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Spencer Tracy, Gladys
press ginia
and
that
this
was
another
"White
Sisshot totooheadhigh.the Itcastis just
ahe program
pic- George, Franchot Tone — A war story, a love story
tureter."withTheyTone
and
is noColumbia
pushand
gangster
rolled andup acting,
together.butIt'stooa much
very
the public—
A. E.General
Hancock,
well adone
job ofstory
directing
Theatre,over to sell
Columbia
City, Ind.
patronage.
ofbe aamused.
"thriller"I believe
to pleasethis people
whoquite
merelysatisfydesireaboutto
one
will
ESPIONAGE:
Lowe,
Both 70 per cent of the usual run of movie goers. Running
and Edmund
Lowe
very Madge
good, team
butEvans—
thedeserves
story
time,
94 minutes.
A. Van
isMadge
nothingEvansto write
home areabout.
This
Fradenburg,
ValleyPlayed
Theatre,September
Manassa,3-4—Col.G. Farming
community
patronage.
a betterning time,story.
Used
this
on
a
double
feature.
Run67
minutes.
Played
Agust
21-22.—
Gladys
E. McArdle. Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town
TOPPER: Roland Young, Constance Bennett, Cary
patronage.
Grant,twoBillie
Burke — appear
Smooth andcomedy
all theTailored
way.
characters
disappear.
FAMILY AFFAIR, A: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia The
toBillieRoland
Young's
measure.
The
only
false
note
Parker
—
Barrymore
is
just
as
good
as
usual
in
this
Burke, whose fluttering and head bobbing wasbeone andment. Ithat
ishewhatlacksis versatility.
wrong with Init, each
in mypartjudg-he
long backteurishinand outmoded.
East Lynne'sNot time.
Her asacting
is amathink
as long
I remember
plays
he
is
just
Lionel
Barrymore
with
just
the
same
has she tractsadded
to ainpicture.
In fact,
she deappearance,
and ofthehissamework.mannerisms.
fromwhere
it anything
as there
she did
this
one.
It
was
the
Our
patrons theseemsameto voice
be tired
Running only place
was
any appearance
of she
the
time,
70
minutes.
Played
August
24-25.—
G.
A.
Van
razzberry
in
the
audience
—
during
the
sequences
Fradenburg,
Valley
Theatre,
Manassa,
Col.
Farming
appeared
in.
The
picture
is
novel
and
unusual.
—
A.
E.
community patronage.
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia
City,
Ind.
GOOD OLD SOAK: Wallace Beery, Betty Furness General patronage.
—A
picture which drew average
money.
BerrygoodAllen
wellprogram
liked.
ings,
Theatre,PlayedAllen,AugustNeb. 12-14.—
SmallRubeltownHutchpat- Monogram
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY: Mickey Rooney, Anne
A fair.
very Played
good picture
with Walter
Mickey Hollowell,
Rooney.
MAN OF THE PEOPLE: Joseph Calleia, Florence Nagel—
JulyArk.11-12.—
Rice— Just
avery
program
picture.
Josephas aCalleia
has Business
State
Theatre,
McCorry,
Small
town
and
rural
given
some
good
performances
gangster,
patronage.
but
is not butso good
in the roleon ofthisa reformer.
Not
manyhe bricks
no bouquets
one. Running
time,
PlayedLebanon,
August Kan.
18-19—Small
GladystownE. Paramount
McArdle,81 minutes.
Owl Theatre,
patronage.
MODELS:
Jack
Benny,
Lupino,98
Jeanette
GailARTISTS
PatrickW.—AND
Excellent
in any
spot.Theatre,
RunningIdaOldtime,
A MAYTIME:
wonderful picture,
but MacDonald,
n. g. in smallNelson
town. Eddy—
Played minutes.—
E.
McPhee,
Strand
Town,
August
5-7.—
Rubel
Hutchings,
Allen
Theatre,
Allen,
Maine. General patronage.
Neb. Small town patronage.
BULLDOG DRUMMOND ESCAPES: Ray Milland,
NIGHT
Robert onMontgomery,
AngelRunning
— A goodtime,mystery,
but a flopG. atHeld,
the
lind RussellMUST
— A fineFALL:
cast wasted
a two-hourRosafilm Heather
70 minutes—
Strandoffice.
Theatre,
Griswold, Iowa.
GeneralP. patronage.
■with a story that is neither instructive nor enter- box

EASY LIVING: Edward Arnold, Jean Arthur, Ray
Milland
— This is a picture.
Play
all Our
it ispatrons
worth.
Noate
company
made comments
a betterit forone.were
it up andhas theever lobby
the tops.
Played
September
5-7.
—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind. General patronage.
INTERNES CAN'T TAKE MONEY: Barbara Stan— Good picture
its kind.Theatre,
Runningwyck,time,JoelIowa.
79McCrea
minutes.—
G. Held,of Strand
Griswold,
General P.patronage.
LASTthy Lamour
TRAIN
FROM programer.
MADRID: Lew
Ayres,time,Doro-77
Running
minutes.—
W.— E.Pleasing
McPhee, Strand Theatre,
Old Town,
Maine. General
patronage.
MIDNIGHT MADONNA: Warren William, Mady
Correll — Pleasing little picture in any spot. Running
time,
60 minutes.—
W. E. patronage.
McPhee, Strand Theatre,
Old Town,
Maine. General
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC:
Bob
We don'tthe have
Night Paramount.
anyBurns,
more Martha
inKeep
Texas,Raye—
thank
Lord Bank
we have
it but
up,
Adolph,jesticyouTheatre,areCotulla,
going Texas.
to town. Small
— M. L.townDuBose,
Mapatronage.
MOUNTAIN
Raye,
Bob BumsDrew
extraMusic"
wellMUSIC:
atonlyboxa Martha
office.
Personally
thought
"Mountain
fair
picture.
Played
19-21.—
Rubel
Hutchings,
Allen
Theatre,
Allen,August
Neb.
Small town patronage.
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC:
This
picture
came
within
inch
all-time What
house more
record,can yetanyone
wasan
playedof inbettering
very hottheweather.
ask?
everyone
very box
few. office
Let's tonic!
have
anotherPleased
"Hillbilly
Opry";except
it's
aa great
Played
August
Stump,
Elted Theatre,
Absarokee,
Mont. 6-7.—
Rural Tedpatronage.
RUSTLERS* VALLEY: William Boyd, George
Hayes
Good Strand
western.Theatre,
RunningGriswold,
time, Iowa.
60 minutes.
P. G. —Held,
General—
patronage.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross,
Martha Raye,
Burns
picture
constructed.Bob
RunningCocklin,
time, —88Excellent
minutes.Theatre,
Playedwell
August
15-17.—
Strand
Walnut,
Iowa. Guy
GeneralW. patronage.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross,
Marthaturn dateRaye,
Burns it— Played
this oneThe onbesta re-in
afterBobplaying
June
box office draw.
Paramount
sure 10-11.
is okay for small
towns.
Played
August
13.—
Walter
Hollowell, State
Theatre,
ronage. McCrory, Ark. Small town and rural patPeerless
THEY COULDN'T
HANG, the
THE:olderEveryone
isIt MAN
familiar
this story,
broughtwillwith
outhavepeople
that especially
as toa rule
never
come,people.
and
IItbelieve
a
tendency
make
new customers.
was
well
received
by
sellout
business.
Opinions
varied,
but
it
did
business.
We
are
glad
to
have
played
it infor good
the condition
one nightandon theour sound
slow was
night.equally
The
print wasHarland
good.—
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,
Ontario, Canada. Rankin,
General patronage.
Republic
BIG SHOW,
THE: about
Gene this
Autry,picture,
Smileyas BurnetteNothing
remarkable
as I
can
see.
But
the
way
they
come
to
see very
thesefarnear
Autry
pictures
is
remarkable.
This
one
comes
a high for the past year. Running time, 70 minutes.to
Played burg,August
31-September
G. A.Farming
Van FradenTheatre,
Manassa,1.— Col.
communityValleypatronage.
COUNTRY
GENTLEMEN:
Ole
Olsen,
Chic
Johnpoorlyshowconstructed.
They and
have ruined
tried anto
buildson— Very
a whole
with two actors
otherwise
good22-24.—
story.GuyRunning
time,Walnut,
69 minutes.
Played
August
W.
Cocklin,
Iowa.
General patronage.
RKO Radio
NEW Milton
FACESBerleOF— When
1937: Joe
Harrietmesses
Hilliard,
biggerPenner,
andPenner
better
are made,
this iswereone not
of them.
has anyin
following,
they
apparent.If JoeThey
dragged

94
every gag they had on file and then did not make a
picture.—
E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City,
Ind. A. General
patronage.
NEW
FACES
OF
1937:
Penner, picture.
Harriet RunHilliard— ningNottime, so98 hot.
Only fairJoe
G. program
Held, Strand
Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. minutes.—
General P.patronage.
NEWMilton
FACES OF— First
1937:partJoeof Penner,
Harriet
Hilliard,
picture
slow,
picked
up last Berle
half. Not enough
Joethe Penner.
Businessbut
fair. atre,
PlayedMcCrory,JulyArk.18-19.—
TheSmallWalter
town Hollowell,
and rural State
patronage.
NEW FACES OF 1937: Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard,
Milton Berle — Thisthinkpicture
was thepublic
world'sgoesworst.for
Whenever
such
trash, producers
they had better that
send thea questionnaire
for
audience
reaction.
Played
September
1-2.
A. J. Inks,
Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. General —patronage.
ON AIR:
Brown,time.Florence
TheRIDING
best Brown
pictureJoein E.a long
PlayedRice—
July
7Hollowell,
in opposition
toTheatre,
tent show.
BusinessArk.good.Small
— Walter
State
McCrory,
town
and rural patronage.
SOLDIER AND THE LADY, THE: Anton Walbrook,
Allan — I won't
play brutal
this onestorybecause
I saw itElizabeth
first. Undoubtedly
the most
ever
filmed.—
C. E.patronage.
Morrow, Morrow's Theatre, Decatur,
111. General
SUPER picture.
SLEUTH:Running
Jack Oakie,
Sothern—— P.GoodG.
mystery
time, 65Annminutes.
Held,
ronage. Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patSUPER
Sothern—
swell
comedySLEUTH:
with JackJackOakieOakie,
neverAnnbetter.
PlayedA
too hot.Hollowell,
Business State
not soTheatre,
good. McCrory,
Played July
25-26.—
Walter
Ark.
Small
town and rural patronage.
TOAST OF NEW YORK: Edward Arnold, Frances
Farmer — Excellent
in any Strand
spot. Theatre,
Running Oldtime,Town,109
minutes.—
W. E. patronage.
McPhee,
Maine. General
Twentieth Century-Fox
Jane Withers,
— ANGEL'S
Pretty goodHOLIDAY:
program picture.
Not nearRobert
as goodKentas
"Holy Strand
Terror."Theatre,
RunningGriswold,
time, Iowa.
75 minutes.—
Held,
GeneralP.pat-G.
ronage.

agency Inc.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmKmm
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CALIFORNIAN, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Averagecarefully
action produced
picture of than
the western
aWeaver
little— more
most oftype,
the
westerns.—
A. E.General
Hancock,patronage.
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
FIFTY ROADS TO TOWN: Don Ameche, Ann
Sothern — I Ihardly
knowit thehowbunkto and
reportquiteon athisnumber
one.
thoughtwith
ofitPersonally
patrons Slim
agreed
me. isHowever,
othersis thought
okay.
Summerville
good.
Story
impossible. Running
time, 81 minutes.
PlayedLebanon,
AugustKan.2526.—
McArdle,
Owl Theatre,
SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
LOVEpicture.—
IS NEWS:G. Loretta
Young,Theatre,
Tyrone Atkinson,
PowerGood
Miller, Lyric
Neb.
General A.patronage.
SEVENTH
HEAVEN: Simone
Simon,time,
James Stewart— uGood
Running
mintes.— P. patronage.
G.program
Held, picture.
Strand Theatre,
Griswold,102 Iowa.
General
WAKE UP AND LIVE: Alice Faye, Jack Haley,
Walter
Bernie — Good
program
Runningatre,Winchell,
time, 95Iowa.Ben
minutes.—
G. Held,
Strandpicture.
TheGriswold,
GeneralP. patronage.
WAKE
UP
AND
LIVE:
Walter
Winchell,
Ben
Ber-hit
Faye — Very
good. Another
box office
from nie,a Alice
company
appreciates
the small
town Atexhkinsoinb,itNoerbs.' buGeneral
sines . —thatA. patronage.
G. Miller, Lyric
Theatre,
WAKE UP AND LIVE: Walter Winchell, Ben
Bernie,lent.Alice
Faye,withJacka Haley,
Patsy Kelly— ExcelHere's story
one
little different
and a
much better
than usually
found in plot
musicomedies.
Jack
Haley's
singing
voice
veryTheatre,
good. Played
August
29-31.—
W.
D.
White,
Palace
Exira,
Iowa. Town and rural patronage.
WEE
WILLIE
WINKIE:
Shirley
Temple—
A
picture. Fox gave this picture a supporting castgreat
and
a storyture evenwhichwithout
would Shirley
have made
this Shirley
an excellent
picTemple.
performs
exceedingly
well
in
a
slightly
older
role.
Heartily
recommended.
Played August
15-16.— patronage.
Ted Stump,
Elted
Theatre. Absarokee,
Mont. Rural
United Artists
MAN WHO Joan
COULD WORK
MIRACLES*,
if youTHE:
can.
NoRolandstoryYoung,
to it and theGardner
sound— isPasspoor.it upRunning
time,
82trayminutes.
Played
September
1.—
Ray
Bichler,
MatTheatre, Strasburg, N. D. Small town patronage.
STAR IS BORN, A: Janet Gaynor, Fredric March
—andOnewillof satisfy
the besteverybody.
of the year.
G.A great
Miller,crowd
Lyric getter
Theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General— A.patronage.
STAR IS BORN, A: Janet Gaynor, Fredric March
— A beautiful
picture,normal,
a fine butstory,
a great
cast.evenly
Attendance was above
patrons
seemed
divided
between
those
who
thought
it
one
of
the
very
best they had ever seen and those who called it a
very
picture.
Played Mont.
August Rural
8-9. — Ted
Stump,
Elted fine
Theatre.
Absarokee,
patronage.
STAR
IS
BORN,
A:
Janet
Gaynor,
Fredric
MarchExcellent.Not Second
best grossing
picture
three
months.
thea really
standout
attractionproduction
that we inexpected,
but
otherwise Running
worthwhile
fromSep-all
standpoints.
time.
Ill
minutes.
Played
tember 5-7.— and
W. rural
D. White,
Palace Theatre, Exira,
Iowa. Town
patronage.
Universal
SPOILERS:
John Wayne.
goodSEAaction
picture suitable
for dualNanbills.Grey—
Did Anotverydo
us anyRankin,
extra Plaza
business,
but proved
satisfactory.
— Harland
Theatre,
Tilbury,
Ontario,
Canada.
General patronage.
TWOwasIN a A very
CROWD:
Joanpicture
Bennett,thatJoelfailedMcCrea—
This
pleasingthose
to do
business,
but satisfied
who Ontario,
saw it. — Harland
Rankin.
Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury,
Canada.
General patronage.
Warner Bros.
GO' GETTER, THE:
Brent,program
Anita picture.
Louise,
Charles
— GoodGeorge
comedv
Runningatre, Winninger
time,
92
minutes.—
P.
G.
Held,
Strand
TheGriswold, Iowa. General patronage.
GO GETTER, THE: Charles Winninger, George
Brent,
Anitathrills
Louiseand
— A comedy.
small town
natural. Good
story
Charles
as Cappywith
Ricks wasis great.
Personally
I Think
do notWinninger
see why
Anita
Louise
given
the
lead.
one
pleased them all. Running time, 92 minutes.thisPlayed
Augustnon, 28-29.—
GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle. Owl Theatre, LebaKan. Small
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis
—mean
A swellanything
show, but
box office.
Robinson doesn't
here.no Played
Hollowell.
State Theatre,
McCrory,August
Ark. 8-9.—
SmallWalter
town
and rural patronage.
KID GALAHAD: Bette Davis, Edward G. Robinson— Doesn't anyone want Bette Davis? Once again

19 3 7
September 18
she walks
away into the night — alone.
this picit isWhile
aevermighty
pictureture didn't
withclicksomeat ofthetheboxbestoffice,fighting
seen fineon
the screen,
actionpictures
and a swell
nitely one ofplenty
the ofbetter
which story.
deservesDefi-a
packed
house. Absarokee,
Played August
Stump,
Elted Theatre,
Mont. 13-14.
Rural— Ted
patronage.
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis,
Wayne Morris town
— Mostassatisfactory
Robinsonreaction
vehicle to
date
far aspleasing
audience
gross inarethisconcerned.
Very
performance andby
this newcomer,
Wayne
Morris.
The
boy
has
somepatronsVeryvolunteered
tionthingof hisand several
good work.
few here gotheirforappreciaEdward
G.W. He's
usual B.Palace
O. poison. Played September 1-2. —
D.ruralWhite,
and
patronage. Theatre, Exira, Iowa. Town
KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL, THE: Fernand
Gravet, JoantertaBlondell
picture.
lots ofLyric
eninment value. ItNeb.—willGoodGeneral
please.
— patronage.
A. G.HasMiller,
Theatre, Atkinson,
MIDNIGHT
COURT:
Ann Dvorak,
Litel—
A
very
goodthispicture,
good itacting
and enough
good John
story.
Double
featured
one,
but
is
good
for
a
single
feature.
RunningMcArdle,
time, 60 Owl
minutes.
AugustKan.2122.—
Theatre,PlayedLebanon,
SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
Short Features
Educational
SYMPHONY time,IN nineSNOW:
Treasure
Chest—Strand
Only
fair.
P. G. Held,
Theatre,Running
Griswold, Iowa. minutes.
General — patronage.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
SWING WEDDING:
Happv Owl
Harmonies—
good
cartoon—
McArdle,
Theatre,Verv
Lebanon,
Kan. SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
Paramount
MAKING FRIENDS: Betty Boop Cartoons— Pretty
good cartoon.
Itcartoons.
seems that
the public
is losing
inin these Strand
Running
time, Iowa.
nine
minutes.
—P.
G.terestHeld,
Theatre,
Griswold,
General
patronage.
TWILIGHTRunning
ON THE
Screen — Songs—
Good
band
time, TRAIL:
eight
G. Held,
Strandact.Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. minutes.
GeneralP.patronage.
RKO Radio
MELODY IN MAY: Good musical worthy of any
spot. — A. L. katchewan,
Dove.Canada.Bengough
Theatre. Bengough, SasRural patronage.
RHYTHM
ON
THE
RAMPAGE:
AnTheatre,
excellent
musical N.twoH. reeler.
— L. Headliner
A.patronage.
Irwin. Series—
Palace
Penacook,
General
SWING IT:enjoyed
Radio byMusical
Comedies—
Very time,
good
entertainment
my patrons.
Running
two
reels.— A. L.Canada.
Dove, Bengough
Theatre.
Bengough,
Saskatchewan,
Rural patronage.
WAIF'Sgood WELCOME,
Parade
Cartoons
—ronage.
Very
coloredSaskatchewan.
reel. — A:A. Rainbow
L. Dove.
Bengough
tre, Bengough,
Canada.
Rural TheaPatUnited Artists
MOTHER PLUTO: Silly Symphonies— Good.
ningatre,time,Griswold,
eightIowa.minutes.General
— P. patronage.
G. Held. Strand
WORMning time,TURNS,
THE:
Mickey
Good.
eightIowa.minutes.—
G. Mouse—
Held. Strand
atre, Griswold,
GeneralP. patronage.

RunTheRunThe-

Vitaphone
BACKYARD BROADCAST, THE: Broadway
Brevities — These juvenile acts from Warners take the
cake.
pack Tilbury,
a featureOntario,
wallop. — Canada.
Harland Rankin,
Plaza They
Theatre,
General
patronage.
BIG
TIME
VAUDEVILLE
REEL:
Vaudeville
Act
—Good.
Running Griswold,
time, eightIowa.minutes.
— P. patronage.
G. Held,
Strand Theatre,
General
CAB CALLOWAY AND HIS ORCHESTRA:
Melody Masters— Okay for Calloway followers. Not
for
me, although
thePlazayoungTheatre.
folks think
he's Ontario,
okay. —
Harland
Rankin, patronage.
Tilbury.
Canada. General
I diONLY
HAVE cartoon.
EYES FOR YOU:time,Merrie
es— GoodP. G.color
eight MelominHeld, Strand Running
Theatre, Griswold,
Iowa.
Generalutes.—patronage.
LOGGING
ALONG:
Novelties—
ing. Running
time, Iowa.
eightVitaphone
minutes.—
P. G. Held.InterestStrand
Theatre,
Griswold,
General patronage.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later than the date of this issue are listed under "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the companies.
Asterisk indicates running time as made known by West Coast studio before announcement by home office in New York. Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are production numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
Time Reviewed
ADVANCE
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
25/36
83
. Dee. 18/38
Pennies(Exploitation:
from HeavenDec.(G)
Bing
Crosby-Madge
Evans
Nov.
Title
Star Coming
81, 82; Apr. 3/37, p.
86: May 15/37, p. 5/36,
96.) p. 79; Feb. 8/37, p. 72: Mar. 27/37, pp.31/37
67.
Apr. 3/37
n to Dusk
Margaret
Racketeers In Exile (G) George Bancroft- Evelyn Venable .. Mar. 8/37t...58
'*
Margaret Morris-Bill
Morris- Bill
.Sept. I5.'37t
Rangers
In, The Bob
Stewart Aug
Reckless Step
Ranger
Bob Allen-Eleanor
Allen-Louise Small
May 30/37 56
Rio Grande Ranger Bob Allen-Iris Meredith Dee,
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 7/36.)
(G)
Jack
Bradley
July
Title
Star
(tel. Date Minutes Reviewed Roaring
Speed toTimber
Spare
DorothyHolt-Grace
Wilson-Chas.
Quigley.. ..May
Anything for a Thrill Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. . .June 15/37
(See
"Racing
Luck,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,
Feb.
13/37.)
Born
to
Fight
Frankie
Darro-Jack
La
Rue
Nov.
3,'36
Theodora
Goes WildJan.(G)
Devil Diamond, The Kane Richmond-Frankle Darro...Jan. 15, '37
(Exploitation:
23/37, Irene
p. 81.)Dunne-Melvyn Douglas Nov. 12/36 95. Nov. I4/S8
Fighting Texan,
The Kermit
22,'37
76 Feb. 13/37
Thunder in the City (G) Edw. G. Robinson-Lull Deste.. ..Apr. 25/37
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermit Maynard-Elalne
Maynard-Ariane Shepard
Allen. .... . June
Dee. 30/36
5/37 55
Trapped
Starrett- Clarke
Peggy Stratford Mar.
Mar, 22/37
HeadlineBlood
Crasher Frankie
Frankie Darro-Kane
Dee. 25,*36
Trouble in Morocco (G) Charles
Jack Holt-Mae
62 Mar. 20/17
Racing
Darro-Kane Richmond.
Richmond. .. Nov.
15/36
TugboatFistedPrincess
Walter StarrettC. Kelly-Edith
Fellows ...June
Oct. 15/36
Sing While
You're Able Pinky
Tomlin
Mar. 20/37
66
15/37... 69
59
Two
Sheriff Chas.
Barbara
Weeks..
Thanks
for Listening
Pinky Tomlin
July
12/37
Two
Gun
Law
Chas.
StarrettPeggy
Stratf
ord
.
.
.
A
pr.
7/37
56
Tough
Darro-Kane Richmond.
Mar. 24/37
Venus Makes Trouble James Dunn-Patricia Ellis May
Valley toof Handle
Terror Frankie
Kermit Maynard-Harlene
Wood .. .Jan.
20/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Apr.
3/37.)
Whistling Bullets Kermit Maynard-Harlene Wood. . . May 3/37
54
Westbound Mail
Chas. Starrett- Rosalind Keith. ... Jan. 22/37
Wild
Kermit Tomlin-Toby
Maynard-Dickie
Jones. ... Nov.
20/36
Feb. 20/37
When
in Love(G)
(G) Grace
Moore-Cary Grant
Feb. 27/37...
With Horse
Love andRoundup
Kisses Pinky
Wing
Dec. 20/36
17/37 .104.68. Feb.
13/37
Woman You're
in Distress
May Robson-lrene
Hervey Jan.
Coming
28/37
72.
Mar.
20/37
Women
of
Glamour
(G)
Melvyn
DouglasVirginia
Bruce.
.Jan.
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 81.) Coming
Fighting
Cadet
Frankie
Darro
Gentleman Must Live, A Pinky Tomlin
Reckless Chances Kermit Maynard
All American Sweetheart Scott Colton-Patricia Farr
RoaringDynamite
Six Guns Kermit
Hayes
Awful Truth. The
Irene Dunne-Cary Grant Oct.
Young
Frankie Maynard-Mary
Darro
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 17/37.)
Carnival Lady
Chas. Quigiey-Rita Hayworth 2l,'37t.
Forgotten
Women
Wyn
CELEBRITY
Title
Star
FreshmenThatFollies
JimmyCahoon-Scott
Durante-JoanColton
PerrySept.
Game
Kills, The Chas.
Quigiey-Rita
Hayworth
Coming
Hollywood Round-up Buck Jones
For Love of You
F. Foresta-Riscoe and Wayne...
I'll
Take
Romance
Graee
Moore-M.
Douglas
Oct. 28/37t.
Kiss Me Goodbye M. Schneider- Riscoe and Wayne.
(See "Inan Artist
the Cuting Room,"JohnJulyBoles-Lull
24/37.) Deste
I
Married
CHESTERFIELD
Running
Begins with Love Jean Parker-D. Montgomery Oct.
Rel. Date29/36
MinutesTimeReviewed Life (See
"In the Cutting Room," July 31/37.)
..Dec.
Red Title
Lights Ahead.
Night
Before, Trail,
The
Mary AstorRichard Arlen
Old Wyoming
The Chas.
Starrett-Barbara
Weeks
COLUMBIA Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed River of Missing Men
Come Closer, Folks James Dunn-Marian Marsh Nov. 7/36 61
There's Always a Woman
Counsel(Seefor"TheCrime
Wells
I4,'37t..
Man(G)
Behind theOtto
Law,"Kruger"In Jacaueiine
the Cutting
Room," Sept.
June 31/36
12/37.) .62
Counterfeit
Lady
Ralph
Bellamy-Joan
Perry
Dee.
60.
Jan.
23/37
Runn Ing Time
Cowboy Star, The Charles Starrett-lrls Shunn Nev. 20/36 56
CRESCENT
Title
Rel. Date
*60. June
(See "In
Cutting Room,"Rosalind
Oct. Keith-Chas.
10/36.) Qulgley Apr. 30/37 61
18/37...Mi .nutes
..65.
Jan.Reviewed
Criminals
ef thethe Air
Star
t/W
I9/S7
12/37...
(See "Honeymoon
Mar. 27/37.)
Dangerous
Adventure, APilot." "In
Don theTerry-Cutting
RosalindRoom,"
Keith
Aug. 1/37 59
64. Mar.
Devil(Exploitation:
Is Driving, TheAug. (G)21/37,
.... Richard
Dix-Joan
Perry
June
25/37
68.
July
24/37
1/37...
..63
p. 78: Sept. 11/37, p. 84.)
20/S7
Under Strange Flags
Tom Keene-Luana Walters ..Apr. 12/37... ..64
Fight to the Finish, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith June 30/37 59
6/37
,
"Taxi War,"
Cutting Room,"
May 1/37.)
DANUBIA
Find (See
the Witness
(G)"In the Rosalind
Keith-Chas.
Qulgley. . Jan. 8/37 57. Mar. 6/37
(Hungarian
Dialogue)
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
(See
"Right
Guy,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.)
Title
Zita
Perczel
Jan.
20/37
85
Blue
Danube
Romance.
Girls Can Play Chas. Quigley-Jacqueline Wells. .June 21/37 60
Frank Taray
Jan. 3/37 103
I Promise
to Pay Apr.
(G)3/37, p.Leon64.)Carrillo-Chester Marrls Apr. 21, '37 65. Feb. 27/37 Dreams
(Englishof Love
titles)
(Exploitation:
Radey-Szoke
Nov.
1/36 65
Can't LastinForever
(G) Richard
Betty Furness-Ralph
Bellamy.. . .July
68. Aug. 14/37 Friendly
HungarianExpression
Village Travelogue
Dec. 25/36
20
ItIt Happened
Hollywood
Dlx-Fay Wray
Sept. 15/37
7/37t....67
titles)
(See Yours
"Once (G)
a Hero," "In theFrancis
CuttingLederer-M.
Rooim," Apr.
17/37.) Sept. l/37t 80. Aug. 7/37 I (English
Married
for
Love
Kabos-Radai
Sept.
l5/37t
84
It's
All
Carroll
Man
of
Gold
,
Maria
Egrl-F.
Kiss
Apr.
12/37
92
Lady from Nowhere Mary Astor-Charles Quigley Nov. 21/36 60
Man Under the Bridge Csortos-Lazar Nov. 15/36 82
Law of the Ranger Bob Allen-Elaine Shepard Feb. 26/37 57
$200 Monthly Javor-Folop
Dee. 31/36 82
League of Frightened Men (G) Walter Connolly- Irene Hervey. ... May 25/37 65. July 24/37 Salary
In Hungary Szorenyi-Sved
Radey-Oresl Apr.
12/37 95
Legion of Terror (G) Marguerite Churchill-B. Cabot. ..Nov. 1/36 60. Nov. 7/36 Scotchman
SisterofMary
Mar.
28/37
91
Let's Get Married (G) Ralph Bellamy-Ida Luplno Mar. 25/37 69. May 29/37 Sons
the
Steppes
Kiss-Komcar
Dec.
26/36...
Lost (Exploitation:
Horizon (A)
Ronald
Colman-Jane
Wyatt
Sept.
I
,'37t
.
.
.
1
18.
Feb.
27/37
on the Pusta Kiss-Komcar
Apr. 5/37 .85
78
Sept. 5/36, p. 75; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; May 22/37, p. 92; July 31/37, p. 80; Storm
Three Spinsters Emile Markus-Rajnay
Dec. 1/36 84
Aug. 28/37, pp. 96, 100.)
Coming
More
a Secretary (G)...Jean
Dec. 24/36
77. Dec. 28/36
Motor Than
Madness
RosalindArthur-George
Keith-AllenBrent
Brook Apr.
5/37 62
My Daughter
Is Different 'avor-Lazar
Turay-Kabos
Oct. 20,'37t..
.88
(Seeof Nome
"Speed(G)
Mad," "In theJackCutting
Room," Venable
Feb. 20/37.) Nov. 14/36 63. Oct. 31/36 Tempest
in a Charda
Oct.
20,'37t. . .. .90
North
Holt-Evelyn
One Man Justice Chas. Starrett- Barbara Weeks. ... July 1/37 59
Texas
Mammy
Fcdak
Orvt.
25.'37t
...89
Vicki (Country Ball) 'avnr-Rose Barsony Sept. 25/37t. . . 87
Outlaws
of th* (G)
Orient Jack
Clarke
Parole Racket
Paul Holt-Mae
Kelly-Rosalind
Keith Aug.
Mar. 20,'37t....6l
4/37 62. Apr. 10. 37 Vellow Roses
Kabos
Oct. 30,'37t 90

3
3
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7
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Title
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
a Honeymoon (G) Star
Star
Title Circle
Crimson
. Noah Beery
Cummings-Noah
Dec. 15/36
Jan. 22/37
9/37
Talk3615
of the Devil (G) 3607. . . . C.Rlcardo
Cortez-Sally Berry
Eilers June
1/37 76.67. May
Tenth ofMan,Us 3619
The (G) 3622 Jaek
John Hulbert-Gina
Lodge -Antoinette
Cellier. . . July
May 15/37
65. Aug. 29/36
FIRST NATIONAL
Two
Malo
10/37 64
a Will 3624.... Will Hay
July 26/37 74
also Warner Brothers)Rel. Date Running
Title (See Star
MinutesTimeReviewed Where There's
Alone, The (G) 3601.. Sylvia Sidney-John Loder Jan. 12/37 76. Jan. 2/37
Captain's
The (G) Bishop,
167... Guy Kibbee-Sybll Jason Nov. 14/36 72. Sept 19/36 Woman(Reviewed
under Nowtbe (G)
title, "Sabotage.")
Case of theKid,Stuttering
You're In the Army
The. 176
Donald Woods-Ann Dvorak June 5,*37 70
3620
Wallace Ford-Anna Lee Mar. 1/37 73. Feb. 20/37
Cherokee Strip 178 Dick Foran-Jane Bryan May I5.'37 55
(Reviewed under the title, "0. H. M. S.">
Confetssion
(A) 158
Comina
Dance, Charlie,
Dance (G) Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Aug. 28,'37. . . .*85. July 24,'37 Dr. Syn
Lockwood
165
Stuart Erwin-Jean Mulr Aug. I4,'37 64. May l.'87 Girl Was Young. The Geo.
Nova Arliss-Margaret
Pilbeam
Draegerman
Courage
(G)
168..
Jean
Mulr-Barton
MacLane
May
15/37
58.
Aug.
29,'36
Look
Out
for
Love
Anna
Neagle-T.
Carminatl
Empty Holsters 179 Dick Foran- Patricia Walthall.. ..July I0,'37
Non Stop New York Anna Lee-Desmond Tester
Ever
Since
Davies-R. Montgomery. . .July
17/37 10179.. June
'37 Sailing
Along
Jessie Matthews-Jack Whiting
Gold (Exploitation:
DiggersEveof (G)
1937Jan.162
(G)2/37,151. p.Marion
Dick100;Powell-Joan
Dee. p.26/36
Dee. p.26,12/36
Jan. 9/37, Blondell
p. 71: Feb. 13/37,
86: Mar. 6/37.
90.)
Green Light (G) 154 Errol Flynn-Anita Louise Feb. 20/37 85. Jan. 9/37
GRAND
NATIONAL
Running Time
(Exploitation:
Mar. p.27/37,
pp. 12/37,
78, 81; p.Apr.94; July
3/37,3/37,
p. 89:p. 68.)
May 1/37, p. 79; May 22/37,
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
p. 90; May 29/37,
67; June
17
52. Feb. 13/37
Arizona
Days
(G)
147
Tex
Ritter-Eleanor
Stewart
Jan.
30,
Guns of Pecos 960 Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Jan. 2/37 65
Bank ofAlarmDestiny139
Nagel-Eleanor Dodd
Hunt June
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar. 20/37 61. Mar. 6/37 Boots
204 Conrad
Ken Maynard-Claire
July 23,25,' 3e 66
Calamity(G) 128
Nov.
Marked Woman (A) 156 Bette Davis-H. Bogart Apr. 10/37 96. Mar. 6/37 Captain
Forever Yours
155 George
BenjaminoHouston-Movita
Gigli
May 29,'15, 37.37 . . 70'/^77
. June 12,
Men In Exile 174 Richard Purcell-June Travis Apr. 4/37
Girl Loves Boy 124 Eric Linden-Cecilia Parker Mar. 27. 37t..
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
21/36.)
76(4. May 29/37
Girl
Said
No,
The
(G)
201...
Root.
ArmstrongIrene
Hervey.
.
.
July
16,'
Mountain
Justice
(A)
161
Josephine
Hutchinson-G.
Brent.
..Apr.
24/37
82.
May
22/37
65Vi.May 1/37
Gold Racket, The (G) 138. ... Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr. 10, 37...
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (G)
Dee. 19/36
Guy (G) 101
James
Cagney-Mae
Clarke
Jan. 2,pp .3774, 77;73. Feb.
159
Kenny Baker-Jane Wyman Aug. 21/37 »80.July 31/37 Great(Exploitation:
20/37,
Jan.
16/37,
p.
74;
Jan.
23
/
37.
p.
78;
Feb.
6/37.
p. 85; Feb. 27/37. p. 81; May 22/37. p. 88.)
37.;
.
66i/2.
Jan.
2/37
Hats
Off
(G)
108
Mae
Clarke-John
Payne
Dee.
6.'
Prairie
180The Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy Sept. 11/37
Headin' for the Rio Grande
Prince andThunder
the Pauper,
(G) 146
Tex Ritter-Eleanor Stewart Dee. 20, 36 61. Dec. 12/36
(G)(Exploitation:
152 May 29/37, Mauch
Twins-Errol
Flynn
May
8/37.
...
120.
Apr.
17/37
Here's Flash
Erie Linden-Boots
p. 66; June 26/37, p. 121; July 3/37, p. 68.)
in theCasey
Alps 211
199 Jane
Baxter- AnthonyMallory
Bushell . . . .Sept.
July 23,10,' 37 75. Oct. 10/36
8an
Quentln
163
Pat O'Brien-Humphrey
Bogart. . .Aug.
7/37 79.70. Oct.
Apr. 17/36
3/37 Hideout(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Dusty
Ermine.")
Sing (Exploitation:
Me a Love(G)SongDec.
(G)26/36,
160. James
Melton-Patricia
Ellis
Jan.
9/37
Hittin' the (A)
Trail154
149 Tex
Bergh
Apr. 30,3, 37
p. 70.)
37 58
64. Oct. 17/36
Boris Ritter-Jerry
Karloff-Joan
Wyndham. . . .Apr.
Stolen Holiday (G) 157 Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Feb. 6/37 80. Dee. 26/36 Juggernaut
Killers
of
the
Sea
(G)
l35....Capt.
Wallace
Casewell
May
8/
Talent Scout (G) 166 Donald Woods-Jeanne Madden. . .July 24/37 62. June 12/37 Love Takes Flight (G) 206... Bruce Cabot- Beatrice Roberts. .. .Aug. 13, 37t....7I.Aug. 7/37
That Certain Woman (A) 254.. Bette Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. I8,'37t. . .*94. Aug. 7/37 Man in the Mirror, The (A)
49.
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37 112
IS/37
E. E. Horton-Genevieve robin. ..Apr. 24, 37... 71Ma>/2.y 15Jan.
/37
Mystery
of
the
Hooded
HorseThree (Exploitation:
Men on a HorseDec.(G)12/36,
151. Frank
... Nov.26/36,21/36
151 Tex Ritter-lris Meredith Aug. 6, 37 60
p. 81:McHugh-Joan
Dec. 19/36, Blondell.
p. 89; Dec.
p. 70; 85.Jan.Dec.2/37,5/36p. Navy Spymen137
106; Jan. 9/37, p. 71; Mar. 13/37, p. 80; May 1/37, p. 83.)
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Mar. 13,' 37t
Coming
212
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Sept. 17, 37 66
Riders ofandtheRiches
Rockies(G)150....
Tex Ritter-Louise
Stanley July
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell
Romance
l53..Cary
Grant-Mary Brian
Feb. 27,2,' 37...58'/2.Aug. 28/36
Adventurous
Blonde,
The
(Gh.Glenda
FarrellBarton
MacLane
.
Nov.
I3,'37t.
.
.*65.Sept.
11/37
Aleatraz Island
John Litel-Ann Sheridan
(Reviewed
under the (G)title, "The Amazing Quest.")
Scotland
Yard
Commands
Back
InLadyCirculation
(A) 266. ..Joan
Blondell-Pat O'Brien
Sept. 25,'37t. . .*82.Sept.
.82. Aug. 11/37
7/37 152
37 6 1. Feb. 20/37
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan. 23,' 37t..
First
Kay Francis-Preston
Foster
..61. July 17/37
Shadow
Strikes,SingThe (G)(G) 145...
202. .Rod
Rocque-LynnStanley
Anders July
Gold
Where(G)
You Find It.. George
Brent-O. dede Havilland
Sing. Cowboy,
Tex LaRitter-Louise
May 22/9,'
Great IsGarrick,
The
Brian Aherne-O.
Havilland
Small
Town toBoy.SingTheAbout
205 (G) Stuart Erwin-Joyce Compton July 30,' 37t5 61
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
31/37.)
Something
Hollywood Hotel
Dick Powell -Frances Langford
9. Ju
James Cagney-E. Daw
Sept. 3/ 37t...*90.Sept
4/37
ne 5/
Ifs
After (G) Leslie
Howard-Bette Sheridan
Davis
*87.July 31/37 Song210
of theofGringo
(G) 123....
144... Tex
Ritter-Joan
Woodbury
Nov. 22/
LargerLoveThanI'm Life
Frank McHugh-Ann
37
Sweetheart
the
Navy
Eric
Linden-Cecilia
Parker
June
18/
Return
from
Limbo
Kay
Francis-Pat
O'Brien
Trailing Trouble 208 Ken Maynard
Aug. 27/ 62.Nov.
Sergeant Murphy
Ronald Reagan-Mary Maguire
Trouble in Texas (G) 148.... Tex Ritter
Mar. 6/
West (Reviewed
of Shanghaiunder(G) the164title, "War
Boris Lord.")
Karloff- Beverly Roberts *65.July 17/37 Two
73. June 6/36
Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wllcoxon May 8/ 37 14/36
(Reviewed under the title, "A Woman Alone.")
37...72'/2.Mar.
6/37
23'/2
Hours
Leave
(G)
103..
..James
Ellison-Terry
Walker
Mar.
20,'
FRANK NORTON
We're in the Legion Now (G)
Dialogue, English Titles)
129
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston . .Jan. 16,' S7...55'/2.Feb. 15/36
Title (GreekStar
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
the title, Conrad
"Rest Cure.")
Astero
Miss Kyvell
Feb. 21/37 90
Yellow(Reviewed
Cargo (G)under 136
Nagel-Eleanor
Coming Hunt Nov. 8,' 36 63. Nov. 14/36
Far from the Crowd Mary Tsagonis
Apr. 7/37 82
Ftohea Toy Mpoam
Vasouia Manolidoy
Sept.
5/37t
90
Damaged
Pedro de Cordoba
60. July 10/37
Coming
Death TakesGoodsa 175
Cruise
3nce7
a DocKainourgea
Zoe
.Rita
Karmen
Nov.
7/37f.
.115.
tor
(G)
Gorgeous
Anna
Sten
17
1
Don
Reborn
ald Woo.Elene
Dec. 5/37t....90.
ds-JeaPapadake
HeHonolulu
Wanted Honeymoon
to Marry Wallace Ford- Isabel Jewell
7
n Muir Jan. 23 Oct.
enrod andTrue
Sam Love
(G) 172 Billy Mauch. Sophea
65.3,'37t
Mar. 6/385.7
Henry Damogloy
King
of
the
Sierras West
207 Tex
Rex-Shiek
Oct. l/37t
Wa
ts
on
Feb. 28/
ofMetheAgain
Golden
GB PICTURES
64. JanRunning
. Minutes
16/37Time Reviewed Law
Love
Anna Ritter
Sten
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Love
Runs
Into
Money
15/37 65
Backstage 3614
Anna Neagle-Arthur Tracy... .Mar.
Make Up (G)
Nils Asther-June Clyde
70. July 10/37
.Feb. 15/37 70. Sept. 12/36 Mr.
Everybody (G)
Dance (G) 3613 Jessie
Ernest Matthews-Nat
Truex-C. Courtneidge.
Buys Rancho
a Barrel Stuart
Erwin-Helen Chandler
Gangway
Pendleton . .Sept.
l/37t 88. Aug. 28/37 MurderBoggsat the
Ken Meynard
Head Over Heels in Love (G)
Orchid
Girl
Anna
Sten
3604
Jessie Matthews-Louis Borrell. .Feb. 20/37 81. Feb. 13/37 Painter in the Sky
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 84; Mar. 13/37. p. 78.)
Photo Covered
Finish
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
King3618
Solomon's Mines (G) Cedric Hardwicke- Roland Young.. Aug. 26/37.
Wagons
3/3 Snow
.76.
Spy
ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D.
Haas
98. Oct. 10/36
(See production article, May 22/ 37, p. 16.)
Stars
Str
ipe
s
1/36 69. Mar. 31/36
Living Dangerously (A) 3617.. Otto Kruger- Leonora Corbett.. .Dec.
Rides with the Boy Scouts
Nov. 15/36 63. May 30/36 Tex214
Love
In
Exile
(A)
3623
Clive
Brook-Helen
Vinson
Tex
Ritter
Sept.
24/37t
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray :Jan.Mar.20/37
6/37, p. 71.88.)Nov. 28/36 Wallaby Jim of the Islands
Lordship.") Loder
(Exploitatlo .Jan. 15/37
Geo. Houston-Ruth Coleman Sept. 24,'37t
69. May 18/36 213
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder
(G) the3621title, John"His Lodge-John
the title, Richard
"OurselvesArlen-Lilli
Alone.") Palmer... .Apr. 29/37 83. Feb. 27/37
GUARANTEED
Silent(Reviewed
Barriers under
(G) 3608
p. 20; exploitation: Apr. 3/37,
(See
production26/37,article,p. 121;
Feb. 6/37 17/37,
p. 90; July 24/37, pp. CrimeTitlePatrol
65;"TheAug.
MayGreat
1/37.Barrier,"
79,p. 81;
7/37,
p.p.94;81;Sept.June4/37,
p. 96.) July
lyStarWalker-Geneva Mitchell..
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RELEASE
CHART— CONT'D)
Running Time
Title
Star
d ill
011mi Raider,
The BusterStaf
Crabbe
NovD,,e I '36 M'nute. Reviewed
Emperor's
Candlesticks,
(See production
article,The July 11/36, p. 76; exploitation: Feb. 6/37, p. 72: Feb. 20/37,
w"'to Ivory
Jack Mulhall '."..Dee". Ii'Ss! 69. '.
p. 85: Apr. 3/37, p. 69; May 1/37, p. 83; May 15/37. pp. 96, 99; June 12/37. p. 84;
July 10/37, p. .87; Aug. 7/37. pp. 90, 92.)
Early
.Apr. 23/37. .76. Apr. 24/37
Irish andBird,ProudThe
of It Richard
Richard Ha^af?1"?
Hayward
Good (Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
Beery-Betty
29/37. Wallace
p. 67; June
26/37, p.Furness...
121.)
.June 19/37
4/37 109. Dec. 26/31
HOFFBERG
Hell
Divers
(re-issue)
(G>...
Clark
GableWallace
Beery
Running Time
.Feb.
of Mrs. Cheyney.Apr.The3/37,719. p.Joan86;Crawford-William
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Last (Exploitation:
p. 92.) 98. Feb. 27/37
May 15/37, p. 94;Powell.
June 12/37.
.Feb.
10/37
62.
Jan.
26/35
Calling
All
Cars
jack
LaRue-Llllian
Miles.
.July
30/37
69. July 24/37
By Night (G) 740 George Murphy-Rita Johnson...
Fire Trap, The.
.Norman
Foster-Evalyn Knapp. ..Jan. 10/37 58. Dec. 7/35 London
Love on the Run (G) 654 Clark Gable-Joan Crawford .Nov. 20/36 81. Nov. 21/38
Inyaah
. Borneo Expedition
.Nov.
I5,'36t
70
Phantom
of
Santa
Fe
(Exploitation:
Jan.
9/37,
p.
64;
Mar.
2/.'37.
p.
82.)
.Aug.
l/37t....75
.
Nina
Quartaro-Norman
Kerry.
Mad
ElissaKibbee-Allce
Landi-Edmund
Lowe...
Rescue Squad
Forbes-Sheila Terry.... ..Feb. 10/37 82
14/36
Mama Holiday
StepsMelodrama
Out(G) (G)706
721 Guy
Brady
Uncle from America Ralph
Czeck Film
Dec. 15/36 go
Manhattan
Wedding of Palo, The (6). Rasmussen's
Eskimo Drama Mar. 1/37 85. Mar. 20/37 (re-issue) (G)
Coming
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell... .July
2/37. .90.
.81. Apr.
Jan. 28/34
30/37
Jan. 29/37.
Man
of
the
People
(G)
716
Joseph
Calleia-Florence
Rice...
Ada Don'tin DoDistress
That Czeck
Polish Film
Film
Married Before Breakfast (G)
Business
736
Robt. Young-Florence Rice .June 18/37 132.70. June 26/37
IInvitation
Give My Heart (A) Gitta Alpar
85
Maytime(Musical(G) analysis:
720Mar. 27/37.
J. MacDonald-Nelson
Nov
to the Waltz (G). Lilian Harvey
p. 85; Apr. 3/37, p.13/3764;
p. 15; exploitation:Eddy....
Feb. 7/37, 26/37.
80 Nov
Kathleen
Mavourneen
Sally
O'Neil-lrish
Cast....
Apr.
17/37.
p.
78:
May
22/37,
p.
89;
Juno
5/37.
pp.
68
69;
July
24/37, p. 80.) 11/37
Maid of the Mountains, The
.Sept. l7/37t....73.Sept.
.80. Apr.
MyNaughty
Dear Marietta
Miss Aldrich
(G) (G).Jeanette
803. Edna MayMacDonald-N.
Oliver-W. Pidgeon..
<G>
Harry Welchman
(re-Issue)
Eddy... .Apr.
.Aug. 30/37...
6/37... .117.
.105. Apr.
Mar. 10/37
2/35
Song of the Lark Czeek Film
Night
Must
Fall
(A)
727
Robt.
MontgomeryR.
Russell..
Student's
Romance,
The
.Apr.
23/37
67.
Feb.
6/37
(GK.Patrlc
Know
les
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
Kelly-Robt.
Armstrong..
78
Aug
Voice of India Hoefler Expedition Oct I 37f 70
119. June 12/37
Parnell(See(G)production
722
article, Feb.Clark13/37,Gable-Myrna
p. 16.) Loy .June 4/37 .84.
Mar.
20/S7
HUNGARIA
.Mar.
19/37.
Personal
Property
(G)
725
Jean
HarlowRobert
Taylor
unning TimeReviewed
(Exploitation: May 1/37, p. 79; June 12/37, p. 93.) .May 21/37 70. Apr. 24/37
Tit'o
Star
Minutes
Pick
a andStarJuliet(G) (G)735
Haley-Patsy
Kelly
Exception
Imre Raday-Klari Tolnay... .Feb. 20/37. 89 rls
16/37p. 68;127. Jan.
July 23/37,
18/36
Romeo
1100 Mar.Jack
Norma28/36,
Shearer-Leslie
Howard. .Apr.
Extra, ExtraGranted
rls
I
Gy. Kabos
.Feb. 6/37. 8 rls
Jan. 9/37,
(See
production
article,
p.
16;
oon
On
Cut-Rate
Paul
Javor-I.
Agai
.........
'.
pp. 78,26/37,
79; Apr.
24/37,Ii9,p. 123;94;
p. 79; Jan. 3/37. p. S3; Feb. 6/37, p. 77; exploitation:
Apr. 17/37, June
Madam«
Paul Javor
Coming ,..,[
pp.
118,
May 1/37, p. 80; May 8/37. p. 74; May 29/37, p. 70; 80; July 31/37, p. 80.)
July 3/37, pp. 69, 70; July 17/37, p. 91: July 24/37, p. .July
..Sept. Il/37f..
affair of Honor Gy.
23/37 94. July 24/37
Saratoga
(G) 742
nil Men Are Wild Paul Javor
(Exploitation:
Aug. 28/37, Clark
p. 98.)Gable-Jean Harlow .Dec. 18/36 74. Dec. 18/36
..Dee. IO/37t.. .10
..9 rls....
rls
Annive
rsary
Imre Raday-lda
..Oct.
l/37t..
Sinner
Take
All
(A)
712
Bruce
CabotMargaret
Lindsay.
.10
rls....
Bride from Toroeko
Paul
Javor Turay!
.Apr. 2/37
..Nov. 30/37t..
l9/37t..
Song of the City (G) 724 Dean Jeffries- Margaret Lindsay ..Nov.
8/36 69.89. Mar.
Nov. 27/37
7/36
..Nov.
10 rls....
Eighty Springti
Miles an Hour GyGy Kabos-M.
Erdely
Hotel
Tarzan(Exploitation:
Escapes (G)Nov.711
J.p. 96;Weissmuller-M.
O'Sullivan.
Tokes'
6/37, p. 72; Feb. 20/37. p. 85.)
28/36,
Dec.
26/36,
p.
75;
Feb.
..Nov.
4/37t..
I Picked You for My me
Husband. Paul Kabos-Anna
Javor
They
Gave
Him
a
Gun
(A)
..Sept.
2l/37t..
It Happened
Budapest Gy Kabos-Zita Perczel
rls
14/37 94. May 15/37
..Dec. 24/37t.. 10.9 rls.
731
S. Tracy-G. George-F. Tone May
Sport
of Love,InThe
Gy Kabos-lda Turay.
May 16/37
7/37 66.97. July
May 17/37
8/37
Two
Prisoners
.
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell... July
..Oct. I2,'37t..
TopperExploitation:
(G) 738
Constance
Bennett-Gary
Grant.
.
Aug.
21/37,
p.
75;
Sept.
4/37,
pp.
95,
97.)
1
20.
Jan.
24/31
IMPERIAL
Running Time
Horn (re-issue) (G)... Harry Carey-Edwlna Booth .Jan.
May reissue.
8/37. .72. Jan. 9/37
Rel. Date M nutes Re lowed Trader
Under OutCoverWestof Night
(G) 715. Laurel
Edmund andLowe-Florence
Broken Blossoms (A) .
Dolly
Haas-E.
Williams....
.
.80.
June
Way
(G)July734
HardyRiee Apr. 16/37. .64. Jan. 2/37
.73.
Sept.
6/36
Boake
Carter
Dead March, The (A).
(Exploitation:
17/37,
p.
92.)
Hi
>2
11/37
.Sept.
I5,'37t..
.Frank Luther- Dorothy Dare.
Sept. IO/37t....6I.Sept.
Women Men Marry, The (A) J. Hutchinson-George
8,'37f .
Coming Murphy.
.Nov. 1/36... .90. Dec. 1/35
She Shall
Have Music
Jack Hylton-June Clyde.
I9,'37t.
With
Pleasure,
.Apr. 15/37
Bad
Man
of
Brimstone
Wallace
BeeryV.
Bruce
Coming
Bride Wore Red. The 804 Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone...
Back from Reno
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Beauty
Racket
Conquest
Greta Garbo-Charles Boyer
Deerslayer
(See
"In the Cutting Room."William
Sept. 11/37.)
Honor Among Women...
Double Wedding
Powell-Myrna Loy Oct. I5,'37t
I Demand Payment
Betty
BurgessJack
LaRue.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
July 24/37.)
5/37f.. .138. July 24/37
Night
of
Crime
Firefly.
The
(G)
Jeanette
MacDonald-Allan
Jones. Nov.
Sky Girl
Nov.
I2.'37t
Last Gangster, The E.G.Robinson-Andrea Marion..
Oct.
29,'37t
Live, Love and Learn Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell... Oct. I,'37t
INVINCIBLE
Running Time
GladysCraword-S.
George- Warren
William. Dec. I7.'37t
Joan
Tracy
26/37t.
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Rosalie
Eleanor
Powell-Nelson
Eddy....
DonaldStar Cook-Peggy
.Nov. 5/36 96
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
Mickey
Rooney-Sophie
Tucker..
Ugly Duckling
Allan Jones-Judy Garland
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
MONOGRAM
Running Time
™">
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
25/36 1 12. Dec. 12/36
After(Exploitatio
the Thin n:Man (G) 713.. William Powell-Myrna Loy ..Dee.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
13/37,
p.
86;
May
1/37,
p.
80:
Jan.
9/37,
p.
71:
Feb.
6/37,
p.
.Aug.
25/37t
72;
Feb
Atlantic
Flight
Dick
Merrill-Paula
June 5/37, p. 64.)
4/37t
Blazing Barriers
Edw. Arnold,
Jr.-F. Stone
McKinney. .July
April Romance (G) 706 Richard Tauber
..Nov. 20/36 82. Feb. 13/37 God's
.Sept. 2/37t
Country
and (G)
the Man... Tom
Keene
.Aug.
27/37
69.
Aug.
28/37
Hoosier
Schoolboy
Mickey
Rooney-Anne
Nagel
.July
7/37t 62. July 3/37
Bad
743(G) 737. Bruce
Cabot-Virginia
Grey.'.'.'.'
.July
28/37t
BetweenGuy Two(G) Women
..July
9/37
89.
July
3/37
Virginia
Legion
of
Missing
Men
Ralph
Forbes
BruceFranchot
Tone ..Sept. 3/37t....80.Sept. 4/37 Outer Gate
.Aug. 4/37t
Big City (A) 801
Spencer
Tracy-Luiso
Ralph
Morgan-Kay
Linaker...
Ralner
..Nov.
27/36
108.
Nov.
21/36
Born (Exploitatio
to Dance n:(G) Jan.709
Eleanor Powell-James Stewart. 20/37, p. 77.)
2l/37t....73.Aug. 14/37
Paradiseof Islethe (G)
WarrenRandall-Peggy
Hull-Movita
Dawn (G) Jack
Keys .July
.July l4/37t....55.Aug. 21/37
Melody of 19382/37,(G) p. 108; Jan. 23/37, p. 80: Mar .Aug. 20/37.. .110 Aug. 21/37 Riders
Broadway
Shadows of Man
the Orient (G) Weldon
Regis ToomeyEsther
Ralston..
.Aug.
I8.'37t 65. Feb. 15/36
Coming
.June
30/37t
739
Eleanor Powell- Robt. Taylor .Jan. 1/37. ..108. Dec. 19/36 Thirteenth
Heyburn-I. Courtney...
Camilla(See (A)production
639
Greta24/36,
Garbo-Robert
Taylor.... Jan. 8/37, p. 107: Mar. 13/37.
article.
Dec.
p.
16;
exploitationBoy
of
the
Streets
Jackie
Cooper
.Nov.
I0.'37t
P. 78; Mar. 27/37, p. 78.)
Bride offortheHenry,
A
Anne McCoy
Nagel-Neil Hamilton.... .Sept. 29/37t
25/37. i .116.
Apr. 31/37,
3/37 Code
Captains Courageous (G) 717.. F. Bartholomew-Spencer Tracy. .June
Range
Tim
May
15/37,
94:
July
(See
articles, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: Aug. 28/37, i 97: Sept. 4/37, County Fair, The
P.PP. 82;95,production
Aug.
Danger Valley
Jack Randall
6/37t.
96, 97.)7/37, pp. 91, 92; Aug. 21/37, pp. 76, 78;
Bullets
. Oct. 3/37t.
22/37 71. Feb. 6/37 Federal
Dangerous Number (G) 718. ... Robert Young-Ann Sothern.. .Jan.
Land
of
the
Sky
Blue
Water..
Movita
.June
11/37...
III.
June
19/37
Day at(Seethe production
Races, A (G)
730..
Marx
Brothers-Allan
Jones
Last
Frontier.
The
Jack
Randall
artlele,p. 89:
Apr. Apr.24/37,7/37,p. p.12;91.)exploitation: May 15/37. p. 94: July 10/37, Luck of Roaring Camp Owen Davis, Jr.-Joan Woodbury
P. 86; July 17/37,
Marines AreWoman
Here, The
.Nov. I7.'37t
2/37 89.67. July
<G> '33
....William Powell-Lulse Ralner.. .July
.Oct. 20/37t
.Feb. 26/37
Mar. 3/37
6/37 Numbered
Romance
of
the
Llmberlost
Espionage (G) 723 Edmund Lowe-Madge Evans... .Mar.
12/37 69. Mar. 20/37 Stars Over Arizona
Family
Affair,
A
(G)
632
Lionel
Barrymore-Ceellia
Parker
Jack
RandallKathleen
Eliot...
.Sept.
22/37t
■Dee. 11/36 72. Oct. 31/36 Telephone Operator
General
SpankyThe (8)(A) 714
McFarland-P.
Holmes .Aug.
6/37... 139. Feb. 6/37 Where Trails Divide Tom Keene
Good Earth,
741 Spanky
Paul Muni-Lulse
Ralner....
Oct. 13/37+
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CHACT--CCNT»E)
RELEASE
(THE
/
Rel.
Date
Minutes Reviewed
PARAMOUNT
Title
Star
Running
Time
.Sept.
Bulldog Drummond Comes
>reneStarHervey-Chas. Starrett... Rel. Date
Along Came Love ((
Back
(G)
J.
BarrymoreLouise
Campbell
Jack Benny-Gail Patrick
Tide
Oscar Hamolka-Frances Farmer.. Oct. I9,'37t.
Artists
Models3701(I
7/37 Ebb
Blonde andTrouble
.Johnny
E. Whitney...
and Handsome Irene Dunne- Randolph Scott Oct.
I2,'37t
.Aug.
6.'37t.
7.'37 High.3710 Wide
William DownsBoyd-Jimmy
Ellison. .Aug.
Borderland (G) 3668 3
(G)
.Feb.
26/37..
Bulldog Drummond Escapes
Hold
Navy
Lew Ayres-Mary
Love 'Em
on Toast
Stella
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne Nov 8,'37t.
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather Angel.
22,'37 65.85. Mar.
13/37 Night
I3.*37
Club
Scandal
J.
BarrymoreLouise
.... . Oct.
Nov
Champagne
Waltz
(G)
3628.
..
Gladys
Swarthout-F.
MacMurray
.
.Jan.
29/37
Dec.
12/36
7
Partners
3711 Lynne
RoscoeCampbell
Karns.
(Exploitation: Jan. 16/37. pp. 79, 80; July 3/37, p. 70; July 10/37, p. 87.)
22,'37t.
Riders ofintheCrime
Panamints
Gilbert OvermanRoland-Marsha
Hunt. ....Oct.
Clarence 3632
Roscoe Karns-Charlotte Wynters . . Feb. 12/37
Texas Trail
William Boyd-George Hayes Nov 26.'37t.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
26/36.)
29,'37t.
Way
3712 C.Eleanore
(Buddy)Whitney-Johnny
Rogers-Betty Grable..Oct.
College(Exploitation:
Holiday (G) 3623 pp.Jaek88,Benny-Burns
& Allen
92; Apr. 10/37,
p. 91.) Dee. 25,'36 87. Dee. 26, '36 This
Thrill
of a Please
Lifetime
Downs
Crime Nobody Saw, Mar.The 6/37,
(G)
True Confession
C. Lombard-Fred
MacMurray
Wells Fargo
Joel McCrea- Frances Dee
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar.
I7,'37 You
Jan. 30/37
and Me
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft Oct. 22/37t
Doctor's OrDiary,
Jan. 15/37 ...60.77. Apr.
Double
NothingA (G)(G) 3627...
3707.. John
Bing Trent-Helen
Crosby-MarthaBurgess
Raye Sept.
Sept.
I7.'37t
95.
Aug.
21/37
RAY KIRKWOOD
July 30/37 88. July 10/37
Easy toLiving
3652 Jean
Easy
Take (G)3617
MarshaArthur-Edw.
Hunt-John Arnold..
Howard. Nov. 6/36 67
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
3/36.)
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
Exclusive (G) 3653 F. MacMurray-Frances Farmer... July 30/37 85. July 31/37 El Justiciero Ernesto Nelson-Donald
GuillenReed ..Jan.
..Jan. 3/37t
3/37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
June
12/37.)
Fighting Devil,
Vagabonds
Bobby NelsonNelson- Donald
Donald Reed
Reed Apr.
Feb. 19/371
Forlorn
River
(G)
3650
June
Martel-Larry
Crabbe
July
2/37
56.
July
3/37
Masked
The
Bobby
4/37t
Girl
from Scotland
Go West,
Young ManYard (A)3638.. Karen Morley- Robert Baldwin Apr. 2/37 61
RELIABLE
3618
Nov. 13/36
Title
Star
Rel. Date
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36, Mae
p. 72;WestJan. Randolph
2/37, p. Scott
106; Jan. 30/37,
p. 84.) 80. Nov. 14/36 Ambush
Valley
Bob Custer
Nov. 1/36 56.,
Great
Gambini,
The
(G)
3648.
Akim
Tamiroff-Marian
Marsh.
...
June
25/37
70.
July
24/37
Santa Fe Rides Bob Custer
Feb. 25/37 58.
Her Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick Mar. 19/37 76. Mar. 20/37 Silver
Jr.-Rex
VengeanceTrail
of Rannah Rln-Tin-Tin,
Rin-Tin-Tin,Coming
Jr.-Bob Lease
Custer Feb.
Nov. 28/37
6/ 36 56.56.
Hills of Old Wyoming (G)
3669
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
Apr.
16/37
79.
Apr.
17/37
Hopalong Cassidy Returns (G)
Apache
Bob
Frontier Trail
Fury
Bob Custer
Custer ..
Hopalong
Rides Again
(G) 3753. William
Boyd-GeorgeCarlisle
Hayes Sept.
3,'37t.
. . .65.66. Aug.
21/37 Outlaw
River
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Hotel
Haywire
(G)
3645
Leo
Carrillo-Mary
June
4/37
May
22/37
Prairie Terror
Bob Custer
I Met Him in Paris (G) 3644. Claudette Colbert-M. Douglas. ... May 28/37 86. May 29/37 Thundering
Stampede Bob Custer .
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea..Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
REPUBLIC
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
John3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold-Francine Larlmore . . Feb. 26/37 87. Feb. 27/37
Title
Star
Re|.
Affairs of Cappy Ricks, The
24/37 56. June 5/37
(G)
6027
Walter
Brennan-Mary
Brian
May
King
of
Gamblers
(A)
3640...
Lloyd
Nolan-Claire
Trevor
Apr.
23/37
78.
Apr.
24/37
All Over Town (G) 6020 Olson and Johnson ..Sept. 20/37
8/37 *60 Aug. 28/37
Last Train from Madrid (G)
Bar
Z
Bad
Men
6323
Johnny
Mack
Brown-L.
January
.
.Jan.
3646
Lew Ayres-Dorothy Lamour June 11/37 77. June 12/37 Beware of Ladies (G) 6011 Donald Cook-Judith Allen Dec. 21/36 51
61. Feb. 13/37
Let's
Make
a
Million
(G)
3622.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Dec.
18/36
80.
Feb.
27/37
16/36
70
Big Show, The 6301 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Nov.
Maid (Exploitation:
of Salem (G)Mar.3634
MacMurray
Feb. 19/37
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
24/36.)
20/37. C.p. Colbert-Fred
76: Apr. 24/37,
p. 92: May 22/37,
p. 89.) 86. Jan. 30/37 Bill (See
Cracks Down (G) 6028... Grant Withers-Beatrice Roberts. . Mar.
Make Way for Tomorrow (G)
71.53
Dee. 5/36
Bold Caballero, The (G) 6101. .Bob Livingston-Heather Angel. ..Jan. 18/37
3641
Apr. p.30/37
Boothill Brigade 6328 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle . . Aug. 2/37
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p.Beclah
80; JulyBondi-Vletor
31/37, p. Moore
82; Sept. 11/37,
84.) 92. May 1/37 Border
5
Phantom
6333
Bob
SteeleHarley
Wood
Dec.
9
28/36
58
.
Mar
Midnight
(G) 3649..
Drummond at Bay
Mind Your Madonna
Own Business
(G) Warren William-Mady Correll July 2/37 65. June 12/37 Bulldog
(G) 6025
John Lodge- Dorothy Mackaill . . . . July 31/37 . 27/62.37 July 31/37
3625
Charles Ruggles-Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/36 Cavalry
6331
Bob
SteeleFrances
Grant
Oct.
14/36
Mountain
Music
(G)
8647
Bob
Burns-Martha
Raye
June
18/37
77.
June
19/37
June Travis-Bob Livingston Mar. 1/37 60
62
(Exploitation: July 17/37, p. 89; July 24/37, pp. 79, 81; Aug. 7/37, pp. 90, 92; Sept. 4/37, Circus(SeeGirl"In6014
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb. 13/37.) Corrigan May 24/37 57. May 29/37
Come
On,
Cowboys
(G)
6317.
..Bob
Livingston-Ray
Murder Goes to College (G)
9/36 68.57. July
Oct. 31/36
Gentlemen (G) 60IO...OIsen and Johnson Nov. 7/37
.71. Mar. 6/37 Country
3633
Roscoe Karns-Marsha Hunt Mar.
31/37
6026.. Bob
Ra Hould-Hedda
.75. May 22/37 Dangerous
Night
(A) 3643.(G) Roscoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May
Doomed at Holiday
Sundown (G)6337
Steele-LorraineHopper
Hayes June
June 7/37 53
North ofof Mystery,
the Rio AGrande
GamblingTownTerror,
The
6324
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith.
.
Feb.
15/37
53
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37 Ghost
Gold Dogies
6312(G) Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Oct. 26/36 55
On Such a Night (A) Karen Morley-Grant Richards Aug. 27/37t. . .73. Aug. 21/37 Git Along Little
Outcast (G) 3629 Warren William- Karen Morley. . Feb. 5/37 79. Feb. 6/37 6302
'37 of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen Mar. 22/37 62. Apr. 3/37
Plainsman,
The
(G)
3624....
Gary
Cooper-Jean
Arthur
Jan.
1/37.
...
1
13.
Nov.
28/36
Gun
Lords
(Exploitation:
p. 85; pp.Feb.78,20/37,
p. 82;27/37,
Feb. pp.27/37,
Bob Steel-Louise Stanley May 10/37 53
Mar. 13/37. p.Jan.80;30/37,
Mar. 20/37,
82; Mar.
80, 82,p. 83;83; Mar.
Apr. 6/37,
3/37, p.p. 66;91; Gun6336
Ranger,RanchThe 6316
6332 Bob
Bob LivingstonSteele- Eleanor
49
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
'37 10/37 Gunsmoke
Ray Stewart
Corrigan Nov.
May 19/36
5/37 56
56
Rustlers'
Valley
(G)
3671
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
July
23/37
60.
July
6
Guns
in
the
Dark
6326
Johnny
Mack
Brown-C.
Rochelle
.
.Apr.
14/37
Hideaway WScrooge
.73.
Dec.
(G)
3527
Seymour
Hicks-Donald
Calthrop
.
.
Dec.
27/36..
Gir
illilaAsked
68. Dee. 12/31
.68. Aug.
Sept.
Happy-Go-Lucky (G) 6013 Phil Regan-Evelyn Venable Dec. 14/36
m(G)Boyd36
Martha RayWm.
She
forEv19It (G)
Gargan-Orien
Heyward
Sept.
IO/37t.
6/37t
e-R
obt
.
.62.
Cum
Heart
of
the
Rockies
7111
Bob
Livingston-Ray
Corrigan.
..
.Sept,
min
gs Nov. 20/ Aug. 20/37t.
*6C.Sept. 7/37 Hit Parade. The (G) 6002 Frances Langford-Phll Regan Apr. 26/37 83. Apr. 10/37
lyn(G)
She's NoLangLadyeGoes
72. Nov. 14/3
BrWest
Sophie
ent (G) Ann Dvorak-John Trent
6
(Exploitation: July 10/37, p. 86.)
OctGert.
3706
Crabbe Sept. I0,'37t.
. Michael-Larry Raft
Hit the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan .... June
Mar. 28/37 64.
Souls(Seeat production
Sea (G)
Sept. 3,'37t.
It Could Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds
. ..57.
article. Jan.Gary30. 37,Cooper-George
p. 7516.). Aug.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
15/37.)
Swing High, Swing Low (G)
2
2
/36 ... Mar. 12/37.. .97. Mar. 20/37 Jim Hanvey, Detective 6005... Guy Kibbee-Tom Brown Apr.
3634
Carole
Lombard-F.
MacMurray
Join
the
Marines
(G)
6003
June
Travis-Paul
Kelly
Jan.
(Exploitation: May 29/37. p. 67.)
Larceny on the Air (G) 6030... Grace Bradley-Bob Livingston. .. .Jan. 23/36 55
.80. Jan.
May
Trail
Dust (G) 3667 ..Chas.
William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Dec. 11/36.. .77.
Lawless Land 6322
Johnny Mack Brown-L. Stanley. .. Nov.
Turn
61
Law Man Is Born, A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith . .June 21/37
ValiantOff IsthetheMoonWord(G)for3642.
Carrie Ruggles-Eleanore Whitney . May
109. Sept.
24/37 60
Lightnin'
Crandall
6335
Bob SteeleLois January
Mar.
28/36
56.Jan. 18/37
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37, Gladys
George-Arline
Judge
Oct.
2,'i
Man
Betrayed.
A
(G)
6012.
...
Eddie
Nugent-Kay
Hughes
Dec.
p. 76; Feb. 13/37, p. 86.)
Mandarin Mystery, The (G)
Walklkl(Exploitation:
Wedding (G)May 3637...
Eddie
Qulllan-Charlotto
Henry...
Dee.
1/37, Bing
p. 81;Crosby-Shirley
May 15/37, p.Ross
89; June Mar.
5/37,26/37
p. 67: June89. Apr.12/37, pp. Meet6031
the Boy Friend (G)
92, 93,
p. 70;11/37,
July p.10/37.
Aug. 6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyle July
28/37,Julyp.3/37,
98: Sept.
83.) p. 80; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37,.81. p.Oct.83; 3/37
8/36
Michael
O'Halloran (Spee.) Wynne Gibson- Warren Hull May
Wedding
Present
(G)
3613
Joan
Bennett-Cary
Grant
Oct.
16/36.
3620. Ray (Exploitation: Dec. 5/36, p. 78.)
(See
"In
the
Cuting
Room."
10/37.) Pureed Apr.
MWild
illandMoney
Navy
Blues The
(G) 6305
6015 Gene
MaryApr.Autry-Smiley
Brian-Dick
Edward Everett Horton July 9/37.
-Doroth3631
Old Corral,
Burnetts Dee.
y Lamou
Coming
(See Express
"In the (G)Cutting
7/36.) Dorothy Appleby .. Feb. 22 / 37.
r Nov. Marlene Dietrlch-H. Marshall.. .Oct. I5,'37t
r. 13/37
Paradise
6029(G)Room,"GrantNov.WithersAngel
27
/
President's
Mystery,
The
(See The
"In the Cutting Room,"JimmyJuly Ellison-Jean
31/37.)
8/36 78 . Oct. 8/36
84. Nov. 2 Parker Nov. 12/371
6007
Henry
Wilcoxon-Betty
Furness.
.
.
Oct.
Barrier.
23/37t
8/36 Ross Nov. 26.'37{
Public
Cowboy No.(G)I 6318
7105 Bob
GeneLivingstonAutry-AnnRayRutherford
Aug.
Blossomsto theof Broadway
EdwardWayne-Marsha
Arnold-Shirley
Range Defenders
Corrigan June
Born
West John
Hunt
Red Rope, The 6338 Bob Steele-Lois January July 19/37 60
Buccaneer, The
Fredric March- Franciska Gaal
S7/37 7
r.e27b/.6 .I8/S
67.M6a7.F 60.Jan

6
.29/3

63.Nov

56.Jul
y24/37

September
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RELEASE
CHART—CONT'D)
Running Time
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Rhythm In the Clouds (G)
Fit forI itie
a King (G) Star
Joe E. Brown-HelenDlst'r
Mack . . Oct. I5,'37t.. .73. Sept. 4/37
Girls (G) 803.. James
Pitts Sept. 24/37t...*63.Sept. 4/37
6017
Riders
of the Whistling Skull Warren Hull -Patricia Ellis June 2I.'37.. ..62. July 3/37 Forty
High Naughty
Flyers
WheelerGleason-Zasu
and Woolsey
Hitting a New High Lily Pons-John Howard
6314
Bob Livingston- Ray Corrlgan Jan. 4,'37 55
Love infora Madame
Basement
James Martini-Joan
Dunn-WhitneyFontaine...
Bourne
Roarin'(SeeLead"In 6313
Bob Nov.
LivingstonMusic
804 Nino
8/37t.
Cutting(G) Room,"
7,'36.) Ray Corrlgan Dec. 9.'36 53
(Sec "In the Cutting Room." July 17/37.)
Rootln' Tootin theRhythm
Saturday's
Heroes
805
Van
Heflin-Marian
Marsh
6307
Gene
Autry-Armlda
May
12/37
60.
May
8.
'37
Stage Door 806article. Aug.Kath.14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
Round-up Time In Texas 6306. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Feb. 28,'37 58
p. 16.) Rogers. .. .Oct. 8/37t
Sea Racketeers (G) 6019 Weldon Heyburn- Jeanne Madden. .Aug. I6.'37 64. Aug. I4.'37 There(SeeGoesproduction
theGreatGroom861
807 Anna
BurgessNeagle-Anton
Meredith-AnnWalbrook
Sothern. . .Oct.
Sheik
Steps
Out.
The
(G)
6006.
Ramon
Novarro-L»la
Lane
Sept.
6,'37
*66.July
3I.'37
Victoria
the
Oct. 29,'37t
22/37t
Trail of Outlaw.
VengeanceThe 6325
Mack Brown-I.
Meredith .. Mar.
Trusted
6334 Johnny
Bob Steele-Lols
January
Feb. 29.'37
1/37 54
52
STATE RIGHTS
Two Wise Maids (G) 6004. ... Alison Skipworth-Polly Moran Feb. 15/37 68. Feb. 6/37
Running Time
Yodelln'
Kid from Pine Ridge Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June 14/37 60. June 26/37
(G) 6308
Title
Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Minutes
Coming
Melody
of
the
Plains
(G).Fred
Scott
Spectrum
Apr.
15/37.
,*55. Apr.
Singing Buckaroo, The Fred Scott Spectrum Jan. 15/37
Arizona Gunfighter 7121 Bob Steele-Jean Carmen Sept. 20/37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
21/36.)
Boots and Saddles Gene Autry-Judith Allen Oct. 4/37t
Three Price
Legionnaires
Duke Comes Back, The Allan Lane-Heather Angel
Vengeance?(G)...Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37. .*60. Mar. 27/37
Escape
by Night
(G) 7015..... .Wm.
Hall-Anne Nagel
Sept. 20/37t. . .*72.Sept. 4/37 What(G)
Lyle Talbot Coming
Rialto June 1/37. . .57. June 12/37
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.
Phil
Regan-Ann
Dvorak
Portia on Trial 6001 Frieda Inescort- Walter Abel
Heroes of the Alamo (G).Earl Hodglns Sunset.
Trigger
Trio The
7112 Ray
Terhune
Oct. II8.'37t
.Aug. 19/37 *75.Aug.
Wrong Road,
RichardCorrigan-Max
Cromwell-Helen
Mack... Oct.
l/37t
(G)
Native Cast
Cutting Room,"Gordon
Sept. Oliver-Marian
11/37.)
Youth(Seeon "InParolethe 6022
Marsh Oct. 4/37
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
RKO RADIO
Running Time
(G) 754
WithersRobert Kent
June 4/37
71. May 8/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Angel's
As You(SeeHoliday
Likeproduction
It (G)
711 JuneJane
Elis.13/36,
Bergner-Laurence
Olivier.Jan.. .Jan.
article,
p. 16: exploitation:
23/37,8/37
p. 79.) 96. Sept. 19/38
21/37
Annapolis Salute (G) 802 James Ellison-Marsha Hunt Sept. IO/37t...*60.Aug.
14/37
58.
June
12/37
Banjo
On
My
Knee
(G)
726.
.Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea.
.
.
Dec.
4/36
95. Dec. 5/36
Behind
the
Headlines
(G)
727.
Lee
Tracy-Diana
Gibson
May
(Exploitation: Feb. 13/37, p. 89.)
60. July
31/37
Big Shot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 Guy
Wltherspoon. . . June
July 23/37
4/37
67.
May
29/37
Big
Business
(G)
759
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
June
18/37
61. Apr. I7/S7
Border
John Kibbee-Cora
Beal-Armida
12/37 65. Apr. 24/37 Borneo
China Passage (G) 718 Constanee Worth-V. Haworth. . . . Mar. 29/37
& Mrs.
Martin Johnson..
Rochelle
Hudson-Brian
Donlevy .. ..Sept.
July I0,'37t
9/37 75'/2
58. June 26/37
10/37 Born Reckless (G) 758 Mr.
Criminal
Lawyer (G)Feb.713
(Exploitation:
27/37, Leep. 81.)Tracy-Margot Grahame Jan. 5/37 62.72. Apr.
Cafe
Metropole
(G)
750
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power
May
7/37
83. May 8/37
(Exploitation: June 19/37, p. 84.)
Feb. 27/37
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
(G)
720..
Guy
Kibbee-Una
Merkel
Mar.
*60.Aug. 14/37 Californian,
The
(G)
753
Ricardo
Cortez-Marjorie
Weaver.
.July
16/37
58. July 10/37
Flight from Glory (G) Chester Morris-Whitney Bourne. .Aug. 20/37
31/37 Career
Hideaway (G)
Fred Stone-Marjorie Lord Aug. 13/37...
Charlie Woman
Chan at(G)the728
Olympics Claire Trevor-Michael Whalen Dec. 18/36 77. Nov. 28/38
28/37 .*60.July
64. July 31/37
Hollywood
Cowboy
(G)
733.
..George
O'Brien-Cecilia
Parker..
.May
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMllle.. . .May 21/37.
Life of the Party, The (G) 801 Gene Raymond- Harriet Hilllard . .Sept. 3/37t.. .*79.Aug. 28/37 752
"In theat Cutting
4/37 Charlie(See Chan
Make
a Wishfor (G)a Lady745
Bobby Breen-Basil Rathbone Aug. 27/37.
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
13/36...*70.65. Sept.
Dec. 19/36
Make
(G) 730
...Warner Oland-Boris Karloff Jan. 8/37. ?! .
Man WhoWay Found
Himself,(G) The705. Anne Shirley-Herbert Marshall. ..Nov. 2/37 67. Mar. 13/37 Crack-Up
Peter Rogers-Evelyn
Lorre-Brlan Donlevy
Apr. 4/37 60. May 29/37 David Harum(G) (G)727
ipr 15/37.
.Will
Venable Jan.
May
14/37 85. Mar. 29/38
16/37
Meet(G) the722
Missus (G) 729 John
Victor Beal-Joan
Moore-HelenFontaine
Brederick. . . . June
(re-Issue) 76
2/37 100. July 10/37
New
Faces
of
1937
(G)
732...
Joe
PennerHarriet
Hilllard
July
.Feb.
5/37 79. Oct. 14/38
(re-issue)
Doctor
Bull
(G)
768
Will
Rogers-M
18/36
57.
Jan.
2/37
Night Waitress (G) 711 Margot Grahame-Gordon Jones Dee.
3/34
On725
Again — Off Again (G)
Warning
740...
Furness-John Sothern
Payne
uly 9/37 68. July 17/37 Fair
5/37 68.81. Jan.
Fifty (Exploitation:
Roads to (G)
TownMay
(G)8/37,
748.. p.Betty
Don70.)Ameche-Ann
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The Wheeler and Woolsey
16/37
Apr.
ipr. 16/37 68. Mar. 20/37 Great Hospital Mystery, The
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Mulr Apr.
Nil
:eb. 26/37 65. Jan. 30/37 751
Park
Avenue Logger
(G) 641...
787. . James
George Gleason-Zasu
0' Brien-BeatricePitts
Roberts .. Dee.
Feb.
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck May 14/37 59. M: 6/37
Plot
Thickens,
The
(G)
1 1 .'36 69. Nov. 21/36
Plough and the Stars/The (G)
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Dead
Yesterday.")
Handy Andy (G) 871
640
(See production article, Aug.Barbara
22/36,Stanwyck-P.
p. 16.) Foster Jan. 15/37 67. Jan. 2/37 (re-issue) Will Rogers- Robt. Taylor Aug. I3,'37t . . . .81 . May S.'U
Terror, The
(G) 734
Martin May
Feb. 7/37
5/37 56
67. Jan. 8/87
Quality Street (G) 709 Kath. Hepburn- Franchot Tone. ... Mar. 29/37 59. Dee. 12/36 Holy
OutVI West
745.... Jane
Paul Withers-Anthony
Kelly-Judith Allen
Racing Lady (G) 707 Ann Dvorak-Smith Ballew Jan. 25/36 88. Dee. 12/36 ItKingHappened
George
Coronation
Rainbow(Exploitation:
on the RiverDec.(G)26/36,
714. Bobby
Breen-May
Robson
Dec.
870
Technicolor Special July l5/37t...-28
p. 71.)
Escapes, The (G) 747. ..Gloria Stuart- Michael Whalen. . .July 23/37 63. June 5/37
18/37 71. June 12/37 Lady
RidingDevils
On Air
771 Joe
Brown- Florence Rice
Laughing at Trouble 724 Jane Darwell-Lois Wilson Dee. 11/36 67
88.
Feb.
20/37
Sea
(G) (G)
714
VictorE. McLaglen-Preston
Foster.. June
Feb. 19/37
"In735
the Cutting
Room," Oct. 17/36.)
Shall (Exploitation:
We Dance (G) 724 Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers May 7/37 1 16. May 8/37 Lloyds(Seeof "Glory,"
London (G)Nov.
(Exploitation:
21/36, F.p. Bartholomew-M.
108; Mar. 6/37,Carroll
p. 89; Mar. Jan.
27/37,29/37
pp. 79, 117.
82; Nov.
Apr. 26/38
3/37,
Soldier and the Lady,JuneThe19/37,
(A) p. 85; July 31/37, p. 80.)
65, 71; May 8/37, p. 74; July 31/37, p. 80.)
85. Feb. 27/37 Love pp.
717
Anton Walbrook-Ellz. Allan Apr. ar.9/37
78.
Feb.
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, Loretta
Young-Tyrone Power.- ..Teb. 26/37
13/37, p. 79.)
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
n
(Exploitation:
p.
90.)
16/37 70. July 17/37
Super
Oakie-Ann Raymond
Sothern July
14/37
t 75. Aug. 27/37
UnderTaxiFire(G)(G)744
803 Loretta
Young-DonFrancesAmeche
That GirlSleuth
from (G)Paris734
(G) 712.. Jack
Lily Pons-Gene
Jan. 22/37 105. Dec. 19/36 Love
Midnight
Brian DonlevyDrake Aug.
Apr. 20/2/3737- 73. Mar. 27/37
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 84: Apr. 24/37, p. 90.)
Nancy
Steele
Is
Missing
(G)
There
Goes Myto GirlMary(G)(G)728.. Ann Sothern-Gene Raymond May 21/37 74. June 5/37
20/37
They Wanted
84.57. Jan.
Mar. 16/37
736 Jed
Prouty-Shlrley
Deane
Feb.
19/37
5/37 60. Dec. 26/36 OnOff theto theAvenueRaces(G)(G)732
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb. 30/37
Dick
Powell-Madeleine
Carroll.
.
Feb.
12/37
89.
Feb.
17/37
109.
July
Toast(Exploitation:
of New York Aug.
(G) 28/37,
719... Edward
Arnold-Frances
Farmer. . .July
13/37
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82; June 19/37,
p. 96; Sept.
4/37, p. 96.)
In a Million (G)Mar.722
SonJa
Henie-Adolphe
Menjou
Jan. 1/37 P.. 84.)94. Dee. 26/38
17/37 One (Exploitation:
Too
723 Anne
Morley Apr.
20/37,
p.
78;
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
80,
82.)
Wanted:ManyJaneWives
Turner(G)643
Gloria Shirley-John
Stuart-Lee Tracy
Dec.
One Mile from Heaven (G)
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
802
Claire Trevor-Sally Blanc Aug. !3/37t 68. July 24/37
(G) 717
Quintuplets-J.
WeWe'reWhoen theAre JuryAbout(G)to716Die Helen Broderick- Victor Moore.. ..Feb.an. 6/37 82. Oct. 23/37 Reunion(Exploitation:
Jan. 23/37, p.Dionne
78: Feb.
27/37, pp.Hersholt.
90, 91.) ..Nov. 20/36. 81. Nov. 21/36
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvora
13/37
17/36 Secret Valley (G) 731
Richard Arlen-Virginla Grey. ...Jan. 15/37 57. Feb. 27/37
When's
Your
Birthday?
(G)
Heaven (G)June742
770
Joe E. Brown- Marian Marsh Feb.
20/37 Seventh(Exploitation:
5/37, p.Simone
64.) Simon-James Stewart Mar. 26/37. .. .102. Mar. 7/37
Windjammer
783
George
O'Brien-Constance
Worth..
Aug.
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June 11/37.
(See "In(G) the703
Cutting Room," May 29/Meredith-Margo
37.)
and Be Happy 756 Anthony Martin-Dixie Dunbar. .. .June 25/37
77. Nov. 21/36 Sing (See
Winterset
Nov. p.20/36
"In(G)the748
Cutting Room,"Wallace
May 1/37.)
84;
Feb.
27/37,
(Exploitation: Jan. 16/37. Burgess
p. 80; Jan. 30/37, p. 83; Feb. 13/37,
92. June
23/37 88. Apr. p.31/36
24/3781. Slave (SeeShipproduction
Woman
I
Love,
The
(G)
721..
Paul
Muni-Miriam
Hopkins
Apr.
article. Mar. 13/37,Beery-Warner
p. 16.) Baxter. .. .July 2/37. .. ..69. Jan. 19/37
8/36 88.62. June
Oct.
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642.... Kath. Hepburn-H. Marshall Nov. 25/37
Step
Lively,
Jeeves
(G)
739.
..Arthur
Treacher-Patrlcla
Ellis.
..Apr.
9/37
You Can't Beat Love (G) 731. Preston Foster-Joan Fontaine June 30/37 61. May .1/37
....86.
Dec. 30/37
5/37
Stowaway
(G) 725
26/36
You Can't Buy Luek (G) 728. Vinton HaworthHelen Mack Apr.
(Exploitation:
Feb. 13/37, Shirley
p. 86.) Temple-Robt. Young Dec. 25/36 ....70.78. Aug.
Coming
Mar.
That
IIceMay(G)Live805
(G) 755 SonJa
RochelleHenle-Tyrone
Hudson-Robert
Kent Sept.
Apr. 80/37...
28/37
Breakfast for Two 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall. . . Oct.
Thin
Power
3/37t
Think Fast, Mr. Meto (G)
.. . 66. Apr. 6/37
Damsel In Distress, A Fred Astaire-Joan Fontaine
804
Peter Lorre-Virginla Field Aug. 27/37t
Fight for Your Lady John Boles-Ida Lupino
17/37

3
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Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
3
This
Is
My
Affair
(G)
721
....
Barbara
StanwyckRobt.
Taylor..
May
28,'37
99
Time 7
Out for Romance (G)
741 7
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen... Mar. I9.'37 72. Feb. 20/37
Under the Red Robe (G) 743.. Conrad Veidt-Annabella Nov.
May 21/37
12/37
6/36 82.63. June
Nov. 14/36
Under Your Spell (G) 720 Lawrence Tibbett-Wendy Barrie. Apr.
23/37
91.
Apr.
17/37
Wake (Exploitation:
Up and Live July(G) 3/37,
749... p.Walter
Winchell-Ben
Bernie
69: July 10/37, pp. 85, 86.)
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie WinkleJuly(G) 10/37,
760.. Shirley
Temple-7/37,V. McLaglen
p. 88: Aug.
p. 92; Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 97.)
Western Gold (G) 761 Smith Bal lew- Heather Angel... Aug.
27/37t.. .*56.Sept.
65. Dee. 11/37
5/36
White(Exploitation:
Hunter (G) Feb.
71927/37, Warner
Baxter-June
LangJuly , Nov. 27/36
p. 81.)
Wife, Doctor and Nurse (G ) . . . Loretta Young-Warner Baxter.... .Sept.
Sept.
I7,'37t
85.
Sept.
11/37
July 24/37
Wild
and Wooly
(G)
Jane Withers-Walter Brennan. . .Nov. IO/37t..
99. Jul . .64.57. Oct.
6/36
Wild
(G) 718....
y 3/37 31/36
Wings Brian
of theKentMorning
(G) Ralph Bellamy-Mae Clarke
737
Annabella-Henry
Fonda
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rochelle Hudson-Michael Whalen .
You(G) Can't
Have Everything Alice Faye-Don Ameche
801
Aug. 3.'37t.. ..99. July 31/37
Coming
Ali Baba Goes to Town Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. 29/37t
(See "InTrouble
the Cutting Room,"Jed Auo.
14/37.) Byington
Borrowing
Prouty-Spring
Charlie Chan on Broadway (G)Warner Oland-Joan Marsh Oct. 22/37+. .. .68. Aug. 7/37
Danger(See— Lovo
Sothern-Jack
"In atthe Work
Cutting Room,"Ann July
10/37.) Haley Nov. 5,'37t
Dangerously
Yours
Cesar
Romero-Phyllis
Brooks.Room."
... Nov.Sept.I2,'37f
(See "The Great Diamond Mystery," "In the Cutting
1 1 ,'37. )
45 Fathers
Jane
Withers-Thomas
Beck
Dec. I0,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Heidi
(See "In the Cutting Room,"Shirley
July Temple-Jean
24/37.) Hersholt Oct. I5,'37t
Hot
WaterChicago
(G)
Jed Prouty-Spring
Byington Sept. 24.'37t . . . . 58. July 17/37
In Old(See
Tyrone
Power-Alice
production article
article, Sept. 4/37, p. 48.) Fayo Jan.in. I5,'38t
Lancer Spy
Peter Lorre-Dolores Del Rio Oct. 8/37t.
Cutting Room,"RitzJulyBros.17/37.)
Life (See
Begins"InIntheCollege
-Gloria Stuart Oct.
Cutting Room."PeterJulyLorre31/37.)Rochelle Hudson. ... Nov.
Look (SeeOut, "InMr.theMoto
the Cutting Room,"SmithSept.Ballew-Cecilia
11/37.)
Roil (See
Along"InCowboy
Parker. ... Oct.
Second Honeymoon Loretta Young-Tyrone Power
UNITED ARTISTS Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
A.jeused (A)
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-D. Del Rio. ..Jan. 8/37 86. Aug. 8/36
Beloved Enemy (G) Merle Oberon-Brian Aherne Dec. 25/36 88. Dec. 19/36
Come (Exploitation:
and Get It (A)
Frances p.Farmer.
.Nov. 28/36,
6/36p. 99;99. Dec.
Nov. 5/36,
7/36
Nov. 14/36,Edward
p. 90;ArnoldNov. 21/36,
109: Nov.
pp. 83, 84; Dec. 19/36, p. 94: Jan. 30/37, p. 82; Feb. 13/37, p. 89; May 1/37, p. R2.)
Dark
(G) Vivien
Leigh-ConradMcCrea
Veldt July
2/37 82.93. Aug.
Mar. 6/37
Dead Journey
End (G)
Sylvia Sidney-Joel
Aug. 27/37t
7/37
Dreaming
Lips
(A)
Ells.
BergnerRaymond
Massey..May
28/37
78.
Mar. 13/37
6/37
Elephant
Boy
(G)
Native
Cast
Apr.
23/37
80.
Mar.
(Exploitation: June 12/37, p. 96; July 31/37, p. 82: Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England Mar.
(G)27/37, Laurence
p. 79.) Olivier- Flora Robson. . . Mar. 5/37 89. Jan. 16/37
Garden(Seeof production
Allah, The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Boyer..Nov.
20/36p. 109;78. Jan.
Nov. 30/37,
7/36
6/36. Dietrich-Charles
p. 14; exploitation:
Nov. 21/36,
68.p. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80; Mar. 13/37, p. 83: Apr. 3/37, PP. 67,
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Night 27/37,
(G). Charles
Arthur
2/37 pp.97.91.Mar92: 13/37
p.pp.84;91,Boyer-Jean
Apr.
pp. 64,p. 83:
71; Apr.
Apr. 8/37.
10/37.
Apr.
17/37,89. p.90; 82;JuneMar.
Apr.12/37,
24/37,p. 93.)
92; 3/37,
May 1/37,
May
p. 72; May 22/37,
pp.
1
07.
June
19/37
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armour
(G).. Marlene
Aug. 21/37.
p. 78; Sept.Dietrich-Robt.
11/37, p. 84.)Donat July 23/37t. .87 Feb. 13/37
Love Who
from Could
a Stranger
Man
Work (A)
Miracles, Ann Harding-Basil Rathbone. , . . May 14/37.. .82. Aug. 22/38
Roland Young-Joan
Feb. 22/37..
19/37 . .82. Jan. 2/37
MenThe Are(G)
Not Gods (A) Miriam
Hopkins-Gert.Gardner
Lawrence . .Jan.
4/37
Prisoner of Zenda (G) Ronald Colman-M. Carroll Sept. 3/37t. *88.Sept.
.83. Nov. 21/36
Rembrandt
(G) article, Oct.Chas.31/36,
Laughton-Gert.
Lawrence . Dec.
Nov. 19/36.
27/36.. t 88:
Jan. 2/37,
(See production
p. 16: exploitation:
p. 108; Jan. 9/37, p. 68; Feb. 13/37, p. 84.)
Star Is Born. A (G) Janet Gaynor-Fredrlc March Apr. 30/37. . . . 1 1 1 . May 1/37
(See
production
Feb.pp. 27/37.
exploitation:p. May84: 22/37,
p. 86; May 29. '37.
pp. 67.
Junearticle,
64.17/37,67. p.p.70:16:
121,
122;
July69:10/37,
p.5/37,
87; July
91:JuneJuly19/37.
31/37, p. 80; June
Aug. 26/37.
28/37, pp.p. 97:I?n Sept.
4/37, p. 96.)
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
July 31/37, Barbara
p. 81.) Stanwyck-John Boles Aug. 6/37t. . *l04.July 31/37
Walt Disney's Academy Award
Revue
5 Award Winners June I8,'37t.. .44
Walter
Wanger's
of Warner Baxter-Joan Bennett. .. .Sept. I7,'37t. . 108. Aug.
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Vogues
.87. May,
Aug. 21/37, p. 74; Sept. 11/37, p. 82.)
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks. Jr.-V. Hobson.. ..June 4/37...
(Reviewed under the title, "Jump for Glory.")
Woman(SeeChases
Man (G)
Miriam17/37,Hopkins-Joel
McCrea. . . . June
May 12/37,
7/37...p.
article,p. 83.)Apr.
p. 12: exploitation:
p. 88:production
Sept. 11/37,
.86. Jan. :
You Only
Live Once Jan.(A)30/37, Sylvia
(Exploitation:
p. 80; Sidney-Henry
Mar. 6/37, p.Fonda
89: Mar. Jan.
20/37.29/37...
pp. 76 78; Apr.
pp. 66. 71: June 26/37, p. 123: July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37, t. 74.)

/

CHACT— CON'TI
Coming
Title
Star
Rel. Date
.80. Aug. 14/37
Antion for Slander (A) Clive Brook-Ann Todd
Adventures
MarcoSawyer
Polo Tommy
Gary Cooper-Sigrld
Nov. 29/37t
I2,*37t
Adventures ofof Tom
Kelly- Walter Gurle
Brennan. ..Oct.
Diamond Trust, The Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd
77. Sept. 11/37
the title, "The
Divorce(Reviewed
of Ladyunder
X, The
Merle Sgueaker.")
Oberon- Laurence Olivier . . Oct. I5,'37t
52nd (See
Street
Hunter-Pat
"In the Cutting Room,"Ian July
17/37.) Paterson Sept. 24,'37t
Goldwyn
Follies,
The Phil
Baker-Ritz
Bros )ec. 25,'37t.
22,'37t.
Hurricane,
The
Dorothy
(See production article, Aug. 7/37, Lamour-Jon
p. 16.) Hall
I Met My Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda
8,'37t.
I9.'37t.
Mutiny In the Mountains Vivien Leigh-Paul Lucas
5/37t.
Nothing(See Sacred
production article, Aug.Carole21/37.Lombardp. 16.)Fredric March.
Stand-in
Leslie Howard-Joan Blondelt...
the Cutting
Sept.Leigh-Rex
11/37.) Harrison
l2/37t..\.86.June 12/37
Storm(Seein a"InTeacup
(G) Room,"Vivien
Time
UNIVERSAL Rel. Date Running
Title
Star
.June 20/37Minutes
64. Aug.Reviewed
14/37
Armored Car (G) 1004 Robert Wilcox-Judith Barrett.. .May
9/37 81. May 1/37
AsBlackGoodAcesss Married
(G)
1012.
John
Boles-Doris
Nolan
.Sept.
5/37t
58
Buck Jones-Muriel
Jones-Kay Linaker
Boss Rider of2050
Gun Creek 1042. Buck
Evans .Nov. 1/36 64
Breezing Home
1033(G) Binnie Barnes- Wm. Gargan... .Jan. 31/37 64, Mar. 27/37
California
Straight(G) Ahead
2/37 61.67. Apr.
1030
Latimer... .May
.Nov. 29/36
Dec. 3/37
5/36
Conflict
(G) 1036 John
John Wayne-Louise
Wayne-Jean Rogers
20/36 62. Oct. 24/36
Empty Saddles (G) 1043 Buck Jones-Louise Brooks .Dec.
.Nov.
22/36...
.66.
Nov.
14/38
Flying(Exploitation:
Hostess (G) Dec,1023
Barrett-Wm.
5/36, p.Judith
79; Feb.
6/37. p. Hall
74.)
Four
Days'
Wonder
(G)
1019.
Jeanne
DanteKennethPidgeon..
Howell. .J .Feb. 28/37 58. May 29/37
Girl Overboard (G) 1021 Gloria Stuart-Walter
a.July
n. 4/37 68. July 10/3/
ILeftCoverHanded
the WarLaw (G)(G) 1016
John
Wayne-Gwen
8az»
.Apr.
18/37 63. May 1/37
1045... Buck Jones
Let Them Live (G) 1035 Nan Grey-John Howar* Apr. 25/37
60. J 73. Apr. 24/37
Love
a Bungalow
Love inLetters
of a Star(G) (A)1009. Kent Taylor-Nan Grey June 27/37an. 2366./37July 10/37
1028
Luckiest
Girl in the World Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles Nov. 8/36 66. Nov. 14/36
(G) 1014
Jane Wyatt-Louis Hayward Nov. 15/36 72. Oct. 31/36
Man
The (G)
(G) 1026.. Doris
Nolan-Michael Whalen.. ..Nov. 1/36. . ..76. Nov. 7/36
Man inIWhoMarry.
Blue,CriedThe
Man
Wolf. 1020..
The Robert Wilcox-Nan Grey May 30/37 67. May 22/37
(G) 2023
Read
4/37
Mighty
Treve, The (G) 1034.. Tom
Noah Brown-Barbara
Beery, Jr.-Barbara
Read.. Aug.
Jan. 29,'37t.
17/37. . .66.69. Sept.
Apr. 10/37
Mysterious Crossing (G) 1025. James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dec. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
Night(Exploitation:
Key CG) 1024
May 22/37, Boris
p. 87.) Karloff-Jean Rogers May 2/37 67. Apr. 24/37
Oh, Doctor!
(G) 1013
(Exploitation:
May 22/37, Edward
p. 87.) Everett Horton May 16/37 67. Apr. 24/37
100
Men
and
a
Girl
(G)
2001..
Deanna
Durbin-Adolphe
Menjou . -Sept.
Reported Missing (G) Wm. Gargan-Jean
Rogers
Aug. I2,'37t
15/37 84.63. Sept.
Aug. 11/37
7/37
Road (SeeBack,production
The (G) article.
1005. ...Apr.Richard
King JulyAug.31/37,1/37
24/37,Cromwell-John
p. 16; exploitation:
p. 80.) 103. June 26/37
Sandflow (G) 1044 Buck Jones-Lita Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. 6/37
She's
Romero-Tala Evans
Birell June
Jan. 24/37
68
Smoke Dangerous
Tree Range1031
1046 ..Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
6/37 59
Three Smart Girls (G) 1029. .Deanna Durbin-Ray Milland Dec. 20/36 84. Jan. 30/37
(Exploitation: Feb. 6/37, pp. 73, 74; Mar. 13/37, ppi 78, 82; Mar. 20/37, pp. 78, 82:
Apr.
94: Apr. 17/37, pp. 78, 80, 82; Apr. 24/37, p. 9-'..
May 3/37,
1/37, p.pp.82;66, May67; Apr.
15/37.10/37,
pp. 96,p. 99.)
.Apr. 18/37... .86. Apr. 3/37
Top of the Town (G) 1007
George
Murphy-Doris
Nolan... Apr.
cle, Jan. 23/37, p. 16; exploitation:
24/37,p. p. 2:91;JiMay 19/37.
1/37,
12/37.
86,
87;
June
5/37.
p.
70:
pp. 82, 85.)
(See
We Have Our Moments (G)
1017
Sally Eilers- James Dunn Mar. 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
West Bound Limited 1008 Lyle Talbot-Polly Rowles July 11/37 66
When
Love IsTheYoung
(G) 1018. Scott
VirginiaColton-Jean
Bruce-KentRogers
Taylor June
Apr. 6/37
4/37 76.58
Apr. 24/37
Wildcatter,
1015
Wings Over Honolulu (G)
101 1
Wendy Barrie-Ray
ComingMilland May 23/37 78. May 15/37
Adventure's
Behind the End
Mike John
Wm. Wayne-Diana
Gargan-Judith Gibson
Barrett Sept. 26/37t 68
Carnival
Queen
Dorothea
Kent-Robert
Wilcox Oct. 3/37t 66
Courage of the West Bob Baker-Lois
January
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Girl with Ideas, A
Wendy Barrie- Walter Pidgeon
Idol (See
of the"InCrowds
2037Room,"JohnJulyWayne-Judith
the Cutting
10/37.) Barrett Oct. I0,'37t. . • ,62'/2
Lady
Fights
Back,
The
2025..
Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor Sept.
Law for Tombstone 2051 Buck Jones-Muriel Evans
Oct. I9,'37t
f0.*37f .... 58
59
Merry-Go-Round
of
1938
Bert
Lahr-Alice
Brady
Oct.
24,'37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Aug.
14/37.)
Some Blondes Are Dangerous. . Noah Beery, Jr.-Dorothea Kent
Sudden Bill Dorn Buck Jones-Evelyn Brent
That's(SeeMy "InStory
Lundlgan . .Oct. 3l/37t
the Cutting Room,"Claudia
July Morgan-Wm.
3/37.)
Tim Tyler's Luck F. Thomas. Jr.-Frances Robinson.
Trouble at Midnight N. Beery, Jr.-Catherine Hughes. .Oct. I7,'37t 68
Westland
Case,theThe
(See "In
Cutting Room,"Preston
Sept. Foster-Carol
11/37.) Hughes Nov. 7,'37t..
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Running Time
Title
Star
Pel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Cheyenne Rides Again Tom Tyler-Luellle Browne Jan. 7/37
Fued of the Trail Tom Tyler- Harlene Wood May 1/37
Flying
HermanTyler-Jerry
Brlx-Jeanne
Mattel July
Mystery Fists
Range
Tom
Bergh
May 1/37
1/37
Phantomand ofSaddles
the Range Tom
Silks
HermanTyler-Beth
Brlx-TobyMarlon
Wing Nov.
Dee. 28/36
14/36
Sky
Herman Brlx-Jeanne
Brlx-Joan Barclay
Sept. l/37f
Two Racket
Minutes to Play Herman
Coming Martel Nov. 2/36
.Sept. 30/37t.
Brothers of the West Tom Tyler-Lois Wilde..
Lest
Tom Tyler
OrphansRanch
of the Pecos Tom
Tyler
Rearing Motors
Herman Brix
Winning Stroke. The Herman Brlx
WARNER BROTHERS
(See also
Title
Star First National)
Rel. Data Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
(A) article,
106 Mar.Kay6/37.Francis-Errol
(See Dawn
production
p. 16.) Flynn Juno 26/S7 73. Apr. 10/37
Black(Exploitation:
Legion (A) 108
O'Brien-Moore
Jan. 20/37,
30/37p. 82;83. Mar.
Jan. 27/37,
9/37
Jan. 16/37, p.H. 76;Bogart-E.
Mar. 13/37,
pp. 80, 83; Mar.
p. 79: Apr. 3/37, p. 66; Apr. 10/37, p. 95; July 17/37, p. 89.)
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Foran-Helen Valkle June 12/37 55
California Mall 930 Dick Foran-Llnda Perry Nov. 14/36 56
Call
ChargeIt aef Daythe (G)
Light113
Brigade Olivia de Havilland-I. Hunter. . .Apr. 17/37 89. Mar. 13/37
(G)(See901
Flynn-O.
Havllland Nov.Nov. 14/36,
7/36p. 90;115. Nov.
Oct. 21/36,
24/36
production
article,p.July78;Errol25/36,
p. 16;dep.exploitation:
p.Apr.Ill;
Jan.
15/37,
Jan.
23/37,
78:
Feb.
6/37,
p.
74;
Apr.
3/37,
p.
65:
10/37, n. 92.)
Devil's
Saddle
Legion,
The
130
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
Fly-Away Baby (G) 125 Gleada Farrell- Barton Mae Lane. . June 19/37 60. June 12/37
Feetleose Heiress 123 Craig Reynolds-Ann Sheridan Aug. 21/37
(See In"InthetheSkyCutting
10/37.) Hull Nov. 28/36 58.0et. 31/36
Fugitive
(G) 120.Room,"
.JeanApr.Mulr-Warren
God's(G) Country
and
the
Woman
105 Feb. 13/37, George
(Exploitation:
pp. 84. Brent-Beverly
85; Feb. 27/37.Roberts.
p. 80.). .Jan. 16/37 85. Dec. 26/36
Ge Getter,
The (G)Sept.
1154/37, George
Louise May 22/37 92. June 19/37
(Exploitation:
pp. 94, Brent-Anita
97.)
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley, TheApr.(G) 10/37,
110.. Pat
p. 91.)O'Brien-Sybil Jason Feb. 13/37 71. Dee. 12/36
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G) 102
Edw.
G. Robinson-Bette Davis. ..May 29/37. ... 101 . May 8/37
King and the ChorusJuneGirl5/37,(G) p. 64; Sept. 4/37. p. 96.)

101

CHAET—CCNTD)
WORLD
RunnInflTlm.
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Vienna (A) Paula Wessely
Jan. 28/37Mlnut95. Feb. 13/37
MySlalomSong(G)
of Love Tito
Schlpa
Mar.
Dee. 31/37
15/36 79
66. Jan. 23/37
Treno Populare Skiing
Italian Film
Feature
Dee.
25/36
62
Coming
Annie Laurie
Will Fyffe
Aurora Sul Mare Italian Feature
67
Chanson
D'
Amour
Tito
Schipa
Itto
Simone
Berriau
Life andon Sklls
Loves of Beethoven... Walter
Harry Baur
Love
Rimll
Monks, The
Ninety Degrees South Antarctic Film
Second
Koreno
Seerets Bureau
of Stamboul Jean
ValerieMurat-Dlana
Hobson
79
Ski Chase
Hannes Schneider Sept. l/37t....84
Street
Without
a
Name
Constant
Remy-Pola
lllery
Song of Ceylon Basil Wright
39
Tendre Enemmle
Simone Berriau
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Time
Title
Star
Dlst'r Rel. Date MinutesJuneReviewed
Angel's
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzarl
Amphytrlon
(A) (G)...V.HenriGardlB
Garat Globe
103. Apr.
Apr. 26/37
3/37
Beethoven Concerto
Amklno Mar.
Mar. 23/37.
23/37. .. .90.
10/37
Big
Fella
(G)
Paul
Robeson
British
Lion
73.
July
10/37
Carnival in Flanders (A) . . Franeolse Rosay American Tobls. . .Sept. 22/36. . .98. Oct. 8/36
(Reviewed
"La Holmes
Kermesse....Assoc.
Heroique.")British 82. Feb. 26/37
Dominant
Sex. under
The (A)the...title.
Phillips
Edge(A)
of tbe World, The Finlay Currle British I. E. Co
Aug. 14/37
Emll Und Die Detektlve... Fritz Rasp International 80.77
Episode (A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. . .90. June 5/37
Eternal
(A) . . . Mathias
Wieman. . . . United
Mayer-Burstyn
Jan. 12/37. . .70.80. Jan.
23/37
Farewell Mask,
AgainThe(G)
Leslie Banks
Artists
May 22/37
Flying
Doctor,
The
(G)
...
Charles
Farrell
20th
CenturyFox
92.
Dee.
Fury Over Spain (G)
Modern Film
55. Aug. 19/36
14/37
Gang
Show, Night
The (G)
Ralph Ellis
Reader Assoc.
General
May 15/37
1/37
Glamorous
(G)
Mary
British
80.
May
Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonldov Amkino
74. Aug.
14/37
Golem, Tbe (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. . .88 . Mar. 27/37
Great Call,
The (G) Roland
Camlllo Young
Pllotto Warner
United Artists 90. Dec.
5/38
Gypsy
(A)
Feb. 13/37
ItIt'sIsn't
Done
(G)
Cecil
Kellaway
British
Empire
90.
Mar.
27/37
You CG)
I Want (A) Seymour
Hleks British
Lion
Palo p.Blellk
French
Nov. 24/36. . .82.70. Nov.
Dee. 21/36
8/36
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June 26/37, p. 118.)
6/37 Janoslk(Exploitation:
May 22/37,
86.)
14/36
King
of
Hockey
(G)
121
Anne
NagelRichard
Pureell
Dec.
Jericho
(G)
Paul
Robeson
General
77.
Sept.
4/37
Land
Beyond
the
Law
128
Dick
Foran-Llnda
Perry
Mar.
KImiko (A)
Sachiko Chiba International Apr. 12/37. . .73. Apr. 24/37
Life of Emile Zola, The (G)
People, diThe Bard(G)... John Drlnkwater.... Mindlln May 1 1/37. . .70. May 22/37
116. July 10/37 King'sDamigella
203
Paul Muni-Gale Sondergaard. . . .Oct. 2/37t...
1/37 68. Aug. 14/37 La(G)
Marry
the
Girl
(G)
116
Hugh
Herbert-Mary
Boland
July
E. Gammatica Artlstl
85. Jan. 9/37
1/37 60. Jan. 16/37 La Grande Illusion (A)... Jean
Melody for Two (G) 117 James Melten-Patrlcla Ellis May 6/37
Gabin Cinematographique
Realization d' Art
13/37
Midnight Court (G) 124 Ann Dvorak-John Litel Mar. 12/36 60.69. Mar.
120.
3/37
July 30/32 Last Night, The (G) I. R. Peltser Amkino Apr. 27/37. . .90. July
One (Reissue)
Way Passage (G) Kay Francis-William Powell.
May 8/37
Late Mattia Pascal, The
Polo Joe (G) III Joe E. Brown-Carol Hughes Dec. 10/37 58
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 10/37
Public Wedding 126 Jane Wyman- William Hopper July
Les Petlts (G) Alice Tlsset Franeo-Amerlean . . Dec. 29/36. ..90. Jan. 23/37
Ready,(Exploitation:
Willing andMayAble1/37.(G). p.Lee78.) Dixon-Ruby Keeler Mar.
Make
a
Night
of
It..
Buddy
Rogers
Assoc.
British
80.July
«/37 Let's
Mademoiselle Decteur (A).Dita Parlo United Artists 105. May 10/37
1/37
3/37... .105. July 10/
Singing(Exploitation:
Marine, TheJuly(G)24/37,
101. Dick
Merry onComes
to TownThe(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
77. June 5/37
p. 80.)Powell-Doris Weston July
Mill
the Floss,
(G)
Frank
Lawton
National
90.
Feb.
13/37
Slim
(G)
114
Pat
O'Brien-Henry
Fonda
June
12/37
80.
July
3/37
Smart Blonde (G) 122 Glenda Farrell -Barton MacLane . . Jan. 2/37 59. Dec. 5/36 Moonlight Sonata (G) Paderewskl United Artists 90. Mar. 13/37
Varsity(See Showproduction
(G)article, JulyDick24/37,
Powell-Fred
Solorzano. . . . Prod.
p. 16.) Waring Sept. 4/37t.. *l20.Aug. 21/37 Ora Ponciano
of the (G)
Wilderness. Chucho
G wen Munro
BritishSorla
Empire. . .Jan. 20/37. . 105.
.85. May
Mar. 15/37
6/37
White Bondage (G) 125 Jean Muir-Gordon Oliver June 19/37 60. Mar. 13/37 Orphan
Our Fighting
Navy
(G)...H.
B.
Warner
General
75.
May 8/37
Wine, Women and Horses (G). Barton MaeLane-Ann Sheridan. ..Sept. I l/37t. . ■ 64. July 24/37 Pagliacei
(G)
Richard
Tauber
United
Artists
90.
Feb.
6/37
(See production article, Jan. 9/37, p. 16.)
Coming
Pearls
the Crown
Guitry Tobls
115. Mar.
June 20/37
5/37
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland
Pepe Leof Moko
(A)(A)..Sascha
Jean Gabin
Paris Film
100.
Expensive Husbands (G) Beverly Roberts- Patric Knowles . . Nov. 27/37t. . .*60.Sept. 11/37 Prisoners (G)
A. I. Chaban Amkino Feb. 16/37. . .93. Feb. 27/37
(G)
Lily Bouwmeester.
Filmex Clnetone
17/37
Kid Comes Back, The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis *60.Jan. 30/37 Pygmalion
Razumov (G)
Pierre
Fresnay . . Garrison
Mar. 8/37. . .95. Apr.
Mar. 27/37
(Reviewed
under
the title, "Don't
Pull
Your Punches.")
Revolutionists
(G)
V.
V.
Schukln
Amkino
Dee.
'36.
.
100.
Feb.
6/37
Love
Is
On
the
Air
Ronald
Reagan-June
Travis
"Said
O'Reilly to McNab" Will Maheney . GalnsboroughMissing Witnesses
Dick Powell-Jean Travis
Dale
(G)
One
Tomorrow Dick
GB
84. July 17/37
Over More
the Goal
WilliamForan-June
Hopper-June Travis
Sensation (A)
John Lodge Wardour
75. Jan. 23/37
Patient
Room 18. The
The Ann
Knowles
Silver Blaze (G) Arthur Wontner Assoc. British 70. July 17/37
Perfect inSpecimen,
Errol Sheridan-Patric
Flynn-Joan Blondell
Sol Over Danmark (G) . . . . Henrik Malberg Apr. 13/37. . .73. Apr. 24/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
3/37.)
Southern
Mail
(A)
Richard-Wilm
Solar
100.
Shi the Octopus Hugh Herbert- Marcia Ralston
Spain in Flames (A)
Amkino Jan. 28/37. . .63. Feb.
Feb. 20/37
13/37
She Loved D-l
a Fireman Pat
Dick O'Brien-George
Foran-Ann Sheridan
Earth,
The
(A)
Prometheus
Aug.
20/37.
.
.58.
Sept.
4'37
Submarine
Brent !.""!!"".".! Spanish
Thank You. Madam (G)...Jan Kiepura American Tobls. ..Apr. 26/37. . .85. May 1/37
They (See
Won'tproduction
Forget (A)
Gloria
Diekson-Claude
Rains
\
,*90.
June'
19/37
Thirteen,
The
(A)
Ivan
Novoseltsev
Amkino
85.
July
17/37
article,
"The
Deep
South."
May
8/37,
p.
16
30 SecondsMakeof YouLoveWhistle
(G)...EIsa Merllnl E. J. A
80. Jan. 2/37
"rich
Colbert-CharlesWilson
Boyer..
This'll
hout Warning 218 Claudette
Boris Karloff-Marie
(A)
Jack Buchanan Wilcox
78. Jan. 9/37
Running
Time
Tsar
toTheLenin<G)
(A)
Lenauer
lntern'1. . . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
6/37. .. .68.
Mar. 27/37
WILLIAM
STEINER
Star
Wave.
Native
Cast
Garrison
.60.
1/37
Title
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
White Squadron (G) Antonio Centa E. N. I. C
85. May
Dec. 26/36
21/36
6
rls
From Nine to Nine ..Ruth Roland-Roland Drew Dee.
Nov. 18/38 7 rls
World's within Love,
(A). Marta
Eggorth Sphinx
Viennese MayDee. 31/36
18/37. . .90. May 29/37
. Norman Foster
I Cover Chinatown
Ylddle
His fTheiddle....
Molly Picon
F./e3b6.
6/65S.ep9t23.6

ernand G
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MOTION
<THE

SHORT
EILA4S
[Numbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1, viewed;
1936.]
CELEBRITY
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
C0M1C0L0R CARTOONS
Happy Days
Sept.30,'36
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Ay (AllTankStar)Ay Go ( I-23-37) . Dec. 4,*36.l6'/j.
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May 14/37. 19'/,.
BigCharlie
Squirt.ChaseThe Sept.l7,'37t.2 Ms
Bury the Hatchet (8-21 -37) .Aug. 6,'37.I9...
CallingandAllCarryDoctors
July 22. '37. l9'/2.
Cash
(3 Stooges) (9-11 -37) . . Sept. 3/37tl8'/2.
Dizzy
Doctors
(4-17-37)
....
Mar. 19/37. 17 '/a .
Free(3(AllStooges)
Rent
(1-30-37)
Dec. 20/36. 18. . .
From BadStar)to Worse June 4/37.17...
Charlie Chase
Goofs andHooter
Saddles July 2/37.17'/,.
Grand
Charlie Chase(6-5-37) May 7/37.19'/,.
Grips, Grunts and Groans. .Jan. 15/37.19...
(3 Stooges)
(3-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17...
KneeAndy
Action
Clyde (2-27-37) June
Lodge
Night
11/37.18...
Clyde to Mooneyvllla. Nov. 14/36. 18. . .
LoveAndyComes
(1-2-37)
My Little Feller May 21/37.18...
Andy Clyde
New News (4-17-37) Apr. 1/37.17'/,.
(Collins-Kennedy)
Sailor
Maid
Feb. 12/37.19...
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) ... Dec. 27/36.17'/,.
(3
Stooges)
Stuck in the Stlekt Mar. 26/37. 18. . .
Andy Clyde
Super
Snooper. The Feb. 25/37. 19'/, .
El Brendel
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17...
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright, The. . June 18/37. 17. . .
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Drug Store Follies
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/,.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Bon
Boy Bonand Parade
His Don, A Nov. 26/36.. 8'/,.
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/36. .7...
Foxy from
Pup, theThe Air
(6-5-37) ... May
.
Gifts
Jan. 21/37.
1/37.. .6'/,7'/,.
Indian Serenade July
16/37..
8...
Let's
Go
(4-17-37)
Apr.
10/37.
.7'/,.
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37. .6'/,.
MotherCrows
Hen's(9-11-37)
Holiday Aug.
May 20/37.
7/37.. .8.7.... .
Scary
Skeleton
Frolic
(2-20-37)
.
.Jan.
29/37..
7'/,.
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)The. .Aug.
Stork Takes
a Holiday,
June 16/37.
1/37...8...
8. ..
Swing, Monkey, Swing Sept. 10/37
Two Lazy Crows
(I
I
-28-36)
.
Nov.
26,
'36.
.7.
..
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-S7) Jan. 28/37.10...
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37. .9'/,.
Haiti's
Black Napoleon
(8-21-37)
Pirate
Parts of the Car- Aug. 6/37. .9...
ib ean July 2/37.. 9...
v'heo(3-20-37)
the West Was Young Mar. 12/37.. 9...
COMMUNITY SING
(2nd Series)
No.
I
(9-11-37)
Aug.20,'37tl0...
No. 2
Sept.l7/37tl0...
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Runaway Marriage, The
(1-16-37) Dee. 18/38.11...
Wedding Deal, The Feb. 26/37.11'/,.
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RELEASE
CHAET--CCNTD)
TltlP Rel. Onto Mln
Title
Rel. 23/87.
Date Mln.
Community SingFEATURETTES
(No. I)
A June 15/37
Homeless
Pup, The July
.7.... Spanish Interlude.MAGNACOLOR
Klko the Kangaroo in
(2-27-37)
Jan.
17/37.10....
Island
Skunked Again Dec. 29/36. .7. .. . Catalina
Community
Sing (No. 2).. Feb.
19/37.11....
Personalities
on
Parade
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Hay Ride, The... Apr. 2/37.. 6.... Yellowstone Park
Community Sing (No. 3)
Mechanical Cow, Tne June 25/37 7 .
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10.... Miss
OstrichHearts
Comes to Sept.24,'37t. I rl.,
IMPERIAL
Community Sing
Sing (No.
(No. 5)4).. June 18/37.10'/,.. Ozzie Lonely
Community
Itle
Rel. Date
Town
May 28/37. .7.". . ,
Hangers. The
EDGAR GUEST POETIC
GEMS Mln.
(9-11-37) July 24/37.10'/,.. Paper
July
30/37.
.7..7...... . Boyhood
HeraldofofNorton
the Skies
Apr. 2/37.. 9'/,.. Pink(8-14-37)
8.8.
Elephants
July
9/37.
Story
I,
Emperor
NOVELTIES
Play
Ball
June 11/37. .6..., Old Prospector, The
of the United States
Puddy
the
Pup
In
Cats
8.9.
(2-6-37)
HAPPY HOURDec. 18/36. .9....
Hobo Hero
In a Bag (12-26-36) Dee. 11/36.. 7..., Nero
Goose
Girl,
The
May
30/37..
3
rls.
Puddy's
Coronation
May
14/37.
.7....
PORT
0'
CALL
Puddy
the
Pup
In
Sunken
Old Woman In the Woods.
City of the Sun
Oct. 16/36.. 6
9.9.
The
Apr. 23/37.. 3 rls. RedTreasures
HotHoodMusic
Mar. 5/37. .6.... Seventh Wonder
KRAZY K AT CARTOONS
WORLD IN COLOR
Robin
in
an
Arrow
16. Merry Cafe (1-23-37) Dec. 26/36.. 7....
(11-21-36) Nov.
3/36. .7.7..... . . Under the Southern Cross 8.
17. Lyin'
Hunter, The Feb. 12/37 .7.... SaltyEscapeMcGuire
Jan 1 6/37..
(3-27-37)
MillBirds
Mystery, The Oct.
29/37t.l.7. rl.... ,
18. (6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May B/37 .7 ... Saw
MGM Rel. Date Mln
School
Apr.
30/37.
Tin Can Tourist, The
Title
19. Masque
Raid. Tha
June 25/37.
(2-6-37)
Jan.
22/37.
.7.
..
.
NEW WORLD
OF SPORT
SERIES.7. .. . Villain
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
Still Pursued Her,
No. 9— Torture
Fishing Thrills (2-13-37) ... Jan. 22/37. .9...
Jan. 2/37.20.
TheTREASURE CHEST
Sept. 3/37t.6'/2.. No.(2-27-37)
FitFleetto Hoofs
Win (6-12-37)
May 7/37..
9'/,..
10—
It
May
Happen
to
(4-17-37)
Mar.
5/37.10....
Fun in the Water
Chesapeake Bay Retriever,
You (8-14-37) June 5/37.21.
The (12-26-36)
13/36.11..., No. II— Soak the Poor Aug. 21TALKS
(4-17-37)
Apr. 30/37
10/37.10 Crystal
,'37. 16.. .
Ballet Dec.
May 28/37.11...,
No. 12— Give Till It Hurts. Sept. 18/37.
Future
Stars
Aug.
FITZPATRICK TRAVEL
Golf Magic (9-11-37) Aug. 16/37. .9. . . Feminine Form (8-29-36) .. Aug. 7/36.10
Plane
Devils
(1-9-37)
Nov.
28/36.
.9'/,
.
.
How
I
Colorful
Bombay (5-8-37)July 24/37.. 8.8.
Legendto ofSki
theSwimming
Lol (1-2-37) .Aug.
Dec. 20.'37tl
4/36.11...,
Riding the Waves June 4/37.10.... Ornamental
Floral Japan
June
4/37.10....
Scrambled
(3-27-37) . . June
Feb. 22/37.
Glimpses
of Java and Mar. 4,'37t...
Privateof Life
of
the
Gannets.Sept.IO/37tl
I
Sport of theLegs
Seasons
25/37.. .9.9 .. . Songs
Ceylon of(4-10-37)
the Danube May 7/37.. 9
Sport's Greatest Thrills
Glimpses
Peru Sept. 6/37.. 9.
in Snow
(8-21-37)
Aug. 3/37. .9.... Symphony
Hong(6-26-37)
Kong, Hub of China May
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
(M-7-36)
Oct.
16/36.
.9...
India on Parade Feb.
Canine
Capers
Sept.l6.'37t
.6'/2 .. .. Affairs of TWO-REEL
Pierre, The COMEDIES
Dizzy Ducks
(12-19-36) .... July
18/37. .6'/,
Picturesque
South Africa Jan.
(2-20-37)
Puttin'
Out
the
Kitten
Mar.
26/37.
.7.
.
.
(7-31-37)
Aug.
6/37tl9...
Scrappy's Band Concert Apr. 29/37.. 7
Rocky
Mountain
Grandeur June
Amuse
Yourself
Nov.
27,*36.20.
.
.
Any Old Ballerina
Port (1-2-37) Sept.l7/37t
Nov. 6/36.18...
Serappy's Music
June 4/37. .7.... Bashful
(7-24-37)
26/37.. .9.8.
SCREENLesson
SNAPSHOTS
Serene
Siam
(6-26-37)
No. 4— (2-6-37) Dee. 18/36.10
Big Courtship, The Feb. 19/37.17... Stockholm, Pride of Sweden May
Oct. 29/37.
No.No. 6—
5— (2-27-37) Jan.
22/37.10....
Chemist,
The
(9-24-36)
....
Oct.
9/36.19...
HARMAN-ISING 2/37t...
Feb. 19/37.10.... Comic Artist's Home Life
(Happy Harmonies)
No.No. 7—
Mar.
23/37.
9'/,..
(4-3-37)
Apr.
9/37.18...
26— Pups' Christmas
Ditto
Feb.
8— (5-29-37) May
Apr. 22/37.10
30/37. .9'/, . . Freshies
Dec. 12/36. .8.
May 12/37.17...
7/37.17... 27 —(12-26-36)
No.No. 10—
9—
Circus Daze Jan. 16/37.
June 4/37.. 9 ...... Fun's
13. '37.. .9.6.
Fun
(2-6-37)
Feb.
5/37.19...
28
—
Swing
Wedding
Feb.
June 11/37.17
No.
II—
June 25/37
10'/, . . Girls Ahoy!
29 — Bosko's Easter Eggs
No.
12—
Aug.
13/37.10....
20/37..
8.
Going,
Gone June
Oct. 18/37.16
8,'37t
(4-3-37)
Mar.
Hamlet Going.
and Eggs
No. 13— (New Series)Sept. 10/37
30—(5-8-37)
Bosko and the Pirates May 1/37. .8.
Her Accidental Hero May 21/37. 17
Hlgh-CPest Honeymoon
Jan. 30/37.
1/37.21
No. I— SPECIAL Sep.l7,'37t.l rl.. His
and the Rabbit. May
Girl Apr.
18. . . 31—TheHound(6-26-37)
29/37.. 8.
Belgium
Dee. 25/36. .8'/,. . Hl-ya
Doc?
Apr.
23/37.20.
.
.
32
—
Wayward
Pups
Old
Paris(3-6-37)
and Berne
HoldingIt
the Bag May
14/37.19...
(8-14-37)
July
(2-20-37)
Dee.
18/36.
.8'/,.
.
Hold
Jan.
29/37.17...
10/37. .9.
No.
33
—
Bosko
and
the
STRANGE AS IT MAY SEEM
Jail Bait
Jan. 8/37.19...
Cannibals Aug. 28/37.10.
the Type Dee. 4/36.20....
Little Jack Horner
Sept. 16,'37f . 6'/2 . . Just
M-G-M
MINIATURES
WORLD IN COLOR
Love in Arms May 28/37.18....
Beautiful Bermuda Sept. I0.'37t . . Love Nest on Wheels Mar. 26/37. 18.... Boss Didn't Say Good
Man to Man
Feb. 26/37. 17. .. . Morning, The ..' Oct. 1/
DuWORLD
Melody Girl
Apr. 16/37.17.... Have
CourageSecond
(7-24-37)
Hollywood:
Step June 12.'
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Mixed
Magic
(12-9-36)
Nov.
(2-20-37) Dee. 5/
Story of the Rose. A
Modern Home
(1Magnificent
1-28-36).. .Nov. 20/36.17
13/36. 19
Montague
the
(1-16-37)
10
How to Paradise
Vote (9-5-36) Aug.
Sept. 28/5,'
Sus-TI
Ka (12-19-36)
10....
(8-14-37) Aug. 27/37tl7.... Pacific
Rainbow Pass
Oct. 9/
Utah Picture
Book
OffPixilated
the Horses (4-10-37) Mar.
5/37.19
RomanceDo ofYouDigestion
Mar. 23/13/
Mar. 19/37.
18. .. . What
(1-9-37)
10.... Practically
Think?
Jan.
Perfeet (I -30-37). J an. 15/37.21
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Ready to Serve (4-10-37) ... Mar. 12/37. 15
EDUCATIONAL
Carnival
6creen
Test, The (l2-l9-86).Dee.
Girl's BestIn Paris
Years,(6-26-37).
A May 29/
Silly Night
Oct. 13/36.19....
l/37t
[Distributed through
(2-20-37)
Dec. 25/
Slacks
Appeal
Aug.
1
3,*37tl9
Twentieth
Century-Fox]
Way, The
Hollywood Party (5-8-37) .. .Apr. 3/"37.11.
Title Rel. Date Mln. Smart
Spring Is Here Oct. 30/36.20.... Some
Time Soon OUR(4-10-37)
. Mar. 6/
SONG AND COMEDY HITS
GANG
'37,11
Sept. 3,'37tl5
Ask Uncle Sol Oct. 8,'37t.l rl.. Sweeties
That's theGhost.Spirit
June 25/37. 17 Fishy Tales
Aug. 28/ '37.11.
Big
The
I7,'37t. 1 1I ...rl... Timid
The Dec.
Sept.24/37t
Framing Youth Sept. 11/
DentalApple.
Follies
(4-10-37) ... Sept.
Feb.
26/37.
Transatlantic
Leve
25/36.20....
Gifts
In
Rhythm
Oct.
23
/36.10....
Glove
Unele Sol Solve* It
Hearts TapsAre (4-10-37)
Thumps Feb.
Apr. 20/3/
Playl Girls
Nov. 6/36.11 Who's
Crazy? Aug. 20/37t
Night V Gales July 24, 37.11.
Pot Luck (8-14-37) Aug. 6/37tll Will
You Stopl Sept.l0,'37tl7.... Reunion In Rhythm Jan. 9 ES
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) Jan. 29/37.11....
Roamin'
Holiday(6-26-37)
(7-31 -37)... .June
Strike! You're OutTERRY-TOONS
(1-9-37) . Dee. 11/36.11
HOFFBERG
Rushln' Ballet
Apr. 2412
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Big Game Hunt, The Feb. 19/37. .7.... Baltimore,
Spooky
Hooky
(3-6-37)
Dec. 135
Home of WaJly
Three Smart Boys (5-8-37) . Mar.
Book Shop. The (1-30-37) . . Feb. 5/37.. 6....
Bug Carnival (4-17-37) Apr. 16/37. .7. . . Simpson
PETENightSMITH
SPECIAl.TI
uar-Rac's
Out
.
Feb.
Bamboo
(5-29-37)
July
16/37.18...
CleaningShave,Day
Seot.l7.'37t
Close
A
Oct. l/37t.lI rl..rl.. Broadway Dance Parade June 15/37. 10. . . Decathlon Champion Dec. 27II
Dancing
Bear,
The
Oct.
SpotsCuriosities
In Florida Jan. 20/37.12... Dexterity
Farmer Al Falfa In Trailer 1 5/371 . 1 rl.. Busy
Equestrian (2-27-37)
Acrobatics Jan.
Aug 1614
Life
Aug.20/37t.6.... Floridian
Gliding the Lily Feb. 6
(5-29-37) Ian. 10/37.11..
Golf
Mistakes
(6-26-37)
...
.June
12,
Hollywood Magic (5-29-37)16/37.12...
10... Grand Bounce, The
Farmer tieth
Al Falfa't
Twen- Nov. 27/36.. 7
Anniversary
(6-26-37) May 22,
Flying South
Mar. 19/37. .7. .. . In Shanghai (6-5-37) July
July 30/37.20...

September
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(THE
RELEASE
CHACT«C€NT*E)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title
rltle Rei. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
STRUGGLE TO Rel.
LIVEDate Mln.
Broadway
Highlight!,
No.
8.
Dec.
11/38.10....
No. 31— Chimp Champs Dee. 4/36.10.... Deadly Female!
Jungle
Juveniles
Oct.
2,'37t
Minimaniacs Nov. 20/37t
Broadway
Highlight.
No.
S
10....
Nov.13/36.
No.
32—
Sporting
Pali
Jan.
1/37.10....
Land
Apr.
5/37.. .»'/,.
9 .
Circus Comes to Town, The
Olympic Ski Charoploni
No. 33 — Underwater
Ro- Jan. 29/37.10.... Desert
Forest Gangsters
(1-23-37)
Jan.
8/37.
.9....
(7-3-37)
June
25/37.10....
m
a
n
c
e
.
A
n
(3-6-37)
(11-7-38)
July
3,'37.I0....
SUPERBA COMEDIES
Shorty Apr.
Oet. 30/37.10...
8/37t.l rl.. No. 34— On the Nose
Penny Wisdom (5-8-37) ... .Apr. 10/37. 10. .. . Cowboy
BridalLiveGrief
Game Traill
(3-13-37)
Feb.
26/37.10....
Pigskin
Champions
Aug. 23,'37t
I4.'37
One
Ghost Feb.
Nov. 5/37.19....
6/36.21....
No.
35—
King
Socter
Mar.26/37.
10.
..
.
It's
a
Good
Stunt
.
.
.Sept.l0/37tl0..
.
,
Romance
of
Radium
Oct.
Wife
Insurance
(8-14-37). July 9/37.18....
Ski Skill (4-10-37) 10.... It"! a Living Mar. 5/37.11.... No. 36— Wrestling (It's a
Wrong Romance,
The
May 14/37. 18. .. .
of
the
Tonto
Aug.
I3,'37tl0
Laugh)
Apr.
23/37.
10.
..
.
(Reviewed under the title, "Ski Thrill") Killer
WORLD
ON
PARADE
Nobody Home
Apr. 2/37.10...,
37— Swing Stan
Sport!
Ico .... July
'37. 10
Rhythm Inof thethe AirRiver Oit. 9/36.10... No.(5-22-37)
Missions
Tennli onTaetlei
May 24.26/36.10....
I. '37.
10.... Safety
May 14/37.10.... California
(4-24-37)
16/37.11....
Wanted—
A Maiter(5-8-37)
(1-2-37) . Dee.
No.
38—
Pan-American
Winter Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
1 1 . ...
(5-22-37)
May 23/36.10...,
28/37.10...
RE-ISSUES (1937-8)
Champion!
(7-3-37)
June 11/37.10 Circus
Florida Cowboy Juno 1 1/37. .8yi. .
Shorty Oet.
Beau Hunks
. Sept. 1 8/37t37. . . . Sailor
No.
39—
Rhythm
of
the
Gold
Mania
(1-16-37)
Dec.
25/36.11
Business
Blotto
(7-10-37) July 9/37.10.... Graveyard of Ships (1-2-37) Nov. 27/36.11....
Where Their
Champions
Meet Nov. 13/36.11... No.Game
ROBERT BENCH Oct.LEY30,'37t26.... That's
Aquabats
Aug. I3.'37tl0.
Heart of the Slerrai Nov. 6/36.11....
(2-20-37)
Jan.
8/37..
8... , No. 40—
How to Start the SPECIAL
Day Sept. Il,'37t Where
41—
Picking
PetsDogs. Sept.
0."37tl0. . . Jungle
July 30/37. .8
Snow
Is
King
Feb.
5/37..
9...
No. 42 — Four
Smart
Oct. 18,'37tl0
ManhattanPlaymate
Waterfront
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Servant of the People
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
(3-27-37)
Feb.
19/37.11....
Monster
(3-20-37) Apr. 9/37.21.... No.— 4—FursA onModern
(Cinecolor)
Mt. Vernon
Mar. 19/37.10....
Parade — All Nov. 13/36.11..., No. I
Aug. 6/37M
rl..
(Exploitation:
27.'37, p. 87.)
Romantic
Mexico
Jan.
22/37.18....
TABLOIDFeb.MUSICALS
Aboard
No.
2
Oct.
8/37t
l
rl..
Workshop! of Old Mexico. .July 9/37.11....
Bar! and Stripe! (5-8-37) .. Feb. 20/37. 1 1 ... . No. 5 — Bamboo — Clamdlggera' Rodeo — Vienna
Dancing on the Ceiling Jan. 2.'37..9
RKO RADIO
Boys'
Choir
Dee.
11/36.10...
STATE RIGHTS
Little
Maeitro
(4-17-37)
...
Mar.27,'37.
II
..
..
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Song of Revolt (7-24-37) ... May 29/37. II.... No. 6— Cornering a Killer
Title
CONDOR MUSICALES
—LearnTwilight
—
Let'!
All
ALEXANDERRel. Date Mln.
Frozen Affair,
A (8-28-37)
Sept.l7/37tlO. . Trailing the Seashore
to Ski Jan. 8/37. .8... Murder
PARAMOUNT
in
Swing
Time
No.
7
—
Magle
Caverns
—
(1-9-37)
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Albert Payson Terhune —
(9-4-37)
Sept.27.'37tl0....
AMERICAN RED CROSS II....
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
LEON ERROL COMEDIES
Behind
the Flood Headline!
Bo Human
Nov. 20/36. .7. .. . Swing
8 — ofFashions
Tide!the ofRainbow
Fundy—— Feb. I2,'37..8..., Should WivesHEADLINER
Work SERIES
Sept. I0.'37t
(5-8-37)
II....
Candid Candidate, The Aug. 27/37M rl.. No.Home
Ding Dong Doggie July 23 /37t .7. . . . Meet the Lorla! Mar. 12/37.10.... 2— Singing in the Air Feb. 19/37.19.... Carmen (5-29-37)
9....
Grampy'!
Indoor
Outing
Oct.
16/36..
7....
3
—
Rhythm
on
the
Rampage
ASTOR
No. 9— M o o n I I g h t and
Who Goes There?
Home
(4-24-37) Apr. 2/37. 18ft., Haiti
— Blackle
Rooftopi andof
(5-29-37)
8....
Hot AirCleaning
Saleeman,Blue!
The Jan. 15/37.. 7.. . Shadow!
4—
Swing
Fever
July
25/37.20.
.
.
Manhattan—
FILM
EXCHANGE
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 7....
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES
Brownie
Apr. 9/37.10..., Bad Housekeeping
Skl-Esta (1-2-37)
10....
Impractical Joker, The
(4-10-37) . June
Mar. 11/37
5/37.19....
No. 10 — Sailboat Time —
MATSON
(7-3-37)
June 18/37..
the Word
18
Twilight Musie
on the(5-22-37)
Trail- May 7/37.10.... Dumb's
Coronation Preview
Making
Frlendt Dec.
18/36.. 77.... Magnetic
Hillbilly
Goat
(1-23-37)
..
Jan.
15/37.18...
(3-27-37)
10....
Pudgy Take!
II— Fishing Highlights. June
4/37.11... Locks and Bonds Apr. 16/37.19
ROGERS SPECIAL
Pudgy
Picks aa Bow-Wow.
Fight . .Apr. 9/37.. 7.... No.
Morning Trouble
Judge Aug.
Sept.24.'37t
Lest U.Wo S. Forget
(5-1-37)
I
(5-22-37)
14/37.. .7.8..... . . No. 12— (7-3-37)
6/37.18
NEW SERIESJuly 2/37.10.... Tramp
Service
With a Smile May
Sept.24/37t
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE rL..
MARCH OF TIME
No.
I
Aug.
6,'37t.l
rl.
I
Pledge
My
Heart (8-7-37) II....
Whoopii I'm COLOR
• Cowboy
Feb.
1
2/37..
7
No.
4
(12-12-36)
Nov.
27/36.22...
No. 2
Sept. 3/37M rl. No. 5
CLASSICS
Dec. 25/36.19...
No.— Novia
3— Let'sScotiaCountFacesHorsesthe
Bunny-Mooning
(3-13-37)..
Feb.
12/37..
7....
No.
6
Jan.
22/37
19...
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Car-Tune Portrait, A
Feb. 19/37.21...
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Making Sept. 3/37tl0... No.
(7-3-37)
June 25/37..
78.... Sea— RecordPOPEYE
No. 7
8
Mar.
19/37.20...
ADVENTURES OF THE
THE SAILOR
Chicken
a
la
King
Apr.
16/37..
No.
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21...
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
Hold the Wire Oct. 23/36.. 7... No. 10
Christmas
Comet
But
Once
May 14/37.18... Bone Bender Parade
a Year
Dec. 4/36.. 8.... Hospitaliky Apr. 16/37. .7... No. II
June
(8-14-37) Aug. 6/37.10...
Peeping PenqulM Aug. 27/37t.7.... I Like Babies and Inflnts. . .Sept.l7.'37t.7. . . No.
12
July 11/37.18...
9/37.18...
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10...
Play SafeHEADLINERSOct. 16/36.. 7.... I'm
in
the
Army
Now
Dec.
25,36..
7...
No.
13
Aug. 6/37.18... Dogging
World
I Never Change My
Looking for Trouble Dec. 18/36.10...
Aug.20/37t.7...
Blue Velvet Music Apr. 9/37.10.... LostAltitude
1937-38
Ski
Parade,
The Feb. 5/37
No. I (9-11-37) MOUSE
Sept. 3,'37tl7... Sports Headlines
and Noon
Foundry
Mark Warnow and Orch.
of 1936 Oct. 30/36.10...
and Night July 16/37.. 7... Clock Cleaners,MICKEY
FrimlRudolfFavorites
(7-3-37)
.June 4/37.11 Morning,
The
(11-21-36)
Club
(6-26-37)
.June
18/37.
.7...
Frlml, Jr.,
and . Orch.
(8-28-37)
8...
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
My Artistical Temperature.. Mar. 19/37. .7... Hawaiian
Hollywood
Star
Reporter,
Holiday
Land(2-6-37)
of Genghis Kahn Dec. 18/36.10...
No. 2
Oct. 29/37t.l rl.. Organ Grinder's Swing
(9-4-37)
PRODUCTIONS 8... Portraits
(3-6-37)
HulaEddieHeaven
Oct. I.*37tll Paneless
of Portugal
Window Washer. Feb. 19/37. .7... Rhythm NU-ATLAS
Peabody
in
a
Night
Court
(8-7-37)
Aug. 6/37.10...
Installment
The (2-27-37)
Jan. 22/37. .7...
(9-4-37)
Sept.24/37t.9... Touring Brazil (12-18-36). .Nov.
13/36. 10. ..
Fred AllenCollector, The. ..July 24/37.10.... Popeye
PATHE
NEWS
the
Sailor
Moots
Slnbad
the
Sailor
Western
Grandeur
(4-3-37)
.Feb.
5/37. .9'/,.
Released
twice
a
week
Let'sXavierGo Latin
Sept. 10,'37t 1 1
Cugat
and
Orch.
(11-14-36)
Nov.
27/36..
7...
PATHE
PARADE
(Technicolor special)
Musical Charmers Oet. 9/36.11....
UNITED
ARTISTS
No.
I
Sept.l0.'37t
Phil bySpltalny
and Girl Orch.
F REVIEWS
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Musie
Morgan
Feb. 12/37.11 Spinach
Twisker Roadster,
Pitcher. The
The Nov.
May 27/36.
21/37. .7..7. .. .. Released once PATH
MICKEY MOUSE
aPATH
monthE TOPICS
Russ Morgan and Orch.
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
NEWS
103. Alpine
Climbers
Musie,
Weekly
Released RADIO
seven timesFLASH
a vearCOMEDIES
(8-22-36)
Oct. 28/36t.9'/».
Clyde Musie
Lucas Everywhere.
and Oreh. . Dee. 18/36.11.... Two EditionsPOPULAR
SCIENCE
Night In Manhattan July 30/37. 1 1
104. Mickey's
Circus
Don't
Be
Like
That
(8-15-36)
(Cinecolor)
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18... 105. Donald and Pluto Nov. 11/361.8...
Queens
of Harmony
Aug. 20,'37tl I
No. 3
2 (11-28-36) Oct.
Phil Spitalny
and Girl Orch.
Mar.13/37. 18. . .
No.
Dec. 30/36.10...
25/36.11... Horse Play
(1 1-14-36) Dec. I2.'36t.8...
Rah,WillRah,Osborne
Football
Oct.
30/36.10....
RADIO(4-3-37)
MUSICAL COMEDIES
No.
45
(3-2-27) Apr.
Feb. 26/37.11...
Elephant Feb. I9/37T.9...
and Orch.
Deep
South
(1-23-37)
Jan.
1/37.17... 107. Mickey's
(11-14-36)
No.
30/37.11...
SongFreddie
Hit! Rich
on Parade
Jan.
15/37.10
Mississippi
Moods
No.
6
July
2/37.11...
108.
Don
Donald
8'/i.
& Oreh.
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17...
Turns,(1-16-37)
The
NEW SERIES
Star Reporter in Hollywood
May 28/37. 19. . . 109. Worm
(1-23-37) Apr. I7,'37t.8'/i.
(11-21-37) Nov. 20/36. .9.... No. I SCREEN SONGSSept. 3/37tl0... That Man Samson
SMART
SET
110. Magician Mickey ....June I7,'37t.8'/,.
Ted Dorothy
Husing-Bennle
BartBuoys (1-2-37). .Dec.
18.36.16... 111.
Never
Have Told Ian. 29/37.. 8... Grandma's
Lamour
Mickey's
Amateurs
(6-19-37)
I rl.
Inlawful
Apr. 30/37.17...
You Should
(3-6-37)
Starlett-Reporter,
The, No. 2
112. Moose
Hunters Aug. 5/37t.9...
Nat
Brandwynne
and
Oreh.
(3-27-37)
Mar.
12/37.11....
SPECIAL
SILLY
SYMPHONIES
Vincent
Lopez
and
Orch.
Please
Keep
Me
in
Your
Day
With
the
Dlonne
Boswell Sisters
Dreams (5-22-37) May 28/37. .8. . .
Quintuplets, A (4-24-37) . Mar.26/37. 18. . . 106. ThreeketeersBlind(I I -28-36)
Mouse- . ..Jan. 28/37t.7...
Swing,
Swing
May 7/37.11.... Talking
Henry Through
King andMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. . .
SPORTS WITH BILL CORUM
Ina RayHutton,
Hutton
and Orch.ROMANCE
Cousin, The
Beach
Sports June
4/37..
9'/». 108. Country
MUSICAL
Dick
Stabile
and
Orch.
Big
League
May
7/37.11...
(11-21-36)
Dec. I7,'36t.6'/j.
Twilight on the Trail Mar.26/37. .7. . , Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10... 109. Mother Pluto
(Technicolor)
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37). Jan. 15/37.. 9.... The Westerners
(11-21-36) Mar. 6/37t-6V».
Golf
Timing
(8-21-37)
July
23/37.
1
1
..
.
Schubert's
The
Jan. 15/37. .9... 110.
More KittensCafe (1-8-37) .Mar.27/37t.8'/a.
You Came into*heMy Dark
Rescue. .. Sept.24.'37t
July 30/37. .8.7.... , Iceman,
Song
of theSerenade
Island! July 23/37. .9 Whispers
Ladles' Day
Dee.
18/36.11... 111. Woodland
Shep Fields and Orch.
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10....
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Putting
On
the
Dog
Feb.
12/37.11...
M2.
Little
Hiawatha
Treei
(3-20-37)
Mar.
19/37.
.9.
..
.
GRANTLAND
RICE
SPORTLIGHTS
Royal Steeds
July 2/37.10...
Western Sketchee Nov. 20/36.10
(NEW
SERIES)
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Saratoga
Summers
Inventions
PARAG RAPH ICS
30— Sporting Quiz, The Nov. 6/38.10..,
(3-27-37) Mar. 12,37.11... 113. Modern
»6-26-37)
I rl.
Aviator Shorty July 23/37.10.... No.(11-21-36)
Singing Wheels (12-26-36) .Nov. 20/36.1 1 . .
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CliART--C€NT*R)
RELEASE
(THE
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Rel. Date Min.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Alpine
May 15/37.10.... No. 7—Title
Phonograph Records
JohnnyFestival
Burke
Gateway Grandeur
to Africa
UNIVERSAL
VaudeJune 26/37
—Lipsticks
(4-10-37)..
..Mar.
20/37.11....
(6-12-37)
June
(2/37.10....
No.
8—
Coiffeurs—
Shoes
Apr.
10/37.10....
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Fritz and Hits
Jean Hubert July 17/37
Land of the Magyar
No.
9—
Hats—
Bathing
Suits
.
May
11/37.10
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS Vaudeville
(7-10-37) July 3/37
Elaine Arden
No. 30
Nov. 23/36. 18....
No.
10—
Dancing-Leather
(6-5-37)
May
22/37.10....
Crossing
the
Sahara
Aug.
14/37
Vltaphone
Broadwayltes
Aug.
21/37.10
No. 31
Dee. 21, '36.. 9....
No. II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37.10....
Medley-Dupree
Long Bright Land (9- 1 1 -37) . Sept. 25,'37tl 0
No.
Feb. 15/37.
I.'37. .»'/«.
No. 3233 (2-6-37)
(3-27-37) Mar.
.9.....
No.(8-14-37)
12 — Pianos-Art
July 28/37
17/37.10
BROADWAY BREVITIES
FLOYD
GIBBONS'
No.
34
(4-17-37)
Mar.22/37.
.8.
.
.
.
TRUE ADVENTURE"
No. 13— Books—(NEW
FursSERIES)Aug.
No. 35 (4-17-37) Apr. 12/37.. 7.... Sweethearts and Flowers. . .Nov. 7/36.20.... Attic of"YOUR
Terror
(91
1
-37)
...
Sept.
I8.'37fi2
LOONEY TUNES
No. 36 (5-15-37) May 10/37. .»Vi. . Regls-ToomeyNo. I— Racing — Wrestling
No. 37 (5-15-37) June 7/37. .914..
Preisser Sisters
No. 28— Village Smithy,
(9-11-37) Sept. 18/37. 10. . ..
No. 39
38 (7-24-37) July 26/37.10.... That's
Pictures
(8-29-36) . .Nov. 21/36.21 .... The
Nov. 14/36.. 7.... —CheeseVITAPHONE
No.
NOVELTIES
Jay
C.
Fllppen
No.
29—
Porky
of
the
NorthNo. 40
Nut
Guilty—
Nov. 21/36.10
woods
(1-9-37)
Dee.
19/36.
.7....
Joe
Palooka
in
"The
Oklahoma
As(6-27)
Is Dec.
19/36.11
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
No.
30—
Porky
the
Wrestler.
Jan.
9/37.
.7
Blonde
Bomber"
Nov.
28/36.21
.
...
Cal
Tinney
Air
Express
Sept.20,'37t.6
No.
31—
Porky's
Road
Raee.
Feb.
6/37.
.7....
Shemp
HowardRobert Norton
Big
Raee,
The
(3-13-37)
.
Mar.
3/37.
.7....
Poets
of
the
Organ
(8-22)..
Jan.
16/37
No.
32—
Picador
Porky
Country Store (8-7-37) ... .July 5/37.. 7.... Here Comes the Circus Dee. 5/36.18....
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
(2-27-37)
8.... Whale
Fireman's Plenle Aug.16/37. .6'/4. . "Poodles" Hanneford
Ho
(7-14)
Feb.
13/37.10....
No.
33—
Porky's
Romance.
.
.Apr.
17/37.
.8
Medium
Well
Done
Mar.
6/37.10....
Golfers.
1/37. .8'/i.
34—
Porky's
Duck Gabby
Hunt. Apr. 17/37.. 8....
Me Liberty" Dec. 19/36.22.... No.
John Litel
Hens* ofTheMaglo(2-13-37)
(2- 13-37).. Jan.
Feb. 18/37..
8..... "Give
Hardeen
No.
35—
Porky
and
Ghost
to
Ghost
Hookup,
A..
Apr.
3/37.11....
Knights
for
a
Day
(1-9-37)
.Dee.
28/36..
7....
(6-12-37)
May
15/37.
.8....
It's
All
Over
Now
(2-6-37)
.
Dec.
26/36.20....
Lumber Feathers
Camp (3-20-37). .. Mar.
.7.... JoeDanandHealy
No. 36— Porky's Building.. .June 19/37. .8.... HomeRadioRunRamblers
on the Keys
Ostrich
Sept. 15/37.
6/37t.7....
Asbestos In
No.Service
37 — Porky's
Super July 3/37.. 8....
Rest Resort
Aug.23/37. .7. . . . "A Horse's Tale"
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. 9
(7-10-37)
Babe
Ruth
Steel
Werkors
(5-15-37)
...
.Apr.
26/37.
.7.
..
.
(2-13-37)
Jan.
9/37.20....
No.Story
38— Porky's Bad Time July 24/37. .7. .. . Check Your Cash May 22/37. 10. .. .
6tovedores, The
May 24/37.. 7
Harry
GrlbbonLouis
Zlngone
Hamtree
Harrington
Turkey Dinner Nov. 30/36.. 8....
No. 39 — Porky's Railroad Aug. 7/37.. 7.... Double Talk (6-5-37) June 26/37. 10. . .
Pretty Pretender, The
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
Edgar Bergen ,
40— Get Rich Porky. .. Aug. 28/37
(2-13-37)
Jan. 23/37.21.... No.(8-14-37)
Alpine Cabaret (8-14-37) .. .Aug. 4/37.10....
Berniee
Claire
PalmCharles
BeaehAhearn
Knights July 31/37
No. 41— Porky's Garden Sept.ll/37
Bargain
Cocktail Matinee
Party, The(3-20-37) .Apr. 14/37. 10 Joe Palooka In "Klek Me
MELODY MASTERS
Lyin'
Tamer,
The (7- 1 1 -36). Aug. 28/37.10....
Again"
(3-6-37)
.Feb.
6/37.21....
(5-15-37)
May
12/37.10....
Clyde
McCoy and Oreh. Nov. 28/36.10....
George Jessel
Fun Begins at Home Feb. 17/37.10
Shemp
Howard(8-29-36)
Robert Norton
VITAPHONE
VARIETIES
Hawaiian Capers Sept. 8/37tl9 Captain
Jimmle
Lunceford
and
Oreh.
Feb. 3/37.21....
Neckin' Party, A (9- 1 1 -37) .Sept. 4,'37tll...
(1-23-37)
Dee.
19/36.10....
It's onCafe
the Record Mar.
GeorgieBlueblood
Price
Royal
Nov. 2517/37.10'/,..
/36.10 Swing
George
Hall
and
Oreh
Jan.
9/37.10....
Edgar
Bergen-"Charlie
for
Sale
(3-13-37)
..
Feb.
27/37.22.
..
.
(9-11-37) McCarthy"
Oct. 2/37tl0....
Louisiana Kings Jan. 23/37.10 Puppet
School
for Swing
Hal LeRoy
Salici'sLovePuppets
Shoes with
Rhythm(2-6-37) . .Jan. 20/37.10 Under
Wolfe Kahn and Feb. 6/37.10....
Southern Stars Feb. 20/37. 18. .. . Roger
Oreh
(5-15-37)
June
9/37.10
Fred Lawrence-J. Bryan
Singing Bandit, The
WM.
STEINER
Cab Calloway and Oreh.
a la Swing
Mar. 13/37. 20
(7-3-37)
July 7/37.10.... Hotel
(3-13-37)
Rel. Date Mln.
Jr.
Peter
Van Steeden and Feb. 20/37.10.... Eagle'sTitle
Buddy Bergman's
Bar-B-2..0ct
6/37tl9.... MallEddieandFoy,Female
Vengeance, The July 29/37t20....
Mar.27/37.21....
Television
Highlights
Dee. 23/36.10....
Oreh
Mar.
6/37.10....
Ken
Murray
Fray and Oreh.
OSWALD CARTOONS
WORLD
StreetSisters
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21.... Jacques
(4-10-37)
Mar.27/37.10....
Birthday
Party,
The Mar.
Mar.29/37.
.6'/».
. PlayPreisser
Title Rel. Date Min.
JamClyde
Session,
The
Apr.
17/37.10
Duck
Hunt
(3-13-37)
8/37.
.7....
Romance
of
Robert
Burns
McCoy
and
Oreh.
Everybody Sings (I -30-37) . Feb. 22/37. .7
Bettas July
8.'37t i.9.0 . . .
(4-10-37)
Men of Ships.
Sept.l0/37t
Orchestra,and The
May 29/37.10
8/37.10 Battling
Gopher
Nov. 30/36. .7. .. . Owen
King-Linda Perry Apr. 10/37.16.... Rimac
Jack
Denny
Oreh
May
Playful Trouble
Pup, The
Lifers
of
the
Party,
The..
.Apr.
17/37.21
Ellseo
Grenet
and
Oreh.
(7-31-37)
July 12/37.
.7.... Yacht Club Boys
Puppet
Show (10-13-36)... .Nov.
2/36. .8....
(6-19-37)
In "Taking
SERIALS
Hayton and Oreh. June 19/37.10....
Trailer
(5-15-37) ... May 3/37. .7.... Joethe Palooka
Count"
Apr. 24/37.21.... Lennie
UnpopularThrills
Meehanle
(7-10-37)
Shemp
Howard-Robert
Norton
David
Mendoza
and Oreh. July 10/37.10.... 12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Specified
(10-17-36)
Nov.
6/36.
.8....
Movie
Mania
May
8/37.20....
(8-21-37) July 31/37.10
Wily Weasel, The June 7/37. .7
Dave Apollon
COLUMBIA
STRANGER THAN FICTION SERIES
Russ Britton
Morgan and
and Oreh
Sept.
II.'2,'37t
37+
Musical Operation, A May 15/37.20 Milt
Jungle
Menace
Oreh
Oct.
Frank
GabyVirginia
Verrlll
No.
29—
Novelty
(9-24-38)
..
Nov.
9/36.
.8ft..
Frank Buck-C.(9-4-37)
Henry 20
(each)
Mai Hallett
andandOreh
Oct. 23,'37t
No. 30— Novelty (12-26-36) .Dee. 7/36.10.... Day at Santa Anita May 22/37. 18. .. . Arnold
Johnson
Oreh.
(15
episodes)
No. 31— Novelty (I -2-37) .. .Jan. 4/37. .9.... Sybil Jason
(9-11-37) Nov. Il/37tl0....
No.
32—
Novelty
(1-30-37).
.Feb.
1/37.
.9
Sound
Defects
(6-12-37)
..
.June
5/37.22....
MERRIE
MELODIES
No. 33— Novelty (2-13-37). .Mar. 1/37. .9....
REPUBLIC
Rufe Davis
Color)
No.
. Mar.29/37.
PalookaNorton-Beverly
In "Thirst Aid"PhalenJune 12/37.20.... No. 28— Don't Look(In Now...
Dick
Tracy
6401 (2-27-37)
Nov. 28/36..
7/36.. 77
No. 34—
35— Novelty
Novelty £4-17-37)
(4-17-37) .. .Apr.
26/37.. .99.... JoeRobt.
Ralph
Byrd-Kay
Hughes Feb. 20/37t
No.
29
—
Coocoonut
Grove
..Nov.
No. 36— Novelty (4-17-37) .. May 24/37. .8. . .. Rhythm Roundup, The June 19/37.21 ... . No. 30— He Was Her Man.. Jan. 2/37.. 7....
(15
episodes)
No.
37—
Novelty
(7-3-37)
..
.June
21/37.
.8'/i.
.
Estelle
Taylor
Painted Stallion. The 6421. June 5/37t
No. 31— Pigs Is Plea
Little Pioneer, The
No.
(5-15-37). . .July
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
No. 38—
39— Novelty
Novelty (7-24-37)
.Aug. 19/37.
16/37. .9
.9. . ..
Crusoe of Clipper
(7-10-37) July 3/37.19.... No.(1-16-37)
32—1 Only Have Eyes Jan. 30/37. .7.... Robinson
No. 40 — Novelty Sept. 6/37t.9
.
Sybil
Jason
Island
3583
Nov. 14/38
for
You
(3-6-37)
Mar.
6/37..
8....
No.No. 41—
Novelty
Oct.
4/37t.9....
Mala-Mamo
Clark
Newsboys
Nocturnes
No. 33— The Fella with tbe
42— Novelty Nov. l/37t.9
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.20....
Fiddle
(4-10-37)
Mar.27/37..8.
.
.
.
(14
episodes)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
Lane, from
Tree the& Edwards
S. 0. S. Coast Guard
No. 34— She Was an AeroFlowers
Sky
Hollywood Screen Test
bat's Daughter Apr. 10/37.. 8
6441 Doyle Aug.28,'37t
(8-21-37)
July
24/37.
22....
(8-14-37)
Aug.
30/37t2l....
No.
35—
Ain't
We
Got
Fun.
May
1/37..
8....
Huston
King Edward the Villi Dee. 14/36. .9'/2. . CutJosephine
ZorroRalphRidesByrd-Maxine
Again 6461 .... Nov. 20/37t
No. 36— Clean Pastures May 22/37
Out
for
Love
....Aug.
2/37
YouWithCan'tIt
Got Away
John Carroll
No.Bungalow
37 — Uncle Tom's
.June 5/37
Novis-Dorothy Dare
Nov. 30/36.25.... DuDonald
•37.. 2 rls.
BarryBordoni
Did All Right. .Aug. 7/37
No. 38 — Streamlined Greta
VITAPHONE
Irene
UNIVERSAL
Green
(6-12-37)
June
19/37.
.8
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
No. 39— Sweet Sioux
Jungle
JimWithers-Betty
(12-26)Jane .Jan. 18 '37..(each)
Doctor
Sept. 4,'37t
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
Grant Patrol
2 rls.
Ken Cupid
Murray-Oswald
.Oct.
Radio
Rhodes4, 37t.2rls.
Vaudeville
Is Back Nov. 14/36.11 Postal
Union
Sept. I l/37t
No.(7-10-37)
40 — Egghead Rides June 26/37. .8
Johnny Perkins
Grant
Withers-Cath.
Hugh es
Georgie
Price
(each)
Again
July
17/37..
8....
Secret
Agent
X9
Littlest
Diplomat,
The
V»ude-Villfans
Dec.
12/36.10....
Plenty of Money
Marty May
Scott Kolk-Jean Rogers .July 5, (each)
(9-11-37)
Sept.25,'37t20.... No.and41—You
July 31/37.
ReelHarryVaudeville
Sybil Jason
(6-26-37) Apr. 12 37t.2rls.
No. 42— Sunbonnet Blue... Aug.
21/37.7.... WildJohnnyWestMackDaysBrown
Rose (1-30-37) . .Jan. 2/37.11....
(•ask)
No. 43 — Speaking of the
Bed-Time Vaudeville
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
(13
episodes)
Weather
(8-21-37)
Sept.
4/37..
7
(2-20-37)
Jan.
30/37.11....
(Cinecolor)
No.
44
—
Dog
Daze
Sept.
18/37
Bring
the Girls Mar. 6/37.11
VICTORY
EdgarOnBergen
the Mediterranean. .. Dec. 5/36.10
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
Vltaphone
Apr. 3/37.10 Along
Hollanders,
The
(I
-23-37)
.
.Jan.
2/37.10....
Blake
of
Scotland
Yard.Rawlinson
.. .Apr. 15, '37
No.
4
—
Southern
WearSmith andDiversions
Dale
Ralph
Byrd-—Herbert
Dec. 26/36.11....
Land Work
of the (2-13-37)
Midnight Sun Jan. 30/37.10.... No.Aviation
(15 episodes
also feature
version)10/36
Niekel
Lowdown
May 1/37.10.... Nice
5— Sports(1-23-37)
Afloat
Shadown
of
Chinatown
Oct.
Charles
Kemper
(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10....
Jan. 16/37.10
Vitapbone Funsters
Bela
Lugosl-Herman
Brlx
Nature theof Civilization
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
10. .... .. No.(2-6-37)
6—
Swimming
—
Wood
Cradle
17/37.
10.
(15 episodes — also feature version)
(6-12-37) May 29/37. II....
Carving
Feb. 13/37.10....
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JENKINS-HIS

Neligh, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
We have got back to "The Gateway." Just
about every town in Nebraska is "The Gateway," and we presume this one is the gateway to something,
don'tmade
know considwhat.
We note
that the but
townwe has
erable improvement since we have been
gone; for instance, they have erected a sign
at the entrance of the town, "Drive slow
and see our city; drive fast and see our jail,"
and close to it is another one, "Speed limit
15 miles
an hour.
cutoutin closed."
city
council
has putKeepa bed
the city The
hall
for the night watch and passed an ordinance
prohibiting the grazing of cows on main
street and the court house lawn. Yea, verily,
we think we had betterV go away again.
The other night we went and saw a picture— that is, they called it a picture. We
understand that the crickets gave it a very
high rating. We are not going to mention
the name of it for various reasons, but to
us it was just a lot of blah blah, but that
was probably because we were too damdum
to understand it, but you boys will know
what one it was whenV you play it.
If Walt Bradley wasn't a son-in-law of
ours, and if you boys wouldn't think we
were youa little
tell
about partial
the wayon hethathasaccount,
lighted we'd
the
front of his Moon theatre. We have seen a
lot of theatre fronts in our time, in small
towns and in large ones, but we have never
seen a theatre front as well lighted with
Neon lights as his, and you boys who contemplate lighting your marquees had better
drive over here and see this one ; it will pay
you well to do it. But maybe we are a little
partial because he called
V us "Dad."
We have been thinking it over very carefully and we have come to the conclusion
that that "shelterbelt" has some redeeming
features. For instance when the trees get
large enough, say along about 1986 (// they
live that long), they will make a fine roosting place for the crows and, besides that,
our great-great-grandchildren can have a
lotta fun hunting rabbits in 'em. Note: If
you have any dogs for sale notify the
superintendent of the shelterbelt.
havebutthenotseven-year
itch? variety.
We've
gotJevver
the itch,
the seven-year
We got the itch to go and see a lot of our
friends,
but we
can't 104do init when
the mercury
is hovering
around
the shade
and has
been for two weeks and looks like it would
continue for the next few weeks. We'd like
to go and see Joe Hewitt of Robinson, 111.,
a Polander by the name of Lee at Shulsburg,
Roob of Pt. Washington, and Fred Hinds
of White Cloud, Wis., Andy and Herb Anderson of Detroit Lakes, Bonnie Benfield of
Morris, Minn., Mr. Brown of Nampa, Idaho,
Mr. and Mrs. Jung of Glenrock, Wyo., Mr.
and Mrs. Abbott of Arlington, P. G. Este
of Parker, S. D., Mildred Early of the
Herald office in Hollywood (and Bill
Weaver, too), Bob Smith of Mission, Zim-

merman of San Marcus, Shine Mason of
McAllen and J. C. Fanning of Brownsville,
Texas, C. J. Hartman of Carnega and Harold Stetmund of Chandler, Okla., Mr. and
Mrs. George Moore of Plainwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Musselman of Lincoln, Kan., and
oh,
gee whiz,
themgosh,
we ought
to go Vwe
and can't
see. name all of
Probably it would be no use to say anyabout it,
wouldn't
anyhow,thingbut
whenas you
we got
home believe
we foundit
that the grasshoppers had cleaned up everything in our garden and had held a mass
IN THE

NEWSREELS

MOVIETONE NEWS— No. 104, Vol. 19.— Fire sweeps
Shanghai
as fierceby battle
continues Britain's bat-to
fleet stands
in Mediterranean
Willtle Rogers
is unveiled
in the RockiesMemorial
Beauties
from Fashions
all over forAmerica
bid
forman"Missand America"
crown
the young
Alice Tennis
Faye andSwimming
Tony
MartinYachting.
marry young
Boat lady
racing
MOVIETONE
NEWS—record
No. 1, Vol.The 20.—OldMalcolm
bell sets motorbcat
Boys inCampBlue
Madison,homeWis Society
"Miss seesAmerica"
abdicates
tomeetNewin Jersey
Polo
Championships
Mrs.
Sara
Roosevelt
Dorothy
Round
F. D. R., Jr., and wife return Lew Lehr Tennis
Swimming Football.
NEWS OF THE DAY— No. 302, Vol. 8.— War in
China and "piracy" in Europe bring world crisis
U.champion
S. speedboat
wins BigGoldcity'sCupyoungsters
Pike's Peak
does The
it star
again
have
a fieldors WilldayRogers
Woman's
PagebutTherodeos
west linger
honSummer
goes
on.
NEWS
OF THE DAY— No. of303,theVol.Constitution
8.— Hail Miss
Liberty
Fighting onIrish150thtacklebirthday
the pigskin Breaks record in
final Beauty
swim meet
Don Budge is world's
tennis king
queen
honeymooners
homespurnsNo crown
age limitAmerica's
in ancientNo.bike1
PARAMOUNT
NEWS— No.
Cup
remains in America
Duke 11.—of Famous
GloucesterGoldin polo
match Marion
Martin
becomesBoyassistant
toRocky
Republican
National
Chairman
scales
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peaksFiremen
Miss show
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wins perils
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A.A.U.
of theirin
trade
subs"it outspeedunderworldsailwar Cops
crisisand
South'sjust"Pirate
bestpals fight
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at sports
show.
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NEWS—CivilNo. war
12— Pedal
mile bicycle race
veteranspushersmarchin 100in
M3dison,_Wis
Yrnmjr
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gets
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as onlyChinese
per""son
President's
crewsauthorized"
take old toU. sign
S. ships
Flanagan
sets many
marks
in
national
title
swim
Traveling
Roosevelts
go Budge
and Lizana
take Dame,
tennis
titlescomeBigandfootball
year ahead
for Notre
Navy, Army, Georgetown.
PATHE
NEWS—
No. 15, Vol. 9—while
Greatother
BritainEuropean
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to Mediterranean
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HatswarforinfallShanghai
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stars
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I PATHE NEWS— No. 16, Vol. 9.— National tennis chamI pions Wheeler Dam dedicated Historical festif val....
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of '61 inarch
again Tumbledown
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years of libertystamps
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UNIVERSAL
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No.Speed
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Vol. 9.Gold
— Refugees
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COLYUM
convention and agreed unanimously to start
working on our garage and cement sidewalk. If you doubt it we can prove it, as
Uncle Rufus did when he told the boys how
much
the catfish
weighed,
"Well,so
facks am
facks and
Aggersandam said,
Aggers,
V
tharWe yourecently
is." received
a letter from Mr.
Fox of the Loup theatre at Scotia, Neb., enclosing acheck and asking us to have the
Herald sent to him. Thanks, Mr. Fox, we
have already done that and it is likely you
will receive the Herald from Denny before
Ernie gets this in print.
V
Last night we went to the Moon theatre
and
"Slave Beery.
Ship" with
Baxter
and saw
Wallace
FromWarner
an historical
point of view, this one may have been nearly
correct, but we doubt very much if the
stockmen from the ranges would have used
their cattle as roughly in loading them into
box cars for shipment as did these slave
traders when lashing human beings into the
hold of their ship. It was an exhibition of
cruelty that serves no good purpose whatever.Warner Baxter and Wallace Beery played
their parts exceptionally well, but we doubt
if either enjoys playing in such cruel roles.
Maybe ment,"thiswe don't
will know.
be classed as "entertainV
Glory be, the weather has changed for the
better. It had to be if it changed at all.
Last night it rained pretty nearly all night
and today it is nice and cool, which reminds
us
won't oil
be long
we willsystem.
have
to gothatto itbuying
for ouruntilheating
It seems as though we get out of one mudhole just in time to jump into another one,
which reminds us of what our sister said
once. When she was a little girl she had
gone
a neighbor's
play with
their
childrenoverandto when
she cameto home
she found
that mother had gone to another neighbor's
and
cry andI never
said, "There,
just she
the began
way itto goes:
get homethat'sin
time to go any place."V
We feel that, pro bono publico, we should
stop right here, and no doubt you will agree
with us unanimously, for, as we look back
over this manuscript, we find, as Bob Burns
once said, that we have lost off our two
hind wheels.
Note. We just got a letter from our old
friend, R. R. Winship of the Majestic theatre at Philipsburg, Kan., enclosing his
check and asking us to have his subscription
to the Herald renewed. He adds this note :
"I certainly would be lost without the
Herald." Yeah, we'd be lost without it, too.
Thanks, R. R., for your subscription and
your invitation to us to come and see you
again. We hope to do it, and when we do
we will have some more bologna, and so
forth, but in the meantime "Don't give up
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
the ship."
HERALD'scoversVagabond
Colyumnist
TheTheHERALD
the FIELD
like an
April SHOWER.
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$1. Four
Mondays
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NEW
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national medium
for showmen
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EQUIPMENT

USEE) EQUIPMENT

ANIMATION,
GENERAL
cinema
apparatus. TIME
E. S. LAPSE
RINALDY,ANDChester,
N. J.
DON'T
PUT
UP
WITH
POOR
LIGHT.
GET
S.modern,
O. S. Super-arc
low amperage
lampTHE
brilliant projection.
Latestreflector
tubulararctype,
withfor
giant
10J4
in.
Bausch
and
Lomb
elliptical
reflector,
Westinghouse
motor,
Weston
ammeter,
numerous
other
improvements,
only $147.70.
636-AL Eleventhand Avenue,
New Liberal
York. trades. S. O. S.,

WHATmonthA WHALE
A SALE!
GREATER
value
here. allGoodOFsizesused
Forestup.IT'S
rectifiers
$24.50,
projection
lenses,
$4.95
Robbins
and
Meyers
J4
h.p.
sync,
motors,
very
fine,
worth
$45,
special $19.95.
Morelite,
Peerless actually
carbon arcs,
from
$39.50.
Everything
advertised
in
stock.
S. O. S., 636-AL Eleventh Avenue, New York.
UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
etc.
Projection
mafree. MOVIE
SUPPLY
COMPANY, repaired.
LTD.,Catalog
844 So.H Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
GENERAL
REALhalf VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE LENSES,
$10
pair,
size, $32 $3.95;
pair,
popular
sizes limited;
B & $5.95;
H splicers,
speakers makes,
frommonitor
$7.95;
baffles
EQUIPMENT
from
hearing aid amplifiers
with
speaker
and
handles up to 30THEATRE
seats. LotsSUPPLY
more —
writetubes,
now! $15,CONSOLIDATED
MIRROROID,
SILVER-WHITE
SOUND
SCREEN
CORP.,
1600-M
Broadway,
New
York.
(patented).Unequalled
Gives brilliancy, depth, reflection
clarity.
FREESE, and147 ableSACRIFICING
TALKIE equipment,
AND SILENT—
andlifetime.
theatre — Lists
projectors,
supplies,PORTWater St., Newburgh, forN. Technicolor.
Y.
Chance
free. TOM AUSTIN,
470 etc.
8th
CARBON
PRICES
SHATTERED!
WHY
BUY
Ave.,
New
York.
elsewhere? 200,000 sets international brand. First
THEATRE
CHAIRS—
1600
PANEL
BACK
SPRING
quality,
guaranteed
for
beautiful
snow
white
projection.
7/10, $4.85 hundred sets; 8/12, $5.75 hundred sets. seat chairs at $1.25, two lots. 1,500 fully upholstered
chairs SEATING
at $1.65. Photographs
re10%
discount
1000 sets.
Buy
a year's
at equipthese spring seat
CO., INC., 358sentW.on 44th
sacrifice
save.Eleventh
Bargains
in allsupply
theatre
Street, quest.
New ALLIED
York.
ment. S.prices
O. S., and
636-AL
Avenue,
New York.
HOW ARE YOUR SEATS? OURS ARE SWELL.
18.000 used veneer
and up.
upholstered
chairs,
reconditioned,
NationallyEleventh
knownrefinished,
makes.
BOOKS
List
15M free.fromS. 75c
O'. S., 636-AL
Avenue,
New York.
THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemthefor proper
theaBUSINESS
you in blank
making
entries,
but
provides
sufficient
pages
for
OPPORTUNITIES
complete record of your operations for each day ofa
year. prepaid.
Notable for
its simplicity.
Order Rockenow—
$3the postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.
PROGRESSIVE
MANAGERS
ATTENTION!
WILL
business
profitable
to bothavailable,
if tiny room,
beside
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTIONRevised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes operate
theatre,
busy280,location
daily
confidential.
K.
O.,
Box
Mansfield,
O.
736
pages
of
up-to-the-minute
text,
charts
and
data
with detailed description of assembly, wiring and MAN OR WOMAN WITH CAPITAL TO TAKE
functioning of all modern sound and projection ap- interest in established story and talent agency.
is a practical
"trouble shooter,"
cross Prefer someone interested in theatrical work. With
indexed
forparatus. Itimmediate
projection
room emergency.
ORDERreference
TODAY!in any
$6.25
postpaid.
withoutwithservices.
State everything in letter for
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Rockefeller
Center,
New orinterview
TURE HERALD.principal. BOX 790A, MOTION PICYork.
A TRIPLE FEATURE AT THE PRICE OF ONE.
—3"Motion
books, Picture
600 pages,Projection,"
only $1.39, consisting
of"Servicing
Sloane's
Mancall's
TRAINING SCHOOL
Projection
Equipment"
and Benson's
"Fundamentals
ofS. Television."
Any
one
book
49c.
Plenty
others.
O. S., 636-AL Eleventh Avenue, New York. Ask
EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETterTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Free315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira.
how.
THEATRE
Washington
REPAIR SERVICE
GOLD factory
SEAL ORguaranteed,
SIMPLEX $15TICKET
REGISTERS
rebuilt,
per unit,
including
parts.
furnished.NewDetails
636-AL "Loaners"
Eleventh Avenue,
York. from S. O. S.,
EOR

RENT

DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
or publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
Reat for completeactive
service.
BOX 915A.work.
MOTION
PICTURE e renHERALD.

HELP

WANTED

EXPERT REPAIRMAN CAPABLE ASSEMBLING
projectors in production. Familiar Simplex and Powers.
Position catiinons and large
middlewestletter.
city. Confidential.
Complete qualifiBOX
'■23, MOTION references
PICTUREfirstHERALD.
SALESMEN WANTED IN KEY CITIES BY
established
reliablegoodfirmforto$100handle
hot asales
proposition to theatres—
week.
State
qualifications
in first letter. toBOX$150 921,
MOTION
PICTURE HERALD.

WANTED

TO BUY

8 OR but
16 MM.in good
MOVIEcondition.
CAMERA WillANDpayPROJECTOR.
Used,
cash. BOX
789A, MOTION
PICTURE HERALD
PAIR SOUNDHEADS
FOR BOX
POWERS.
STATE
complete
in first letter.
464, MOTION
PICTURE details
HERALD.
BEST PRICES
PAID FORarc RCA
Simplex,
Powers
lamps,SOUNDHEADS,
rectifiers, genrs, lenses, allprojectors,
equipment.
MOTION eratoPICTURE
HERALD. Send list to BOX 924,
POSITIONS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST
DESIRES CHANGE,
PREFERand
California.
Good references,
Simplex
Western
Sound,Wyo.alsoexperience
Simplex onAcme.
JOHN
DRIGGS, Electric
Pine Bluffs,
WELLof KNOWN
THEATRE
MANAGERof theatre
WITH
years
experience
all departments
operation
desires
arecord
newin managerial
connection
immediately.
Excellent
and
references.
Prefer
sylvania or NewPICTURE
York, butHERALD.
will go anywhere. PennBOX
919. MOTTON
MANAGER
—connection
MARRIEDwithNOW
wishes
permanent
modernEMPLOYED
progressive
independent
or chain.
BOX 922. MOTION
PICTURE
HERALD.
OPERATOR—
EXPERIENCED,
EFFICIENT,
habie. Go anywhere. LEE MILLSAP, Mayfield, REKy.
THEATRES
THEATRECounty
AND BUILDING.
BEST BUYcounty.IN
Florida.
Only theatre
$10,000
balanceseat.
five years.
BOX 912,inMOTION
PICTUREcash,HERALD.
FOR SALE,
of MODERN
two stores THEATRE
and seven offices.
Seating CONSISTING
capacity 1,450.
Fully
equipped
with
Western
Electric
SoundanySystem.
Large
stage
and
dressing-rooms,
to
produce
stage
play.
Operating
daily, (allin year
round),of 1926,
and hasformerly
been,
since the
firsttheopening,
theAmusements
year
managed
by
Keith-Albee
Corp.
Will
sacrifice
for
quick
sale.
Terms.
UPTOWN
THEATRE,
Providence, R. I.
FOR SALE. THEATRE IN ANOTHER TOWN.
Operating
at nice profit.
Simplex
machines,andcarbon
lamps,sound.
upholstered
seats, Reason
cooling forsystem
new
RCA
Priced right.
selling. Inquire
Odra Shelor, Colchester,
111.
TRANSLATION
SERVICE
WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND atSPANISH
TRANSlation
advertising
literature
nominal cost.
Can
supply
complete
advertising
layout
and ifprinting
facilities
also.
Rates
quoted
upon
request
sample
submitted. BOX 916A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
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PRODUCER!

The producers of Hollywood
have joined the exhibitors
of America in clamoring for
GENE AUTRY, Singing
cowboy No. 1 of the screen.
They all recognize the box
office magic of the AUTRY
name. The trade and daily
papers have been full of this
and that company negotiating for the services of
REPUBLIC'S singing-action
star.
Despite anything you may
read or hear, and to set you
straight... GENE AUTRY is
under long - term, exclusive
contract to REPUBLIC.
If you want the new GENE
AUTRY 1937-38 series of
Four Jubilee Specials and
Four Musical Westerns (and
who doesn't!) you can get
them, as usual, from
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GOOD?..:

It's

Perfect!
THE SUPPORT'S PERFECT! Cast your eyes
THE STAR'S PERFECT! It's Flynn's first
on the supporting talent then add 7 big
modern-dress role since 'Green
Light' — and twice as romantic!
favorites to the picture's name values!
THE
DIRECTION
S PERFECT! Director MICHAEL
THE STORY'S PERFECT! By SAMUEL
CURTIZ at the megaphone that delivHOPKINS ADAMS! (He's the
author of 'It Happened One Night'!)
ered 'Captain Blood' and 'Kid Galahad'!

ERROL

THE
ANOTHER PERFECT WARNER MONTH
October
THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA (PAUL MUNI.
Gale Sondergaard. Joseph Schildkraut. Henry O'Neill.
Erin O'Brien-Moore)
THEY
Dickson.WON'T
Edward FORGET
Norris. Otto(Claude
Kruger.Rains.
Lana Gloria
Turner)
THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
THE GREAT GARRICK (BRIAN AHERNE. OLIVIA
de HAVILLAND. Edw. Everett Horton, Melville Cooper.
Lionel Atwill. Henry O'Neill)
WEST OF SHANGHAI (BORIS KARLOFF as Wu Yen
Fang. Beverly Roberts. Ricardo Cortez, Richard Loo)

FLYNN

PERFECT

SPECIMEN
with
JOAN
BLONDELL
HUGH HERBERT • EDW. EV. HORTON • DICK FORAN
BEVERLY ROBERTS • MAY ROBSON • ALLEN JENKINS
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley, Morse
Brewster and Fritz Falkenstein • A First National Picture

SWAT

And
They

it's delivered
Won't

October

3 weeks

Forget7 -1 week

by the

Consistent

after
after

'Zola'- 2 weeks
'Perfect

*

after

Specimen'-

in

Company — WARN ER BROS.
And for the week after that

BORIS

KARLOFF
as General Wu Yen Fang in

Which means: vellee
fine opportunity for
open-eyed managers !

WARNER
BROS. ZOLA
Are 'Way
AheadGaleinSondergaard,
October! Joseph
THE LIFE
OF EMILE
(PAUL MUNI,
Schildkraut, Henry O'Neill, Erin O'Brien-Moore)
THEY
WON'T
FORGET (Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson. Edward Norris,
Otto Kruger,
Lana Turner)
THE
PERFECT
FLYNN,May Joan
Blondell,
Herbert,
Edw. Ev. Horton, DickSPECIMEN
Foran, Beverly(ERROL
Roberts,
Robson,
AllenHugh
Jenkins)
WEST OF SHANGHAI
THE GREAT GARRICK (BRIAN AHERNE, OLIVIA de HAVILLAND, Edward
Everett Horton, Melville Cooper, Lionel Atwill, Henry O'Neill)
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TECHNICAL

SERVICE

r~"OR some months there has been a deal of talk and some
^—publication
for theInc.,
passing
the functions ofofvarious
Electricalreported
Researchplans
Products,
at leastof
in some measure and manner likely to deprive the motion
picture industry of technological research available to it
through the Telephone Company since the birth of sound
pictures.
The pressures toward a change — if it really should come —
have been in all probability more political than commercial.
There has been this and that at Washington which may have
discouraged the notion of the Telephone Company holding
ramifications of interest in the amusement industry.
But entirely apart from such considerations, the industry
itself, dependent so acutely upon technological competency,
enterprise and service, would not well be served by any
arrangement which should subtract the resources and research
of the Bell Laboratories.
Conspicuously the motion picture is a user of tools and not
a maker of them, an applier of processes and sciences, not a
student
and researcher.
motionare,picture's
processes,
devices
and materials,
excellent The
as they
are subject
to continuous
improvement and ever will be. For those improvements the
picture business must look to such specialized organizations as
"Erpi",
RCA invention
Photophone,
Dupont.
Even the
of theEastman
motion and
picture
itself waited upon
the arrival of the medium known as film, evolved by George
Eastman at Rochester for other purposes. And sound came to
the
screen
as an incident
of the Telephone
Company's
in the
recording
and characteristics
of human
speechresearch
for its
own purposes in the transportation of talk. Also one is not to
forget the contributions of General Electric and Westinghouse,
in labors antecedent to Photophone.
The motion picture in the pursuit of its business of purveying entertainment by technological media must ever have contact and association with the great technological corporations.
AAA
LOOKING

FOR

SUGAR

made one of its most ornamental gestures when
RADIO
Dr. James Rowland Angell, retired president of Yale,
was appointed educational counselor of the National
Broadcasting Company. The poignant interest of the
radio industry in education is one of the more tender and
touching manifestations of the electrical age. No one but
a damned cynic would venture to think that the vendors of
15 minute chunks of time-space vibration — cigarettes, coffee,
laxatives, headache powder and vanishing cream — would be
trying to cement their grip on the tenuous ether by a show of
good works and lofty intent.
One may be sure that, anyway, erudite Dr. Angell has the
intent. But, he faces a problem about the works. He has announced that he is going to Europe to seek methods.
Admittedly though, even a cynic would have sympathy
with the radio's bedevilled state, with a continued menace of

bureau rule, which might any day decide on the merits of
the European pattern of control which makes it there a tool
of the government, or send it an assignment of sociaL propaganda like that borne by our own Federal Theatre.
A TOUCH of educational coloration and a blue print of
ambitious project promises may be useful for the procommercial and amusement status quo.
A Yale banner tectiison ofthe
strategy.
"Adults do not want to be educated: neither do children,"
Dr. Angell
announces.
"Therefore broadcasting,
the
fact
a most extraordinary
medium, mustdespite
be sugar
coatedthatto itbeisintriguing.
impressiontheofeducational
radio is thatprograms
there has with
been the
littleteaching
success
in "My
dovetailing
technique of the schools. . .The technique of educational broadcasting must be interesting enough so the listener will not turn
offOne
for ais jazz
..." reminded of the similarly motivated
to beband
whimsically
ostensible endeavours to dovetail the amusement screen and
education. It is possible the educational dove really has no
tail.
Meanwhile no long odds should be asked on the chance
that after Dr. Angell gets through pursuing the sugar coating
he will have such a Broadway accent that New Haven will not
be able to understand him.
AAA
ON ALIEN FLAVOURS
WITHGreenthal
a glowof ofUnited
a special
Munroe
Artistssort
has ofsentjoy,up Mr.
an editorial
from the New York Evening Post which remarks:
If the film, "Dead End", now current in town,
had been made by an obscure little European company; ifthe lighting were poorer, the settings more
scraggly, the acting less expert; if it blinked and
flickered, the intellectual journals would undoubtedly
be raving over it as a masterpiece of cinematot. Post has been reading the reports of the
Somebody ongraphic arthe
National Board of Review's Exceptional Photoplay Committee.
AAA
EDUCATIONAL
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, Mr. Samuel Cummins, announces
a Just
"roadto show
entitled
"Loveas Life
of adocument
Gorilla."
make picture"
certain that
its intent
a social
is adequately appreciated, it is perhaps constructive to quote
from a letter to Motion Picture Herald from Mr. Cummins last
year, setting forth his program of service, in which he said:
"Personally I have never made a sex picture, but I have promany social
hygiene films
films. of. ."much
Also benefit
he remarked:
are lic. in duced
reality
educational
to the "They
pubIs it possible that the problem of trying to relate the screen
and education, now puzzling so many astute minds, has been
solved by Mr. Cummins? One may suspect it has.
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Guilds and Unions
Creative talent groups in the industry, organized in guilds for collective bargaining,
formed a solid bloc in the path of a militant
drive undertaken by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees for control of all organized labor connected with
motion picture production. Increasing opposition to the IATSE bid for power was
heard from the guilds, led by the Screen
Actors, largest and, because of its alliance
with Equity, most powerful of the group.
Recollection of an accumulation of events
before, during and since the Hollywood
strike last spring bears importantly on understanding ofthe present issue.
The troubled situation is explained in its
present status and its earlier manifestations
in the story starting on page 13.

Ruth Roland Dead
Ruth Roland, for years a favorite heroine
in death defying serials, died Wednesday in
Hollywood after a long illness. Born in
San Francisco and educated in Los Angeles,
Miss Roland was first on the stage as a
child actress, Baby Ruth, one of her first
appearances being as Cinderella in a stock
company. In 1912 she made her first Ruth
Roland serial for motion pictures and it was
quickly followed by many others. Her activities in recent years included vaudeville
tours for RKO and Fanchon and Marco.

Lower Rentals
Something in the nature of a retort, unmistakable even if not direct, is made by
British exhibitors to suggestions that they
increase charges for admission. Instead, the
General Council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association has decided to press
anew for a reduction of rental rates. A special rentals committee was voted by the
Council. All of which rubs up against a refusal of the Kinematograph Renters Society
to discuss rentals with the CEA. A factor
in this impasse, if such it again becomes, is
the fact that in previous years, when the
CEA has made similar demands, exhibitor
members have paid 50 per cent or more for
outstanding attractions, in spite of resolutions for acompetitive
"40 per cent
maximum,"
than
see
theatres
get therather
productions.
Bruce
Allan's
story
on
this
perennial
problem starts on page 39.

Legion Antics
Legionnaires, taking over New York City
this week for the American Legion convention, proved a greater attraction with their
street antics than motion picture theatres,
with the result that, although there were
Collections Drop
approximately 500,000 visitors in the city,
did not spurt upward, as expected.
Admission tax collections by the federal grosses
Newsreel companies took advantage of the Wilbur and Council
government in August dropped to the lowest event
by giving it extensive coverage. ParaThe Motion Picture Research Council this
point since May at $1,599,242, it was remount issued two specials on the convention.
ported this week by the Bureau of Internal
Legion activities with respect to theatres week ended two years of dormancy with a
Revenue. The month's collections were are explained on page 21.
new time
program
to "reform"
picture,
nearly $34,000 under the July total of
this
aiming
its crusadethe inmotion
the direction
$1,633,088, and about 275,000 under the June
of
"graded"
films
both
for
children
and
for
high of $1,874,775, but were some $215,000
adults, an ambition which the Council hopes
better than the August, 1936, collections of
to
have
realized
by
direct
action
of
the
pro$1,384,107. For the eight months ended with
ducers, working with "the counsel of educaAugust, the bureau reported, federal admission tax collections totaled $12,752,344,
Dr. tional
Ray authorities."
Lyman Wilbur, president, names
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more than $1,500,000 better than the $11,24 prominent educators, clergymen, econo189,899 collected in the same period last
mists, industrialists, politicians to the CounPublished
every Center,
ThursdayNewbyYorkQuigley
Publishing Circle
Comyear.
pany, Rockefeller
City. Telephone
cil's advisory committee, as reported on
7-3100.
Cable
address
"Quigpubco,
New
York."
Martin
Quigley,
and
Publisher;
Brown,Editor;
VicePresidentA. Editor-in-Chief
and
GeneralManaging
Manager;
TerryColvin
Ramsaye,
Ernest
Rovelstad,
Editor;
Chicago
Bureau, page 18.
624 Southwood Bureau,
Michigan
Avenue,
C.
B.
O'Neill,
manager;
HollyNew Musical, Old Rules
Postal R.Union
Life Building, Toronto
Boone Mancall,
manager,
Weaver,
Bureau, Increases Ordered
AdelaideWilliam
Street
West,Bureau,
Toronto4, editor;
2,Golden
Ontario,Square,
J. A. Cowan,
"Blossoms on Broadway" will be B. P. 366
representative.
London
London
The Commonwealth Amusement CorporaW
I,
Bruce
Allan,
cable
Quigpubco
London;
Berlin
Bureau,
Schulberg's
contribution
to
an
already
existing mass of proof that entertainment, and Berlin-Tempelhof,
Kaiserin-Augustastrasse
operating 28 theatres in Missouri and
Rutenberg, representative;
Paris Bureau, 29, 28,Rue Joachim
Marsoulan,K. Kansas,tion, ordered
box office receipts, is still to be conjured Paris
admission prices increased
12, France, Pierre Autre, representative, cdble Autrefrom formulate old when Weber and Fields LacifroT-12
Paris;
Rome_
Bureau,
via
Lovanio
I,
Rome,
"wherever
and as fast as possible" at a manItaly,
Vittorio
Malpassuti,
representative,
Italcable,
Malcould command any booking.
passuti, St.,
Rome;Melbourne,
MelbourneAustralia,
Bureau, Cliff
RegentHolt,Theatre,
191
agers'
Ozarks.reaction
TenGus McCarthy explains the method and Collins
tative meeting
increasesattoLake
test ofoutthepublic
Mexico Cityrepresentative;
Bureau, Apartado
269,Bureau,
MexicorepresenCity, were reported
satisfactorily received.
analyzes the ingredients in the pictorial pre- James tative;
Lockhart,
Prague
Uhelny
view on page 16.
The method by which the scales are to be
trh 2, tive;
Prague
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Knopf, representaBudapestI,representative
Bureau,
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revised is explained in the story on page 21.
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Tominaga,
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Asks Church Support
Postal
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Rio
de
Janeiro,
Brazil,
L.
S.
Marinho,
Allied States Association of Motion Pic- Caixa
India Bureau,
K. G.Uruguay,
Gidwaney,P. O.PostBoxBox 664,147
ture Exhibitors of New Jersey assembled in representative;
Bunder
Road,
Karachi,
India;
Support by the church for the motion picMontevideo,
Uruguay,Amsterdam
Paul Bodo,Bureau,
representative,
cable
convention in Atlantic City to discuss the Argus
tureupon
industry'sthepolicy
self-government
was
Montevideo;
87
Waalstraat,
sales policies of Paramount and Metro- Amsterdam
urged
Maineof Universalist
convenZ., Holland,
Philip54,deVienna
Schaap,VII,representative;
Bureau,
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Hans
Lorant,
tion
in
Bangor
by
Carl
E.
Milliken,
secreGoldwyn-Mayer, a proposed merger of the Vienna
representative;
Calle Estadorepresentative;
260, Oficina
tary of the Motion Picture Producers and
Independent Theatre Owners Association 306
Santiago Bureau,
deChileChile,Bureau,
A. Weissmann,
Vesterbrogade
20, Copenhagen
Distributors of America, who emphasized,
with Allied, and a plan put forward by Copenhagen
V,
Denmark,
Kris
Winther,
representative.
Member
Abram F. Myers for a film industry code Audit Bureau of Circulations. All contents copyright however, that the industry "confines itself
1937 by Quigley Publishing
Company.
Address
all to the business of furnishing wholesome ensimilar to that in operation under the NRA. correspondence
New York
Office.
Other
Quigley
The meeting is reported and dates for two Publications: Betterto the
Theatres,
Motion
Picture
Daily,
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Mr. Milliken is quoted on page 34.
al Dfa, International Motion Picture Almanac and Fame. tertainment."
others are announced on page 38.
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No More Films to Japan
by cable from
TOKIO
September 22. — The Finance Ministry today notified importers of motion pictures
that no more pictures would be admitted to
Japan this year, with the exception of newsreels, those to be subject to official parmits.
It is understood here that in the vaults
of Paramount and MGM offices there are
now fifty feature dramas available for release, indicating a stock of American film
now in Japan sufficient to prevent serious
shortages for theatres. Coincidentally, today, after a season of declining attendance
the baseball
admissions from thisindustry
date toannounced
the end of free
the current
season.
The action of the Ministry with respect to
foreign film is not officially explained. It is
found that official attention has been directed
to cabled reports from the Washington previewlease,of the
MarchJapanese
of Time's
Shanghai re-in
also that
correspondents
New York and Washington have cabled reports to their papers, which reports have not
been published.

Shanghai Theatres
Shanghai theatres, not affected by recent
bombings, are being reopened, the situation
having been eased considerably by the retreat of Chinese forces and the presence of
more foreign troops, according to J. P.
Koehler, Motion Picture Herald repre"There
should beor
no thoughtsentativofe in Shanghai.
abandonment
of business
wholesale
discharge
of
experienced
staffs,"
Mr. Koehler advised.
His message is published on page 33.

RKO Report Oct. 14th
The preliminary report of George Alger,
special master, on the proposed reorganization plan for RKO, will be ready October
14th, Mr. Alger said last week. A reading
of the report will then take place at his
office, providing the reorganizers with an
opportunity mendations
to agree
revisions
or recom-to
before itsto final
presentation
Federal Judge Bondy for ultimate decision.
See page 26.

In British Studios

Anti-Trust Action
Federal anti-trust court action started this
week in Dallas against Interstate Circuit
and major distributors, and, at the same
time, the Department of Justice promised a
"showdown"
on California
exhibitor complaints
of unfair independent
trade practices
by Fox West Coast circuit and distributors
in the Los Angeles territory.
The story is on page 28.

Editorial
Release Chart
In the Cutting Room
Business Chart
Box Office Champions

In the Courts
The Hollywood Scene
Technological
This Week in Pictures
Showmen's Reviews
In the Newsreels
Managers' Round Table

Page 7 page 34.
Postponed
American Federation of Musicians,
Page 75 at The
the request of the advisory committee of
the Independent Radio Network Affiliates,
postponed its deadline for the signing
Page 35 has
of uniform contracts under which the radio
industry would double the number of muns itnow employs. Originally the date
Page 15 was set siciafor
September 16th, but it now is
October 15th. The IRNA is seeking to compile
data
on
which
a formula for the
Page 50 division of the newto base
labor costs and has
mailed letters to all station owners asking
them to fill out a questionnaire within 48
Page 43 hours after receipt.
Excerpts
letteronandpagethe38.questionnaire are partfromof the
a story
Page 28
Page 27 Coldwyn-Korda-UA
Purchase of United Artists by Samuel
Page 66 Goldwyn andsum ated inAlexander
about threeKorda
weeks willwhenbe conMr.
Korda arrives in New York from England,
financial adviser to Mr. GoldPage 10 David wyn,Rose,
said. A sum of $6,000,000 is said to
be required for the purchase of the holdings of Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford
Page 44 and Douglas Fairbanks in the company.
They granted an option last May to Messrs.
Goldwyn and Korda for purchase of their
Page 85 UA interests.
Story on page 42.
Page 67

Short Subjects on Broadway Page 38

Quality
The proposed English quota would im- Theatre Receipts
prove the quality of British motion pictures,
Stuart Doyle, former managing director of
Greater Union Theatres in Australia, said
in voicing his opinion that the measure is J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
"equitable."
companies intoPossible
Britishinvasion
studios ofdoesAmerican
not enter into consideration with respect to the What the Picture Did for Me
quality of films, Mr. Doyle said.
on Mr.pageDoyle's
26. opinion is included in a story Productions in Work

Sex, Not Education
Socalled "sex" or "clinical" films not only
are unjustified generally but they definitely
do
not contain
advanced
in their
supporttheby"moral
those lesson"
exhibiting
them,
according
to Judge
Philip the
Gilliam,
ver, who this
week closed
doors inof Denthat
city to further exhibition of such pictures.
The courtherence toitspraised
the
industry
for
its
adown Production Code.
Pennsylvania was embroiled in a censorship argument over the banning of a socalled
"political propaganda" film.
Censorship developments are reported on

Page 58
Page 85
Page 63
Page 62

Double Features
Theatre patrons in Waukegan, Illinois,
prefer single
to double conducted
bills, according to a features
poll of audiences
there. In the Illinois community the
vote was almost two to one against two
features while in St. Louis, early returns
from a questionnaire distributed in Fanchon
& Marco houses showed double features a
slight favorite. A third poll, conducted in
the Bernstein theatres in England, showed
British audiences in favor of double bills.
Results of the various polls are included
in a story on page 22.
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Pictures

Commanders of the attacking army, one of the newsreel cameramen
are covering
the year's most
and dangerous
and
awlwtheatre
in the beleaguered
city, dramatic
mutely portray
the siegeassignment
of Shanghai.
Above are Rear Admiral Denhichi Ogawachi, in charge of the Japanese
landing party; Howard Winner, Universal cameraman, and Captain
Risabino Fujita. Below is the Capitol theatre, closed indeed "until further
notice," ramparted with sandbags and advertising as coming attractions
"You Only Live Once" and "Come and Get It."

jyTTlLUAU. DIETERLE, on vacation after
Msgs of
completing
the direction
of "The
Life
Emile Zola"
for Warner
Brothers,
visited central European countries and made an extended stay in Poland. Here he is shown in Warsaw
with L. Chrysmana, left, and Dr. B. Jankolowicz,
right, Warner publicity director and manager respectively.

Newest theatre in Finland is the Kino-Savoy in
Helsingfors, a Finnish show window for Paramount.
The marquee on opening night, September 1st, advertised "Souls at Sea."

September
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Aw 800 mile trek by caravan across the Sahara sands,
made annually by the Touareg tribe in northern Africa
to recover salt from ancient
mines, becomes dramatically
tiseful incompleted
Walter Futter's
newly
picture,
"Jericho." With such a
background pictorial values,,
such as the desert scene
above, are emphasized in the
film. Paul Robeson plays the
leading role.

Louis B. Mayer, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer vice-president in charge of production,
on a business and vacation trip
to England and the Continent,
was entertained at a luncheon
in the Savoy, London, at
which his fellow executive,
Samuel Eckman, Jr., managing director of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Ltd., was
host to 400 political and industry personages. In the
picture to the right Alexander Korda, United Artists
British partner, is discussing
the state of the industry with
Lord Lee of Fareham, between courses. Below, the
guest of honor is shown signing menu cards while Mr.
Eckman, the host, stands at
his left.
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Ed Thorgersen, sports commentator
for Twentieth
Century-Fox's
Movietone News,
climbedto from
newsreels and
shorthasfeatures
full length
pictures. He is cast as a radio commentator in"Lifein Begins
in College,"
a role in which,
real life,
he began
his entertainment career.

|J

Knowing the testimony of his
guide,
left,convince
his two his
sonsfriends
and himself
would not
of the
authenticity of a 575 pound tuna,
Al Young, of DuArt Laboratories,
took the precaution of having this
picture taken at the conclusion of a
recent fishing trip to Noi'a Scotia.
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Rift That Started Before Production Strike Last Spring
Widens as Bioff Launches
"One creative
Big Union"
Organized
talent groupsDrive
in the
industry,
headed
by
the
Screen
Actors'
which tracts
onlywith last
Mayasobtained
year Guild
constudios
collective10 bargaining
agent for its 10,000 members, have joined in
growing opposition to the announced claim
of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees to union jurisdiction over
employees in every branch of motion picture
production.
Examination of the trend of the labor organization drive in Hollywood indicated that
the rift had its inception before and during
the production strike last spring and was
latent even in reports later in the summer of
a proposed affiliation of all organized labor
in
the motion picture, stage and radio industries.
The break in the friendly, even paternal,
relationship between the IATSE and the
Screencollar
Actors'
guilds asanda
white
unionsand
can other
be explained
step in the struggle for ultimate control
of an association of all employee groups in
the film, radio and theatrical fields toward
which labor developments in these industries have been pointing. The IATSE, at
present engaged in a militant drive for
such an association, which in effect would
be vertical unionism, is an American Federation of labor affiliate, as are the other
factions in the issue.
Following the IATSE ultimatum of last week,
phrased in a letter to producers from William
Bioff,
representing
Georgeto the
Browne,
al president,
opposition
move Internationgrew under
the leadership of the professional guilds. The
three major organizations, the Screen Actors,
Directors and Writers, issued a joint statement
denying
the IATSE's
and asserting
that theyright
wouldto speak
continuefor tothem
act
as sole bargaining agencies for their members.
Talent Groups Aligned
Aligned with the guilds were nearly all talent
groupsing andincluding
organizations
dursince the sixstrike,
the Societyformed
of Motion
Picture Sketch Artists and Illustrators, Society
of Motion Picture Film Editors, Motion Picture
Art Directors'
Society,Society
Societyof ofMotion
MotionPicture
Picture Set Designers,
Interior Decorators, and the Society of Motion
Picture Script Clerks.
Producer action on the IATSE bid for unlimited power and on its demand that all pictures
bear the union emblem, "in order to insure projection of theprojectionists,
prints throughout
the country"
by IATSE
was postponed
after
a conference resentatives
between
Bioff toandHollywood
studio rep-of
pending theMr.return
Louis B. Mayer and Joseph M. Schenck, who
have been leaders in labor negotiations on the
Coast. Following
the conference,
immediately after producers
received thecalled
IATSE
letter claiming jurisdiction over all workers in
production
from janitors to directors, Mr. Bioff
said:
"We are immediately proceeding with the

CONTROL
THEATRE UNION
IGNORED BY CIO
Because the Committee for Industrial Organization refused to grant it
a charter the United Theatrical Workers Union which recently signed agreements covering janitors, ushers,
cashiers and doormen of 14 independent theatres in Milwaukee has
voted to disband, according to Gale
Dexter, business agent. Gunnar Mickelsen, CIO director for Wisconsin,
said the failure to grant a charter was
in line with the national organization's
policy of not entering fields well organized by the American Federation
of InLabor.
spite of this policy the Empire
State Projectionists Union, New York
City rival of Local 306, Motion Picture Machine Operators, an AFL affiliate, has made application for a CIO
charter and is awaiting a decision.
organization
film editors,
cutters makers
and assistants, music oflibrarians,
wardrobe
and
workers,
tailors
and
handlers,
gardeners,
janitors, watchmen, firemen, policemen and Moviola
operators,
whichSchenck,
will keepMr.us Mayer
busy untilandtheother
arrival of Mr.
studio executives, at which time we will follow
throughcludewith
our organization
inwithin our
ranks every program
branch into the
production of motion pictures."
Claims 95% of Fields
The boards of the actors', directors' and writguilds, in oftheir
joint statement
declaring
their ers'intention
continuing
to determine
their
own policies, said:
"These
three
guilds
include
in
their
membership more than 95 per cent of the active workers
in their various fields. They are organizations
designated by the workers as exclusive bargaining agencies
their respective
to coordinate theirinactivities
and assistfields
and protect
their mutual interests. Whether or not Mr.
Bioff has formed.
beenWe trust
quotedthatcorrectly,
not for
inhe has wenotarebeen,
thereantisdirectors,
no substantial
body
of
directors,
assistunit managers, writers or actors
for whom he could be said to be spokesman.
For all these employees the guilds have been
formedtinue and
will continue
to act.policies
They andwill guide
conto determine
their own
their actions accordingly."
Fight Threatened
Aubrey Blair, executive secretary of the
Junior
Screenextras
Actors'andGuild,
at a meeting
junior guild
bit players
in Holly-of
wood thisdoweek,
said: "The
Guild will
everything
in its Screen
power toActors'
avoid
a fight with the IATSE but if a fight comes the
IAOfficers
will startof theatrical
it and the unions
guild will
finisheastit."proin the
fessed great surprise at the IATSE attack but
refused any statements other than a general
expression of opinion that the whole matter was
an outgrowth of minor disputes and would be
settled soon. It was pointed out hopefully that

lATSE'S
STUDIOS

George Browne, International president, has not
entered the controversy with any statement.
Frank Gillmore, president of the Associated
Artists and Artistes of America, rejuvenated
central control for the Screen Actors' Guild,
Actors'
Chorus byEquity
leftEquity,
for
California
boat lastandweekRadio
for
anEquity,
extended
vacation.
Mr. Bioff had no comment to make on the
stand taken by the guilds. After publication of
the joint statement he said the IA had enrolled
2,000 members among the minor workers since
the announcement of the jurisdictional claim and
that in accordance with a telephoned request
from Mr. Schenck the organization of creative
talent would be postponed until further discussion with the producers. The IA executives deplored crafthisorganization
ent outside
group and assaidconstituted
many unionsat preshave
failed to obtain either agreements or satisfactoryforts.conditions
with after
producers
aftertheir
manyfeeble
efThe IATSE,
observing
efforts, he said, was now living up to its charter
in claiming every craft in the production of
films.
Forces Active Many Months
The IATSE announcement and the subsequent expressions of determined opposition from
the professional guilds were unexpected and
were regarded in most quarters, including the
daily press, as the beginning of a jurisdictional
fight which might prove the most serious labor
difficulty ever encountered in any industry which
has been singularly free of such trouble.
During and since the studio strike in
Hollywood last spring which for six weeks
occupied newspaper headlines and supplied endless material for art editors, the
IATSE has followed a policy of absorption
of most of the unions concerned, winning
the allegiance of several by helping them
to obtain producer agreements and lending material aid in the organization of
others. The Alliance, in fact, was an important factor in the settlement of the strike
itself, its solution
influence
having Motion
led to the
disof Federated
Picture
Crafts, the loose association of the striking unions.
Most however,
important wasof theits IATSE's
in the
strike,
support ofmoves
the Screen
Actors' GuildWithin
in thata week
group'safterfighttheforfirstproducer
contracts.
walkout, when the success of the strike apparently
depended on action to be taken by the Guild,
Mr. Bioff announced the wholehearted support
ofnexttheevening
IATSEat aforgeneral
the actors'
demands.signing
The
Guild meeting
ofand thea strike
contractcall bywasfiveaverted.
studios The
was rest
announced
of the
studios followed in short order.
Since the strike the most important of the
unions concerned
in it haveor either
voted forthat
affiliation with the IATSE
have indicated
they would do so. The Associated Motion PicturerenCostumers
week and
votedenter
to surder its own only
AFL lastcharter
the
IATSE. The make-up men and scenic artists
localsers voted
of the
International
Brotherhod
of
Painta month ago to leave that organization
and were accepted into the IA group after
apologizing
"slurs theandstrike.
innuendoes"
they
made against forit during
The Studio
Utility Workers,
the original
(Continuedoneonoffollowing
page) Federated
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Crafts groups on strike, has an agreement on
ACTORS VINDICATED
wage scales and working conditions, but the
field is limited merely to construction work, the
IN WPA WALKOUT
union having lost about half its membership to
the IA in the jurisdictional dispute which arose
Five members of Actors Equity who
during the strike. The IA aided the union in
had received suspended fines of $50
getting its agreement. _„
each for failure to obey orders against —
participating in a strike on a WPA
Actors' Guild Strength
theatre project last May won vindicaParalleling
this
extension
of
IATSE
jurisdiction has been a development of strength by the
tioningson appeal
the council's
rulat the from
quarterly
membership
Screenvival Actors'
Guild, accentuated
the re-of
of the Associated
Artists andafter
Artistes
meeting in New York last week. Five
America as a central bureau for all stage talent
of the approximately 50 members
in the motion picture, stage and radio fields.
tried and convicted by the council
Of the sfour
guilds
which
comprise
this
unit,
deigned to bring all actors and actresses under a
brought the appeals to the membersingle labor affiliation, the Screen Actors group,
ship but since all the cases involved
with its 10,000 members, is the largest and most
identical
the as
membership's
powerful.
tion wascharges
regarded
applicable ac-to
Shortly before this development but after the
those
who
did
not
appeal.
strength
the jurisdictional
Screen Actors'dispute
Guild became
evident,tweenatheofminor
beGuild and
the IATSE. The arose
International strongly protested the suspension of Mrs.
Educational
Mentone.daysEdu-in
Jane Tallent by the Guild for having worked in March of tiTime,
onal was granted
several andadditional
a studio make-up department during the strike. which to cadiscuss
objections to the contract which
Mrs. Tallent held a card in the IATSE make-up Mr. Thomson after
promised that the
workers union,
members
of which
not ac-as company would complyit was
with provisions of the
company their fellow
workers
in the did
walkout,
well as a Guild card. The Actors ignored the contract.
Florence Marston, eastern secretary of the
protest.
Guild, said no action was being taken against
Early in August it was reported that Kenneth Mentone
and March of Time other than to inThomson, executive secretary of the Screen Acform Guild members and cooperating talent
tors' Guild
and Mr.agreement
Browne between
were discussing
that the two companies have not signed
plans for
a working
all AFL unions
theatre unions which would link all organized a contract. This means, Mrs. Marston said, that
workers in the amusement industries in a co- union actors will refuse to work in those studios.
organization.
group
Associatedticularoperative
Artists
and moved
the The
Screeninactors'
Actors
in par-in Laboratory Agreements Asked
had already
this direction
Film IATSE
laboratories
now week
havthrough tentative conversations with the Americontractsin Hollywood
were notifiednot this
. can Federation of Musicians and through aid that ing
they must sign closed shop agreements and
r- "offered
screen
-.writew
;mH
<Ht-r<-i
orpin
organizper cent wage increase to enipJoyees
ing their guilds. Following publication of these grant a1035days.
The IA already has agreements
reports, however, there was no further word withinTechnicolor
and Consolidated. Affected by
on the project until the IATSE last week made with
the
new
demand
are Cinecolor, International
the blunt claim of jurisdiction over all labor in Cinema, Dunning Color,
National
Servthe motion picture industry.
ice, Williams Shots, Western
FilmScreen
and Pacific
Title.
Bargaining Underway
Seven Theatres Gassed
Units tionalin dispute
both arefactions
the bargaining
major jurisdicbeset ofwith
and
Combination tear gas and stench bombs were
negotiation
difficulties.
Directors'to exploded in seven New York theatres on MonGuild this week
was toldTheby Screen
the producers
day night injuring
For four
take the issue of collective bargaining for its the theatres
it was 14thepersons.
second attack
withinof
members either to the Regional Labor Board or eight days. Police and county district attorneys
the courts, studio representatives reiterating have been investigating these and the previous
their stand that they would not deal with the bombings in which 50 persons were injured in
Guild as an agency for directors and assistants
and unit managers. The Guild previously had simultaneous attacks in 21 theatres, but no arrefused
to dissolveanditself
two organizations,
one for directors
one into
for assistants
and unit
managers.
MEET UNION, BRITISH
The writers' field is split in two factions,
EXHIBITORS ADVISED
Screen Playwrights and Screen Writers' Guild
with
the Guild'sbargaining
petition for
as the
The Council of the Cinematograph
sole collective
agencydesignation
set for hearing
before the Labor Board September 27th. Also
Exhibitors' Association has recombefore the Labor Board are petitions of the
mended toall branches of the associaSocieties of Motion Picture Art Directors, Arttion that they accede to any requests
ists and Illustrators and Set Designers, all covering crafts claimed by the Scenic Artists local
made for conferences by the National
which is now an IATSE affiliate. The Society
Association of Theatrical Employees.
of Film Editors is carrying on bargaining conferences with the producers, having rejected
A copymentofwith the
the London
union isBranch's
also beingagreecirthe first
wages and working conditions proposal
made by the onstudios.
culated. In many districts there has
The Screen Actors' Guild declared its closed
been
a
policy
of
non-recognition
of
shop provisions in effect in eastern studios Montrade unions.
day as dscheduled,
but
with
three
important
proucers stil not signatories to the Guild contract,
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rests have been made. On Tuesday Mayor F.
H. LaGuardia
offered
rewardof persons
for information leading
to thea $1,000
indictment
responsible for the bombings.
All the theatres attacked Monday are units of
the Cocalis circuit, which, according to Samuel
D. Cocalis, employs projectionists of the Empire
Union, an independent group. Although all the
houses were forced to interrupt their shows
briefly none closed for the night.
circuitMachine
heads
andAfter
Localweeks306 ofofnegotiation
the Motionmajor
Picture
Operators union reached a tentative agreement
in Newists receive
York a this
weekcent
underincrease,
which projection10 per
retroactive
to September 1st. Further discussions will be
held on the scale which is to prevail for the
next twotionistsyears.
the agreement
who have Under
been receiving
$1.86 anprojechour
will receive $2.04.
Loew's Summer Business
Exceeds
Year's
Business forLast
Loew's,
Inc., for the summer
quarter just closed exceeded that for the
same period last year, the forthcoming
financial report for the period is expected
to show.
The circuit's
policy theof releasing important
picturesnewduring
warm
weather is the reason advanced for the gain.
Discussion has been taking place regarding refinancing ofbutLoew's
136,722 has
sharesbeenof
$6.50
no decision
reachedpreferred,
yet.
Empire-Canadian Merger
In Offing, Says Nathanson
Empire Films, Ltd., will absorb Canadian
Universalcording tdistribution
"shortly-whonow,"
aco N. L. Nathanson,
recently
purchased large holdings in Canadian Universal.
The merger has been anticipated since
conclusion of the Nathanson-Canadian Universal deal.
Warner-Lightman Deal
Practically Set
Conclusion of the deal under which
Malco Theatres of Memphis will take over
10 Warner theatres is expected within the
next 10 days, M. A. Lightman, president of
Malco, said in Cincinnati this week.
Included in the deal are two theatres in
Danville which Mr. Lightman plans to commount.bine with a group he now operates for ParaMurphy Assigned to New York
William T. Murphy, sales representative
in lowersearchNew
ReProducts,England
Inc., hasforbeenElectrical
transferred
to the New York Metropolitan area to succeed Robert Horn, who died recently. Erp:
has announced 51 contracts have been signed
for the installation of new Mirrophonic
equipment during the last three weeks.
Lewellyn Miller, who has been editing
Screen Play in Hollywood, is now in New
York, editing for Hollywood Magazine.
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Fluctuations in theatre business from 1929 to date, with the
forward march now underway, are reflected in the chart, based
upon theatres
Motion inPicture
Herald's
weeklybartabulation
receipts
from
key cities.
Each black
representsof the
total
revenue from twelve cities for the business year from September 1st to August 3 1st. The cities are Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Hollywood, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Portland, Ore., and
San Francisco. The average total yearly gross for the twelve
cities during the eight-year period from 1930 to 1937 has
been taken as 100 per cent.

formerly a publicity man for the National
Broadcasting Company and now with the Revoke Permit for
Helen Ferguson publicity office, will start
next week as radio contact man for RKO.
Healy's promote
job will music
be to over
correlate
all
Show Theatre Aid airMr.activities,
Residence Theatre
the air,
work out broadcast schedules for RKO stars
to interfere with their film activiProtection of its stars on the air and bene- so astiesnot
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora
and to set special programs.
revoked last week a permit granted by the
fit to motion
were behind
charExhibitor benefit of the new MGM show Board of Standards and Appeals for the
acterized thipicture
s week asexhibitors
the motives
was also expressed by Walter Vincent, of the erection of motion picture theatre at LexMGM's
show,
for which
General
ington Avenue and 77th Stredt, New York,
Foods hasradio
signed,
starting
November
4th, Motion Picture Theatre Owners committee.
fashionable residential district. In upholddisclosure
ofas the
plot
anddonesubstance
by Louis K. Sidney, head of Loew-owned of "The
a
new
picture,
has
been
on
the
WHN. Mr. Sidney discussed the new radio
ing the objection brought against the theatre, Justice Pecora said that the Board has
tieup tiononabroad.
his return from a three-week vaca- air time and time again, is the major evil
exceeded
its powers, violated zoning laws
ofMr.film
broadcasts
to
most
exhibitors,"
said
Vincent.
and
acted
contrary to public policy.
"We material
want toso seethatthatit will
our not
starsonly
get help
the
Erection of the theatre was opposed by
right
Describing
the
air
program
as
"helpful
them, but the exhibitor as well when he to the industry and to theatres," Mr. Vin- the Ardsley Garage, whose property adjoins
cent said that "it is inconceivable that the the site; Lenox Hill Hospital, also neighplays our pictures," Mr. Sidney said.
"The idea is to help exhibitors. There's company would jeopardize the earning dormitoryboring,would
and St. face
Anne's
whose
one Academy,
of the entrances
of its weekly
own pictures
no profititation
in proposition.
the show Maybe
for us.we It'scanan develop
explo- power
the $20,000
fee. and theatres" for to the proposed theatre.
The starting date, November 4th, was connew personalities which will benefit exApplication for the permit was made by
firmed Wednesday when it was announced William
I. Hohauser, representing Marie
hibitors as well as ourselves."
the
program
would
be
broadcast
over
the
E.
Hart and the estate of Martha L. Ruth"With a few exceptions, like Greta Garbo NBC red network on Thursday nights from
erford, prospective owners.
and Norma Shearer," Mr. Sidney continued, 9 to 10 o'clock.
Their original application was denied by
"we have
the right
to castcontracts
our players
radio
shows.
The film
have ina
the Manhattan Building Commissioner and
later granted by the Board of Standards.
clause to this effect."
Confessing unfamiliarity with the terms Council Prepares Handbook
The
Pecora.objectors then appealed to Justice
of the contract, Mr. Sidney said that the On Types of Sound Track
weekly price was $20,000 and that Bill _A technical handbook, illustrating the ten
Bacher, who produced "Showboat" and different kinds of sound track now being Snook Named Assistant Treasurer
by the studios for release prints, has
"Hollywood Hotel" on the air, would be in used
charge.
been prepared by the Research Council
Homes B. Snook, in charge of PhotoAt the same time RKO signed Frank committee on standardization of theatre phone's
credit department
since 1932,
has
Healy for a position similar to one Mr. sound projection equipment, of the Academy been
appointed
assistant treasurer
of RCA
Manufacturing
Company.
Bacher will have with MGM. Mr. Healy, of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
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PICTORIAL PREVIEW

by gus McCarthy
in Hollywood
ago B. P. Schulberg
ERAL
SEVdecide
d tomonths
make a musical comedy.
With wisdom acquired during long
years
association
withainmen
the t,
manu-he
facture of allof forms
of entert
didn't, immediately, hire a lot of persons
or build
sets. ting
He didn't
pages
isingof sugges
ors
of
advertacres
that buy
exhibit
forget everything else and close their houses
until his show came along. Unlike many
of his contemporaries, neither did he succumb to the opiate of quick enthusiasm.
Strange as it seems, in Hollywood, he
ed
analyz his subject.
He made a comprehensive study of the
scope of film musicals; learned that such
films were dominating box offices everywhere. He found these musicals, generally,
fashioned to a hackneyed pattern. He became convinced that such pictures could
not retain their popularity indefinitely unless new ideas were injected into them and
new methods of presenting those ideas were
evolved.
Mr. are
Schulberg's
nor
his Neither
conclusions
startling discoveries
news. The fact

that someone is going to do something
about them, and how, is news. "Blossoms
on
Not Broadway"
much has beenis practically
heard about completed.
it. A onetime publicity man, the producer realizes
the value of allowing persons to speculate.
Yet, amidst rumors, some things are known.
One is that Paramount executives, upon
viewing early footage, allotted Mr. Schul-

berg a few extra hundred thousands of
dollars with which to develop his ideas to
the limit. And, if bona fide rumor is to be
credited, "Blossoms" may be expected to
recast the art, technique and, more importantly ,the audience entertainment value
of musicals.
If it is surprising that something is going
to be done about achieving the effect of
newness in musicals, it should be more surprising to know that, actually, Mr. Schulberg isn't attempting
anythingobjectively,
radically
new. Approaching
his problem
he is simply depending upon the worth of
fundamentals; blending into his picture
in an intelligent manner, so as to cause
them to be unique, those proved elements which are recognized as the essence

of desirable eye and ear entertainment.
To that end he has rounded up the finest
talent available — histrionic, literary, musical, technical and directoral.
Along with Weber and Fields, those
comedians whom our ancestors knew would
always roll them in the aisles, the important
persons in the picture will be Edward Arnold, directTrent,
from William
"Easy Living,"
Ross, John
Frawley, Shirley
Frank
Craven, Kitty Kelly, John Arthur, Edward
Brophy,
the Radio
and
Frederick
Clarke.Rogues, Charles Halton
Theodore Reeves put the story idea on
paper. Richard
who madePresent,"
"John
Meade's
Woman"Wallace,
and "Wedding
was assigned to direct. Leo Robin and
Ralph Rainger contributed the music and
lyrics of a song, as did Phil Botelje and
Ralph Freed. Two numbers are credited
to Frank Loesser and Manning Sherwin.
In theme, the photoplay is farce comedy
with music, the kind that prevailed in the
Weber and Fields heyday. Its sole purpose
is to amuse. If it has an aesthetic value it
probably is to prove that nothing more
extraordinary than a well planned application of reliable standbys is required to
make popular entertainment. The whole
composition of the production — dialogue,
situations, characterizations, music; embellishment— is being pointed to prove that
good comedy always is appreciated.
Amongshould
the production's
features
be the musicalseveral
finale.unusual
To be
presented in Gilbert and Sullivan style,
the dialogue has been set to music and
meter and the whole cast participates in
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the lyrical denouement. This has been done
before. Another is an operatic burlesque,
involving all principals and support, in
which, as stills reproduced here may suggest, a statuary frieze of girls becomes
animate. It may be recalled that this bit
of film trickery was a feature of "Night
Life of the Gods."
As a matter of fact, about the only radical thing Mr. Schulberg is doing in this picture isendeavoring to demonstrate that the
old stuff is still good stuff. Many who have
been lamenting the passing of the vaudeville stage, meanwhile failing to take a
census of the old vaudevillians currently
smployed in pictures, from Jack Benny down
to the latest ventriloquistic sensation, are
beginning to understand that innovations
are not always required. Maybe Mr. Schulberg is correct in his conception that the
primary purpose and function of the motion picture is to enlertain. Others hold
to the same theory. The public will have
its opportunity to have a say in the matter
in the days following November 15th.
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WITH

"REFORMS"
FILMOakland;
FOR
PROGRAM
NEW
Dean William Webb Kemp, of the
Drive Pointed Toward ProducCollege
ofnia, andEducation
the University
CaliMAY ROBSON FETES
f
o
r
Professor ofClaude
A. Schull ofof State
tion of Films Especially for
54TH YEAR ACTING
Teachers
College,"
according
to
Dr.
Wilbur.
Children and Other PicThe "National Advisory Committee," as
May Robson, character actress, last
named this week by Dr. Wilbur — each member
tures Barring Juveniles
Friday celebrated her 54th anniversary
presumably
committed to work for the Counas a stage and screen actress. She
cil's revivedas program
constituted
follows : for film "reforms," is
The Motion Picture Research Council,
made her initial appearance in "The
Henry R. Atkinson.
virtually dormant since 1935, this week resWerrett
Wallace
Charters, Ohio educator
Hoop
of
Gold",
in
Sydney,
Australia,
ur ected its anti-industry crusade with an
on September 17, 1883.
and professor in the bureau of educational
announcement from Dr. Ray Lyman Wilresearch both at Ohio University and
At
present,
Miss
Robson
is
playing
bur, now national president, in San FranStephens College ; author of numerous books
Aunt Polly in "The Adventures of
cisco, that rejuvenated aims of the Council
and
cation.bulletins on the technical phases of eduTom Sawyer", being produced by
are being pointed toward a campaign for
Selznick International Pictures for reDr. Edgar
Flora J.Dale,
Cooke,educator.
educator.
motion pictures produced especially for chilDr.
dren, and motion pictures for adults from
lease through United Artists.
Dr. John Huston Finley, formerly president
which youngsters and adolescents will be
of Knox College, College of City of New
excluded.
York and associate editor of the New York
the
support
of
Allied
States
Association
of
Times since 1921 ; an educator and author.
The Council received some attention in Exhibitors in this connection.
Arthur Butler Graham, lawyer in New
Evidently
the
Research
Council
still
believes
York
identified with legal aspects
1934 andmands to1935
through
its
"headline"
comand demands on the trade for that enactment of the measure would effect
of the frequently
motion picture.
Bigelow Houghton, chairman of
reforms in trade practices, ranging all the "local supervision of motion pictures," which Alanson
the board of the Corning Glass Works, a
now declares to be "quite as essenway from the regulation of producers at Dr. tialWilbur
director of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
as local support of the public school," and
the source of filming in Hollywood to the necessary
for
the
success
of
the
Council's
reCompany, Republican Presidential Elector,
juvenated program.
abolition of block booking by distributors
former United
States Congressman
Amin their exchanges.
Declaring
that,
"enactment
of
this
(Neelybas ador to Germany
and to Great andBritain
Pettengill)
measure
would
free
the
neighborDr.
Herbert
Sherman
Houston,
former
pubhood and small-town exhibitor from dominaThe Council had an unfruitful but stormy
lisOur
her of Spanish
Edition
of World's
Work
tionspbyondthe
film
industry
and
enable
him
to
recareer,
which
ended
in
1935
with
the
unexpected
and
of
World;
president
Cosmos
Newsto pressure from community groups who
death of Dr. William Harrison Short, prime
paper Service Peace,
; directorAssociated
or member Advertising
of League
to Enforce
Council sponsor. During its two years, much want better movies for adults and children" —
Clubs of the World, National Crusade
effort was expended in attempting to influence an old "war-cry" of the Council — Dr. Wilbur
socially and otherwise prominent women to set
the asorganization's
Against
Illiteracy;
sevenforth
points,
follows : new program in
international
problems.author on warfare and
serve in its presidency.
Among those who served but short terms
1. Recognition of the amusement film as an Dr. Edwin Augustus Lee, educator, professor,
were the late John Grier Hibben, president influence coequal with the home, school and church
school executive, lecturer ; editor of vocational texts for McGraw-Hill Book Comof Princeton University; Mrs. August Bel- in the development of the child and adolescent.
2. Recognition of the consequent necessity to
mont, of the Social Register; A. Lawrence
pcainsycosuperintendent
;;author of educational
of schoolstexts.
in San Frandifferentiate between child and adult entertainLowell,sity;president
emeritus
of
Harvard
UniverMrs. James Roosevelt, mother of the
ment, and to urge the proper classification of Vance Criswell McCormick, publisher, The
Patriot (morning newspaper) and Evening
President, and others, reputedly selected for motion pictures accordingly.
3. Recognition that film entertainment of the
News, man,Harrisburg,
Pa., former city
council-in
their cialability
position. to strengthen the Council's finan- child and adolescent should be under the supermayor and gubernatorial
candidate
vision of educational authorities, and that the adAt the outset, 22 important civic and educaPennsylvania
;
director
of
the
Federal
Reserve Bank.
ion ofchildren
and toadolescents
to motion
pictional groups were named by Dr. Short as havturesmis should
be limited
those suitable
for them.
Dr. Wesley
Clair
Mitchell,
economist
;
proing
intimated
commitments
to
the
Council's
economics in numerous colleges ;
Education of the public to a realization of
program,fused to but
they the
deniedcampaign.
any interest
and the
re- the4. vital
author onfes or ineconomy.
significance of the motion picture to Kathleen
support
Finally,
Norris, author.
Council was stymied by the coincident rise of American youth.
5. Community selection of films through the Edward L. Parsons, Bishop of the Protestant
the Legion of Decency.
elimination of compulsory block booking and blind Dr.Episcopal
Since headquarters were transferred from selling.
MalcolmChurch,
Peabody.San Francisco.
New York to California, in 1935, after Dr.
6. Further research into the problem of the Dr. Frederick Peterson, neurologist and toxiShort's
demise,
occasional
signs
of
Council
life
motion picture in relation to the child and
cologist, New York.
could be discerned in the vicinity of San Fran- adolescent.
cisco, but not until this week had there been
Monsignor
A. Rsmm,RegentSt. Mary's
7.
Development
of
the
motion
picture
as
a
Cathedral, Charles
San Francisco;
of the
any
definite
that the
organization's socially constructive force.
University of California.
activities
wouldindication
be resumed
seriously.
Mrs.
A.
H.
Reeve.
Now, Dr. Wilbur issues the challenge that
"The United States is one of the few coun- Rabbi Irving F. Reichert, president, B'nai
tries where young people are admitted to the
"producers, with the counsel of educational
B'rith, California.
authorities"— presumably the Research Coun- movies without any restriction," he asserted. Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, president,
cil— should
develop
"some
form
of
grading
pic"Most
countries
follow
the
principle
of
admitCollege, Oakland, Cal. ; editor, author.
tures as to quality, suitability to juvenile auditing children to motion pictures only when the Dr.Mills
Edwin Robert Anderson Seligman, interon." Dr.to Wilbur's
shown are passed by some comauthority on economics ; writer and
makes encesnoand soreference
just such official
gradingsstatement
which films topetentbeauthority
teacher ofnational
economics.
being suitable
them,"
the Legion of Decency has been continuing since he added, intimatingas that
ResearchforCouncil,
Guy Emery Shipler, clergyman of
1935, designating films considered as saitable because of its Payne Fundthe Studies
on Motion Reverend
the Protestant Episcopal Church ; editor and
for general patronage, or for adults, besides Pictures and Youth, might be that "competent
author, Chatham, N. J.
designating
other films as objectionable in part,
Dr.
Miriam Van Waters, social worker,
or, condemned.
authority."
Dr. Wilbur declares that the Council decidFramingham,
Mass. ; vice-president
the
edly frowns on any federal or state censorship
The Council aims to effect its campaign by
International
Association
of Juvenile ofCourt
regulation, yet, he admits, it strongly favors
promoting
"thefare
principle
controlof federal
of our movie
throughof community
the elimination
regulation through laws governing the Dr.Magistrates.
D. Wood.
method by which the industry con- Mrs. Benjamin
compulsory
selling," manner ductsand
Stanley P. Woodward.
declared Dr. block
Wilbur.booking
This and
is no blind
new ambition
its buying and selling.
Dr.
George
F.
Zook, educator, college proof the Council, for it has been a supporter of
"Prominent California educators on the board
fessor aEd president and chairman of the
the Neely-Pettengill anti-block booking Con- of directors of the Council are Dr. Einar W.
American Council on Education.
gressional proposal since its inception, receiving Tacobson, superintendent of public schools in
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LEGIONNAIRES'
MUCH

FOR

Veterans'
on Broadway
Outdraw Pranks
Theatres
but Give
Newsreels Material for Special Issues During Convention
Five hundred thousand strong, sightseers
and delegates to the American Legion convention descended upon New York City this
week but what with theatre entrances virtually blocked by milling crowds and what
with Legionnaires provided continuous street
entertainment with their antics and parades,
motion picture theatres fared poorly, contrary to expectations.
However, while the convention sent
grosses downward, it furnished a wealth
of material for the newsreels. In former
years Legion conventions in other cities
were given great attention by the newsreels but this year coverage was even more
extensive. Two reasons, both based on the
fact that the convention was held in
New York, were advanced by newsreel
editors: first, there was greater interest
in the meeting, and, second, camera crews
were more available.
The keen interest which Paramount Newsreel officials believed the public had in the
event was reflected in the fact that the organization issued two special reels. The
first was released in Broadway theatres
Monday night and showed the legionnaires
arriving in New York by airplane, boat,
train, automobile and trailer. The shots,
running about 500 feet, also included a film
record of the opening of the convention in
Madison Square Garden, the fife and drum
corps contest at the Polo Grounds and various street events such as legionnaires snarling traffic at Times Square.
Day and Night Shots of Parade
The highlight of the convention, both for
the sightseers and for the newsreels, was
the all-day parade staged along Fifth Avenue. From early morning until late at night,
cameramen continued to grind. Paramount
had planned to rush through a special reel
and have it released in Broadway houses
while the parade was still in progress but
this plan was abandoned. News of the Day,
however, issued an edition of parade pictures
Tuesday night.
It was decided to emphasize the point that
the parade started at 9 A.M. and continued
on into the night. To accomplish this, a
truck equipped with generators and spotlights cruised along the line of march supplying illumination for night shots.
Both special reels, the one issued Monday
night and the one released early Wednesday morning, were sent to theatres.
All newsreels, Paramount, Universal,
News of the Day, Movietone, and Pathe,
made virtually similar coverages. Advantageous spots along the line of march were
selected and cameramen stationed there.
Crowd shots were taken care of by roving
cameramen and the Army's aerial show was
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STREET

SHOWS

BROADWAY

TOO

THEATRES

Commonwealth

to

Raise Admissions
In 28

Battery of cameramen covering American Legion parade are shown in this
shot by Paramount Newsreel.
filmed by men both in the formation and
in planes flying alongside.
The fact that the parade lasted all day
Tuesday kept potential theatregoers standing
on street corners. On Monday night, celebrating was so widespread that few attended
the theatres for fear of missing some original prank executed by the Legionnaires.
At the Capitol theatre, an executive was
asked
ness. if the convention had affected busi"It certainly has," was the reply. "It
decreased
it." theatre, the manager was
At another
asked if he was looking forward to increased
business after the parade.
"I'm looking forward to the convention
ending,"
At the was
Roxy,the itanswer.
was pointed out that the
crowd in front of the theatre was so dense
that prospective patrons could not make
their way to the box office.
Loew's State reported an increase in matand "about average" for the
eveninginee business
performances.
Figures from Box Offices
The totaled
third week
of "The
the
Astor
$10,216,
aboutFirefly"
$3,000 atunder
the previous week. "The Prisoner of
Zenda"
first fourdrewdaysapproximately
of the third$56,500
week atin the
the
Music Hall. The Roxy took in $36,000 in
three
and
a stagedaysshow,withand"100the Men
Strandand wasa Girl"
expected
to complete the first week of "That Certain
Woman" with approximately $30,000.
Midnight shows, aimed to attract American Legion visitors, were held at the Music
Hall Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights.
The William L. Harris Post 196, American Legion band, of Boston, serenaded Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, on
Monday morning. The Post consists of
postal employees who said they wanted to
honor "our former chief, Postmaster General Hays." Mr. Hays was postmaster in
1921-22.

Theatres

A definite program of increasing admission prices "wherever and as fast as possible" was announced at the meeting of managers and executives
of the
28-theatre onCommonwealth Amusement
Corporation
the
Lake of the Ozarks last week by C. A.
Schultz, circuit head.
The circuit already has raised prices in
four
places —infrom
25 to These
35 centsformed
in three,
five cents
another.
the
"test case" basis for the circuit's discussion
of an extension of the policy. Reports from
the four houses was that the public had
reacted favorably. Apparently people are
taking causeadmission
increases
for granted
bethere have been
advances
in the price
of almost everything else, Mr. Schultz said.
Most important approach to the problem agers
of price
raising,
Commonwealth
concluded,
was personal
handlingman-by
the manager of any difficulty. Managers
now are under definite instructions to be
near the front of the theatre during initiation of increases in order to give this sort
of attention. Few complaints were reported
by the four theatres that have made the increase.
The admission increase plan adopted by
the circuit calls for a gradual raise, involving a few theatres at a time, which will be
completed by January 1st. When completed
the boost will average 15 per cent for the
circuit, according to Mr. Schultz.
In conjunction with increased admissions,
Commonwealth managers went into the
problems of economy throughout all phases
of theatre operation.
Managers spent most of the convention
discussing promotion methods for making
the fall box office campaign, September 26January
2, a success.was better operation of
Also discussed
theatres, with emphasis on greater alertness
to safety and the reduction of accidents.
The convention closed with a banquet,
attended by Commonwealth men as well as
outsiders, including film and theatremen
from the area. Managers attended dressed
as they came out of the "King of the Sun"
contest, paign.
the Eachcircuit's
box office
cammanagersummer
was given
10 articles
of clothing on entering the contest, and lost
an item each week if he did not meet his
quota. The last three weeks, managers had
an opportunity to win back some of the lost
articles. Several managers appeared sans
everything but diapers.
Winning the contest was Paul Stonum,
Uptown, Carrollton, Mo., who took away
the silver cup. The four other winners were
Jack Stevenson, Monett, Mo.; H. Ohlson,
Washington,Mo.,Mo.;andLeeRayChamberlain,
Harrisonville,
Holmes, Norton,
Kan.
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DOUBLES
IN

SPLIT

THREE

Single Features Favored in
Waukegan Poll, But Trail in
St. Louis, And in England
Single feature programs are almost a two
to one favorite over double features in Waukegan, Illinois, but are running behind in
St. Louis, according to returns of separate
polls conducted in the two locations, whereas
in England a circuit survey showed a three
to one preference for double bills.
Waukegan residents indicated their choice
by voting 1,112 for one feature accompanied
by short subjects as against 641 for double
features. The poll was conducted by the
Waukegan News-Sun.
In St. Louis, the results were based on
earlylotsreturns
from approximately 7,000 balalready distributed.
no poll ofFamous
the public's
wasAlthough
taken, Canadian
Playerstaste
circuit dropped double bills at the Capitol,
Winnipeg, to adopt a new policy of having single film attractions at both the
Capitol and the Metropolitan. While
double bills will be continued in other
Famous houses in Winnipeg, an effort is
being made to break away from the dual
attraction policy, it was stated.
The St. Louis poll is being conducted by
the Fanchon & Marco circuit and the St.
Louis Star-Times. Questionnaires covering
the public'stributed inchoice
all F. in& entertainment
M. houses, andare itdis-is
estimated that 400,000 of the questionnaires
will have been distributed before the test is
completed.
"The results should constitute not only a
complete cross section of the movie audiences in the city of St. Louis, but will indicate very definitely what the majority of
Americans prefer in entertainment, since St.
Louis can be considered a typical American
city," an announcement of the plan said.
Britons Favor Doubles
British audiences, though, appear to favor
double features, it is indicated in the survey
for 1937 conducted among theatre patrons
by the Bernstein circuit which operates a
number of English theatres. In all, 159,723
replies were received from 11 points and the
vote in favor of double bills as against single
LAST SINGLE FEATURE
THEATRE TRIES DUALS
The Fox Plaza, only theatre in
Kansas City which had never offered
a double feature program or a picture
and stage show, inaugurated the twofeature policy last week.
The theatre, Fox Midwest Theatre
Corporation's ace subsequent-run
house, showed "Singing Marine" and
"Knight Without Armour." The new
policy is to be given a thorough test.

PICTURE HERALD
EVEN

SURVEYS
pictures was 79.5 per cent for and 20.5 per
cent against.
The questionnaires distributed in St.
Louis seek the answers to seven questions :
1. Who is your favorite movie actor? 2.
Who is your favorite actress? 3. Who is
your favorite child actor or actress ? 4.
What kind of feature films do you prefer?
(a) melodrama, (b) historical, (c) comedy,
(d) war, (e) musical comedy, (f) love
romance,sters? 5(g)
(h) dogang. Whatdetective
kind ofmystery,
short films
you
prefer? cartoons, travel, industries, animal
life, musical, sports, science, newsreels? 6.
Do you prefer stage shows with movies? If
yes, what type of stage show, prominent
band, singers, dancers, vaudeville? 7. Do
you prefer
pictures? or one feature picture two
with feature
short subjects
Patrons also are requested to check
whether they are male or female and their
age classification, under 16 years, 16 to 25,
26 to 40, or over 40.
The first tabulation, taken from 721 answers, showed Clark Gable leading in the
selection of a favorite actor. Ronald Colman was second and Paul Muni, third. The
choice among actresses, in order, were:
Myrna Loy, Claudette Colbert, Kay Francis,
Loretta Young and Norma Shearer. Child
performers were led by Shirley Temple,
Jane Withers and Freddie Bartholomew.
Musical comedy was the choice for type of
film and cartoons were the favorite among
short subjects.
Adventure Pictures First
In the Bernstein poll, thriller adventure
pictures ranked first; musical comedy and
society drama, second; comedy and love
romance,
third; historical, fourth, and war,
fifth.
Clark Gable, Gary Cooper and Charles
Laughton head the list of favorite masculine
players and Norma Shearer, Myrna Loy
and Greta Garbo lead the feminine list.
Among short subject, young men prefei
sport topic while older men showed a leaning toward travel material.
A vote on advertising films in the theatrb
was about evenly divided for and against.
The subject of double feature programs
was the only one discussed in the poll taken
in Waukegan. News stories published in
the News-Sun urged theatre patrons to state
their opinions on the question in a letter or
postcard to the paper.
Letters protested largely against the poor
quality of double feature pictures while those
favoring double bills did so largely because
of the bargain angle.
The newspaper explained, in news stories,
that it was making no effort to alter the programs at Waukegan theatres. The results,
the paper continued, were offered to no producer or theatre operator unless they happened to read the account in the paper.
Mier Forms Company
Felipe Mier, former Warner manager in
Mexico City and prominent in Mexican film
circles, has formed a new producing company, Cinematografica Internacional, S. A.
Six features, which stress Mexican themes,
are planned.
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ANT I - DUAL BILL
LEAGUE ORGANIZED
The Anti - Movie Double Feature
League of America was formed this
week. George H. Siegel, a realtor,
and William R. Clay, a compositor,
both of Nutley, New Jersey, are the
organizers
of the move to end dual
bills.
They announce they would circulate petitions throughout the nation
urging moviegoers to boycott double
However, the manager of the
features.
Franklin theatre, only theatre in
Nutley, took the entire matter as
a joke.
"Neither of them attend the movies
much," he said.
Music

Publishers

To Meet on Code
The Federal Trade Commission called
last week a trade practice conference of
music publishers to be held October 4th in
Washington for consideration of the publishers' proposed voluntary code governing
the industry.
The conference, which will be secret, will
give all members of the music industry an
opportunity to express their views on the
program
the Music Publishers
Associationproposed
for theby elimination
of unfair
trade practices and methods of competition.
One subject known to come under discussion isthe way to combat unfair song-plugFollowing
the conference, the Commission
ging.
will prepare a report on the recommendations and publish it for the consideration of
the industry as a whole. A later conference
will then be called for final decision, after
the attitude of the industry at large is ascertained from reactions to the report.
Lift Negro Fight Reel Ban
The Sparks circuit, Florida, showed the
first fight pictures involving a Negro and
a white to be seen at a white theatre in
Tampaencounter
when it exhibited
Farr
recently. reels
In theof the
past,Louissuch
pictures
have
been
shown
at
colored
theatres.
Bruno Frank with MGM
Bruno Frank, well-known novelist and
playwright, has been signed by MGM and
will come to this country in December to
start work in Hollywood. The contract was
negotiated
in Paris. by Edwin Knopf, scenario editor,
Visits Egypt Office
J. H.eign Seidelman,
head last
of Columbia's
department, sailed
week on a fortrip
that
will
include
a
visit
to
the
new
office in Alexandria, Egypt. company's
Mr. Seidelman
will inaugurate the company's first sales seathe Egyptian
office,Ltd.known as Columbiason ofPictures
Near East,
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QUOTA

QUALITY
FILMS
for his tofuture
in thethem,
theatrepointing
busiFormer Managing Director of tive plans
ness he declined
disclose
Greater Union Theatres in Aus- out that there was nothing definite. He
planned to sail this week on the Bremen for
London. While there he intends to inspect
tralia Calls Plan "Equitable" the
two theatres which he is having built in
Possible invasion of American companies Piccadilly.
His other interests at present
into the British film industry is an irrelevant
include
being chairman of the Commonpoint in considering the proposed films act,
wealth
Network of Australia.
according to Stuart Doyle, former manag- The network Broadcasting
of 16 stations is owned by Mr.
ing director of Greater Union Theatres in Doyle and Frank
Albert.
Australia. Mr. Doyle believes the suggested
After a short stay in London, Mr. Doyle
quota
is
"equitable"
and
will
result
in
the
will
return
to
Sidney,
thus completing a
production of better quality British motion world survey of the theatre
business.
pictures.
If English pictures are to advance from
their unimportant position in the international market to a place of importance, Mr.
Stuart pointed out, the quality must be im- British Publisher
proved. Therefore,
he continued,
tion of invasion
is beside
the point the
and quesdoes
Sees Better Films
not enter into consideration with respect
to the quality of films.
Elope that American producers planning
In last
issue Bruce
of the Allan,
Motionwriting
Pictureweek's
Herald Mr.
to engage in production in England will
from London, reported:
make good their plans for quality pictures
"British independent producers, among was expressed this week by Sam Harris,
them a large number whose energies are con- editor and publisher of Today's Cinema,
centrated on the production of short subof London's
two daily
trade papers, on
jects and documentary films, are uniting in one
his arrival
here from
England.
strong opposition to what they believe is a
Envisaging
England
as
a
golden opporthreatened invasion of British studios by
tunity for American producers, Mr. Harris
Hollywood stars, directors and technicians. said that if American producers fulfill their
Their objection, it is believed, will crystallize
expectthem,
to gain
in demands for a greater measure of control promise, they
Failure can
to fulfill
he considersaid will
over the industry by the Government than result ably.
in loss of the opportunity to British
that outlined in the recent White Paper producers.
which detailed proposals for new Films Act
Asked about the future of English production, Mr. Harris said that the independlegislation."
ent producer was finding it increasingly
Mr. Doyle's
opinion,
onin the
quota,
asis difficult
expressed
in
an
interview
New
York,
to
obtain financing, with the result
that:
that the entire product was gradually being consolidated into the hands of the larger
"The British quota seems to be equitable. studios.
It Aswillforeliminate
poor quota,
pictures."
the New weak
SouthandWales
Mr.
Mr. Harris urged American financial supDoyle is of the opinion that it has proven
port of British production on the ground
itself to be a failure. Last year there was that English pictures of better quality will
no attempt to enforce the provisions, Mr. be of benefit to American theatre receipts.
Doyle continued, because there were only He said that such support should be given
three quota pictures produced.
English films could never seriMr. Doyle does not think there will be inasmuchously ascompete
with American films but
any attempt this year, either, to enforce the might help to stimulate the market generally
quota in its present form. However, he re- to mutual advantage.
vealed that the government is undertaking
an investigation with a view to amending Oklahoma City Bans
the measure.
Although Mr. Doyle said he had tenta- "Tobacco Road"
Following the censor board's refusal to
permit
presentation
of "Tobacco
SALOON - THEATRE
Mayor the
Martin,
of Oklahoma
City, thisRoad,"
week
WAR SEEN AT END
notified Mrs. Frances Potter Hauser, booking
agent,
that
the
play
could
not
be
offered
Attempts of beer tavern operators
in
to force the Sunday closing of Seattle
else"theinmunicipal
the city. auditorium "or anywhere
theatres in retaliation for the closing
of their establishments tinder a 1909
To Speak on Health Films
"blue law" have apparently failed.
Myron Weiss, associate editor of Time
B. Gray Warner, local prosecuting
magazine, will speak on "The Box Office
attorney, has refused to take action in
Reaction to Health and Medical Films" at
the matter, advising tavern proprietors
the annual convention of the American Public Health Association to be held in New
to appeal to the Superior Court if further action is desired. Such a step is
York October 5th to 8th. Mr. Weiss will
considered unlikely.
discuss both theatrical and non-theatrical
films.
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HOLLYWOOD GETS
NEW PLACE IN SUN
Hollywood became reality last
week.
The Los Angeles City Council
unanimously fixed that section of the
city which shall in future be known
as Hollywood.
The action followed the threat of
the Chamber of Commerce of neighboring Culver City to renounce its
name and adopt that of Hollywood.

Report

on RKO

Reorganization
Ready October 14
A tentative draft of his findings on the
proposed reorganization plan of RKO will
be ready October 14th, George Alger, special master who has held hearings on the
plan,
last will
week. be read at his office at
The saidreport
that time,mitteeshean opportunity
said, giving tothe ascertain
various com-its
nature
prior
to
the
submission
final
recommendations to the federal ofdistrict
court. In this manner, the reorganizers may
present additional testimony or recommend
revision before its final report is made.
This procedure is expected to facilitate
preparation of the final report and to dispense with possible objections which might
delay
ultimate decision of Federal Judge
Williamthe Bondy.
Mr. Alger is required to determine
whether the plan is "fair, equitable and
Record Production Pace
feasible."
At Studio, Says Warner
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge
of production for Warner Brothers, on his
arrival in New York Tuesday from the
coast, tions
saidcurrently
that in"withworknineat major
producour Burbank
studios, we are maintaining the greatest propace in hisour company
history."is Mr.
Warnerto
also saidductionthat
planning
film
Sheridan's
"School
for
Scandal"
Bette Davis and Errol Flynn starring. with
Mr. Warner leaves on the Normandie for
England next Wednesday, where he will
meet with Sam E. Morris, vice-president in
charge ofductionforeign
distributionstudios
to discuss
atthe Teddington
there proand
also be present at the title closing for the
company's
to be inerected
on the
site of the new
Old theatre
Daly theatre
London.
Bate Heads Society
HenryversalClay
script writer
Newsreel,Bate,
was chosen
presidentfor ofUnithe
Society of the Fifth Division, Veterans oi
the alWorld
War,in atNew
the organization's
nationconvention
York.
Charles W. Leach, formerly connected
with the home office of Gaumont British, has
been named branch manager in New Haven
for GB. He succeeds Carl J. Goe, resigned.
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SCENE
Retakes
Second only to the problem of womanless
pictures, Hollywood's most fearsome bugaboo
As a matter
isis a"retakes."
menace. Retakes
have ofdonefact,morethe toretake
ruin
pictures than all other contributory causes together. Poor photography, bad recording, and
any number of other causes make them imperative.
Some time ago Greta Garbo made a picture
in which she repeated a sequence 62 times. The
shootingRonald
of a sequence
in "UnderRosalind
Two Flags,"
where
Colman handed
Russell
a small statue of a horse, required more than
30 takes before Director Frank Lloyd was satisfied. The other day we watched Cecil B. DeMille
a sequence
"Buccaneer"
least
10 or shoot
12 times.
All ofin these,
however,at were
made when the actors were in the mood of the
characters they were playing. The troublesome
ones are those that are made after the picture
is completed and, as is often the case, weeks
have elapsed before the players are recalled to
repeat their dialogue and action.
Expertward H. opinion
out EdGriffith, desired,
who haswe asought
reputation
for
holding post-completion retakes to a minimum.
Explaining that sometimes producers, in order
to keep within the budget or shooting schedules,
permit scenes to be made which they know full
well will have to be remade after the picture
has
been are
completed,
Mr. the
Griffith
"If, whenin
retakes
necessary,
entiresaid,sequence
which the remade scene appears could be retaken, thenWhilethea evil
of retakes
eliminated.
picture
is beingwould
filmed,be actors,
guidedtion andbytempo
theiranddirector,
attain
characterizabuild to a high point in the
succeeding sequences. If they are good actors
and directors, they know the story and have a
feeling for the particular situation which causes
them actually to live it. By the time they have
reached the high point of any given sequence,
the actors are actually the characters, and not
so many 'Joe Somebodys making $7,000 a
" protection shots are made, the picture
week.'
But the
is finished and the actors go about their ways,
probably into acother
pictures,different.
in whichThen
the charterizations are utterly
it is
discovered, and quite often it would have been
preventable,
to be retaken.that some detached incident has'
"Then,"
Griffith,
actors they
are
called
back.saysNo Mr.matter
how "the
competent
may be, they are not able to reach that high
point they once before had attained as they
repeat the required bit. Were the practice of
shooting the entire sequence followed, things
might be better. For then it might be possible
for the people to regain the spirit they possessed during the original filming."
Studios Normal
For several
it has been45 Hollywood's
custom
to haveyears
approximately
pictures in
production each week in September. That pace
was maintained in the period ended September
17th. Eleven new films started, a figure close
to that of the September 3rd period when 12
started, and that of September 10th when 15
went into work. As of the same date, seven
productions were finished.
Three films started at MGM. All promise to

TONS OF KANAB
FOR HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood, which is more Chinese
than China, Italian than Italy, Dutch
than Holland, and so on ad infinitum,
isn't as Kanab as Kanab, Utah. But
the discrepancy is being rectified.
On lot 2 of MGM is a heaping pile
of dirt that looks like any other kind
of dirt. Now there are all sorts of
reasons for any kind of a pile of dirt
being on any particular spot. But
there's a particular reason for this pile.
It's there so there will be authentic
realism in "Bad Man of Brimstone".
Bent on authenticity, also to preclude the possibility of anyone claiming a "boner" in the film, producer
Harry Rapf discovered a difference in
color of the soil on the lot and that of
the soil in Kanab, where the company
had been on a three - weeks location.
The difference in tinting, according to
Mr. Rapf, was very noticeable when
photographed. Thus, to preserve unity
in color, he ordered 250 tons of Kanab
dirt to be spread and hardened as
ground for the local shots.
be in the big feature classification. "Bad Man
of Brimstone,"
which J. WalterNoah
Ruben is directing,giniafeatures
VirBruce Wallace
and GuinnBeery,
Williams, Beery,
along with
Lewis
Stone,
Bruce
Cabot,
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Joseph Calleia, Guy Kibbe, Charley Grapewin
and Cliff Edwards. Joan Crawford and Spencer
Tracy portareincludes
the Alan
stars Curtis,
of "Mannequin."
supLeo Gorcey,The Oscar
O'Shea, Mary Phillips and Ralph Morgan.
Frankpresent
Borzage is directing.
"The Four
Marys"
will
Franchot
Tone,Johnson,
Rosalind Russell,Myrna
WalterLoy,Pidgeon,
Rita
Ruth Hussy, Leonard Penn and John Miljan.
Richard Thorpe was assigned to direct.
"Big Broadcast" Started
Under its own sponsorship Paramount started
"The Big Broadcast of 1938." The annual feamarkanW.18-months
C. Fields'absence.
return toListed
the
screenture willafter
among the artists also scheduled to appear are
Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue, Bob
Hope, Shirley Ross, Leif Ericson, Kersten
Flagstad, Tito Guizar, Stanley Fields and Rufe
Davis. Mitchell Leisen is directing. "Every
Day's
went
before atheHoliday,"
cameras.Major
It is production,
a Mae Westalsofeature.
Other
players
are
Edmund
Lowe,
Charles
Winniger, Charles Butterworth, Walter Catlett and
Rqger
Imhof.
will be added. Edward
Sutherland
is theMore
director.
Republic started two. With Joseph Kane di"Springtime inSmiley
the Rockies"
featurerecting,
Gene Autry,
Buraette,willPolly
Rowles, Alan Bridge, George Chesebro, Ruth
Bacon, Jane Hunt and Ula Love. The cast for

"Zorro
Again"Jackincludes
Richard Rides
Alexander,
Morgan,JohnBobCarroll,
Kortmann, Roger Williams and Yakima Canutt.
Jack
Englishresponsibilities.
and William Whitney are sharing
directorial
Columbia's contribution to the new work is
"CollegecludesFollies
of 1938."Jimmy
The lengthy
Walter Connolly,
Durante,castGer-intrude Neissen, Johnny Green and band, the
Three Stooges, Jeni LeGon and Four Blackbirds, Raymond Walburn, Ernest Truex.
At 20th Century-Fox, "Love and Hisses,"
successor
to "Wakeand UpBenandBernie
Live,"again
started.
Walter Winchell
are
teamed. Other principals are Simone Simon,
Joan Davis, Dick Baldwin, Wally Veron, the
Peters
Chilton & Vernon. Sidney
LanfieldSisters
is the and
director.
"Highway
to
Hell"
is RKO-Radio's
activity. It will offer John
Beal, Sally newEilers,
Harry Carey, Lee Patrick, Frank M. Thomas,
Ed Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle and Herman Brix
as the leading names. Lew Landers is directing.
Mauch Twins Return
The Mauch twins, Billy and Bobby, return to
the screen for Warner in "Penrod and His
Twin
Frank
Craven, Brother."
little Don Spring
Hurlbert,Byington,
Phillip Hurlick,
Rodney Bitts and Jack Morrow also will be
seen. William McGann is directing.
Two of the completed pictures are credited
to Grand National. The David Diamond proMarry,"Wallace
which Ford,
Raymondduction,
Cannon"He Wanted
directed, tofeatures
Ray
Mayer,
Isabel
Jewell,
Mary
Treen,
Tully
Richards and Max Hoffman, Jr. Principal
players ducedinby Ben
"Mr.Pivar
BoggsandBuys
a Barrel,"
prodirected
by Gordon
Wiles, are Stuart Erwin, Helen Chandler, Toby
Wing,
Milburn Walter
Stone. Byron, Spencer Charters and
Paramount also marked two productions off
its shooting schedule. Important names in
"Thrill of a Lifetime" are the Yacht Club Boys,
Judy Canova, Ben Blue, Betty Grable, Eleanore
Whitney, Johnny Downs, Leif Erikson, Larry
Crabbe and Dorothy Lamour. George Archainbaud directed the Fanchon production. "Men
Must Fight,"
a Harry
ShermanBoyd,
"Hopalong
Cassidy"
production,
lists William
Hayes, Russell
Hayden,
Gwen Gaze, George
Hilda
Plowright, John Warburton, Al Bridge, Al
Hill,
Earl
Hodgin
and
John
Beach.
Les
Selander directed.
Finally deciding to retain the original title,
Warner
Bros,Charles
finishedBoyer
"Tovarich."
Claudette
Colbert and
are starred.
The
support lists Basil Rathbone, Melville Cooper,
Isabelle Jeans, Anita Louise, Maurice Murphy,
Morris Carnovsky, Gregory Gaye, Fritz Feld,
Vladimir Sokoloff, Kurt Bois, Christian Rub,
Reine Riano, Montagu Love, George Davis,
May Boley,Anatole
Alphonse
Thatcher.
LitvakMartel
directed.and Heather
One
picture,
Jane
Withers'
"45 Fathers,"
was
finished at Twentieth Century-Fox.
Its supporting principals are Shirley Deane, Thomas Beck,
Louise Henry, Richard Carle, Joe and Flo Mcrected.Coy and Nella Walker. James Tingling diwound Bob
up "Renegade
Wranglers."
TheUniversal
cast includes
Baker, Joan
Barclay,
Fuzzy Knight, Carl Slockdale, Harry Woods.
Leroy Mason, Ralph L^wis, Glenn Strange and
Jack Montgomery. Joe Lewis directed.
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ANOTHER
Anti - Trust Violation Charged
to Interstate Circuit; California 'Showdown' Promised
The sustained interest of the federal government inpossible violations of the Clayton
and Sherman anti-trust laws in the motion
picture industry resulted this week in the
opening of a Department of Justice suit
against Interstate Circuit and large distributors in Dallas, and a promise by the Department of a "showdown" on California independent exhibitor complaints of unfair
trade practices of Fox West Coast circuit
and distributors in that territory.
Charges Conspiracy
Opening of the Dallas action brought
charges from B. W. Henderson, special
prosecutor
of thehadattorney
general's
that
Interstate
the largest
numberoffice,of
first-run pictures as a result of a conspiracy
entered into between the circuit and distributors. He also declared the conspiracy
gave Interstate the largest dollar volume of
business.
"The companies
to clinchat the
business
of first run proposed
Class A pictures
40
cents, with subsequent runs at 25 cents for
all theatres in the district," Mr. Henderson
said.In addition
"The agreement
made still
exists."
to the charge
of the
fixing
of admission prices of subsequent-run
houses, the action also attacks anti-double
feature provisions in the distributors' contracts.
Under the contracts, distributors agree
not to sell any product, which has played
certain Interstate houses at a specified admis ion, to any other theatre which does not
maintain a specified minimum.
Colonel H. A. Cole, president of Allied
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors ofTexas, on the stand Tuesday as
a Government witness, said his organization had been a factor in bringing the federal suit against
tributors. He told the
the circuit
court heand
had the
gonedis-to
Karl Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate, to
protest the contract provision holding second
run pictures at 25 cents. He quoted Mr.
Hoblitzelle as saying that he wanted to help
exhibitors, but the witness testified he had
insisted the contract would work a hardship
on small operators who wanted to charge 10
and 15 cents.
George S. Wright, chief of several attorneys for the defendants, saw the right of
the owner of a copyright to defend its value
challenged in this case. He said Mr.
Hoblitzelle
E. J. from
O'Connell
had saved
the
Interstateandtheatres
bankruptcy
and
asserted, too, that the operation of the circuit left room for competition.
The Government, in outlining its case,
charged the companies were operated under
a monopoly and in restraint of trade.
"Showdown" in California
In announcing
the "showdown"
on com-in
plaints filed by independent
exhibitors
California, Harold J. Law, special assistant
attorney general, declared:
"Two special Federal Bureau of Investi-
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STARTED,
THREATENED
gation agents and four accountants will aid
us in the investigation which will either
prove the falsity of the charges or result in
grand
The jury
audit, action."
Mr. Law said, will take several
weeks. Fox West Coast, Universal, United
Artists, Paramount, Warner Brothers,
Metro-Goldwyn-TVlayer, Twentieth CenturyFox, RKO Radio, and Columbia have all
agreed to give investigators full access to
the books, he said.
Mr. Law also revealed that two consent
decrees have been entered against Fox West
Coast,tend but
added that
that violations
exist.exhibitors still conAfter the audit is taken, the findings will
be summarized and then the course of action
to be followed will be decided upon, Mr.
Law said.
Mr. Law recently arrived in Los Angeles
from Washington with Harold Collins, of
the Department of Justice. United Press, in
a dispatch from Hollywood, quoted Mr. Law
as stating that he would install seven assistants in an office and would either put
the case before the federal grand jury or
give major operators "a clean bill of health."
National Decency Legion
Classifies 14 Productions
Of 14 new pictures reviewed and classified by the National Legion of Decency in
its listing for the current week nine were
approved for general patronage, three were
listed as unobjectionable for adults and two
were cited as objectionable in part. The
new pictures and their classification follow.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Patronage: "All Over Town," "Escape by
Night," "Las Quatro Miltas," "My Dear
Miss Aldrich," "Mystery Range," "Roaring
Guns," "She Asked For It," "Sudden Bill
Dorn," "Western Gold." Class A-2, Unle for Adults:"Wenn
"Stage Frauen
Door,"
"Susanne inobjectionabBade,"
Schweigen." Class B, Objectionable in
Part: "Wine, Women and Horses," "Wife,
Doctor and Nurse."
Alperson Sees World
Distribution for GN
Grand National will have world wide
distribution for the coming season with the
closing of several deals pending, Edward L.
Alperson, president, said in New York
Wednesday on his arrival from the Coast.
GrandareNational
here"Sales
and ofabroad
expected product
to grossbothin
excess of $12,000,000 for the 1937-38 season," he said. Mr. Alperson came east to
attend the opening of "Something to Sing
KAO Declares Dividend
About."
The Board of Directors of Keith-AlbeeOrpheum Corporation declared a dividend,
out of capital surplus, of $1.75 per share on
the 7 perferredcent
Convertiblefor PreStock ofCumulative
the Corporation
the
quarter ended March 31, 1934, payable on
October 1, 1937, to the holders of record
of the stock at the close of business on
September 27, 1937.

September
Two

25, 1937

File Stock

Changes; Court
Hits Consolidated
The Securities and Exchange Commission
in Washington this week received a stock
registration certificate from International
Cinema, Inc., of California and a notice of
stock changes in Universal Corporation, the
while changes in Consolidated Film Indusstructure
prevented asDel.a
result tries'
of acapitalcourt
ruling were
in Wilmington,
Plans for the issuance of 50,000 shares of
class A and 100,000 shares of common stock
were disclosed by International Cinema, Inc.,
Los Angeles, in a registration statement filed
with
the SEC
last Friday.
Hollywood
laboratory
this weekInternational's
became the
California
branch
of
P'athe.
The registration statement showed that the
highest salary paid by International Cinema
last year
that amount
ceived by G.wasP. $6,500,
Regan, president,
also being
by BonarreRussell, vice-president and general manager ;
A.
C. Snyder,
and A. J.
Guerin,
laboratorysecretary-treasurer,
manager.
Strengthening
of Universal
holdings
in Universal
Pictures wasCorporation's
reported by
the SECmary. last
week
in
semi-monthly
sumThe commission itsreported
that during
July, Universal Corporation acquired 180 shares
of Universal Pictures first preferred and, at the
close ofmon, 220theshares
month,of held
sharesandof 20,000
comfirst228,927
preferred
shares of second preferred.
Consolidated Film Amendment
A proposed amendment to the certificate of
incorporation of Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., was declared null and void in an opinion
handed down by Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott
in the Chancery Court at Wilmington, Del., last
week. posed
A permanent
against
the proamendment was injunction
granted. The
opinion
was
filed in an action instituted by Norman Johnson
of New York City, a preferred stockholder.
The corporation was upheld in all phases of
the complaint excepting on the objection to the
company's
proposal
to canceldividends
at least ona the
portion
of the accrued
and unpaid
old
preferred stock in an exchange for new stock,
in the peChancellor's
opinion.
Consolidated
apaled to the Supreme Court at Dover after
an adverseholding tdecision
once and
before,
the court
uphe Chancellor
sending
the case
back for final hearing.
Chancellor Wolcott declared that the amendment had been approved by the requisite vote
of the stockholders, but because of the preliminary injunction issued in this cause it had not
yet been effectuated by a filing and recording
as required by law.
The proposed
amendment
creased the preferred
stock fromwould
400,000havesharesinto 500,000 shares ; accumulated dividends on
preferred had been reduced from $2 to $1 a
share ; the preferred would have been entitled
to one-half of all the dividends declared in exces of accumulative dividends ; preferred would
be subject to redemption at $28 per share plus
all accumulative and unpaid dividends ; upon
voluntary dissolution holders of preferred would
have been entitled to a returnative distributional
assetsunpaid
up todividends^
$28 per share plus accumulative
and
It was also proposed under the amendment
to make shares
it possible
exchange
one andcapital
onequarter
of thetonew
participating
stock and one-quarter share of the new common stock for one share of the preferred participating
stock andnew tocommon
exchangestocktwo-thirds
ofsharea share
of the
for one
of common
stock.
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Newsreel Reveals Building of
Forts in Pacific Islands;
Film Confiscated by Japanese Riflemen at Hongkew
The Shanghai situation was eased considerably by the retreat of Chinese forces and
the presence of more foreign troops, restoring some semblance of confidence both to the
populace and to merchants, including those
exhibitors whose theatres were not affected
by recent bombings. This was the gist of a
cablegram last Thursday from J. P. Koehler,
Motion Picture Herald correspondent in
Shanghai, who used the wire facilities of
United Press to transmit to New York a
description of the status today of the industry in the Sino- Japanese conflict.
At the same time, it was revealed through
Universal Newsreel that the United States
Navy Department is building fortifications
in the Hawaiian Islands, also at Wake
Island, Guam, and in the Philippines.
A cable report from a March of Time
cameraman
to thethat
company's
office in New
York disclosed
both Japanese
and
Chinese authorities at Shanghai had refused
to honor photographic permits and that
cameras had been confiscated.
Calls Receipts Encouraging
Mr. Koehler, in his cable, said:
"Cinemas are reopening with encouraging
receipts.operations
Nanking'sin censors
expected
resume
Shanghaiarewithin
a fewto
days. All public utilities are in full operation except in Hongkew and the Eastern
districts of the International Settlement.
Comparatively small damage was done to
cinema
houses. theatres except two subsequent-run
"Tientsin,
Peiping,
Chefoo
and some
other Tsingtao,
cities are Hangkow,
operating
cinemas with shipments possible from
Shanghai on British steamers. Shanghai department stores and shops are open and doing business. Tennis, polo and other sports
are played daily on the Shanghai race-course
center. Chinese bombers appear occasionally after dark, but except for occasional
stray archies, there is no great danger to the
settlement. Food is sufficient, but prices are
higher. Mails are delayed but there are
daily deliveries in Shanghai.
Streets Busy
"The volunteer
has isbeen
partially
demobilized.
The corps
populace
orderly
and
the health department has the cholera situation in hand. Cable service has been restored.
"Emphatically
shouldor bewholesale
no thought
of abandonment ofthere
business
discharge of experienced staffs.
"The streets,
occasional
stray except
archies, forare protection
assuming from
their
normal busy appearance. Local managers
report present business small but not lost
entirely. Hope for near future improvement. Although the situation is serious
there is no cause for undue alarm at present.
All well."
The Navy's activities in constructing
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SHANGHAI

Starts Agitation

In New Orleans; Membership Slow
Membership drives have started in New Orleans for the third chapter of the
Society for the Booing of Commercial Announcements in Motion Picture Theatres
with the arrival of William Bell, of the charter Little Rock unit, on a promotion
visit.
Memberships are coming in slowly, Mr. Bell admitted, largely because New Orleans
first-run theatres do not have commercial announcements. It is their constant threat,
hehowever,
says. that makes him redouble efforts for organization of a militant opposition,
"It's an insidious movement and we had better plan our combat right now,"
said Mr. Bell. "You haven't got any commercial announcements at first-run theatres
here, but you never know when you will have them. We in Little Rock are much
better off. We have them and know what to do about them."
Mr. Bell stressed the gentility of the Bronx cheer as practised in Little Rock, giving it a new-found
refinement. "You
see" heindignation.
explained, We
"as far
as we
are concerned
it is a quality
genteel ofdemonstration
of righteous
studiously
avoid any show of horseplay. However, it makes a lot of noise."
fortifications came to light after Charles
Ford, editor of Universal Newsreel, dispatched Norman Alley, cameraman, to
Shanghai, via San Francisco and the PanAmerican's
Ford that
received awireChina
from Clipper.
Mr. AlleyMr.saying
the Navy had ordered all cameras on the
Clipper sealed. Mr. Ford then contacted
Washington
discovered
the fortifications were theandreason.
It developed
shots
may be taken inside the plane and the like,
but cameras must be sealed so film cannot
be dropped over the side or otherwise disposed of, and what shots are taken must be
submitted to the Navy Department at Washington.
Film Confiscated
The cable to the March of Time office was
from Harrison Forman, who said:
"Sincein a Japanese
few dayscontrolled
ago, possession
of a
camera
areas makes
one liable to immediate confiscation and detention, and perhaps a roughing up. Chinese
are still congenial but local authorities continue
films. to refuse official permission to shoot
"In shave
obtaining
sequencesracewe with
had aa
close
in ancurrent
automobile
Japaneseus plane
that bombedand and
gunned
near Nanziang,
luckymachineescapes
from Chinese and Japanese shells raining
down
in
the
Yangtze
River
and
in
Kiwangwan and Woosung.
"One film
confiscated
Japaneseat
riflemen
who was
stopped
us with bybayonets
Hongkew. We ducked machine gun bullets
and shrapnel bombs when caught between
the Japanese warships in a motorboat on
the Whangpoo while Chinese airplanes were
bombing and gunning the river."
Beatrice Kaufman, Eastern story head for
Samuel cessorGoldwyn,
resigned. Her suchas not been hasnamed.

CBS

and AT&T

Report
Incomes
Net incomes
were reported
this week by
the
Columbia
Broadcasting
SystemJuly
as $2,523,813 for the 26 weeks ending
3rd
and by the American Telephone and TeleCompanyJuly
as $11,896,186
for the seven
months graph
ending
31st.
Columbia's
income
represents
an increase
of $436,963 over the corresponding
period
last year. Gross income from sales totaled
$17,640,184 as compared with $13,163,457
for the same period in 1936. Earnings are
equivalent to $1.48 per share, an increase of
26 cents a share over the preceding year.
The net operating income from A. T. & T.
represents a decline of $608,245 from that
for the same period in 1936. The loss was
inrecent
spiteperiod
of gains
revenues for July
the
at a intotalgross
of $62,913,734.
net income was $1,259,799 compared with
$1,779,243 for July, 1936. 1937 1936
July
gross
Net oper.
income $8,512,283
1,259,799 $8,996,648
1,779,243
Seven
months'
gross....
62,913,734
Net oper. income 11,896,186 61,767,133
12,504,431
A. T.its& interests
T.'s operations
some
extent
in the reflect
motion topicture
business, through the theatre and sound
manufacturing activities of Western Electric
and Electrical Research holdings.
Operation of the Byrd and Brookland theatres in Richmond, Virginia, and the Bluebird and Rex in Petersburg, has been taken
over by Neighborhood Theatres, Inc.
Charles A. Somma, in the theatre business
in Richmond for several years, has bee"
elected vice-president of Neighborhood
Theatres.
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JUDGE

SEES

NO

'MORAL

LESSON'
IN VSEX'
prove their industry, withFILMS
a view to supplyDenver Municipal Jurist Praises
ing the public with pictures of a high moral
Industry for Adherence to plane. Why, then, should Denver allow the
down of this commendable effort by
The Production Code tearing
permitting the showing of such sex pictures
Commendation of the motion picture in- — films that the industry as a whole is
against ?
dustry's voluntaryCode
adoption
and adherence
"In turesmyare not
opinion
these socalled
the Production
of higher
film stand-to
educational.
They sex
are picdisards, and an equally vociferous denunciation
played
always
with
an
inference
of
I,
of sponsors and exhibitors of the socalled personally, do not think a theatreevil.
is
the
"sex" or "clinical" film came this week from proper place for sex education.
the courts in Denver, along with the formal
peopleandof IDenver,
as a objections
whole, object
decision that that city would hereafter be to "The
such films,
think their
are
closed to such exhibitions.
well
founded.
As
long
as
I
the
The week also brought another loud cen- municipal bench I am going to amhaveonthese
sorship discussion, in Pennsylvania, over pictures stopped, and if they are again disthe banning of a "political propaganda" film.
played, the theatre managers will place
In a statement -following his decision to themselves in serious danger of losing their
cut several scenes from the "sex" film, licenses."
For the second time this year, a motion
"Smashing
the municipal
Vice Trust",
Philipsaid
B. Gilpicture based on the Spanish civil war has
liam, Denver
judge,
not been
from exhibition in Pennsylvania.
only that the showing of such pictures in And barred
Governor George H. Earle, who proDenver theatres must cease but warned
hibited the showing of the first film, "Spain
that any managers who display these pic- in Flames," last February, has again been
tures will run the risk of having their attacked for allegedly ordering the exclusion
licenses revoked. He commended the of the second film, "The Spanish Earth."
The picture was scheduled to open last
motion picture industry for its stand on
at the Europa theatre, Philadel"sex" films, and added that "Denver Thursday
phia, but at the last moment, said manager
would not be a city to undo all the good Earl Harrison,
he was advised that the State
Board ofture.Censors
ruledboard
againsthadthe been
picwork."
That the had
censor
The decision on "Smashing the Vice deliberating on the film more than a week
Trust" followed a protest from the local vice was a most unusual procedure in pasiuig on
squad.
pictures, Mr. Harrison declared.
Charges Propaganda
Cites Industry's Efforts
"Now
and then,
Denver,
a motionknown
picPatrick A. Duffv, vice-chairman of the
ture is shown
of thein type
commonly
the film was "loyalist propaasto his
a sexdecision.
picture," said the judge in preface board, charged
ganda," the same reason given last February
when
the
board
"Spainby intheFlames."
"Such pictures
played atas the
Mr. Duffy deniedbarred
a charge
North
third-run
theatres, are
and usually
are advertised
be- American
Committee to Aid Spanish
ing
'for
adults
only.'
Whenever
these
films
Democracy
that
the
board
had
withheld
are shown there is usually a flood of pro- review until the arrival of Governor Earleits
tests to the authorities to have them stopped. from abroad. Mr. Duffy explained that he
partiesCourt,
involved
broughtof into
the"When
Municipal
for a areviolation
the had been ill, and the board desired its full
ordinance prohibiting the showing of ob- membershiptroversialtofilm. pass judgment on the conscene pictures, they claim that there is a
The North American Committee, which
moral lesson involved and that the pictures collects
funds for the Spanish loyalist cause
are therefore educational," he continued.
and tangled with Governor Earle in the mat"For
years
the
motion
picture
industry
has
of "Spain in responsible
Flames," saidin thebanning
Governor
endeavored to show to the public the type of was ter personally
the
entertainment that appeals to the people. second Spanish film.
committee pointed
Several years ago the Legion of Decency out that the film was The
not
passed
upon
until
started a campaign against these sex pic- Governor Earle had returned from Europe,
tures. The industrv recognized and appreciated the good work being done by the although a decision one way or the other
Legion, and were convinced that the public would normally have been issued a week
did not want such pictures. As a result, aeo. "Spain in Flames" was banned last
practically all of the producers joined the February because, according to Governor
movement and will not put out a picture that Earle, it was "recruiting propaganda for the
has not been reviewed in the office of Joseph Spanish loyalists." Under state law, a film
Breen and received a code number— desig- can be disapproved only because it is "lewd,
nating that it is suitable entertainment for indecent or obscene."
the public.
President East
"No discrimination
this that
(in- Columbia
Harry Cohn, president and production
dustry) reviewing office,is shown
as they inrealize
chief
of
Columbia
Pictures, arrived in New
there are many different types of appeals.
Their purpose is not to discriminate, but York this week to see a performance of the
rather to clean up motion pictures.
stage
"You Can't
which play,
his company
will Take
turn ItintoWithfilm.You,"
Mr.
"In other
words, ittheuponmotion
pictureto producers have taken
themselves
im- Cohn returns west on Saturday.

Church

25, 1937

Asks
Support

Theself to the
motion
pictureof furnishing
industry "confines
business
wholesomeitentertainment," Carl E. Milliken, secretary
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, declared Tuesday in
an address to the Maine Universalist convention in Bangor, Maine.
"In recent
years," the
he added,
motion
picture
has become
favorite"therecreation
of the masses and the sole amusement of
millions. This art industry, which attracts
200,000,000 weekly to 60,000 theatres
throughout the world, confines itself to the
business of furnishing wholesome entertainment. Itdoes not seek to replace the teacner
or the preacher. It cannot substitute for
parental training of children.
"Yet, byof15Will
yearsHays,
of effort
under has
the
leadership
the industry
developed its own self-government to make
certain that accepted standards of morality
are not flouted and the canons of good taste
are not offended. A reviewing group of
church women, after 15 years' experience,
has approved 97 per cent of American pictures of the present year. It is also interesting to note
that, producers
at Mr. Hays'
motion
picture
are suggestion,
permitting
the use of excerpts from non-current pictures for experimental use in character education," Mr. Milliken said.
"Church leaders can make motion pictures
increasingly
he declared: helpful and character building,"
by supporting the industry's policy
of "First,
self-government;
"Second,
training
their young people
to choose thebybest
pictures;
using forvitamins
teachingfrequent
purposesin
in "Third,
characterby building
current pictures offered in the theatres ;
"Fourth, by adopting this new art form to
the use of the church program."
British Costs Too
High, Says Futter
Describing production costs in England as
excessively high, Walter Futter, Hollywood
producer, who has been engaged in British
production for the past year, said this week
that American companies planning to send
their own staffs to England may find expenses there prohibitive.
Mr. Futter arrived in New York last
week to arrange for distribution of his new
picture,
Paul Following
Robeson
(picture "Jericho,"
in pictorialstarring
section).
that, he will go to Hollywood to sign an
unnamed star whom he plans to feature in
his next English production.
Calling fallacious the belief that English
production is economical, Mr. Futter said
that British income taxes, exorbitant interest charges and the doubled salary demands
of Amer ican players to make a picture
abroad combine to skyrocket costs. Moreover, British studio rentals are three times
those asked in Hollywood, he said, because
of the high investment in them by English
capitalists.
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CUTTING
Live, Love and Learn
(MGM)
Comedy
Someone at MGM must have become aware
that a few more comedies on its production
schedule would be appreciated ; in any case, the
production now under consideration is a comedy.
It might be termed a ridiculous comedy in which
such things
a man's situation
desire forarea career,
romance and aas triangle
being subj
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
a
burlesque
treatment.
It's
about
what
happens to an artist who cracks the headlines
when the Navy and Marine corps take opposing
sides as to the merits of his paintings, when
he marries a socialite, when another socialite
butts
dealer whoa doesn't
whether
or notin,heanhasartdiscovered
genius, know
of a wife
who
runs out and a husband who ran after his wife.
All that happens in a Bohemian atmosphere.
ThoughMontgomery
the last co-starring
Robert
and Rosalindappearances
Russell wereof
inwhich
"Trouble
for
Two"
and
"Night
Fall,"
were anything but comedies, Must
Mr. Montgomery's forte is comedy. On the basis of these
pictures and "Craig's Wife," no one questions
Miss seen
Russell's
MGM, When
which
has
fit to ability,
elevate least
her toof all
stardom.
Robert Benchley is in a picture and he portrays
an inebriated character, it is assumed that he
will account for plenty of laughter. Helen Vinson has often, that
especially
"Vogues
1938,"
demonstrated
she isinadept
as aof woman
scorned.
Among
others
the
film
also
will
present Mickey Rooney, Monty Wooley, of whom
not much is known, Charles Judels, Maude
Eburne, Harland Briggs, E. E. Clive, June
Clayworth and Al Shean.
Among others, George Fitzmaurice, director
of "The Emperor's Candlesticks," has been at
helm of many
Just as well
asthe producer
Harrywell-liked
Rapf, hefilms.
understands
the
importance of comedy. The main title will carry
the legend that the film is based on an original
story by Marion Parsonnet and that Charles
Brackett, Cyril Hume and Richard Maiboun
combined their talents to prepare the screen
play. But ploitation
afterpurposes,
all,this
for isentertainment
being producedand asex-a
comedy picture.
Release date: tentatively October 27, 1937.

ROOM
There's
girl will
in the
case, theof full
course,
that
the apiece
contain
quotain oforder
romantic content. There's thrill action, too, the
U. S.ism asfleet
in
target
practice
and
a
bit
of
heroforce saves the life of brains who tried to
chisel
girl's screen
affections.
The him
yarnoutis ofan theoriginal
play by ClarencemondMarks
and
producer
Cannon is directing. Diamond, and RayTheily to sunder
girl in the
the case
momentar-of
force who
and threatens
brains friendship
Ford and Mayer is Isabel Jewell, who no matter
what she may have done in the meantime is rein "The
Others called
whofor her
will part
be seen
whose Lost
name Horizon."
value depends to a great extent on localized acquaintance are : Mary Treen, Max Hoffman, Jr., CulAlexanderKernan
Leftwich,ly Richards,
KennethGeorge
Harlan,Humbert,
James Robbins,
Crippes, Rex Lease and Tom Kennedy.
Being geared for a specialized market, one in
which audiences appreciate the worth of thrill
action, a full amount of comedy and just enough
romance and melodrama give the motivation
spice, the picture will be followed by others in
which
soldiers.the leading pair are aviators, marines and
Release date : October 5, 1937.

Young
(Universal)Man's Fancy
Stage Show Story
Putting on a stage show in the face of all
sortscal, ofisthecomplications,
comic and
substance of romantic,
this production.
The topiidea
is notmententirely
new.
The
potential
entertainquality is always a matter of conjecture.
Everything
depends upon
projectbe
is done. Universal
intendshowthatwellthisthe shall
done right, inasmuch as the cost will run over
the $750,000 mark and, presently the company is
in no mood to spend big money unless it is more
than half way sure the investment will return
a profit.
Looking at the matter from the standpoints of
quality assurance and exploitation availability,
the company appears to have many things in its
favor. B. G. DeSylva has produced some good
pictures, and David Butler has directed a great
many good ones, including several Will Rogers
and Shirley Temple films as well as Eddie Cantor'sthoughforthcoming
Town."which
AlHe Wanted to Marry
there was "Ali
not Baba
much Goes
of theto story
Maxwell Shane and Bill Thomas wrote left
(Temporary Title)
when
Way publicity
Please" men
appeared
the
(Grand National)
screen, "This
the former
shouldonknow
A Navy Story
what exhibitors require in the way of story.
David Grayson have done some
Wallace Ford had to go to England, make a Monte Brice and
plays and Harold Adamson and
series of pictures there, before he found out, good screen
McHugh have written many appealing
or more particularly, producers found out that Jimmy
there waswood. Thisa despite
demand creditable
for his talents
in Holly-in songTo numbers.
bring this story of staging a show under
performances
difficulties to screen realism, DeSylva seems to
"The Informer"
and aproducer
score or more
good have
roundedsonalities
up aparticipating
quality are
cast.George
Among Murnhy,
the perpictures.
However,
David other
Diamond
engaged him for a series of pictures, along with
Ray Mayer (this being the first) and possibly presently in "Broadway Melody" and "The
it will provide an answer to the question which 20th Centurv-Fox
Men Marry,"films,
AliceKenFayeMurrav,
seen in Andy
many
critics, exhibitors and the public ask: Why Women
Devine,
William
Gargran,
Charles
Winninger,
aren't
fellowsseenlikemoreEddie
Dick Arlen
often?Quillan, Ford and Donald Meek, Larry Blake and Frances Hunt.
will be contributed
by the and
entertainThe story is about U. S. Navy sailors. In Specialties
ers, The Diamond
Brothers, Marion
Irma
theme or character, it follows the idea set forth
and Casper Reardon.
inoccasionally
the "Forceappear
and Brains"
bits
of
fiction
which
Release date: November 12 {Tentative) .
in a popular priced weekly.

Mr.
ComedyBoggs Buys a Barrel
(Grand National)
In a general way this production will follow
the entertainment and showmanship idea laid
down in such films as "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town"
"Mr. Dodds
somewhatandcobwebby
young Takes
man withthe a Air."
penchantA
for statistics wins a small fortune by guessing
the number of beans in a jar. Instead of buying
asudden
single wealth.
barrel, he buys a barrel factory with his
Fromskin the
of "Make
Star" toevidence
"PigParade,"timeStuart
Erwin Mehasa given
that he cepistion of the
the simple
inheritor
of Charles
Ray'salways
conAmerican
boy who
stumbles through to success. He is the "Mr.
Boggs"ture areinHelen
this instance.
picChandler, With
Toby him
Wing,in the
Spencer
Charters,
TullyHarry
Marshall,
Walter
Byron,
Milburn
Stone,
Tyler,
Edgar
Kane,
Otto
Hoffman and several others of lesser note.
The motivation is based on an original story
by Clarence Buddington Kelland, with the
screen play being done by Richard English. Gordon"Women
Wiles, who ofmade
"Venus forMakes
Trouble"is
directing.
and
Glamour"
Columbia,
Familythe entertainment,
this picture
not
attain
eminence of those
to whichmayit was
compared, but its amusement quality should appeal to family audiences.
Release date : October 22, 1937.
Portia on Trial
Problem Play
(Republic)
Theity of cast
combination
of story
characterindicate
and qualwhich will
be featured
that
this should be a picture of more than ordinary
merit.
Primarily,
it
appears
to
be
a
woman's
story,
one that
stir their
most sympathetic
emotions.
Stillwill
it deals
in circumstances
and
situations, which, when previously presented in
similarly constructed photoplays have proved
that they are not uninteresting to men.
In digest it deals with the experiences of a
successful
woman
another woman
on a lawyer
murder who
charge.mustThedefend
dramatic
character of the job is intensified because of the
fact that the murdered man was once her husband, but their marriage had been annulled.
The production is based on a story by Faith
Baldwin, who in addition to her repute as a
novelist has provided many screen vehicles. The
screen play is by Samuel Ornitz, credited with
assisting
in the Could
preparation
Doctor's
Diary"
Happen ofdone
to"AYou,"
adaptationand and"It added
dialogue
by E.withE.
Paramore, Jr. George Nicholls, Jr., maker of
many RKO-Radio pictures, is directing.
While the
presentcapable
any outstanding cast
names, itdoes
does notinclude
and
favorably known players. The principals are
Frieda Inescort, Walter Abel, Neil Hamilton,
Heather Angel, Ruth Donnelly and John Kolb.
Anthony Marsh is the boy and other important
parts are in the hands of Hobart Bosworth, Ian
MacLaren, Chick Chandler, Paul Stanton, Leo
Gorcey, Huntley Gordon, George Cooper and
JohnRelease
Kelly.date : October 8, 1937.

HERE

COMES

FOOT

. . . and here comes RKO RADIO with the year's smash gridiron show! . . .
Ready for release with the big games all over the country! . . . TIMELY
as tomorrow's sport headlines ... THRILLING as any Saturday's best
game! . . . BOX OFFICE as any football picture could be — which is
PLENTY at this time of the year!
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DELAYS

WORKERS
PACT
be losses and bitterness we are striving to
Deadline for Signing of Contract to Double Musician
All members of the music publishing industry have been invited to attend a closed
Employees Now October 15 conference
avert." on trade practices, called by the
Federal Trade Commission to discuss the
Complying with a request of the Inde- proposed voluntary code for publishers.
pendent Radio Network Affiliates for time to
gather data, the American Federation of
Musicians has postponed until October 15th,
the deadline for the signing of a contract,
which is designed to double the number of New Jersey Allied
musicians now employed in radio.
Following in line with this delay, the
international council of the AFM notified
representatives of transcription companies
Companies"
Airs
and the three networks — National BroadPolicies
on Sales
casting Company, Columbia Broadcasting
Sales
policies
of Paramount and MGM
System and Mutual Broadcasting System — featured the annual
convention of Allied
that all ferred
negotiations
with IRNA
them will
be de-is of New Jersey meeting
which opened
until after the
matter
Wednesday at the Ritz-Carton Hotel, Atsettled.
lantic City. The three-day meeting was
The progress made by the IRNA in its called coincidentally with that of National
dealings with the AFM were explained in Allied's eastern directors.
detail in a letter forwarded to station owners
All members of the New Jersey unit rethroughout the country. The letter also
cently pledged not to purchase Paramount
served as an appeal to broadcasters to attend product because of the recent withdrawal
a special convention of the National Asso- of six features from the 1936-37 contract.
Delegates also were expected to voice
tion of Broadcasters in New York, Octobercia12th.
objection to MGM policies, charging inability toafford the higher rentals asked by
Cost Distribution Problem
the company for new season product and
The one point on which signing of the
contract now hinges is the adoption of a to discuss other companies' product and
policies.
formula for distribution of the labor cost.
Other developments were awaited from
of Theatre
Harry
Brandt,Association,
head of In-to
"At the convention," the IRNA letter the proposaldependent
Owners
stated,affiliates
"an advisory
vote taken
the
were fairly
evenlydisclosed
divided that
be- merge Allied with the ITOA. Already aptwe n a formula based on published rates
proved byITOA directors, Mr. Brandt was
and one based on net revenue. The objec- to place the proposal before the delegates
tion in many cases to the rates basis, was Thursday. Elections will be held Friday.
that the published rate is a national rate on
Also to come up for consideration was
which only a small proportion of the actual the plan of Abram F. Myers, chairman of
business is accepted. The objection to the the
National Allied board, for a film indusrevenue basis was the unwillingness of many
try code similar to that set up under the
to disclose this figure to competitors and to industry.
NRA and the one now govering the coal
unions."
In an attempt to overcome the objections
The Myers plan calls for a code that
the advisory committee of the IRNA, the would
fair practices, abolish block
letter explained, has engaged Ernst & Ernst, booking,establish
certified public accountants, to conduct an abuses. false advertising and other alleged
inquiry and thus prevent improper disclosure
of figures.
Two Exhibitor Groups
Questionnaires Issued
Meetings
Questionnaires to all station owners were SetThe Annual
Motion Picture Theatre owners of
sent under separate cover with a request Washington
will hold their annual conventhat they be filled out within 48 hours after
tion October 22nd at the Washington Hotel,
receipt. Among the points on which infor- Seattle.
mation was sought were:
At the same time the annual convention
net receipts
during the of the Allied Theatres of Michigan will be
12 "What
months were
endingyourAugust
31st, 1937?
October. with its probable date some"How much did you spend for staff held intime inDetroit
musicians during this period?"
William Riply, retiring president, will
IRNA's
letter alsoon pointed
that head the committee in charge of the WashtheThe
deadline
for agreeing
a standardout form
ington meeting.
of contract had been postponed and then
stated:
"It
is
therefore
absolutely
essential
Carre
Joins Cantabria
that sufficient progress be made by that time
Barlett Carre has joined Cantabria Films
(October 15th) to convince the federation
of the good faith of the industry, and this as production manager. The firm is producmeans you. Otherwise the conclusion of
ing all-Spanish pictures in Hollywood. John
these negotiations will be conducted in a Alton has been signed by the company as
state of hysteria and hostility and there will head cinematographer.
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SHORT PRODUCT
PLAYING BROADWAY
Week of September 18
CAPITOL
TheMorning'
Boss Didn't Say 'Good MGM
Pigskin
Bosko andChampions
the Cannibals. . . MGM
MGM
CENTRAL
Her Accidental Hero Twentieth Century-Fox
CRITERION
The Stork Takes a Holiday Columbia
Xavier Cugat and Orchestra . Paramount
Calling All Doctors Columbia
MUSIC HALL
March of Time, No. I RKO Radio
PARAMOUNT
Song of the Islands Paramount
Morning, Noon and Night
Club
Paramount
RIALTO
Goofs and Saddles Columbia
The Grand Bounce MGM
RIVOLI
Mickey's Amateurs
Comical
Oddities of Ye United Artists
Goode Olde Days Carl S.Clancy
ROXY
Motor Maniacs
Twentieth Century-Fox
Cleaning
Day
Educational
STRAND
A Necking Party Vitaphone
I Want To Be a Sailor Vitaphone
Children

s Book

ff^eek to Feature

Motion
pictures will figure
for the first9
'Saj/wer,
' 'Heidi
time
Children's
14th toin 20th,
annualBook
salesWeek,
drive November
sponsored
nationally by book publishers.
Inclusion of films in the campaign is due
to the imminence of two pictures based on
juvenile books, "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," Selznick production, and the new
Shirley
"Heidi."a three-card
UnitedTemple
Artistsvehicle,
is preparing
window
exhibitin for
Sawyer"
suitable
for display
book"Tom
stores,
libraries
and
classrooms. The exploitation piece is similar
to the one devised by Warners last spring
for use in "The Prince and the Pauper"
bookstore
campaign
during
the New
Children's
Book Festival
sponsored
by the
York
Herald Tribune. In return for the privilege
of participating, the United Artists posters
are expected to assist Book Week by featuring the slogan, "Reading — the Highway to
At the same time United Artists is preAdventure."
paring astudy guide to contain pictures and
background
"Tom Sawyer," as
of interest tomaterial
school onchildren.
Copies of this material are obtainable from
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, which is cooperating in the
plan.
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Association Council Answers
Suggestions For Increasing Admission Charges with Committee to Meet Distributors
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
An indirect but none the less unmistakable
retort from British exhibitors to suggestions
recently made that British admissions, like
American, should take an upward trend, is
conveyed by a decision of the General Council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association to press for a reduction of rental rates.
The actual resolution of the Council
merely established a special rentals comrentals mittee
and"to consider
to reporttheonwhole
any question
action thatof
might be taken after consultation with the
circuits."
It has,
however,
special
cance in view
of the
fact that
Mr. signifiW. R.
Fuller, general secretary of the CEA, recently officially said that exhibitors did not
propose to increase admission rates and
that they did demand lower film prices.
Also of some importance is the fact that
the Council decision followed on refusal
of the Kinematograph Renters Society,
representing distributors, to discuss rentals
with the CEA.
The immediate point which exhibitors
wished to discuss with distributors was the
fact that the same hire percentage is
charged on films irrespective of the run, the
second and third-run theatre paying at the
same rate, frequently if not universally, as
the first-run.
The refusal of the KRS to have a joint
meeting on this question, which inevitably
would, it seems, have broadened into a review of the general controversy on film
prices, is in line with its declared policy of
regarding rentals as a matter of negotiation
between individual distributors and individual exhibitors. The CEA decision to agitate
the matter is also in line with precedent;
there is a long record of resolutions by the
exhibitor body which have attempted, somewhat ineffectually in practice, to establish
maximum rentals and to regulate them in
various other ways.
Disregarded by Exhibitors
These policies have fallen down because
of the established and recognized habit of
exhibitors of disregarding them in every case
in which they see a personal advantage in
soresolution
doing. onWith
"40 per
maximum"
the abooks,
CEAcentmembers
eagerly have paid 50 per cent or more for outstanding attractions, rather than see them
go to the other CEA members in the same
booking areas. Human nature has beaten
theoretical solidity every time; distributors
quite
forever.openly expect it to continue to do so
This fundamental situation does not seem
likely to be changed by appointment of the
latest CEA committee. If it is affected at
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PARAMOUNT BRITISH
PLANS AWAIT ZUKOR
Paramount's arrangements for producing inEngland under the indicated
new quota requirements will be completed early in October after Adolph
Zukor returns from Europe, Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the administrative
committee, said in New York last
week. One of the purposes of
Mr. Zukor' s trip, the executive said,
was to study production facilities in
England
and theupcompany's
not be drawn
until afterplanshe will
has
made his recommendations.
all it will be because of the possibility now
held out that circuits may be persuaded to
cooperate. The circuits, of course, buy more
advantageously than the individual exhibitor
and presumably they would retain that advantage if the scale were lower than at
present; to that extent they are as interested
as
the
effective. independent in making a maximum
On the other hand, most of the circuits are
directly or indirectly linked with various
producing or distributing companies. They
have lined up against exhibitors in the matof new a film
legislation influence
— which indirectly
will terhave
considerable
on rental
scales — solely for that reason.
Part in Campaign Doubted
It seems questionable, control of these organizations being where it is, whether they
will be allowed to cooperate in the national
campaign, inaugurated by a protest meeting
in London, which was envisaged by one of
the speakers at the CEA Council. The point
may turn on the exact degree of accuracy in
the statement by Ken Nyman, CEA vicepresident,
"circuits
as vulnerable
independentsthat and
just asare much
up againstas
the
wall."
This
is
probably
true
regards
the negotiations of British circuitsas with
the
American distributors most frequently accused of oppressive trading, but what of
those same circuits' ties with other British
or American distributors which, with equally high-powered films, would use the same
high-powered salesmanship ?
Press Bureau Shelved
Another important matter discussed at the
CEA Council meeting was the report of the
legal, finance and parliamentary committee
in regard to establishment of a Press and
Propaganda Bureau. The principle of such
a department was approved by the Council
at its last meeting, when it considered a
strong resolution from the Summer Conference of the CEA in favor of organized publicity for the exhibiting interest, with special
reference to approaching Quota revision.
The Committee was asked to go into details.
Its report was rather disappointing to
those exhibitors who desire a militant publicity organization at short notice. After
interviewing various applicants for the posi-

WITH
COSTS

tion of publicity officer and going into costs,
the committee decided that the Bureau could
not be established for less than £4,500 a year
if it were to tackle Parliamentary agitation,
and defensive and offensive publicity. This
would entail an increased subscription from
CEA members, estimated to average £1:1
for every theatre in the organization.
Eliminating the Parliamentary work, the estimated cost would be £2,500, also an amount
which the Association could not pay out of
current revenue.
Referred Back
Inter the
Council onreferred
back toend,the the
committee,
the basisthethatmat-it
would reconsider the matter from the point
of view of establishing a department which
could
be financed
from theof CEA's
present
resources.
In the opinion
many speakers
the larger scheme could be worked only in
combination with other sections of the trade,
and there was some discussion as to the possibility of reviving this joint publicity department, which was advocated convincingly by Mr. Simon Rowson at a CEA Conference some
a matter
immediateyears
practical back.
politics Asit seems
likelyof that
the CEA may establish a publicity departtion. ment as part of its present office organizaA report from the cinematograph films
legislation committee commented very briefly upon the White Paper, detailing the Government's Quota plans, to the effect that the
committee
to follow
course "toto
which
it isproposed
inadvisable
at thea moment
make public reference," but adding that the
approachesliamentalready
made to when
membersthe ofHouse
Parwould be resumed
of Commons reassembled.
From the general purposes committee it
was reported that a questionnaire was being
circulated to all theatres asking their opinion
for or against the 2,000 foot reel.
Maxwell and Union Cinemas
Following the death Wednesday of David
Bernhard,
chairman
of the
of direc-of
tors of Union
Cinemas,
Ltd.,board
and father
C. F. Bernhard, founder and managing
director of the circuit, the ordinary shares
rose from six pence to two shillings on
Thursday. The rise created the belief that
John Maxwell, head of Associated British
Pictures,
was
David
shares
takingtobuying
control
of Union.Bernhard's
Circlesand close
Mr. Maxwell
discounted
the report, declaring that although there
had been talks relative to the circuit, they
preceded the death of the chairman. Union
Cinemas
securities,hasof 228
five theatres.
shillings The
value,company's
were at
five shillings, six pence last April. His
father's
holdings
C. F. and
Bernhard
effective control
of thegave
company,
he probably
will inherit those holdings.
If Mr. Maxwell were to acquire a controlling interest in Union Cinemas, it would
make him unquestionably the dominant figure in the English theatre field. As the circuitspany,totalAssociated
now, Mr.British
Maxwell's
theatre
Cinemas,
Ltd.,comaccounts for approximately
300
theatres.
With
(Continued on pane 42)

It's Appeal Sensationally MULTIPLIED

by the

NATION-WIDE THRILL-STORY CONTEST
To be Conducted at Your Theatre!
THESE 2 BIG PRIZES!
FIRST GRAND PRIZE: $l,OOOior Ihe best True Adventure Story submitted.
SECOND GRAND PRIZE: a trip to new YORKand
returnto viathe one
of theVitaphone
AmericanStudios
Airlinesand 'Flagship'
visit
Eastern
2 days at planes,
a leadinga
New York Hotel.
In Addition
(A) $250for every True Adventure Story submitted that is used
as the basis of a Vitaphone True Adventure Picture. These
also will be eligible for the grand prizes.
(B) $2Sfor every True Adventure used for broadcast by Floyd
Gibbons on the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet program.
Contest Closes Midnight May 15th, 1938

YOUR

Full supply of FREE
Entry Blanks at Your
Exchange! See Special
Press Book for Complete Plan Promotion!
of ThisTremendous

IEADERS FOLLOWING

IT DAILY IN 500 NEWSPAPERS!

(EY RADIO STATIONS

BROADCASTING

MEMBERS

IN THE 'FLOYD GIBBONS

)RUG STORES

IT WEEKLY

ADVENTURERS'

FOR 7 SOLID YEARS!
CLUB' RIGHT NOW!

IN THE GIANT COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET

TIEUP DISPLAY!

And You'll See that You're Getting the Strongest
Added Attraction in the History of Shorts when
VITAPHONE
Presents

Gibbons
'THE

HEADLINE
in

TRUE

ADVENTURES

^ATTIC
OF

HUNTER'

TERROR

Ready Now and Everybody's Raving!

An exploitation 'natural'! A real box-office
draw! Full of thrill and suspense !— Af. p. Daily
— Filmpunch
Daily !
Bang up thriller! Carries a big suspense
Play it! A showmanship natural on which exhibitors can go to town! Rates marquee billing
Office
and is a welcome addition to any —Box
program!
Outstanding! Has ALL the earmarks of a hit!
— Showmen 's Trade Review
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Union's
228
have more than 500
theatres underhe hiswould
control.
Under those circumstances, his nearest
competitor in point of circuit totals would
be Gaumont-British, controlling their major
circuit and also Provincial Cinematograph
Theatres, Ltd., accounting for approximately 300 theatres, and Odeon Theatres,
Ltd., headed by Oscar Deutsch, with approximately 250 houses.
Labor Questionnaire
The Ministry of Labour is preparing a
detailed ditiquestionnaire
regarding labor conons in British cinemas.
Trailers for Television
Trailers will be employed by the British
Broadcasting Corporation in its television
transmissions from the Alexandra Palace,
commencing in October. Each Friday the
highlights
forthcoming
programs willofbe the
illustrated,
either week's
by artistes
in person or by means of films.
New UA Publicity Chief
H. R. Schleman, formerly press officer
of United Artists in London, has succeeded
Edmund Quarry as director of publicity.
Appointed as press officer is John Downing,
who has had charge of publicity for New
World and Herbert Wilcox. Emil Lucas
has been appointed to charge of Continental
publicity; he has served Radio Pictures and
Columbia in a similar capacity.
Capra's Action
Frank Capra has entered legal proceedings
here against Columbia Pictures, Ltd., alleging his name was wrongly used in British
publicity
Could Only
in
breachforof "If
his You
agreement.
He Cook,"
claims
damages.
[In Los Angeles, Robert Kenny, superior
court judge, on Tuesday sustained a demurrer
by
Columbia
Capra's
suit tothebreak
contract
with tothe Mr.
studio,
and gave
directorhis
10 days in which to file an amended complaint.]
Thornton Manager
W. H. Thornton, manager of the London
Pavilion and previously in control of the
Leicester Square theatre, has been appointed
general manager of the Odeon, Leicester
Square, which will open late in October on
the site of the famous Alhambra.
Film Imports Into Ireland
Film imports into the Irish Free State
during July were 700,000 feet, valued at
£3,379. Last year the figures were 663,471
feet, value £3,669.
For the period January- July, the figures
were 4,808,786 feet, value £26,875 against
1936 figures for the same period of 4,906,923
feet, value £30,044.

New

PRESS

Box

Office

September

BUREAU

Records

25, 1937

IDEA

Seen

In Ross Survey of 29 Centers
Ross Federal Service, surveying economic conditions and box office potentialities
in 29 exchange centers, concludes that a banner sales year lies ahead of the industry,
predicting that all previous box office records will be broken in 1937-3 8.
The conclusion is based on three observations: (1) Economic conditions are showing a vastparalysis
upswing,epidemics
which, "film
people"unsettled
declare,factors
will continue
laborlocalized
unrest,
infantile
and other
troublingdespite
scattered
sections. (2) Greatly increased production budgets of major film companies, backed
by concentrated emphasis on "big feature" pictures, point to unequalled box office
receipts and more profits. (3) Both improved economic conditions generally and the
prospects of enlarged income via the box office specifically, have spurred the nation's
exhibitors
to reopenrenovation.
and improve their theatres — all sections of the country reporting
extensive theatre
Ross reported that its survey disclosed in particular the improved conditions in
the cotton and grain belts. Industrial regions such as New England were also said
to be showing a decided tiptum.

Inquiry

by FCC

Goldwyn-Korda

Deal Nearly Set
Near
Reported
Notice for exercising the options held by
Swearing
in of Frank R. McNinch as
chairman of the Federal Communications Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda for
Commission Monday was believed in Wash- the purchase of United Artists stock will be
ington this week to be the harbinger of an given to Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
investigation by the commission into alleged and Mary Pickford shortly after the arrival
broadcasting evils.
of Mr. Korda from England in about three
Mr. McNinch, former chairman of the
president Inc.,
and told
finan-a
Federal Power Commission, was appointed weeks,cial David
adviser ofRose,
SamuelviceGoldwyn,
Picture
Daily
reporter
in
an
by President Roosevelt a while ago to "clean Motionview in his
cabin on Tuesday just beforeinterthe
up" a situation believed so unhealthy that a
Queen Mary sailed for Southampton.
Congressional
investigation
into
the
broadcast industry was avoided at the last session
"The deal is set," Vice-president Rose
only by steam roller tactics.
quoted as saying, The
"and options
I cannotwilltalkbe
The new FCC head, who has had several was
about
conferences with the President in recent includedit inat athisplantime.
I
am
not
in
position to
weeks, has characterized his new function as discuss until I return with Mr. aKorda."
one to "formulate fundamental policies and
Mr. Rose declined to comment when asked
principles,"
regulatory if American interests would participate in
province over indicating
radio by thewider
commission.
financing in which Mr.
Among the major questions on which the the $6,000,000
Mr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford
commission is expected to act are alleged Chaplin,
each will receive a reported $1,750,000 in
network domination of broadcasting, concen- the
and 50,000 shares of preferred stock in
trated formation of public opinion through cash company.
newspaper-ownership of stations, questionUnited
Artists was originally formed by
able sale of licenses and poor equalization of
service in various zones.
Miss Pickford, Messrs. Fairbanks and Chaplin and Harold Lloyd for the production and
Appointment
Mr. members
McNinch of istheconsidered anotice to ofother
com- distribution of their own starring vehicles.
Miss
Pickford recently expressed a desire
mis ion that failure to cooperate in the cleanup will result in further injection of new to retire from production following her
blood into its membership.
short-lived Pickford-Lasky production experiment. Mr. Chaplin now has his own
studio
and Messrs. Fairbanks and Lloyd are
Seeks
Spanish
Films
Education ministers of all Latin American independent producers.
Mr. Korda is the head of London Films,
nations have been invited by Lieutenant
Colonel Guillerma Burbano Rueda, minister but since 1935 has had a working agreement
of education at Quito, Ecuador, to request with United Artists providing for the recipnew writers'
for has
the training
rocal distribution of pictures in America
of Apossible
screen department
literary talent
been in- European motion picture companies to prostituted byMGM. The department will be
duct Spanish films, according to a cable from and England. The proposed deal will not
under the direction of Edwin Knopf, story Quito to the New York Times. It is expect- disturb his standing with the Prudential Assurance Company, which has financed much
ed similar requests will be sent to the United
head,
and John Gallishaw, New York story
consultant.
States.
of Mr. Korda's production.
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by BRUCE ALLAN
in London

STUDIOS
ATP

Early in October the Ealing studio, enlarged
and renovated, will see first shots made of a
series of productions for Associated Talking
Pictures, will
whichagainthishave
season,
a slow-up
activity,
a fullafterstudio
program.in
Basil Dean will be the producer.
AnthonywithKimmins,
who direct
has athenewfirstlong-term
contract
ATP, will
picture.
It will be a George Formby vehicle, and so far
is untitled.
The
story
will
be
written
by
tin Melford and the director and Melford Ausalso
will collaborate in the direction of dialogue.
Kay Walsh will be opposite Formby, who will
portray a shy Lancashire man on foreign travel.
Gene Markey's
"The
Sporting
Peer" hasfor been
acquired
ATPCarol
as aReed
starring
mundbyGwenn.
will vehicle
direct; he Edhas
a new contract since making "Laburnum
Grove"
and
"Who's
Your
Lady
Friend?"
Shooting
begin inin anmid-November.
later
will will
be starred
adaptation of Gwenn
Seton
Merriman's
novel, "Barlasch
the Guard."
Stories acquired
by ATP ofinclude
Robert
Hichen's "The Bracelet," Norah James'
"Sleeveless
"Come Live Errand,"
with Me."and Margaret Kennedy's
New

intermediate
Twentiethhere,CenturyFox is ready period
for itsbefore
full program
which
conceivably may still be located elsewhere. Mr.
Schenck appeared to suggest that Denham had
not been ruled out. The important point of his
statement was that it confirmed in full the
expectation that Twentieth Century-Fox, like
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, contemplates including
British productions in its regular schedule of
releases, made with full Hollywood resources,
on a £100,000 per picture basis, for world reand other
stars
may comelease. That'
to Shirley
London, Temple
with American
directors
in charge, indicates the seriousness of the
Schenck-Zanuck plans.

Starts Anew

Miller Feature

Roy William Neill has finished "Quiet,
Please," with National
Reginald atPurdell
and, alsois for
Warner-First
Teddington,
dir
e
c
t
i
n
g
t
h
e
Max
Miller
vehicle
"Thank
Evans."of
This will further exploit the personality
Educated Evans, the Edgar Wallace racecourse character who, in a film with the same
name, put Miller among the best box-office bets
in British films. In the cast are Polly Ward,
Hal Albert
Walters,Whelan,
as Miller's stooge, the avariety
star
dington contract artisteandwhoJohnmadeCarol,
a hit inTedthe
recent Glenda Farrell- Claude Hulbert "You
Live and Learn."
daughter
Barbaraof has
arrived Art,
to study
at Neill's
the Royal
Academy
Dramatic
preliminary to a screen career which probably will
begin at Teddington. Neill, who directed several of the Constance Talmadge comedies, hopes
the family will provide, in Barbara, some one
worthy
artiste. to be described as a successor to that
Silver Wedding
Tod Slaughter, leading figure in British
melodrama for many years, and his wife, once
Jenny Lynn and a West and comedy lead, celebrated their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary
by making film scenes at Shepperton, the very
village in which they were married.
They are leads in George King's "Ticket of
Leave
Slaughter
is makingmany
her
screen Man,"
debut. andHer Mrs.
husband
has repeated
of his many blood-curdling stage roles, which
he has played up and down the country for
the whole 25 years, for British pictures.
material
usedCity
by
theReal
Kingoldunit,"meller"
the current
settingis being
at Sound

JEAN GILLIE appears in "Sweet
Devil", a Jack Buchanan production
directed by Rene Guissart at the
Pinewood Studios.

Star, Directory Star
For the first time in six years, Henry Edwards is playing
lead ofagain
in a ofBritish
film,
at Worton
Hall. One
the first
our native
screen favorites, with an experience going back
to the old Hepworth studio, Edwards latterly
has made a new reputation as a director. Now
he
has been cast
"Captain's
Orders," Iver
for
Liberty
withinJane
Carr opposite.
Campbell Films,
is directing.
Early scenes for the film have shown the
captain's
good aship
Welcome,
during a bridge
thick fogof inthewhich
collision
with
an iceberg has occurred. Marine details have
been supervised by Captain Frank Shaw, a
famous
commander of "Q" boats and
writer ofwartime
sea stories.

representing
cellar forger's
ment of such aefficiency
that theden£50withnotesan equipit has
turned out this week look every bit as good as
the real thing — perhaps because that is just what
they are, in order that closeups may not arouse
the criticism of experts. Earlier, Tod Slaughter
had done a little scientific garrotting, with his Make Six in Color
wife as the victim, for a picture which looks
like an interesting period piece.
Jack Buchanan Productions will make
Marjorie Taylor, John Warwick, Frank sixThat
pictures in color in the next two years, with
Cochran,
are
in thePeter
cast. Gawthorne and Norman Pierce Gielgud's "Richard of Bordeaux," as already
announced,
this
week. as the first of the series, was stated
The Buchanan company already has completed threewith
films,Elsie
"SmashRandolph,
and Grab,"
Buchanan
understarring
Tim
20th-Foxfor Pinewood Whelan's direction; "The Sky's the Limit,"
with Buchanan this time partnered with Mara
With the three major British studios — Denthe Continental star, Buchanan and Lee
ham, Pinewood and the uncompleted Amalga- Losseff,
directing,
"Sweet
mated at Elstree — all in eager competition for inGarmes
which jointly
the stars
are Jeanand Gille
and Devil,"
Bobby
the space contracts of major American com- cameraman,
Howes. Rene
Guissart,
onetime ace French
made
it.
scheming big picture
productionby inJoseph
England,paniesthe statement
made recently
The current production of the company at
Schenck in London that Twentieth Centuryis "Break with
the News,"
Rene
Fox probably would locate itself at Pinewood Pinewood
Clair
is directing
Maluricewhich
Chevalier.
was one of the important news items of the Adele Astaire
and Jack Buchanan.
week.
Twentieth hasCentury-Fox's
Britishbut affiliate,
New
though
it is World,
understood worked
Robert atT.Denham,
Kane will
remain
in charge of an enlarged four-picture program Her Own Unit
in the next 12 months, the new productions
alternately will be conducted by a special Britof Twentieth
which with
will
Resisting tempting offers from Hollyabsorbish unitNew
World. TheCentury-Fox,
first Fox picture
wood, Jessie Matthews and her husband,
Gracie meFields
will
not
come
under
this
arrangeSonnie
Hale, will form their own producnt. It will be made at Denham.
tion unit, with British financing, as soon as
The deal with Pinewood is to some extent the star
is through with her current comprovisional. It has to be ratified in New York
mitment with Gaumont-British.
and it may be that it is designed to cover the
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Victoria

the

Great

Historical romance and British epic
produced and directed by Herbert Wilcox
A review by TERRY RAMSAYE
RIA the Great in several of its aspects is the most emphatically significant
VICTO
motion picture that has been produced in Britain.
This picture could have been made nowhere else in the world and at no other
time. It is as rich with romance, the drama of little tendernesses and of great
moments, the dominance of empire overshadowing the lives of the great and the
petty, as the life of Victoria herself. It is the story and the tradition of the greatest
ruler of the modern world, re-created, illumined in a most British manner, with artful
and substantially official authority.
To the many it will convey entertainment in terms of glamour, splendor, majesty,
with many interludes of intensity.
To more thoughtful components of audiences, in some degree aware of the world
and the times, the picture will have in addition the appeal of special interest in its
relation to racial destinies, the map of two hemispheres and the inevitable relation of
Victoria and her tradition to such more recent concerns as the abdication of Edward
VIII and the problems of Sir Anthony Eden at Geneva.
In the strictly technical view of show- through the first third of its considerable
length with its more intimate, and presu"Victoriasurprise
the Great"
as a producmably more fanciful sequences showing
tionmen presents
and discovery
in the
capacities of both Miss Anna Neagle in how this spunky child of royalty became
the title role and in the special adroitness a wilful young queen, a sweetheart, a
of the direction by Mr. Herbert Wilcox in wife — and, very much to the surprise of
dealing simultaneously with the most sacred her contemporaries, some loyal, many
of British tradition and rigid officialdom scheming, most positively the ruler of
and with the requirements of drama for Great Britain.
The destiny of an era is involved when
the entertainment screen. "Victoria the
the girl Victoria elects to have her bed
Great"tary as ina speech
some sequences
written foris asthedocumenKing to moved from her mother's boudoir. A nation has turned its back to the connivances
read and yet contrives generally to reach
of Continental Europe, to win empire.
the freedom of art expression.
"Victoria
the Great"
no such
In the obvious cooperations, endorseerties with fact
as muchtakes
of the
flow libof
ments and encouragements which Mr. WilAmerican historical and biographical
cox has had from British authority, with
screen presentations — and seems not to special access and privilege such as no
camera has ever before enjoyed, Britain
have required them.
The picture is a demonstration of what has done something to help restore the
Mr. Wilcox meant when he said, on the lustre
"Vi of the Crown. There is an indirect
occasion of his last New York sojourn, that telling
of the world why the throne of the
the destiny of British production was not "Widow at Windsor" was not to be shared
in seeking to do competitively over there by an American divorcee in 1937.
just what Hollywood does here, but rather
As history recorded and the screen now
to make British pictures, equally addressed narrates, there have been few positions
at a world audience, but in a British man- more difficult than that of Albert, the
ner.
prince consort,
when he became
Victoria's
It is inevitable that one on seeing
husband.
In consequence
Mr. Anton
Walcast for the part, found an equally
toria the Great" should recall Noel Cow- difficultbrook,screen
role
with
which
he
dealt
ard's "Cavalcade" as done into film under
success and a degree of commendable
Mr.
the with
restraint. The most important American
Fox Winfield
studios. Sheehan's
Victoria issupervision
the chapterat that
went before. And, incidentally, Mr. Tru- name in the very large cast is that-of Mr.
who played Lord Melman Talley's documentary "The First World H. B. Warner,
bourne, the prime minister.
War"
considered a sort of sequel
chaptermight
of a betrilogy.
The production includes two major Technicolor sequences which add much to the
"Victoria the Great" gets under way

September
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This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
versimilitude and not so much to the
dramatic continuity and unity. It seems
that perhaps about the point where dramatic story appeal to Tillie-the-Toiler spectators begins to pale, the stimulus of color
was injected to give aid to the pageantry
of royalty, empire and glory.
"Victoria the Great" had its world premiere at the Leicester Square theatre in
London September 16, and next month has
its American opening at the Music Hall
in New York. For metropolitan audiences
it may be expected to command attention and patronage on its special merits.
Elsewhere in the provinces it is likely to be
as good as its presentation and selling.
Competent showmen will find an abundance of cues and provocations for exploitation.
Producer and director, Herbert Wilcox. Distributed
by RKO.
Scenario
and dialogue by
Miles Malleson
and
Charles
de Grandcourt.
Assistant
director,
Lloyd Richards.
ProductionCollins.
manager,
Tom direction
White.
Musical
score
by
Anthony
Musical
by
Muir Mathieson.
Art
editor,
L. P. sequences
Williams.
Photographed
by
F.
A.
Young;
Technicolor
byLondon
WilliamFilmV. Skall.
Jill Irving.
Made Release
at the
Studios,Editor,
Denham,
England.
date, Oct.classification.
22nd. Running time, 113 minutes. General
audience
Queen
Victoria
AnnaWalbrook
Neagle
Prince
AntonWalter
CAST
Prince Consort
Earnest
Rilla
Duchess
of
Kent
Mary
Morris
Lord
Melbourne
H. B. Wegener
Warner
Baroness
Lehzen
Greta
Archbishop
of Canterbury C.James
V. France
Wellington
Dale
Sir Robert Peel
Charles Carson
Lord
Conyngham
Hubert
Harben
Palmerston
Felix Aylmer
(Old)
Disraeli
f( Hugh
Tr^wMiller
P,e U,%,nfJ
(YounS>
Gladstone
Arthur
Young
Stockmar
Paul Leyssac
President Lincoln
Percy
Parsons
Angel
( Paramount-Lubitsch)
Eternal Triangle Stuff
It goes without saying that return of Ernst
Lubitsch to active production after two years
is a circumstance to be mentioned by showmen
who elect to proffer this picture to their patrons,
for the Lubitsch name has definite and widely
comprehended
indica-of
tive as well asconnotations.
informative isLikewise,
the presence
Marlene
Dietrich,
Herbert
Marshall
and
vyn Douglas as principals supported by Melsuch
players as Edward Everett Horton, Laura Hope
Crews, Ernest Cossart and Herbert Mundin.
Perhaps a majority of exhibitors will consider
a sheer listing of these names ample notice
to patrons that the picture is typically Lubitsch
and therefore, of course, angelic in title only,
not to say satirically.
In other sectors, if any, where more explicit
definition of product is regarded as in order,
showmen may choose to quote, in whole or
part, the following text from the handsomely
printed 4-page- (Continued
playbill onsupplied
page 49)by Paramount

ixty-one

Holdovers!

Exceeding

our most

%

i ?
optimist ic ex

pectat ions, "LOST
ml

held

over

IIOICIZOA" lias boon
»m
Ml
in sixty -one cities,

since its general release at popular
prices! • • . The
picture

is now

story of this great
box-office

history.

THE FOLLOWING PAGES GIVE INDICATION OF
THE CONTINUANCE OF COLUMBIA'S BATTERY
OF HIGH-POWERED HITS!
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New

Columbia
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Pictures

DUPE
and

CAE!
set a new
comedy

GRANT

high standard

in ?*The Awful

Leo McCarey
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swell screen

Truth'*. . . A

production, delightfully

directed hy McCarey
1
//A

in great

himself from

play hy Vina

a

llelinar,

with Everett Riskin as associate producer ... Here
make

is a picture that will

good for us and for you and one

that yon can get behind

whole-heart-

edly ... A crack comedy

cast includes

such favorites as Ralph Bella my, Cecil
Cunningham

and

Alexander

D'Arey.

for

Ready
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Screenings
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smashes,

screen play by George
JAW / :V.

Romance"!

by Edward

day- and other

£3 ,

their cure-free
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and Jane. Mnrfin ... it's another
of Love, as Grace
man

who

made

surrounded

Moore

by a bang-up

Night
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ing Helen Westley

a

the
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and Stuart Erwin.
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and the three picture received what it had earned, a roar ot
in Paris
his buddy but
join practically
going tothere
not quite together. appreciative applause.
to persons attending the Hollywood preview: arrive
As
a
matter
of
fact,
her
ladyship,
arriving last,
it iscident
difficult
why such
an inplaythe Hungarian
"Melchior Lengyel,
should haveto understand
occurred. Maybe
the serious
blunders into the room where her husband has
subsequently
has Lazarus,
"Angel,"to Jeff
of stories
wrignt-author
head
tone
which
the
picture
pursued,
or
the
moral
additional
offered
been teryattempting,
futilely
in spite toof bribe
his masofcreated
Paramount's
board,problem
and byfor soLazarus.
doing Inis
has
of international
diplomacy,
the it pointed, hit too close to home. Certainly the
first-class
afrom
persistent
quality
of
story,
acting,
directing
or
production
traits,
Madame
(pardon,
Grand
Duchess)
to
tell
him
Lengyel
two
results
salesmanshipstories.
and a When
geniusLazarus
for writing
racy,on
things, whereupon they talk like a high school technique could not have provoked it.
continental
frowns
class play until his lordship learns that her
The story is one that makes persons, no matexand
stories
delicate
rather
one of pthese
the
for
in itsto suitability
ter whatperiod,
their pause
age asandlongthink.
as it's
above that
the
res es his disbeliefrefuses
ladyship
is and
indeedis told
the gal
hisit'spal's
beenfaulttelling
for an
no
take
juvenile
Believing
Lengyel
screen,
him
about
that
all
his
beanswer, bangs the desk with his hand, and
cause he hasn't been home much lately. At it will assure them future happiness, a boy and
implores:
"Has
Lubitsch
seen
it?
Has
Luthis asked
point they
(againthat
meaning
the audience)
$100,000.
They imprisonment
go to jail as they
exbitsch said
Such touch.
is the
are
tribute
to theit can't
finessebeof filmed?"
the Lubitsch
to believe
the gentleman
who girl stealpected,
considering their
a cheap
price.
But
when
they
try
to
recover
their
loot,
exhibian
to
attracted
keeps
England
out
of
war
tells
his
wife
it's
all
persons
case,
In tionanyof "Angel," by whatever means, are going right with him if she doesn't do it again. She things happen which, either through the force
of reason or the power of fear, appeal to their
infrequently ventured doesn't promise, but the fadeout shows her better
to see a type of product
moral and social instincts. They find
him out of the room and they (meanin Hollywood during recent seasons. They will following
the
ing
audience,
again)
are
free
to
draw
their
happiness
when the money is recovered and resee
Miss
Dietrich
portray
in
her
usual
heavyturned.
lidded manner the professedly but by no means ownIt conclusions.
should be noted for the record, of course,
The story is well acted by Richard Crommanifestly neglected wife of a British statesthat
Herr
Lubitsch
has
produced
this
picture
in
well, Helen Mack, Lionel Atwill, Horace Macthe Empire's
is to keep
man whoseof job
members
the itLeague
of Nations
in linefellow
with his accustomed ornate manner and equipped it Mahon, Russ Powell and Marjorie Main. The
Downing Street policy. They will see Herbert with his usual incidental whimsies, some of supporting characters are above standard.
Cruze's direction
intelligent
Marshall as the allegedly but never in word them very laughable, concentrating his consum- James
understanding.
The isplotpointed,
and denouement
or deed visibly inattentive spouse. And they
mate artistry upon the sly insinuation, the cun- and
by
cleverly
written
dialogue
ning suggestion, the unfinished utterance, the isandwellwelldeveloped
will see Melvyn Douglas as a cocksure English
contrived action and situations.
Did
emphasis and the adroitly timed join- the piece offer
gentleman of no declared occupation not only off-center
more
notable
names,
undoubtedly
ing
of
dialogue
with
contradictory
action,
which
d
eager
but
determine
to
relieve
her
ladyship's
it
would
be
welcomed
in
the
big
theatres.
It
may
are
his
stock
in
trade.
purported if dubious distress without further
in some
of themis inthespite
of this factor.
It should be noted, too, that the production play
delay or formality.
But its
real field
neighborhood
and
bears the seal of the Production Code Adminis- smaller
As the
picture
opens
they
will
see
an
elabohouses.
There,
if
audiences
are made
tration,
number
3,399
to
be
specific,
from
which
rately unidentified and somewhat throaty young
it must be inferred that the film aware of what to expect, and there is no lack
woman arrive at a place in Paris which looks, circumstance
been held to violate no section of the rules of showmanship material with which to broadduring a long through-the-window and there- has
cast the knowledge, the picture should prove a
and regulations other directors go by. It is
fore
speechless
camera
recording
of
the
goingshighly
however,
that
even
Herr
popular
attraction.
on within, almost exactly like a well appointed Lubitschimprobable,
Previewed
September 17 in Warner Beverly
would recommend making a special
house of assignation is popularly supposed to
The reaction was as described. —
look. After a great deal of silent footage in ture.
appeal to the kiddies to come and see his pic- theatre.
G.
M.
which the camera trails a plump and bespangled
and distributed
Colbert Screen
Clark,
Previewed at the Westwood Village theatre, Producedproducer.
person whose deportment and activities might
Directedby byRepublic.
James Cruze.
lead innocents who believe their own eyes to September 13, and a goodly crowd was there. associate
play
by
Gordon
Rigby
and
Eric
Taylor.
Original
by Gordonby Rigby.
Morgan,
editor.
assume she will be introduced as Madame Reaction to incidental humor, supplied by com- story
Ernest William
Miller.
C. A. film
Certificate
petent comedians and closely akin in character Photographed
Something-or-other, the dialogue, when it does
carried. General
audience P.classification.
Runbegin, establishes her title as Grand Duchess to the serious content of the story, was lively. numberning time,
60
minutes
when
seen
in
Hollywood.
Release date, October 11, 1937. General audience classiatmosphere
of
respectful
attention
prevailed
and her place as a salon! Then they will see An
fication.
the visitor, who has explained herself only at other times. Going out, many stopped to
shake hands with Herr Lubitsch, standing with Jimmy Caldwell
RichardHelenCromwell
CAST
to the extent
of saying
she doesn't
Mack
advice,
meet an
upstanding
young want
man good
who his back to the foyer wall and beaming a little, Ruth Holden
Roberts HoraceLionel
Atwill
says a friend sent him here to find diversion while, outside, ladies clustered about Melvyn Mike
Blackie
MacMahon
Russ
Douglas squealing manifest delight with his Foster
more vre,exciting
than verbal
Notre evasions
Dame andwhich
the LouBilly Powell
Bevan
and exchange
wind W. R. W. of the party of the third part. — McLean
Mrs.
Foster
Marjorie
Main
up in (1) a dinner in public at a cafe, (2) a portrayal
Holbrook
Rex Evans
District
Attorney
Joseph
Crehan
Produced
and
directed
by
Ernst
Lubitsch.
Distribspot of biguous
ambiguous
dialogue
with
equally
amBeamish
Arthur
uted
by
Paramount.
Assistant
director,
Joseph
Legestures in a private dining room and
Syd SayHoytlor
Screen
play Lengyel.
by SamsonEnglish
Raphaelson
from the Big Hobo
(3) an interruption and parting on a bench in fert.
play
by
Melchior
play
adaptation
Judge
Selmer
by
Guy
Bolton
and
Russell
Medcraft.
Film
editor,
O'Fearna
ChesterJackson
Clute
what may be a park at some undesignated hour
between sundown and dawn. If nobody drops William Shea. Art directors, Hans Dreier and Robert
Usher. Musical
directionHollander
by Boris and
Morro's.
Song, Double Wedding
a pin during all this they (meaning the audi- "Angel,"
by
Frederick
Leo
Robin.
by Charles Lang.
A. Certificate
ence) may detect in the dialogue certain half- Photographed
No. 3399. Release
OctoberP.8815,C.minutes.
1937.
Running
hiddennal hasindications
seen indate,
Hollywood,
Adult (MGM)
occurred. that nothing actually crimi- time,
audiencewhenclassification.
Farce
Shortly after this it develops that the woman
CAST
MariaFrederick
Barker
Marlene Marshall
Dietrich
who doesn't
good advice
Lady seems
Barker,to Sir
On mentJuly
24th, Picture
in the Cutting
departwife
of Sir want
Frederick
Barker,is who
Barker
Herbert
of Motion
Herald,Room
a discussion
Halton
Melvyn
Douglas
have been doing for England about the same Anthony
of this production credited an unnamed attache
Graham,
valet
Edward
Everett
Horton
sort of chores Sir Anthony Eden has been get- Grand Duchess Anna Dmitrievna. . .Laura Hope Crews of MGM's publicity department with saying,
ting credit for this past year or so. It further Walton,
butler
Ernest Mundin
Cossart "It's jam-packed with breezy situations, bright
Greenwood
Herbert
develops
that the
man who
Vladmir
Gregorovitch
Ivan
Lebedeff
dialogue
and outstanding
for
cathedrals,
a Mr.youngAnthony
Halton,didn'tno care
less, Prince
a conventional
moment characters.
in it ; not aThere's
single
Davington
Lionel Pape not
used to share a French sweetheart with Sir Lord
solitary ordinary situation or a prosaic line. It
Walton's fiancee
Dennie Moore
First
footman
Leonard
Carey
effervesces,
sparkles
and
bubbles
like
no
other
Frederick in their war years, although alter- Emma,
footman
Gerald Hamer
nately, ahistorical
coincidenceby which
Hal- Second
romantic"That's
comedyquite
of thea birthright
season." toThelivereporter
Maid,
Barker
home
Phillis
Coghlan
ton recalls
to Sir Frederick
way ofMr.making
added:
up
to,
English
chauffeur
Eric
Walton
butler
Michael
Visaroff but Mr. Powell and Miss Loy have not disapthe
ripens at Russian
Prima
Duci Kerekjarto
once statesman's
into the mostacquaintance,
intimate kindwhich
of friendship.
pointed intheir
previous
appearances."
This mutual admiration results in an invitation
Had the
audience
whichjointwitnessed
a public
screening of the film in the Westwood Village
from the peer to come down and see him some
Theatre, on an otherwise calm, moonlit night,
time, which the upright Mr. Halton does at The Wrong Road
once, discovering that the lady he playfully
had an opportunity to read those lines, it is quite
possible it might have felt that the MGM publicdubbed "angel" that night in Paris is Sir Fred- (Republic)
ity agent wasWedding"
modest. is all that the man said it
erick's
wife
and
proceeding
at
once
to
insist,
A
Preachment
whenever his friend leaves the room to answer
"Double
A peculiar bit of mob psychology occurred would
aat 'phone
call
from
Geneva,
that
she
rejoin
him
be.
On
top of and
that, refreshing
it's one of farces
the funniest, most nonsensical
that
the same time and place on Wednesday next. during this preview. At a serious moment an
unidentified youth (presumably) gave vent to a has come along in a long time. If this Powell(There's
enough
dialogue
in
this
stanza
to
raspberry. Immediately from all corners of Loy endeavor isn't an all-laugh show there never
make
up
for
that
long
silent
stretch
in
the
the auditorium and balcony came a flood of was one. A slight idea of its character may be
salon.)
if it is understood that the whole purpose
Ultimately, of course, the British statesman hoots, cat calls and hisses. As quickly, how- gained
seems to have been to make the
ever, came a burst of handclapping by the more ofstarsthelookpieceridiculous,
who finds
it
no
trick
at
all
to
guess
what
Jugobut smartly ridiculous, so
slavia or Japan is trying to keep him from level headed among the audience, -which put the
(Continued on pane 521
element to shame. At ihe end, the
guessing, trips over the fact that his wife is disturbing
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YOU CAN'T
EVERYTHING:
AssociateScreen
producer,
Laurence
Schwab.HAVE
Directed
by Norman Taurog.
play,
Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and Karl Tunberg. From an original
story by Gregory Ratoff. Music and lyrics, Mack Gordon and
Harry Revel. Photographer, Lucien Andriot. Art director,
Duncan Cramer. Set decorations, Thomas Little. Assistant
director, Jasper Blystone. Film editor, Hansen Fritch. Costurner, Royer. Sound, Arthur Von Kirbach and Roger Heman.
Musical director, David Buttolph. Cast: Alice Faye, Ritz
Brothers, Don Ameche, Charles Winninger, Louise Hovick, Rubinoff, Tony Martin, Arthur Treacher, Phyllis Brooks, Tip, Tap
& Toe, Louise Prima, Tyler Brooke, George Humbert, Jed
Prouty, Wally Vernon, Robert Murphy, Dorothy Christy, Paul
McVey, Clara Blandick. Released August 3, 1937.
ARTISTS AND MODELS: Produced by Lewis E. Gensler.
Directed by Raoul Walsh. Screen play, Walter DeLeon and
Francis Martin. Based on an adaptation by Eve Greene and
Harlan Ware. Story by Sig Herzig and Gene Thackrey. Musical direction, Boris Morros. Songs: "Whispers in the Dark" by
Leon Robin and Frederick Hollander; "Public Melody Number
One," Ted Koehler and Harold Arlen, conceived by Vincente
Minnelli; "Mister Esquire," Ted Koehler and Victor Young;
"Pop Goes the Bubble," "Stop! You're Breaking My Heart," by
Ted Koehler and Burton Lane; "Sash, Pasha Opening," The
Yacht Club Boys and Ted Koehler. Musical advisor, Phil Boutelje. Photographed by Victor Milner. Art director, Hans
Dreier and Robert Usher. Edited by Alma Ruth Macrorie.
Sound recording, Harold Lewis and Louis Mesenkop. Musical
numbers staged by LeRoy Prinz. Costumes, Travis Banton. Esquire personnette and song by special permission of Esquire,
Inc. Interior decorations by A. E. Freudeman. Cast: Jack
Benny, Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen, Gail Patrick, Ben Blue, Judy
Canova, Cecil Cunningham, Hedda Hopper, Sandra Storm,
Kathryn Kay, Donald Meek, Nick Lukats. Specialties by Martha Raye, Louis Armstrong, Andre Kostelanetz and his OrchesPatterson's
"Personnettes,"
Judy, Anne and Zeke,
Connietra, Russell
Boswell.
Released
August 12, 1937.
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Associate producer, Gene Markey.
Directed by John Ford. Screen play by Ernest Pascal and
Julien Josephson. Based upon story by Rudyard Kipling. Music
score by Alfred Newman. Photography, Arthur Miller. Cast:
Shirley Temple, Victor McLaglen, C. Aubrey Smith, June Lang,
Michael Whalen, Cesar Romero, Constance Collier, Douglas
Scott, Gavin Muir, Willie Fung, Brandon Hurst, Lionel Pape,
Clyde Cook, Lauri Beatty, Lionel Braha, Mary Forbes, Cyril McLaglen, Pat Somerset, Hector Sarno. Released July 30, 1937.

YOU CANT HAVE EVERYTHING 20th Century-Fox

SARATOGA

MGM

SARATOGA: Produced by Bernard H. Hyman. Directed
by Jack Conway. Original story and screen play by Anita
Loos and Robert Hopkins. Associate producer, John Emerson. Assistant director, Tom Andre. Musical score by Edward
Ward. Music by Walter Donaldson. Lyrics by Bob Wright
and Chet Forest. Recording director, Douglas Shearer. Art
director, Cedric Gibbons. Photographer, Ray June. Cast:
Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore, Frank Morgan,
Walter Pidgeon, Una Merkel, Cliff Edwards, George Zucco,
Jonathan Hale, Hattie McDaniels, Frankie Darro, Henry Stone.
Released July 23, 1937.
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ARTISTS AND MODELS

THE GOOD EARTH

Paramount

MGM

THE GOOD EARTH: Associate producer, Albert Lewin. Directed bySidney Franklin. Screen play by Talbot Jennings,
Tess Slesinger and Claudine West. Based upon the novel by
Pearl S. Buck. Adapted for the stage by Owen Davis and Donald Davis. Produced by The Theatre Guild, Inc. Musical score
by Herbert Stothart. Recording director, Douglas Shearer.
Art director, Cedric Gibbons. Wardrobe, Dolly Tree. Photographed byKarl Freund. Cast: Paul Muni, Luise Rainer,
Walter Connolly, Tilly Losch, Charley Grapewin, Jessie Ralph,
Soo Yong, Keye Luke, Roland Lui, Suzanna Kim, Chingwah Lee,
Harold Huber, Olaf Hytten. Released August 6, 1937.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE

THE ROAD BACK

20th Century-Fox

Universal

THE ROAD BACK: Produced by Edmund Grainger. Directed by James Whale. Charles R. Rogers, executive producer.
From the novel by Eric Maria Remarque. Screen play, R. G.
Sheriff and Charles Kenyon. Photographer, John J. Mescall
and George H. Robinson. Art director, Charles D. Hall. Cast:
John King, Richard Cromwell, Slim Summerville, Andy Devine,
Barbara Read, Louise Fazenda, Noah Beery, Jr., Maurice MurEmery,Gene
Etienne
Girardot,
Henry
Hunter,phy,LarryJohnBlake,
Garrick,
GretaLionel
Gynte,Atwill,
Spring
Byington,
Frank Reicher, Laura Hope Crews, Charles Holton, Arthur
Hohl, William B. Davidson. Released August I, 1937.
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that their
anticsmostwould
provide the most amusement for the
persons.
When William Shakespeare laid down the
premise
"Taming
of from
the Shrew,"
a plot
which tishets, hofe ormosthistheylikely
filched
earlier
never
imagined
what dramaa 1937
generation of producers, writers, directors and
actors would do to it. Surprised as they might
be, could they see this show, Ferenc Molnar,
whosethe play,
"The85 Great
Love," foolishness,
served as a probbasis
for
minutes
ably present
would be more
amazed.of Mr.
Molnar has a
reputation
dies. It is fornot writing
of recordintriguing
that he romantic
ever dealtcomewith
anything that even savored of nonsensical farce.
But theIt picture
for thoseof
worthies.
was madewasn't
for themade
sole purpose
amusingment,and
delighting
audiences
of
highbrows and lowbrows alike. the
Whatmo-if
most of it, particularly the climax, is done in
Mack Sennett slapstick technique? Audiences
have given
evidence that Oftheycourse
appreciate
class
of entertainment.
some that
will
consider it silly, and far beneath the talents of
Powell and Loy. But for each one who may be
inclined to will
thatthink
opinion,
it is very
likely thatit
thousands
otherwise
and consider
desirable amusement and quite a feather in the
caps of both. Lest there be fear that the piece
seem below
Mr.
Powell's
dignity,
it should
bemayreported
he spent
muchscreenplay
time with
producer Josephthat
L. Mankiewicz,
writer,
Jo Swerling and director Richard Thorpe in
brewing the concoction before it went into work.
Mr. Powell wanted it the way it is. Miss Loy,
too, must have had a similar desire.
In gist, bare of a description of its countless
ludicrous gags and situations, Miss Loy is cast
as a woman who likes to guide the destinies of
people.
Mr. Powell
plays a parked-trailer-residing
without
or worryRiceunless
it is toBohemian
make actors
out aofcareFlorence
and
John Beal,
whom
Miss
Loy
wants
married. From one ridiculous situation toto seeanother,
the effect of which was often lost because long
and loud laughter drowned out ensuing lines, the
film proceeds to its slapstick finish. Then, with
more people crowded into the trailer than there
are sardines in a can, things go wild and woozy.
A wildly swinging
guitar Asbrings
unconsciousnes toPowell.
Miss peaceful
Loy insists
that someone be married and as Edgar Kennedy
continues to argue with her as to whether or not
he's an across
ape, pausing
momentarily
snap herMeek,
hat
elastic
her nose,
minister toDonald
sick andat tired
aimsthea
wallop
him, ofonlyKennedy's
to have bellowing,
him duck and
blow
Miss ItLoy's
to have her
join
Powelllandin aoncoma.
is not chin
remembered
whether
Beal,
the
mouse
suddenly
turned
lion,
marries
Miss Rice.
Previewed at the Westwood Village theatre,
Sept. 19. Up in the balcony the crowd seemed
to
the kind
opinion
"Double the
Wedding"
was bejustof the
of athat
prescription
doctor
would have ordered had they been patients and
he wanted them to laugh. Consensus seemed to
be that they would be glad to pay to see the
show again and that the film has the elements
in composition, dialogue, characterisations and
hurly-burly action that can be depended upon
to please
anywhere
any time.availability.
Additionally, therealmost
is no lack
of exploitation
As a matter of fact, taking a cue from the title
goes
double andon distributed
stars, laughs, romance. Joseph
— G. M.
Produced
Mankiewicz,
producer. Directedby byMGM.
Richard Thorpe.L.
From
the
play
"The
Great
Love"
by
Ferenc
Molnar.
Screen play
To Swerling.
Musical Douglas
score by Shearer,
Edward
Ward.
Cedricby Gibbons,
art director.
recording grdirector.
Frank
Sullivan,
film
editor.
Photoa
p
h
e
d
b
y
William
Daniels.
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
number
3611.
General
audience
classification.
Running
time,
85
minutes
when
seen
in
Hollywood.
Release
date; October 15, 1937. General audience classification.
CAST:
Charlie
Lodge
William
Margit Agnew
Agnew
MyrnaPowell
Loy
Irene
Waldo Beaver Florence
John Rice
Beal
Mrs.
Kensington-Bly EdgarJessieKennedy
Ralph
Spike
Keough
SidneyGordon
Toler
Mrs.
Keough
Mary
Flint
Barnett Parker
Claire
Lodge
Katharine
Alexander
Felice
Priscilla
Shrank
Bert Lawson
Roach
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Stars over Arizona
(Adventure
Monogram)Story
In the
whentheycreeping
tures tookbeginning,
to toddling,
took asmoving
their pictoy
the outdoor action and adventure picture, then
called thethis"western."
As ably
any gospel
other
medium,
type of picture
spreadas the
of the screen. Through the years, with recurrent popularity,
these With
picturescertain
have proved
desirable attractions.
deviations
which experience and ingenuity have developed,
action westernancestor.
is prettyEvenmuchdownthe tosame
astoday's
its gray-bearded
the
latest novelty,
"StarseverOvercontained.
Arizona"
contains
all thatsinging,
any western
There's the bad bad man who never knows
when
he is licked.
the hero
never
discouraged,
alwaysThere's
triumphs,
and who,
he always
has
time
for
a
little
love
making.
And
there's
always the girl for the villain to terrorize and
the hero to save. The cattle are rustled; the
dishonest official, always in the power of the
forces of outlawry and disorder, lives again.
There's
terrificgunman-to-man
wild
chase, thethe mass
battle, but fight,
virtuethealways
wins.
All that is expected of this type of picture is
presented here. All is done in a sane sort of
way
way for
shoot-'em-up
film.— that
It is is,
easya tosaneimagine
the ayoungsters
becoming loudly enthusiastic, and the youngsters
of another day, now grown up, finding it enjoyable.
Previewed in the studio projection room in
Hollywood.
In this
"Stars
Over Arizona"
is a reviewer's
lot better opinion
entertainment
than quite a few of the more pretentious pictures seen lately. — G. M.
Distributeddirector.
by Monogram.
R. N. play
Bradbury,Robert
proOriginalLange
screen
Emmet.ducer andSongs
by Johnny
and Fredby Stryker
and
by
Billy
Moll,
Harry
Richman
and
Murray
Mencher. Howard Dillinger, film editor. Abe Meyer,
musicaltor. supervisor.
M.director.
Saeta, assistant
direcSanucci,Edward
musical
Photographed
byGeneral
Bert Frank
Longenecker.
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
No.
370O.65
audience
classification.
Running
time,Sept.
in Hollywood.
Release date,
22,minutes,
1937. when
Generalseen audience
classification.
Jack
Shura
Shermatova
WarnerRandall
Richmond
ErniePrice
Adams
Kathleen
Eliot Hal
Horace
Murphy
Chick
Hannon
Bob McKenzie Charles Ramos
Tom Herbert Wylie Grant
Mayerling
(Pax Film)
Historic Romance
The actual ending of the ill-fated career of
Archduke
Rudolph
Austria,
of thetoEmperor Francis
Josephof and
heir son
apparent
the
Austro-Hungarian
throne,
has
in
the
past 48so
years been the subject of much conjecture,
much in fact that there are as many versions as
there are persons professing to know about it.
What ismitteddefinitely
known is that
Rudolph lodge.
comsuicide at Mayerling,
his hunting
What is almost as definite is that Baroness
Marie Vetsera also committed suicide or died
at the hands of Rudolph at this final clandestine
meeting.
Ignoring all conjecture, except as it pertains
to the love of Rudolph and the Baroness, this
production from France, based on the novel
"Idyl's End"romance.
by Claude
Anet, is produced,
then a talewellof
ill-starred
Handsomely
directed, the picture is human drama made
poignant by the superb acting of Charles Boyer
and
rieux.the cameo like loveliness of Danielle DarRudolph as portrayed here is a disillusioned,
sad and morally loose person, friend of the
common people and enemy of officials in his
father's
Withalong,
his making,
selected atclique
of friendsgovernment.
Rudolph drifts
the
emperor's
wish,
a
marriage
of
Rudolph meets Marie Vetsera at a convenience.
public park
and falls in love with her. Thereafter follows
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a series of secret meetings that lead to Mayerling and suicide.
the production features are all of the best
with especial mention for the direction of Anatole Litvak and the photography of Thirard.
Mention, too, should be made of the splendid
supporting cast. The dialogue is in French,
but adequate and carefully translated superimposed titles make for easy understanding. This
picture of the tragedy of Mayerling is one of
the finer efforts of the French industry. It is
strictly adult fare.
Reviewed at the Filmarte theatre, New York.
Atheatre,
capacity
afternoon
audienceto atthe this
intimateof
devoted
exclusively
showing
foreign importations, gave definite indications
that "Mayerling"
Paul
C. Mooney, Jr.was thoroughly enjoyed. —
Distributed
Films, Inc.
Produced
Film.
Directedby byPax Anatole
Litvak.
Based byon Nero
the
novel
"Idyl's
End"
by
Claude
Anet.
Screen
playHo-by
Joseph
Kessel
and
J.
C.
Cube.
Music
by
Arthur
negger.
Thirard. Running
minutes. Camera
Releaseworkdate,by September
13, 1937.time,Adult91
audience
classification.
CAST
Archduke
RudolphVetsera
of Austria
CharlesDarrieux
Boyer
Baroness Larisch
Marie
Danielle
Countess
Suzy
Prim
Emperor
Franz Joseph GabrielleJeanDorziat
Dax
EmpressTaafe
Elizabeth
Count
Debucourt
Baroness
Vetsera
(Helene)
Marthe
Regnier
Chief
of police
Vladimir
Loschek
Andre Sokoloff
Dubosc
Dangerously Yours
(20th
Century - Fox)
Melodrama
The copy and mechanics customarily employed by showmen
for themayexploitation
whostole-the-jewel
pictures
be broughtof down
from the shelf and dusted off for this him without essential change. The names are different,
and the direction of Mai St. Clair distinguishes
this one from the average of its kind by keeping it coherent, but the gist of it is to pattern.
This time the jewel makes its appearance in
Paris, is taken to a liner aboard which most
of the attempted stealing takes place, and winds
up in New York. As usual in these things, a
lot of persons try to steal it, or look like they
are going to try, and, as usual, the principal
crook turns out to be a representative of law
and order intent, and successfully, upon catching the thieves. One of these, naturally, is a
girl,
with whom
love, wherefore
she
is paroled
to himheforfallstheinmatrimonial
fadeout.
Phyllis Brooks plays the girl in a manner
suggesting
a bitinofconnection
billing buildup
about
now that
will perhaps
bear fruit
with
more important assignments later.
Previewed at the Uptown theatre, Los Angeles, quietly.
W. R. W. by Twentieth CenturyProduced
and— producer,
distributed
Fox.
Executive
Sol Wurtzel. Screen play
bySt. Lou
Breslow
and
John
Patrick.
Directed
byPhotoMai
Clair.graphedAssistant
director,
Saul
Murtzel.
b
y
Harry
Davis.
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
No.
3643.
Releasein Hollywood,
date, November
12, 1937.General
Runningaudience
time,
when seen
60 minutes.
classification.
Victor
Morell
Cesar Romero
CAST
Valerie Cynthia
Barton
Phyllis
Brooks
Aunt
Barton
Jane Dinehart
Darwell
Juhen
Stevens
Alan
Flo
Davis
Natalie
Garson
Louis
John
Harrington
Walter Davis
Chandler
Douglas
Eddie
Earle Wood
Foxe
PJ"1
Leon Ames
Monet
Albert
Conti
Bons
Leonid Snegoff
Atlantic Flight
(Monogram)
Thrills in the Air
For one important reason this is an important
picture. A fairly interesting show and one acceptable to showmanship, it proves conclusively
and probably finally that headline newspaper
celebrities have little if any business in motion
pictures.
It takes a (Continued
long timeonforpagethe55)film to make
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It takes

a

another

another
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establish

GLADYS
GEORGE
gives the greatest performance
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_

of the world's most heart-stabbing story

with WARREN
WILLIAM -JOHN BEAL
Reginald Owen • William Henry • A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION
Screen play by John Meehan • Produced by James Kevin McGuinness
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good its appellation. Prior to that moment it
provides some interesting background asides in
the field of aviation. To supplement a triangular
romance,layed opening
it offers
vivid drop.
picturesThere
of a isde-a
in a some
parachute
pleasing comedy contrast in which Milburn
Stone "stealsplane
the picture."
A girldoesenjoys
some
spectacular
stunting and
a delayed
parachute jump. An airplane meet culminates
in a sensational crash, and Dick Merrill takes
off on his round trip transatlantic flight to get
a serum that will save the life of his injured pal.
Previewed at the Forum theatre, Los Angeles. Therespect
audience,
undoubtedly
holding
a proMr.
an aviator,
did notfoundseem
toforhold
theMerrill
same asopinion
of his
acting abilities. This is unfortunate because,
all the way through the film, it is obvious that
Mr. Merrill knew better than anyone else that
he is not an actor and did not try to be one.
Nevertheless, the film is thrill entertainment
that should prove attractive to certain types of
audiences. — G. M.
Produced and distributed by Monogram. Directed
by William Nigh. William Berke, associate producer.
Originalrus.screen
play byby Scott
Darling Assistant
and Erna LazaPhotographed
Paul Ivana.
tor,Special
Clarence
Bricker.
Technical
director, E. P.R. C.direcHick-A.
son.
effects
by
Fred
Jackman.
Certificate
No. 3626. Running
time, August
60 minutes25, when
seen
in
Hollywood.
Release
date,
1937.
General audience classification.
CAST
Dick Merrill
Lyle Moraine
John
Mack
WeldonLambie
Heyburn
BuddyWilbur
Messenger
Paula
Stone
Gertrude
Messenger
Milburn
Stone
Donna
Ivan Lebedeff
Earl Harlan
Dwire
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The motif of the play can be captioned as
a sortters ofare not
"Deadthe End"
The characvictimsin ofreverse.
their environment.
Rather, they are, according to their individual
human weaknesses, the creators of the dark
depths into which they have sunk their fates.
A sub plot
from which
the story's
humorousthe
moments
are derived
is devoted
to sketching
initiation of the bankrupt baron into the society
of the lost souls. The footage wherein the thief
burglarizes
nobleman's
apartment
only to
learn that histhevictim
is practically
as penniless
as he, is spotted with scenes rich in Gallic and
ironic wit. However, though welcome for its
entertainment
the comicof transition
detracts from the value,
main workings
the story and
the Baron is emphasized beyond his importance.
The expert
meritandof the
entirestudy.
production
serves respectful
serious
But dethe
extremely mature and advanced basis of the
scenario must necessarily limit it to serious
adult students
the drama,
terest in the ofmotion
pictureto isthose
morewhose
clinicalinthan cinematic. A collection of particularly literate English titles make the story easily understandable.
Seen at the 55th St. Playhouse, an "upper
class" show place where a crowded audience of
"intellectuals" gave the screening of morbid
plot
and awedNewstate
Josepha devoted
F. Coughlin,
York.of attention. —
Produced
in andFrance
by Burstyn.
Albatros. From
Presented
Arthur
Mayer
Joseph
theScreen
playby
byplay,Maxim
Gorki.
Directed
by
Jean
Renoir.
and J. and
Companeez.
AdaptationEnglish
and
dialogueE. Zamiatine
by Jean Renoir
Charles Spaak.
titles tbyings by Eugene
Julian Leigh.
Music
by JeanLaurent.
Wiener.PhotoSetLaurie
and
Hughes
gtime,
raphed by F.95 Bourgas.
NoRelease
P. C. A.date,
Certificate.
minutes.
OctoberRun-15,
1937. ningAdult
audience
classification.
CAST
The Lower Depths
Pepel
Jean Jouvet
Gabin
The
Baron
Louis
Vassilissa
...Suzy
Prim
( Mayer-Bur styn)
Nastia
JanySokoloff
Holt
Realistic Drama
Kostylev
Vladmir
Natacha
Junie
Astor
When word was brought to Maxim Gorki, The
Actor
Robert
Le
Vigan
Count
Camille
Bert
propagandist and playwright on the proletarian The
Luka
Rene Temps
Genin
platform, that his celebrated play, "The Lower Satine
Paul
Depths" was to be transposed into cinematic Jabot
Robert
Ozanne
form, he expressed the sentiment that "the film Kletsch
Aliolika
MauriceSaint-Iles
Bazuet
people will break their teeth on it." For the The
Inspector
.Gabriello
Felix
Larive
work, according
to
the
author's
plan,
was
comNathalie Alexeeff
posed of atmosphere rather than of action. Anna
Nothing
happen except
the
instillationwasof intended
a mood.to Whether
Comrade
Gorki's
prophecy has met fulfillment in this Pigskin Champions
film transcript
Timely
mains aquestion.of his dramatic masterpiece re- (MGM)
However, the picture version, which has been
labeled
Renoir, dignity,
as a realisThe dawn of another football season is the
tic poemby onits director,
the loss John
of human
has
that has diverted the talents of Pete
seen eral
fit important
to introduce
into
the
original
script more
sev- provocation
Smith from the tennis and golf fare so much
variations to insure it being
in
evidence
this summer. The material he has
palatable
treatment for
of a audience
particular appreciation.
portion of theGorki's
dregs gathered to illustrate the finer points of the
of human society was dull, dour and desperately best
pigskin
game, asTheof Green
last season's
close, chamis the
obtainable.
Bay Packers,
terrifying. In the picture the grim, ruthless tone
pion professional outfit, to the accompaniment
of tragic frustration has been leavened by some
apocryphal but wholly welcome alterations. ofbagSmith's
deep into
their
tricksrunning
comingnarrative,
out withdigdouble
spinners,
The characters are individualized more clearly hiddenof ball
plays, punts to the coffin corner and
and humanly. The heavy, philosophical and forward
passes mention chiefly because of their
sociological undertones that serve as the playlength and accuracy. As usual in the "specialwright's themeThere
melodyhavehavebeenreceived
diminuendo scoring.
threaded
into
ties," comedy plays a major role. Running time,
the introductory scenes some richly and sardonically comic sequences. The romantic angle
is intensified to form the pivotal point in the The Candid Candidate
play.
The story has been treated with consideration (Paramount)
and care. The production is refreshingly free Clever
from the annoying stylized directorial mannerThe inventive genius of Grampy saves the old
isms that mar many of the socalled arty, foreign
film importations. Perhaps the highlight is to be fellow from some embarrassing moments in this
found in the splendid ensemble acting of the Max Fleischer cartoon. Grampy is elected
entire company of players. Jean Gabin is mayor, chiefly through the electioneering of
roguishly natural and convincing in his por- Betty Boop. Arriving at city hall on his first
trayal of Pepel. The world wearied defeatist day, Grampy is beset by angry citizens who demand this and that and threaten him with imof Louis Jouvet as the Baron is a studied expeachment. Grampy puts on his thinking cap
position of despair. Vladimir Sokoloff as a
and
waits
for an idea. It develops. With the
slimy, Shylockian Kostylev, Suzy Prim as his
of ease he sets up free bridges, repairs
wanton of a wife, Junie Astor as her delicately greatest
puts out fires, while the citizens cheer.
sensitive sister and Jany Holt as a prostitute houses,
Running time, 7 minutes.
are other principals in the cast.
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Let's Go Latin
(Paramount)
Band Presentation
An entertaining and tuneful musical subject
with Xavier Cugat and his orchestra. Cugat,
leaning toward Latin-American rhythms, plays
the more
melodious With
music the
of Cuba,
tine and Mexico.
changetheofArgenmusic
from one country to another the settings and
costumes are changed to conform to the locale.
Besides Cugat, who also plays a violin solo,
there are Carmen Castillo and Dorothy Miller,
vocalists, and the dance team of Cesar and
Maclovia. Running time, 11 minutes.
The Private Life of The Gannets
(Educational)
Very Good
The gannet, a species of bird that breeds in
only four places in all the world, has been made
the subject for an exhausting study and is detailed here in a most interesting and informative manner. Superb photography and the narrative of A. L. Alexander
holds one's
interest
throughout.
a rockycatches
pinnacle
of Wales the Oncamera
step offby thestepcoast
the
1 hatching of a baby gannet and photographs the
gannets diving into the water after fish. — Running time, 10^2 minutes.
It's a Good Stunt
(Paramount)
Daredeviltry
Thrills are a dime a dozen in this subject as
some lives.
of the Included
world's most
stuntmen
risk
their
are adaring
fire eater,
a human
fly, a troupe of acrobats who take their exercise
on a ledge atop the Empire State Building, a
trapeze artist, who performs while hanging from
a blimp as it soars over Manhattan, a chap who
crosses the East River on a tiny cake of ice, a
knife thrower who forms a pattern of knives
around his girl. Narrative by Ward Wilson.
Running time, 10 minutes.
Motor Maniacs
(20th
Thrills Century - Fox)
In this subject, a collection of newsreel shots
of the hazards of motor racing, there are thrills
galore. The reel is full of exciting scenes from
start to finish for each sequence has been chosen
for just that purpose. From the Roosevelt
Speedway
LongtheIsland
with itsof many
curves
the
camera intours
speedways
the country
photographing
the
accidents
and
near
accidents
that beset these daredevils of the track. Then
there are motorbikes that climb steep hills with
very
buck few
near making
the top theand grade,
like asthenotmostfall ofbackwhichon
the driver. — Running time, 10 minutes.
Ritchey Abroad to
Sell Monogram
Norton V. Ritchey, general manager of
Monogram's export department, leaves next
Wednesday
a two months'
tour deals
of England and thefor continent
to close
for
European
handling
of
Monogram's
current
product. He leaves via the Berengaria.
Monogram's
British
ready been set with
Pathedistribution
Pictures, has
Ltd. alMonogram is considering the possibility
of filming quota pictures in Czechoslovakia
and Poland. In both these countries 100 per
cent distribution
guaranteedmadeby the
government for allisfeatures
in their
studios.
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THEATRE

RECEIPTS

September

25, 1937

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended September 18, 1937,
from 66 theatres In 13 major cities of the country was $993,370. For the week ending
September II, 1937, 105 theatres in 17 major cities of the country aggregated
$1,472,474.
{Copyright. 1937 Reproduction
department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden.)
66 week3,period
TLI nedTreS
_ _ J.„ _ (Average
weekly 4,grosses
from January
1936, ( ■ April
1937)
8oston
Seats Price
u, Boston
3,246 35c-75c
RKO Memorial 2,907 25c-6Sc
13,600
14,500
Loew's Orpheum 2,970 35c-65c
Metropolitan 4,332 35c-75c
26,200
Paramount
1,793 25c -50c
8,000
Chicago
35,500
Chicago
4,000 35c-75c
11,000
Erlamger
1,200 50c-$1.50
6,800
17,500
Oriental
3,490 3Sc-55c
Palace
2,509 35c-75c
19,900
13,000
Roosevelt
1,591 35c-75c
State-Lake
2,776 20c-40c
14,800
United Artists
1,700 35c-75c

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"It
Happened
in
Hollywood"
(Col.)
(onMayfair)
stage: Ina Ray Hutton and 21,000
Mitzi
"Thin
Ice" Salute"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Annapolis
(RKO) and.. 18,000
(2nd Melody
week) (25c-50c)
"Broadway
of 1938" (MGM) 15,000
"Varsity(plusShow"
(W.B.)
22,000
stage
show)
"On
aWoolv"
Night" (20th
(Para.)Cent.-Fox)
and.... 6,500
"WildSuchand
(35c-50c)

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"The Life of the Party" (RKO).... 28,000
(stage: Ethel Merman) (25c-75c)
"Thin
Ice" Salute"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Annapolis
(RKO) and.. 26,500
(1st week)
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 17,000
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 27,500
(plus
stage (Para.)
show) and 7,000
"Blonde
Trouble"
"King Solomon's
Mines" (GB)

"Double
or Nothing"
(Para.)
stage:
Eddie Zola"
Duchin
and band)40,000
"The(on Life
of Emile
(W.B.)..
14,000
"Artists(3rdandweek)
Models" (Para.) 7,000
"Stella Dallas" (U. A.)
36,000
(plus
vaudeville)
"Riding
on
Air"
(RKO)
21,000
(Bobby Breen and Revue on stage)
"Varsity(2ndShow"
12,800
week)(W.B.)
"Flight
from
Glory"
(RKO)
14,400
(stage:
Verne
Buck
and
Revue)
(25c-55c)
"Dead (2nd
End" week)
(U.A.)
21.000

"ArtistsJackand Denny
Models" (Para.)(2nd week)
35,000
(stage:
"The Life(2nd
ofweek)
Emile andZola"Orch.)
(W.B.).. 15,500
"Captains Courageous" (MGM) 6,500
"Wine,(W.B.)
Women andvaudeville
Horses"
revue) 16,000
"The Life of(plus
the Party" (RKO)..
19,000
(plus
vaudeville
revue)
"Varsity Show" (W.B.) 18,000
(1st
week)
"On Again—
Off
Again"
13,200
(plus
stage
show) (RKO).... 23,000
"Dead (1st
End" week)
(U.A.)

5,700
12,700

"Varsity Show" (W.B.)
6,500
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 16,500
"Back (on
in Circulation"
stage: Block (W.B.)
& Sully) 19,000
"Topper" (MGM)
18,000

"Lost Horizon" (Col.) 12,000
"Varsity Show" (W.B.) 15,000
"Make(plusa Lillian
Wish" Roth
(RKO)
._. 19,000
and vaudeville)
"Artists and Models" (Para.) 18,500

1,500 25c-40c
2,500 25c-50c
2,500 25c-40c

6,700
9,600
7,300

"Souls at(2ndSea"week)(Para.)
"Prisoner of stage
Zenda"band)(U.A.)
"Make (plus
aSleuth"
Wish" (RKO)
(RKO) and
"Super

4,000
16,000
7,900

"Souls (1st
at Sea"
week) (Para.) 8,500
"Walter(U.A.)
Wanger's
of 1938" 17,000
(plusVogues
stage
"Broadway
1938" band)
(MGM) 7,000
and "BorderMelody
Cafe"of (RKO)
(5 days -2nd week)

Los Angeles and Hollywood
Carthay Circle
1,518 50c-$1.50
Chinese
2,500 30c-5Sc

11,600

•The Life(5 days)
of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 14,500
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse" (20th.... 12,798
Cent.-Fox)
"Charlie Chan on Broadwav"
(20th Firefly"
Cent.-Fox)
•The
6,000
(6th week)(MGM)
'100
Men
and
a
Girl"
(Univ.)
and
10,200
'Reported Missing" (Univ.) (5 days)
'Wife,
Doctorand and"Charlie
Nurse"Chan(20th..
16,096
Cent.-Fox)
on Broadway" and
(20th Cent.-Fox)
'100
Men
a
Girl"
(Univ.)
and..
15,000
'ReportedcludingMissing"
premiere) (Univ.) (6 days in'Double
or
Nothing"
(Para.)
16,200
(on stage:
Slateorchestra)
Bros., F. & M. revue,
Rube
Wolf and
'Varsity
Show" and
(W.B.)Horses"
and(W.B.) 5,200
'Wine,
Women
(2nd week)

'High, (Para.)
Wide and days-4th
Handsome"
week) 3,400
"Thin
Ice" (20th(6(20th
Cent.-Fox)
"Hot Water"
Cent.-Fox)and.. 21,698
"The Firefly"
7,600
(5th week)(MGM)
"The
Life
of
the
Party"
(RKO)..
12,500
and "Annapolis
(RKO)
"Thin
Ice" (20th(20thSalute"
Cent.-Fox)
"Hot
Water"
Cent.-Fox)and.. 25,421
"The
Life of the Salute"
Party" (RKO)
(RKO).. 11,000
and "Annapolis
'Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
19,800
(stage: Senator Murphy) (2nd week)
'Varsity
Show" and(W.B.)Horses"
and(W.B.)11,100
'Wine, (1st
Women
week)

'Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 9,000
'Mr.
Dodd Takes
the Air" (F.N.) 11,000
(on stage:
(35c-55c)Duke Ellington and Revue)
'You Can't
Have
Everything"
5,000
(20th Cent.-Fox)

"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 11,000
'You Can't Have Everything" 11,000
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 5,000

Cleveland
Allen
Hippodrome
RKO Palace
State
Denver
Denham
Denver
Orpheum

3,300
3,800
3,100
3,400

30c-55c
30c-55c
30c-75c
30c-55c

Hillstreet
Loew's State
L Pantages
Paramount
W. B. Hollywood

2,700
.2,500
3,000
3,595
3,000

30c -65c
30c-55c
30c-65c
30c-55c
30c-6Sc

Minneapolis
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum
State

4,000 2Sc-5Sc
2,900 25c-40c
2,400 25c-40c

4,000
14,700
8,000
8,100

12,200
7,200

THIS

IS A

. . . we
DEAD
now

FREE

advise

you

END,

the

running

at

AD
to

see

picture
Loew's.

— says this editorial from
the Dayton

e° Vvo\eX

Daily News

^

.9°

Samuel

Goldwyn

DEAD

PRESENTS

END

4th record week, Rivoli Theatre, New York City
3rd week, United Artists Theatre, Chicago
Hold-overs and continuous first run move-overs in NEW
HAVEN-DAYTON-HARTFORD-LOUISVILLE-CINCINNATI
-ATLANTIC CITY- PITTSBURGH and scores of other cities.
Released

Thru

UNITED

ARTISTS
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ETHEATRE
Theatres
Montreal
Capitol
Loew's
Palace
New York
Astor
Capitol
Criterion
Globe
Hollywood
Paramount' ,
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Music Hall..
Roxy
Strand
Oklahoma City
Criterion
Midwest ...
Tower
Omaha
Brandeis
Omaha
Orpheum

3,000

55c-$2.20
25c-85c
25c-75c
55c-$2.20
55c-$2.20
25c-99c
25c-55c
25c-99c
40c-$1.65
25c-75c
40c-99c

1,700
1,500
1,100

10c -55c
10c -35c

6,200

September

RECEIPTS— CCNT'D

(AverageJanuary
weekly4,grosses
66 week3,period
from
1936, tofor April
Average 1937)
Seats Price PerReceipts
Week
22,547
547
25c-40c
11,000
..2,600
2,600
25c-65c
10,500
25c-65c
7,600
1,142
4,700
1,700
1,400
1,430
..3,700

PICTURE HERALD

15,600
33,400
12,000
17,800
36,100
7,700
23,100
79,000
35,400
20,800

25, 1937

J
Previous Week

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.... 10,500
"The Lady Escapes" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Super
Sleuth"(Hollvwood
(RKO)
(25c-50c)
Stage Revue)14,000
"Artists(2ndand week)
Models" (Para.) 7,000
"Topper"
(MGM)of Night"
and(MGM) 7,000
"Under Cover

Picture
Gross
"The Road Back" (Univ.); 9,000
"Gangway"
(GB) (GB)
and
7,000
"Take
My Tip"
"Artists(1standweek)Models" (Para.) 11,000
"King Solomon's
Mines" (GB) and 7,000
"Take
My Tip" (GB)

"The Firefly"
10,216
(3rd week)(MGM)
"The Broadway
Melody
of 1938".. 24,000
(MGM)
(2nd
week)
"Bulldog(Para.)
Drummond
Comes Back" 7.000
(2nd week)
"Souls (6th
at Sea"week)(Para.) 7.000
"The Life(5thofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 23.500
"Double
or
Nothing"
(stage:
Shep Fields(Para.)
and Orch.) 40,000
(2nd week)
"Borneo"(2nd(20th
Cent.-Fox)
8.50"'
week)
"Dead End"
(U.A.)
28,500
(4th week;
"The (plus
Prisonerstageof show)
Zenda" (2nd
(U.A.)..
week) 100.460
"Thin Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
(plus
stage
show)
(2nd
week)47,030
"Varsity(2ndShow"
(W.B.)
15,000
week)

"The Firefly" (MGM)
13,585
(2nd week)Melody of 1938".... 40,000
"The Broadway
(1st week)
"Bulldog(MGM)
Drummond
Comes Back" 12,000
week)
"Souls (Para.)
at Sea" (1st
(Para.)
7,500
(5th
week)
"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 26,500
(4th
week)
"Double
Or Nothing"
(stage:
Shep Fields(Para.)
and Orch.) 61,000
(1st
week)
"Borneo"(1st(20th
week)Cent.-Fox) 8,000
"Dead End" (U.A.)
29,000
(3rd
week)of Zenda" (U. A.) .... 123,700
"The Prisoner
(plus
stage
show)
(1st
week)
"Thin Ice"
(20th
stage Cent.-Fox)
show) (1st week) 68,600
"Varsity(plus
(1stShow"
week) (W.B.) 22,000

"The Big City" (MGM)
4.200
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 6,900
"San Quentin" (F.N.)
2,400

'The Prisoner
(8 days) of Zenda" (U.A.).. 6,500
'Artists(8 anddays)Models" (Para.) 6,400
'Ever Since Eve" (F.N.) 2,900

1,200
2,200
3,000

25c-40c
25c-40c

4,900
6,900

"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air" (W.B.) 4,300
and Road
"It Happened
in Hollywood"
"The
Back" (W.B.)
(Univ.)
and (Col.)
3,900
"Flyaway
Baby"
"100
Men
and
a
Girl"
(Univ.)
and
6,800
"Public Wedding" (W.B.)

'The Life of the Party" (RKO) and 4,800
'The LeagueTwoof Women"
Frightened(MGM).
Men" . (Col.)
'Between
4,500
and "Married Before Breakfast" (MGM)
'You Can't Have Everything" 5,600
(20th Cent.-Fox) and "Love from a
U.A.) (20th
(1 day)
and "Think
(6Stranger"
Fast,days)Mr. Moto"
Cent.-Fox)

9,200
14,800
17,000
15,700

"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
(8 days(20th-3rdCent.-Fox)
week)
"Thin Ice"
"100 Men(5(2nddays-2nd
andweek)
a Girl"week)(Univ.)......
"Double or Nothing" (Para.)

'Stella Dallas"week)(U.A.)
"Thin (2nd
Ice" week)
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(1st
'100 Men(1standweek)a Girl" (Univ.)
"Varsity Show" (W.B.)

6,900
15,300

'That Dodd
CertainTakes
Woman"
(W.B.)(W.B.)and 16,000
"Mr.
the Air"
"Life of(plus
the Party"
(RKO)
17,000
stage(Col.)
Show)
'Lost Horizon"
9,000
(3rd
week)
Fox)
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 16,000
and "One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent."Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
9,000
(2nd week)
"Confession"
(W.B.)
and
14,500
"Dance, Charlie, Dance" (W.B.)

'Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.. 23,000
'One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Make (plus
a Wish"
(RKO)
22,500
stage(Col.)
show)
'Lost Horizon"
15,000
(2nd
week)
"Double
Nothing"(MGM)
(Para.) and 15,000
'London OrBy Night"
"Stella (1st
Dallas"
14,000
week)(U.A.)
"Sotils atTrouble"
Sea" (Para.)
"Blonde
(Para.)and
(2nd week)13,000

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.. 9,250
"One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Lost Horizon" (Col.) 10,000
'Topper"
and
6,100
'Think (2nd
Fast,(MGM)
Mr. Moto"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
week)
'Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
and
5,250
'Blonde (2nd
Trouble"
week) (MGM)

'Broadway
1938" 6,750
(MGM)Melody
(2nd ofweek)
'Stella (3rd
Dallas"week) (U.A.)
4,700
'Topper"
and
8,450
'Think (1st
Fast.(MGM)
Mr. Moto"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
week)
'Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.1
and
6,200
'Blonde fistTrouble"
week) (Para.)

Philadelphia
v Aldine
Boyd
Fox
Stanley
San Francisco
Fox
Golden Gate
Orpheum
Paramount
United Artists
Warfield

1,300
2,400
3,000
3,700

40c -65c
40c-65c
40c-65c
40c-65c

.5,651
2,850
2,440
2,670
.1,200
2,680

15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c -75c
15c -75c

Seattle
Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Orpheum
Paramount

.2,500
1,800
2,450
3,050

9,000
7,000
17,000
12,500

13,500
17,000
22,500
19,000

MODERN

TODAY'S

splendid motion picture quality

can be completely
reproduced

protected ... perfectly

. . . with Eastman

Fine -Grain

Duplicating Films. For the simple reason
that these new
making

materials are capable of

duplicates actually indistinguish-

able from originals. With

them

the du-

plicating process goes definitely modern.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Fine-Grain

DUPLICATING

FILMS
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MANAGERS'

ROUND

PRODUCTIONS
COLUMBIA
"College Follies of 1938'
"Forgotten Women"
GRAND NATIONAL
"Mr. Boggs Buys a Barrel"
"Frontier Town"
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
"Navy, Blue and Gold"
"Mannequin"
"The Four Marys"
PARAMOUNT
"Wells Fargo"
"The Buccaneer"
"True Confession"
"The Big Broadcast of 1938"
"Every Day's a Holiday"
REPUBLIC
-The Duke Comes Back"
"Zorro Rides Again"
"Springtime in the Rockies"
RK.O RADIO
"Women Have a Way"
"Damsel in Distress"
"Hitting a New High"
"Highway to Hell'
TWENTIETH CENT.-FOX
"Borrowing Trouble"
"Second Honeymoon"
"Love and Hisses"
UNITED ARTISTS
"The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer"
"Goldwyn Follies"
UNIVERSAL
"A Young Man's Fancy"
"Tim Tyler's Luck"
"Renegade Ranglers"
WARNER
BROTHERSFIRST NATIONAL
"This Woman Is
Dangerous"
"Too Much of Everything''
"Swing Your Lady"

TABLE

IN

September

WORK

WRITER AND DIRECTOR
From
an
original
Al Rogell. story by Corey Ford. Director:
Original
MortimerLambert
Braus. Hillyer.
Screen play,
Sol Elkins.story,Director:

Walter
Connolly,
Durante,
Johnny Walburn,
Green andJoanhis
Orchestra,
ThreeJimmy
Stooges,
Raymond
Perry,Colton,
CharlesWynne
Starrett.
Scott
Cahoon.

From the story by Clarence Budington Kelland.
Screendon Wiles.
play, Richard English. Director: GorOriginaltor: and
screen play, Edmond Kelso. DirecRay Taylor.

Stuart Erwin, Helen Chandler, Toby Wing, Walter
Byron, Spencer Charters, William Moore.
TexHorace
Ritter,Murphy,
Ann Forrest
Evers, Taylor.
Chas. King, Snub Pollard,

Original,renceKatharine
Brush. Frank
ScreenBorzage.
play, LawHazard. Director:
( >riginal
Richard story,
Thorpe. Fanny Heaslip Lea. Di:

Lionel
Barrvmore,
Robert Barnett
Young, Florence
Rice, Kelly,
Billie
Burke.
James Stewart,
Parker, Paul
Tom Brown.
Joan Crawford. Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips, Oscar O'Shea, Leo Gorcey, Elizabeth Risdon.
Myrna
Pidgeon.Loy, Franchot Tone, Rosalind Russell, Walter

Story,
N. Lake. Screen play, Paul Schofield, Stuart
Gerald
Frank
Lloyd. Geraghty, Fred Jackson. Director:
Producing Director- Cecil B. DeMille.
Original
story,Claude
Louis Binyon.
Verneuil,Director:
GeorgesWesley
Berr.
Screen play,
Ruggles.play, Walter DeLeon, Francis Martin.
Screen
Director: Mitchell Leisen.
Original, Jo Swerling and Mae West. Screen
play,
land. Mae West. Director: A. Edward Suther-

Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Bob Burns, Lloyd Nolan,
Mary Nash, Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall.
Fredric
March,
Franciska
Gaal, AkimDumbrille,
Tamiroff,Walter
Ian
Keith,
Margot
Grahame,
Douglass
Brennan.
Robert
Barret,
Fred
Kohler.
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray, John Barrymore,
Porter Fritz
Hall, Feld.
Edgar Kennedy, Una Merkel, Richard
W.Cane,
C. Fields, Martha
Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue,
ShirleyStanley
Ross, Fields,
Bob Hope,
Leif Erikson,
Kirsten FlagTito Guizar,
Rufe Davis.
Maestad,
West,
Edmund
Butlerworth, Walter Lowe,
Catlett,Chas.
RogerWinninger,
Imhof. Charles

Original,
Lucien Cary. Screen play, Edmund
Seward
Pichel. and Adele Buffington. Director: Irving
Co-Directors: Wm. Whitney, Jack English.
Story,
Wright. Screen
play, JoeJackKane.
Natteford, Gilbert
Betty Burbridge.
Director:

Genevieve Tobin, Fredric
John Carroll, Duncan Renaldo, Richard Alexander, Jack
Morgan,
Gene
Autry,Roger
PollyWilliams.
Rowles, Smiley Burnette.

Original
Screen story,
play, Allan
Allan Scott,
Scott. Charles
Director:Norman.
Leigh
Original,
P.
G.
Wodehouse.
Screen
play,Lauren
P. G
Wodehouse,
Ernest
Pagano,
S.
K.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Story,
Robert
Harari,
Maxwell
Shane.
Screen
play,
Raoul Gertrude
Walsh. Purcell, John Twist. Director
Original.
Helen
Vreeland.
Hilda Vincent.
Screei
play,
Sy
Bartlett,
J. Robert
Bren. Director
Lew Landers.
Screen
play,Frank
KarenStrayer.
De Wolf, Robert Chapin.
Director:
Original,
Philip Wylie.
Director: Walter Lang.
Original
and
screen
play,
Art Lanfield.
Arthur, Curtis
Kenyon, Jr. Director: Sidney

Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland, Walter Abel, Henry
Stephenson,
Alec Craig, Guinn Williams, Marie Osborne.
Fred
Joan Fontaine,
Allen,Astaire,
Ray Noble,
Reginald George
Gardiner.Burns and Gracie
LilyRhodes,
Pons, Edward
Gene Raymond,
Jack
Blore, Erik
Everett Horton,Oakie,
Luis Eric
Alberni.
JohnLee Beal,
SallyEdEilers,
HarryPaulCarey,
Frank M. Thomas,
Patrick,
Gargan,
Guilfoyle.

Original
story,
Shane,
Bill Thomas,
Warren
Wilson.Maxwell
Screen
play,DavidMonte
Brice,
Charlesplay,Grapewin.
Director:
Butler.
Screen
Norman
S.
Hall,
Wyndham
Gittens,
Ray
Trampe.
Co-directors:
Forde
Beebe,
Wyndham Gittens.
Story and screen play, Harry O. Hoyt. Director:
Joseph Lewis.

JedDeane,
Prouty,BillySpring
Byington,
Florence Roberts, Shirley
Mahan,
George
Ernest.
Loretta
Young,
Tyrone
Power,
Erwin, Lyle
Talbot,Winchell,
Phyllis Ben
Brooks.Bernie, SimoneStuart
Walter
Simon, Joan Davis,
Dick tonBaldwin,
& Thomas. Wally Vernon, the Peters Sisters, ChilTommy
Moran, Jory,
WalterDavidBrennan,
May
Robson, Kelly,
Ann Jackie
Gillis, Victor
Jack Holt,
Cora
Sue
Collins,
Charles
Richmond,
Mickey
Rentschler, Spring
Byington,HughVictorChapman,
Kilian, Beulah
MargaretBondi.HamilNana Bryant,
Adolpheton,Menjou,
Phil Baker, Ritz Brothers,
Helen Jepson,
Edgar
Bergen
and
"Charlie
McCarthy,"
Bobby
Clark,
Virginia Ballet,
Verril,Goldwyn
Zorina, Girls.
George
BallachineEllaandLogan,
his American
Alice Faye, George Murphy, Charles Winninger, William
Gargan, Andy Devine.
Frankie Thomas,
Robinson,AlanNorman
AnthonyKenneth
Warde, Frances
EarlHarlan,
Douglas,
Gregg,Willis,
Edward
Parker,
Jack
Mulhall,
William
Al Shean.
BobBenedict,
Burns, Joan
Barclay.

From
the Saturdayplay,Evening
Post story by A. H.
Carr.
Stanley Screen
Logan. Horace Jackson. Director:
Original
screen play,
sco. Director:
ArthurWally
Lubin.Klein, Jean NeglueScreen
play,Ray Joseph
Schrank, Maurice Leo.
Director:
Enright.
Original
Wm. and Hugh Cumming.
Director:screen
Wm. plav,
McGann.

Kaylinson,
Francis,
O'Brien, Ralph
GordonForbes.
Oliver, Herbert RawAlan PatMowbray,
Bonita Granville, Gloria Blondell, Donald Crisp.
Humphrey
Bogart, Allan
DorothyJenkins,
McNulty, Pendleton.
Louise Fazenda,
FrankandMcHugh,
Billy
Bobby Mauch,
Spring Nat
Byington.

From
Mark Twain.
ScreenNorman
play,
JohntheV.bookA. byWeaver.
Director:
Taurog.
Music,
George Director:
and Ira Gershwin.
Screen play,
Ben Hecht.
George Marshall.
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WHAT
DID

MOTION

THE

FOR

Columbia
COME WeCLOSER,
Dunn,Legion
Marianof
Marsh—
played thisFOLKS:
on a dualJames
bill with
Terror.
It's aa sale
realincomedy,
showingstore.
the Very
pitch good
men
putting
over
a
department
business.—Canada.
Harland General
Rankin,patronage.
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,
Ontario,
DANGEROUS
A: Don Terry,
RosaveryADVENTURE,
entertainingHaving
program
picturevalue,
deal-it
inglindwithKeith—
thenoA steel
industry.
no star
proved
of
box
office
value,
but
brought
favorable
comment from those who saw it. — Harland Rankin.
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
DODGEand good
CITY singing
TRAIL:in this
Charles
Starrett—
Plentytime,of
action
western.
Running
72 minutes.—
B. A. town
McConnell,
ford, Ark. Small
and coalEmerson
mining Theatre,
patronage.HartI PROMISE TO PAY: Leo Carrillo, Chester Morris
—This
to the creditthe oftruth
a theatre
play it,
bringingpicture
to its iscommunity
about tofraudulent
loan companies.
Business
onlyOntario,
average.—
HarlandGeneral
Rankin,
Plaza
Theare,
Tilbury,
Canada.
patronage.
LEGION OF TERROR: Marguerite Churchill, Bruce
Cabot—ings Aof theveryLegion
good ofactionTerror.
pictureWellshowing
workworththeTheatre,
playing.
Business
normal.— Harland
Rankin, Plaza
Tilbury, 'Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
PAROLE
RACKET:
Kelly,WeekRosalind
This
week seems
to bePaul
Racket
for us.Keith—
We
played ness.
thisAlthough
pictureit islastonlyof atheprogram
week topicture,
very good
busiits expose
ofHarland
the parole
racketPlaza
proved to be good film fare. —
Rankin,
Canada. General
patronage.Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario,
RECKLESS
Bob Allen,
Small-He
There
are manyRANGER:
better westerns
than Louise
this one.
isn't injoyed the
class
of
Buck
Jones
with
us,
but
wePlaza
enweek end
business.—
Theatre, usualTilbury,
Ontario,
Canada.Harland
GeneralRankin,
patronage.
THUNDER IN THE CITY: Edward G. Robinson,
Luli Deste—
If thisAs hadit is,beenmanyspeeded
been
top notch.
walked upoutit onmightthe have
long
drawn-out
scenes.
They lost
waiting for things
to happen
which,interest
when intheythe didstoryhappen,
added up21.—toL. a A.fairIrwin,
night's entertainment. Played
August
N. H. General patronage. Palace Theatre, Penacook,
First National
CHEROKEE
STRIP:done.DickFastForan,
BryanGood
western, nicely
action Jane
and plausible.
Entertains
all the Strand
way. Theatre,
Running time,
55 minutes.—
W.
E.
McPhee,
Old
Town,
Maine.
General patronage.
EVER SINCEgomery—Good
EVE:programmer.
MarionGetsDavies,
RobertRunning
Montby nicely.
time, 7SMaine.
minutes.—General
W. E.patronage.
McPhee, Strand
Theatre, Old
Town,
DIGGERS
OF 1937:
DickupPowell,
BlondellGOLD
— Good
entertainment
but not
to still
the Joan
old
standard.
Blondell
slipping
badly.
Powell
a
favorite
with my patrons. Running time, 10 reels. Played
August
26— A. L. Dove,
Theatre. Bengough, Saskatchewan,
Canada.Bengough
Rural patronage.
MOUNTAIN
JUSTICE:
George
Brent,
Hutchinson— Too cruel for entertainment. ItJosephine
is well
acted andTheatre,
made Frankfort,
a deep impression.
— W.SmallH. town
Hardman,
Royal
Kansas.
patronage.
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, THE: Errol Flynn,
Mauch
Twins—
SwellRoyalpicture
that Frankfort,
did no business.—
W.
Hardman,
Theatre,
Kansas.
SmallH. town
patronage.
Pat O'Brien,
Bogart—
A SAN
dandyQUENTIN:
action picture
that holdsHumphrey
them breathless.
Our
peopleAnamosa,
liked itIowa.very General
much.— patronage.
C. L. Niles, Niles
Theatre,
Jeanne NoMaddenNotTALENT
so hot.SCOUT:
Poor forDonald
ruralWoods,
patronage.
action.
Running
time, six Theatre,
reels. Flayed
September
2.— A. L.
Dove,
Bengough
Bengough,
Saskatchewan,
Canada. Rural patronage.

PICTURE HERALD
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PICTURE

ME
Drew customers
considerable above average.
Comments
by best
the
cash
Someit atthought
it the
ever; others toodid divided.
not careItalian
for
all. The
principal
complaint:
much
opera.
The
modern
deemenownof the
the theatrors'
music, however,
madea great
a hitshow.
with all
Perthepartment,exhibit
this, serve
INnation
Playedclasses.
one another with
5-7.—
C.patronage.
A.sonal y, 1thought
Jordan, itOperahouse,
Cogswell,
N. September
D. Small
town
tion
on the box office perinforma
Clark Gable,
Myrna
No goodW. forH.
for theirof muformance of produc
us.PARNELL:
Fine picture
no goodFrankfort,
for smallLoy—Kansas.
towns.—
the
It is at service
tual benefit.
Hardman,
Royal but
Theatre,
Small
town patronage.
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
ns
icatio
to —
all commun
PARNELL:but Clark
Gable,
Myrna
Loy— house
An excellent
production
thing
appreciates enoughPalace
tonotpaytheTheatre,
tosortsee.ofPenacook,
Played ourAugust
12-13.—
What the Picture Did for Me
L.patronage.
A. Irwin,
N. H. General
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Franchot Tone, Spencer Tracy,W.Gladys
George— Royal
Fine picture to average
Rockefeller Center, New York
business.—
H.townHardman,
Kansas. Small
patronage. Theatre, Frankfort,
CHAIR, THE: Madge Evans, Dame
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN: Bette Davis, Henry MayTHIRTEENTH
Whitty — Romantic mystery. Okay where you
Fonda,otherIanpictureHunter,
Donaldat the
Crisp,tradeDwane
Day— This
An- don't expect
too
much.
Played August 18. — L. A. Irthat I saw
showing.
picture is itoneit ofwillBette
Davis'
best.
While you
areto age. win, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patronwatching
appear
that
the
director
tried
cover
too much theterritory.
In other
words,
OUTand WEST:
Laurel and Hardy—
Drew
any
explanation,
would
change
and thewithout
next though
ofWAY
laughsthere
nightsplenty
even
scenewhat
would
behappened.
severalscenesyears
laterpicture
and never
a word
waschuckles.
a free showHadin two
town good
the second
night.
ofsuch
had
But
the
developed
in
Running
time,
70
minutes.
Played
September
10-11.
—
a
way
that
when
it
was
all
over
everything
was
A.
E.
Eliasen,
Rialto
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn.
Rural and small town patronage.
clearly
understood
and there
wasAll noin doubt
whatever
asdirection
to what
had
taken
place.
all_,
the
stars,
and story make this a very fine picture. Will
be a also
greaterhavewoman's
picture appeal
than a man'sthe picture
will
strong
men. but
Ian Paramount
Hunter along
withveryFonda
and Davis toreally
contributed
ARTISTS AND MODELS: Jack Benny, Ida Lupino,
some
wonderful
work.
And
don't
forget
Donald
Crisp.
He was excellent as Fonda's hard boiled father. The different
Arlen, theGailordinary
Patrick— One of Specialties
the best. Quite
were
littlealsoboy good,
that and
playedif heBette
Davis'muchand inFonda's
child Richard
was
is
shown
the
preview
the
best from
I have ever seen. musicals.
Give it your best playing
should
make
the
children
want
to
see
it.—
Sammie
time.
Let
the
people
know
you
have
something
difJackson,
Jackson
Theatre,
Flomaton,
Ala.
General
f
e
r
e
n
t
.
—
L
.
R.
Creason,
Palace
Theatre,
Eufaula,
Okla.
patronage.
General patronage.
ARTISTS AND MODELS: Jack Benny, Ida Lupino,
Richard
Didn't do theand business
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
weto please
expectedArlen,to majority
onGailthis.Patrick—
entertaining
butWas played
second nightseemed
to a
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938: Robert Taylor, very smallthehouse.
Benny
didn't
have andany Paramount
too much
Eleanor
Powell—
Swell
production
in
any
spot.
Fast,
support.
Could
have
had
a
little
help
classy action, plenty of comedy, fine song hits, swell would have had a honey. Running time, 97 minutes.
sets and it's good, for McPhee says so.— W. E. Mc- Played August 29-30. — A. E. Eliasen, Rialto Theatre,
patronage.Phee, Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General Paynesville, Minn. Rural and small town patronage.
BULLDOG DRUMMOND ESCAPES: Ray Milland,
CAPTAINS
COURAGEOUS:
Spencer
Tracy, everyFred- Heather
Angel— JustRoyala fairTheatre,
picture.Frankfort,
Did not Kansas.
draw.—
dieone andBartholomew
—a Was
one feature
that
pleased
W.
H. town
Hardman,
it
was
pleasure
to
play
it.
Spencer
Tracy
Small
patronage.
was wonderful and without a doubt will win the
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer,
Academy
for his partappeal.
in this.
It's atime,
picture116 Charles
that shouldAward
have universal
Running
OnlyNota fair
programas expected.
picture. Pleased
minutes. Paynesville,
Played September
5-7.—Rural
A. E.andEliasen,
Rialto
about
70Ruggles—
per cent.
as good
Theatre,
Minn.
small
town
Creason,
Palace
Theatre,
Eufaula,
Okla. General— L.pat-R.
ronage.
patronage.
DAY AT THE RACES, A: Marx Brothers, Allan
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer,
Jones,
Maureen Played
O'Sullivan— The perfect
and a Charles
Ruggles—picture
Failed pleased.
to draw due toenough
rainy weather.
fair
L.comedy
A.
Irwin,
I suppose
comedy
Palacegrosser.
Theatre, Penacook,August
N. H. 22-23.—
General
patronage.
and
action tothesatisfy
my patrons. HadNo kicks.
Running
time, 78asen, minutes.
Played
September
8-9.
—
A.
EMPEROR'S
CANDLESTICKS,
THE:
William
Theatre, Paynesville, Minn. RuralE. Eliand
Powell,
Luise Poor
Rainer—
GoodPlayed
film August
fare. Bad
titleL. forA. small townRialtopatronage.
our
locality.
draw.
19-20.—
Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patFORLORN
RIVER:
June
Martel,
Larry
Crabbe—
ronage.
The
only thing
helped
this
average western
was
the name
Zane that
Grey.action
Our but
Saturday
FAMILY AFFAIR, A: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia seemed
to enjoy
the
it was night
no betteraudience
than
Parkerter than— Amanyprogram
picture
that
will
please
much
betelse's product. A.Running
minutes.
so called specials. If you can get them anyone September
J. Inks,time,
Crystal55 Theatre,
in, they
go away well pleased. Played August 27- Played
Ligonier, Ind. Small10-11.—
town patronage.
28.—
A.will Jordan,
SmallC. town
patronage.Opera House, Cogswell, N. D. GREAT GAMBINI. THE: Akim Tamiroff, Marian
Tobinon— Athefairlower
program
picHELL DIVERS (Re-issue): Wallace Beery, Clark Marsh,ture thatGenevieve
half stand
ofsystem
a double
it would ever
alone.
Gable
— Above
average
business.
Well Royal
liked. It's
still feature. Dowillnotgetfeelby that
aFrankfort,
good
show.
—
W.
H.
Hardmann,
Theatre,
Running
time,
70
minutes.
Played
September
8-9.—
Kansas. Small town patronage.
A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE: Joan Crawford, town patronage.
•
Robert
Montgomery,
William
Powell
—
This
is
a
good
I MET HIM IN PARIS : Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
show andyou will
pleaseCrawford,
as near 100
per Montgomery
cent as possible.
Douglas,
Robert
Young—
A
crackerjack
comedy
with
When
get
Joan
Robert
and
funny ofsituations,
not justgreatly
gags and
slapstick.
William Powell on the same bill, you know you have really
beauty
the background
enhanced
the
aOperahouse,
good show.Cogswell,
PlayedN.August
A. Jordan, The
story's
value.
The
cast
could
not
have
been
better.
D. Small15-16.town— C.patronage.
We should certainly have enjoyed capacity business
(Continued
on
following
page,
column
2)
MAYTIME: Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald—

MOTION
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A

practical

working

tool for

every projectionist
•
Revised Sixth Edition

F. H. RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF
N
PROJECTIO
The sixth edition of F. H. Richardson's Bluebook is now in its second
printing, for which it has been extensively revised. In addition to revisions in text, it contains a supplementary chapter devoted to developments which have become important
in projection room technique and
servicing methods since the first
printing.
The revised edition includes 736
pages of up-to-the-minute text, charts
and data with detailed description
of assembly, wiring and functioning
of all modern sound and projection
apparatus. It is a practical "trouble
shooter," cross indexed for immediate reference in any projection
room emergency.
$6.25 Postpaid

OP

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
ROCKEFELLER CENTER NEW YORK

PICTU RE HERALD

RKO Radio
BEHIND THE HEADLINES: Lee Tracy, Diana
Gibson
Excellent25. — action
fare. Palace
PlentyTheatre,
of suspense.
Played c—o kAugust
L. A.patronage.
Irwin,
Pena, N. fl. General
LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE: Joe Penner, Gene
Raymond.
Not from
the picture
we figured
it would be.Harriet
It wasHilliard—
our first
RKO1 and
I hope
the
othersit but
in theadults
"A" were
groupindifferent
are better.to The
childrenof
enjoyed
the
effort
the
cast
to
be
funny.
A
few
of
the
ladies
thought
real
clever, though. A.Running
time, 77 Rialto
minutes. Theatre,
Playedit
September
Paynesville, 12-13.—
Minn. RuralE. andEliasen,
small town patronage.
NEW FACES
OFOne 1937:
Penner, pictures
Parkyakarkus,
Harriet
Hilliard—
ofgood
theJoe acting
biggest
year,
full
of
action
and
and
comedy.ofGoodtheAs
much in this picture as three ordinary features.
anywhere.
PlayedClaymont,
August 21.—
Green
Lantern Theatre,
Del.George
Small Lodge,
town patronage.OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT. THE: Preston Foster, JeantooMuirbad— A amild
melodrama.
The cast
it from
Played N.August
24— L.saves
ronage.
Irwin,
Palace Theatre,fate.
Penacook,
H. General
pat-A.
RIDING Running
ON AIR: time,
Joe E. Brown— Very— P.goodG. JoeHeld,E.
Brown.
Strand Theatre,
Griswold, 70Iowa.minutes.
General patronage.
SHALL WE DANCE: Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire
—Astaire
Very -Rogers
good butproductions,
not quite according
as good asto our
the judgother
We ran into
Statebusiness
Fair and
Rochester
Expositionment.competition,
so
our
suffered.
Played
September 8-9.— C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus,
N. Y. Family
YOU CAN'T
Preston
Foster, Great
Joan
Fontaine
— This isBEAT
good LOVE:
allourthepatrons.
way through.
entertainment
pleased
ExcellentPlayed
for
small towns andandcountry
but good anywhere.
September Del.
4.— George
Green Lantern Theatre,
Claymont,
Small Lodge,
town patronage.

September
25, 1937
Playedatre,August
28.—
George
Lodge,
Green
Lantern TheClaymont, Del. Small town patronage.
CALIFORNIAN, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Weaver— part
Good programmer,
plenty Need
of action.
Part
well
staged.
afraid
ofwestern,
this Strand
one. Spanish,
Running
time,
55Town,
minutes.Maine.
—notW. beE.General
McPhee,
Theatre,
Old
patronage.
CALIFORNIAN, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Weaver—
A very fineExcellent
westernsinging
in the anddaysunusual
of the story.
Spanish in California.
Nicely done—
L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa,
Iowa.
GeneralC. patronage.
DAVID— DidHARUM
(Re-issue):
Will Rogers,
Evelyn
\ enable
average
business,
no more.
Well
liked.—
H. about
Hardman,
Royal
Theatre,
Frankfort,
Kansas. W.Small
town patronage.
HOLY TERROR, THE: Jane Withers, Anthony
Martin—
Withers is fastthat
becoming a favoriteenterwith
us, and Jane
her t spictures
lant thatourishave
lackingone intodown-to-earth
sofallmanydownother
tures.taiWenmenhave
first
on, picand
that's moreductithan
I canTerror"
say aboutwill a suit
lot ofanyadult
proons. "Tforhe Holy
audience
that is looking
wholesome entertainment.
Running
time, 82 Connell,
minutes. Theatre,
Played Hartford,
September Ark.
5-6.— Small
B. A. town
Mcand coal miningEmerson patronage.
MIDNIGHT
TAXI: Brianto Donlevy,
Frances DrakeGave
general satisfaction
normal business.
Played
4.— C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus,
N.September
Y. Family
OFFplenty
TO THE
RACES:andJedwentProuty,
Has
of laughs
over Shirley
O. K.—Deane—
W.SmallH.
Hardman,
Royal
Theatre, Frankfort,
Kansas.
town
patronage.
SING AND
HAPPY: comedy
AnthonyandMartin,
Dunbar
A fairIfBEmixture
music.rolesDixie
Thehe
star is —good.
he were ofgiven
more meaty
might win,getPalacesomewhere.
Played
August
14.—
L.
A.
Irronage.
Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patSING very
AND fineBE program
HAPPY: picture.
Tony Martin,
Dixie being
DunJust missed
aIowa.bigbar—Apicture.—
L. Niles, Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,
General C.patronage.
SLAVE Allan,
SHIP: Wallace
Beery,
Elizabeth
Rooney—
Just Warner
theMickey
type Baxter,
picture
you
would expect Mickey
from these
two stars.
Rooney
isthisswell
— soRunning
is Miss time,
Allan.92 minutes.
You won'tPlayed
go wrong
on
one.
August
26-27.
McConnell,
Emerson
Hartford,
Ark. — B.SmallA. town
and coal
miningTheatre,
patronage.
THAT I MAY LIVE: Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kent
—Extra
good than
program
picture.
100 per
cent better
average.
Ran Pleased
this oneabout
on Bargain
Nites.— L.patronage.
R. Creason, Palace Theatre, Eufaula, Okla.
General
THIS IS MY AFFAIR: Robert Taylor, Barbara
Stanwyck,
Victor
McLaglen—
not do so well.
Those
who
were town
pleased.
— W. DidH. Hardman,
Frankfort,
Kansas.came Small
patronage.
WAKE UP AND LIVE: Ben Bernie, Walter Winchell, Alice
Faye, Jack
Haley, Unfortunately
Patsy Kelly— weA real
picture
that pleased
ran
into
excessively
hotW.everybody.
weather
and
thatTheatre,
hurt. Played
September
1-2.—
C.
Mills,
Arcade
Sodus,
N. Y. Family patronage.
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen— One
of the and
best cast.
of the Temples.is Has
pro, story value
Get behindductionit.
For some
unknown Shirley
reason theexcellent.
Temple
pictures
do
a
little
less
as
each
one
comes
out.—
C.
Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patron-L.
WOMAN
WISE:
Rochelle
Hudson,
Whalen
—age.
Poor. OurRoyal
worstTheatre,
businessFrankfort,
of the Michael
season.
Hardman,
Kansas.— W.SmallH.
town patronage.
CAN'T Ritz
HAVEBrothers
EVERYTHING:
DonYOUAmeche,
— Excellent inAlice
any Faye,
spot.
Fast action,
good tocomedy,
loads
ofentertainment.
new songs. Everything
that
goes
make
a
fine
Running
time.
100
minutes.—
W.
E.
McPhee,
Strand
Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General patronage.
YOU
CAN'T RitzHAVEBrothers,
EVERYTHING:
Don Ameche,
Tonyto keep
Martin—Alice
FineFaye,
entlertadistributed.
inment and a good theme
musical
q
u
e
n
c
e
s
w
e
Ritz
Brothers
better
thanseever and Tony Martin adding heavily to his rapidly
mounting popularity. Running time, 99 minutes.
Playedtre, September
Peterpatronage.
Panagos, Indiana TheaMarion, Ind. 5-8.—
General

Twentieth Century -Fox
ANGEL'S
HOLIDAY:
Janegreatly.
Withers, Robert
This
one pleased
ourforpeople
of actionKent—
and
comedy.
Splendid
small
townsGreenandFull
country.
Played
September
11.—
-George
Lodge,
Lantern
Theatre,
Claymont, Del. Small town patronage.
CAFE
METROPOLE:
Lorettaor Young,
Tyrone whole
Power— No depends
good
for onsmalltalking,
town
picture
with country.
little or The
no action.

United Artists
IS BORN,
A: JanetweGaynor,
Fredric this
MarchOneSTARof the
finest pictures
have played
year
with business
above show
average.
Many
favorable
comm
e
n
t
s
.
I
t
'
s
a
swell
and
if
properly
exploited
will
make
you
some
money.
Played
August
8-9.
—
C.
Jordan, Operahouse, Cogswell, N. D. Small townA.
patronage.
STELLA DALLAS: Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles.
Anne
Shirley —wasBeyond
comparison.of theThepatronage,
"finest thing
ever filmed"
the declaration
and

but
didn't. Penacook,
Played August
A. Irwin,
Palacewe Theatre,
N. H. 15-16.—
GeneralL. patronage.
MAKE
WAY
FOR
TOMORROW:
Victor
Moore,
Beulahin Bondi—
Failedof toplaces.
draw.Amateurish.
Not liked. Running
Missed
badly
a
number
time, 82 minutes.
PlayedMcMinnville,
September 8-9.Ore.— M.Local
W. Mattecheck,
Lark Theatre,
patronage.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Martha Raye, Bob Burns—
This it_ is butso silly
it'sdid,hardso everything's
to see why folks
see
jake.rushed
Playedto
August
21— they
L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre,
Penacook,
N. H. General
MUSIC:but Bobseemed
Burns, please.
Martha Screwy
Raye—
IasMOUNTAIN
thought
it terrible
a corkscrew.
Running time, 72to minutes.
Played
August 6-7.—Min vil M.e, Ore. Local
H. Mattecheck,
patronage. Lark Theatre, McNIGHT OF MYSTERY: Roscoe Karns, Ruth Coleman— A66 good
mysteryPlayed
pictureSeptember
that pleased.
time,
minutes.
10-11.—Running
A.RuralE.
Eliasen,
Theatre, Paynesville,
Minn.
and small Rialto
town patronage.
TURN OFFCharles
THE MOON: This
Eleanore
pictureWhitney,
does there
notJohn-geton
goingny Downs,
good until aboutRuggles—
the fourth reel.
From
it's
goodbestwithmorale
a grand
told
me itextra
had the
of anyfinale.
pictureOneshepatron
ever saw.
— L. eral
R. patronage.
Creason, Palace Theatre, Eufaula, Okla. GenRepublic
PARADE, THE: Phil
Regan, Frances
LangfordHIT— Good
station. More entertainment
like a variety localed
show. around
However,a radio
it pleased
very
much
and
that's
what
we're
looking
for
days. Will stand up for two days. Running time,these83
minutes.
Played September
9.— B. A. McConnell,
Emerson
coal
miningTheatre,
patronage.Hartford, Ark. Small town and
ROUND-UP
TIME INa western,
TEXAS: butGeneit gotAutry,
Smiley
Burnette
— Not strictly
the largest
Saturday
business
ingo five
years, and
that's
something.
The
country
boys
for
Autry
in
a
big
way.
hewesterns.—
stays with
give Eufaula.
us Hope
good
L. R.Republic
Creason,as they
Palacealways
Theatre,
Okla. General
patronage.
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NEW CONTRIBUTORS
FROM FIVE STATES
Five shoivmen from as many states
this week join the exhibitors reporting on "What the Picttire Did for
Me".
Four contributing reports for the
first time are these:
Ray Bickler, Mattray Theatre, Strasbourg, North Dakota.
Guy W. Cocklin, Strand Theatre,
Walnut, Iowa.
Walter Hollowell, State Theatre,
McCrory, Arkansas.
A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier,
Indiana.
Returning to reporting after more
than a year's absence is A. G. Miller
of the Lyric Theatre at Atkinson,
Nebraska.

MOTION
PICTURE HERALD
MELODY
FOR TWO:
James bill.—
Melton,
Ellis
—Just
fair business
on a double
W. H.Patricia
Hardman,
Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kansas. Small town patronage.
PUBLIC
Jane Wyman,
Hoppercast,
— One noofWEDDING:
the
worstno direction.
pictures
weWarner
haveWilliam
ever
played.
Nocleaning
story,
is
certainly
to complete
contractout
. Pay fortheirthisvaults
and leave
it in thethecan1936-37
and make
friends. — patronage.
C. L. Niles, Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa.
General
SINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
Weston,
Larry Adler,
HughwithHerbert
— Adler
This itis isonetops.of
Warner isBrothers'
best and
Larry
There
just
enough
ofvery
Hughgood.
HerbertThe
tonewbe Doris
good.
Audience
reaction
was
Westonpersonality.
is a treatRunning
and she time,
has a120veryminutes.
pleasant
voice
and
Played
September
12-14.—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
SLIM:
Pat
Margaret
Fonda
dandyisO'Brien,
picture
and
one thatLindsay,
did that
veryHenry
well
for
us.—goAThis
the
sort
oflocally.
entertainment
they
really
for
in
a
big
way
Played
August
— L. eral
A. patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. Gen-14.

Short Features
Columbia
TO THE WOODS:
Broadwayyes.Comedies—
The
3 BACK
Stooges.
audiences lovSlapstick,
e them. Theyes.onlyCrazy,
trouble, youButmissour some
of
the
lines
because
there
is
so
much
laughter.
—
C.
L.
they
barred
none.
The
maximum
number
of
stars
plus would not be sufficient for this. Three Academy Niles. Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronAwards wouldformance. Ifyou
be needed
for
Barbara
Stanwyck's
perage.
have to drag the patrons in, do it GRIPS, GRUNTS AND GROANS: Three Stooges—
and
thank you. Peter
RunningPanagos,
time, Indiana
105 minutes.
This typetoofhearpicture
hard inonenjoyment.
the seats, Extra
but it good
is a
Playedthey'll
The- pleasure
them isroar
atre,September
Marion, Ind. 12-15.—
General patronage.
slapstick
comedy andtime,I've18 got
my —firstB. A.one McConnell,
to have a
kick
on.
Running
minutes.
WOMAN
CHASES
MAN:
Miriam
Hopkins.
Joel
Emerson patronage.
Theatre, Hartford, Ark. Small town and coal
McCrea—
A featureonlylength
is allit claimed
mining
for
it. it.—
Business
fair Operahouse,
butcomedy
those that
whoCogswell,
saw
seemed
toSmalllike
C.
A.
Jordan,
N.
D.
town patronage.
Educational
CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER: Treasure Chest
universal
— Excellent
based onPalace
this rather
known
— subject
L. A.patronage.
Irwin,
Theatre,littlePenacook,
LUCKIEST GIRL IN THE WORLD, THE: Jane dog
N. H.breed.General
Wyatt,ture thatLouis
Hayward—
A
satisfactory
program
picjustJordan,
an average
business.Cogswell,
Played August
BusterandWest,
These
20-21.— town
C. didA.patronage.
Operahouse,
N. D. boysGIRLScan AHOY!:
really dance
will Tom
get byPatricola—
as comedians
Small
oncomedy
their anddancing
ablility.
"Girlstwo.Ahoy!"
is atime,
clever18
well
done
by
these
Running
MY MAN barGODFREY:
WilliamthatPowell,
minutes.ford, —Ark.B.Small
A. McConnell,
d—Here isbox
an oldofficepicture
willcentgetCarole
youthe Lommore
town and coalEmerson
mining Theatre,
patronage.Hartmoney
at
the
than
50
per
of
new
ones. It did above the average business for us and
HERdiscouraging
ACCIDENTAL HERO:
Comediespleasedwel , 100
cent.—town
C. A.patronage.
Jordan, Operahouse, Cogs- Very
— L. patronage.
A.Two-Reel
Irwin, Palace
TheaN. D. perSmall
tre, Penacook, N. H.comedy.
General
NIGHT
KEY:
Boris
Karloff.
Jean
Rogers—
A
good
picture that kept a small house continually attentive.
Played co kAugust
17. — L. patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Pena- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
, N. H. General
THE CANNIBALS:
Harman-Ising—
SANDFLOW:
Buck
This Buck
was A BOSKO
verytre, Anamosa,
goodANDcolored
C. L. Niles,
Niles Theanot as strong a picture Jones,
as we Lita
usuallyChevret—
get from
Iowa. cartoon.
General— patronage.
Jones.
It
did
normal
business.
Played
August
28.—
C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus, N. Y. Family
RUSHIN'
BALLET:
Our
Gang—
One
of
thegrownbest
we haveas wellseenas thischildren.
season.Running
Got a bigtime,handninefromminutes.—
TOP OF THE TOWN: Doris Nolan, George Murphy A. J.ups Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,
Ind.
Small
town
—thePeople
disappointed!excellent
So wasactsI inat this
the and
picturemighty
and patronage.
good receipts.
comedy andSomeeverything
that goes to make
a good
RUSHIN'
Gang—dates.
A fine
picture,
but
somehow
it
missed
fire.
—
Sammie
Jackson,
usual.
We playBALLET:
them on Our
our
—patronage.
C. Gang
L. Niles,as
Jackson Theatre. Flomaton, Ala. General patronage.
Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,
Iowa. bestGeneral
IN Apicture
CROWD:that Joan
Bennett,
Joel will
McCrea—
AnoTWO
program
will and
get Joel
by but
cause
comment.
Joan
Bennett
McCrea,
both Paramount
excellent stars, should be given better stories. Played
Grantland
one
August
13-14.—
C.
A.
Jordan,
Opera
House,
Cogswell,
is AQUABATS:
good and a natural
for usRicein aSportlights—
resort town.ThisPlenty
N. D. Small town patronage.
ofA. thrills
in
this
for
all.
Running
time,
10
minutes.—
Rialtopatronage.
Theatre, Paynesville, Minn.
RuralE. andEliasen,
small town
Wa rner Broth ers
I LIKE BABIES AND INFINTS: Popeye the Sailor
—Not up A.to E.Popeye
standard.
Running
seven
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA, THE: Paul Muni, Gale minutes.—
Rialtopatronage.
Theatre, time,
Paynesville,
This thepicture
isisassomewhat
great as Warners
say(at Minn. Rural
and Eliasen,
small town
itSondergaard—
is.
Although
first
tiresome
least
it wasof theto me),
gets wondering
under way what
and will
the UNDERWATER ROMANCE, AN: Grantland Rice
last half
pictureit soon
has you
Sportlights
— A fair
scenesTedat
happen
next.there's
If Muni
doesn'tcertain
win theandAcademy
award
Silver Springs
were short.
very The
good underwater
but, of course,
with this,
one
thing
that
is
someHusing's comments
are
always
the
tops
and
can put
body else really did some dog-gone good acting. Saw anything
over. Theatre,
Running Ligonier,
time, nineInd.minutes.
Inks, Crystal
Small— A.townJ.
this picture
atsmall
Warners'
trade
showing.
Hope that
it doesit patronage.
good
in
my
town,
although
I'm
afraid
won't
do as Sometimes
good as "Varsity
Show"in ormy "That
Certain
Woman."
the people
lation 930) do not appreciate
a really
big town
picture(populike RKO Radio
this.—
Sammie
Jackson,
Jackson
Theatre,
Flomaton,
Ala. General patronage.
MANY HAPPY RETURNS: Radio Flash Comedies
—onSame
line.dumb
Wife butthinkspatrons
husband
MARRY
THE
GIRL:
Hugh
Herbert,
Mary
Boland—
her. oldRather
seemedis stepping
to enjoy outit.
This picture
is aboutIf wethe had
worstknown
put outjustbyhowthisbadcom-it Theatre,
Running Paynesville,
time, 18 minutes.—
A.RuralE. andEliasen,
Rialto
pany
this
season.
Minn.
small
town
was,
it would
haveSeptember
been shelved.
Running
time,
68 patronage.
minutes.
Played
8-9—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
RHYTHM IN A NIGHT COURT: Nu-Atlas Pro-

65
any tooA.goodE. orEliasen,
entertaining.
Running -Passable.
time,
nine Notminutes.
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn. —Rural
and small Rialto
town
patronage.
WAIF'S
WELCOME,
A:
Rainbow
Parade
Cartoons
— An excellent color cartoon and, while old, the prints
have been
fine this
for the most
on several
we've
picked
from
— L. patronage.
A.partIrwin,
Palace Theatre,upPenacook,
N. H. series.
General
United Artists
HIAWATHA:
Symphonies—
oneLITTLE
of the best
that Disney Silly
ever made.
RunningThistime,is
eight
minutes.town
— A. patronage.
J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier,
Ind. Small
Universal
THE:— C.Meany-Miny-Moe
Cartoons—AnaNot
soGOLFERS,
hot mosa,a Iowa.cartoon.
L. Niles, Niles Theatre,
General
patronage.
Vitaphone
FELLA WITH
THEtime,FIDDLE,
THE: Merrie
dies—Good. Griswold,
Running
eight
G. MeloHeld,
Strand Theatre,
Iowa. minutes.—
General P.patronage.
HE WAS
HER
MAN:
Merrie
Melodies—
Fair
cartoon.—GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. Small
Masters—been
Here hiding
is a
realLOUISIANA
band number.KINGS:
Where Melody
has Vitagraph
this band?Theatre,
They are
the topsInd.in music.
J. Inks,
Crystal
Ligonier,
General— A.patronage.
PETER VAN STEEDEN AND ORCHESTRA:
Melodyeral snappy
Master Series—Running
Excellent time,
Melodyone Master.
SevE. McArdle, numbers.
Owl Theatre, Lebanon,
Kan. reel.Small— Gladys
town
patronage.
Serial
Universal
Brown—is One
of WILD
the bestWEST
serialsDAYS:
I have Johnny
ever run.MackBusiness
improving each Saturday.
Am onMcCrory,
Chapter Ark.
Four. — Small
Walter
Hollowell,
State
Theatre,
town and rural patronage.

Grown up and nation-wide, AIR EXPRESS
now speed master of 500 giant super-swift transport
planes,
shipments
north,daysouth,
east, westzooms
— 2500America's
miles overnight
! Complete
and
night service to 216 cities, and all points between,
in the United States and Canada. Direct to LatinAmerica, Honolulu, and the Far East. Low cost.
True, modern economy. For service, telephone any
office of Railway Express and say "AIR EXPRESS
DIVISION!"
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 86 was : (A)
Explain why line voltage must be higher than
arc voltage.
How tomuch
supply ofvoltage exceed arc(B)voltage
insuremuststability
the
arc? (C) Explain conditions under which it is
permissible
to
supply
a
projector
arc,
and
conditions which make it inadvisable to do so.
The following made acceptable replies
(though I add the warning that once more I
havebetter
"squeezed"
some: of you through against
my
judgment)
S. Evans
and
C.
; D. Danielson
; C. Old-R.
ham; G. Doe; H. Rau
Edwards;
J. R. Prater,
and K. Wells; W. Limmroth; H. B. Smith,
W. H. Edmonds ; C. L. Loft ; O. H. Schmidt ;
R. S. Lee; L. H. Hayes; J. A. Zachritz ; C.
Champney; P. and L. Felt; W. C. Bant; H.
Lathrope and M. Dey ; D. D. Strobey ; L. F. and
G. Brown;
R. Davidson
and W.; D. R.Coates
Mat- ;
thewsR.; H. J.Carter
; A. C. Greene
F. H., S. and P. Dalbey ; R. M. Schnider ; D.
and W. Porter; B. L. Kent; H. T. Billings;
L. M. Roberts; B. B. Hornstein and R. R.
Jacobs ; M. D. McGuire ; F. L. and L. Savior ;
M. H.O'Connell,
and H. T.T.andPlum;
C.
Lowrie; D.H. A.T. Shea
Randolph;
W.
Turk ; G. L. Goss ; S. U. Lamont and P. F.
Maxwell; E. Exline; T. W. Redhouse; F. E.
Dorp and H. A. Ames; N. S. Reid and H. T.
Watkins ; W. Winkler and R. R. Robbins ; F. D.
Scanlon; A. H. Bradley; B. and M. Walker;
L. E. Dodson and H. T. Todd; H. Bunker;
E. F. and M. Wentworth ; O. L. Goldstein
and M. Samuels ; A. Leonard and G. T. Jones ;
S. H. Billings and W. L. Brandon ; R Davis and
F. M. Brown ; C. Caldwell ; S. L. Maxwell ;
F. B. Shilshome; J. Morton; R. S. Welch; S.
Hewitt
A. W.Brandenburg
Baxter ; A.; W.
D. Lonby
; D. Den- ;
nis ;F. ; W.
V. Henderson
J.wood
K. Robinson
and
R.
E.
Bullard
;
L.
A.
and M. F. Robinson; B. L. BuntBeechand
W.
R.
Davis ; L. G. Dillon and W. B. Myers ;
K. L. Brant.
Out of all the mass of answers, only four
caught the perfectly obvious point that if supply
and arc voltage were equal, there then could be
no ballast resistance in circuit, hence when the
carbons were contacted to strike an arc, a dead
short
blownallfuses
result.Those
What'snoting
the
matterandwith
yousewould
guys?
that point were G. E. Doe, S. Hewitt, P. and
L. Felt, and W. H. Edmonds.
E. Doe answers,
"Theresincemust
be resistance
in G.a projection
arc circuit
without
it, when
the carbons are contacted to strike the arc, a
short circuit would result and the fuses would
blow, thus killing the circuit.
"I think the chief reason in back of the
questionquired is,
however,
that an thearcarc'cushion'
is reitself.
Could
the arc beto insure
struckstability
withoutin resistance
in circuit
in the form of a rheostat of some sort, and the
voltage maintained absolutely steady throughout
the run, the supply and arc voltage could be
equal.
"But noted,
there theare arcmanycouldbutsnotinbethat.
First,Sec-as
above
ond, the line voltage
seldom if everformed.
is absolutely
constant. Third, there are constant variations
in carbon crater, negative tip and arc stream
resistance, which, though ordinarily slight,
would be enough to alter the current flow, and
at every such alteration there is additional rise
or lowering of arc resistance, which would pro-

School
NO.

86

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON

a double benefit of current rectification, plus the
saving effected by a cost of wattage equal to
difference in supply voltage and voltage of the
of the set, times the amperage deliv=generator
30 ery.volts.
This difference ordinarily will be 1 10 — 80
"But ifferencethethen ofvoltage
more, thehence
difcoursebe is220faror greater,
operation through resistance would mean very
high waste. In such case, regardless of whether
the supply be d.c. or a.c, its voltage must be
either byto a themotor-generator
orbroken
by adown,
transformer,
pressure deemedset
requisite for best operation under the local conditions obtaining, usually about 80 volts."
Special SMPE Meeting
For Projectionists
The fall meeting of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, which will be held at the
Hotel Pennslyvania in New York City, October
11 to 14 inclusive, will have one entire session
devoted to papers dealing with projection. The
ceed until either the arc was broken or fuses exact day for it will be set soon. The session
Projectionfor Symposium."
were blown. Therefore the answer is that sup- hasIt been
wouldnamed
seem "Aappropriate
unions within
ply and arc voltage cannot be equal with ability
to create or retain any arc at all. However, the reasonable distance to send a representative,
difference must be the fixed amount required possibly their chief executive officer, as an "obto enable maintenance of a smoothly burning to the bodyserver," hewith instructions
represents. toThereport
Societyproceedings
has thus
arc, or there will be (if it is too high) waste honored our profession.
Let us honor it by
or Which,
(if too gentlemen,
small) an unsteady
arc."
seems to me anaboutanswer
as care-as displaying
I will be practical
registeredinterest.
at the Pennsylvania Hotel
fully prepared and informative
day and the night before the session. I
this "school" has received in all the years of that
union representatives reportits existence. We thank Brother Doe, a Chi- will ingseeto me,to orit that
individual
the
cago projectionist.
S.M.P.E. officers
and are projectionists,
made welcome.meetThere
(B)eredJ.essential
R. Prater
"It isandusually
consid- will bementawelldisplay
of
new
developments
in
equipto goodsays,results
a smoothly
worth examination.
burning arc that supply voltage be from 20
to 25 volts higher than arc voltage, consequently
most motor-generator sets supply d.c. at about Agfacolor Discussed
80 volts.
However,
work it manner
is pos- At Engineers Meeting
sible to handle
an arcbyincareful
a satisfactory
from a 70-volt generator and as a result have
John L. Forrest, of the Agfa Ansco Coronly a 15-volt
rheostat
loss."
poration, presented
paper ofon the
"Agfacolor"
"students"
placeadded
the minimum
last a week
Atlantic
at Most
15 volts,
with the
comment difference
that the at a meeting
Coast Section of the Society of Motion Picexact
amount
required
differs
with
character
of the arc and with the skill and care of the
ture Engineers at Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York. He described the intricacies of the
projectionist himself, all of which is correct.
of manufacturing and reversal(C) S.nowHewitt
problem
that says,
there "Itareis soa more
many complex
devices method
processing the film used in the Agfacolor
available for rectifying a.c. for projection work. process
and
quality camera
of reI think, therefore, the intent of the question will
sults attaineddemonstrated
with 25 mm. the
miniature
be served if economy of operation be chiefly
considered, though in the case of a 220 volt (or stills and 16 mm. motion pictures.
higher)form it down
supplytoitabout
is of 80course
transvolts possible
and thento rectify
it by a tube rectifier. That, however, means a Circuit to Acquire
multiplicity
of trouble. of equipments and added possibilitv House in Charlotte
Arrangements have been made for North
strictly bewith110a ormotor
per Carolina
Theatres, Inc., to take over the
set,"Dealing
if the voltage
less, generator
d.c, the loss
of reduction by rheostat would be too small to Broadway theatre, Charlotte, from Warner
justify installation of so expensive a machine Brothers. The house, recently refitted with
aspower
a motor-generator
for new sound equipment^ is one of the oldest
are very high.set Inexcept
the where
latter rates
case the
matter should have very careful consideration. theatres in Charlotte.
The costtenanceofand the
set, its probable
cost ofmustmain-be
John Stoll, well-known California artist,
its probable
deterioration
joined the special effects department at
considered, as against the easily computed cost has
Selznick International. The department is
of breaking down the voltage with resistance.
"If the supply be 110- volt a.c, then there is headed by Jack Cosgrove.
BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 91
What are the tools to be considered requisite to a first-class proonist's to l kit
(not which
including
expensivejectitesting
outfits
should
be supplied by the theatre, but
wrenches, size and kind; screwdrivers,
size and kind; files, size and kind;
plyers, size and kind, and so on).
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson,
Scarsdale,
N. Y. No. 3 Tudor Lane,
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Defense

Well, it was a famous case and the folks came from miles
around. Showmanship was on trial, accused of senility, charged
with innocuous desuetude. The accusers labeled him an old,
old bird who had been kicking around too long and had never
amounted to as much as a whisper in a hail storm, even in
his palmiest days, if any. Yes, sir, the plaintiffs were trying to
have Showmanship declared incompetent. They said that with
pictures being so good nowadays Showmanship was about as
useful as skirts
a pretty more
girl's than
bathing
suit.newspaper
Theatres, they
declared,
neededon nothing
a few
ads,
seats, a screen, cashier, doorman, and a manager to count
the
take. Pictures
do the
rest them
and they
Showmanship
hangingwould
around
to tell
how todidn't
run want
their
affairs or bother the managers; no, sir.
So the court was called to order and Judge Industry took
his place. Lawyer for the plaintiffs got up and started a long
harangue on how the defendant always encouraged theatremen to spend money for exploitation and stay away from their
houses to make tieups with newspapers and merchants. Managers should be at the theatres at all times, he said, to see
that
room. no one walked off with the light bulbs out of the men's
Well, he went on that way for a long time, when counsel
for Showmanship interrupted to say that he had some fine
character witnesses for the defendant on hand. "But they are
very busy men, your Honor. If it please the court, we would
like to have them sworn and give evidence so they can go
back to work."
*
*
*
The judge agreed and the crowd started buzzing with
anticipation, when Oscar Doob, Loew Theatres ad head, took
the stand. When he was sworn in, counsel asked the witness
to tell the court what Showmanship had done in the circuit's
housesa good
for the
which ofeveryone
knew
was
job MSM
of workpicture
but, like"Topper",
many another
equal worth,
needed the selling it got.
So Mr. Doob told how Showmanship had pointed out the
boxoffice advisability of Loew-men selling the show as one of
the screwiest; how in their campaigns set forth in the Round
Table they went for the word "ectoplasm" to arouse curiosity,
stopped traffic with the widely publicized "surrealist art gallery" lobby display, built up smart stunts with the lingerie shop

and shower bath sequences in the picture. Counsel for the
defense introduced additional evidence from other situations
where theatremen found it more advantageous to soft-pedal
the screwball
picture's ghost
stuff, though amusing, and go heavier for
the
advertising.
"Does this prove that Showmanship is weak and senile?"
thunderedlationsthe
lawyer, asin heallintroduced
Doob's boxoffice
tabuwhich showed
Loew engagements
the picture
returned grosses in exact proportion to the showmanship exercised by the individual theatremen. And that other exhibitors
who used the same campaign syndicated by MGM also reported top business as a result.
The crowd started to applaud. The judge called for order.
Counsel
the defense
plaintiff's
lawyer whofordecided
not to winked
take the broadly
witness. atHe thelooked
a bit
worried.
*
*
*
Next called
to speak theatres
for the defendant
was "Skip"
Warner
Philadelphia
zone chieftain,
who Weshner,
brought
along
Exhibit
No.
2
—
a
newspaper
sockeroo
on
"Souls
at Sea"to
for the date at the Fox, Philadelphia. Counsel explained
the court that the picture was based on a story that had
appeared originally in the Philadelphia Ledger in 1842 and
published again in facsimile form in the paper's centennial
issue.
Mr. Weshner described how the divisional publicity department sold the paper on using a layout of the same facsimile,
bordered by action shots from the picture with a seven-column
banner heading a two-column story. It was planted two days
ahead and on page 3 of the paper, he said. Counsel passed
the page over to the judge who read it with interest whiie
"Skip" told how the boys had followed it by blowing up the
front of the boxout instopped
This was
by 60.smart
a 40some
page towith
office
tieinplanted
copy that
a Jot of
passersby and attracted
quite
a
few
right
up
to the window.
(Continued on page 71)
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Governor's Day at the Colorado State Fair was the
occasion of the Quigley July Silver Plaque presentation made in front of the grandstand by Governor Teller Ammons to Manager Pat Patchen, Main
Theatre, Pueblo. Shown in the picture, from the
left, are U. S. Senator Curtis P. Ritchie, the GovPueblo. ernor, Patchen and Manager Bob Huffman, Uptown,
Dominating Kresge music window was display on
"100 Men and a Girl" for date at Fox, Philadelphia.
Giant star head was center of smart flash arranged
under supervision of Skip Weshner by Publicist Jules
Seltzer and Manager Harold Seidenberg.
W

Usher dressed as marine with fan carrying theatre credits drawn through
the streets in a rickshaw propelled by a "coolie" was slant effected by Manager Irv Dashkin,
for "Singing
Marine" at (Below)
the Savoy,
Jamaica,
L. I.created
Fife
and drummers
brought
further attention.
Historic
display
for
"Toast
of
New
York"
was
planted
by
Manager
J.
G.
Heinz
at
libraries
for date at the RKO Alden, also in Jamaica.
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Quigley
Plaque
Winners

for Augusr
kf
The third Connecticut manager to land in the Plaque
column and the first of his
circuit is Barney Dobrans, of
the M & P circuit's Crown
Theatre, in New London.
Dobrans won the August
Bronze on his entry for a
two-day subsequent run date
on Paramount's "Make Way
for
detailson ofa
whichTomorrow,"
will be found
following page.

Listed as the first entrant in
the state of Massachusetts to
be voted a Quigley Plaque is
Joe Di Pesa, Boston Loew
Theatres publicist, who recently took down the August
Silver on "Stella Dallas" at
the State and Orpheum. Details ofhis campaign including maskedwillgirlbe stunt
here
illustrated
a following page. found on

Among the many slants that
attracted the curious in Barney Dobran's campaign on
"Makea series
Way for
Tommorw"
was
of whitewashed
footprints directed along the
streets leading in and out of
stores and coming to rest as
to be expected at the Crown
Theatre cashier's booth.

Street cars cover much mileage in and around Atlantic
City which
one of the bally
reasons theisbannered
shown here was utilized by
Warnerites Sid Blumenstock
and Herb Copelan to plug
the world premiere of "That
Certain Woman" at the Stanley, in the resort city.

*'

**'*
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COVERAGE

DOBRANS
PESA,
Playing 60 to 90 days after the first runs
and with a capacity of some 1,000 seats, for
PLEASE OBSERVE THAT
his
date on New
"MakeLondon,
Way
AWARDS DEADLINE
for subsequent
Tomorrow" two-day
at the Crown,
Conn., Manager Barney Dobrans put toThe deadline for the Quigley Sepgether asterling
of first-run found
merit
and which
the campaign
Judging Committee
tember Awards is midnight of Saturworthy of the Quigley August Bronze.
day, October 9. The deadline for
Well in advance each member of the perUnitedtest is November
Artists' "Stella
I. Dallas" consonnel pledged himself to inform at least
Entries on this picture for Quigley
30 people of the coming date and Dobrans
followed this up by a personal contact with
Awards consideration must reach
his audiences by addressing patrons matinee
here in time to meet the monthly
and evenings one week in advance, and givdeadline and this is stressed in order
ing the picture his warm endorsement. Four
to avoid any confusion between the
girl members of the staff for three days
two dates. Entrants who so desire
ahead phoned to every number in the local
directory and in advance cashiers also
"Dallas"
tomaythesend
RoundtheirTable
Quigleycampaigns
Awards
stressed playdates on every call. For a stunt
with instructions to have these fortiein, Barney moved weighing scales into
the lobby announcing that all women patrons
warded to the Judging Committee
weighing the same as Barbara Reed in the
in the United Artists contest.
picture would be given free admission.
Many Outdoor Angles
sniped and had distributed widely. Hotel
Outdoor stuff covered many angles. Dopostcards
York to
sebrans pasted one-sheets on sidewalk in front
lectedmailed
mailing listfrom
and New
containing
strong
of
the boxoffice and was able to stencil sideplug for the date was also found helpful.
walks in both directions for entire block.
Chalked up as another stunt and which
also landed in the local dailies was a trophy Found very effective was a series of footp
the sidewalks in whitewash which
offered by Miss Stanwyck to the best cow- led fromrints onstore
to store and then to the boxgirl
rider
at
a
local
rodeo.
Programs
caroffice.
The
New York hotel postcard tiein
ried notice of the gift and papers ran shots also contributed
in rolling up interest. Title
of winning rider with the cup.
was planted in many windows by hooking
Window Displays Numerous
up to the local merchandise advertised, leading bank, for instance, cooperating with atWindow displays were numerous, DiPesa
tractive poster reading "Make way for toreporting some 350 displays being planted
morrow by putting something aside today."
on the date. These included all Postal TeleAdditional stunts that proved crowdgraph branches, Lux soap tieins, and giant stoppers
took the form of aandverysentold-model
display at leading bookstore on the picture Ford which
around
edition of the novel. Also spotted were town. Speed wasboatbannered
carrying giant banners
copies
of Mrs. Roosevelt's
articletheposted
the shore line at popular beaches
other windows
together with
theatrein covered
and being the first time ever used locally
credits.
garnered
the attention it deserved. Dobrans
Reported, too, was the co-operation of all
with the prosecuting attorney to
the eight major and minor radio stations arranged
have
a
local
sentenced to see
in the Boston territory. The broadcasters the picture, andincorrigible
was able to obtain stories
tied in with spot announcements over in the very conservative
local paper by inWMEX and WHDH. Station WEEI tied
inmates ofThis
the proved
old folks'to home
the picture in with sidewalk interview pro- special viting
prevue.
be oneto ofa
grams, similar slant being worked with
in the campaign. BanWORL, which also used the radio dramati- the bestnered carsattractors
were promoted to carry the oldzation. Among other radio hookins were
sters to the theatre, some 70 attending. Potieup with WAAB which offered guest
lice department cooperated with special estickets on a song guessing contest and mencortlicity
of three
cruising
Barney'sbypubtion on WNAC having to do with the trobarrage was
furthercars.heightened
the
phy offered in the rodeo contest.
finding of an octogenarian who had never
The lobby display ahead and during run seen
or
heard
a
motion
picture
and
who
was
was in keeping with the importance of the invited
the show. This made fine human
date and DiPesa also created unusual dis- interest tocopy.
plays for the theatre marquees among the
Under his radio activities Dobrans lists
other slants which were found of assistance
in calling attention to the day and date show- a full week's plugging for the picture on the
theatre's 15-minute daily program. This was
ing at the two theatres.
followed by an electrical transcription program with further stressing given the date
Featured exploitations in both the DiPesa in local radio guide and station programs.
Among
other things accomplished by the
and Dobrans campaigns are illustrated in New London
theatremen was the cooperathe Round Table photo section of this
tion of leading local societies which he conissue.
tacted through series of strong letters.

PROMOTED
Theatremen Voted Quigley Silver and Bronze Plaques for
August List Newspaper Tieins
and Varied Outdoor Angles
The point stressed and especially in local
Dallas"
date forwas"Stella
on the returns
newspapers
for
very generous
the fact
that
the engagement at Loew's Orpheum and
State, Boston, was the New England premiere. Other publicity angles as effective
were put on by Joe DiPesa for his Quigley
August Silver campaign. Outstanding among
these
the six-day
"mother and
daughter"
photo was
contest
in the Evening
American.
Tiein broke on the front page with picture of Stanwyck and Shirley topped by captain offering $50 daily for best motherdaughter
representing
city's happiest
parents andphotos,
children.
Story credited
picture
as inspiration for the idea, title and theatres carried every day of the contest, which
clicked unusually well.
Friday the 13th was the second day of the
local engagement, which enabled Joe to hook
in with the American to offer a gift from
Barbara Stanwyck, a bassinette to the first
baby born at a local maternity hospital on
the 13th. Breaks on this included another
page one smack. And among the other
newspaper tieins that rate mention were
included a feature story written especially
for the Transcript by Mrs. Olive Higgins
Prouty, local resident and author of the
novel from which the picture was taken.
Six-day serialization, full-page shots of
Stanwyck were also planted and picture also
was categiven
strip. notice in the Hollywood syndiThree weeklies were also tied in by DiPesa to run an editorial entitled "Exploitation for a Cause," which called attention to
the mother-and-daughter week bally, which
obviously had to do with the picture. Editorials in each instance, though indicating
that while the idea was to be considered as
a stunt for the picture, the suggestion was
a meritorious one, etc.
Strong Street Bally
Street ballyhoos were not neglected in the
campaign, one attracting widely being a
comely young woman masked and attired in
unusual costume carried lettered parosol
reading "Stella Dallas invites you to see
her,"
etc. the
Girlmain
made street
the downtown
and rode
car and bussections
lines.
Found also to be effective locally is the
usage of tire covers and for this purpose
DiPesa arranged displays with leading taxi
fleets. Trucks of fan magazine distributors
were also bannered.
Under the head of distribution various
methods were employed to call attention to
the date. Postal Telegraph, for instance, cooperated bydistributing through messenger
boys from office to office tiein heralds and
bookmarks of course were given out at all
lending and public libraries. The Loew man
was also able to obtain thousands of the
small size "Digest" magazines which he
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Talent Quest
Local dance spot tied in with Dick
Moss, Fox Boulevard Theatre, Los AnCal. on "New Faces"
wherebygeles, management
sought for
new contest
talent
from the audience, guest tickets going to
those acclaimed the best. Orchestrations
of hit tunes were also planted with leading bands.
For ated"Elephant
cooperwith Moss, Boy,"
Dick local
givingzoo ten
free
tickets to children at his Saturday
matinee entitling thern to zoo admission
and ride on elephant.
Trick Float
Street bally used by Bill Hendricks,
Warner's Granada, Santa Barbara, for
"Singing Marine" consisted of float built
over a miniature trailer pulled by an Austin with marine playing hit tunes on an
accordion,
car Atwasthe "loaded"
with marinesbannered
and gobs.
beaches
Bill set up his p.a. system making announcements onthe picture and telescope
with theatre ad was also planted, as were
boys handing out imprinted eye shades.
Other stunts included buglers atop buildings who unrolled banners plugging the
picture, girl stationed in lobby playing hit
tunes and bannered sailboats.
Sound Truck
John Pival, Kramer Theatre, Detroit,
tied in with local picnic at which some
10,000 attended, by sending along his
bannered sound truck to furnish dance
music consisting of hit tunes from "Top
of themade
Town."
the picture
were
also
over Plugs
the p.a.for system
and cards
distributed suggesting that picnickers see
the opus after the festivities. Pival further put on an amateur stage show in
which
numbers
"Town."
Special acts
drinkssangnamed
for thefrom
picture
were
featured at leading bars and street
stencils were used at busy corners.
Lobby Display
Tying in with local American Legion
and the 111th, United States Infantry
Veterans Association, Chuck Shannon,
for "They Gave Him a Gun" date at the
Belmar, Pittsburgh, secured enough material for a lobby display consisting of
German machine gun and shell, post flags
and large service flag which bore a star
for each local member killed in action.
Display coupled with novelty heralds and
advance plugs in local paper helped the
engagement.
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WITNESS FOR
THE DEFENSE
(Continued from page 67)
It was evident that the two witnesses for
Showmanship had made a deep impression
on judge and jury. The lawyer for the plaintiff realized he had a tough job ahead
but asa hecommotion
got up toat cross-examine
was
the door andtherein
barged four charming young girls in costume. They carried a giant sized invitation
personally addressed to His Honor to attend the opening that night of a widelyexploited picture.
Well, folks, plaintiff's lawyer was angry.
He objected strongly to Showmanship going to work right in the courtroom to
prejudice the jury in his favor. The judge,
however, denied the objection, saying he
thought the invite was a swell idea' — so
much so, in fact, that, plus the evidence
of the witnesses, it about clinched the
opinion in his mind that there was no basis
for the charges against Showmanship.
So he threw out the case, adjourned
court to get home in time to dress and
attend the opening.

$1,000 in PRIZES
1st PRIZE . . . $500
2nd PRIZE . . . 200
3rd PRIZE ... 100
4th PRIZE ... 50
5th PRIZE .... 50
6th PRIZE .... 50
7th PRIZE .... 25
8th PRIZE .... 25
The Judges
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
MARTINPublisher,
QUIGLEY
Motion Picture Herald
GEORGE SCHAEFER
Vice-President, United Artists
A— MIKE VOGEL
Managers' GREENTHAL
Round Table
MONROE
Director
Publicity,of Advertising
United Artistsand

THE

FIELD

Swim Contest
Milt Harris, Loew publicist, Cleveland,
tied up with the Cleveland Board of Education to hold swimming contest in nine
public
pools
to exploit
End" dateto
at Loew's State.
Contest"Dead
was confined
girls aged fourteen and boys sixteen.
Elimination contests were held in neighborhood pools. Winners are then to compete in the finals and each of the winners
in the two classifications will receive a
Bulova watch. Runners up will get cash
prizes and guest tickets with silver plaque
to the schools which the winners attend.
Shanghai Short
Max Weinberg, Little Theatre, Baltimore, Md., booked a travel short called
"In current
Shanghai,"
showing
citya before
the
conflict.
Then the
adding
frame
readingmade"Thein the
filmsstreets
you have
just seena
were
of Shanghai
few months ago. We now offer you by
contrast some scenes that were filmed in
the
of Shanghai
few days ago."
Max streets
followed
with the a Universal
shots
of the bombardment.

... to the large number of exhibitors
everywhere who have already submitted 60 many superlative campaigns in
the STELLA DALLAS Contest. The
splendid showmanship they reflect
has without doubt added thousands
of dollars to their theatre grosses.
I appreciate the fine efforts that these
campaigns represent.

STELLA' 5 DALLAS
CONTEST
Submit Your Complete Campaign to
United Artists Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Contest starts immediately — all entries must be
post-marked not later than midnight Nov. 1st. In
case of ties, duplicate awards will be given.
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The 1937 football season is upon us and,
as is the annual custom, representative
Round Tablers have forwarded details of
what they have prepared and intend arranging this fall to tie in with local and national
gridiron battles. In alphabetical order have
been set down reports of members queried
on these activities. More on this in next
week's issue.
Charninsky Ties to S.M.U.
For Plugging on Big Games
In Dallas, Louie Charninsky at the Capitol will sell the season by having local cheer
leaders on stage for early morning shows;
football captains and coaches making talks
on
season's predictions
from footballs
the stage;to
presentation
on autographed
holders of lucky tickets; local school band
playing in front of the theatre on eve of big
games. Football parade before with banners
announcing that members of rival teams
with coaches will be guests of theatre has
been found by Charninsky to bring in extra
business, as have dressing the lobby with
banners and some of the house staff in football uniforms.
Louie has everything set with the nationally famed S.M.U. team to cooperate on
plugging the big games. The famed Mustang band will play in the lobby and progress of their games will be announced over
the loud speaker from the theatre. Charninsky has also set special kid club shows.
Cohen Will Speak Before Schools
To Sell Local Football Games
The home town of Yale University, being
New Haven,
Ben ofCohen,
Loew'sin with
College,
reports
a number
slants attying
the
University team as well as the local high
schools. Cohen will take a personal part by
interviewing over the radio leading college
players present as guests at the college night
before big games. He has also accepted
invitations to address pep meetings.
Ben lo has
to letandloosebetween
letteredhalves
balns at thearranged
Yale Bowl
at high school games has received permission
to entertain with such gags as bannered
trick horses plugging current show, placarded
sound truck making announcements of school
interest and coming shows.
WANTED!
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
New Popcorn Machines . . .
These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
They
are
improved
big-capacity
modelsget with
lights,
color
and
motion
that
really
businessCapacities:
for you. $8.00
All-electric,
full cabinetthe
size.
to $18.00
Low down
payments, easy
terms. per hour.
Write for Catalog!
ADVANCE MFC. CO.
6332 St. Louis Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.
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Special High School Nights
Arranged by Rosenthal
Successful football exploitation executed
last year by Morris Rosenthal at the Majestic, Bridgeport, Conn., and to be repeated
this year in connection with the first football picture, include newsreel shots of the
crowds and highlights of big games. Tiein
banners announcing the stunt and that the
pictures will be shown at the Majestic are
carried around in the field between halves.
Rosy is also preparing to have special
nights for each local high school. Boxes are
draped with school colors, cheer leader and
students are introduced from the stage, and
players are introduced by well known sports
writer. Stunt is reported highly effective
and good for capacity on each of the nights.
Saunders Features Ice Stunt
To Plug Football Picture
In addition to the special nights and
newsreel shots sponsored by local paper
which also cooperates with front page pubFeldman Arranging To Film
licity, Mattwill
Saunders
Loew'sfor Poli
Bridgeport
stress atcontest
nearestin
Important Local Games
of big college games in connection
For the featured games in Pittsburgh scores
who will give prizes. Thewhich is prominent on the football horizon with atremerchants,
and attractions will be plugged on the
because of the University of Pittsburgh and contest cards and in merchants' windows.
Carnegie Tech, Joe Feldman, Pittsburgh Scores and important plays of big games
zone Warner Theatres ad head, reports in will be announced from the stage and advertised inadvance.
favor the idea of arranging motion pictures
taken of important games under his superStills
of
current goods
provision, al costs of which are underwritten
ductionsstars
will be appearing
placed in insporting
by local merchants. Other things listed are shops and sports departments of large stores.
spot announcements over p.a. systems at Comedy ballyman in costume will attend
football games, free space in football pro- local games to pass out theatre heralds.
Featured contest will be a football frozen
grams,between-halves
airplane pullingclowning
banners byoverspecial
stadium,
in huge cake of ice planted at local store
ballyhoo man and at intervals presentation which will sponsor the tiein. Prize will be
of outstanding local football stars for teams given for the nearest guess on how long it
on stages of the Warner Theatres.
will take for the ice to melt completely from
Feldman reports no week-in and week- the football. Gag will be tied in with current
out participation in football tieups since he attraction.
finds it more profitable to hit the high spots
of the season with exploitation geared to Taylor Plugs Big Games
the coming attraction.
In Weekly Theatre Newsreel
Buffalo annually sponsors high school
McBride Finds Megaphones
competition in which ten local teams comEffective Theatre Advertising
pete for cup offered by Harvard University.
Cardboard football megaphones used last These games draw thousands of fans weekly,
year went over so well that Ed McBride at which allows Charles B. Taylor, publicity
Shea's
Theatres,
Buffalo, carrying
to disLoew's
heralds and
megaphones
again toState,
tie inSyracuse,
with localintends
games.using
Halfthese
the chief of tribute
cost of these is underwritten by prominent football schedules together with theatre ads.
When showing a football picture or one
furniture company in exchange for co-op
advertising, and at the 1936 Colgate-Syra- especially appropriate to high school or colcuse game McBride distributed 25,000 with
lege students, Taylor using huge truck float
pennants and colors of the various
5,000 passed out to the students in the cheer- bearing
ing section. Megaphones were printed in schools. Lobby is similarly decorated and
orange, the school colors, and Ed reports schools contacted for special nights. On
the students using these effectively in cheer- these occasions cheer leaders are invited to
perform on the stage as are school glee clubs
ing formation.
In addition McBride plans on having the and bands, which parade down main street
college cheer leaders at the theatre some led by theatre banners direct to the theatre.
Special stories are run each week on the
Sunday on an organ tieup, wherein his
organist will be dressed in collegiate cos- sports page of local papers calling attention
tume and will play college songs. He is to the big college game featured that week
also preparing for a visit from the Syracuse in the newsreel. Taylor reports this a very
coach and the team for the usual introduction good contact as sports writers often come
from the stage.
in to review the picture.
HARRY SHAW ARRANGES
"PIGSKIN" SHORT TIEIN
Appearance
the Yale
team
at the Newof Haven
Loewfootball
house
playing the short has been assured
Harry Shaw, Loew New England
division chief, through a recent showing of the MGM short, "Pigskin
Champions", to the Yale director of
athletics and the entire football coachstaff. Head
coachto "Ducky"
has ingfurther
agreed
have the Pond
team
autograph 100 or more footballs that
Shaw is promoting for giveaways on
a contest.
The coach further agrees to work
with the local Loewmen on coming
football pictures which cooperation,
Shaw reports, finally was obtained
after three years of endeavor.
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» p er§onalitie§
C. O. SHULER
formerly connected with houses in Ashland
ADS ON NEXT PAGE
and Lineville, Ala., is now operating the
AND THEIR AUTHORS
Heflin at Heflin, Ala.
V
Two-column
"PrisonerSalt ofLakeXenda",
Charlie
Pincus, Capitol,
City,
ROBERT WORD
of the Ritz, Scotsboro, Ala., announced the
Utah;
three
column
on "Topper",
opening
of
his
new
house
at
Bridgeport,
George Henger, Criterion, Oklahoma
Ala.
City, Okla.; two-column "San QuenV
tin", Mort Goodman,
and
S. S. BARKSDALE
Downtown
Theatres, Hollywood
Los Angeles,
manager of the DeKalb, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Col., and two - column "Hoosier
plans week.
the opening of the Strand four days
Schoolboy",
each
Dallas,
Tex. Irwin Waite, Melba,
V
Two-column
"DevilHolyoke,
Is Driving",
LEO BONOFF
Paul Kessler, Suffolk,
Mass.;
has opened the newly constructed Bonoff
three-column "Wee Willie Winkie"
Theatre, Saybrook, Conn.
and "Broadway Melody", Ray Bell,
V
Loew's Theatres, Washington, D. C;
PETER PAROKAS
two-column
"Tundra", Harry Jernhas
opened
the
Strand,
new
house
in
Thompberg, Providence Theatre, Winnipeg,
sonville, Conn.
V
Can., and three - column "Pigskin
AIDIE ANGLIN
Champions" and "Knight Without
Armor", Victor Geisel, Orpheum,
is the manager of the new Richland Theatre,
Green Bay, Wis.
Richland, Ga.
V
W. BURKE
former manager of the Palace, London, Ontario, has been transferred to the Imperial
in Sarnia and GEORGE ALLEN, assistant
at the London Capitol has been made mann's
ager of the Palace.
mear
ownd
Shle
V
Ca
HARRY KING
has reopened the King Theatre, Toronto,
Can.
NOVEMBER
V
HARRY GREENMAN
1st Daniel
All Saint's
DayBorn — 1734
Boone
has added the Irma Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.,
2nd
Election
Day
to his string of neighborhood houses.
North Dakota and South Dakota
V
became states in 1889
W. O. KEMP
James K. Polk (Nth President)
Bom— 1795
is the manager of the new Victory, Poteau,
Okla.
James Dunn's Birthday
V
4th
Dick Powell's Birthday
5th
Joel
McCrea's
J. E. MASSEY
6th
Abraham
LincolnBirthday
elected Presiof Waynesville, N. C, and owner of the
dent—1860
Park there, has purchased half interest in
7th
Montana
becomes
a state —
1889
the Lyric, Sylva, N. C.
V
Katharine Day
Hepburn's Birthday
I 8th
Ith
Armistice
LEE CARROW
Washington
became a state —
is rebuilding the Clinton, Detroit,
Mich.
1889
V
Roland Young's Birthday
FRANK MELLON
Joe O'Brien's
Penner's Birthday
has
—Pat
1850 Louis Birthday
Mich.purchased the Star Theatre, Detroit,
13th
Robert
Stevenson Born
V
SAM ACKERMAN
14th
Jack
Oakie's
Birthday
15-21 Book Week
has completely rebuilt the East Side The16th
Oklahoma
became a state —
atre, Detroit.
1907
V
19th
James A. Garfield (20th PresiAUBREY McCRAY
dent) Born— 1831
is the new manager of the Lyric Theatre in
20th
ReginaldPierce
Denny's(12thBirthday
23rd
Franklin
President)
Stuart. Fla., succeeding FRED HANCOCK.
Born
—
1804
V
Harpo
Marx's
Birthday
PAUL DIXSON
24th
Zachary Taylor (12th Persident)
Born— 1784
has succeeded G. W. DICKINSON, JR.,
25th
Thanksgiving Day
as manager of the Macon, Macon, Mo., and
28th
Rubenstein (Composer) Born —
HAROLD MODLIN has taken over man1829
agerial reins at Uptown and Dickinson,
Fred
Birthday1835
Parsons. Kans., replacing CARLTON
30th
Mark Astaire's
Twain Born—
DICKINSON. Both the Dickinson boys
Louisiana purchased — 1803
returned to college.
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HARVEY WHALEY
manager of the Grand, Macon, Ga., has resigned to accept a position as advertising
and
manager of the J. C. Penny Co.
store display
in Savannah.
V
FRANK M. MURPHY
of Loew's Orpheum, Boston, is the new
manager of Loew's Parkway, Wilmington,
Del., succeeding ROSCOE DRISSEL, who
has been
folk, Va. transferred to Loew's State, NorV
JOHN
D.
SIRICA
at present managing the Palace, New
Britain, will become managing director of
the new Parokas house, Thompsonville,
Conn., when it opens next week.
V
ALFRED JONES
formerly in the capacity of utility man at
the Oasis Theatre, Brooklyn, has been promoted to assistant manager at that house.
V
JOHN
R.
BOYUM
formerly assistant of the Strand, Madison,
Wis., has been named manager of the Fox,
Menominee, Mich.
V
HENRY TOLLETTE
former manager of the Oriental, Milwaukee, Wis., is now manager of the Retlaw,
Fond du Lac, Wis.
V
GEORGE KERASOTES
is the new manager of the Modernistic Theatre, Onarga, 111.
V
TOM POWELL
is managing the new Capitol Theatre,
Springfield, 111.
V
DAVE ROSENBAUM
will manage the new Hollywood, Ausable
Forks, N. Y.
V
FRANK HENSON
manager of Loew's Broad, Columbus, Ohio,
has been
namedLARRY
managerTHOMPSON.
of Loew's, Canton, replacing
V
E. C. AREHART
has purchased the Strand, Milford, la., from
F. F. JUNGKUNG.
V
GEORGE PETERS
has been promoted from assistant at Loew's
Capitol, Wash.,
to the Loew's house in
Reading,
Pa.
V
DICK EASON
moves to the Isis, Lynchburg, Va., from the
Trenton, switching posts with CALVIN
BALL.
V
HARRY MUNDY
assistant at the Warner, Worcester, Mass.,
has taken a similar post at the Capitol,
Springfield, replacing CARL JAMROGA,
resigned.
V
EDDIE COFFEY
is now managing the Gem in Colusa, Cal.
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CHART

Productions are listed according
to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
7
information as he may need,
as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asteriskthanindicates
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are produtcion numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
Title
ADVANCE
Rel. DateRunnM ngnutes
Time Reviewed
Running Time
Racketeers in Exile (G
.George
BancroftEvelyn
Venable
Star
Title
Star Coming
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Rangers Step In, The.
■ Mar. 3I,'37... .67. Apr. 3,'37
Rio Grande Ranger.
Dawn to Dusk
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. . Nov. I.'37t
," Nov. 7.'36.)
Squadron "B"
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. . .Sept. I5.'37t
.60
Roaring Timber (G).
.Dorothy
Wilson-Chas. Quigley.. .July 4,'37... .65. Aug. 28,'37
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
(See "Racing
Room," Feb.
I3,'37.) .May
4,'37... 95. Nov. I4,'36
Goes WildLuck,"
(G)"In theIreneCutting
Dunne-Melvyn
Douglas
Nov. I2,'36
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Theodora
(Exploitation:
Jan.(G)
23, '37, p.Edw.81.)G. Robinson-Luli Deste Apr. 25,'37 76. Feb. I3,'37
Anything tor a Thrill Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. June I5,'37
Thunder
in
the
City
Born
Fight
FrankieRichmondDarro-JackFrankie
La Rue...
5.'37 55
Nov. 15,3.'36
Trapped
Starrett-Peggy
Stratford. . Mar.
Devil toDiamond,
The Kane
Darro Jan.
'37
Trouble
inPrincess
Morocco (G) Charles
Jack
Holt-Mae
Clarke
Mar. 22,'37 62. Mar. 20/37
Fighting
Texan,
The
Kermit
Maynard-EIaine
Shepard.
.
June
22,
'37.
Tugboat
Walter
C.
Kelly-Edith
Fellows.
.
Oct.
69
Galloping
Dynamite Kermit
Allen . Dec.
15/37
59
Two Fisted Sheriff Chas. Starrett- Barbara Weeks. ..June 15/36
7/37 56
Headline Crasher
Frankie Maynard-Ariane
Darro-Kane Richmond.
Dec. 30,'36.
25,'36.
Two
GunMakesLaw
Chas. Starrett-Peggy
Stratford..
.Apr.
14/37 58
Racing Blood
Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. . Nov. I5,*36.
Venus
Trouble
James
Dunn-Patricia
Ellis
May
Sing
You're Able Pinky
Mar. 20,'37.
(See "InMail
the Cutting Room,"Chas.Apr.Starrett-Rosalind
3,'37.)
ThanksWhile
for Listening
Pinky Tomlin
Tomlin
July
12/37.
Westbound
Keith. ... Jan. 22/37
Tough to Handle Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. .Mar. 24,'37.
27/37.... 154
04. Feb. 20/37
When
You're
in
Love
(G)
Grace
Moore-Cary
Valley
of
Terror
Kermit
Maynard-Harlene
Wood..
Jan.
20,'37.
Woman in Distress (G) May Robson-lrene Grant
Hervey Feb.
Jan. 17/37 68. Feb. 13/37
3,'37.
Whistling
Bullets
Kermit
Maynard-Harlene
Wood.
.May
Women
of
Glamour
(G)
Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia
Bruce..
Jan.
20,'36.
Wild Horse
Kermit Tomlin-Toby
Maynard-DickieWing
Jones. ..Nov.
(Exploitation: Feb. 27,'37, p. 81.) Coming
With
Love andRoundup
Kisses Pinky
Dec. 20/36.
Coming
72. Ma
Absent
Without Leave Dolly Haas
Fighting
Cadet
FrankieTomlin
Darro
r. 20
All American Sweetheart Scott Colton-Patricia Farr
Gentleman
Must
Live,
A
Pinky
/37
"In The
the Cutting Room,"IreneSept.
I8,'37.) Grant Oct.
Reckless Chances Kermit Maynard
Awful(SeeTruth,
Dunne-Cary
Roaring
Six
Guns
Kermit
Maynard-Mary
Hayes
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
I7,'37.)
Young Dynamite Frankie Darro
Carnival
Lady
Chas. QuigleyRita Hayworth
College Follies
of 1938 Jimmy
Durante-Joan
Perry
Running Time
Forgotten Women
Wyn Cahoon-Scott Colton
Title
StarCELEBRITY
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Game That Kills, The Chas. Quigley-Rita Hayworth Sept
Coming
Hollywood Round-up Buck Jones
2l/37t.
For Love of You
F. Foresta-Riscoe and Wayne..
I'll Take Romance Grace Moore-M. Douglas Oct. 28/37t.
Kiss Me Goodbye M. Schneider-Riscoe and Wayne
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
24,'37.)
I Married an Artist John Boles-Luli Deste
CHESTERFIELD
Life Begins with Love Jean Parker-D. Montgomery Oct.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed Night(SeeBefore,
"In theThe
Cutting Room,"MaryJulyAstor-Richard
3I.'37.)
Red Lights Ahead Andy Clyde-Lucille Gleason.... .Dec. 29,'36
Old
Trail. The Chas.
Starrett- BarbaraArlen
Weeks
COLUMBIA
Paid Wyoming
to Dance
Don Terry-Jacqueline
Wells
Running
Time
Titli
Star
Oct. 2l/37t.
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Park Avenue Dame Fay Wray-Richard Arlen .Oct
Come Closer, Folks James Dunn-Marian Marsh .Nov.
Nov.
(See by"InG-Men
the Cutting Room,"Jack Aug.
I4,'37.) Gibson.
3l/37t.
Trapped
Holt-Wynne
Counsel for Crime Otto Kruger- Jacqueline Wells — Sept. 7,'36 61
There's Always a Woman Loretta Young-Randolph
(See "TheLadyMan(G)
Behind the Ralph
Law," Bellamy-Joan
"In the Cutting
Room," Dec.
June
Counterfeit
Perry
CRESCENT Running Time
Cowboy Star, The Charles Starrett-lris Shunn Nov.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
(See "Inof the
the Cutting
Oct. 10/36.)
Criminals
Air Room,"Rosalind
Keith-Chas. Quigley Apr.
Battle
of
Greed
(G)
Tom
Keene-Gwynne
Shipman Jan. 18/37 65. Jan. 9/37
(See
"Honeymoon
Pilot,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Mar.
27,'37.)
Drums
of
Destiny
(G)
Tom
Keene-Edna
Lawrence
June 19/37
Dangerous Adventure, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith Aug.
Law Commands, The Tom Keene- Lorraine Hayes June
May 12/37.
12/37.. .*60.60
Devil Is Driving, The (G) Richard Dix-Joan Perry June 25,'37 .59.68. July 24,'37 Old Louisiana (G) Tom Keene-Rita Cansino Mar. 1/37 64. Mar. 20/37
Tom Keene-Peggy Keys July 6/37 63
Aug. 2I,'37, Dolores
p. 78; Sept.
1 1 . '37. p. 84.)Dix....Jan. 24.'37 74. Feb. 27,'37 Raw Timber
Devil's(Exploitation:
Del Rio-Richard
Under Strange Flags Tom Keene-Luana Walters Apr. 12/37 64
Fight
to Playground
the Finish, (A)
A Don Terry-Rosalind
Keith June 30/37 59
(See
"Taxi
War,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
l,'37.)
DANUBIA
.57. Mar.
Find the Witness (G) Rosalind Keith-Chas. Quigley.. .Jan. 8,'37.
Running Time
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May I, '37. .59
Title
Star
Rel. Date20/37Minutes
.
Zita
Perezel
(See
"Right
Guy,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
May
I,
'37.)
(Hungat
Blue
Danube
Romance
.Jan.
85Reviewed
.60.
. Frank Taray
Girls Can Play Chas. Quigley-Jacqueline Wells. .June
Dreams
of
Love
.Jan.
3/37....
103
I Promise to Pay (G) Leo Carrillo-Chester Marrls Apr.
(English titles)
Feb. 27,'37 Friendly
.Nov. 1/36 65
(Exploitation:
Apr. (G)
3, '37, p.Betty64.) Furness- Ralph Bellamy July I5,'37 68.. Aug.
Expression .
. Radey-Szoke
Can't
LastinForever
.Dec. 25/36 20
Village
...
ItIt Happened
Hollywood
Richard Dix-Fay Wray Sept 7/37t....67....I4,'37 Hungarian
(English
titles)
(See
"Once
a
Hero,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
I7,'37.)
I5,'37t....84.
I
Married
for
Love
Kabos.Radal
I,*37t..
.80.
Aug.
Apr, 12/37
It's All Yours (G) Francis Lederer-M. Carroll Sept
Man of Gold
Maria Egri-F. Kiss
Lady offromthe Nowhere
Mary Allen-Elaine
Astor-CharlesShepard
Quigley Nov.
21, '36 60
Man Under the Bridge Csortos-Lazar Nov 15/36
82.82.92.
Law
Ranger Bob
Feb. 26,'37
57
Salary $200inMonthly
Javor-Felop
Dec, 31/36
League
of
Frightened
Men
(G).
Walter
Connolly-Irene
Hervey.
.
.
.
May
25,'37
65.
July
24,'37
Scotchman
Hungary
Radey-Oresi
Apr.
12/37
95
LegionGetof Married
Terror (G)
Churchlll-B.Luplno
Cabot.. .Nov.
I,'36 69.60. May
Nov. 29,'37
7,'36 Sister Mary
Szorenyi-Sved Mar. 28/37 91
Let's
(G) Marguerite
Ralph Bellamy-Ida
Mar. 25,'37
of
the
Steppes
Kiss-Komcar
Dec.
26/
36
Lost Horizon (A) Ronald Colman-Jane Wyatt Sept. I,'37t. .. 1 18. Feb. 27/37 Sons
on the Pusta Kiss-Komcar
Apr. 5/37 85
78
Coming
(Exploitation:
Sept.96,5,'36,
p. 75; Mar. 6,'37, p. 89; May 22,'37, p. 92; July 3I,'37, p. 80; Storm
Three Spinsters Emile Markui-Rajnay
....Dec. 1/36 84
Aug.
28,
'37,
pp.
100.)
Wore
Than
a
Secretary
(G)...Jean
Arthur-George
Brent
Dec.
.77.
Dec.
28,
'36
Motor Madness
Rosalind Keith-Allen Brook Apr.
Blame It on I e
Szeleczky-Basthy ..Oct.
Sept. 6/37t 78
Different Turay-Kabos
88
Mad," "In theChas.Cutting
Room,"
20,'37.) July
MyOnce Daughter
a Week
Kabos-Perczel Sept. 20/37t
IO/37t....74
One (See
Man "Speed
Justice
StarrettBarbaraFeb. Weeks
Outlaws of the Orient Jack Holt-Mae Clarke Aug. 4,'37.. 62. Apr. 10/37 Tempest
in
a
Charda
Javor-Lazar
Oct.
20/37t..
..90
Texas Mammy
Fedak
Oct.
Parole Racket (G) Paul Kelly-Rosalind Keith Mar.
Pecsi-Adam
Sept. 25/37t....89
Il/37t 81
Pennies from Heaven (G) . Bing Crosby-Madge Evans Nov. 21
83.Apr.Dec.3,'37,I8,'36p. Tomi
Vicki
(Country
Ball)
Javor-Rose
Barsony
Sept.
37t 87
(Exploitation:
Dec.
5.'36,
p.
79;
Feb.
8,'37,
p.
72;
Mar.
27,'37,
pp
Yellow Roses
Kabos
Oct. 25/30/37t
90
86; May I5,'37, p. 96.)
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Star
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Rol. DateRunning
MinutesTime R
Noah Beery
.Jan. I. '37 74
3
FIRST NATIONAL
(See also
Warner Brothers)Rel. Running Time
7
Title
Star
Date Minutes Reviewed
7
Case of the Stuttering Bishop,
The, 176
Donald Woods-Ann Dvorak June 5/37 70
Cherokee Strip 178 Dick Foran-Jane Bryan May 15/37
55
Confession
(A) 158
Dance, Charlie,
Dance (G) Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Aug. 28/37... .*85. July 24/37
165
Stuart Erwin-Jean Muir Aug.
Draegerman
Courage
(G) 168. .Jean
May 15/37 58. Aug. 29/36
Empty Holsters
179
Dick MulrForan-Barton
PatriciaMacLane
Walthall.. .July
10/37
17/37
Ever
Since
Eve
(G)
162
Marlon
Davies-R.
Montgomery..
.July
64. M 101.79. June
Dec. 26/37
12/36
Gold Diggers of 1937 (G) 151. Dick Powell-Joan Blondell Dec. 26/36....
86; Mar.ay 6/37,
90.)
Jan. 9,'37, p.Louise
71; Feb. 13/37.
1
/
3
7 p. 9/37
Green(Exploitation:
Light (G) Jan.
1542, '37, p.Errol100; Flynn-Anita
Feb. p.20/37
85.
Jan.
(Exploitation: Mar. 27. '37, pp. 78, 81; Apr. 3, '37, p. 89; May 1/37, p. 79; May 22/37,
29,'37, p. 67; Dick
June I2.'37,
p. 94;Nagel
July 3,'37, p.Jan.68.) 2/37. .65.
Guns P.of 90;PecosMay960
Foran-Anne
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar. 20/37 61. Mar.
Marked Woman (A) 156 Bette Davis-H. Bogart Apr.
96. Mar.
Men in Exile 174 Richard Purcell-June Travis Apr. 10/37
4/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
2I,'36.)
Mountain
161(G) Josephine Hutchinson-G. Brent. .Apr. . 24/37 82. May 22/37
Mr.
Dodd Justice
Takes (A)
the Air
Kenny BakerJane Wyman
July 31/37
Once159
a Doctor (G) 171 Donald
Woods-Jean
Muir Aug.
Jan. 21/37.... *80.65. Mar.
6/37
Penrod and Sam (G) 172 Billy Mauch-Henry Watson Feb. 23/37
11/37
Prairie
Thunder
180
Dick
Foran-Ellen
Clancy
Sept.
Prince and the Pauper, The
(G) 152
Mauch Twins-Errol Flynn May 8/37.... 120. Apr. 17/37
(Exploitation:
May
29,'37, p.Pat66;O'Brien-Humphrey
June 26/37, p. 121;Bogart.
July . .Aug.
3,'37, 64.Jp.a7/37
3/37
San
Quentin
(G)
163
n.68.)
16/3 70.79. Apr.
Sing Me a Love Song (G) 160. James Melton-Patricia Ellis
Jan. 9/37
Oct. 17/36
7
(Exploitation:
Dec.
26,'36,
p.
70.)
Stolen
157 Donald
Kay Francis-Ian
Hunter
Feb. 6/37 80. Dec. 26/36
Talent Holiday
Scout (G)(G) 166
Woods-Jeanne
Madden. ..July
62. June 12/37
That Certain Woman (A) 254. Bette Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. 24/37
l8/37t...*94.Aug. 7/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37
Dec. 27/37
5/36
Three Men on a Horse (G) 151. Frank McHugh-Joan Blondell Nov. 21/36 58.85. Mar.
36. p. 70; Jan. 2/37, p.
(Exploitation:
Dec.
12,
'36.
p.
81;
Dec.
IS,
'36,
p.
89;
Dec.
26,
106; Jan. 9,'37, p. 71; Mar. 13/37, p.Coming
80; May 1/37, p. 83.)
Accidents
WillBlonde,Happen
Ronald Farrell-Barton
Reagan-Gloria MacLane.
Blondell
Adventurous
The (G).GIenda
l3/37t...*65.Sept. 11/37
Alcatraz Island
John Litel-Ann
Sheridan. Nov. . 25/37t....82.Aug.
7/37
Back
Blondell-Pat O'Brien
*82.Sept. 11/37
First inLadyCirculation
(G)(A) 266.. Joan
Kay Francis-Preston
FosterSept.
Gold
Is
Where
You>
Find
It.
.George
Brent-O.
de
Havilland
Hollywood Hotel
Dick Powell-Frances Langford
*87.July 31/37
It's LoveThanI'm Life
After (G) Leslie
Howard-Bette Sheridan
Davis ,
Larger
Frank McHugh-Ann
Love Is on the Air 269 Ronald Reagan-June Travis Oct. I6,'37t
2/37t....6l.
Over the Goal 272 William Hopper-June Travis Oct. 23/37t
Perfect Specimen, The 257 Errol Flynn-Joan Blondell Oct.
(See "InMurphy
the Cutting Room,"Ronald
July 3/37.)
Sergeant
Reagan-Mary Maguire 9/37t 95. June 19/37
They(SeeWon'tproduction
Forget (A)
Rainsp. 16.)
Oct.
article,265..."TheGloria
Deep Dickson-Claude
South," May 8/37,
This
Woman
Is
Dangerous
Kay
Francis-Pat
O'Brien
*65.July 17/37
West of Shanghai (G) 164.... Boris Karloff- Beverly Roberts
(Reviewed under the title, "War Lord.")
FRANK NORTON
(GreekStar
Dialogue, English Titles)
Time Reviewed
Title
Rel. Date RunningMinutes
Astero
Miss
Kyvell
Feb.
21/37
90
Far
Crowd Vasoula
Mary Tsagonis
Apr.
.82.
FtoheafromToythe Mpoam
Manolidoy
Sept.
Coming
Kainourgea Zoe
Rita Karmen
Nov. 7/37t...ll5.
Reborn
Elene Papadake
Dec. 5/37t....90.
True
Love
Sophea
Damogloy Oct.
3/37t....85.
GB PICTURES RU„„i„g Tim Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Backstage 3614
Anna Neagle- Arthur Tracy ..Mar. 15/37 65
Everybody Dance (G) 3613 Ernest Truex-C. Courtneidge. . . Feb. 15/37 70. Sept. 12/36
Gangway
Head Over(G)
Heels in Love (G) Jessie Matthews-Nat Pendleton.. .Sept. l/37t. . . .88. Aug. 28/37
3604
Borrell . . Feb. 20/37 81. Feb. 13/37
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, Jessie
p. 84; MatthewsMar. 13/37,Louisp. 78.)
King
Solomon's Mines (G) Cedrio Hardwicke-Roland Young. .Aug. 26/37 76. July 3/37
3618
production
article. MayClive22/37,Brook-p. Helen
16.) Vinson
Love (See
in Exile
(A) 3623
.Nov. 15/36 .71.63. Nov.
May 28/36
30/36
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene(Exploitation:
Ray.
20/37. p. 88.)
Mar. 6/37,
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"His
Lordship.")
River of Unrest (G) 3621 John Lodge-John
(Reviewed under the title, "Ourselves Alone/
(See
"TheMayGreat1/37,Barrier,"
production
article, Feb. 6/37, p. 10; exploitation: Apr. 3/37.
81; June
81;p. 65:Aug.
p. 94;p. (G)Sept.
4/37,26/37.
p. 96.)p. 121; July 17/37, p. 90; July 24/37, pp. 79,
Strangers
On Loder
a7/37,
Honeymoon
3615
C. Cummings-Noah Berry Dec. 15/36 67. Jan. 9/37
Jan.
69.May
3

7

CHART— CONT'D)
Title
star
Rel. Date1/37Minutes
June
76. MayReviewed
22/37
Talk
Devil(G)(G)3622
3607. . . John
RicardoLodge-Antoinette
Cortez-Sally Eilers
Tenth ofMan,the The
Celli May 15/37 65. Aug. 29/36
Two of Us 3619
Jack Hulbert-Gina Malo July 10/37 64
Where There's
Will Hay
July 26/37
Woman
Alone, aTheWill(G)3624....
3601.. Sylvia
Sidney-John Loder Jan.
12/37 74....
76. Jan
under Now
the title,
2/37
You're(Reviewed
in the Army
(G) "Sabotage.")
73 Feb. 20/37
3620
Wallace Ford-Anna Lee
(Reviewed under the title. "0. H. M. Coming
S.")
.81 Sept. 18/37
Dr. SynWas (G)
Girl
Young, The Geo.
Nova Arliss-Margaret
PilbeamLockwood.
Look
Out
for
Love
Anna
Neagle-T.
Carminati
Non Stop New York Anna Lee-Desmond Tester
Sailing Along
Jessie Matthews-Jack Whiting..
GRAND NATIONAL
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date 37Minutes
Reviewed
52. Feb.
13/37
Arizona
Days
(G)
147
Tex
RitterEleanor
Stewart
Jan.
30,
Bank Alarm 139 Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt June 25, 37t.
Boots of Destiny 204 Ken Maynard-Claire Dodd July 23,
Captain
Calamity(G) 128
Nov. 29,15, 37...70'/2.June 12/37
Forever Yours
155 George
BenjaminoHouston-Movita
Gigli
May
37 77
Girl Loves Boy 124 Eric Linden-Cecilia Parker Mar. 27, 37t..76'/2.May
Girl Said No, The (G) 20I...Robt. Armstrong- Irene Hervey. . . July 16, 37...65'/2.May 29/37
1/37
Gold Racket, The (G) 138. ... Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr. 10, 37 73. Dec. 19/36
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G) 101
James
Cagney-Mae
Clarke
Jan.
2, , 74, 77; Feb. 20/37,
Jan.
16/37,
p.
74;
Jan.
23/37,
p.
78;
Feb.
6/37,
pp
p. 85; Feb. 27/37, p. 81; May 22/37, p. 88.)
6'/2.Jan. 2/37
Hats Off for(G) the108
Headin'
Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dec. 6,
.61. Dec. 12/36
(G) 146
Tex Ritter-Eleanor Stewart Dec. 20,
Here's
Eric Linden-Boots
.75. Oct. 10/36
Hideout Flash
in theCasey
Alps 211
199 Jane
Baxter-Anthony Mallory
Bushell . . . Sept.
July 23,10,
(Reviewed under the title, "Dusty Ermine.")
Hittin' the (A)Trail154
149 Tex
Bergh
Apr. 30,3,
.64. Oct. 17/36
Juggernaut
Boris Ritter-Jerry
Karloff-JoanCasewell
Wyndham Apr.
.49.
May 15/37
Killers of the Sea (G) 135 Capt.
Wallace
May 8,
.71. Aug.
7/37
Love
Takes
Flight
(G)
206...
Bruce
CabotBeatrice
Roberts.
.
.Aug.
13,
Man in the Mirror, The (A)
37...
71
'/2.
Jan.
16/37
112
E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobin...Apr. 24, 37 60
Mystery men
of the Hooded
151Horse- Tex Ritter- Iris Meredith Aug. 6. 37 56
Navy
Spy
137
Conrad
Nagel-Eleanor Hunt. .... Mar. 13,
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
212
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Sept. 17, . 58'/2 Aug. 28/36
CIS.
Riders of the Rockies 150 Tex Ritter-Louise Stanley July 2,
Romance and Riches (G) 153.. Gary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27,
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Amazing
Quest.")
Scotland Yard Commands (G)
152
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan. 23, 37 61. Feb. 20/37
17/37
Shadow Strikes, The (G) 202. Rod La Rocque-Lynn Anders July 9, 37f....6I.July
37 59. June 5/37
Sing,
Cowboy,
Sing
(G)
145...
Tex
Ritter-Louise
Stanley
May 30,22, 37t....6l
Small
Town
Boy,
The
205
Stuart
Erwin-Joyce
Compton
July
37t...
Something to Sing About (G)
210
James Cagney-E. Daw Sept. 3,
Song
of
the
Gringo
(G)
144.
..Tex
Ritter-Joan
Woodbury
Nov.
22,
SweetheartTrouble
of the 208
Navy 123. ..Eric
Parker June
Trailing
Ken Linden-Cecilia
Maynard
Aug. 27,18, 37 63. Mar. 13/37
Trouble in Texas (G) 148 Tex Ritter
Mar. 6,
Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wilcoxon May 8, 37 73. June 6/36
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"A
Woman
Alone.")
37...72'/2.Mar. 6/37
23'/2
We're Hours
in theLeave
Legion(G) Now103(G) James Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. 20, 37... 55 '/2. Feb. 15/36
129
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston. .Jan. 16,
under 136
the title, Conrad
"Rest Cure.")
Coming Hunt Nov. 8/ 36 63. Nov. 14/36
Yellow(Reviewed
Cargo (G)
Nagel-Eleanor
Damaged
Pedro de Cordoba
60. July 10/37
Death TakesGoodsa 175
Cruise
Gorgeous
Anna Sten
HeHonolulu
WantedHoneymoon
to Marry Wallace Ford-Isabel Jewell
King
of
the
Sierras West
207 Rex-Shiek
Oct. l/37t
Law of the Golden
Tex Ritter
Love
Me Again
Anna Sten
Love Runs
Into Money
Make
Up (G)
Nils Asther-June
70. July 10/37
Mr.
a Barrel Stuart
Erwin-HelenClyde
Chandler
MurderBoggsat theBuysRancho
Ken Maynard
Orchid
Girl
Anna
Sten
Painter in the Sky
Photo Covered
Finish
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
Snow
Wagons
Spy ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct. 10/36
Stars
Stripes
Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts
214
Tex Ritter
Sept. 24/37f
Wallaby Jim of the Islands
213
Geo. Houston-Ruth Coleman Sept. 24,'37t.
GUARANTEED
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes R
Title
Star
..Mar.
1/37
Crime
Patrol
Ray
Walker-Geneva
Mitchell.
..Nov. 1/3663
Oil Raider, The
Buster Crabbe
..Dec. 1/36 69
White Ivory
Jack Mulhall

September

2 5,

19 3 7
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(THE
RELEASE
CHAET—CCNT'D)
Tltl«
Star Coming
nutes Reviewed
Titla
Staf
Rel. Date
Good (Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
29/37, p.Wallace
67; JuneBeery-Betty
26/37, p.Furness
121.) Apr. 23/37
Early Bird, The
Richard Hayward
Irish and Proud of It Richard Hayward
Hell
Clark Crawford-William
Gable-Wallace Beery
June
4/37
Last (Exploitation:
ofDivers
Mrs. (re-issue)
Cheyney,Apr. The(G)
719.p.Joan
Powell
...12/37,
Feb. p.19/37
3/37,
86;
May
15/37,
p.
94;
June
92.)
HOFFBERG
Running
Time
30/37
Title
By Night (G) 740 George Murphy-Rita Johnson July 13/36 69.71. July
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed London
Nov. 24/37
14/36
Mad
Holiday
(G)
706
Elissa
Landi-Edmund
Lowe
Nov.
Calling
All
Cars.
...Jack
LaRue-Lillian
Miles
Feb.
I0,'37
62.
Jan.
26,'35
5/37
65.
Feb.
8/37
Mama
Steps
Out
(G)
721
Guy
Kibbee-Alice
Brady
Feb.
Fire Trap, The..
...Norman
Foster-Evalyn
Knapp.
Jan.
10/37
58.
Dec.
7,'35
Manhattan
Melodrama
Inyaah
...Borneo Expedition Nov. I5,'36t 70
(re-issue) (G)
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/34
Phantom
of
Santa
Fe
Nina
duartaro-Norman
Kerry
Aug.
I,'37t
75
Rescue Squad Ralph Forbes-Sheila Terry Feb. 10/37 82
Married Before Breakfast (G)
Uncle from America Czech Film
Dec. 15. '36 90
736
Robt. Young- Florence Rice June 18/37 70. June 26/37
Wedding of Palo, The (G) Rasmussen'sComing
Eskimo Drama Mar. I, '37 85. Mar. 20,'37 Maytime
(G) analysis:
720Mar. 27/37,
J. MacDonald-Nelson
Mar. p.26/37.
Mar. p.13/3764:
(Musical
p. 15; exploitation:Eddy
Feb. 27/37,
85; ...Apr.132.3/37,
Ada
That Polish
Film
Apr. 17/37, p. 78; May 22/37, p. 89; June 5/37, pp. 68. 69; July 24/37, p. 80.)
BusinessDon'tin DoDistress
Czech Film
My Dear Marietta
Miss Aldrich
(G) 803.
Edna MayMacDonald-N.
Oliver-W. Pidgeon.
. .Sept. I7.'37f
IInvitation
Give Myto Heart
(A)(G) ... Gitta
85.80. Nov.
(re-issue)
(G)Jeanette
Eddy. ...Aug.
6/37. .... .. .73.
105. Sept.
Mar. 11/37
2/35
the Waltz
Lilian Alpar
Harvey
Nov. 16,I6,'35'35 Naughty
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell. .. .Apr. 30/37. ... 1 17. Apr. 10/37
Kathleen
Mavourneen
Sally
O'
Neil-Irish
Cast
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
Kelly-Robt.
Armstrong.
..
.Apr.
23/37
67.
Feb. 12/37
6/37
Maid of the Mountains, The
Parnell
(G)
722
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy
June
4/37.
...
1
19.
June
Harry Film
Welchman
80. Apr. 22,'33
(See production article, Feb. 13/37, p. 16.)
Song(G)
of the Lark Czech
Personal
Property May
(G) 1/37,
725. ...Jean
Harlow-Robert
(Exploitation:
p. 79; June
12/37. p. 93.)Taylor Mar. 19/37 84. Mar. 20/37
Student's
Romance,
The
(G)..Patrio
Knowles
78.
Aug.
I0,'35
37
Voice of India Hoefler Expedition Oct. I,'37t....70
Pick
a and
Star Juliet
(G) 735
Jack
Haley-Patsy
May 21 ...70. Apr. 24/37
Romeo
(G)
1100...
Norma
ShearerLeslieKelly
Howard Jan.
Apr. 16/37. ...127.
July 18/36
HUNGARIA Running Time
(See
production
article,
Mar.
28/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Jan.
Jan.
23/37,
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
p. 79; Jan. 30/37, p. 83; Feb. 6/37, p. 77; Apr. 17/37, pp.an. 78.9/37,79; p.Apr.68;24/37,
p. 94;
Man of theMay
1/37,
p.
80;
May
8/37,
p.
74;
May
29/37,
p.
70;
June
26/37,
pp.
118,
119, 123;
Exception
Granted
Imre
Raday-Klari
Tolnay
June
II,
'37
9
rls
Peo
ple
(G)
716
...
July
3/37,
pp.
69,
70;
July
17/37,
p.
91:
July
24/37,
p.
80;
July
31/37,
p.
80.)
Extra, Extra!
Gy Kabos
Feb. 20,'37 8 Rls
Jos
eph
Call
eiaFlo
rence Harlow
Honeymoon
On Cut- Rate Paul
Agai Feb.
6,'37 88 rls
rls
Saratoga
(G) 742
24/37
Rice Jan. July
(Exploitation:
Aug. 28/37, Clark
p. 98.)Gable-Jean
29/ 23/37 94. July
Pay,
Madame
Paul Javor-I.
Javor
May 30/37
30/37 18/36
Coming
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret Lindsay.. .Dec. 18/3681. Jan74.. Dec.
AffairMenof AreHonor
Gy Kabos
Sept.
Il/37t....9 rls
Song of the City (G) 724 Dean Jeffries-Margaret Lindsay. .Apr. 2/37 69. Mar. 27/37
All
Wild Paul
Javor
Oct. 2l/37t....9
rls
Tarzan Escapes (G)Nov.711
J. Weissmuller-M. O'Sullivan: . . Nov. 8/36 89. Nov. 7/36
Anniversary
Imre Javor
Raday-lda Turay Oct.
Dec. 10/371.
.. 10 rls
rls
They(Exploitation:
Gave Him a Gun28/36,
(A) p. 96; Dec. 26/36, p. 75; Feb. 6/37. p. 72; Feb. 20/37, p. 85.)
Bride from Torocko Paul
l/37t...lO
Eighty Springtime
Miles an Hour Gy Kabos-M. Erdely
I9,'37t. . .... .810 rls
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell May 7/37 66. May 8/37
Hotel
Tokes Nov.
Nov. 30/37f
I Picked You for My Husband. GyPaulKabos-Anna
Javor
Nov.
4/37t 9 rls
rls
Topper(Exploitation:
(G) 738
Aug. 21/37, Constance
p. 75; Sept.Bennett-Cary
4/37, pp. Grant
95, 97.) July 16/37 97. July 17/37
It Happened in Budapest Gy Kabos-Zita Perczel Sept. 2l/37f 9 rls
Trader
Horn
(re-issue)
(G)...
Harry
Carey-Edwina
Booth
May reissue 120. Jan. 24/31
Sport
of
Love,
The
Gy
Kabos-lda
Turray
Dec.
24,'37t
8
rls
Under OutCoverWestof Night
(G) 715. Laurel
Edmund Lowe-Florence Rice.. .Apr.
Two Prisoners Paul Javor
Oct. l2/37f. . . 10 rls
8/37 72.Jan.
Way
(Exploitation:(G)July734
17/37, p. 92.) and Hardy
16/37 64. Jan. 9/37
IMPERIAL Running Time
Women
Men
Marry,
The
(A)
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
J. Hutchinson-George
Coming Murphy. .Sept. IO,'37t....61.Sept. 11/37
Broken Blossoms (A) Dolly Haas-E. Williams Dec. 1/36 80. June 6/36 802
2/37
Dead
March,
The
(A)
Boake
Carter
Sept.
I5,'37t.
.. .73.90
Sept. 11/37
High
Hat
Frank
Luther-Dorothy
Dare
Jan.
1/37
Bad
Man
of
Brimstone
Wallace
Beery-V.
Bruce
Nov.
I9,'37t
Rich Relations Ralph Forbes- Frances Grant Feb. 1/37 90
The 804 Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone Oct. 8/37t
Jack Hylton-June
Clyde Nov. 1/36 90. Dec. 1/35 Bride(SeeWore"In Red,
3She
the Cutting Room,"GretaSept.Garbo-Charles
11/37.) Boyer Oct. 22/37t
With Shall
Pleasure,Have Music ...Conrad
Nagel-Marta
Conquest
Coming Labarr Apr. 15/37 .90
7
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Back from Reno
Double(See Wedding
William
Powell-Myrna Loy Oct. I5,'37t
Beauty Racket
"In the(G)
Cutting Room,"Jeanette
July 24/37.)
Deerslayer
Firefly,
The
MacDonald-Allan
Jones.. Nov. 5/37t . . . 138. July 24/37
Honor Among Women
Four Marys, The Myrna Loy- Franchot Tone
I Demand
Payment Betty Burgess-Jack LaRue ,
Last
Gangster,
The
E.
G.
RobinsonAndrea
Marion..
Nov. 29/37t
I2,'37t
Night
of Crime
Live,
and Learn Gladys
Robt. Montgomery-R.
Oct.
Sky Girl
MadameLoveX 806
George-Warren Russell
William. .Oct.
l/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Mannequin
Joan
Crawford-Spencer
Tracy
Dec.
I7.'37t
StarINVINCIBLE
73
Blue and Gold Lionel
Young
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon.
Rosalie
Eleanor Barrymore-Robt.
Powell-Nelson Eddy
1 Navy,
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
Mickey
Rooney-Sophie
Tucker
Nov. 26,'37t
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
Ugly SDuckling
Allan Jones-Judy Garland
. TracyG. Georg
Titla
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
e-F. To MONOGRAM
After(Exploitation:
the Thin Man (G) 713.. William Powell-Myrna Loy Deo. 25/36. ... 1 12. Dec. 12/36
Running Time
n Ma
y
June 5/37, p.Jan.64.) 9/37, p. 71; Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 13/37, p. 86; May 1/37, p. 80;
Title e Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Atlantic
Flight
Dick
Merrill-Paula
Stone
Aug.
25/37t
April
Romance
(G)
706
Richard
Tauber
•
Nov.
20/36
82.
Feb.
13/37
. May 1 . . July 4/37t
Bad Guy Two(G) Women
743
Bruce Cabot-Virginia
Aug. 27/9/37
37 89.69. July
Aug. 28/37
Barriers Edw. Arnold, Jr.-F. 94McKinney.
5/3
Between
(G) 737. Virginia
Bruce- FranchotGrey
Tone. ..July
3/37 Blazing
God's
Country
and the(G)
Man Tom
Keene
2/37t
Hoosier
Schoolboy
Mickey
Rooney-Anne
Nagel 7 Sept.
July 7/37t
62. July 3/37
Big
City
(A)
801
Spencer
Tracy-Luise
Rainer
Sept.
3,'37t
80.
Sept.
4/37
Born (Exploitation:
to Dance (G)Jan.709
Eleanor
Powell-James
Stewart.
..
.Nov.
27/36.
...
108.
Nov.
21/36
Legion Gate
of Missing Men Ralph
Ralph Forbes
July
28,'37t
2/37,
p.
108;
Jan.
23/37,
p.
80;
Mar.
20/37,
p.
77.)
Outer
Morgan-Kay
Linaker
Aug.
4/37t.
Broadway Melody of 1938 (G)
Isle (G)
(Exploitation:
Sept. 18/37,Warren
p. 83.) Hull-Movita July 2l/37t. . . .73. Aug. 14/37
739
Eleanor Powell-Robt. Taylor Aug. 20/37 1 10. Aug. 21/37 Paradise
Camille
(A)production
639
Greta24/36,Garbo-Robert
Taylor Jan.Jan. 8/37,1/37.p. ...107;108 Mar.
. Dec. 13/37,
19/36 Riders of the Dawn (G) Jack Randall-Peggy Keys July l4/37t. . . .55. Aug. 21/37
(See
article,
Dec.
p.
16;
exploitation:
Shadows of the Orient (G).... Weldon
Regis Toomey-Esther
Ralston. . .Aug.
18.'37t 65 Feb. 15/36
p. 78; Mar. 27/37, p. 78.)
Heyburn-I.
June 30,'37t
Coming Courtney
Captains
(G) 717.Apr.
. F. 24/Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy. ..June
25/37p. 94;116. July
Apr. 31/37,
3/37 Thirteenth Man
(See Courageous
production article,
37, p. 12; exploitation:
May 15/37,
p. 82;95, Aug.
of the Streets Jackie Cooper
Nov. IO/37t
pp.
96, 97.)7/37, pp. 91, 92; Aug. 21/37, pp. 76, 78; Aug. 28/37, p. 97; Sept. 4/37, Boy
Bride offortheHenry,
A
Anne McCoy
Nagel-Neil Hamilton Sept. 29/37t
Range
Tim
Dangerous
Number
718...
Robert Brothers-Allan
Young-Ann Sothern
Jan. 22/37
71.1 1 .June
Feb. 19/37
6/37 Code
Day (See
at theproduction
Races, A(G)
(G)
730.
Marx
Jones
June
1
1/37.
...
1
County
Fair,
The
article, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 10/37, Danger Valley
Jack Randall
Nov. 6,'37t
3,'37t
p. 86; July 17/37, p. 89; Apr. 7/37, p. 91.)
Federalof Bullets
Oct.
Land
the Sky Blue Water. . Movita
Emperor's
Candlesticks,
(G) 733 The
William Powell-Luise Rainer. .. .July 2/37 | 89. July 3/37 Last Frontier, The Jack Randall
Espionage (G) 723 Edmund Lowe-Madge Evans Feb. 26/37 67. Mar. 6/37 Luck
RoaringHere,Camp
Owen Davis, Jr.-Joan Woodbury. . Nov. I7,'37t
The
Family
Affair,
632 Spanky
Lionel Barrymore-Cecilia
Parker..... Mar.
69.72. Oct.
Mar. 31/36
20/37 Marinesof Are
General
SpankyTheA (G)(G)(A)714
McFarland-P.Rainer
Holmes.
Dec. 12/37
11/36
Numbered
Oct. 20/37t
Romance ofWoman
the Limberlost
Good(SeeEarth,
741....
Paul
Muni-Luise
Aug.
6/37.
...
139.
Feb.
6/37
production article, July 11/36, p. 76; exploitation: Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 20/37, Telephone
Stars
Over
Arizona
Jack
RandallKathleen
Eliot.
..
.Sept.
Operator22/37t
p.July85;10/37,
Apr. 3/37,
69; 7/37.
May 1/37,
p. 87;p.Aug.
pp. 90,p. 83;92; May
Sept. 15/37,
18/37, pp.pp.96,82,99;86.)June 12/37, p. 94; Where Trails Divide Tom Keene
Oct. I3/S7t
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Star
PARAMOUNT
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Running Time
Born
to
the
West....
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Buccaneer, The
.John Wayne-Marsha Hunt
, Fredric March-Franciska Gaal.
Along
Love (G)(G) 3616.
Irene Benny-Gail
Hervey-Chas.Patrick
Starrett. . . . ..Aug.
. . Nov. I2,'37t.
6, '36 . . .97.66. Aug.
Feb. 20,'37
Artists Came
and Models
3702. .....Jack
7,'37 Bulldog Drummond Comes
(Exploitation:
Sept.
I8,'37,
p.
83.)
Back
(G)
J. Barrymore-Louise
Campbell Sept. 24/37t. . .*58.Sept. 11/37
Blonde Trouble 3701 Johnny Downs-E. Whitney Aug. 6,'37t 67. Aug. 7,'37 Ebb (See
Tide
Oscar
Homolka-Frances
"In the Cutting Room,"
Sept.
18/37.) Farmer. . Oct. I9,'37t
Borderland
(G) 3668
Bulldog Drummond
Escapes William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Feb. 26, '37 82. Feb. 13/37 Every
Day's A Holiday Mae West
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather Angel Jan. 22.'37 65. Mar. 13. '37 High, Wide and Handsome (G) Irene Dunne- Randolph Scott Oct. l/37t. .. 115. July 24/37
Champagne Waltz (G) 3628. ... Gladys Swarthout- F. Mac Murray. Jam. 29,'37 85. Dec. I2,'36 Hold3710
'Em
Navy Stella
Lew Ayres-Mary
Nov. 5/37t
(Exploitation:
Jan. 16, '37. pp.Roscoe79, Karns-Charlotte
80; July 3, '37, p.Wynters
70; July
p. 87.)
Love on Toast
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne
Clarence
3632
. . Feb.10, '37,
I2,'37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Dec. 26/36.)
Night
Club
Scandal
J.
Barrymore-Louise
Campbell
Nov. 26,'37t
3711 Gilbert
Lynne OvermanRoscoe Hunt
Karns Oct.
8/37t
College Holiday (G)Mar.3623
Jack Benny-Burns & Allen Dec. 25,'36 87. Dec. 26, '36 Partners
Riders ofintheCrime
Panamints
Roland-Marsha
Oct. 22/37t
Crime(Exploitation:
Nobody Saw, The 6,'37,
(G) pp. 88, 92; Apr. 10/37, p. 91.)
Texas Trail
William Boyd-George Hayes Nov. 26/37t
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37 This
Please (G) C.Eleanore
(Buddy)Whitney-Johnny
Rogers-Betty Grable..Oct.
29,'37t. . .*70.Sept. 18/37
Thrill Way,
of a Lifetime
Downs
Doctor's
John Trent-Helen
"In the Cutting Room." Sept. 18/37.)
Double OrDiary,
NothingA (G)(G) 3627
3707. ..Bing
Crosby-MarthaBurgess
Raye Jan.
Sept. 15/37
I7/37T . . . .95.77. Jan.
Aug. 30/37
21/37 True (See
Confession
C.
Lombard-Fred
MacMurray
Easy toLiving
3652 Jean
88. July 10/37 Wells Fargo
Joel McCrea-Frances Dee
Easy
Take (G)
3617
MarshaArthur-Edw.
Hunt-John Arnold
Howard July
Nov. 30/37
6/36 67
(See "In(G) the3653
Cutting Room,"F. Oct.
3/36.) Frances Farmer. . .July 30/37 85. July 31/37
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft ..Oct. 22,'37t
14/ You and Me
Exclusive
Mac
MurrayForlorn
River
(G)
3650
June
Martel-Larry
Crabbe...
July
2/37.
Running Time
3/37
Girl from Scotland Yard 3638 Karen Morley- Robert Baldwii Apr. 2/37. .61.
Title RAYStar KIRKWOOD Date Minutes Reviewed
Go3618
West, Young Man (A) Mae West. Randolph Scott Nov.
n.
3/37t
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
NelsonDonald
Reed..
.80.
No
El Justiciero Ernesto Guillen
36.
(Exploitation: Deo. 26/36. p. 72; Jan. 2/37, p. 106; Jan. 30/37, 13,p. 84.)
Vagabonds
Nelson-Donald Reed..
24/37 Fighting
Great Gambini, The (G) 3648.. Akim Tamiroff-Marian Marsh June 25/37
Masked Devil,
The Bobby
Bobby Nelson-Donald
Reed.. .Feb.
.Apr. I9.'37t..
4,'37t..
19/37 76.70. July
Mar. 20/37
Her Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick Mar. 20/36
72. Nov. 14/36
Hideaway
Girl
(G)
3619
Martha
Raye-Robt.
Cummings.
.
.
.
Nov.
RELIABLE
Running Time
Hills of Old Wyoming (G)
Title
Star
Re|.
Date
Minutes Reviewed
16/37 79. Apr. 17/37
3669
Valley
Bob Custer
..Nov. 1/36 56
Hopalong
Cassidy Returns (G) William Boyd-George Hayes Apr. 23/36 75. Aug. 22/36 Ambush
Fe Rides Bob Custer
Feb. 25/37 58
3666
William Boyd-Evelyn Brent Oct. 3,'37t 65. Aug. 21/37 Santa
Trail
Rin-Tin-Tln, Jr.-Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56
Hopalong Rides Again (G) 3753. William Boyd-George Hayes Sept. 4/37 66. May 22/37 Silver
Jr.-Bob Custer Nov. 6/36 56
Hotel Haywire (G) 3645 Leo Carrillo-Mary Carlisle .May
June 28/37 86. May 29/37 Vengeance of Rannah Rin-Tin-Tin,Coming
I Met Him in Paris (G) 3644. Claudette Colbert-M. Douglas..
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea. .Apr.
Bob
Custer
.79. Apr. 17/37 Apache
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Frontier Trail
Fury
Bob Custer
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
Outlaw
River
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jr
John3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold-Francine Larri more. . Feb. 26/37. .87. Feb. 27/37 Prairie Terror Bob Custer
.84. Nov. 28/36 Thundering Stampede Bob Custer
Jungle Princess, The (G) 3620. Ray Milland- Dorothy Lamour Nov. 27/36.
23/37. .78. Apr. 24/37
King Train
of Gamblers
(A) 3640
REPUBLIC
Running Time
Last
from Madrid
(G) Lloyw Nolan-Claire Trevor Apr. 11/37 77. June 12/37
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamour June 18/36 80. Feb. 27/37 AffairsTitle
of
Cappy
Ricks,
The
..56. Aug.
June 28/37
5/37
Let's
Make
a
Million
(G)
3622.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Dec.
.♦60.
Brian Sept
May
19/37 86. Jan. 30/37 All(G)Over6027
Maid (Exploitation:
of Salem (G) Mar.
3634
C.p. Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
Feb.
Town (G) 6020 Walter
Olsen andBrennan-Mary
Johnson
20/37,
76;
Apr.
24/37,
p.
92;
May
22/37,
p.
89.)
Bar
Z
Bad
Men
6323
Johnny
Mack
Brown-L.
January.
.
.Jan.
'36
70
61.
Feb.
13/37
Make Way for Tomorrow (G)
Beware of Ladies (G) 6011 Donald Cook-Judith Allen Dec.
3641
Bondi-Victor
Apr. 30/37
Big Show, The 6301 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Nov.
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p.Beulah
80; July
31/37, p. Moore
82; Sept. 11/37,
p. 84.) 92. May
24/36.) Beatrice Roberts.. Mar
Midnight
Madonna
(G)
3649.
.
.
Warren
William-Mady
Correll
July
2/37
65.
June
12/37 Bill (See
Cracks"InDownthe Cutting
(G) 6028Room,"GrantOct.WithersMind Your Own Business (G)
Brigade 6328 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle . . Aug. 2/37 62.S8
3625
Charles Ruggles-Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/37 Boothill
July
Border
Mountain
Music (G)July8647
Bob89; Burns-Martha
Raye
June7/37,18/37
77. June
Bulldog Phantom
Drummond6333
at Bay Bob Steele- Harley Wood Dec. 28/36
(Exploitation:
17/37,
p.
July
24/37,
pp.
79,
81;
Aug.
pp.
90,
92;
Sept.
4/37.
31/37
(G)
6025
John
Lodge-Dorothy
Mackaill.
.
.
.
July
31,
95; Sept.
18/37, (G)p. 86.)
i 60
Cavalry 6331
Bob SteeleFrancesLivingston
Grant Oct.
Murderp. Goes
to College
June
Travis-Bob
Mar. 14,I, ' R?
3633
Roscoe Kams- Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37 Circus(SeeGirl"In 6014
the Cutting
Room,"Bob Feb.Livingston13/37.) Ray Corrigan May 24, r ., ,57.May 29/37
Night
Mystery,
A (A) (G)3643. Roscoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May 21/37 75. May 22/37 Come On, Cowboys
(G) 6317...
31/37
North ofof the
Rio Grande
Holiday
(G)
6026...
Ra
Hould-Hedda
Hopper
June
7,7,
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37 Dangerous
53
Doomed
at
Sundown
6337
Bob
SteeleLorraine
Hayes
June
On Such (G)a Night
(A) Warren
Karen Morley-Grant
The 6324 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. . Feb. 15,
5/37 . . .73.79. Aug.
Feb. 21/37
6/37 GamblingTownTerror,
Outcast
3629
William-KarenRichards.
Morley. .....Aug.
Feb. 27,'37t.
55
Gold 6312
Plainsman,
The (G)Jan.3624
Jan. p.1/37.
...Mar.1 13.6/37,
Nov. p.28/3691; Ghost
Git Along Little
Dogies (G) Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Oct. 26,
83:
(Exploitation:
30/37, p.Gary85; Cooper-Jean
Feb. 20/37, Arthur
p. 82; Feb. 27/37,
62.Apr.
Gene
Autry-Judith
Allen
Mar.
22,
Mar. 13/37. p. 80; Mar. 20/37. pp. 78, 82; Mar. 27/37, pp. 80. 12, 83: Apr. 3/37, p. 66; Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.) 23/37 60. July 10/37 6336
53 3/37
Bob Steele-Louise Stanley May 10/
Rustlers'(G)Valley
(G) 3671 Seymour
William Boyd-George
Ranger,
The 6332
Bob Livingston-Ray
Steele-Eleanor Stewart
Nov.
19/5/
Scrooge
3527
Hicks-Donald Hayes
Calthrop. . July
Dec. 27/36 73. Dec. 21/35 Gun
Gunsmoke
Ranch
6316
Bob
Corrigan
May
She Asked for It (G) Wm. Gargan-Orien Heyward Sept. IO/37t. . . .68.
.68. Dec. 12/36
.62. Sept.
Aug. 4/37
7/37 Guns in the Dark 6326 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle. .Apr. 14,6,'37t....56
She's
Happy-Go-Lucky
Phil Livingston-Ray
Regan-Evelyn Venable
Dec. 14/
Sophie NoLangLadyGoes(G)
West (G) Ann Dvorak-John Trent Aug. 20/37t.. *60.Sept. 4/37 Heart
of the Rockies(G) 716013
1 1 Bob
Corrigan Sept
3706
Gert. Michael-Larry Crabbe Sept. IO/37t.. .92. Aug. 14/37 Hit Parade,
26/37
83. Apr. 10/37
The (G)July6002
Souls(Seeat Seaproduction
(G)
Gary
Cooper-George
Raft Sept. 3,'37t..
(Exploitation:
10/37, p.Frances
86.) Langford-Phil Regan Apr.
article,
Jan.
30/37,
p.
16.)
Hit the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Mar. 3/
Swing High, Swing Low (G)
It Could Happen
You 6016..
Alan Baxter-Andrea
Leeds June 28,
3634
"In Detective
the toCutting
15/37.) Brown
(Exploitation: May 29/37, p.Carole
67.) Lombard-F. MacMurray ... Mar. 12/37 97. Mar. 20/37 Jim (See
6005Room,"Guy MayKibbee-Tom
Apr. 5/ 37 67. Mar. 27/37
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison ...Dec. 11/36 77. Jan. 2/37 Join Hanvey,
the Marines (G) 6003 June Travis-Paul Kelly Jan. 25, 37
Turn
Off
the
Moon
(G)
3642...
Chas.
Ruggles-Eleanore
Wnrtney.
.May
14/37
80.
May
29/37
Jan. 18/37
36 60.55
Larceny onLandthe 6322
Air (G) 6030... Johnny
Grace Bradley-Bob
Valiant is the Word for Carrie
Lawless
Mack Brown-L.Livingston
Stanley. .. Jan.
Nov. 23,11/ 37
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37, p.Gladys
George-Arline
Judge
Oct.
2/36.
...
109.
Sept.
26/36
60
37.
.61.
Law
Man
is
Born,
A
6327
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith.
.June
21,
76; Feb. 13/37, p. 86.)
Crandall (G)6335
Bob Steele-Lois January Mar. 24/ '36 56. Jan. 16/37
Waikiki
Wedding (G)May 3637....
26/37
3/37pp. Lightnin'
Man
6012.
(Exploitation:
1/37,
p.Bing
81;Crosby-Shirley
May 15/37,
p.Ross
89;17/37,
June p.Mar.
5/37,
p. 67;31/37,
June89. p.Apr.
12/37,
Meet Betrayed,
the Boy AFriend
(G) ... Eddie Nugent-Kay Hughes Dec. 28,
.63. July 31/37
92,
93;
July
3/37,
p.
70;
July
10/37,
p.
80;
July
91;
July
83;
Aug.
.67
6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyle July 12,
28/37, p. 98; Sept. 11/37, p. 83; Sept. 18/37, p. 86.)
'37
68.56
May 1/37
Michael
O'Halloran
(Spec.)
....
Wynne
Gibson-Warren
Hull
May
15,
Wedding
Present
(G)
3613
Joan
Bennett-Cary
Grant
Oct.
16/36
81.
Oct.
8/36
'36
(See "In the Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
(Exploitation: Dec. 5/36, p. 78.)
Navy Corral,
Blues The
(G) 6015
Mary Autry-Smiley
Brian-Dick Purcell
Apr.
19.
Wild Money 3651 Edward Everett Horton July 9/37 69
Old
6305
Gene
Burnette
Dec.
21,
Coming
(See "InExpress
the (G)
Cutting
7/36.) Dorothy Appleby. . Feb. '37 58. Mar. 13/37
Paradise
6029(G)Room,"GrantNov.Withers'36 78. Oct. 8/36
Angel
Marlene Dietrich-H. Marshall Oct. 5/37t..
'37t....59
President's
Mystery,
The
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 31/37.)
6007
Henry Wilcoxon-Betty Furness. . . Oct. 8/36.
'37 56. July 24/37
Barrier,
The
Jimmy
Ellison-Jean
Parker
Nov.
Public
Cowboy No.(G)I 7105
Gene Livingston-Ray
Autry-Ann Rutherford
2/37t..
(See production article, Sept. 18/37, p. 14.)
Range Defenders
6318 Bob
Corrigan Aug.
June 23/37t
30/37.
Red Rope. The 6338 Bob Steele-Lols January July 19/37.
Blossoms of Broadway Edward Arnold-Shirley Ross Nov. 26,'37f

7

3

78

b.6/

67.Fe

37

8
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Title
Rel. DateRunning T
Title
Star
Date Running
Minutes TimeReviewed
Forty Naughty Girls (G) 803. James
Gleason-Zasu
Pit Rel.
Rhythm
in the Clouds (G)7
June
..Sept. 24/37t. ..'63. Sept. 4/37
Wheeler
and Woolsey
High
Flyers
6017
Warren
Hull-Patricia
Ellis..
Sta
Highway To Hell John Beal-Sally Eilers
Riders of the Whistling Skull
Hitting a Now High Lily Pons-John Howard
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan .Jan.
Love
Dunn-WhitneyFontaine
BourneOct. 8,'37t. . .'75. Sept.
Roarin' Lead 6313 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Dec.
Music infora Basement
Madame (G) 804... James
Nino Martini-Joan
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
7,'36.)
Rootin'
Tootin
Rhythm
(G)
Saturday's
Heroes
(G)
805
Van
Heflin-Marian
Marsh
Oct. 8/37t.. .*59.Sept.
I2,'37 60. May
Stage(SeeDoorproduction
(G) 806
6307
Gene Autry-Armida ...May 28,'37
8/37f. . .*90.Sept.
article, Aug.Kath.14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
p. 16.) Rogers Oct. 29,'37t
58 8,' 37
Round-up
Time (G)
in Texas
Gene Autry-Smiley
Feb.
There
Goes
the
Groom
807
Burgess
Meredith-Ann
Sothern..
.Oct.
Sea
Racketeers
60196306. Weldon
Heyburn-JeanneBurnette
Madden. .Aug.
22,'37t
I6,'37
64.
Aug.
I4,'37
Victoria
the
Great
861
Anna
Neagle-Anton
Walbrook
Oct.
Sheik Steps Out, The (G) 6006. Ramon Novarro-Lola Lane Sept. 6/37... .*66. July 3 1 .'37 Women Have a Way Miriam Hopkins-Ray Milland
Trail
of VengeanceThe6325
Johnny
Mack Brown-I. Meredith. . Mar.
Trusted
Bob Steele-Lois
Feb. 29,'37
I, '37 .68.5452 Feb.
Two WiseOutlaw,
Maids (G) 6334
6004. ... Alison
Ski pworth- January
Polly Moran. . . Feb.
STATE RIGHTS
Vodelin'
Kid from Pine Ridge Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June ,'37 60. June 26.'37
Running Time
(G) 6308
Rel..Apr.Date Minutes Reviewed
Titlo
Star
Dist'r .
Coming
Heroes of the Alamo (G).Earl Hodgins Sunset
..Aug.
19/37.
*75 Aug.
7/37
15/37. .*55.
Apr. 10/37
Melody ofBuckaroo,
the PlainsThe(G).Fred
Arizona Gunfighter 7121 Bob Steele-Jean Carmen
.Sept.
20.'37t.
Singing
Fred Scott
Scott Spectrum
Spectrum
15/37
Boots
and
Saddles
Gene
Autry-Judith
Allen
Oct.
4,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 21/36.)
Duke Comes Back, The Allan Lane-Heather Angel
Three
Legionnaires
Armstrong ...General June 15/37. .*60. Mar. 27/37
Escape by Night
(G) 7015 . . Win,
Hall-Anne Dvorak
Nagel Sept. 20,'37t 64. Sept
What(G)
Price
Vengeance?(G)...Robt.
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.
Phil Regan-Ann
Lyle Talbot Rialto June 1/37. ..57. June 12/37
Portia
on
Trial
6001
Frieda
Inescort-Walter
Abel
Oct.
I8,'37t
Zamboanga (G)
Native Cast
*65.July 17/37
Ridin' the Lone
Bob Steele-Claire
Rochelle Nov. I,'37t
Springtime
In theTrail
Rockies Gene
Autry
Trigger
Trio 7112
-Max Terhune
Oct.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Wrong Road,
The Ray
RichardCorrigan
Cromwell-Helen
Mack. ..Oct.
Time Reviewed
Cutting Room."Gordon
Sept.Oliver-Marian
11/37.) Marsh Oct.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Youth(Seeon "InParolethe 6022
Angel's
Holiday
(G)
754
Jane
Withers-Robert
Kent
June
4/37
71.
May 8/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 1 1,'37.)
As You
It (G)article,
711 JuneElis.13/36,Bergner-Laurence
Olivier.Jan.. .Jan.23/37, 8/37
(See Like
production
p. 16; exploitation:
p. 79.) 96. Sept. 19/36
RKO RADIO
Banjo
On
My
Knee
(G)
726.
..
Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea.
.
.
Dec.
4/36
95.
Dec.
Time
Feb. 13/37, p. 89.)
Rel. Date Running
Title
Minutes Reviewed Big (Exploitation:
Business
(G)
759
Jed
Prouty.
Spring
Byington
June
18/37
61.
Apr.
Annapolis
(G) 802
Ellison-Marsha
Hunt. .... .Sept.
IO.'37t...*60.Aug.
2I,'37
Mr.
& Mrs.Hudson-Brian
Martin Johnson
I0.'37t. . . .75'/2.
14/37 58.60. June
12/37 Borneo
Behind theSalute
Headlines
(G) 727. James
Lee Tracy-Diana
Gibson
May 23/37
Born Metropole
Reckless (G)(G) 758
Rochelle
Donlevy. . Sept.
July
June. . . 17/37
5/36
July 31/37
Big Shot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 John
Guy Kibbee-Cora
Witherspoon. . . July
Cafe
750
Loretta
Young-Tyrone Power
May 9/37
7/37 83.58. May
4/37 67.65. Apr.
May 29/37
Border
Beal-Armida
June 12/37
(Exploitation:
June
19/37,
p.
84.)
24/37 Californian, The (G) 753 Ricardo Cortez-Marjorie Weaver. .July 16/37 58. July
China
Passage
(G)
718
Constance
WorthV.
Haworth.
.
.
.
Mar.
Criminal Lawyer (G) 713 Lee Tracy-Margot Grahame Jan. 29/37 72. Apr. 10/37 Charlie Chan at the Olympics
(Exploitation:
p. 81.)Kibbee-Una Merkel Mar. 5/37 62. Feb. 27/37 752
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMille. . . . May 21/37 71
Don't
TellfromtheGlory
WifeFeb.
(G)27,'37,
720.. Guy
(See Chan
"In theat Cutting
Room," Mar. 6/37.)
Flight
(G)
Chester
Morris-Whitney
Bourne..
Aug.
20/37....
*60.
Aug.
14/37
Charlie
the
Opera
Hideaway (G)
Fred Stone- Marjorie Lord Aug. 13/37. ...*60. July 31/37
(G) 730
Warner
Oland-Boris
Karlotf Jan.
Hollywood
O'Brien-Cecilia Hilliard.
Parker... .Sept.
May 3/37t...*79.Aug. 28/37 Crack-Up
15/37 70. Jan. 29/36
(G) (G)727
Peter Rogers-Evelyn
LorreBrian Donlevy
Jan.
Life
of the Cowboy
Party, The(G) (G)733801. George
Gene Raymond-Harriet
David
Harum
769
Will
Venable
May 14/3768. Nov 85. Mar. 16/37
(reissue)
Make
a
Wish
(G)
745
Bobby
Breen-Basil
Rathbone
Aug.
27/37....
*70.
Sept.
4/37
Man Who Found Himself, The
Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon Feb. 5/37 .79. Oct. 14/36
(G) 722
John Beal-Joan Fontaine Apr. 2/37 67. Mar. 13/37 Doctor(re-issue)
Meet
the
Missus
(G)
729
Victor
Moore-Helen
Broderick.
.
.
.
June
4/37
60.
May
29/37
Fair Warning
Furness-John Sothern
Payne Apr.
Mar. 16/37.
3/34
New Faces of 1937 (G) 732. ..Joe Penner-Harriet Hilliard July 2/37 100. July 10/37 Fifty
Roads to (G)
TownMay740
(G)8/37.
748.. p.Betty
Don70.) Ameche-Ann
Waitress
(G) 711
Margot Grahame-Gordon Jones... Dec. 18/36 57. Jan. 2/37
5/37.
(Exploitation:
OnNight
Again—
Off
Again
(G)
Great
Hospital
Mystery,
The
725
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck May 14/37 59. Mar. 6/37
Outcasts
of Poker Flat, The Wheeler and Woolsey July 9/37. .68. July 17/37 751
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Muir Apr. 16/37 68. Mar. 20/37 Handy(Reviewed
Andy (G)under871the title, "Dead Yesterday.")
26/37
65.
Jan.
30/37
Park
Avenue
Logger
(G)
787.
.
George
O'Brien-Beatrice
Roberts.
.
Feb.
(re-issue) Will Rogers
Aug. I3,'37t. . . .81 . May 5/34
Plot Thickens,
Plough
and the TheStars,(G) The641(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dec. 11/36 69. Nov. 21/36 It Happened Out West 745.... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen May 7/37 56
640
Barbara
Stanwyck-P.
Foster
Jan.
King
George
VI
Coronation
(See production article, Aug. 22/36, p. 16.)
I5.'37t 63.28
26/37 84. Mar. 30/37 870
Quality
Street (G) 709 Kath.
Hepburn -Franchot
Tone. ...Mar.
Escapes,
The (G)724
747. ... Technicolor
Gloria
Stuart-Special
MichaelWilson
Whalen. . .July
July
June 5/37
Racing
Jan. 29/37 59. Dec. 12/36 Lady
Laughing
at Trouble
Jane Darwell-Lois
Dec. 23/37
11/36 67
Riding OnLadyAir(G)(G)707
771 JoeAnn E.Dvorak-Smith
Brown- FlorenceBallew
Rice Juno
(See
"Glory,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
17/36.)
19/37
88.
Feb.
20/37
Sea
Devils
(G)
714
Victor
McLaglen-Preston
Foster..
Feb.
of London (G) 735
BartholomewM. Carroll Jan. 29/37. ... 1 17. Nov. 26/36
Shall We Dance (G) 724 Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers May 7/37 1 16. May 8/37 Lloyds(Exploitation:
21/36,p. F.p.74;108;
pp. 65, 71; MayNov. 8/37,
JulyMar.31/37,6/37,p. p.80.)89; Mar. 27/37, pp. 79, 82; Apr. 3/37,
Soldier(Exploitation:
and the Lady,JuneTheI9,'37,
(A) p. 85; July 31, '37, p. 80.)
Lovo
Is
News
(G)
729
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power. ..Feb. 26/37 78. Feb. 27/37
717
Anton Walbrook-Eliz. Allan Apr. Mar.
9/3713/37,85. i
(Exploitation: Apr. 24/37, p. 90.)
the title,Jack"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
20/37t....75.Aug.
Love
Under
Fire
(G)
803
Loretta
Young-Don
Ameche..
16/37 .10570.
Super(Reviewed
Sleuth (G)under734
Oakie-Ann
Sothern
July 22/37...
MidnightSteele
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy- Frances Drake ..Aug.
..Apr. 2/37 73. Mar. 14/37
That Girl from Paris (G) 712.. Lily Pons-Gene Raymond Jan.
Nancy
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27,
'37,
p.
84;
Apr.
24,'37,
p.
90.)
..Mar.
12/37 84.)84. Mar. 27/37
Victor McLaglen-Peter Lorre.
There
Goes My toGirlMarry(G) (G)728.. Ann Sothern-Gene Raymond May 21/37. .74. June 5/37 Off738
to the Races (G) 736 Jed Piouty-Shirley Deane Feb. 19/37 ...57.
Feb. 20/37
They Wanted
On
the
Avenue
(G)
732
Dick
Powell-Madeleine
Carroll
...
Feb.
12/37 ...89. Jan.
.60.
Dec.
26/36
13/37
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb.
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82; June 19/37,
109. July 17/37
16/37
Toast of New York (G) 719 Edward Arnold- Frances Farmer. July
(Exploitation:
Aug.
28,
'37,
p.
96;
Sept.
4,'37,
p.
96.)
Mar. 20/37,
.61.
Apr. 17/37 One (Exploitation:
Too
Many JaneWivesTurner
(G) 723
Anne Shirley-John
Morley Apr.
Mile from Heaven
(G) p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82.)
.67
Wanted:
643 Gloria
Stuart-Lee Tracy
Dec.
802
Claire Trevor-Sally
Blane . . Nov.
Aug. 20/36
I3,'37t. . . .68.81. July
(See
"General
Delivery,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
3,'36.)
(G) 717
Quintuplets-J.
Nov. 24/37
21/36
.71. Jan. 23/37 Reunion
(Exploitation:
Jan. 23/37, p.Dionne
78; Feb.
27/37, pp.Hersholt.
90, 91.)
WeWe'reWhoon theAre Jury
About(G)to 716....
Die Helen Broderick-Victor Moore. ... Feb. 12/37. .82.
Oct.
17/36
Secret
Valley
(G)
731
Richard
ArlenVirginia
Grey.
...Jan.
15/37
57.
Feb.
13/37
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan. 6/37.
Heaven (G)June742
When's
Your Birthday? (G) Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb. 19/37
•37. .77.77 Feb. 20/37 Seventh
(Exploitation:
5/37, p.Simone
64.) Simon-James Stewart Mar. 26/37 102. Mar. 27/37
770
6/37
58
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June 11/37 74. Aug. 7/37
Windjammer
Worth.. Aug.
(See "In(G)783
the 703
Cutting Room,"George
MayO'Brien-Constance
29,'37.)
and "In
Be Happy
756Room,"Anthony
Dunbar June 25/37 64
Nov. p.21/36
Winterset
Burgess
Meredith-Margo Nov. 20/36 77, '37,
81.) Sing (See
the Cutting
May Martin-Dixie
1/37.)
(Exploitation:
Jan.
16/37,
p.
80;
Jan.
30.'37,
p.
83;
Feb.
1
3,
'37,
84; Feb. 88.27 Apr. 24/37
Woman I Love, The (G) 721.. Paul Muni-Miriam Hopkins Apr. p.23/37
(See production article, Mar. 13/37, p. 16.)
31/36
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642.... Kath. Hepburn- H. Marshall Nov. 8/36 88. Oct.
Lively,
Jeeves(G)(G)735
739... Arthur
Ellis......Apr.
Apr. 30/37
9/37 70.69. Jan.
You Can't Beat Love (G) 731 . Preston Foster-Joan Fontaine June 25/37 62. June 5/37 Step
That
May(G)Live
RochelleTreacher-Patricia
Hudson-Robert Kent.
Mar. 30/37
6/37
May
1/37
You Can't Buy Luck (G) 726. Vinton Haworth-Helen
Mack
Apr.
Thin IIceFast,
Coming
Think
Mr.805
Moto (G) Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power Sept. 3/37t 78. Aug. 28/37
Breakfast for Two 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall .. .Oct.
804
Peter Lorre-Virginla Field Aug. 27,'37t. . . .66. Apr. 17/37
Damsel in Distress, A
Fred Astalre-Joan Fontaine
IsOutMyforAffair
Romance(G) (G)721 .... Barbara Stanwyck -Robt. Taylor. ..May 28/37.
Fight
Luplno
20/37
Fit forfora Your
King Lady
(G) John
Joe E.Boles-Ida
Brown-Helen
Mack Oct.
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen Mar. 19/37.
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Rui ining Time
Title
Star
Title
star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
. . May
Reviewed
Rel. Date Minutes
82 . J Ufl:e 14/36
12/37
Trust, The Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd
77. Sept. 11/37
Under the Red Rebe (G) 743..Cenrad Veidt- Annabella
21.6,'36..
'37 ....91.
..63. Apr.
Nov. 17/37 Diamond
Under Your Spell (G) 720 Lawrence Tibbett-Wendy Barrie ..Nov.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Squeaker.")
23,'37..
Divorce
of
Lady
X,
The
Merle
OberonLaurence
Olivier.
.
Oct.
I5,'37t
Wake Up and Live (G) 749... Walter Winchell-Ben Bernie... ..Apr.
97.)
52nd (SeeStreet
Hunter-Pat
'37. ..p.Shirley
69: JulyTemple10. '37.V. pp.McLaglen...
85, 86.) .July
4,'37, 30,'37.. . , .99. July
"In the Cutting Room,"Ian July
17/37.) Patersomi Sept. 24,'37t
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie WinkieJuly(G) 3.760.
3/37 Goldwyn
Follies,
The
Phil
BakerRitz Bros Dec. 25,'37t
(Exploitation:
July
I0.'37,
p.
88;
Aug.
7/37,
p.
92;
Sept.
.
*56.Sept.
27,'37..
Western Gold (G) 761 Smith Bellew- Heather Angel .Nov. 27,'36..
Thearticle, Aug.Dorothy
pp. 94, . . .65. Dec. 11/37 Hurricane,
(See production
7/37, Lamour-Jon
p. 16.) Hall Nov. I0,'37t
White Hunter (G) 719 Warner Baxter-June Lang
Bennett-Henry
Feb. 27,(G)'37,. . . Loretta
p. 81.) Young-Warner Baxter... .Sept. I7,'37t. ...85. Sept. 11/37
5/36 I Met(SeeMy "InLovetheAgain
Cutting Room,"Joan Sept.
I8.'37.) Fonda Oct. 22,'37t
Wife,(Exploitation:
DoctorWoolyand (G)
Nurse
I0,'37t.
July 24/37
Wild
and
Jane
Withers-Walter
Brennan... .Sept.
Mutiny inSacred
the Mountains Carole
Vivien Lombard-Fredric
Leigh-Paul Lucas
Nov. I9,'37t
5,'37t
Nov. 6/36 . .. .. .64.
.57.
Oct.
Wild
Brian
Kent
(G)
718
Ralph
Bellamy-Mae
Clarke
Nothing
March.. .Nov.
31/36
'See production article, Aug. 7/37, p. 16.)
Wings of the Morning (G)
19/37..
.
Feb.
.
.
.87.
Mar.
20/37 Stand-in
737
Annabella- Henry Fonda
(See "In the Cutting Room,"LeslieSept.Howard-Joan
11/37.) Blondell Oct. 8/37t
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rochelle Hudson-Michael Whalen .Jan. 22/37. . ...70. Feb. 13/37
Storm
in
a
Teacup
(G)
Vivien
Leigh-Rex
Harrison Nov. I2.'37t. . . .86. June 12/37
You(G)Can't
Have
Everything
31/37
...99.
July
801
Alice Faye-Don Ameche
3/37t.
Coming
Running Time
20,'37t.
UNIVERSAL
AM Baba Goes to Town Eddie Cantor- June Lang
Title Car (G) 1004.
Rel. Date
Minutes
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Aug.
I4,'37.)
Armored
.June
20/37
64. Aug.Reviewed
14/37
BorrowingChanTrouble
Jed Prouty-Sprifflg
As Good as Married (G) 1012. .John Boles-Doris Nolan May 9/37 81. May 1/37
Charlie
on Broadway (G). Warner
Oland-Joan Byington
Marsh .Nov.
.Oct.
22,'37t....68.Aug.
Black
Aces
2050
Buck
JonesKay
Linaker
Sept.
5,'37t
58
5/37t
Danger — Love at Work Ann Sothern-Jack Haley
Boss Rider of Gun Creek 1042. Buck Jones-Muriel Evans Nov. 1/36 64
(See "In the Cutting Room," July I0,'37.)
Breezing Home
1033(G) Binnie Barnes-Wm. Gargan Jan. 31/37 64. Mar. 27/37
Dangerously Yours Cesar Romero-Phyllis Brooks Nov. I2,'37t
California
Straight(G) Ahead
(See
"The
Great
Diamond
Mystery,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
Il,'37.)
1030
John Wayne-Louise Latimer May 2/37 67. Apr. 3/37
45 Fathers
Withers-Thomas
Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/36 61. Dec. 5/36
(See "In the Cutting Room,"Jane Sept.
1 1,'37.) Beck Dec. I0,'37t
Empty Saddles (G) 1043 Buck Jones-Louise Brooks Dee. 20/36 62. Oct. 24/36
Heidi
Shirley Temple-Jean Hersholt Oct. I5,'37t
Four
Days' Wonder
(G) 1019. .Jeanne
Dante-Kenneth
Howell. .. .Jan.
3/37 60.58. Jan.
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 24,'37.)
Girl Overboard
(G) 1021
Gloria StuartWalter Pidgeon
Feb. 28/37
May 23/37
29/37
Water
(G)
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
Sept. 24,'37t 58. July
InHotOld(See
Chicago
Tyrone
Power-Alice
Faye
production article, Sept. 4/37, p. 48.)
Let Them Live (G) 1035 Nan Grey-John Howard Apr. 25/37 73. Apr. 24/37
I5/381-.
Lancer Spy
Peter Lorre- Delores Del Rio.
Cutting Room,"RitzJulyBros.17/37.)
Love Letters of a Star (A)
Life (SeeBegins"In intheCollege
-Gloria Stuart
1028
Cutting Room,"peterJulyLorre31/37.)Rochelle Hudson.
Luckiest
Girl in the World Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles Nov. 8/36 66. Nov. 14/36
Look(SeeOut,"InMr.theMoto
(G)I 1014
Jane Wyatt-Louis
Hayward
Nov. 15/36
31/36
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
11/37.)
Man
Marry,
The (G)
(G) 1020...
1026. ..Doris
Nolan-Michael
Whalen Nov.
1/36. ... .76.72.67. Oct.
Nov.
7/36
Love and Hisses
Walter Winchell-Ben Bernie..
Man
in
Blue,
The
Robert
Wilcox-Nan
Grey
May
30/37
May
22/37
Roll Along Cowboy Smith Bellew-Cecelia Parker.
Man
Who
Cried
Wolf,
The
Second
Honeymoon
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power.
3
(G) 2023
Read
Aug. 29,'37t
Sept. 10/37
4/37
Mighty
Treve, The (G) 1034... Tom
Noah Brown-Barbara
Beery. Jr.-Barbara
Read.. .Jan.
17/37 69.66. Apr.
7
Mysterious Crossing (G) 1025.. James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dec. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
ing
Ti
UNITED
ARTISTS
Key (G) 1024
/
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Night(Exploitation:
May 22/37, p.Boris87.)Karloff-Jean Rogers May 2/37 67. Apr. 24/37
Star Jr.-D. Del Rio.. .Jan.
8/37 86.88. Aug.
8/36 Oh, Doctor! (G) 1013
Accused (A)
. D. Fairbanks,
Edward
Apr. 24/37
3
.Dec. 25/36
Dec. 19/36
Beloved Enemy (G)..
.
Merle
Oberon-Brian
Aherne
(Exploitation:
May
p. 87.) Everett Horton May 16/37 .84.67. Sept.
11/37
Edward Arnold- Frances Farmer. .Nov. 6/36 99. Nov. 7/36 100 Men and a Girl (G) 22/37,
Come7
and Get It (A).
200I..Deanna
Durbin-Adolphe
Menjou.
.Sept.
I2,'37t.
(Exploitation: Nov. 14/36, p. 90: Nov. 21/36, p. 109; Nov. 28/36, p. 99; Dec. 5/36,
(See Musical Analysis, Sept. 18/37, p. 29.)
7/37
pp. 83, 84; Dec. 19/36, p. 94; Jan. 30/37, p. 82; Feb. 13/37, p. 89; May 1/37, p. 82.) Reported Missing (G) Wm. Gargan-Jean Rogers Aug. 15/37.. .63.Aug.
June 26/37
Dark Journey (G) Vivien Leigh-Conrad Veidt July 2/37 82. Mar. 6/37 Road Back, The (G) 1005 Richard Cromwell-John King Aug. 1/37.. );103 Sept.
18/37,
(See
production
article.
Apr.
24/37,
p.
16;
exploitation:
July
31/37,
p.
Dead(Exploitation:
End (G)
Sylvia
Sidney-Joel
McCrea
Aug.
27,'37t
93.
Aug.
7/37
1 Cover th
Sept. 18/37, p. 86.)
p. 83.)(G) 1044 Buck Jones-Lita Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. 6/37
e War (GSandflow
Lips (G)
(A) Elis.
Raymond Massey. ..May
Mar. 13/37
6/37
/ Dreaming
Elephant Boy
NativeBergnerCast
Apr. 28/37
23/37 78.80. Mar.
) 101Dangerous
She's
1031 Cesar
Romero-Tala Birell
Jan. 24/37
68
3
6 JRange
(Exploitation:
June
12/37,
p.
96;
July
31/37,
p.
82;
Aug.
21/37,
p.
75.)
Smoke
Tree
Buck
Jones-Muriel
Evans
June
6/37 59
ohGirls
n Way1046
7
16/37 Three Smart
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England
(G)27/37, Laurence
(G)
1029.
.
.
Deanna
Durbin-Ray
Milland
Dec.
20/36
n
e
G
w
Mar.
p. 79.) Olivier-Flora Robsen. . . Mar. 5/37 L89.ove Jan.in a
e
(Exploitation: Feb. 6/37,
82;
n Dpp.az73. 74; Mar. 13/37, pp. 78, 82; Mar. 20/37,84. pp.Jan.78,30/37
Bu7/36
Garden(Seeof production
Allah. The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Dietrich-Charles
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
78.
Nov.
n
Apr.
3/37,
pp.
66.
67;
10/37,
e p. 94; Apr. 17/37, pp. 78, 80, 82; Apr. 24/37, p. 94,
g
a
l
14; exploitation:
Nov. 21/36,
Jan. pp.30/37,67, ow (G) 1009May 1/37, p. 82: May Apr.
15/37, pp. 96,Jul99.)
y
p.68. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77;6/36.
Feb. p.20/37,
p. 80; Mar. 13/37,
p. 83; p.Apr.109:3/37,
..
Top of(SeetheKeproduction
1007 Jan.George23/37,MurphyNolan
Apr. 24/37.
18/37 86. Apr. 1/37,
3/37
nTown
t Tayl(G)
68. JulyApr.
p. 16;Dorisexploitation:
or-Naarticle,
ft Ha13/37
10/12/37,
nd
n Gpp.
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37,
(G). Charles
2/37 pp.97.91,LeMar.
37 p. p.92;91;JuneMay 19/37,
22/37,
86,y 87; June 5/37, p. 70; June
r
p. 84; Boyer-Jean
Apr. 3/37, Arthur
pp. 64, 71; Apr.
Apr. 10/37,
92; Apr.ed Law (G) p.pp.104579;.82,...BMay
e
24/37,p. 93.)
pp. 91, 92; May 1/37, p. 83; May 8/37, p. 72; May 22/37. We Have Our 85.)uck Jon
June
pp.17/37,89. p.90;82;JuneApr.12/37,
eSally
s Eilers-James
1017
67. Apr. 3/37
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armor
(G)
....
Marlene
Dietrich-Robt.
Donat..
.July
66. Jul Mar. 28/37
Apr.Dunn
3/37t...
107.
June
I9,'37
Aug. 21/37, p. 78; Sept. 11/37, p. 84.)
Lyle Talbot-Polly
l.*S7 66
/Apr.
3M7ay I 4/37
When Bound
Love IsLimited
Young 1008
(G) 1018. Virginia
Bruce-KentRowles
Taylory 6310.July
76. Apr. 24/37
14/37 87. Feb. 13/37 West
Love
Stranger
1/37 58
Wildcatter.
The
1015
Scott
Colton-Jean
Rogers
June
6/37
Man from
Who aCould
Work (A)
Miracles, Ann Harding-Basil Rathboine May
Wings Over Honolulu (G)
19/37 82.82. Aug.
The (G)
Roland Young-Joan
Feb. 22/37
Wendy Barrie-Ray
Jan. 22/36
2/37
Men
Gods (G)
(A) Miriam
Hopkins-Gert.Gardner
Lawrence . .Jan.
ComingMilland May 23/37.. . 78. May 15/37
4/37 1011
PrisonerAre ofNotZenda
Ronald Colman-M.
Carroll
Sept. 3/37t. *88.Sept.
III.
May
1/37
Star (See
Is Born,
A
(G)
Janet
Gaynor-Fredric
March
Apr.
30/37..
production article, Feb. 27/37, p. 16: exploitation: May84; 22/37,
p. 86;pp.May120,29/37,
End
John
June 26/37,
121, Adventure's
pp.122; 67,July69;10/37,
June p.5/37,
67, 70;
the Mike
Wm. Wayne-Diana
Gargan-Judith Gibson
Barrett Sept. 26/37t 68
87; pp.
July 64,17/37,
p. 91;JuneJuly19/37,
31/37,p. p. 80; Aug. 28/37, p. 97; Sept. Behind
Carnival
Queen
Dorothea
Kent-Robert Wilcox Oct. 3/37t 66
4/37, p. 96.)
Courage
of
the
West
Bob
Baker-Lois
January
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
"In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
July 31/37, p.Barbara
81.) Stanwyck-Johni Boles.. ..Aug. 6/37t..*l04.July 31/37 Girl (See
with Ideas, A
Wendy Barrie-Walter Pidgeon
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners
IdoJ of the Crowds 2037 John Wayne-Judith Barrett Oct. IO/37t . . 62'/2
(See "In the Cutting Room." July 10/37.)
Walter
Wanger's
Vogues
of
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Aug. 21/37, Warner
Baxter-Joan
Lady forFights
Back, The
2025... Buck
Irene Jones-Muriel
Hervey-Kent Taylor
I9,'37t...59
63
Tombstone
2051
Evans Sept.
Oct. IO/37t
p. 74; Sept.
11/37, Bennett...
p. 82.) .Sept. I7,'37t.. .108. Aug. 7/37 Law
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks, Jr.-V. Hobson... .June 4/37... 87. May 8/37 Merry-Go-Round
of
1938
Bert
Lahr-Alice
Brady
Oct.
24,"37t
(See "InRanglers
the Cutting Room,"Bob Aug.
14/37.) Barclay
(Reviewed
under
the title, "Jump
forHopkins-Joel
Glory.") McCrea.. .May 7/37 71. May 1/37 Renegade
Burns-Joan
Woman(See
Chases
Man (G)
Miriam
Some
Blondes
Are Dangerous. .. Noah
Beery,
Jr.-Dorothea
Kent62
production
article,
Apr.
17/37,
p.
12;
exploitation:
June
12/37,
p.
92;
July
3/37.
Sudden
Bill
Dorn
Buck
Jones-Evelyn
Brent
p. 88; Sept. 11/37, p. 83.)
That's
My
Story
Claudia
Morgan-Wm.
Lirndigan
. .Oct. 31/37
You (Exploitation:
Only Live OnceJan.(A)
Sylvia
Sidney-Henry
Fonda
.Jan.
29/37
86.
Jan.
30/37
30/37, p. 80; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; Mai 20/37, pp. 76, 78; Apr. 3/37,
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 3/37.
pp. 66, 71; June 26/37, p. 123; July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37,
p. 74.)
Tim Tyler's Luck F. Thomas, Jr.-Frances Robinson
(See "In the Cutting Room." Sept. 18/37.)
Coming
at Case,
Midnight
N. Beery,Foster-Carol
Jr.-CatharineHughes
Hughes. .Oct.
68
Action for Slander (A) Clive Brook-Ann Todd
80. Aug. 14/37 Trouble
Westland
The Preston
Nov. I7,'37t..
7/37f
Adventures of Marco Polo Gary Cooper-Sigrid Gurle Nov. I2,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Adventures of Tom Sawyer Tommy Kelly-Walter Brennan. .. .Oct. 29,'37t
Young Man's Fancy, A Alice Faye-George Murphy

September 25
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CtlAET—CCNT'I))
RELEASE
(THE
WORLD
RunninflTime
VICTORY
Running
Time
Star
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Tit|e
Star
Rel.
Date
Reviewed
Cheyenne Rides Again
..May
I Cover Chinatown Norman Foster
Nov. 18/36Minutes
7 rls
May
..July
Tom
Harlene Wood
HermanTyler-Brix-Jeanne
Martel..
My Song(G)
of Love Skiing
Tito Schipa
Mar. 31/37
.. ..Dec.
Nov. I.'37
Slalom
Film
Dec.
15/36 66.79
Jan. 23/37
Treno
Populare
Italian
Feature
Dec.
25/36
62
Silks and Saddles.
I,'37t
•37
Coming
. Sept. I4.'36.
Sky
Racket
28
Two Minutes/
to PI 3
Herman Brix-Jeanne Martel.. Nov. 2,'36.
Annie
Laurie
Will
Fyffe
7
Coming
Aurora Sul Mare Italian Feature
67
Chanson
D'Amour Tito
Schipa
of the West Tom
Tom Tyler-Lois
Wilde Sept. 30,'37t.
Itto
Simone
Berriau
Lost Ranch
Tyler
Mas
que
rad
e
in
Vie
nna
Life
and
Loves
of
Beethoven.
..
Harry
Baur
Orphans of the Pecos Tom Tyler
(A).... PaulaWalter
WeRimil
Love on Skiis
ssely
Roaring Motors
Herman Brix
Jan.
Winning Stroke, The Herman Brix
95. Feb. 13/37
Film o
Antarctic
Ninety Degrees South Jean Murat-Diana
Koren
Bureau
Second
Secrets of Stamboul Valerie Hobson
79
WARNER BROTHERS
Ski
Hannes Schneider
Sept. I,'37t 84
StreetChase
Without a Name Constant
Remy-Pola lllery
Title (See Star
MinutesTime Reviewed Song
also First NationaRel.l,DateRunnin9
of Ceylon Basil Wright
39
Another
(A) 106
(See Dawn
production
article. Mar.Kay6/37,Francis-Errol
p. 16.) Flynn June 26/37 73. Apr. 10/37 Tendre Enemmie Simone Berriau
Black(Exploitation:
Legion (A) Jan.
10816/37, p.H.76;Bogart-E.
O'Brien-Moore
Jan.
30/37
83.
Jan.
9/37
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Mar. p.13/37.
pp. 80,17/37,83: p.Mar.89.)20/37, p. 82; Mar. 27 /37.
p. 79; Apr. 3/37, p. 66; Apr. 10/37,
95; July
Running Time fiewed
Blazing
Sixes
129
Dick
Foran-Helen
Valkis
June
12/37
55
Tjtle
star
Dist'r Rel. Date MinutesJunoRe
California Mail 930 Dick Foran-Linda Perry Nov. 14/36 56
Angel's
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzari
26/37
Call
It
a
Day
(G)
113
Olivia
do
Havilland-I.
Hunter.
.
.Apr.
17/37
89.
Mar.
13/37
.Mar.
37.. 103.90. Apr.
Amphytrion
(A) (G)...V.HenriGardin
Garat Amkino
Globe
Charge of the Light Brigade
.Mar. 23/23/37...
Apr.
Beethoven Concerto
(G) 901
Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland Nov. 7/36. ... 1 15. Oct. 24/36 Big
73.
July
10/37
Fellain(G)
Paul Robeson
British LionTobi. .Sept. 22/36... 98. Cct. 10/37
(See
production
article,p.July78: 25/36,
p. 16; p.exploitation:
Nov. 14/36,
Nov. p.21/36.65; Carnival
Flanders (A) . .Francoise
Rosay ....American
p.Apr.Ill;
Jan. 23/37,
78: Feb. 6/37.
p. 74; p.Apr.90;3/37,
3/37
8/36
10/37,Jan. p.15/37,
92.)
(Reviewed
under
"La Holmes
Kermesse....Assoc.
Heroique.")British
82. Feb. 26/37
Dominant
The (A)theThe..title,
.Phillips
Devil's
Saddle Legion, The Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
Edge
of theSex, World.
130
(A)
Currie British
I. E. Co
80.77Aug.
Fly-Away
125 Craig
Glenda Reynolds-Ann
Farrell-BartonSheridan
MacLane. . June
Und Die Detektive. .. Finlay
Fritz Rasp
International
12/37 Emil
Footloose Baby
Heiress(G)123
Aug. 2I,'37.
Episode
(A)
Paula
Wessely
Metropolis
May
15/37.
.
.90.
June
(See "In the Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
Eternal Mask, The (A) . . . Mathias Wieman ... Mayer- Burstyn Jan. 12/37. . .70. Jan.
Fugitive In the Sky (G) 120. .Jean Muir-Warren Hull Nov.
Farewell
Again
(G)
Leslie
Banks
United
Artists
80.
May
31. '36
23/37
God's
Country
and the Woman Georgo Brent-Beverly Roberts. . .Jan. 16/37 .58.85. Oct.
(G) .. .Charles Farrell 20th
Fox
Dec. 22/37
5/37
(G)(Exploitation:
105
Dec. 26/36 Flying
Fury OverDoctor,SpainThe(G)
ModernCenturyFilm
55.92. Aug.
19/36
Feb. 13/37, pp. 84, 85; Feb. 27/37, p. 80.)
Gang
Show,
The
(G)
Ralph
Reader
General
May
14/37
.92. June 19/37 Glamorous Night (G) Mary Ellis Assoc. British 80. May 15/37
Go Getter,
The
(G)
115
George
Brent-Anita
Louise
May
22/37
(Exploitation: Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 97.)
Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonidov ....Mnkino
74. Aug. 14/37
1/37
Golem, The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/ 37. . .88. Mar. 27/37
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley, TheApr.(G)10/37,
1 10.. Pat
(A)
Roland
Young
Warner
Feb.
p. 91.)O'Brien-Sybil Jason Feb. 13/37 71. Dec. 12/36 Gypsy
It Isn't (G)
Done (G) Cecil
Kellaway General
British Empire 90.77. Mar.
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G) June
1025/37, p.Edw.
G. Robinson-Bette
13/37
Jericho
Paul Robeson
Sept 27/37
64; Sept.
4/37, p. 96.) Davis. ..May 29/37... 101. May
4/37
Kimiko
(A)
Sachiko
Chiba
International Apr. 12/37. . .73. Apr. 24/37
8/37
King and the Chorus Girl (G)
King's
People,
The
(G)...John
Drinkwater
...Mindlin
May
1
1/37.
.
.70.
May
La Damigella di Bard
104
Fernand
Gravet-Joan
Blondell.
.
.Mar.
27/37
95.
Mar.
.85
Jan.
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June 26/37, p. 118.)
E. Gammatica Artisti i d'Art
6/37 La(G)
120 In 22/37
Grande Illusion (A)... Jean Gabin Realizat
King
Hockeythe (G)Law 121
Nagel. RichardPerry
Purcell Mar.
Dec. 13/37
19/36 55.54
Nov. 14/36
Land ofBeyond
128 Anne
Dick Foran-Linda
(G) —The
1/37
Aug. 16/37
14/37 Last
Marry
116 James
Hugh Herbert-Mary
Late Night,
Mattia ThePascal,
Peltser. .Amkino Apr. 27/37. . .90. May
1/37 68.60.60. Jan.
Melody thefor Girl
Two (G)
(G) 117
Melton-Patricia. Boland
Ellis July
May 6/37
Mar. 13/37 (A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 10/37
Midnight
Court
(G)
124
Ann
Dvorak-John
Litel
Mar.
Jan.
.Dec. 29/36. .90.80. July
Franco-American..
Public Wedding 126 Jane Wyman-William Hopper. .. .July 6/37
0/37 93.58
Let'sPetits
Make (G)
a Night of It. Alice
Buddy Tisset
Rogers Assoc.
British
Feb. 6/37 Les
Ready,(Exploitation:
Willing andMayAble1/37,(G).Leo
Mademoiselle Docteur (A).Dita Parlo United Artists 105. May 23/37
p. 78.) Dixon-Ruby Keeler Mar.
Town The(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
77. June 10/37
Singing
Marine, TheJuly(G)24/37,101. p.Dick80.)Powell-Doris Weston .July 3/37.... 105. July 10/37 Merry
Mill onComesthe toFloss,
(Exploitation:
(G)
Frank
Lawton
National
Feb. 1/37
2/37 59.80. Dec.
July 5/36
3/37 Moonlight Sonata (G) Paderewski United Artists 90.90. Mar.
Slim
Pat O'Brien-Henry
June 2/37
5/37
Mutiny of the Elsinore,
Smart (G)Blonde114
(G) 122 Glenda
Farrell-BartonFonda
MacLane. .Jan.
4/37t..»l20.Aug.
21/37
Varsity(See Show
(G)
ThePonciano
(G)
Paul
Lukas
Assoc. Soria
British 105.77. Sept.
production
article, JulyDick
24/37,Powell-Fred
p. 16.) Waring Sept,
Ora
(G)
Chucho
Solorzano
...Prod.
May
White Women
Bondage and(G)Horses
125(G). Jean
June 19/37
Mar. 24/37
13/37 Orphan Boy of Vienna
Wine,
BartonMuir-Gordon
MacLane-AnnOliver
Sheridan . .Sept.
Il/37t 60.64. July
(G)
Hans Olden General
77. Sept. 18/37
Orphan
of the Navy
Wilderness..
British Empire. . .Jan. 20/37 .. .85.75. Mar.
Coming
Our Fighting
(G)...H.GwenB. Munro
Warner General
May
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland
(G) article, Richard
Pagliacci
(See production
Jan. 9/37,Tauber
p. 16.)....United Artists 90. Feb. 6/37
Expensive Husbands (G) Beverly Roberts-Patric Knowles. . Nov. 27/37t...*60.Sept.
Pearls of the Crown (A)..Sascha Guitry Tobis
1 15. June 8/37
Great Garrick, The 209 Brian Aherne-O. de Havilland. . .Oct. 30/37
Le Moko
(A) Jean
Paris Film...
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 31/37.)
Prisoners
(G)
A. I.Gabin
Chaban Amkino
Feb. 16/37. . 100.
.93. Mar.
Feb. 27/37
*60.Jan. 30/37 Pepe
Kid Comes Back, The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis
Pygmalion
(G)
Lily
Bouwmeester.
.
.
Filmex
Cinetone
Apr. 20/37
5/37
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Don't
Pull
Your
Punches.")
Razumov
(G)
Pierre
Fresnay
Garrison
Mar.
8/37.
.
.95.
Mar. 6/37
Life of Emiie Zola, The (G)
Revolutionists
(G)
V. V. Schukin Amkino Dec. '36. . 100. Feb.
203
Paul
Muni-Gale
Sondergaard.
.
.
.Oct.
2/37t
.
.
.
1
16.
July
10/37
"Said
O'Reilly
to
McNab"
Missing Witnesses Dick Powell-Jean Dale
(G)
Will Mahoney GainsboroughGB
84. July
One IVjorein Tomorrow
Dick Foran-June Travis
Patient
18, The
Knowles
Sensation
(A)
John
Lodge
Wardour
75.70. Jan.
17/37
Penrod and Room
His Twin
Brother. . Ann
Billy Sheridan-Patric
and Bobby Mauch
Silver
Blaze
(G)
Arthur
Wontner
Assoc.
British
July 23/37
17/37
Sh!
Ralston
Sol Over Mail
Danmark(A)
(G) . . . . Richard-Wilm
Henrik Malberg
She theLovedOctopus
a Fireman Hugh
Dick Herbert-Marcia
Foran-Ann Sheridan
Southern
SolarApr. 13/37. . .73
100. Apr.
Feb.
Submarine
D-l
Pat
O'Brien-George
Brent
Spain
in
Fhmes
(A)
Amkino
Jan.
28/37.
.
.63.
Feb.
Swing Your Lady Humphrey
Bogart- Dorothy
Aug. 20/37.. .58. Sept. 1/37
Prometheus
(A)
The (G)...Jan
SpanishYou,Earth.Madam
McNulty
Thank
Kiepura American
Tobis. ..Apr. 26/37. . .85. May 2/37
Too
Much
of
Everything
Bonita
Granville-Dolores
Costello
Thirteen,
The
(A)
Ivan
Novoseltsev
...Amkino
85. July 17/37
Tovarich
Claudette Colbert-Charles Boyer
30This'llSecondsMakeof You
Love Whistle
(G)...EIsa Merlini E. J. A
80. Jan.
Without Warning 218 Boris Karloff-Marie Wilson
(A)
Jack Buchanan Wilcox
78.
Jan.
.68.
Mar.
Tsar toTheLenin(G)
(A)Native Cast Lenauer
Intern'l.. . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
6/37. .60. May
Wave,
Garrison
9/37
.90.
May
WILLIAM STEINER
Running
Time
.85.
Dec.
27/37
White
Squadron
(G)
Antonio
Centa
E.
N.
I.
C
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed World's in Love, The (A).Marta Eggcrth Viennese May 18/37.
26/36
1/37
Ruth Roland-Roland Drew Dec. 21/36 6 rls
Yiddle with His Fiddle. ... Molly Picon Sphinx Dec. 31/36.
29/37
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Rel. Date Min.
FEATURETTES
Titli Rel. Date Min. SpanishTitle
Interlude,
A June 15/37
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
Homeless
The
July 23/37. .7
SHCET
MAGNACOLOR
Community Sing (No. I)
KikoSkunked
the Pup,
Kangaroo
in
Island
.Dec. 29/36.. 7..., Catallna
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10 Hay Ride, Again
on Parade
FILMS
The
2/37...7.6..... , Personalities
Community
Yellowstone Park
Meohanical Cow.
The Apr.
June 25/37.
Community Sing
Sing (No.
No. 3)2)... Feb. 19/37.11
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10.... Ozzie
[Numbers immediately followMiss Lonely
I rl. ,
Ostrich Hearts
Comes to Sept.24,'37t.
ing title designate date re- Community
IMPERIALRel. Date Min.
Sing (No.
(No. 5)4) ... June 18/37. IO'/2. . Town
May 28/37.. 7...
Sing
Title
for example, (8-1-36) Community
Hangers,
The
(9-11-37) July 24/37. IO'/2.. Paper
EDGAR GUEST POETIC GEMS
August 1,viewed;1936.}
(8-14-37)
July
30/37.
.7...
8..8..
Heraldof ofNorton
the Skies
Elephants July 9/37. .7... Boyhood
Story
Emperor Apr. 2/37.. 9'/2.. Pink
The
CELEBRITY
Play Ball
June 11/37. .6... Old Prospector, NOVELTIES
of the United I,States
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Puddy
the
Pup
in
Cats
(2-6-37)
Dec.
18/36..
9
Nero
8..9..
HAPPY HOUR
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
in a Bag (12-26-36) Dec. 11/36. .7. . . Hobo Hero
Gooso
Girl,
The
May
30/37.
.3
rls.
Puddy's
Coronation
May
14/37.
.7.
.
.
Happy Days
Sept.30,'38
PORT
0'
CALL
Puddy the Pup in Sunken Oct. 16/36. .6... City of the Sun
Old Woman in the Woods,
9..9..
The KAT CARTOONS
Apr. 23/37.. 3 rls. RedTreasures
COLUMBIA
HotHoodMusic
Mar. 5/37. .6... Seventh Wonder
WORLD
IN
COLOR
Title
Rel. Date Min. 16. MerryKRAZY
Robin
in
an
Arrow
Dream Harbor
8..
Cafe (1-23-37) .. Dec. 26/36. .7. . . Escape (11-21-36) Nov. 13/36. .7..
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Lyin' Hunter, The Fob. 12/37.. 7.... Salty
McGuire Jan. 6/37.. 7... Under the Southern Cross 8..
Ay Tank Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36.l6'/2.. 17.(3-27-37)
Saw
Mill
Mystery,
The.
.
.
.Oct.
29/37f.
I
rl.
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37.. 7.... School Birds
■
MGM
Back(All
toStar)
the Woods
May 14/37. 19'/a . . 18.
Tin Can Tourist, The Apr. 30/37. .7. . .
Title
(3 Stooges)
Rel. Date.. Min.
19.(6-26-37)
Masque
Raid, The
June 25/37..
(2-6-37)
Jan.
22/37..
7...
NEW WORLD
OF SPORT
SERIES7
BigCharlie
Squirt,ChaseThe Sept.l7.'37t.2 rls. Fishing
Villain Still Pursued Her.
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
Thrills (2-13-37) . .Jan. 22/37. .9
No.
9—
Torture
.Sept. 3/37t.6'/2.
Win (4-17-37)
(6-12-37) May
.9'/2. . TheTREASURE CHEST
Bury the Hatchet (8-21-37) .Aug. 6, '37. 19 Fit
FleettoInHoofs
Mar. 7/37.
5/37.10....
Calling
July 22,'37.
No.(2-27-37)
10— It May Happen to Jan. 2/37.20..
the Water
Cash(3 Stooges)
andAllCarryDoctors
(9- 1 1-37) . .Sept.
3,'37t l9'/2.
l8'/2 . .. Fun(4-17-37)
Chesapeake
Bay
Retriever,
You
5/37.21..
Apr.
10/37.10....
The (12-26-36)
II—(8-14-37)
Soak the Poor June
Aug.2l/37.I6..
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
Dizzy
Doctors (4- 17-37) .... Mar. 19/37. l7'/2. . Golf
Ballet Dec.
May 28/13/38.11...
37. II... No.
No. 12— Give Till It Hurts Sept. 18/37
(3 Stooges)
Magic (9-11-37) Aug. 16/37. .9. .. . Crystal
Feminine
Form
(8-29-36)
..Aug.
7/36.10...
TRAVEL TALKS
Plane
(1-9-37) Nov.
9</2.. How to Ski.. Aug. 20/37tU... ColorfulFITZPATRICK
Free(AllRent
Star) (1-30-37) Dec. 20,'36. 18
Bombay (5-8-37)
Riding Devils
the Waves
June 28/36..
4/37.10....
Legend of theSwimming
Lei ( 1-2-37) . June
Dec. 4/37.10...
4/36.11... Floral Japan
July 24/37.. 8..8..
Ornamental
Legs
(3-27-37)
..
Feb.
22/37.
.9.
..
.
FromCharlie
Bad Chase
to Worse June 4,'37.I7.... Scrambled
of
Java
and
Sport of the Seasons June 25/37. .9.... Private Life of the Gannets.Sept.IO/37tll... Glimpses
Ceylon (4-10-37) Mar. 6/37. .9..
Goofs and
Saddles July 2, '37. l7'/2. . Sport's Greatest Thrills Aug. 3/37. .9.... Songs of the Danube May 7/37.. 9... Glimpses
4,'37t....
Grand
Symphony
in Snow Oct. 16/36.. 9... Hong Kong,of HubPeru
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) May 7,'37. l9'/a. . (8-21-37)
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
of China Sept.
(11-7-36)
(6-26-37)
May 1/37..8..
Capers
Sept. 118/37.
6/37t.6'/2..
Grips.
Grunts and(3-27-37)..
Groans. . .Jan. I5,'37. 19. . . . Canine
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES
India
on
Parade
Feb.
6/37.-9..
(3
Stooges)
Dizzy
Ducks
(12-19-36)
...
.July
.6'/2.
.
of Pierre, The
South Africa Jan. 9/37.. 9.,
KneeAndyAction
Puttin' Out the Kitten Mar.26/37..7.... Affairs
(7-31-37)
Aug. 27/36.20.
6/37tl9.... . Picturesque
(2-20-37)
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17.... Scrappy's
Band
Concert
Apr.
29/37..
7....
Amuse
Yourself
Nov.
Mountain Grandeur June 26/37.. 8..
Lodge
Night
June 1 1.'37. 18 Scrappy's Music
June 4/37.. 7.... Any Old Port (1-2-37) .... Nov. 6/36.18... Rocky(7-24-37)
SCREENLesson
SNAPSHOTS
Ballerina Sept.l7/37t
Serene
SiamPride(6-26-37)
May 29/37.
LoveAndyComesClydeto Mooneyvilte.. Nov. 14/36. 18. . . . No. 4— (2-6-37) Dec. 18/36.10 Bashful
Stockholm,
of Sweden. Oct.
2/37t.9. .
Big
Courtship,
The
Feb.
19/37.17...
(1-2-37)
(2-27-37) Jan. 22/37. 10. .. . Chemist, The (9-24-36) ... .Oct. 9/36.19...
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 21/37. 18. .. . No.No. 5—6—
H ARM AN-ISING
Feb. 19/37.10.... Comic Artist's Home Life
Mar.23/37..9'/2..
(Happy Harmonies)
(4-3-37) Apr.
9/37.18... 26 — Pups' Christmas
(5-29-37) May.
Apr.
30/37. .9'/2.
New(Collins-Kennedy)
News (4-17-37) Apr. I.'37. l7'/2.. No.No.No. 8—7—
Ditto
Feb.
Dee. 12/36.
9—
22/37.
109..... Freshies
May 12/37.17...
7/37.17... 27—(12-26-36)
Circus
Daze
16/37.. .8..9..
No.
10—
June
4/37..
Sailor
Maid
Feb.
I2,'37.
19
Fun's Ahoy!
Fun (2-6-37) June
Feb. 11/37.17...
5/37.19... 28— Swing Wedding Jan.
Polly Moran
Feb. 13/37.. 8..
No.
II—
June
25/37.
10'/2..
Girls
29
—
Bosko's
Easter
Eggs
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) ... Dec. 27/ 36. l7'/2. . No. 12—
Aug. 13/37.10.... Going, Going, Gone Oct. 8/37t
Mar. 20/37.. 8..
(3 Stooges)
No. 13— (New Series)Sept.10/37
Hamlet and Eggs June 18/37.16... 30 —(4-3-37)
Bosko and the Pirates
Stuck
the Sticks Mar. 26,'37. 18. . . .
Her Accidental Hero May 21/37.17...
Andy inClyde
(5-8-37)
No.
I—
Sept.l7/37t.l
rl..
High-C
Honeymoon
Jan.
1/37.21...
Hound and the Rabbit. May I/37..8..
Super
Snooper, The Feb. 25/37. l9'/2. .
SPECIAL
His Pest Girl
Apr. 30/37.18. . . 31—
El Brendel
The
(6-26-37)
May 29/37. .8. .
Belgium
(3-6-37)
Dec.
25/36.
.8'/2.
.
32— Wayward
Pups
Hl-ya
Doc?
23/37.20...
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17 Old Paris and Berne
Holding
the Bag Apr.
May
14/37.19...
(3 Stooges)
(8-14-37)
July
10/37.. 9..
(2-20-37)
Dec.
1
8/36.
.8'/2.
.
Hold
It
Jan.
29/37.17...
33—
Bosko
and
the
AS IT MAY SEEM
Wrong
Jail Bait
Jan. 8/37.19...
CharlieMissChaseWright, The.. June 18, '37. 17. . . Little STRANGE
Cannibals
Aug.28/37.10..
Jack Horner
Sept.l6/37t.6'/2..
Just
the
Type
Dec.
4/36.20...
M-G-M
MINIATURES
BROADWAY FOLLIES
WORLD IN COLOR
Love in Arms May 28/37. 18.. . Boss Didn't Say Good
Drug Store Follies
Love toNestMan
on Wheels Mar.
The
Oet. 1/37
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/2.. Beautiful Bermuda Sept.l0/37t
Man
Feb. 26/37.18...
26/37.17... HaveMorning.
CourageSecond
(7-24-37)..
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Du WORLD
Melody
Girl
Apr.
16/37.17... Hollywood:
Step Juno 12/37.10..
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
Bon
Bon
Parade
Nov.
26/
36.
.8'/2.
.
Mixed
Magic
(
12-9-36)
....
Nov.
20/36.
17.
..
Boy and His Dog, A
Story of the Rose, A
Dec. 5/36.
5/36' 10..
Modern Home
(I I -28-36) .. Nov. 13/36.19... How(2-20-37)
to Paradise
Vote (9-5-36) Sept.
10. .
the Magnificent
(1-9-37)
.Dec. 23. '36.. 7....
(1-16-37)
10.... Montague
Pacific
Aug.
28/37
Foxy
Pup,
The
(6-5-37)
....
May
21/37.
.6'/2.
.
Sus-TI
Ka
(12-19-36)
10....
(8-14-37)
Aug.
27,'37tl7...
Rainbow Pass
Oct. 9/37
Gifts from the Air Jan. 1/37. .7'/2.. Utah Picture Book
Off
the
Horses
(41
0-37)..
.Mar.
5/37.19...
Romance of Digestion Mar. 13/37. 1 1 . .
(1-9-37)
10.... Pixilated Mar. 19/37.18... What
Indian Serenade
July I6,'37..8
Do You Think? Jan. 23/37. 10. .
Practically Perfect (1-30-37) Jan. 15/37.21...
Let's
(4-17-37) Mar.
Apr.
10/37. .7'/2.
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Merry GoMannequins
19/37.
.6'/2. ..
Ready
to
Serve
(4-10-37).
Mar.
12/37.15...
EDUCATIONAL
Carnival
Mother
Hen's
Holiday
May
7,
'37..
7
Screen
The (12-19-36) Oct.
Dec. 13/36.19...
Girl's Bestin Paris
Years,(6-26-37)
A . May 29/37.21 . .
Scary Crows (9-11-37) Aug. 20/37. .8. .. . [Distributed through
Silly Test.
Night
l/37t
(2-20-37) Dec. 25/37.19..
Skeleton Frolic (2-20-37) . .Jan. 29/37. .7'/2. .
Twentieth
Century-Fox]
Slacks
Appeal
Aug.
I3,'?7tl9...
Way, The
Hollywood Party (5-8-37). .Apr. 3/37.21 . .
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)The.. .Aug.
6,'37..8
Title Rel. Date Min. Smart
Some Time Soon OUR
(4-10-37).
Stork Takes
a Holiday,
June ll,'37..8
Spring Is Here Sept.
Oct. 30/36.20...
SONGSol
AND COMEDYOct. HITS
GANG.Mar. 6/37.20..
Sweeties
3/37tl5...
Swing.
Monkey,
Swing
Sept.
I0.'S7
Ask
Uncle
8/37t.lrl..
Two Lazy Crows
(I
I
-28-36).
Nov.
26,'36.
.7
Fishy
Tales
Aug.28/37. II . .
That's
the
Spirit
June
25/37.17...
Big
Apple,
The
Sept.l7/37t.
I
rl..
COLUMBIA TOURS
Youth Sept.il/37tll..
Timid
Ghost, The
Sept.24/37t
Dental inFollies
(4-10-37) ... Oct.
Feb. 26/37.
II
Transatlantic
Love
Dec. 25/36.20. . . Framing
Gold Quest of the Ages
Glove
Taps
(4-10-37)
Feb.
20/37. 1 1 . .
Gifts
Rhythm...
23/36.10....
Uncle
Sol
Solves
It
(2-27-37) Jan. 28,'37. 10. . . . Play! Girls Nov. 6/36.11 Who's Crazy? Aug. 20/37t
Hearts 'n'Are Gales
Thumps Apr.
3/37'. 1II..1 . .
Night
July
24/37.
Fifty
Years
of Napoleon
Barter May 28,'37. .9'/2. . Pot Luck (8-14-37) Aug. 6,'37tl I
Reunion
in
Rhythm
Jan.
9/37.11..
Will
You
Stop!
Sept.l0/37tl7...
Haiti's
Black
See
Uncle
Sol
(2-6-37)
...
.Jan.
29/37.11....
(8-21-37)
Roamln' Holiday (7-31-37) .June 12/37. 1 1 . .
( 1-9-37) . Dec. 11/36.11...
Title
Pirate
Parts of the Car- Aug. 6/37.. 9.... Strike! You're Out
Rushin'
Ballet
(6-26-37)..
.Apr.
24/37.
11. .
HOFFBERG
SpookySmart
HookyBoys(3-6-37)
.... Mar.
Dec. 13/37.11..
5/36.11..
Big Game Hunt,TERRY-TOONS
The Feb. 19/37.. 7.... Baltimore, Home of Wally Rel. Date Min. Three
When the West Was Young ib ean July 2/37. .9.... Book
(5-8-37).
Shop,
The
(1-30-37)
.
Feb.
5/37..
6....
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 9.... Bug Carnival (4-17-37) .. ..Apr. 16/37. .7. .. . Simpson
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
COMMUNITY SING
Bar-Rac's Night Out Feb. 27/37. 10. .
Bamboo (5-29-37) July 16/37.
Cleaning
Day
Sept.
I7.'37t.
I rl.. Broadway
(2nd Series)
Decathlon
Champion Dec.
l,*37f . . . .
Close
Shave,
A
Oct.
l/37t.lrl..
Dance
Parade
—
June
20/37.
15/37.1
Dexterity
Jan. I16/37.
No.
I (9-11-37) Sept.l7/37tl0....
Aug.20/37tl0.... Dancing Bear, The Oct. 15,*37t- 1 rl . . Busy
Spots Curiosities
In Florida Jan.
Equestrian (2-27-37)
Acrobatics ... .Aug.
14/37. .9..8. ..
No. 2
Floridian
Farmer
Al
Falfa
in
Trailer
Gilding the Lily Feb. 6/37.. 8..
(5-29-37) Jan.
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Life
Aug.20/37t.6....
Golf
Mistakes
June 12/37. 10. .
Runaway Marriage, The...
Hollywood
Magic(6-5-37)
(5-29-37)July
Al Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36. .7
Grand
Bounce, (6-26-37)
The
Anniversary
(1-16-37) Dec. 18/36.11 Farmer tieth
InIsleShanghai
(6-26-37)
May 22/37. 1 1..
of Paradise July
Wedding Deal, The Feb. 26/37. 1 1 '/2. . Flying South
Mar. 19/37. .7. . .
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Title Rel. Date Min.
Title Rel. Date Min.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Min.
Broadway Highlights, No. 8. Dec. 11/36.10.... No. 31— Chimp Champs ....Dec. 4/36.10
STRUGGLE TO LIVE
Jungle
Juveniles
Oct.
2,'37t
Broadway
Highlights,
No.
9
10....
No.
32—
Sporting
Pals
Jan.
1/37.10
Deadly
Females Nov. 13/36. .9'/2. .
Mlnimanlacs
Nov.
20,'37t
Circus Comes to Town, The
Olympic Ski Champions
No.
33
—
Underwater
RoDesert
Land
Apr. 5,8/37.
'37.. .9....
9
(1-23-37)COMEDIES
. .Jan.
(7-3-37)
25/37.10....
An (3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.10.... Forest Gangsters
(11-7-36) July 3/37.10...
SUPERBA
No. 34— Onmance, the
Nose
Shorty June
Oct.
8/37t.lrl..
Penny Wisdom (5-8-37) Apr. 10. '37. 10... Cowboy
Bridal Grief
Feb. 5/37.19....
Game Trails
Apr. 30/37.
10. .. . (3-13-37) Feb. 26/37.10.... One
Pigskin
Champions
Aug.
I4,'37
Ghost Nov. 6/36.21....
a Good Stunt Sept. 10/37110. .. . No. 35— King Soccer Mar. 26/37. 10. .. . Wife LiveInsurance
Radium Oct. 23, '3710... It's
. .July 9/37.16
SkiRomance
Skill of(4-10-37)
It's a Living Mar. 5/37.11.... No.Laugh)
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37. 10. .. . Wrong Romance, (8-14-37)
The
May 14/37.19
Killer
of
the
Tonto
Aug.
I3.'37tl0
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
"Ski
Thrill")
WORLD
ON
PARADE
Home
Apr. 2/37.10.... No. 37 — Swing Stars
Sports on Ice.... July 24/37. 10... Nobody
California Missions
Rhythm inofthetheAirRiver Oct. 9/36.10
(5-22-37)
May
14/37.10....
Tennis
Tactics
(5-8-37)
May
I,'37.I0...
Safety
(4-24-37)
16/37.11....
38 — Pan-American
Wanted— A Master
(1-2-37)(1937-8)
. Dec. 26,'36.I0...
Circus
Winter Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
11. . . .
(5-22-37)
May 23/36.10....
28/37.10.... No.Champions
RE-ISSUES
FloridaMania
Cowboy
June
1 1/37. 1.9'/21 .. .■ ..
Sailor
Shorty Oct.
No. 39— Rhythm(7-3-37)
of the June 11/37.10.... Gold
Beau
Huaks
Sept.
I8,'37t37.
.
.
(1-16-37)
Dec.
25/36.
Game
(7-10-37)
July
9/37.10....
That's
Their
Business
Nov.
13/36.11
Blotto
Oct.
30,'37t26...
Where
Champions
Meet
ROBERT BENCHLEY
of Ships
(I -2-37) . Nov.
I3.*37tl0. . . Graveyard
Heart of the
Sierras
Nov. 27/36.11
6/36.11
No. 40—
41— Aquabats
Picking Pets Aug.
Sept.l0/37tl0.
(2-20-37)
8/37.. 9....
9.... No.
How to Start the SPECIAL
Day Sept.ll,'37t
Jungle Playmate July 30/37. .9
Where
Snow Is King Jan.
Feb. 5/37..
No.
42—
Four
Smart
Dogs.
.Oct.
8,'37tl0
Servant of the People
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
Manhattan
Waterfront
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
(Cinecolor)
(3-27-37)
Feb.
19/37.11....
(3-20-37)
Apr. 9,'37.2I...
No.— 4—FursA onModern
Vernon
Mar. 19/37.10
(Exploitation:
27.'37,
p. 87.)
No. 2
I
Aug.
6,'37t. I rl..
rl.. Mt.
Parade Monster
— All Nov. 13/36.11.... No.
Romantic Mexico Jan. 22/37.10
Oct. 8/37t.l
TABLOIDFeb.MUSICALS
Aboard
Workshops of Old Mexico. . July 9/37.11
Bars
and
Stripes
(5-8-37)
..
Feb.
20,'37.
1
1
.
.
.
No.
5
—
Bamboo
—
ClamdigDancing on the Ceiling Jan. 2, '37.. 9...
gers' Rodeo — Vienna
RKO RADIO
Little Maestro (4-17-37)... . Mar. 27. '37. II...
STATE RIGHTS
Choira Killer Dec. 11/36.10....
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Song of Revolt (7-24-37).. .May 29,'37.ll... No.Boys'6— Cornering
Title Rel. Date Min.
CONDOR
MUSICALES
—
Twilight
—
Let's
All
ALEXANDER
Frozen
Affair,
A
(8-28-37)
.Sept.
1
7/37t
10.
..
.
Learn to Ski Jan. 8/37.. 9.... Murder in Swing Time
PARAMOUNT
Trailing
the Seashore
Title Rel. Date Min.
No.
7
—
Magic
Caverns
—
(1-9-37)
AMERICAN
RED CROSS II....
Sept.27,'37tl0....
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
Albert Fashions
Payson Terhune — Feb. 12/37. .9. .. . (9-4-37)
LEON Work
ERROL COMEDIES
the Flood Headlines
Be Human
Nov. 20,'36..7... No.Swing
Should Wives
Sept.l0/37t Behind
8
—
Tides
of
Fundy
—
(5-8-37)
II....
SERIES
Candid Candidate, The Aug.27,'37t- 1 rl.
ASTOR
Home theof Lorias
the Rainbow — Mar. 12/37.10.... 2— Singing inHEADLINER
the Rampage
Air Feb. 19/37.19.... Carmen (5-29-37)
Ding DongIndoor
Doggie
July 23,'37t
.7.7.... .
Meet
9....
3
—
Rhythm
on
the
Grampy's
Outing
Oct.
16.
'36..
No.Shadows
9 — Moonlight
Who Goes There?
House
(4-24-37)
Apr.
2/37 . 1 8'/2... .. Haiti
— Rooftops andof
Hot AirCleaning
Salesman,Blues
The Jan. 15, '37.. 7...
(5-29-37)
9....
4—
Swing
Fever
July
25/37.20.
Manhattan
—
Blackie
and
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES
(3-20-37)
FILM EXCHANGE
Brownie
Apr. 9/37.10.... Bad Housekeeping
10....
Impractical
Joker, The Mar.l2/37..7...
(4-10-37) . Mar. 5/37.19.... Ski-Esta (1-2-37)
MATSON
10 — Sailboat Time —
(7-3-37) June 18. '37. .7..., No.Twilight
Dumb's
the
Word
June
1
1
,'37.
18.
..
.
on
the
TrailCoronation
Preview
Making
Friends
Dec.
18,
'36.
.7....
Hillbilly
Goat
(1-23-37)
Jan.
15/37.18....
Music Highlights
(5-22-37). June
May 7/37.10....
(3-27-37)
10....
and Bonds Apr. 16/37.19....
Pudgy Takes
Bow-Wow. . Apr. 9,'37..7 No.Magnetic
II— Fishing
4/37. II.... Locks
Pudgy
Picks aa Fight
ROGERS
SPECIAL
MorningTrouble
Judge Aug.
Sept.24,'37t
No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.10.... Tramp
(5-1-37)
I rl..
6/37.16.... Lest WeU. S.Forget
(5-22-37)
May
I4,'37..8...
NEW
SERIES
DEPT.
OF
AGRICULTURE
Service
Smile Sept.24,'37t.7.
. . No. I
MARCH OF TIME
I
Pledge
My
Heart
(8-7-37)
II....
Aug.
6/37t.l
rl..
Whoops! With
I'm COLOR
aa Cowboy
Feb.
I2,'37..7...
No.
4
(12-12-36)
Nov.
27/36.22
CLASSICS
5
Dec. 25/36.19....
No. 2 (9-18-37) Sept. 3/37tl0.... No.
No.
6
Jan.
3— Let'sScotiaCountFacesHorsesthe
Bunny-Mooning
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Car-Tune Portrait,(3-13-37)
A ... Feb. I2,'37..7... No.— Novia
No.
7
Feb. 22/37.19....
19/37.21....
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Sea Record Making Sept. 3/37tl0 No. 8
Mar. 19/37.20....
(7-3-37) June 25,'37..7...
ADVENTURES OF THE
No.
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21....
POPEYE
THE
SAILOR
Chicken
a
la
King
Apr.
16.
'37.
.8...
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
Christmas Comes But Once
No.
10
May
14/37.18
Oct. 23/36.. 7.... No. II
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
June
a Year
Dec. 4,'36..8... Hold the Wire Apr.
16/37. .7.7. .. .. No. 12
Aug. 6/37.10....
July 11/37.18....
9/37.18....
Peeping Penguins (9-18-37) Aug. 27,'37t.7... Hospitaliky
I Like Babies and lnfints .Sept.l7/37t.
No.
13
Aug.
6/37.18....
Dogging
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10....
Play Safe
Oct.
I6,'36..7...
I'mNever
in theChange
Army MyNow Dec. 25/36.. 7
World
HEADLINERS
I
LookingParade,
for Trouble
1937-38 Sept. 3,'37tl7 Ski
BlueMarkVelvet
No. I (9-11-37)
The Dec.
Feb. 18/36.10
5/37
20.'37t.7....
WamowMusic
and Orch. Apr. 9,'37.I0... LostAltitude
MICKEY MOUSE
and Foundry Aug.
July 16/37..
7.... Clock
Sports
Headliners
of
1936
Cleaners,
The
Friml
Favorites
(7-3-37)
..
.June
4.'37.ll...
Morning,
Noon
and
Night
(11-21-36)
Oct.
30/36.10....
Rudolf Friml, Jr. end Orch.
(8-28-37)
8....
(6-26-37)
June 18/37.
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
Hollywood Star Reporter,
MyClubArtistical
Temperature. . Mar.
19/37. .7..7.. . Hawaiian Holiday
of Genghis Khan
2
Oct.Oct. 29,'37t.l
rl. Organ
8.... Land(2-6-37)
Grinder's Swing Feb. 19/37. .7.... (9-4-37)
Dec. 18/36.10....
NU-ATLAS
PRODUCTIONS
HulaNo.
Heaven
I,'37tll...
(3-6-37)
Eddie Peabody
Portraits of Portugal
Rhythm in a Night Court
Paneless Window Washer,
Installment
(8-7-37)
Aug.
6/37.10....
The (2-27-37)
Jan.
22/37
(9-4-37)
Sept.24,'37t.9....
Fred AllenCollector. The. . .July 24/37. 10. .. Popeye
Touring Brazil ( 12-18-36) .. Nov. 13/36.
10. .. ,
PATHE NEWS
thetheSailer
Meets
Western
Grandeur
(4-3-37)
.
Feb.
5/37.
.9'/2..
Let'sXavierGe Latin
Sept.
I0,'37tl
I
.
.
.
Sinbad
Sailor
Released
twice
a
week
Cugat and Orch. Oct. 9/36. II...
(11-14-36)
Nov.
27/36.
.7
PATHE
PARADE
Musical Charmers
UNITED ARTISTS
(Technicolor
special)The Nov. 27/36. . 7
No. I
Sept.l0,'37t
Phil bySpitalny
and Girl Orch.
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Spinach
Roadster,
Music
Morgan
Released oncePATHE
a month REVIEWS
MICKEY MOUSE
Pitcher, The
May 21/37.. 7
Russ Morgan
and Orch. Feb. 12/37.11... Twisker PARAMOUNT
PATHE
TOPICS
103.
Alpine
Climbers
Music, Music Everywhere. .. Dec. 18/36.11.. Two Editions Weekly SOUND NEWS
Released seven times a year
Clydein Lucas
and Orch. July 30/37. 1 1 . .
(8-22-36) Oct. 28,'36t.9'/2..
FLASH COMEDIES
POPULAR
SCIENCE
Night
Manhattan
Don't BeRADIOLike That
104. Mickey's
Circus
(Cinecolor)
Queens of Harmony Aug. 20/37t I I.(8-15-36)
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18... 105. Donald
and
Pluto Nov. 1 1 ,'36t -8
Phil
Spitalny
and
Girl
Orch.
No.
2
(11-28-36)
Oct.
30/36.10
Horse
Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37.18...
No.
3
Dec.
25/36.11
Rah,Will Rah,
Foothall
Oct.
30/36.10..
(11-14-36)
RADIO
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
Osborne and Orch.
No. 45
(3-27-37) Apr.
Feb. 26/37.11
Elephant Dec. 1 2,'36t-8
Deep South Moods
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17... 107. Mickey's
No.
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
(11-14-36)
Feb. I9,'37f .98'/2..
& Orch. Jan. 15/37.10.. No.
6
July 30/37.11....
2/37.11.... Mississippi
108.
Don
Donald
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17...
Star Reporter in Hollywood
109. Worm(1-23-37)
Turns,(1-16-37)
The Apr. l7/37t.8'/2.
NEW SERIES
That
Man
Samson
May
28/37.
19.
.
.
.
(11-21-37)
I (9-18-37)
SET
SCREEN SONGSSept. 3,'37tl0 Grandma's BuoysSMART
Magician Mickey June l7/37t.8'/2. ,
Ted
Husing-Bennie
Bart- Nov. 20/36.. 9.. No.
(I -2-37) .. Apr.
Dec. 30/37.17...
18/36. 16. . . 110.
lettDorothy
Lamour
Never
Should
Have
Told
111.
Mickey's
Amateurs
Inlawful
(6-19-37)
I
rl.,
Star Reporter, The, No. 2
You
(3-6-37)
SPECIAL
112. Moose Hunters Aug. 5/37t-9
Nat Brandwynne
and Orch. Jan. 29/37. .8....
(3-27-37)
Vincent
Lopez and Orch. Mar. 12/37.11.. Please
SILLY SYMPHONIES
Keep Me in Your
Day
With
the
Dionne
Boswell Sisters
Quintuplets,
A
(4-24-37)
.
Mar.
26/37.
18.
.
.
Dreams
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.
.8.
..
.
106. Threeketers Blind(1 1-28-36)
MouseSwing,
Hutton,
Swing
May
7/37.11..
Henry
King
and
Orch.
SPORTS
WITH
BILL
CORUM
Ina Ray Hutton
and Orch.ROMANCE
Talking
ThroughandMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. . . Beach Sports June 4/37.. 9'/2. 108. Country Cousin, The. ..Jan. 28,'37t.7....
MUSICAL
Dick
Stabile
(11-21-36)
Dec. l7/36t.6'/2.
League
May 7/37.11...
(Technicolor)
Twilight on the Trail Mar. 26/37. .7. . . Big
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10... 109. Mother Pluto
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37). Jan. 15/37.. 9.. Whispers
The Westerners
Golf
Timing
(8-21-37)
July
23/37.11...
(11-21-36)
.Mar.
6,'37t.6'/2.
Sept.24/37t.7.
Schubert's
July 23/37. .9. . You Came into theMy Dark
More Kittens (I -9-37). Mar. 27/37t.8'/2.
Iceman, The
Jan. 15/37. .9... 110.
Song of the Serenade
Islands
Rescue. .. .July
30/37.. 8..... . . Ladies'
111.
Woodland
Cafe
Day
Dec.
18/36.11...
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10..
Shep Fields and Orch.
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Putting
On the Dog July
Feb. 12/37.11...
Hiawatha
Trees
Mar. 20/36.10..
19/37. .9..
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTL1GHTS
Royal Steeds
2/37.10... 112. Little
Western(3-20-37)
Sketches .Nov.
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Saratoga
Summers
(NEW
SERIES)
PARAGRAPH ICS
Inventions
30 — Sporting Quiz, The Nov. 6/36.10.... (3-27-37) Mar. 12/37.11... 113. Modern
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Aviator Shorty July 23/37. 10. . No.(11-21-36)
Singing Wheels (1 2-26-36). Nov. 20/36.11...
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(THE
RELEASE
Title
Rel. Date
Mln.
UNIVERSAL
Vaudeville
Hits July
17/37
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Elaine
Arden
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS Vitaphone Broadwayltes . .Aug. 21/37. 10
No. 32 (2-6-37) Feb. I.'37. .9'/2. . Medley-Dupree
(3-27-37) Mar.
Mar. 22,'37.
I5.'37..9
BREVITIES
No.No.No. 343533 (4-17-37)
.8 SweetheartsBROADWAY
and Flowers Nov. 7/36.20
No. 36 (4-17-37)
(5-15-37) Apr.
May I2,'37..7....
10/37 . .9</2 . . Preisser
Sisters
No. 37 (5-15-37) June 7,'37. .9'/2. . Regis ToomeyNo. 39
38 (7-24-37) July 26,'37. 10. . . . That's
Pictures
(8-29-36) . . Nov. 21/36.21 ... .
No.
Jay
C.
Flippen
No. 40
Joe
Palooka
In
"The Nov. 28/36.21 ... .
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
Blonde Bomber"
Air
Sept.20.'37t.6
Robert HowardNorton
Big Express
Race, The (3-13-37) .. .Mar.
3/37.. 7.... HereShemp
Comes theHanneford
Circus Dec. 5/36.18
Country
(8-7-37) Aug.
July I6,'37.
5.'37..7
Fireman'sStore
Picnic
.6'/4 . . "Poodles"
Me Liberty" Dec. 19/36.22....
Golfers, The (2-13-37) Jan. 1 1,'37. .8'/2. . "Give
House
Feb. 28,'36..7
8,'37..8.... It'sJohnAll Litel
Over Now (2-6-37). Dec. 26 /36.20....
Knightsof forMagica Day(2-13-37)
(1-9-37).... Dec.
Lumber
Camp
(3-20-37)....
Mar.
I5,'37.
.7. . . . JoeDanandHealy
Asbestos In
Ostrich Feathers Sept. 6.'37t.7
"A(2-13-37)
Horse's Tale"
Rest Resort
Aug. 23,'37..7
Jan. 9/37.20
Steel Workers (5-15-37) .... Apr. 26.'37..7
Stevedores,
The
May
24,'37..7
Harry GrlbbonHamtree
Harrington
TurkeyMENTONE
Dinner
Nov.
30,'36.
.8
Pretty Pretender, The
MUSICAL COMEDIES
(2-13-37)
Jan. 23/37.21....
Alpine Cabaret (8- 14-37) .. .Aug. 4,'37.I0
Bernice Claire
Bargain
Matinee
(3-20-37)
.Apr.
I4,'37.I0
JoeAgain"
Palooka(3-6-37)
in "Kick Me Feb. 6/37.21
Cocktail Party, The
May 17,I2,'37.
Fun(5-15-37)
Begins at Home Feb.
'37. 10.10. . . Shemp
Robert HowardNorton
Hawaiian
Capers
(9-18-37).
Sept.
8,'37tl7....
Captain Blueblood Feb. 3/37.21
It's
on
the
Record...
Mar.
17/37.
IO'/2
.
.
Georgie
Royal Cafe
Nov. 25/36.10 Swing for Price
School
for Swing
Hal LeRoySale (3-13-37) .. Feb. 27/37.22
Shoes with
Rhythm(2-6-37) .. Jan. 20,'37.I0 Under
Southern Stars Feb. 20/37.18
(5-15-37)
June 9,'37.I0....
Fred a Lawrence-J.
Bryan . Mar. 13/37.20. .. .
Singing
Bandit, The
la Swing
(7-3-37) July 7/37.10 Hotel
Eddie
Foy,
Jr.
Teddy Bergman's
Bar-B-tt. .Dec.
Oct. 23/36.10
6,'37tl9 MailKen andMurrayFemale Mar. 27/37.21 ... .
Television
Highlights
OSWALD CARTOONS
Street Sisters
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21
Birthday
The Mar.
Mar. 29/37.
.6'/2. . PlayPreisser
Duck HuntParty,
(3-13-37)
8/37. .7....
Romance of Robert Burns
Everybody
Sings
(I
-30-37)
.
.
Feb.
22/37.
.7..
.
.
(4-10-37)
Apr. 10/37.16....
Gopher Trouble Nov. 30/36.. 7
Owen ofKing-Linda
Perry
Lifers
the
Party,
The.
.
Apr. 17/37.21
Keeper
of
the
Lions
Oct.
I8,'37f
Love Sick
Oct. 4/37t
Yacht Club Boys
Playful Pup, The
in
"Taking
(7-31-37) July 12/37. .7.... Joethe Palooka
Count"
24/37.21 ... .
Puppet Thrills
Show (10-13-36)..
2/36. .8....
ShempMania
Howard- Robt. NortonApr.
Trailer
(5-15-37) ....Nov.
May 3/37..
7.... Movie
May 8/37.20....
Unpopular Mechanic
Dave
Apollon
Nov. 6/36.
Musical Operation, A May 15/37.20
Wily(10-17-36)
Weasel, The June
7/37.. .8....
7
Gaby- Anita
Virginia VerrillMay 22/37.18
STRANGER THAN FICTION SERIES
DayFrankat Santa
No.
29—
Novelty
(9-24-36)
..
Nov.
9/36.
.8'/2.
.
Sybil
Jason
No. 30— Novelty (12-26-36) . Dec. 7/36.10 Sound
Rufe Defects
Davis (6-12-37) .. .June 5/37.22....
No. 31— Novelty (I -2-37) .. .Jan. 4/37.. 9
No.
32—
Novelty
(I
-30-37)
..
Feb.
1/37.
.9....
Joe
Palooka
in "Thirst
Robt.
NortonBeverlyAid".
PhalenJune 12/37.20....
No.
33— Novelty
Novelty (4-17-37)
(2-13-37) .... Mar.
Mar. 29/37.
1/37. .9
No. 34—
.9 Rhythm
Roundup,
The
June 19/37.21
Estelle Taylor
No.
No. 35—
36— Novelty
Novelty (4-17-37)
(4-17-37) ....Apr.
May 26/37.
24/37. .9..8. .... .. Little Pioneer, The
(7-10-37) July 3/37.19....
No.
,'37. .8'/2.
No. 37—
38— Novelty
Novelty (7-3-37)
(5-15-37) ... .June
.July 2119/37.
.9.... . Sybil Jason
Nocvturnes
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-37) ..Aug. 16/37.. 9.... Newsboys
(7-10-37)
No.
40—
Novelty
(9-18-37)
.Sept.
6/37t.9....
Lane, from
Tree the& Sky
Edwards July 10/37.20....
No. 41— Novelty Oct. 4/37t.9 Flowers
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. l/37t.9
UNIVERSAL'. SPECIAL
(8-21-37)
July 24/37.22....
Josephine
Hollywood Screen Test
Out for Huston
Love Aug. 2/37
(8-14-37) Aug. 30/37t2l . . . . CutDonald
Dorothy Dare
King Edward the VIII Dec. 14/36. .9'/2. . Du Barry NovisDid All Right... Aug. 7/37
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Irene Bordoni
Nov. 30/36.25....
Doctor
Cupid
Sept. 4,'37t
Ken Union
Murray-Oswald
VITAPHONE
Sept. II/37t
Title Rel. Date Min. Postal
GeorgieDiplomat,
Price The
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
Vaude-Villians
Dec. 12/36.10.... Littlest
(9- 1 1 -37)
Sept.25/37t20....
Marty May
Sybil Jason
ReelHarryVaudeville
(1-30-37)
.
.Jan.
2/37.11....
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
(Cinecolor)
Bed-TimeRoseVaudeville
Along the Mediterranean. ... Dec. 5/36.10
(2-20-37)
Jan.
30/37.11....
Bring
On
the
Girls
Mar.
6/37.11
Hollanders,
The
(1-23-37)
. .Jan. 2/37.10....
Edgar Bergen
Nice ofWorkthe Midnight
(2-13-37)
Jan. 30/37.10....
Land
Sun
Vitaphone
Diversions
Apr.
3/37.10
Smith and Dale
(3-13-37)
Feb.
Nickel
Lowdown
May
1/37.10....
Nature
theof Civilization
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar. 27/37.10
20/37.10.
Cradle
17/37.10.. .
Charles
Kemper
Vitaphone Funsters
Alpine Grandeur May 15/37.10....
Gateway
to
Africa
(6-12-37)
May
29/37.11....
Johnny Burke
June 12/37.10....
Land(6-12-37)
of the Magyar
VaudeFritz Festival
and Jean Hubert Juno 26/37
(7-10-37) July 3/37

September

25, 1937

CHART—CONT'D)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Rel. Date
Min.
Crossing
the Sahara Aug.
14/37
No. 10 — Dancing-Leather May 22/37.10....
Long Bright Land (9- 1 1 -37). Sept. 25/37tl0. . . . No.(6-5-37)
II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37. 10
No. 12— Pianos— Art
FLOYD GIBBONS'
July 28/37
17/37.10
Attic of"YOUR
Terror TRUE
(9-11-37).ADVENTURE"
.Sept.l8/37tl2. . . . No.(8-14-37)
13— Books— Furs Aug.
LOONEY
TUNES
(NEW
SERIES)
No. 28— Village Smithy,
I— Racing(9-11-37)
— Wrestling Sept. 18/37. 10. .. .
The
Nov. 14/36.. 7.... No.—Cheese
No.woods29— (1-9-37)
Porky of the North- Dec. 19/36. .7. .. .
VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
PoetsMr. ofand theMrs.Organ
No. 30— Porky the Wrestler. Jan. 9/37. .7
Jesse (8-22)..
Crawford Jan. 16/37
No.
31—
Porky's
Road
Race.
Feb.
6/37.
.7....
Whale
Ho (7-14)
Feb. 13/37.10....
No. 32— Picador Porky
Medium
Done Mar.
6/37.10....
Hardeento Well
No.(2-27-37)
33— Porky's Romance. .. Apr. 17/37.. 8....
8.... Ghost
Ghost
Hookup,
A.Apr.
3/37.11....
No.
34—
Porky's
Duck
Hunt.
Apr.
17/37..
8....
No.(6-12-37)
35 — Porky and Gabby May 15/37. .8.... HomeRadioRunRamblers
on the Keys
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. 9....
No. 36 — Porky's Building. June 19/37.. 8
Babe Ruth
No.Service
37— Porky's
Super .July 3/37. .8 Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37.10....
(7-10-37)
Louis Zip.gone
No.Story
38 — Porky's Bad Time July 24/37.. 7.... Double
Talk (6-5-37) June 26/37. 10. . ..
No.(8-14-37)
39— Porky's Railroad .Aug. 7/37.. 7.... PalmEdgarBeachBergenKnights July 31/37
Ahearn
No. 40— Get Rich Porky Aug. 28/37... Lyin*Charles
No. 41— Porky's Garden. . ..Sept. 11/37
GeorgeTamer,JesselThe (7-11-36) Aug. 28/37.10
MELODY MASTERS
VITAPHONE VARIETIES
Clyde
McCoy and Orch. Nov. 28/36.10 ... Neckin' Party,
A (9-1 1 -37) .Sept. 4/37fl I
(8-29-36)
Jimmie
Lunceford and Orch.
Edgar Love
Bergen-"Charlie
McCarthy"
(1-23-37)
Dec.
19/36.10....
Puppet
(9-11-37)
Oct. 2,'37tl0....
Salici's
Puppets
George Hall and Orch Jan. 9/37.10
Louisiana Kings Jan. 23/37.10
Roger
Wolfe Kahn and Feb. 6/37.10
WM. STEINER
Orch
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Cab Calloway and Orch.
(3-13-37)
Feb.
20/37.10....
Eagle's
Vengeance,
The. .. .July 29/37t20. .. .
Peter
Van Steeden and Mar. 6/37.10
Orch
WORLD
Jacques Fray and Orch. Mar. 27/37.10....
Title Rel. Date Min.
Jam(4-10-37)
Session, The Apr. 17/37.10 Battling
Bettas Sept.
July IO/37t.9
8,'37tl0
Men
of Ships
Clyde
McCoy
and
Orch.
Rimac Orchestra, The May 8/37.10
Jack
Denny
and
Orch
May
29/37.
10
Eliseo Grenet and Orch.
(6-19-37)
SERIALS
Lennie
Hayton and Orch. June 19/37.10.... 12 Episodes
Each Unless Otherwise Specified
(7-10-37)
David
Mendoza and Orch. July 10/37.10....
(8-21-37)
July
31/37.10....
COLUMBIA
Russ Morgan and Orch Sept.il/37t Jungle Menace (9-4-37) 20....
Milt Hallett
Britton andand Orch
Orch Oct.
Oct. 23/37t
2/37t
Frank Buck-C. Henry (each)
Mai
Arnold Johnson and Orch.
(15 episodes)
(9-11-37) Nov. Il/37tl0....
REPUBLIC
MERRIE MELODIES
(In Color)
DickRalphTracyByrd-Kay
6401 (2-27-37)
.Feb. 20/37t
No.
28—
Don't
Look
Now.
..Nov.
7/36.
.7
...
(15 episodes) Hughes
No.
29 — Coocoonut
GroveMan... . Jan.
Nov. 28/36.
.77....
No.
30—
He
Was
Her
2/37..
Painted Stallion, The 6421.. June 5/37t
No. 31— Pigs Is Pigs
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
Crusoe of Clipper
No.(1-16-37)
32 — I Only Have Eyes Jan. 30/37. .7.... Robinson
3583
Nov. 14/36
for You (3-6-37) Mar. 6/37.. 8.... Island
Mala-Mamo
Clark
No.Fiddle
33— The(4-10-37)
Fella with the Mar. 27/37. .8. .. . (14 episodes)
S. 0. S. Coast Guard
No. 34— She Was an Aero6441
Aug. 28/37t
bat's
Daughter
Apr.
10/37.
.8.
.
.
RalphRidesByrd-Maxine
Doyle.... Nov. 20 / 37t
No.
35—
Ain't
We
Got
Fun.
May
1/37.
.8....
Zorro
Again
6461
No. 36 — Clean Pastures May 22/37
John Carroll
No.Bungalow
37— Uncle Tom's
June 5/37
No. 38 — Streamlined Greta
UNIVERSAL
(6-12-37)
June 19/37. .8 Jungle Jim (12-26) Jan. 18/37. .2rls.
No.Green
39— Sweet
Sioux
Grant Withers-Betty Jane Rhodes (each)
(7-10-37) June 26/37.. 8.... Radio
(9-18-37)
Oct 4/37t.2rls.
No. 40 — Egghead Rides July 17/37.. 8....
GrantPatrol
Withers-Cath.
Hughes
(each)
Secret
Agent
X9
Apr.
2 rls.
No.Again
41 — Plenty of Money
Scott Kolk-Jean Rogers12/37..(each)
and
You
July
31/37.
.7
Tim Tyler's Luck
2 rls.
No. 42— Sunbonnet Blue. ... Aug. 21/37
Frankie
No.Weather
43 — Speaking of the Sept. 4/37. .7....
Frances Thomas,
Robinson Jr.(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
No. 44— Dog(8-21-37)
Daze Sept. 18/37
WildJohnnyWestMackDaysBrown
(6-26-37) .July 5/37t.2rls.
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
(each)
No.Aviation
4— Southern
Wear — Dec. 26/36.11...,
(13 episodes)
(1-23-37)
No.(2-6-37)
5— Sports Afloat
VICTORY
Jan. 16/37.10....
No. 6— Swimming — Wood
Blake of Scotland Yard... Apr. 15/37
Carving
Feb.
13/37.10
Ralph Byrd- Herbert Rawlinson
No. 7— Phonograph Records
(15 episodes— also feature version)
—Lipsticks
(4- Shoes
10-37).... Mar.
20/37.11....
Shadow
of Chinatown Bri».Oct. 10/36
No.
8
—
Coiffeurs—
Apr.
10/37.10
Bela Lugosi-Herman
No. 9— Hats— Bathing Suits. May 11/37.10....
(15 episodes — also feature version)
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JENKINS-HIS

Neligh, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
we weather
haven't anything
else to
sayUsually
we turnwhento the
with something
like
"Snice
day,"
or
"Beatshel
how
it
rains."
For the past six weeks the mercury in our
thermometer has been flirting around between 100 and 104, but last night our showman friend John Piller of Valley City,
North Dakota, sent down a cool wave that
forced the mercury down to 54 and forced
us to get up and put on another cover.
Thanks, John, that was very nice of you.
This change reminds us that the time is
not so very far off when our oil burner will
start working and this will start us to wondering if an overdraft at the bank can be
stretched
until us
"theright
robinsnownestis,again."
But
what worries
what will
these poor
grasshoppers
do
when
the
blizzards come howling down from the north
and
left in our garden for them
to eatnothing's
but tumbleweeds.
V
The other night we went and saw "Dodsworth," with
terton.
This Walter
picture Huston
receivedanda Ruth
very Chathigh
rating from
the
critics,
and
it
probably
served itbecause of the excellent acting.deThis is a partial revival of that old triangle theme wherein the wife deserts the
husband for the love of a couple of goodfor-nothings because they made love to her.
We thought that old theme had gone to the
boneyard some time ago.
Regardless of the theme, this picture
should satisfy
because and
of theMissexcellent
performances ofHuston
Chatterton.
V
The other day we received a check from
R. R. Winship, manager of the Majestic
theatre at Phillpsburg, Kansas, and a letter
asking us to have his subscription to the
Herald renewed. Yes sir, brother Winship, we will be more than pleased to do it.
Thanks very much. That kind of letter
pleases us very much. While we are on
theatre matters we understand that you are
contemplating a Neon lighting front for
your Majestic theatre. If this is correct we
would advise you to come over here and see
the new Neon front of the Moon theatre.
We have seen a lot of theatre fronts in our
wanderings
either
in the but
largenonetownsto equal
or the the
smallMoon's,
ones,
and people will be surprised to see such a
lighted front in a town where the cows
graze on the public square and the dogs
chase the alley cats upV telephone poles.
As we remember it now, some time ago
we suggested that if we were a speculator
on the board of trade we'd sell December
corn, but that was when we were traveling
northern Iowa. Since the past few weeks
of dry, hot weather have changed the outlook, we are wondering if it would not have
been a bad investment.
V
The Moon theatre is playing "Captains
Courageous,"
Lionel
Barrymore andwith
littleSpencer
Freddie Tarcy,
Bartholomew,
and two or three other good ones. The pic-

ture drew a good afternoon attendance but
we understand the attendance fell off somewhat at thederstand evening
We can't
unthis, as we showing.
rate it a very
exciting
and well acted picture. If your customers
like excitement and thrills in pictures, and if
they enjoy seeing fishermen pull in fish by
the carload in a rough sea, and if they like
to see boats wrecked in a rough sea they
will surely get plenty of thrills in this one.
It was especially interesting to us, but
maybe
because
enjoyin seeing
seas andthat'sseeing
themwe pull
fish. rough
There
were no "sheros" in this one and no "parlor, bedroom
bath" scenes,
and that may
account
for theor falling
off in attendance.
V
Some time back, when we thought we
INTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS—war No.front
2, Vol. President
20.— Latest summons
pictures
from the China
cabinet
for
special
meeting
Tourists
visit
of Robert Louis Stevenson Young men in grave
Australia
perform her
in open
air gym
America"
wants
to keep
crown
Hollywood"Miss
Spotlight
Lew
Lehr....
Football
at
Pittsburgh,
U.
C.
L.
A.,
Stanford and Southern California.
MOVIETONE
NEWS—
No.
3,
Vol.
20.—
American
Legion
400,000 takes DayNew speech
York President
Rooseveltarmyin ofConstitution
Embargo
halts
ship
on
way
to
China....
U.
S.
lineron "President
Hoover"
damaged
Statesmen
meet
European
"piracy"
charge Salmon
Lehrfishing
Horsein Columbia
Racing....River
Tennis. . Fashions
. Football. . Lew
. . Yachting.
NEWS
OF
THE
DAY—
No.
200,
Vol.
9.—
Latest
films
ofYork
war terror in Shanghai
Legion
gathers Mudders
in New
hits track
the west
have theirFootball
day onfevereastern
President tells
one
himself
The Woman's Page Spectacular
blazeondoesseen
himself.from skyscraper "Lucky" Teeter outNEWS
OF THE
DAY— No.Legion
201, Vol.Yachts
9.— NewraceYorkfor
surrenders
to American
President's
Cup
Timber
toppers
startJohn
fall Rooseseason
President
pledges
U.
S.
to
peace
' velt poses with fiancee.
13.— Softball
now
i PARAMOUNT
popular with NEWS—
millionsNo.United
States game
remembers
j| constitution
New
tractor
hunts
swamps
for alligators
U.
S.
poloists
at
top
form
in
Internationals
Epidemic puts shut schools on the air Now
county fair season's here again Justice Black and
Klan
headlines
the "It"see gillT"
fire.
-opens hit"It"'the_cafe
MillionsClara
of NewBow,Yorkers
big
PARAMOUNT NEWS— No. 14.— Biggest city votes....
Europe's
headache
Hitler addresses
mass
Germany
U. S. prohibits
shipment
ofWith
warmeeting
supI inplies
on government
owned
vessels
Roosevelts
American
Legion
takes
over
Newthe
York.
PATHE NEWS—
9.— American
Nazis
exposed
Winter No.stopped
hair17, Vol.
fashions
Cabinet
meeting
called
Salmon
Jersey cadets.
factory
fire Steeplechase
thrillerby dam
Coast Guard
PATHE NEWS— No. 18, Vol. 9.— Ra5__SBrigl£^ceporter, tells of scoop on Hugo Black -KKK expose
...."President
on Constitution
Helen Wills
Moody
returns speaks
to tennis
Roosevelt romance
Gar
Wood, Jr. wins Legion invades Gotham.
\ UNIVERSAL
NEWSPAPER
NEWSREEL—
No.
598,
Vol. 9.— Blast,
fire trapU. 100
girls. ..off.California
admission
to Union
S. troops
for Orientfetes
Gals
get rough
in mat buyboutscrapMachine
feeds
of pups
metalrevolution....
Fishmass
run
halts
work Foreigners
on dam Cuba
celebrates
Rockettes stage mass drill Calumet Dick wins
handicap.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL
— No. 599,of
Vol.
War NEWSPAPER
tornareasShanghai.
.. .Actualdevastation....
pictures
Chinese9.— civilian
show battle's
Bursting
shells write
history
Japan seizes base.

COLYUM

8S

were one of the nation's hopefuls, we used to
tramp a mile through the snow to the Wade
school
and we andstudied
in'
and house
'rithmetic,"
then "readin',
tramped writback
home and milked the cows at night and then
figured long division after supper. We
could name the capital of about every state
in the Union ; tell about Xerxes crossing the
Hellespont with his 5,000,000 men; tell
about Horatio holding the bridge that time,
and how far the bull ran at Bull Run, but
today,
if a "hopeful"
to goto three
on a cement
sidewalk has
to get
school,blocks
they
take him there in an automobile. He gets
out at basket
three o'clock
to go andbaseball
practiceor track
meet,
ball, football,
goes
on a "hike" because he has to have his
"exercise"
build upus hisof muscles
cells.
This toreminds
a cartoonandwe brain
saw
some time ago. A boy had returned from
college and he was lying on the sofa in the
parlor with his hair parted in the middle and
smoking a cigaret in a long holder. His
mother asked him how he got along in college and he replied fine; said he was playing fullback with the college team. Then
his
father
you
are back, wesaid,
will "Well,
get yourson,hairnowcut that
and you
can put on a pair of overalls and play whoaback with the home team." Doggone these
doggone Dads, they just won't let a boy
have
"exercise."
Something has
got tothebe proper
done about
that.
V
Before we forget it we might suggest
that
you send
us a theatre
Merriam
or send
it directpassto for
her Gertrude
in care
of the Herald. If you do, everything ought
to be all right.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The
HERALD's
Colyumnist
The HERALD coversVagabond
the FIELD
like an
APril SHOWER.
Discuss
"Golem"
Metropolis
Pictures Deals
Corporation, headed
by Martin J. Lewis, is negotiating with cirshowings ofnow"Thein its
Golem,"
Jewishcuits forproduction
third Frenchweek at
the Ascot, Clinton and People's Cinema, all
in Greater New York. "The Golem" is also
playing at the Europa, Philadelphia, and
Little, Baltimore, and is scheduled to open
next week at the World Playhouse, Chicago ;
Penn Square, Cleveland, and Art Cinema,
Pittsburgh.
Liddle in U. S. from England
Richard A. Liddle, general manager of
Ilford, Ltd., London, manufacturers of film
stock, arrived in New York this week on
a combined business and pleasure trip. He
will be here four weeks and will study
American laboratories and methods in film
stock.
Brown Confers in New York
Walter Brown, midwest division manager
for Ross Federal Service, visited New York
this week for conferences with home office
executives.
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NEW

EQUIPMENT

ANIMATION, TIME LAPSE AND GENERAL
cinema apparatus. E. S. RINALDY, Chester, N. J.
LET YOUR EYES LIGHT ON THIS LIGHT.
S.arcO. lamp,
S. new with
tubulargiant
super-arc
amperageandreflector
1014"lowmotor,
Bausch
Lomb
ellipticalmeter,mirror,
Westinghouse
amnumerous improvements,
now only Weston
$147.70. Your
old
equipment
in
trade.
Write
S.
O.
S.,
636-AM
Eleventh Avenue, New York.

USED

EQUIPMENT

CUSTOMERS KICKING? KICK OUT OLD
seats. 18,000holstereAmerican
Seating, Ideal,
veneerfrom
and 75c.
upd chairs, reconstructed,
refinished,
Get
Avenue,bargain
New list
York.15M. S. O. S., 636-AM Eleventh
UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
etc.
Projection
mafree. MOVIE
SUPPLY
COMPANY, repaired.
LTD.,Catalog
844 So.H Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

WANTED

TQ BUY

WILL projectors,
BUY RCAarc SOUNDHEADS,
Powers
lamps, rectifiers, SIMPLEX,
generators,
lenses.
HERALD.Cash waiting. BOX 929, MOTION PICTURE
PGSITIGNS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST
DESIRES CHANGE,
PREFERand
California.
Good references,
Simplex
Western Electric
Sound,Wyo.alsoexperience
Simplex onAcme.
JOHN
REAL
VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE
LENSES,
$10
DRIGGS,
Pine
Bluffs,
pair,
half
size, $32 $3.95;
pair, popular
makes,
sizes limited;
GENERAL
Bfrom& $5.95;
H splicers,
speakers
from
$7.95;
baffles
WELL
KNOWN
THEATRE
MANAGER
WITH
hearing aid amplifiers with monitor speaker years of experience in all departments of theatre
EQUIPMENT
and tubes,
handles up to 30THEATRE
seats. LotsSUPPLY
more — operation diately.
desires
new managerial
connection
write
now! $15,
CONSOLIDATED
ExcellentaYork,
record
and will
references.
Prefer immePennCORP., 1600-M Broadway, New York.
sylvania or New
go anywhere.
BOX
919. MOTION
PICTURE butHERALD.
MIRROROID,
SILVER-WHITE
SOUND
SCREEN
SACRIFICING—
TALKIE
AND
SILENT—
PORTMANAGER
—connection
MARRIEDwithNOW
(patented).Unequalled
Gives brilliancy, depth, reflection
able andlifetime.
theatre projectors, equipment, supplies, etc. wishes
permanent
modernEMPLOYED
progressive
clarity.
FREESE, and147 Chance
independent
or chain.
BOX 922, MOTION
PICTURE
Water St., Newburgh, forN. Technicolor.
Y.
Ave., New York. Lists free. TOM AUSTIN, 470 8th HERALD.
THEATRE
CHAIRS—
1600
PANEL
BACK
SPRING
THEATRE
ARTIST.
EXPERT
PICTURE,
DISTHEY'RE
BOMBED!
THEY'RE
SMASHED!
seat chairs at $1.25, two lots. 1,500 fully upholstered play.
Carbon
prices guaranteed
cut — 200,000 setsbeautiful
international
brand,
art. HERALD.
10 years' experience. BOX 928.
first quality,
snowhundred
white spring
PICTURE
seat
chairs
at $1.65. Photographs
sentW.on 44th
re- MOTIONnewspaper
quest.
ALLIED
SEATING
CO.,
INC.,
358
projection.
7/10, $4.85 hundredfor sets;
8/12, $5.75
New York.
sets.
discountprices
1000 and
sets. save.
Buy a Bargains
year's supply
these 10%
sacrifice
in allat Street,
EVERYBODY LOVES A BARGAIN. DEEP CUT
theatre
TUEATPES
New York.equipment. S. O. S., 636-AM Eleventh Avenue, prices,
stock.rectifiers,
Used projection
lenses, allMorelite
sizes,
$4.95
up.entire
Forest
$24.50.systems,
Peerless.
carbon
arcs,
from
$39.50.
Optical
good,
used,
standard
$4.95.needs.
Simplex
WILL3.000BUYto 8.000
OR LEASE
THEATRES
TOWNS
$9.95.
Loadsmakes,
of otherfromtheatre
We intermittents,
actually have from
population
in St. LouisIN territory.
what
we
advertise.
S.
O.
S.,
636-AM
Eleventh
S.
E.
Pirtle,
Jerseyville,
111.
Avenue, New York.
SALE—seats.
UPTOWN
THEATRE, PROVIDENCE,
THEATRE
HORN,
ELEC- R.Corp.FORI. 1450
THESE BOOKS WILL SHOW YOU A PROFIT. PICTURE
Sacrifice
for Formerly
quick sale.managed
Terms. by Keith-Albee
tricLARGE
type, 15HERALD.
ft. full range,
$25. WESTERN
BOX 925, MOTION
Only
$1.39
for
Sloane's
"Motion
Picture
Projection,"
I
REPRESENT
LARGE
FIRM
Mancall's
"Servicing Projection
Equipment"
and
chain first run theatre in NewINTERESTED
York State.
Benson's
"Fundamentals
ofAskTelevision."
Any636-AM
one ersSACRIFICING
THEATRE
EQUIPMENT.
POW-175 Ifestablishing
you
have
theatrebe meeting
theseComplete
requirements
furbook
49c.
Plenty
others.
S.
O.
S.,
projectors,
S.O.S.
sound,
separate
p.a.
system,
Eleventh Avenue, New York.
ther
details
will
furnished.
information
chairs,
Butterkist
popcorn
machine,
fans,
and
many
be location,
supplied equipment
in first letter
as to price,
lease,
other
items.
$700 cash. BOX 927, MOTION should
capacity,
and
nearest
competition.
PICTURE
HERALD.
THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
HEROLD
Buffalo, N. REAL
Y. ESTATE, 759 Gerrans Building,
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemtheforproper
theayou in blank
making
entries,
but
provides
sufficient
pages
for
a
complete record of your operations for each day of
ECP PENT
year. prepaid.
Notable for
its simplicity.
Order Rockenow—
TPANSLATIGN
$3the postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.
DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
SEPVIGE
publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
ReaRICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTION—
e renHERALD.
t for completeactive
service.
BOX 915A,work.
MOTION
Revised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes orPICTURE
736 pages
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
with
detailed
description of assembly,
and
WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND atSPANISH
TRANSCanlation
advertising
literature
nominaland cost.
functioning of all modern sound and projection apsupply
complete
advertising
layout
printing
p
a
r
a
t
u
s
.
I
t
is
a
practical
"trouble
shooter,"
_ cross
facilities
also.
Rates
quoted
upon
request
if
sample
indexed
for
immediate
reference
in
any
projection
TRAINING
SGUCQI
submitted. BOX 916A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
room emergency.
ORDER Rockefeller
TODAY! $6.25
postpaid.
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP.
Center,
New
York.
THEATRE
EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETter
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Kree315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira,
how.
PEPAIP SEPVIGE
THEATRE
Washington
N.
Y.
BUSINESS
TRAINED
MECHANICS
willEXPERT
rebuild
anyFACTORY
makeat ticket
machines,
install
new
QPPQPTUNITIES
factory
made
parts,
only
$10
per
unit.
Thisall price
HELP WANTED
includeschineslabor.
Every
job
guaranteed.
Service
mafurnished, no charge. Details from BOX 926,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
MAN ORin WOMAN
WITH
CAPITAL
TO agency.
TAKE
EXPERIENCED
THEATRE
MANAGER.coal MODinterest
established
story
and
talent
GOLD
SEAL
OR SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ern
house.
Population
8,000.
Anthracite
town.
Prefer
someone
interested
theatrical inwork.
Give complete
details,
also getter.
salary rebuilt, factory guaranteed, $15 per unit, including
or without
services.
State ineverything
letterWithfor Reference required.
Good
opportunity
for
real
business
interviewTUREwithHERALD.principal. BOX 790A, MOTION PIC- expected.
BOX 930, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
PRESS OF
C. J.NEWO'BRIEN,
YORK INC

Showmanship must not only "know what the public
furnish it. You know 4 out of 5 have said they want
and variety. The Showmanship Shorts that can
three weeks such variety as this will help you do
the Showmanship Way.

wants" but
one feature
furnish in
the rest in

I
IMOGENE
COCA
ipulor s!age mimic, brings
bright new comedy perlonality to the screen in
"BASHFUL
BALLERINA"

JEFFERSON
MACHAMER
and
"Gags andmodels,
Gals"
Morehisbeautiful
more gags, more laughs, in
■ HI nut:: 1D 1

"SILLY NIGHT"

tUWWGfflM

r
"THE TIMID
Fast andGHOST"
funny. ..a good
old belly- laugh-andsqueal comedy, starring
ZHARLES KEMPER
and EARL GILBERT

TIM and IRENE
(Antony) (Cleopatra)
stir up a regular Roman
holiday of laughter in
WILL YOU

STOP!"

'PRIVATE
OF THE LIFE
ETS"
GANN
Seautiful
and spectacular
scenes of wild life. A
short you'll be proud to play
A TREASURE CHEST
Production

THE
APPLE
withBIG
the Arthur
Murray
"Shag"
Dancen
"Come on and shine" with
the"natural"
short subject
of Iheexploitation
season.
A SONG AND
COMEDY HIT

Presented by
E. W HAMMONS
Distributed in U.S.A. byN

Beg. U.S.P.t. Off.

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

A new HIGH in publicity as over a million lines
of printed stories and photographs on "HIGH,
WIDE and HANDSOME" break in nation's newspapers and periodicals.

HANDSOME
One of the HANDSOMEST exploitation tie-ups yet made by an outside agency for a motion picture.

Millions of Heralds distributed
through 22,000 Tide Water

Half-page "High, Wide ond
Handsome" ads in 50 key city
newspapers

22,000 Tide Water Stations from Coast to Coast
instructed
post theatres
one-sheets and other material
supplied byto local

Spot announcements by
Tide
stationsWater on 20 radio
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ANTI

-TRUST

SUITS

Federal Court in Texas Finds Distributors Guilty of Monopoly
Action in Fixing Admissions.
Investigators from Washington Open Inquiry in Hollywood.
Second Trial of Frels Action Against Jefferson Circuit Starts
Monday at Dallas.

TRADE

PRACTICES

Allied Theatres of New Jersey Votes for Federal Regulation of
Film Industry.
Carolina Exhibitors Charge "Forcing" of Accessories by Distributors.
Chicago Independents Attack System of Releasing Pictures.
Kansas Chamber of Commerce Appeals to Hays for Earliei
Clearance.
MPTOA Revives Appeal for 10- Point Program of Fair :<
Practices.
WHAT

MUSSOLINI

SAID

IN

ITALY

OF

HOLLYW

VOL 129, NO. I
OCTOBER 2, 1937
Entered asweeklysecond-class
mattn . Jauuar\Co..12,Inc..19.U.at at1270the Sixth
I'ust Office, at Rockefeller
New York, A >.. under the act .,( Match .\. 1879. PubSim/lc lished
copies, by25 Quialev
cents. AllPublishing
contents copyriuht 19.17 by QuiqleyAvenue.
Publishinti Company.cater. New York. Subscription. $3.00 a year.

Hollywood Reporter: — "Triumph. Deeply moving performan
Women will give it tribute of tears, assuring substantial box-ofl
Motion
Picture Daily: — "In common with the commercially cc
returns."'Stella
parable
Dallas' and 'The Prisoner of Zenda,' 'Madame
possesses rare quality of favorable familiarity. Expected to give gr;
fying account of itself at the box-office. Gladys George lifts hen
into cinema immortality."
Film Daily: — "Mother love drama filmed with telling effect sho>
score at the B. O."
Daily (Coast) Variety: — "Amazing the vitality, inexhaustible its
peal. Its known power to stir compassion and admiration has k
it,
now makesranks
it again,
assured
Gladys George's
lar and
performance
with the
best.box-office.
A finely wrought
screen plas

Ski

p

/"

Box -Office Magazine: — "Sure-fire magnet for the feminine tradj

/wood Reporter: — "M-G-M's 'Bride Wore Red' superb enternent. Crawford at best in absorbing drama. Even in a season
ced for its exceptional tide of excellent pictures, there must be
i which stand out as a little ahead of the rest. 'The Bride Wore
is one of these, a picture in which all the elements — drama,
r, music, performance, direction and production — unite with a
ndid perfection to provide superior entertainment. Once more,
j-M has given to Joan Crawford and her superlative supporting
the full tide of its production powers and the result is certain
■office and new laurels for everyone concerned. There isn't a weak
in the cast. Joan Crawford offers one of her finest characterizas, with delicately shaded nuances which are a delight."

"men's Trade Review: — "Latest Crawford picture an exploi»n bet for big business everywhere. Will please all classes of
iences."

Preview Report to Circuit Heads from Stanley Brown, Manager West
Coast Theatre, Long Beach: — "It is the 'It Happened One Night' of
1937. Uproariously funny. Best these two stars ever appeared in."
Daily (Coast) Variety: — "Broadside of entertainment. Will have no
trouble cashing in all spots. A riotous holiday."
Motion Picture Daily: — "Furious fun. An attraction that will add
much to Fall programs. Assurance of profit."
Hollywood Reporter: — "A comedy hit to delight large audiences and
play profitably from top to bottom."
Showmen's Trade Review: — "Finest comedy of the year. Guaranteed laugh getter for any audience."
Film Daily: — "Romantic comedy packs heavy total of laughs and
box-office punch. William Powell and Myrna Loy have a field day."
Motion Picture Herald: — "One of the funniest and refreshing farces
that has come along in a long time. The crowd seemed to be of the
opinion
that 'Double
Wedding' was just the kind of a prescription the
doctor would
have ordered.

iP

It's been no secret that

sensational attractions in October.

big things are happening at Warner Bros. But

Actually they stand for the sweeping new production policy that
commits Warner Bros/ studio and

not 'til now has it been

so increasingly apparent how
the things are and how

much

big

personnel to a steadfast schedule of

is

continuous big-show shipments absolutely without precedent in this

happening. Yes, muni s 'zola\ errol
FLYNN'S 'PERFECTJSPECIMEN', AND BRIAN
AHERNE AND OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND IN
the great
more

garrick'

mean

a lot

than the delivery of three

company

or any other! (In work

right now

— colbert-boyer

in

'TOVARICH', FLYNN - DE HAVILLAND

IN

'THE ADVENTURES

* Warners

OF ROBIN HOOD* IN

Have

NAND GRAVET IN 'FOOD FOR SCANDAL',

w ■
lady' (Kay Francis,
Preston Foster,
Anita Louise, Walter Connolly!).

'GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT' IN TECH-

And again and again and again to

TECHNICOLOR, CAROLE LOMBARD- FER-

NICOLOR, 'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL', 'BOY
meets girl !) This astounding policy again will be demonstrated
November

in

when we ship 'it s love

the end of the new

year, more

exhibitors than ever before will
know

that the one film studio

ready with the stories and the casts

Bette

and the producing power to com-

Davis, Olivia de Havilland!), 'sub-

pletely satisfy their 1937-38 needs

marine D-r (Pat O'Brien, George
Brent, Wayne Morris!), and first

for consistently successful pro-

I'M after' (Leslie Howard,

It

All

Sewed

grams isthe studio of Warner Bros.!

Up

20TH

. . . WHICH

PROMISE

HAS

. . . NOW

FULFILLED
MARES

EVERY

ANOTHER!

tf Lancer Spy" is one o£ the rare pictures that truly can be
called great! Great because of its daring theme of the one
man whose astonishing adventures entitled him to claim,
r7 won the Great War!" Great because every moment
throbs with emotional intensity and amazing drama!
Great because from its brilliantly -playing cast George
Sanders emerges as one of tomorrow's outstanding stars
(just as did 20th's Tyrone Power in "Lloyds of London"
and Sonja Henie in "One in a Million"). Great because
every man and woman who sees "Lancer Spy" will shout
its praises to every one with ears to hear! No picture
ever deserved a more enthusiastic, big -production campaign. Sell it that way and 20th promises you profits that
measure up to those of 20th's most important pictures!

with
DOLORES
PETER

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

DEL

LORRE

RIO

• GEORGE

• JOSEPH
and

SANDERS

SCHILDKRAUT

VIRGINIA FIELD • SIG RUMANN • MAURICE
MOSCOVICH • LIONEL ATWILL • LUTHER ADLER
Directed by Gregory Ratoff
Associate Producer Samuel G. Engel ■ Screen play
by Philip Dunne • From a novel by Marthe McKenna
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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ON
THE
BIG SCREEN
WILLYNILLY,
the motion
picture
is ever concerned
with and
oftenindustry
involvedof inAmerica
affairs
of empire and the politics of a troubled world.
Army-bossed Japan, engaged in war of aggression
to relieve economic and population pressures, being much concerned about both cash and propaganda, has forbidden importation ofall films except newsreels, under special permits.
Red propaganda for the red leftist government of Spain appears on the fringes of the American screen, along with the
kindred offerings of Moscow. Meanwhile England, the most
genuinely
the world,entertainment
and all the feature
world's
history, is socialistic
sending us nation
a mostinambitious
which is also a message of empire, a reiteration of conservative British tradition, with an included Abraham Lincoln role
and reminder of hands across the sea in the days of the War
between the States.
And the while, this last week-end, out of two roads from
ancient Rome the Mussolinis emerged, Benito, father and dictator of Italy bound for Germany and rendezvous with Herr
Hitler, Vittorio, son, understudy, flying into Hollywood to observe the making of motion pictures. There was. a touch of
cinema for father, too, when the Fuhrer gave him a party at
Munich with a command attendance of four hundred stars
and beauties of the German screen, all Aryan, one would
assume. The party, according to press cables, was a great
success but marred slightly by reason of the preference of
the
sion. beauties for Herr Max Schmeling as the lion of the occaThe Munich party, just incidentally, might also irrelevantly
remind one of an episode of some years past in Rome that
could with rare accuracy be described as a Hollywood titbit.
HOLLYWOOD has had Italy on its mind for a long time.
The government there has been playing fast and loose
with changing import regulations and changing restrictions onthe export of earnings, with many, many dickerings and promisings. Also there has been much official and
unofficial American going back and forth. A few years ago
Mr. Charles C. Pettijohn was over and was given audience
by Mussolini. Audience is about all he has really given so
far. Then more recently Mr. Will Hays went over and had a
meeting of minds at a dramatic conference in Mussolini's
office —ment "big
as a football
— returning
arrangefor American
pictures,field"
regarding
which with
ratheran presently
Italy had a change of notion. Meanwhile several American
producers visited Italy, among them Mr. Walter Wanger, who,
so the cables said, had a grand production project that was
to make a Hollywood in Italy. Not so much has been heard
of that lately. Now comes young Mr. Mussolini, twenty-one,
tight lipped, with eyes and ears open. He was accompanied
on the voyage over by a Mr. Charles C. Pettijohn who was
identified by a New York newspaper's shipnews reporter as
"a British journalist," and Mr. Hal Roach. It seems now that
there is to be a Roach-Mussolini production project in Italy
after the young man has completed his observations in Hollywood. He is scheduled for a two-week stay, indicating he is
a "quick
Italy isstudy."
the only one of the dictator states with which the
American motion picture industry has been able to maintain
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even the semblance of relations. It is plain enough that Mussolini wants for Italy a motion picture machine such as that
employed and enjoyed by Berlin and Moscow. What the
American motion picture industry can make out of that is
yet to be discovered.
UNLIKE Moscow and Berlin, there is a shade of admission
in Italy that if the people are to be kept attending the
cinema there is a requirement of entertainment film of
a quality that so far is obtainable only in the Hollywood output. Russia has seen some part of the necessity for diluting
its propaganda-educational screen with sheer amusement, and
so we have had Comrade Boris Shumiatsky and his commission
of observers over to look at Hollywood and buy equipment.
Meanwhile the motion picture industry of America has been
perhaps even more internationally minded than even munitions. Ever since the World War, which gave the American
picture world dominance of the screen, our studios have drawn
upon the stellar talent of all the world, taking stars conspicuously from Scandinavia, Britain, Germany, France and
Austria. The American public has been more than abundantly
suppliedtrade.
with France
imported
behalf ofthatHollywood's
world
just personalities
the other dayin decided
had been
going on long enough and took up plans to prohibit the
escape of talent.
The American industry, long keyed to a program of operation that requires the profits of foreign markets, is much concerned with overseas conditions and prospects. Mr. Roach,
who has been to Mussoliniland to bring one of them back
alive, is rather in a sense an outrider for the Schenck-Mayer
institution, which just now is represented in Europe by Mr.
Louis B. Mayer, who possibly is over there for something besides his health. In this instance Mr. Roach says M-G-M is not
participating. Meanwhile we have with us yet the BritishGaumont, Ostrer-Schenck— not to say Blumenthal — situation
in a state of status quo, or status quo ante, maybe. And we
have a pending internationalization deal in the Korda-Goldwyn
United Artist option. Also Paramount, long powerful in the
international field, has been sending over a remarkable succes ion ofhigh executives, including Mr. Barney Balaban, Mr.
Stanton Griffis, Mr. Adolph Zukor and several others who
seem by extraordinary coincidence to have required a British
vacation.
Theforemotion
election. picture map is as full of "ifs" as the night beA AA
DETROIT DEMONSTRATES
HE elaboration of hoop-la in all American industry grows
apace, or maybe by bounds and leaps. Anyway it will
be accurate to say that it shows acceleration in the motor
trade. So those of us who have a smile at the motion
picture's
its banal
whimsies oftrans-continental
Joe Blutz sales convention
drives, its excursions,
positively stupendous
blowing on the embers of lukewarm product at previews more
marvelous than the wares proclaimed, can have at least a dry
little chuckle at what goes on with the opening of the new
season in the Detroit zone.
Hudson Motor Car Company assembled more than two
thousand dealers and salesmen to hear about the power and
[Continued on following page, bottom of column 1 ]
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Cameramen Bombed
Eric Mayell of Fox Movietone ; Arthur
Menken, Paramount News, and H. S. Wong,
News of the Day, escaped unhurt from an
attack by two Japanese airplanes which
bombed and machine-gunned them while
they were accompanying Chinese officers to
the front, said a United Press cable from
Shanghai on Wednesday.
Sex and Censorship
Four films distributed by independent
companies, including a short starring the
wife of John Barrymore, called "How to
Undress tractedinnewsFront
of Your
attreatment
becauseHusband,"
of court arguments or clashes with censorship bodies.
Action, taken and intended, is recorded
on page 55.
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Week

Official Attention
The fallprosperity
season's promise
optimism
and
industry
broughtof also
a return
of wide agitation over and discussion of
trade practices on which the attention of the
United States Department of Justice, several federal courts, distributors and exhibitor organizations was focussed for various
reasons. Developments of the week were led
by
federal
court decision
Dallas circuits
which
helda that
distributors
and twoin Texas
violated the law by conspiring to fix admissions in subsequent run theatres.
Various and nationwide news of the subject is consolidated in the story starting on
page 13.
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[Continued from preceding page}
the glory. Studebaker had a rally of
dealers for another two thousands at
South Bend. Buick decided to be regional,
with meetings for a total of twentyeight hundred salesmen in twenty key
cities. Chevrolet called in fourteen hundred. This week the Cadillac Motor Division of General Motors will be having
fourteen hundred in for the unveiling of
the LaSalle. And the most super colossal
of all motor conventions, in serial fashion
covering the last two weeks of September,
is in progress with Oldsmobile at Lansing.
Forty-three special trains, with 584 air conditioned sleeping cars, are being used to

German Cocoon
Completing its transition, the German film
industry plans to offer 195 films during the
new season, continuing its curtailed film polin 1933
the rise
of sound
and icytheadopted
advent
of thewithNazis.
In that
time
production and distribution have been
changed drastically with exhibition aspects
left relatively unaffected. The 195 films
planned for exhibition in German houses
during 1937-38 compares with 560 in 1928.
A review of recent German film history
together with current significances, is found
on page 48.

Settled
Labor troubles, which threatened to result
in a strike, have been settled by major
American producers doing business in
Mexico as a result of their signing agreements with organized employees. The exact
amount of wage increases granted was not
revealed butstantial.theyGabrielareSoria,
understood
head ofto bea subnew
Mexican producing company, is planning to
expend 1,000,000 pesos (about $280,000) on
a picture. It will be the largest amount
spent for a Mexican made picture.
James Lockhart, writing in Mexico City,
tells of the developments on page 28.

Documentary
Paul Rotha, English writer and director Shanghai Newsreels
of documentary films, arrived in New York
Something of a controversy has arisen
this week to spend five months as special within
outside of the ranks of the newsassistant to John E. Abbott, director of the reels inandLondon
the showing of the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library. newsreel shots of with
air raids on Shanghai
During his stay, Mr. Rotha will cooperate and of the streetsthe littered
with mangled
in the production of a film on the technique bodies. Proponents of the public
exhibition
of motion pictures.
of the newsreels point to a duty to give the
Mr. Rotha' s plans are disclosed on page 20. news and to the lesson in the horrors of
war. Opponents
say theandfunction
the
theatre
is to entertain
that theofreels
Projector Change
should mentinstead
be
shown
privately
to
governofficials.
The Research Council of the Academy
and other developments of the week
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has on This
the British scene are recorded on page 61.
recommended a change in the projector aperture, extending it to dimensions more closely
approximating those of the camera aperture, MOTION PICTURE HERALD
as a means of preventing elimination of significant pictorial and dramatic material from
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Air Shows
The relationship between Hollywood and
radio,
strengthened
lastitsweek
MGM's
arrangement
for placing
stars byon General
Foods broadcasts, stands to be extended even
further, through new radio activities said to
be planned by RKO, Paramount and Warners.
Exhibitors, however, apparently do not
propose to allow the arrangement between
studios and air advertisers to proceed without attacks, the Ohio Independent Theatre
Owners already publicly going on record
against
page 13. MGM's new tieup, as explained on
Anti Double Bills
While polls are being conducted at various
points throughout the country to determine
the
public's two
sentiment
programs,
Nutley,toward
New double
Jersey,feature
men
have decided to take the matter into their
own hands. They have organized the Anti
Double Feature League of America and
plan to promote boycotts and picketing of
theatres
thatsingle
do notfeature
meet bills.
the organization's
demand for
The organizers, William R. Clay and George H.
Siegel, decided upon the movement after
visiting a theatre where "the seats were particularly hard."
story of
the onleague's
andThepurposes
is told
page 25.birth, its aims
Dignity
From a source outside of the motion
picture industry, came a recommendation
this week that film executives adopt a more
dignified air. The proposal was contained
in a report submitted to the Federal Bar
Association of New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut by Bernard A. Grossman, New
York City attorney. Dignity in the motion
picture industry, Mr. Grossman contends,
would aid attorneys when they appeared
before legislative, administrative and banking bodies in behalf of picture interests.
At present, the report states, the industry
is looked upon with an attitude of scorn.
An article on the report is on page 58.
Columbia on Stage
Columbia Pictures will enter the legitimate stage producing field on Broadway,
the company announced Wednesday, adding
that it had
set aside ofa "substantial"
cover
a number
productions budget
and wasto
seeking vehicles for early presentation.
Officers of the company reelected by the
board of directors last Friday were : Harry
Cohn, president; Jack Cohn, vice-president;
A. Schneider, treasurer; Charles Schwartz,
secretary ; L. J. Barbano, assistant treasurer,
and T. J. Elias, assistant secretary.
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Universal Changes
In sequel to executive meetings and confernces on plans and policies, Universal
Pictures Corporation this week set about
revisions of the home office staff affecting
some 20 persons, some departmental heads.
J. Albert Hirsch, advertising manager, resigned, isto be succeeded by Lew Pollack,
former assistant in the department. Changes
extended into various departments, including publicity and distribution. From Hollywood came reports of extensive studio
changes.

9

In Conference
Union forces making their bid for control of all film production and the creative
talent groups which oppose them retired into
conference to consider the clearly defined
issue and means, on the one hand, to accomplish an announced purpose and on the other
to prevent it. From the star chamber discussions emerged only one statement, an
open letter from the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees in which it
was declared the union was not interested
in the high salaried workers but was seeking
tolowerprotect
the interests of employees in the
brackets.
Developments are reported on page 28.

Page 7 Italian Ram
Vittorio Mussolini, 21 -year-old son of the
premier of Italy, began his motion picture
Release Chart
Page 81 career
by writing a film column in his
father's newspaper,
Popolohe d'now
Italia.headsIn
partnership
with Hal// Roach
In British Studios
Page 60 RAM Pictures, the initials of which signify
Roach and Mussolini and the announced
purpose of which is to produce films in Italy
Asides and Interludes Page 37 for the Italian market only, at least until one
is made of sufficient quality to make it acceptable for American exhibition. Mr. Roach
preliminary details of the project
Deaths
Page 64 explained
when he arrived in New York from Rome
accompanied
by themethods
premier'sin Hollywood.
son who will
production
In the Courts
Page 64 study
Passages fromto some
of Signornewspaper
Mussolini'sin
contributions
his father's
Italy, which may or may not indicate the
The Hollywood Scene
Page 31 trend he will follow in his new venture are
quoted pany,andas toldMr.to Roach's
the com-on
the press,plansare forreported
Technological Page 67
page 21. Prices
Rental
This Week in Pictures Page 10
Increased rental prices are claiming the
attention of Chicago exhibitors, now that a
ban
children attending theatres has been
Showmen's Reviews Page 32 lifted.cn The
ban was put into effect by order
of the health department as a result of an
of infantile paralysis. Other probIn the Newsreels Page 91 epidemic
lems confronting Chicago theatremen include
the possibility of an increased theatre license
fee and the need of working out a new conManagers' Round Table Page 73
tract with the
projectionists' the
union.
William
uation in anCrouch
article discusses
on page 48. Chicago sitShort Subjects on Broadway Page 47
Admission Taxes Up
Theatre Receipts Page 65
Clearly reflecting the generally acknowledged upturn in motion picture theatre
grosses, income accruing to the United
J. C. Jenkins' Colyum Page 91 States Government from seat taxation increased some $2,628,000 in 1936-37, over the
collected in 1935-36.
What the Picture Did for Me
Page 69 $17,112,175
See page 53.
Editorial

10
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Pictures

/T'S
an allegory:
The staff ofat the
20th Century-Fox
studios
went a-picnicing
Verdugo
Woodlands,
Glendale,
California,
and
here's
Harry
selection ofa pictorial recording to epitomize Brand's
the event
and symbolize Hollywood.

Otic tractofwas Gloria
Swanson's
first assignments
under bags
her new
Columbiaof conto award
wrist watches
and traveling
to members
the
company's baseball team, winners of the Motion Picture Athletic League
title. Jack Cohn, vice-president, makes it official by his presence, right.
In the wide open spaces of the executive office Herbert Griffin, center,
vice-president of the International Projector Corporation, announced that
A. E. Meyer, right, has been appointed sales manager and that John Brozek,
left, has succeeded to the export managership.
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....
The virile figure on the right is Hal Roach, who,
to
one of and
the week's
to simplify
Mussoliniland
broughtbetter
one news
backstories,
alive.wentIn
the center, with the disarming smile, is Vittorio Mus~
solini, son of the premier of the new Roman Empire, who
with Mr. Roach as his mentor and partner, will produce
motion pictures in Italy. Charles C. Pettijohn, left, of
the MPPDA office, was also a passenger on the Rex on
which Mr. Roach, his new partner and the news arrived
in New York from Rome. Story on page 21.

■ li i
ill

I

Joseph A. Boyle, left, newly appointed assistant manager of Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y., represented his
theatre at the presentation of a "Lost Horizon" trophy
to Bill 'Winn, winner of a 100-mile automobile race.
Adolph Zukor, in spite of a pre-sailing assertion that he intended to avoid
the Continent and remain in England for a vacation, was entertained at
luncheon with Stanton Griffis by Paramount executives in Paris. Pictured
in the usual order are Andre Ullmann, director of Paramount theatres in
France; Ike Blumenthal, manager of the Joinville studio; Mr. Zukor; Fred
W. Lange, general European manager, and Mr. Griffis.
Buck Jones, Universal's western star, and Ewins Scott critically examine
the
location forinterested
"Hollywood
Round getUp,"it read
but Helen
and script
Leonardon Goldstein,
spectators,
to them.Twelvetrees
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Leo Fields, left, half of the Fields Brothers Theatre
Enterprises, of Baltimore, Md., on a recent trip to
Hollywood met Ida Volmer and Richard Lane of RKO.
Ed Sullivan, successor to Sidney Skolsky as Hollywood
columnist for the New York Daily News, is pictured
with Kay Francis on the Warner Brothers lot. The studio
says they were discussing "This Woman Is Dangerous."

No matter how you slice
it, it's still a picture the
Warnerment,Club
held last golf
week tournaat the
Old Oaks Country Club,
Rye, N. Y. Left to right are
Jacob Wilk, Harry Charnas,
Sfanleigh P. Friedman, 'worst
dressed, golfer' and as such
the only
the exhibit, andwinner
Joseph inHazen.
Albert D. Lasker, right,
famousdentadvertiser
presiof Lord & andThomas,
passed
pleasant
words
Frederic March, costumedwithas
Jean Lafitte, on the Paraset forhe "The
neer"mount which
visitedBuccawith
Christopher J. Dunphy, left,
director of studio advertising
and publicity. The feminine
visitors are Miss Francis
Lasker,
and MissMrs.
PeggyGene
James.Sarazen
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DISTRIBUTORS

ADMISSIONS,

CAN

FIX

COURT
HOLDS
been
agreed
to by both sides in stipulations filed
Federal Judge Concedes Rights
at Through
the openingB. W.
of theHenderson,
trial. of the Attorney
of Distributor to License ExOther Actions on
General's
staff,
the
government
that in
1934 the defendant distributors charged
and Interstate
hibition of His Product "In
circuit interests acted as an illegal monopoly
Trade Practices
when they contracted to fix the minimum
Such Manner" as Appropriprices of subsequent runs at 25 cents with no
ate, When Done Individually
Highlighted, by the federal court
double featuring permitted.
The defendant theatres and distributors
decision in Texas conceding the right
The federal courts this week conceded that
claimed they had a right to protect their copyof distributors to individually fix ada motion picture distributor has the legal
by saying
admission
prices ifshould
mission prices on their pictures, the
right to individually fix the admission prices
prevail.rights The
courtwhatconceded
this right,
done
week brought several developments
at theatres for his pictures and to license
individually without any action in concert.
involving trade practices in distributhe exhibition of his pictures otherwise "in
"The sharp issue — the battleground in
tion-exhib tion, asfollows:
such manner"
as mayillegal,
seem appropriate.
The
this
case,"
Judge Atwell
ruled, together
"is whetherto
practice
becomes
however, when
the
respondents
conspired
The
Department
of
Justice,
condone in conspiracy with others to force such
bring about the fixing of a minimum 25c
admission or other contractual restrictions.
tinuing its nation-wide investigation
charge by the subsequent exhibitor.
ClarificationWilliam
of the distributor's
came
of motion picture practices, opened
when
H. Atwell,
inposition
theat District
inescapable
Court Judge
for the Texas northern
division,
Dallas,
another probe, at Los Angeles.
such"Thean conviction
agreement.is Beyond
eventhatthe there
citingwasof
last Saturday
for theanti-trust
United suits
Statesagainst
GovChamber of Commerce of Kansas
testimony
is
the
irrefutable
fact
that
such
conernment inthefound
Sherman
tracts as the exhibitor respondents made with
Interstate
Circuit,
Inc.,
Texas
Consolidated
Thethe
distributor
respondents
were
themselves
a
City,
Kan.,
asked
Will
Hays
and
the
atres, Inc., Karl Hoblitzelle, president of the
violation of the Sherman anti-trust laws.
MPPDA for aid in obtaining earlier
two companies, operating 125 theatres, and R.
"One
of
the
respondents,
Mr.
Karl
Hoblitzshowings for the public in that city.
J. O'Donnell,
manager
of theVitagraph,
circuits,
elle (president of Interstate) is one of the city's
together
with general
Paramount
Pictures,
The anti-trust action in the Frels
finest
decision
continued.
"He
Inc. umbia
(Warner
Brothers),
RKO
Radio,
Colsought characters,"
legal advicethebefore
he began
crusading
vs. Jefferson Amusement matter
Pictures, United Artists, Universal Film,
for
these
contracts.
By
his
life
he
has
eviMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and Twentieth Centurydenced adeep interest in those who do not have.
starts in Dallas, October 4th.
Fox.
The
conclusion
that
this
court
reaches
is
not
Allied States of New Jersey, in
a criticism nor a condemnation of him. Nor
Permissible Individually
convention at Atlantic City, formally
one's desire to have one's business prosper
ais defense.
Basically,
charged
that theto defendresolved for federal motion picture
ants violatedthethecourt
law by
conspiring
require
"The
resultthatof which
this transaction
to taketo
Dallas subsequent run theatres to charge a
from others
they have was
the right
regulation of trade practices, and
minimum admission of 25 cents at night, and
believe and to know shall not be taken from
by monopolistically denying the subsequent run
heard
Myers,
national
them. It is certainly theirs."
theatres the right to play double features.
counsel,Abram
report
thatAllied's
Congressmen
See Individual Action
The distributors, however, point out as sighad asked for a program for action
nificant
the
court's
admission
that
such
There was seen by many in Dallas an opening
minimum admission and other contractual reat the next session.
for the continuance by individual action, of the
strictions may be imposed by a distributor
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
old
practices,
however,officials
in theandjudge's
closing
individually; the idea being that under individremarks.
Interstate
attorneys
for
ual conditions such restrictions are legal, beMPTOA, placed responsibility of
both sides would not comment on what escape
coming
illegal
only
when
there
is
a
conspiracy
might
be
had
in
the
last
paragraph
of
the
between two or more to force the restrictions.
threatening federal regulation on macourt's decision, which said:
jor distributors.
"Thetodistributor
respondents
the legalof
Appeal Expected
right
contract for
exclusive have
exhibition
Chicago independent exhibitors
Appearing in the formal complaint for the
their
copyrighted
pictures
to
their
respondent
were setting out for a solution to and
government were Homer Cummings, Attorney
exhibitors. If they should do that as a result
of a common understanding, that, too, would be
General ; Robert H. Jackson, Assistant Attoraclearance
readjustment
of
that
city's
present
ney General ; Berkeley W. Henderson and Paul
illegal.
But if they do that without any such
system.
Williams, special assistants to the Attorney
common agreement or understanding, it is free
General, of Washington, D. C. ; Clyde O.
from
condemnation,
so far as the law is conNorth and South Carolina's MPTO
Eastus, United States Attorney, and John A.
Erhard,
assistant
United
States
Attorney
of
was
protesting
against
distributors'
Dallas.
Distributor's Rights
reputed
For the defendants appeared Thompson,
with films."forcing" of accessory sales
cerned."
Knight, Baker, Harris and Wright, law firm of
"Contract agreement conspiracy is merely the
Dallas. Louis Phillips, of the Paramount legal
meeting
of minds,"
the decision
observed. instru"Such
staff of New York, and Sidney Schreiber, of
a
meeting
be evidenced
the legal staff of the Motion Picture Producers solidated circuits, "will, of course, bow to the
ment or bymayidentical
action.byThea written
case exhibits
and Distributors of America, New York, at- ruling of the court."
unanimity ofidentical
action atmatter.
a givenWetimerecognize
with referthe
tended as "observers."
Beforecationleaving
to resume
a va- movingence to anpicture
is the greatest school people
interruptedforby Hollywood
the trial, Mr.
Hoblitzelle
have.
We
must
not
by
any
contract
or
law
keep
"Welcomed Clarification"
explained, "Itthemusttrialbe andunderstood
we wel-to away from them (the poorer classes) that
the courtthatopinion
While decree
the judge's
was written,
the clarify comedtheboth questions.
formal
will notdecision
be written
and entered
Whether the decision which they should have and we enjoy.
for several days. At that time, the defendants will be appealed or not will be decided by our
"That one seeks amusement in a hovel, a badly smelling and poorly seated, cramped hall is
are expected to file an appeal. However, they attorneys after the decision had been studied.
In the meantime, we will operate our theatres no insuperable obstacle to furnishing amusehave 60 days in which to take such action.
ment that is not also ill-odored or of a character
Karl Hoblitzelle declared that Judge Atwell' s without change of policy."
decision and
clarified
"long-mooted"
questions
inconthe
Judge Atwell's decision of last Saturday came thatOn isseveral
occasions
Judge Atwell
debasing."
making
carrying
out
of
film
rental
after
two
days
deliberation
following
a
three(Continued
on following
page) repeated
tracts. He said his Interstate and Texas Con- day trial. Some 80 per cent of the evidence had
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clearly
decision. the rights of distributors in his 23-page
"It must be conceded,"he said at one point,
"that since
copyrighted,
owner
thereof
has thefilmsright,areunder
our laws, the
to exhibit
them, or to license their exhibition, at such
prices, or, in such manner, as to him may seem
appropriate."
He finedwarned,
however,
"thiscopyright
well-deright will not
justify that
his (the
owner, or distributor) agreeing, or combining with another person in order to deprive
a third person of a complete freedom of
contract. The copyright statute and the
anti-trust statute are both in effect and
vitally necessary."
the court article
declaredmaythat,contract
"The owner
of Further,
the copyrighted
with
the exhibitor, without the intervention of any
third mind, for full and free protection, both as
to price
of use, tobutserve,
when steps
the outside mind,andwithmanner
an interest
into
the pictureterjects,
— intopersuades
the and
contracting
room
—
and incoerces the copyright
owner to join with it in its protection, as against
the party
to whom then
the copyright
selling or contracting,
and in thatowner
eventis there
are two or more persons engaged on the side
of the copyright holder, when the law gives
only one privileges and immunities. Such a
unity of minds, if it be in restraint of interstate
commerce, is illegal. The copyright privileges
do The
not government
save it from action
illegality."
was brought against
the circuit and distributor defendants last spring
and went to trial September 20. The hearings
lasted only three days, the bulk of the evidence
havingtionsbeen
supplied in advance80 per
by the
cent stipulaof the
essential covering
facts approximately
involved.
No distributor home office sales officials were
subpoenaed for the hearings, the witnesses beingcuitconfined
exhibitors, representatives.
Interstate Cirofficials toandlocaldistribution
Thetioncontracts
involved
in theof government
acwere made with
several
the Hoblitzelle
first run Dallas houses and provided that films
shownsionincouldthem
designated
admisnot atbe a shown
in anyminimum
other theatre
inminimum
the territory
for
less
than
another
designated
admission. The contracts likewise
prohibited
the use ofin "bargain"
such
as double features,
connection attractions,
with the showing of the selected films.
The government charged that the contracts
were discriminatory and in restraint of trade
and produced witnesses who testified that their
patronage would not pay the minimum prices
prescribed in the contracts. The defense stressed
the right of copyright owners to control the
use of their material and its marketing.
Distributors' Letters Introduced
Overruling
the objections
defensebetween
attorneys, Judge Atwell
permittedof letters
various
distributor
defendants
in
the
anti-trust
suit to be introduced as evidence.
Witnesses
admitted between
writing distributors
them, but contended the agreement
and
the Interstate Circuit for the maintenance of
subsequent run admissions was fair.
Among the letters_ introduced was one passing
betweenger, andJ.Jules
H. Mclntyre,
MemphissalesRKOmanager.
manaLevy, general
The letter requested Mr. Levy to decide
whether the plan proposed by Interstate was justified and in itaccord
with
RKO'swithsales
and whether
would States.
interfere
salespolicy,
elsewhere in the United
On cross examination he said "United States"
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Distributors

To Pay Fines or Co to Jail
Although a court of appeals has entered an order for their "preventive imprisonment", motion picture distributors, recently convicted of maintaining a monopoly,
expect to escape through payment of pines, according to a United Press dispatch
from Buenos Aires.
The term, "preventive imprisonment", the dispatch explained, is a near-translation of"prision
preventiva
, and The
meansorder"paywasyour
or go members
to jail".
The fines,
however,
have notembar
yet gobienes"
been assessed.
issuedfinesagainst
of the board of directors of the Argentine Association of Film Distributors, which
includes Guy P. Morgan of United Artists, Harry Novak of Warner Brothers,
Sigfried Bauer of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, John Nathan of Paramount, Charles
Mar gen of Columbia Pictures, Monroe Eisen of Universal, Adolph Wilson of Terra,
Charles Glucksmann of Radio Lux and Julius Joly of Joly Company.
The lower court, which convicted the motion picture men July 20th, issued
an
order preventing
placing an each
"embargo"
on 15,000
pesos of
property
each defendant,
thereby
man from
transferring
thatthemuch
of hisof valuables
during
the time the courts deliberated the penalties to be imposed.
The pidge said that the association was proved to be an illegal monopoly because
it fixed ticket price at theatres for certain films, and imposed penalties on members
of the association who did not abide by its rules.
men'sandappeal
Justice order.
Artemio Moreno Monday. He upheld
the The
lowerfilmcourt
issuedcame
the before
imprisonment
was a was
typographical
and letter
what hadhe been
had
meant
Texas. He error
said the
written before the plan went into effect, but
since
sound itandhadfairbeen
to all.inaugurated he believed it
Several neighborhood exhibitors were put on
the stand by the government. With little variation ptheyel ed totold
they were
comchargethe 25storycentsof how
admission
for Class
A pictures and how they got no patronage.
"I tried to charge 25 cents for these pictures," Sam Kirscheimer, typical of several,
said. "My people would not pay it."
Cites NRA as Cause
Sometions of said
they
the poorer
sectown
and operated
that theirnotinpatrons
preferred
westerns
and melodramas
under the
Class
A rule, but all agreed that their patrons would
not pay over 15 cents.
George
Wright, made
defensethem
attorney,
cross
examinations
admit under
there
were no restrictions on westerns and melodramas and that there were companies offering
such pictures
restrictions.
admit ed, to , thatwiththeynowere
operating They
profitably
on such pictures.
Mr. Wright pointed out at the opening of
the trialmit ed tthat
owners
copyrights were pero protect
theirofproperty.
The NRA was among the causes of setting
up a price control plan, Mr. Hoblitzelle said,
as the defense took up its side of the case.
He said, too, that a number of show houses
in the chain had been taken during bankruptcy
and put on their feet. He said he was placed
with the alternative of cutting prices to a destructive degree or devising a scheme where all
might survive and the public be served.
"At that time the government was encouraging moves to stabilize industry of all kinds," he
said, "and I tried to work out a plan fair to
Hoblitzelle said the advertising he gives
first runs gives him an interest in subsequent
showing in addition to his interest in protecting
the copyight.
all."

Second Dallas Federal Suit
Starts on October 4th
Dallas takes the spotlight again next week
when the case of Ruben Frels against Jefferson
Amusement Company and several distributors
isFederal
to be court.
tried in Judge William H. Atwell's
The suit is one brought under provision of
the Sherman anti-trust act and it is the second
time the case has been tried, the first trial having resulted
a "hung"
First
tried insome
monthsjury.
ago, Judge Atwell
kept the
for totworeach
daysa and
overbuta
week
end jury
in anouteffort
verdict
the
jury
was
finally
discharged
and
the
set down for retrial on October 4th. case
Mr. Frels and his attorneys were said this
week to be optimistic following the decision
broughtstate inCircuitagainst
distributors
in whichthe Judge
Atwell andruledInterthe
laws.
companies operated in violation of the trust
Chamber of Commerce Asks
Hays' Aid in Kansas
The municipal fight being conducted in Kansas City, Kan., to obtain feature releases at
the
samecitytimefor ascivicKansas
City, Mo.carried
— a "comtitive"
this
week to Will Hays honors
and his— was
Motion Picture
Producers
and
Distributors
of
America,
in
New
York.
Backed by city officials and local theatre owners, the Kansas City, Kans. Chamber of Commerce asked Mr. Hays to intercede "for the
purpose
of removing
against
Kansasance which
City,
Kan., City,
inthethediscrimination"
clearKansas
Mo.matter
first ofrunthetheatres
are said to have over the first-run Electric
and Granada theatres in Kansas City, Kan.
Although the Granada obtained a 14-day
clearance, compared
previous
(Continuedto the
on page
19) 28 days or
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(Continued from page 14)
more from Fox Midwest on 20th Century-Fox
and
pictures,fornegotiations
by Georgein
BakerUniversal
of the Electric
a similar reduction
clearance failed. The New York management
of the Midland and Mainstreet refused to
waive their contract protection over the Kansas
City, Kan., first runs.
Federal Investigators
Start on West Coast
The Justice Department's virtually nationwidepractices,
"under-cover"
motionagain
picture
in fullinvestigation
swing for ofmonths,
broke into the open this week, in Los Angeles,
where A. J. Law and Harold Collins, special
assistant attorney generals, launched a probe
of the distribution and exhibition end of the industry at a conference with David O. Decker,
M-G-M counsel.
Mr.reau Law
said Jamesagent,
Findlay,
Federal
Buof Investigation
had been
assigned
to him. The probe will take in Fox West
Coast and independents, he said. One of the
matters to be investigated is a complaint that
F. W.entsC.and isis paying
getting less
all for
the films
breaks,thanhe independadded.
Jersey Allied Petitions
For Federal Regulation
In Atlantic City, N. J., a proposal for a federal regulatory act for the motion picture inthe linesbefore
of the
Guffey-Theatre
Vinson
coal act dustry
was alongadvanced
the Allied
Owners of New Jersey, gathered for their 18th
annual convention at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
September 22nd to 24th.
Abram
Myers,chairman
of Washington,
D. C, board
general counselF. and
of the national
of Allied, said that Congressional leaders had
advised him at the last session to crystallize
a program among exhibitors and to present
it at the next session. He declared that past legislative proposals, such as anti-block booking
laws and the "divorce" of theatres from proownership would
not solve the
all the
"evils"
of the ducer
industry.
He suggested
regulatory
law be administered by "a board of disinterested
experts."
"If further progress is to be made, Congress
says, 'bring us something concrete and let us
put it in the hopper,' he added.
"The majority
of Congress
understands
the
motion
picture business
requires
legislative
attention," Mr. Myers said.
"A tgovernment
of reformers,
amaeurs or politicians,board,
a boardnot selected
for experience in nthe
business
but
with
no
present
ection or investment in any branch of conthe
film industry, and with no axes to grind. A
code of fair conduct. A tax of 25 or 30 per
cent of gross receipts (the Guffey Bill tax
is for 19 }4 per cent.) and a provision as in
the
Bill isthata member
the tax isof tothebe code
imposed
unlessGuffey
business
and
obeys it. There you will find the teeth so sadly
lacking
clared. in the late NRA," Mr. Myers de"one intelligent
tellsHe measserted
that forthatprotection
against independent
invasion he
pays yearly tribute of $35,000 to $50,000. The
taxed independent says he pays when he signs
up for more pictures than he needs, to keep
producers' and distributors' circuits out."
"Lesser of Two Evils": Yamins
Nathan
Yamins,Allied,
of Fall
River,the Mass.,
president of national
advised
New Jersey
group to consider possible government regula-

IRV1NG DOLL1NGER, new president
of Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey
tion as "the lesser of two evils." He said he
was not in favor of the government's further eninto business,
might beupona lot
better thantrancethe
onerous but
terms"it forced
theatre
owners
now
by
the
industry
itself."
The Atlantic City sessions also were in the
nature of an eastern regional conference of
Allied cismexhibitors,
of ParamountandforMr.itsMyers
allegedvoiced
failurecriti-to
deliver six pictures which he said rightly bed to last year's
At thelongeopening
session,Paramount
members ofprogram.
the group
were told that there was a definite recession in
business. Sidney Samuelson, a director of New
Jersey
and ' a past
president,
asserted
that thepatedAllied
upswing
theatre
antici-to
after Labor which
Day had
thusowners
far failed
materialize. Mr. Yamins concurred in this appraisal. Mr. Samuelson further warned theatre
owners to take cognizance of moves in New
Jerseyracetobetting.
promote
legislationgambling
legalizingas horseHe charged
unfair
competition with amusement places, and asserted slot machines and other forms of gambling crippled the motion picture industry in
Florida during winter seasons.
On a motion by Mr. Samuelson, a committee
comprising Louis Gold, of Newark ; Irving
Dollinger, of Linden, and Morris Marks, of
Dunellen,sibility ofwas
to "explore
mutualauthorized
co-operation
between thethe posIndependent
Theatre
Owners'
Association
of Newof
York City and the Allied Theatre Owners
New organization
Jersey." Under
plan itsof own
co-operation,
each
wouldtheretain
identity,
and a joint committee of three from each group
wouldtualbeconcern.
set up to supervise problems of muMore than 250 theatre operators and their
wives were at the banquet which marked the
close of the business sessions. A button pressed
by Jeanette MacDonald, in Hollywood, opened
the dinner. Miss AlacDonald broadcast a greetingeraloversongs.the NBC Red Network and sang sevThe organization elected Irving Dollinger,
of Linden, president, succeeding Lee W. New, ofAllenhurst.
also extended
an invitation btoer ythe
National ItAllied
States Association

RULE

to hold its next convention in Atlantic City, in
January or March.
Kuykendall Cites Majors
On Trade Practice Reforms
Blamevelop for
any federal
controlat that
may de-of
was placed
this week
the doors
distributors by Ed Kuykendall, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
who
: "Whether
such will
a drastic
measureby
is thedeclared
only solution
possible
be decided
how determined the producers and distributors
are to resist voluntary modifications in policy,
to refuse cooperation in adjusting exhibitor
complaints and grievances and to deny reasonable requests for help in solving our trade pracTheticeattitude
of distribution companies toward
problems."trade
a voluntary
practice agreement which
would include conciliation machinery for hearing
exhibitor complaints, will be determined by Mr.
The MPTOA head said that no determined
drive for concessions would be made unless
distribution companies indicated a willingness
to attempt to solve with exhibitor representatives some of the trade practices which he declared were responsible for the increasing litigation and governmental investigation within
the
industry.
that theto MPTOA
"has
not
lost
interest"Heregulations
inadded
attempting
specific
trade practice
within obtain
the industry,
but had no desire to force the issue at this
time unless distribution executives were aware
of the need for such regulation and were preparemdinteodact
immediately.
, he said,
within the This
next will
few bedays.deterSupporthibitorofs wil beAllied
or
any
other
of ex-if
welcomed by the group
MPTOA
distributors continue an attitude of non-cooperatidall
on in solving
problems,issued
Mr. Tuesday.
Kuykenindicated inindustry
a statement
That this cooperation might even lead to
anat acceptance
moves aimed
Governmentof Allied's
control legislative
was hinted.
Mr. Kuykendall's reference to Allied support
read: "MPTOA welcomes the support of Allietical
d or any
exhibitors
to a definite
plan toother
regulate
commercial
abuses pracand
prevent injustices.
"And it should not be necessary to place the
whole tion,industry
under rigid
government
regulawith its inevitable
litigation,
tax burdens,
penalties and politics. That is the last resort,
not the first. Whether such a drastic measure is the only solution possible will be decided
by howtors aredetermined
producersmodifications
and distribu-in
to resist the
voluntary
policy, hibitor
to refuse
cooperation
in
adjusting
excomplaints and grievances and to deny
reasonable requests for help in solving our
trade practice problems."
Independents Attack Release
System in Chicago
Allied Exhibitors
Illinois
thisAttorneys
week werefor reported
investigatingof grounds
on which to open a legal attack on Balaban and
Katz, torscharging
monopoly.
exhibihave claimed
that B. Independent
& K. monopolized
Chicago theatre business for years and they
now plan
the circuit. It isa barrage
claimed ofthatcharges
B. & against
K. dictates
the
clearance system and that releases are arranged
toon suit
the
circuit's
needs
regardless
of
the
effect
small
members,bills,additionally, areexhibitors.
anxious to Allied
halt double
citing
loss of, business as a result of the policy since
the
releasetheatres
systemget"milks"
beforepresent
the small
them. big pictures
Currently
openingpage,in column
the Chicago,
(Continuedfilms
on following
3)
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British Authority on Documentary Product Will Make
Film on Technique of Pictures
Paul Rotha, author of several books on
motion pictures and an authority on documentary films, arrived Tuesday in New York
from England for a five months stay during
which he will cooperate with the Museum of
Modern Art Film Library in the production
of a film on the technique of motion pictures.
The film, John E. Abbott, director of the
film library, said, will be used to supplement
the program notes on film technique issued
by the library and written by Miss Iris
Barry, curator of the library.
Immediately after his arrival on the Eu~
ropa,
Mr. Rotha
escorted Central
to the library's
projection
room wasin Grand
Palace,
where he was guest of honor at a cocktail
party.
In addition to his production work, Mr.
Rotha will assist Mr. Abbott and Miss
Barry in a course on "The History, Aesand Technique
which istheticgiven
by the ofFilmMotion
LibraryPictures,"
for the
department of fine arts of Columbia University. The course consists of 28 threehour classes to be held weekly in the
library's
projection
His other
activitiesroom.
while in the United
States will include a series of lectures at
several Eastern colleges and universities, and
the private showing of several documentary
films being sent
England.
Mr. industry
Rotha's
association
with from
the motion
picture
has been entirely in the documentary field,
with the exception of a short time in 1928,
he wasInternational.
employed in the art department
ofwhenBritish
Films Coming Next
The collection of films, due to arrive from
England next week, was described by Mr.
Rotha as representative of the technique and
social purpose of the documentary film.
The documentary film is considered by
many in England the most significant type
of film now being produced there. In many
respects it is regarded as ahead of the entertainment product and as holding out the best
hopes of the development of a distinctive
British film idiom.
The picture, on which Mr. Rotha will cooperate with the library, will illustrate technical and artistic progress in the industry.
Examples of the various points to be covered
will be illustrated with excerpts from films
in the library. In cases where illustrative examples cannot be found, Mr. Abbott explained, they will be made under the direction
of Mr. Rotha.
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System

Is Under Fire
(.Continued from preceding page)
Oriental, Roosevelt and United Artists Theatres
these houses for two to three weeks usually.
international communications; "Cover to play
this they are booked into the Apollo
Cover," which illustrates book production ; orFollowing
Garrick in the Loop for another stay of a
"Air Outpost," produced on the Persian week "or two, from there they go to the "A"
Gulf,
Lye," were
a colorproduced
film. by Mr. houses for a week's engagement and by the
Mostandof"Len
the films
reach after
the first-week-of-release
theRotha but the collection also includes some time atrethey
s— 10 weeks
the Loop opening — they
produced by John Grierson and by Basil have been "milked" dry, exhibitors claim.
Wright.
It is this system that has been the reason
Mr. Rotha, who was born in London, and for many of the bigger pictures being pulled
educated at the London University, has been after one day's engagement in the independent
production supervisor of the Strand Film theatres,
even in "C" week. The past few
Company for 18 months and obtained a leave months have seen pictures, which do tremendous
of absence to visit New York. Among the business in the Loop theatres and the "A"
books he has written are "The Film Till houses, fail
sequent rumiserably
n theatres. in the "C" week and subNow" ; "Celluloid — The Film Today," "DocWith big pictures teamed together for dual
in thein"A"that andform"B"forweekthe theatres
and produced
"Movie the
Parade."
and not available
smaller
In 1932, umentary
Mr. Film,"
Rotha
first fea- combinations
theatres, business for these small houses has
ture
documentary
film,
"Contact"
for
British
off to an alarming degree, independent
Instructional Films. From 1933 to 1935, he been
theatre executives state.
produced "Rising Tide," "Shipyard," "Face
The present double feature situation which
of
Britain,"
and
"Death
on
the
Road,"
all
slated to be changed, according to reports,
documentaries, in association with Gaumont was
some
weeks ago, is apparently in Chicago to
British Instructional, Ltd.
stay.
The theatres
started noit can't
get ridIn
of it, having
allowed that
themselves
way out.
the meantime the independents are seeking a
Fawcett Film Magazines
change that will enable the releasing plan to be
more flexible and give them a chance at all films
Centralized in New York
sooner.
With the transfer of the editorial staffs
of Screen Book and Hollywood from Hol- Carolina Owners to
lywood to New York this week, Fawcett
Publications now has the editorial depart- Fight "Forced" Sales
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
ments of its 13 monthly magazine centralized in the Paramount Building.
South Carolina is preparing a proChanges in editorial duties accompanying Northtest and
the alleged
the move are Tom DeVane from Movie with newagainstseason
pictures "forcing"
in this cityof andaccessories
vicinity.
Story to Screen Book as editor ; Llewellyn
A survey by the organization, which is headed
Miller to the editorship of Hollywood, and by Charles
Picquet,throughout
disclosed that
practice is not W.general
the the
exchange
Dorothy Hosking from Romantic Magazine
to editor of Movie Story. John Grandjean, territory and is being opposed on the grounds
it is discriminatory against Charlotte exart director of the Hollywood office, has that
hibitors.
been transferred to the New York art department.
Indianapolis Pooling Pact
Following a pooling agreement between
Schools Featured
Monarch Theatres Corp. and the Fourth
Avenue Amusement Company, the Indiana,
In First Newsreel
theatre which has been dark
The reopening of public, parochial and Indianapolis
all last year, will reopen shortly as
private schools in St. Louis is featured in virtually
a
first-run
house.
the agreement, the
the
issue of Fanchon & Marco's St. Circle, operated byUnder
Monarch, the Apollo,
Louisfirst
newsreel.
Fourth
Avenue
property,
and the Indiana
Through arrangements completed with
in future be operated by the newlyFox-Movietone, motion picture headlines of will
formed
Indianapolis
Amusement
Company.
noteworthy St. Louis events will be shown
at intervals during the coming year under
the Fanchon & Marco- St. Louis Amusement ATS Remains Independent
Company groupings.
American Theatre Science, Detroit, is not
contemplating
any merger
with Allied
or Co^to
operative
Theatres
of Michigan,
according
McLeod Quits National
H. Stanley McLeod has resigned as man- Frank E. Stuart, general manager. "No
move has been made by any officer or memNational
Theatre
Seattleager ofoffice
to enter
the Supply
theatre Company's
equipment
of this organization to any such tieup,"
business for himself. Temporarily managed Mr. berStuart
said. "Allied, Cooperative and
by Robert P. Haase, the office will be in the ATS will stay apart and there isn't any
the charge of Heaton Randall, now head of quarrel between any of the three organizathe Salt Lake City branch, after the first
tions, as far as the ATS is concerned."
of the year.
TECHNIQUE

Most Made by Rotha
The English films, which Mr. Rotha will
show and lecture on, include "The Future in
the Air," a recently completed survey of air
Universal at Peace
routes, sponsored by Imperial Airways ; "To- Winninger,
Settling differences with Universal over
day We Live," a survey of the unemployment problem in British "distressed areas" ; his role in "A Young Man's Fancy," Charles
"We Live in Two Worlds," which deals with Winninger returned to the cast this week.

Hellinger Joins Warners
Mark Hellinger has resigned as columnist
of thenerNew
Yorkin Daily
Mirror to production
join WarBrothers
an executive
capacity.
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With Vittorio Mussolini, son of th<
dictator, in Hollywood, acquiring ar
American partner and studying Holly- i
wood technique, both in behalf of ar
Italian production project, special significance attaches to his prior declarations oi
attitude toward the United States and itsI
picture industry.
When young Signor Mussolini came
ashore in New York last week, accompanied by Hal Roach, his film mentor,
friend and guide, Mr. Roach remarked
with emphasis :
"He wrote the screen column for his
father'sItalian
paper.madeHe productions
was the only
knock
and one
praiseto
American films."
Motion Picture Herald sought translations from the motion picture columns of
IIin Duce's
paper,
II Popolo
d'ltalia, from
published
Milan,
including
expressions
Vittorio Mussolini
and others.
In the May 20th issue of // Popolo d'ltalia
Vittorio
Mussolini,
"was the only
knock Italian
madewhoproductions
and one
praiseto
American films," wrote of the "strike move in
Hollywood" as follows :
"The forhumoristic
papers
found ofa celenew
outlet
at thehaveexpense
bratedtheir
stars andquipscinematographic
magnates
with the habitual Havana cigar in their mouths,
and the public are given a further proof of the
lack of intelligence and seriousness to be found
in the mass of people who live in the California
Mecca. Is this an effect of the sun?"
Answering his own hypothetical question
as to what the rest of the world would do
if
closed down
a year,
kindHollywood
of flood without
the ark,forwhich
would"a
be blessed by a goodly few . . . never again
to see the ears of Clark Gable, or Dietrich's
legs, or Garbo's feet, or Joan Crawford's
mouth, or Katharine Hepburn's nose, or
Luise Kainer's eyes, or Goldwyn's and
Ziegfeld's ballet girls," Mr. Mussolini considered the case of each European country
and wound up with this regarding Italy:
in the Inspace
years
we "Perhaps
may get ahead.
any ofcasefivewe orare sixequipped
and ready. We are working at full swing and
more enthusiastically, and we shall soon fill
Cine City. Even the smallest capitalists will
have an opportunity of doing their part and
of making
economic
Thousands
of peo-in
ple will findan work
and film.
thousands
will work
the constructive part. Many prejudices will be
done away with and the greatest liberty will
be conceded from an artistic point of view. . . .
New actors and actresses will be found; writers will wake up and will set to work to write
original stories ; the stage directors will arrange for effective scenery ; the director will
confine himself in nearly every case to directing
the filmtricalandmechanicwillof notthe take"
the electypisttheat place
every ofturn.
The
{Continued on following page)
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Harold Eugene (Hal in Hollywood)
Roach and Charles Clyde Pettijohn last
Thursday escorted Vittorio Mussolini ashore
in New York enroute to study production
in Hollywood, to help equip the 2 1-yearold son of Italy's
and Fascist
eralis imo for hisDictator
partnership
with genMr.
Roach turein named
a new
Italian
film-making
venRAM Pictures, from their
names.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the distributor
of Mr. Roach's Hollywood comedies for
some 10 years, conspicuously was not participating. Mr. Roach remarked that after
his arrival he had spent some time with
Nicholas M. Schenck, MSM president, exining the said
originthatof Metro
newspaper
mentsplawhich
would misstatefinance
the new venture to the extent of $2,000,000.
"Please don't mention MGM in this
deal," Mr. Roach urged ship news reporters.
doesn't
be mentioned,
and, if"MSM you
do want
so, notto only
will
this
companyto beBillsore
but Italy
as well,"
he added
Ornstein,
reporter
for
Motion Picture Daily.
Mr. Pettijohn's office in New York likewise hastened to add that he has "absolutely nothing to do with the Roach-Mussolini company," explaining that Mr. Pettijohn "met the party aboard the S.S. Rex
while returning
to New a York."
He continued with it aboard
government
tug
which sped the group to an unannounced
landing to avoid an anti-Fascistic demonstration organized to meet Mussolini at the
pier of the Rex. Mr. Pettijohn posed with
Vittorio and with Mr. Roach while on the
high seas and the resultant newspaper captions identified the general counsel of the
Hays organization both as a "Hollywood
press agent" (New York World-Telegram)
andWhile
a "British
York Sun)
some journalist"
13 carloads(New
of Secret
Ser- .
vice, New York Police, Italian Ambassadorial (from Washington) and Italian Consulate (New York) operatives whisked II
Duce's son oft to a sightseeing tour of
New pire
York,
with viewsMr.fromRoach
Al Smith's
State Building,
was leftEm-to
the probings of two-score trade and news-

BIG

PARTNER

paper reporters in his quarters at MetroSoldwyn-Mayer's offices in Longacre
On seven occasions, Mr. Roach interSquare.
rupted or else answered questioning to inMGM's non-association with his new
Italiansureaffiliation.
"He said that Nicholas Schenck was
peeved at the stories which had been
Daily.
printed,"
tieing-in
Metroin with
reported Mr.
Ornstein
MotionMussolini,
Picture
"My new arrangement does not affect
my American (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) setup," the Daily quoted Mr. Roach; but, he
added, "neither MGM nor any other
American company will release the pic" to be produced
by Mussolini-Roach.
And tureswhile
Roach and
Mussolini were
riding a TWA airplane from Newark to
Hollywood,
fatherAdolph
was arriving
at
Munich forVittorio's
a visit with
Hitler.
Meanwhile, the New York Times wirefrom Munich
first social
functionlessed for
II DucethatwasHitler's
a Munich
tea
party, in the new House of German Art,
where "all stage and film stars and some
ofby Germany's
prettiestfeminine
girls were
assembled
Leni Riefenstahl,
arbiter
of the
Nazi picture world. All were presented to
Mussolini and Hitler, who each kissed the
dainty
hands extended
to them."
In Hollywood
Mr. Roach
was the while
concerned with the plans of a reception for
his Italian guest, to which the elite of
Hollywood screendom
were to be invited,
Wednesday
night.
Of possible significance to any Italian
motion picture venture or motion picture
activityBenito
was the
New York
that
Mussolini
and Times'
Adolphreporting
Hitler,
during
present
discussions,
insist on their
cessation
of attacks
on their"would
ideology." Motion Picture Herald, on page 25,
April 17th, said:
"Germany fired the first salvo in an
international motion picture trade
'war' this week by moving to form
a'ideological'
film block allies
made for
up propagandistic
of the Nazis'
and 'cultural' cooperation to fight
(.Continued on following page, bottom of column \)
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from preceding
page,greater
column -1)extent.
critic (.Continued
will criticize
to an even
The public will flock into the cinemas where
the new Italian films are being shown and will
come away exclaiming, 'Now we can look anyone in the face.' "
Would Win Italians First
This forecast Mr. Mussolini qualified with
these
worus : the
"Certainly
an earthquake
way will without
be longertheandaidmoreof
thorny, but the victory will be even sweeter.
Our orders must then be to first effectively
conquer the favor of the Italian public before
weAgain,
upset athings
week abroad."
later:
"lhere
are
persons who
are should
interested that our several
cinematographic
industry
proceed more vigorously on its way, learning
everything that is best to be learned, squeezing
the ingintelligence
cinema maniacs,
abandon-in
all aesthetic ofdissertions
and expressing
true cinematographic language of its own the
new power of Rome."
In the same article, urging that "the critic
should descend from his pedestal," Mr. Mussolini
assertedaccounts
that "readers
do not evenings
pay atten-in
tion to the
of the opening
the daily papers" anyway, this evidenced by the
fact that "the poorest of Italian films is supand justified."
He Department
conceded thatof Moperhapsported
the authority
of the
tion Pictures had been abused and "certain pictures released
whichand aregiveenough
makesimilar
one's
hair stand
on end
vent toto yells
to Tarzan."
Calls Films Faulty
in hispays
column
on TheMayPremiere's
6th, thatsonthecomplained,
Italian public
too
much attention to the players and directors of
American pictures. "In reality," he wrote of
"Gorgeous Hussy" and "His Brother's Wife,"
"these twoof films
are faulty
on the
popularity
the names
and onandthat rest
mechanical
production of films which is typical of the
U. S. A. and which we don't wish to see
brought to Europe." So, too, of "The Charge
of the Light Brigade" and "Camille" : "If we
WON'T

PERMIT
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observe closely it is only the sensational scenes
that are really artistic in the film ; all the rest
appears arranged to make those scenes stand
outAndprominently."
: "Totradesucceed
it is
necessaryagainto .the. . refrain
learn the
and to...follow
the example of the Americans, to create a
catapult, based on a solid commercial structure, and to matacquire
that incontinuity
cineographic stories made
U. S. A.,of which
has notpeanyet
penetrated
the
thick
heads
of
Eurodirectors. We may then be able to speak
of the Fascist cinema."
Target of Other Writers
Other writers in the Italian press in the past
year have
coupled criticism
of Americanfor pictures and personalities
with propaganda
the
national product.
"The ofCharge
Light eBrigade"
was the
target
a writerof inthe Bianco
Nero, published
by the Ministry of the Press and Propaganda.
it admissible,"
the author,
the"Ispublic
should have asked
to swallow
an hour "that
and
aeight
half'sfeettiresome
incidents
leading
and three inches of film upwhichto the
the
Charge itself represents?
"The characters have no human construction
and no spiritual basis ; cloth dummies which
stand up only because the director of the film
has need of them for a certain time, up to the
moment of the charge.
". . . it would seem that the picture were
suffering from paralysis." Again: "Curtiz has
always been a mediocre director." Of the
charge itself: "The whole thing is practically
one shot of a type." And "to sum up," it is
"a big success which is very unmerited."

money,
full upto with
whisky andthe caviar."
"With andregard
propaganda,"
writer
added,
"we
can
eventually
have
recourseForto that
the
stars, either for at home or abroad.
matter, the system is in full swing within the
limits of the republic of stars, as also with
democracy
less Western."
Of the same
subject the Guerin Meschino
of Milan, going into personalities, said on
May 2nd:for "Just
imagine Charlie
famous
his miserliness,
giving Chaplin,
away a
dollar to anyone! . . . Can you imagine
Douglas (Fairbanks) , with the big teeth,
doing his best to convince the proletariat
to divide with him all the millions that he
has succeeded, who knows how, in pocketing by means
the cinema?
see Clark
Gableof carrying
the Can
flag you
for not
the

Returning to the theme of Italian national
production, // Popolo di Roma urged, in the
issue
of May 6th, that all
"a vast
of
production
State organization
or semi-State
activities) is(excluding
now an absolute
necessity
since
we must maintain in complete working order
the immense studios built for the purpose . . ."
poor?" "Americanitis"
Deplores
"Americanitis"
was the subject of an extended
article in Cronaca Prealpina, Varese, on March
31st, prefaced thus :
we, assacrifices,
a result areof approaching
firm will-power
and"Whilst
well-known
the
complete economic and spiritual autocracy,
there is a persistent tendency to exalt everythat is ofBruno
American
production."
The thingwriter,
Checchi,
conceded that the
Suggests
"Sanctions"
To reports
in the spring
severalfundsHollywood stars individually
had that
collected
for American companies had "sent us really excellent
productions,"
but
qualified
that contribution
the
Spanish
Loyalists,
an
article
by
Paolo
Bal"half aanddozenthe annually,
bis in the Corriere Padano, Ferrara, on April asdirector
cast havewhere
been generally
imported theto
27th assaid definite
: "It would
not behasa been
bad idea,
soon
information
receivedas America
Europe." got down to work.
Then from
Mr. Checchi
on this point, to apply sanctions ourselves to
productions
the producers of American films who employ" "The real American
(Continued
on page 25) — that is to
the players mentioned, "swollen with villas and
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[Continued from preceding page, column 3]
their most powerful rival, Hollywood,
and all 'liberal' and communistic motion picture influences of the world.
"Italy and Japan are the first two
(ideological ally) countries to ratify
the film alliance with Germany."
Mr. Roach, in New York before leaving
for Hollywood with Vittorio Mussolini, said,
"I'm going to spend as much time in Italy
as I see fit," explaining that the MussoliniRoach Ram Pictures "will be produced for
Italian
consumption."
A Motion
Picture Herald story of July
I Oth from a correspondent in Rome said:
"The first step in an apparent move
toward gradual elimination of American motion pictures from the Italian
market has been taken with the publication ofa four-point decree which

October
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THEIR

FILMS,

makes it extremely difficult and costly
for the Avierican industry to remain
in business in Italy."
The decree, it was said, provides for a
75 per cent increase in the tax charged
for dubbing Hollywood pictures with
Italian dialogue in Italy; lessening of the
dubbing ducertax
chargedof native
Italian pro-to
s; an increase
from 2,000,000
4,000,000 lire in the annual awards, in cash,
made to producers of Italian producers in
Italy, and so on.
"It is frankly said in Italian official
quarters,"
continued,
the
Italian the
pressarticle
that the
proceeds "and
of thein
(raised) dubbing tax will be used to subindustry." the Motion
But, sidizeMr.the Italian
Roach —filmcontinuing
Picture
Daily
interview
Benito Mussolini would not— beinsisted
allowedthatto

SAYS

HAL

ROACH

influence the policies and procedure of
RAM. "There will be no propaganda in
the pictures, and there will be no Government interference," he asserted.
"I went over and told them that they
couldn't expect to make pictures unless
they
to lose
money,"
Roach
said. expected
"I went over
on the
wrong Mr.premise,"
he "Mussolini
added, "andwantsgot hisin son
by mistake."
to gofilminto
business. Vittorio decided on the
business
andTheI'mcomedy
sort of producer
a chaperon
for him."
explained
that he
has a half interest in the new company,
will serve as its vice-president, Vittorio
serving as president, Mario Del Papa as
business manager and Corrado Pavolini as
an executive, and concluded the interview
with the observation: "I think Benito Mussolini isthe only square politician I've ever

^#.1

VOICE!

.he Gay Desperado" gayer than
ever . . . with Hollywood's beautiful
Girl of Your Dreams in his arms!

2 '*o0;

**°*>»
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JOAN

FONTAINE

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES
V

A JESSE L. LASKY PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY JOHN BLYSTONE
SCREEN PLAY BY GERTRUDE PURCELL AND ROBERT HARARI

ALAN MOWBRAY
BILLY GILBERT
ALAN HALE
GRANT MITCHELL
ERIK RHODES
LEE PATRICK
ROMO VINCENT
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U. S. "PERVERSE"
CALLS
(Continued from page 22)
nothing in common with the poor brigands of
say, those which clearly reflect the men- Italy of the Eighteenth Century who very often
for the poor
tality ofthe people who have created them obtained
Thence justice
to his peroration
: and oppressed."
— is very extensive, is scattered over all our
"It is necessary to take prompt reaction
markets, and is of profoundly poor quality. against
this type of the Yankee product worming its way into our markets,
in order toof pre"All those types of films starring, for inof the mentality
our
stance, Joan Crawford, the woman with a masses.vent theNocorruption
kind
of
campaign
be too
mouth like a furnace, and other stars of strong against this. It would would
be a service,
this description, are neither the exaltation moreover, to national cinematographic art,
which unfortunately is still in its infancy, but
of a perfect or ideal society, but are the which
we are anxious to see expand and grow
expression of a life of insane mentality." up devoid of all foreign influences, and inNow warmed up to his subject, the writer
d by very high spiritual ideals.
went on to a castigation of the American public : "We spirepossess
a history
traditions
for
which
we
are envied
by theandworld.
Let these
"This
society
which
is
the
quintessence
of
the
sublime, in which it is considered correct for be the sparks
which
convey
life
to
our
art,
girls to spend the whole night out of doors art which is essentially ours and wholly ours.
without any control being exercised by their
have attained and superseded the levels
parents (even the mothers themselves have the We
reached by others ; we shall succeed in this
sacred right of arriving home in the early hours field
also, without
nature,being
and upset
warof the morning in a drunken condition), where
and talentourforpoetic
exploring
wives submit with unselfish generosity to an by thelike spirit,
immodest
examples
to
be
found
on
the
exchange of their respective husbands in much other side of the ocean."
the same way as though they were mere picture
postcards (matrimony is only entered into for
financial and economic reasons), is a society
which is too inconvenient and immoral for Fox Intermountain
Latin races, who will regard the conception of Activity at Peak
the family
life as sacred.
This does
Activity of Fox Intermountain is at its
stitute a poverty
of spiritual
valuenotin conthe
Rick Ricketson, operating head, said
American people, but is an absolute moral per- peak,
this week. Several new theatre openings are
versity."
scheduled
and a number of managerial shifts
"This excessive American mania" the writer
been made. Of these Andy Cowan,
defined as "a pretence, ridiculous affection . . . have
owner
of
the
Stadium, Caldwell, Idaho, has
not in keeping with our mentality."
consolidated with Fox Intermountain, which
In
America,
he
charged
"a
film
is
judged
the American and the Roxy in that city.
according to whether the star has well has
Mr. Cowan becomes city manager of the
shaped legs and with a total neglect of three
Verne Fletcher has succeeded
observation as to whether the same con- Andy houses.
Samuels as manager of the Babcock,
Billings, Mont. Tom Ward, formerly astains aspirittial thesis."
sistant manager at the Ogden, Denver, is
Productions
"which
the noble who
fig- now managing
the Hiawatha, in that city.
ures of gangsters,
. . .illustrate
these degenerates
Theatre openings include that of the new
are familiar with strangling infants and cutting up women into pieces in a most refined Fox Imperial, Alliance, Neb., seating 975
way, reveal the primitive and cannibal-like and costing $100,000, which will be ready for
tastes
the Americans."
about December 15. This is said to
Mr. ofChecchi
made an observation at this opening
be one of the finest theatres in western
point that these gangsters of the films "have Nebraska. The Chief, Pocatello, Idaho, with
a seating capacity of 1,300, will be opened
the week before Christinas. The Serf, Las
FILM PROPAGANDA
Vegas, N. M., was to open this week. The
house, which seats 800, is said to have cost
AND HANDCLASPS
$60,000. Floyd Bender will be the manager.
The Rex, Rock Springs, Wyo., has been
A quasi-official view of the Vittorio
leased to the Newberry department store.
Mussolini-Hal Roach partnership for
the production of films in Italy was
expressed by S. E. Fulvio Suvich,
Italian ambassador to the United
Paramount London Session
States, interviewed on the Italian line
Attended
by Zukor, Hicks
pier in New York after debarking
Adolph Zukor, in charge of production
from the Rex on which he accomfor
Paramount,
and John W. Hicks, Jr., in
panied Signor Mussolini and Mr. Roach
charge of Paramount foreign department,
from Italy.
attended the two day session in London
"While I do not know much about
for Paramount representatives of Continental Europe and Great Britain, which was
the
film
industry,"
he
said,
"I
think
concluded on Sunday with screenings of
the tieup is an excellent medium for
"Ebb Tide" and several reels each of "The
cementing Italian and American
Buccaneer"
and "Wells
friendship. The motion picture indusThe meeting,
which Fargo."
was held at Grostry is a power in presenting propavenor
House,
and
which was attended by
ganda on the screen and I believe this
more than 100 company representatives,
approach should have been done a
was presided over by John Cecil Graham,
in charge of Great Britain, and Fred W.
long time ago."
Lange, in charge of Continental Europe.

BULLETS BRING DOWN
SOARING CAMERAMAN
Al Mingalone, Paramount News
cameraman, got more than he bargained for when he joined with other
photographers at Old Orchard, Maine,
in taking pictures in the air while
hopping over automobiles, trees and
golfers
loons. by means of clusters of balMr. Mingalone had been experishots from
an altitudementing
of40bytaking
feet when
he proposed
that more balloons be added to the
cluster to keep him aloft. Three more
gas
balloonsagain
werewent
attached
the filled
cameraman
up. and
But this time the strain was too
much for the quarter-inch anchor
rope. It snapped and Mr. Mingalone,
no longer restricted to a 40-foot flight,
began soaring, much against his will.
The cameraman's colleagues and a
host of spectators took up the chase
as Mr. Mingalone climbed higher and
higher and at the same time was bewind.ing swept over hill and dale by a brisk
After 13 miles of soaring, during
which he reached an altitude of 2,000
feet,
Mr. The
Mingalone's
flightJ. came
an end.
Rev. James
Mullen,to
pastor
of
St.
Margaret's
Church
of
Old Orchard, checked the flight by
dropping to his knee in a cornfield,
taking a bead on the cluster of balloons and bursting several of them
with rifle bullets.
Mr. Mingalone dropped to earth
again, jarred but unhurt.
Ontario Epidemic Loss
Estimated at $300,000
The infantile paralysis epidemic has
brought an estimated financial loss of
$300,000 to the theatres of Ontario over a
period of five weeks. It is intimated that
Famous Players Canadian Corp. alone has
lost
$250,000,
loss estimated
in Toronto's
large
downtown
housesthebeing
at $10,000
perMany
week. regular patrons have missed big
productions which had been saved for season
openings, but the neighborhood theatres are
counting on a harvest in the weeks to come
when they play the same pictures. There is
a gradual return to normal in London, Ont.,
where the medical authorities have raised
the ban on the admission of children to
theatres.
Empire's Absorption
Of Canadian "U" Is Near
Absorption of Canadian Universal Films,
Ltd., has been practically completed by Empire Films, Ltd., although the Universal
exchanges thus far have continued intact.
I. J. Allen is now general sales manager, not
only for product handled by Empire but of
Universal as well. Clair Hague, Toronto
representative for Universal, will continue to
approve contracts.
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Court ys Approval
Sought to Settle
Paramount

Ralph Rolan Joins RKO

Meeting
Partners

Suits

Litigants in an action brought by Paramount's
trustee against
directors
of
the company
from officers
1927 toand1931
have
agreed upon a settlement, the terms of which
will be presented to Alfred C. Coxe, federal
judge, for his approval within the next ten
days, according to Motion Picture Daily.
The action for accounting and damages
was removed from the New York Supreme
Court calendar this week while a second suit,
naming former financial associates of the
company as defendants, was postponed until
October 29th, to permit closing of settlement
negotiations.
The second suit seeks the recovery of
profits alleged to have been made by the defendants through participation in a Paraplan, and
of sums mount
saidemployees'
to havestock
been purchase
lost by Paramount
through such participation.
Judge Coxe, in approving the Paramount
reorganization in 1935, specifically directed
Charles D. Hides, the continuing trustee, to
continue the litigation to a conclusion. However, should Judge Coxe fail to approve the
settlement, reported to be $2,150,000 in cash,
it can be placed on the calendar again, attorneys explained.
The actions
were instituted in 1933 and
sought the recovery of approximately $12,000,000.
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Theatre Owners Meeting in
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana
Theatre owners of Ohio, Michigan and
Indiana have set dates for meetings in September and October. In Ohio, P. J. Wood,
secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners,day,hasforcalled
a directors' meeting
Frithe consideration
of some forspecial
matters in addition to the transactions of
routine business.
Allied Theatres of Michigan is planning
to hold its annual convention October 12
and 13 in Detroit, Ray Branch, new chairman of its state affairs committee, said.
Commenting on the recent withdrawal of
60 theatres along with H. M. Ritchey, to
join the Cooperative, Mr. Branch indicated
that there is harmony between the two organizations and that their problems are "alAssociated
Ownersmostofidentical."
Indiana The
will hold
its annualTheatre
convention October 26th.

RALPH ROLAN, vice-president in
charge of promotion for March of
Time, has resigned and Monday will
take over a special executive position
with the sales and advertising departments ofRKO said
Radiohe Pictures.
announcement
will workRKO's
with
Jules Levy, general sales manager, and
with S. Barret McCormick, advertising and publicity director. Mr. Rolan,
president of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, is a former newspaperman, having been employed on
the Cleveland Plain Dealer. His career also includes serving as manager
of radio station WHK, Cleveland, doing field observation work for General
Motors and for seven years he was associated with Bruce Barton of Batten,
Barton, Durstine and Osborne. Mr.
Rolan's duties at March of Time will
be divided among Otis P Swift, who
will handle publicity on the reel, and
William Geer and John Wood.

Company Meetings
Planned by AMPA
Plans for a series of meetings at which
each company would take over a session is
being planned by the board of directors of
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
RKO ing,virtually
over last week's
meetexcept for took
the appearance
of a former
motion picture star, Olga Baclanova.
Oscar Straus, composer of the music for
"Make several
a Wish,"
and inMarion
Clair, were
who
sings
numbers
the picture,
on the dais with Ralph Rolan, president.
The meeting this week was cancelled, according toMr. Rolan.

LaGuardia at Screening
Of March of Time Issue
Fiorello H. LaGuardia, mayor of New
York, was guest of honor at a reception
tendered him by Louis De Rochemont,
March of Time director, at the Hotel WalA special
preview
of the currentdorf-Astoria
issue Wednesday.
of March
of Time
was
held. It features events in Mr. LaGuardia's
political career.
Mr. LaGuardia, March of Time announced, appeared frequently at the company's reenacted
studios duringsignificant
the last incidents
month andin
personally
his career.
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of UA
Is Set;

Action on Option
United Artists' partners will meet formally
in November, prior to which Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda are expected to
file notification of their exercising options
for the purchase of the company, reputedly
for $6,000,000, from Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
Prior to leaving for Hollywood, Saturday,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, president and chairman
of the board, said that Mr. Chaplin is now
on a cruise, Mr. Korda is due shortly from
England, and Mary Pickford is vacationing
with her husband, Buddy Rogers, in New
York. No definite date in November has
been set for the meeting, he said.
Meanwhile, from London comes word that
Dr. Giannini and Oscar Deutsch of Odeon
Theatres, have been elected to the board of
United Artists, Ltd., in place of Arthur
Kelly and Philip Guedella.
Notice of intention to exercise the options
held by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
Korda for the purchase of United Artists
stock will be given Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford shortly after the
arrival of Mr. Korda from England in about
three
weeks,
Davidof Rose,
and
financial
adviser
Samuelvice-president
Goldwyn, Inc.,
said in New York before he sailed for London, last week. Mr. Rose said he would
probably sail from England on the next trip
of the Normandie.
Clubs
Name in"Ziegfeld"
Best Picture
1936
Mrs. William A. Burk, chairman of the
West Coast reviewing committee of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs, anthe committee's
selection of thenounced in10Hollywood
best pictures
of 1936, ranking
"The Great Ziegfeld," MGM, as the highest.
Others, in order, are "San Francisco,"
MGM ; "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," Columbia; "Dodsworth," Goldwyn-United Artists;
"The Story of Louis Pasteur," Warner Brothers ;"Anthony Adverse," Warner Brothers ;
"Winterset," RKO; "Fury," MGM; "Theodora Goes Wild," Brothers.
Columbia, and "Green
Pastures,"
Directors Warner
chosen as the most outstanding
were Frank Capra, W. S. Van Dyke and
JohnTheFord.
"bests" in actors, as chosen by the
committee, are Paul Muni, Walter Huston
and Spencer Tracy; the actresses, Luise
Rainer, Irene Dunne and Gladys George.
Child players
selected
as "bests" and
are Shirley
Bonita
Granville,
Freddie
Bartholomew
Temple.
Four Pine Bluff Censors;
Omaha Board Considered
J. P. McGaughy, mayor of Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, has named two men and two women toatedtheby ordinance
city's censorin board,
was Mrs.
cre1930. which
They are
Albert C. Ernst, Mrs. Fred V. Dickey,
George C. Merkel and Andrew K. Matlock.
In Omaha, Dan Butler, Mayor, is reported
to be considering the revival of the City
welfare
film and board
stage and
plays.a board of censorship for
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BROADCAST

OTHER

COMPANIES

Paramount and Warner Reported Considering Tieups;
RKO Radio Signs Frank Healy
as Contact Man at Studio
Loew's contractual arrangements with
General Foods for a weekly one-hour air
show using Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer talent
was, as expected, formally announced this
week, and, immediately, other major Hollywood producers — principally RKO, Paramount, Warners — were mentioned as seriously
extensionperhaps
of their
activities inconsidering
radio in ana manner
equally
as formidable.
MGM's announcement immediately
brought an attack by organized exhibitors, who, for a year or more, have been
complaining against studios using their
stars in broadcasts, or permitting their appearance, incompetition described as being unfair to theatre box offices.
"We consider MGM's tieup with the General
Foods radio program as decidedly unfair theatre competition in the broadest meaning of
that term,"pendentP.TheatreJ. Owners
Wood, secretary
of Ohio, ofsaidthe atIndehis
headquarters
in
Columbus,
Ohio.
"We
wired
a protest against this sort of thing to Nicholas
M. Schenck, Loew president, some time ago,
in which we fully set forth the views of our
organization, and we would like to see every
exhibitor in the country vigorously protest to
the MGM executives against the appearance of
their stars on the air, regardless of the program, the sponsor, or the night of the broadcast," Mr. Wood continued, adding he proposed
to follow
"in unmistakable
terms" theunit.protest filed inupbehalf
of the Ohio exhibitor
MGM Explains Plan
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
press
department
in New York home
sent theoffice
following
statement to newspapers in explanation of its
General Foods arrangement :
"The following story has been released by
Bentoneral Foods
and : Bowles, advertising agents for Gen" 'Confirming recent rumors, one of the most
spectacular contracts in radio's history has been
signed between General Foods and Loew's,
Inc., whereby Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will produce a weekly one-hour show on the air. This
means that, barring previous commitments,
stars, players and literary talent under contract
to M-G-M will be available for a new Maxwell House Coffee program which will get
under way on November 4th at 9 p. m., Eastern standard time, over the National Broadcasting Company Red network. This is the time of
the present Maxwell House program. It is
thought that this hour across the country conflicts least with theatre-going time, thereby enabling motion picture houses to secure the
benefits of the publicity accruing from the film
and radio tieup.
" 'The contract provides for the first organized
radioa single
exploitation
a- film
talent
by
sponsor,of and
the company's
first contractual
assurance for a sponsor of a steady flow of

MOVE
TO

BILL WOULD REQUIRE
ANTHEM IN THEATRE
After visiting Canada where "God
Save the King" is played after each
performance
in motion
picture opera
theatres, Miss Dorothea
Lawrence,
singer of Plainfield, New Jersey, has
announced she tvill petition the
United States congressman from her
district to sponsor a bill, making it
compulsory for exhibitors to have
the national anthem played after each
show.
In a letter to Sam Blake, who
handles publicity for Miss Lawrence,
she explained that she believed the
practice tvould arouse patriotism.
topnotch motion picture talent for broadcast
purposes.
" 'The new radio series to be produced by
M-G-M will probably come from a special theatre on the film company's lot in Culver City.
The
show into
will movieland
provide a where
weekly motion
'free pass,'
to speak,
pictureso
and radio fans can see films in the making, rub
elbows with stars, extras, script girls, scenic
designers and makeup men, all the varied and
glamorous population of the M-G-M lot.
" 'Stars, authors, song writers, directors, orfeatured
ficchaetsitornaswialnd lend
theirplayers
talents ofto every
makingclassithe
program an outstanding 60 minutes of drama,
music and comedy. All of the important
M-G-M pictures will be previewed with the
stars playing the roles they essay on the screen.
" 'With the inauguration of the new show,
the present Maxwell House program, 'Cap'n
Henry's Show
temporarilybroaddiscontinued afterBoat,'
some will
265 beconsecutive
casts, one of the longest runs in radio history.' "
Radio Status of Stars
The phrase
"previous
in theto
foregoing
statement,
it iscommitments,"
presumed, refers
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald, both of
whom are under contract for radio appearances
to opposing sponsors.
However, it has been indicated that despite
other radio contractual commitments, both of
these players will be available for use on the
M-G-M-General
Foodssaid,
showhowever,
as "guests."
Nothing has been
about the
radio status of Greta Garbo, who has remained
aloof from the air. The series will be offered
over 63 stations.
Agency Expanding
General Foods'
expansion
in Hollywood
has
. apparently
prompted
its agency,
Benton and
Bowles — one of the largest advertising units
handling broadcasts for national advertisers —
to likewise expand its California activities.
William Baker, Jr., a partner in B. and B.,
was this week named head of the Hollywood
headquarters of the agency. Herschel V. Williams, Jr., has been assigned to production responsibilities inthe New York office of the
agency. Donald Cope has been put in charge

TURNING
AIR

SHOWS

ofCracken
radio production
Macand Burns onLeethein coast,
chargeChester
of publicity.
■ Mr. Baker joined Benton and Bowles in
1933 as an account executive on the General
Foodsdent iaccount.
n 1935. He was appointed vice-presiOthers Consider Tieups
RKO, Paramount and Warner Brothers
were immediately mentioned in Coast reports
as considering extended radio tieups.
Rubey Cowan, Paramount radio contract man,
said Wednesday
New York
"Paramount is planning ina return
to an that
air program
such
as
the
"Paramount
on
Parade"
program
which was discontinued last spring, or like
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's General Food Show.
"The only interest Paramount has in radio is
selling players either as guest artists for air
programsthator hiswithtripsponsored
shows,"washe solely
said,
adding
to New York
to engender good will between the studio and
advertising agencies. He planned a return to
the coast Saturday after a trip through eastern
and midwestern cities which, according to a
studio
the ofpurpose
"of
listeningexplanation,
to certain will
noveltyhavetypes
radio entertainment that can be lined up to see what picture possibilities performers might have."
RKO Signs Frank Healy
RKO also is becoming interested in a possible
deal for a radio show exploiting its talent,
having signed Frank Healy as studio radio contact man — Mr. Healy's initial duties, however,
will be confined to getting the maximum benefit
out of radio programs using RKO talent and
music.
The report involving Warners said that
Thomas D. McAvity had arrived in Hollywood
to develop new studio-air activities for that
company,
reputedlyBrothers
made possible
under intheNew
tieup with Warner
consummated
York with J. L. Warner whereby Lord and
Thomas, agency, will have first call on Warner
picture names with complete studio cooperation
and
all facilities,
Warner
pictures. besides air previews of newThe first show slated is for the American
Tobacco Company, a new national air program
to replace
Hit Parade,"
Strike,
with "Your
Dick Powell
as masterforof Lucky
ceremonies. It is tentatively titled "Your Hollywood Parade." DonandBecker
Transamerica
Radio Corporation,
Peter ofDickson,
script
writer, accompanied Mr. McAvity on the trip
and the trio prepared the first continuities perin three mitting
weeks.auditioning for sponsor approval withColumbia Artists, Inc., Active
Columbia Artists, Inc., a division of Columbia
Broadcasting, has extended its managerial
activities to include the contracting of talent
in the writing, producing and directing fields,
marking the first time that Columbia Artists
has assumed as part of its regular operation
the announcers.
handling of talent other than performers
and
Lawrence W. Lowman, vice-president in
charge of operations of CBS, yesterday said
that management contracts have already been
signed with Brewster Morgan, Irving Reis,
Earl McGill, William Robson and Nila Mack.
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CONTROL

CONFERENCE

Bioff Meets Producers; IATSE
Emphasizes Interest in
Low Bracket Employees
Thetion of struggle
for industry
widelabor
jurisdicmotion picture
talent and
went
into the conference stage this week with the
factions clearly divided and each side reiterating its stand on the issue; the bid of
the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees for control of all production employees,toandspeak
the professional
guilds'
determination
for themselves.
William Bioff, coast head of the IATSE,
and production executives headed by
Joseph Schenck, began discussions in
Hollywood in an effort to settle the dispute, and the IATSE, in its first public
statement since its claims were announced,
said it was not interested in the high
salariedtect theworkers
prowelfarebutof was
the seeking
lower to
bracket
employees.
A meeting of Associated Artists and
Artistes of America, called in New York
at the request of the Screen Actors Guild
to discuss the IATSE claim, was cancelled
with the intimation that the Guild would
seek clarification of the union's aims and
possibly carry the fight to the executive
council of the American Federation of
Labor.
Hearing
on the Screen
Writers' agent
Guild
petition
for recognition
as bargaining
to the exclusion of Screen Playwrights was
postponed by the California Regional
Labor Relations Board from Monday to
Thursday. Paramount, answering a summons to appear at the hearing with other
producers, attacked the constitutionality
of the Wagner Act and its applicability
to the film industry.
The IATSE statement defending its claims
was in the form of an open letter to Robert
Montgomery,
president
the Actors'
Charles Brackett,
acting ofpresident
of the Guild;
Writers' Guild, and Lewis Milestone, acting president
ofHarland
the Directors'
Guild.
It
was
signed
Holmden, vice-president of the IATSE.by
Mr. Holmden pointed out that the IATSE
had obtained
per cent other
increases
for its mem-in
bers and had20 assjsted
organizations
the
last
two
years
to
obtain
closed
shop conditions.
"Weest in dothe notsmall
believe
that you
have anyandintersalaried
individual
his
working
conditions,"
the
letter
believe, however, you are holdingread.on to"Wethesedo
people and giving them nothing. They, in turn,
are greatly contributing to your protection
through their combined memberships and
you, better than anyone else, fully realize the
value of this."
Pointing out that various leaders of the guilds
had advised members to stick together, Mr.
Holmden
"Youandknow
producers said,
can not
dare and
not Itellknow
you that
not
to joinventsthejust that.
IATSE How
as thefalselaw these
of theleaders
land preare
to their trust in doing the bidding of employers against the welfare of those they are sup-

posed to protect
a glance
back over
the past isto self-evident
see what hasby been
done
to date by the so-called guild leaders for their
membership. This is easily and truthfully answeredberships
byjusthave one
word —only
'nothing.'
The known
memreceived
the well
run around which is as the producers had
Mr. Holmden
added the IATSE did not
planned
it."
need
additional
membership but would open
the door to those seeking admission.
A meeting
of thescheduled
AssociatedforArtists
and Art-at
istes of America,
last Friday
the request of the Screen Actors to discuss
the IATSE claims, was cancelled at the last
minute, also at the request of the Guild. While
the the
Fourtalent
A's isunions
the parent
organization
for
it has AFL
not received
any
official notification from the IATSE of the
jurisdiction
The onScreen
Actors'initiative
Guild,
however, mayclaim.
proceed
its own
to determine
IATSE
tional claimsfrom
affectthe the
Guildhowandits onjurisdicwhat
basis it is being advanced.
The Guild could then present its case to the
board
of the Four
which steps
would either
then bybe
in a position
to takeA'sdefinite
interceding with the IATSE or appealing to
the AFL executive board. Guild executives,
discussing the situation, have pointed out that
their organization
an accredited AFL unionis anddulyhaschartered
actively asorganized
its chartered field.
Writers' Hearing Postponed
Special trial examiners for the hearing on
the Screen
Writers'
to theas Regional Labor
Board Guild
for petition
designation
the
sole erscollective
agent atforthestudio
writwere unablebargaining
to be present
scheduled
time
on Monday and the case was postponed to
Thursday.
In answer to a subpoena requiring the presencemountof studio
executives
hearing Paralast Saturday
throughat the
its attorneys
filed
a statement attacking the applicability of the
Wagner Act to the motion picture industry and
the constitutionality of the act, claiming that
it vests discretionary powers in the labor board
without
supplying a definite set of rules for
it to follow.
The statement, concurred in later by Selznick
International,
Walter
Wanger, claimedMa"jor
that thePictures
productionandof pictures
per se is not interstate as required by the act
and that the Wagner Act is not applicable to
the film industry inasmuch as it violates the
fifth amendment to the Constitution. Also set
forth was the claim that the act is confiscatory
without due
of law,
that it ispowers
unconsti-to
tutional inthatprocess
it gives
discretionary
the
board
to
call
employees'
elections
prescribing procedure, and that the without
studio
signed an agreement for collective bargaining
with Screen Playwrights, Inc., last February.
A $200,000 libel suit developed last week out
of the controversy among the writers. Basis
for the suit in which the Playwrights asked
actual and punitive damages from the Guild was
the alleged publication of a letter in which it
was charged the Screen Playwrights organizaa smallof
grouption ofwas formed
writers"byforthetheproducers
express and
purpose
wrecking the Screen Writers' Guild with tactics of a typical
Further
extracts company
from the union."
letter, as given in
the
complaint,
said,
"Thewaslanguage
the
Screen Playwrights, Inc.,
and is theof langzens'uage of Committee.
Tom Girdler and the Johnstown Citithe ofGuildall all
right,people
but atin the
cost"They
of thebroke
respect
decent
the
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ASCAP CONSIDERS
LABOR UNION MOVE
Plans for seeking a labor union
status for the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers to
free it from litigation charging
monopoly and to aid in combating
adverse legislation were discussed at
the qiiarterly
meetingthisofweek.
the society's
board
of directors
The principal proposals advanced
involve application for an American
Federation of Labor charter as a
composers' and authors' guild or
effecting
alliance
the American an
Federation
of with
Musicians.
No
decisive action was taken.
industry. We are going before the National
Labor Relations Board with an overwhelming
majority of writers asking designation as writrepresentatives
for bybargaining."
Theers'letter
was signed
Philip Dunne, who
is one of the defendants, and was addressed to
P. G. . Wodehouse, British writer, according to
the complaint which further charged that the
document
was published in circulars by the
Guild.
Time Asks Newsreel Status
The March of Time was included in the
Screen Actors' Guild list of approved producers
last week pending further action by the company on clarification of its position in refusing
to sign a . contract with the Guild, demanded in
that
organization's
for a closed
shop toin
eastern studios. Thedrivecompany
will appeal
the Guild board of directors or will seek to
effect a settlement with Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary, who is now in New York.
Pending such action March of Time officials
informed the Guild office that it would conform
with all though
provisions
Guild that
contract,
maintaining ofitstheposition
it isal-a
newsreel and therefore does not have to sign.
Stagehand Contract Ready
A new contract between stage producers
and Theatrical Protective Union No. 1, the New
York stagehands' organization, restoring the
1932 wagelowingcuts,
to beunion
signedmembership
this week folapprovalwas
by the
last
Sunday.
The
two-year
agreement
the
pay of department heads to $82.50 increases
weekly from
$75 and that of stagehands from $50 to $54 a
week.
Thebal agreement
Boston with
Stagehands'
reached aRKO,
verMullins union
and Pinanski,
Loew's and several small circuit houses for
restoration of pay cuts made in 1931.
Two Houses Acquired
Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., has increased
its number of houses to 27 with the acquisition of two theatres in New Mexico — the
Pastime corro.at BothSpringer,
and betheremodeled.
Loma at Sohouses will
Ross with Bren
Frank Ross, husband of Jean Arthur and
a comparative
in theMilton
motion Bren,
picture business, isnewcomer
now assisting
vice-president in charge of production for
Hal Roach.
Lou Brown, for many years publicity man
for Loew's in Washington and Baltimore,
has been transferred to the home office publicity department, where he will work on
press manuals with Art Schmidt.
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THE

HOLLYWOOD

SCENE

Social Duty
It is an implied and not invariably unpleasant
duty of members of this bureau to be present at
an almost continual round of company picnics,
golf tournaments
and similarhappen
extraneous diverAlways these
when asions.fellow
who events
likes to dive onintoSunday,
waves
would prefer to be at the beach.
Sincea dozen
some time
in May,
been around
about
of these
golf we've
tournaments,
picnicsto
and whatnot, where the elect forget their dignity
for the moment and mingle with the hoi polloi.
Usually the events are held some place eighty
miles from nowhere, which is convincing evidence that the location-finding crews are not
completely derelict in their duty. After you get
to the place, meantime having gotten mad at half
atelldozen
stationwanted
attendants
you service
where you
to go, who
you couldn't
run up
against a lot of people you never saw before.
After wandering around a while, wishing you
were at the beach and vowing never to be a
sucker again, somebody from the publicity department grabs you and wants to know "where
in hell you've been all the time."
But no matter how long you've been wandering around
lost soul, you're
still ainpaper
time
for the
real like
fun.a Somebody
hands you
plate, cup, fork and spoon, and you get about a
ton of barbecued meats, ice cream, hard boiled
eggs, warm,
potato salad
and, always
neverofvaries
two
ripe olives
and —a itpiece
pickle.—
Then you watch the entertainment. Actors do
bits thathowtheymuchwouldn't
do for
matter
they paid
them.producers,
There areno
all
kinds andof races.
There's a bathing
contest,
some stenographer
or clerkbeautywho
wins always looks more attractive than the most
glamorous screen figure.
All the time somebody is putting a liquid
refreshment in your hand. When the publicity
department sends out a press release describing
the event, it always tells how many were there,
how much of everything was eaten, the good
everybodyproving
had. that
And ifthere's
row
oftimestatistics
all thealways
soft adrink
bottles
were
laid
end
to
end
they'd
reach
from
here to New York or Shanghai or the North
Pole. Nobody ever says anything about how
far all the barrels, bottles and cans containing
more volatile refreshments would reach. You
get a slight idea of the span later in the evening,
however, when, somewhat dizzily, you realize
that you've got to go to work the next morning.
But Tuesday
it's all doneone forbegins
"business
reasons."
about
to wonder
why: Along
Production at Par
Production continued on an even keel as the
summer of 1937 passed into history and
autumn's
bright
days, which,
oddly, areNinealways foggy
in thebluemornings,
commenced.
productions
started
;
an
equal
number
were completed.
That there should be no lack of work for the
attaches at RKO-Radio studio and, more importments
antly formight
the betheatre
field, that three
releasefilmscommitaccommodated,
were
started. The combination of Gene Raymond,
Ann Sothern, Victor Moore and Helen Broderick will function again in "She's Got That

NEW YORK COLUMNIST
IN HOLLYWOOD
Awaiting start of the "Great Garrick" preview, New York's Ed Sullirecruit columnists,
to Hollywood's
regimentvan, latest
of resident
asked
Mervyn
LeRoy
how
the picture
looked.
"Dunno," was the answer, "it hasn't
made a nickel yet."
Swing."
William Brisbane
and
Alan
BruceBillyalsoGilbert,
will contribute
their talents.
Joseph Santley is the director. For the next
several weeks, Al Santell will be busy directing
"Having will
a Wonderful
Time." Fairbanks,
This romantic
comedy
present Douglas
Jr.,
Richard Skelton, Peggy Conklin, Eve Arden,
Lucille Ball, Dorothy Moore, Kay Sutton and
the
company's
newestindicates
dancingthatdiscovery,
Miller.
The title
it will beAnna
comedy,
and,
under
Howard
Hawks'
direction,
it is the intent of Katharine Hepburn,
Cary
Grant, Leona Roberts, George Irving and Wesley Barry that comedy is likewise what "BringBaby" shall
Twoing Up pictures
were be.started at Warner studio.
Another "Adventure" story arises to take its
place along with the "Adventures of Marco
Polo" and those of "Tom Sawyer." It is "The
Adventures
of RobinPrincipals
Hood," arewhich
being
produced in color.
Errolis Flynn,
Olivia DeHavilland, Ian Hunter, Claude Rains,
Basil Rathbone, Patric Knowles, Alan Hale
(occupying the same role in which he appeared
nearly a generation ago), Herbert Mundin, Melville Cooper and
O'Connor.
Directorial
responsibilities
wereUnaassigned
to William
Keighley.
The
second
feature
is
"Blondes
atdetective
Work,"
ayarn,
"Torchy
Blane"
newspaper
woman
again will
team Glenda
and
Bartonwhich
MacLane
as stars.
Frank Farrell
McDonald
will direct.
which toColumbia
is "Forgotten
a romance.Women,"
Personalities
be seen,started,
under
Lambert Hillyer's direction, are : Wynn Cahoon,
Scott thurColton,
Mayo
Methot,
Sarah
Padden,
ArLoft, Mary Russell, Margaret Armstrong,
John Tyrell and Dick Curtis.
Some of the drama, romance and adventure
of the Sino-Japanese situation moves to Hollywood as Paramount embarks upon the production coafu"Daughter
of matter,
Shanghai."
Of may
interest
bese opforits
subject
the filmMay
be imtant in that
it returns
Anna
Wong
to
the screen in company with Phillip Ahn, Charles
Bickford, Anthony Quinn, Larry Crabbe, J.
Carrol Naish, Evelyn Brent, Cecil Cunningham,
Frank Scully and Lucien Littlefield. Robert
Florey is the director.
As China comes to Hollywood, Warner Oland
moves over to the French Riviera to be seen in
"Charlie
Chan trip
at Monte
Others making
the visionary
are KeyCarlo."
Luke, Virginia
Field,
Sidney Blackmer, Robert Kent, Kay Linaker,
Harold Huber and Edward Raquello. Eugene
Forde is directing.
Universal's new undertaking is "Prescription
for Romance," a love story. It will present

Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor, Mischa Auer,
Frank Jenks, Dorothea Kent, William Lundigan and Henry Hunter. The director is S.
Sylvan Simon.
Five Finish Films
With two each, three studios accounted for six
ofin the
one nine
each. finished films. Three others checked
Republic's
MerryhaveGo PhilRound,"
topical musical"Manhattan
romance, will
Regan,a
Leo Carillo, Ann Dvorak, James Gleason, TamaraLewis
Geva,andKayhis Thompson
and her singers,
Ted
band, Joe DiMaggio,
Henry
Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson, Max
Terhune, Louis Prima, Gene Autry and Smiley
Burnette on the screen. Charles Reisner directed. Importanta personalities
in "Springtime
the Rockies,"
romantic
adventure
arein
Gene
Autry, Smiley
Burnette,
Pollystory,
Rowles,
Alan Bridge, George Chesebro, Ruth Bacon,
Jane Hunt and Ula Love. Joe Kane directed.
The Ben Pivar production, "Mr. Boggs Buys
aIt Barrel,"
completed
Grand Chandler,
National
will offerwas Stuart
Erwin,for Helen
Toby Wing, Tully Marshall, Spencer Charters,
Otis Harlan,
WalterCecil
Bryon,
Tyler,Greene.
Milburn
Stone, Nora
and Harry
Harrison
Gordon
Wiles
directed.
"Frontier
Town,"
Ed Finney outdoor action story, moved to thean
cutting rooms. Tex Ritter, Ann Evers, Snub
Pollard, Horace Murphy, Charles King, Forrest
Taylor, Lynton Brent and Karl Hackett will be
among those present. Ray Taylor directed.
Of the two from Warners, "Accidents Will
Happen," directed
by William
Clements,
principals
Gloria Blondell,
Ronald
Regan, hasDickas
Purcell, Hugh O'Connell, Kenneth Harlan and
Sheila Bromley.
The cast
"The Patient
Room
includes
Ann ofandSheridan,
Patricin
Knowles,18"Rosella
Towne
Vicki Lester.
Bobby Connolly directed.
Columbia
finished
"Carnival
Lady." ItDonwill
feature
Charles
Quigley,
Rita Hayworth,
ald Kirk, Dwight Frye, Marc Lawrence, Arthur
Loft and Marjorie Main. C. C. Coleman, Jr.,
directed.
"Borrowing Trouble," a further number in the
"Jones
Family" The
series,familiar
was finished
Century-Fox.
cast of atJedTwentieth
Prouty,
Spring
Byington,
Shirley
Dean,
Florence Roberts, June Carlson,Russell
Billy Gleason,
Mahan
and George Ernest will appear, as will Douglas
Fowley. Frank Strayer directed.
The last of the completed picture is the R. N.
Bradbury produced and directed feature for
Monogram,
Divide." itThewillsecond
Tom
Keene "Where
film for Trails
the company,
also
present Tom Keene, Eleanor Stewart, Warner
Richmond, Lorraine Randall, Charles French
and the necessary supporting complement of
western menaces, riders and shooters.
Vita phone to Offer
128 Short Subjects
Vitaphone reopened its Brooklyn studuring
the 1937-'38
seasondio ontheMonday
companyandplans
to release
a total
of 128 short subjects. Of the total 68 will
be one-reel subjects, 24 two-reel pictures,
and 36 cartoons. Of the cartoons, 20 will
be "Merrie Melodies" and 16 will be
"Looneytoons."
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The Great Carrick
(Warner-Mervyn LeRoy)
Comedy Satire
Mervyn LeRoy took a chance when he made
"The King
anaGravet
the Chorus
Girl" with
known Fernand
in the leading
role. unHe
was courageous when he produced "They
Won't Forget." Again, with "The Great Garrick,"beaten
he displays
step outfromof
the
path. Tono thehesitancy
eye, thistochapter
the
life
of
England's
greatest
mid-eighteeenth
century actor is a period costume play. As it
appeals to the mind it is a breezy, refreshing,
up-to-date
satire comedy
carrying
a unique
romantic contrast.
For quick
understanding
"The Great Garrick" may, in many ways, be
considered the same kind of a picture as "The
Guardsman"
As such which
it provides
of
amusing was.
entertainment
shoulda lotbe
grasped readily by specialized audiences that
appreciate the importance of artistry. But with
experience garnered from playing or knowing
about
Guardsman,"
alertample
exhibitors
easily
should "The
find within
the piece
opportunity
to interest the rank and file.
While long in running time and occasionally
seemingly overburdened with dialogue (it is
difficult to see how any of it could be left out),
the picture does sustain interest, through the
combined influences of good plot and story content, expert acting, intelligent direction and
quality production technique and detail. Artistry
in all phases of picture making processes may
not mean much to ordinary audiences, but the
entertainment which the film provides should.
In thetheatre
story, 160"David
lion invited
of the
British
years Garrick,"
ago, has been
to appeartisticwith
the
Comedy
Francaise.
An
popinjay, he deliberately insults egothe
French stage and audiences, but nevertheless
announces
that
he
will
proceed
to
Paris
and
show them how a real actor can act. The
French troupe, made aware of his opinion, sets
out to deflate his ego.
To give this fabulous man a proper hazing,
the Comedy Francaise producer, "Picard," engages aFrench
waysideto inn
"Garrick"his
must stop
en route
Parisat which
and installs
actors as attaches. As they proceed to the enactment of a wild and woolly melodrama, calculated to frighten their guest, a bit of chicanery
which
sees through
but permits "Garrick"
to continue,immediately
the entertainment
provided by the actor-flunkeys is high-class comedy
satire. To one "Germaine," also a presumed
guest ofticallytheattached.
inn,He"Garrick"
romanbelieves becomes
she is only
one
of the But
troupe,
a very expert
that.
whenandthenotdenouement
comesone andat
"Ricard"
not "Garrick,"
hazing victims,et al.,
this andmaster
professor ofareallthehuman
emotions
learnsNotthatuntil"Germaine"
was notto part
of the game.
he can apologize
her
from the stage of Comedy Francaise, confess
that she alone taught him much about emotion,
does he proceed to the first scenes of the play
in which he had been engaged to star.
It may be that "The Great Garrick," which
we
have elected
to identify
a "specialized"
attraction,
will intrigue
the ascritics
and those
artistically inclined persons who appreciate the
importance of fine books, cars, educated com-

panions, nice homes and environments. But if
a combination of satirical comedy, situation
comedy, character comedy, grotesque farce,
sympathetic and romantic comedy means anything to the great masses of paying customers,
they, too, should find "The Great Garrick" enjoyable.
in Previewed
Hollywood.in TheWarners'
audience,Hollywood
skeptical theatre,
at first
because it saw a lot of period costumes, quickly
jell into the spirit of the story. Of course there
were some walkouts, a circumstance that can
be expected in manv of the houses in which
the film may play, but for the most part, the
auditors watched the picture attentively. Particularly they appeared to appreciate the work
of BrianplishedAherne
"Garrick."
A less accomactor mightas have
gone overboard
many
times
and
"hammed"
the
role,
but Aherne
didn't. — Gus McCarthy.
Produced
and distributed
WarnerPersonally
Bros. Pro-suduced andvisedirected
byLeRoy.
James byAWhale.
d by MervynMusic
play for the
screen
byDeutsch.
Ernst perVajda.
and
arrangements
Adolph
Arteditor.
direction
by Anton
Grot.byAnderson.
Warren
Lowe,
film
Costumes
by
Milo
Leo Forbstein,
musical
SherryNo.Shourds,
sistant
director.
P. C. director.
A. when
Certificate
3496. Run-asning
time,
95
minutes,
seen
in
Hollywood.
Release date, October 30, 1937. General audience
classification.
CAST
David
Garrick
Aherne
Germaine
Olivia Brian
de Havilland
Tubby
Horton
M.Beaumarchais
Picard Edward Everett
Melville
Lionel Cooper
Atwill
Sir
Joshua Reynolds
Henry
O'Neill
Basset
Luis
Alberni
Auber
Lana Turner
Nicolle
Marie
Molee
Linda Wilson
Perry
Horatio
Fritz
Leiber
Jean
Cabot
Etienne
Girardot
Mme.
Moreau
Dorothy
Tree
M.Inkeeper
Janin
Craig
of Adam and Eve Trevor
Paul Reynolds
Everton
M.Thierre
Noverre
Bardette
Milton
Owen
LeBrun
AlbertChester
Van Dekker
M. Mureau
Clute
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This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public

for them and, by forcing herself into the situation, for herself ; William Brisbane, as the girl's
brother, interested
retaining
Mathews'
friendship
while he only
bleedsin him
on stock
deals
for which he gets fat commissions, and Onslow
Stevens, as the physician friend of the family,
fiance ofin when
Mathews'
formerfeigns
sweetheart,
called
Mathews
amnesia who
to ridis
himself of his obligations to the family.
Then, too, are added the widely known Roger
boys'from
Alaska
pal who
attempts
toImhof,
steer ashimtheaway
women,
marriage
and
that particular family; and Sumner Getchell,
George
Irving,
Lena
Roberts
and
Adrian
Morris, in more or less comedy roles.
Injected into the story is that new fashioned
brand of slapstick, its effect the same as in the
days of the silents, combined with situation and
dialogue in such a manner that it is now styled
under the general heading, erroneous as it may
be,Dick
of "sophistication."
Mathews, upon his return with wealth
from Alaska, finds that Janet Russell has not
waited for him but is engaged to Dr. Becker.
Betty, her younger sister, who is in love with
him, comforts him, and he proposed to her,
despite the protests of Hank, his Yukon days
buddy.
girls' wealth,
mother, proceeds
anxious that
the girlsThemarry
with onegreatof
glee in the wedding preparations, incidents of
which sicken Dick, who feigns amnesia. His
ruse is discovered,
and while
Dr. Becker's
sanitarium
he is thrown
into iceinwater
through
the plotting of Betty, hurt that he avoided
marrying her. In the showdown she exposes
her family and he and she are reunited. The
final fadeout shows them embracing as they
inadvertently fall into the ice water filled pool.
Previewed at the Alexander theatre, Glendale,
where a capacity crowd was in continuous
laughter, showing their appreciation of the efKing. forts ofthe cast, directors and writers. — Vance
Produced and distributed by RKO. Produced by
AlbertplayLewis.
bvDorothy
Joseph Yost
Santley.
by S. K.byDirected
Lauren,Garth.
andby ScreenHarold
Kusell.
Story
David
Photographed
Milton
Krasner.
Special
effects
by
Vernon
L.
Walker.
Art
director
Van
Nest
Polglase.
Associates,
Howard
There Goes the Groom
Campbell. Costumes by Edward Stevenson. Edited
by Jackning time,Hively.
C. inA. Glendale,
Certificate60No.minutes.
3561. Run(RKO)
when 29,P.seen1937.
Retion. lease date, Oct.
Farce
General audience
classificaCAST
Betty Mathews
Russell
Ann Meredith
Southern
Any attempt to describe fully the antics, Dick
of "There
Groom"all Dr.
Mrs. Becker
Russell Burgess
Mary
Boland
iscapers
futileandin humor
that there
are so Goes
manythefacets,
Onslow Brisbane
Stevens
Potter Russell
William
polished, which surround the delectably insane Janet
Louise Henry
story of a money mad mother, her two beautiful Hank Russell
.'
Roger Getchel
Imhof
daughters, and a wealthy young man who is Billy Rapp
Sumner
Captain
George Roberts
Irving
returning, after a three-year gold hunting trip Yacht
Martha
Leona
in Alaska, to claim his sweetheart.
Burgess Meredith, stage star whose only Eddie (Interne) Adrian Morris
film appearance was in RKO's grim drama
from the footlights, "Winterset," given a dif- Idol of the Crowds
ferent, yet in some respects similar, characteri"Winterset,"
was a (Universal)
dreamer zation.
bentAs Mio,
on a in
material
purpose ofhe clearing
his father's name. In "There Goes the Groom," Action Melodrama
as Dick barkedMathews,
he is stilldreamy
the dreamer,
on the somewhat
purpose em-of
date of against
"Idol ofthethebackground
Crowds,"
actionrelease
melodrama
finding
the
girl
who
promised
to
wait
for himto an The
under an oak tree where he had proposed
of
the
world's
fastest
game,
ice
hockey,
her. In the cast are Louise Henry, the spur find it hitting the theatres just as interestwillis
of his fortune hunt; Ann Sothern, her younger being resumed in the new season of the sport.
sister, who always has been in love with him ; This Trem Carr
production
(Continued
on pagefor36) Universal reMary Boland, as the girl's mother — ambitious
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PROPOSED
Dimensions More Closely Approximating Those of Camera
Aperture Suggested To Prevent Elimination of Material
by GEORGE SCHUTZ
As a means of preventing the elimination
of significant pictorial and dramatic material
the ofprojected
picture,of the
ResearchfromCouncil
the Academy
Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences has proposed a
change in the projector aperture, extending
it to dimensions more closely approximating those of the camera aperture.
The present standard width, adopted in
1932, of .825-inch, would become .815; the
present height of .600 would become .615.
Academy's Objective
The proposal represents an attempt of the
Academy to eradicate a condition which has
become more of an evil as more of the camera
aperture range has come to embrace critical
material, placing
dramatic areas
or con-of
tributory elementsimportant
in the peripheral
the frame, stantiwhich
areas
are
now
rather
subal y cut off by the projector aperture.
The Academy proposal follows a recommendaby the ofProjection
PracticeEngineers,
Committeetionof themade Society
Motion Picture
atspring,
that also
body'ssuggesting
conventionthatin action
Hollywood
last
be taken
to stop the elimination of peripheral critical
material. The SMPE committee, however, proposed that critical material be confined to areas
that would be photographed well within the
camera aperture so that the existing standard
aperture could be effectively retained.
Same Purpose
The Academy action, which, it is said, was
taken without consultation with the ProjecPracticerecommendation
Committee, hasof the
purposetionas the
this same
committee,
but definitely indicates the reluctance of the
productionstriction ofaction
community
areas. to consider any conThe recommendation of the Projection Practicement ofCommittee
springincalled
for confinecritical last
material
the frame
to an
area .005-inch smaller on all sides than the
dimensions of the present standard projector
aperture.
By recentering the projector aperture so
that it is in line with the camera aperture,
the Research Council proposal would place
exactly one-half of the increase in width and
heightticaloncentereachlines.sideThis
of thewould
horizontal
result and
in a verreduction of the vertical framing tolerance to
(one half .031 minus .615 equals) .088-inch,
whereas
the present
tolerance reduced
is .0155-inch.
Side tolerances
are similarly
from
.0215 to .0115.
Such
reduced
tolerances,
ticularly the vertical tolerances affecting parthe
maintenance of the image in frame, are regarded by some persons in projection circles as
highly undesirable.
It is also pointed out that with the reduction
of the lateral (sidewise) tolerance, placing
both camera and projector apertures on the
same center might lead, in some prints, to
lateral misframing because of film shrinkage,
which is said to amount occasionally to as
much as two per cent. The present standard
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New Standard Projector Aperture proposed by the Academy Research Council.
Dotted red lines indicate the present standard projector aperture.
|i
camera and projector apertures are off center
laterally
precisely
for
the
purpose
of allowing Dutch Indies Reel
for film shrinkage.
Changes in Theatres
The Academy proposal, if it were to effect
To Be Reorganized
its purpose, would require changing the
apertures of approximately 34,000 theatre
projectors in the United States alone and of inby Amsterdam
PHILIP DE SCHAAP
course would apply throughout the world,
wherever Hollywood product is a dominant
The new Dutch East- Indian newsreel, proentertainment factor. Similarly, the dimenduced by ANIF, suddenly disappeared from
theatres of Holland, after having been
creased.sions of the image would be somewhat in- the
shown
for several months. Dutch exhibitors
The Research Council committee submitting
the new projector aperture recommendation is refused to continue use of the reel, calling
its
quality
poor. The manager of Profiliti,
composed of Grove Laube, chairman ; John
Aalberg, Sidney Burton, Fank Cahill, Wallace the company handling the reel in AmsterCastle, Merle Chamberlain, C. Roy Hunter,
dam, has gone to India to reorganize the
Ray June, E. A. McClintock, Arthur Miller,
* * *
Virgil Miller, Thomas Moulton, Emil Oster, staff.
Harry Rubin, William Rudolph, Herb Starkey,
As a result
the success ofN."Pygmalion,"
Homer G. Tasker and Ray Wilkinson.
starring
Lilly ofBouwmeester,
V. Filmex,
the producer of the film, plans two or three
Exhibition Companies Merge
pictures for next season, with production
to start next month. It is exThe Greater Indiana Amusement Com- scheduled
pected that the first of the new films will be
pany, Inc., has been formed through the
merger of the Fourth Avenue Amusement another G. B. Shaw play. Negotiations have
Company of Louisville and the Indianapolis been made for the production of French versions of the films. Ludwig Berger is exTheatre Management Association. Howpected to direct.
ever, the merger does not affect Louisville
interests of the Amusement Company.
Advertising Agency Formed
Public Attention, Inc., has been organFriedman Named Manager
ized in Hollywood to handle advertising,
Harry Friedman has been named manager business management and publicity for film
of the Ritz, Warner second-run theatre in and radio people. Charles Pelgarm is presiPittsburgh, to succeed Cresson Smith, Jr.,
dent and Jack Melvin is head of the publicity
recently resigned.
department.

crown* S hour/yr
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(Continued from page 32)
lease presentsacterization
John experimented
Wayne with
in thein type
of charhis previous
vehicle,
"I
Cover
the
War"
—
-that
of
a
hearted hero who is given comedy lines cleanin an
otherwise serious melodrama in order to widen
the appeal of the film.
Wayne is supported by Sheila Bromley,
Charles Brokaw, Billy Burrud and less known
players. It contains some thrilling ice hockey
stock shots, some of which stand alone and
others used in composite shots showing Wayne
as the mainstay of his team.
The old-fashioned hokum, used in many an
action melodrama, is given a new dressing by
George Waggner, who wrote the original story
and, with Harold Buckley, turned out the
screenplay, and by Arthur Lubin, director, who
has many pictures of this type to his credit.
Wayne, as Johnny Hanson, is presented as
a country lad who turns to professional ice
hockey to raise sufficient money to add to his
chicken farm. Becoming the mainstay of the
Panthers team, he is approached by Gambler
Jack
throwsends
the final
He
refusesIrwin
and toIrwin
HelencupDaleseries.
to lure
him. The plot fails because they both fall in
love. Irwin then sends his henchmen to injure
Hanson,
Hanson'sHanson,
pal, ishearthe
victim of but
the little
plannedBobby,
taxi crash.
ing of the accident, is confused, and pretends
to be injured in the second game of the series.
The opponents win, and Hanson is taken to
the hospital, where he is kept under covers
until the second half of the final and deciding
game, to come to the ring to lead his team to
victory.
' Previewed
wo d.— V. K. in studio projection room in HollyProduced and distributed by Universal. A Trem
Carr ciate
production.
Arthur Lubin.
Assoproducer, PaulDirected
Malvern.by Original
story, George
Waggner.
Screen
play
by
George
Waggner
and
Harold Buckley.
Photography
by Harry
Neumann.
Art
director,
Charles
Clague.
Film
editor,
Charles
Craft.
P.seenC.in A.Hollywood,
Certificate
No.
3520.
Running
time,
when
60
minutes.
Release
date,
Oct.
10,
1937. General audience classification.
CAST
Johnny
Hanson
John
Wayne
Helen Irwin
Dale
Sheila Bromley
Jack
Charles
Brokaw
Bobby
Billy
Burrud
Peggy
Jane Gordon
Johns
Harvey
Castle
Huntley
Joe
Garber
Frank
Otto
Kelly
Russell
Hopton
Mrs.
Dale
Virginia
Brissac
Spike
Regan
George
Lloyd
Squat Moore
Bates
Hal Neiman
Andy
Clem
Bevens
Swifty
Wayne
Castle
Hank
Lloyd
Ford
Elmer
Lee Ford
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whoseto avenge
machinations
have ofclouded
their ' livesIn
and
the murder
their parents.
The Bride Wore Red
detail, however, the story departs from routine
channels and bristles with spectacular incident (MGM)
and unusual situation.
Charles Barton directed from a screen play Continental Deception
by Robert Yost and Stuart Anthony, the three
"The Bride Wore Red" is an adaptation of
sticking closely to the spirit and substance of
the Grey original.
Ferenc
Molnar'stellsplay,
Girl deception
from Trieste."
The picture
of a'Thedaring
into
Preview at the Stadium theatre, Los Angeles, which
been woven a three-sided romance.
a neighborhood house where patrons attracted Trieste,haswhere
the
picture
begins,
is
an
Italian
toTrail"
a billexhilarating
topped by "Topper"
found— Harry
"ThunderE. waterfront town. Torreno, the spot in which
entertainment.
Nichols.
the denouement
takes place,
an exclusive
resort in the Tyrolean
Alps.is The
locales are
Produced
and
distributed
by
Paramount.
Directed
Continental
European,
as
are
the
characters.
byStuartCharles
Barton.
Screen
play
by
Robert
Yost
and
by Zane Grey.
spirit of the picture is also Continental.
director,Anthony
Harry from
Scott.a book
Photographed
by KarlAssistant
Struss. The
of production technique is superior.
P. C. A. Certificate
No. 3651.
Release
date,
unde- Quality
The plot takes the premise that only a change
termined.
Running
time,
when
seen
in
Hollywood,
56 minutes. General audience classification.
of environment, money and a lot of expensive
to make a lady of anyCAST
Arizona
"Dick" Ames
Gilbert Bickford
Roland clothesone.are"Countnecessary
Armalia" determines to prove it
Lee Tate
Charles
Amy
Morgan
Marsha
Hunt
to
doubting
"Rudi
Pal."
Rafael
Lopez
J. Carrol
Naish
tainer in a cheap waterfrontTaking
dive, "Anni,"
endowingenterher
Bob Graves
Ames
James
Craig
with self
all seeming
the supposed
necessities,
the girl
herJeff
Monte
Blue
miraculously to have
mastered
Jim
Morgan
Barlowe
Borland
Bob Ames
at 8
Billy
Lee all the social niceties, he sends her to exclusive
John
Ames
William
Duncan
Torreno. There she fools herself into believing
Richard
Ames at 14
G.n; Reynolds
that she is a lady. She more than convinces
skeptic
who fallsto 'sojiltmuch
in love with
her that"Rudi,"
he is willing
his fiancee.
The
Madame X
onlycal one
she
doesn't
fool
is
"Giulio,"
philosophiand poetic mountain postman, telegrapher
and
(MGM)
flute player in the village band. Her two weeks
Stage Play
are a combination of happiness and torment
until she tells all. "Rudi," thankful that he was
Box tooofficewellprecedent
rather
establishedforand"Madame
defined toX"sug-is not a victim of the deception, returns to his
gest specific reference here. The tragic role of fiancee. But Giulio," who knew or suspected
time,andis share
quite his
content
that cabin.
"Anni" will
the mother, portrayed now by Gladys George, all the him
mountain
has been taken by many ranking emotional marry
Theles is plot,
though
not
exactly
novel,
neverthestars of stage and screen in their ascendency
intriguing. It might be more interesting,
and
is among the
and possibly
perpetual
to
hold
general
audience
atten-is
entertainment
and fixed
commercial
values.
Miss mighttionpromise
more strongly but for the fact that there
George'sfrominterpretation
of it prejudiced
brought adjectives
so much dialogue and so little action. Long
flying
a
not
especially
preview
speeches,
prolonged
conversations
audience.
sions detract
noticeably,
so much soandthatdiscuswhile
a
certain
number
of
the
may find
Showmen
who
value
their
patrons'
satisfaction equally with their attendance will want to the photoplay amusing, itsophisticates
not seem likely
know that the production given the play takes that the rank and file of does
customers, save
full advantage of modern technique and is those to whom any doings theof Miss
Crawford,
fitted snugly to modern standards without dis- Miss Burke, Franchot Tone, Robert Young
and
others
in
the
cast
are
matters
requiring
their
t
u
r
b
i
n
g
t
h
e
playwright's
placement
of
the
story
in time or place. It is a Sam Wood production. strict attention would be extraordinarily interWarren William, John Beal, Reginald Owen,
sted. As a matter of fact, it appears that the
Henry Daniell
Lynne most
Carver useful.
are the Miss
sup- picture ewas
made with
an eye
towards clientele.
satisfyporting namesandperhaps
ing the fancies
of the
Crawford
George, dowingnaturally,
the picture,
en- Logically the showmanship availability of the
the stellar dominates
character with
a vigorous
rests to a great extent upon the pulling
realism in sharp and favorable contrast to picture
power of her name. According to FAME she
the limpphasizand
lachrymal
aspects
of
it
emis
the
seventh
ranking box office star of 1936.
ed byvarious predecessors.
Previewed at the Village theatre, Hollywood.
Thunder Trail
It would seem hardly necessary to synopsize Sitting
up
in
the
balcony, it was quite evident
the familiar story beyond saying that again the that the patrons wearied
the long dialogue
(Paramount)
upright son, unaware of a sinned against but and the sags and letdownsof permitted
to creep
Western Melodrama
also sinning mother, strives mightily to clear in. Yet, mingling with the crowd leaving
the
her curtain
of a murder
charge and that again she dies theatre many differing opinions were heard.
Thelace thatways
and
means
of
notifying
the
popuat
fall.
Some thought it was the kind of picture that
a
Zane
Grey
story
is
on
tap
are
among
the more established box office devices of a
Miss portrayal
George's suggest
past performances
her Miss Crawford does so well; others made less
that it may and
be well
remarks. The percentage of those
profession to the rounding out of which these present
for
exhibitors
to
prepare
for
the
probability
of —favorable
whoG. M.thought it worthwhile and those who
enduring documentations of the old west have her becoming, anon, a box office ace.
thought
it
boring seemed about equally divided.
contributed much. This, according to reaction
Previewed at the Uptown theatre, Los Anof a preview audience is an occasion on which
g
e
l
e
s
,
t
o
the
evident
satisfaction
of
all
presProduced
and
distributed
by MGM.
Produced
by
a bit of stepping up and letting out is in order,
ent.— William R. Weaver.
Joseph
Mankiewicz.
Directed
by Dorothy
for the picture appears to have more and better
From a L.playand
by Bradbury
Ferenc Molnar.
Screen
play score
byArzner.
Tessby
by James KevinA McGuiness.
Distributed
action, thrills and suspense than is par for the byProduced
Slesinger
Foote.
Musical
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Sam
Wood
production
Franz Kahn.
Waxman.
and bylyricsValbyRaset.
WaxmanDouglas
and
directed Artby director,
Sam Wood.
director,
Tom Gus
product.
DancesMusic
staged
CedricAssistant
Gibbons.
Film editor,
The names available are many if not mighty. Andre.
Shearer,
recording
director.
Cedric
Gibbons,
art
direcFrank
E.
Hull.
Photographed
by
John
Seitz.
P.
C.
MontebertBlue
in a and
prominent
Gil- A. Certificate No. 3703. Release date. October 22, Georgetor.Folsev.
Adrienne Fazan,
editor. Photographed
bv
P. C. film
A.whenCertificate
No. 3862. RunRoland isridesbackagain,
Williamrole,
Duncan
1937. Runnm" time, whenclassification.
seen in Hollywood, 70
ning date,
time, Oct.
100 minutes
seenaudience
in Hollywood.
Replays a brief assignment according to Hoyle. minutes. Adult audienceCAST
lease
8.
1937.
General
classification,
Marsha Hunt, J. Carrol Naish, Charles Bickthough over heads of juveniles.
Fleuriot GladysJohnGeorge
ford, James Craig and Billy Lee also merit Jacqueline
Raymond
Fleuriot
Beal
Bernard Dourel
Fleuriot
Warren
William
mention. There is something to be said here, Maurice
Anni
Joan Crawford
Reginald Owen Giulio CAST
too, if not in the billing, about Karl Struss, Hugh Fariman, Jr
Franchot
Tone
William
Henry Rudi Pal
Robert
Young
cinematographer, whose contribution to the Lerocle
Henry
Daniell
Contessa
di
Meina
Billie
Burke
total quality of the production is substantial.
Jean
Phillip
Reed
Admiral Monti
Reginald
Owen
Lynne
Carver
The story, in bare outline, recalls others in Helene
Monti
Lynne
Carver
Rose
Emma Hussey
Dunn Maddelena
Count
Armalia
George Phillips
Zucco
the same general vein. Brothers are separated Annette
Ruth
Maria
Mary
in boyhood and grow to manhood under the Dr.
Scipio
Luis Alberni
Paul Porcasi
LaFarge
Zucco Nobili
varying influences of the old west, recognizing Nora
Pietro
Dickie
Moore
Cora George
Withersooon
Alberto
Frank Puglia
each othercounter atand joining
last during
a
terrific
personal
enHugh
Fariman,
Sr
Jonathan
Hale
(Continued
on
fane
38)
forces to defeat the villain Ciptain Dorcas
Aida KuznetzofF
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ASIDES

and

INTERLUDES
"NEWS" (publicity) from David Oliver
Selznick's
officesyears
at United
Artists informsNewus York
that 6,000
from now,
Mr. Selznick's
Is Born"
be reissued to be run"AoffStarbefore
a selectwill audience
of future historians. Mr. Selznick has
given ideant ofprint
to Dr. University,
Thornwell for
Jacobs,
presOglethorpe
inclusion,
with
other
"relics"
of
the
present
period,
a crypt in the Appalachian Mountains toin
remain until opened in 8113 A.D.
"This plan,
for for
the first preservation
time in worldof
history,
provides
records
which
otherwisethewould
be lost as
the centuries roll on," asserts Mr. Selznick's
"NEWS"
(publicity.)
Here Mr. Selznick has been aware of a
plan for preserving film 6,000 years, the
while Eastman Kodak, the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, the United States
Government's
Archives,
DuPont
Film, andDepartment
others, haveof been
searching
and researching and researching and searching for a formula which would preserve film
for at least 50 years. Mr. Selznick really
should communicate in a hurry with either
John G. Bradley, Archives building, Washington, D.C., or the SMPE's Committee on
Film Preservation.
V
The Hollywood producer who has signed a
contract
with a pig is pretty slow in admitting
it.
Beauty, a Duroc Jersey gilt, four months old,
owned by Theodore White, in Union Star, Missouri, is the pig. Unlike most movie stars
imported by Hollywood, Beauty has a pedigree.
Beauty will first appear at the Sedalia State
Fair, in Missouri, getting $35 a day. Then
she will appear at the American Royal in Kansas City. These engagements completed, Beauty
will
westwardA real
to cashhamin actor.
on her Hollywood
movieheadcontract.
The Department of Agriculture in Washington is in the middle of a controversy over which
way
say they turn
to the
left, pigs'
some tails
say twist.
they areSomereactionary
and swing
to the right, and some say a pig whose tail
turns in neither direction is a pig of low vitality. Hollywood could settle the dispute in
of a pig's tail by having Beauty
dotwoa shakes
slow-movie.
V
if DickthanPowell
sing"Maybe
any better
he doesknewsing,he hecouldn't
would
sing
better,"
is
a
comment
Stratford,
El Dorado (Kansas) TimesJessie
overheard
the
other day in a local movie theatre.
V
"This business of being an eminent actor is
awful"
chirps one
Charles
Laughton,"
and sonobody
need imagine
enjoys
it. It has
few
advantages."
. . . Such as $5,Q00-a-week salary
checks.
V
Ted Moorse, of the Emporia (Kansas)
Times, points out that news items on Hollywood weddings now give the score — the numtimes married — just like turf sheets give
trackber ofrecords.
V
And Ted Cook complains that the trouble
with the
new "natural color" movies is that
thev
record
natural colors.so many people wearing un-

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM

Landon Laird, movie critic of the Kansas
City Star, on a vacaticn to Hollywood, was
eating luncheon over at Avalon, on Catalina
Island, and trying not to be too conscious
that Tyrone Power was at the next table.
Well-bred persons being what they are, a
goodly portion of the same were present at
the particular moment and practically no one
was noticing, and certainly no one was
heckling Mr. Power, as some have been
doing of late.
Scant wonder, then, that when Mr. Tyrone
Power, the big movie actor, decided to leave
his table and found someone following him,
he "No,"
growled:
— an autograph,"
replied"What
a bored
waiter. "Just the
V
E. C. Mills, vociferous proponent of the rights
and
royalties
of American
song writers,
in hisof
check!"
position
as head
of the American
Society
Composers, Authors and Publishers, bemoans
the inattention of foreign conductors performing
You greatest
get your show
money's
worth ——
The
earth
in this country to the works of American comTwo features,
a onpreview,
a
posers. The whole trouble, Mr. Mills complains,
A Popeye,
a set of and
dishes,you
is that "American compositions are not played
Keeno, Screeno
frequently
{in symphony
and concert)
ences to develop
an affection
for them. for audi"Only
the
other
day"
Mr.
Mills heard,
The Brothers Warner will shortly release "someone asked an American composer
a concerto, and he replied that it woiddto write
take
"Hollywood
Hotel,"
but
with
their
respective
tongues carefully placed in their left cheeks. him three years to write it and another three
Featured in the film is Benny Goodman, styled years to persuade Toscanini to play it."
the "King
of Swing"
Bennyof now
is the
V
target
of attack
from music.
the region
Professor
Arthur Cremin, director of the New York
Kenneth Force, our correspondent in
Schools of Music, who is driving for legisla- Kansas City, was waved to the street curb
tion against swing music on the ground that it the other morning for not signalling a turn.
The traffic cop was preparing to go to work
is "very bad for morals."
Professor Cremin says he conducted "lab- on
him. first asking for Mr. Force's driver's
license.
oratory
experiments,"
placing
a
girl
and
a
boy
"I've
lost it." candidly admitted the rein a roomfortably(probably
softly
lighted
and
comappointed, and probably right in the
porter, riffling through some press passes,
New York Schools of Music) and peeking in including one from MOTION PICTURE
at them while soft waltzes played. They be- HERALD, which he was careful to let the
came friendly, he observed. The next time
see. paper you on?" the officer asked.
he dated them he turned on a program of swing cop"What
Force told
him.
music. Professor Cremin peeked again, and
reports, with horror, they necked !
tell
me"Say,"
wherepussyfooted
I can get the
somecop,of "can
them youempty
Singling
Goodman
out
for
criticism,
Professor Cremin says Swing is a mere caricature film cans like they ship pictures in? My
of jazz, and that Goodman is making a living wife likes 'em for sewing baskets."
making funny faces at jazz. Goodman, through
Warner funny
Brothers,
this. HeCremin.
says he's
making
faces denies
at Professor
Germany stoops from the ridiculousness of
the recent decrees governing the conduct and
V
contents
of motion pictures in that country to
Broadway is repeating the story about the
— ordering
all tombstones
telephone call received the other afternoon amustnew bedead
of
thelevelsame
color andthatsize.
atanswered.
a movie theatre. An assistant manager
"Hello," said the caller. "Put George
Approval by dentists of chewing tobacco
brings movie press agents face to face with
Smith
on theSmith?"
phone." echoed the assistant their
"George
first real problem — whether to let the
manager. "We have no George Smith work- glamorous beauties of the screen endorse a
well-advertised
plug tobacco. Of course a
"Who
said anything about him working queen of the movies
ing here."demanded
could compromise with
there?"
the caller. "You put a discreet endorsement
expressing
George Smith on the phone. He's picketing
tion for the gentleman who
chews admiratobacco
and always has his juice under control.
outside your theatre!"V
The late Ben Hampton, who in after years
Every time we hear of a Hollywood star was a motion picture producer, while in
blozvingtance we upare and
belloiving
their imporof sales for the American Tobacco
reminded
of theabout
Mississippi
Negro charge
Company once plastered the country with
who cracked: "Ef you wants to see how much 24-sheets proclaiming, in behalf of Star plug,
you is goin' to be missed, jest stick you' finger with a slogan "the men who chew are the
in de pond, den pull it out an' look at de hole."
men who do."
MORE TRUTH
THAN POETRY
Paramount's "Summer Romance"
will havea aPreview,
song entitled:
"Twoa
Features,
a Newsreel,
Popeye, a Set of Dishes, Keeno,
Screeno and You." It goes like this:
Two features, a preview, a newsreel,
A Popeye, Keeno,
a set Screeno
of dishes,and you.
An
organ
solo
during
And all of that for tenentire
cents intermission
admission. ■
A kid of ten went to the movies,
Then he disappeared;
He And
stayedcameto out
see with
the entire
a beard!show
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(Continued from page 36)
A Bride for Henry
( Monogram)
run on a riun^ymoon
.For a long time picture producers have been
trying to do something different with the eternal triangle situation. Monogram, with Dorothy keia as associate producer and William
iNighzineasstorydirector,
has taken
magaby Josephine
Benthama Liberty
which Marion
Orth adapted, and has done something brightly
new with the plot.
In the first place they have treated it from
a comedy standpoint. The lines, situations,
characterizations
and action
are pointed
to accentuate the quality.
Secondly,
the company
was fortunate in engaging the services of Anne
Nagel, Warren Hull, Henry Mollison and
Claudia Dell as principals. True, none of them
has ever been known to stop traffic when their
pictures were being shown, but one thing they
can be depended upon to do is to give audiences
who care to see the picture a good time. Incideploitation
ntal y, the film
material. includes much potential exThe amusing plot is simple, but refreshingly
different. A groom fails to show up for his
wedding, so the bride marries her lawyer. But
the groom does show up for the honeymoon and
monopolizes the bride, who is willing to be
monopolized.wildering uThe
bentil he husband's
discovers predicament
that all the isother
beautiful girls in the hotel, particularly Claudia
Dell, desire his company. Then the bride gets
jealous. That the interloper proves a dud in
more ways than one does not add to her happiness. But the fury of a woman on the spot
is a fury not to be denied. Short shrift is given
Henry Mollison as the climax tosses Anne
Nagel
into Warren
Previewed
in the Hull's
Forum arms.
theatre, Los Angeles. The wisdom of preshowing a picture in
the class of house in which it will play the
greattermajority
of its
was never
betdemonstrated.
Thebookings
neighborhood
audience,
probably attracted to the theatre more because
of the possibility of winning a part of the $1,500
Screeno bonanza than it was by the promise
of a preview
{some pretty
poor Several
ones aretimes
displayed here) .enjoyed
the show.
applause interrupted the dialogue. At the finish
the expression
appreciation
whole-an
hearted. So manyofstarted
to rush was
out that
assistant manager mounted the stage to remind
them nes .that
— G. M.they shouldn't miss the Screeno busiProduced
and producer.
distributedDirected
by Monogram.
Dorothy
Reid,
William
Nigh.
Story associate
byGilbert
Josephine
Bentham.
Screenby play
by Marion
Orth.
Warrenton,
photographer.
Mike
Eason,
assistant
director.
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
No.
3681.
Running time, when seen in Hollywood, 55 minutes.
Release
fication. date, Sept. 29, 1937. General audience classiCAST Betty Ross Clark
Anne
WarrenNagel
Hull
Lyle Moraine
Henry
Harry HarveyClaudia Mollison
Dell
Harrison
Greene

Hicks, Selmer Jackson, Rollo Lloyd, Thomas former affiliate on the gridiron by way of provJackson, Arthur Hoyt and Bryant Washburn,
ing he shouldn't
have college
been shunted.
Thereandis
of legitimate
coloring here
round out the histrionic talent, except for Alice a dash
Belcher, who, though not given screen credit, there, but most of the picture is in the musical
does a comedy bit, suitable to her peculiar comedy vein {circa 1900) and it is not the
talents, at which the preview audience roared coach but the Ritz Brothers, and not by dint
for two minutes on her initial appearance.
comicThe story deals with Bill Crane, a heavy ofstripsound
Dick coaching
Merriwell butgag,bythatvirtue
the oflittlea college
drinking detective whose manner of solving beats the big one while Ed Thorgersen of Fox
Movietone News broadcasts the game as Ed
mysteries is flavored by visits to bars, apart- Thorgersen.
ments of beautiful
seemingly
If the allotment of wordage in the foregoing
connected places. Hewomen
and hisandstooge,
Doc, unare
called upon by the attorney for a condemned
that that
the isStagg
parallel is Regrettable
importantman facing the gallows for a murder he did indicates
ly offensive,
unfortunate.
not commit. After a maze of comedy incidents is a fairer adjective than offensive, and it is not
in which loose threads leading to the murder importantly that. The whole of the production
insincere and so thoroughly condiare gathered
up by before
Crane, the
the murderer
ex- is so openly
posed two minutes
condemned is man
the Brothers
mat
it wouldtioned to thebe purposes
hard forof the
crustiest Kitz
Chicago
is to die.
Previewed at the Pantages theatre, Holly- grad to work up a good peeve about any of it.
The brotherly comics, it may be pertinent to
wood, where a normally "hard boiled" audience, remark,
are stars of the picture only obliquely
insofar
as "whodunits"
melodramas
are
concerned,
was won and
over other
completely
by the and by sheer weight of preponderant emphasis.
Nat
as an Indian fullback, all
story
and its
— V.byK. Universal. Produced but steals Pendleton,
Produced
and comedy.
distributed
the picture. Joan Davis, as the gal
by
Irving
Starr.
Directed
by
Christy
Cabanne.
in
love
with
him,
gives
a varied version
of the
Screenplay by Robertson White. From the novel, characterization she contributed
the success
"Headed fortographaer, IraHearse,"
byFilmJonathan
Latimer.
Pho- of "Thin Ice." Gloria Stuart andto Dick
Morgan.
editor,
Otis
Garrett.
BaldSpecial
effects,
JohnEmile
P. Fulton.
Art director,
Ralph
win playscuritromantic
leads, insings
considerable
obHerger.
Associate,
Kuri.
Gowns,
Vera
West.
y
,
a
n
d
Tony
Martin
appropriately
Musicalcate No.director,
Charles time,
Previn.whenP. seen
C. A.in Certifi3693.
Running
Hollyat
proper
intervals.
, 62 minutes.classification.
Release date. November 7, 1937.
Previewed at the Westwood Village theatre,
General wo daudience
where
fault-finding,
CAST
the naked
ear.—W. if R.any,W.was not visible to
Bill
Crane
Preston
Foster
Doc
Williams
Frank
Jenks
Produced
and
distributed
Twentieth
Century-Fox.
Emily
LouHogan
Martin
Carol Hughes
producer,
HaroldplaybyWilson.
Directed
by William A. Seiter.
Screen
byof Karl
Tunberg
and
Agatha
Barbara
Pepper Associate
Don
Ettlinger.
From
a
series
stories
bySidney
Darrell
Miss
Brentino
Astrid
Allwyn
Frazee
Clarence
Wilson
Ware.
Four
songs
by
Lew
Pollack
and
Robert Westland
Theorore Von Eltz Mitchell. "Sweet Varsity Sue," by Charles Tobias,D.
Richard
Bolston
George
Meeker
Lewiscialtiesand
MurrayPokrass,
Mencher.
Brothers
speby Samuel
SidneyRitz
Muller
Ray
Woodbury
RussellJackson
Hicks AlGolden.
Assistant
director, Charles
Hall.
Filmand
editor,
Warden
Selmer
Louis
Loeffler.
Photography,
Robert
Planck.
P.
C.
Sprague
Rollo
Lloyd
Certificate No. 3703. Release date, October 1, 1937.A.
Strom
Thomas
Jackson
Shuttle
Hoyt Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classifiRoss
BryantArthur
Washburn
CAST
Ritz
Brothers
Themselves
Inez
Joan Martin
Davis
Band Leader
Tony
Life Begins in College
Janet
O'Hara
Gloria
Stuart
Coach
O'Hara
Fred
Stone
George
Black
NatDickPendleton
(20th Century-Fox)
Bob Hayner
Baldwin
Cuddles
Joan
Marsh
Campus Comedy
Oliver
Stearns, Sr
Jed Prouty
Dean Moss
Maurice
Cass
Clearly the thing to do with the Ritz Brothers Miss
Murphy
Marjorie
Weaver
Robert
Lowery
is not to try to explain them. In no time at all Sling
Announcer LonEd Chaney,
ThorgersenJr.
they have shot up from vaudeville stage and Radio
T.Gilks
Edwin Cabot Fred
J. Kohler,
C. NugentJr.
nightclubedged herefloor
to a screen
acknowlBret
by stellar
billing.eminence
They are
given OIlie
ElishaWilson
Cook
in this picture, therefore, expanded opportu- Coach Stearns
Burke
Charles
Captain Norman
Frank Willis
Sully
nity to display their deliberately demoniac tal- Acting
Referee
ents.ceItduisre, notmore
less manifestly
correct pro-to
to sayor obligatory,
for exhibitors
shout this
circumstance
and leave
the rest to
Darryl Zanuck.
ComedyPerfect Specimen
It is also practicable, as the title implies, The
to bill the production as a campus comedy in (Warner-F. N.)
those sectors where the boys and girls currently resuming
their number
text bookand toil
are in appropriate box office
proximity.
It is
After posting the names of Errol Flynn, Joan
likewise practicable, but extremely unadvisable, Blondell,
Herbert,
Horton, AllenHugh
Jenkins,
May Edward
Robson, Everett
Dick Foran
toandtellstatus
the collegians
that
Fred
Stone's
role
and
in the picture are precise counter- and Beverly Roberts as present and active in
"The type
Perfect
Specimen,"might
a common
or hit-andUniversity
of Chicago's
of showman
well consider
his
"grand partsoldof theman,"
Coach Alonzo
A. Stagg.former
(In run
job
well
enough
done
to
warrant
of
certaining parts
of
the
middle
west
this
sort
of
billwould bring an undergraduate wrecking trout fishing, race track or golf links.a spot
And
crew down to take the theatre apart brick by is probable that the cash register would jingleit
a satisfactory roundelay in his absence. But the
brick
it down forthe laugh
exhibitor's
throat).
The andstory,stuffproduced
purposes
only more
earnest and urgent type of manager will
by Harold
Wilson
and
directed
with
like
obwant
toother of inform
his public that
yet anjective by William A. Seiter, is from a screen
the extravagantly
comicthisand isheadlong
play taken, liberally, by Karl Tunberg and Don action pictures with which Hollywood is busy
Ettlinger from a series of stories by Darrell overtime just now, although still fumbling for
group hetermchoose
by which
designate
Ware, cagowhoand nostarted
writing his
careerfamiliarity
in Chi- aShould
to addto that
this istheirthe kind.
best
doubthisacquired
of them, he will be able to find support for his
with collegiate
causes
and
effects
on
the
Midway. As dished up here, however, the Ware assertion in at least a few of the published critcompositions are a loose and largely incidental
ical comments on the picture.
framework for the Ritz frivolities.
This one is from a Cosmopolitan Magazine
Idle as it may be to sketch such plots as these, story by Samuel Hopkins Adams, an origin
the serious side of this one, vaguely discernible
definite and
favorin the stretches between Ritz Brothers didoes, indicative
able thingsoftocertain
most readers,
and highly
it is directed
has to do with an aging coach shunted to a by the veteran(Continued
and
versatile
Michael
Curtiz
in
on
Pane
41)
bush league college and determined to beat his

The Westland Case
(Universal)
Melodrama
"The versal
Westland
Crime ClubCase"
seriesinaugurates
for which the
six Unifeatures,plated.
of theThe first
detective
story
type,
are
was taken from thecontemnovel,
"Headed for a Hearse," by Jonathan Latimer,
and ingpresents
Preston
Fosterrole.
in a Itheavy
and comedy
detective
has indrinkthe
cast Frank Jenks, comedian whose popularity
steadily is increasing, notably with the release
of
Men calls
and fora Girl."
His
styleUniversal's
of comedy "100
inevitably
comparison
with Lionel Stander's. Carol Hughes, Barand accompaniment.
Astrid Allwyn supply
soothingbara Pepper
feminine
A groupeye-of
proved character players, Clarence Wilson,
Theodore von Eltz, George Meeker, Russell
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THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

':

'
IN

MORE
THE

GLORIOUS

STORY

THAN

MILLIONS

YOU

HAVE

WANTED

HER

EVER
TO

MAKE!

A LL the warmth, tenderness and beauty
of this story loved the world over . . .
with the Shirley who revealed a new and
deeper appeal in "Wee Willie Winkie". . .
now touching the full depths of your heart
in the picture you '11 always remember her for!

TEMPLE
**
..

in

KNOW

99

HEIDI
with
JEAN
HERSHOLT
ARTHUR
and
HELEN
TREACHER
• WESTLEY
PAULINE MOORE . THOMAS BECK
MARY NASH • SIDNEY BLACKMER
MADY CHRISTIANS • SIG RUMANN
Directed by ALLAN DWAN
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
From the famous story by Johanna Spyri. Screen play
by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson. Song "In Our
Little Wooden Shoes " by Lew Pollack and Sidney D.
Mitchell. Dances staged by Sammy Lee.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK in Charge oj Production

r

October 2 19 3 7
{Continued from page 38)
the
precise
"groove"
of theplaywrights
Adams humor.
No
less
than
four
screen
— Norman
Reilly Raine, Lawrence
Riley, Brewster
Morse
and Fritz Falkenstein — collaborated in bringing
the Adams foolery from arm chair to aisle seat
assimilability
(whether that's
a word orgenesis,
not).
naturally
hasThemorestory,
substance
than inmostviewof ofthoseits used
for
purely ribtickling purposes. It presents the
case of one Gerald Beresford Wicks, heir to
forty million dollars and brought to manhood,
therefore,paring himbyfora agrandmother
intentin upon
business future
whichpre-he
will excel each and all of his 10,000 employees
in everything from horticulture to fisticuffs. In
upon his cloistered studies barges inquisitive
Mona Carter, a nice girl who likes to go places
and do things, to taunt him with talk of tilting
at windmills and lure him, ultimately, into the
wide open world where he proceeds to tilt at
them with forty million dollars worth of gusto.
There are police chases, prize ring and impromptu battles, with gloves and without, becerned.fore all winds up satisfactorily for all conMr.men ofFlynn's
the perfect
specithe title portrayal
is a most ofunusual
and convincing performance. Miss Blondell is kept intensely busy,
as are theup other
and that
comicgives
reliefs, in keeping
with comics
a scenario
no serious minded patron who may have
stumbled into the theatre by mistake opportunity to realize that most of the things he's
at couldn't happen but would be nice
iflaughing
they could.
Previewed
Hollywood
If it pleases theatrestWarner's
of the world
half so theatre.
well as
it pleased those present on this occasion it will
take
high
place
among
the
season's
comedies.
—
W. R. W.
A Warner
First National
Picture
produced
and Haldistributed
byAssociate
Brothers.
Executive
producer,
Wallis.
producer,Assistant
Harry Joe
Brown.Frank
Directed
by
MichaelplayCurtiz.
director,
Heath.
Screen
by
Norman
Reilly
Raine,
Lawrence
Riley,
BrewsterHopkins
Morse Adams.
and Fritz
Story
Samuel
Film Falkenstein.
Morse.by
Photography,
Charlesdate,Rosher.
P.editor,
C. 1937.
A.TerryCertificate
No.
3493.
Release
October
23,
Running
time,
seen in Hollywood, 88 minutes. General
audiencewhenclassification.
CAST
Gerald
Beresford
Wicks
ErrolBlondell
Flynn
Mona
Carter
,
Joan
Killigrew
Shaw
Hugh
Herbert
Mr.
Grattan
Edward Everett
Horton
Jink
Carter Beverly
Dick Foran
Alicia
Mrs.
Leona Wicks
May Roberts
Robson
Pinky
Allen
Clarabelle
Dennie Jenkins
Moore
Hotel
Clerk
HughJamesO'Connell
Snodgrass
Burke
Hooker
Granville
Bates
Carl
Carter
Harry
Davenport
Briggs
Tim Henning
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minger, who comes, oddly enough, not from
Podunk,
Iowa, drama
but fromhas Vienna
or is itwithBuda-an
pest?— where
been —spelled
upper dians
casehave Dknown
for more
centuries
than the
about fire water.
It isIn-a
tribute to him and to the fundamental character
of the primitive American stage form to which
he here addresses his art that map and medium
are manifestly and mirthfully congenial. ( George
Jean Nathan could spill a quill of pretty significant ink about that, probably.) It is likewise atribute to Harold Wilson, associate producer, as to James Edward Grant and Ben
Markson, writers of the screen play from Mr.
Grant's ofstory,
that theunsophisticated
gloriously forthright
hokum
a delightfully
era is as
flexible
in
their
skilled
fingers
as today's most
pungent
Broadway
smash.
The list of marketable names is rather too
long and evenly balanced for individual citation,
with comment,
in theat this
wordage
lotted such matters
time coventionally
and place. Therealthey
are,
down
beyond
the
six-point
credits.thatIt
probably is important to mention, though,
Ann
Sothern
and
Jack
Haley,
the
girl of it, sing a song, from which theboy-andtitle is
taken,ber, a circumstance
and that it's that
a Gordon
and toRevel
numhas
come
have
definite and positive
connotation inworld.
this and other
branches
of the entertainment
Theyer whostorysets{ohoutyes,to the
is about
lawget story!)
signatures
from a eight
memberstiating apurchase
of a crazyof family,
by
way
of
negotheirforproperty,
about
his romantic attachment
the leastand lunatic
and fairest of the lot. The lawyer and the
rival who tries to thwart him are crazy too.
Previeived at the Alexander theatre, Glendale,
California, a typical small town Saturday night
on zvhich the payees fortunate enough to get
in before the purchaseable seats were filled
laughed themselves into a refreshingly bucolic
hysteria
W. R. W.over what they saw and heard. —
Produced
and Harold
distributedWilson.
by 20thDirected
Century-Fox.
AssociatePreminger.
producer,
by Otto Grant
LudwigBen
ScreenStoryplaybybyJames
James Edward
Edward
and
Markson.
Grant.
Song
by
Mack
Gordon
and
Harry
Revel.
Assistant
director,
GordonVirgilCooper.
Jack Murray.
Photography,
Miller.FilmP.5,C.editor,
A. Certificate
No.
3515.
Release
date,
November
1937.
Running
time,
81 minutes. General audience classification.
CAST
Toni Pemberton
AnnJackSothern
Henry
MacMorrow
Haley
Mrs.
Alice
Pemberton
Mary Horton
Boland
Howard
Rogers
Edward John
Everett
Herbert
Pemberton
Carradine
Uncle Alan
Walter Catlett
Junior
Pemberton Bennie
Bartlett
Uncle Duncan
Goliath
MauriceDinehart
Cass
Allan
Alan
Albert
Pemberton
Etienne
Girardot
Wilbur
E.
E.
Clive
Aunt
Patty
Margaret
McWade
Aunt
Pitty
Margaret
SeddonJr.
Chemist
Elisha Cook,
Pemberton's
Maid
Hilda
Vaughn
Danger— Love at Work
Henry's
Butler
Charles
Coleman
Attendant
George Chandler
(20th Century-Fox)
Hick
Comedy
Chauffeur Spencer
Hal K. Charters
Dawson
Thug
Fields
This entry in the broad comedy sweepstakes Police Officer Stanley
Paul Allister
Hurst
just now dominating production goes beyond Salesman
Claude
most of the others by asserting bluntly in the Gilroy
Parsons
Jonathan
Hale
CharlesStanton
Lane
opening dialogue that eight of the characters Hilton
Paul
in the story are crazy. Possibly an equivalent
assertion is properly a part of the well ordered
exploitation campaign a thorough showman
will want to devise for the picture. The eight Fight for Your Lady
players depicting the crazy persons are, of
course, permitted to play the parts that way, (RKO-Radio)
the resultthoughbeing
as funny
same, al- Gag Comedy
modernized,
manner,and asin thethe characters
Gag comedy
essence ofmainly
"Fightsupplied
for Yourby
in the always dependable "medicine show" Lady."
All of isthatthe comedy,
sketchesof quasi-slapstick
of the '90's, from
whichderives
the present
Rhodes,
Billydoing
Gilwave
comedies
in di- Jack Oakie,
rect descent.
bert, GordonbutJoneswithandErikMaude
Eburne
Oldsters well know that the wholesomely yeoman work to match his pace, is quite funny.
raffish patterns of the period, played ad lib in While they as a unit are indulging in their
town halls, under canvas, on wagon ramps and vocal and character antics, John Boles becomes
in junction depots by troupers who loved them, involved in a multilateral comedy romance
in Margot
Luwere can.soundly
essentiallymoreAmeriThe worldconceived
will haveand changed
than whichpino abrings
s candidates
for his Grahame
affection, and
with Ida
Rhodes
normally in the past forty years if the polished, and Jones further parties. For good measname-laden modern parallels do not please the
ure, there is also a song number, "Blame It on
populace mightily.
the Danube," which Boles sings.
This one is directed by Otto Ludwig PreAs the opening sequence ended, a serio-com-

edy wrestling bout with a number of gags and
practically a separate entity, though establishing the general tone of the production, the
writer began to count the gags. Sixty minutes
4!
later there were 13 pencil marks on his tab.
Applying simple division, it is found that there
was agea ofmajor
on theAsaverevery gag
four andand major
a halflaugh
minutes.
the
film only high.
runs 67 minutes, the laugh quota is
unusually
the gagging,
"Fight story.
for Your
hasForthe allrequired
substantiating
In itLady"
Jones
double crosses both Boles and Oakie. He weds
Margot Grahame, whom Boles considers his
personal
property,contract.
and welches
of his Oakielield wrestling
Oakieout takes
charge
of the depressed Boles, who is not depressed
very long when attractive Ida Lupino appears.
But she is the fiancee of Erik Rhodes, a dueling
Austrian, who guarantees sudden death to anytrespassing
his domain.
Boles onewants,
deathonwhich
will removeThat's
him what
from
this troublesome world. Preceded by a wealth
ofbizarre
foolishness,
a duel is more
arranged.
It's aOakie,
very
thing, becoming
so when
dressed as an old woman, begs Rhodes to spare
her
son'sof life.
The fire
eater,accedes.
who never
the son
any living
mother,
Thenkilled
follows the chase
business,
which has something
to do with gendarmes pursuing Oakie, Boles
and Miss Lupino to find out why Oakie caused
Boles to be illegally jailed earlier in the show.
Sufficient
sense is made
as far
motivation isconcerned
; all the
rest asis story
nonsense.
It might be termed elemental comedy that
should stimulate anyone to laughter. That can
be promised.
Previewed in the Pantages theatre, Hollywood. Despite the attraction of "100 Men and
aonlyGirl"comfortably
and an added preview,
house there
was
Those whothe
were not hesitant filled.
in expressing
theirwereapproval
of the film. If they were disappointed about
anything it was that the film is comparatively
short. It was easy to see that they were in the
mood for more of what they had seen. — G. M.
and distributed
bybyRKO-Radio.
Produced
byplayProduced
Albert
Lewis.
DirectedHarry
BenSegallStoloff.
Screen
by
Ernest
Pagano,
and
Harold
Kusell.Frank
StoryTours,
by Jean
Negulesco
Isabellyrics
Leighbyton.
musical
director.and Song
Harry
Askt; music
by FrankbyLoessor.
George Crone,P.
Photographed
Jack time,
Mackenzie.
C.infilmHollywood,
A. editor.
Certificate
No. 3563. Release
Running
seen
67
minutes.
date,
Oct.when15, 1937.
General audience classification.
CAST
Robert
Densmore
John Oakie
Boles
Ham
Hamilton
Tack
Marietta
Ida
Lupino
Marcia
Trent
Margot
Grahame
Mike Scanlon
Gordon
Tones
Spadissimo
Erik Rhodes
Boris
Billy
Gilbert
Jimmy
Trask
Paul
Guilfoyle
Joris
Georges
Felix Janos
CharlesRenavent
Judels
Nadya
Maude
Eburne
Butler
Charles
Coleman
Ebb Tide
(Paramount)
Marine Melodrama
Perhaps it would be a little rash, although the
idea must occur to showmen who see the picture, to exploitin "Ebb
as a "Mutiny
the Bounty"
color.Tide"
Fortunately,
it is noton
necessary
to
borrow
any
picture's
thunder
stir up interest in this one. It has, in additionto
to cast names of known connotation, the far
reaching
appeal Stevenson
that is resident
the namejustof
Robert Louis
and hisin perhaps
slightly less than classic story of the same name.
And it has Oscar Homolka, making his first
appearance before an American camera, as a
new and powerful personality to exploit in
terms of his notable past and probable future.
There is also, and no doubt very importantly
in many sectors, the first major use of color
photography at sea, a thing likely to be so
widely talked about after the picture gets going that it is as well for showmen to begin
telling their customers about it beforehand.
It is a little{Continued
hard noton topagesend44) up rhetorical
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rockets verely
about
in even
a secomercial"EbbreportTide"as this
one issuchordained
by function to be. But precisely that circumstance isa property reportable factor. It would
appear
to indicate
Tide" about.
is a picture
people will
want tothattalk"Ebb
to people
There is, as readers of Stevenson's work well
know,
commonplace
stuff" inValor
the
story. little
Heroics
are depicted"movie
in reverse.
is not an outstanding virtue of any character
involved. The narration is in the slow, powerful, rolling tempo of the sea. The love match
which happens
to be an outcome
comrising the story
of theofinevents
tender
kind
camera pmen
used isto not
like one
to shoot
soft focus.
A good deal of death and a lot of persistent
decay are involved in the working out of the
disastrously terminated plot. Consequently, the
picture is about as far off the beaten track of
screen product, colored or otherwise, as anything the normal and typical showman can possibly have in mind when he sends up his perpetual cry for "something new — something different."
The story, as most will recall, is of three
beachcombers
gain and
command
plague-it.
stricken
sailingwhovessel
decide oftoa steal
It would be unfair to the Stevenson narrative,
and to Lucien Hubbard's fine production of
Bertram Millhauser's faithful screen play based
upon it, to detail
herethatthemark
elemental
and temperamental conflicts
the downward
coursetion ofofthetheonetwo whowho lives.
die andAndthe itscant
wouldsalva-be
as unfair to James Hogan to omit mention of
his deeply sensitive direction which makes
island interlude and tropical typhoon, alike,
measured means to a tremendous end, the complete retention of the Stevenson mood, theme
and point.
Previewed at the Paramount theatre, Los
Angeles, a capacity audience held spellbound
by the picture broke out, when it zvas over, in
a tornado of person-to-person comment on the
power of the production, the performances of
Oscar Homolka and Barry Fitzgerald, the
splendor of the coloration and the all-around
rightness
ofand things
in general.
— W. R.Producer,
W.
ProducedHubbard.
distributed
Paramount.
Lucien
Director, byJames
Hogan. Assistant
director,
Hal
Walker.
Screen
play
by
Bertram
Millhauser. StoryFilmby editor,
Robert Leroy
Louis Stone.
StevensonPhotography,
and Lloyd
Osbourne.
Ray
Brennahan.
Song
by
Ralph
Rainger
and
Leo
Robin. P. C. A. Certificate, No. 3,531. Release date,
Octoberwo d,19,94 minutes.
1937. Running
time,
when
seen
in
HollyAdultCASTaudience classification.
Captain
Thorbecke Frances
Oscar Homolka
Faith
Wishart
Farmer
Robert
Herrick
Ray
Milland
Attwater
Lloyd
Nolan
Huish
Barry
Fitzgerald
Port
Doctor
Charles
Judels
Uncle Ned
Charles
Stevens
Tapena
Tom
David Torrence
Attwater's
Servant
f.inaHarry
Basquette
Taniera
Field

crime. Knowing that the girl may give them
away, the crooks have her followed aboard the
boat for England and plant a false accusation
of theft against her. She is sent to prison in
England, but is released before the condemned
man is to go to the chair. She stows away on
a non-stop plane from London to New York.
Also on the plane are a mysterious General
from Paraguay, a London bookmaker who is
blackmailing
Yard detective.him, and Jim Grant, Scotland
The "General" — actually Hugo Brandt, leader
of the New York murder gang — shoots the
blackmailer
the pilotbutbefore
leaping overboard with aandparachute,
is killed.
The plane is heading for a crash but the
technician
along the
wingsarrives
into thein time.
control cabin. climbs
The missing
witness
The plentiful comedy relief, provided by the
cockney blackmailer, a boy prodigy and his
aunt, sometimes strays rather disconcertingly
into the main plot development, giving an air
of burlesque, but the thrills are not reduced in
value.
matched. The model work is good and well
Viewed at a Phoenix theatre trade show in
London.ously, butThethe story
was not
originality
and taken
realismtooofserithe
material were recognized. — Bruce Allan.
Produced and distributed by Gaumont-British.
From theby novel,
"Sky Steward,Running
by Ken
Directed
time, Attiwill.
72 audiminutes. classification.
ReleaseRobert
date, Stevenson.
November " 1937. General
ence
CAST
Anna Lee
Jennie
Carr
Inspector
Jim Grant
John Cellier
Loder
Frank
Sam
Pryor
The
Prodigy
Desmond
Tester
Mortimer
..William Dewhurst
Billy Cowper
James
Pirrie
,FrancisDrusilla
L. Sullivan
Hugo Brandt
Wills
Mother
Carr
Steward
Terry Seyler
Verno
Aunt Veronica
Athene
Miss
Harvey
Ellen Goullett
Pollock
Abel
Arthur
Spurgeon
Peter
Bull
Harrigan
Tony Quinn
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Little Jack Horner
Interesting
(Columbia)
John Hix, who is concerned with things
unusual, has unearthed a real Jack Horner who
lived in the days when Henry the Eighth ruled
England.patched One
day young
Horner waswithdis-a
by the Abbot
of Glastenbury
plum pie for the king. Stopping the night at
an
offers the kiss.
innkeeper's
daughterdis-a
pluminn,inclosesJack
exchange
Investigation
that insteadforofa plums
the pie contains
title deeds
to sixfor ofhimself
England's
largest the
estates.
Jack
takes one
and delivers
rest
to the king. Soon after the Abbot died and
Jack and his descendants have lived on the
estate, located in Somerset County, ever since.
Running time, 10J4 minutes.
The Big Apple
(Educational)
New Dance Craze
For those who haven't heard of it, hardly
probable,
"Big Apple"
is thejudging
new dance
craze that the
is sweeping
the country
from
the amount of publicity it has received from
newspapers, newsreels and radio. From whence
its name,
your guess
is as good
mine.
Asit gota dance
it is beyond
description
for itasappears
toto becontain
more spontaneous
than
prepared
and
seems
a little of all native dances and is
reminiscent of the tribal dances of the American
Indian. At any rate here it is as performed by
Arthur Murray's "Shag" dancers, Douglas
Leavittment and
Mary Perner
McCormick
to theorchestra.
accompani-A
of Walter
and his
timely subject. — Running time, 9 minutes.
Framing Youth
Our Gang
(Roach-MGM)

The ever
entertaining
members
of the "Our
Gang"
comedies
have Spanky
a try
atMcFarland,
a juvenile
radio
contest
in this one.
as is
his
wont,
is
the
boss
manager
of
Alfalfa
and an
Bronze Sentries
office force composed of Darla, Buckwheat,
Porkycombine
and Gary.
is thefirststarprize.
crooner
(Fonoroma-Italy)
the
all set Alfalfa
to capture
Butch,of
War Melodrama
a violinvincesvirtuoso,
intimidates
Spanky,
who
Alfalfa that he has lost his voice. conThe
disconsolate office staff listening to the contest
The
action
takes
place
in
the
Italian
Somaliland in Sud Africa, on the banks of the Uebi over the radio perks up again when Spanky
rushes Alfalfa to the studio. Alfalfa wins with
Scebeli River, 200 miles from Mogadiscio.
Two brothers — Elmi, enlisted in the Italian the help of a frog, Spanky gets a black eye from
Dubbats, and Ibrahim, who still believes in his Butch, but Spanky is happy for Butch has two
pseudo-freedom,
fight forwhothewaslovekidnapped
of a beauti-by black eyes. Running time, 10 minutes.
ful woman, Marrabo,
Ibrahim from one of the tribes of the neigh- Ostrich Feathers
borhood.
The Ogaden and
tribehisis tribe
attacked
Ras Schiffera.
seek byrefuge
in an (Universal)
Simian Antics
Italian Ibrahim
camp.
During the following battle the heroic death
Meany,lectingMiny
and Moein this
try their
hand cartoon.
at colostrich feathers
animated
of Elmi gives Ibrahim his place in the Italian After finding
ostrich sitting
on an egg,
Non-Stop New York
army and Marrabo agrees to become his wife. Meany and Minyan devote
time to trying to
The picture is colorful and has beautiful and capture the mother and their
( Gaumont-British)
in a
interesting background.
Aerial Melodrama
series of difficulties that endbecome
with involved
the two being
The acting is very good. Fosco Giacchetti, tied
to a tree. Moe, meanwhile, watches the
Most of the important action of this G-B Giovanni Grasso and Doris Durant make a
perfect trio. All the other actors are natives. egg hatch,
production plane.
is staged
chasesthetheplace
baby ofostrich
and then
rethe baby
ostrich.
passenger
This ongivesa London-New
the subject a York
very
be said that their performances are When turnstheto take
father ostrich sees his supposed offdefinite value, which may still be more topical Itup might
to
the
standard
of
the
picture,
which
was
he engages in a battle with the mother,
by the time many theatres are playing the film, one of the successes at the Venice Film Ex- feathersspringfly,
up and time,
the three
with the approaching fact of a transatlantic air hibition.
monkeys
leaveMoe inpicks
haste.themRunning
7?4
service. There is the unusual plot development
Signorcomer, Marcellini,
the
director,
and
a
newminutes.
that concerns a plane stowaway. The technical
has handled skillfully the story written
realism
of
the
scenes
aboard
the
manyOrano. Eugenio Fontana was in charge of Glimpses of Peru
cabined air liner and the thrill as the giant by Comm.
plane rushes, pilotless, to apparently inevitable the production.
destruction are more obvious, but none the less
Excellent
is theMalpassuti.
photography by Signor Ter- (FitzPatrick-MGM)
real, audience values.
zano.
— Vittorio
Carr, isout-of-work
choruslawyer,
girl Produced by Fonoroma. Directed by R. Marcellini. Very
In hisGood
tour of the South American countries
in Jennie
New York,
befriended English
by a young
Music byclassification.
Carabella. Cameraman, Terzano. General James FitzPatrick stops off at Peru and phowho takes her to his apartment for a meal. audience
tographs ineffectively
color the scenery.
people,
She discovers a starving hobo hidden there.
CAST
their customs
and the beautiful
more impressive
Captain
Fosco
Giacchetti
The
lawyer's
apartment
is
invaded
by
a
gang
The
capital,
Lima,
is
pictured
as
a
modern
city
Giovanni
Grasso with its buildings, streets and means of transwho turn the girl out, but not before she has Sergeant
Marrabo
DorisMohamerl
Dutant
seen thedered by hobo
get
away.
The
lawyer
is
murElmi
Hassan
poration
closely
paralleling
the
layout
of
some
(Continued on page 47)
the gang and the hobo is held for the Ibrahim
Abdullah Homar

Impressionistic drawing of
JOAN CRAWFORD'S
exotic role in tke production
THE

BRIDE WORE RED'
Ly GALBRAITH
M-G-M Staff Artist and
noted American Illustrator

Joan

Crawford

in all her lustrous career has never been in a production so

glitter-ful and glamorEspecially for WOmCn
it has the S. R. O. brilliance of fashion s fascinations
(designer Adrian in his most Parisienne mood).
But

Romance

rears

its handsome

head

persons of Fraiicliot Tone who is grand in it and Robert
than in 1 Met Him In Paris ).

in the pleasant

YoilTlg (he's flipper

M-G-M
has lavished gold on "The Bride Wore
Red
and that gold will pour back into your box-office happy Mr. M-G-M Showman!
r Also in the cast: Billie Burke • Reginald Owen • Based on the play "The Girl From Trieste" by Ferenc Molnar • Screen play*1
Lby Tess Slesinger and Bradbury Foote • Directed by Dorothy Arzner • Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz • An M-G-M Picture. J
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of the larger European metropolises. In Lima
SHORT PRODUCT
there is also shown the activity centering
around a club, where the more affluent Peruvians spend their leisure time, while in the outPLAYING BROADWAY
lying country the people perform the native
dances. The highlight of the subject, however,
is distinctly one of photography as the camera
Week of September 25
views a sunrise from the vantage point of a
lake. Running time, eight minutes.
CENTRAL
Soak the Poor
tury-Fox
(MGM)
fury- Fox
Very Good
CRITERION
In the manner of presentation and the thought
RKO Radio
itin has
convey,
Poor" continues
the tosame
vein "Soak
in thetheinteresting
series,
Should Wives Work?. . RKO Radio
MUSIC HALL
"Crime
Does Notof Pay."
the
victimization
the poorTheby subject
gangstersherewhois
Woodland Cafe
United Artists
force grocers to turn over relief tickets, the
PARAMOUNT
gangsters taking 60 per cent and the grocer
Paramount
Lost and Foundry
-10 per tocent.raiseThehisgrocer,
Paramount
forced
prices. toThestaypoorin business,
are unableis
to pay the increase for foodstuffs. An operative
RIALTO
from the Bureau of Investigation discovers the
Carnival of Champs. . . . Super-Sports
fraud and
downandthe information
gangsters. Thefoundgang-in
RIVOLI
sters aretracks
captured
RKO Radio
the safe of an unscrupulous grocer brings them
Woodland Cafe
United Artists
prison sentences. Running time, 16 minutees.
ROXY
I Likes Babies and Infinks
tury-Fox
(Paramount)
STRAND
Popeye
1 Wanna Be a Sailor. . . Vitaphone
An entertaining Popeye cartoon, this is
unusual because of its ending or, more to the
A Neclcin' Party . . . Vitaphone
point, its lack of the expected climax. Having
become accustomed to the revitalizing process
that Popeye goes through after imbibing a can
of spinach it is a distinct shock to find that The
Funny Big Squirt
worthy reaching for a can of onions. Swee'Pea (Columbia)
won't
crying sotheOlive
calls heupon
Bluto stop
also answers
call and
and Popeye.
Popeye
take turns entertaining the baby. When Popeye,
Charlie Chase, as a soda-jerker in a drug
after considerable manhandling by Bluto, store,
most of his free moments reading
reaches for his spinach and instead picks out a detectivespends
magazines and conjuring in his mind
can of onions, the two of them are overcome how he would
go about capturing the more
by
which Running
is the cue
Swee'Pea to dangerous
the publicized
Constarttears,
laughing.
time,for7 minutes.
vinced that ofhe would
recognize criminals.
any of the public
enemies,
Chase
is
mortified
when
his
motherin-law is instrumental in having Lapidus, public
Stranger Than Fiction, No. 42
enemyat No.
1, arrested,
afterChase,
Chase incidentally,
had served
him
the soda
fountain.
(Universal)
tries to have the police commissioner arrested
Of Interest
a criminal. When Lapidus escapes Chase
Six more unusual subjects are brought to asdisguises
himself as a blind man and, carrying
light in this issue of a series of oddities spotted around
the trappings of ain one-man
band, arehe
by the camera from all parts of the world. catches allLapidus.
the subject
Pipemaking, while generally considered the Lucille Lund, EddieOthers
Fetherston, Bud Jamison,
work of men, is shown as the trade adopted by Leora
Thatcher. Running time, 18 minutes.
two New York city women. Their pipes, it is
explained, sell for as much as $100. A Kansas
youth displays his ability to draw cartoons with
his
toes are
and thewithuse both
the (Educational)
Amusing
samehands,
time. with
Otherhisitems
of theat tide
to generate electricity, an underwater show Wil
opromance
You onStthe
A lburlesque
of Anthony and
staged at the Paris International Exposition, a
Cleopatra features the comedy team of Tim and
mountain of natural black glass at Bend, Ore- Irene
and is one of the best this pair has made.
gon, and a Georgia farmer who does away with
the need of a barber by cutting his own hair. Tim, playwright and director, is called upon
by the president of a department store to stage
Running time, 9]4 minutes.
the annual store show. Tim is Anthony, Irene
is
Cleopatra, the boss is Caesar and two floorBashful Ballerina
provide some
as lions.
(Educational)
eron,walkers
Ed Garvie
and funEddie
ParksHugh
appearCam-in
Comedy
the
subject,
with
Andy
Anderson's
orchestra
Imogene Coca, mimic and eccentric dancer, is supplying incidental music. Running time, 17
featured in this comedy on ballet dancing. Two minutes.
ballet schools,
directionforof thetemperamental Russians,under
are the
to compete
honor Future Stars
of being
backed
financially
a society
sor. One ballet director wishesby Miss
Coca spononto (Columbia)
the other, and she ruins whatever chances the Fair
ballet had. Miss Coca returns to her original
A "World
Sports" issue
showngo
in theof making.
Boys here
and isgirls
school when the ballerina sprains her ankle. athletes
To the consternation of the director, Miss Coca through their paces in mass exercises, tumbling
proceeds to make a mess of things, but the acrobatics, horseback riding, soap box derbies,
sponsor believes she is the comedy relief and rowing, swimming and flying miniature planes.
Narrative by Jack Kofoed. Narrated by Ford
agrees
minutes. to back the ballet. Running time. 20 Bond. Running time, 9 minutes.
October

The
Boss Didn't
Say Good
Morning
(MGM)
Unusual
unusualsubject.
approachA study
has beenin tried
in makingit
thisAn short
psychology,
poses the question of what happens to an employe , his family and his friends, when the boss
fails to say
morning."
As the isstory
enacted,
only "good
the voice
of a narrator
heard;is
the
actors' lips move but the sounds are not
recorded.
Jack Mulhall is a firmly established employee
with a wife and child, owning his own home.
Driving to his office, he plunges into his work.
The boss Mulhall
arrives, but
to Mulhall's
frowns.
broods
over thegreeting
apparenthe
slight, translates knowing looks of fellow employe s into an impending blue envelope. He
takes it out on his wife, boy and friends. Later
at the country club the boss gives Mulhall a
hearty greeting, and Mulhall finds that his
youngster did just the right thing in forgetting
to mail his letter of resignation just as the
rush shipment he had not forgotten to make
would have wrecked the company. There was
a fair scattering of applause from the evening
Broadway.at the Capitol theatre on New York's
audience
Picking Pets
(Paramount)
Excellent
A most entertaining presentation on animals
of the pet variety, this subject is also vastly
amusing. What makes it so amusing are the
animals themselves, for they go through all
kinds of gymnastics
for the camera.
dental y, itis the exceptional
camera And,
work incithat
is responsible. Among the animals shown are
a silver fox cub, a lynx, a cheetah, a badger,
a wombat, kangaroos, koala bears and the ever
playful baby giant panda, the only one in
captivity. Running time, 10 minutes.
Swing Monkey Swing
(Columbia)
Cartoon
Rhapsody"
invasion
andA "Color
the infusion
of swing
musicof monkeyland
arouses the
jungle inhabitants to outdo each other in
rhythmic dances in this cartoon. The prolific
monkeys are adept at playing all instruments.
In the background a chorus of negro noices sing
aRunning
new arrangement
of the "St. Louis Blues."
time, lYi minutes.
Kiko's Cleaning Day
(Educational)
Cartoon
Kiko, the kangaroo, finds that there is more
to cleaning a house than appears on the surface,
especially when
rather minor
troublesome
ostrich is around.
Aftera some
skirmishes
the
real
fun
begins
when
a
high-powered
vacuum cleaner, going on a rampage, starts
sucking in the furniture and chasing Kiko and
the ostrich through the house. A pin stuck
into the increasingly inflated bag of the cleaner
winds up the proceedings. Running time, 5j4
minutes.
Air Express
(Universal)
Cartoon Pilot
Although listed as one of the Meany, Miny,
Moe cartoons, this film concerns itself only with
the adventures of one of the trio, Moe. He is
seen as an air express pilot, striving to deliver
two packages,
a baby becomes
ostrich and
of diamonds. The ostrich
hungrya bagin midair,
gobbles
up
everything
in
sight
and
then
attempts
to swallow the diamonds. Seeking to check
this happening, Moe leaves the controls. The
ship crashes, but the diamonds are safe. Running time, 6>2 minutes.
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COMPLETING

TRANSITION,
TO
SHOW
195
FILMS
Production and DistributionComCOVERING ROOF
Exhibitors Object
pletely Changed, but ExhibiNO NECESSITY
tion Branch Is Little Changed;
Repairing a leaking roof covering
Picture Output Restricted
To Rental Prices
a theatre auditorium is not a "work
of necessity"
when
it
is
done
on
Sunby J. K. RUTENBERG
day, according to a ruling of C. K.
WILLIAM CROUCH
in Berlin
inby Chicago
Carter, magistrate in Danville, VirWith
theatres open again to children, after
For several years the German film indusMr. Carter rided 13 carpenters and
try has been in transformation. Production
a three weeks' ban which cost exhibitors an
roofers were guilty of violating the
and distribution have been completely
ginia.
estimated total of $800,000 in revenue, ChiSabbath law and fined them each $5,
changed and only the exhibition branch recago theatremen are turning their attention
mains steady and to a greater part unaffected
to other problems, foremost among which is
despite the
management's
contention thattheatre
the work
could be done
by
the
general
revolution
of
the
industry.
the question of film rentals.
In former articles we have shown how the
Independent theatremen, ranging from
only on Sunday unless the theatre
increase in production costs, the extension
owners of single theatres to operators of
was
closed.
of the recording time, the more elaborate
large
independent circuits, are complaining
The defendants are expected to apfilm planning and other reasons have led to
bitterly against the current rise in film
peal
the
decision.
a considerable tightening, if not to say seriprices. They point out that increases were
ous crisis in the industry.
expected but charge the rises are so great
the
price of films is prohibitive. In many
The Film Chamber introduced, therefore, fore, widely differ in the different countries
theycallreport
the increase.
new season'sIn
quite a number of drastic laws which re- of Europe. It is quite clear that the reduc- cases
product
for a deals
50 perforcent
tion of the number of foreign films admitted some cases
created the industry to a large degree.
even higher prices are being
strong support to the home industry asked while others
One of the first provisions was the pro- gives
report the general avera better film planning and more
hibition against new theatre construction. and enables film
age increase is 25 per cent.
exploitation.
Members of Allied Theatres of Illinois
Another regulated admission prices, out- economical
According to a semi-official source, the discussed the question at a meeting Tuesday
lawing giveaways and sliding admission admissibility
of the German film market is
prices. The decrease of unemployment led 200
to 220 feature films yearly, correspond- and
action.announced they planned to take definite
to greater income for film theatres and
ing to 100 German-made feature films under
business for the past year has been
filled the empty safes of distributors and present law. The same number — 200 feat- lessTheatre
than during the previous year, it is genproducers who, out of the necessity to
ure films — will again be available to exhibierally agreed. Exhibitors attribute this to
tors this year. With this offer, the level
avoid a breakdown, merged into several
loss of bank night and other chance
the 1933-34 season will again be realized the
mighty groups such as Ufa, Tobis and ofafter
games
to the
the double
three
years
of
considerably
smaller
Terra.
tureandpolicy.
The adoption
dual billof policy
has feanot
film offers.
proven
of
much
benefit
to
independent
theaThe chart below gives the number of featThings were entirely different in Germany
tremen, although the larger circuit theatres
ure films offered in the last four years, show- have found
a few years ago. In 1928, about 560 feature
it an increasing source of reveing the participation of the United States nue.
films were offered in Germany which at that
and
European
countries,
notably
France,
time had no more than 3,000 active cinemas. Austria and Hungary.
The
ban
on children attending theatres
This unbalanced ratio necessarily led to
was put into effect by the health department
Feature Length
Films
double features and to an unsatisfactory reas a result of an epidemic of infantile paralysis.
turn in film rentals. The running of the Season
Number
in501,342
Meters U.S.A.
216197
61 Others
3047
individual picture was highly curtailed and 1933/34
1934/35
469,924
44
Otherclude the problems
exhibitors
inafter a few months the film was replaced 1935/36
189
457,412 36
34 4733
question ofconfronting
increased theatre
license
with a second or third one. With the arrival 1936/37
165195
403,052
fees
and
the
working
out
of
a
new
contract
1937/38
36
35
of sound, the film offer was reduced by the
operators'
introduction of a film quota. This quota
German-made films will come largely from with iststhe
are seeking
a 20 union.
per cent The
wageprojectionincrease.
system was necessary for Germany because three production groups : Ufa, Tobis and
the sound film led to a considerable increase Terra. Ufa and Tobis will contribute a total
in production costs and, on the other side, to of 90 to 100 films with the rest coming from Three Join Monogram Staff
a shrinking export business. In the first years the Terra group, recently merged with the
Three additions have been made to Monoof operation, Germany saw a yearly film of- Syndikat Company, and some smaller comRose Sager
been named
fer of 350 feature films, and the economic
secretarygram'stostaff.Herschel
Stuart,hastreasurer,
and
crisis further severed the film business so panies.
Ufa, its position recently strengthened in Linda Sheridan and Buddy Hansen have
the
German
market,
now
distributes
to
all
the
that the yearly film offer had to be reduced
joined the contract and play-date departeven further. In 1931-32, a total of 243 leading first-run houses in west Berlin with ment.
feature films was released in Germany com- the exception of a few houses in the southpared with 165 films in 1936-37.
section of the city.
Ufa's two will
big Norma Shearer Back in Films
and Tempelhof
The following chart gives an idea of the studios inwesternBabelsberg
Return of Norma Shearer to the screen
produce
a
total
of
40
features,
40
shorts
and
film
offer
in
the
most
important
European
countries :
complete newsreel series during the was definitely set this week with the decision
Film offer two
year — in other words, 40 complete to make "Marie Antoinette" here and not
Country (InPopulation
Theatres 1935-36 coming
film programs. Except for newsreels, which in England, as first planned. Hunt Strommillions)
Germany
67.5
5243
185
it
does
not
will produce the film for MGM and
United Kingdom
46.1 4200
4400 670
be much less.produce, the Tobis offer will not berg
France
41.9
Austria
6.8 760 455
330
In the exhibition and distribution branch Sidney Franklin will direct.
Switzerland
4.2 310
350 565"
of the industry some important decrees have
Netherland
8.6
495
Kallet's Regent theatre in Syracuse, N. Y.,
been published recently for the regulation remodeled
and re-equipped, reopened last
(In the above chart, films of more than of the film rentals for the new season. They week. Fred Donahue is the new manager.
3,300 feet are listed).
George H. Ketcham was the architect for
are expected
nomic side of tothe further
industrv.encourage the eco- the
reconstruction.
Film offer, cinemas and population, there-
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Improvements and New Equipment Share Papers' Interest;
Quigley and Nizer
Address First Day Luncheon
the year's motion
added improvements
of Papers
sound onequipment,
picture film,
lightingand
projection
apparatus
the
techniques for using them,
will be andamong
those read at the Fall Convention of the
Society
Engineers, Hotel
October 11thofto Motion
14th, atPicture
the Pennsylvania
in New York.
Examination of the subjects to be discussed shows that emphasis is about equally
divided between the further refinement of
present equipment and motion picture
techniques and in the development of new
equipment for further enhancing motion
picture entertainment.
Among the papers dealing with new
equipmentophonic
willRecording
be demonstrations
of "Stereand Reproductions
from
Motion
Picture
Film
Records,"
J. P.
Maxfield, of Electrical Research by
Products,
Inc., and a demonstration of three dimensional motion pictures by G. W. Wheeltories. wright, III, of Land- Wheelwright LaboraThe convention will open at 10 A.M.
Monday, October 11th, with a business and
general session followed by a luncheon, at
which the principal speakers will be Martin
Quigley, editor-in-chief and publisher of
Quigley Publications, and Louis Nizer,
motion picture attorney and secretary of the
New York Film Board of Trade. Mr.
Quigley will speak on "Propaganda, Education, and the Entertainment Film."
Three-Dimension Demonstration
One of the papers at the general session on
Monday forenoon will be "Safeguarding and
OurchiefFilm
by
N.Developing
D.tion,Golden,
of theMarkets
Motionof Abroad,"
Picture
United States
Department
Foreign Secand
Domestic Commerce. Monday afternoon a
photographic and laboratory session will be
held, with three dimensional motion pictures
demonstrated. The demonstration of stereophonic recording and reproduction will be held
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Monday
evening, during a special sound session.
Other demonstrations including recent developments inhill and dale recording by M. J.
Di Toro, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and by L.
Vieth and C. F. Wiebusch, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, will be discussed and demoned. J.G. Frayne
C. Silent,
tricalstratResearch
Products,andwillH. read
a paperElec-on
push-pull recording.
Tuesday morning's session will be devoted to
engineering practices including a paper on "AirConditioning
Lithium
Chloride,"Corporation,
by G. A.
Kelley, of the with
Surface
Combustion
and "Vacuum-Tube Engineering for Motion
L. C. Hollands Company.
and A. M. Glover,
ofPictures,"
the RCA by Manufacturing
Lighting and Studio Session
Tuesday afternoon a lighting and studio sessionneerswillwillbelookheld.
Tuesdayto the
evening
engibackward
motionthepicture
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phone Apparatus"; W. Herriott,
Bell
Telephone
Inc., New
Min.).
York, N. Laboratories,
Y. (Demonstration)
(20
MOVIE ADS CALLED
BLOW TO THEATRES
Roof Garden; Informal Luncheon.
Address
LouisFilmNizer,
The movement for the booing of
the Newbyby York
Boardsecretary
ofpresident
Trade.of
Address
Martin
Quigley,
commercial announcement in motion
of Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
picture theatres, up to this time conSalle Moderne;
oratory Session.Photographic and Labpined to the dorWest,
received
eastern
ensement last week in an editorial
"Producing
an Industrial
Film";Studios,
J. A.
Norling,
published by the Elizabeth (N. J.)
New York,Loucks
N. Y.& Norling
(Demonstration)
(25
Min.).
"Daily Journal."
"Further Progress in Film Storage";
Capt. J.chives,G. Washington,
Bradley.D. National
ArC. (20 Min.).
his"The
40 or movie
50 centspatron
to seedoes
and not
hear pay
an
"The
Effect
of the onComposition
of an
MQ
Developer
its
Reduction
advertising program," said the
Potential"; R. M. Evans and W. T.
"Journal." "He is there to be enterHanson,tories,Jr.,Rochester,
Kodak Research
LaboraY. (20 Min.).
tained, not to be commercialized.
"A
Modern MotionN. Picture
Labora"Will it never be understood that
t
o
r
y
"
;
C
.
L.
Lootens,
Republic
Productions, Inc., North Hollywood,
the kind of advertising that offends,
Calif (20 Min.).
in whatever manner it is presented, is
"Demonstration of Polaroid ThreeDimentional
Pictures";
G. W.
unprofitable? It injures, rather than
Wheelwright,Motion
3d, LandLaboratories,
Boston,
Mass.Wheelwright
(1 Hour).
serves, the advertiser."
to 10:30 p.m. Auditorium,tories; SpecialBellSoundTelephone
Session. Labora"Distortion
in
the
Reproduction
of Hillof yesterday when John E. Abbott, director of
and-Dale
DiToro,
the Film Library, The Museum of Modern Art,
Thomas A.Records";
Edison, M.Inc.,J. Orange,
will exhibit a showing of selected historical
N. J. (20 Min.).
motion pictures.
"Recent
Developments
Recorders";
Vieth inandHill-and-Dale
C. F. WieA Wednesday morning projection practice
busch, BellL.Telephone
Laboratories,
session will be held under the chairmanship of
Inc.,
New
York,
tion) (20 Min.). N. Y. (DemonstraDr. A. N. Goldsmith, during which problems
"Nomenclature
and Specifications
concerned with projection and the development
cluding Description
of the VariousInofand new
projection equipment
will will
be discussed
Types
of
Movietone
Release"; J.Stu-K.
demonstrated.
Dr. Goldsmith
lead the
Hilliard, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
dios,
Culver
City, Calif. (Demonstradiscussion with a paper on "The Practice of
t
i
o
n
)
(
2
5
Min.).
Projection." Another paper of interest will be
"Film Perforation and 96- Cycle Fre"New Approaches to the Presentation of the
Modulation inand Sound-film
Records";riott,quency
J. Telephone
Crabtree
W. HerMotionYorkPicture
Theatre,"
BellYork,
New
architect.
There bywillBenbe Schlanger,
no session
Inc.,
New
N. Y. (15J.Laboratories.
Min.).
Wednesday afternoon, giving members an
"PushG.Products,
Frayne
and H.PullC. Recording";
Silent, Electrical
opportunity to visit local laboratories and other
Inc., Hollywood, Calif. (25 Min.).
places of interest.
"Stereophonic
ReproducThe semi-annual banquet will be held Wedtion fromRecording
Motion and
Picture
Film
nesday evening. Presentation will be made of
Records";
Introductory
Remarks
by
T.
P.
Maxfield,
Electrical
Research
the Society's progress medal and journal
Products,
Inc.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
awards.
(Demonstration) (15 Min.).
Thursday's session will be devoted to an
apparatus symposium and manufacturer's an- 10:00 a.m TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12
nouncements. J.F. Leventhal's paper "Nonto 12:30 p.m. Salle Moderne; Engineering Practice
intermittent
will onprove
Session.
interest. A Projection,"
second session
soundof unusual
will be
"Air-Conditioning with Lithium Chloheld ingThursday
afternoon
with
the
meeting
closriCorp.,
de"; G. A.Toledo,
Kelley,Ohio
Surface Min.).
Combusat the end of this session.
"The tionActivated
Alumina (20System
as
The Program in Detail
Applied
to
Air-Conditioning
and
DryThe
complete
program
for
the
convention
ing
Problems";
G.
L.
Simpson,
Pittsfollows :
Pa. (20 burgh,
Min.).Lectrodryer Corp., Pittsburgh,
MONDAY, OCTOBER II
"Die Castings and Their Application to
Photographic
Appliances";
Pack,
9.00 a.m.
Moderne; Registration.
Doehler
Casting
Co., NewC. York,
10:00
a.m. p.m. Salle
N. Y. (20DieMin.).
to 12:00
Salle Moderne; Business and General
"The Use of Inconel for Photographic
Film International
Processing Equipment";
G.Inc..L.
Cox.
Opening
Wolf (10Remarks
Min.). by President S. K.
New York,
N. Engineering
Y. (20Nickel
Min.).forCo.,Motion
Report of the Convention Committee;
"Vacuum-Tube
W.
C. Kunzmann,
Pictures";
C. Hollands and A. M.
President
(5 Min.). Convention ViceGlover, RCAN.L. Manufacturing
Report
Membership(5 Min.).
Committee; 2:00 p.m.
Harrison,
J. (25 Min.). Co., Inc..
E. R. ofGeib,the Chairman
Society
Business;
of Officers to 5:06 p.m. Salle
and Other
BusinessElection
(20 Min.).
Session.Moderne; Lighting and Studio
"Hunting with a Microphone the Songs
ofLaboratory
Vanishingof Birds";
P.
Kellogg,
"Spectral
Distribution
Color-TemOrnithology, Cornell
perature ofthe Radiantand Energy
from
University,stration) (Ithaca,
CarbontureArcs
Used
in
the
Motion
Pic30 Min.). N. Y. (DemonIndustry"; National
F. T. Bowditch
and
A.
C.
Downes,
Carbon
Co.,
"Safeguarding
and
Developing
our
Film
Inc.,
Cleveland,
Ohio
(20
Min.).
Markets
Abroad";
N.
D.
Golden,
"Recent
Developments
in
Background
Motionment oPicture
Section,
U. S. Departf
Commerce,
Washington,
D.
C.
(20 Min.).
N.Protection";
Y. (20 Min.).G. G. Popovici, Bronx,
"High-Speed Motion Picture Photog"Recent onDevelopments
in Gaseous T>.-.
{Continued
followhui bane)
raphy Applied to the Design of Tele-

MOTION

BO1
SPECIAL

SESSION

(.Continued from preceding pane)
charge search
Lamps";
Dushman,Electric
ReLaboratory,N.S. General
Co.. Schenectady,
Y. (20 Min.).
Report tee,of R. theE. Studio
Lighting:
CommitFarnham. Chairman (20
Min.). "Light
in Photography"; G. Mili, Control
Westinghouse
Elect
r
i
c
&
Manufacturing
Co., Bloomfield,
N. J. (20 Min.).
"Modulated
High-Frequency
Recording
as a Means of Determining Conditions
for Optimum
Baker
and D. Processing";
H. Rohinson, J.RCAO.
N.Manufacturing
J. (20 Min.). Co., Inc., Camden,
"Recording
Tests Experimental
on Some Recent
High -Resolution
Emulsriionnsg"; CJo..O., Inc.,Baker.
RCA N.Manufact
u
Camden,
J. (20
Min.).
S:00to 11:38
p.m. p.m. Salle Modeme.
Showing
SelectedbyHistorical
Motion
Pictures ofarranged
JohnLibrary,
E. Ablxitt,
Director
of Modern
the FilmArt,
The
Museum
of
New
York,
N.
Y.
(W2
Honrs).
Showing
of a(2Recent
and Shorts
Hours). Feature Picture
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
13
10:00 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Salle Moderne;
Projection
Practice Session, A. N. Goldsmith, Chairman.
"The
PracticeNewof York.
Projection";
Goldsmith,
N. Y. (5 A.Min.).N. ■
"Grading
Projectionists";
G. P. Barber,
Government
of the Province
of Al(20 Min.).berta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
"Cooperation
Keynote of T.Sus-P.
cessful
Small asTowntheOhioProjection";
Hover.
Theatre, Lima,
Ohio (15Warner's
Min.).
"A Discussion
of
Screen
Image Dimensions"; F. H.
Co., Richardson,
Inc., New Quigley
York,
N.Publishing
Y. (15 Min.).
"New
to the Theatre";
PresentationB.
ofS-hlanger,
theApnroaches
MotionNewPicture
York, N. Y. (15
Min.).
"Precision All-Metal Reflectors for Use
with
Projection Inc.,
Arcs";New C.York,
E. Shultz,
Heyer-Schultz,
N. Y.
(10 Min.).
"Perforated
Screens
and
Their
Faults";
F.Co..H.Inc..Richardson.
New York.Ouitrlev
N. Y. Publishing
(10 Min.).
"Commer'-ial
Projection Minn.
Faults";(15
C.Min.).L. Greene,16-mm.
Minneapolis,
2:00
o
m.
0«>n
Afternoon.
7:30 p.m. Salle Moderne; Semi-Annual Banquet.
Short
addresses names
by eminent
the industry;
toandbe members
announcedof
later.
Fntertainment
Dancing.
Presentation
of
annual
SMPE
Medal and Journal Awards. Progress
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 14
10:00 a.m.
to 12:00 p.m. Salle Moderne; Apparatus Symposium
and Manufacturers' Announcements.
"The Sound-Level Meter in the Motion
Pictureeral Industry";
H. H. Scott, Gen(15 Min.).Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
"AE.N»wH. Heyer
Motion and
PictureE. L.Camera
Fisher.Crane";
UniPictures Corp.. Universal
Citv.
Calif. (15versalMin.).
"Non
-intermittent
Projection";
J.
Leventhal,
Patents, Inc.,F.
New York, Leventhal
N. Y. (15 Min.).
"New
Ideas in Mobile
Sound and
Recording
Equipment";
C. M. Ralph
J. G.
Matthews,
Hollywood. General
Calif. (15 Service
Min.). Studios,
"AL. Mobile
Sound
Recording
Channel";
T. _ Goldsmith.
Warner Calif.
Brothers(15
Min.).
Pictures,
Inc.. Burbank,
'AtrackDevice
for
theFilmSoundof a Mot Cleaning
on Picture
DurFishjer.
F'ower
N.Y.
ing
Projection"
City
Specialty
Co..
Rochester,
(Demonstration) (15 Min.).
"A Tracks";
RecorderE. W. forKellogg.
Making
BuzzRCA Manu(10 Min.). facturing Co. Inc., Camden, N. J.
"Advantages
SDark
Illumination; M.in
Certain
TypesofInternational
of Photography"
A. Durand.
Filmbook
Corp..
Min.). South Norwalk. Conn. (20
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SCHOOL IN TRAILER
FOR "SAWYER" KIDS
An auto - trailer school has been
established in Hollywood for 12
juveniles now working on "The Adventures ofTom Sawyer", Selznick
production.
Tommy Kelly, 12, who plays the
title role in the film, is in the eighth
grade. Other pupils enrolled are
Jackie {Huckleberry Finn) Moran
and Marcia Mae (Mary Sawyer)
The principal and sole instructor of
Jones.
the school is Fletcher Clark who conducts classes from the fourth to the
ninth grades.
2:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. Salle Moderne; Sound Session.
"Reduction of Loop-Length Variations
in i\oii-Slip
Printers"; E. W. KelCamden,logg, N.RCA Manufacturing
J. (20 Min.). Co., Inc.,
"Transmission Characteristics of WestElectric and
Re-recording
Channels";
C. R.erntrical
Daily
F. L. Hopper,
Elecwood, Calif.Research(20 Products,
Min.). Inc., Holly"Permanent
for PortableMagnet
Channel 4-Ribbon
Push -PullValve
Recording"; E. C.Products,
Manderfeld,
Electricalwood,Research
Calif. (20 Min.). Inc., Holly"Improvements
CircuitProducts,
s"; R. R.in Noise-Reduction
Scoville,
Electrical
Research
Inc., Hollywood,
Calif.
(20 Min.).
"Improved Methods in Detecting LightValve trical
Overload"; C. R. Daily,
Elecwood, Calif.Research(20 Products,
Min.). Inc., Holly"Overload Limited for the Protection
of Modulating
R. Scoville, ElectricalDevices";
ResearchR. Products,
Inc., Hollywood, Calif. (20 Min.).
Wide interest has been attracted to the
convention session because of the comprehensive agenda and the number of subjects
to be discussed. The spring session of the
Society, tionheld
in Los andAngeles,
excepal y wel attended
an equalwasor greater
number of delegates and guests are expected
to register for next week's meeting.
Legion Secretary
Broadcasts Appeal
The Rev. John J. McClafferty, executive
secretary of the National Legion of Decency,
issued an appeal for both Catholics and nonCatholics to aid "decent producers to produce
decent
when he spoke
Church
of the films"
Air program
over onthetheColumbia
Broadcasting System Sunday.
"Too often," Father McClafferty said,
"producers
risqueandlines
and ac-of
tion violatestriving
the trueforspirit
purpose
their code behind an obscene veil of moral
He quoted statistics to show that of 1,119
asterisks."
features reviewed in 19 months prior to February, 1936, less than one per cent were
given the
classification
of wholly
able. In the
seven months
of theobjectioncurrent
year, Father McClafferty said, five American
made pictures fell into this classification.

Paramount

2, 1937

IS

SET

News

Fetes 10th Year
Celebrating
tenth anniversary,
Paramount News hasits inaugurated
a new policy
of having
"voicereporters
staff" toof handle
nine commentators and aradio
various
phases of the news. However, A. J. Richard, editor of the reel, stressed the point
that "we are not departmentalizing Paramountsummary
News."Mr. Richard
In a1927,
of thecitedreel's
since
fouractivities
matters
which he thinks will have to be met by
newsreels within the near future: new personalities and ideas, color, a lengthening to
two reels, and a fight to preserve unrestricted
coverage of news without buying picture
rights.
Letters of have
congratulation
on the
tenth
anniversary
been received
fromreel's
numerous
prominent persons, Mr. Richard said. President
Roosevelt forwarded a message of congratulation in which he described himself as "a constant and interested observer" of newsreels. Mr.
Roosevelt's
two secretarial
Early and Marvin
Mclntyre,assistants,
were takenStephen
from
the
newsreel
field.
Mr.
Early
contact man in Washington andwasMr.Paramount's
Mclntyre
held a similar post with Pathe.
Mr. Richard estimated that during the ten
years of its existence Paramount has covered
about 25,000 stories ; used about 20,000,000 feet
of newsreel negative and turned out about half
a billion feet of positive prints.
"Paramount News," he continued, "goes to
6,000try theatres
and 28,000,000
in this counsee it weekly.
It also goespeople
to another
5,000
theatres
weekly."
Gabrielabroad
Heatter,
Mutual Broadcasting Sysis chiefFrank
of the new "voice
staff."tem Oncommentator,
chief
announcer
atgeneral
WOR,news,
will reportKnight,
on foreign
stories, especially those from the British empire.
SidneywillWalton,
Josephcomments
Boley andon Mark
Haw- ;
ley
voice the
spot news
Gregory tainiAbbott
will
specialize
on
matters
perng to war, disaster and tragedy.
The sports staff will be made up of Bob
Carter of WMCA, who will handle horse racing; Bill Slater of Colonial Network, who will
describe football games, and Joe Bolton, who
will do baseball narratives and work at track
events and college athletics.
National Decency Legion
Classifies 13 Productions
Of 13 new pictures reviewed and classified by the National Legion of Decency in
its listing for the current week seven were
approved for general patronage, five for
adults and one was cited as objectionable
in part.: The pictures and their classification
follow
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Patronage: "Charlie Chan on Broadway,"
"First Lady," "Le Juif Polonais," "Lovagyi
Ugy," "Melgarejo," "Music for Madame,"
"Saturday's Heroes." Class A-2, Unobjectionable forfor
Adults
: "Back
Circulation," "Counsel
Crime,"
"Fortvin Naughty
Girls," "Partners in Crime," "Patrioten."
Class B, Objectionable in Part: "Mayer-

ling."

'is
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io City

Music

gest theatre
has honored

Hall

in the world

COLUMBIA

. . .
. .

anew.

II
i I

A three year contract has just
been signed, giving this company
the opportunity of filling one-third
of the theatre's playing time during
that period. FRANK CAPRA'S
"LOST HORIZON" is now playing
the Music Hall, inaugurating the new
arrangement.
COLUMRIA

It is the twentieth

picture to be shown at

this theatre.
TO the management
Music Hall, COLUMBIA

of the

expresses

its profound gratitude for this
demonstration of confidence.

almost immediately after 'LOST HORIZON'
TWO MORE
COLUMBIA
HITS
will come

CARY

to the Radio City Music Hall

GRMT

embarking on a spreeful of
gleeful hysterics in "The Awful
Truth'', a Leo McCarey production directed by Mr. McCarey
himself from the swell Vina Delmar screen play, with Everett
Riskin as associate producer.
« . . The grand comedy cast includes such favorites as Ralph
Rellamy . . . Cecil Cunning
ham . . . Alexander D'Arcy.

as thrilling new sweethearts in
"I'll Take Romance" a lighthearted honey of a vehicle for
Miss Moore and Mr. Douglas.
Brilliantly directed by Edward
H. Griffith and produced
by Everett Riskin. George
Oppenheimer and Jane
Murfin wrote the screen
play. In the bang up cast are
Helen Westley, Stuart Erwin.

53
October

2,
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ADMISSION TAXES OF
TWO YEARS COMPARED
The following table shows admission tax collections at the box office for 1936-37 as com1935-36, that
by states.
It shoulddo benotborne
in mind,pared withhowever,
these figures
give
an
indication
of
motion
picture
theatre attendaucc alone in all states and particularly
with
those which have race tracks, such as Florida,
Kentucky, Rhode Island and the like.
STATE $ 57,054.69
1937 $ 38,029.13
1936
Alabama
AlasKa
19,657.10
16,837.55
Arizona
19,458.58 25,814.32
14,760.19
Arkansas
36,228.23
California
1,548,935.21
1,319,741.78
Colorado
9J.541.97
102,527.19
Connecticut
180,432.27
165,128.52
Delaware
5,245.56 254,411.15
6,762.34
D.Florida
C
272,787.53
254,487.67
223,424.03
Georgia
77,236.74 62,773.73
Hawaii
54.J68.7J
65,5.0.15
Idaho
17,105.39 1,220,739.07
14,249.82
Illinois
1,399,274.90
Indiana
301,733.99
283,313.12
Iowa
63.2JS.24
53,197.39
Kansas
39,181.80 38,0.5.84
Kentucky
62,169.83
79,670.51
Louisiana
92.4i7.74
74,321.25
Maine
33,590.06
30,939.54
Maryland
296,496.64 994,444.34
247,119.74
Massachusetts
1,102,043.72
Michigan
547,504.57 140.4C8.50
503,707.74
Minnesota
145,581.63
Mississippi
10,854.14 289,202.21
10,468.88
Missouri
357,003.75
Montana
20,618.32 56,156.8/
21,879.47
Nebraska
61,636.06
Nevada
10,406.98
10.153.C5
New
Hampshire
29,778.96 409,723.74
41,640.98
New
Jersey
462,576.87
New
Mexico
13,826.14
12,253.73
New
York
6,884,565.10
5,778,956.06
North
77,829.22
71,482.13
North Carolina
Dakota
2,5027.04
43 371,856.53
3,698.41
Ohio
44,15
Oklahoma
82,780.21
74,375.46
Oregon
70,594.28
61,824.91
Pennsylvania
959,044.66
844,119.20
Rhode
Island
71,146.83
70,709.39
South
Carolina
31,409.01
25,734.40
South
Dakota
9,095.51
9,759.78
Tennessee
75,225.14
74,137.72
Texas
491,167.06
435,236.22
Utah
23,554.00
24.195.C6
Vermont
7,987.08 102,508.13
6,849.37
Virginia
112,024.78
Washington
157,723.-0
100,507.62
West
Virginia
20,663.21
18,411.15
Wisconsin
134,304.77
Wyoming
17,178.22 76,363.03
11,029.83
Total
$17,567,439.19 $15,001,741.49
Metco Acquires Theatre
Metco Theatres, Inc., Baltimore, has
leased the Metropolitan, of the same city,
from Warners and assumed operation last
week. Warners has managed the theatres
since 1930.
Starr Remains in Omaha
Murray Starr will continue as National
Screen Service representative in Omaha under Chkk Friedman, who will have charge
of
the company's new exchange at Des
Moines.
Ray Coffin on Coast
Ray Coffin, formerly associated with A.
H. Blank and M. Weinberg in Des Moines,
is in Hollywood to handle the office of a
radio promotion agency.
RCA Factory Planned
RCA is planning to build a new Radiotron factory at Harrison, New Jersey, for
the
tubes.manufacture and storage of television
Alex Hyde, conductor and musical director, has been signed as an associate musical
director
studios. at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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15%

INCOME

IS

U.S. REPORTS
nues from the Third New York (Broadway)
Total Tax Revenue from
District
in August,a drop
whichof reached
year's
low
at $393,838,
more thanthe $78,000
Tickets Is $19,740,191 in from
the Julyproximately
collections
of the$472,497,
but1936,
ap$30,500
above
August,
Year, Gain of $2,628,000 total of $363,362.
contributor to the loss in revenue,
A sharp upturn in box-office admissions thePrimary
bureau disclosed, was the drop from $431,to motion picture theatres and other places 455
to
$350,938
of amusement during the fiscal year 1937, July to August. in box-office collections from
ended June 30th last, was disclosed by the
club business started on the upgrade
Internal Revenue Bureau on Monday in an in Night
August with an increase in tax collections
analysis of all tax collections for the year.
from roof gardens and cabarets from $28,324 in
Total admission tax revenues during the July to $36,205.
Other collections reported by the bureau
period were $19,740,191, a gain of $2,- were:
Free or reduced rate admissions, $2,632
628,000 — some 15 per cent — over the $17,- in August
$1,418 in July; tickets sold
112,175 collected during the fiscal year 1936, by brokers, against
against $8,398; tickets sold
and of the 1937 total, collections from box- by proprietors$3,274
in
excess
of box-office prices,
office admissions comprised $17,367,439, a $498 against $2,696; permanent
use or lease of
boxes and seats, $270 against $204.
gain
of
$2,365,000
over
the
preceding
year's
And while the Internal Revenue Bureau was
$15,001,741, it was shown.
reporting on the optimistic nature of the 1936-37
In addition to the taxes on immediate taxation
receipts, the Treasury Department was
admissions, the bureau reported a revenue studying a proposal which would provide,
federal law, that motion picture proof $560,444 from free or reduced rate ad- through ducers,
distributors and exhibitors, along with
missions, against $578,806 in 1936; $51,393 all other employers,
be made
responsible
the
from leases of boxes or seats, against collections and payment
of income
taxes offor such
$59,849; $35,514 from admissions sold by of their employees as received taxable salaries
less than $5,000 a year. The proproprietors in excess of established prices, or wagesposal wasofsubmitted
during the week to the
against $15,379; $170,047 from ticket Treasury by Representative
Fred M. Vinson of
brokers' sales, against $117,463; and, Kentucky and will be considered when the
House tax subcommittee, of which Mr.
$1,555,352 from roof gardens and caba- special
Vinson is chairman, meets in November to
rets, against $1,338,935.
revision of the revenue laws.
On the basis of the tax collections, box office consider
admissions increased during the fiscal year in Three Objectives
all but nine of the states and territories. GenThe plan, similarwould
to oneachieve
adopted
erally speaking, the losses in patronage were,
threewith
ends some
said
with one exception in the case of Delaware, in success in England,
desired
by
Administration
officials
agricultural areas which were hit by drought or tothosebe highly
of
relieving
hundreds
of
thousands
of
sal-:
. other adverse factors and, with a second exary and wage earners of the necessity of making
^ ception
in
Kentucky,
in
which
there
were
no
tax returns, reducing the burden of work on the
large cities to build up the total.
Internal Revenue Bureau, and eliminating evaNine Show Decrease
sion in this class, which is believed to be rather
widely
practiced.
Thesion nine
areas reporting
in admisIn the event that the next tax legislation retax collections
at the boxa decrease
office were
Coloduces
exemptions or lowers the existing income
rado, Delaware, Hawaii, Kentucky, Montana,
said, adoption
of someandsuch
New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota tax base,cedure asitthisis would
be inevitable,
whilepro-it
and
Utah,
the
greatest
loss
being
nearly
$17,000
is admitted that adoption of the proposal would
in Kentucky.
burden upon employers, efOf the states and territories which registered impose an wouldadditional
be made to lighten the load as
increases, New York led with a gain of some much asfortspossible
by the adoption of very simple
for reporting.
$1,105,000, the greater part of it in the Third forms
(Broadway) district, where box office taxes inThe possibility
having employees'
tax pay-to
$5,621,245.
Caliments handled byof employers
is understood
forniacreasedshowedfrom $4,730,138
a $229,000 togain;
Illinois, $178,
been suggested by the success attending a
500 ; Massachusetts, $108,000, and Pennsylvania have
similar plan under the Social Security Act,
which requires employers to deduct and account
$115,000.
The motion picture business, corporately and for
the old-age pension contributions of their
employees.
individually,
contributed,
too,
to
the
marked
advance in the 1936-37 general income tax receipts,
Using similar machinery for the income tax
which, coupled with the sizeable revenues from payments,
little difficulty would be
the new social security taxes, accounted largely encounteredit inis believed,
having employers deduct the infor an increase of $1,132,986,934.19, or 32.2 per
come
tax
assessments
from
the individual salcent,
tax receipts
fromlastallfiscal
sources.year,
aries andatpayspecified
the proceeds
Totalin federal
tax collections
for the
Treasury
periods. directly into the
as announced by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in a preliminary
amounted to $4,Carvel Films of the Midwest, Inc., has
653,195,315,
as againststatement,
$3,520,208,381.
Largely
because
of
the
increased
rates ofto the
in Chicago by L. M. Franrevenue act of 1936, which were applicable
the been organized
cisco with H. E. Bradley of Chicago and J.
last part of the fiscal year of 1937, collections Rothman of New York as incorporators.
from income sources increased 52.1 per cent for
the fiscal period, rising to $2,148,663,875, as
houses operated in Poland during
compared with $1,412,938,303 for the fiscal year 1936Filmnumbered
741, an increase of 19 over
of 1936, mating,
or anofficialsincrease
of figure
$735,752,572,
approxisaid,
the
estimated
when
the
previous
year, according to a report rethe revenue act of 1936 was passed.
ceived by the U. S. Department of ComNot as favorable, however, was the Treasury's additional report on admission tax reve-
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Small Town in New Jersey Is
the Birthplace of Anti Movie
Double Feature League; Several Petitions Are Circulated
Two young men from the little town of
Nutley, New Jersey, George H. Siegel, 30,
and William R. Clay, 28, have organized the
Anti Movie Double Feature League of
America with no other motive, they say,
than the elimination of dual bills, and already claim to have close to 1,000 members
enrolled. Each of the members, the Nutley
men explained, has signed a petition stating
the "avowedganization,
purpose
which are : and aims" of the or1. bers"Through
the strength
our numand the solidarity
of our oforganization
to appeal to the film exhibitors to curtail
or eliminate such programs (dual bills).
2. "To boycott double feature bills.
3. "To spread the doctrine that one
good picture is always more preferable
than two second-grade ones."
in Mr. over
Siegel's
tinyon office,
in Seated
hisnessapartment
stores
the
maina ofroom
busicorner of Nutley,
the two
leaders
the
group amplified on the aims and purposes of
the movement and told the story of its birth.
Mr. Clay, who is employed as "makeup man"
on Nutley's
weekly newspaper,
Sun,camdid
most
ofpaign, the
partner theinbroker,
the
areal talking.
estate andHis insurance
left
early in the interview for another appointment,
saying that his co-sponsor was "fully converswith thewasplans.
Mr.ant"Clay
vigorous in his protest against
the practice of "foisting double features on the
public,"
upon the and
desk elaborated
and grittingbyhispounding
teeth. his fist
Drop Plan to Ask Hays
It remains a question, even to Mr. Clay and
Mr. Siegel, as to how they will employ the
thousands upon thousands of signatures they
expect to obtain. At first they believed that,
armed with
formidable
petitions, theya could
appealnumber
to Willof signed
H. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, to issue an ultimatum
against double features. However, as they came
in closerdustry contact
motion
they decidedwithto the
discard
that picture
method in-of
procedure.
They expressed confidence, though, that with
a large membership they will be able to exert
sufficient
influencewhich
upon isexhibitors
diabolic practice
an insulttotohaltour "the
intelligence."
Hamilton J. Cherry, owner and manager of
the Franklin
tion, Mr. Claytheatre
said. in Nutley, signed the petiVisualizing the growth of the organization
until it has chapters throughout the country,
Mr. Clay added:
"And let me tell you something. All theatres
that don't play one good feature instead of two
cheap
pictures
boycotted
and picketed."
It was
two will
weeksbe ago,
the crusaders
said,
that the idea of taking action against the industry germinated, after they attended a double
feature program :
"We had been in the — well, I guess I hadn't
better mention the name of the theatre," Mr.
Clay explained, "but anyway the seats there are
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Suffering
With
Squirmitis?
. . . Then you are probably a victim of the double
feature menace which is a severe strain upon the
anatomical and mental set-up of the human system.
SYMPTOMS; Paralysis of the posterior annex; collapsible knees, tired thighs and spots before the eyes.
CURATIVE:
Clip "this
adv. and
mail it to 205
the Franklin
"ANTI
DOUBLE
FEATURE
LEAGUE
of AMERICA"
Avenue, Nutley, N. J. This is a non-dues paying, non-assessment levying, non-profit organization. You assume r.o
obligations by joining.
NAME
ADDRESS

-•

,

r • .'

' '

Above is a reproduction of the advertisement being used by the Anti - Double
Feature League of America. It first appeared last Friday in the Sun at Nutley, N. J.
particularly hard. There was a picture we motives might De misinterpreted, Mr. Clay told
wanted to see, but when we got there the sec- of how they were approached by a man who
ond feature
'dog' ofthea advised them to employ a manager, and sugpicture.
Well,wasby on,
the and
time itwewassat a through
gested himselfa manager
for the job.
told going
him weto
one picture we were so worn out from squirm- didn't need
and "We
weren't
around inwe ourwentchairs
that And
we couldn't
the ing
picture
to see.
it reallyenjoy
was hire one because we weren't out to make any
Mr. Clay said that the dimes collected early
supposed to be a good picture.
in the campaign had covered the expenses to
date. The only outlay was for paper on which
"Intelligence Insulted"
money."
typewrite the petition's message and for
"After
threedouble
and afeatures
half hours
later,
we we
got came
talkingout,about
and tostamps
answer
the letters
received.
Any will
futuretoexpenses
incurred,
Mr. Clay
asserted,
concluded that our intelligence was being in- be paid
for by himself and Mr. Siegel.
on the battered desk in front of Mr.
"Why and
not just
inquirego ClayStacked
as Anticipating
to the time the
each question
feature :begins
were letters received from supporters of
sulted."
to the theatre when the picture you want to the movement. Mr. Clay pointed out that apparently they had been sent from persons in
see starts ?" Mr. Clay explained :
walks of life. Some were on expensive
"We just don't happen to be the type that all
stationery, others were scribbled on cheap
will
sit
around
until
10
o'clock
when
we
want
to go to the movies, and on the other hand we tablet paper, and one was written on the back
a restaurant menu.
can't get started early enough to get in for the of The
sponsors said they had not received a
7people
o'clock
show. atLike
the majority
of other
we arrive
a theatre
between 8:30
and tures.
single letter favoring the showing of two fea9 o'clock, and are just in time to see most of
a cheap
It was picture."
the intent of the Nutley men, at first, Petitions Issued
to confine their activities to communities surIn answering
the letters
enrounding their home town. They solicited the
closed with a request
that thepetitions
recipientareobtain
signatures of their friends and acquaintances
and, "as a precaution against obtaining mean- signatures.
was after the plan gathered momentum
signatures," they assessed each new thatIt its
member ingless
10 cents.
originators decided upon a nationwide
organization. They prepared publicity releases
"But
then,"
Mr.
Clay
explained,
"the
thing
just mushroomed. Letters started pouring in and forwarded them to all New York City
newspapers . Two, the Times and Post,
on This
us with
dimes enclosed."
articles on the formation of the
unforeseen
development, Mr. Clay con- published
group.
tinued,
brought
realization
that
post
office
ofcarried Newspapers
stories on thein Newark
venture. and Jersey City
ficials
might
look
upon
the
venture
as
a
"racket."
The only actual advertising done by the
a two-column piece (repro"We decided that if anyone should call the league ducedto withdatethiswasstory),
which appeared in the
organization a racket we wouldn't be able to
Nutley paper.
the about
day after
the ad were
apget veryoncefar anwithorganization
it," Mr. Clay
on. "You
know
gets went
a black
mark received.
peared, Mr. ClayOn said,
100 letters
like
that, it's
all through.
So weyoucuthave
out had
the
No other advertising is planned by the league,
collecting
of dimes.
But when
300 people willing to pay 10 cents to voice with the exception of an ad in the personal
their protest against double features, you know column of the New York Herald Tribune. Mr.
word-of-mouth
you're
the right oftrack."
As anon example
the way in which their Clay
publicityandandMr.newsSiegel
storiesbelieve
will suffice.
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Changes at GB
The home office of GB Pictures in New SETTLED
BY AMERICANS
York, headquarters for the American disEspino is president. The government has
tribution ofGaumont-British product from Agreements Made with Organ- allowed
the movie people to exhibit the find
London, was taken up this week by a midtor
publicity purposes.
ized
Employees
Demanding
30
seasonal sales meeting and a series of perMexican
producers are making a stronger
sonnel changes in the executive staff.
to 35 Per Cent Wage Increases bid for a showing
amid the avalanche of
The sales meeting, Arthur A. Lee, head
Hollywood products. Seven large Mexico
of the distributing company, explained, was inby Mexico
JAMESCity LOCKHART
City
houses
are
showing
domestic films.
inindividually.
line with GB'sSimilar
policymeetings
of sellingwill
its pictures
The Mexican
Movie Workers'
Unionof hasits
be held
Labor
difficulties,
which
for
a
time
threatopened
new
headquarters
in a building
prior to the release of each new production.
ened to cause serious trouble, have been own at Orozco y Berra street,
No.
15, MexiAt this week's session, two new pictures, smoothed over by the eight major American
co City. The edifice is dedicated to John
"Non-Stop
New
York,"
and
"Dr.
Syn,"
were
M.
Anderson
and
George
Briones,
union
producers
doing
business
in
Mexico
—
Parascreened and publicity campaigns for each
mount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Twentieth chiefs.
were discussed.
Century-Fox,
Warner
Brothers,
Universal,
Mier
Forms
Company
Clinton M. White, newly appointed assist- United Artists, Columbia and RKO Radio.
ant general manager, presided and told the
Felipe Mier, former manager for Warner
The unpleasantness arose when distribu- Brothers
branch managers that additional men are
in Mexico City, has organized a
tors' organized
employees
demanded
wage
being engaged to bolster the sales staff.
increases
of
from
30
to
35
per
cent
and
Among those who attended the meeting threatened to strike if the demands were not producing company and is planning a program of sixhouse,
features.
were Mr. Lee, Marcel Mekelburg, Boston; met.
A new
the Rex, seating 1,200, will
Charles Leach, New Haven; Herbert Given,
be opened shortly in Monterrey, which is
Following
the
lead
of
MGM
and
ParaJohn Schaeffer, Philadelphia; W. A. V.
mount, the distributors made agreements near the American border. It will be operMack, Joseph Kaliski, Washington; George
workers which pacified them, for the
by a Mexican
headed isby being
GonRosenbaum, Buffalo ; Joseph Loeffler, Cleve- with
Anothersyndicate
new theatre
time
being,
at least. The amounts of the zalo atedGaza.
land. Home office representatives who at- settlements were
not disclosed, but it is erected in Hermosillo, capital of the northtended were: George W. Weeks, Arthur
western state of Sonora.
they were substantial. UnionGreenblatt, newly appointed eastern division understoodemployees
of the distributors said that
manager; Albert Margolies, director of pub- they ized
were
obliged
to
ask
for
more
money
licityAl; Selig, advertising manager ; Claude because of the soaring cost of living. A like Three Films Involved
Macgowan, C. F. Schwengeler, B. J. Kear- motive
In Censor Arguments
ney and Basil Shea.
co Cityprompted
cinemas organized
to demandattaches
a 25 ofperMexicent
Mr. White, who had been assistant sales
Four socalled "sex" films, all distributed
manager for three years, succeeded George wage boost
in thetoexhibitors'
outsidewereof involved
the organized
income. Theyandwerea share
appeased,
the extent in-of by companies
dustry, this week
in court
Weeks, resigned. Mr. Weeks announced
(temporarily, it is said), the share- arguments or in tilts with censors.
he is planning an extensive trip abroad. He forgetting
in-profits proposition when the exhibitors
The most notable attention was given to
will be accompanied by his wife.
yielded to the higher salaries demand.
"How to Undress in Front of Your Husassistant,
whoMr.wasWeeks'
assigned
to the Kenneth
west coastHodkinson,
territory Pretentious Program
band," ashort reel starring Elaine Barrie,
wife of John Barrymore, which was banned
for the last few weeks, also has resigned. His
successor has not been appointed as yet.
What is intended to be the most preten- from exhibition in New York by Frank P.
tious picture made in Mexico by Mexicans Graves, head of the Commission of Educais being prepared for production in the near
tion, which controls the state board of cenMcCarthy Forms Company
future
by Producciones Soria, S. en G, the
sorship. Dr. Graves upheld an earlier deA new concern, BCM Productions, has
cision of Irwin Desmond, director of censorproducing
enterprise
that Ponciano"),
made "Ora
been formed in Hollywood by Leo J. Mc- new
ship.
Louis Solkoff was mentioned as the
Ponciano"
("Come
On,
Now,
Carthy, former Republic producer, with
best domestic movies of this sea- producer of the film, in press reports from
Charles A. Browne, associate producer, and one of son.theGabriel
Soria, head of the company, the hearing at Albany, which also described
Elmer Clifton as director. The first pic- who directed "Ponciano," is to have charge Mrs. Barrymore as showing in the film
ture, on which work has already been of the new enterprise, "The Conquest of "how to step seductively from step-ins to
started, will film.
be "Assassin of Youth," an
anti-narcotic
For the first time in films, the picture is
Foy Pictures, Ltd., was expected to make
similar appeal to the Commissioner of
toMexico."
trace the epic story of the fall of the Az- anightgown."
Paul Jones Made Producer
Education
for a license to show the English
tec empire,
Indian brought
confedPaul M. Jones, former assistant director,
eration the the
worldmosthasbizarre
ever known,
film,
"Tomorrow's
Children."
by Accounts
a handful
Spanish ad-by
In Baltimore, "Smashing the Vice Trafhas been
promoted to After
producer
of "A" four
pic- about in 1519venturers.
of theof conquest,
tures at Paramount.
completing
fic,"
being
handled
there
by Duke Loenberg,
Spanish, Mexican and American authorities, was banned entirely by two women members
pictures
under Harold
Mr. will
Jones'be are
to be faithfully followed in the scenario of the Maryland Censor Board although Dr.
first assignment
in his Hurley,
new status
prepared by Marcus Good- Ben Paul Sandy did not concur in their
"Things Began to Happen," to star W. C. which rich,is whobeing
Fields.
has done much work in Holly- views. An appeal has been taken.
wood.
Henry Pearlman,
attorneyforforan Jewel
ProThe picture is to cost 1,000,000 pesos
ductions, Inc., has applied
injunction
Desch Named GB Exchange Manager (some
New York to prevent seizure by the
the largest amount to be in
Douglas Desch, Gaumont British booker spent on$280,000),
United
States
collector
of
customs
of
the
a movie made by Mexicans. A
for the last three years, has succeeded Ray large company
is
being
recruited
for
the
film
"Science
of
Mankind,"
imported
last
Halpern, as GB exchange manager in Kan- picture which is to feature many prominent year from Austria. A special court of three
sas City. Mr. Halpern has been transferred
judges will be convened to hear the comto Boston as manager and will also handle Mexican players.
pany's claim that
such seizure would be unthe New Haven territory.
A Discovery on Location
constitutional, hesaid.
The
queerest
of
the
strange
things
found
Erwin Leaves GN
on location by Mexican film companies was To Distribute Spanish Film
Stuart Erwin has quit Grand National, fossilized portions of a huge prehistoric aniIndependent Film Service, Cleveland, has
mal discovered near Tlaxacal City, capital of acquired distribution rights to "Fury over
citing dissatisfaction with stories. He had
the
tiny
state
of
Tlaxacala,
which
was
the
just
"Mr. commitments
Boggs Buys with
a Barrel."
for the Ohio and Kentucky terriHe hasfinished
two picture
Twen- site of America's first republic, by the pro- Spain"eratetories.
Harry Lande and Nate Gerson opthe exchange.
tieth Century-Fox.
ducing company of which Engineer Adolfo
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Club

Elects and Golfs

Warner
office club
in Newof
York
this Brothers'
week heldhome
its annual
election
officers
and
its
regular
golf
tournament,
at
pions," held in New York last week, by Super
Business Upturn Spurs Theatre Sport Attractions,
which both employees and employers atInc. Rights cover all for- tended.
eign
territories
with
the
exception
of
the
Construction; National In- United Kingdom and Australasia. Richard
Arthur Sachson, head of the contract decome To Be Up $95,000,000 D. Spierman, manager of RKO Radio's
partment and vice-president of the club last
Japanese
branch,
has
just
completed
a
deal
year,
was chosen president. Other officers
by CLIFF HOLT
for the simultaneous first and second run of are Jules
Levy, vice-president in charge of
in Sydney
membership
; Harry Mayer, Ruth
vice-president
"Shall We Dance" at the Takarazuk (Toho) charge
of entertainment;
Weisberg,in
and
Shochiku
(Sy)
theatres.
For
the
first
Statistics recently published by the Fed- time, according to RKO, these competitors vice-president in charge of welfare; Frank
eral Statistician cheerfully reflect Aus- are playing the same picture day and date.
L. Gates, vice-president in charge of claims ;
tralia'sbusiness
regained prosperity,
auguring well
J. T. Holmes, treasurer; Robert Salomons,
for theatre
in the Commonwealth
assistant treasurer ; Stuart H. Aarons, secGrand National
for the new season.
finance. retary, and Sam Schneider, chairman of
Production in primary and secondary Completes Eight
About 50 delegates
statesbyat-a
industries for the fiscal year ended
Grand National has completed eight feawhichfromwaseight
followed
tures recently and will start on five others luncheontended thate meeting
June 30th rose $1,045,000,000 over the
the Warner clubrooms and a
shortly,
Edward
L.
Alperson,
president
of
1932 figure. Employment has risen 350,000
party at the International Casino.
since 1932 and the recent rise in the basic the company, said this week on his arrival dinner
For the third successive year, Leonard
in New York from Hollywood. He added Palumbo
wage will put $95,000,000 more into the that
took first prize for low gross at the
eight additional films are in various
club's
annual
golf Club,
tourney,
held
wage
earner's
pocket
this
year.
Savings
stages
of
preparation.
Oaks Golf
Rye.which
Pat was
Marcone
bank deposits have soared to $160,000,000.
Those finished include Stuart Erwin in attookOldsecond
place,
and
Larry
Golob,
third.
In keeping with the prosperous conditions,
Boggs Buys a Barrel," formerly "Face
A total of 90 prizes were awarded. Among
new theatres are being built in anticipation of "Mr.Facts,"
by Clarence Budington Kelland; the donors were Motion Picture Herald,
an attendance boom during the new season. At the
Wallace Ford in "He Wanted to Marry," Motion Picture Daily, Film Daily, Variety,
the same time established theatre owners, tentatively
titled; Jimmy Newill in "Renalarmed at the threat to their profit which
Publications and the Showmen's Trade Review.
frew of the Royal Mounted" ; George Hous- Jay Emanuel
every new theatre represents, are agitating for
stringent restriction laws.
ton in "Wallaby Jim of the Islands"; Eric
An
arrangement
committee for the tourney
Evidence of this attitude is provided in the Linden and Boots Mallory in "Here Comes
of Mr. Sachson, Gene Weropposition of the newly formed Tasmanian Flash Casey"; Tex Ritter in "Tex and the was nercomposed
and
Mr.
Palumbo.
Major Albert WarExhibitors' Association to the proposed plan Boy Scouts" and "Frontier Town." Frank
ner and Jack L. Warner participated in the
tournament.
of
Hoyts'
Theatres,
Ltd.,
to
build
houses
in
Gay
has
completed
"King
of
the
Sierras,"
Launceston and Hobart. The Association seeks which is the last of five pictures promised
the Government's
assuranceinquiry.
that new licenses by Condor.
will
be withheld pending
Universal Directors
charge thatis
theSpokesmen
influence offorthetheFoxAssociation
Film Corporation
Vote Confidence
Loew's,
Saenger,
Singer
behind the projected Hoyts enterprises and that
The board of directors of Universal PicTo Open Vaudeville House
last 10 years onAmerica
been trying
to"forgetthea stranglehold
the film hasindustry
of the
tures
last administration
week voted com-of
Loew's,
the
Saenger
organization
and
plete Company,
confidenceInc.,
in the
Mort Singer are reported to have formed J. Cheever
world."
The Chief Secretary has announced that the
Cowdin
and
Robert
H. Cochrane
St. Charles Amusement Company to and in Charles R. Rogers, production
the Government will consider acting upon the
head.
over the St. Charles, New Orleans,
Association's recommendation to set up a take
The
Universal
company
and
its subfor vaudeville shows.
licensing
board
for
supervision
of
picture
thecompanies reported for the third
atres.
The report, which is not denied, also de- quarter, sidiary
covering the 13 weeks to July 31,
To any suggestion that they themselves
clares
that
union
stagehands
have
been
ap1937,
consolidated
net loss of $627,933,
might pliesdeclare
a monopoly,
reproached on the subject of wage scales.
after all charges, federal and foreign inthat all members
wouldthebe Association
brought under
come taxes and depreciation. This compares
the control of the licensing board. They further
with a net loss of $579,379 in the corresuggest that theatres failing to keep up-to-date F&M Houses Observe
sponding period a year ago.
or show
best product available should forfeit their the
licenses.
Entertainment
Month
All
of
Universal's
previouslast records
for
The Tasmanian press carries statements by
weekly business
were broken
week when
the city management that trace the events
"Greater
entertainment
month"
was
obleading up to the liquidation of Union Theatres,
served during September in the 32 theatres they "were topped
by thousands
dollars,"
announcement
fromof the
comFox's purchase
of control
in Hoyts
and the operated by Fanchon & Marco-St. Louis accordingpany. Thetostatement
attributed the increase
formation
of General
Theatres
Corporation.
Amusement
Company
and
Ansell
Brothers.
Alarmed at the inroads made by American
It was the first time the F & M first run to theing in fact
and a Girl" was playmore "100
than Men
50 theatres.
interests, through Fox's control of Hoyts, the houses, the Ambassador and the Fox, had
Mr. Rogers was in New York this week.
statement
says : "Since
then, trying
the Foxto Corporation in America
has been
obtain a joined with the St. Louis Theatre, head of
10-year option over all the major film com- the St.tres, in observing
Louis Amusement
the month.Company's thea- Named to Censor Board
panies' products,
and has
so well
it is reputed
to have
dealtsucceeded
successfully
with that
six
Richard Smith, of Georgetown, Ohio, has
of the 10. If no preventive measures are adopted,
been appointed assistant state director of
the Australian industry will be throttled, and Thirteen Theatres in Combine
education,
which makes him assistant chief
control of the motion picture business will pass
Thirteen Long Island theatres have form- of the consor board. He succeeds .E. N.
entirely into the hands of America."
ed
a
buying
combine
with
Frank
Moscato
Dietrich, appointed state director of eduDespite
the opinion
"dangers"is ofthatAmerican
domina- in charge of its operations. Theatres in the cation.
tion, general
the Tasmanian
group are Verona, Long Island City; East
government
will
welcome
Hoyts
and
any
comIslip, East Islip; Kings Park, Kings Park;
pany with the capital to build.
Wallington, Prof. Quiz
Roslyn, Roslyn; Howard, Howard Beach: Sign
Columbia Pictures has engaged James
State,
Hempstead; Arcade, Lynbrook:
RKO Gets Boxing Pictures
Strand, Farmingdale; Newton, Elmhurst; Wallington, radio announcer, and Professor
RKO Radio has been granted the foreign Palace, Corona; Bays, Hampton Bay; Matti- Quiz, radio performer, for feature roles in
"Freshman Follies."
distribution rights for "Carnival of Cham- tuck, Mattituck, and Ditmars, Astoria.
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motion
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Declares
Leaders

Wags

Strip

of Needed

Film

Dignity

'Pants Presser" Gag and Like Attempts at Levity
Make Job of "Selling" the Industry Tough, Says
Lawyer Who Seeks Bar Group Action Encouraging
Better Publicity for the Motion Picture Business
Reiterating the viewpoint of a Motion
Picture Herald editorial in which it
was well
stated,as "Too
motionintercourse,
picture copy,is
as
motionmuchpicture
too damned
familiar,"
Bernard
A. Grossman, attorney, this
week appealed to the
Federal Bar Association of New
York, New Jersey
and Connecticut to
launch a movement
for dignity in the
motion picture inMr. Grossman,dustry.
as chairman
of
the
association's
committee on theatrical law, submitted
a preliminary report,
pointing out that the
whole has not
motion picture industry
devoted itself towards a sense of self respect
and responsibility."
The report, Mr. Grossman explained to
a Herald representative, was drafted because of the attitude in banking circles
and judicial and administrative departments, toward the theatre and its executives. This attitude, described by the attorney as one in which picture executives
"are criticized and scorned and sneered at
for
their humble
beginning,"
is a decided
handicap
to attorneys
representing
motion
picture interests, according to the report.
It is with the ulterior motive of eliminating the handicap to the legal profession that
Mr. Grossman is urging the bar, association
to undertake a concerted movement to correct what has been called "the evil of familiarity" inthe motion picture business.
"The older American industries," the report points out, "have learned they must
court public opinion and present their person el to it in a dignified light."
Pictures Different
But turning to the motion picture industry, Mr. Grossman cited his conclusion that
"theHe situation
is different"
in thatby field.
summarized
his viewpoint
stating :
"In size the motion picture industry is
gigantic. It is international. It is one of
the largest industries in the country. Its
salary list tops that of any industry and is
consistently higher throughout its entire
rank of workers. Every angle of publicity
is at its command — and is thoroughly misused. Every door for financing has been
opened to it. Every family in the country
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has welcomed it, and now views it with conand suspicion."
Thecern chief
cause of this, Mr. Grossman
contends, originated within the industry
itself.
Publicity in Other Fields
Reverting back to organizations within
other
industries,
the reportaimcontinues,
"Their
publicity
departments
to glorify
the
mind of the executive and to stress his importance inthe industry, the community and
the commercial progress of the country. If
he started life as a poor boy, then articles
and pamphlets and books are created and
circulated, dignifying the humble beginning
and showing its importance in the general
scheme and progress and character of development. If,on the other hand, he is the
scion of a monied family, the public relations
counselever material
squeezes
therefrommay this
be tosituation
build upwhatthe
subject under discussion.
"As
a
result,
this
publicized
industry
and
its executives have an established valuable
status, their good characteristics are known
and accented. Their representatives take on
the hue and color of the principal and are
well and cordially received."
But Film Business Publicity!
A different picture, though, is painted by
Mr. Grossman for the motion picture field.
"Many in the motion picture industry,"
the attorney asserted, "act on the proposition
that
manyandthings
show they
off
betterthere"
than are
brains,
on thiswhich
platform
are tempted into eccentricities and conspicuousness.
"Successandis ina powerful
takento
suddenly,
large doses,stimulant:
it is liable
act as an intoxicant.
"Andcated in sono weotherhaveindustry.
a pictureThethatmanis atduplithe
bottom criticizes his superiors up the line.
Those above him sneer up and down.
Everywhere someone is mouthing a sentence,
as a cur mouths a bone. Under the philosof 'anything isforpresented
a laugh,' asthea executive
under ophydiscussion
poor boy
of no rational reason.
"Questionable wits twist pointless stories
out of his mispronunciations or other personal idiocrasies."
Gags Become Practical Jokes
In elaborating on this phase of the report, Mr. Grossman placed particular emtermheard
"pantsusedpressers,"
which,to
he said,phasihes on theoften
in reference
film executives.
"The challenge of 'pants pressers'," Mr.
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Grossman
observed,
"has beenonforced
by the
industry itself
so generally
the outside
world that from the general conversations
on the outside you would think that these
head executives were not to be trusted with
any other activities and, if not watched,
would be engaged in their secret practice
Dropping all semblance of levity himself,
Mr. Grossman cited the fact that many State
atlegislatures,
home." during the last few years, have
considered legislation directed at the theatre. This point, he believes, should arouse
the industry itself and serve as an incentive
to correct the condition.
"The national legislature has initiated
many proposed inquiries and threatened
more," the report states. "The banker has
done his part to join the restrictive control. The theatrical lawyer, who approaches
them, hears the echo of much of the bad
gagging that originated with the wits of
theIncluded
industry."in the report was an excerpt
from a Motion Picture Herald editorial
which was published August 14th, and which
commented on the newspaper advertising
campaign for the picture "The Life of Emile
Zola."
part used
his
reportThefollows
: by Mr. Grossman in
"The motion
picture
can do with
considerably more formal propriety.
Too much
motionture picture
copy,
as
well
as
motion
intercourse, is too damned familiar.pic-A
dash
of
is goodthemfor looking
the morale
and
the box dignity
office. Keep
up —when
Mr. Grossman submitted the report to
Henrybuy."
Ward Beer, attorney and president
they
of
the
which, Mr.of
Grossmanlawyers'
estimated,association
has a membership
about 2,000. After its approval by Mr.
Beer and by other members of the comof the report
will be forwmittee,
arded to allcopiesmembers
of the organization.
Then, as a further step toward achieving
his goal, Mr. Grossman plans to recommend
that the membership of his committee be
changed at the annual meeting in October
so as to include association members who
serve as counsel for motion picture interests.
New Orleans Lease Set
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation
and the Institute of Mental Hygiene have
agreed upon all details for the leasing by the
film company of a two story building, which
will be erected at Cleveland Avenue and
South Liberty Street in New Orleans. The
building will be used as a distributing center.
The lease is for 12 years at an annual rental
of $8,400.
Reliance Signs Donat
Edward Small, who has returned from
Europe,
Reliance
one picture withsaid
Robert
Donat.willNomake
decision
has
been made as to where the picture will be
produced or through what company it will
be released. Mr. Small will remain in New
York for several weeks before returning to
the coast. He recently concluded an arrangement asproducer for RKO Radio.
Change
Title that the KimUniversal"Raiders"
has announced
ball Her rick novel, filming of which was
completed
recently
under the astitle"Trouble
"Midnightat
Raiders," will
be released
Midnight."

3 or 4 minutes
earn

6500

a day

theatres

ADDED

INCOME

These Prominent
Film Companies are our co-distribuos. . . ready to serve you as
a connecting link with General
Screen Advertising, Inc. These
are the ONLY advertising film
•distributors within our set-up!
ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
GREEN'S
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
San Francisco,
Cal.
MOTION SKREENADZ LTD.
Vancouver, B. C.
RAY-BELL FILMS, INC.
St. Paul, Minn.
SCREEN ADETTES
Portland, Ore.
SCREENAD EXCHANGE
Binghamton, N. Y.
TAD SCREEN ADVERTISING, INC.
Dallas, Texas

GENERAL

WITHOUT
WITHOUT

OPERATING

EXTRA

COST

INVESTMENT

# We've put such national advertisers as Chevrolet, AlkaSeltzer, Swift & Company and others "into the movies".
Accordingly, hundreds of theatres are receiving plus
revenue every month!
Through our co-distributor members listed on the left
(and through these only!) we represent more than 6,500
theaters from coast to coast as we sell Minute Movie advertising to big national accounts. Without sales work,
without extra operating costs — our theatres earn extra income simply by running one or two 60 second national
ads at each performance.
If you are one of our 6,500 theaters you are serviced
through one of our film distributors. If not — write today
for information. Learn how you can enjoy extra income
without extra investment.

SCREEN
WRIGLEY

EXTRA

BLDG.

ADVERTISING,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Inc
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BRITISH
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London

STUDIOS

Finish "Mr. Satan"
"Mr. Satan" has been completed at Warner-First National's studio at Teddington.
Skeets Gallagher, who makes his first British film appearance in it, is returning to
New York immediately for a stage show.
Last shots of the picture showed Chili
Bouchier and Franklin Dyall killed by
James Stevenson, newspaper man who runs
to earth an armaments plot of which the
inspiring force is Zubovna, a mysterious
figure ofrelief
the underworld.
"Skeets"newspaper
provides
comedy
as a wisecracking
photographer.
For their other current production.
"Thank Evans," with Max Miller, WarnerFirst National recently used in a racing sequence four English jockeys: R. Wall,
famous for surviving a broken neck in a
steeplechase;
W. O'Neill,starJ. was
Roachtheandrace-F.
Roach. Grev
A four-legged
house
Carev, which
won the
Ascot
Stakes in 1936.
Tommy Farr in Film
Tommy Farr, on the strength of the
American reputation he made by his showing against Joe Louis, probably will be featured in the first of the Gracie Fields pictures for Twentieth Century-Fox, which
will go on the Denham floor soon. Sam
Engels, Twentieth Century-Fox producer
for the unit, who arrived on the Queen
Mary, will cable an offer to Farr this week
if executives in London concur in the idea
that the boxer has the makings of a screen
player.

The first MGM-British motion picture, "A Yank at Oxford", is underway at Denham, under the new Metro
program for production in England.
Edmund Gwenn (above) has a featured role in the film, which stars
Robert Taylor and Maureen O'Sullivan.

Casting MGM's First
Casting
"A Yank
Oxford,"
for
which
Jack for
Conway
shot firstat scenes
at Denham a few days ago, is proceeding on lines
which indicate a very definite intention on
Richman Picture
the part of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer British
Standard International Pictures, which Studios to make this, their first picture in
England,
as nearlyproduct.
as possible
fifty-fiftyproduced
Up," have
Aimeda primarily
tures "Make
scheduled which
also,three
they more
say, picwill atAnglo-American
the
two
great
English
speaking
markets,
be cast and produced with a view to the "A Yank at Oxford" may set a pattern
to
needs of the American market. K. C. Alex- which
the
majority
of
big
pictures
scheduled
ander, the producer, is soon to visit Holly- here will generally conform.
wood with a view to signing stars.
The double aim of the picture is very
For the first subject an original, at pres- noticeable in its casting. Behind the Amerent untitled, by the former UFA scenarist.
ican leads, Robert Taylor and Maureen
E. Pressburger, and E. Katcher, will be O'Sullivan,
will be two of the very best of
used. The whole of the action will take young
leads in Yivien Leigh and
place on a special train on which a London Griffith British
Miss Leigh, recently seen to
stage company is traveling to Glasgow for advantageJones.
in
"Storm
in a Teacup,"
number
of
Denham
successes
behindhasher.a
aRichman
revue "tryout."
For the starandparttheHarry
is being approached,
Mills
since his first hit in "Escape Me
Brothers and other well known variety' and Jones,
Never,"
also been a first choice for Lonradio acts probably will be signed also.
don Filmshasproductions.
Two further pictures planned by Standard
In
character
parts there will be the Amerare a crime story with London backgrounds
icans Lionel Barrymore and Tully Marshall
and a color feature with South Sea settings and the
British Edmund Gwenn, C. V.
France, Edward Rigby, Robert Coote, Peter
from
original story
Hans the
Possendorf.
This "Yacht
will be Ky-Ky,"
made prac-by Croft and Noel Howlett among others. Each
tical y in its entirety against authentic back- will depict his own nationality on the screen.
grounds.
In the story also, the Anglo-American ap-

peal will be stressed by the portrayal of an
American student's adventures against the
ultra-English background of Oxford University,— which has an interest value as
great nessonwithyour
as on Taylor
ours. The
earnestwhichsideRobert
is regarding
his part, and the realization on the part of
Conway that sport is one of the main activities of English University life are illustrated by the fact that Taylor has been undergoing atraining in rowing, skating and
track running which would fit him for a real
appearance at the Sports at which the
"Yank" is called on to do credit to his
country.
With conflicting views periodically expres ed byleading executives on the question
of just what America does want in British
films,
"A
Yank atexperiments
Oxford" looks
most interesting
ever one
madeof inthea
British studio. At this time it seems that it
will answer those who demand "international" appeal as well as those who clamor
for "really British" pictures by proving that
a story British in background can, without
any violence to credibility, be made to include, without forcing, all those star values
upon which the American box-office depends.
And one thing it will definitely do for British production in general : it will -let America see a whole lot of the most promising
players in England, and let America see
them in association with native topliners.
through a major release. That single fact
seems to answer a great deal of the current
criticism
of American production in England.
Itemized
"A Shilling
Nova Pilbeam
vehicle
directedforbyCandles,"
Alfred Hitchcock,
has
beenPallfinally
titled
"Young
and
Innocent."
Mall Productions has purchased
screen
rightsby inDave
"Coming,
Sir," the
biography
Marlowe,
whichwaiter's
is a
current
British best-seller. Lothar Mendes
will direct.
Manning Hayne:> is directing "East of
Ludgate Hill" for Fox-British at Wembley.
Will Bob,"
Fyffe,hasstarring
Gainsborough's
"Owd
his firstindramatic
part in
seventeen films, as an old Devon shepherd.
Carol Reid started directing "Bank Holiings. day" for Gainsborough on location at Hast"Missing, Believed Married" is the title of
Paramount-British last production at Pinewood, where Paddy Carstairs directed.
Raymond has completed "The Rat"
forJack
Wilcox-Imperator.
Mary Cole, winner of a talent contest at
Warner-First National studios, has a lead"Take theatre.
It Easy," new musical
show ingatpartthein Palace
Victor Saville is back from the Riviera
and
scripting
Cronin's
"The supervising
Citadel" for the
London
Films ofproduction.
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NEWSREELS
AROUSE

OF

HORRORS

CONTROVERSY

It'sNews
Argument
of Duty
to Giveof
and Show
Horrors
Shanghai Bombing Against
Function of Entertainment
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
Inclusion in British newsreels of scenes
showing air bombardment of Shanghai and
its bloodthirsty results has created enormous
interest. At a West End newsreel theatre
Japanese and Chinese patrons clashed and
were ejected. The showings also have ventilated decided differences of opinion among
newsreel chiefs of what is and what is not
proper to exhibit on public screens.
British Paramount News and Universal
News each included detailed scenes of the
air raids. Shots showed the streets littered
with mangled bodies.
The Paramount reel concluded with a
grim shot of bodies and human remains being collected into lorries for mass burial.
This scene was reproduced in the press and
several newspapers ran special stories about
the air raid scenes and their reception by
the public. Warning notices that the scene
was unfit for children to see and that
squeamish adults should also withdraw were
shown and screened. The public reaction
to the scene was described by the News
Chronicle as "first a shocked silence and then
cries of dismay." The paper praised the
commentator's discription of the scenes as
showing
meaning
of waras— easily
war thatas
murders "the
womenfull and
children
soldiers," and quoted a news theatre manager's view that, after considering cutting
the scene,
he leftbe itgiven
in because
"adult cinema-of
goers
should
the opportunity
seeing
a
piece
of
truth."
Mr. G. T. Cummins, editor of the Parareel, saidthings
: "It isareourhappening
duty to give
news. mountThese
and the
we
have decided to show them. The only way to
stop war is to give people a proper idea of
what it means."
Mr. Jeffrey Bernerd, controlling Gaumont-British News, joined issue with this
statement in a press interview in which he
said
that: news
"It isbutthenotdutyto put
of the
newsreels
to present
on the
screen
material
for
a
political
purpose."
He added
that Mr. Cummins should have shown
his
film privately to Members of Parliament.
Mr. Bernerd added: "The exhibitors of
this country run their theatres with the idea
of entertaining the public. The public trust
exhibitors to show entertainment and theretheir children."
also saidof
that foreit theywastakepossible
to show theHe effects
the Shanghai bombardment in a "discreet
manner" by showing the debris and devastashots.pictures
"It is not
goingShanghai
to stop
war. tion. in .long
. Show
of the
bombardment to Chamberlain, Hitler, MusRoosevelt and other News
leaders."the panic
In thesolini,Gaumont-British
and widespread destruction were apparent
and there were many shots showing the
Japanese planes dropping bombs under antiaircraft fire, but no "atrocities." Paramount,

AD LICENSE BILL
FOUGHT IN SCOTLAND
An attempt will be made by film
interests to obtain amendment of the
Licensing of Advertisements (Scotland) bill, which will be introduced in
the next Parliamentary session. The
bill provides for the licensing of all
sites used for advertising display and
also that, in the case of place of entertainment, only one advertisement
shall be displayed upon each street
frontage.
The aim of the bill is the control of
unsightly signs and the preservation
of public amenities, but the trade view
is that in its present form it may
severely handicap Scottish exhibitors.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Association probably will try to obtain
amendments.
on the other hand, claimed that the scenes
in that reel were exclusive to them and that,
having obtained them, they had a public duty
to issue them.
Mr. Cummins asserted the same right for
newsreels as for newspapers to record "the
trendsquoted
and theatre
events managers
of this amazing
and
as sayingworld"
that
the public had highly praised the Paramount
reel as ameans.
salutary proof of what war on
civilians
Mr. Francis L. Harley, on behalf of British Movietone News, later issued a statement
generally supporting the attitude of G-B,
saying:
"It is orno horrify
part of aanynewsreePs
tion to shock
section offunc-its
audiences."
In anotherof conducting
passage Mr. aHarley
said carries
: "The
privilege
newsreel
with it considerable responsibility. We are
charged with the duty of showing news
faithfully and reporting it sincerely, but we
have also to consider the susceptibilities of
our audiences and give them their entertainment without outraging their feelings. In
general our company considers itself governed by those
which have
efficacious
in theprinciples
case of feature
films proved
under
a film censorship, the application of which,
to The
newsepisode
films, isillustrates
not, of course,
practicable."
the curious
position
in which British newsreels stand in regard
to censorship. They are not in fact censored,
but a legal ruling has been given that they
are subject to censorship if they include a
commentary, and the fact that this power is
in reserve and could be used against any offending re l has tended undoubtedly to a cautious policy on the part of the editors.
Many think that the Government is in
favor of the widespread exhibition of the unexpurgated reel, as valuable propaganda for
its policyto protection
of "preparedness,"
regard
against
airparticularly
attacks. in
V
Official figures show increases in the footage of blank and a drop in the footage of

OF

WAR

IN LONDON
exposed film imported to the British market
in the eight months Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, 1937,
as compared with the same period in the
previous year. Exported and re-exported
footage is lower. The details are:
Footage
Value
Blank eight
Fi'm::
First
1937
£177,013
1916
45,806.934
£161,390
£157,196
1935
42.594,428
42.127.174
Exposed
Film:
First eight months of: 13,709,102
1937
1936
15,296,379
1935
13,603,583
Exports (Exposed Film):
First
eight
months
of:
1937
14,752.445
1936
14,831,600
£113,409
1935
18,789,365
Re-Exported:
£ 77',197
5.033,503
1937
££ 33,269
1936
3.58(1.521
1935
£ 44,892
23,966
7.234.84J:
The valuations
Theatre Strike Threat
Possibilities of certain British cinemas
closing on Sunday, as a protest against the
prevailing system whereby Sunday opening
is dependent on the payment of a levy to
charity, are foreshadowed by a discussion at
the Brighton meeting of the Sussex branch
of
tion.the Cinematograph Exhibitors AssociaBrighton was one of the towns which enjoyed Sunday opening rights before the
passing of the Sunday Entertainments Act.
This measure made such openings dependent
upon a local decision in favor of the principle and conditional upon the payment of
a percentage of Sunday receipts to a Cinematograph Fund, which distributes them to
various charities, incidentally taking several
thousands of pounds a year for endowment
of the semi-official British Film Institute.
Under the Act, Brighton exhibitors, who
previously banked all their Sunday takings,
were mentjointly
for a The
"Charity"
payof £1,050assessed
per annum.
local Council now is proposing to revise the levy to one
of 8.75 per cent of actual Sunday receipts.
The proposal that this suggestion, if put
into effect, should be countered by a genera!
closure on Sundays implies that the public
would beAdopted
told thein one
reason
exhibitor's
action.
town,of thethe same
policy
probably would be followed in others, and a
national campaign for the seven days license
might be added to the other matters which
the CEA has on hand.
This would raise in a critical form an
old controversy to which the Sunday Entertainments Act provided a compromise solubut workable.
That opening,
measure
came tion,
intoillogical
existence
after Sunday
which was general in London and in many
other placesthoritiesby
permission
the localunder
au, had been
declaredof illegal
an Act of the seventeenth century which in
fact was obsolete but in law was not.
The Government, frankly afraid of religious Exhibitors
opinion, shifted accepted
the problem
to the
localities.
the charity
levy, at a time when many thought a fight
would have(Continued
broughton following
them greater
page) conces-
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ISSUE

{Continued from preceding page)
sions. chiefly because London theatre owners
were anxious not to lose the Sunday relicense. ceipts they had long enjoyed under local
There is a tendency for the joint assessment, usually substituted for an actual percentage ofSunday receipts, authorized by the
Act, to increase year by year. If the point
is reached that Sunday opening becomes
commercially scarcely worthwhile — there is
a section of exhibitor opinion which thinks
that as much money passes the box-office in
six days as in seven — the Act passed to
legalize Sunday opening may lead to the
very opposite effect.
The further ironical situation may arise
that a community poll having declared in
favor of Sunday opening, the community
may be denied the privilege for which it has
voted at the instance of the very exhibitors
who asked them to vote for it.
South African Profits
A gross revenue of £83,075 and a balance
of £53,745, in the year ended June 30th is
reported by Kinemas, the holding company
of African Consolidated Films and African
Consolidated Theatres, the two main enterment enterprises in South Africa. A final
ordinary dividend of 6>4 per cent makes the
year's
per cent.areThequoted
company's
shillingstotalvalue11^4ordinaries
here at5
7 shillings
each
and
the
5*4
per
cent
debenture stock at 95j4.
Kinemas received from the two companies
mentioned £54,120 against £44,440 in 1936.
The ordinary capital is £400,000 after a reconstruction.
V
Award to Wilcox
Cup which
Great"
wonTheat Gold
the Venice
Film "Victoria
Festival inthecompetition with seventy productions of all nations
competing toforHerbert
"best film"
is toandbe
presented
Wilcox,honors,
producer
director, by the Italian Ambassador to the
United States on the occasion of the film's
presentation at the Music Hall, New York,
in October. Meanwhile the Cup, highest
award at Venice, is on display in the foyer
of the Leicester Square Theatre during the
film's London season.
V
The Erpi Change
An official statement from W. A. Bach,
managing director of Western Electric in
England, says that the decision of Electrical
Research Products, Inc., to license other
concerns, in America, to make certain parts
of
equipment, has no bearing on British
activities.
Western Electric in England makes most
of its equipment on the spot, importing only
when demand outstrips manufacturing facilities, says the Bach statement.
V
Gilbert and Sullivan Films
The Gilbert and Sullivan operettas will
be filmed by a special unit formed by General
Cinema Finance Corp., under the supervision
of The
Rupert
Carte and atGeoffrey
Toye.
first,D'Oyly
to be produced
the Pinewood
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CATHOLICS QUERIED
ON FILM STANDARDS
The Catholic Herald has issued a
reader questionnaire in London, asking
the views of the special religious community which it serves on the moral
standards of British films.
Specifically asked is if objection is
taken to British produced films on
grounds of: low morality, worship of
material wealth, the confusion of spirituality with sentimentality, the confusion ofbeauty with riches. Opinions
are also asked about the "crudity" of
stories and publicity methods.
studio,
"The Yeomanwillof handle
the Guard."
General will
Filmbe Distributors
them.
V
"World in Revolt" Rights
World Pictures Corp. has sold the distribution rights in the United Kingdom on
"World in Revolt" to Wardour Films.
Negotiations are underway for distribution
throughout the British Empire.
V
New Paramount Theatre
Sydney Howard has opened formally Paramount's
latestTheBritish
key city
theatre
Birmingham.
new house,
in New
Road,at
seats 2,600. "The Charge of the Light Brigade" and aattractions.
big patriotic stage show were
the opening
Odeon Theatres, Ltd., opened its de luxe
house at Swiss Cottage, London, on the same
day. Among other theatres to be opened by
this circuit in the next six months, apart
from the Odeon, Leicester Square, on the
famous Alhambra site, are a Leeds house to
seat 3,000 at a cost of £200,000 and two other
Yorkshire houses at Doncaster and Bradford. Odeon plans six theatres in Scotland
immediately. A 1,700 seated Odeon at Morecambe opened last week, and its 2,300-seat
theatre in Leicester Square opens Nov. 3rd.
V
Gets United Artists Post
H. R. Schleman, formerly press officer of
United Artists in London, has become director of publicity in a reorganization following
the resignation of Edmund Quarry.
The new press officer is John Downing,
recently with New World and Herbert Wilcox Prod. Emil Lucas, recently with RKO
and Columbia, has been appointed director
of Continental publicity,
V
Paramount's London Plans
Adolph Zukor, on his arrival from the Continent, reaffirmed
Paramount'sin intention
in large
scale production
England. to engage
"We will start within six months and the
pictures we will aim to make will be of the same
quality as our Hollywood product and on a scale
justifying
distribution,"
Paramount,worldselecting
subjectshe said.
suitable for
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filming against British backgrounds, would send
over stars and production units from Hollywood, added Mr. Zukor.
During the next few weeks Zukor will study
the Britishto studio
intention
lease situation.
space in oneIt isof Paramount's
the modern
A
combination
of
Continental
scenes
with
plants.
others shot in England was another possibility
foreshadowed by Zukor.
Up to Jack Warner
Talking to the press, Sam Morris, foreign
sales chief for Warner Bros., said the decision
on major production in England was up to
Jack Warner, as part of the general production
policy of the company. It was an entirely
separate problem
at the which
Warner-First Nationalfrom
studioproduction
at Teddington,
came into the foreign field under his control.
The Warner
theatre,
on thesaidsiteMr.of Morris.
Daly's,
probably
will open
in May,
Warners' took over the building on September
29. The house will be a 2,000-seater, he said,
and will follow a long-run policy with Warner
products.
Warner-British films also will be
shown.
Griffiths Circuit Expands
Several additions have been made to the
R. E. Griffiths Theatres and an affiliated
company,homa andWestex
Texas,areOklaNew Theatres,
Mexico. inThey
the
White Sand at Alamo Gorda, N. M. ; New
State at Winters, Tex. ; a new theatre at
Clarksville, Tex., and remodeling of the
Beltonian at Belton, Tex.
Distributing Contract Renewed
A contract renewing RKO Radio Picwith Cia
Cubana tures'
de distribution
Peliculas,arrangement
South America,
has
been closed by R. K. Hawkinson, Latin
American sales manager for RKO. The
new
agreement covers the company's 193738 product.
Oppose Sunday Shows
A petition
been presented
the common council,hasBelvidere,
N. J., toasking
for
the suspension of Sunday movies until a
referendum can be held on the question. The
request was presented by the Women's
Christian
Union, the Lord's
Day AllianceTemperance
and other groups.
Schine Acquires Shelby House
The Schine circuit, controlling about 100
houses in the Ohio territory, has taken over
the Castamba Theatre, Shelby, from H. D.
ShrefTler, who has operated the house for
more than 15 years.
Trailer Branch Opened
Adolph
general manager
of Thea-to
tre TrailerPollak,
Corporation,
has returned
New York after opening a branch in Dallas
with Al Wolf in charge.
Edward Dean Sullivan has joined the
scenario staff at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. F. Hugh Herbert has been borrowed by the same company from Universal
for work on the production "Readin', Writin'
and Rhythm."
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... in addition to which,
among many editorial
features and regular departmental material, this
semi-annual
special issue
of
Better Theatres
will
contain The Equipment
Index, the industry's standard directory of manufacturers of theatre equipment, furnishings and supplies— and Theatre Supply
Dealers, directory of territorial sales and service establishments, both directories completely revised
and brought up to date.

• Francis M. Falge, author of the article
on lighting for glass blocks, whose work in
theatre illumination is well known throughout the industry. He is a specialist in theatre lighting on the staff of the Nela Park
engineering department of the General
Electric Company.
demonstrate effective usesHisofarticle
a new will
material.

• J. T. Knight, Jr., who will discuss airconditioning problems peculiar to theatres of capacities ranging from 600 to
900 seats. Mr. Knight, who conducts the
department Equipment and Operation
in Better Theatres, is an accredited engineer and has been associated with theatre
operation for more than seventeen years.
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• C. C. Potwin concludes his series,.
"Theatre Acoustics Today," with a discussion of methods of mounting materials for maximum absorption at low frequencies, and of methods of decorating!
without impairing acoustic values. Mr.
Potwin, who is a member of the acoustics
consulting staff of Erpi, has been dealing
with theatre acoustics problems since the
very beginning of talking motion pictures.
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IN

COURTS

Court Reverses Decision
In Move for Counsel Fees
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey last week
reversed himself in denying an application of
RKO Radio attorneys for counsel fees in
the plagiarism suit brought by Allen Carruthers against RKO Radio, which Judge
Woolsey dismissed with costs to RKO.
JudgearismWoolsey
said that
the plagiclaim involved
was because
a common
law
claim and not statutory, he could not grant
the fees. However, he said that the granting
of costs serves
as aclaims
"deterrent
to wholly
unfounded copyright
of which
this case
furnishes a conspicuous example."
Consolidated Share
Conversion Barred
A decree in conformity with the opinion
handed down recently by Chancellor Josiah
O. Wolcott at Wilmington, Del., declaring
null and void the proposed amendment to
the certificate
of incorporation
dated Film Industries,
Inc., wasof Consolifiled by
the chancellor in chancery court last week.
The chancellor declared the proposed
amendment void insofar as it assumes to convert the shares of $2 dividend accumulative
participating stock presently outstanding, together with the right to all accumulated, accrued and unpaid dividends thereon, into
one and a quarter shares of $1 cumulative
dividend participating preference stock and
one-quarter share of common stock.
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Cocalis-Fox

Suit

Settled for $10,000
A $12,400 action brought against Sam D.
Cocalis, of the Cocalis circuit, by Twentieth
Century-Fox for overages on several pictures has been settled for $10,000. Originally the complaint was for $9,200 but because
another picture was played after the comwas filed, thewasamount
increased.
The plaintsettlement
reachedwasafter
the case
had gone to trial and under the terms of
the agreement the defendant concedes that
percentage pictures sold in a group should
be accounted for individually.
Negotiations are now under way to settle
a similar action against Consolidated
Amusements. The figures involved are to
be determined by accountants who are going
over the books.
Broadcast Pictures
In New Offices
J. Nathan Helfat, president of Broadcast
Pictures, announces that the concern has
taken new offices in the General Motors
Building, New York.
The company will engage in the distribution of foreign and domestic films, the first
to be "Thank You, Madame," starring Jan
Kiepura. Joseph Steiner, formerly sales
manager for American Tobis, has joined
Broadcast Pictures in a similar capacity.

Variety Clubs Planning
Clambake, Golf Tourney
The Cleveland Variety Club will hold its
Petition Filed in Oklahoma City
annual clam bake on Saturday at the
Disclaims Part in Chadwiclc Suit Allerton
Hotel ballroom and the Variety
The Midwest Enterprise Company of Club of Philadelphia
will stage its annual
Oklahoma City, Okla., September 20 filed a golf
and
dinner
dance1st.
at Whitepetition in federal district court in Oklahoma marshtournament
Country
Club
October
Frank
City disclaiming any part in the filming of Boyd, American Seating
Company
repre-in
a house being sawed in half there. Mrs.
sentative, ischairman of a committee
Fern Chadwick has claimed $25,000, naming charge of the
Cleveland event. Milton Rothe Midwest company, Universal Film Ex- gasner is chairman
of the committee arrangchange, Warner Brothers Theatres, and the
ing for the tourney and dance.
Standard Theatre Corp.
Mrs. Chadwick alleges she was humiliated
by the film and by insinuation she could not Charles Vidor Returns
pay her bills. The Midwest company asked From Trip Abroad
that it be dismissed from the suit on the
Vidor, director under contract to
grounds it took no part in the action, but B. Charles
P. Schulberg, returned with his wife,
merely
Brothers. leased the theatre to Warner vacation
Karen Morley,
abroad. this week, after a six-week
Mr. Vidor will remain in New York two
Amended Complaint Filed
before proceeding to the Coast.
An amended complaint in the action weeks
Miss Morley is expected to remain east to
brought against J. D. Kendis in United appear
in a Broadway play.
States district court has been filed by Principal Film Exchanges, Inc. The suit is
Not Satisfied
based upon the plaintiff's charge of a breach Judgments
Execution on two judgments obtained
of contract for the distribution of "Crusade against
Amusement
Parkway, Inc., and EdAgainst theRackets."
complaint
ward
Stiegelwere
for alleged
unlicensed exhibinamed
Jay Dee TheKayoriginal
Producers
as a
tion
of
films,
returned
to the
separate corporation. It now states Mr. United States district courtunsatisfied
York.
Kendis does business under the corporation RKO Distributing Corporationin hadNewobtained
name.
aFox,$700onejudgment,
for $300. and Twentieth CenturyCharging "deliberate piracies" on his
story,
la Guena,"
Michelena
Llaguno"Pazhasen filed
suit in Quirico
the United
States Rex Bell Seeks $3,000
district court for the southern district against
Rex Bell, former western star, has filed
Twentieth Century-Fox. He claims the pic- suit in superior court, Los Angeles, for $3,claims is due him from Norture "The World Moves On," released in 000 whichmandy hePictures
He charges
Mexicoment ofashis"Pas
work.en la Terra," is an infringe- the money is owedCorporation.
under a contract.
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OBITUARIES
Frank B. Arnold Dies;
Exhibited Films in China
Frank B. Arnold, retired New York
showman who gave to China some of its
earliest glimpses of first motion pictures,
died in Miami, Fla., last week after a brief
illness at the age of 60.
Mr. Arnold exhibited motion pictures at
Shanghai in 1915. Returning several years
later to New York, he was again engaged in
the
theatrical business until his retirement
in 1923.
Ruth Roland Rites
Funeral services were held in Hollywood
last Friday for Ruth Roland, star of serials
in the silent days. Genevieve Smith, who
presidedductedatthe services.
the rites forTheJean
conbodyHarlow,
was placed
crypt.$1,000,000.
Miss Roland's
was valued
atin aabout
Fiftyestate
per cent
of the
estate was left to her husband, Ben Bard,
producer, and the other half to relatives.
Mary Blackford
Mary Blackford, 22 year old actress, died
in Santa Monica last week from spinal injuries suffered in an automobile accident
three
yearshadago.
the accident Miss
Blackford
beenSince
paralyzed.
Mona Moore
Mona Moore, 25, singer, died in Chicago
last week when she accidentally fell through
the
her unbarred
North Sidedoorhotel.of a moving elevator at
Grubel Left $584,166
An inventory of the estate of Edward J.
Grubel, theatre man who died last November
at the age of 66, has been filed in Kansas
City, Kan., Probate court. The valuation
was placed at $584,166, mostly in bonds and
stocks, with some real estate. The entire
estate
Grubel. was left to his brother, Frank C.
Joseph Klaw
Joseph
son of former
the senior
member of KlawKlaw,
and 49,
Erlanger,
theatrical
producers, was found dead in his automobile
last week in New York.
Nathan Burkan Tribute
A mausoleum for Nathan Burkan, former
attorney for motion picture companies and
professionals, was dedicated last week in
Union Fields Cemetery, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Burkan died June 6, 1936.
Frank Hunt
Frank Hunt, 65, Elk City, Okla., theatre
owner, died in Polyclinic hospital in OklaCity on September
an illnessto
of threehoma weeks.
His death24wasafterattributed
heart disease.
John L. Russell, 62, star and producer of
the silent
days,Home
died atlastSawtelle,
week inCalif.
the National Military
Virginia Earle, 62, former musical
comedy actress and vaudeville headliner,
died
wood, last
N. J.week in a sanatorium in Engle-
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended September 25, 1937,
from 65 theatres in I 3 major cities of the country was $970,973, a decrease of $22,397
from the total for the preceding week ended September 18, 1937, when 66 theatres in
13 major cities aggregated $993,370.
{Copvrtoht. 1937. Reproduction of material from this department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald expressh forbidden.)
Boston

Theatres

RKO Memorial
Loew's Orpheum
Metropolitan
Paramount
Chicago
Chicago
Garrick
Oriental
Palace
Rooserelt
State-Lake
United Artists

<GrSttr&?XXV7&
Current Week
Average
Receipts
Picture
Gross
Price
Seats
Per Week
35c-75c
"Forty
Naughty
(RKO)
18,000
3,246
Hilliard)
(on
stage:
OzzieGirls"
Nelson
and Harriet
$17,700
2Sc-S0c
2,507
"Thin
Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
and..
11,500
13,600
2,907
"Annapolis
Salute"
(RKO)
(3rd
week)
3Sc-65c
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
16,000
14,500
2,970
3Sc-7Sc
26,200
"That Certain
Woman"
(F.N.) 23,500
(plus
stage
show)
. 1,793
35c-50c
'Souls
at Sea"
8,000
'Mr. Dodd
Takes(Para.)
the Air"and
(W.B.)
9,000
35c-75c
'Lost Horizon" (Col.)
4,000
stage revue)(Para.).
35c-75c
900
'Double(plus
or Nothing"
35c-55c
3,490
'Stella (2nd
Dallas"
(U.A.)
(plus(Univ.)
vaudeville) 22,000
35c -75c
2,509
19,900
'100(on Men
andweek)
a Girl"
28,500
stage:
Block
&
Sully
and Revue)
35c-75c
13,000
1,591
•Topper" (MGM)
15,200
20c-40c
'Naughty
Marietta"
(MGM)
14,300
2,776
(on stage:
Verne
Buck
and
Revue)
-55c)(U.A.)
35c-75c
1,700
'Dead (20c
End"
17.000
(3rd week)

Cleveland
3,300
. 3,800
..3,100
3,400
Denver

Los Angeles and Hollywood
..1,518

Paramount
W. B. Holly wood.
Minneapolis

Previous Week
Picture
"It
Happened
Hollywood"
21,000
(onMayfair)
stage: Inain Ray
Hutton (Col.)
and Gross
Mitzi
"Thin
Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
and..
18,000
"Annapolis Salute" (RKO)
(2nd Melody
week) of 1938" (MGM) 15,000
"Broadway
"Varsity(plusShow"
22,000
stage(W.B.)
show)
"On
Such
a
Night"
(Para.)
and....
"Wild and Wooly" (20th Cent.-Fox) 6,500
"Double
or Nothing"
(Para.)
(on stage:
Eddie Duchin
and band)40,000
"Artists
and Models"
(Para.)
7,000
'Stella (1st
Dallas"
(U.(plus
A.)
36,000
week)
vaudeville)
"Riding
on Air"
(RKO)
21,000
(on stage:
Bobby(W.B.)
Breen and Revue)
'Varsity
Show"
12,800
(2nd week)
'Flight
from
Glory"
(RKO)
14,400
(stage:
Verne
Buck
and
Revue)
(25c-55c)
'Dead End" (U.A.).
21.000
(2nd week)
'Varsity Show" (W.B.)
16,500
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox).
6,500
"Back (on
in Circulation"
stage: Block (W.B.)
& Sully) 19,000
"Topper" (MGM)
18,000

30c -55c
30c-55c
30c-75c
30c -55c

5,700
12,700
17,800
17,200

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"That Certain Woman" (F.N.)....
"The Life
the Party"
"Dead
Enc of stage
(plus
band) (RKO)..
(U.A.)

25c-40c
25c-50c
25c-40c

6,700
9,600
7,300

"Wild Money"
10,500
(plusYours"
stage(Para.)
show)
"It's All(plus
(Col.)
12,500
stage
show)
"Big City"
(MGM)(RKO)and
"Riding
on Air"
(10 days) 10,000

'Souls at Sea" (Para.)
'Prisoner(2ndof week)
Zenda" (U.A.)
stage(RKO)
band)
'Make (plus
aSleuth"
Wish"
'Super
(RKO) and

11,800
11,600

"The Life
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 13,864
(2ndofweek)
"Big
City"from(MGM)
and
11,000
"One Mile
Heaven"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"The Firefly"
(MGM)
3,900
"100
Men(5 days-7th
and a Girl"week)(Univ.) 13,500
I(2nd
Univ.)
week) and "I Cover the War"
"Big
City" from(MGM)
14,962
"One Mile
Heaven"and
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"100 Men and a Girl" (Univ.) 15,000
(2nd week)
(Univ.)and "I Cover the War"
"Double
or Nothing"
10,200
(onRubestage:
Bros.,(Para.)
F. &(2ndM. week)
Revue,
Wolf Slate
and orchestra)
"Dead
End"
(U.A.)
10,460
and "Footloose Heiress" (W.B.)

'The Life(5 days)
of Emile Zola"
14,500
week) (W.B.)..
'Wife, Doctor and(1stNurse"
(20th.... 12,798
Cent.-Fox)
"Charlie
Chan
on
Broadway"
(20th Firefly"
Cent.-Fox)(MGM)
'The
6,000
(6th week)
'100 Men and a Girl" (Univ.) 10,200
(Univ.)
(5 days)and "Reported Missing"
(1st week)
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse" (20th.. 16,0%
Cent.-Fox)
and "Charlie Chan on Broad'100 Menway" (20th
and Cent.-Fox)
a Girl" (Univ.) 15,000
(Univ.)
(6 days
premiere)
(lst_ week)
andincluding
"Reported
Missing"
'Double
or
Nothing"
16,200
(on stage:
Bros.,(Para.)
F. (1st
& M.week)revue,
Rube
Wolf Slate
and orchestra)
'Varsity
Show" and
(W.B.)Horses"
and(W.B.) 5,200
'Wine,
Women
(2nd week)

'Double or Nothing" (Para.) 10,500
'The Life of the Party" (RKO) .... 3,500
"Think
Fast,andMr."Blonde
Moto" Trouble"
(20th....(Para.
4,000
Cent.-Fox)

'Broadway Melody of 1938" (MGM) 9,00
'Mr.
Dodd Takes
the Air" and(F.N.)Revue)
11,00
(on stage:
Duke Ellington
(35c -55c)
'You Can't
Have
Everything"
5,00
(20th Cent.-Fox)

900
2,700
2,500
3,000
3,595
3,000

50c-$1.50
30c-55c
50c-$1.50
30c-6Sc
30c-55c
30c-65c
30c-55c
30c-65c

,4,000
.2,900
2,400

25c-55c
25c-40c
25c-40c

4,000
8,000
14,700
8,100
18,400
10,400
12,200
7,200
5,690

7,500
12,000
17,500
17,000

4,000
16,000
7,900
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TLI PeaTreS
_
(AverageJanuary
weekly4, grosses
66 week3,period
from
1936, tofor April
Average 1937)
Receipts
Price
Montreal
Per Week
Seats
25c -60c
2,547
Capitol
11,000
25c-50c
Loew"s
2
600
Palace
2,600
25c -65c
7,600
2,272

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 10,000
"Love Under Fire" (20th Cent. -Fox) 7,000
and "One
from Heaven"
(20th Mile
Cent. (Col.)
-Fox)
"Lost Horizon"
12,000
"Confession" (F.N.) and
7,500
"Dance, Charlie, Dance" (F.N.)

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.... 10,500
"The Lady Escapes" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Super Sleuth"
(RKO)
(Hollywood
Stage Revue) 14,000
"Artists(2ndand week)
Models" (Para.) 7,000
"Topper"
(MGM)of Night"
and(MGM) 7,000
"Under Cover

New York
Astor
Capitol
Criterion
Globe
Hollywood
Paramount .
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Music Hall...
Roxy
Strand

3,000

55c-$2.20
25c-85c
25c -75c
25c-65c
55c-$2.20
25c-99c
25c-55c
25c -99c
40c-$1.65
25c-75c
40c -99c

"The Firefly"
7,737
week)(MGM)
"The Big(4th City"
(MGM)
30,000
"On Such a Night" (Para.) 5,000
"Something To Sing About" (G.N.) 9,000
"The Life(6thofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 22,500
"Double(stage:
or Nothing"
Shep Fields(Para.)
and Orch.) 37,000
week)
"Forty (3rd
Naughty
Girls" (RKO) 6,500
"Dead End" (U.A.)
22,000
(5th week)
"The Prisoner
of Zenda"
(U.A.)....
90,500
(plus
stage
show)
(3rd
week)
"100 Men(plusand stage
a Girl"show)(Univ.)...... 66,500
"That Certain Woman" (F.N.).... 22,000

"The Firefly" (MGM)
10,216
(3rd week) Melody of 1938".. 24,000
"The Broadway
(2nd week)
"Bulldog(MGM)
Drummond
Comes Back" 7,000
(Para.)
week)
"Souls (6th
at Sea"week)(2nd
(Para.)
7,000
"The Life
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 23,500
(5thofweek)
"Double
or Nothing"
(stage:
Shep Fields(Para.)
and OTch.) 40,000
week)
"Borneo"(2nd
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
8,500
week)
"Dead (2nd
End"
(U.A.)
28,500
(4th week)of Zenda" (U.A.).. 100,460
"The Prisoner
stage
show)
(2nd week)
"Thin (plus
Ice"
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
(plusShow"
stage(W.B.)
show) (2nd week)47,000
"Varsity(2nd
15.000
week)

Oklahoma City
Criterion
Midwest
Tower . . . ,

1,700
1,700
1,500
1,100

10c-40c
10c-55c
10c-40c

5,300
4,300

"The Life of the Party" (RKO)... 3,200
"100 Men(6 days)
and a Girl" (Univ.).... 5,200
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 5,200

"The Big City" (MGM)
4,200
"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 6,900
"San Quentin"
2,400
(10c-35c) (F.N.)

Omaha
Brandeis
Omaha
Orpheum

1,200
1,200
2,200
3,000

25c -40c
25c -40c
25c-40c

4,900
6,900
9,200

"Annapolis Salute"
and.... 3.300
"Counsel
Crime" (RKO)
(Col.)
"Double orforHeiress"
Nothing"
(Para.) and.. 8,300
"Footloose
(W.B.)
"Topper" By(MGM)
7,700
"London
Night"and
(MGM)

"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air" (W.B.) 4,300
and Road
"It Happened
in Hollywood"
"The
Back" (W.B.)
(Univ.)
and (Col.)
3,900
"Flyaway
Baby"
"100
Men
and
a
Girl"
(Univ.)
and
6,800
"Public Wedding" (W.B.)

Philadelphia
Aldine

1,300
3,700

40c -65c
40c-65c
40c -65c
40c-65c

9,200
14,800
17,000
15,700

"Dead End" (U.A.)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
"100 Men(3rdandweek)a Girl" (Univ.)
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse"
(20th Cent.-Fox)

17,000
14,000
12,000
13,000

"Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
9,000
(8 days-3rd
week)
'Thin Ice"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
7,000
"100 Men(5 days-2nd
and a Girl"week)(Univ.) 17,000
week) (Para.) 12,500
"Double (2ndor Nothing"

..5,651
2,850
2,440
2,670
1,200
2,680

15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c-75c

11,000

"VarsityandShow"
"Wild
Woolly"(W.B.)
(20thand
Cent.-Fox) 16,000
"Flight (plus
from stage
Glory"show)
(RKO) 14,500
"Lost Horizon"
7,000
(4th week) (Col.)
"Big City"Scout"
(MGM)(W.B.)and
16,000
"Talent
'Stella (3rd
Dallas"week)(U.A.)
6,500
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse" 15,000
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
and
"Footloose
Heiress"
(W.B.)

'That Dodd
CertainTakes
Woman"
(W.B.)(W.B.)and 16,000
"Mr.
the Air"
'Life of(plus
the Party" show)
(RKO) 17,000
Fox) Horizon"stage(Col.)
'Lost
9,000
(3rd
week)
'Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) 16,000
ind "One Mile from Heaven" (20th Cent.'Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
9,000
(2nd week)
'Confession"
(W.B.)
and
14,500
'Dance, Charlie, Dance" (W.B.)

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.. 7,200
'One Mile(2ndfromweek)Heaven" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Lost Horizon"
8,900
(2nd week) (Cbl.)
'San
Quentin"
(F.N.)
and
5,600
'Easy Living" (Para.)
'Double
Nothing"
6,250
and "Wildor and
Woolly"(Para.)
(20th Cent.-Fox)

"Thin Ice" (20th Cent.-Fox) and.. 9,250
"One Mile
(1st from
week)Heaven" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Lost Horizon"
(1st week) (Col.) 10,000
"Topper" (MGM) and
6,100
'Think (2nd
Fast,week)
Mr. Moto" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Souls
at
Sea"
(Para.)
and
5,250
'Blonde(2ndTrouble"
week) (MGM)

San Francisco
Fox
Orpheum ..
Paramount
United Artists
Warfield
Seattle
Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Orpheum

4,700
1,700
1,400
1,400
1,430
3,700
594
2,;
6,200

.2,500
1,800
2,450

15,600
33,400
12,000
17,800
36,100
7,700
23,100
79,000
35,400
20,800

16,600
8,200
13,300
6,900
15,300

Previous Week
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

Schoo

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 87 was: (A)
What does magnetic force represent? (B) If
a.c. be sent through a wire wound around and
in close
an iron thebar,amount
what will
cur andproximity
what ivilltogovern
of octhe
effect? (C) How is the density of a magnetic
field considered and described? (D) What is
"residual
magnetism?"
The following
made satisfactory replies : C.
Rau ; and
S. Evans; ;G.C. E.Oldham
Doe; ;D.J. H.R. Danielson
W. Limmroth
Prater,
M. and J. Devoy ; J. A. Zachritz ; H. B. Smith ;
C. Champney ; R. R. Lee ; L. F. Hayes ; W. H.
Edmonds; O. H. Schmidt; T. W. Redhouse ;
A. W. Baxter; T. and W. Turk; H. Burgin;
E.SheaF. and
and M.H. Wentworth
T. Plum; E.; M.L. O'Connell,
Sanford; D.G. A.L.
Daniels ; B. and M. Walker ; T. Lavenburg ;
C. H. Lowrie; M. D. McGuire; S. H. Billings;
F. H., S. and P. Dalbey ; L. A. Beachwood
and M. F. Robinson ; H. T. Landis ; D. Coates ;
V. LeRoy ; T. H. Logan ; R. Davis and E. M.
Brown; W. B. Myers and D. C. Tannerick; J.
H. Morton ; B. L. Blunt and W. R. Davis ; H.
Lathrope and M. Dey ; F. B. Shilshome ; D.
Dennis; J. K. Robinson and R. E. Bullard;
M. L. Grahame; R. B. Hornstein and R. R.
Jacobswel J.; ; R.R. S.Davidson
Welch ;andN. W.
S. Reid
; S. L. MaxR. Matthews
; F.
L. and L. Savior ; B. L. Cooper and T. L. Kent ;
L. E. Dodson and H. T. Todd; R. H. Carter
and W. S. Roy ; D. Hornbeck and R. Tomby ;
W. R.ings;F.Singleton
and H. A. W.AmesWinkler
; R. D.andBill-R.
W. Brandenburg;
R. Robbins ; H. T. Randolph ; E. Exline ; W. V.
Henderson and T. Brown ; H. T. Watkins and
D. D.stein S.; Roberts
; M. Samuels
Gold- ;
N. Lockhard
; A. H. and
and G.O. T.L. Jones
L. M. Roberts and W. C. Bant ; P. F. Maxwell
and S. U. Lamont; G. and L. F. Brown; H.
Bunker
; C. Caldwell ; F. D. Scanlon ; D. and
W.
Porter.
After examining a great number of answers,
consulting those in text books, and talking with
electrical engineers, I concluded it would be an
excellent
thing toA have
some I known
answer Section
for us.
thereforeauthority
called
upon Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, past president of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, himself
an engineer of high standing. He states :
"By magnetic
forceA Imagnetic
assume you
meanconsists
magnetomotive force.
circuit
of a path containing iron, air or other materials
through which magnetic effects act. As we say,
a magnetic flux, or flow, exists in this magnetic
circuit. The magnetic flux is caused by a
magnetomotive force. The magnetomotive force
depends, in an electromagnet, on the number of
turns in the magnetizing coil, and the strength
of the current flowing through such coil.
"Accordingly,
is properforceto describe,
in a
general
way, the itmagnetic
in a magnetic
circuit as being the pressure which creates a
magnetic field or flow in that circuit. It is not
so different from Ohm's law for electric circuits
where acurrent
equalscircuits,
voltagethedivided
resist-is
nce. In magnetic
magneticby flow
equal to the magnetomotive force divided by the
reluctance. The reluctance of a magnetic circuit
depends on the materials of a circuit, the length
of the circuit, and its shape."
(B) W.
Limmrothwoundsays,around
"If a.c.
sent
through
a conductor
and bein close

NO.

87

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 92
Explain,of intheyour
own arcwords,
the(A)resistance
electric
and
various reasons for its variation.
(B) Explain how work performed
by electric power is calculated.
(C) What is the maximum permissible operating temperature of a
resistance wire and how may it be
roughly
approximated without actual
measurement?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
hand, subjected
impure wrought
or ironprocess,
which also
has
been
to some iron,
hardening
cast iron, will retain a high percentage of
residual magnetism."
Sound Installations
Increase in Mexico
Mexican sound-equipped theatres total
500 as compared with 418 at the first of the
year, according to a report to the U. S. Department ofCommerce.
There have
been 20 installations of the
German
Tobis-Klang
equipment in recent
months.
American sound equipment representatives are loath to push sales because of diffis in servicing the apparatus, the attachecultiereported.

MGM Replaces Trailers
With Complete Skits
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has adopted a new
system for the production of trailers. Instead of following the usual custom, the
proximity to an iron bar, a magnetic field will company is making separate "short subbe induced in and surrounding the iron. The
jects" tskits
oadvertise
each will
of itsbepictures.
strength of this field will be directly dependent
plete
henceforth
used toComexupon the strength of the current and the number
ploit the pictures.
of turns the conductor makes around the bar."
The first under the new system is titled
H. Burgin field
says, "Underbe theinduced
conditions
— "Yump," in which Barnett Parker will be
a magnetic
in andnamed,
rounding the bar would
of iron. The amount
of surthe featured and "Double Wedding" will be the
effect, or strength of the field, thus created subject.
wouldingdepend
uponcoil,(a) (b)
number
of amperes
through the
number
of turnsflowthe
Handy Leases Space
coil makes, (c) the kind or character of the Jam
Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc., has
bar itself, which may be of soft or hard iron, leased
3,000 square feet of space in the Genor (C)
may O.be H.a laminated
bar." "The density of
eral Motors Building, Broadway, New York,
Schmidt
replies,
a magnetic
field
is usually
considered as the and a building formerly occupied by Metropolitan Motion Picture Company on East
number of lines of magnetic force per square
inch of space covered by such field. The unit Grand Street, Detroit. Wendell P. Gayof measurement is the Maxwell, which means man has been appointed to coordinate the
or represents
the number
lines of force
ing through each
square ofcentimeter
of a passfield market research activities of the corporation.
of Hawkins
unit density."
Force :
Lines assumedsays,to "Lines
exist inofa Magnetic
field of magnetic
force, tracing the paths along which magnetism
F. H. Richardson's
acts. If a thin piece of paper be placed over
BLUEBOOK
of
a bar magnet and fine iron filings be sprinkled
thereon,selvesthe
particles
of
iron
will
arrange
themPROJECTION
in regular curves between the poles and
thus
out or call
definelineslinesof inforce.
the magnetic field
• New sixth edition. Prowhichmapscientists
jection, sound reproduction
(D)
R.
R.
Lee
replies,
"Once
a
mass
of
iron
and
trouble-shooting all in
has been magnetized, it is a difficult matter to
one handy volume. Also
remove all traces of the force when the magne
features quick-finding index
tizing agent has been removed. The small
amount remaining is termed residual magnetism."
IS5B)
system today.
for instant reference.
TaT
till
Order
M. and
Devoy answer,
magnetism isthatJ. amount
remaining,"Residual
which consti
BUB!
$6.25 Postpaid
tutes
a
permanent
magnet.
The
amount
thus
retained varies from none at all to a consider
Q U I G LEY BOOKSHOP
able amount, according to the quality of thf
iron. Well annealed, pure wrought iron usually
Rockefeller Center New York
retains very little magnetic force when the
magnetizing agent is removed. On the other

tf\
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WHAT
DID

THE

FOR

Columbia
DEVIL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan
AveragePalaceentertainment.
Played N. Aug.
28. —
L.PerryA.eral— Irwin,
Theatre, Penacook,
H. Genpatronage.
DODGE CITY TRAIL: Charles Starret, Donald
Grayson—ments onIthishavepicture
seen and
one Iorwishtwo tounfavorable
comcometruthfully
to Columbia's rescue
andnot defy
anyonewestern
who can
that
this
was
the
best
of
the
year.
Itsayis
a musical western and that is just what the people
want, as makes
proven abydozen
GenemoreAutry's
success.
I hope
Columbia
like it.—
J. E. Palmer,
State Theatre,
Presque Isle,
Maine.
General
patronage.
NORTH OF NOME: Jack Holt, Evelyn Venable —
Good action
and56 minutes.
up to Jack Played
Holt's usual stand,9.
ard.
RunningL.feature
time,
—Maxwell
Rothman,
Alvin Theatre, September
Guttenberg,
N. J.
ROARING TIMBER: Jack Holt— Another reason
for sitting
by the include
radio. They
dressstory.—
it up A.withE. scenery cock,
and forget
a logical
HanColumbia toTheatre,
Columbia
City, Ind.
General
patronage.
THUNDER IN THE CITY: Edw. G. Robinson, Luli
Geste—ence oNot
very much
thunder.wonder
Exceptwhyforthisthepicture
presf Robinson
our patrons
was endfilmed.
Below—
yes,turned
far below—
ourpoorest
averageSaturday
weekbusiness.
Picture
in
the
matinee on all-time record. Running time, 85 minutes.
Playedatre,September
W. C. Lewellen,
Federal TheDenver, Colo. 3-6.—Neighborhood
patronage.
VENUS
MAKES
TROUBLE:
James
Dunn,
Patricia
Ellis— 28—
VeryL. lightweight
but amusing
PlayedN.
Aug.
A. Irwin, Palace
Theatre,withal.
Penacock,
H. General
patronage.
WHAT PRICE INNOCENCE: Jean Parker, Willard
Mack, like
Minnato tip
Gombell—
We picked
and
would
our fellow
exhibitorsthis offpicture
that upit outgrossed
"Mutiny
on
the
Bounty,"
"Stowaway,"
"Wings
and manybuiltother
specials.
We
playedof and
ittheforletMorning,"
three
the
sex angle,
us telldaysyou andit stood
upup tofromrecord
business.
It's
the
story
of
a
girl's
first
romance.
She
wasn't
able
to
recognize
her
dangers
and
had
baby. Herfidence, so shesophisticated
her con-a
committed mother
suicide.did Itnothashavepossibilities.
I'm sure you'll never regret playing it. Its trailer
packs
a real Ifselling
angle.it I'llDon't
forget
to getus.a
book.
buy
you'll thank
—press
Harland
Rankin,theyPlaza
Theatre,bet Tilbury,
Ontario,
Canada.
Crescent Pictures
BATTLE
OF GREED:
Tom Tom
Keene,Keene
Gwynne
man—
Well
western.
still Shiphelps
bring
them produced
in.—
Guttenberg,
N. J.Maxwell L. Rothman, Alvin Theatre,

PICTURE

ME

remenownof the
the theattors'
dethepartment,exhibi
this, serve
IN
nation
one another with
information on the box office performance of produ
for their
e of mutual benefit.
It is cta servic
the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

Twins.Bobby
ErrolMauch
Flynn—andSplendid
performances
by Billy
and
verythepleasing
swashbuckling
bythe Errol
Flynn. However,
picture
wantingmustin
characteristic
Mark Twain
humor.is Why
this
of picture
behaveinvariably
too long drawnprevues
out?
Byand thetype
patrons
sat through
twotimehours
of medieval
costumesshorts,
and scenery,
you'venessawav grand
of fidgets
on your
_ Busibelow case
average.
Running
time,hands.
120 minutes.
Playedatre,September
White,
Palace TheExira, Iowa. 8-9.—
Town W.andD.rural
patronage.
SAN weekend
QUENTIN:
Pat O'Brien,
Humphrey
Bogart—
Good
picture.
Story good
and
action
and
drama
that
small
town
patrons
will
support.
Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.— A.Gen-E.
eral patronage.
Gaumont British
Just
oneBACKSTAGE:
of those picturesAnnato putNeagle,
on an Arthur
off day Tracy—
spot. Title
and
lobby
display
is
flashy
enough
but
the
picture^
peopled
unknown Played
stars. Mild
satisfaction.
RunningM.is
time,
65withTemple
minutes.
September
7.— Harry
Palmer,
Court
Theatre,
Washington,
Ind.
Genera! patronage.
KINGland Young—
SOLOMON'S
MINES:
Cedric
Hardwicke,
Thisthepicture
many
of the Rocolos al hitofs from
major outgrossed
companies
and pleased
the
maiority
the
patrons.
Some
good
singing
by Paul
Robeson and convincing acting by Cedric Hardwicke.
Rolandspite Young
drew many
laughs theme
and chuckles.
Dethe fantastically
incredulous
the fi'm C.often
held
a mixed
audience
delightfully
spellbound.—
T.
Cooney.
Jr.,
The
Waldo
Theatre
Corporation,
Waldoboro, Maine. General patronage.

Grand National
GIRL LOVES BOY: Eric Linden, Cecelia Parker.
— Tt sent
them
out satisfied,
thoseL.thatRothman,
came. Alvin
RunFirst National
77 minutes.
Theatre,ning time.Guttenberg,
N.— Maxwell
J.
CHEROKEE STRIP: Dick Foran, Jane Bryan— One
HITTIN'
TRAIL: Tex Autry
Ritter.byJerry
Bergh—
ofBaby,"
the better
westerns.
Doubled
withand"Fly-Away
Ritter
is notTHEanother
means.as
makingRemember,
a satisfactory
Friday
Saturday
Grand National
will haveGeneto improve
theiranysound
double
bill.
the
very
popular
song
"My
this
picture
was
very
spotty
in
that
resnect.
AudiLittle
Buckaroo"
is
from
this
picture.
Plug
it
for
ence
comment
was
verv
poor.
Running
time,
55
minextra dough.
Running
time, 56 Palace
minutes.Theatre,
Played Exira,
Seputes.
Plaved
September
17.18.
—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
tember
10-11.—
W.
D.
White,
Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
Iowa. Town and rural patronage.
MYSTERY OF THE HOODED HORSEMEN: Tex
IN EXILE:
Richard
June Travis No— Ritter—
another
western which
we played to half
JustMENoffice
a program
picture
that
IPurcell,
double
-featured.
ahouse
housetheJustthesecond.
first night
box
names
and
not
much
of
a
story.
Too
weak
And T and
feel tothatpractically
the show anwasempty
over
for a single
feature
program.
Running
time,
60 min- patronized.
Running
time.
60
minutes.
PlayedTheatre,
Seputes.
Played
September
11-12—
Gladys
E.
McArdle,
7-8.— G. Farming
A. Van Fradenburg,
Valley
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patronage.
Manassa,temberCol.
community patronage.
MOUNTAIN
JUSTICE:
Josephine
SPY: picture.
Conrad Holds
Nagel, Eleanor
Hunt— Goodof
George
Brent— Very
good feature
that Hutchinson,
seemed to NAVYprogram
the second
please.
Played
Theatre,
Lebanon,September
Kan. 4-5.— Gladys McArdle, Owl action
the nrogram.
RunningL. Rothman,
time. 63 unminutes.
PlavedhalfGutSeptembteernb9e.r—gMaxwell
Alvin
Theatre,
, N. J General family patronage.
PRINCE
AND
THE picture
PAUPER:
MauchgoodTwins,
Errol
Flynn—
Excellent
to
very
business.
RIDERS OF THE ROCKIES: Tex Ritter. Louise
Played
August Small
7— B. town
Hollenbeck,
Sumas, Wash.
patronage.Rose Theatre, Stanley — A good singing
western. Running time. 56
berg, N. J. L. Rothman, Alvin Theatre, GutPRINCE AND THE PAUPER, THE: Mauch minutes.— tenMaxwell

HOURS
Jimmy ofEllison,
— 23y2
A good
pictureLEAVE:
with plenty
comedyTerry
and Walker
action,
both. man,Running
time, Guttenberg,
72 minutes.—N.Maxwell
Alvin Theatre,
J. L. RothMetro-Gold wyn-Mayer
BETWEEN
WOMEN:
Franchot
Tone, 26-27.
VirBruce — A TWO
very good
picture.
Played N.Aug.
— L. eral
A.giniapatronage.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
H. GenBROADWAY MELODY OF 1938, THE: Robert
Taylor,
Powell of— This
not
up toEleanor
the standard
those "Broadway
in the past. Melody"
The musicis
is usedturefrom
Melodies,"
and the picseems topasthave"Broadway
the sameness
throughout.
The
picture
will dotimebusiness,
so don't
be afraid toas give
extra playing
and plenty
of advertising,
the
"Broadway
Melody"
reputation
of
the
past
will
bring
them berin.12-15.—Running
time, 110Stateminutes.
Played
SeptemJ.
E.
Palmer,
Theatre,
Presque
Isle,
Maine. Town and country patronage.
CAPTAINS
COURAGEOUS:
Spencer Tracy,
Fred-is
Bartholomew
—Played
SuperbAug.entertainment.
Everyone
sure die
to
like
it.
29-30.
—
L.
A.
Irwin,
ace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patronage. PalDAY
AT four
THE andRACES,
A: Marx
Brothers—
First
there
aremore
three.
take outwere
another
nexttwonow
yearmorethere
andofonetheir
the Ifnext,they'd
we
would
have
to
bear
pictures.
Every
time
advertise
howl time
goes soupthey
arounddid town.
Playedwe them
with these,
Screenoa this
fairly
well, but what time,
a squawk
went up as they August
left the 27-28.
thea111 minutes.
—Horntre. &Running
Morgan, Star
Theatre, Played
Hay Springs, Neb.
RACES,
Marx toBrothers—
tooDAYlong ATfor THE
a hokum
comedyA: and,
me at anyThisrate,is
it is ficemuchresult more
silly does
than not
humorous.
Andanything
the boxmoreofcertainly
indicate
than
a September
program picture.
Running
time,
111 minutes.
Played
17-18.—
G.
A.
Van
Fradenburg,
ronage.ley Theatre, Manassa, Col. Farming community ValpatEARTH,
THE: Paul
Rainer-of
TwoGOODpictures
will always
stand Muni,
out inLuise
memories
theatrical
patrons
asItepics,
"The Birth
oftoa Thalberg
Nation"
and
"Good
Earth."
is
a
fitting
tribute
to dedicate
thisWarners
masterpiece
to him. and
Fox Paramount
may have
their
Temples,
their
musicals,
their out-of-doors pictures, but when it comes to sheer
genius
Metro andis still
"Maytime,"
"Captainsin pictures,
Courageous,"
now tops
"Goodwith
picture
an theexceptional
smallEarth."
towns,of This
but
let us notis not
decry
fact
that draw
is for
without
contradiction the finest
picture
ofit this
season.fearPlayed
it
Sunday
opening
with Played
only average
business.
Running
time,
138
minutes.
September
19-21.—
A.
J.
Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
GOODfeel EARTH,
THE:
Don't
pictureforPaul
isanynotMuni,
going Luise
to doTheRainerbusiness
because
it that
is a this
natural
situation.
story
islikes.
very Getsimple
and
it
packs
a
punch
that
the
audience
after
this
one
and
advertise
it
big,
because
if you patrons,
feel it isandtoo youhighwillclassloseforout.
your Running
town, sotime.
will
your
135
minutes.
PlayedIsle,August
E. Palmer,
Theatre,
Presque
Maine.22-25.-J.
Town and
country State
patronage.
LAST OFPowell—
MRS. CHEYNEY,
THE:muchJoantalking
Crawford.
William
so good. theToo
and
not
enough
action.Not However,
star
value
drew
the
cash
customers,
so
business
was
good.
Playedin
August
10.—
B.
Hollenbeck,
Rose
Theatre,
Sumas,
Wash. Small town patronage.
MANHATTAN MELODRAMA (reissue): Clark
Gable, Myrna
a first-class
About Loy,
averageWilliam
intake.Powell—
PlayedStillSeptember
2-3.
—picture.
L. eral
A. patronage.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N. H. GenMAYTIME: Jeanette
MacDonald,
Nelson AEddyOne
musicals
we ever
little
heavy offortheourbest
audience
but put
prestigeplayed.
on our house.
Businessbury, good.—
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre, TilOntario, Canada.
Jeanette
MacDonald,
EddyInMAYTIME:
casepicture
you fail
to Metro
remember,
this lastis theNelson
MacDonaldEddy
which
released
Spring
(March)
and has finally consented to permit me have a book-

70
ing. It'stures, it has
a marvelousfirstpicture,
but, like allallMetro
pic-us,
and second-run
about type
the bulknadplayed
of already
our limited
who like
ofandpicture
seen clientele
it elsewhere
and this
are now
driving
to a neighboring
city toElted
see "Firefly."
Played
September
Stump,
Theatre, Absarokee,
Mont. 12-13.—
Rural Ted
patronage.
NIGHT
MUST
FALL:
Robert
Rosa— GoodWould
actingclass
but itnotasMontgomery,
very
well
received
bySeptember
ourlind Russell
patrons.
just
fair.
Played
D. E.patronage.
Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small 4.—town
OLD SOAK, THE: Wallace Beery— Very good at
the
office, and that's
what counts.
14. — box
B.patronage.
Hollenbeck,
Rose Theatre,
Sumas,Played
Wash. August
Small
town
PARNELL:
Myrna
lay,
Clark
Gable—
Gable
and
Loy seemed
acting.
is very slow
and didclass
not
draw
as well toasbethese
starsIt generally
do. — Would
itLyricas Theatre,
fair. Played
September
12-13. —town
D. E.patronage.
Fitton.
Harrison,
Ark. Small
PARNELL:
Clark
Myrna
duction. Welgeneration.
made. Gable,
Subject
matterLoy—
not Splendid
cared
forpro-by
the younger
Running
time,
126 minutes.
Played
September
14-15.
—
M.
W.
Mattecheck,
Theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage. Lark
PARNELL:
ClarkandGable,
Loy—
This picture
has
plenty
of merit
will beMyrna
sure
perfectly
satisfy
the
more
intelligent
patrons.
The tonames
Gable
andan
Loy
will
bring
out
many
who
would
not
go
totheseekind
educational
picture
as
such.
This
is
one
of
wecharged
run isfortooprestige
and
not
for
profit.
The
rental
the boxsomeone
office result.
But, forif
such pictures arelargeto forbe made,
must pay
them.
If
the
public
won't
pay
for
them,
it
may
up toed the
exhibitors.
Running
time, Fradenburg,
116 minutes. Valley
Play-be
September
10-11—Col.
G. Farming
A. Van
Theatre,
Manassa,
community
patronage.
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Spencer Tracy, Gladys
George,
Franchot butToneour
— Three stars gave
a wonder-in
ful performance,
women.
Probably the title audience
kept themwasaway.lacking
Played
September
8-9.
—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Francot Tone, Gladys
George. Spencer Tracy — Swell! It was one grand picdon't Gladys
come anyGeorge
betterdid than
Tracy ture.
andTheyTone.
a nicethesejob,boys,
too.
Running
time,
94 minutes.
PlayedHotSeptember
Horn
&
Morgan,
Star
Theatre,
Springs, 3-4.Neb.—
Small town patronage.
THIRTEENTH CHAIR. THE: Madge Evans. Henry
but weak.Running
Held uptime,about66 normally
onDaniell—
a PalInteresting
Night program.
minutes.
PlayedSprings,
SeptemberNeb. 1-2.Small
— Horntown& Morgan,
Hay
patronage.Star Theatre,
TOPPER:
— In comparison to theConstance
roars andBennett,
guffawsCarythatGrantaccompanied
Metro's
Out West,"
"Topper"
wasgenerally
receiveddis-in
silence. "Way
The ap opicture
drew
well
but
was
funny it.it
was. Comedyinting. Toismuchbetteradveitising
when youas toleasthow expect
Played
September
1.—
C.
T.
Cooney,
Jr.,
The
Theatre Corporation, Waldoboro, Maine. GeneralWaldo
patronage.
TOPPER:
Constance
Bennett,
Ronald
Young
—I
gave andthis amusing
picture myand personal
guarantee
for something
new
I had
was not
a Audioscopiks.
bit sorry.
It isThis
the
first
novelty
we
have
since
picture must be advertised as being good because if
you
not are
makeaptupto themakepeople's
see it,do they
up theirmindsown before
minds they
and
call it gram
a flop,
if Played
you justAugust
present 19-20.—
it as J.a regular
propicture.
E.
Palmer,
State Theatre, Presque Isle, Maine. General patronage.
OUTthis WEST:
and andHardy—
I WAY
thought
most Laurel
tiresome
inane Personally
picture
ever
saw,
but the
judging
from
the
comments
and theI
roars
of
laughter,
I
was
alone
in
that
opinion.
featured it and it brought out a lot who seldomDouble
come
to a showLeo andgivestheyus allanother
seemedLaurel
to enjoy
it,Hardy
so here's
hoping
and
feature soon. Running
time,
64 minutes.
Played Lebanon,
SeptemMcArdle,
Owl Theatre,
Kan. ber 11-12.—
SmallGladys
town E.patronage.
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are all wrong here, for all reviews give it a top
rating. It's don't
a goodexpect
show, aand,wow,of nor
course, see
shouldmanybe
played,
models.atre,but
Played
Stump,to Elted
TheAbsarokee,August
Mont. 29-30.—
Rural Tedpatronage.
BLONDE TROUBLE: Johnny Downs, Eleanor
Whitney — Running
Passable time,
programer,minutes.
nothing
McPhee
says
— W.else.
E.patronage.
McPhee,
Strandso.Theatre,
Old Town,66 Maine.
General
EASY this
LIVING:
JeanofArthur,
Edward
Arnold—
We
thought
to our
be one
the best
comedies
for inmany
moons.
So
did
customers
and
attended
it
fine
style. It was a little noisy and screwy, but so was
"My the
Man spirit
Godfrey,"
if you
throw
yourself
into
of 5-6.—
it,andyou'll
havecana Elted
swell Theatre,
evening.
Played September
Ted
Stump,
Absarokee,
Mont. Rural
patronage.
FORLORNnot RIVER:
Larry
Crabbe,
JuneTheyMartel—
Certainly
upZaneto Zane
Grey
standard.
used
tothanmakethe these
Grey
westerns
stand
out,certainly
better
ordinary
star
westerns,
but
this
not. Seemed
please, however.
Running time,
56was minutes.
Playedto Hay
September
gan, Star Theatre,
Springs,10-11.—
Neb.HornSmall& Mortown
patronage.
I MET HIM IN PARIS: Claudette Colbert, Robert
Young.
MelvynWe Douglas—
A aswell
evencomedies,
at the
box the
office.
havelikeshadthem;
hostletpicture
ofthemthesecome.
but
public
still
Run84 minutes.—N. Maxwell
L. Bothman, Alvin
Theatre,ning time,Guttenberg,
J.
I MET HIM IN PARIS: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
RobertPositively
Young— theThe nuts.
biggest laughthe-getter
in
aDouglas,
long time.
please
liked
this one,smileand,as Even
believe
it hard-toor thenot,
every atre,onepatrons
had
a
big
broad
they
left
the
satisfied. What
more isopposition
there to say?
average
last twoBusiness
days.
Running against
time, S6 county
minutes.fairPlayed
September
12-13-14.
—andW. rural
D. White,
patronage.Palace Theatre, Exira, Iowa. Town
MAKE BondiWAY— ForFORthoseTOMORROW:
Moore,
Beulah
who like
useVictor
a attraction
handkerchief,themgood inin.a Once
spot where
somewillto other
brings
in,
they
mostly
like
Played
8.— L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre.it.
Penacook,September
N. H. General
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC: Martha
Raye, Bob
Burnsan ordinary
boy,
how
itJustdrew.
Seemed program
like the picture,
patrons but,
ate itoh up.
After
itOnewasof allthe over,
couldn't
find
any
one
who
liked
best drawing
cardsSeptember
of the year.
Runningit.&
time,
75 Star
minutes.
PlayedHay
5-6.—
Horn
Morgan,
Theatre,
Springs,
Neb.
Small
town patronage.
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC:
Bob
Burns,
Martha
Raye—
Rather silly. Did above average business. No kicks.
—Small
W. H.townHardman,
patronage.Royal Theatre, Frankfort, Kansas.
ON SUCHards—Did nAot please
NIGHT:any Karen
GrantMcPhee
Richoneminutes.—
andMorley,
willW. not.
says so.Theatre,
RunningOld time,
E.patronage.
McPhee,
Strand
Town,70 Maine.
General
SOULScellentATproduction
SEA: Gary spot.
Cooper,BigGeorge
Raft— Exenough
tended time. McPheein any
says so. Running
time. 90formin-exE. McPhee,
Maine. utes.—W.
General
patronage.Strand Theatre, Old Town,
TURN OFF THE MOON: Eleanore Whitney,
Johnny Downs—
A good Maxwell
musical, L.nicely
done. Alvin
Run78 minutes.—
Rothman,
Theatre,ning time,Guttenberg,
N. J.
Republic
BOLD CABALLERO, THE: Bob Livingston,
Heather
Angel—charged
This may
least we were
for
itbeon athegood
theoryfeature.
that
it Atis
something
better than
abefore,
program
picture.
We have
had
color
pictures
flop
but
not
as
completely
as this one.
time, Fradenburg,
71 minutes. Valley
Played TheSep14-15.—Running
G.Col.A. Farming
Van
atre,temberManassa,
community patronage.
SHEIK STEPS OUT, THE: Ramon Novarro, Lola
Lanehe — expects
Novarroto willget have
to This
have onebetterdid story
and him.
cast
ifBelow
back.after
notPlayed
help
average
business
first
day. Theatre,
September
12-14.—
C.
M.
Hartman,
Liberty
Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.

Monogram
RIDERS OF THE DAWN: Jack Randall, Peggy
Keys
— Randall should
seems to possess
possibilities,
and with
good
the RKO Radio
ranks stories
of the western prove
stars. aNewworthy
talentaddition
is neededto and
this first
picture
will
establish
him
in
the
race.
ExcelBORDER
CAFE: JohnboastBeal,of.Armida—
Gets aby,west-but
lent
photography
and
new
backgrounds.
Songs
not
an attraction
Not exactly
so hot, as they did not seem to have the proper hardly
ern despite
Mexican toborder
location.
Played Sept.
7.
"range"
swing.
Running
time,
60
minutes.
Played
—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Theatre,
Penacook,
N. H. GenSeptember
3.— HarryInd.M. General
Palmer, patronage.
Temple Court Theeral patronage.
atre, Washington,
MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF, THE: John Beal,
Joan
Fontaine —combined
Good feature.
of excitement
Paramount
and suspense
with aElements
little mystery.
Boost
itthing
for the
thrills.
Train-wreck
sequence
most excitingefARTISTS
AND
MODELS:
Jack
Benny,
Gail
Patin
the
picture.
Worthy
of
all
exploitation
forts
you
give
it
and
it
will
need
some.
Poor
titles,
r
i
c
k
—
Subtract
Judy
Canova
and
Ben
Blue,
add
more
story and itomitwouldthe have
Public Melody
Number show.
one Our
epi- and the press
sheets get
entirely
from thescreen
posan excellent
bilities the picture
has. away
Suggest
yourreallycampaign.
Runningyoutime,
67
patronssode, andwere
not at all been
enthused,
but evidently
we it before siplanning
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minutes.
Played September
14-16.— Lewellen,
Theatre, Denver,
Colo. Neighborhood
patronage.Federal
NEW
FACES
OF
1937:
Joe
Penner,
HarrietIn Hilliard
— Claptrap,
cheap,
shoddy
and behind
vulgar.
my
estimation,
a Z time,
picture.
Nothing
it except
wind.
Running
100
minutes.
Played
September
12-14.—vilM.e, Ore. W.
Mattecheck,
Lark
Theatre,
McMinnLocal patronage.
Joe comedy.
E. Brown,Plenty
Florenceof laughs
Rice—
AnRIDING
excellentON JoeAIR:Brown
in this one.Penacook,
Played N.September
4. — L.patronage.
A. Irwin, Palace
Theatre,
H. General
TOAST
THE: Edward
Good
pictureOF15-17.—
toNEW
wayC. YORK,
below
average
business.ArnoldPlayed
September
M.townHartman,
Carnegie,
Okla. Small
patronage.Liberty Theatre,
TOAST— A OFpicture
NEW which
YORK:attracts
Edward a Arnold,
Farmer
ofFrances
people
seldom
seensawin it,a theatre.
Nothing
butclass
praise
from
those
who
and
despite
the
fact
that
it might
bethe classified
as
biographical,
it
is
entertainment
of
sortasset
we tooto any
rarelytheatre.
get. Productions
of this kind
are
an
Played
September
12.
—
Harryton, Ind.M. General
Palmer, patronage.
Temple Court Theatre, WashingTOAST
OF
NEW
YORK,
THE:picture
Edwardwith Arnold,
Farmer—
A veryplot,
wellcomedy
done
plenty
ofItFrances
careful
direction,
andwegood
is,
however,
a
costume
picture
and
cannotacting.
sell
costume
pictures
usually.
Played
September
5-7.—
J.TownE. and
Palmer,
Theatre, Presque Isle, Maine.
countryStatepatronage.
YOU CAN'T
LOVE: Preston
Foster, Joan
Fontaine
—chalksA upfairBEAT
comedy-drama.
Fontaine
another
mark
alongPretty
the1.— L.roadJoan
producer
recognition.
Played
September
A. toIrwin,
Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H. General patronage.
Twentieth Century -Fox
CAFE METROPOLE: Loretta Young, Tyrone
Power— but
Somethegood
nameslacksgivethe this
a fair action
drawingto
power,
picture
necessary
please
our customers.
Played Wash.
August
28.— B.townHollenronage.
back, Rose
Theatre, Sumas,
Small
patDR. BULL
Will Rogers—
Will Rogers
always
pleases do(Reissue):
andnot thedrawRogers
but
these
reissues
as welladmirers
as they79came,
did.minutes.
Good
story
and
good
cast.
Running
time,
Played
September
8-9.—
Gladys
McArdle,
Owl
Theatre,
Lebanon, Kan.
50 ROADS TO TOWN: Ann Sothern, Dan Ameche
—A
grand comedy.
this one
and please them
all.
81 Play
minutes.—
AlvinRunning
Theatre,time,
Guttenberg,
N. J.Maxwell L. Rothman,
HOLY TERROR,
THE: Jane
Tony Martin—Thea very
usual screamingly
funnyWithers,
performance
Jane
withRunning
good 67supporting
cast
and September
plentyfromof
action.
time,
minutes.
Played
1-2. — Gladys McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan.
IT HAPPENED OUT WEST: Paul Kelly, Judith
Allen— Did not please any one and will not. McPhee
says
RunningOldtime,
minutes.—General
W. E.patronage.
McPhee,
Strandso.Theatre,
Town,56 Maine.
SECRET VALLEY: Richard Arlen, Virginia Grey
—Good
western onpicture
that poor.
drew Played
fairly well.
sound recording
this was
AugustThe3.
—townB. Hollenbeck,
patronage. Rose Theatre, Sumas, Wash. Small
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Simone Simon, James Stewe's analthough
oldtimer that
Thein
story
isJames
good,art—HerStewart
a littlehas tooinbeenhisslowremade.
moving
spots.
is
excellent
role.
Simone
Simon
is not so good.
just a fair Rose
businessTheatre,
here.
Played
B.Did Hollenbeck,
Sumas, September
Wash. Small14.— town
patronage.
THIS IS MY AFFAIR: Barbara Stanwyck. Robert
Taylor—
Good entertainment.
September
5-6.—
D. E.patronage.
Fitton,
Lyric Theatre,Played
Harrison,
Ark. Small
town
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen—
Well produced
andpicture,
McLaglen
goodin
inspots.
his role.
Templethat
a could
littlevery
gooey
A thelittleTypical
impossible
Shirley
meltof the
heart
of
tough
hombre
that
took
the
part
Khan.—
Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbiathe
City, Ind.A. E.General
patronage.
WEE WILLIE
production
in time
any WINKIE:
spot.
Give Shirley
thisadvertising.
oneTemple-Grand
all youMcPhee
have
got,
extended
and
extended
says
so.
Running
time,
99
minutes.—
W.
E.
McPhee,
Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General patronage.
WESTERN
GOLD:willSmith
Ballew, Heather
Angel—
Did
not please
not.OldMcPhee
W. E.
McPhee,
StrandandTheatre,
Town, says
Maine.so.—General
patronage.
YOU CAN'T
HAVE
EVERYTHING:
Alice Baby.
Faye,
Ritz
This the
is another
musical
Sing" Bros.—
and the"On
Avenue."
Alice uplike
Fayeto "Sing,
is the
best
ever,
but
picture
does
not
hold
the
pictures
just
mentioned.
The and
Ritz they
Bros, were
are funny,
butto their
stuff
is
getting
old,
not
up
their
previous pictures. The story and music is good and

October
2, 1937
will E.do Palmer,
business State
any place. Played September 9-11. —
J.General
patronage. Theatre, Presque Isle, Maine.
United Artists
ELEPHANT
BOY: gave
Nativeall Cast—
Good production
and
little elephants
a big kick.
But the
ordinary
business, and
then, theafteraudience
the picture
left,
with
the
word-of-mouth
advertising
that
it
they squawked that they laid off it becausereceived,
of the
title andumbia want
it
brought
back.—
A.
E.
Hancock,
ColTheatre, Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.
ELEPHANT
BOY:
Cast—
Excellent
animal
adventure
Will Native
satisfy
most Played
audiences.
Very
popular withplay.
the children,
of course.
September
4.—
L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook, N. H.
General
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR: Marlene Dietrich,
Robert
by Donat,
can do remthis
sort of Donat—
thing
likeFinedirected
no acting
one else
know.whoofSlightly
iniscent ofa film
by thewe master
melodrama,
Alfredone, aHitchcock.
Drew
very
well
and
pleased
everys well likedJr.,asTheanything
weTheatre
played Corporation,
this year. —
C. T. Cooney,
Waldoboro,
Maine. GeneralWaldopatronage.
OF 1938: color
Joan ever.
Bennett,Takes
WarneryourBaxter—
TheVOGUES
most beautiful
breath
away. Tritemensely, bustory.
the women
enjoyedtheitcolor
imt most ofSomethe ofremarks
indicated
was tothree-fourths
of theC. production.
Played
September
6-7
a
fair
house.—
T.
Cooney,
Jr.,
The
Waldo
Theatre
ronage. Corporation, Waldoboro, Maine. General patWHENbanks, Jr.,THIEF
MEETS— AnTHIEF:
Douglas
FairValerie
Hobson
interesting
but onlyTheatre,
a mild
grosser.
31. — patronage.
L. photoplay
A. Irwin,
Palace
Penacook,Played
N. H. Aug.
General
WOMAN CHASES MAN: Miriam Hopkins, Joel
McCrea—
weekend"cute."
business.
Here's
picture
you can exciAverage
truthfully
slow aand
unting inparts butcallcontaining
a Rather
lot of simple
comedy
situations
that
makes
it
A-l
for
family
patronage.
Running
time,
71
minutes.
Played
September
11-14.
—
W. C. Lewellen,
borhood patronage.Federal Theatre, Denver, Colo. NeighUniversal
CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: John Wayne,
Louise Latimer — Surprisingly good. Was the redeeming featureoutwithof "Thunder
in the City."trucksKidsandgotthea
great
the race
train. kick
If the director
could between
wipe thattheworried
look off
Wayne's
face,
he
might
become
a drawing
card after
"California
Straight
Ahead."
Good
comedy
situations.
Good
action
and
plot.
Running
time,
67
minues.
Played September
W. C. Lewellen,
Federal Theatre,
Denver,
Colo. 3-6—
Neighborhood
patronage.
ROAD BACK, THE: Richard Cromwell, John King
—Failed
atwiththe possibilities
box office. was,
Seemedwithto theus that
a storyof
pregnant
exception
several
memorable
andthepowerful
streetand scenes,
almost
completely
killed
by
adaptors
by
the
cast.
Because
of
his
likeable
personality,
Andy
Devine
saved
most of temberit 2-3—from
beingCooney,
a complete
bust.
Played
SepC.
T.
Jr.,
The
Waldo
Corporation, Waldoboro, Maine. General patronage.
Warner Brothers
ANOTHER
DAWN: by Kay
Francis,who Errol
Flynn—
A
picture
received
those
saw it.
ever,well
the attendance
wasallvery
disappointing
dueHow-to
the
fact
that
Miss
Francis'
roles
have
been
too
much
of the sameness in the past. Running time, 75 minutes.
Played
— A. patronage.
J. Inks, Crystal Theatre,
Ligonier,September
Ind. Small15-16.town
CHEROKEE STRIP: Dick Foran, Jane Bryan—
Foran isBuckaroo."
swell, worthwhile
justtime,
to bear
him sing Max"My
Little
Running
55 minutes.—
wel L. Rothman, Alvin
Theatre,
Guttenberg,
N. J.
DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE: Stuart Erwin, Jean
Muir—Pretty
I don't thinkentertainment.—
that Erwin had A.a S.goodHancock,
time in Colthis
one.
umbia Theatre,weakColumbia
City, Ind. General patronage.
EVER SINCE EVE: Marion Davies, Robert Montgomery—Bet ofer than fun
we outanticipated.
seemed
toDavies
get ahaslot
of time.
it. TheSheThe
bestsurepatrons
picture
Marion
had
in
a
long
is no
drawing
card.
Seemed
to
please,
howexer.
Running
time,
79
minutes.
Played
September
12-13.—
Horn
&
Morgan,
patronage.Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town
FLY-AWAY BABY: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane— Second
adventure that
of "Torchy
A satisfactory lit le ofprogramer
hinges which
onBlane."
themade
round-theworld lines flight
Dorothy
Kilgallen,
heada
while
back.
Drew
some
good
laughs
and
to please.
Best Running
shots I have
ever
seen of seemed
Clipper
plane
take-off.
time,
60
minutes.
Played
SeptemberTown10-11.—
White, Palace Theatre, Exira,
Iowa.
and W.ruralD. patronage.
GO GETTER, THE: George Brent, Anita Louise-
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Good action
picture
to average
business.Sumas,
PlayedWash.
September 3.— B.patronage.
Hollenbeck,
Rose Theatre,
Small town
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis
—of Surely
not yetentitled
to a three-day
showingarrangement,
in a town
this
on play
account
of percentage
wea dandy
weresize,forced
it three
picture,toswell
story
anddays.
nicelyHowever,
played byit was
two
ofand theEdward
screen'sG. Robinson.
most wonderful
players,boyBettegrowsDavison
That Morris
you, too.HornRunning
time, 100 minutes. — Played August
29-31.—
& Morgan,
Neb. Small
town
patronage.Star Theatre, Hay Springs,
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis
—Good
only fairPlayed
drawing power, however.
Running picture,
101withminutes.
Maxwell
L.time,Rothman,
Alvin Theatre, September
Guttenberg,10-11.—
N. J.
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA, THE: Paul Muni, Gale
No words
thisagain
pen win
couldthebegin
to
doSongergaard—
it emyjustice.
Muniandfrom
should
Award forPaulthis,
if awards
are givenAcad-for
slightlyceivelesser
roles.
Joseph
Schildkraut
should
reanother for his
When
the greatestis
actor
in Hollywood
inotherhisDreyfus.
greatestmoments
characterisation
hard
nressed
grand
Schildkraut
andto topDonald
Crisp,
you have a achieved
truly greatby
fi'm
that everyone
should
see,
andfilmshaving
seen
it.should
none
will
forget.
One
of
those
rare
that,
even
it do poorly at the box office because of the general
public'stofearhaveof been
art, would makeby any
exhibitor atdeeply
proud
its presence
theatre. The audiencehonored
was completely
carried awayhis
and
clapned
at
the
curtain.
Played
August
29-30.—Wal-C.
T. Coonev.doboro, Maine.
Tr., The
Waldo
Theatre
Corporation,
General patronage.
SINGING
Dick good
Powell,songs
Dorisenliven
Weston—familiar
This is MARINE.
quite good.THE:Powell
Several
the
proceedings.
is
in
fine
voice.
Fair
business
for Sent.
the holiday
butA.notTrwin,
what Palace
we hadTheatre,
hoped
for.
Played
5-6.—
L.
Penacook, N. H. General patronage.
SLIM:
FondaPlaved
— GoodSeptember
action pic-1.
ture thatPatdid O'Brien,
excellent Henry
business.
—townB. Ho'lenbeck,
patronage. Rose Theatre. Sumas, Wash. Small
VARSITY SHOW: Dick Powell, Fred Waring and
His
Orchestra,
I havetrade
not played
picture,
but sawTheJohnny
itpicture
at Davis—
the Warner
showingthis
in
New
is fineOrleans.
entertainment,
but has
to memanyDickselling
Powellangles
was and
not
atmuchhis better
best. Fred
Waring
very
good,
in
fact
I
thought
than allPowell.
Thisto picture
full of comand
makewas aisJohnny
special.
The
one
badedy, music
feature,
in mvitfinetakes
estimation,
Davis.
Heto include
would
have
been
if
the
director
had
nottiresome
tried
him
in
every
scene.
He
became
and soonvertise got
onbecause
my nerves.
and your
aditbig.Thanks,
it willPlay
deliverthis
andpicture
please
customers.
Warner,
and
especially
the
New
Orleans
force, for a very delightful time.— Sammic
Jackson,
patronage. Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. General
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SOME TIME SOON: Musical Comedies— This is
about
the poorest
product
that
out
this season.
poor
that matinee.
we putLoew's
itRunning
in have
the cansent
showing
itA.onSoJ. aInks,
Sunday
time,after
19
minutes.—
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
Specialties—
wasTENNIS
a nice TACTICS:
subject withPetesomeSmith
interesting
shotsThisof
experteyestennis
andHornthe &galsMorgan,
in theirStar
shortsTheatre,
didn't hurt
the
any.—
Hay
Springs, Neb.
Paramount
MUSIC: Headliners-Our
patrons
areBLUE
gettingVELVET
shorts.
all
about
thefedsame.up —onHornthese& band
Morgan,
Star They
Theatre,are
Hay Springs, Neb.
This
is CAR-TUNE
as good a shortPORTRAIT,
as has beenA:madeColorby Classics—
any producer.
in a Crystal
top spot.Theatre,
RunningLigonier,
time, nineInd. minutes. —
A.PlayJ. itInks,
PRIML FAVORITES:something
Headliners—
orchestraabout Good
what
lady
vocalisttion.wasUnfortunately,
wearing or her gestures
causedtheundue
merriment
among
the
audience
and
spoiled
theTheatre,
excell
e
n
c
e
o
f
the
subject.
—
L.
A.
Irwin,
Palace
Penacook, N. H.
PUDGY
BOW-WOW:
Betty areBoopgetting
Carto ns— Just TAKES
another A Betty
Boop, which
poorer
and the
poorerkids.as Running
"time marches
on." minutes.
Not even— A.a
laugh
from
time,
seven
J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
IN THEto myAIR:
Paragraphics—
WasSAFETY
of no interest
patrons.
This seemedTerrible.
to be
simply vice.an Running
advertisement
concerning
safetyEliasen,
of airRialto
sertime,
10
minutes.
—
A.
E.
Theatre, Paynesville, Minn. Rural and small town
patronage.
TWILIGHT
ONThe THE
TRAIL:
Songs—andA
very
good short.
cartoonexceptional.
part wasScreen
very
novel
the
singing
and— A.harmony
Running
time,
seven
minutes.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,
Ind. Small town patronage.
WHOOPS!
I'M A COWBOY: Betty Boop Carto ns— A good
Penacook,
N. H.cartoon. — L. A. Irwin, Palace Theatre,
(Continued on following page)

Columbia
AM funI HAVING
Broadway Running
Comedies—time,Good18
clean
and worth FUN:
while running.
minutes.—tenbMaxwell
erg, N. J. L. Rothman, Alvin Theatre, GutWorld
of Sport
Series—
Hereof.
is GOLF
a interesting
shortMAGIC:
that all New
golfers
will —get
kick outLyric
and
non-golfers.
D. a E.bigFitton,
Theatre,
Harrison,to Ark.
Educational
IN ARMS:likeTwo-Reel
Comedies—
Very Theagood!
ThisLOVE
something
it — L. A.patronage.
Irwin, Palace
tre,is Penacook,
N. H. General
POT thatLUCK:
A song
story
will beSong
good andon anyComedy
programHits—where
a shorthit
ofHarrison,
this typeArk.is needed.— D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre.
RED
HOT Palace
MUSIC:Theatre,
Terry-Toons—
to it.—
L.patronage.
A. Irwin,
Penacook,Nothing
N. H. General
SONGS
OF
THE
DANUBE:
Treasure
They fellChestdown
onRather
this poor
one anddespite
your itsfolkspossibilities.
will be extremely
restless
if theyatre,arePenacook,
at allN.likeH. ours.— L. A. Trwin, Palace TheMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
NO PLACE when
LIKE ROME:
Musical
Comedies—
Very
disappointing
expect
a produced.
musical.
However,
ittime,wastwoveryreels.—
good,D. you
and
lavishly
Running
E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN GRANDEUR: FitzPatrick
Travel Talks—
The interesting
tops in travel
talks.someBeautiful
scenery
in color,
talk and
swell
music.
Running
time,Lebanon,
eight minutes.—
Ardle, Owl
Theatre,
Kan. Gladys E. McSERENE
FitzPatricktravel
Travel
This
isgood.—
on aD.parE. SIAM:
with
talks.Talks—
AllArk.very
Fitton,otherLyricMGMTheatre,
Harrison,

SPEED

and

SUPER-SPEED
By Rail — By Air. Ship your releases by Railway
Express,
complete
nation-wide
service. Fast, the
through
rail routing.
23,000rushoffices.
For super-speed, use super-swift AIR EXPRESS—
2500 miles overnight. Low, economical cost.
Quick pick-up.lntelligent handling. Prompt,accurate, receipted deliveries. For day or night
service,phone nearest Railway Expressoff ice.
RAILWAY
EXPRESS
Agency
Inc. service
nation-wide
rail-air
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THEATRE
ACCOUNTING
by WILLIAM F. MORRIS
(Certified Public Accountant)

A system devised expressly for
keeping a correct tabulation of
receipts and expenses.
All the information required by
the Social Security Act can be
easily and quickly obtained both
weekly and for longer periods
as the total is accumulated.

TELLS ALL THE FACTS ABOUT
YOUR BUSINESS EACH WEEK
• Payroll data for Social Security
Taxes.
• Profit at a glance — Daily or
Weekly.
• All expenses deducted — including
Rent, Taxes and Depreciation.
• Complete record of advance
bookings.
• Itemized Schedule of All Assets
and Equipment with Table of
Depreciation Rates.
• Does not require a bookkeeper
to handle it.

ENOUGH FOR A FULL
YEAR'S
BOOKKEEPING
3
$
QUICLEY BOOKSHOP
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK
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of the
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BELLS AND
CHEERS
Now, when the gag first started, a flock of theatremen who
really should have known better participated with vigor and
enthusiasm in that cute little advertising exercise known by
the cognoscenti as:
"heading, with Your Chin."
It all began when newspapers and magazines broke out with
a rash or less of stars the number of which were offered to
tip off readers on the merits or demerits of pictures under
review by the individual publications. Thus, when a single,
lonesome and shame-faced star twinkled feebly, ticket-buyers
were supposed to understand that when the picture so branded
appeared
the
cellar. locally it was a good time to go fishin' or clean out
But, good people, when as many as four or even three stars
burst upon the firmament, that was supposed to be the signal
for a mass movement upon the boxoffice. Then the manager
joined in the festivities, and many — alas, too many — did so by
spreading the abundance of stars across their fronts and in
newspaper ads as thick as conventioneers around a hotel bar.
The only thing left to do, it was expected, was to stand out
in the lobby and watch the grosses mount.
But even heaven has its drawbacks, so we've been told, and
it appeared
the star-rating
systemreported
wasn't going
good.
In manythatsituations,
theatremen
that theovermoreso
stars or other dinguses a picture was given by the magazines,
the less business it did. And managers who continued to use
the star-foolishness in their advertising found out they were
sticking their chins way out and even more so when along
came a picture that had no four-stars. For when the single
and two-starrers were dated in, lobbies were divested of their
celestial adornments which, of course, flatly informed Mr. John
Q.
Customer,
who iswasfar afrom
a dope, that in the manager's
opinion
the picture
weasel-in-spades.
So, finally tired of taking it big on sensitive chins, disillusioned showmen dropped the star-foolishness into the waste
basket and there was peace in the land, until along came
radio commentators with bells and sichlike. So many bells,
blasts on a horn, toots on a piccolo, cheers, or what have you,
are now supposed to determine the fate of the picture at
the boxoffice. And showmen, who believe, evidently, that if
one man says it loud and long enough to as many people
as will listen to him it must be so, have turned from stargazing to bell-ringing.
Comes next week and there ain't no bell-tinkling, horn-blasting nor piccolo-tooting, and missing the joyous, effervescent

CLUB

meeting weekly

op

aid and progress

advertising and lobby clamor, Mr. John Q. Customer will
again mentmurmur
"weasel" andofturn
to buy his entertainat the ticket-window
the away
opposition.
There is an old Chinese proverb that reads:
"He who is color-blind to stars and stone-deaf to bells will
never stick his nose into a buzz-saw."
V V V
!
MIND THE DEADLINE, FOLKS '
Though happily the occasions are very few, it is to be regretted that entries for the Quigley Awards must be turned
down because they reach here after monthly deadline time.
And it is to be regretted doubly when such campaigns are
good enough to command the highest consideration from the
Judges. If it may be that those so penalized misunderstand
the rulings in this respect, we will endeavor to forestall any
such occurrences in the future by detailing the rulings as
follows:
Entries must be received no later than monthly deadline
dates announced sufficiently in advance. For instance, on pictures played during September, campaigns must be forwarded
in tinhe to arrive no later than the September deadline, which
is midnight of Saturday, October 9th.
To be emphasized also is that pictures played exclusively
in August, for instance, are not eligible for the September
Awards. However, campaigns for dates played on the last
days of August and the first days of September, for instance,
will be considered as September entries, providing they reach
headquarters before the September deadline.
Is that perfectly clear? Please let us know if it isn't.
V V V
Manyand have
quotations
the
Bible,
to thebeen
longthelist "pass"
of familiars
can be culled
added from
one hew
to these ears, forwarded by Miami's Hal Kopplin who credits
Atlanta's "Ching" Allen for: "Though they roar, yet they cannot pass" — Jeremiah v:22.
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Pictures

Came a day when Governor Roy E. Ayres, of Montana,
and division manager Bill Steege were in town together,
so Manager Ted Kirkmeyer, of the Rio, in Helena,
seized upon the happy occasion for the presentation of
his
Quigley
Silverhands
for July.
HisSteege
Excellency
(center)
shaking
with TedThat's
as Bill
looks
on approvingly. (Above, right) Highly effective display in the lobby of the Earle, Washington, D. C, to
sell the new season attractions, was planned by Frank
La Falce, Warner Washington zone theatres director
of advertising and publicity.

ENTER THE
HOTEL HOLLENDEN
VOGUE ROOM
STElL/tMUJlS*
CONTEST
,
WIN VALUABLE TOtZK/

First time that tin was used exclusively for a display at the L (3 J Fox Theatre, in Atlanta, Ga., came about with the construction of a new modernistic
shadow box, color scheme of white trimmed in light green and placed in
center
of lobby.
ReportsandCityrubbed
Manager,
E. E. seam
"Whit"in same
Whitaker,
and house
crew sealed
out every
mannerthatas artist
auto
workers dress down bodies.

WERE a?!JySwum«t«vo6U..
Seems that according to the replies, Stella would have enjoyed herself no
end in the contest put over by Cleveland Loew Theatres publicity head,
Milt Harris, to popularize a new hotel dance spot and of course to plug
"Stella Dallas" at the State. For further publicity, Harris planted a 40 by
50 tiein sign in the theatre lobby.
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One of the outstanders in the campaign for "Elephant Boy" put on at
the Famous Players-Canadian Metropolitan Theatre, in Regina, Sask.,
Canada, by Larry Graburn, was elaborate display at leading department
store. Stuffed elephant, tiger cub, atmospheric decorations, etc., attracted
much attention to the window and the picture date.

The American Legion convention in New York City coming in the midst of the date on "100 Men and a Girl" at
the Roxy, was reason for the giant banner hung by Universal on the theatre building tieing in the picture with
a welcome to the Legionnaires. Stunt was only one of the
many in the smart campaign engineered by Morris Kinzler
and the Universalites.

For the date on "San Quentin" at the Palacio Theatre, in
Mexico City, top exploitation stunt proved to be squad
of men on the streets costumed as convicts, bearing a banner on the picture and kept under control by the "cop" in
the rearidentified
of the squad.
Eachforofwhich
the "cons"
a signto
which
the crime
he wascarried
supposed
be imprisoned.

To brew laughs for the picture and of course to present
an
unusualGeorge
displayLimerick,
out front
his date
on "Topper,"
Manager
at theforYale,
in Cleburne,
Tex.,
promoted a confiscated still and all the accessories, including bottles. Stills and tiein copy were used on center
poster and even the famed Pallette rain-barrel voice was
emphasized by the exhibit of an actual barrel.
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Premiere
Regular Hollywood premiere was acof "100Colorado
Men and Springs,
a Girl"
at the corded
Ute opening
Theatre,
Colo., with Manager Ralph H. Ayer
inviting the Mayor, and such visiting
celebrities as Edna Ferber, Mrs. Evelyn
Walsh McLean, etc. Event rated newspaper breaks on the society page with full
sweep of pictures across the top of page
and extra publicity on the film.
Openingdirectress
was broadcast
station'sof
program
acting aswithmistress
ceremonies introducing celebs on arrival.
Newspaper cameraman stationed in lobby
snapped the prominents. Autographed
photos of Deanna Durbin were presented
to first 250 arriving at theatre and department store cooperated on tieup using
fan photos of the starlet imprinted on
back with copy on Durbin fashions.
StorefilmalsoandranDeanna
large co-op
the
clothes.ad playing up

FROM

ADVERTISING APPROACH
FOR "LONDON MELODY"
Reported as the first of its kind in
England is the exhibitors' service campaign created by Bob Graham, advertising and publicity director, for Herbert Wilcox Productions on "London Melody". Manual contains over
12 pages of indexed material with
credits, publicity, synopsis, advertising and exploitation, and is offered in
addition to the press book.
Featured is a contest on the picture
in which Wilcox offers cash and a
free trip to the studios for the winner.
Runner-up will also be recognized.

Clergy Aids
All Detroit's clergy received letters
urging
to tell
see congregations
"Zola" at the about
Cass
Theatre them
and to
the film. Ministers cooperated by disChinese Cables
cus ing the picture from pulpits.
Society
editors devoted space to openCablegrams
supposedly
from Smith,
Honging with pictures of celebrities who atKong
were sent
by W. Clyde
the premiere. Cards were placed
Paramount, Hot Springs, Ark., to all in all tended
bus stations and special cards
business houses and their employees with planted
in libraries. Photos of Muni
the
following
copy: of"We
you andto were placed in important stores and
honorable
members
yoururge
household
counter cards used in downtown hotels.
see 'The Good Earth,, to be shown," etc., Contacts were also made with the PTA's,
and signed by Wang and O-Lan. Entire Junior League, Better Film Group,
staff was dressed in Chinese attire, signs
in public parks and similar prominent Superintendent of Schools, Federation of
Clubs campaign
and all Catholic
groupsby
spots spotted with "This is the Good Women's
in the strong
supervised
Earth — Keep off the grass," and Clyde Mort Blumenstock and Don Nermuth.
planted a 60-foot banner atop new fiveand-ten reading "This building was
erected on Good Earth."
Special front was erected carrying out Tabloid
the Chinese motif ; box office transformed
To announce the reopening and cominto pagoda with bamboo effects and
of the Regent Theatre,
panels consisted of full length figure of Elmira,pleteN.refurbishing
Y., Bill Leggiero got out a
Tillie Losch and heads of Muni and
tabloid which
disRainer. Giant standees were also used four pagetributedtinted
house to house.
Entire was
cost was
and Chinese lanterns hung from under
covered
by
merchants
ads.
Paper
conthe marquee.
tained welcome message from Bill, story
on the sound equipment, photo of new
seats,
opening
picture personal'
and plugendorsement
for coming of
attractions.
WANTED!
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
New Popcorn Machines . . .
These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
They
are
improved
big-capacity
modelsget with
lights,
color
and
motion
that
really
the
business
for you. $8.00
All -electric,
full cabinet
size.
Capacities:
to $18.00
Low down
payments, easy
terms. per hour.
Write for Catalog!
ADVANCE MFC. CO.
6332 St. Louis Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.
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Stohowski
Since Leopold Stokowski has long been
a favorite in Philadelphia, where he has
conducted the famous Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, Skip Weshner, with
his assistant Jules Seltzer and Harold W.
Seidenberg, manager of the Fox Theatre,
supplemented the regular campaign on
'TOO Men and a Girl" with a special
inflashthefolder
picture.playing up the maestro's role
Folder was dignified piece of work
with picture of Stokowski conducting and
carried telegram from him with reference
to the Philadelphia opening and list of
the classical selections played in the film.
This was sent to all special mailing lists
supplied by all local concert bureaus.
Also special ads were taken on the music
pages
pagespages.
in addition to regular
ads onofthelocalmovie
Windows
Artie Cohn, Queen Theatre, Wilmington, Del., secured cooperation of the
A.M.A. for "Devil is Driving" by plantdisplay and
in hotel
windowautos.
consisting
sceneing stills
miniature
Windowof
was also used in Dupont building together with strong local endorsements.
Police safety squad was invited to special
showing, trolley car dash board cards
used profusely and date further endorsed
at a meeting of the Delaware Motor Club.
Front Page Ad
After regular run of the local StarJournal, day ahead of opening of "Marked
Woman" at the Ohio, Sandusky, Manager Joe J. Scholer
front
page mortised
to make had
roompaper's
for a fourcolumn, two-color ad on the date. Page
was then rerun and 1,000 extra copies
distributed by newsboys wearing aprons
imprinted with theatre credits and shouting "Racketeer gang exposed in Sandusky," etc.
Car Cards

Four days ahead of opening engagement of "Topper"
at theFla.,
Community
Theatre,
Miami Beach,
George
Newsboys'
Contest
Local dailies cooperated
with Charlie Allen planted car cards in all trolleys,
Crowley, Globe Theatre, Vineland, N. J. window cards were also placed in best
on "Headline Crasher" by featuring a spots about town and heralds distributed
contest on the first page. Passes were by Liberty boys. George also effected
given to each newsboy who submitted tieup with book department of department store, radio announcements were
news articles acceptable to the local edimade twice in advance of opening and
tors
and
details
were
posted
in
the
boys'
rooms of each daily.
special trailer was run ten days ahead.
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"FIRSTS'
AWARD
AUGUST
QUICLEY
SCORE
HIGH
ON
TIEINS, CONTESTS
ing, Pearce announced 100 colored star stills
Theatremen in Texas and Maine
free to the first patrons requesting same.
INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
Vie with Canadian Showman
In personal contacts and in the newspapers, Parkhurst made much of the fact that
In Execution of Campaigns
SPONSORS "TESTS"
he had seen some of the picture being filmed
MGM's search for screen talent in
Voted First Mention Honors
at Gloucester and also profited from the disTexas atressponsored
covery that a local girl had played a bit in
was tied in bywithInterstate
showingsThe-of
Citizens of Regina, Sask., Canada, awoke
the picture. To insure that everyone in town
who
wanted
to attend would have sufficient
one morning recently to find the sidewalks
Universal's short "Hollywood Screen
covered with elephant footprints in yellow
Test" in campaign supervised by
opportunity arrangements were made with
all leading to the Metropolitan Theatre.
the two largest stores in town to close a
Bob O'Donnell and carried through
Stunt was one of the advance teasers arhalf hour sooner than they ordinarily would
by Frank Starz and Miss Besa Short.
ranged by Manager Larry Graburn on his
and Parkhurst was able to interest the merSpecial
four-page
folder
announcchants further in devoting space in their
campaign
was
ing the talent search carried pubbest windows for advertising on the date.
the last he for
put "Elephant
over in thatBoy"
spot which
before prolicity on the date for the short at
ce ding tohis new assignment at the Capitol
Vacant stores and buildings were also banthe various situations.
in Halifax. The gag aroused plenty of innered and personal talks made by the manterest in the date and was further coupled
ager from the stage.
in the public mind with costumes worn by
the house staff, floor men wearing imprinted the paper plugged the fact that, although Limerick Uses Jinx Prevue
sun helmets some two weeks in advance.
no pachyderms
wereclicked
forthcoming,
Newspaper
less the want page
99 times nevertheout of a To Plug Date on "Topper"
editorial
on thepublicity
featurecampaign
was alsotopped
set wellby hundred.
Since his annual Jinx Prevue put on FriOther
slants
that
were
ahead and built up to a series of contests put giant invitation to the mayor,clicked
day the 13th came a week ahead of his date
tiein
with
over with
the
Leader-Post
reported
by
Graon
"Topper," Manager George Limerick,
soft
ball
tournament,
kiddies
parade
ham to be difficult to crack. First contest girls'
Cleburne, Tex., found it profitable at
prizes given for the best imitations of Yale,
the Jinx show to introduce the picture by a
took the form of a co-op page with some with
"Sabu," the boy in the picture, and radio bit
of
business arranged with the master
30 merchants participating, one for each the
billposting
stuntin was
ceremonies. The emsee announced that
letter of the title, author of the book and plugs.
of four Top
24-sheet
stand used
teaserpromotion
fashion. ofConstance
Bennett and Cary Grant, stars of
Board
was
blanked
with
white
and
theatre
theatre, as follows : "Elephant Boy, Kipling,
were in town and had been preMetropolitan."
letters fromof these
sign man lettered the title and theatre a few the picture
vailed
upon
to make an appearance. At this
three
words wereIndividual
placed alongside
each letters
at a time over a period of days, the curtain opened
as if to allow the stars
merchant's ad and entrants were required to adding additional letters each day until the on
the
stage
and as the emsee adjusted
count the number of times that letter ap- sign was completed.
microphone,
offstage
voice spoke describing
peared in thein merchant's
and place
these totals
a list of thecopy,
merchants
and
the star of "Topper" as a pair of gay ghosts
Wide Drawing Area Covered
their addresses.
and giving a further brief outline of the picture. Then the supposed voice of Cary Grant
Second contest invited newspaper readers
Parkhurst
on Courageous"
"Courageous"
faded out in farewell and as it did, two
to write on a postcard in not more than 35 BySince
"Captains
was
booked
words why they wanted to see the picture. to play day and date in another spot but a flashpans were set off to further build the
Third contest was for the best amateur few miles away, Manager Pearce Parkhurst idea. Limerick reports it went over well
posters to advertise the date. Copy stated found reason to start his campaign on the since the trailer had been run just before.
George went for all the screwball ideas
that suggestions could be obtained from dis- picture a month ahead at the New Star,
plays in front of the theatre. Posters were Dover-Foxcroft, Maine. He led off with found advantageous in calling attention to
required to be nine by 12 and could be in the unusual offer of an invitation to patrons his date, in addition to a classified ad concolor or black and white.
test and a treasure hunt in cooperation with
who desired to read the book before seeing
the picture purchasing two copies of the an ice cream company. This was accomTies In With Friday 13th
novel for this purpose.
plished by printing letters of the title on
Hangers were placed on every door in pint ice cream carton tops. Running for
Since the picture opened on Friday the
five
days
prizes were awarded to those
town
and
heralds
sent
to
all
names
on
mail13th, Larry made much of the day by disin six tops spelling out the title.
ing list and distributed house to house in bringing
tributing folders, copy leading off with "your 10 towns
Limerick
uses a courtesy card with copy
in the drawing area. These were
lucky
day — copy.
Friday,He thealso13th,"
with tiein
took following
advantage thisof followed by jumbo heralds especially printed, reading "It started to rain, so we thought
another topical event wherein the Province distributed in the same manner. Additional you would appreciate our raising your winof Saskatchewan started collection of a printed literature included bookmarks and
signed with
proving
wet, hetheatre"
attachedsignature.
this tag
sales tax week ahead of the date. In order combination blotter, ruler and calendars Weather dows,"
to aid the public in computing the amount which were left at offices and such places to cars with reverse side carrying theatre
of the tax, Graburn had cards distributed as postoffice, banks and at schools. Park- plugs. He also took advantage of a trip
hurst also utilized local and neighborhood made by one of the house staff to the west
carrying the information with theatre credits
at the bottom stressing that the tax did not newspapers topping his ads by a personal coast; the vacationer forwarded postcards
the picture to a selected mailing list from
endorsement and listing special reasons why on
apply to theatres.
public should see the picture at the New different stops.
Prominent stores were spotted for advance the
Star.
Boy
on street with apron carrying theatre
displays, featured being a Woolworth winOutside attention was drawn to the date cartoon copy and wearing top hat comdow of mechanical elephant toys with a
attention as did a series of sidewalk
negro lad in costume showing how they by a street parade headed by members of the stencils. manded
In addition to imprinting menus,
worked. Another flash found good enough local boys' band in full dress uniform. Procession was headed by two boys carrying sales checks, napkins and such forth Limerfor newspaper reproduction was a window
ick even went so far as to stamp leather
in the leading department store, center of theatre banners and after marching from
one
end
of the town to the other band re- soles of repaired shoes. Effective also was
which was life-size stuffed pachyderm
turned to the theatre where concert was the lobby decorations featuring a large still
against a tropical background. Store thought
promoted from local sheriff. This with all
enough of the display by running notices in given out front. Boys were guests of the the
rest of the manufacturing equipment was
management to see the picture after which
all the newspaper advertisements.
on the sidewalk with copy to the
Graburn also tied on a classified page pro- they were brought up on the stage for an planted
motion wherein he advertised for a live ele- additional musical program. To keep in- effect that it was being used to brew lots of
phant, this followed by house ad in which
terest high for the second day of the show- laughs for the picture.
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Football

Tieins Forwarded
By Round Tablers
Since Georgetown, George Washington,
Maryland,
Catholic inandWashington
American and
Universities are situated
the
immediate vicinity, Ray Bell, Washington
Loew Theatres publicist has arranged with
all institutions for varsity squads and
coaches and the opposing teams to be guests
at the Capitol Theatre on the eve of
each local game. Cheering squads of each
school will be permitted time on the
stage. House orchestra will play Alma
Mater of each school and there will be community singing of school songs projected
on screen. Events are publicized on drama
and sports pages and mentioned on radio.
Bell has also arranged with local sports
editors to act as committee to select eleven
outstanding players, each selection to receive
alocal
goldplayed
footballwillfrom
valuable
also Loew's.
be honored.MostAbove
tieins are all sponsored by Loew Division Manager Carter Barron, former All American
from Georgia Tech.
Miskell To Entertain Teams
At the Orpheum, in Omaha, Manager Bill
Miskell has effected a tieup with the local
Creighton University for publicity at scheduled night games. In return for entertaining visiting football and basketball squads
at the theatre, College announces coming attractions atthe Omaha over p.a. system during the games. School will also allow space
on score cards for theatre advertising.
Featured tiein set by Miskell with Coach
Bernie Bierman of Minnesota will have the
entire squad at the theatre night before game
with Nebraska. Event will be called College
Night with Glee Club accompanied by organ
presenting medley of school songs, plus introductions ofcoach and captains from the stage.
Botwick Will Film Games
Through tiein with photographer, the
teams themselves and the theatre, Harry
Botwick, State, Portland, Maine, is set to
take short shots each week of the outstanding game for showing at the theatre. Included also will be shots of people buying
tickets and seated in grandstands. Those
identifying themselves on screen will receive
prizes.
stuntstereopticon
to be builtinuplobby
this
yearLastis year's
use of topsmall
which with typewritten slides will enable
Botwick each Saturday to project on small
screen scores of important games.
Warner Theatres School Rallies
Reported by Dick Wright, Cleveland
Warner Theatres District Manager is a recent presentation at the Lincoln in MassiUALITV
K Send UsV
PLUS-SPEED/
Your
■ Next ■
FILMACK
AILER CO
S. Wabash CHICAGO 1
^^Order!fl|
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Quigley Awards
Information
QUIGLEY AWARDS— Silver and
Bronze Plaques, inscribed — are being
presented each month during 1937
for the two entries selected by
majority vote of the monthly Judging Committees as the best of all
contest campaigns submitted to
Managers' Round Table Club on
single pictures played that month. . . .
A
QUIGLEY FIRST MENTION and
HONORABLE MENTION Sheepskin
Certificates are being presented
each month during 1937 for meritorious campaigns submitted in the
Quigley
whichorareBronze
not
awarded Awards
the Silver
Plaques. . . .
A
QUIGLEY GRAND AWARDS will
be presented, these to be selected
from among the entries that have
been awarded Silver and Bronze
Plaques during 1937. ...
A
THEATREMEN EVERYWHERE in
the world are eligible for the Plaques,
and the First and Honorable Mentions. Campaigns may be entered
on domestic or foreign product,
from major or independent producers. Entries from foreign countries will be accepted for consideration during the month they are
received. . . .
A
VISUAL EVIDENCE, such as tear
sheets, heralds, photos, etc., must
accompany all entries. Actual playing dates of pictures on which campaigns are submitted should be displayed prominently. . . .
A
ENTRIES must be forwarded as
soon after completion as possible to
arrive at address below before the
monthly deadlines announced sufficiently inadvance. Entries received
after deadline will not be eligible. . . .
AAA
Entries should be mailed to:
Quigley Awards Committee
Motion Picture Herald
Rockefeller Center - New York
Ion, Ohio, of the local high school team from
the stage by Manager Irwin Solomon. Regular school rally was put on to start the season. In Akron, Manager John LaDue at the
Strand
with thecontest
local TimesPress onhas a arranged
score guessing
which
Wright reports will ensure the theatre
plenty of publicity during the fall season.

2 , 1937

Per lb erg Reports
Miami

Paramount

Theatres Doings
Among the recent activities reported by
Jonas
Perlberg,
Theatres(Perly)
publicity
chieftainMiami-Paramount
was a football
tiein with the pigskin squad of the University of Miami for the opening of "Varsity
Show." Invited by Manager Austin Moon
of the Colony by means of a giant size personally inscribed pass, the football squad
marched to the theatre led by the University band. Feature stories and pictures were
promoted by Moon in all three local newsTopper among the tieins made by Perly
for
Melody
Greater
Miami dance
contestof for1938"
main was
prizea
papers."Broadway
of Powell-Taylor Gold Trophy plus other
awards such as boat trips, theatre engagements, etc. Papers went strong for the tiein
with heads of local dance schools cooperating asvancejudges.
staged well
in adof the date Contest
at the Olympia
and Colony
was split up into eight preliminaries and two
semi-finals at leading dance spot. Final contest was held night before opening of picture.To build up the stunt hit tunes from the
picture were played nightly on radio programs, standing of the dancers listed on
giant
in front ofat dance
hall together
with poster
announcements
all tables
on the
coming date. Contestants staged dance ballyhoos on prominent corners and main
trophy forwarded from the studios was on
display in leading store, which also tied
in on the Powell dance shoes, gowns, etc.
Perly also reports that on night of the finals
proceedings were broadcast for a solid hour.
Float Wins Parade Prize
For date on "Artists and Models" at the
Olympia Manager Al Weiss promoted a
decorated float in the local Labor Day Parade with a bevy of the famed Miami bathing
beauties carried for further atmosphere.
Perly reports entry winning first prize with
papers carrying shots of the winning entry.
An ice cream eating contest for waitresses
in soda shop of the theatre building was another slant arranged by Perly to celebrate
his birthday and to garner a lot of extra
publicity and pictures on the event in the
local dailies. Gag proved effective in blocking trafficwasby going
the curious
see what
on. who gathered to
"Tell Vs What You Did"
Simons' Cardboard Football
Found Effective Tiein
For football tieins in college towns, Jack
Simons, Loew's Poli, Hartford, Conn., suggestsboardone offootball
his with
old favorites
a die-cut
carda long —stem,
the latter
made so as to fit into outside breast pocket
leaving the football to stick out in the same
manner as a pocket handkerchief. Football
is printed in local college colors with theatre
tiein copy on the flap. Simons has these
distributed free of charge by boys at the
games, inserting the cardboards right into
the
colors.breast pocket, thus giving students their
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PHILADELPHIA
The newspaper ads on this page having to do with
activities at some of the out of town houses in the
Warner Philadelphia Theatres Zone, were submitted
by Douglas George, publicist, who does his stint under
the supervision of "Skip" Weshner. Art work in
the ads reproduced which run two, three and four
columns, is credited to Leo Weisz.

ZONE

ADS

ARCADIA Theatre
Iff!!
CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCE
DAILY
From 12.«IM. toll P.M.
Playing* the
pick ofFROM
Pictures
Greatest
Hollywood's
Producers
I
POPULAR PRICES!
Adults * Adults
15c : 20c
MIKES * *EVENI*NG*S
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BOB DE LANEO
manages the Empire Theatre in Hilo, Hawai , aConsolidated Amusement Co. house.
Bob was born in Michigan and started
showbusiness as usher at the Capitol there,
later he went to the Paramount and then
the Roxy. From there we find him in California working for the Roach Studios until
he went to the Islands about two years ago.
Well, Le Laneo, it would be very interesting
to detail for our readers how you are applying American showmanship in Hawaii.
How about it?
V
RALPH H. SHAFFER
manages the Palace Theatre in Canton,
Ohio, having worked for the Harris Amusement Co., Warner Bros, and the Inter-State
Theatres, Inc. Houses in which Shaffer has
held down jobs have been the Washington,
Washington, Pa., Palace, Charletoi, Pa.,
State, East Liverpool, Ohio, Garden, Portsmouth, and then his present situation.
V
TRUMAN RILEY
is assistant to R. D. Leatherman at the
Rialto and Star Theatres, Denison, Tex., for
Interstate-Texas Consolidated. Riley ushered at the Paramount in Abilene while attending college and later was moved to the
Queen as head doorman. From that spot
Truman was moved to the Star in Denison
as house manager and after nine months
there went to his present spot as assistant
manager and publicity man. V
MITCHELL K. LINER
assistant manager and publicist for the Balaban & Katz Crystal in Chicago, started with
them eralseven
mailtransferred
boy in gen-to
offices. years
Later ago
Mitchas was
the advertising department where he
worked up to handling B. & K. advertising
and publicity for the northwest side theatres.
After working in that capacity for two years,
the beginning of this year he was transfer ed to his present work to gain experience in the operating end of the
V field.
WALTER D. MORGAN
is resident manager of the Grand Victory,
Detroit, was assistant manager of the house
when it opened and stayed there until it
was leased to Paramount Publix. From
there Walter was transferred to the Michigan Theatre as treasurer and thence to the
Columbia which he managed. From that
point Morgan became manager of the
Crysala Operating Company, at which spot
he
reins.remained until taking over his present
V
ALBERT GARFIELD
manages the Keith Theatre in Philadelphia,
Pa., for Warner Bros. Garfield started as
usher in the Mastbaum Theatre in 1930 and
advanced to captain and was sent to the
Aldine as assistant manager. After spending three years there Warners took over
the house from Paramount and Al was
transferred
to Keith's
assistant into 1935;
two years later
he wasas promoted
manager of the house.
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INVITED

TO

This Theatre,
"Topper" Lefayette,
poster wasInd.,
created
by Bob four
Ewing,by
Mars
measuring
five
board.foot and done in pastel crayon on compo
HOYT A. HOWARD
manages the Lyric Theatre, Gastonia, N. C,
and he started under Robert B. Talbert as
doorman at the Ritz, Columbia, S. C,
worked there for three years, then left showbusiness for a year but came back as doorman at the State, Greenwood, S. C, worked
there a few weeks and was transferred to
the Ritz as assistant manager and then to
Gastonia as manager.
V
JOHN BUCKLEY
up in Roxbury, Mass., manages the Warren
Theatre for M. & P. Theatres Corp. Buckley started at the Codman Square Theatre
there as usher, later was transferred to
Fields Corner as chief usher, from there to
the Shawmut as assistant manager and
thence to his present job, from which point
we expect to hear from him frequently.
APPLICATION
MEMBERSHIP

FOR

MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB
Rockefeller Center, N. Y.
Name
(print)
Position
Theatre
Aidreti
City
State
Circuit
Absolutely No Dues or Fees!
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UP

WALTER LEAGUE
up in Jamestown, N. Y., city manager of
the
Palace-Winter
Warners',
certainly.no
strangerGarden
to ourforpages
and anis
old-timer,
but
he
just
joined
up
and
we bidas
him welcome. Walter started in 1921
usher in the New York Rivoli, later managed the Strand in Memphis, city manager
and charge of stage shows at the Rialto,
Victor in Denver, and was then transferred
to Florida to produce stage shows for the
district. After seven years with Paramount,
League
Theatres
and
afterjoined
a whileFoxhereMetropolitan
in New York
went
to the coast where he did a column for the
Advertiser and Wilshire News and in 1935
came
back east where he joined up with
Warners.
V
ROBERT B. BUSCH
out in Oklahoma City, Okla., manages the
Circle Theatre for Standard Theatres, and
started in Tampa, Fla., as usher in a Publix
theatre. Later went to Oklahoma City and
worked up to assistant at the Midwest Theatre and then accepted an offer to manage
a large swimming pool. After two seasons
out of showbusiness, Bob joined Standard
where in addition to managing the Circle
is assistant
ofhe their
houses. exploitation manager of 10
V
KENNETH N. LUND
is in Aliquippa, Pa., managing the Strand
Theatre for Pennware Theatre Corp. and
has followed our pages very closely. Ken
tells us that he was assistant manager working for Al Sindlinger in Milwaukee when
he won a Quigley Award. Lund left Wisconsin and worked in Philadelphia for Skip
Weshner for a time, then back to Milwaukee and thence to his present assignment,
a newly remodeled house.
V
SAUL KORMAN
is the owner-manager of the Grand Theatre,
Detroit, Mich., and set out as bill poster for
the Castle Theatre, then usher at the Hancock and at that spot was promoted to
booker and manager. In 1930 Korman was
appointed manager of the Burney Theatre,
where he remained for two years before becoming part owner of the Medbury. Thence
we find Saul manager and booker at the
Dunbar, at which post he remained until
taking over the Grand.
V
ALBERT J. LIVERMORE
is the advertising manager of the Cameo,
Roxy Parramatta Theatres in Sidney, Australia, for the Roxy Theatres, Ltd., and entered showbusiness in 1929 as office boy at
the Prince Edward Theatre there, thence to
the Roxy Parramatta in the same capacity. In
1935 he assumed his present position. Other
houses he has worked in include the Royal,
Ritz Concord, Jewel Theatre Bankstown,
Victory Kogarah. We are always interested
in the exploitation activities of our overseas
from
brotheryou.showmen, Livermore, so let's hear
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THE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asteriskthanindicates
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are produtcion numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
nning Time
ADVANCE
MinutesApr.Reviewed
....67.
3/37
Racketeers in Exile (G) George Bancroft- Evelyn Venable
Star
Rangers
Step
In,
The
Bob
Allen-Eleanor
Stewart
Coming
Reckless
Ranger
Bob
Allen-Louise
Small
Dawn to Dusk.
Rio Grande Ranger Bob Allen-Iris Meredith
.Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. Nov. I,'37t.
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. Sept. I5,'37t.
(See Timber
"In the (G)
Cuting Room,"JackNov.Holt-Grace
7/36.) Bradley
Roaring
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
Speed to Spare Dorothy Wilson-Chas. Quigley..
(See "Racing
"In the Cutting Room," Feb. 13/37.
.95. Nov. 14/36
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Theodora
Goes WildLuck,"
(Exploitation:
Jan.(G)
23/37, p.Irene81.)Dunne-Melvyn Douglas...
Anything for a Thrill Frankio Darro-Kane Richmond.. .June 15/37
25/37 76. Feb. 13/37
Thunder
in
the
City
(G)
Edw.
G.
Robinson-Luli
Deste..
Born
to
Fight
Frankie
Darro-Jack
La
Rue
Nov.
3,'36
Devil Diamond, The Kane Richmond-Frankie Darro..Jan. 15/37
5/37
Trapped
Charles Starrett- Peggy Stratford.
22/37
62. Mar. 20/37
•J,' !7. 55
Trouble InPrincess
Morocco (G) Jack
Clarke
Fighting Texan,
The Kermit
MaynardElaine Shepard.
.June
22.'37
Tugboat
WalterHolt-Mae
C. Kelly-Edith
Fellows.
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermit
Maynard-Ariane
Allen
Dec.
30.'36
15/36
69
Two
Fisted
Sheriff
Chas.
StarrettBarbara
Weeks..
15/37
59
Headline Crasher Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. . Dec. 25,'36
7/37
Two
Chas. StarrettPeggy Stratford..
Racing Blood
Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. Nov. 15, '36
.58.56
VenusGunMakesLaw
Trouble James
Dunn-Patricia
Ellis
Sing
While
You're
Able
Pinky
Tomlin
Mar.
20,'37
66
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
3/37.)
Thanks for Listening Pinky Tomlin
July I2.'37
Westbound Mail
Chas. Starrett- Rosalind Keith... Jan.
Tough
Handle Frankie
Darro-Kane Richmond.
Mar. 20737
24.'37
Feb. 22/37
27/37... .104.54
Feb. 20/37
Valley toof Terror
Kermit Maynard-Harlene
Wood.. . Jan.
When
in Love(G)
(G) Grace
Moore-Cary Grant
Woman You're
in Distress
May Robson-lrene
Hervey , .Jan. 28/ 37 72. Mar. 20/37
Whistling
BulUts
Kermit
Maynard-Harlene
Wood.
.May
3,'37
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.(G)27/37, Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia
Bruce
Wild Horse Roundup Kermit Maynard-Dickie Jones. ..Nov. 20,'36
p. 81.) Coming
Jan.
With Love and Kisses Pinky Tomlin-Toby
Coming Wing Dec. 20,'36
17/
Fighting
Cadet
Frankie
Darro
Absent Without Leave Dolly Haas
68. Fe
Reckless Chances Kermit Maynard
All
American
Sweetheart
Scott
Colton-Patricia
Farr
b. 13
Roaring Brother.
Six Guns
Kermit Tomlin
Maynard-Mary Hayes
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
/
Swing.
Swing Pinky
Young Dynamite Frankie Darro
Awful(SeeTruth,
The
IreneJulyDunne-Cary
Grant Oct. 7,'37t. 37
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
17/37.)
Carnival
Lady
Chas.
Quigley-Rita
Hayworth
CELEBRITY
College Follies of 1938 Jimmy Durante-Joan Perry
Title
Star Coming
Forgotten Women
Colton
Hollywood
Round-up Wyn
Buck Cahoon-Scott
Jones
For
Love
of
You.
.
F.
Foresta-Riscoe
Wayne.
I'll (See
Take "InRomance
Grace
Moore-M.
Douglas
Oct. 28,'37t.
Kiss
M. Schneider- Riscoe and Wayne.
the Cutting Room." July 24/37.)
Life (SeeBegins"In with
LoveRoom."JeanJulyParker-D.
Montgomery Oct. I4,'37t.
CHESTERFIELD
the
Cutting
31/37.)
Title
Star
Murder
in"Park
Greenwich
Village..
Red Lights Ahead Andy Clyde-Lucille Gleason .
(See Before,
Avenue
Dame," Fay
"In Wray-Richard
theAstor-Richard
Cutting Arlen
Room,"
Aug. Oct.
14/37.)2l,'37t.
Night
The
Mary
Arlen
COLUMBIA
Running
Time
Old
Wyoming
Trail,
The
Chas.
StarrettBarbara
Weeks
TitU
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Paid to Dance Don Terry-Jacqueline Wells
Come Closer, Folks James Dunn-Marian Marsh Nov. 7,'36 61
She Married
an Artist Jack
John Holt-Wynne
Boles-Luli Deste
Counsel for Crime Otto Kruger-Jacqueline Wells... Sept.
I4.'37t 62
Trapped
by G-Men
Gibson Oct. 3l/37t.
June 12/37.)
(See "TheLadyMan(G)
Behind the Ralph
Law," Bellamy-Joan
"In the Cutting
Room," Dec.
31/36 60. Jan. 23/37 There's Always a Woman Loretta Young- Randolph Scott
Counterfeit
Perry
Cowboy Star, The Charles Starrett-lris Shunn Nov. 20/36 56
Running Time
CRESCENT
(See "Inof thethe Cutting
Oct. 10/36.)
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Criminals
Air Room,"Rosalind
Keith-Chas. Quigley Apr. 30/37 .61
Battle of Greed (G) Tom Keene-Gwynne Shipman Jan. 18/37 65. Jan. 9/37
(See
"Honeymoon
Pilot,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Mar.
27/37.)
Dangerous
Adventure,The A(G) .... Don
Terry-Rosalind
Keith Aug.
1/37 59
Drums
of DestinyThe
(G) Tom
12/37 *60.June
Law Commands.
Tom Keene-Edna
Keene-Lorraine Lawrence
Hayes June
May 12/37
60 19/37
Devil(Exploitation:
Is Driving,
Dix-Joan
Aug. 21/37, Richard
p. 78; Sept.
11/37,Perry
p. 84.) June 25/37 68. July 24/37 Old
(G) Tom
Keene-Rita Cansino
Mar. 6/37
1/37 63
64. Mar. 20/37
Raw Louisiana
Timber
Tom Keene-Peggy
Keys July
Devil's
Playground
(A)
Dolores
Del
Rio-Richard
Dix
Jan.
24/37
74.
Feb.
27/37
Fight to the Finish, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith June 30/37 59
Under Strange Flags Tom Keene-Luana Walters Apr. 12/37 64
Cutting Room,"
May Quigley..
1/37.) .Jan. 8/37 57. Mar. 6/37
Find (Seethe "Taxi
WitnessWar,"(G)"In the Rosalind
Keith-Chas.
DANUBIA
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
(Hungarian Dialogue)
Running TimeReviewed
(See
"Right
Guy,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.) . . .Sept. 2l/37t..
Title
Star
Game
That
Kills,
The
Chas.
Quigley-Rita
Hayworth.
Blame It on Love Szeleczky-Basthy Rel.
Sept. Date6/37tMinutes
78
Girls Can Play Chas. Quigley-Jacqueline Wells. .June 21/37 60
Blue
Danube
Romance
Zita
Perezel
Jan.
20/37
85
I Promise
to Pay (G)
of
Love
Frank
Tsray
Jan.
3/37
103
(Exploitation:
Apr. 3/37, p.Leo64.)Carrillo-Chester Marris Apr. 21/37 65. Feb. 27/37 Dreams
(English titles)
Can't LastinForever
(G) . . . . Betty Furness-Ralph
Bellamy. .. .July 15/37 68. Aug. 14/37 Friendly
Expression
Radey-Szoke
Nov.
1/36 65
ItIt Happened
Hungarian
Village
Travelogue
Dec. 25/36
20
(See "Once Hollywood
a Hero," "In Richard
the CuttingDix-Fay
Room,"Wray
Apr. 17/37.) Sept. 7,'37t....67
(English
titles)
It's AllfromYoursNowhere
(G) Francis
Lederer-M. Carroll
l/37t. . 80.60
Aug. 7/37 I Married for Love Kanos-Radal ..Sept. I5.'37t....84
Lady
Mary Astor-Charles
Quigley Sept.
Nov. 21/36
Man
ef
Gold
Maria
Egri-F.
Kiss
Apr.
12/37
92
Law
of the Ranger
Bob Allen-Elaine
Shepard May
Feb. 26/37 65.57
Man Under
the Bridge Csortos-Lazar
.Nov.
15/36
82
League
Men (G). Walter
.Sept. 31/36
IO/37t....74
Once
a Week
Kabos-Perczel
Legion ofof Frightened
Terror (G)
MargueriteConnolly-Irene
Churchill-B.Hervey
Cabot... Nov. 25/37
1/36 60. July
Nov. 24/37
7/36 Salary
.Deo.
82
$200
Monthly
Javor-Felop
..
Let's
Get
Married
(G)
Ralph
Bellamy-Ida
Luplno
Mar.
25/37
69.
May
29/37
Lost (Exploitation:
Horizon (A) p.Ronald
Colman-Jane Wyatt Sept. l/37t. .. 1 18. Feb. 27/37 Scotchman in Hungary Radey-Oresl .
.Apr.
12/37 95
.Mar. 26/28/37
91
SisterofMary
Szorenyi-Sved
.Dec.
36 85
Aug. 28/37. pp.Sept.96,5/36,
100.) 75; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; May 22/37, p. 92; July 31/37, p. 80; Sons
thetheSteppes
Kiss-Komear
.. Rajnay.
Storm
en
Pusta
KIss-Komcar
More
Than
a
Secretary
(G)...Jean
Arthur-George
Brent
Dec.
24/36
77.
Dec.
28/36
.Apr.
5/37
Three Spinsters Pecsi-Adam
Emile Markut.
Motor Madness
Rosalind Keith-Allen Brook Apr. 5/37 62
.Dee. Il/37t....8l
1/36 78
84
Tomi
Mad," "In theChas.Cutting
Room,"
20/37.) July 1/37 59
Vicki (Country Ball) Javor-Roso Coming
Barsony .Sept.
Sept. 25/37t. . . .87.
One (See
Man "Speed
Justice
StarrettBarbaraFeb. Weeks
Outlaws
of the (G)
Orient ...Paul
Jack Holt-Mae
Clarke
Parole Racket
Kelly-Rosalind
Keith Aug.
Mar. 20,'37t....6l
4/37 62. Apr. 10/37 My Daughter Is Different Turay-Kabos
Oct. 20/37t.
. . .88.90.
Pennies(Exploitation:
from HeavenDec.(G)
Bing79: Crosby-Madge
Evans
Nov. pp.25/36
in a Charda Javor-Lazar
Oct.
20/37t
5/36,
p.
Feb.
8/37,
p.
72;
Mar.
27/37,
81, 82; 83.Apr.Dec.3/37,18/36p. Tempest
Texas
Mammy
Fedak
Oct.
25/37t.
.
86: May 15/37. p. 96.)
Yellow Roses
Kabos
Oct. 30/37t. . . .89.90.
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Running Time
DuWORLD
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Noah Beery
Jan. I.'37 74
FIRST NATIONAL
Running Time
Title (See also
Star Warner Brothers) Data Minutes Reviewed
Back
In
Circulation
(A)
266..
Joan
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Sept.
25.'37t....82.Au8.
7/37
Case of the Stuttering Bishop,
The.
176
Donald
Woods-Ann
Dvorak
June
5.'37
70...
Cherokee
Strip
Dick Foran-Jane Bryan May 15/37
Confession
(A) 178
158
Dance, Charlie,
Dance (6) Kay Francis-Ian Hunter Aug 28,'37....*85.July 24.'37
165
Stuart Erwln-lean Muir Aug. 14/37 64. May 1/37
Draegerman
Courage
(G) 168 . Jean
May 10/37
15/37 58. Aug. 29/36
Empty Holsters
179
Dick Mulr-Barton
Foran-PatriclaMacLane
Walthall.. .July
Ever
Since
Eve
(G)
162
Marion
Davles-R.
Montgomery..
.July
17/37 79. June 26/37
Gold (Exploitation:
Diggers of 1937Jan.(G)2/37,151.p.Dick100; Powell-Joan
101 Dec. I2.'36
Jan. 9/37. p.Blondell
71: Feb. 13/37Dee, p.26.'36
90.)
Green(Exploitation:
Light (G) 154
Errol
Flynn-Anita
Louise...,
20.86;'37Mar.85.6.'37.
Jan.p. 9/37
Mar. 27/37. pp. 78. 81; Apr. 3/37, p. I .Feb.
p. 79; May 22,'37,
p. 90: May 29/37, p. 67: June 12/37, p. 94: July 3/37 May 1/37.
2.'37.
Guns of Pecos 960 Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar. 20/37 61. Mar. 8.'37
Marked
(A) 156 Bette
Bogart
Men In Woman
Exile 174
RichardDavis-H.
Purcell-June
Travis....Apr.
Apr. 10/37
4/3796. Mar.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Nov.
21/36.)
Mountain
161(G) Josephine Hutchinson-G Brent.. Apr. 24/37 82. May 22/37
Mr.
Dodd Justice
Takes (A)
the Air
Kenny Baker-Jane
21/37 *8065. Mar,
July 6/37
Once159
a Doctor (G) 171 Donald
Woods-Jean Wyman
Muir Aug.
Jan. 23/37
Penrod
and
Sam
(G)
172
Billy
Mauch-Henry
Watson
Feb.
28/37
64.
Jan.
Prairie andThunder
180The Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy Sept. 11/37 16/37
Prince
the Pauper,
(G)(Exploitation:
152May 29/37, p.Mauch
Twins-Errol
May 8/37. ... 120. Apr. 17/37
66: June
26/37. p.Flynn
121: July 3/37.
San Quentin
(G) Song163
Pat
O'Brien-Humphrey
Bogart.. . Aug.
Sing
Me
a
Love
(G)
160.
James
Melton-Patricia
Ellis
Jan.
3/37
17/36
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36. p. 70.)
Stolen
Holiday
(G)
157
Kay
Francis-Ian
Hunter
6/37. 62 June
Dec. 26.'35
12/37
Talent Scout (G) 166 Donald Woods-Jeanne Madden. . Feb.
July 24/37
That(Exploitation:
Certain Woman
Sept. (A)25/37,254. p.Bette69.) Davis-Henry Fonda Sept !8/37t...*94.Aug. 7/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tom Brown Apr, 17/37 . ..58 Mar. 27/37
?l.'36 8^ nec 5/36
Three Men on a Horse (G) 151. Frank MrHugh-lnan Blnnrti
(Exploitation: Dec. 12/36, p. 81: Dec. 19/36. p. 89
,'36, p. 70: Jan. 2/37. p.
106: Jan. 9/37, p. 71; Mar. 13/37. p.Coming
BO: May i.'37. o 83.)
*65. Sept.
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell
Adventurous
Blonde,
The
(G)..GIenda
Farrell-Barton
MacLane
.Nov.
I3,'37t
Alcatraz Island
John Litel-Ann Sheridan
First IsLadyWhere(G)
Kay Francis-Preston
Foster
*82.Sept. 11/37
Gold
Yoif Find It.. George
Brent-O. de Havilland
Hollywood Hotel
Dick Powell-Frances Langford
It's
Love
I'm
After
(G)
Leslie
Howard-Bette
Davis
*87.July 31/37
Larger
Frank McHugh-Ann
Love Is Than
on theLife
Air 269 Ronald
Reagan-June Sheridan
Travis Oct. 2/37t....6l
Over the Goal 272 William Hopper-June Travis Oct. l6/37t
Perfect Specimen. The 257.... Errol Flynn-Joan Blondell Oct. 23/37t
(See "InMurphy
the Cutting Room."Ronald
July 3/37.)
Sergeant
Reagan-Mary Magulre
They Won't Forget (A) 265. ..Gloria Dickson-Claude Rains. ..Oct. 9/37t . . . .95. June 19/37
(See production artlele, "The Deep South." May 8/37. p. 16.)
This Woman Is Dangerous Kay Francis-Pat O'Brien
West (Reviewed
of Shanghaiunder(G)the 164....
Boris Lord.")
Karloff- Beverly Roberts *65.July 17/37
title. "War
FRANK NORTON
(GreekStar
Dialogue, English Titles)
Time Reviewed
Title
Rel. DateRunningMinutes
Astero
.Miss Kyvell
Feb. 21/37..
Far from the Crowd..
.Mary
Tsagonls
Apr.
7/37..
Ftohea Toy Mpoam..
.Vasoula Manolldoy
Sept. 5/37t.
Coming
Kainourgea
Zoe
Rita
Karmen
Nov.
Reborn
Elene Papadake
Dec. 7/37t...H5.
5/37t....90.
True Love
Sophea Damogloy Oct. 3/37t....85.
GB PICTURES
Running
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date15/37
Minutes
65Reviewed
Backstage 3614
Anna Neagle-Arthur Tracy .Mar.
Mar.
Feb. 15/37 70 Sept. 12/36
Everybody Dance (G) 3613 Ernest Truex-C. Courtneldge. . . .Feb.
GangwayOver(G)
Head
Heels In Love (G) Jessie Matthews-Nat Pendleton.. .Sept. ,'37t.. ..88. Aug. 28/37
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37. p. 84; Mar. 13/37, p. 78.)
King Solomon's Mines (G)
(See production article. May 22/37, p. 16.)
Love In Exile (A) 3623 Clive Brook-Helen Vinson Nov. 15/36 63. May 30/36
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray Jan. 20/37 71. Nov. 28/36
title, "His
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder
(G) the3621
John Lordship.")
Lodge-John (Exploitation:
Loder Mar.
Jan. 6/37.
15/37p. 88.)69. May 18/36
the title, Richard
"OurselvesArlen-Lilli
Alone.") Palmer Apr. 29/37 83. Feb. 27/37
Silent(Reviewed
Barriers under
(G) 3608
(See
production
p. 65:"TheMayGreat1/37Barrier."
p. 81; June
26/37.article,
p. 121;Feb.July6/37,17/37,p. 10;p. 90;exploitation:
July 24/37.Apr.pp.3/37.79,
81; Aug. 7/37, p. 94; Sept. 4/37, p. 96.)
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CHACT—CCNT'CI
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Strangers On a Honeymoon (G)
1615
C. Cummlngs-Noah Berry Dee. 15/36 67. Jan. 9/37
Talk
Devil(G)(G)3622
3607. . . John
RicardoLodge-Antoinette
Cortez-Sally Ellers
June 15/37
1/37 65.76. Aug.
May 22/37
Tenth ofMan,the The
Celller.. .May
29/J6
Two of Us 3619
Jack Hulbert-Glna Malo July 10/37 64
Where
There's
a
Will
3621....
Will
Hay
July
26/37
74
Woman Alone. The (G) 3601.. Sylvia Sidney-John Loder Jan. 12/37 76. Jan. 2/37
under Now
the title,
You're(Reviewed
in the Army
(G) "Sabotage.")
3620
Wallace Ford-Anna Lee Mar. 1/37 73. Feb. 20/37
(Reviewed under the title. "0. H. M. Coming
S.")
Dr.
Syn
(G)
Geo.
Arliss-Margaret
Lockwood . . Oct. I5,'37t. . . .81 .Sept. 18,37
Girl Was Young, The Nova Pilbeam
Look Out for Love Anna Neagle-T. Carminati
Non StopAlong
New York Anna
..Nov. I,'37t..
Sailing
Jessie Lee-Desmond
Matthews- JackTester
Whiting
GRAND NATIONALRel. Date Running Time
Title
Star
52. Feb.Reviewed
13/37
Arizona Days (G) 147 Tex Ritter-Eleanor Stewart Jan. 30/ 37Minutes
Bank
Alarm
139
Conrad
Nagel - Eleanor Dodd
Hunt June
Boots of Destiny 204 Ken Maynard-Claire
Sept. 25.'3,
Captain Calamity 128 George Houston-Movita Nov. 29.
Damaged
Goods (G)175
de Cordoba
Aug. 21.'
Forever Yours
155 Pedro
Benjamino
Gigli
May
15/
Girl
Loves
Boy
124
Eric
Llnden-Cecllla
Parker
Mar.
27.'3,' 37...65'/2.May
37t..76'/2.May 28/57
Girl
Said
No.
The
(G)
20I...Robt.
Armstrong-Irene
Hervey.
.
.Sept.
1/37
Gold
Racket,
(G) 138 Conrad
Nagel- Mae
EleanorClarke
Hunt Jan.
Apr. 10/2/ 37 73 . Dec. 19/36
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G)The 101
James
Cagney
Jan. 16/37. p. 74: Jan. 23/37. p. 78; Feb. 6/37, pp 74, 77; Feb. 20/ 37,
p. 85: Feb. 27/37. p. 81; May 22/37. p. 88.)
37...66'/2.Jan. 2/37
Hats Off for<G) the108
Headin'
Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dec. 6,'
(G)
146
Tex
Ritter-Eleanor
Stewart
Dec.
20/
Hideout in the Alps 199 Jane Baxter-Anthony Bushell . . . July •37 58
the title, Tex"DustyRitter-Jerry
Ermine.") Bergh Apr. 23/ '37 64. Oct. 17/36
Hittln'(Reviewed
the (A)Trailunder
149
'37 49. May 15/37
Juggernaut
154
Boris
Karloff-Joan
Wyndham Apr.
Killers of the Sea (G) 135 Capt. Wallace Casewell
May '37t....7I.Aug. 7/37
Love
Takes
Flight
(G)
206.
..Bruce
CabotBeatrice
Roberts.
.
.Sept
Man in the Mirror, The (A)
37... 71 >A.56
Jan. 16/37
112
E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobin...Apr. 24, '37
37 60
Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen
151
Tex
Ritter-lris
Meredith
Aug.
6.'
Navy Spyof 137
Renfrew
the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Mar. 13, 37t
212
Newell-Carol Stanley
Hughes July
Oct. 2/8,' 37 66
Riders of the Rockies 150 Jimmy
Tex Ritter-Louise
Romance and Riches 'G> l53..Cary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27/ 37...58'/2.Aug. 28/36
(Reviewed
the title,
Scotland
Yard under
Commands
(G) "The Amazing Quest.")
61. Feb. 20/37
152
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan. 23/ 37
37t....6I.July
Shadow Strikes. The (G) 202 Rod La Rocgue-Lynn Anders .... Sept. 10, 37
59.
June 17/37
5/37
Sing.
Cowboy.
SingThe(G)205
145. ..Tex
Ritter-Louise
Stanley
May 22/24,
Small
Town
Boy.
Stuart
Erwin.
Joyce
Compton.
.
.
.Sept.
37f
61
Something to Sing About (G)
'37t...*90 Sept. 4/37
210
Cagney-E. Woodbury
Daw Nov.
Sept. 22.30,' 36 62. Nov. 14/36
Song
of the ofGringo
(G) 144...
TexJamesLinden-Cecilia
Ritter-Joan
Sweetheart
Navy
123.. .Eric
Parker June
Trailing
Troublethe 208
Ken Maynard
Sept. 18.24
Trouble In Texas (G) 148 Tex Rltter
Mar. 6,
Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wllcoxon May 8,
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"A
Woman
Alone.")
23'/j
Hours
Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. 20, 37...72'/2.Mar. 6/37
We're
in theLeave
Legion(G) Now103(G) James
129
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston. .Jan. 16, 37...55'/2.Fen. 15/38
the title, Conrad
"Rest Cure.")
Coming Hunt Nov. 8,
Yellow(Reviewed
Cargo (G)under136
Nagel-Eleanor
63.Nov.
Death Takes a Cruise...
r»rt
Gorgeous
14/36
Oct.
Here's
Casey 211.
HonoluluFlash
Honeymoon
Law
Golden West.
Love ofMetheAgain
Love Runs Into Money
Mr.(SeeBoggs"In Buys
a Barrel
Cutting
Room,"Stuart
Sept. Erwln-Helen
25/37.) Chandler. . Nov. I2,'37f.
Murder atGirl
thetheRancho
Orchid
Painter in the Sky
,
Photo Covered
Finish
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
Snow
Wagons
.98.0ot. 10/36
Spy ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
Stars
Stripes
Swing It Sailor Wallace Ford-Isabel Jewell Nov. 5/37t.
Marry," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)
Tex (See
Rides "Hewith Wanted
the Boyto Scouts
214
Tex Rltter
Oct. 29/37T.
Wallaby Jim of the Islands
213
Geo. Houston-Ruth Cilenan Oct. I5,'37t.
GUARANTEED
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Ray StarWalker-Geneva Mitchell..
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CHART—CONT'D)
Running Time
Star
Title
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
.Buster Crabbe
..Nov.
I
,'36
Good
Earth.
The
(A)
741.
...Paul
Munl-Lulse
Ralner
Aug.
6/37.
Feb. 20/37.
6/37
.Jack Mulhall
...Dee. 1,-36 69
(See production article, July 11/36, p. 76; exploitation: Feb. 6/37. p....72;139. Feb.
p.July85;10/37.
Apr. 3/37,
p.
69;
May
1/37.
p.
83;
May
15/37,
pp.
96.
99;
June
12/37,
p.
94;
Coming
p. 87; Aug. 7/37. pp. 90, 92: Sept. 18/37, pp. 82, 86.)
Richard Hayward
Hayward ....
Richard
Good (Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
29/37. p.Wallace
67; JuneBeery-Betty
26/37, p.Furness.
121.) . . .Apr. 23/37 76. Apr. 24/37
Hell ofDivers
(G) 719.
.... Clark
Gable- Wallace Beery
June 19/37
4/37. ... 109. Dec. 26/31
HOFFBERG Ru„„i„g Time
Last
Mrs. (re-issue)
Cheyney.Apr. The3/37,
.Feb.
(Exploitation:
p.Joan86: CrawfordMay 15/37.William
p. 94; Powell.
June 12/37,
p. 92.) 98. Feb. 27/37
'Calling
„iT'tle All Care Jack S,ar
B»l.
Date10/37Minutes
Reviewed
LaRue-Llllian
Miles
London
By
Night
(G)
740
George
Murphy-Rita
Johnson
July
30/37
Feb.
28
Fire Trap, The
Norman Expedition
14/36
Mad Holiday (G) 706 Elissa Landi-Edmund Lowe Nov. 13/36 6971. July
Nov. 24/37
Foster-Evalyn Knapp...Jan. 10. "37 62.58 Jan.
Dec. 7,'35'35 Mama
■nyaah
Borneo
Steps
Out
(G)
721
Guy
Kibbee-Alice
Brady
Feb.
5/37
65.
Feb.
Nov. I5,'36t 70
Manhattan Melodrama
Phantom
of Santa Fe Nina
QuartaroNorman Terry
Kerry. .. .Aug.
I,'37t.
.'.
.75.
.....
......
Rescue Squad
Ralph
Forbes-Sheila
(re-issue)
(G)
C.
Gable-M.
Loy-W.
Powell
July
2/37
90.
Apr.
Feb.
.. . . .. Man of the People (G) 716... Joseph Calieia- Florence Rice Jan. 29/37 81. Jan. 28/34
Uncle from America Czech Film
.Dec. I0,'37.
I5,'36... .82.90 . .. ..!!!!!!!!
30/37
Married Before Breakfast (G)
Voice of ofIndia
Expedition
Oct.
I/37t.".7o"!!!.""!!!
736
Robt.MacDonald-Nelson
Young- Florence Eddy
Rice June
18/37... 132.70. June
Wedding
Palo, The (G) Hoefler
Rasmussen's
Eskimo
Drama
Mar.
i,'37
85.
Mar.
20,'37 Maytime
Coming
26/37
(G)
720
J.
Mar.
26/37.
Mar.
(Musical analysis: Mar. 27/37. p. 15; exploitation: Feb. 27/37. p. 85; Apr.
13/37
Ada
Don'tin DoDistress
That Czech
Polish Film
Film
p.
64:
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78:
May
22/37.
p.
89;
June
5/37.
pp.
68,
69:
July
24/37.
p.
80.)
Business
!!!!!!!!!!!!
85. Nov. 16/35 My Dear Miss Aldrich (G) 803. Edna May Oliver. W. Pidgeon. . .Sept. l7.'37t....73.Sept. 11/37
IInvitation
Give Myto Heart
(A)
Gitta
Alpar
80. Nov. 16/35 Naughty Marietta (re-issue) (G) Jeanette MacDonald-N. Eddy. ...Aug. 6/37 105 Mar. 2/35
the Waltz (G)... Lilian Harvey
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell. .. .Apr. 30/37. ... 1 17 Apr. 10/37
Kathleen
Maid of theMavourneen
Mountains, The Sally 0' Neil-Irish Cast
(G) 729 Clark
Patsy Gable-Myrna
Kelly-Robt. Armstrong
Apr. 23/37 67. Feb. 6/37
.80. Apr. 22/33 Nobody's
Parnell(See (G)Baby
722
«3>
Harry Welchman
production
article. Feb. 13/37.
p. 16.) Loy June 4/37 119. June 12/37
Song of the Lark Czech Film
Property May
(G) 1/37.
725....p. Jean
Harlow-12/37.Robertp. 93.)Taylor Mar. 19/37 84. Mar. 20/37
78. Aug. 10/35 Personal
Student's Romance. The (G)..Patrio Knowles
(Exploitation:
79: June
Pick
a and
Star Juliet
(G) 735
Jack
Haley-Patsy
Kelly
May 21/37
Apr. 24/37
HUNGARIA Running Time
Romeo(See
(G)
1100...
Norma
Shearer-Leslie
Howard .. .Apr.
16/37p. 68:127.70. Jan.
July
18/36
production
article.
Mar.
28/36.
p.
16:
exploitation:
Jan.
9/37.
23/37,
_ Tltle
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Affair
of Honor Gy Kabos
p.
79;
Jan.
30/37.
p.
83:
Feb.
6/37.
p.
77;
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
78.
79:
Apr.
24/37,
p.
94:
Sept.
Il/37t....9
rls
Exception Granted Imre Raday-Klari Tolnay June 11/37 9 rls
May 3/37.
1/37. pp.p. 80;69, May
8/37.17/37.
p. 74;p. May
29/37,24/37,
p. 70;p. June
26/37,31/37.pp. p.118.80.)119, 123;
Extra,
Extra!
Gy Kabos
Feb.
20/37
88 rls
Rls
July
70; July
91: July
80; July
Honeymoon
On
CutRate
Paul
Javor-I.
Agai
Feb.
6/37
It Happened in
(Exploitation: Aug. 28/37. p. 98.)
GyPaul Kabos-Zita
Perczel Sept.
2l/37t 89 rls
rls
Javor
May 30/37
18/36
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret Lindsay ... Dec. 18/36 74.69 Dec.
Coming
Mar. 27/37
Song of the City (G) 724 Dean Jeffries-Margaret Lindsay. .Apr. 2/37
8/36 89. Nov. 7/36
Tarzan
Escapes
(G)
711
J.
Welssmuller-M.
O'Sullivan.
.
.
Nov.
All
Men
Are
Wild
Paul
Javor
Oct.
2l/37t....9
rls
(Exploitation: Nov. 28/36. p. 96: Dec. 26/36, p. 75; Feb. 6/37, , 72; Feb. 20/37, p. 85.)
Anniversary
Imre Raday-lda Turay Dec. IO/37t . .. 10 rls
Gave Him a Gun (A)
Bride
Javor
Oct.
I.'37t...l0 rls .. They
94. May 15/37
731
S. Tracy-G. George-F. Tone May
Eighty from
Miles Torocko
an Hour Paul
Gy Kabos-M.
Erdely
Nov.
l9/37t....8
rls..!!!!!!!!
66. May 8/37
Chair. The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell May
Hotel Springtime Gy Kabos-Anna Tokes Nov. 30,'37t. .. 10 rls .!!!! Thirteenth
(G) 738
Constance
Bennett-Cary
Grant..
.
.July
97.
July 17/37
I Picked You for My Husband Paul Javor
Nov. 4,'37t 9 rls ! Topper(Exploitation:
Aug. 21/37, p. 75: Sept. 4/37. pp. 95. 97.)
Sport
of Love, The Paul
Gy Kabos-lda
Turray Dee. 24.'37t.!!.8 rls!.!!!!!!!. Trader Horn (re-Issue)
Harry Carey- Edwina Booth May reissue 120. Jan.
Two Prisoners
Javor
Oct. I2,'37t...l0 rls !!!!! Under Cover of Night (G)(G>...
715 Edmund andLowe-Florence
Riee Jan.
8/37 7264. Jan.
Time
Way (Exploitation:
Out West (G)July734
Apr. 16/37
Jan.
IMPERIAL
17/37, p.Laurel
92.) Hardy
Title
star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Women
Men
Marry.
The
(A)
Broken Blossoms (A) .
Coming
Dolly
Haas-E.
Williams
Dec.
1/36
80.
June
6/36
802
J. Hutchinson-George Murphy. .. .Sept. IO/37t... .61 .Sept
Dead March, The (A).
Hloh Hat
Frank Carter
Luther-Dorothy Dare. Sept. I5,'37t. .. .73. Sept. 11/37 Bad Man of Brimstone Wallace Beery-V. Bruce Nov. I9.'37t
Bich Relations Ralph Forbes-Frances Grant Feb.
Bride(SeeWore"In Red,
The 804Room,"JoanSept.CrawfordTone Oct. 8,'37t
She Shall Have Music Jack Hylton-June Clyde Nov.
the Cutting
11/37.)FranchotBoyer
With Pleasure, Madame Conrad Nagel-Marta Labarr Apr.
Conquest
805
GretaSept.Garbo-Charles
Oct. 22/37t.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
11/37.)
_
.
.
„
Coming
!5.'37t...*85.Sept. 25/37
Double
(G) 807 Jeanette
William MacDenald-Allan
Powell-Myrna Loy
Reno
/ Back
Firefly, Wedding
The (G)
Jones. .Oct.
Nov. 5/37t...l38.July 24/37
BeautyfromRacket
\
3
Dee
rsl
aye
Four
Marys,
The
Myrna
LoyFranchot
Tone
r
7
Honor Among
Women
Last Gangster, The E. G. Robinson-Rose Stradner. ... Nov. I2.'37t
I Demand
Payment im
Betty Burgess-Jack LaRue
Live,(See Love'In andthe Learn
Robt.Sept.Montgomery-R.
Russell Oct. 29,'37t
Night
of Cr
Cutting Room,"Gladys
25/37.)
e
Sky Girl
Madame X 806
George-Warren
William. .Oct. l/37t.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Sept.
18/37.)
Mannequin
Joan Crawford-Spencer Tracy Dec. 17/37 1
Running Time
INVINCIBLE
Blue and Gold Lionel
Robt. Eddy
Young.. .Dec.
3,'37t.
Sara Reviewed Navy.
star
Rel. Date Minutes
Rosalie
Eleanor BarrymorePowell-Nelson
Dec. 3l/37t
Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon. ... Nov. 5/36 96toga (G) 74
2
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
Mickey
Rooney-Sophie
Tucker
Nov.
26,'37t
Clark Gable- Allan Jones-Judy Garland
Ugly Duckling
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
Jean HarlMONOGRAM
ow July
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Running Time
..Dec.
25/36...
.112.
Dec.
12/36
Title
Star
After the Thin Man (G) 713.. William Powell-Myrna Loy... 13/37, p. 86; May 1/37, p. 80;
94. JuAug.
Minutes Reviewed
25,'37t...*60.Sept.
25/37
lyRel. 24Date
(Exploitation:
Jan.
9/37,
p.
71;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
Atlantic
Flight
(G)
Dick
Merrill-Paula
Stone
/3
4/37t
7
June 5/37, p. 64.)
Barriers
Edw. Arnold.
Jr.-F.Hamilton
McKinney. . . July
29/37t
.Nov. 20/36 82. Feb. 13/37 Blazing
April Romance (G) 706 Richard Tauber
Bride
for
Henry.
A
Anne
Nagel-Neil
Sept.
2/37t
-Aug.
27/37
69.
Aug.
28/37
Bad Guy (G) 743
Bruce CabotGrey
Country and the(G)
Man Tom Keene
7/37t....62.July 3/37
.July 9/37 89. July 3/37 God's
Between
Virginia
Bruce-Virginia
FranchotRalner...
Tone. ..Sept.
Hoosier
Rooney-Anne Nagel Sent.
July
3/37t....80.Sepl
Big CityTwo(A) Women
801(G) 737. Spencer
Tracy-Luise
Legion ofSchoolboy
Missing Men Mickey
Ralph Forbes
July 28/37t
27/36...
.108. Nov. 21/36
4/37
4/37t 14/37
Born to Dance (G) 709 Eleanor Powell-James Stewart.. ..Nov.
Outer
Gate
Ralph
Morgan-Kay
Linaker
Aug.
20/37,
p.
77.)
2l,'37t....73.Aug.
(Exploitation:
Paradise
Isle (G)
Broadway
Melody ofJan.19382/37.(G)p. 108; Jan. 23/37, p. 80; Mar. .Aug. 20/37.... 1 10. Aug.
(Exploitation:
Sept. 18/37.Warren
p 83.) Hull-Movita July
739
EleanorGarbo-Robert
Powell-Robt. Taylor....
Taylor... .Jan. l/37....l08.Dec. 21/37 Riders of the Dawn (G) Jack Randall-Peggy Keys July U/37t....55.Aug. 21/37
Camille
(A) 639
Greta
I8.'37t....65 Feb. 25/37
15/36
Shadows
the Orient(G)
(G) Jack
Regis Toomey- Kathleen
Esther Ralston
Aug. 22/37t...*65.Sept.
(8ee
article,p. 78.)Dec. 24/36, p. 16; exploitation: an. 8/37, p. 107; Mar.
Stars Overof Arizona
Eliot. .. .Sept.
Coming Courtney
P. 78:production
Mar. 27/37.
Weldon RandallHeyburn-I.
June 30/37t
..June 25/37. ...116. Apr. 3/37 Thirteenth Man
Captains
Courageous
(G)
717..
F.
Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy.
May 15/37, p. 94; July 31/37, Boy of the Streets Jackie Cooper
(See production article, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: Aug.
Nov.
28/37, p. 97; Sept. 4/37. Code of the Range Tim McCoy
p. 82;95. Aug.
pp.
96. 97.)7/37, pp. 91, 92; Aug. 21/37, pp. 76. 78;
County Fair. The
.Jan.
22/37
7
1.
Feb.
6/37
Dangerous
Number
(G)
718...
Robert
Young-Ann
Sothern...
Danger
Valley
Jack
Randall
Nov.
.June 11/37.... III. June 19/37 Federal Bullets Terry Walker- Milburn Stone Oct. 3/37t.
Day at the Races. A (G) 730. Marx Brothers-Allan Jones.... May
15/37, p. 94; July 10/37, Land of the Sky Blue Water. . Movita
(See
6/37t.
p. 86:production
July 17/37.article.
p. 89:Apr.Apr.24/37.
7/37, p.p. 12:91.) exploitation:
Luck
RoaringHere.Camp
Owen Davis. Jr.-Joan Woodbury. .Nov. I7.'37t....
Marinesof Are
The
Emperor'i
Candlesticks,
The
2/37 89. July 3/37 Numbered
«5) 733
William Powell-Lulse Ralner.. .July
Woman
Oct.
20/37t....
.Feb.
26/37
67.
Mar.
6/37
EspionageAffair.
(G) A723
EdmundBarrymore-Cerilia
Lowe-Madge Evans...
the Llmberlost
Family
(G) 632 Lionel
Parker .Mar. 12/37 69 Mar. 20/37 Romance ofOperator
General Bpanky (G) 714 Spanky McFarland-P. Helmet.. .Dee. 11/36 72.0ct. 31/36 Telephone
Where Trails Divide Tom Keene
Oct.
Title
Oil
WhiteRaider,
Ivory The.
....
.-Early. -.j
Bird.
The
Irish and Proud of It.
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RELEASE
(THE
PARAMOUNT „_,,„„_
Title
Star
Re|. Date Minutes Reviewed
Along Came Love (G) 3616 Irene Hervey-Chas. Starrett ..Nov. 6.'36 66. Feb. 20, '37
Artists and Models (G) 3702. ..Jack Benny-Gail Patrick Aug. I2,*37t. . . .97. Aug. 7,'37
Sept. I8,'37,Johnny
p. 83.) Downs-E. Whitney Aug. 6,'37t 67. Aug. 7.'37
Blonde(Exploitation:
Trouble 3701
Borderland
(G) 3668
Bulldog Drummond
Comes William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Feb. 26.'37 82. Feb. I3.'37
Back (G)
Bulldog
Drummond Escapes J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell Sept. 24,'37t. . .*58.Sept. 1 1, '37
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather Angel Jan. 22.'37 65. Mar. I3.'37
Champagne Waltz (G) 3628. ... Gladys Swarthout-F. MacMurray. .Jam 29,'37 85. Dee. 12/36
(Exploitation:
Jan.
16,
'37,
pp.
80; JulyCharlotte
3, '37. p.Wyntors.
70; July. Feb.10. '37.
p. 87.)
Clarence 3632
Roscoe79, Karns12/37
"In theSaw.Cutting
Crime(SeeNobody
The (G)Room," Dec. 26/36.)
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37
Doctor's Diary. A (G) 3627. ...John Trent-Helen Burgess Jan. 15/37 77. Jan. 30/37
Double
Or
Nothing
(G)
3707...
Bing Arthur-Edw.
Crosby-Martha Rayo Sept.
I7,'37t ...95.88. July
Aug. 21/37
Easy toLiving
3652 Jean
Easy
Take (G)
3617
Marsha Hunt-John Arnold
Howard July
Nov. 30/37
6/36 67 10/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
3/36.)
Exclusive
(G) (G)3653
F. MacMurray-Frances
Farmer. . .July
30/37
July 31/37
ForlornfromRiver
3650
June
Martel-Larry
Crabbe
July
2/37
56.85.61
July
3/37
Girl
Scotland
Yard
3638..
Karen
Morley-Robert
Baldwin
Apr.
2/37
Go3618
West, Young Man (A) Mae West. Randolph Scott Nov. 13, 36 80. Nov. 14/36
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36, p. 72; Jan. 2/37, p. 106; Jan. 30/37. p. 84.)
Great
Gambini,LiesThe (A)(G) 3636.
3648... . Akim
Marsh June
24/37
Her Husband
RicardoTamiroff-Marian
Cortez-Gail Patrick
Mar. 25/37
19/37 76.70. July
Mar. 20/37
Hideaway
Girl
(G)
3619
Martha
Raye-Robt.
Cummings
Nov.
20/36.
...72.
Nov.
14/36
Hills of Old Wyoming (G)
3669
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
Apr.
16/37
79.
Apr.
17/37
Hopalong Cassidy Returns (G)
3666
William Boyd-Evelyn Brent Oct. 23/36 75. Aug. 22/36
HopalongHaywire
Rides (G)
Again3645
(G) 3753. Leo
William
Boyd-GeorgeCarlisle
Hayes June
Sept. 4/37
3,'37t 66.65. Aug.
21/37
Hotel
Carrillo-Mary
May 22/37
I Met Him in Paris (G) 3644. Claudette Colbert-M. Douglas. ... May 28/37 86. May 29/37
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea. . . Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
John3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold- Francine Larrimore. . Feb. 26/37 87. Feb. 27/37
Jungle Princess, The (G) 3620. Ray Milland-Dorothy Lamour Nov. 27/36 84. Nov. 28/36
King Train
of Gamblers
(A) 3640.(G). . . Lloyw Nolan-Claire Trevor Apr. 23/37 78. Apr. 24/37
Last
from Madrid
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamour June M/37 77. June 12/37
Let's
Make
(G) 3622. C.Edward
Everett MacMurray
Horton Feb.
Dec. 19/37
18/36 80.86. Jan.
Feb. 30/37
27/37
Maid(Exploitation:
of Salema Million
(G) Mar.
3634
Colbert-Fred
20/37,
p.
76;
Apr.
24/37,
p.
92;
May
22/37,
p.
89.)
Make Way for Tomorrow (G)
3641
Bondi-Victor
30/37
May 25/37,
1/37
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p.Beulah
80; July
31/37. p.Mooro
82; Sept.Apr.11/37,
p. 84;92.Sept.
pp. 69. 70.)
Midnight Madonna (G) 3649. .. Warren William-Mady Corrall July 2/37 65. June 12/37
Mind3625
Your Own Business (G) Charles Ruggles-Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/36
Mountain
Musio (G) 8647 Bob Burns-Martha Raye June 18/37 77. June 19/37
(Exploitation:
p. 95; Sept. July18/37,17/37,p. p.86.)89; July 24/37, pp. 79, 81; Aug. 7/37, pp. 90, 92: Sept. 4/37,
Murder Goes to College (G)
3633
Roscoe Karns-Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37
Night
Mystery,
A (A) (G)3643. Roscoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May 21/37 75. May 22/37
North ofof the
Rio Grande
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37
On Such a Night (A) Karen Morley-Grant Richards. .. .Aug. 27/37t. . . .73. Aug. 21/37
Outcast
(G) The3629
Warren William-Karen
Morley. . . Jan.
Feb. 5/37
79. Feb.
6/37
Plainsman.
(G)Jan.3624
Nov. p.28/36
(Exploitation:
30/37, p.Gary85; Cooper-Jean
Feb. 20/37, Arthur
p. 82: Feb. 27/37,
p.1/37.
83; ...Mar.1 13.6/37,
91;
Mar. 13/37, p. 80; Mar. 20/37. pp. 78, 82; Mar. 27/37, pp. 80. 82, 83; Apr. 3/37, p. 66:
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37. p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
Scrooge (G) 3527 Seymour Hicks-Donald Calthrop. . Dec. 27/36 73. Dec. 21/35
She Asked for It (G) Wm. Gargan-Orien Heyward Sept. IO/37t. . . .68. Sept. 4/37
She's
Sophie NoLangLadyGoes(G)
West (G) Ann Dvorak-John Trent Aug. 20/37t. . . .62. Aug. 7/37
3706
Gert. Cooper-George
Michael-Larry Raft
Crabbe Sept.
4/37
Souls(Seeat Seaproduction
(G) .....Gary
Sept. IO/37t.
3/37t. .. .*60.Sept.
. -92. Aug. 14/37
Swing High, Swing article,
Low (G)Jan. 30/37, p. 16.)
3634
(Exploitation: May 29/37, p.Carole
67.) Lombard-F. MacMurray. . Mar. 12/37 97. Mar. 20/37
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison ...Dec. 11/36 77. Jan. 2/37
Turn
Off
the
Moon
(G)
3642...
Chas.
Ruggles-Eleanore Wn.tney. . May 14/37 80. May 29/37
Valiant is the Word for Carrie
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37. p.Gladys
George-Arline
Oct. 2/36. ... 109. Sept. 26/36
76; Feb.
13/37. p. Judge
86.)
Waikiki
Wedding
(G)
3637....
Bing
Crosby-Shirley
Ross
26/37
3/37
(Exploitation:
May 1/37.
May 15/37.
p. 89;17/37,
June p.Mar.
5/37,
p. 67;31/37.
June89. p.Apr.
12/37.
92. 93; July 3/37.
p. 70; p.July81; 10/37.
p. 80; July
91; July
83; Aug.pp.
28/37, p. 98; Sept. 11/37, p. 83; Sept. 18/37, p. 86.)
Wedding(Exploitation:
Present (G)Dee.3613....
Grant Oct. 16/36 81. Oct. 8/36
5/36, Joan
p. 78.)Bennett-Cary
Wild Money 3651
Edward
Everett Horton July 9/37 69
Coming
Angel
(A)
Marlene
Dietrich-H.
Marshall. .. .Oct. I5.'37t. .98. Sept. 25/37
Barrier,
Ellison-Jean
(See The
production article, Sept.Jimmy18/37,
p. 14.) Parker Nov. I2,'37tBlossoms of Broadway Edward Arnold-Shirley Ross Nov. 26,'37t.
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Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Born
to
the
West.
John
Wayne-Marsha
Hunt
Buccaneer, The
Fredric March-Franciska Gaal
City
Hall ofScandal
Overman-J.
Barrymore
Daughter
Shanghai Lynne
Anna May
Wong
Ebb (See
Tide
Oscar
Homolka-Frances
"In the Cutting Room." Sept. 18/37.) Farmer. . .Oct. I9,'37t
Every
A Holiday
High, Day's
Wide and
Handsome (G) Mae West
3710
Irene Ayres-Mary
Dunne- Randolph
Seott Oct.
I.'37t . . . 104 July 24/37
Hold on'EmToast
Navy Stella
Lew
Nov. 5,'37t
Love
Ardler-John Carlisle
Payne
Night Club Scandal J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell Nov. 26,'37t
PartnersTrail
in Crime 3711 William
Lynne OvermanRoscoe Hayes
Karns Oct.
8,'37t
Texas
Boyd-George
Nov. 26/37t
This
Way,
Please
(G)
C.
(Buddy)
Rogers-Betty
Grable..Oct.
29/37t
. . . *70.Sept. 18/37
Thrill of a Lifetime Eleanors Whitney-Johnny Downs
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Thunder
Trail
Roland-Marsha
Hunt Oct. 22,'37t
True Confession
C.Gilbert
Lombard-Fred
MacMurray
Wells Fargo
Joel McCrea- Frances Dee
You and Me
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft ..Oct. 22,'37t
Running Time
RAY KIRKWOOD
Title
Star
Rel. Date3/37t
Minutes Reviewed
..Jan.
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
Nelson-Donald
Reed.
..Jan. 3/37t
El Justiciero Ernesto Guillen
Fighting Vagabonds Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed. ..Feb.
4/37t
Masked Devil. The Bobby Nelson- Donald Reed. .Apr. I9,'37t
RELIABLE
I Tin Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Ambush Valley
Bob Custer
Nov. 1/36 56
Santa Fe Rides Bob Custer
Feb. 25/37 58
Silver Trail
Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.-Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56
Vengeance of Rannah ..Rin-Tin-Tin,Coming
Jr.-Bob Custer Nov. 6/36 56
Apache Trail
Bob Custer
Frontier Fury
Bob Custer
Outlaw
Rin-Tin-Tin
Prairie River
Terror
Bob
Custer
Thundering Stampede Bob Custer
Running Time
REPUBLIC
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Affairs of Cappy Ricks, The
(G) 6027
Walter Brennan-Mary Brian May 24/37 56. June 5/37
All Over Town (G) 6020 OlsenSiatand Johnson Sept. 8/37. .. .*60. Aug. 28/37
Arizona
7121 Johnny
Bob Steele-Jean
Carmen
Sept. 20/37
20,'37t
Bar Z BadGunflghter
Men 6323
Mack Brown-L.
January. . .Jan.
51
Beware of Ladies (G) 601 1 .... Donald Cook-Judith Allen Dec. 21/36 61. Feb. 13/37
Big Show, The 6301 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Nov. 16/36 70
(See
"InDownthe Cutting
Oct. 24/36.)
Bill
CracksBrigade
(G) 6028.Room."
... Grant
Roberts ...Aug.
Mar. 22/37
Mar. 27/37
Boothill
6328
Johnny Withers-Beatrice
Mack Brown-C. Rochelle.
2/37 59.53
Border
Phantom
6333
Bob
Steele-Harley
Wood
Dec.
28/36
58
Bulldog Drummond at Bay
(G) 6025
John Lodge- Dorothy Mackaill. . . . July 31/37 62. July 31/37
Cavalry
6331
Bob SteeleFrancesLivingston
Grant Oct.
Circus Girl
6014 June
Travis-Bob
Mar. 14/36
1/37 60
62
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
13/37.)
Come On, Cowboys (G) 6317... Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan May 24/37 57. May 29/37
Dangerousat Holiday
6026... Bob
Ra Hould-Hedda
June 7/37
July 31/37
Doomed
Sundown (G)6337
Steele-LorraineHopper
Hayes June
7/37 57.53
Escape by Night (G) 7015 Wm. Hall-Anne Nagel Sept. 20/37t . . . .64. Sept. 4/37
GamblingTownTerror,
The 6324 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. . Feb. 15/37 53
Ghost
Gold 6312
Git Along
Little
Dogies (G) Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Oct. 26/36 55
6302
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen Mar. 22/37 62. Apr. 3/87
6336
Bob Steele-Louise Stanley May 10/37 53
Gun Ranger,Ranch
The 6316
6332 Bob
Bob Steele-Eleanor
Nov.
Gunsmoke
Ray Stewart
Corrigan
May 19/36
5/37 49
56
Guns in the Dark 6326 JohnnyLivinestonMack Brown-C.
Rochelle. .Apr.
14/37
56
Happy-Go-Lucky
(G)
6013
Phil
Regan-Evelyn
Venable
Dec.
14/36
68.
Dec. 12/36
Heart of the Rockies 7111 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan. . .Sept. 6/37t....56
Hit (Exploitation:
Parade, The (G)July6002
Frances
Langford-Phil
Regan
Apr.
26/37
83.
Apr. 10/37
10/37, E>. 86.)
Hit the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Mar. 3/37 57
It Could Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds June 28/37 64
the Cutting6005Room,"Guy MayKibbee-Tom
15/37.) Brown Apr. 5/37 67. Mar. 27/37
Jim (See
Hanvey,"In Detective
Join the Marines (G) 6003 June Travis-Paul Kelly Jan. 25/37 67. Feb. 6/37
Larceny
on
the
Air
(G)
6030...
Grace
Bradley-Bob
11/37 55
60. Jan. 18/37
Lawless Land 6322 Johnny Mack Brown-L.Livingston
Stanley. .. Jan.
Nov. 23/36
Law Man Is Born, A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. .June 21/37 61
Lightnin'
Crandall (G)6335
Bob Steele-Lois January Mar. 24 /37 60
Man
6012.
Meet Betrayed,
the Boy AFriend
(G) ... Eddie Nugent-Kay Hughes Dec. 28/36 56. Jan. 16/37
6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyle July 12/37 63. July 31/37
Michael
(Spec.) Room,"
.... WynneApr. Gibson-Warren
Hull May 15/37 67
(See O'Halloran
"In the Cutting
10/37.)
Navy
Blues
(G)
6015
Mary
Brian-Dick
Purcell
19/37 68.56
May 1/37
Old Corral, The 6305 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Apr.
Dec. 21/36
(See "InExpressthe (G)
Cutting
7/36.)
Paradise
6029Room,"GrantNov.Withers-Dorothy
Appleby. . Feb. 22/37 58. Mar. 13/37
Public
Cowboy No.(G)I 7105
Autry-Ann RayRutherford
Range Defenders
6318 Gene
Bob LivingstonCorrigan Aug.
June 23,'37t
30/37 59
56. July 24/37
Red Rope, The 6338 Bob Steele-Lois January July 19/37 60
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(THE
Star
Title
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Rhythm
in the Clouds (G) Warren Hull-Patric
6017
Ellis.
2I,*37 62. July 3.'37
Riders of the Whistling Skull
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Jan.
Roarin' Load 6313 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan. ... Dec. 9/36.
(See Tootin
"In theRhythm
Cutting(G)Room," Nov. 7/36.)
Rootin'
6307
Autry-Armlda
I2.'37 60.58
May 8,'37
Round-up
Time in Texas 6306. Gene
Gene Autry-Smiiey
Burnette May
Feb. 28/37
Sea Racketeers (G) 6019 Weldon Heyburn-Jeanne Madden.. Aug. 16/37 64. Aug. 14/37
Sheik
StepsVengeance
Out, The6325
(G) 6006.Ramon Mack
Novarro-Lola Lane
Sept. 29/37
6/37 *66.July
Trail
Meredith. .Mar.
54 31/37
Trustedof Outlaw.
The 6334 Johnny
Bob Steele-LoisBrown-I.
January
Feb. 1/37 52
Two Wise Maids (G) 6004. ... Alison Skipworth-Polly Moran. .. .Feb. 15/37 68. Feb. 6/37
Yodelin'
Kid from Pine Ridge Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June 14/37 60. June 26/37
(G) 6308
Coming
Boots and Saddles
.Gene
Autry-Judith
Duke Comes Back, The.
.Allan Lane- Heather Allen
Angel..
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Ro
Phil Regan-Ann
DvorakAbel.
Portia on Trial
6001...
.Frieda
Inescort- Walter
(See the"in Lone
the Cutting
25/37.) Rochelle Nov. l/37t
Ridin'
TrailRoom."BobSept.Steele-Claire
Springtime In the Rockies Gene Autry-Polly Rowles Nov. I5.'37t
I8.'37t
Trigger
Trio
7112
Ray
Corrigan-Max
Terhune
Oct. Il/37t..
.*60.Sept. 25/37
Wrong
The 6022
(G> Richard
Cromwell-Helen
Mack. ..Oct.
Youth onRoad,Parole
Gordon Oliver-Marian
Marsh
Oct. 4/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
/

3
7
/7

2

1/37
MOTION
October
2, 1937

.13/37

67.Mar

8/37t...*75.Sept.
8,'37t...*59.Sept.
8/37t...*90.Sept.
29,'37t. .113. Sept.
22/37t.

18/37
18/37
18/37
25/37

/37

7
68J. uly1

STATE RIGHTS
Rel. DateRunning
MinutesTime Reviewed
Title
Star
Dist'r
...Aug. 19/37.
*7595. Sept.
Aug. 25/37
7/37
Heroes of the Alamo (G). Earl Hodgins Sunset
...Oct.
1
5/37...
Lower
The (A) Jean
13/37...
91.
Sept.
25/37
MayeriingDepths,(A)
CharlesGabin
Boyer Mayer-Burst
Pax Films ...Sept.
...Apr. l5/37..*55 Apr. 10/37
Melody of the Plains (G). Fred Scott Spectrum
Singing Buckaroo, The Fred Scott Spectrum . . ...Jan. 15/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 21/36.)
Three
Legionnaires
What Price
Vengeance?(G) . . . Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37. .*60. Mar. 27/37
(G)
Lyle Talbot Rialto June 1/37. . .57. June 12/37
I
Native Cast
*65.July 'iewed
17/37
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Running
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date4/37
Minutes
June
71. MayRe
Angel's
(G)
754 Jano
Withers-Robert
Kent
Jan.
8/37
96.
As You(See Holiday
Like
It
(G)
711
Ells.
Bergner-Laurence
Olivier..
23/37, p. 79.) Sept. 19/36
production article, June 13/36, p. 16; exploitation: Jar ..June
18/37 61 .Apr. 8/37
Big
Business
(G)
759
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
Borneo
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson .Sept. IO/37t....75'/a....
9/37 58. June
Born Reckless (G) 758 Rochelle Hudson-Brian Donlevy. .July
Cafe (Exploitation:
Metropole (G)June750
19/37, p.Loretta
84.) Young-Tyrone Power.... .May 7/37 83. May
California!!,
Charlie ChanTheat (G)
the 753
Olympics Ricardo Cortez-Marjorie Weaver. .July 16/37 58. July
752
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMille... May 21/37 71
(See Chan
"In theat Cutting
Charlie
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
(G) 730
Warner
Oland-Brian
BorisDonlevy
Karloff Jan.
8/37.
Jan. 15/37.
29/36
16/37
Crack-Up
Peter Rogers-Evelyn
LorreDavid Harum(G) (G)727
769 Will
Venabte May 14/37.
Doctor(re-issue)
Bull (G) 768.
Will Rogers-Marian Nixon Feb. 5/37 .68.79. Oct.
14/36
.81. Jan.
Apr. 3/34
Fair
Warning
(G)
740
Betty
FurnessJohn
Payne
Mar.
5/37.
Fifty(Exploitation:
Roads to TownMay(G)8/37,
748.. p.Don70.)Ameche-Ann Sothern Apr. 16/37.
Great(re-Hospital Mystery. The
751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck May 14/37. .59. Mar. 6/37
Handy(Reviewed
Andy (G)under871the title. "Dead Yesterday.")
Aug. l3/37t....8I.May
(re-issue) Will Rogers
Feb. 24/37t
5/37 58.67 July
Jan. 17/37
Holy Terror, The (G) 734 Jane Withers-Anthony Martin... Sept.
Hot
Water
(G)
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
ItKingHappened
Out
West
745....
Paul
Kelly-Judith
Allen
May
7/37
56
5/31
9/37
George VI Coronation Technicolor Special
870
I5.'37t 28
Lady Escapes, The (G) 747. ... Gloria Stuart-Michael Whalen.. July
Dec.
11/36
67
Laughing at Trouble 724 Jane Darwell-Lois Wilson
(See "Glory," "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 17/36.)
Jan. 29/37. ... 1 17 . Nov.
Lloyds(Exploitation:
of London (G)Nov. 735
Bartholomew21/36. F.p. 108;
Mar. 6/37,M. Carroll
p. 89; Mar. 27/37, pp. 79, 82; Apr.
pp. 65. 71; May 8/37. p. 74; July 31/37, p. 80.)
.78. Feb. 27/37
Love (Exploitation:
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, p.Loretta
90.) Young-Tyrone Power
Love Under Fire (G) 803 Loretta Young-Don Ameche Aug. 20/37t....75.Aug.
Midnight
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy-Frances Drake... Apr. 2/37 73. Mar.
Nancy Steele
738
Victor McLaglen-Peter Lorre Mar. 12/37 84. Mar. 20/37
Off to the Races (G) 736 Jed Prouty-Shirley Deane Feb.
Feb. 19/37
12/37 57.89. Jan.
Feb. 16/37
On the(Exploitation:
Avenue (G) Mar.
73220/37, Dick
p. 78:Powell-Madeleine
Apr. 17/37, pp. Carroll..
80, 82; lune 19/37, p. 84.)
13/37
Jan.
One (Exploitation:
in a Million (G)
722
Sonja
Henie-Adolphe
Menjou...
Mar. 20/37,
One Mile from Heaven
(G) p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82.)
Aug. I3/37t.
802
Claire Trevor-Sally Blane Jan.
24/37
15/37..
Secret
Valley
731
Richard Simon-James
Arlen- VirginiaStewart...
Grey... Mar.94.Dec.26/37..
13/37
27/37
Seventh
Heaven(G)(G)June
742
(Exploitation:
5/37, p.Simone
64.)
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June 25/37 64
Sing (Seeand "InBe Happy
756Room."Anthony
Dunbar...
the Cutting
May Martin-Dixie
1/37.)
Slave(SeeShipproduction
(G) 748
Wallace
Beery-Warner
article. Mar. 13/37, p. 16.) Baxter...
Apr. 30/37
9/37 70.69. Jan.
Step
Lively,
Jeeves
739... Arthur
Ellis.. Apr.
Mar. 30/37
That I May Live (G)(G)755
Rochelle Treacher-Patricia
Hudson-Robert Kent...
Sept.
3,'37t....78.Aug.
Thin
Ice
(G)
805
Sonja
Henie-Tyrone
Power
.66. Apr. 28/37
Think Fast. Mr. Moto (G)
804
Peter Lorre- Virginia Field Aug. 27/37t. .99 6/37
This IsOutMyforAffair
17/37
Time
Romance(G) (G)721 .... Barbara Stanwyck-Robt. Taylor. ..May 28/37..
741
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen. ... Mar. 19/37.. .72. Feb. 20/37
July

ne

63.Ju

July

e

92.Jun

RKO RADIO
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes Reviewed
Annapolis
Salute
(G)
802
James
Ellison-Marsha
Hunt.
....
.Sept.
IO/37t...*60.Aug.
14/37 58. June 21/37
Behind the Headlines (G) 727. Lee Tracy-Diana Gibson May 23/37
12/37
Big
Shot,
The
(G)
735
Guy
Kibbee-Cora
Witherspoon.
.
.
July
4/37 60.67. July
May 31/37
Border Cafe (G) 730 John Beal-Armida ..June 12/37
29/37
65.
Apr.
China
Passage
(G)
718
Constance
WorthV.
Haworth
Mar.
29/37 72. Apr. 24/37
Criminal
Lawyer (G)Feb. 713
(Exploitation:
27/37, Lee
p. 81.)Tracy. Margot Grahame Jan.
5/37 62. Feb. 10/37
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
(G)
720..
Guy
Kibbee-Una
Merkel
Mar.
Flight from Glory (G) Chester Morris- Whitney Bourne.. Aug. 20/37... .*60. Aug. 27/37
14/37
Forty
Girls (G) 803.. James
Gleason-Zasu Pitts
HideawayNaughty
(G)
Fred Stone-Marjorie
Lord Sept.
Aug. 24/37t...*63.Sept.
13/37. ...*60.64. July
July 4/37
28/37
31/37
Hollywood
Cowboy
(G)
733.
...
George
O'Brien-Cecilia
Parker..
.
M.>y
Life
Party,(G) The745
(G) 801. Gene Raymond-Harriet Hitliard. .Sept. 3/37t...*79.Aug. 28/37
Make ofWho
atheWishFound
Man
Himself, The Bobby Breen-Basil Rathbone Aug. 27/37.... *70. Sept. 4/37
(G) 722
John Beal-Joan Fontaine Apr.
Meet
the Missus
Moore-Helen Hilllard
Broderlck. . . .July
June 4/37
60. May 29/37
2,'37....IOO.July
10/37
New Faces
of 1937(G)(G)729
732... Victor
Joe Penner-Harrlet
Night
Waitress
(G)
711
Margot Grahame-Gordon Jones. ..Deo. 18/36 57. Jan. 2/37
On725
Again— Off Again (G) Wheeler
and Woolsey July
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Muir Apr. 16/37 68. Mar. 20/37
Park
Avenue Logger
(G) 787. . George O'Brien-Beatrice Roberts. .Feb. 26/37 65. Jan. 30/37
Plot
PloughThickens,
and theTheStars,(G) The641(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dec. 11/36 69. Nov. 21/36
. 15/37 67. Jan. 2/37
640
(See production article, Aug.Barbara
22/36, Stanwyck-P.
p. 16.) Foster
26/37 84.59. Dec.
Mar. 30/37
Quality Street (G) 709 Kath. Hepburn-Franchot Tone. ...Mar.r. 29/37
12/36
Racing
(G)(G)707
Ann E.Dvorak-Smith
Jan.
18/37 7188. June
12/37
RidingDevils
OnLadyAir
771 Joe
Brown-FlorenceBallew
Rice
June
19/37
Feb. 20/37
Sea
(G)
714
Victor
McLaglen-Preston
Foster..
Feb.
7/37. ... 1 16. May 8/37
Shall(Exploitation:
We Dance (G)June724
Fred
Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
May
Soldier and the Lady, The19/37,(A) p. 85; July 31/37. p. 80.)
9/3713/37,85 Feb. 27/37
717
Anton Walbrook-Ellz. Allan Apr. Mar.
79.)
the title,Jack"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
16/37 10570 P.July
Super(Reviewed
Sleuth (G)under734
Oakie-Ann
Sothern
July 22/37
Dec. 17/37
19/36
That(Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37,
712.. p.Lily84;Pons-Gene
Apr. 24/37,Raymond
p. 90.) Jan.
There
Goes
My
Girl
(G)
728..
Ann
Sothern-Gene
Raymond
May
21/37.
Thev Wanted to Marry (G)
5/37
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb. 5/37. 109. July 26/36
Toast(Exploitation:
of New YorkAug.(G) 28/37.
719 p.Edward
ArnoldFrances
Farmer.
.July
17/37
86; Sept. 4/37, p. 96; Sept. 25/37,
.61. Apr.
Too
Many JaneWivesTurner
(G) 723
Morley Apr.
.67 17/37
Wanted:
643 Anne
Gloria Shirley-John
Stuart-Lee Tracy
Dec.
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oct 3/36.)
.71.
Jan. 23/37
WeWe'reWhoon theAre Jury
About(G)to716.Die ...Helen Broderick- Victor Moore. ... Feb.
.82. Oct. 17/36
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan.
When's
Your Birthday? (G) Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb.
770
20/37
Windjammer
O'Brien-Constance
Worth.. Aug.
(See
"InLove,783
theTheCutting
Room,"George
MayMuni-Miriam
29/37.) Hopkins
23/37 88.
Woman
I
(G)
721..
Paul
Apr.
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642.... Kath. Hepburn-H. Marshall Nov. 25/37
8/36 88.
You Can't
Love (G)
Preston Haworth
Foster-Joan
June 30/37 61.62.
You
Can't Beat
Buy Luck
(G) 731726. . Vinton
-HelenFontaine
Mack Apr.
Coming
Breakfast for Two 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall. . .Oct. 22/37t
Bringing
Up
Baby
Kath.
Hepburn-Cary
Grant
Damsel in Distress, A
Fred Astaire-Joan Fontaine
Fight for Your Lady ..John Boles-Ida Lupino
Fit for a King (G) Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack .. .Oct. I5,'37t 73. Sept. 4/37

CONT'D)
CHART—
Title
Having Wonderful Time
Ginger
Fairbanks, Jr
WheelerRogers-D.
and Woolsey
High Flyers
John Beal-Sally Eilers
Highway
ToNewHell
Hitting
a
High...
Lily Pons-John
Howard
Love
James
Dunn-Whitney
Bourne.
Music Infora Basement
Madame (G)
Nino Martini-Joan
Fontaine..
.Oct.
Saturday's
Heroes
(G)
805
Van
Heflin-Marian
Marsh
Stage(SeeDoorproduction
(G) 806
article, Aug.Kath.14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
p. 16.) Rogers.
There
Goes
the
Groom
807
Burgess
Meredith-Ann
Sothern.
.
.Oct.
Victoria
the Great
(G) 861.... Anna
. . . .Oct.
Women Have
a Way
MiriamNeagle-Anton
Hopkins-Ray Walbrook
Milland

86
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Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Pevlrwed
Under the Red Robe (G) 743. .Conrad Veidt-Annabella
..May 21, '37 82 June 12. '37
Under
Your
Spell
(G)
720
Lawrence
TlbbettWendy
Barrle..Nov.
6.'36 63.91. Apr.
Nov. 117/37
4.'36
Wake Up and Live (G) 749... Walter Wlnchell-Ben Bernle Apr. 23/37
(Exploitation:
3/37,
p.Shirley
69; JulyTemple-V.
10. '37. pp.McLaglen
85. 86.) July 30/37 99. July 3/37
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie WinkleJuly
(G)
760.
..
July 10/37. p. 88; Aug. 7/37. p. 92; Sept. 4/37. pp. 94. 97.)
Western
Gold (G)(G) 719
761 Smith BellowHeather Angel Aug. 27/37 "56. Sept. 11/37
White(Exploitation:
Hunter
Feb. 27/37. Warner
p. 81.) Baxter-June Lang Nov. 27/36 65. Dee. S/36
Wife,
DoctorWoolyand (G)
Nurse (G) . . . Loretta Young-Warner Baxter Sept. I7.'37t 85. Sept. 11/37
Wild
Wings andof the
Morning (G) Jane Withers- Walter Brennan Sept. IO/37t. . . .64. July 24/37
737
Annabella- Henry Fonda Feb. 19/37 87. Mar. 20/37
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rechelle Hudson-Michael Whalen. .Jan. 22/37 70. Feb. 13/37
You(G)Can't
Have
Everything
801
Alice Faye-Don Ameche Aug. 3/37t. .. .99. July 31/37
Coming
Ali Baba Goes to Town Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. /37t.
(See "InTrouble
the Cutting Room,"JedAug.
14/37.) Byington
Borrowing
Prouty-Spriirg
Charlie
WarnerSothern-Jack
Oland-JoanHaley
Marsh Nov.
Oct. 22,'37t
68. Aug
Danger— Chan
Love onat Broadway
Work (G). Ann
5/37t 81
(See "In the Cutting Room." July 10/37.)
Yours (G) Cesar
Romero-Phyllis Beek
Brooks Nov.
62. Sept
45Dangerously
Fathers
Jane Withers-Thomas
Dec. I2.'37t
IO/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Heidi
Temple-Jean Hersholt Oct. I5,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room."Shirley
July 24/37.)
In Old(SeeChicago
production article, Sept.Tyrone
4/37, Power-Alice
p. 48.) Faye Jan. I5,'38t
28/34
Judge Priest (reissue) Will Rogers-Anita Louise Nov. l2.'37t....79.Sept.
Lancer Spy
Peter Lorre- Delores Del Rio Oct. 8,'37t.. 84
Cutting Room."RitzJulyBros.-Glorla
17/37.) Stuart Oct.
Life (See
Begins"In intheCollege
.94.
Cutting Room."peterJulyLorre31/37.)Rochelle Hudson Nov. 26/37t..
Look(SeeOut,"InMr.theMoto
(Seeand "InHisses
the Cutting Room."Walter
Sept. Winchell-Ben
11/37.) Bernie Dec. 3l/37t..
6 Love
Roll Along
Cowboy Loretta
Smith Bellew-Cecelia
8,'37t..
Second
Honeymoon
Young-Tyrone Parker
Power Oct.
Nov. I9.'37t..
Shanghai
Deadline
Cesar
Romero-June
Lang
Dec.
3,'37t..
Tarzan's Revenge Glenn Morris
Dec. 3,'37t..

October

2, 1937

CHACT-- C©N»T)
Title
Star
Rel. DateRunning
MinutesTim* Reviewed
Diamond Trust. The Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd
77. Sept. 11/37
(Reviewed
under
the title. Merle
"The Squeaker.")
Divorce
of
Lady
X.
The
OberonLaurence
Olivier.
.
.Oct.
I5,'37t
FarewellStreet
Again (G) Leslie
Banks-FloraPatersom
Robson Oct.
83. May 22/37
52nd
Ian Hunter-Pat
Oct. 8/37t
l/37f
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
17/37.)
Goldwyn Follies, The Phil Baker-Rltz Bros Dec. 25/37t
Hurricane,
Thearticle, Aug.Dorothy
(See production
7/37. Lamour-Jon
p. 16.) Hall Nov. I0,'37t
I Met My Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda Oct. 29/371
Cutting Room."VivienSept.Leigh-Paul
18/37.) Lucas Nov. 5/37t
Mutiny(Seein "Inthe theMountains
Nothing'See Sacred
March.. .Nov. I9,'37t
production article, Aug.Carole
7/37. Lombard-Fredric
p. 16.)
Stand-In
Leslie
Howard-Joan
Blondell
Oct. I5,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room." Sept. 11/37.)
Storm in a Teacup (G) Vivien Leigh-Rex Harrison Nov. I2.'37t 86. June 12/37
UNIVERSAL
Tin
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Armored Car (G) 1004 Robert Wilcox- Judith Barrett June 20/37 64 Aug. 14/37
As Good as Married (G) 1012. .John Boles-Doris Nolan May 9/37 81. May 1/37
Behind the Mike Wm. Gargan-Judith Barrett Sept. 26,'37t 68
Black Rider
Aces 2050
Buck Jones-Kay
Boss
of Gun Creek 1042. Buck
Jones-MurielLinaker.
Evans Sept.
Nov. 5,'37t..-.B8
1/36 64
Breezing Home
1033(G) Blnnie Barnes-Wm. Gargan Jan. 31/37 64. Mar. 27/37
California
Straight(G) Ahead
1030
John Wayne-Louise Latimer May 2/37 67. Apr. S/37
Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/36 SI Dm. 6/36
Empty Saddles (G) 1043 Buck Jones-Louise Brooks Dee. 20/36 82 Ott. 24/36
Four
Days' Wonder
(G) 1019. .Jeanne
Dante- Kenneth
Hewed. . . . Jan.
3/37 80.58. Jan.
Girl Overboard
(G) 1021
Gloria Stuart
Walter Pidgeon
Feb. 28/37
May 23/37
29/37
I Cover the War (G) 1016 John Wayne-Gwen Daze July 4/37 68. July 10/37
Lady
Fights
Back,
The
2025...
Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor
Sept.
l9/37t
63
Left Handed Law (G) 1045. ... Buck Jones
Apr. 18/37 (S.May 1/37
Let Them Live <G) 1035 Nan Grey-John Howard Apr. 25/37 73. Apr. 24/87
Love
in
a
Bungalow
(G)
1009..
Kent
Taylor-Nan
Grey
June 27/37 M.July 10/37
Love Letters of a Star (A)
Man Who Cried Wolf, The
(G) 2023
Tom Brown- Barbara Read Aug. 29/37t. . . .06. Sept. 4/37
Mighty Treve, The (G) 1034... Noah Beery. Jr.-Barbara Read.. .Jan. 17/37 89. Apr. 10/37
Mysterious Crossing (G) 1025.. James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dec. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
(Exploitation: May 22/37, p. 87.)
Oh, (Exploitation:
Doctor! (G) 1013
May 22/37. Edward
p. 87.) Everett Horton May 16/37 67. Apr. 24/37
100(SeeMen Musical
and a Girl
(G)
2001
.
.
MenjouSept.. .Sept.
Analysis, Sept. Deanna
18/37. Durbin-Adolphe
p. 29; exploitation:
25/37,I2,'37t.
p. 68.). . .84. Sept. 11/37
Road (SeeBack,production
The (G) article,
1005 Apr.Richard
King JulyAug.31/37,
1/37...p. 80;.103 Sept.
June 18/37,
26/37
24/37,Cromwell-John
p. 16; exploitation:
p. 83.)
She's Dangerous
Romero- Tala Birell
Jan. 24/37
68
Smoke
Tree Range1031
1046 Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
Evans June
6/37 59
Three Smart Girls (G) 1029. .. Deanna Durbin-Ray Milland Dec. 20/36 84. Jan. 30/37
(Exploitation73 . 74;p. Mar.
pp. 78,p. 82;94.
Apr.
pp.Feb.66. 6/37.
67: Apr.pp. 10/37.
94; Apr.13/37,17/37.pp. pp.78, 78,82; 80,Mar.82; 28/Apr.37,24/37.
Henry3/37,
May
1/37.
p. 82; May 15/37. pp. 96. 99.)
H
u
n
Top of(Seethe production
Townter-(G)
1007 Jan.George23/37.Murphy-Doris
Nolan Apr.
Apr. 24/37,
18/37p. 91;86. Apr.
3/37
Pollyarticle.
p. 16: exploitation:
May 1/37,
Rowpp.
p. 79; May 22/37.
86. 87: June 5/37, p. 70; June 12/37, p. 92; June 19/37,
l
e
s
pp. 82.Our 85.)Moments (G) Nov.
We Have
1017
Sally Eilers-James Dunn Mar. 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
West Bound Limited 1008 Lyle Talbot-Polly86. NRowles
ll/W 66
. 14/3 July
When Love Is Young (G) 1018. Virginia Bruce-Kent ovTaylor
6 Apr. 4/37 76. Apr. 24/37
Wildcatter.
1015
Wings Over TheHonolulu
(G) Scott Colton-Jean Rogers June 6/37 58
1011
Wendy Barrle-Ray
.78. May 15/37
ComingMilland May 23/37..
'37t.

UNITED ARTISTS
Running Time
Title
Star
. Date6/36Minutes
99. Nov.Reviewed
7/36
Come(Exploitation:
and Get It (A)
Edward
ArnoldFrances
Farmer
28/36. p. 99: Dee. 5/36.
Nov. 14/36, p. 90; Nov. 21/36. p. 109;
pp. 83. 84: Dec. 19/36, p. 94; Jan. 30/37. p. 82: Feb. 13/37, p. 89: May 1/37. p. 82.)
Dark Journey (G) Vivien Leigh-Conrad Veldt July 2.'37t 82 Mar. 6/37
Dead(Exploitation:
End (G)
Sidney-Joel
Sept. 18/37, p.Sylvia
86; Sept.
25/37, McCrea
p. 71.) Aug. 27,'37t 93. Aug. 7/37
Dreaming
(A) Elis.
Raymond Massey...May
Mar. 13/37
6/37
Elephant BoyLips (G)
NativeBergnerCast
Apr. 28/37
23/37 80.78 Mar.
(Exploitation: June 12/37, p. 96; July 31/37. p. 82; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.) 1
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England Mar.
(G)27/37, Laurence
Olivier-Flora
Robsen.
.
.
Mar.
5/37
89.
Jan.
16/37
02
p. 79.)
Garden of Allah, The (A) Marlene Dietrich-Charles Boyer..Nov. 20/36 78. Nov. 7/868
(See
production
article,
June
6/36.
p.
14;
exploitationNov.
21/36,
p.
109;
Jan.
p. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80; Mar. 13/37, p. 83; Apr. 3/37. pp.30/37,67.
68.
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37.
(G). Charles
2/37 pp.97.91.Mar.92; 13/37
p. 84; Boyer-Jean
Apr. 3/37. Arthur
pp. 64. 71: Apr.
Apr. 10/37,
Apr.
17/37.
p.
82;
Apr.
2V37.
pp.
91,
92;
May
1/37,
p.
83;
May
8/37.
p. 72; May 22/37,
pp. 89. 90: June 12/37. p. 93.)
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armor
Dletrich-Robt.
/
Aug. (G)
21/37, Marlene
p. 78: Sept.
11/37. p. Donat..
84.) .July 23/37t. .. 107. June 19/37
3
Love
from
a
Stranger
(A)
Ann
HardingBasil
Rathhone.
. . . . May 14/37 87. Feb. 13/37
Man 7
Who Could Work Miracles.
The (G)
Roland Young- Joan Gardner Feb. 19/37 82. Aug. 22/36
Men Are Not Gods (A) Miriam Hopklns-Gert. Lawrence . .Jan. 22/37...., 82 Jan. 2/37
PrisonerIs Born.
of ZendaA (G)
(G) Janet
RonaldGaynor-Fredric
Colman-M. Carroll
3.'37t. .. 101
March Sept.
Apr. 30/37
III Sept.
May 4/37
1/37
7Star (See
p. 86;pp.May120.29/37.
pp. 67.production
69; Junearticle.
5/37. Feb.
pp. 27/37.
64. 67. p.70;16;Juneexploitation:
19/37. p. May84; 22/37.
June 26/37.
121,
122;'37.Julyp. 10/37. p. 87; July 17/37. p. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug. 28/37,
John Wayne-Diana Gibson Dec. I2.'37t
Man inp. Bl97;ue Sept. Adventure's End
Boss of Lonely
Valley Buck
Jones
Nov. I4,'37t
.
The (G) Carnival
1 1. July 31/37
Stella
Dallas (A)
Dorothea
Kent-Robert
Wilcox Oct.
3,'37t 66.59.
1020. .. RoofQueen
(Exploitation:
July 31/37, p.Barbara
81; Sept.Stanwyck-Johm
25/37. pp. 69,Boles
70.) Aug. 6/37t/..
Courage
the
West
Bob
Baker-Lois
January
be
rt
Wl
ox-Nan GRoom,"
(See "In thelcCutting
Sept. 11/37.)
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners June 18/371 44
62>/s.
reWendy
Girl
withthe Ideas,
A
Barrie-Walter
Pidgeon. ... Oct.
Nov. I0,'37t
y Wayne-Judith
7/37t.
May
Walter Wanger's Vogues of
Idol
of
Crowds
2037
John
Barrett
Nigh. t. .K108.ey Aug. 7/37
(G)Aug. 21/37, Warner
Baxter-Joan
71938(Exploitation:
(See "In the Cutting Boom." July 10/37.)
67. May 22/3
p. 74; Sept.
11/37, Bennett
p. 82.) SaSept.
ndflow I7.'37t
(G)
Law for Tombstone 2051 Buck Jones-Muriel Evans
Oct.7
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks. Jr.-V. Hobson June
(4/37...
of
1938
Bert
Lahr-Allce
Brady
Nov.
G) 1 87. May108/3724 Merry-Go-Round
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Jump
for
Glory.")
Bo
ri
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Aug.
14/37.)
s
0
Ka
Woman(SeeChases
Man (G)
Miriam
Hopkins-Joel
McCrea June
May 12/37,
7/37p. 492;71.4May
1/37 Prescriptionrlforoff-JeRomance
Wendy Barry-Kent Taylor Deo. 28/37t.
an
production
article,
Apr.
17/37,
p.
12;
exploitation:
July
3/37,
R
o
g
Renegade Ranglers ers BobMa Burns-Joan Barclay I9.'37t.
Buck J Some
p. 88; Sept. 11/37. p. 83.)
Are Dangerous. .. Noah
Jr.-Dorothea
Kent. ..Nov.
ones-LiSuddenBlondes
You Only Live Once (A) Sylvia Sidney-Henry Fonda Jan. 29/37 86. Jan. 30/37
Dorn
Buck yBeery,
Jones-Evelyn
Brent
Dec. 3l/37t.
(Exploitation:
Jan.
30/37.
p.
80;
Mar.
6/37.
p.
89:
Mar.
20/37,
pp.
76,
78:
Apr.
3/37.
t
a Che MyBill Story
pr. 24/37. .Oct. I7.'37t.
That's
Claudia Morgan-Wm.67. ALimdlgan
pp. 66, 71; June 26/37, p. 123; July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37,Rep.p 74.)
v
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
3/37.
r
e
o
r
t
t
ed Missin
Coming
Trouble at Midnight
N. Beery, Jr.-Catharine Hughes.. Oct. 3l/37t.
b.
g (G)
Case. FeThe
Foster-Carol Hughes Oct.
Fancy/Preston
Action
Brook-Ann Todd
80. Aug.
I4/S7 Wm.Westland
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept. 11/37.)
Adventuresfor Slander
of Marco (A)
Polo Cllve
Gary Cooper-Sigrid
Gurle Nov. I2/37t..
G
5
a
8
You're
a
Sweetheart
Alice
Faye-George
r
.
g
a
n
F
eb. 'In the CuttingMurphy
Adventures of Tom Sawyer Tommy Kelly-Walter Brennan. .. .Oct. 29/37t
(See "A- JeaYoung
Room," Sept. 25/37.)
n Roge
rs Au 8/37
g.
63. Aug.
7/87

October
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CHART— CONT'D)
VICTORY
Running
Time
WORLD
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Cheyenne Rides Again Tom Tyler-Lucille Browne.. Jan.
7,*37
My
Song
of
Love
Tito
Sen
i
pa
Mar.
31/37.
Feud of the Trail Tom Tyler-Harlene Wood... May l,'37
Slalom (G)
Skiing Film
Dec. 15/36 ... .79
66. Jan. 23/37
Flying Fiats
Herman Brix-Jeanne Martel July I,'37
Treno Pepulare Italian Feature
Dec. 25/36 62
Mystery
Range
Tom
Tyler-Jerry
Bergh
May
l.'37
Coming
Phantomand ofSaddles
the Range Tom
Silks
HermanTyler-Beth
Brix-TobyMarion
Wing Nov.
Dec. 28,'36
14/36
Sky Racket
Herman Brix-Joan Barclay Sept 371 .
Annie Laurie
Will Fyffe
Two Minutes to Play Herman Brix-Jeanne
Martel
Nov.
2.'36..
Aurora Sul Mare Italian Feature
Coming
Chanson
D'Amour
Tito
Itto
SlmoneSchipa
Berriau
BrothersRanch
of the West Tom
Tom Tyler-Lois
Wilde Sept. 30,'37t.
Life andon Loves
of Beethoven ... Walter
H arry Baur
Lost
Tyler
Love
Skiis
Rimll
Orphans
of
the
Pecos
Tom
Tyler
Monks,
The
Roaring Motors
Herman Brix
Winning Stroke, The Herman Brix
Ninety Degrees South Antarctic Film
Second
Secrets Bureau
of Stamboul Jean
ValerieMurat-Diana
HobsonKoreno.
WARNER BROTHERS
.Sept. l/37t....84.
Ski Chase
Hannes Schneider
Street ofWithout
a Name Constant
Remy-Pola lllery.
(See Siaralso First National,
Title
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed Song
Ceylon
Basil Wright
Tendre
Enemmie
Simone
Berriau
Another
(A) 106
(See Dawn
production
article. Mar.Kay6,'37,Francis-Errol
p. 16.) Flynn June 26.'37 73. Apr. 10/37
Black Legion (A) 108 H. Bogart-E. O'Brien-Moore Jan. 30.'37 83 Jan. 9.'37
(Exploitation: 3,Jan.37. I6.'37,
p. 76;I0.'37.
Mar. p.13/37,
pp. 80.I7,'37,
83; p.Mar.89.)20/37. p. 82; Mar. 27,'37.
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
p. 66; Apr.
95; Valkis
July
Running Time
Blazingp. 79;SixesApr.129
Dick Foran-Helen
June I2.'37 55
California Mail 930 Dick Foran-Linda Perry Nov. I4,'36 56
Title
Star Dist'r Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Call
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzari
June 26/37
ChargeIt aofDaythe (G)Light113
Brigade Olivia de Havilland-I. Hunter. . .Apr. 17. '37 89. Mar. 13/37 Angel's
(A) (G)...V.HenriGardin
Garat Globe
3/37
(G) 901
Errol Flynn-O. de Havilland Nov. 7/36. . .. 1 15. Oct. 24/36 Amphytrion
Beethoven Concerto
Amklno Mar.
Mar. 23/23/37.37.. . 103.
.90. Apr.
Apr. 10/37
(See
production
article.
July
25/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Nov.
14/36,
p.
90;
Nov.
21/36,
Big
Fella
(G)
Paul
Robeson
British
Lion
73.
July
10/37
p.Apr.Ill;10/37,Jan.p.15/37,
p.
78;
Jan.
23/37.
p.
78;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
74;
Apr.
3/37,
p.
65:
Carnival
in
Flanders
(A)
.
.
Francoise
Rosay
American
Tobis.
.
.Sept.
22/36..
.98.
Oct.
8/36
92.)
(Reviewed
"La Holmes
Kermesse Heroique.")
Dominant
Sex, under
The (A)the ..title.
.Phillips
Assoc. British 82. Feb. 26/37
Devil's
Saddle Legion, The Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
130
Edge(A)
of the World, The Finlay Currie British I. E. Co
Aug. 14/37
Fly-Away
Baby
(G)
125
Glenda
FarrellBarton
MacLane.
.
June
18/37
60.
June
12/37
Emil Und Die Detektive. .. Fritz Rasp International 80.77
Footloose Heiress 123 Craig Reynolds-Ann Sheridan Aug. 21/37
Episode (A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. . .90. June 5/37
(See "In th* Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
Mask, The (A) . . . Mathias Wieman . . . Mayer-Burstyn Jan. 12/37. . .70. Jan. 23/37
Fugitive in the Sky (G) 120.. Jean Muir-Warren Hull Nov. 28/36 58. Oct. 31/36 Eternal
Doctor,SpainThe(G)
(G) . . .Charles Farrell 20th
Fox
Dec. 19/36
God's
Country
and the Woman George Brent-Beverly Roberts.. .Jan. 16/37 85. Dec. 26/36 Flying
Fury
Over
ModernCenturyFilm
55.92. Aug.
14/37
(G)(Exploitation:
105
Gang
Show. Night
The (G)
Ralph Ellis
Reader Assoc.
General
May
1/37
Feb. 13/37, pp. 84, 85; Feb. 27/37, p. 80.)
Glamorous
(G)
Mary
British
80.
May 15/37
Go Getter,
The
(G>
115
George
Brent-Anita
Louise
May
22/37
92.
June
19/37
Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonidov ...Amklno
74. Aug. 14/37
(Exploitation: Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 97.)
Golem, The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. . .88. Mar. 27/37
(A)
Roland Young Warner
Feb. 13/37
Great(Exploitation:
O'Mallsy, TheApr.(G)10/37,
110.. Pat
p. 91.)O'Brien-Sybil Jason Feb. 13/37 71. Dec. 12/36 Gypsy
It Isn't (G)
Done (G) Paul
Cecil Robeson
Kellaway General
British Empire 90.77. Mar.
Jericho
Sept. 27/37
4/37
Kid '.Exploitation:
Galahad (G) June
102
Edw.
G.
RobinsonBette
Davis.
..May
29/37...
101.
May
8/37
Kimiko (A)
Sachiko Chiba International Apr. 12/37.. .73. Apr. 24/37
5/37, p. 64; Sept. 4/37, p. 96.)
King's
People,
The
(G)...John
Drinkwater
...Mindlin
May
1
1/37.
.
.70.
May 22/37
King and the Chorus Girl (G)
La
Damigella
di
Bard
104
Fernand Gravet-Joan Blondell. . . Mar. 27/37 95. Mar. 6/37 (G)
E. Gammatica Artisti
85. Jan. 9/37
(Exploitation: Mar. 20. '37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June 26/37, p. 118.)
d' Art
King
of
Hockey
(G)
121
Anne
Nagel. RichardPerry
Purcell Mar.
Dec. 13/37
19/36 55.54
Nov. 14/36 La Grande Illusion (A)... Jean Gabin Realization
Cinematographique
120. July 3/37
Land Beyond the Law 128 Dick Foran-Linda
Last
Night,
The
(G)
I.
R.
Peltser
Amkino
Apr.
27/37.
.
.90.
May 8/37
Marry
Hugh Herbert-Mary
Aug. 16/37
14/37 Late Mattia Pascal. The
Melody thefor Girl
Twe (G)
(G) 116
117 James
Melton-PatriciaBoland
Ellis July
May 1/37
1/37 6068. Jan.
(A)
Pierre
Blanchar
10/37
Midnight
Court (G) 124 Ann
Litel
Mar. 10/37
6/37 60.58
Mar. 13/37 Les Petits (G) Alice Tisset Franco- American.. .Dec. 29/36. . .90. Apr.
Jan. 23/37
Public
Wedding
Jane Dvorak-John
Wyman- William
Hopper July
Let's
Make
a
Night
of
It
Buddy
Rogers
Assoc.
British
80.
July
10/37
Ready,(Exploitation:
Willing and126
Able
(G).Lee
Dixon-Ruby
Keeler
Mar.
6/37
93.
Feb.
6/37
Mademoiselle Docteur (A).DIta Parlo United Artists 105. May 1/37
May 1/37, p. 78.)
Make UpComes(G) to Town (G).Zasu
N. Asther-J.
July 10/37
PittsClyde.. Asso.
Sound British
City
77.70. June
5/37
Singing
Marino, July
The 24/37,
(G) 101.p. Dick
Powell-Doris
Mill on the Floss. The
(Exploitation:
80; Sept.
25/37, pp.Weston
68, 71.) July 3/37. ... 105. July 10/37 Merry
(G)
Frank
Lawton
National
90.
Feb.
13/37
Slim
(G)
114
Pat
O'Brien-Henry
Fonda
June
12/37
80
July
3/37
(G) Paderewski United Artists 90. Mar. 13/37
Smart Blondo (G) 122 Glenda Farrell Barton MacLane. .Jan. 2/37 59 Dec. 5/36 Moonlight
Mutiny of Sonata
the Elsinore,
Varsity
(G)
(G)
Paul Lukas Assoc. British 77. Sept. 18/37
(Set Show
production
article, July Dick
24/37,Powell-Fred
p. 16.) Waring Sept. 4/37t. .*I20. Aug. 21/37 OraThePonciano
Chucho Solorzano ...Prod. Soria
105. May 15/37
White Bondage (G) 125 Jean Muir-Gordon Oliver June 19/37 60. Mar. 13/37 Orphan Boy of(G)
Vienna
Wine, Women and Horses (G). Barton MacLane-Ann Sheridan. . .Sept. I l/37t . . .64. July 24/37
(G)
Hans Olden General
77. Sept. 18/37
Orphan
of
the
Wilderness.
.Gwen
Munro
British
Empire.
.
.Jan.
20/37.
.
.85. Mar. 6/37
Coming
Our
Fighting
Navy
(G)...H.
B.
Warner
General
75. May 8/37
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol
Flynn-O. deTravis
Havilland
Pagliarci
(G) article, Richard
Evidence
Dick Foran-June
(See production
Jan. 9/37,Tauber
p. 16.) United Artists 90. Feb. 6/37
of the Crown (A)..Sascha Guitry Tobls
1 15. June 5/37
Expensive Husbands (G) Beverly Roberts- Patric Knowles. . Nov. 27/37t . . .*60.Sept. 11/37 Pearls
Pepe Le Moko
(A) Jean
Paris Film
100. Feb.
Mar. 27/37
20/37
Great Garriek, The 209 Brian Aherne-O. de Havilland. ..Oct. 30/37
Prisoners
(G)
A. I.Gabin
Chaban Amkino
Feb. 16/37. . .93.
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 31/37.)
Pygmalion
(G)
Lily
Bouwmeester.-.Filmex
Cinetone
Apr.
17/37
Kid Comes Back, The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis
*60.Jan. 30/37 Razumov (G)
Pierre Fresnay Garrison Mar. 8/37. . .95. Mar. 27/37
(Reviewed under the title, "Don't Pull Your Punches.")
Revolutionists
1G)
V.
V.
Schukin
Amkino
Dee.
'36..
100.
Feb.
6/S7
Life of Emile Zola, The (G)
O'Reilly to McNab"
203
Paul Powell-Jean
Muni-Gale Sondergaard.
. . .Oct. 2/37t . . . 1 16. July 10/37 "Said
(G)
Will Mahoney GalnsboroughMissing
Witnesses Dick
Oale
GB
84.
July
17/37
Patient
18. The
-PatricMauch
Knowles
SensationBlaze(A)
Penrod andin Room
His Twin
Brother. . Ann
Billy Sheridan
and Bobby
Silver
(G) John
ArthurLodge
Wontner Wardour
Assoc. British 7570. J«n.
July 23/37
17/37
Shi
the
Octopus
Hugh
Herbert-Marcia
Ralston
Sol
Over
Danmark
(G)
.
.
.
.
Henrik
Malberg
Apr.
13/37...
73
Apr.
24/37
She Loved a Fireman Dick Foran-Ann Sheridan
Southern
Mail
(A)
Richard-Wilm
Solar
100.
Feb.
20/37
Submarine
Pat O'Brien-George
Brent
Spain
FlamesThe(A)
Amkino
.63. Feb. 13/37
Swing
Your D-l
Lady Humphrey
Bogart- Dorothy
Spanishin Earth.
(A)
Prometheus Jan.
Aug. 28/37.
20/37. . .58.Stpt4/37
McNulty
Thank
You.
Madam
(G)...Jan
Kiepura
American
Tobls.
..Apr.
26/37.
.
.85.
May 17/37
1/37
Too Much of Everything Bonita Granville-Dolores Costello
Thirteen,
The
(A)
Ivan
Novoseltsev
...Amkino
85.
July
Tovarlch
Claudette
Colbert-Charles
Boyer
30This'llSecondsMakeof You
Love Whistle
(G)...EIsa Merlini E. J. A
80. Ian. 2/37
Warning 218 Boris Karloff-Marie Wilson
(A)
Jack Buchanan Wilcox
78. Jan. 9/37
Tsar toTheLenin(G)
(A)
Lenauer
Intern'!.. . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
6/37. .. .60.
.68. Mar.
WILLIAM STEINER Running Time
Wave,
Native
Cast
Garrison
May 27/37
1/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed White Squadron (G) Antonio Centa E. N. I. C
85. Dec. 26/36
m Nine to Nine Ruth Roland-Roland Drew Dec. 21/36 6 rls
World's
In
Love.
The
(A).Marta
Eggorth
Viennese
May
18/37.
.
.90.
May
29/37
Yiddle with His Fiddle.... Molly Picon Sphinx Dec. 31/36
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MOTION
(THE

SHORT
FILMS
[Numbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1,viewed;1936.1
Title CELEBRITY
Rel. Date Mln.
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
Happy Days Sept.30.'38
COLUMBIA
Title Rel. Date Min.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36. l6'/aBack(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May l4/37.l9'/2.
BigCharlie
Squirt.ChaseThe Sept.l7/37t.2 rls
Bury the AllHatchet
(8-21-37) .Aug.
6. '37. i9>/t.
IS...
Calling
July 22/37.
Cash(3 Stooges)
and CarryDoctors
(9-1 1-37) . .Sept.
3/37tl8'/2.
Dizzy
Doctors (4-17-37) .... Mar. I9,'37. l7'/2.
(3 Stooges)
Free(AllRent
(1-30-37) Dec. 20/36. 18. . .
FromCharlie
BadStar)Chase
to Worse June 4/37.17...
Goofs and Saddles July 2/37.l7'/2.
Grand
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) May 7/37.l9'/2.
Grips,
Grunts
and(3-27-37)..
Groans. . .Jan. 15, '37. 19...
(3 Stooges)
KneeAndy
Action
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17...
Lodge
Night
June II. '37. 18...
LoveAndyComesClydeto Mooneyville. Nov. 14/36. 18...
(1-2-37)
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 21/37. 18. . .
New(Collins-Kennedy)
News (4-17-37) Apr. 1/37.17'/,.
Sailor
Maid
Feb. 12/37.19...
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks
(2-20-37)
...
Dec.
27/36. l7'/2.
(3 Stooges)
Stuck
in the Sticks Mar. 26/37. 18. . .
Andy Clyde
Super
Snooper, The Feb. 25/37. l9'/2.
El Brendel
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17...
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright. The . June 18/37. 17. . .
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Drug Store Follies
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/2.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Bon
Bon His
Parade
Bey and
Dog, A Nov. 26/36. .8'/2.
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/36.. 7...
Foxy
Pup.
Thethe (6-5-37)
May 21/37.
Gifts
from
Air
Jan.
1/37...8..6'/2.
7'/2.. .
Indian Serenade July 16/37.
Let's Go (4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.. 7'/2.
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37. .6'/2.
Mother Hen's Holiday Aug.
May 7/37.. .8.7.... .
Scary
SkeletonCrowsFrolic(9-11-37)
(2-20-37) . .Jan. 20/29/37.37. .7'/2.
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)
.
.Aug.
6/37. .8...
.8...
Stork Takes a Holiday, The. June 11/37.
Swing. Monkey. Swing Sept. 10/37
Two Lazy Crows (I I -28-36) . Nov. 26/36. .7. . .
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-37) Jan. 28/37.10...
Fifty
Years
Barter May 28/37. .9'/2.
Haiti's
Blackof Napoleon
(8-21-37)
Aug. 6/37. .9...
Pirate Parts of the Car- ib ean July 2/37.. 9...
When the West Was Young
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 9...
COMMUNITY SING
(2nd Series)
No.
I
(9-11-37)
Aug.20/37tl0...
No. 2
Sept.l7/37tlO...
COUPT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Runaway
Marriage, The... Dec. 18/36.11...
(1-16-37)
Wedding Deal, The Feh. 26/37. 1 1'/2.

PICTURE HERALD

RELEASE
FEATURETTES
Title
Community Sing (No. I) Rel. Date Mln.
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10
Community Sing
Community
Sing (No.
No. 3)2)... Feb. 19/37.11....
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10....
Community Sing
Sing (No.
(No. 5)4) .. .June 18/37. IO'/2. .
Community
(9-11-37) July 24/37. IO'/2 . .
Heraldof ofNorton
the Skies
Story
Emperor Apr. 2/37. .9'/2. .
of the United I.States
(2-6-37)
HAPPY HOURDec. 18/36.. 9....
GooseWoman
Girl, InThe
Old
the Woods. May 30/37. .3 rls.
The
Apr. 23Z37..3 rls.
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
16. Merry Cafe (1-23-37) .. Dec. 26/36. .7. .. .
17.(3-27-37)
Lyin' Hunter. The Feb. 12/37. .7....
18.(6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time
6/37.. .77....
19. Masque Raid. The .May
June 25/37.
NEW WORLD OF SPORT SERIES
Fishing Thrills (2-13-37) . .Jan. 22/37. .9
Fit to Hoofs
Win (6-12-37) Mar.
May 7/37.
.9'/2. .
Fleet
5/37.10....
Fun in the (4-17-37)
Water
(4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.10....
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
Golf Magic (9-11-37) Aug. 16/37. .9. . .
Plane
(1-9-37) June
Nov. 28/36.
.9'/2. .
Riding Devils
the Waves
4/37.10
Scrambled
Legs
(3-27-37)
.
.
Feb.
22/37.
.9
Sport of the Seasons June 25/37. .9... .
Sport's
Greatest Thrills Aug. 3/37.. 9....
(8-21-37)
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
Canine Capers Sept.l6/37t.6'/2. .
Dizzy Ducks (12-19-36) ... .July 18/37. .6'/2. .
Puttln' Out the Kitten Mar.26/37..7....
Scrappy's Band Concert Apr. 29/37. .7
Scrappy's Music
June 4/37. .7
SCREENLesson
SNAPSHOTS
No.No. 4—5— (2-27-37)
(2-6-37) Dec.
18/36.10...
Jan. 22/37.
10. .. .
No. 6—
Feb. 19/37.10....
No.No. 8—7—
Mar.23/37..9'/2..
(5-29-37) May.
Apr. 22/37.
30/37. .9'/2. .
No.No. 10—
9—
June 4/37. 10....
.9....
No.
II—
June
IO'/2..
No. 12—
Aug. 25/37.
13/37.10....
No. 13—
Sept.10/37
Series)Sept.l7/37t.l rl..
No. I— (New
SPECIAL
Belgium
Dec. 25/36. .8'/2. .
Old Paris(3-6-37)
and Berne
(2-20-37)
Dec. 18/36..
STRANGE AS IT MAY
SEEM 8'/2..
Little Jack Horner
Sent.l6.'37t.6'/2.
.
WORLD IN COLOR
Beautiful Bermuda Sept.l0/37t
Title DuWORLDRel. Date Min.
Story
of the Rose, A
(1-16-37)
Sus-TI
Ka (12-19-36).
Utah(1-9-37)
Picture
Book
EDUCATIONAL
[Distributed through
Twentieth Century-Fox]
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
AND COMEDYOct. HITS
Ask UncleSONGSol
8/37T.
Big
Apple,
The
. . Sept.
I7,'37t. 1
Dental
Follies
(4-10-37)
...
Feb.
26/37.
Gifts inGirls
Rhythm Oct.
36.1
Play!
Nov. 23/6/36.1
Pot
Luck
(8-14-37)
Aug.
6/37tl
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) ... .Jan. 29/37.1
Strike! You're Out ( 1-9-37) . Dec. 1 1/36. 1
Big Game Hunt,TERRY-TOONS
The Feb. 19/37..
Book Shop. The ( 1-30-37) .. Feb. 5/37..
Bug
Carnival
(4-17-37)
Close Shave. A .. ..Apr.
Oct. 16/37.
l/37t..
Dancing
Bear.
The
Oct.
I5.'37t.
Farmer Al Falfa In Trailer
Life
Aug.20/37t.'
Farmer tieth
Al Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36. .
Anniversary
Flying South
Mar. 19/37..

October

2, 1937

CHART--CCNT»C)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Titlt Rel. Date Mln. Spanish
A June 15/37
Homeless
MAGNACOLOR
Klko the Pup,
KangarooThe
in July 23/37. .7. . . Catalina Interlude,
Skunked Again Dec. 29/36. .7. . . PersonalitiesIsland
on Parade
Hay Ride. The Apr. 2/37.. 6... Yellowstone Park
Kiko's
Sept.l7,'37t.6'/2.
MeohanicalCleaning
Cow. Day
The June
25/37. .7. . .
Miss Lonely
IMPERIALRel. Date Mln.
Ozzie
Ostrich Hearts
Comes to Sept.24/37t. I rl.
Title
Town
May 28/37.. 7...
EDGAR
GUEST POETIC GEMS
Paper Hangers. The
Boyhood
8..8..
(8-14-37)
July
30/37..
7... Old
Prospector, The
Pink
Elephants
July
9/37..
7...
NOVELTIES
Play
Ball
June
1
1/37..
6...
Nero
8..
Puddy the Pup in Cats
9..
in a Bag (12-26-36) Dec. ll/>6 .7... Hobo Hero
PORT
0'
CALL
Puddy's
Coronation
May
14/37.
.7.
.
.
Sun
Puddy
the Pup in Sunken Oct. 16/36.. 6... City
Seventhof the
Wonder
9..9..
Treasures
WORLD IN COLOR
Red
Hot
Music
Mar.
5/37..
6...
Dream
Harbor
8..
Robin Hood In an Arrow
Under the Southern Cross 8..
Escape
(11-21-36)
Nov.
13/36.
.7..
Salty McGuire Jan. 6/37.-7...
MGM
Saw
Mystery, The Oct. 29.'37t.l rl.
Title Rel. Date.. Mln
SchoolCanMillBirds
Tin
Tourist. The Apr. 30/37.. 7...
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
(2-6-37)
9— Torture
Villain
Still Pursued Her. Jan. 22/37.. 7... No.(2-27-37)
The
.Sept 3/37t.6'/2
No.
10—
It
May
Happen
to Jan. 2/37.20..
TREASURE CHEST
June 5/37.21.,
Soak the Poor Aug.2l/37.I8.
Crystal Ballet May 28/37.1 1 ... . No.YouII— (8-14-37)
Feminine Form (8-29-36) ..Aug. 7/36.10... No. 12— Give Till It Hurts . Sept. 18/37. .. .
How
toofSki
I
FITZPATR1CK TRAVEL TALKS
Legend
the Lei (1-2-37) Aug.
Dec. 20.'37tl
4/36.11...
Colorful
Bombay (5-8-37)
Ornamental
Floral Japan
July 24/37.. 8.8.
Private Life Swimmlnq
of the Gannets June 4/37.10... Glimpses
of(4-10-37)
Java and Mar. 6/37.. 9.
(9-25-37)
Sept.l0/37tll...
Ceylon
Sonqs of the Danube May 7/37.. 9... Glimpses of Peru Sept. 4,'37t...
Symphony
In Snow Oct. 16/36.. 9... Hong Kong, Hub of China
(11-7-36)
May 6/37.
1/37. .9..8.
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
India(6-26-37)
on Parade Feb.
Affairs of Pierre. The
Picturesque
South
Africa
(7-31-37)
.Aug. 27/36.20
6/37tl9...
(2-20-37) Jap. 9/37.. 9.
Amuse
Yourself .Nov.
Mountain Grandeur June 26/37.. 8.
(7-24-37)
Any
Port (1-2-37) .... Sept.l7/37t
Nov. 6/36.18... Rocky
BashfulOld Ballerina
Serene Siam (6-26-37) .... May 29/37. .9.
Big
Courtship.
The
.Feb.
19/37.17...
Stockholm,
Pride of Sweden. Oct. 2,'37t.9.
Chemist. The (9-24-36) ... .Oct. 9/36.19...
HARMAN-ISING
Comic
Artist's Home Life .Apr. 9/37.18...
(4-3-37)
(Happy Harmonies)
26 — Pups' Christmas
Ditto
Feb.
12/37.17...
.8..
Freshies
.May 7/37.17... 27—(12-26-36)
Circus Daze Dec.
Jan. 12/36.
16/37. .9..
Fun's
Fun (2-6-37) jUno
Feb. 11/37.17...
5/37 19... 28— Swing
Wedding
Feb. 13/37.. 8..
Girls Ahoy!
29
—
Bosko's
Easter
Eggs
Going,
Gone .Oct.
8/37t16. . .
(4-3-37) Mar. 20/37.. 8..
Hamlet Going,
and Eggs
June 18/37.
Bosko and the Pirates
Her Accidental Hero May 21/37. 17. . . 30 —(5-8-37)
Hlgh-C
Jan. 30/37.
1/37.21...
and the Rabbit, May 1/37.. 8..
His Pest Honeymoon
Girl
.Apr.
18. . . 31—TheHound(6-26-37)
May 29/37. .8. .
Hi-ya
Doc?
Apr.
23/37.20.
.
.
32
—
Wayward
Pups
Holding the Bag . May 14/37 19. . .
(8-14-37)
July 10/37.. 9..
Hold
It
.Jan.
29/37.17...
33—
Bosko
and
the
Ja'l Bait
.Jan. 8/37.19...
Cannibals
Aug.28/37. 10. .
Just thein Arms
Type
Dec.
4/36.20...
M-G-M MINIATURES
Love
May 28/37
18. . .
Love Nest on Wheels Mar. 26/37.18
Boss
Didn't
Say
Good
The
Oct. 1/37
Man to Girl
Man
Feb. 26/37.
17. . . HaveMorning,
CourageSecond
(7-24-37)
Melody
.Apr.
16/37 17...
Hollywood:
Step .. .June 12/37. 10.
Mixed
Magic
(12-9-36)
.
..Nov.
20/36.
17.
.
.
Modern Home (M-28-36) Nov. 13/36. 19. . . How(2-20-37)
Dec. 5/36.10.
5/36'IO.
Vote (9-5-36) Sept
Montague
the Magnificent Auq. 27/37tl7... Pacificto Paradise
Aug.28/37
(8-14-37)
Rainbow
Pass
Oct.
9/37
Off the Horses (4-10-37) ... Mar.
Mar. 19/37.18...
5/37.19... Romance of Digestion Mar. 13/37. 1 1 .
Pixilated
Practically Perfect (1-30-37) jan. 15/37.21.. . What Do You Think? Jan. 23/37. 10.
Ready to Serve (4-10-37) . Mar. 12/37. 15. . .
MUSICAL(6-26-37)
COMEDIES
Screen
The (12-19-36) oct.
Dec. 13/3*
'37tll.
Girl's Bestin Paris
Years, A . May 29/37.21
'37.11. .
SIMy Test.
Night
l/37t19. . Carnival
(2-20-37) Dec. 25/37.19.
Slacks Way.
Appeal
Smart
The . Aug.
Oct. I3.'?7tl9.
15/37f.2 rls. . Hollywood
(5-8-37). .Mar.
.Apr. 3/37.21
Spring Is Here .sept.
rvt. sn/36
20... Some Time Party
Soon (4-10-37).
6/37.20. .
Sweeties
3/37tl5...
OUR GANG
That's
the
Spirit
June
25/37
17.
.
.
Aug.28,' 37.11.
Timid
Ghost, The
24/37tl6. .. .. Fishy
FramingTales
Youth Sept.ll.
Transatlantic
Love Sept.
Dec. 25/36.20.
37.11,
Glove
Taps
(4-10-37)
Feb.
Uncle Sol Solves It
Hearts Are Thumps Apr. 20,3, '37.10.
37.11.
Who'sYouCrazy?
20/37t
Night
'n'
Gales
July
24.
'37t...
Will
Stop! Aug.
Seot.l0/37tl7...
37.11.
Reunion in Rhythm Jan. 9. ES37.11.
Roamin'
Holiday(6-26-37)
(7-31 -37).. . June
37.11.8.9,
HOFFBERG
Rushin' Ballet
Apr. 24.12. '37..
Spooky
Hooky Boys(3-6-37)
Dee. 13,5. 36.11.
Baltimore, Home of Wally
Three Smart
(5-8-37). Mar.
PETE SMITH SPECIALTI 37.11.
Simpson
Bar-Rac's
Night Out Feb.
Bamboo (5-29-37)
July 16/37.
Decathlon Champion
Dec. 27,II,
Broadway
Dance Parade June
15/37. 10.10.
Dexterity
Jan. 16,14,
Busy
Spots Curiosities
in Florida Jan. 20/37.12.
Floridian
Equestrian (2-27-37)
Acrobatics ....Aug.
Gilding the Lily Feb. 6/
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11.
Golf
June 12.
Hollywood
Magic(6-5-37)
(5-29-37)
GrandMistakes
Bounce, (6-26-37)
The
InIsleShanghai
July
16/37. 12.10.
(6-26-37) May 22.
of Paradise
July 30/37.20.

October 2
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RELEASE
CHART— CCNT9D)
Title Rel. Date I
Title Rel. Date Min.
Rel. Date Min.
Title Rel. Date Min.
No. Title
34— On the Nose
STRUGGLE TO Nov.
LIVE
Cowboy
Shorty
Oct.
8.'37t.lrl..
Jungle
Juveniles
Oct.
2,'37t.9....
Deadly
Females
(3-13-37)
Feb.
26/37.10....
Game
Trails
Apr.
30/37.
10.
..
.
Minimaniacs
Desert Land
Apr. 13/36.
5/37.
Inventor.
The
Nov. 5/37t.lrl.. No. 35— King Soccer Mar. 26/37.10. . . Forest
Olympics Ski Champions Nov. 20,'37t It's
a
Good
Stunt
Gangsters
( I -23-37)COMEDIES
.. Jan. 8/37.
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37.10
(11-7-36)
July 10/37.
3.'37.I0....
SUPERBA
Laugh)
(9-25-37) Sept.l0/37tl0.... No.
Penny
Wisdom
(5-8-37)
...
.Apr.
10.
..
.
Bridal Grief
Feb. 5/37.
37— Swing Stars
Pigskin Champions
It's a Living Mar. 5/37.11.... No.(5-22-37)
Live Ghost Nov. 6/36.
May 14/37.10.... One
Killer of Home
the Tonto Aug.
I3.'37tl0
(9-25-37)
I4.'37.ll Nobody
No. 38 — Pan-American
Romance
of Radium Aug.
Oct. 23/37
Wife
Insurance
(8-14-37)
.
.July
9/37.
Apr.
2/37.10....
The May 14/37.
Rhythm of the River Oct. 9/36.10....
Champions (7-3-37) June 1 1/37. 10. . . . Wrong Romance,
Ski Skill (4-16-37) 10.... Safety
in the Air
No.Game39— Rhythm
of the July 9/37.10.... California WORLD
(Reviewed
under the title.July"Ski24/37.10
Thrill")
Missions ON PARADE
(7-10-37)
Sports
on
Ice
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.10
Shorty Oct. 23 /36.10.... No. 40— Aquabats Aug. I3.'37tl0.... Circus
(4-24-37)
16/37.
Tennis Tactics (5-8-37) May 1/37.10.... Sailor
Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
Wanted— A Master (1-2-37) . Dee. 26/36.10.... Where Champions Meet
No. 41— Picking Pets Sept.lO.'37tlO. . . . Florida Winter
Cowboy
June
1 1/37.. 9'/,.
RE-ISSUES (1937-8)
(2-20-37)
Jan.
8/37..
9....
No. 42— Four
Smart Degs.
.Oct. 8,'37tl0 Gold Mania
(1-16-37)
Dec.
25/36
Where
Snow
Is
King
Feb.
5/37..
9
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
Beau Hunks
Sept. I8,'37t37. . . .
(Cinecolor)
Graveyard
(I -2-37) . Nov.
Nov. 27/36
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Blotto
Oct. 30,'37t26
Heart ofPlaymate
theof Ships
Sierras
6/36
No. 2
I
Aug.
6/37t.l rl..
rl.. Jungle
7 — Magic Caverns —
July 30/37.
No.
Oct. 8/37M
How to StartROBERT
the DayBENCHLEY
Sept.il/37t No.Albert
Payson
Terhune—
Manhattan
Waterfront
Swing Fashions Feb. 12/37.. 9....
SPECIAL
(3-27-37)
Feb.
19/37
Servant of the People
No. 8 — Tides of Fundy —
Mt. Vernon
Mar. 19/37 II...
Title RKO RADIO
Romantic Mexico
Jan.
(3-20-37)
Apr. 9/37.21....
Rel. Date Min.
Meet the Lorlas Mar. 12/37.10....
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37.
p. 87.)
Workshops
of
Old
Mexito..
July 22/37
9/37
CONDOR MUSICALES
No.Shadows
9 — Moonlight
andof
TABLOID MUSICALS
Frozen
Affair,
A
(8-28-37)
.Sept.l7/37tlU.
..
.
—
Rooftops
Bars
and
Stripes
(5-8-37)
.
.
Feb.
20/37.
1
1
STATE
RIGHTS
Murder
in
Swing
Time
Manhattan
—
Blackie
and
Dancing on the Celling Jan. 2/37.. 9
Title
Apr. 9/37.10....
(9-4-37) Sept.27/37tl0....
Little Maestro (4-17-37) Mar.27/37. II.... Brownie
ALEXANDER Rel. Date Min.
LEON Work
ERROL COMEDIES
10 — Sailboat Time —
Song of Revolt (7-24-37).. .May 29/37.11.... No.Twilight
Trailing
the
Seashore
Should
Wives
Sept.l0/37t
on the(5-22-37)
Trail- May 7/37.10
(1-9-37)
Music
HEADLINER SERIES
RED CROSS II....
PARAMOUNT
No.Magnetic
II— Fishing
Highlights June
4/37.11....
in the Air Feb. 19/37.19.... Behind theAMERICAN
Title Rel. Date Min.
Flood
Headlines
No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.10.... 2—3— Singing
Rhythm
on
the
Rampage
II....
NEW SERIES
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
2/37. I8'/j. . (5-8-37)
ASTOR
Be Human
Nov. 20/36. .7. .. . No. I
Swing Fever Apr.
July 25/37.20
Aug.
6/37M
rl.. 4— (4-24-37)
Carmen (5-29-37)
9....
Candid Candidate, The
No.
2
(9-18-37)
Sept.
3/37TI0....
Halt!
Who Goes There?
1937-38 Oct. 8/37t
(9-25-37) Aug. 27/37t7 No. 3— Let's Count Horses
No.
I—
Trailing
Along
(5-29-37)
9....
Faces the
Ding Hunter,
Dong Doggie
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES
FILM EXCHANGE
Foxy
The July
Nov. 23/37t-7.
26/37t.l rl... . . —SeaNoviaRecordScotiaMaking
Sept.
Housekeeping (4-10-37). Mar. 5/37.19.... Ski-Esta (1-2-37)
10....
No. 4
Nov. 3/37tl0
5/37t.l rl.. Bad
MATSON
Grampy's
Indoor Blues
Outing Jan.
Oct. 16/36.
.7....
Dumb's
the
Word
June
11/37.
18
House
Cleaning
15/37.
.7
POPEYE THE SAILOR
Coronation
Preview
Hillbilly
Goat
(I
-23-37)
...
.Jan.
15/37.18....
Hot Air Salesman, The
Locks and Bonds Apr. 16/37.19....
Hold the Wire
Oct. 23/36.. 7
(3-27-37)
10....
(3-20-37)
16/37. .7. .. . .. Tramp
MorningTrouble
Judge Aug.
Sept.24.'37t
Impractical
Joker, The Mar.12/37.,7.... Hospitaliky
SPECIAL
6/37.16 Lest We ForgetROGERS
I Like Babies and Inflnts. Apr.
Sept.l7/37t.7.
(5-1-37)..
.1 ri..
(7-3-37) June 18/37.. 7
MARCH OF TIME
In theChange
Army MyNow Dec. 25/36. .7
OF AGRICULTURE
Pudgy
Bow-Wow.. Apr. 9/37.-7 II'mNever
No.
7
Feb. 19/37.20....
19/37.21.... I PledgeU. S.My DEPT.
Pudgy Takes
Picks aa Fight
Heart
(8-7-37)
II....
No.
8
Mar.
Aug. 16/37..
20.'37t.7.7 . . . No. 9 (4-17-37) Apr. 16/37.21....
(5-22-37)
May 14/37.. 8
LostAltitude
and Foundry July
Service
With a Smile Sept.24/37t.7....
Morning.
Noon and Night June 18/37.. 7
No. 10
May 14/37.18....
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Whoops! I'm COLOR
a Cowboy
Feb.
12/37..
7
Title
Rel. Date Min.
Club
(6-26-37)
No.
II
June
11/37.18....
CLASSICS
My
Artistical
Temperature.
Mar.
19/37..
7
ADVENTURES
OF THE
No.
12
July
9/37.18....
Bunny-Mooning
(3-13-37)..
Feb.
12/37.
.7....
No.
13
Aug.
6/37.18....
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
Organ
Grinder's
Swing
Car-Tune Portrait, A
(3-6-37)
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
1937-38
(7-3-37)
June 25/37.. 7.... Paneless
Window Washer, Feb. 19/37.. 7
Aug. 6/37.10....
I (9-11-37) Sept. 3/37tl7....
Chicken
a Comes
la King
The (2-27-37) , Jan. 22/37. .7. . . No.
Dogging
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10....
Christmas
But Once Apr. 16/37.. 8.... Popeve
No.
2
Oct.
I,'37t
the
Sailor
Meets
World
MICKEY
MOUSE
a Year
Dec. 4/36.. 8
All Baba and the Forty
MotorParade.
ManiacsThe
(9-25-37) .. .Sept.
3.37tl0
Cleaners, The
peeping Penguins (9-18-37) Aug. 27/37t.7
Thieves
Nov. 26.'37t.2 rls. Clock(8-28-37)
Feb. 5/37
Oct. I5,'37t Ski
HEADLINERS
(Color theSpecial)
Sports
Headliners
of
1936
Hawaiian
Holiday
Popeye
Sailer
Meets
Blue Velvet Music Apr. 9/37.10....
(11-21-36) Oet. 30/36.10....
(9-4-37)
8....
Sinbad-SR)the Sailor
Mark Warnow and Orch.
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
NU-ATLAS PRODUCTIONS
Friml
.June 4/37.11....
Land of Genghis Khan
(Color Special)
Rhythm
in
a
Night
Court
RudolfFavorites
Friml, (7-3-37)
Jr. and.. Orch.
(2-6-37)
Dec. 18/36.10
Protex
the
Weakerist
Nov.
I9/37M
rl..
Sept.24/371.9.... Portraits of Portugal
Hollywood
Roadster. The Nov. 27/36. .7. . . (9-4-37)
PATH E NEWS
2Star Reporter, Oct.Oct. 29/37M
rl.. Spinach
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37.10....
Twisker PARAMOUNT
Pitcher. TheSOUNDMay NEWS
2! .'37.. 7
HulaNo.EddieHeaven
l/37tll....
Released
twice
a
week
Touring Brazil (12-18-36) . Nov. 13/36. 10. .. .
Peabody
Western Grandeur (4-3-37) . Feb. 5/37.. S'A..
PATHE PARADE
Two EditionsPOPULAR
Weekly SCIENCE
Installment
No.
I
Sept.l0,'37t
Fred AllenCollector, The. . . July 24/37. 10. . .
(Cinecolor)
UNITED ARTISTS
Let'sXavierGo Latin
(9-25-37)
I .. . No. 2 (11-28-36)
Released once PATHE
a month REVIEWS
Oct.
Title
Rel. Date Min.
and Orch... ,Sept.lO/37tl
Dec. 30/36.10....
25/36.11....
MICKEY MOUSE
Listen
to Cugat
Lucas
Nov.l9/37t. I rl. No.No. 3
PATHE
TOPICS
4
(3-27-37)
Feb.
26/37.11....
Released
seven
times
a
year
Clyde
Lucas
and
Orch.
103.
Alpine
Climbers
No. 5
Apr. 30/37.11....
Music by Morgan Feb. 12/37.11... No.
FLASH COMEDIES
(8-22-36) Oet. 28/36t.9'/2. .
6 NEW SERIESJuly 2/37.11.... Don't BeRADIOLike That
Russ inMorgan
and Orch. July 30/37. II...
Circus
Night
Manhattan
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18.... 104. Mickey's
(8-15-36)
Queens of Harmony Aug. 20/37 1 1 1... No. I (9-18-37) Sept. 3/37tl0.... Horse
Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37.
18...
1
05.
Donald
and
Pluto Nov. I l,'36t .8
Phil
Spitalny
and
Girl
Orch.
No.
2
Nov.
I2,'37t
Many Unhappy Returns Oct. 22/37t
SCREEN SONGS
(11-14-36)
Dec. I2,'36t-8
Rah,Will Rah.
Football
Oct.
30/36.10...
RADIO
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
107.
Mickey's
Elephant
Osborne and Orch.
Magic
on Broadway
Nov. 26.'37t.l rl.. Deep South (1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17....
(11-14-36)
Feb.
I9,*37t.9....
Jay
Freeman
and
Orch.
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
Jan.
15/37.10...
108.
Don Donald
8'/2..
Mississippi Moods
Never Should Have Told
& Orch.
109. Worm
Turns,(1-16-37)
The
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17....
You
(3-6-37)
Jan.
29/37..
8....
Star Reporter, The, No. 2
(1-23-37) Apr. l7/37t.8'/2. .
That Man Samson
May 28/37. 19
Nat Brandwynne and Orch.
(3-27-37)
Mar.
12/37.11...
SMART
SET
110.
Magician
Mickey
June
17/371.8'/,.
.
Please Keep Me in Your
Vincent
Lopez and Orch.
Dreams
(5-22-37)
May 28/37.. 8
Grandma's
Buoys (I -2-37) .. Apr.
Dec. 30/37.17...
18/36. 16
111. Mickey's
Amateurs
Boswell Sisters
(6-19-37)
I
rl..
Inlawful
Henry
King
and
Orch.
Swing.
SPECIAL
112. Moose Hunters Aug. 5/37t.9
ThroughandMy Orch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7
Ina RayHutton,
Hutton Swing
and Orch. May 7/37.11... Talking
Dick Stabile
SILLY SYMPHONIES
DayQuintuplets,
With the ADionne
MUSICAL ROMANCE
Twilight
on
the
Trail
Mar.
26/37.
.7....
(4-24-37).
Mar.
26/37.
18.
.
.
(Technicolor)
106. Threeketers Blind(1 1-28-36)
Mouse- . ..Jan. 28/37T.7....
SPORTS
WITH
BILL
CORUM
The
Westerners
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37). Jan. 15/37.. 9... Whispers in the Dark Sept.24/37t.7 Beach Sports
June
4/37..
9'/2. 108. Country Cousin, The
Schubert's
July 23/37. .9. . . You Came to My Rescue. .. .July 30/37.. 8
Big
League
May
7/37.11...
(11-21-36)
..Dee. I7,'36t.6'/a..
Song of the Serenade
Islands
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10... 109. Mother Pluto
ShepGRANTLAND
Fields and Orch.
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10...
RICE SPORTLIGHTS
Golf
Timing
(8-21-37) July
23/37.
19...
1 .. .
(11-21-36) Mar. 6/37t.6'/». .
Trees (3-20-37) Mar. 19/37.. 9...
Iceman,
The
Jan.
15/37..
(NEW
SERIES)
More KittensCafe (1-9-37). Mar. 27/37t.8'/2. .
PARAGRAPHICS
30 — Sporting Quiz, The
18/36.11... 110.
111. Woodland
Aviator Shorty
July 23/37. 10. . . No.(11-21-36)
Putting
OnDay
the Dog Dec.
Feb. 12/37.11...
Nov. 6/36.10.... Ladies'
(6-26-37)
I rl..
Royal
Steeds
July
2/37.10...
Broadway
Highlights.
No.
8.
Dec.
11/36.10...
No.
31
—
Chimp
Champs
....Dec.
4/36.10
112.
Little
Hiawatha
Saratoga Summers
BroadwayComesHighlights.
Sporting Pals
Jan.
1/37.10....
(6-26-37)
I
rl..
Circus
to Town.No.The9.. 10... No.No. 3332—— Underwater
(3-27-37) Mar. 12/37.11...
RoInventions
(6-26-37)
I rl..
(7-3-37)
June 25/37.10...
mance. An (3-6-37) Jan. 29/37.10 Singing Wheels (12-26-36). Nov. 20/36.11... 113. Modern
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CHART-- CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln. No. Title
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
UNIVERSAL
10— Dancing-Leather May 22/37.10....
Hits
July 17/37
Crossing the Sahara Aug. 14/37
(6-5-37)
Title Rel. Date Mln. Vaudeville
Long
Bright
Land
(9-11-37)
Sept.
25/37N0.
.
Elaine
Arden
No. II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37. 10. .. .
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS Vitaphone Broadwayltes .. .Aug. 21/37. 10. .
No. 12— Pianos— Art
No. 32 (2-6-37) Feb. 1/37. .9'/i. . Medley- Dupree
"YOUR FLOYD
TRUE GIBBONS'
ADVENTURE"
July 28/37
17/37.10....
No.
33
(3-27-37)
..Mar.
I5.'37..9
EVITIES
BROADWAY
BR
No.(8-14-37)
13 — Books— Furs Aug.
Attic
of
Terror
(9-1
1
-37)
.
.Sept.l8.'37tl2.
.
.
No.No. 3435 (4-17-37)
.Mar.
22.'37..8....
. .Apr. 12/37. .7.... Sweethearts and Flowers... .Nov. 7/36.20.
LOONEY TU
(4-17-37)
(NEW
SERIES)
No. 36 (5-15-37)
No.
28—
Village
Smithy,
..May
I0.'37..9'/j..
Regis ToomeyNo.—Cheese
I— Racing(9-11-37)
— Wrestling Sept. 18/37. 10. .. .
The
Preisser
Sisters
No. 37 (5-15-37)
...July
.June 26/37.10....
7.'37. .9'/j. . That's
Pictures
(8-29-36). Nov. 21/36.21 .
No.
38 (7-24-37)
No. 29— Porky of the North- 19/36.. 7.
Mo. 39
VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
Jay
C.
Flippen
woods (1-9-37)
9/37.. 7.
No. 40
PoetsMr. ofand theMrs.Organ
No. 30— Porky the Wrestler
JoeBlonde
PalookaBomber"
In "The Nov. 28/36.21.
Jesse (8-22)
CrawfordJan. 18/37
6/37.. 7.
M EANY- Ml NY-MO E CARTOONS
No.
31
—
Porky's
Road
Race
Whale
(7-14)
No.(2-27-37)
32— Picador Porky
Air Express
Sept.20.'37t.6. . . . Shemp
MediumHo Well
Done Feb.
Mar. 13/37.10
6/37.10....
RobertComesHowardNorton
Bio
(3-13-37) .. .Mar.
theHanneford
Circus .Dec. 5/36.18.
Hardeento Ghost Hookup, A.Apr. 3/37.11....
17/37.. 8.
CountryRace.StoreTha (8-7-37)
July 3.'37..7
5/37.. 7.... Here"Poodles"
No.
33
—
Porky's
Romance..
Ghost
17/37..
8.
Fireman's
Picnic
Aug.
16/37.
.6'/4
.
.
No.
34—
Porky's
Duck
Hunt
Me Liberty" .Dec. 19/36.22.
No.(6-12-37)
35— Porky and Gabby
Golfers. The (2-13-37) Jan. 11/37. .8'/t.. "Give
HomeRadioRunRamblers
on the Keys
119/37..
5/37. 8.8.
Litel
House
of forMagica Day(2-13-37)..
Feb. 28/36.
8,'37..8....
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. 9....
It'sJohn
All Healy
Over Now (2-6-37) .Dec. 26/36.20.
Knights
(1-9-37).
Dec.
.7.
..
.
No.
36—
Porky's
Building.
Babe Ruth
Dan
Lumber
Camp
(3-20-37)
....
Mar.
15/37.
.7.
..
.
No.
37—
Porky's
Super
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37.10....
Asbestos in
Ostrich Feathers Sept. 6/37t.7 Joe"AandHorse's
Service
(710-37)
3/37..
8.
Louis Zingone
Tale"
Rest Resort
Aug. 23/37. .7
No.Story
38— Porky's Bad Time 24/37.. 7.
(2-13-37)
Jan. 9/37.20.
Double Talk (6-5-37) June 26/37. 10.. . .
Steel
Workers
(5-15-37).
...Apr.
26/37.
.7....
Stevedores, The
May 24/37. .7. .. . Hamtree
No.(8-14-37)
39— Porky's Railroad
Harry Grlbbon7/37.. 7.
PalmEdgarBeachBergenKnights July 31/37
Harrington
Turkey Dinner Nov. 30/36. .8 Pretty
...
Charles Ahearn
Pretender, The Jan. 23/37.21.
No. 40— Get Rich Porky... 28/37.
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
11/37....
(2-13-37)
Lyin'GeorgeTamer,JesselThe (7- 1 1-36). Aug. 28/37.10...
No. 41 — Porky's
Garden...MASTERS
Alpine Cabaret (8-14-37) .. .Aug. 4/37.10
Bernice
Claire
MELODY
Bargain Party,
MatineeThe(3-20-37) .Apr. 14/37.10.... joe Palooka in "Kick Me
•37.21.
Cocktail
VITAPHONE VARIETIES
Jlmmle Lunceford and Orsh.
Again" (3-6-37)
Neekin' Party. A (9-11-37) Sept. 4/S7tM...
May 17/37.10
12/37.10....
(1-23-37)
Dec.
19/36.10..
Shemp HowardFun(5-15-37)
Begins at Home Feb.
George
Hall
and
Orch
Jan.
9/37.10..
Edgar
Bergen-"Charlie
Hawaiian Capers (9-18-37) Sept. 8/37tl7.... Captain
Puppet
(9-11-37) McCarthy"
Oct. 2/37tl0...
Louisiana Kings Jan. 23/37.10..
Feb.
Salici'sLovePuppets
It's
the Record Mar.
17/37. IO'/2.. Georgle Price
Roger
Wolfe Kahn and Feb. 6/37.10..
Royalon Cafe
Nov. 25/36.10....
Oreh
.Feb.
27/37.22.
Swing
for Sale (3-13-37).
School
for
Swing
(2-6-37)
.
.Jan.
20/37.10
Hal
LeRoy
Cab(3-13-37)
Calloway and Oreh. Feb. 20/37.10..
WM. STEINER
Shoes with Rhythm
Under Southern Stars Feb. 20/37.18..
(5-15-37)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Van Steeden and Mar. 6/37.10..
Fred a Lawrence-J.
Bryan . Mar. 13/37.20. . Peter
Show
for Sale June
Nov. 9/37.10....
3/37t
Orch
Hotel
la
Swing
Eagle's
Vengeance,
The. .. July 29/37t20. .. ,
Singing Bandit, The
Jr.
Jacques
Fray and Orch. Mar. 27/37.10..
(7-3-37) July 7/37.10.... MailEddieandFoy.Female
(4-10-37)
WORLD
Mar.
27/37.21
.
.
Jam Session, The Apr. 17/37.10..
Murray
Teddy Bergman's
Bar-B-Q. . Dec.
Oct. 23/36.
6,'37tl9
Television
Highlights
10. .. . PlayKen Street
Title Rel. Date Mln.
ClydeOrchestra,
McCoy andThe
Orch. May 8/37 10.. Battling
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21..
Ritnac
OSWALD CARTOONS
Bettas July 8/37tl0...
Prelsser Sisters
Jack
Denny
and
Orch
May
29/37.
10.
.
Romance of Robert Burns
Birthday
Party.
Tha
Mar.
29/37.
.6'/,.
.
Men
of Ships Sept. I0.'37t.»...
Grenet and Oreh.
Duck Hunt (3-13-37) Mar. 8/37. .7.... (4-10-37) Apr. 10/37.16.. Eliseo
(6-19-37)
June
19/37.10..
Owen ofKing-Linda
EverybodyTrouble
Sings (I -30-37) . . Feb.
Hayton and Oreh.
Gopher
Nov. 22/37.
30/36. .7..7 . . . Lifers
Party. Perry
The Apr. 17/37.21.. Lennie
(7-10-37) July 10/37.10..
Clubthe Boys
SERIALS
KeeperSick
of the Lions Oct.
Love
Oct. I8,'37t.7
4/37t.8.... JoeYachtPalooka
David Mendoza and Orch.
in
"Taking
12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Specified
Playful Pup. The
(8-21-37)
July
31/37.10..
the
Count"
Apr.
24/37
21
.
.
Russ
Morgan and
and Orch
(7-31-37) July 12/37. .7.... Shemp Howard- Robt. Norton
Milt Britton
Orch Sept.
Oct. II/37t
2/37t....
May 8/37.20..
Trailer
(5-15-37) ... May 3/37. .7.... Movie Mania
COLUMBIA
Mai Hallett and Orch Oct. 23/37t....
UnpopularThrills
Mechanit
Dave
Apollon
Arnold
Johnson
and
Orch.
.20....
Musical
Operation,
A
May
15/37
20..
Jungle
Menace
(9-4-37)..
(10-17-36)
Nov.
6/36.
.8....
Frank
Buck-C.
Henry
(9-11-37) Nov. II/37M0..
Wily Weasel, The June 7/37.-7
Gaby- Anita
Virginia VerrillMay 22/37.18..
(each)
(15 episodes)
DayFrankat Santa
STRANGER THAN FICTION SERIES
MERRIE
MELODIES
Sybil Defects
Jason (6-12-37) .. June 5/37.22..
No.
29—
Novelty
(9-24-36)
. . Nov.
9/36.. 8'/a.. Sound
(In Color)
REPUBLIC
No.
30—
Novelty
(12-26-36)
Dec.
7/36.10....
No.
28—
Don't
Look
Now...
Nov.
7/36..
7..
No. 31— Novelty (I -2-37) .. .Jan. 4/37.. 9.... Rufe Davis
No.
Nov. 28/36.
6401 (2-27-37) . Feb. 2fl/37t.
PalookaNortonin "Thirst
No. 32— Novelty (I -30-37) .. Feb. 1/37. .9.... joeRobt.
No. 2930—— Coocoonut
He Was HerGroveMan.. . .Jan.
2/37. .7..7... DickRalphTracyByrd-Kay
BeverlyAid"Phalen. June 12/37.20
No. 33— Novelty (2-13-37) .. Mar. 1/37. .9
No.(1-16-37)
31— Pigs Is Pigs Jan. 30/37. .7..
(15 episodes) Hughes
Roundup,
The
June
19/37.21
No. 34— Novelty (4-17-37) .. Mar. 29/37. .9. .. . Rhythm
Estelle Taylor
No. 35— Novelty (4-17-37) . .Apr. 26/37. .9 Little
No.for32—1
Have Eyes Mar. 6/37.. 8.. Painted Stallion. The 6421.. June 5/37t.
Pioneer, The
No. 36— Novelty (4-17-37) .. May 24/37. .8. .. . (7-10-37)
You Only
(3-6-37)
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Glbion
Crusoe of Clipper
July 3/37.19..
No. 37— Novelty (7-3-37) .. June 21/37. .8'/2. .
No.
33—
The
Fella
with the Mar. 27/37. .8. . Robinson
Island 3583
Nov. 14/36..
Sybil Jason
No.
.July 19/37.
Fiddle (4-10-37)
Mala-Mamo
Clark
Nocvturnes
No. 38—
39— Novelty
Novelty (5-15-37)
(7-24-37) .. .Aug.
16/37. .9....
.9 Newsboys
No. 34 — bat's
She WasDaughter
an Acro- Apr. 10/37. .8. .
(7-10-37) July 10/37.20..
No.
40—
Novelty
(9-18-37)
.Sept.
6/37t.9....
(14
episodes)
0. S. Coast Guard
Lane, from
Tree the& Sky
Edwards
No. 41— Novelty Oct. 4/37t.9 Flowers
No. 3635—— Clean
Ain't WePastures
Got Fun. May
May 22/37
1/37.. 8.. S.6441
No.
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. I.'37t.9
Ralph Byrd-Maxlne Doyle Aug. 28/37t.
(8-21-37)
July 24/37.22..
UNIVERSAL. SPECIAL
Josephine
Huston
No.Bungalow
37— Uncle Tom's
Hollywood Screen Test
June 5/37
Zorro
Love Aug. 2/37
John Rides
CarrollAgain 6461 Nov. 20.'37t.
(8-14-37) Aug. 30/37t2l.... Cut Out forNovisNo. 38— Streamlined Greta
Dorothy
DareAug. 7/37
King Edward the VIII Dec. 14/36. .9'/,. . DuDonald
Green
(6-12-37)
June
19/37.
.8.
.
Barry
Did
All
Right...
No. 39— Sweet Sioux
UNIVERSAL
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Irene Cupid
Bordoni
Nov. 30/36.25.... Doctor
Sept. 4/37t
Jim
(12-26)
Jan. 18/87. (ee«n)
.2rls.
No.(7-10-37)
40— Egghead Rides June 26/37.. 8.. Jungle
Grant
WithersBetty Jane Rhodes
Ken
Murray-Oswald
Again
July 17/37.. 8.. Radio Patrol (9-18-37)
VITAPHONE
Union
Sept.il/37t...
Oct.
4,17t.2rls.
No.
41—
Plenty
of
Money
Title Rel. Date Min. Postal
GeorgieDiplomat,
Price The
Grant Withers-Cath. Hughes (eeeh)
and You
July 31/37. .7.. Secret
Littlest
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
X9Rogers
Apr. I2/S7. (each)
.2 rls.
No. 42— Sunbonnet Blue Aug. 21/37
Vaude-Villlans
Dec. 12/36.10.... Sybil
(9-11-37)
Sept.25/37t20.
Scott Agent
Kolk-Jean
No.Weather
43 — Speaking
of
the
Marty May
Jason
Tim
Tyler's
Luck
2 rls.
(8-21-37)
Sept.
4/37..
7.
UpsHalandLeRoy
Downs Oct. 9/37t...
ReelHarryVaudeville
Frankie
No. 44 — Dog Daze Sept. 18/37
Rose (I -30-37) . Jan. 2/37.11....
Frances Thomas,
Robinson Jr.No. 45—1 WaTtna Be A
Bed-Time Vaudeville
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
"In Days
the Cutting
18/37.)rls.
Sailor
Sept.25,'37t...
(Cinecolor)
(2-20-37)
Wild(SeeWest
(6-26-37)Room,"
July Sept.
5/37f.2
Bring
On the Girls Jan.
Mar. 30/37.11....
6/37.11 Along the Mediterranean.
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
... Jan.
Dec. 30/37.10.
5/36.10.
Johnny Mack Brown (each)
Edgar
Bergen
Nice
Work
(2-13-37)
No.Aviation
4— Southern
Wear- Dec. 26/36.11.
(13 episodes)
Vitaphone
Apr. 3/37.10 Land of the Midnight Sun
(1-23-37)
Smith andDiversions
Dale
(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10.10.
VICTORY
No.(2-6-37)
5— Sports Afloat
Nickel
Lowdown
May
1/37.10....
Nature
the
Artist
(4-10-37)
.
Mar.
20/37.
Jan.
16/37.10.
Charles Kemper
Cradle of Civilization Apr. 17/37.10.
Blake of Scotland Yard... *nr. 15/37.
No. 6— Swimming — Wood
Vitaphone
Funsters
Alpine
Grandeur
May
15/37.10.
Ralph
Byrd- Herbert
Rawllnsonversion)
(6-12-37)
May 29/37.11.... Gateway to Africa
No.Carving
7— Phonograph Records Feb. 13/37.10.
(15 episodes—
also feature
Johnny
Burke
(6-12-37)
June 12/37.10.
—Lipsticks
(410-37)
....
Mar.
20/37.
1
1
.
Shadow
of
Chinatown
Land
of
the
Magyar
VaudeFestival
June
26/37
No.
ShoesSuits.
... .Apr.
10/37.10.
Bela Lugosl-Herman Brli.Oet. 10/36.
Fritz and Jean Hubert
(7-10-37) July 3/37....
No. 8—9— Coiffeurs—
Hats— Bathing
May 11/37.10.
(15 episodes — also feature version)
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JENKINS-HIS

Neligh, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
Back home again. We supposed that when
they knew we were coming they would have
driven the cows off main street and met us
with the mayor, some prominent citizens
with the "Silver Cornet Band" and the LaReception
Committeecitizen
— but who
they met
didn't.us
Thedies'only
prominent
was Bill' Jones with a bill for two shirts,
one pair for
of overalls,
of BVD'sSomehow
and a
demand
immediatea pair
payment.
these folks never do appreciate a "prominent citizen" anyway. Well, that's what one
gets for living at "The Gateway to the
West."
Anyhow, we are home with the
grasshoppers.
V
A writer in the Omaha World-Herald
gives us a very vivid account of one of the
stellar attractions at the Lincoln (Neb.)
state fair.from
It washisbilled
and,
judging
reportas of"GaytheParee"
attraction,
it was "Gay" all right and very suggestive
of "Paree."attraction
He sayswasin ahisfanreport
the
principal
dancerthatwhose
costume consisted of a pair of shoes and a
fan, and that the dance was put on by one
Nancy Miller, who claims her home to be
Louisville, Ky., although we doubt if she
knows where Louisville, Ky., is, and we
doubt very much that Louisville, Ky., would
have allowed her to stray so far away.
A pair sideofred a sufficient
shoes and costume
a fan arefornotladies,
conespecially by a discriminating public, such
as Lincoln is, and, judging from the writer's
report,
of "Gay
came
mainly the
frompatronage
the cornfields
and Paree"
the hayrack
beys. We would like to suggest to Nancy
that she add a smile to her costume, but discard her shoes during this hot weather. If
this report is true, the Fair Board should
be congratulated for giving the public an
opportunity to see some "high-class entertainment." It'then
s just weournever
luck donotgetto tohave
been there, but
see
anything, anyway. Doggone the doggone
luck, anyhow.
It occurs to us, however, that Omaha, before starting to throw stones at glass houses,
should put shutters over the windows of
some of their own houses, for we have been
told that some of them are exposed to flying
missiles, some large enough to break glass.
Anyhow, we are still of the opinion that the
State Fair Board should be congratulated
and that Nancy should be done in stucco, to
be placed in the "Hall of Fame" as a contribution to"Art." V
The other day a fellow who is on relief
went to the committee and demanded an
increase in his allowance. The committee
told him it was short of funds at the moment and could not increase his allowance.
The fellow said it would not be necessary
until he returned from his vacation, that he
was going back to Michigan for three or
four weeks and after he came back he would
like a little more assistance. Can you beat
that? Demanding an increase in his allowance after he returns from his vacation. Va-

cation from what? Yea, verily, he was right
in his speech at Warm Springs, Ga., when
he said,
family need
fearthatgoing
gry. The"No
government
will see
theyhunare
V
In discussing the honesty of men and
women, we notice that Bob Burns rather
leans
toward the fair sex. It seems that,
in fed."
his opinion, the conscience of the ladies
is a little more acute, that they lean a little
more strongly toward honesty, and he cites
his Aunt Poody as an example. He says
he
Aunt satPoody's
dinner
day
and waswhenat they
down toforeat,
AuntonePoody
said she thought it would only be fair to
invite in some of the neighbors to eat some
of the steak the delivery boy had left there
by
Aunt Barnloft
Poody's back
honesty
us ofmistake.
Aunt Prunv
on thereminds
Kankakee river in Indiana. She told Silas, her
husband, that if Elmer Snodgrass should ask
INTHENEWSREELS

COLYUM
him if she found a five-dollar bill he dropped
on the floor at the store that day to tell him
she would return it that evening. Then she
added, "That's in caseV he should ask you."
We got a letter from a fellow out in Colorado saying he was going to open a theatre and asking us if we knew where he
could get
magazinehimthatandtoldtoldabout
tures. Weaanswered
him picwe
did, that we represented such a magazine
and that "It Covers the Field like an April
Shower."
and saidthathe wasdidn'tas
know
what Hekindwrote
of aback
magazine
they hadn't had a shower out there for nine
V
We
recently
received
a letter from Geryears. trude Merriam of the Herald
(she is the
one who wants you boys to send her some
theatre ceivedpasses)
she said
she hadasking
realetter fromand Robert
L. Ripley
her for her photograph, but didn't say what
he wanted with it. We wouldn't send that
guy our photograph on a bet because he
would likely put it in his "Believe It or Not"
column, he's so darn funny that way. We
know what we'd do with her photograph; it
would be framed and placed upon our dressing table.
V
Last night we went to the Moon theatre
and saw a double feature program. The
first picture was called So and So and the
second one was called So and So. They
were produced by So and So and company
and So and So directed them. The principals
in these pictures were So and So, and since
we saw them we have felt rather so and so
ourself, and if you should play them, if you
don't
so youfor can
so andsaywe sowillandstand
it. call us so and
V
Every time we get a nice, sunshiny day
we think of catching fish in the ship channel down at Brownsville, Texas, with J. C.
Fanning. Fanning would be an awfully good
fisherman if he would learn to spit on his
bait,Butbutspeaking
he won't ofdofishing,
it, he spits
in theFanning
water.
we saw
catch a fish one day as long as a but
then
fence maybe
rail is. you don't know how long a
V
You probably wouldn't start on a journey
on
the 13th,
probably
sleeptwoin
a hotel
room and
13, but
if you wouldn't
should take
drinks of "Minnesota 13" you'd spit in a
wildcat's face. It is said to be a great tonic
for mild indispositions, and we will recommend some "Minnesota
13" for you
you
this. Without
it webefore
will
assumestartnoreading
responsibility.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
HERALD'scoversVagabond
Colyurhnist
TheTheHERALD
the FIELD
like an
April SHOWER.

MOVIETONE
Vol. ZO.-The
fire.
parade
LewNEWS—
Lehr No.TheA, World
Series Legion
is on theon
MOVIETONE
NEWS—
No. 5,President
Vol. ZO.— Japanese ingunsthe
again
Shanghai
west bombard
Berlin streets
are bombed in onmocktour war
Fashions
Daniel
Doherty
John Biggers Vittorio
LegionMussolini
boxing show.Lew Lehr Speed boat racing
NEWS
— No. of 202,
9.— Greatest
Legion OFrallyTHE
ends DAY
in blaze
gloryVol. Yale
set for
Grade
A
football
Old
Westbury
captures
America's
Polo
crown
The
Woman's
Page
Giants
of
long
ago return
wide open spaces "Maypole Farming" starts into Dixie.
NEWS
OF THE
DAY—InNo.Shanghai
203, Vol.death9.— President
feels pulse
of west
takes no
holiday
takes theAH spotlight
son comes Football
to America
ready for Mussolini's
count of
nation's
joblessLegionVienna's
fair building burns
American
elects great
new chief.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS—
No.
15.—
The
Legioncongratulates
on parade
Beats autoNews records
President
Paramount
10th English
anniversary
Loyalist warship
putson into
port for Spanish
repairs
Loyalistr Indians,
refugees working
crowd French
ports.
.. .Prossalmon
fisheries
F.Virginia
D. R.perity foJr.,
and
bride
to
live
at
University
Watch that football Newest grid star.of
PARAMOUNT
NEWS— No.War16.—inPresident
and
family
party
northwest
Maneuvers
and Paramount
warvisitpreparations
France,ofSpain
England,
News inpictures
10 years Germany
ago
So long Legion
Shanghai
holds on Mussolini's
Gridders songet vists
going. U. S
PATHE NEWS—
No.
19,
Vol.
9.—
China
aflame.Driverless
... ExplosionWall
in ParisStreetTunatycoons
competition
tractormarches.
fly to work
The
Legion
PATHEOhioNEWS—
No.
20,
Vol.
9.—
War
in
North
China
State
President
in west
Mussolini
in U. OilSvictory
on track
FastestA
army in tanks
fireGirlsperilsstar Frisco
Landmarks
fall
Vienna flame.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSPAPER
NEWSREEL—
Vol. 9. — American
Legion captures
New YorkNo.in 600,
big
Old Manhattan
ofoffensive
war veterans
from entire surrenders
country to100 throng
planes
greet parade.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL—
No. 601,
Vol.
9. —westward
BombsNEWSPAPER
raze
Chinese
quartercityRoosevelt
swings
...Oil
blastsAcrobat
threaten
Young
Duce
cons
U.
S.
movies
dares
death
air
Dohertyhillsnewin
Dave Silverstein, former Republic proLegion Britain
chief chases
U. S. pirate
tanks subs
lick tough
ducer, has joined the Nat Levine unit at
Society girls try scooters. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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NEW

EQUIPMENT

LIGHTscreen.
ON The
YOURsuper-arc
PURSE— modern,
MORE LIGHT
ON
your
tubular
low
amnernge
reflector
arc lampandat Lomb
only $147.70.
Complete
with
giant
10!4
in.
Bausch
elliptical
mirror,
Westinghouse motor, Weston ammeter, loads of other
features. New
We'llYork.
trade. S. O. S., 636-AN Eleventh
Avenue,

USED

EQUIPMENT

LIKE 6ATOprojectors,
PICK WINNERS?
PICK arcTHESE—
Powers
good $69.50. Reflector
lamps,
famous
makes,
$49.50.systems,
Forest
rectifiers,
$24.50. entirely
Generators,complete,
$49.50 up.fromOptical
good, standard makes, from $4.95. New warehouse
clearaway
bargain
list
free.
S.
O.
S.,
636-AN
Eleventh
Avenue, New York.

UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
etc.MOVIE
Projection
marepaired.
Catalog
H
free.
SUPPLY
COMPANY, LTD., 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
REALhalf VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE LENSES.
$10
pair,
size, $32 $3.95;
pair,
popular
sizes limited;
B & $5.95;
H splicers,
speakers makes,
frommonitor
$7.95;
baffles
MIRROROID,GivesSILVER-WHITE
SOUND
SCREEN
from
hearing aid amplifiers
with
speaker
(patented)
brilliancy,
depth,
reflection
and
handles up to 30THEATRE
seats. LotsSUPPLY
moreclarity.
FREESE, 147 and
writetubes,
now! $15.
CONSOLIDATED
Water St.,Unequalled
Newburgh, forN. Technicolor.
Y.
CORP., 1600-M Broadway, New York.
EVER sets;
SEE SUCH
CARBON
$4.85 THEATRE CHAIRS— 1600 PANEL BACK SPRING
hundred
8/12, $5.75
hundredPRICES?
sets. 10%7/10,
discount
chairs at $1.25, two lots. 1,500 fully upholstered
1000 sets. International brand, first quality, guaran- seat
seat
chairs SEATING
at $1.65. Photographs
quest.
CO., INC., 358sentW.on 44threte d foatr beautiful
snowwhiteprices
projection.
Buy Bargains
a year's spring
supply
these
sacrifice
and
save.
Street,
New ALLIED
York.
inAvenue,
all theatre
equipment.
S.
O.
S.,
636-AN
Eleventh
New York.
LOOKING
WE HAVE
18.000
from 75c,FORusedGOOD
veneer SEATS?
and upholstered
chairs,
American structed,
Seating.
Ideal,
other
famous
makes,
recon15M free. S. O. S., 636-AN
Eleventh Avenue,refinished.NewListYork.
books
GENERAL
EQUIPMENT

GRAB THIS BOOK BUNDLE— 3 books, 600 pages,
only
$1.39, consisting
of"Servicing
Sloane's Projection
"Motion Picture
Projection,"
Mancall's "Fundamentals
Equipment"book,
and Benson's
ofO. Television."
Any
one
49c.
Many
others.
S.
S., 636-AN
Eleventh Avenue, New York.
THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemthefor proper
theayou in making
entries, but
complete
recordprovides
of yoursufficient
operationsblankfor pages
each dayfor ofa
year. prepaid.
Notable for
its simplicity.
Order Rockenow—
$3the postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTIONRevised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes
736
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
withpages
detailed
description of assembly,
and
functioning of all modern sound and projection apparatus. Iimmediate
t is a practical
"troublein shooter,"
cross
indexed
for
reference
any
projection
room emergency.
ORDER Rockefeller
TODAY! $6.25
postpaid.
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Center,
New
York.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
MAN ORin WOMAN
WITH
CAPITAL
TO agency.
TAKE
interest
established
storytheatrical
and talent
someone
interested
orPrefer
without
services.
State ineverything
inwork.
letterWithfor
interviewTUREwithHERALD.principal. BOX 790A, MOTION PIC-

TOP

PENT

DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
or publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
Reat for comoleteactive
service.
BOX 915A,work.
MOTION
PICTURE e renHERALD.
TRAINING

SCHOOL

EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETterTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Free315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira.
how.
THEATRE
Washington
N. Y.
HELP

WANTED

OPERATOR
WANTED.
MARRIED MAN PREferred.
with noScottsburgh,
children. Work
THEATRE,
Ind. for both. INDIANA
REPAIR

SEPVIOE

WANTED

TO DUY

WANT USED RCA
SOUNDHEADS,
SIMPLEX,
Powers
arc BOX
lamps,933,rectifiers,
lenses. Topprojectors,
money paid.
MOTION generators,
PICTURE
HERALD.
POSITIONS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST
DESIRES
CHANGE,
PREFERand
California.
Good references,
experience
onAcme.
Simplex
Western
Electric
Sound,
also
Simplex
JOHN
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The famous adventure call of
the air waves now heralds the
outstanding serial entertainment of all time! The nationally-famous radio program
with the largest listening audience known to broadcasting—
17 millions weekly— becomes a
Republic serial with the
greatest adult audience possibilities. Truly, a serial for
every situation.
On the air three times weekly
coast -to -coast for the past
four-and-a-half years.
3,200,000 "Lone Ranger Club"
members. Every one a pre-sold
serial certainty. And you get
it on the same serial program
as DICK TRACY RETURNS,
15 episodes; THE FIGHTING
DEVIL DOGS, 12 episodes;
and HAWK OF THE WILDERNES , 12episodes.

TWINER"

and "T0NT0"

the /nd/an

brought to vital screen life in this

SERIAL

Special

FLASH ! WALTER
"Lubitsch's' ANGEL,'
is reported

WINCHELL

says : -

starring

DIETRICH,

a fine picture."
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There's
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Getting
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From

IT'S
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CENTURY!

Keep your eye on
the follow
-thru.,.
(next page)
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THE

STORY

BECOMES

THE

YOUR

AUDIENCES

PICTURE

YOU'LL

WANTED

ALWAYS

FOR

REMEMBER

SHIRLEY
HER

FOR!

THE book millions read and loved . . .
produced by 20th with big-picture
sweep . . . mellow with the joyous heartwarmth of colorful Alpine folk . . . brings
you a greater Shirley whom you will
treasure more tenderly than ever!

TEMPLE
in

fflRBfflMB HEIDI
A 20th Century-Fox Picture with
Bra
JEAN

HERSHOLT
and
ARTHUR TREACHER
HELEN
WESTLEY
PAULINE MOORE • THOMAS BECK
MARY NASH • SIDNEY BLACKMER
MADY CHRISTIANS • SIG RUMANN
Directed by Allan Dwon
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith From the famous story by
Johanno Spyri • Screen Play by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson
Song
Our little
WoodenD. Mitchell
Shoes"
by tew"InPollock
and Sidney
Darryl F. Zanuck in cb.ige oi producnon

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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"
ABROAD
SIONin the breadth
IMPRES
gradually taking over, as general manager to Ernst Lubitsch,
and abundno man, for, and marvelling
sir, toadmiration
defer,
WE
at, the
ance of our
genius, the scintilla nt versatility, the amazing virproducer-director."
"Heis hastens
to explain,"
Herald -Tribune,
"that
there
no connection
betweensayshis The
appointment
and his duties
tuosity of the purposeful, professional, misunderstanders of Hollywood. The year past, marked by some
as That,
a member
Lubitsch staff
and his censorship
activities."
it willofbethediscovered,
is something
in the nature
of a
recovery from the pains of decency, has afforded a number
hatful of fact, if not news.
"
rstanding,
"miss-unde
of
specimens
gem
iridescent
pure,
of
which, just coincidentally, appeared possibly to involve evasions
"In some quarters," the quotation of Mr. Hammell continof the self-disciplines which the motion picture industry found
impressionforgotcensorship,
abroad that
mightues,be"the problems
while Lubitsch
exactly theproductions
opposite
so necessary in its hour of distress about 1934.
Choice indeed was the employment, in the name of art, of
It
is
funny
how
notions
will
get
around!
a young woman who had achieved what passes for fame by
is the fact."
taking her clothes off on the public stage. Choicer yet has
"Lubitsch productions," continues the quoting of Mr. Hambeen the announcement of a contract with another young
mell, "are probably the least censorable of any film producwoman who has won international attention because she has
tions made. This is due as much to Lubitsch's good taste as to
been pictured in her artistically authentic facial simulations
hisIfskill
as a director
and this
picture
craftsman."
anything,
even more,
reader
would say.
of reaction to biological attentions of apparently great penetrations and vigour. There are other examples, but these are
Setting down to the essence of it all, The Herald-Tribune
the pearly
continues: "Hammell points to Lubitsch's forthcoming production to art. best, flawless in the luster of their quality of devotion 'Angel'
slapstick comedy
the handscartoon
of the can
wrongbe
director
can. .be. Even
censorable.
Even a incomedy
So it came that at even-tide of last Sunday, when the editor
sat at an autumn fireside a-dawdling through the publicity
censorable on the ground of good taste. Likewise Lubitsch's
perfumed pages of the distinguished New York Herald-Trib'Angel,' that
with woman
a triangle
of two
love could
with have
the same
woman,
married
to onemenof inthem,
cenune's amusement section, he fetched up at last on a piece
sorable possibilities if not handled with good taste and perspecentitled "His Job is to Censor so Well that Nothing is Left for
the Censors."
What one must enjoy most, while repacking the pipe, is that
SOMEONE had been intent on doing an article which
word
"perspective."
As to log.
"perspective," here's looking at you.
The fire
requires another
should mention, with accent, a certain picture which is
currently in a state of impending.
That intent was, with what some might call adroitness, not
BACK
to our
in comfort
Motion Over
Pictureon
tive."Herald,
our perspective
favorite screen
journal, with
in hand.
immediately disclosed. The approach was through a column
page
44
of
the
issue,
which
is
September
25,
Mr.
William
about a Mr. John Hammell, described as "mild mannered,"
Weaver,
in a reviewin aof fact-finding
"Angel" seems
also "slender, silver topped," if you like colour details, who
toR. have
hewn Hollywood
out a slabeditor,
of perspective,
sort
"puts either the Indian sign or the stamp of approval on picof way. Mr. Weaver, it is recorded, went to Westwood Village
tures long before they reach the production stage."
Theatre
to a preview
of "Angel"
pipe,specimens
a gurgling
wentbearing
out while
that audience
by a playbill
stating:and found it introduced to
he The
was reader's
looking for
and churchwarden,
citations of titles
the
"Indian sign." Maybe they have been saved for another
"Melchior Lengyel, the Hungarian playwright-author
piece. This piece was, after all, tending to its business of leadof 'Angel,' has . . . persistent salesmanship and a genius
ing up to the publicity job for the picture in hand.
for writing racy Continental stories. . . . Lengyel refuses
"The popular conception of censorship," The Herald-Tribune
to take 'no' for an answer, bangs the desk and implores:
quoted
Mr. inHammell,
that it deals
primarily
withof matters
'Has Lubitsch seen it? Has Lubitsch said it can't be filmed?'
risque and
bad taste"ismorally.
But there
is little
this to
Such is the tribute to the finesse of the Lubitsch touch."
contend with today. The main job in censorship today is in
matters international, keeping away from situations and charProceeding through Mr. Weaver's dispassionate report of
the unfolding picture one reads: ". . .recording the goings on
will aoffend
in foreign
That acters
is which
really
lot of censors
fun, while
blowing nations."
rings at a mantel
within, almost exactly like a well appointed house of assignaon a Sunday night, to think of censors, about the world from
ispopularly. .gestures
supposedin toa private
look. . .saying
want
good tionadvice.
dining she
roomdoesn't
... husband
Hollywood to Helsingfors and way stations, all busy censoring
for each other.
. . . is told it's all his fault because he hasn't been home much
recently. At this point the audience is asked to believe that
the gentleman who keeps England out of war tells his wife that
who is what we used to call "theMr. Hammell,
ANYWAY
censor-on-the-lot," seems to have it down to such a neat
it is all right with him if she doesn't do it again."
Let us look that last line over again. ". . .all right with him
"thatforhethecanrecently
delegate.
. .his duties
assistants,
leavingsystem
him free
acquired
duties,towhich
he is
if she doesn't do it again." [See next page, bottom of column 1]
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Going Up
The steady movement toward increased
admission prices has gained additional supporters in widespread areas, but, for the
most part, the raises have been adopted in
houses with scales below the tax avoidance
level of 40 cents. The public reaction to the
increases has been reported as favorable by
Rick Ricketson, operating head of the Fox
Intermountain circuit, and by managers of
Kansas City houses.
Developments are recorded on page 13.
68 Story Purchases
A total of 68 story properties were purchased by 12 producers during September,
Crescent Pictures taking the individual
leadership by acquiring the rights to 21
stories. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ranked second with 15 purchases. Contrary to the
usual results, published story purchases
numbered more than originals. Approximately 65 per cent of the properties acquired
were novels, books and magazine stories.
Only one play was purchased.
A complete report on the purchases is on
page 18.

Censorship Move
Cardinal Villeneuve, head of the Roman
Catholic Church in the Province of Quebec,
has launched a general campaign for a new
system of Catholic censorship and the establishment ofa Catholic Cinema League.
The purposes of the League are to insist
on "morally
sound" a pictures
the producersto; establish
bureau offrom
classification
for all films marketed in Quebec, and to call
upon the civil government of the province
to enact laws complementary to present
statutes "to assure adequate control of the
The province of Quebec now has a legal
industry."
censorship and forbids the attendance at motion picture theatres of minors less than 16
years old.
Hays on Pictures
Will H. Hays declared on Monday that
the public definitely has proven that "artistically mature"tertainment,
pictures
as en-47
proceedingareto acceptable
describe some
"outstanding" features for 1937-38.
Titles of the pictures and descriptive details by Mr. Hays appear on page 24.

ASCAP Earnings
Earnings of American Society of Com0=9
0=9
posers, Authors and Publishers for the third
quarter ended September 30th were esti$984,000
by John G.committee,
Paine, chair-as
manmateofd atthe
administrative
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
against $949,000 the same period last year.
every Center,
ThursdayNewbyYork(?uigley
Publishing Circle
ComThis year'stribution tomembers
figure provided
largest
dis- Published
pany, Rockefeller
City. Telephone
of any the
similar
quarter
7-3100.
Cable
address "Quigpubco,
New
York."
Martin
Quigley,
Editor-in-Chief
and
Publisher;
Colvin
Brown,
Vicein
the
organization's
history.
The
record
GeneralManaging
Manager; Editor;
Terry Chicago
Ramsaye, Bureau,
Editor;
earnings were realized despite the fact that President and
Rovelstad,
no revenue was received from five states 624ErnestSouthwoodA. Bureau,
Michigan
Avenue,
C.
B.
O'Neill,
manager;
HollyPostal R.Union
Life Building, Toronto
Boone Mancall,
where anti-ASCAP legislation has been en- 366manager,
Weaver,
Bureau,
acted.
AdelaideWilliam
Street West,
Toronto editor;
2, Ontario, J. A. Cowan,
representative.
London
Bureau,
4,
Golden
Square,
London
WBerlin-Tempelhof,
I, Bruce Allan, cable
Quigpubco
London;
Berlin
Bureau,
Kaiserin-Augustastrasse
28,
Joachim
Rutenberg, representative; Paris Bureau, 29, Rue Marsoulan,K.
"IMPRESSION
Paris 12, France,
representative,
Lacifral-12
Paris;Pierre
RomeAutre,
Bureau,
via^ LovaniocableI, AutreRome,
Italy, Vittorio
Malpassuti,
representative,
Italcable,
Mal-191
passuti,
Rome;
Melbourne
Bureau,
RegentHolt,
Theatre,
Collins
St.,
Melbourne,
Australia,
Cliff
represenAB
[Continued
from
preceding
pas.e~\
RO
AD
"
tative;
Mexico
City
Bureau,
Apartado
269,
Mexico
City,
So we have been taken through 88 James Lockhart, representative; Prague Bureau, Uhelny
minutes of screen time to see something trh 2, tive;
Prague
Czechoslovakia,
Harry Knopf, representaBudapestI,representative
Bureau,
3, Kaplar-u,
Hungary,
laid in Paris, infidelity enjoyed, condoned Endre
Hevesi,
Buenos Budapest,
AiresNatalio
Bureau,
Ave3949,
Buenos
Aires,
Argentina,
and blessed by the Lubitsch touch, Code llaneda
representative;
Bureau, representative;
142 Museum Bruski,
Road,
seal 3399.
Shanghai, China,Shanghai
J. P. Koehler,
Tokyo
880 Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shi
Japan,
H. Tominaga,
representative;
Rio Brazil,
deChiba-Ken,
Janeiro
Bureau,
Picking up The Her aid -Tribune again: Bureau,
Postal 3358,
RioBureau,
de Janeiro,
L. S.PostMarinho,
"... There is no connection between his Caixa
representative;
India
K.
G.
Gidwaney,
Bunder
Road, Uruguay,
Karachi, Paul
India;Bodo,
Uruguay,
P. O. BoxBoxcable
664,147
(Mr.
Montevideo
representative,
as a HammeH's)
member of appointment
the Lubitsch and
staffhisandduties
his Argus
Montevideo;
Amsterdam
Bureau,
Waalstraat,
Amsterdam
Philip54,deVienna
Schaap,VII,87representative;
Bureau,Z., Holland,
Neustiftgasse
Hans
Lorant,
censorship
He is advisory
telling us?activities."
Or would it matter? Vienna
representative;
Chile
Bureau,
Calle
Estado
260,
Oficina
306
Santiago Bureau,
de Chile,Vesterbrogade
A. Weissmann,20,representative;
Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Out of the nowhere comes a refrain from V,
Winther, representative.
Member
AuditDenmark,
Bureau ofKrisCirculations.
All contents copyright
1937 by Quigleyto thePublishing
Company.
Address
all
Kipling's "The Light That Failed" Dick correspondence
New
York
Office.
Other
Quigley
Better
Theatres,
Motion
Picture
Daily,
Teatro
Heldar is talking: "There'll be trouble in olPublications:
DIa, International Motion Picture Almanac and Fame.
the Balkans in the Spring."

Why Black Joined
At the screening of David Wark Griffith's "A Birth of a Nation" Monday night
at New York University, Robert Gessner,
director of the course in "History and
Appreciation of Cinema," opened his remarks first
by saying
the "Birth
of a Na-in
tion,"
shown that
in 1915
and reissued
1920, was
responsible
for Justice
Hugo L.
Black joining the Klan. And, he added,
"the picture was the cause of a revival in
the Klan's operations." In the same vein
Mr.
Gessner disagreed
withquestions
Mr. Griffith's
interpretation
of the racial
in the
picture but tempered his remarks by saying
that "Griffith's depiction was based more
on
melodrama
racial
prejudice."
Because
of a latethanstarton Mr.
Gessner
spoke
only briefly on the racial question, going
almost immediately ' into the technical aspects of the picture. He introduced G. W.
(Billy)tion, Bitzer,
cameraman
the methods
producwho described
some offor the
employed in the picture to produce the
effect wanted.
Cleared Air
Through a mist of rumor concerning personnel changes, minor and executive, at Universal, Charles R. Rogers, production executive leaving New York for Hollywood,
cast the remark that home office discussions
had "cleared the air of all the misunderstandings." J.Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of"Hooey."
the board, countered reports of the dismis al of approximately 150 employees with
Fact and rumor are reported on page 58.
Sunday Afternoons
Attempts in two communities to ban Sunday openings of motion picture theatres
failed, notably in Seattle, Wash., where beer
parlor
sponsored Ga.,
the were
attack.denied
Six
residentsoperators
of Hogansville,
an injunction against the theatres and in
Hartford and Willimantic, Conn., municipal ordinances were passed allowing- theto open ataretwosummarized
o'clock instead
of five.
The atresreports
on page
52.
Tri-State Election
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas,elected R.Mississippi
reX. Williams,andJr.,Tennessee,
as president
during the organization convention at Memphis, A highlight of the meeting was the
criticism
of producers
"indiscriminate"
intermingling
of whitesfor and
Negroes in
motion pictures.
Details of the convention, along zvith news
of other organizations' meetings, are given
on page 52.
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Mussolini, Roach Sued
The Associated Press on Wednesday reported from Los Angeles :
Film production plans of Vittorio Mussolini and Hal Roach encountered legal difficulty here today when Dr. Renato Senise of
Italy filed suit declaring he originated the
idea they are following.
Dr. Senise demands $30,000 of Mr. Roach
and other defendants, including the Hal
Roach Studios, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, two
John Doe corporations and two John Does.
He charges that, although he conceived
the plan to produce motion-picture operas
with Italian talent and American technique,
obtained a contract providing that he should
receive one-sixth of any profits made by Mr.
Roach, that he should be business manager
for Italy, and interested Italian capital and
Vittorio Mussolini in the plan, he has been
eliminated from the plan.
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Pathe Deal
Under a five-year contract, effective Jan
1, 1938, signed by Pathe News, Inc., and
Pathe Film Corporation, all Pathe News
printing, negative developing and rush
work will be handled exclusively by Pathe
Film Corporation, which also acquires exclusive 16millimeter and 8 millimeter rights
to Pathe tupletsNews'
pictures
Dionne inQuinand other
itemsofoftheinterest
the
Pathe News library. Material will be released by Pathegrams, Inc., subsidiary of
Pathe Film Corporation. Negotiations
were completed by Ned Depinet, president
of RKO Radio Distributing Corporation ;
Frederic Ullman, Jr., vice-president and
general manager of Pathe News, and O.
Henry Briggs, president of Pathe Film
Corporation.

Labor and Crosses
Important to establish the jurisdiction of Editorial
the Regional Labor Board in the Screen
Writers' Guild action for an election to des- Release Chart
ignate the collective bargaining agency for
writers, is proof of an intimate relation between the film industry and interstate comIn British Studios
merce. To thisof end
the board's areattorneys,
over protests
the producers,
calling
for testimony on gross incomes and expenditures ofthe studios. Revealed so far Asides and Interludes
have been the total annual consumption of
raw film stock and gross figures of a few
companies.
Hal Roach was shown to have spent Deaths
$3,126,784 and to have received $2,887,174
during the period from September 1, 1936, In the Courts
toincome
Augustfor31,the1937.
gross3,
fiscalGrand
year National's
ended April
1937, was $1,205,651; Universal spent ap- The Hollywood Scene
proximately $8,000,000 for production during the year and Samuel Goldwyn spent
$3,460,645 on six features during the year Technological
ended July, 1937. For 42 features Republic
spent $2,019,483 during the year ended September 30th and last
gross for Selz- This Week in Pictures
nick International
was year's
$1,760,000.
Vance King describes the setting and previous testimony on page 27.
Showmen's Reviews
Selznick's Plans
In the Newsreels
O. Selznick's
distribution
will
be David
completed
in New York
within plans
the next
month, he announced this week when he arrived in New York from the coast. When Managers' Round Table
greeted by reporters, Mr. Selznick said he
had
few definite
thingsas into mind"
then, "ain answer
to a query
whether andhe Short Subjects on Broadway
will continue to release through United Artists, added that he had "no idea of what's
going
his stay
York, tohehappen."
continued,During
he will
conferin New
with J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
"everybody."
What the Picture Did for Me
See page 46.

9

Production Slower
The production line at Hollywood slowed
markedly after the pressure of the last several weeks. With five completed only six
were started, among them the Shirley Temple version of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Casts of the product begun and completed
and other
notes29.comprise the Hollywood Scenestudio
on page

Farm."
"Documentary" Movement
The "Documentary Film" movement in
England has expanded as a direct result of
Britishmen as producers'
English-a
they really failure
are, saidto show
Paul Rotha,
recognized authority on documentary films,
who recently came to the United States from
England for a five months' visit. Mr. Rotha
defined a documentary picture as a "dramainformation," often with narrative but notization ofplot.
Other opinions voiced by Mr. Rotha in an
Page 7 interview
are recorded on page 21.

Page 73 Music Code
Representatives of virtually the entire
publishing business sat around the
Page 59 music
Federal Trade Commission in Washington,
on Monday, and charged that the motion
business is responsible for present
Page 33 picture
unsatisfactory conditions in their industry, alleviation from which they seek to acPage 54 which wascomplissubmitted
h bya code of to"fair
the trade
Trade practices,"
Commission for approval.
The
code,
as
described
on
page
14, inPage 54
volves simply a ban on "song-plugging."
Page 29
Dietrich
International"Traitoress"
News Service cabled from
Nuremberg, Germany, Wednesday, that
Page 36 Julius Streicher, Nazi chief, in his newspaper, Der Stuermer, branded Marlene
a "traitoress to Germany," because
Page 10 Dietrich
"the German-born Dietrich has spent so
many years in Hollywood she has now become an American citizen."
Page 39 Tests Bank Night
over the legality of Bank Night
Page 83 andDisputes
other chance games have continued to
arise in various sections of the country
but this week particular attention is being
Page 65 focused upon Nebraska and Connecticut
where test cases are now pending before
courts.a drive
A pastor
Page 24 the
New states'
Orleans highest
has launched
to elimi-in
nate chance games from theatres and the
districtsiderattorney's
is that
will con-by
no complaintreply
unless
it ishe signed
Page 83
at The
leastchance
25 "reputable
and voters."
game fieldcitizen
is surveyed
in an
Page 61 article on page 46.
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Pictures

chair Universal execuCOW R.DIN,
man,VER
and Charles
Rogers,left,production
/CHEE
tive, effusively welcomed Danielle Darrieux at
the French Line pier in New York when the
Normandie docked last week, a prelude to extensive
cocktail parties and introductions of the French
actress as Universal's newest star. Elsewhere in the
news Mr. Cowdin is reported as having remarked
that stories of the dismissal of approximately 150
employees were "Hooey," and Mr. Rogers as having
added "The air has been cleared." Mile. Darrieux
was one of a shipload of industry notables, others
of whom are pictured on this page, who arrived coincidently on the liner. Photographs by Cosmo-Sileo.

Hedy Kiesler
achievement
was
ported
in
the
lay
a divorce. More
joined the MGM
change ofwhose
name
actresses
similar channels.

whose most noteworthy screen
as thepres star
"Ecstasy,"
was for
reto have ofcome
to America
tangible is the news that she has
talent roster as Hedy Lamarr, the
being not without precedent for
previous publicity has followed

Eouis B. Mayer, MGM production chief, is pictured
with Mrs. Mayer on board the Normandie on which
they returned from a European vacation.

October

9 , 19 3 7
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Vittorio Mussolini, in the news last week as the other
half of Roach and Mussolini Pictures, has since been
studying Hollywood methods, between times celebrating
his list birthday. He is pictured examining a camera,
guided by Norbert Brodine of the Hal Roach studios.
Deep in the Minnesota woods is a hunting lodge maintained byW. A. Steffes. The photograph herewith was
taken the morning after a boat accident in which
Mr. Steffes nearly lost his life.
f
Breaking with precedents, of political neutrality, in cinema journalism
March of Time has prepared a sequence showing in minutest detail the work
and accomplishments of Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia of New York. To
launch the film properly a reception was held at the Waldorf Astoria hotel,
where the mayor is pictured with Louis De Rochemont, producer.
Samuel Goldwyn was Hollywood host to George Alcock, left, a director
of the Odeon-Deutsch circuit in England, and Sam Harris, right, British
exhibitor and editor of Cinema, trade publication, during their recent visit.
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FARGO
r~T1 HREADED on the development of
t transportation in the country's
pioneerbut,days,
"Wells Fargo"
essays a
broad field
according
to Hollywood
predictions current since its recent completion, it will fulfill its promise. Stills from
the film, which stars Joel McCrea and
Frances Dee, are reproduced on this page.
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PATRONS

PRICES
Higher Bracket Theatres Hesitate as Tax and Percentage
Would Take Up to Eight
Cents of Dime Increase
Increase
of admission
with no serious
oppositionprices,
from havingpatrons,metis
spreading rapidly to widely scattered points,
although confined, for the most part, to
theatres with scales below the tax avoidance
level of 40 cents.
The majority of the increases have been
five and ten cents, but the scale has gone
up 15 cents in a few cases, such as the
State Theatre in Oklahoma City, where the
top admission has been boosted from 25
to 40 cents. The larger circuits have refrained from issuing any blanket order for
increases, but admittedly are watching all
locations where "adjustments" might be
feasible.
David Palfreyman, exhibitor contact
man .for the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, summarized the
movement
declaring
an exhibitor's
decision to byincrease
pricesthatis almost
entirely
governed by competition. The question of
taxes, he added, is quite a determining
factor.
First-Runs Average 40 Cents
Excluding cities of more than 500,000
population, the general average admission
for first-run houses is 40 cents, Mr. Palfreyman said. A nickel increase in these
theatres would be eaten up by the ten per
cent tax on the entire admission, and so
nothing short of a raise to 50 cents would
increase net profits. In addition, as Mr.
Palfreyman pointed out, with most of the
first-run houses, pictures playing on a percentage basis, an increase in admission
prices from 40 to 50 cents would result in
the pictures costing more, taking as much
as three cents of the additional dime.
Hence, in such theatres a net of only two
cents would go to the house which added
ten cents to its admission charge.
As for the question of competition, Lew
Preston, of the Interboro Amusement Company in Brooklyn, explained that "we can't
do a thing"
their
prices. until the large circuits increase
Nevertheless, among the states wherein
the increase movement has gained impetus
are Nebraska, Ohio, Michigan, Delaware,
Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Washington,
Pennsylvania and Oklahoma.
A citywide meeting of exhibitors was
called in Milwaukee this week to discuss
the possibilities of a general rise in admission prices. A similar session, summoned
in New Haven, was postponed indefinitely
because of a poor attendance.
The reaction of patrons to box office increases in Kansas City and in the 50 Fox
Intermountain houses, where raises were
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ITOA STARTS DRIVE
AGAINST GIVEAWAYS
The 240 members of the Independent
Theatre Owners Association, Inc., are
willing to eliminate giveaways and
chance games by December 1st if other
theatres in New York City will do
likewise, it is pledged in the October
9th
issue of The
the organization's
publication,
Independent. official
The article says:
"From now on no one will be able
to say it was the other fellow who
wanted giveaways; there won't be any
passing of the buck. Every exhibitor
who sends in the pledge card to do
away with giveaways will find his
name listed in every issue of The Independent. Those whose names are not
listed are the ones who display bad
adopted
recently, has been good, according
faith."
to Kansas
City managers and Rick Ricketson, operating head of the Intermountain
circuit.
"There
hasn't been one complaint,"
Mr. Ricketson said.
The Fox Plaza theatre in Kansas City
and the Varsity in Lincoln, Nebraska, not
only joined the list of houses putting raises
into effect but, at the same time, both reverted to a single feature policy, after experimenting with double bills.
Other increases in Kansas City included
C.
H. Potter's
Baltis, nights
now 20whereas
cents onit
Sunday
and Monday
formerly charged 15 cents straight, and the
ANNIVERSARY DINNER
PLANNED FOR BLANK
In celebration of A. H. Blank's
25th anniversary as a theatre executive adinner is being planned for December in Des Moines, where Mr.
Blank first started in show business.
He is now president of Tri-State Theatres and president in a partnership
with Ptiblix in the Central States
theatres.
daysDesin
theDuring
businessMr.the Blank's
Garden early
Theatre,
Moines, was his first large house. Today the theatre is the smallest in the
circuit.
Tri-State has seven houses in Des
Moines and 33 in Illinois, Nebraska
and
numberIowa.
SO. Central States' theatres

RUNS

Rockhill, Fox Midwest suburban house,
which advanced from 15 to 20 cents.
Arkansas
BurfordAt went
from City,
20 andKansas,
25 centsthetoFox
35 cents
on the weekend change, remaining at 25
cents for the other days.
In this same city, the Starr, formerly 5
and 10 cents, has gone to 10 and 20 cents,
and the Howard has advanced from 15 to
20 cents.
The first increase in Pittsburgh in more
than a year is one of the few cases above
the 40 cent level. The Alvin jumped prices
from 40 to 50 cents.
the gone
Palomar's
of At15 Seattle,
cents have
to 25 matinee
cents andprices
the
evening and Sunday level of 25 cents has
been elevated to 40 cents.
Independent and circuit houses in Wilmington, Delaware,
wide increases
of fromhave5 todecided
15 cents.on cityOhio Circuit Raises Prices
Tracy Barham, general manager of
Southio Theatres, has inaugurated a 5 cent
increase at three houses in Hamilton, and
four in Middletown, Ohio. The new scales
rangechildren
from 15hastobeen
40 cents
for
raisedtop.
fromAdmission
10 to 15
cents on Sundays and holidays.
The Woods Theatre, Chicago, one of the
Jones Linick and Schaefer circuit has
moved up prices five cents to 30 cents on
week days. The Oriental recently adopted
a 10 cent raise.
Several neighborhood houses in Toledo
have joined the movement. They include
the Lyric, Avalon, State, Bijou and the
World. The World raise is from 20 cents
to 25 cents on Sundays only, but similar
raises for the entire week were adopted by
the other houses.
Operators of the suburban houses in San
Francisco, after lengthy discussions, placed
five cent raises in effect. A similar move
has been made by Oakland subsequent runs
within recent months.
Oscar Morgan, who has charge of the
southern area for Paramount, does not believe any general rise will be adopted in the
South. The majority of the houses, he
said, are charging 35 and 40 cents. Inreases, he pointed
into the ctax
question.out, would run head-on
ASCAP Florida Case
Up for Hearing Soon
The American Society of Composers,
Authors and
Publishers'Florida
petitionstatefor officials
an injunction to restrain
from enforcing the law barring the organization from operating within the state,
which was passed at the last session of the
legislature, has been prepared by Schwartz
and Frohlich, ASCAP attorneys, and will
be filed with the Federal court at Tallahassee next week.
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by FRANCIS L BURT
in Washington
The music publishing business stands a
chance of succeeding in its ambition to
prevent or curtail motion picture producers
from "plugging" the songs in their motion
pictures.
Endorsed unanimously by the nearly 75
music publisher representatives present, the
proposed code of fair trade practices for
the music
publishing
was submitted to the
Federal industry
Trade Commission
at Washington for approval on Monday by
Joseph V. McKee, counsel for the Music
Publishers Protective Association, former
acting mayor of New York, and at one time
a municipal judge.
The presentation was made at an open
conference presided over by Judge George
McCorkle, Trade Commission director of
trade practice conferences.
Marked by a brevity of presentation and
lack of opposition seldom achieved in open
FTC discussions of proposed codes, the
conference was featured, not by a demand
for excision of proposals but the strengthening of them on the ground that the
motion picture producers are responsible
for reputed unsatisfactory conditions in the
music industry and should be brought
under federal control with respect to their
"plugging"
of songs advertising their new
motion pictures.
As submitted to Judge McCorkle after months
of preliminary conferences and trade discussions,
the music code involves simply a ban on song
"plugging"
and ofapplication
to theof music
publishing industry
the provisions
the Robinson-Patman
anti-price
discrimination
act.
The price discrimination clause, said to have
been incorporated at the suggestion of FTC
officials, takes the place of the long list of unfair
practices heretofore carried in detail in the
codes bates,
and discounts
covering
such discrimination.
matters as secretIn re-its
and price
provisions against price discrimination in any
form, the Robinson Patman act covers all such
situations and, in fact, it is no longer necessary
for an industry to have a code covering such
practices, since they are illegal by act of Congress.
"Push
Money"
In itsPublishers
prohibitionBarred
against song
plugging,would
the
Music
Protective
Association
make it an unfair trade practice for any. member
of the industry to give or offer any bribe to any
orchestra leader, musician or performer, in the
form
gift, bonus,
payment,of "push
refund, money,"
rebate, royalty,
service,gratuity,
favor
or otherwise, to sing, play or perform any piece
without ployethe
knowledge
and
consent
of
the
r of the leader, musician or performer em-or
where such plugging tends unduly to restrict the
free
and fullto exhibition
of competitors'
musica
and tends
lessen competition
or create
monopoly.
With William T. Griffin of the Association,
elected secretary of the meeting, John G. Paine
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PROMPTING
"Plugging"
of "Inferior"
Songs
to Advertise
New Films
Is Blamed at Trade
Practice Conference
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New Warner Studio
Publicity Heads

R. F. TAPLINGER A. W. EDDY
Robert F. Taplinger, well known in radio
publicity, and Arthur Wilson Eddy, associate editor of The Film Daily, were named
this week by Warner Brothers Pictures to
take charge of publicity at the studios in
Burbank. Mr. Taplinger will be director,
and Mr. Eddy will assist him as executive in
charge of trade paper relations.
Edward Selzer is transferred from the
post of studio publicity head, which he held
for four
years,
handleFoypublicity
wise assist
the toBryan
unit. and otherThe long-term contract with Mr. Taplinger
was consummated in New York by Jack L.
Warner, in charge of production in California,
and by S. Charles Einfeld, director over all
Warner
advertising,
at the home
office. publicity and exploitation,
Mr. Taplinger this week sold his publicity
business, one of the most extensive in radio, to
Tom Fizdale, Inc., for a reported $20,000. Some
of the Taplinger air clients include Eddie Cantor, Burns and Allen, Kate Smith, Guy Lombardo, Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie, Bob Ripley,
Nelson Eddy, among others.
Mr. Taplinger will arrive at the Burbank
studios on November 1st. Attention will be
given by Mr. Taplinger both to film and radio
publicity and promotion at the Warner studio.
The Taplinger entrance into radio publicity
was made in 1928, when he joined Columbia
Broadcasting
System's
office inpress
partment in New
York,home
resigning
1935 de-to
open his own publicity offices in New York,
and,
London.subsequently, in Hollywood, Chicago and
Mr. Eddy went to theatrical journalism from
New tion
England
newspapers,of first
the mo-in
picture editorship
The taking
Billboard,
New
York.
He
was
news
editor
of
Exhibitors'
Daily Review (now Motion Picture Daily),
and, after handling personal publicity for a
number of film stars, joined The Film Daily,
some 10 years ago. Mr. Eddy is the author of
several produced film and stage scripts. He
was to leave New York by auto with Mrs.
Eddy on Friday.
of the MPPA delivered the first explanation
of the industry's situation, declaring that withcode also
it was
"headed
for chaos,"
wouldout thereact
against
the motion
picturewhich
and
radio industries, which, he said, depend primarily upon music for their raw material.
"The things that occur in this industry af-
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MUSIC
CODE
fect vitally other great industries and are associated with it or dependent on it as sources of
rawEfforts
material,"
Paineto pointed
of the Mr.MPPA
control out.
the situation,
he said, have been unsuccessful because a small
percentage of publishers would not cooperate in
an the
internal
"clean-up."
However,
that
all
industry
wants unfair
practiceshe added
eliminated
was demonstrated under the code, when not a
single wilful
violationthe was
"The industry was almost
firstuncovered.
to make application
for a code under NRA and one of the last to get
one," he commented.
Mr. Paine was followed by Louis Diamond,
president of Famous Music Corporation and
Popular Melodies, Inc., Paramount companies,
who declared the code was necessary if the public was to have
of music byit should
Similar
views theweretypeexpressed
Edwardhave.B.
Marks of the E. B. Marks Music Corporation,
who ingtold
the passof theJudge
NRA,McCorkle
chaos is that
again"since
becoming
the
rule."ing factor
"Radio,"
he said,plugs,
"is now
in obtaining
and the
plugsdetermincan be
bought in blocks of three, six, twelve or more.
With repetition over the radio, music is becoming monotonous
and unbearable."
Periods
of depression
in the music industry
are coincident with the beginning of abuses, it
was asserted by Louis Bernstein, president of
Shapiro, Bernstein, an independent company.
"At the apresent
time the industry
is going
through
great depression,
and bribery
and
chiseling are rampant," he said. "Hardly a music publisher in the United States is not "in the
red' again for the first time in several years."
Sees Unemployment Threat
Unemployment threatens the men who contact
orchestra leaders and other performers in the
interest of the music publishers, the conference
was told byfessionalMose
Gumble,and,president
ProMusic Men,
accordingof the
to Paul
Johnston,
artists'to representative,
artists generally are opposed
plugging.
Declaring himself 100 per cent for the code,
Arthur F. Fishbein of Southern Music PublishCompany, ofdelivered
attack against
the
musicingpolicies
the filmanproducers,
declaring
that
"plugs"
in
themselves
were
not
necessarily
an evil, particularly as the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers distributes
its royalty money on the basis of the number of
public
performances.
Mr. Fishbein
asserted, however, that the film
producers are responsible for the inferior music
which is thrust upon the public by their demand
for radio publicity for songs used in musicals
and the practice of having songs written to titles
of forthcoming shows and played on the air.
The general character of the compositions coming from Hollywood is poor, he charged.
The motion picture companies are running the
music publishing industry, he said, and the proposed code should be amended by inclusion of
provisions placing them under control.
Mr. Fishbein's charges were answered by the
MPPA's
JudgebeenMcKee,
the
code had
draftedwhowithpointed
respectoutto that
the
law
and
while
"it
would
be
splendid
if we incould
come down here and lay all our troubles
the
lap of the United States Government, we know
that
cannot
be
done."
However,
he
added,
if
the
submitted code is approved and works successful y it maysituation.
be possible later to take up the
music-film
Following presentation of the code, Judge McCorkle explained it would be given the consideration ofthe
and ifwould
approved
individual
memberscommission
of the industry
be asked
to signever, ispledges
of
adherence.
Some
time,
howto elapse before the commission
can reachexpected
a determination.
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SCREEN

"ECSTASY"
DECISION
(5) That IMPENDS
importation of a product from a
Appellate Justices Become
foreign
country
carries with it the right to disFILM'S
STORMY
ROAD
pose
of
that
Audience in Courtroom Thestate lines exist.product in every state as if no
LEADS TO WASHINGTON
(6) That Section 305, Tariff Law of 1930,
atre for Showing of Sex Film
being an enactment of Congress has become
Regardless of the decision made by
the supreme law of the land, binding on every
at Albany; Decision Reserved
New York's appellate court on the
state therein.
Samuel Cummings - Eureka Produc(7) That statutes enacted by Congress eviby RICHARD J. CONNERS
intention byand thecoverUnited
Statesof Governtions' appeal from the state censor
mentdenceto occupy
the field
regular
in Albany
board's refusal to grant an exhibition
inspection to the absolute exclusion of state
action
upon
this
subject.
license
to
the
sex
film,
"Ecstasy,"
Five justices of the Appellate Division,
Mr. Cummings is carrying his fight
Third Department of the Supreme Court
Rejected by State Department
against the ban to the United States
of the State of New York, temporarily
Supreme Court.
turned the staid courtroom into a motion
Counsel Charles A. Brind reviewed the DeSpecifically, the Eureka petition
picture house in Albany last Thursday to
partment of Education's
the
case, beginning
with its connection
rejection bywithIrwin
now before the U. S. Supreme Court
view the super-charged and much attacked
Esmond, director of the Motion Picture Divappeals
from
a
decision
of
the
Federal
sex
picture
"Ecstasy."
The
unprecedented
ision. Concerning the appeal taken from Esaction of the Appellate Division came after
District Court for the southern dismond'smis idecision,
Brind pointed
Comcounsel for Eureka (Samuel Cummings)
oner ofEducation
Graves out
had that
personally
trict ofNew York in a suit that had
Productions, Inc., and the State Department
reviewed
the film on July 27, 1936, and heard
been
filed
against
Herbert
H.
Lehman
of Education (Censor Board) had submitted
arguments of counsel.
as Governor of New York. The Distheir briefs and argued on the appeal by the
Chief points made by Mr. Brind were:
trict Court refused to grant an inproducerssioneragainst
the
decisions
of
Commis(1) That the motion picture "Ecstasy" was
Frank P. Graves which upheld the
junction against New York State and
properly rejected as "indecent, immoral and
refusal of the Motion Picture Division of
Eureka appealed to Washington.
tending to corrupt morals." Brind alleged
Censorship to license the picture.
There is no indication of the date
that the picture is calculated to "excite in a
spectatorof impure
due to istheshown
very
when the Supreme Court will rule on
After viewing the picture, the appellate
theme
the filmimagination"
wherein passion
as
overriding decency, morals and convention.
judges reserved decision, and the fate of
Mr. Cummings' petition.
(2) That the case is utterly devoid of any
"Ecstasy's" exhibition in New York is still
evidence that the officers charged with the
unsettled.
duty of reviewing the picture acted in bad
Joseph
A.
Brophy,
Mayor
of
ElizaA makeshift projection screen was hung in
faithoutorreasonable
capriciously
or withbeth, N. J., last week acted on prothe back of the court-room and curtains drawn
groundsorforarbitrarily
apprehending
that
tests received from the Elizabeth
for
the
film,
which
required
one
hour
and
IS
public
morality,
decency
and
welfare
would
be
minutes to run off.
Council for Better Films, and banned
in danger if this picture were licensed for
public
exhibition.
atheatre
showingin that
of "Ecstasy"
A Non-Stop Court Case
city. at the Broad
(3) That the United States Attorney confiscated "Extase" (the first copy) as "obscene
"Ecstasy,"
the
court
pointed
out,
has
been
and
immoral"
andbythat
its original
form
involved in litigation since formal application
it
was
condemned
PopeinPius
XI, Secretary
for its exhibition licensing was presented on
Hedy
Kiesler,
Viennese
star
of
the
of
the
Treasury
Morgenthau,
U.
S.
Customs
March 14, 1936.
officials, ex-Governor Alfred E. Smith and the
European-made
Attorney Henry Pearlman, representing
Legion of Decency.
brought to New film,
York,"Ecstasy,"
en route wasto
Eureka, opened his argument by presenting
Culver City, last Thursday, by Louis
the reasons for the appeal from Commissioner
Sees No Claim on Court
B. Mayer, MGM vice-president in
Graves'
ruling which
the refusal
Irwin Esmond,
directorsustained
of the Motion
Pictureof
charge of production, on a contract
(4) That the article
entitled
"When
Ecstasy
Division of Censorship to license the film for
with Metro, which will present her as
Runs
Water,"
appearing
showing in New York State on the grounds
MotionThicker
PictureThan
Herald,
evidenced
the dis-in
Hedy
Lamar
r.
ap roval ofthe outstanding trade paper of the
that it was "indecent, immoral and of such
motion picture exhibitors and hence that the
character
it wouldin tend
to corrupt morals."
Figuringthatlargely
the argument,
pro and
picture
has
upon ofthealleged
court arbitrary
for consideratnoion on theclaim
ground
con, was an article appearing in Motion Pic- the Cabinet official, Herman Oliphant, general
of the Commissioner of Education in also
counsel of the U. S. Treasury Dept., Eli Frank, action
page 18.ture Herald's issue of March 7, 1936, on chief
picture under the statute.
of that office and Huntington condemning thecontention
Charles A. Brind, Jr., counsel for the De- Cairns,counsel
of petitioner along the
special advisor of the Customs Division line(5)thatThatrefusal
to license picture constitutes
partment of Education, cited the stand of "the found fault
an
unlawful
interference
violation of Section
only
with
one
scene
of
"Extase"
motion
picture
industry's
outstanding
paper"
(first copy), i e. the portion beginning with the 305 of the Tariff Act is inwithout
on the matter of licensing the picture, while engineer
foundation in
placing girl on couch and ending with law or in fact.
Mr. Pearlman
attempted
to
discredit
the
article, through presentation of an affidavit signed portrayal of the girl caressing his head.
(6)
That
the
weight
of
evidence
was such
by
Rose Productions,
Chatham, secretary-treasurer
the proceeding should be dismissed and
That since
the United
second States,
copy ("Ecstasy")
in the
it had re- that
Eureka
Inc. The Chathamof was(2)admitted
order
of
certiorari,
granted
in
January
of this
ceived
as could beweeks
de- year by Supreme Court Justice Gilbert
affidavit
asserted
this nonewsone item
V.
y its widespread
exhibitionapproval
for 21 consecutive
was
printed,
(i. e. that
March"when
7, 1936),
had in bothduced bBoston
Schenck,
should
be
vacated
with
costs.
and Washington ; also that it A sidelight in the arguments was provided
yet
seen inthethepicture
this country
and was
the was shown in New
account
Motionin Picture
Herald
Jersey,
California,
Connecticut, Missouri, New Hampshire, Maine, when Presiding Justice James P. Hill sternly
therefore
based on hearsay."
and Oklahoma.
petitioner'sstarted
counsel,to Henry
takes no cognizance
of the fact(This
that affidavit
Motion Illinois
asrebuked
Mr. Pearlman
give thePearlman,
picture
(3)
That
the Department of Education was operator
Picture Herald has extensive editorial repre- wrong in condemning
the orders to go ahead.
the first copy of the
sentation covering the capitals of Europe, in- film, which was found obscene,
Turning
towards
Mr.
Pearlman,
Justice
when
the
seccluding the points involved in this instance, and
that its reports from foreign parts and con- been ondapproved
and relevant copy, "Ecstasy" itself, had Hill admonished "Now just a minute, please.
me be onthe the
stagebench
directoralong
here."with Presiding
cerning foreign product are not "based on hear- authorities. and not found obscene by U. S. LetSitting
say."— The Editor.)
(4) That the U. S. Government exercises JusticeticesJames
P.Bliss,HillLeonwereC. Associate
JusWalter
A.
Daniel
Other Allegations
police power over foreign commerce to the ex- V. McNamee and Christopher Rhodes,
J. Heffernan.
clusception,
ion of states.
(Justice
McNamee
took
exMrs. senLucille
New York
apparently, to this line of argument
Mr.
Pearlman's
other allegations
ted the LegionHartof ofDecency
at the City
court.repre(1) That
Mrs. Henry
Morgenthau,were:
wife of and quizzed Pearlman carefully on the point.)
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POINTED

reads "The Adventures of Tom
title
WRITTENer." out inlly,full, the
s
what
that'
Visua
Sawy
the letters spell. But as memories wander, as memories will for the miln's preta
sagationof
MarkaneTwaiinter
readmund
lions who have
no such
boyhood,
will register. Rather the letters will spell
they hour
agai,n.theLivehapp
"Bed youn
out
dayss ofof
onceg more
chil—dhoo
youth v/hen life was romance."
we didn't
thisFrankly,
production
when pay
the much
story attention
and detailsto
of the cast were being considered. Many
things mitigated against interest. We were
tired reading about the search for a "Tom
reportsrevolution
of which and
viedthewithSupreme
details
ofSawyer,"
the Spanish
Court reorganization fight for newspaper
preference. We knew that David O. Selznick usually makes pictures entertaining to
those who see them and profitable for
those who play them. We remembered
that Paramount had made the story only
a few years ago with Jackie Coogan,
Mitzi Green and Junior Durkin as the leads;
that Lucien Littlefield, Clara Blandick and
Tully Marshall, among others, had been in
the cast. Everybody knew this picture was
being made in color, that all the continually improving chromatic values would be
applied.
Then it dawned upon us that it had been
a long time, with all due respect to "David
Copperfield"
and a"Captains
especially, since
100 per Courageous"
cent kid, an
eternal kid, picture had been produced.
By that we mean a picture which had no
sex or lurid love in it. That, coming with

a man's remarks, widely supported by a
nation's press, that the primary considerahas amuse
in the
screentioniswhichthata itnation's
should populace
entertain and
only,
aroused
attention
for
the
subject
under consideration.
Followed a rummaging through scrap
books from the last time Twain's tale was
picturized. Commented Llewellyn Miller
in the Los Angeles Record: "Swarms of
children packed the Paramount. . . .'Tom
Sawyer'
is a one
film that
that few
no child
be
denied and
adultsshould
will not
enjoy."
In the Examiner,
Jerrydependable,
Hoffman,
now a Twentieth
Century- Fox
wrote: "By all means let the children see
America's greatest writer's greatest charthat . .acte.r. Ifyou're
for no smart,
matter you'll
how domuchmorejoythan
the
youngsters may derive from Twain's characters, their pleasure
one hundredth
of that doesn't
brought amount
to grown-to
ups." Leading off in the Times, Edwin
Schallert wrote: "If you want to be a boy
The foregoing probably hasn't very
much to do with the forthcoming "Ad..."
ventures ofTom pessimistic
Sawyer." and
No one,
unless
again
he is supremely
impossible
to satisfy from any viewpoint, will doubt
that it is being produced according to
the most hopeful Selznick tradition. Did
not newspapers continue to give Mark
Twain stories as premiums for subscriptions,
it might be considered that the author was
completely dead. Were it not for the fact
that Norman Taurog once won an Academy
Award for his direction of a cartoon of
childhood, "Skippy," and for his otherwise
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demonstrated ability to translate child
psychology to the screen in such a way
that the adult attains child's appreciation,
is directing,
"Tom to Sawyer"
just as
well
be consigned
the limbomight
of forgotten
subjects.
It is not intended that this should be a
sales argument for "The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer."
According
to what
understand, the United
Artists
presswe agentry
need take lessons in selling from no one.
We just happened to be around when the
last "Tom
a goodly
age of Los Sawyer"
Angeles had
standing
in linepercentto see
it. We know that May Robson did very
much to make "Lady For A Day" and "A
Star Is Born" successful and that Walter
Brennan is an improved successor to Chic
Sale as a character delineator. We know
that Jackie Moran, who plays "Huck,"
acquitted himself famously in "Valiant Is
the Word for Carrie." Ann Gillis is a child
playing the part of the child "Becky
Thatcher"
whoarecould
love kiss. They
in thenotcast.deny
The afirstpuppy
time
Tommy Kelly, child of the Bronx, ever saw
the Mississippi was when he crossed it
en route from the east to play the role of
"Tom Sawyer".
Apparently, release of the production of
the
adventureswithof a "Tom
will be
simultaneous
time Sawyer"
when consideration of the spirit of childhood and juvenile
happiness dominates everything else.
Along with Mr. Walt Disney's "Snow
White
and screens
the Seven
Dwarfs,"theit country
should
be on the
throughout
late in December when the holiday spirit
is all-pervading.
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Originals Fail to Lead for
First Time in More Than
a Year; Only One Play
Has Been Purchased
Crescent Pictures, independent, through
the purchase of 17 magazine stories and four
originals,
was September's
most prolificMetrobuyer of properties
for film material.
Goldwyn-Mayer, leader in August with 11
purchases, ranked second last month through
acquisition of 15 properties. The purchases
are intended, for the most part, to further
round out 1937-38 features schedules.
Although original stories comprised 60
per cent of the purchases in August, they
dropped to second position in September,
only 24 out of 68 — 35 per cent — being unpublished properties. It was the first time in
more than a year that total originals for a
month were fewer than the number of published stories bought.
One Stage Play Bought
As compared with August, when 12 stage
productions were acquired, September saw
the purchase
play
purchase ofwasa lone
one play,
of the"Fanny."
15 made Theby
MGM, the others being five originals, five
novels, two books, and two magazine stories.
The total of 68 properties were purchased
by 12 producers. The sources of the stories,
aside from MGM's and Crescent's, were
Twentieth Century-Fox, eight magazine
stories, one novel and two originals ; Warner
Brothers, four originals and one novel ; Universal, one novel, one magazine story and
one original ; Sol Lesser, two novels and one
original ; Paramount, two originals and one
magazine story ; Republic, one novel and one
original; David O. Selznick, one novel, and
Gaumont British, RKO Radio, and B. P.
Schulberg, one original each.
Titles and Credits
The titles of the 68 stories, with all available production credits, are as follows:
After Dark, a serial by Sarah Lorimer, to be
published
MGM. in the Saturday Evening Post, by
Boy, the Girl and the Dog, an unpublished
story by Sandor Farago and Alexy Denek,
based upon the Hungarian story "A Kutyas
Ember,"
by SandorRegenyek,
Farago, bought
publishedby inTwen1932
by Vilagvarosi
tieth
Century-Fox.
Crime of Dr. Hallet, the, to be published in
Blue Book, by Lester Cole and Carl Dreher,
purchased by Universal.
Ex-Love, a novel by Mateel Howe Farnham,
bought by Republic for a Harold Shumate
production.
Eye of the Needle, an original by Harold
Buckley, bought by Universal.
False Witness, The, a short story by Marce!
Achard, purchased by Gaumont British as a
starring vehicle for Nova Pilbeam. Alfred
Hitchcock
produce.
Mr. will
Hitchcock,
ma Reville will
and Joan
Harrison
prepare Althe
screen play.
Fanny,
a
play
by
Marcel
Pagnol,
purchased
bv
MGM.
Forsythe Saga, five novels, "The Man of
Property," "Indian Summer of a Forsythe,"
"In
Chancery,"
"Awakening,"
"To Let,"
by John
Galsworthy,
purchased and
by MGM.
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One Minute Alone, original by Dalton Trumbo, purchased
Twentiethby Century-Fox.
22(c)
YEAR'S COMPARISON
Permit
to Kill,by original
William Rankin,
OF STORY PURCHASES
16(d)
purchased by B. P. Schulberg. Rankin and
12(e)
George
Bruce
will
prepare
the
screen play.
Books
Month Originals 23(f)
Totals
17(gho)i Plays
Crown, the, story by Mrs. Bertita
10 70 Phantom
October 38
Harding, bought by Warner Brothers. Henry
io
Blanke will produce and William Dieterle will
November 34
direct.
16(h) (i)
46
December 31
59 Prayer for My Sons, A, novel by Hugh WalJanuary,
55
February
May 1937 42
pole, ring
purchased
8(k)
vehicle for byKayWarner
Francis.Brothers as a star5(1)
93
63
42
March
Public Defender, original by Anthony Colde68
way, purchased
by Warner17 Brothers.
44 Secret
25
July
Service Smith,
stories by Major
42
April
R.
T.
M.
Scott,
purchased by Crescent.
6(m)
37
28
Sky
Island,
original
by
Jean
Terry, purchased
June
43(n)
6126
by Paramount.
Something
of
a
Hero,
original
by Michael
45
21
August
Sheridan, bought by MGM.
24
Spur of Pride, original by Percival C. Wren,
September 27
I89(c
purchased by MGM as a starring vehicle for
TOTALS FOR
Clark Gable. Louis D. Lighton will produce.
680 Stowaways
12 MONTHS
409
in Paradise, novel by Don Blanding,
purchased
Sol Lesser,
starring
7
(c) Including
82
Including
vehicle
for
Bobbyby Breen.
Edwardas aCline
will
published
magazine
stories,
(d) Including 55 published magazine stories,
direct. Release will be through RKO.
(e)
Including
Streets of New York, original by Gertrude
(f)
published magazine stories,
7
Including 5 published magazine stories,
Berg,
Sol LesserRelease
as a starring
(g)
vehiclepurchased
for Bobbyby Breen.
will be
(h) Including
magazine stories,
Including 3 published
through
RKO.
published
magazine
stories
(i) Including i published magazine story.
Training
of
Movie
Animals,
a
magazine
arti(i)
Including 4 published magazine stories
cle by Larry
MGM. 12
(k) Including
Triumph
Over Trimble,
Pain andpurchased
Death, byChapter
7
published
magazine
stories.
(I)
of the book by Rene Fuelop-Miller, purchased
and 21 published
radio serials.magazine story
by MGM.Magazine Story, by Quentin ReyUntitled
published magazine stories,
(m) Including 2 published
nolds, tobe published in the Saturday Evening
magazine stories,
(n) Including 29 published magazine
Post, bought
by Raft.
Paramount as a starring
stories.
(o) Including 78
vehicle
for George
Wings over the Sea, an original by Lawrence
Kimball, purchased by Warner Brothers to
Here Today and Gone Tomorrow, an original
feature George Brent and Wayne Morris.
by
Frank
Whitbeck,
bought
by
Metro-GoldLloyd
Bacon will direct.
I wyn-Mayer.
Married Her When, an original by Jack
Sherrill,
bought
by
Mervyn
LeRoy,
producer
National Decency Legion
for Warner Brothers.
Classifies
Nine Pictures
It Riddle
Couldn'tand Happen
Here,
an
original
by
Mel
Alex Ruben, purchased by RKO
Of nine new pictures reviewed and
asReida starring
vehicle
for
Victor
Moore.
Cliff
classified by the National Legion of
will produce.
Jim, the Conqueror, original by Peter B. Decency in its listing for the current week,
four
were approved for general patronage
Kyne,of purchased
by MGM.
Lady
the Tropics,
an original by Wanda and five were listed as unobjectionable for
Tuchock,
purchased
by
Paramount
to
star
Isa
adults. The pictures and their classification
Miranda.
follow.
Life of William Norton, the, book by Rene
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Fuelop-Miller, bought by MGM.
Listen, Darling, original by Katherine Brush, Patronage : "Boss of Lonely Valley," "The
purchased by MGM.
Game That Kills," "Life Begins in College," "This Way, Please." Class A-2,
Little Black Cloud, and seven other "Little
Black
Cloud"
stories
published
in
College
Unobjectionable
Adults for: "Ave
Humor in 1932, by Darrell Ware, purchased "Carnival Queen,"for"Fight
Your Maria,"
Lady,"
"Madame X," "Das Schoene Fraulein
by
Twentieth
Century-Fox.
Little Devil,
original
by
A.
H.
Z.
Carr,
purchased byRepublic. .
Schragg."
Crime Club Novel
Lost Express, Crime Club novel by Raymond Educational's Profit
Increases $63,699
H. Kendrick,
versal producer.purchased by Larry Fox, UniEducational Pictures and its subsidiaries,
Marry an Orphan, unpublished story by James producing
short subjects for distribution
Edward Grant, purchased by Twentieth Cen- through Twentieth
Century-Fox, showed
tury-Fox.
Merry,
Merry Maidens, novel by Helen Grace an increase of $63,699.77 in net profit for
Carlisle, bought by David O. Selznick. Sonya the year ending June 26th as compared to
Levien will prepare the script.
the previous year. The figures, $168,056.26
Mountains Are My Kingdom, original by Stu- as against $104,357.49, were disclosed in
art
Hardy,
purchased
by
Universal.
Henry
an annual report mailed to stockholders.
MacRae will produce.
earnings are equivalent to $1.87 per
Old Folks at Home, the, four originals by The
share on the common stock outstanding at
Hope tures
Bennett,
Corporation.purchased by Crescent Pic- present, the company announced.
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"DOCUMENTARY"
BRITISH

DRAMA

Don't Make Englishman Real,
Says Authority, While American Dramatic Realism
Fills Demand Here
Paul Rotha, of renown for his making of
documentary pictures in Great Britain, stood
at a window of the Museum of Modern Art
Film Library, looking down into New
York's
Fifth driver
avenue, farstudying
America.
A truck
below this
engaged
his
attention.
"There, there," exclaimed Mr. Rotha,
pointing. "If
an American
directorbe were
presenting
a truck
driver he would
just
like that, just exactly a truck driver. But
if that same truck driver were introduced in
a British picture he would probably become
a comedy
And that,character."
Mr. Rotha explains, is really
why the documentary or non-fiction picture,
the motion picture of fact, has won a place
of importance on the British screen, while
in America there has been but little of parallel development. x\mericans are, Mr.
Rotha holds, served with so much realism,
such verity of representation, that the documentary film does not find the same wide
opportunity here.
Mr. Rotha has come over to spend five
months with the Modern Art Film Library,
and, among other activities, to make a documentary film of the screen's technique,
in Tweed and Pipe
Mr. Rotha looks the typical Englishman, as
an American pictures him. His sharp feaa small,
mustachetures areandaccentuated
by rapidly bythinning
hair.well-kept
Attired in a gray tweed, Mr. Rotha was
quite at home in his new office as he talked,
with a strictly British pipe clamped between
his teeth most of the time. Again seated at
his desk, Mr. Rotha, who is 30 years old, kept
the bowl of the pipe cupped in one hand while
with the other he toyed with a package of Englishtion made
cigarets.
Beforepondering
answeringhisa reply.
queshe would
hesitate,
But when he did speak it was at a rapid pace,
clipping his words with a rising inflection which
at times strung his sentence into one long word.
Exemplifying the accuracy of Hollywood
productions' portrayals, Mr. Rotha said he felt
well
even acquainted
before he with
arrivedAmericans'
last weekmode
for ofhisliving
first
visit to the United States.
Mr. Rotha launched into a definition of a
"documentary film" and traced the history of
the movement from its inception "about eight
orout,nine
ago." toFirst,
he pointedas
it isyears
necessary
lookthough,
upon pictures
falling
into
three
classifications
:
"one,
films, which comprise about 95 per centstoryof
pictures
; two, filmsMr.of Rotha
fact, three,
cartoons."
Documentaries,
continued,
belong
•toreelsthe and
second
group,
which
also
includes
newstravelogues.
"Dramatized Information"
"A documentary film," Mr. Rotha continued,
"is a presentation
dramatization ofof information,"
merely
the
a series of not
facts,
but
"dramatization in an exciting form." "They are
done in a dramatic and entertaining manner."
"In 'Today
We Rotha)
Live' (recently
England
by Mr.
there areproduced
very realin
characters — the characters found in English
•country villages and 'distressed areas' — and
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there is a narrative. But there is no plot, that
is, there is no love interest or anything like
thatTherunning
throughfilmtheinpicture."
documentary
England, Mr. Rotha
thought, has a bright future. He said last
year about 30 were produced and indications for
this year point to between 50 and 60.
Government Interested
The government, backer of one of three British
documentary
producing
companies,
displaying a keen interest,
according
to theisproducer,
but hasning further
given development.
no indication One
whether
it
is planof the greatest
aids to documentaries will come from the proposed Quota act, Mr. Rotha felt. In the 1927
act, which expires this year, there was no provision for documentary films as "Quota" piccluded.tures ;under the proposed act they are inMr. Rotha
believed,
be a inboonwiderto
theThis,
movement
because
it willwillresult
distribution of the product. At present, he estimated, one-third
the British
theatrespictures
show
documentary
films.ofUnlike
advertising
in the United States, documentaries are paid
for by the exhibitor on a rental basis.
"Public
Relations,"
Not "Propaganda"
To a query
as to audience
reactions :
first definite
they weretaste
mystified,
but now
is "At
a very
for them.
Therethereis
prestige
behind
a
documentary."
Mr. licize
Rothaindustries
conceded
that documentaries
but when
the questionpub-of
whether they contain "propaganda" arose, Mr.
Rotha exclaimed : "I hate the word 'propaganda.' Public relations?Rotha
Yes." related, "started
off"Documentaries,"
by romanticizing Mr.industries.
Now they are
becoming more general. They are going toward
the use of actors, not stars, you understand,
butMr.veryRotha
definitely
first actors."
became interested in documentary productions shortly after establishment
of a government
department,
the Empire
Marketing Board, to produce pictures
promoting

THAT
ROTHA

the British empire. "They appealed to me,"
he explained, "as giving the producer much
more
freedomwiththanthestory
films." Itagency
was while
associated
government
that
Mr. Rotha worked with John Grierson, who
also ranks as an authority in the field.
The Marketing Board, according to Mr.
Rotha, operated until 1934 and produced about
50 pictures on such subjects as fishing and the
handling of mail. It distributed its films through
the
EmpireGaumont
Marketing
BoardDistributor.
Film Library and
through
British
When the Film Marketing Board was discontinued its work was taken over by the
Post Office, which now distributes to non-theatrical sources itself and to theatres through
Associated British Film Distributors, Ltd.
Mr. Rotha left the Empire Marketing Board
in 1933 and became associated with Strand Film
Company. Mr. Grierson, when he resigned
from the
organized the Film Center, to
serve
as aboard,
consultant.
The other companies in the field now include
the Realist Film Unit and the producing unit
under the post office department. Despite this,
Mr. Rotha
that there is no competition amongemphasized
the companies.
Exchange Talent
"I wouldn't
after
the othersthink
had ofseenreleasing
it and ahadpicture
givenuntil
me
their advice
and
opinion,"
Mr.
Rotha
fer ing to Mr. Grierson and Basil said,
Wright,reRealist producer. Directors, players and even
production
changed. pieces are freely loaned and exThe average documentary is of two reels
but occasionally Mr. Rotha said, the subject is
sointerest
wide atin greater
scope that
the picture can maintain
length.
While in the United States Mr. Rotha will
be special assistant to John E. Abbott, director
of the Museum of Modern Art Film Library,
and in this capacity he is planning to help produce a picture on the techniques employed in
the making of motion pictures.
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Young

Ten years ago Wednesday evening, on October 6, 1927, a highly-speculating audience of the great in motion pictures
limousined, with Park Avenue elite and Broadway first-nighters, to the Warner Theatre on Broadway, in New York, on the
invitation of the Warner Brothers, to see the first public performance of a talking motion picture. The very first scene
from which voices were heard is the one above, in which Al (Mammy Singer) Jolson melodramatically burst into song for
the
admiring
in the Anders
story ofRandolph,
"The Jazz May
Singer."
In that
picture
with Mr.
besides
Eugenieof
Besserer,
were mother
Warner(Eugenie
Oland, Besserer)
Otto Lederer,
McAvoy,
among
others.
As Jolson,
with nearly
all casts
that
merely aof handful
"The Jazz
Singer" players
out places.
of the evolution of sound from silent. Mr. Jolson
led theday,migration
Broadwayof talent
to Hollywood
to fill thecamevacant
To Alan Crosland and Hal Mohr go credits for the first direction and the first camera work of a talking film. They
worked with Jack Warner on "The Jazz Singer."
in screencants
history,
only aand
few knee-bending
talking sequences
and
some "The
songs,JazzMr.Singer,"
Jolson although
hitting themarking
scales the
clearsound
from milestone
sacred Hebrew
to contained
arm-spreading
mammy
ballads and melodies. The sound was on disc, and not until a few years later did the screen emerge with the all-talking,
sound-on-film in the form that it takes today.
To Warner Brothers and their specially-created Vitaphone went the honor of making the first talking film presentation
by reason of their acceptance of an arrangement proferred by the American Telephone- Western Electric-Bell Laboratories
to join with them in commercializing the new form of motion picture art expression. Legend has it that the Warners
jumped at the opportunity after every other motion picture leader and every other large motion picture corporation had
turned down the new-sound as impractical, or something.
Eventually, though, it was many, many months after Warners had gained a substantial lead in learning the new technique
and actually was benefiting by fantastic monetary returns from the new box office "novelty," the industry reluctantly
conceded that sound was the silent screen's commercial successor.
Court Denies Motion
to Dismiss Fox Appeal
The United States circuit court of appeals
this week refused to consider a motion to
dismiss the appeals of Mrs. William Fox
and
Fox'sthatbookkeeper,
from Herbert
a district Leitstein,
court ruling
they were
in contempt of court for refusing to testify
at Mr. ings.Fox's
personal
bankruptcy
proceedThe court
announced
it would
consider the motion when the appeal argument
was called in its regular turn.

RKO Reorganization Plan
"Victoria the Great"
Opens in Ottawa Oct. 1 3
Hearing Now Oct. 28
Another postponement in the hearing of
"Victoria the Great," Herbert Wilcox
the RKO reorganization plan, as tentatively
pictureceiveofits Western
England'sHemisphere
famous queen,
will
repremiere at recommended by Special Master Alger, was
the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, Canada, on made this week, from October 14th to the
October 13. The showing will be held under
28th. Extension
of the Europeancounsel
visit ofof"
royal patronage, represented by Lord H.
Rickaby, reorganization
Tweedsmuir, Governor General of Canada. AtlasC. Corporation,
proponent of the RKO
Anna Neagle, the Queen Victoria in the plan, caused the hearing postponement.
Following the October 28th hearing, the
picture, and Mr. Wilcox will attend the premiere. RKO Radio is releasing the picture. Alger report will have a further hearings
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Conspiracy Action Against Distributors Brought by Texas Exhibitor Dismissed in Federal
Court; California ExhibitorsSue
Boycott activities against Paramount for
the reputed non-delivery of pictures spread
to Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Boston and
points in New Jersey this week as Ed Kuykendall, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, appealed "for
the good tlemofent of the
the controversy
industry as a inwhole,"
for setPhiladelphia.
The plea drew immediate replies from
both Paramount and the United Motion
Picture Theatre Owners. Austin C. Keough,
Paramount vice-president, said his company
was willing
discuss
question
with not
individualtoexhibitors
but the
declared
it would
negotiate with the UMPTO buying combine.
Lewen Pizor, president of United, declared
exhibitors
were willing to discuss a settlement.
Kuykendall's
appeal
came virtuallyon
on Mr.
the eve
of a hearing
in Philadelphia
Paramount's appeal from the United States
district court's
decision exhibitors.
dismissing William
the injunctive action against
A. Schnader, representing Paramount at the
hearing Wednesday, charged the exhibitors
were in error in using coercive methods of
urging boycott activities. Benjamin Golder,
counsel for exhibitors, argued on the various types of boycotts, quoting extensively
from
Judge originally.
Dickinson'sA refusal
the
injunction
decisionto ongrant
the appeal was not expected for several days.
Other trade practice activities of the week
included an MPTOA announcement that
it would map a new campaign to effect
a ten point trade practice program with
distributors at its December board meetdismissal
of Ruben
Frels' $600,000
suit ining; theDallas
against
large distributors
and
the Jefferson Amusement Company; failure
of attorneys for distributing companies to
agree on an appeal from the Dallas decision which held the companies had conspired to fix admission prices; the determination of Allied of Illinois to press an
anti-trust suit against Balaban & Katz, and
an appeal from exhibitor leaders to theatre
operators in Ohio to sue distributing companies on conspiracy charges if they have
evidence similar to that presented in
Dallas.
Mr.after
Kuykendall's
appeal, issued
from Mem•,his
he exhibitor
had conferred
last said
weekend
.Philadelphia
leaders,
that with
Mr.
Pizor and a hisfairassociates
to try to
negotiate
settlement"are
withwilling
the Paramount
sales executives or through an impartial commit e of arbitration or mediation."
Mr. Keough's answer was that Paramount
"is,
and
all times
ready and
to discussat with
any ofhas itsbeen,
customers
any willing
grievances they have and to try to adjust them satisfactorily. Paramount, however, is not willing
to deal with representatives of a 'band' or any
combine
to 'gang
up' on it."to an arbitraAs for formed
submitting
the question
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PARAMOUNT'S
KEOUCH
by failing to supply
11 pictures for which the
plaintiffs had contracted.
LAWYERS DECRY SCREEN
George P. Aarons, secretary of the
TREATMENT AS 'VILLAINS'
UMPTO in Philadelphia, addressed the
Lawyers too often are cast in
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Westmotion pictures as the "villain of the
ern Pennsylvania and later announced that
100 members of the western group had
piece" while physicians seldom are
portrayed as "Frankenstein characjoined in giving a UMPTO committee
ters," Professor John S. Bradbury of
power of attorney for buying Paramount's
Duke University pointed out to members of the American Bar Association
pictures.
Atton iat wasmeeting
England
last week.
claimedof New
that only
10 perAllied
cent inofBosthe
Professor Bradbury was addressing
organization's
members
had
signed
new contracts with Paramount.
acommittee
joint meeting
of theaidABA's
on legal
work standing
and the '
legal aid committee of state and local
Court Dismisses Frels1 Action
Mr. Frels' damage suit against the Jefferbar associations,
at the ABA's convention in Kansas City.
son
Amusement
and largeindistributors came
to an Company
abrupt conclusion
federal
Other lawyers speaking at the sescourt,
Dallas,
late
Tuesday,
whenjuryJudge
Wilsion expressed similar views.
liam
H.
Atwell
instructed
the
to
return
a verdict for the defense.
The committee's objective is to imJudge Atwell issued the instruction at the
prove the public relation of attorneys
conclusion
testimony,
by providing free legal aid to those
the
plaintiffofhadthenotplaintiff's
established
a prima ruling
facie
who cannot afford it.
case.No immediate decision was made as to
whether anannounced
appeal will
Mr. Frels'
attorney
that betheyfiledwerebut considering
tion
committee,
: "We door such a step.
not feel
that we Mr.haveKeough
anythingdeclared
to arbitrate
Second Trial
Calls Losses Unnecessary
mediate."
This was the second time the case went to
trial. It was tried before Judge Atwell last
"It (the
costingexhibit
both Paramount andcontroversy)
the exhibitorsis who
Para- spring but the jury was unable to reach a verdict. Mr. Frels was seeking to collect damkendall mount
said.pictures unnecessary losses," Mr. Kuyagesspiredbecause,
charged, Amusement
distributors Company,
had conHe then pointed out that there are two sides
with theheJefferson
to all controversies, and suggested that the ex- to prevent him from obtaining pictures.
may havein "failed
to read
technical,
He contended that after the amusement comlegalistic hibitors
clauses
fine print
in thetheParamount
pany began renting theatres in towns where he
contract, or to fully realize that the pictures operated,
portion of major films allowed
they think they buy from every distributor are him by the
distributor
seldom if ever actually identified in the written until he wastheforced
out of companies
business. dwindled
contract they sign, which contracts are carefully
The
court's
action
in
ordering
a dismissal
written by counsel for the distributor, not by at- relieved the defendants of the necessity
of presenting any testimony.
torneys for the exhibitor."
Mr. Kuykendall
took the opportunity to urge
"a simpler,
and more
able form of fairer
exhibition
contract,easily
freeunderstandfrom trick Dallas Appeal Discussed
clauses
and
technicalities.
..."
A decision
to appeal
from holding
the reA legal battle, carried to the end, is bound
cent federal oncourtwhether
decision
at Dallas
to leave a trail of suspicion and ill will, Mr. contracts made with Hoblitzelle theatres to be in
Kuykendall observed.
violation of the anti-trust laws, will be made by
"We must learn to settle our disputes and attorneys for the defendant distributing comcontroversies
by
conference,
negotiation
and
volpanies after the government enters its decree.
untary agreement, rather than by strikes and
regulated subsequent run admisorganized reprisals, spectacular law suits and The sioncontracts
prices.
appeals to the government for intervention and
In attempting to reach a decision on whether
to file an appeal, the attorneys pointed out that
statutory
he continued.
"A fairerorregulation,"
trade
must be many parts of the decision are confusing in their
followed
we arepractice
headedrelationship
for governmental
implications and do not permit a definite interregulation.
ten-point
trade
practicesMPTOA's
is badly needed
and program
we are stillof pretation.
Ohio Action Hinted
fighting
Plans for ait."new campaign to obtain distribuP. J. Owners
Wood, secretary
of thetheIndependent
tor cooperation
the ten-point
will be Theatre
of Ohio, quoted
highlights
drafted
when the forUMPTO
A board plan
of directors
of the decision in a notice to exhibitors to confer
meets in December, Mr. Kuykendall announced. with
him so that their complaints might be investigated and, if possessing merit, be placed in
California Exhibitors Sue
Damages of $45,000 are sought by a mass legal form for submission to federal authorities.
committee representing 25 theatres in Southern B&K Monopoly Theme
California and 18 individual owners. The committee filed suit in Superior Court, naming
The legal attack planned by Allied of Illinois
Paramount Pictures, Inc., Paramount Distribut- on Balaban and Katz would be based on the
charge
that B&K
monopolized
businessto
ing Company,
Inc., andthey10 "John
as de- and dictated
clearance
systems theatre
and releases
fendants and charging
conspiredDoes"to harass,
embarrass and damage independent exhibitors suit its needs.
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"OUTSTANDING"
FILMS
Lists
Subjects
to
Prove
"Main
SHORT PRODUCT
Street and Park Avenue
PLAYING
BROADWAY
Skin1'
the
Under
Sisters
Theatre owners and the motion picture
Week of October 2
public are promised no less than 47 "outstanding"
features400-and-odd
from Hollywood
this
CENTRAL
season,
out
of
the
to
be
produced.
Who's
Educational
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion
How toCrazy?
Ski
Educational
Picture Producers and Distributors of
CRITERION
America, "reviewing the 1937-38 picture
Rhythm Ranglers RKO Radio
season" after his return to New York headPorky'sLittlest
Garden
quarters from a visit to the Hollywood
The
Diplomat Vitaphone
Vitaphone
studios, tallies the new product.
MUSIC HALL
Woodland Cafe
United Artists
"Apparently
Main
andinsofar
Park
Avenue
are sisters
underStreet
the skin
PARAMOUNT
Unusual Occupations, No. 2 . Paramount
as appreciation of truly great pictures is
Picking Pets
Paramount
concerned,"
said Mr.
Hays in a statement
R IALTO
reelased
Monday
morning.
The Fixer Upper MGM
"Artistic maturity,
well as universal
enSport's Greatest Thrills .... Columbia
tertainment appeal, isas demonstrated
in such
RIVOLI
pictures, among others, that have opened the
Screen Snapshots, No. 12.. Columbia
new season,"
Mr.
Hays
declared,
and
described as :
ROXY
Motor Maniacs
Twentieth CenThedistinguished
Life of Emile
Zola, ;"with Paul Muni's
performance
tury-Fox
Dead End, "a saga of handicapped children ;
Cleaning
Day
Educational
100story
Men intoanda new
a Girl,
"which
fuses
music
and
STRAND
and greater screen achievement ;
It's Work
Vitaphone
Rover's Rival
Vitaphone
Prisoner
of
Zenda,
new superbly
treatmentillustrates
of this
Pictorial
No. 2
Vitaphone
famous melodrama, "awhich
the technical and artistic progress of the
screen ;
Stage Door, "a brilliant comedy founded on the tions will be included among the outstanding
Kaufman-Ferber stage success."
pictures of the new season," said Mr. Hays,
adding,
"music will play a greater part on the
"High Screen Standards"
"These are the forerunners of a great group screen than ever before.
of pictures so outstanding of their kind," he "Dramatizations of American History"
added, "as markedly to raise the standard of
deal with
spirit
the screen." He said such productions include : that"Themes
has madethatAmerica
greattheandpioneering
dramatizations
Idiot's
Delight,Clark
"the Gable
PulitzerandprizeGreta
play Garbo
which ; of important
events and episodes in American
will feature
will be represented by pictures of the
Tovarich,
on the stage success of two history
first rank in artistic and entertainment appeal
continents "based
;
during
the
months. These," said Mr.
Madame entistCurie,
"the
story
of
the
famous
sciwho was the co-discoverer of radium ; Hays,tions as"willcoming
include such elaborate producThree
Comrades,
"from
the
post-war
novel
of
Erich Maria Remarque ;
Wells
tributeduring
to thethecourage
and
vision Fargo,
of our "apioneers
days when
Gone with
stirring
dramatizathe railroads first united a great continent ;
tion of CiviltheWarWind,
days "afrom
Margaret
MitPanamacan achievement
Canal, "the
chell's famous novel ;
; story of a great AmeriTherevolving
Buccaneer,
DeMilleof production
around"a theCecilexploits
the pirate Menconquest
with
Wings,
aviationcolorepicis ofexpected
man's
of the air "an
to which
Jean LaFitte in the War of 1812:
to add extraordinary vividness ;
The Hurricane,
"a
South
Sea
story
of
romance and adventure ;
The Pioneers,
from with
the pages
history"taken
and dealing
the storyof
Marie Antoinette, "starring Norma Shearer ; American
of the unexplored Northwest ;
Rebeccation of this
of Sunnybrook
Farm,
"a
dramatizamodern American classic ;
In Old Chicago
Chicago,fire "a; screen original of the
You Can't
It with stage
You, success
"a screen; ver- MygreatCountry
sion of anTake
outstanding
"whichthewill
for theby
first time on First,
the screen
parttellplayed
Ebbto Tide,
"Stevenson's
Haym Salomon, an American patriot during
be made
with colorstory
; of the South Sea,
the Revolutionary War.
A Damselhicle, withinBurns
Distress,
"a Fred
veand Allen
and Astaire
Joan Fon"On an equally impressive scale," he containe.
tinued, "will be such pictures as 'Hudson Bay
Company,'
dealing with the early trading days
"Famous Stories Treated"
inpresent
Canadathe ; story
'The ofWright
Brothers,' ofwhich
the beginnings
aviationwill;
Heidi,
"a
screen
treatment
of
Johanna
Spyri's
famous story, which waited until Shirley 'The Barrier,' a story of the Yukon and Alaska
during
the
gold
rush,
dramatized
from
the
novel
Temple grew old enough to ulay the part ;
of Rex andBeach'The; asBuccaneer,'
well as which
'Gone With
Beau
Geste, "the
the Foreign
Legion Wind'
in Northern
Africa,storyto beof remade
on a greater
belong theto
canvas and in color.
"A large number of original screen produc- thisMr.classification."
Hays' survey disclosed that, "The foun-
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tain of literary classics and the stream of biographical stories will continue to run strongly.
Among forthcoming productions of this character," he explained, will be:
Pride
Prejudice,
"based on Jane Austen's
greatandnovel
;
Withering Heights, "a screen treatment of
Emily Bronte's work ;
Tom Sawyer,
"Markin color
Twain's
ho d, to be done
; classic of boyKim, "Kipling's
story
of
India,
featuring Freddie Bartholomew ;
ThebasedGamblers,
"a
Max
Reinhardt
on the novel of Dostoievsky ;production
Thethe Great
romance founded on
life of Garkick,
the great "aactor;
Conquest,
"the
love
story
of Napoleon
and
Marie inWalewska,
Boyer and
Garbo
the leadingwith
rolesCharles
;
an's
Marco
Polo,
"the; life and adventures of the
famousstory;
traveler
Personal History, "based on Vincent SheeMadame Curie, Marie Antoinette, Rebecca
ofreferred
Sunnybrook
to in thisFarm,
review.Ebb Tide, "previously
"The cartoon motion picture as a unique
achievement of the screen will enter a newphase
this year,"of 'Snow
Mr. Hays
"with
the presentation
White declared,
and the Seven
Dwarfs,'
Walt
Disney's
first
full-length
ture— a film three years in the making. pic"In the field of the legendary," Mr. Hays
added, "will be such outstanding pictures as
'The Adventures of Robin Hood,' a screen original done in maticolor,
'Arabian
zation ofthe and
famous
classic.Nights,' a dra"Comedy Plays Important Role"
promises t0 fare.
be a prominent
part of
the"Comedy
new entertainment
This is featured
not only by many original scripts, but by the
screen versions of leading Broadway successes,"
Mr. Haysstanding
continued,
adding, "Among the outtions :
Broadway
; comedy pictures will be these producRoom Service, "founded on the comedy hit of
TheCaryAwful
Grant ;Truth, "with Irene Dunne and
Stand-in,
Budington
story ;
featuring "Clarence
Leslie Howard
and Kelland's
Joan Blondell
Youversion
Can'tof Take
It
With
You,
"the
screen
another great stage success ;
Bluebeard,
"a Lubitsch
production
dette Colbert
in the leading
role ; with ClauNothing
Sacred,
"a
farce
comedy
ric March and Carole Lombard ; with FredHaving
Time,success
"a screen
of the Wonderful
New York stage
with version
Ginger
Rogers in the leading role ; and others.
"Popular and Classical Music"
"Music, both classical and popular, will be
a prominent feature on the screen in forthcoming pictures. Among the outstanding films in
this
it was onindicated,
"areStrauss'
'The
Greatcategory,"
Waltz,'
'Waltzes
in Vienna'based
; 'Chopin,'Johann
which will
conof the greatwhich
composer's
works ; 'The
Life tainof manyBeethoven,'
will interweave
the
master's music as an integral part of his life
story; 'The Girl of the Golden West,' starring
Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy; 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' an Irving Berlin musical, which will revive many popular hits ; 'Ali
Baba Goes to Town,' starring Eddie Cantor ;
'Yellow
which will feature Gladys
SwarthoutNightingale,'
and John Boles.
" 'Radio City Revels,' a musical comedy featuring many stars ; 'I'll Take Romance,' starring Grace Moore ; 'The Goldwyn Follies,' a
musical
with an
cast ; 'Rosalie,'
screen original
with elaborate
Eleanor Powell
and Nelsona
Eddy in the leading roles ; 'Hitting a New
High,' which will again bring to the screen Lily
Pons, the famous coloratura ; 'Bread, Butter
and Rhythm,' a Sonja Henie musical ; 'The Joy
of Loving,' a musical comedy by Jerome Kern.
"Adding to the wide range of entertainment,"
Mr. Hays said, "will be mystery, detective and
outdoor films, and important short subjects."
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HISTORY'S

MIGHTIEST

OF

PARADES

ON

EMPIRE
THE

FLAMING

MARCH

IN GLORY
SCREEN!

In all fiction no such stirring drama and astounding
spectacle! ... In all past screen achievement no
such measureless sweep and scope and power as in
this tremendous panorama of the sixty years that
heard the British Lion roar across the Seven Seas!
Here on a screen alight with pomp and pageantry,
the throbbing record of a romance and a reign that
changed the fate of millions!... Here — at last— the
true story of Victoria and her fiery Prince Consort!
(Ickmudedgmmt
The producers wish io express iheir appreciation and thanks lor the
valuable help and facilities granted by the authorities concerned
for the use oft Kensington Palace - Windsor Castle - St.
James' Palace - Buckingham Palace - The State
Coronation Church - The Massed Cavalry Regiments - The L. M. S. for the Original Train
of 1841 - The R. H. A. for the Original
Artillery Guns of 1837 - Balmoral
Castle - No. 10 Downing Street - St.
Paul's Cathedral - The Actual
Carriage Used by Oueen
Victoria at the Diamond
Jubilee - and Queen
Victoria's Diaries.
nRnB
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WRITERS'
BRINGS

GUILD
INQUIRY

Labor Board Attorneys Demand
Figures on Studio Expense and
Grosses to Establish Interstate Commerce Connection
by VANCE KING
in Hollywood
Seated at tables in front of a judicial
bench is a group of men who take frequent
notes, and rummage through bulky brief
cases. Facing them on the bench, raised two
feet above the floor, is another man, a gavel
on the desk before him. In the foreground
of the room, to the left of the bench, is a
table where newspapermen sit. In the specseparated
rest byto
a railing,tators'aresection,several
otherfrom
men thewaiting
be called to the witness stand.
In these simple surroundings are some of
Southern California's most brilliant legal
minds, all engaged in a far reaching Regional Labor Relations Board hearing, the
immediate issue of which is the petition of
the Screen Writers Guild of the Authors
League of America for an election to determine who shall be the sole collective bargaining agency for film writers.
As the testimony proceeds it is apparent
that precedent setting revelations will be
made. Although violent objections are
interposed by counsel for the producers, a
ruling is made that testimony concerning
the
companies'opening
incomes theand way
picture
is pertinent,
for grosses
minute
examination of finances. Before turning to
such inquiry, however, figures are introduced to show the amounts expended by
each company for raw film and other studio
materials.
As indirect issues, yet affecting the entire
business,
otherin questions
to beby settled,
perhaps not are
finally
Los Angeles
the Board,
but by peals,thesittingNinth
District
Federal
Court
of
Apin San Francisco, or by the United
States Supreme Court. They include whether
the filmmerce, or whether
industry itengages
interstatein comengages inin business
such
a manner as to affect interstate commerce, and
to what stitdegree
it
affects
that
trade
;
what
conutes a screen writer, and his legal definition
as such ; and what is the appropriate bargaining unit, by studio or industry.
The respondents,
termed defendants in courts ofwholawwould
actions,be include
the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, the Association of Motion Picture
Producers,executive,
robust and
Pat the
Casey,production
producers'corporalabor
contact
tions of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, RKO-Radio,
Twentieth Century-Fox, Selznick International,
Walter Wanger, Universal, Trem Carr, Republic, Samuel Goldwyn, Columbia, Larry Darmour, Warner
First National,
Paramount, Major. B.Bros.,
P. Schulberg,
Walt Disney,
Grand National, Hal Roach and Monogram.
They areinutiverepresented
by counsel,
by dimMilton H. Schwartz,
of theled law
firm
of Loeb,
Walker
and
Loeb,
handling
the and
affairs of at least eight of the respondents,
Walter Tuller, of the firm of O'Melveny,
Tuller and Myers, Paramount's representatives.
Presenting the labor board's case is William

BARGAINING
INTO

PETITION

STUDIO
BUSINESS
Board, and that even should the industry fall
in the Wagner Act bounds, writers were not
ASIDES DURING
engaged in that type of work defined by the
act. He was joined in this by other counsel,
AN INTERLUDE
and Mr. McCarthy, who declared that the
When William J. Walsh, attorney
Guild petition did not state definitely what
writers they were representing, or presuming
for the Regional Labor Relations
to represent, that writing was a mental effort,
Board, explained the nature of testiand that the Wagner Act was meant for that
mony -which he was about to present,
type
of worker
who does
physical
He
also said
the Screen
Writers
Guildwork.
admitted
and the lengthy, involved action necesby its petition that it was a component part of
sary to lay the foundation for the
the Authors League of America, and subject
case, the attorneys for the respondent
to decisions of the other member groups and
companies, in the Screen Writers Guild
as such did not constitute a proper bargaining
petition for an election to determine
agency.
the collective bargaining agency for
He also questioned the constitutionality of
the Wagner Act in this case, pointing out in
writers, sighed.
his
argument that forcing employees to listen
Milton Schwartz, of the firm of
to the Guild would deprive the Playwrights of
their liberty and property without due process
Loeb, Walker & Loeb, said: "Well,
of law, for the Playwrights already have a
boys, we'll be out of the trenches by
contract with the producers.
Then Mr. Walsh, adjusting his horn-rimmed
Christmas."
Neil S. McCarthy, representing the
glasses,
B. B. Inc.,
Kahane,
Screen Playwrights, Inc., exclaimed :
Columbiacalled
Pictures,
to thevice-president
stand to tellof
the examiner
what
producers
do.
attor"And 1 took this case for a flat sum!"
neys all listened closely. Mr. Walsh The
attempted
to introduce into evidence the annual reports
Hays, president
of the ofMotion
PicJ. Walsh, special attorney for the National of WilltureH.Producers
Distributors
America,
Labor Relations Board, who formerly practiced to point out the and
relation
of
distributor
to
proin Cleveland and Cincinnati and who is now
ducer, but respondents'
attorneys
objectedwereon
permanently transferred to Southern California. the ground
that distributing
companies
Leonard Janotsky is representing the Screen
parties to the action. Mr. Ringer said he
Writers Guild in the action. A young man, he not
rule upon their admissibility into the
is a veteran of such labor board proceedings, would
record after Mr. Walsh had given counsel time
havingboard.served for ten months as attorney for to read the reports.
the
Exchanges of Words
Intervening in the petition of the Guild is Heated
Mr. Kahane admitted under questioning by
the
Screen
Playwrights,
Inc.,
another
writers'
organization which early this year consummated Mr. Walsh and by Mr. Janofsky that the script
negotiations
with the
producers
an agree- was the framework for the entire motion picment for writers,
covering
creditforassignments
Then John Arnold,
headto ofthe M-G-M's
was called
stand to
and working conditions. The Playwrights, camera ture.department,
through Attorney Neil S. McCarthy, give read a long prepared statement on his departpromise of a heavy barrage of arguments ended the
ment's workfirstin day
the making
of a picture.
Thus
of the hearing,
Mr. Ringer
throughout the hearing.
after subduing
heated
exPresiding over all is Special Trial Examiner still complacent
c
h
a
n
g
e
s
o
f
words
between
the
Messrs.
Janofsky
William R. Ringer of Indianapolis, new to the
complexities
of
the
film
industry.
He
is
interand
McCarthy.
"I
shall
appreciate
it
if
counested, outside of his regular duties in hearing
sel addresses
not towith
each othe~
The
Fridayremarks
sessionto me,
started
Henry"
this case,dustry.personally
in learning
King,stand.
director
for
Twentieth
Century-Fox,
The only previous
contactabout
with thewhichin- the
Mr. McCarthy drew from him theon
he had was as a paying customer at the box- statement that
directors made changes in the
office. To acquaint Mr. Ringer with the multi- scripts as prepared
Then Maj.
faceted tindustry,
Walshstandannounces
in- Nathan Levinson, headby ofwriters.
sound recording at
ention of calling Mr.
to the
workers his
in the
Warner Brothers-First National, read a long
various divisions of the production end.
paper on tographs
soundshowingrecording
and procedures.
submitted phoJurisdiction Questioned
the various
Fireworks
developed
when
Nicholas
Mr. Ringer, from behind his silver rimmed minor executive at MGM, was called to theNayfack,
stand.
glasses and his bristly mustache, opened the Asked
Walsh to describe the physical
hearing, overruled objections to proceedings by propertiesby ofMr.MGM,
Mr.
Nayfack
started,
but
was
the Messrs. Tuller, Schwartz and McCarthy interrupted by the protests of Mr. Tuller, who
and took under advisement their motions to said the amount of property owned by the indismiss. Then he ordered consolidated the varicompaniesangle
had atno which
bearingMr.on Walsh
the interous actions against each respondent into one
statedividual
commerce
was
group, over objections, giving leave to counsel
driving. Mr. Ringer said it had, but
to point out and object to instances of evidence apparently
by
stipulation
of
counsel,
they
all
agreed
that
the
not applying to their individual clients.
furnish property
written statements
Janofsky pointed
the record Stage
that companies
the amount could
of physical
they owned.showing
theMr.International
Allianceout offorTheatrical
Mr. Nayfack was then asked by Mr. Walsh
Employees had been served with notice of the
the gross income of MGM. Amid vioproceedings, and that the labor organization to state
lenttives,objections
the respondents'
who said byit was
a trade secretrepresentaand that
whichtionclaims
over allin film
produccrafts wasjurisdiction
not represented
the hearing.
source
of
funds
did
not
determine
or have bearJockeying for position, Mr. Tuller raised his
ing
on
interstate
commerce,
Mr.
Ringer
rules
bulk to question the jurisdiction of the board that the matter was pertinent, thus opening
over trythewas film
industry,
alleging
that
the
industhe
way
for
the
examination
of
every
comnot in interstate commerce, that the
pany's finances
and the
revelation
of incomes
Guild petition cited nothing to warrant the
grosses.
was done
onThisfollowing
page) after Mr.
interference of the Regional Labor Relations and picture(Continued
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Film Stock by Producers

Is Revealed
at theRegional
Labor
Board's
In an attempt to show
relation of the motion
picture industry
to interstateHearing
commerce, William J. Walsh, attorney for
the Regional Labor Board, during the hearing in Los Angeles on a petition of the Screen Writers Guild, called representatives of
raw film stock distributors to the stand. Total annual sales to various distributors made by J. E. Brulatour, Inc., C. King Charney, Inc., and Smith & Aller, as revealed on the witness stand are shown in the table below. All figures are for 1936 and represent feet of film.
Charney, Inc. (Agfa)
Producer
Brulatour,Positive
Inc. (Eastman)
Smith & Aller (DuPont)
Negative Positive Infra Red
Positive
C anadian
Negative
14,000
Trem Carr
194,000
1 8 1 ,000
2,064,000 16,516,000 21.000
68,308,000
3 737,000
10,175,000
2,385,803
256,000
Darmour
124,000
81,000
210,000
Goldwyn
1,398,965
36,800
214,000*
Grand National
274,000
233,000
17,000
720,000
780,000
Major
2,600
30,000
28,400
155,716,000
MGM
3,000
19,415,623
1,056,249
9,966,000
7,541,000
8.200*
123,000
Paramount
128,000,000
4,768,000
3,524,000
2,101,323
2,961,171
262,852
RKO
355,000
5,577,000
7,283,498
22,395
101,000
645,845*
11,385
3,591,000
1,115,000
Republic
1,931
Hal Roach
2,673,000
1,010,000
990,000
27,000
B. P. Schulberg
1,085,677
Selznick
800
363,000
156,000
64,000
1,000
35,096,000
20th-Fox
9,370,000
30,600
1,000
United Artists
1,350,000
1,195
4,266,926
Universal
4,750,000
6,443,000
43,000
254,485
573,000
Wanger
Warner Brothers
35,269,000
1,914,000
2,200
8,654,000
34,400
1,800
*Super panchromatic.
U.S.

Board

Hears

Guild Demands
(Continued from preceding page)
Janofsky quoted from the recent Supreme
Court decisions on Wagner Act cases in which
gross incomes of corporations were taken into
consideration.
Air. Nayfack finally answered that he did not
know the gross income figures. He said MGM
submitted
a program
to Loew's,
Inc., and then
the studioof production
was given the
money.
Mr. Walsh indicated, now that the financial
evidence ruling was in his favor, that he would
call studio executives who did know the amount
of gross income each studio had, and would
show what profits were made.
Expense Figures Admitted
Then temptarguments
over Mr. answered
Walsh's at-by
to introduce arose
questionnaires
some of the production companies on the
amount of material, such as building lumber,
cement, chemicals and the like purchased during the year. Mr. Schwartz said this had no
bearing on the situation, that if a strike of
writers was called the effect upon such purchases would be little. Mr. Tuller in arguing
his objections said such dealings by the studios
would have only indirect, not direct, bearing
on actual interstate commerce, if writers walked
out, and therefore such testimony was immaterial, and that such dealings were intra-state.
After evidence
listening,merely
Mr. Ringer
declared:
"This
offered
bears out
the question.
Its
weight
will
be
decided
upon
later."
The
attorneys agreed to fill out all the questionnaires.
Percy R. Guth, auditor for Walter Wanger,

was the final witness on Friday. He told of the
company's
deal andwithsaidtheMr. United
Artists Corp.,percentage
distributors,
Wanger's
six productions
a totalin ofpurchase
$3,500,000,of
of which
$33,000 wascostspent
stories and for writers' salaries. He also said
Mr. ageWanger
$703,000 as his percenton two ofreceived
his releases.
That concluded the testimony for the day.
Mr. Ringer rapped for order with his gavel,
cleared his throat and declared the session adjourned until Monday, although earlier in the
proceedings he had said he would have a Saturday morning session. It seems that Mr. Janofgood looking,
marriedsky,towhoMissis young
Anneliesand Ehrlick
the nightwasbefore,
and Mr. Ringer wanted the bride and groom
to have at least a week-end honeymoon because
the hearings will last several weeks or more.
Film Purchases Listed
Figures showing transactions of millions of
dollars in raw film stock were introduced on
Monday,
step ofin theMr.filmWalsh's
attempt
to anshowimportant
the
relations
indus-of
try to interstate
commerce.
Representatives
J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Eastman distributors ; C.
King
Agfa distributor,
distributor, were
and
Smith Charney,
and Aller,Inc.,DuPont
called to the stand to reveal the exact footage
of raw negative and positive film sold to each
company.
Following presentation of these statistics, I.
S. Brown, salesman for the E. K. Wood Lumber Company,
testified the producing
companies'
annual
purchases
to approximately of$160,000.lumber
Later amounted
other testimony
showed that vearlv totals spent for hardware
were $335,083; paint, $72,617, and glass,
SI 1,583.paniesThese
were withit comoutside theexpenditures
state of California,
was
pointed out by Mr. Walsh.

Fox Theatres 'Half
Year Loss $13,249
Fox Theatres Corporation sustained an
operating loss of $13,249 for the six months
period ending June 30th, it was revealed
in a statement of operation filed by Milton
C.
equity receiver, in United
StatesWeisman,
district court.
Since the company went into receivership
June 22, 1932, operating losses have aggregated $479,146. The total deficit for the
corporation is $39,575,297.
Total assets, as valued by Mr. Weisman,
are $8,495,313, but the book value places
them at $4,561,281. He included a claim of
$7,500,000
Fox claims
in his total
estimate of theagainst
assets.William
Approved
$6,645,820 after giving credit for $291,928
for dividends paid. Claims amounting to
$6,968,623 are still unsettled, including that
of William Fox against the corporation.
Fox Film Corp. has a disputed claim of
$2,369,914; General Theatres Corp., $1,327,389, and National Theatres Supply, $293,057. The receiver has disposed of assets
with a book value of $17,182,877 for $3,233,984, or a loss of $13,948,892. Largest of the
disposed assets were the Fox Metropolitan
Plavhouses valued on the books at $5,776,176
and"
and the Market
17th sold
St. for
Corp.$150,000
in Philadelphia,
valued andat
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Dabs of Paint
When is"Ebb-Tide,"
Paramount's
venture,
publicly released,
some mayfirst
note color
that
in the early
sequences
Frances
Farmer's
plexion isquite pallid. The paleness was comnot
caused by illness ; rather, it is the result of
temperament.
Viewing the early rushes, studio executives
noted the wan reflection. Projector lamps were
readjusted,
the same.
rushes run through again, but the
result was the
Ensued an investigation which revealed that
Miss Farmer was foregoing makeup. Not only
was she so doing, but she was determined to
continue along the same line. She had reasons,
too. She had a good complexion naturally. Bein the sides,
timeshe didn't
of the think
story. that girls wore makeup
The production crew went to work, determined to convince her that makeup was necessary. Director James Hogan argued from the
standpoint
but still Missof color
Farmervalues.
was Others
adamant.had their say,
Finally the matter was placed in the hands of
Lucien Hubbard, who, it appears, has a way of
dealing with temperamental artists.
Mr. Hubbard thought and studied. The picture hadinvestment
gone along
quiteup.a Finally
way. Ahe considerable
was tied
hit upon
a solution that made Miss Farmer a subject of
makeup
artist's
attention.
Explaining
that in the picture she was the daughterto ofhera
seafarer and spent a great portion of her life
on decks of boats under a tropical sun, and
naturally could not be anything else but tanned
and sunburned, he convinced the player that she
would
look strange if she appeared otherwise on
the screen.
In the succeeding
sequences
Miss Farmer's
complexion
is considerably
more colorful.
Production Baser
For the first time in several weeks Hollywood
production
a bit. Only
pictures
started and slowed
five wereup finished.
The six
decline
may
beson.attributed to the opening of the football seaAlthough
of newly
started
tures may notthebe quantity
great, several
promise
to bepic-of
outstanding quality. At Twentieth Century-Fox,
in a complete
re-creation
ofShirley
that Temple
enduringstarted
romantic
melodrama
of old
New
England,
"Rebecca
of
Sunnybrook
Farm."
Her supporting
company
includes
Gloria
Stuart, Helen Westley, Bill Robinson, Phyllis
Brooks, Jack Haley, Slim Summerville, Alan
Dinehart and Dixie Dunbar. The troupe which
Allan Dwan is directing will be augmented as
shooting continues.
With C. C. Coleman, Jr., in charge, Columbia
started
Legion."
present Ivan
Don
Terry, "American
Mary Russell,
RobertIt will
Warwick,
Miller, Arthur Loft and George McKay .
Paramount
startedJohn"TheBoles,
YellowJohnNightingale."
Gladys
Swarthout,
Barrymore,
Claire Dodd, Fritz Feld and Curt Bois head the
cast, which is not entirely completed. Henry C.
Potter is directing.
Principals
Monogram's
"Federal
which
Karl inBrown
is directing,
are Bullets,"
Milburn
Stone, Terry Walker and Helen McKellar.

IT'S ALL ABOARD
THE GRAVY TRAIN
Like most fat men, Don McElwaine,
important in the MGM studio publicity department, is a very considerate fellow. Some months ago, it became necessary for him to inform a
youthftd attache that his services no
longer were required. That was too
tough a job for Don to undertake, so
he scurried around the lot, buttonholing all his friends, and finally
landed the boy a job in the makeup
department. Don broke the news to
the lad by telling him he was being
transferred.
Several months went by. The labor
controversy broke out, an incident in
which the makeup artists were importantly involved. The makeup
artists, who always find that some
player's
need brushing
hair needseyebrows
to be combed
just whenor
director and cameraman are ready to
shoot the sequence, emerged from the
strike with certain definite pecuniary
advantages.
On the lot, a few days ago, Don
again
his protege, asked him how
he wasmetdoing.
"I'm doing swell," said the boy.
"Good. I'm glad to hear it. How
much
getting$13now?"
"Oh,areI'myougetting
5.00 a week
now, and haven't missed a day since
youA transferred
couple of me."
days later the MGM
publicity department
joined the Screen
Publicists
Guild.
Culminating
a publicity
whichstarted
continued for several
months,campaign
Sol Lesser
"Tarzan's
Revenge."
Famous
athletes,
Glenn
Morris and Eleanor Holm, will be starred, with
C. Henry Gordon, George Barbier, George
Meeker, Nana Bryant, Joseph Sawyer, Corbet
Morris and John Lester Johnson in support. D.
Ross Lederman is the director.
MGM. Brice,
The
cast"ThethusUglyfar Duckling"
lists Allanstarted
Jones,at Fanny
Judy er.Garland,
Reginald
Owen
and
Lynne
CarvEdwin L. Marin is directing.
Two of the five completed productions are
credited to MGM. "Bad Man of Brimstone"
will
present
Wallace
Virginia
Bruce,
Lewis Beery,
Stone, Dennis
Joseph O'Keefe,
Calleia,
Bruce Cabot, Guy Kibbee, Cliff Edwards, Guinn
Williams,
Robert
Gleckler,
Arthur
Hohl,
mond Hatton, Noah Beery, Scotty Beckett, RayOlin
Howland and Mitchell Lewis. J. Walter Rubin
directed.
The
cast
of
"The
Last
Gangster"
headed by Edward G. Robinson, who, as a mat-is

ter of history, was the first screen gangster.
Others to be seen are Rose Stradney, Lionel
Stander, Douglas Scott, Louise Beavers, Sidney
Blackmer, Henry Daniell, Allan Baxter, Donald
Barry and Moroni Olsen. Edward Ludwig directed.
RKO-Radio finished "Danger Patrol," formerlycludes
titledJohn"Highway
Hell." Harry
The cast
inBeal, Sallyto Eilers,
Carey,
Frank M. Thomas, Richard Lane, Ed Gargan,
Lee Patrick, Solly Ward, Vinton Haworth,
and George Shelley. Lew Landers directed.
At Republic
DukeAllan
ComesLane,Back"
was
finished.
It will"The
present
Heather
Angel, GenevieveTobin, John Russell, Joseph
Crehan, Frederick Burton, Ben Weldon, Selmer
Jackson, Clyde Dilson, George Lynn, Victor
Adams, Byron Foulger and George Cooper.
For Paramount Frank Lloyd completed
"Wells
Fargo." Dee,
It features
Joel McCrea,
Bob
Burns, Frances
Lloyd Nolan,
Porter Hall,
Ralph Morgan, Mark Nash, Robert Cummings,
Johnny Mack Brown and Jane Dewey.

Preparation
army, completely
preparing equipped
for war, and
couldaccoutered
not have
beenAn more
than
was
the
company
of
300
Warner
BrothersFirst National
nicians which setactors,
forthdirectors,
for Chico,extras
Cal.,andto techstart
theA filming
of
"The
Adventures
of
Robin
Hood."
ten car special train carried the company
from Hollywood to its location, where it will
remain for six weeks. Aboard was an assortment of equipment
to make
expedition
selfsustaining
every minute
of thethetime.
Along with
the train, a small fleet of trucks rolled along the
highways. They, too, like another special train
of baggage and freight cars which preceded the
company special, were loaded with more than
2,000 items of theatrical and scenic properties.
Along with the tons of foodstuffs, medical
supplies, costumes, personal baggage, mechanical
apparatus and whatnot, the loads include thousands of arrows,
tle axes,
saddles,crossbows,
war clubs,quarter
lances,staves,
scoresbat-of
suits of medieval armor and similar trappings
necessary to equip Robin Hood and his merry
men and the army of Prince John.
Itemized
Paramount has purchased from W. C.
Fields five of his comedy routines with the
condition, made at the insistence of Mr.
Fields, that he not be credited with their
authorship. The five acts, one of which will
beknown
used asin the
"ThegasBigstation,
Broadcast
1938,"shop,
are
golf, ofbarber
pool room and orchestra routines.
Jimmy Fidler, radio commentator and
writer, has been signed by Warner Brothers
to make one picture a year. His first will be
"Broadway
Goes Hollywood,"
placed in production
shortly afterwhich
the will
first beof
the year.
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IT ALONE

IN AUSTRALIA,
DECLARES
RYDCE
Union and the distributing companies ; but
Chairman Puts Quietus on
a Labour Government might take a different
view of the matter. Always eager to proNEW BUYERS'
Speculation Whether Circuit
APPEARS
NEXT GUIDE
WEEK
tect local industry and local capital, Labour
Will Renew Agreement with
The annual Fall Buyers Number of
easily may
be persuaded
the Foxthreat
inGeneral Theatres Next Year
fluence in Hoyts
represents that
a definite
Better Theatres, containing newly reto the future of Greater Union Theatres,
vised directories of equipment and fursince, by reason of its American theatre
by CLIFF HOLT
nishings manufacturers and of theatre
circuit, it is said Fox can do much to influin Sydney
ence those companies doing business with
supply dealers, makes its appearance
them on the West Coast to sell to Hoyts
with the next issue of Motion Pic"Greater
Union
Theatres
will
not
renew
ture
Herald,
that
of
October
16.
in
preference
to Greater Union Theatres.
its association with General Theatres
Labour Governments especially are ever
In addition to these directories — The
Corporation. On and after December 31 it
ready
to
listen
to propaganda against
Equipment Index and Territorial Supwill definitely operate as an entirely indeAmerican film companies, and as Greater
ply
Dealers
—
the
Fall
Buyers
NumUnion
Theatres
undoubtedly
will beat the
pendent circuit."
berlarwilldepartments
contain Better
Theatres'
reguThat declaration by Norman B. Rydge,
big
drum
about
the
"stranglehold
tactics of
and,
among
others,
chairman of directors of Greater Union
the American
movie
combines,"
the inprosthe following special features:
p
e
c
t
s
o
f
active
political
participation
the
Theatres, Ltd. (the present partners with
Correcting
Costly Practices in
matter of film supplies will not be out of
Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., in General Theatres
Theatre
Insurance.
the
question
if
the
Lyons
Government
is
Corporation), apparently ends the speculadefeated in October.
Meeting Air-Conditioning Problems
tion as to whether the two companies
of the Medium-Sized Theatre.
would extend their five-year agreement
Rydge Predicts Government Aid
Thetion ofProper
upon its expiration at the end of this year.
AcousticMounting
Materials.and DecoraIn a statement issued by Mr. Rydge, the
Greater Union chief said that it had been
The Theatre Owner's Defense in
Mr. firmed
Rydge's
statement
is
neither
conhinted that if his company operates indenor denied by Hoyts, and the trade
Suits Over Injuries to Patrons.
pendently from 1938 onwards, adequate
now assumes that the two companies are
Illustrated descriptions of two
supplies of film would be denied to the compreparing
to
re-enter
competition
with
each
modern theatres — the Montana in
other with the dawn of 1938.
pany's Australian-owned
Miles City, Mont., and the Green Lake
'"Statements,"
he said, theatres.
"have already apSpeaking at a special function attended
in Seattle.
peared in the overseas press that all the
bv the directors and combined staffs of
One
of
the
editorial
features
origgood film has been tied up against Greater
Greater Union Theatres and its affiliated
inally announced for the Fall Buyers
Union Theatres. I do not want to discuss
companies, Cinesound Productions, British
Number — Illumination With Glass
this question here, but all I can say is that
Empire Films and National Theatres Supour
Australian Governments have always
plies, Mr. Rydge amplified his statement by
Blocks, by Francis M. Falge — has
protected Australian industry and will not
been postponed to a later issue.
athatdefinite
denial
to
"the
crafty
statement
stand by and allow such a vast organization
a receiver has been appointed by the
as ours to be forced out of business. No
bank."
Government, I am sure, will hesitate to
"How different are the facts," he said. these statements, which are damnable, introduce legislation to protect, if necessary,
"Our
financial
standing
was
never
better;
despicable
lies
—
lies
calculated
to
harm
our
the
of our large army of men and
and, what is more, the Board is assured of undertaking ! All I can say is that we are womenjobsemployees,
and the interests of about
ample funds to break up the present com- endeavoring to trace their source, and if we
bine and operate independently.
Australian
investors."
are able to do this, we will protect the in- 5,000
Film
men
and
others
who are acquainted
terests of our companies by the immediate
Union
Theatres
the industry on this market clearly
been"Greater
proud of
the fact
that ithasis analways
all- issue of writs against the persons with
refuse
to
acknowledge
that
the influence of
Australian organization, owned and conFox has any real bearing on the main
V
trol ed by Australians, and working in the responsible."
issues. While suggestions openly have
interests of Australia. Our policy is merely Regulation Discussed
been made that Hoyts is attempting to
a policy of Australian independence !
corner
supplies, Hoyts executives have
The suggestion that the Federal Govern- refused film
"I givespiredthe
lie
also
to
the
deliberately
into comment. But its protagonists
rumor that Cinesound Studios will
ment will give serious consideration to the
be compelled to close down forthwith. advisability of regulating the distribution of declare that Hoyts appreciates the inadNothing is farther from the truth. On the available film supplies between Hoyts and visability of being over-bought for film as
other hand, our Board has approved of a Greater Union Theatres, after the two cir- much as the desirability of being adepartnership on December quately-bought.
twelve-months'
for 31st, cuitsisend atheirpoint
The plain fact is that whereas the two
an expenditure production
of no lessplan,
thancalling
£100,000
freely discussed by
Australian
film
men.
circuits are about equal in theatre strength
($500,000).
The
chief
argument
in
support
of
this
cities, Hoyts has an expandrefute the
that Sydney,
we will contention is that the Government may in theing capital
suburban whereas
and country
circuitUnion
of some
not"Ibealsooperating
the suggestion
State Theatre,
80 theatres
Greater
has
next year.
foresee
the
possibility
of
a
film
"corner"
practically
no
interests
outside
the
city;
and
being
created
by
either
circuit
and
in
that
"The
true
position
is
that
in
effect
we
own the freehold of the theatre, through event consider its intervention justified.
as the independent houses are serviced
At the time of writing, however, the most
our majority holding of 500,000 out of the
by Paramount and MGM and
850,000 issued shares in Union Theatres important consideration is as to which largely
sundry British productions, a distributor
Investments, Ltd. The State will always be Government is in power next year. The selling to Greater Union must look to Hoyts
part of the Greater Union circuit, which is Lyons Government, a Nationalist admin- to handle his product in the subsequent-run
the largest chain of metropolitan theatres
istration, goes to the polls on October 23rd. situations.
Its prospects of success appear reasonably
operating in this country.
An extraordinary feature of the proceedings is that whereas Hoyts allegedly has
bright,
but
is byGovernment
no means as-be
"It
has
been
built
up
by
Australian
money and Australian brains, and we do
sured. its
Shouldvictory
the Lyons
cornered all the important film for next
not feel disposed to hand over the control returned, one doubts very much whether it year, no official announcement has been
to outside interests.
would be stampeded into taking part in the made by either Hoyts or any one distributor that contracts actually have been signed.
"We do not know who is responsible, for negotiations for film between Hoyts and

hri eking police sirens blended with
the voice the world adores ... as a
society jewel robbery puts our hero
on the spot . . . and leads us athrill to
that sweeping climax under the stars
at HOLLYWOOD BOWL, where
we hear that sentimental hit of hits,
ff I Want The World To Know," sung
with full symphonic accompaniment.
SWELL ENTERTAINMENT
. . . NATURAL BOX OFFICE.
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and

INTERLUDES
Paulited Muni
(Munia Wiesenfreund)
with having
deep knowledgeis accredof the
historical biographical, which serves him well
insuch.
his But,
"Louishe Pasteurs,"
"Emil
Zolas,"
is really sadly lacking in andan
understanding
of
conduct
so much so, that the
on the
ranchof hegardening
bought —in
San Fernando
Valley,
he
mistook
irrigation standpipes for flower pots and theplanted
geraniums in them. When the water was
turnedsoldon the
the ranch.
geraniums flew into the air.
Muni
V
Harrison Carroll, International News movie
reporter
in Hollywood,
to the New
York Journal
as follows pish-toshes
:
Maureen
aroseforatherherfirstMalibu
Beach
home O'Sullivan
at 5:45 a.m.
day
onhurried
the "My
set. She
to theDearset Miss
and Aldrich"
was promptly
put
to bedscene.by Director George Seitz for the
first
Anita Louise drinks a pint of carrot juice
with every meal. She extracts the juice
herself with a special machine.
William Powell paid another visit to his
doctor and may not return to work in
"Double Wedding".
Beverly Roberts always rubs her face with
cucumber.
William Hopper has won a feminine heart
and he doesn't know what to do about it.
She is "Queertie" — a bear.
Ever come across that Broadway acrobat
vaudevillian who calls Vhimself "Ben Dovaf"
Although New York probably couldn't muster more than thousands
a corporal'sdaily
guard are
of Buddhists,
nevertheless
becoming
.Buddhists-for-a-moment and caress a huge idol
inway.the lobby of Loew's Capitol theatre on BroadFrom Dr. M. Meerkerk, Chinese art auborrowed
a half-ton
turedthority,
likeness Loew-Metro
of the God
Padmapani,
the sculpLotus
Bearer,sence oalso
known
as
Bodhisattva,
He, Esf Perfect Knowledge. Old Bodhisattva
was brought in to drum up business for Metro's
"Good
press aagents
placed Earth,"
the idol and
underthea company's
spotlight, with
small
sign, inviting patrons and passersby to "touch
Buddha
gently
and
make
a
wish."
Hundreds
touch, and slink quickly Vaway.
Loew's,nounce thatIncorporated,
pleasedare tohaving
antheir vaudevillearetheatres
much success on the stage with "Red" Skelton,
"Doughnut
Dunkermethods
Extraordinary"^
whodoughexdunkingaudiences.
nutsposesfor thethevarious
edificationV of theof Loew
E. M. Loew, circuit theatre owner in New
England, is complaining bitterly to police that
spectators
formingtheatre
non-paying
audiences atin hisboats
new areDrive-in
on a
filled-in marsh site outside of Lynn, Mass.
The Lynn police, however, not having a navy,
are at a complete loss on how to proceed, and
Mr. Loew
may bea string
forced ofto flatboats.
build a navy
himself, or at least
Anyway,
heatre.could change the name to The Sail-In the-

Saming at Lake
Epstein,
exhibitor
Omaha,for vacationOkoboji,
Neb.,infished
six days
and got nary a bite. The seventh day he landed
30, the eighth day, 40, the tenth day, 163. It
all started, he asserts, when, disgusted with his
luck, he commenced on the seventh day to holler
"BANK NIGHT!" onV the lake bank.
Patrons of the Orpheum theatre in Eldorado,
111., covered a lot of ground the other day when
they saw a double-feature bill consisting of
"Man from Hell" and "Hitch-Hike
to Heaven."
V
Sagest observation of the month, made by
Hal Roach on the explanation of his new
partnership
Benito Mussolini's
son, Vittorio, in RamwithPictures,
Italy:
"I try)went
over
(to
the
Italian
film
on the wrong premise, and got indusin by
V
mistake."
The
Playhouse, at Newport, Maine, advermannertised: Bank Night and a double feature in this
BANK NIGHT - - $175
(If the $175 is not drawn, we
will draw untilalso someone wins)
THE GOLD RACKET
IT CANT LAST FOREVER
V
Police Chief Murphy, in Greenville, Alabama,
arrested Lee Bogan attempting to rob the Ritz
theatre, without really any effort.
Bogan had jimmied his way into the Ritz
manager's
the night,
but wasat
found
asleepoffice
whenduring
the theatre
was opened
nine in the morning. He had a flashlight in
one hand and tools for opening the safe in anBogan hadtiredremoved
the safe's hinges
zvhen heother.became
and
V fell asleep.
Political changeovers in India have brought
about many changes in the government, the
Censor Board being one department receiving
a complete revision as to personnel and policy.
Bombay'sright"Moving
the
matter
serious,Picture
warningMonthly"
that in takes
the new
setup
of
the
board,
"People
who
dwell
in
reflected glory of past services will have to thebe
given a goby to." V
Robert
Porterfield's
theatrethein close
Abing-of
don, Virginia,
is now Barter
approaching
its fifth season. During its five years, many
prominent plays have been presented. Revivals
of Broadway successes, Shakespeare and the
classics, folk plays, try out productions of new
plays
— all have
place their
on thequota
Barterof
programs,
and found
all havetheirdrawn
beans, cabbages and roasting ears at the box
office. The casts, too, have varied. Each year
the company has been built around a nucleus
of seasoned Broadway players. Margaret
Wycherly, Maude Scheerer, Eddie Craven,
Blaine Cordner, Hume Cronyn, George Oliver
Taylor, Fred Lawrence, Margaret Swope,
GracewellMills,
Cromare but Nell
a fewHarrison
of those and
withJohn
established
reputations who have bartered their talents for
the beans, cabbages and roasting ears, Robert
Porterfield
takenMr.in atPorterfield
the box-office.
Five yearshasago,
arrived in
Abingdon with 21 actors, a dollar and an idea.
Evidently time has proven his idea a good one.

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
Advertisement copy writers for virtually
all of the large motion picture companies
now concerned with the making and marketing of features and/or short subjects conwith theof"swing
music" craze,
mightad
well takecernedheed
the predicament
of the
writer
who needed
a bar of "swing
to illustrate
an advertisement
in the music"
Wakefield (Mass.) Daily Item. He dug around
and found one that fitted like a glove. That
night his wife tried it out on the family piano
and the best she could make of it was "Joy
to the World, the LordV Is Come."
Zoltan Korda's directorial effort on "Mutiny
in
the Mountains,"
for Alexander
Korda, byin
London,
was interrupted
the other morning
an Some
unexpected
touch
of
realism
on
the
500 Indians were at the height oftitle.
a big
battle scene when they received instructions to
"die"
under
the
fire
of
an
attacking
Gordon
regiment. But as the action progressed, it was
noticed
that very
few theof cameras
the Indians
"died."
Zoltan Korda
stopped
and angrily
inquired ofstructhe
"extras'"
interpreter
why
tions were not being followed. He wasintold
that
the
natives feared
that jobs
beingand"killed"
would automatically
end their
their
pay would stop.
V
The production of an operatic version of
"Macbeth" at the Scala, in Milan, Italy, was
canceled
because
of its Mephistopheles
"too-English flavor."
"Faust" took
its place,
having
no definite nationality during the present European crisis.
V
One of the newsreels is putting out some
shots showing Chinese being executed by Japin the present
war. anese
Theypurportedly
are authentic
picturesSino-Japanese
of authentic
executions — but they were taken during the
Sino-Japanese trouble Vin 1931 !
Self-preservation
On the boxofficedepartment:
of the New Orleans
Strand, operated by Joy Houck, is this sign:
"The
Strandshort
presents
two— feature
pictures,
newsreels,
subjects
Admission
Five
Cents. NO MONEY VREFUNDED."
In view
Bing Crosby's
huge income,
suggests Austinof Butcher,
of the Altoona
(Kansas)
Tribune, "we shoidd say Bing was born with
a silver croon in his mouth."
V
Economic
Note,
from
Elsie Loeb, our Cleveland correspondent:
"Due to the high cost of living, United
Artists Corporation has boosted its salesmen's expense accounts, Bert Stearn, U.A.
district manager, reports."
V
Archie
Mayo,
directing
"Adventures
Marcodinner
Polo,"Samuel
uses a Goldwyn's
neat trick
for
avoiding ofboring
engagements.
Mayo had been harassed for a week by a
certainner.Hollywoodite
wantedrepeated
him topolite
dinUnable to escapewhothrough
refusals, he obtained a cardiograph taken of
another person's very weak heart and sent it by
messenger
show thiswhyto
your
doctor.withI this
am note:
sure he"Please
will explain
it is impossible for me to accept your invitation.— Archie Mayo."

HE

RAVE-OLUTION
SWING WIDE THE GATES! ...ROLL OUT THE RED
CARPETS!... BEAT
TRUMPETS!
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Question No. 88 was: (A) Upon what basic
law does
electric(B)generator
depend for itstheaction?
Why does(dynamo)
the rotation
of a generator armature generate voltage? (C)
Explain in detail why only a.c. can be generated
by an armature.
The following made acceptable answers : S.
Evans and C. Rau ; C. Oldham ; L. Cimikoski ;
G. E. Doe; J. R. Prater; H. Edwards; W.
Limmroth; W. H. Edmonds; J. A. Zachritz ;
O. H.L.Schmidt;
J. Devoy;
L. H.H.Kel-T.
ley;
F. Hayes;M. and
R. and
K. Wells;
Plum; F. D. Scanlon ; R. M. Schulherr ; T. W.
Redhouse; D. M. Stinson ; J. W. Tarr ; S. R.
Cuddv ; H. Bunker ; D. and W. Porter ; S. T.
Lomax;
F. H., S.; M.and andP. E.Dalbey
; A. H. Bradley ;L. Blachley
F. Wentworth
; T.
and
W.
Turk
;
M.
F.
Robinson
and
wood ; S. R. Hewitt; W. C. Bant L.andA. BeachL. M.
Roberts ; E. Exline ; L. F. and G. Brown ; P.
and L. Felt ; T. Lavenburg ; S. S. Bant ; G. R.
Thomas; F. H. Bolton; K. N. Alberts; L. M.
Grahame ; G. L. Goss ; A. Leonard and G. T.
Jones
Robbins; J.andH. W.Morton
Winklerand ; M.S. G.O'Connell
Billings ;; A.R. D.R.
Lonby ; G. Johnson and T. A. Johnson ; W. D.
Saunders and Son ; B. L. Cooper and T. N.
Kent ; T. L. Strobey ; P. F. Maxwell and R. D.
Hicks; J. H. Manheimer and O. L. Goldstein;
D. Morgan;
D. Hemington;
W. M. ; O.Hen-S.
dersonA.; E. W.Burlson
; H. T. Abernathy
Mallaby and S. N. Lochhard ; M. Samuels ; B. B.
Hornstein and R. R. Jacobs ; L. N. Rasmon and
G. L. Trilon; A. C. Grene; W. R. Matthews
and T- R. Davidson ; M. L. Daniels ; L. E. Dodson andhouse H.; H. D.T. Maxwell;
Todd ; R. S.P. Welch
; W. L. and
More-S.
B. Marshall
N. Baxter ; L. N. Schofield ; E. M. Brown and
D. Davis ; V. F. Nutan and W. A. Kendal.
There were many excellent answers. From
eleven of the best covering Section (A) I have
selectedlawthatupon
of J.which
R. Prater,
says, "Theby
basic
electricwhogeneration
aelectric
generator
armature
'If an
conductor
in the isformbasedof a reads
closed: circuit
be moved in a magnetic field in such a manner
that the said conductor will cut (pass through
or across) a variable number of lines of magnetic force, a voltage will be built up and a current caused to flow in a direction at right angles
to the line of motion of the conductor.'
"That isofexactly
as theWhile
law Iisrealize
quotedanswers
in the
Bluebook
Projection.
copied verbatim from the book are ordinarily
not acceptable, this is a definite law and can
hardly
correctlyreplies
statedreaddifferently."
All thebe correct
almost exactly the
same,
hence
it
would
be waste of space to quote
further.
Evansin and
Rau say, "When field,
a closedit cuts
coil
is (B)
rotated
an electromagnetic
across magnetic lines of force which are less
dense at the edge of the field than at its center.
Thus,
accordance
with number
Faraday's
law, ofit
passes inthrough
a varying
of lines
force and a voltage will be generated therein,
which same will cause current to flow.
D. M.cause since
Stinson
says, "Voltage
is generated
bethe armature
coil sides
are continuously moving either from a less dense part of
the magnetic field to a part less dense, they must
and do cut a variable number of lines of mag-

School
NO.

88

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 93
(A) What is a crystal speaker?
In what manner does it differ from
other types of speaker, and in what
manner does it operate.
(B) Why are flexible arrangements
necessary in transmission line to loud
speakers?
of Bluebook.)(As a hint, see page 592
(C) Does a magnetic speaker have
a field coil?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
netic force. Therefore, except at the instant of
time (twice
each with
revolution)
move involtage
a direction parallel
the linesthey
of force,
iswhich
generated
in
accordance
with
Faraday's
may be examined by turning to pagelaw,10
of your Bluebook. The fact that current moves
in a direction
at right angles todirection
the line ofof curmotionrentofflowtheto conductor
reverse atcauses
each .half revolution
of
the(C)armature."
H. Edwards supplies what seems to be
the best answer, as follows :
"Assumestructed tahat the
simple
to beforceso flow
conlinesgenerator
of magnetic
horizontally
between
two
field
poles.
The
armature shaft also is horizontal, but at right angles
to the lines of force. Assume one side of an
armature
to beposition
directly the
over coil
the sides
other, rotate
starting fromcoilwhich
practically horizontally, hence cut no lines of
force actly
(of horizontally,
course they
not reallysomove
exbut dosufficiently
for our
purpose). Then no voltage is generated. But
instantly one coil side starts downward and the
other side upward, each cutting across lines of
force in increasing number until they are in the
same horizontal plane with each other, they cut
a maximum number of lines of force and generate maximum voltage. We thus see that duringingthenumber
first ofhalflines
revolution
constantly
of force a are
cut, henceincreasboth
voltage and current flow is raised to maximum,
the current flow being in a direction at right
angles to line of coil movement.
this point
reached,
coil"However,
side passeswhen
gradually
into aisless
dense each
part
of the magnetic field, hence voltage and current
flow drops
movement of theuntil
linestheof coil
forcemovement
are againandparallel,
whereupon voltage generation and current flow
entirely ceases for an instant of time.
"Then,an however,
coil side
againof starts
cutting
increasingeachnumber
of lines
force
as before, but, viewed as coil sides, in an opposite direction, hence since current flow is al-

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
ways at right angles to line of motion of the
conductor,
see coil
that movement
current movement
the
second half weof the
or rotationin will
be reversed in the circuitV being served."
W'allyin Edmonds,
the Park
theatre
Dexter, Me.,projectionist
has been an ofearnest,
consistent
Bluebook
School
"student"
for
months. In a footnote to his answer tomany
one
question he pays what I think is a very high
tribute to the "school." He says :
the end
that theI may
of "To
subjects
having
sameexamine
general discussions
or direct
bearing, I keep all Bluebook School questions
and answers on file. It was recently brought
home to me forcibly what the school really
means to those who follow it carefully, submit
ting answers to the various questions.
occurred
whenexactly
some trouble
and"This
instantly
I knew
what to happened
do. To
my surprise
the
knowledge
was
as a itparthadof been
myself. It did not seem as though
learned out of a book or had been taught to me.
This
me ! School
Thinking
realizedreally
that surprised
the Bluebook
had itso over
drivenI
that piece of information home that it had become a part of my own knowledge."
Survey of 16mm. Field
Undertaken by Golden
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the Motion
Picture Division of the Department of
Commerce, in an effort to determine the
extent of the non-theatrical motion picture
field for 16mm. and 8mm. film, is contacting manufacturers of cameras and
projectors, laboratories, film manufacturers,
producers and libraries.
The survey takes the form of a comparison for the years 1932 and 1937 and embraces footage, both silent and sound, also
color, employment, capital investment and
a "breakdown into industrial, educational
and advertising subjects produced, besides
the manufacturing of equipment.
MPTO Seeks Colorado Cuts
A. P. Archer, president of the Colorado
Motion
TheatrefireOwners,
launched a drivePicture
for lower
insurancehasrates
for
theatres. He is having a survey made of all
the theatres in Colorado, Wyoming and
Mexico for the purpose. It is understood the
exhibitor unit is seeking a reduction of 40
per cent in insurance premiums. Mr. Archer
said that theatres are paying premiums on
theatre equipment which should be included
as part of the building and not as a separate.premium.
Film Art Signs with RCA
A sound recording contract for the use
ofsigned
RCA byPhotophone's
sound system
has been
FilmandArtcommercial
Studios,
Inc.,
of theatrical
films. producers
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Latest Crosley scientific survey shows his is
'The Most Popular Full-Hour Show in Radio'!
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motion

This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public

'S
SHOWMEN
REVIEWS
Stand-in
(U. A.—Wanger)
Hollywood Document
Wherewood at work
other asrecent
Hollywell pictures
as play revealing
have prospered,
the quick,andsimple
thing one.
about Where
this is films
that it'sin
another
different
kind have languished, if anywhere, there are the
names of Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell,
Humphrey Bogart and Alan Mowbray to place
athwart a broad marquee. Combined, these
factors afford the most painstaking or headlong
exploiteer plenty of ammunition.
The Wanger presentation of Hollywood is
indeed different. His approach is by way of the
Wall Street banker, his address largely in the
tell-all beholder
vein, andelects
his off-to-Buffalo
whatthea
given
to consider it.is But
treatment is fundamentally, insistently and conhumorous.
Mr. start
Howardand dumps
his dignitystantly
overboard
at the
Miss Blondell
never displays any. Mr. Bogart is found on
the right side of the ethical equation for a
change,bray onasthethewrong
honestsideproducer,
Alan Mowof it as and
an unscrupulous
but comic director. It is, generally speaking,
aWanger
topsy-turvy
but traditional
sets before
his guests. Hollywood Mr.
Mr.ingHoward
plays
Dodd," banksentPictures
to "Atterbury
Hollywood
out
whether expert,
Colossal
should betosoldfindto one
"Nassau" as a bad investment or continued in
operation. "Dodd" is taken in tow by "Lester
Plum," wisecracking stand-in, who becomes his
secretary and ultimately his bride. "Dodd" discovers that "Cheri," the company's ace star,
and "Koslofski," her director, are in a conspiracy withpicture
"Nassau"
to make
the company's
last-chance
a flop.
He involves
her in
aand
scandal
by
way
of
invalidating
her out
contract,
his home office sells the studio
from
under him, discharging all hands forthwith.
"Dodd"
persuades
the
3,000
employees
to
and hold
for thetheforty-eight
hoursseizeit
will
requirethe toplantremake
picture, becoming
their
champion, andpulling
avowedly
the stockholders',
and presumably
the enterprise
out of
the red in due time. (This closing episode
would look almost exactly like a sitdown strike
if certain lines of dialogue did not mitigate
against that conclusion pointedly ; and maybe
it will look like that to some anyway.)
It is phaprobable,
in view
emsis on the comedy
side ofandthethesustained
occasionally
extremely comic results obtained, that few if
anv will dig into the picture for traces of social
philosophy.
Nor will
to identify
beneath the fictional
namesmanygivenseekthem
individuals
who livewood andandVine.
breathe
in
the
environs
of
HollyThe accent is on laughter
throughout and there is lots of it.
Previezved at the Westzvood Village theatre.
A Hollywood audience, inevitably an imperfect
guinea pig for sampling a picture depicting Hollong, loudly and delightedly. —
William lywood,R. laughed
Weaver.
Produced
by
Walter
Distributed
byClarence
United
Artists.
Directed
by Screen
TayWanger.
Garnett.
Story
byTowne
Budington
Kelland.
play
by
Gene
and
Graham
Baker.OthoPhotographed
Charles Spencer.
Clarke.
Film editors.
LoveringKerr.
andby Dorothy
Assistant
director.
Charles
P.
C.
A.
certie No. 3647.
Release Adult
date. October
1937. Runningficattime,
88 minutes.
audience 15,classification.
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picture herald

AtterburyPlumDodd. .
Lester
Quintain
ku-lofski
Cheri
Nassau
Potts
Pennypacker, Jr.
Pennypacker, Sr.
Pennypacker

Leslie Howard
Joan Blondell
.Humphrey
Bogart
Alan Mowbray
Maria
Shelton
. .C. Henry Gordon
Carson
J.Jack
C.Marshall
Nugent
Tully
.William
V. Mong

Public Cowboy No. 1
( Republic )
Western
Substantially the outdoor melodramas of the
West have not changed. With each passing
year innovations have been tried and discarded
when they served their purpose, infusing new
life into an old mode. In the vanguard, when a
list of new innovations are considered, are
these Gene Autry westerns.
"Public
Cowboy"as adjuncts
goes further
them,
employing,
to a than
most most
modernof
story,tem ofshort
wavecattle
radio,thatan isairplane
rustling
as noveland asa itsys-is
effective. Western fans, and particularly those
who make it a point to be present when a Gene
Autry picture is screened, should find this
much to their liking, for as westerns go it is
pretty near the top.
A story that allows for plenty of action
sequences has the additional asset of a very fine
cast.
has
come Autry's
to expectperformance
of him. Heis isall inthatgoodonevoice
and he has that admirable foil, Smiley Burnette,
along with him to perk up the proceedings with
his special brand of comedy. Then, too, there
is that old favorite of another decade, William
a sympathetic
portrayalinterest,
of a sheriff
ofFarnum,
the oldinwest.
As the romantic
Ann
Rutherford, editor of the local gazette, does
very well and is lovely to look at.
ReviewedJr. in projection room. — Paul C.
Mooney,
Produced
by Republic.
producer, SolandC. distributed
Siegel. Directed
by TosephAssociate
Kane.
ScreennardplayMcConville.
by Oliver
Drake. Original
story by P.Ber-C.
Photography
by
Jack
A. Certificate No. 3543. Running time.Marta.
59 minutes.
Release date, August 23, 1937. General audience classiGene
Autry
GeneBurnette
Autry
CAST
Frog
Smiley
Helen
Morgan
Ann Rutherford
Sheriff
William
Farnum
Jack
Shannon
ArthurMarvin
Loft
Stubby
Frankie
Jim Shannon
House
Peters,
Jr.
Qunckenbush
James
S.
Morton
Thad
Slaughter
Maston
Williams
Justice
Frank Morante
La Rue
Ezra
Milburn
Stove
KingHalMojave
Bidwell
Price
Larry
Jack Ingram

chatterboxes
ing paper
firemen,columnists,
can fillradio
his marquee
with and
namesvisit-of
performers experienced in the floorshow techso to beAmong
by readers
ers niqueacrossand known
the country.
theseandarelistenJack
White, Georgie Tapps, Al Norman, Dorothy
Saulter, Maurice Rocco, Jerry Colonna and Pat
Harrington. They do in the film what they
have done on the street, plus a number of things
who take the other tack will
theyShowmen
haven't.
choose,
perhaps to emphasize the serious story
of the street's transformation during the last
from 1937.
a hyper-aristocratic
1912
toquarter
a giltcentury
and giddy
Names in this type
of appeal are Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Zasu
Pitts, Pat Paterson, Lila Logan, Sid Silvers,
Al Shean, Dorothy Peterson and Wade Boteler.
(Kenny
Baker,
perhapssideone ofofthethe exploitation
most suitable names
for either
question, has both a serious and a singing
role.) The serious story, incidentally, is treated
seriously,
and given
equalwhich,
prominence
the
song and dance
numbers
perhaps,with
occupy
a little more footage.
Of coursestrictions wshowmen
exploitation
reil be able towith
shootno both
barrels and,
perhaps,
bag
both
types
of
audience,
plus
the
miscellaneous and the in-betweens. And of
course it is important for him to know that the
picture is clean, singularly so in view of its
subject, and brisk and bright and vivid and
varied. Director Harold Young, screen playGrover Jones,Spina
song and
writersdance
Walterdirector
Bullockwright
and Harold
Danny Dare have seen to this.
The storyof isthe essentially
of the
aristocrats
street in 1912,
whose"Rondells,"
fortunes
are
swept
away
in
the
crash
of
'29
recouped
out of speakeasy profits. One threadanddeals
with
a "Rondell" daughter kept in supposed ignorance of her father's occupation, another with
the
son
one "Samarelli,"
his
partner, schooled
for
the ofconcert
determined
be a
crooner.
A dozenstage
otherbutcharacters
haveto direct
relation to the working out of the story, at the
end of which, of course, boy and girl find hapPreviewed at the Uptozvn theatre, Los Anpiness.
geles, where an audience in which payees predominated, seemed to enjoy the picture thorR. W. Wanger. Distributed by United
Produced oughly.—W.
by Walter
Artists.
Directed
HaroldplayYoung.
Assistant director, Charles
Kerr. byby
Screen
by Grover
Ad'litinnal
dialogue
SidMusicSilvers.
DanceJones.
staged
by
Danny
Dare.
and
lyrics
by numbers
Walter
Bullock and Harold Spina. Musical direction,
Alfred
Newman. Photographed
by George
Schneiderman.
Otho Lovering
William
P.FilmC. editors,
A. Certificate
No. 3606.andRelease
date,Reynolds.
Oct. 1,
1937. Running
time,
when
seen
in
Hollywood.
80 minutes. General audience classification.

Rufus
Ian Carrillo
Hunter
CAST
FiorelloRondell
Zamarelli
Leo
Margaret
Pat Paterson
Benjamin Rondell
Zamarelli
Kenny
Baker
Betty
Ella
Logan
Letitia
Rondell
Zasu
Pitts
Adela
Rondell
DorothySidPeterson
Sid
Silvers
The
fame
or
infamy
of
New
York's
52nd
street, as the word for it may chance to be in a Evelyn
Macy
Maria
Tack
Jack Shelton
White
given cinema
sector, is dished
up without
Collette
Lyons
fication or denunciation
and fitted
out with glorisell- Minnie
Lawyer
Roman
Bohnen
Wade
Boteler
ing angles appropriate to the purposes of both Butler
Klauber
Al
Shean
the metropolitan and the provincial showman. Porky
Showmen who elect to capitalize the glamour Georgie Tapps, Dorothv Saulter. Maurice Jack
Rocco,AdairAl
and
glitterandwithhoopla
whichhas New
Norman,
Jerrycontinued
Colonna, onFatpaneHarrington
(Reviews
42)
hot spots
been York's
coated bystreet
news-of
52nd Street
(U.
A.-W anger)
Diversion

PARAMOUNT

NEWSREEL

THE

white house
wa
Inaugurates New Departure in Screen Reporting with "Voice Staff"sh of
Nine Nationally Known Radio Commentators, headed by Gabriel Heatter.

I ff>
Paramount Pictures *S
Inc. /
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GABRIEL HEATTER, Chief of Paramount
Newsreel "Voice Staff." Vibrant,
dynamic personality. No one better than he at mixing big news with
colorful human -interest stories.
Selected
by Women's
National
Radio Committee
of 20,000,000
club women as Radio News Commentator No. 1. Commercially
sponsored by more evening advertisers than any other news commentator on the air.
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friumvirate tO Cover Spot News. Trio of well known radio commenta- he wrote and presented his own news program. Boley was staff antors will be the voices behind spot news for the Paramount Newsreel.
nouncer for WJAS (Pittsburgh) and later at KQV. Hawley, with conThese keen-voiced gentlemen are Sidney Walton, Joseph Boley and Mark
siderable experience as news
announcer
on some over
of America's
greatest
stations,
commentator
WOR, with
largest
local
Hawley. Walton at one time was identified with WBAL (Baltimore) as is now transatlantic
news editor and commentator. Later joined WHN (New York) where audience in the country. 1

BOB CARTER covers horse racing. Started life as an aviator. Did about
ten years of newspaper work. Has announced sports, special events and
news at WODA, WNJ, WOV, WIP. Now assistant chief on WMCA.

FRANK KNIGHT owns the "voice" that will report foreign stories, especially
those from the British Empire. Handles important air programs for WOR and
the Mutual System, and is a keen student of international politics.

GREGORY ABBOTT will speci lize on disasters, war and tragedy. Has been
with the Paramount Newsreel since 1931. Has also been announcer on
radio
stations heWORspends
and WMCA.
When he's
not describing events for
the newsreel,
time singing
nection with his work as hisa church
soloist. and composing songs in con-

BILL SLATER owns the "voice" behind the football games. Has been doing
sports broadcasting for more than seven years, and is rated as an expert
commentator on track and field events, baseball, hockey, boxing, football,
basketball, polo, swimming and tennis. For past three years has broadcast
all major football games over NBC.
"PARAMOUNT NEWSREEL, as always, concentrates
on service".
..
"Service
above everything
else,"
statesEditor
Paramount
Newsreel
A. J.

JOE BOLTON will cover baseball, track events, college athletics. Is sports
announcer for WCAU (Philadelphia) and staff announcer at WOR (New
York). Has large following for his own program — "The Man About
Town."programs.
Varies the monotony of life by Mc-ing nationally sponsored
radio

Richard, as his organization starts second decade of achievement.
"We believe exhibitors and
the public want news
A. J. RICHARD
presentation to be the
primary function of a Editor of Paramount Newsreel
newsreel. We are not departmentalizing the news. We
have selected these nine specialists from radio because
we feel that their voices will lend added impetus and
audience interest to photographed news happenings.'
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Life Begins with Love
(Columbia)
Comedy
Comedy showmen expert in the technique of
exploitation
understatement
have
in thisto modcast comedy
a subject
on which
whetas
their estlytalents.
Offered
without
ostentation
on the occasion of this inspection, it may well
be expected to reap a similar harvest of health
laughs. Presented with glittering promises, it
might conceivably do less than satisfy thus
acutely sensitized critical perceptions. Possibly
the simple billing is best. A lot of wee tots
who act like wee tots do important things unimportantly and comically in the story.
The share-the-wealth idea, which gets quite
an airing
at
is tossedin favor
overboard near thefirstendin ofthethepicture,
proceedings
of an old-fashioned happy ending.
On the other hand, there is the fact that the
Edith ofFellowes
of "These a Three"
in the
role
third importance
part ofhasdecidedly
similar pattern.
Douglas Montgomery and Jean Parker are
the two whose affairs the youngster first complicates and then unsnarls. The story is about
a young heir to great wealth whose way with
a bottle gets him on to the front pages as chamhe share-the
and He
pledging
himself topioning tapply
it towealth
his ownideacase.
flees
when the hungry march upon the parental
mansion,
and
hires
out
as
janitor
in
a
day
nursof the
falls ery.
in Theloveyoung
with lady
him inandcharge
he with
her. place
Then the impish orphan of the piece learns
his
identityintoandsuchproceeds
to tangle everybody's
interests
ravel, which she does.knots as only she can unThe humor generated is that of incident and
portrayal
situation
development.
Previewedratherat than
the Hill
Streetor Theatre,
Los
Angeles, where an almost entirely paying audience, which had just seen "Lost Horizon,"
seemed
W. R. W.to find the picture broadly amusing. —
Produced
distributed byStory,
Columbia.
Raymond B.and McCarey.
DorothyDirected
Bennett.by
Screenant director,
play, Thomas
Mitchell,
Brown
Holmes.
AssistSam Nelson.
Photographer,
Luciendirector,
Ballard.Stoloff.
Film editor,
Viola
Lawrence.
Musical
Morris
Art
director,
Stephen
Goosson.
Music,
Ben
Oakland.
Lyrics,
Ben
Russell.
Gowns,
Kalloch.
Sound Connolly.
engineer, P.Lambert
Day. Associate
producer,
Myles
C.inA.Hollywood,
Certificate
No.minutes.
3460.
Runningleasetime,
when
seen
58
Redate, October 14, 1937. General audience classifiCAST
Carol
Jean Parker
WilliamMartin
Drake
Douglass Edith
Montgomery
Dodie
Fellows
Millicent
Bonham
Leona
Colonel Drake
LumsdenMaricle
Hare
Roberts
Aubrey
Mather
Darby
MacGraw
James
Burke
Mrs. Murphy Romaine
MinervaCallender
Urecal
Winterbloom
Man-Child
ScottyJoelBeckett
Stevie
Maggie
Joyce Davis
Kay
Here's
Flash Casey
(Grand National)
Candid Camera Comedy
Pretty obviously the thing here is that the
production presents the candid camera clicker
at work and play, neither sponsors nor spoofs
him but shows what happens — or could — to one
of his kind.
played byname.
Eric
Linden.
Boots"Flash
MalloryCasey"
is theis feminine
There is also a newspaper side to the matter,
and a gangster angle, but these have been somewhat more extensively energized with respect
to public reaction than the camera aspect which
therefore, no doubt, warrants first attention.
In the story
Casey" cunning
is an honest
headlong
young "Flash
man whose
with ifa
candid camera has earned him enough money
to get through college. Trying for a job on a
newspaper, he submits a photo which happens
to showa little
the publisher's
actress,
fervently, tosonhis welcoming
fair city. Thean
publisher employs "Casey" forthwith. Equally
forthwith
young man romantic
and "Kaynegotiations
Lanning,"
sob sister,the commence

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

which terminate in the indispensable clinch.
Meanwhile there have been complications with
blackmailers,
gangsters,
murder,interludes,
a kidnap-all
ing, and of course
the usuala comic
of which have been unsnarled appropriately.
The picture is based on the story, "Return
Engagement,"
by George
Harmon point
Coxe, forwhich
John
Krafft uses
as a starting
his
screen play. Alfred Stern, associate producer,
contributed adequately for the purposes of
Lynn
Shores' atamiable
effectiveLosdirection.
Previewed
the Lidoand theatre,
Angeles,
where
picture was favorably recceived. —
Harry the
E. Nichols.
Produced
and distributed
by Grand
National.
ciateStory
producer,
Stern.
Directed
by AssoLynn
Shores.
byAlfred
George
Harmon
Coxe.Henry
Screenplay
by
John
Krafft.
Assistant
director,
Spitz.by
Production
manager,
Harold
Lewis.
Photographed
Marcellease Pickard.
C. A.Running
Certificate
date, Oct.
22,P.1937.
time, No.when3620.
seenRe-in
Hollywood,
63 minutes.
General audience
classification.
CAST
Flash Lanning
Casey
Eric Mallory
Linden
Kay
Boots
Wade
Cully
Richards
Major
Addison
Holmes
Herbert
Blaine
Joseph
Lawrence
Howard Crehan
Lang
Ricka
Victor
Adams
Pay
ton
Harry Harvey
Mitzi
Suzanne
Kaaren
Rodney
Matty Kemp
Mrs. Gordon
O'Hara
Dorothy Vaughn
Joe
Maynard
Holmes
Breakfast for Two1
(RKO
Farce Radio)
The current epidemic of that particular brand
ofandcomedy
not -so designated
long ago known
as slapstick
at present
as sophistication,
which had its regeneration from the silent days
in such pictures as "My Man Godfrey" and "It
Happenedas intwoParis"
in this
merely
of the(mentioned
films of this
typeinstance
which
met with favorable box office response), has its
latest manifestation in RKO-Radio's "Breakfast
for Two,"strong girl,a hodge
podgesonstoryof ofa along
rich,line
head-of
a wastrel
steamship
company
owners,
and
the
girl's
efforts
to save his company and marry him.
Exhibitors have names of Barbara Stanwyck, whose place in the box office scale will
be greatly enhanced, it is indicated, by her recent
picture under
other the
colors,
"Stella Dallas,"
and Herbert
Marshall,
aloof-seeming
gentleman actor who
appears destined
to be more
popular than ever, through a series of well
played
roles.comedienne
Supportingin them
are right
GlendaonFarrell, a top
her own
the
Warner
Brothers'
lot
and
borrowed
RKO
Radio for this occasion ; Eric Blore,by whose
of his butler's
role see him role,
greeted
asopening
"Butch"lines; aDonald
nevertheless
meaty Meek,
one, asin thea small
justice of but
the
peace, and Etienne Girardot, a reliable character
actor,
whether
it
be
villainy
or
comedy
to
deliver.
The story is by David Garth, who also supplied the basis for RKO Radio's "There Goes
the
Groom,"Kaufman,
another Paul
farce ofYawitz
recent and
production.
Charles
Viola
Brothers Shore wrote the screen play.
"Valentine
Ransome"a round
meets of"Joanathan
while
he is making
the night Blair"
clubs.
She falls in love with him, but finds out that
he is a wastrel and in danger of losing the
shipping line, ownership of which has been
vested
the "Blair"stock
familyin the
for company
years. Sheto
buys thein controlling
force him to stop squandering his money. He
admits his defeat and plans to marry a show"Carol," buta plot.
"Valentine"
breaksattempt
up theat
weddinggirl, through
The second
the
wedding
also
is
broken
up
by
"Valentine."
Finally, Blair makes a move which will put the
company on its feet, and proceeds again to
marry "Carol." "Butch," his butler, working
with "Valentine"
to bring
"Blair" proving
to his senses,
forges
a wedding
certificate
that
"Blair"
married
"Valentine"
the
first
they
met. Finally discovering her attempts time
to show
her love for him, "Blair," in a scene distin-
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guished bya rough and tumble fight and gooey
cake tossing, as well as falls of the old style
formula,
clinches
"Valentine."Theatre, GlenPreviewed
at thewithAlexander
dale, where the audience indicated heartily that
it still loved slapstick, no matter what it was
called
Vance nor
King.under what guise it was hidden. —
Produced
distributedDirected
by RKOby Radio.
Produced
by
Edward andKaufman.
Alfred
Screenplay
Charles Story
Kaufman,
YawitzSantell.
and
Viola Brothersby Shore.
by DavidPaulGarth.
Photog
r
a
p
h
e
d
b
y
J.
Roy
Hunt.
Art
director,
Van
Nest
Polglase.
Associate,EditedAl Herman.
by Edward
George Costumes
Hively. Running
time, Oct.
whenStevenson.
West byCoast,
Release
date,
22,seen1937.on General
audience65 minutes.
classification.
Valentine Blair
Ransom
Barbara
Stanwyck
CAST
Jonathan
Herbert
Marshall
Carol
Glenda
Butch
Eric Farrell
Blore
Meggs
Etienne
Girardot
Justice
of the Peace „ FrankDonald
Meek
Sam
Ransom
M.
Thomas
Faraday
Pierre Watkin
Over the Coal
(Warner-First
Footbali Heroics National)
The title identifies the production, a purely
studio conception of college football and much
of the stun, legitimate and illegitimate that
goes along
withis it.different,
it holdsit tois pattern.
If anything included
the exaggerated
manner in which the subject and its amplifications are treated. It is evident that an attempt to
handle the topic from a more serious standpoint
was made, but the audience was inclined to consider the characterizations and much of the dialogue, action and situations as more amusing
than meaningful.
The production does not provide any outstanding names for marquee, lobby and newspublicitytopurposes,
or which may
wisepaperbe used
attract customers,
leavingotherfor
emphasis
the
fact
that
"Over
the
Goal"
is a
topical, seasonal film.
This time the hero's sweetheart makes him
quit
playing
good who
for
the team
or forfootball.
college That's
pride, butnot theso gang
would bledlike
to
see
the
university's
colors
humlook upon it gleefully. Ensues familiar
stuff. But when things look darkest the hero
decides to forego personal or romantic considerations, and plunges in to win the big game.
Previewed in the Forum theatre, Los Angeles. The audience, which sees quite a bit of
actual football around Los Angeles, seemed to
thinkmuch
that ofthe the
picture's
sponsors Indidfact,
not itgetwasto
see
real article.
inclined to kid the film. — Gus McCarthy.
Produced
distributed
by Warner-Firstby National.
Bryan
Foy,andand
associate
producer.
William
Jacobs
AnthonyHagerman,
Coldway.Screenplay
Story by director.
William
Jacobs.
Marshall
assistant
Everett
Dodd
film
editor.
Music
and
lyrics
by
M. K.
Jerome and
Jack
Scholl. Photographed
by Warren
P. C.when
A. Certificate
No. 3539. Running
68Lynch.
minutes,
seen in Hollywood.
Release time,
date,
Oct. 16, 1937. General audience classification.
LucilleThomas
Martin
June Travis
CAST
Ken
Tiny
Waldron William
Johnny Hopper
Davis
Benton
Gordon
Oliver
Jim
Shelley
William
Harrigan
Duke
Davis
Willard
Parker
Dr.
Martin
EricRawlinson
Stanley
Stanley
Short
Herbert
Dr.
Marshall
Douglas
Wood
William
Eddie Anderson
Hannah
U.S.C. Football SquadHattie MacDaniel
Lancer Spy
(20th Century-Fox)
SpyIt isMelodrama
a matter of record that war stories, as
a general rule, have proved to be money makers.
The lot of the straight spy story has not always
been so favorable. Yet it seems that "Lancer
Spy," which,isalthough
awarlittletheme,
actual aswar theis
concerned,
much ofonly
(Continued
ona page
44)
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menace of war is implied, and is a 100 per cent
novelly conceived and developed spy story,
should be thuaccepted
with more
siasm bythe masses.
Therethanare ordinary
incidents en-in
the piece,
in
some
characterizations,
tions and action and accented dialogue, juxtaposithat may
grate
upon thatstudents
screenbe hewn
drama to orwithout
those
who insist
the lineofmust
deviation. But they are only incidents, and,
inasmuchducingasthe perfect
nobody picture,
yet has they
succeeded
promust bein both
accepted and discounted in proportion to the
relationship which they bear to the film as a
whole.
George Sanders plays a dual role. British
Intelligence officers are amazed by the close
resemblance
Michael German,
Bruce,"
British officer,whichbears"Lieutenant
to the captured
"Von Rohbach." A daring plan is conceived.
"Bruce"
"Von Rohbach"
one
can shall
detect study
the difference.
He is until
sent noto
Berlin and arrives at a time when German
morale tionalishero.at a low ebb, to be acclaimed a naEnsues thereupon a battle of wits, courage,
deception,woven, butspying
spying.where
Inter-it
never and
risingcounter
to a point
dominates the basic premise, is a trace of romance involvingespionage
the spy and
"Daria,"
of the German
service.
A trapan isagent
laid
for
"Bruce"
"Hollen"
and "Gruning,"
but
the spy,
who byis feted
everywhere,
circumvents
it. A second plot is hatched. This, too, fails.
Meanwhile,
"Bruce"cirleshasto insinuated
into
the mostas secret
learn the his
planswayof
a great German offensive, his patron, "Von
Meinhardi,"
fying himselfdies.
as a "Gruning"
French spy,thereupon
it is theiridentibusines to get the plans to Allied headquarters immediately. Disguising himself as "Von Meinhardi," "Bruce" escapes. The enemy plans
known,
returnsbytothehis government.
wife and daughter and "Bruce"
is commended
Previewed
in
the
20
th
Century-Fox
studiois
projection room to a press audience. As
usual among
such
gatherings,
there
were
differences ofopinion, but the consensus was that the
film should prove an above average attraction.
Whilelorescommending
the workSig ofRumann,
Sanders,Joseph
DoDel Rio, Peter Lorre,
Schildkraut, Maurice Moscovitch and Frits F eld
as a whole, there seemed to be a belief that some
of the characterizations had been overdrawn
and that in certain sequences it would have been
better had the action been seen rather than described.— G. M.
ProducedG. and
distributed
20th Century-Fox.
Samuel
Engel,Screenplay
associate byby
producer.
DirectedFromby
Gregory
Ratoff.
Philip
Dunne.
aeditor.
story Musical
by Marthe
McKenna.
Louis
Loeffler,Photofilm
direction
by
Arthur
Lange.
graphed by Barney McGill. P. C. A. Certificate No.
3440. Running
time, October
80 minutes,
whenGeneral
seen inaudience
Hollywood. Release date,
8, 1937.
classification.
CAST
Fraulein
Daria Sunnell
Rio
Lieut. Michael
Bruce Dolores
George Del
Sanders
Major
Siegfried Gruning Virginia
Peter Lorre
Toan
Bruce
Field
Lieut.-Col.
Hollen ^Joseph SigSchildkraut
Rumann
Prince FerdiGottfried
Zu Schwarzwald
Schratt
Luther
Adler
Colonel
Fenwick
Lionel
Atwill
General
Von
Meinhardi
Maurice
Moscovitch
Dr. Aldrich
Holmes Herbert
Captain
Neville
Lester Fritz
Matthews
Fritz Mueller
Feld
Von
Klingen
Carlos
Valdez
Elizabeth Bruce
...YvonneDe Severn
The Awful Truth
(Columbia)
Modern Comedy
It appears
to ofbe things
in thethatnotshowmen
altogetherare ex-to
plainable nature
receive under Columbia label at certain indefinitely stated intervals comedies of proportions
and character not precisely paralleled in product
from other sources. There was "It Happened
One Night." Then there was "Mr. Deeds Goes
toTheTown."
is "The Awful
second Now
was there
not patterned
after theTruth."
first,
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nor is the third fashioned in the structural or
thematic image of the second. Yet it would be
a most extraordinary and illogical showman
who would not manage to link the three titles
together with this triumphant reassertion of
Columbia's
the currently overrun domain prime
of the place
featurein comedies.
Reaction of a by no means handpicked preview audience in Hollywood was of a kind and
volume to warrant use of loud pedal and tympani in such a campaign. Comments of the
press folk, professionals, and payees in attendance,plausecomingbeyondonthethepower
echo ofof laughter
apclaque orandsound
crew to simulate, dealt with the two previous
blue ribbon productions as standards to come to but within
by no means
with this
year's entry.
It is parwell
the bounds
of showmanship
license to let that sort of opinion leak out, even
to underwrite it.
But all this is not to suggest that "The AwfuldersTruth"
any inother
picture'scopy
shoul-or
to standrequires
on, either
advertising
as a production.
an extraordinarily
successful adaptation ItbyisVina
Delmar of a play
by Arthur Richman which has its own substantial place among the footlight favorites. It
stars Irene Dunne and Cary Grant in what
may be set down with reasonable immunity
from contradiction as their best performances
to date, and it features Ralph Bellamy, Alexander Darcy and Cecil Cunningham in a cast in
which Joyce Compton and Esther Dale are
also to rectbeed by Leo
quiteMcCarey,
emphatically
noted.would
It isbedi-a
and this
good time to start posting his name and that
of associate producer Everett Riskin in the
type ingsizenamesandin kind.
prominence
reserved
top rank-to
Naturally
it is for
obligatory
bill the picture as a comedy.
If the succession of feature comedies lately
loosed upon the public in seeming concert by
Hollywood analysts of the public mood have
dulled the edge of comedy exploitation technique, probably the expedient is to label this
one thementsbestencountered
of the will
lot and
stand important
by. No argube more
than
as generative or oral publicity of definite box
office negotiability.
As to scope, latitude and scale of exhibitor
activity gestion
generally,
it is a rather
that appropriations
for theobvious
other sugbox
office successes be checked against the mean
average ticket sales level, and the outlay for
this one be stepped up proportionately.
In common with all good comedies, this picture resists synopsization.
It's
awhostory
about
two
wealthy
youngdivorce
marrieddecree
folk while
get
90day interlocutory
in a ahuff,
but managevalidate itbyafter
amusing
complications
to
mutual consent and cooperation,ina split second before midnight of the 90th day.
It is no ploitamore
extion totell properly
the storythethanfunction
it is ofof this
report.
It
may
be
pertinent,
however,
to
indicate that the story, although lively, modern and
dealing with adults and adult affairs, is as clean
in this handling as some in general kind have
been unclean in other handlings.
Previewed at the Pantages Theatre, Hollyzvood, to a response seeming to indicate beyond
question
that this— W.
is oneR. ofW. the year's outstanding productions.
Produced
and
distributed
by Columbia
Pictures.
AssociateArthur
producer, Everett
Riskin.
Leo McCarey.
Story,\
Richmond.
ScreenDirector,
play, Vina
Delmar.
Assistant
director,
William
Mull.
Photographer,
Joseph
Walker.
editor, AlStephen
Clark.Goosson,
Sound Lionel
engineer,Banks.Ed
Bernds.
ArtFilmdirectors,
Interior
decorations,
BabsBenJohnstone.
Musical
director,
Morris
Stoloff.
Music,
Oakland.
Lyrics,
Milton
Drake.
Gowns,
Kalloch.
P.C.A.
Certificate
Number
3,602.
Release
date,
October
21,
1937.
Running
time
89 minutes. General audience classification.
CAST
Irene Dunne
Lucy Warriner . . .
Grant
Jerry
...
RalphCaryBellamy
Daniel Warriner
Leeson
Armand
Duvalle
.
.
Alexander
D'Arcy
Aunt Patsy
Cecil
Cunningham
.MargueriteEsther
Churchill
Barbara
Vance. . . .
Dale
Mrs. Leeson
Toots
Binswangcr
JoyceRobertCompton
Allen
Frank
Randall
.
.
.
Robert
Warwick
Mr.
Vance
Mrs.
Mary Allister
Forbes
Claud
I-ord Vance
Fabian
Zita Moulton
Lady Fabian

October

9, 1937

Texas Trail
( Paramount-Sherman )
Hopalong Cassidy
Holding to the tradition of earlier numbers
inis theoutdoor
Hopalongaction
Cassidy
Series, "Texas
Trail"
adventure
entertainment,
maintaining the standard of production quality,
story telling
technique,
previously established.
The andfilmacting
includesability
all basic
elements expected in such screen entertainment ;
the thrill and excitement are contrasted with
romance,
comedy
and human
interest.
The film
introduces
several
novel twists
which make it somewhat different from other
episodesmiliar intrio ofHopalong's
experiences,
as the and
faWilliam Boyd, George Hayes
Russell Hayden again function.
The locale this time is Texas, the time being
during
Soldiers
in Cuba theneedSpanish-American
horses. HopalongWar.
and his
pals
are engaged to round them up. So doing, they
encounter many adventures, some of which are
dangerous and others comic.
As the action maintains an even, fast pace,
the trio find themselves up against a mysterious
rustlingance of gang,
three,young
with Billy
the assistJudith butAllenthe and
King,
succeed in outwitting the rustler, played by
Alexander
Cross
in
the
suspense-packed
and
exciting finale.
Previewed at the California Theatre in Huntington Park. Patrons of this theatre, who are
afforded an advance look at practically all big
pictures but seldom see a Hopalong, gave the
film respectfultertainmenattention,
of itsHayent quality and theappreciative
work of Boyd,
den and the others in the large cast. The crowd
seemed particidarly interested in George Hayes
and juvenile Billy King. Reaction indicated
theDistributed
film shotildby satisfy
in its Produced
market. — byG. Harry
M.
Paramount.
Sherman.
Director,
Dave
Selman.
Photographer,
Russell Harlan.Clarence
Production
manager, Screen
Ralph Ravenscroft.
( (riginal,
E. Mulford.
play, Jack
O'Donnell.
Additional
dialogue,
Harrison
Jacobs.
P. C. A. Certificate
No. 3714.
Running26, time
be determined. Release date,
November
1937.to General
CAST
audience classification.
Hopalong
Cassidy
William
Boyd
Windy Jenkins
Halliday
George Hayden
Hayes
Lucky
Russell
Barbara
Allen
Judith
Allen
Black Jack Carson Robert
AlexanderKortman
Cross
Hawks
Boots
King
Brad
RafaelBillyBennett
Major
McCready Jack
Karl Rockwell
Hackett
Shorty
Jordan
Philo John
McCullough
Smokey
Lieutenant
John Beach
Judd
Orderly
Ben
Courier
Clyde Corbett
Kinney
Corporal
Leo MacMahon
Should Wives Work
(RKO Radio)
Quadrangle
Leon Errol evokes sympathy and amusement
by his efforts to extricate himself from a series
of circumstances which, if his boss discovers
them, will cost him his job. His surprise and
distress, expressed in his not entirely inimitable
manner, ments.touch
off thefromlaughs
at thetheproper
moTo conceal
his boss
fact that
his wife is working in the office as a secretary
Errol enlists the aid of a co-worker and his
wife. All five principals meet for an evening
business
the ensuing
tion endsconference,
with Errol andfinding
himself farce
in bedsituawith
the boss. Running time 20 minutes.
Whispers in the Dark
(Paramount)
Bouncing Ball
A screen Song subject featuring the bouncing
ball, this issue is only passably fair. Gus Arnheim
and
band Theprovide
the section
music andof the
JunereelRob-is
bins hissings.
cartoon
devoted to oddities. — Running time, 7 minutes.
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Selznick

CHANCE

GAMES'

TWO

to Talk

FATE

HIGH
COURTS
the test case, but the supreme court
Decisions Awaited This Month in outcome
denied hisof motion.
The coln,testand thecaselower
is against
Beatrice,
LinNebraska and Connecticut;
court the
decision
was inhanded
down by Fred Messmore, who now is a supreme
Litigation Elsewhere court
judge. He held that any person who took
The fate of Bank Night in Nebraska and the time to register or wait outside a theatre
during
was giving a consideration
Connecticut
nowwhile
restsexhibitors
with the state's
high- whether a hedrawing
purchased an admission ticket or
est courts, but,
in Nebraska
Thus, he ruled, the state lottery law was
are prohibited from using the game until a not.
violated.
final decision is handed down, operators in
some parts of the New England state are Prosecution Dropped
Proponents of the games scored in Marion,
permitted, under an agreement with authori- Ohio,
when Ralph E. Carhart, city solicitor,
ties, to conduct drawings pending a ruling.
dropped
further prosecution of George E.
The game, meanwhile, has continued to Planck, manager
the ' Palace,
who was conacbreed litigation at other points. In Milquitted
ofofoperating
nection withrecently
Sweepstakes.
Mr.a lottery
Carhartin acted
waukee, Hugo Schranz, police inspector, upon a motion
unanimously adopted by the city
issued an utlimatum to six exhibitors that council.
they must discontinue operation of the
Royton,Heffner,
Bank against
Night distributor
in Bosinstituted suit
Harry Bloomberg
game. At the same time, the city atand
Meyer
Gruber,
of
the
B-G
Film
Company,
torney's officeany
indicated
it was toprepared
them with infringement, unfair comto prosecute
who failed
comply charging petition,
violation of copyright, and with comwith the edict.
bination
Night. and conspiracy to injure or destroy
A. I. and Bertha Latts, operators of the Royal Bank
Edith Alper, Boston Office manager for Bank
Theatre, Ashland, Wis., are to face trial in Night,
Hannah Brand, booker for Specialty
municipal court on charges of promoting a Pictures,and both
Roy Heffner enterprises, relottery in connection with weekly chance game
signed.
Mrs. Roy Heffner took over Miss
drawings at their house.
Alper's
work
and
Louise Buckly succeeded Miss
In the south, action against Bank Night has
been instituted in New Orleans, Jacksonville Brand.
At
Estherville,
Idaho, the Grand Theatre
and Tampa.
the Louisiana
two weekly bank nights and
plaint came fromIn Norman
Maunz, city
pastorthe ofcomthe dropped one of itsWis.,
the game was disconFirst Evangelical Church, but, despite the fact at Watertown,
tinued entirely.
the courts have ruled chance games are lot- Lists Gameless Theatres
teries, the district
office any
has complaint
taken the
stand that
it will attorney's
not consider
The New Yorker started publication of a
unless
it
is
signed
by
at
least
25
"reputable
full
page listing of first-run
"a selected
citizens
and
voters."
number
housesandwhere
patrons
The Jacksonville city council now has under are not oftooneighborhood
much
harassed
by
Bank
Nights,
consideration a bill which would prohibit all
or chinaware."
chance games on the theory that they are in Screeno
A unique
action against chance games was
violation of the state lottery laws.
started in South Bend by Mrs. Agrette Lecam,
The Hillsborough county grand jury struck who
charged drawings at two houses were "inthe blow
at
Bank
Night
in
Tampa
by
submitjurious and demoralizing"
her two children.
ting a report stating:
She sought
a permanent to injunction
against
Paramount
Publix
and
Publix
Indiana Cor"Bank
Night
is,
through
the
congregation
of
crowds surrounding theatres, a menace to the
public safety and an expense to the city police porations.
department and is further a form of amusement which justly should pay an extremely
high license, if not prohibited. We recommend
that the city and county officials take immedi- Jack IV arner Sails
ate steps to correct this condition."
Conviction Appealed
To Discuss British
The test case in Connecticut was brought
against Ernest Dorau, manager of the Palace,
Middletown, and the superior court is exProduction Plans
pected to hand down its decision this month.
Original hearing in the town court resulted
in conviction on charges that Mr. Dorau had
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge
violated statutes
onof lotteries,
club
and upon
gift enof production for Warner Brothers, sailed
t
e
r
p
r
i
s
e
s
.
A
fine
$13
was
levied
the
on
the Normandie Friday to spend six
defendant.
In Fairfield, New Haven and Litchfield weeks in Paris, Budapest, Vienna and
counties permission has been granted to continue London. "My trip" Mr. Warner said, "will
the games, but in Moosup, Windham county, be in the form of a vacation, but while I
John Hess,
of theto give
Moosup,
ar- am in London I will discuss British producrested when operator
he attempted
away wasseveral
tion plansLondon
with Irving
Asher." foreign sales
From
Sam Morris,
cash prizes from the funds accumulated under
the former Sweepstakes system in his theatre. executive, said the decision on major proHe has been placed under $250 bond.
duction inEngland was up to Jack Warner,
as part of the general production policy of
Lifting of Writ Denied
the company. It was an entirely separate
Nebraska's
alsoP.isWright,
expectedattorney
to be problem from production at the Warnerrendered
this decision
month.
for
the Motion
PictureW.Exhibitors
Association First National studio at Teddington, which
came into the foreign field under his conof Omaha,
have a lifted
temporary
injunctrol, he added.
tion againstsought
chanceto games
pending
the
IN
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IVith 'Everybody'
On Distribution
David O. Selznick, producer, arrived in
New York from the Coast this week and
promptly checked all reports on his future
distribution plans by announcing that he has
"no idea what's going to happen." He
added "I have a few definite things in mind
and I will talk to everybody."
Among- those with whom he will confer
are George
J. Schaefer,
vice-president
and
general
manager
of United
Artists, and
John Hay Whitney, chairman of the Selznick International
Board.
agreement
with United
ArtistsMr.willSelznick's
end this
winter with the release through UA of four
pictures,
of which,
"Nothing twoSacred,"
have "Tom
been Sawyer"
completed.and
"I will get straightened out before I reto thehecoast
in a month,"
Selznick
said, turnbut
declined
to say Mr.
whether
the
"everybody"
with
whom
he
will
confer
cludes Nicholas M. Schenck, president in-of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Another
conference
Artists is scheduled
to beaffecting
held onUnited
the coast
within the near future when Alexander
Korda arrives from England with David
Rose, vice president and financial adviser of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc. They will confer
with Samuel Goldwyn on the consummation
of a transaction whereby Mr. Goldwyn and
Mr. Korda will purchase the interest of
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford in United Artists for $6,000,000.
Mr. Selznick on his trip to New York
was accompanied by George Cukor, who will
directnick"Gone
the Wind,"
Myron
Selzand BobbieWithKeon,
production
secretary
of Selznick International. .
In addition to conferring on distribution
plans, the producer and Mr. Cukor will talk
with Sidney Howard, playwright and writer,
on a second draft for "Gone With the
Mr. Selznick also announced that he and
Mr. Cukor will continue their search for a
player
role denied
of Scarlett
O'Hara
and, at tothetake
samethetime,
that Paulette
Goddard
Wind." had been cast for the part.
At Philadelphia Tourney
New York was well represented at the
Variety Club of Philadelphia-Philadelphia
Exhibitor golf tournament at the Whitemarsh Country Club, Friday. They included : Wally Howes, Trans-Lux ; Ed
Kuykendall,
Motion
ture Theatrepresident
Owners ofof the
America
; H.Pic-J.
Hovey and E. M. Hartley, RCA Manufacturing Company; T. J. Sullivan and Ray
Gallagher of Quigley Publications; Ed Finney, Grand National ; Ben Grimm, RKO ;
Harold Rodner, Warners ; Pete Sheridan,
Electrical Research Products, Inc. A group
of Washingtonians also were among the
100 golfers.
Lew Wertheimer has been named executive assistant to Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board of Twentieth Century-Fox.
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THE

CUTTING
A Damsel in Distress
(RKO Radio)
Comedy Romance
Surveying this forthcoming production from
the
viewpoint
of latent
exploitation
discloses
much that
is valuable
and of contents
interest.
The title is meaningful, it is a terse synopsis.
A girl — she happens to be a little British miss
(the entire
England;—
must getfor married. Iherelocale
are isseveral
candidates
her
hand. None appeals to her. She resents efforts
to have her declare for any one. A dashing
singing-dancing American resolves her predicament.
All the action of the story follows a comedy
premise.
The picture
is Fred
solo
starring
appearance.
First Astaire's
with Joan first
Crawford
and later
with
Ginger
Rogers,
Astaire
heretofore has shared star billing. George Burns
and Gracie Allen also will be in the show
as friends and allies of Astaire. Astaire will
be given
sing and dance
as
well asample
makeopportunity
love in theto American
way,
which is sometimes difficult for Britishers to
comprehend, while Burns and Allen naturally
will be at the bottom of all comedy contrast.
Another bit of casting to be noted in the
matter of new names is the fact that Joan
Fontaine, whom RKO Radio considers the
cream of its new crop of personalities, is the
girl in theresentecase.
Further Collier,
name value
repd by Constance
Ray isNoble,
Montagu Love and Reginald Gardiner.
That P. G. Wodehouse is the author of the
story completely establishes its comedy quality.
That Pandro S. Berman is producing is evidence that the story will be given the benefit
of quality backgrounds and settings. Such pictures as "Quality Street," "Annie Oakley,"
"Swing Time" and several Wheeler and VVoolsey
films
director. attest George Stevens' ability as a
Release date: Approximately November 25,
1937.

ROOM
and as the law of revenge takes precedence,
for the moment, over the established code, for
him the wages of sin is death.
Robert Shannon, recently credited with participation in"Racketeers in Exile" and "Moonwrotesimilarly
the original
story.in
MichaellightL. Murder,"
Simmons,
a specialist
melodramatic material, did the screen play.
Among Director Albert S. Rogell's many earlier
credits
are Arlen
"GrandandJury"
Lady."as
Richard
Fay andWrayRoaming
are listed
the principal performers and Leon Ames is the
heavy. The cast also will present Raymond
Walburn,
Scott Gene
Colton,Morgan,
Thurston Hall,WynMarcCahoon,
Lawrence,
George
Barry 4,Macollum.
ReleaseMcKay
date : and
November
1937.

She Married an Artist
( Columbia)
Comedy Romance
The last two pictures in which John Boles
has appeared, "Stella Dallas" and the comedy,
"Fight
for interest
Your Lady,"
seemcinematic.
to have Grace
given
him a new
in things
Bradley is favorably known to a great many
theatre-goers. So are Helen Westley, Alexander
JacquelineD'Arcy
Wells isandnot Franklin
exactly aPangborn.
novice. Albert
Van Dekker
andButMarek
unfamiliar names.
listedWindheim
before allareothers
in theest cast
characters isLuli
Hollywood's
newforeignofimportation,
Deste, whom
Columbia caught more or less on the rebound
from B. P. Schulberg.
The story chosen for her American debut is
aflames
comedyandromance.
about an but
old there
love that
results inIt'smarriage,
are
complications, all innocent yet contriving to add
to the dramatic and comedy character of the
premise. All ends well when the sparks of
jealousy and mistrust are quenched.
As two or three in the cast are comparaunknown, so also is the
author,
Avery vealstively
Strakosch.
our story's
manypreviously
files
rehim as havingNonedoneof anything
in which Hollywood took an interest. On the
other hand, the collaborators on the screen play,
Murder in Greenwich
Gladys Lehman and Delmer Daves, are known
quantities. Miss Lehman's long list of credits
Village
includes "Slave Ship," "Reunion," "Poor Little
Rich long
Girl" associated
and "A Message
to Garcia."Brothers.
Daves
( Columbia)
was
with Warner
Recently the director, Marion Gering, has
Murder Mystery
Inasmuch as it may be expected that the done "Thunder in the City," "Lady of Secrets,"
of the
and "Rumba."
story trend of this production will follow the "Rose
Release
date Rancho"
: Late November,
1937.
formula of melodramatic mystery through
which is woven a thread of desired and repulsed romance, possible entertainment and
commercial values depend to a great extent
upon how differently the theme is expounded, A Prescription for Romance
quality of production technique and the names (Universal)
of the featured and support players. Addi- Comedy, Mystery, Romance
tionallysponsibltheree for the
are production
the past credits
of those
from the
point re-of
Such pictures as "Double Wedding," "Fight
view of writing and directing.
for Your Lady" and "The Perfect Specimen,"
revealing
producers' belief that the theatreA poornivingyoung
man,
a
rich
girl
and
a
conbusiness man are the ones principally going public is in a mood for comedy entertainment,
the cycle
involved.
There's
a
murder.
Suspicion
points
the moment Universal's
has thecontribution
earmarks ofto becoming
to the girl. The young man shields her. She, aof respectable
in turn, endeavors to assist him. Naturally, action comedy. character, situation, dialogue and
love, sometimes suspected, sometimes not, is
For a primarypremise
motivation,
in story,
the misborn. The romance complicates the fundamenis adapted.
A crook
flees
tal melodrama. But, just as always, the con- Americataken identity
to Hungary. The pursuing detective,
niving business man is revealed as the culprit,

mistaken for him, is arrested. A rascally native
contributes to the detective's embarrassment.
A girl who
wantscomplicates
to repay the
a debt
to the embezzler further
situation.
But
with the coming of romance, the story becomes
a complicated
chase,
in
which
the
various
participants encounter many laughable experiences,
witn all ending happily for everyone but the
crook.
Besides the character of the story and the
production technique there is the marque value
of the small cast featured. Probably the most
important name is Mischa Auer. He is the
scamp who succeeds in mixing up everything.
Mr. Auer's adaptability to that type of role is
recognized,
"It's All Yours"
having been
latest
demonstration.
The detective
will thebe
Kent Taylor, the girl Wendy Barrie, the
scoundrel Henry Hunter, and the girl who
going toKent.
let himFrank
get away
isisn'tDorothea
Jenks with
and anything
William
Lundigantribute toalso
will have opportunities to conthe fun.
The story is an original by John Reinhardt
and Robert Neville. James Mulhauser, Robert
Shannon and Albert R. Perkins combined to
develop
the screen play. S. Sylvan Simon is
the director.
Release date: November 4, 1937.
Danger Patrol
(RKO Radio)
Romance and Peril
Despite the possibility of interpreting it as
such, this is not a prison, prison farm or road
gang
Actually
is romance
shadowstory.
of death.
The itgeneral
locales inarethea
Texas oil field, an explosives plant, an airport
and aboard a plane bound for Mexico. Probably for the first time in screen history, the
hazardous careers of men who make and handle nitro-glycerin are used as a story backRegardless of thematic quality and producground.
tion technique,
primary showmanship
tentialities ofthisthe forthcoming
production poare
found
in
the
acting,
writing,
producing
and
directing credits.
"Danger Patrol" is melodrama similar to
"Without
and producers
"Flight fromhaveGlory."
The fact Orders"
that many
used
"Flight
from
Glory"
as
a text
to beis
studied by writers, producers
and book
directors,
significant
for
that film.of the regard which Hollywood has
This picture will be directed by Lew Landers, who was the director of the others mentioned. Although John Beal, currently in a
comedy
role inwho
"Double
starred,
many players
were Wedding,"
in both theis pictures
also
will
be
seen
in
"Danger
Patrol."
Included
are Sally Eilers, Solly Ward, who won much
praise
his workand inPaul
"Flight
from Glory,"
Vinton forHaworth
Guilfoyle.
Others
are
Harry
Carey,
now
in
"Annapolis
Salute,"
Frank M. Thomas, Richard Lane, Ed Gargan,
Lee George
Patrick, Shelley.
Walter Miller, Crawford Weaver
and
Oddly, the melodramatic story was written
by two cent.women,
and Hildaby VinThe screenHelen
playVrelland
was developed
two
specialists in suspenseful material, Sy Bartlett,
credited with participation in preparation of
"Boulder Dam,"
"The onMurder
(Co)itinued
page 52) of Dr. Har-
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(Continued from page 49)
rigan" and "The Big Brain," and J. Robert
Bren, recently
associated
"Hideaway,"
"Behind
the Headlines"
and with
"Without
Orders."
The value of "Without Orders" and "Flight
3 Set Meetings from
Glory"
should
prove
serviceable
it comes to publicizing this production. when
Release date : November 25, 1937.
Reelection of R. X. Williams, Jr->( .as
"inof Hollywood's
criticismintermingling
president, and discriminate"
of whites and
Negroes in motion pictures highlighted the College Follies of 1938
annual convention this week of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mis- (Columbia)
Comedy
sissippi and Tennessee, held at the Chisca Topical
The production, to be sure, will have a story,
Hotel in Memphis.
but,
in
line
with the present trend of picture
Annual state exhibitor conventions were
it is quite likely that, as it slides from
set this week by Allied States of Michigan, making,
one comedy situation to another, the primary
for October 12th and 13th, at the Hotel Stat- motivation will be occasionally ignored in the
ler in Detroit; by Associated Theatre Own- desire to create another laugh.
The story is about a motion picture college
ers of Indiana, for October 26th, at the Varwho wins
football
the way
a moiety Club headquarters in Indianapolis, and star tion
football
star games
does when
he actually
by the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, goes to picture
college.
for December 7th and 8th at Columbus,
Albert S. Rogell is directing. Corey Ford
Ohio.
up the original story, and comedy
An October 12th meeting scheduled by thought
specialists
Eugene Solow, Phillip Rapp and
the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of Boston, Richard Wormser
combined to develop it into
will be held instead on October 19th.
screenited toplay
form.
Music
and lyrics
are credeight
or
nine
composers
and writers.
Richey Successor Is Up
Some idea of what to expect of the film may
from an examination of the cast,
Appointment of a general manager to succeed be gained
them Walter Connolly, Jimmy Durante,
H. M. Richey, who recently resigned to become among
Raymond
Walburn,
The Three Stooges, Joan
director ofof Michigan,
public relations
Co-Operative
Starrett, Gertrude Niesen,
Theatres
will beforamong
the most Perry, Charles
Dale, Hal LeRoy, Ernest Truex,
important matters discussed at the Allied of Virginia
Broderick Crawford, Chaz Chase, Romo VineMichigan meeting.
net, Gene Morgan, Thurston Hall, Arthur Hoyt,
Ray
Branch,
president
of
Allied
four
times
Minerva Urecal, Charles Halton, Jeni LeGon
and now chairman of its state affairs committee, and
the Four Blackbirds and Johnny Green
issued
a
pre-convention
statement
in
which
he
and
his orchestra.
said:
Al
says the only thing he is trying
'Allied of Michigan is far from being a pass- to do Rogell
the picture funny. A few looks
ing organization, but rather than that it is much at the isfilmmakein work
creates an impression that
strengthened
from
the
standpoint
of
its
state
perit
should
be
funny.
son el. Ifirmly believe by the time we hold
Release
date
:
Mid-November,
1937.
our annual meeting we will have a greater number
of
members
than
we
ever
had
before."
The discussion on the intermingling of races
in films was started by W. H. Baker, Macon, Having Wonderful Time
Mississippi, vice-president of Tri-State. Ed
Kuykendall, president of the Motion Picture (RKO Radio)
Theatre Owners of America, promised to pre- Summer Camp Romance
sent the question to producers in the near future.
This will be the picturization of a stage play
Several members of the organization _declared
same title now running in New York.
they were prepared to cancel films in which ofIt the
was adapted by Arthur Kober, author of
intermingling was shown.
original play. In theme and treatment it
Mr. Kuykendall,
an addressthatto should
the con-a the
is the story
of athat
flirtation
vention, warned theinexhibitors
romance
ensues. at a summer camp
special session of Congress be held this Fall it andThethe plot
simple, human interest, comedy
would probably consider measures which would romance. Asis such,
it claims a certain showaffect the motion picture industry.
value and that value is accentuated
Speakers included O. C. Lam, Rome, Georgia, when themanshipcasting
is considered. The girl.
and
L.
C.
Griffith,
Oklahoma
City,
who
are
both MPTOA board members.
"Stagenor Door"
that
she needsRogers,
neithershowed
dancinginshoes
a dancing
Y. D. Moore, McKenzie, Tennessee, was Ginger
to claim a place in the screen sun.
chosen secretary and treasurer. Others elected partner
boy is Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., returning
were W. H. Baker, J. F. Norman and W. F. toTheRKO-Radio
for the first time since he was
Ruffin,
vice-presidents,
respectfully,
of Lightman,
Mississippi,
Arkansas
and
Tennessee;
M.
A.
seen
in
"Morning Glory" with Katharine Hepchairman of the board of directors.
Presentlyprincipal
he is insupporting
"The Prisoner
Arkansas directors: Henry Sanders, Little Zenda."burn.The
roles areof
Rock; Cecil Cupp, Arkadelphia ; L. F. Haven, occupied by Peggy Conklin, last seen in "The
Forrest City ; W. L. Landers, Batesville ; M. S. Devis
a Sissy," andand radio
a newcomer,
Skelton,Is vaudeville
celebrity. Richard
Among
McCord, North Little Rock; Ray Morrow, the
many character players to be seen are
Malvern and Sidney Wharton, Warren.
Mississippi directors: W. S. Tyson, Water Lucille Ball, Eve Arden. who was in "Stage
Grady Sutton, Etienne
Valley iams,
; W.Grenada.A. Rush, Houston, and H. J. Will- Door," Donald Meek,
Briggs,Inezwhose
presenceDeaninmuch comedv
Courtney,
Tennessee directors : E. L. Drake, Jackson ; Girardot,dicatesHarlan
Tom Ballas, Memphis, and Colonel Cecil Vogel, Ja°rear, Juanita Quisrfev. Ann Miller, the star
Memphis.
of "New Faces of 1937," Dorothy Moore and
The recently
organized
Motion
Picture
Ex- Margaret Seddon of "pixillated" renown.
hibitors Association
at Fort
Wayne,
Indiana,
PandromanyS. other
Berman,
"Stage Door"
top maker
films, isof producing,
and
has elected Harvey G. Cocks, of the Quimby and
Theatres, president ; George Heliotes, vice-presi- Alfred Santell, who did "Breakfast for Two,"
"Winterset"
and
"Internes
Can't
Take
Money,"
dent,
and
A.
H.
Borkenstein,
secretary-treasuris
directing.
er. On the board of directors are Pete Mallars,
Release date: December 16, 1937.
chairman, John Micu and the three officers.
Heads

Tri-State;
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Communities
in Favor

of

Sunday Pictures
Theatre operators this week won the
right to exhibit motion pictures on Sundays in four of eight localities where the
question has been presented to legislative
bodies. In three communities, moves to
ing.
legalize
showings were defeated while in
the remaining city the matter is still pendA list of the cities and towns with a sumlows : mary of the action taken in each one folCambridge, Ohio — Vigorously opposed
by church and religious groups, an ordinance was tabled by the city council at its
final reading. It had been passed by a four
to three vote at two previous readings.
Columbus, Ohio — A fight to force the
closing of theatres along with other places
of business on Sundays is threatened by the
Retail Confectioners' Association.
Glassboro, N. J.— Legalization of Sunendum.day motion pictures was defeated at a referGoldsboro, N. C — The Board of Aldermentureshason Sundays.
ruled against the showing of picHartford — Theatres, which formerly
opened at 5 P. M. on Sundays, will be permit ed to open at 2 P. M. under a new
regulation.
on
Sundays. The bill also permits vaudeville
Hogansville, Ga. — Six residents of
Hogansville have been denied an injunction
against
days. the operation of theatres on SunSeattle — B. Gray Warner, prosecuting
attorney of King County, has refused to
take action on the attempt by beer parlor
operators
Sundays. to force theatres to close on
Willimantic, Conn. — An ordinance
similar to the one adopted in Hartford has
been approved by the board of aldermen.
Monogram To Launch
Eddie Golden Drive
A sales drive, to be known as the Eddie
Golden Drive, will soon get under way at
Monogram, with money prizes totaling
$9,000 being awarded to quota filling exchanges. Monogram will donate $4,500
with each office contributing specified proportionate amounts whose total will also be
$4,500. Offices which reach their quota will
receive an equivalent to the sum they contributed to the pool. Branches reaching
their quota will receive, in addition, varying
amounts of the remaining funds, their
awards being based on the position the
branch holds at the end of the drive in respect to its quota.
John L. Franconi and Ed Blumenthal
have acquired
in the Monogram franchise aforhalfthe interest
Texas territory
to be
served out of Dallas.
Ambassador Pictures has appointed
Charles Reed Jones as publicity and advertising head in the east. Maurice Conn, president, is in New York and plans to return
to the Coast in two weeks.
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$2,808,505 Profit

By GB
in Year
BRUCE ALLAN
inbyLondon
Gaumont British made a net profit of
Awaiting Court £561,707 ($2,808,505) from its theatres and
investments
last .year, according to the comThe petition of the Paramount trustee for
annualfinancial
report which was issued
leave to settle for $2,150,000 cash the 1934 week. pany's
The
shows this
the
recovery action against former officers and profit was increased bystatement
a
balance
brought
directors of the company has been completed
and is expected to be filed with Federal forward from
of £147,021
and the
reserve of"($735,105)
£435,278 ($2,176,Judge Alfred C. Coxe in New York the lat- transfer
390), making a total of £1,144,001 ($5,720,ter part of this week.
005)
available.
The
annual
meeting
will be
The petition was prepared by Root, Clark, held October 15th.
Deductions
include
provision
for
production
Buckner
and
Ballantine,
trustee's
attorneys,
and is now being studied by attorneys for losses amounting to £766,809 ($3,834,045),
the numerous defendants in the action. which are reduced by £200,000 ($1,000,000)
Judge Coxe will set a date for a hearing on from a special reserve created last year ; intax, debenture sinking fund and interest
the petition and, if approval is granted reservecome for
amortization and depreciation plus
thereafter,
the
trustee's
suit,
which
has
been
the
preference
paid last March, for a
taken off the New York Supreme court grand total of dividend
£1,112,047 ($5,560,235), making
calendar, will be formallv withdrawn.
a net balance of £31,953 ($159,765), carried
forward. The balance compares with £196,756
Trust Case Denial
($983,580) last year.
No vdividend
on the ordinary shares is proided for.
Filed by Electrics
American Telephone and Telegraph,
Western Electric and Electrical Research
Products, Inc., filed joint denials in the
REVIEWS
United States District court in New York BOOK
this week in answer to the $6,000,000 antitrust suit of Stanley K. Oldden, as assignee MOVIE MERRY - SO - ROUND, by John
of the Pacent Electric Company.
Paddy Carstairs. London: Newnes.
The plaintiff alleges that the violations
240 pp. Price 7s, six-pence.
involve the manufacture of sound film apparatus and parts. The defendants assert
The title sets the tempo and the directhat more than six years have elapsed since
tion. Ostensibly intended to give motion
picture
fans who can read English (not
the
alleged actbarsand'theclaim
that action.
the statute
of limitations
present
Dismis al of the suit with costs is asked.
necessarily quthe
King's)
some mysteries
slight ac-of
aintance with the
technical
the
medium
which
brings
them
their beBartholomew Contract Valid,
loved screen personalities, this helterCalifornia Court Rules
skelter
use dissertation
an adjective upon
much matters
favored "filmic"
by the
Upholding the validity of Metro-Gold- (to
author)
tells
at
least
something
about every
wyn-Mayer'stholomew,contract
with
Freddie
BarJudge Emmett Wilson of the department of motion picture fabrication.
The author, according to a biographical
Superior court of California, granted a temporary injunction restraining Bartholomew note, has been a sort of jack-of-all-trades
from working for any other studio. The around studios both in his native England
writ is for
effective
until trial
of the studio's and in Hollywood, but he turns some affairs
demand
a permanent
injunction.
whom he judges more exColonel William Neblett, attorney for the over topert; as,others
for example, costume designing
child actor, announced that Freddie has been
offered back to MGM at his former salary to MGM's Adrian, art direction to Paraof $1,100 and that he already has returned mount's Hans Dreier, animated cartoons
to work, according to a United Press dis- to Walt Disney, sound recording to Douglas Shearer.
patch. However, the press service reported,
at the studio it was said that if the actor has
Additionally from other minds than the
returned to work "he must be sleeping under author's are chapters in which Jessie Matthews tells how it feels to be a star, and
a sound stage."
Joan Crawford describes how a star lives.
Hart Suit Shifted
Also, for some reason, there is an elabTo Federal Court
orately statistical discussion of the "DeThe suit of William S. Hart and Mary
cline of the German Film Trade," written
Hart against United Artists for $185,000 by Ivor
England's contribMadewhich was started in the New York Suleine Montagu.
Carroll, now ofAndHollywood,
preme court has been shifted to the United
utes
a
Foreword.
States District court.
Incidentally, in referring to actual perMr. Hart's
is basedby upon
alleged
sons of the studios, which he does a great
wrongful
blocksuitbooking
Unitedan Artists
deal, Mr. Carstairs likes to add a word or
of his 1925 picture, "Tumbleweeds," with two in friendly criticism, and in this some
apicture
dog picture
Mr. toHart's
is said to"Wild
have Justice."
cost $302,000
pro- studio folk might have a curious interest.
duce and grossed $300,000, while "Wild The criticism is never profound, however,
Justice" cost $15,000 and grossed $100,000. and is almost always favorable. — G. S.
Paramount
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OBITUARIES
Clyde Armstrong Dead
Clyde Armstrong, veteran actor of stage
and
in his58. sleep this week in
New screen,
York. died
He was
Charles Werner
Funeral services were held September
26 for Charles Werner, 74, who, for many
years prior to his retirement in 1925, was
connected with the distribution end of the
industry in St. Louis, Mo. At one time he
was branch manager for the Metro Pictures Corporation.
William Hunt
William Franklin Hunt, 63, Elk City,
Okla., theatre owner died in Polyclinic hospital in Oklahoma City September 24. For
the
past eight
theatres
in Elkyears
City.Mr. Hunt had operated
John J. Jacob
JohnTheatre
J. Jacob,
49, president
of the Andalus
Company,
which operates
the
Andalus, a suburban house of Cincinnati,
died last week at the Good Samaritan Hospital there after a five weeks illness.
Lois Clark
Lois Frances Clark, actress, in private
life Mrs. Roger Harding, died last Friday
at
Brentwood,
her a75th
year. Long Island, hospital in
Harry Levey
Funeral services were held in Denver last
week for Harry Levey, former Salt Lake
City film salesman and branch manager,
who died of a heart ailment in Los Angeles, while on a visit.
John O. Krause
John O.diedKrause
of Loew's
New
Orleans,
September
29th State,
of a heart
attack. Fifty years old Mr. Krause had
been with Loew's State for 12 years.
George
Martin Martin, 36, head of the
George Dorsett
Martin Motor company and a partner in
the Dixie theatre, Aberdeen, N. C, died
Mondav, in Aberdeen.
Morris Golden
Funeral services were held Sunday for
Morris Golden, father of Gilbert Golden of
Warner Brothers advertising department,
who died unexpectedly in New York on
Fridav.
Louis Weil
Louis Weil,theatre
82, a informer
the
Broadmour
Kansasowner
City,ofMo.,
and the Royal theatre in Sioux City, la.,
died September 27 in Kansas City.
150 Attend MPA Lunch
The new officers of Allied of New Jersey
were guests Tuesday at the Motion Picture
Associates' luncheon at the International
Casino, New York. Approximately 150 exhibitors, salesmen
tives attended
the and
session.distribution execu-
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BOTTOM

BRITISH

FILM

first was a disclosure made by Lord Strabolgi. Whatever course was taken, it
would be brought in early in November
and would rank as one of the major
measures of the new session, he added.
His chief criticisms of the Board of Trade
inbyLondon
BRUCE' ALLAN
proposals in the White Paper were :
Lord Strabolgi, mouthpiece in the House
The
board had "fallen between two stools" in
of Lords of the policy of the British Films its decision for a minimum cost policy mitigated by a viewing clause.
Advancement Council, gave an indication of
An out-and-out
viewing
policy
was impracthe sort of Films Act which that organizaticable. Itwould place
on the
shoulders
of the
tion would welcome when he was guest of
honor at the London Cinema Luncheon ask
viewing
a "terrible
responsibility"
and
them panel
to perform
a task practically
impossiin viewfoundof thein different
wide variations
taste
Club's
monthly gathering,
at thespeaking
Cafe Royal.
Emphasizing
that he was
for times.
that bleare
areas andof public
at different
himself alone, Lord Strabolgi nevertheless
The minimum cost of £15,000 was not high
underlined the essential policy of the Coun- enough
and should become £25,000.
cil in asking for :
There should be provision for "real" reciA minimum cost of £25,000 ($125,000)
procity,
on "Ostrer
lines."Strabogli's
for Quota films, instead of the £15,000
There which
was presumably
noindicated
discussion
on Lord
suggested in the White Paper, in which speech,
a view
obviously hostile to the official advocacy by the Cinematothe
stated.Government's provisional plans were
graph
Exhibitors'
Association
of
a viewing comtest,
but J. F. X. Prendergast, the chairman,
Provision
for
"real"
reciprocity
with
the
mented
that
reciprocity
so
far
had
been
motion picture industry in the United lovely dream," and expressed the hope that "aif
States.
Lord Strabogli and his friends succeeded in
bringing it about it would not be "over the
The Advancement Council is generally un- bodies
of exhibitors."also made a plea for some
dersto d to champion the policy, first put forMr. Prendergast
ward by Isidore
of Gaumont-British,
compelling
U. S.Ostrer
companies
to spend, on theof attempt to restore the industry to "the compurchase of British films for American distribution, a definite
percentage of their receipts in
the British
market.
FROM
READERS
Opposes Discrimination
Lord Strabolgi did not definitely identify
himself
withfriends
this policy,
that NORWAY'S TRIBUTE
he and his
did notsaying
want generally
discrimination
against American films, but that they did want TO SONJA HENIE
a flourishing British production industry. He
The Norwegian miss, Sonja Henie, was
referred to the fact that an Anglo-American home on vacation for two months. [Miss
Trade Treaty was being negotiated, and ex- Henie arrived in New York last Thursday
pres ed the hope that it might mean the end on her return to Hollywood.— Ed.]
ofthe "American
During her stay she lived quietly and
statement, isolationism."
frequently madeHe byalsoMr.repeated
Ostrer
in advocating his form of reciprocity, that the peacefully
her father's
nice paid
bungalow
in Oslo
homagenearto
U. S. film companies draw nine to ten million Oslo. Her inadmirers
her on her arrival, but since then she was
pounds sterling yearly from England.
with her mother and brother shopThat the film industry was "the most inter- seen only
ping and little attention was paid to her.
national of all industries"
also was that
emphasized
by the speaker,
who said, however,
he saw
On
Monday,
September 1 1th, however, the
no signs of conscious propaganda in American municipal cinemas
of Oslo gave a special
pictures. "The fact that the industry is located performance in their biggest cinema, Colosinsaid,Hollywood
does
not
make
it
American,"
he
seum,
and
the
2,100
seats were taken a long
in urging the necessity of obtaining the
Outside the cinema thousame propaganda for things British as was time insandsadvance.
were standing to get a glimpse of her
secured
America and ofAmerican
worldwidefor distribution
Americangoodsfilms.by the when entering and leaving the Colosseum,
Discussing the White Paper, Lord Strabolgi in spite of heavy rain.
Those who had been so lucky as to get a
commented
confidence"
the Shorts
Quota would"with
be found
to be that
increased
when seat rose and clapped when she appeared in
the
draft
of
the
actual
Films
Bill
was
pubthe entrance. When they were calm again,
lished.
latest film,
Ice,"shewaswasshown
He also said that, as a departmental measure, Sonja's
the screen.
The "Thin
first time
seen
the bill would be liable to other alterations as on
film the public started applauding, and
a result of the debates on the various stages of ineachthetime
she made marvelous figures on the
its
progress
through
the
House
of
Commons
and House of Lords.
ice or had a funny scene, rounds of applause
This was particularly likely to happen, he nearly destroyed the ears of Miss Henie.
suggested, in grand committee of the House of
She was given lots of flowers and after
Commons, which would reflect on a smaller the show the public cheered, whistled and
scale
the
different
political
views
of
the
whole
stamped
their feet to show Miss Henie their
House.
enthusiasm for her work on the screen. —
That the Government had not yet de- Leif — Eric Bech, Bogstadon, S3 A, Oslo
cided whether to introduce the Bill in the 30, Norway.
House of Lords or the House of Commons
Lord Strabolgi Says He Opposes Discrimination but
Would Aid Home Studios
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mercial basis on which it was before the first
A number of Members of Parliament were
Films Act."
present,
as guests of exhibitors.
V
Loudon Attacks Plan
Norman Loudon, chairman and managing
director of Sound City, Ltd., attacked various
proposals
Paper inannouncement
Governmentin the
FilmsWhite
Act plans,
his speech forof
the annual meeting of his company.
An advance copy of the speech revealed Mr.
Loudon as objecting to the reciprocity plan on
the ground that it should apply not only to £3
a foot film but to producers working on economical and efficient lines. He also objected to
the minimum cost clause and to the suggestion
that it be mitigated by the right of submitting
films costing under £15,000 to a special viewing
test.
In practice this will mean, he said, that no
producer will be able to specialize in making
films of entertainment value for £5,000, as such
subjects could obtain quota value only if they
satisfy
"the whimalsoof aobjected
panel of toviewers."
Mr. Loudon
the reduction
of the ' exhibitor's quota to a figure (15 per
cent)
than theof distributor's
(20 per cent).as
This lower
expression
opinion is significant
undoubtedly representing, in general terms, the
policy of all independent producing interests. It
emphasizes the fact that trade opinion is by no
means
regard ofto the
the various
new Filmssections
Bill,
on the divided,
lines of indivision
of the industry. On most of his points Mr.
Loudon is closer to the CEA than to the Film
Group, representing producers.
V
Paramount's British Unit
The chief
problemof inpictures
Paramount's
plan forto
produce
a number
in London
world release is to create effective organization
of the unit in England, according to Air. Adolph
Zukor, andpresident,
whowithis Mr.
visiting
chief stuconferringexecutives.
J. C.theGraham
and
other diosParamount
Mr. Zukor said that Paramount planned to
use English backgrounds and English material.
"Paramount's
department
for British toproduction must be as efficient
as Hollywood,
make
pictures for world release, and that will take
time," he said.
"Sunshineis not
put needed
Hollywood
the map,
sunshine
theseondays,
even but
for
color. nicalYousense, can
make
films
as
easily,
in
techin London as in Hollywood. a What
is missing
is thebackground.
centralized Weand know
highly how
organ-to
ized industry
make pictures in Hollywood with international
appeal. How to make them in London is the
problem
wesaid have
toZukor,
solve."must become less exColor, pensive
beforeMr.it could
become universal. At
present itducticosts
too much
and slowedthe uppatron
proon, he added.
The question
asked about any picture, he said, was not
whether it was in color or in black and white,
but if it told an interesting story.
England, he said, was full of talent and full
of stories. The problem was to use them in a
form acceptable in America. A major British
picture
was of no use unless it was usable in
the
States.
He declined to discuss at any length the picturesamount
, for thepreviously
Britishhas market
made toonly,
meet which
Quota. Par"All I know is that they are no good," he
said.Mr. Zukor plans to sail on the Normandie,
Saturday, for New York.
V
"Prestige Pictures"
Theing made
socalled
pictures"tonowthe arepublic,
bein a "prestige
form acceptable
said Sam E. Morris, Warner vice-president in
charge of foreign sales. Mr. Morris, here in
connection
withrumors
the taking
of Daly's
theatre, dispelled
that theovercompany
planned
theatre acquisition on a large scale, and added
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and independent theatres there. The
that settlement
question
of majorawaits
pro- circuit
employees, and preventing "alien disTransport and General Workers Union also is British
duction byWarnerof the
Brothers
in England
paragement anAssociation
d infiltration" ofofCine
British
cultural
standards. The
Technicians
the arrival of Jack Warner, now on his way to in support.
is
associated
with the NATKE.
London. But if Mr. Morris was noncommittal
A dispute between Union Cinemas, Ltd., and
That half the cotton exports of England were
on theatre and British production matters, he Association members is in negotiation, the Ministry of Labor intervening, after a strike threat, needed to pay for imported films was a statewas definite, emphatic, on prestige pictures and
on
the
basis
of
recognition
of
the
union
by
the
ment madesaid
by T.thatO'Brien,
secretary,
conclusions drawn from the Warners' experi- theatre company.
who also
80 per NATKE
cent of the
world
ences in making them, such as "Midsummer
trade in films was controlled by American comThe Scottish
CEA
is
having
a
general
conNight's Dream," "The Green Pastures," "Paspanies.
He
urged
the
necessity
of
preventing
ference
with
labor
unions,
and
it
seems
likely
teur" and "The Life of Emile Zola."
branches in general will adopt the Council "American
tion industry.domination" of the British producare satisfied,"
"We feel
that that
the"Weindustry
owes the he
publicsaid.a certain
number
suggestion.
V
The White Paper, forecasting the Governof pictures
of
that
type.
We
have
made
mistakes. We thought we were doing the right
ment's plan for the new Films Act, was declared
inadequate
by Mr. O'Brien and by G. Elvin,
thing
in making
the technicians.
We thought
we had'Midsummer
a great ideaNight's
and weDream.'
spent Oppose
The TradeAlienUnion"Infiltration"
Congress, meeting at Nor- for
wich, adopted the
resolutions,
put
forward
by
a year on research before we made it into a the National
There
was
opposition to the resolution, howof Theatrical and
ever. Secretary Bradfield of the Shop Assistpicture. We didn't make a profit, but we didn't Kinematograph Association
Employees, in favor of legisla- attacked
ants' Union
praised
American andfilmsrevolutionary
which had
lose anything on it. It wasn't accepted, and
British imperialism
tion establishing efficient British film produc- Russian films.
that's
I have nothing
to say on the point
whetherthat.Shakespeare
was responsible.
tion as a "national necessity," safeguarding
"Now with 'Pasteur' and 'The Life of Emile
Zola' youThey
have are
prestige
the publicfilms,
will
accept.
out pictures
of the ordinary
worthy ofliminarythework,two
years
we
put
in
on
prein England and France, for
'Zola' for instance.
"
'The
Green
Pastures'
did terrific
in U. S. and it was a big winner
also business
in some
foreign territories, especially in Scandinavia,
South America, Poland and Austria. We are
satisfied with our prestige picture's, taking them
as a whole."
Pointing out that Warners' had scheduled
"The Adventures of Robin Hood," "Gold Is
Where You Find It" and "Valley of the
Giants"
for all-colorto use
production,
Mr. itMorris
said
color where
would
make they
the proposed
most of the subject.
"There is nothing new to us in the color
problem," he said. "We made 12 features in
color before any other A producer made one."
Giannini, Deutsch on Board
Dr. A. H. Giannini and Oscar Deutsch, prinof the Odeon
circuit, ofhaveUnited
been Artists,
elected
to thecipal board
of directors
Ltd.,
in
place
of
Arthur
Kelly
and
Philip
Guedalla.
V
CEA'S
Summer Conference
Meeting of the CEA will
The Summer
benemouth.
held next year, at the end of June, in BourV
Federation
"Doubling"
A ballot of Bans
members
of the Variety Artistes
Federation on the question of "doubling" or
"turn
working"
in
provincial
towns has resulted
49in ain vote
favor.of 943 against the practice and only
is the practice
of an area
act playing
two"Doubling"
or more theatres
in the same
on the
same date. Federation rules prohibit it out of
London. The ballot was taken as part of the
settlement of a dispute between the Federation
and Union Cinemas, Ltd. Union claimed that
You can't laugh off the shock
variety was uneconomic unless doubling was
permitted and, in a statement which went out
of uncomfortable seats ! ! ! ! !
with the voting papers, said that condonation of
the practice
VAF might
ble for acts byto the
be played
in the make
wholeit ofpossithe
They are transmitted to your balance
200 odd theatres in the Union circuit, instead
of in only 20.
sheet!
Let us show you how SEAT COMThe result of the ballot will definitely disFORT in American Seating Chairs expresses
courage any tendency
in gen-to
eral to introduce
stageamong
acts. exhibitors
It is unlikely
itself as PROFIT COMFORT at the bank.
influence the policy of the big theatres, chiefly
circuit houses, which already specialize in stage
Ask us
acts, and can afford to pay for them on a solus
basis.
V
ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE
Threaten Theatre Strike
A recent recommendation by the Council of
AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
the CEA
branches
shouldby recognize labor tounions
is likelythatto they
be tested
action
PublicriumSealing
for every School,
Theatre,
Church,MICHIGAN
AuditoBus Requirement
• GRAND
on the part
the National
Association
TheBranch andOffices
and Distributors
inRAPIDS,
All Trade
Areas
atricalofEmployees.
The executive
of theof union
has resolutions from eight branches in Lanca- COMFORT
shire requesting strike action against various
THE
GREATEST
STAR
OF THEM ALL
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HOLLYWOOD

Other Arrivals Include Mayer
with Plans for Quality Production in English Studios
The motion picture industry was well
represented last Thursday when the Norviaudie nosed its way into its New York
dock with a total of 1,485 sleepy passengers,
most of them having been aroused at 5 A. M.
for the 7 o'clock landing.
A host of delegates from large and small
companies was on hand to greet the
passengers. They included Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president, in charge of production for
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer ; Howard Strickling,
head of studio publicity for MGM; Jack
Buchanan, head of Jack Buchanan Productions, who is to appear in the Shubert
stage
show,
"Between
Darrieux, French
actress the
who Devil";
has beenDanielle
signed
by Universal; Femand Gravet, Warner
Brothers star; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who
will appear in RKO's screen version of
"Having a Wonderful Time"; Sonja
Henie, Twentieth Century-Fox star; Ramon
Novarro, who is to make another picture
for Republic, and Hedy Kiesler, who, wearing only a wave, appeared in an underwater
scene
the ago,
Czechoslovak
"Ecstasy,"
a few inyears
and now film,
has been
signed
by MGM. (Pictures in the pictorial section.)
Mr. Mayer signed Miss Kiesler, who has
taken the professional name, Hedy Lamarr,
and 14-year-old
Goluboff, violin
prodigy,
while
on board Grisha
the Normandie.
During
his
visit to England and the Continent he had
signed
a
director
and
two
other
players.
The
director is Remhold Schunzel and the actors
Lionel- Royce and Greer Garson.
Mr. Mayer
discuss the
labor situation on the declined
Coast andto offered
no comments
on formation
of
the
new
Italian
producing
pany formed independently by Hal Roach comand
Mussolini's son, Vittorio.
No Set Budgets in England
However, plans
he talked
freely of Quality
MGM's pictures
British
production
and policies.
will be the aim, he said.
"There will be no set production budgets,"
heCoastcontinued.
the way
do itinonEngthe
and the "That's
same policy
will weprevail
land.
Quality
is
first,
cost
is
second."
The number of pictures to be produced will
depend entirely
upon how
manyadding
quality
ductions can be made,
he said,
that prothe
number may be anywhere from one to 50.
"We'll make as many productions as we can
make
Mr. worthwhile
Mayer, beforepictures,"
leaving heforsaid.
the Coast, also
scotched
reports
that
company British.
was planning to purchase part his
of Gaumont
While indicating he would be pleased to
have David O. Selznick, United Artists proassociatedword
with asMGM,
Mr. Mayer
fereducer,
d no definite
to whether
a contractofwas being considered. He said he understood
Mr. Selznick was to visit New York this week
to confer with United Artists executives and
that there was no way of determining what
might take place after that.
Even though other companies may launch
into a program of color pictures, MGM will
continue cordtoing to Mr.
produce
acMayer.in black
He saidandhewhite,
does_ not

PLAN

believe color can be termed practicable until
it is definitely proven to increase revenue on
its own. Instead of investing in color, Mr.
Mayerandsaid,
MGM will put the money into
stars
stories.
Among those who greeted Mr. Mayer, Mr.
Strickling and Benny Thau, MGM production
executive, were Al Lichtman, who is to leave
for
Englandplans,
in twoandweeks
further
production
HowardtoHarry
Dietz,Bernstein,
AlMGM's
Altman, Florence
Browning,
Ernest Morrel, Mel Heyman and Milton Weiss.
The welcoming party for Miss Darrieux, who
arrived with her husband, Henry De Coin, inclversale
uded J. Cheever
Cowdin,; Charles
presidentR. ofRogers,
Uniboard of directors
vice-president ; Charles Ford, managing director of Universal's newsreel ; Marc Lachman,
head of
studio publicity ; Paul Gulick, publicity director.
Miss Darrieux explained that she had studied
English for three months in preparation for
appearing in American pictures. She is to appear in "The Rage
of Paris."
On Friday,
the
French
of honor
a cocktail partyactress
in thewasHotelguestPierre.
Moreat than
300
persons attended. Miss Darrieux' most recent
picture
in which Boyer.
she hadMiss
the
femininewaslead"Mayerling,"
opposite Charles
Darrieux left for the Coast Tuesday.
Gravet Makes French Film
Mr. Gravet, who was accompanied by his
wife,
just completed
Lie
of NinihadPatrona"
for Solara role
Filmsin in"The
France.
After four days in New York, he left for Hollyto appear in "Food for Scandal" with
Carole woodLombard.
Mr. Fairbanks said he is not contemplating
making any more pictures for Criterion Pictures,
tinues active.although, he added, the company conMr. Novarro had discussed the possibility of
making a picture in France, but said he had
not decided whether to accept the French offer.
Miss Henie briefly reported she had done
no skating during her vacation in Norway.
MisstionsKiesler,
or Miss Lamarr,
greeted queswith the declaration
:
"I have nothing to say. I have nothing to
say about 'Ecstasy.' "
GB

Sales Meeting

Held in Chicago
The second regional sales meeting of GB
Pictures was held in the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, on Saturday with Clinton M.
White, assistant to Arthur Lee,, presiding.
Plans for the new season were discussed
and two pictures, "Dr. Syn" and "Non-Stop
NewOthers
York,"attending
were screened.
the meeting included
Arthur Greenblatt, eastern division manager, A. H. Fischer and Max Mazur, Chicago; Harlan Starr, Detroit; Herman
Booth, Cincinnati ; Fred Wagoner, Indianapolis; Al Kent, St. Louis; Bill Marshall,
Milwaukee ; Fred Abelson, Minneapolis ;
Douglas
Denver. Desch, Kansas City, and Bob Selig,
Irving Gumberg has returned to the
managership of the GB exchange in New
York. For several months Mr. Greenblatt
doubled in the exchange and home office.
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Universal 's Rogers
Following the many and varied rumors
heard the past few weeks on Broadway and
Hollywood Boulevard, concerning management, finances, home office staff changes
and whatnot, Charles R. Rogers, executive
vice-president of Universal Pictures in
charge versal
of production,
returned
the UniCity studios last
Fridayto with
the
parting assertion that home office discussions
"have cleared the air of all the misunderstandings that have hitherto existed." The
meetings
Universal's
headquarters
Radio Cityatwere
attended by
R. H. Coch-in
rane,
president;
J.
Cheever
Cowdin,
man of the board, and by Mr. Rogers. chairA few hours previous to the release of
Mr. Rogers'
statement
through the
publicity
channels
of Universal,
wordregular
came
from the home office, through less formal
sources, that numerous additional "personal
changes" had taken place, in a reputed
"wave of economy" in operations.
The number of workers let out was reported as approximating
150, with
but Mr.
din tossed
that figure aside
the Cowwave
of Regardless,
an arm and word
a "hooey."
was heard of the resignations of Sam Sedran, Universal purchasing agent for 22 years; J. Albert Hirsch,
advertising manager, succeeded by Lew Pollock, who had served Mr. Hirsch as assistant ;and George Cochrane, in charge of film
tests in the east, among others. Additionally,
some 144 workers in the domestic exchange
system and a score or two at the California
studios were reported to be at the point of
dismissal.
Following Mr. Rogers to Hollywood, and
departing on Saturday, was Mr. Cowdin,
with eralWillard
McKay,
the and
company's
gencounsel. Mr.
Cowdin
Mr. McKay
will plane back to New York Friday.
With the home office personnel changes
reputedly among the clerical forces for the
most part, little time was lost by the workers
in looking for an affiliation with unionism.
Universal headquarters employees were persistently connected by report with the filing
of an application for a charter with John
L. Lewis' Committee for Industrial Organization. Anne Berenholz, in charge of mopicture unionization
for theWorkers,
CIO's
Unitedtion Office
and Professional
refused to talk about the matter.
Another Broadway report concerning
Universal this week was the reputed
buying of an additional interest in the company by C.FilmM. Distributors,
Woolf, managing
National
Ltd., ofdirector
London,of
"U" financially.
which already is considerably interested in
N. L. Nathanson, of Famous Players Ca
nadian Corporation, a circuit in the Dominion, previously had denied that he was to
be
a newhad factor
This acquire
week's
report
it thatinMr.Universal.
Woolf might
Universal holdings through Mr. Nathanson.
Before leaving for Hollywood, however,
Mr. Cowdin, while conceding that he had
been tioninwithtrans-Atlantic
telephonic conversaLondon, last Wednesday,
explained
that the call was only in connection with
"exhibitionlikewise
of ourdenied
productthatin Universal
England." was
Mr.
Cowdin
contemplating the distribution of ten British
features on this market.
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WHAT
DID

THE

FOR

Ambassador
DEVIL DIAMOND,
THE:picture.
FrankieFrankie
Darro,is Kane
Richmond
One swell
action
there
with theJno.—goods.
Running
time,Theatre,
6 reels.IronPlayed
July
23-24—
S.
Erickson.
Rex
Mountain,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
VALLEY OF TERROR: Kermit Maynard, Harlene
Woodpunk— What
one of— and
the Western
fans agree
said: "That
was
aRunning
Western"
I Played
somewhat
withJno.him.
time,
6
reels.
Sept.
17-18.—
Erickson, borhood
Rexpatronage.
Theatre, Iron Mountain, Mich. Neigh-S.
Columbia
I PROMISE TO PAY: Chester Morris, Leo Carrillo,
Helen eteerMackdrama.— AIt isveryhardthrilling
suspenseful
rack-of
to believeandthatwas
such a state
affairs
exposed
by the existed,
press so butwe the
knowloanthatracket
it is based fully
on fact
and
a mighty good all-around
thrill drama out
oftheythisismade
racket.
one of "Marked
One
based onThisthereminds
vice racket;
this, on Woman."
the loan
racket.
was
with J."The
Hit Parade"
and
aThis
goodDetroit,
averagedoubled
business.—
E. Stocker,
MyrtledidTheatre,
Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.
KILLER
AT
LARGE:
Mary
Brian,
Russell
Hardie
—likeMademurder
an excellent owlstories.
show, asPlayed
our owlSept.show18.' —patrons
Fitton, Lyricmystery
Theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small D.townE.
patronage.
HORIZON:
RonaldwasColman,
JanethatWyatt—
hadLOST
heard
that were
this having
picture
a flopoverand
CapraI
Columbia
a scrap
it.played
However,
Iand
got
the
surprise
of
my
life
when
we
it. I
never had so many favorable comments on a picture.
We had
many
peopletypecomethan theCaprasecondhas time.
The pict
u
r
e
i
s
a
different
ever
made
but
ithaving
is thespoiled
best tothedate.
The arerumors
cutting
picture
a Thelot about
ofdirection,
bunkthe because
the
picture
runs
very
smoothly.
acting,
scenery and theme are all tops. Edward Everett Horton'saldcomedy
broughteventhetopping
house down.
Colman issequences
the best ever,
his partRon-in
"Tale
ofwillTwodo Cities,"
andbusiness
that is butsayingdon'tplenty.
The
picture
plenty
of
let115it minslide
withoututes.plenty
of advertising.
Running
time,State
Played
Sept.
19-20-21.—
J.
E.
Palmer,
Theatre, Presque Isle, Me. Town and country patronage.
MORE THAN A SECRETARY: Jean Arthur,
George
Standerway— Was
few thatBrent,
saw it,Lionel
but some
it didenjoyed
not haveby the
the
drawingMo. power
— H. T. Nokes, Elite Theatre,
Nixa,
Ruralhere.patronage.
OF NOME:
Evelyn either
Venable—
JustNORTH
good enough
to get Jack
by; noHolt,
comments
way.
—ronage.
H. T. Nokes, Elite Theatre, Nixa, Mo. Rural patRACKETEERS
EXILE: George
Bancroft,
lyn liVenable
— This INstory
crook who
adoptsEve-region to further
racketof andthe
in earnest
makes hisinteresting
dramathen andbecomes
can bereligious
classed
asHarum,"
above the
average.
This wasdid doubled
withthan"David
and
the
combination
a
better
aver— J. E. Stocker,
Mich.age business.
Neighborhood
patronage.Myrtle Theatre, Detroit,
RECKLESS RANGER: Bob Allen, Louise SmallJust
anotherwhereWestern.
"shoot 'emtime,up."58
Will pass
WesternsThearesame
liked.old Running
minutes.
Played Sept.N. 8.—D. Fischer
Mattray
Theatre, Strasburg,
Small &townBichler,
patronage.
WESTBOUND MAIL: Charles Starrett, Rosalind
Keith coming
— The usual
Saturday
night action C.fansW. hadMills,no
kick
here.Sodus,
PlayedN. September
Arcade
Theatre,
Y. Family 18—patronage.
First National
CHEROKEE
DickasForan,
This
is as good STRIP:
a Western
anyone Jane
has Bryant—
putForan
out.
The
about steals
show.
never kidsangsinger
better.justRunning
time. 60theminutes.
Played
September
24-25.—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind. Small town . patronage.
DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE: Stuart Erwin. Jean
~ Muir — A fair picture with Stuart Erwin as the country

PICTURE

ME

N this, thepartment, exhibitors'
dethe theatremenown
of the
nation serve one another with
information on the box office performance of product
for theirof mutual benefit.
It is a service
the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

this picture
Haroldpatronage.
Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson,pleased.
Iowa. —Rural
DAY
AT
THE
RACES,
A:
Marx
Brothers— These
comedians
have right
a following
do usenjoyed
business.
the
price had been
we wouldand have
it aIflittle
better.
They
pack
sure
fire
box
office
receipts.
—
Harland Rankin,
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
General
patronage.

DAY Maureen
AT have
THE O'Sullivan—
RACES,People
A:ThisMarx
'Brothers,
Allan
Jones,
is the
best
the
like topicture
hear
theseMarxes
boys play
themade.
piano ofandthem,
harp.certainly
could
have
stood
a little
more
I This
believe;picture
otherwise
just
Marx'sThefoolishness
put thetheypicture
over enough
in grandof theshape.
business toproved
are
still
popular.—
Smith, Dreamland Theatre,
Carson,veryIowa.
RuralHarold
patronage.
GOOD EARTH: Paul
Muni, Luiseand Rainer—
This is a
wonderful
rather heavypicture.
for the Great
youngeracting
people, butdirecting.
the older Was
ones
enjoyed
it greatly.
Asfor entertainment
it'sIt'snota little
so good,too
it
holds
interest
its
entire
run.
cousin full of wise cracks. Business fair. Running but
realistic for this section where there's been much
time,
65 minutes.
PlayedMcCrory,
September
drought; thepeople
don't especially careespecially
to see more locust.
of it.
scenes
Hollowell,
State Theatre,
Ark. 15-16.—
GeneralWalter
pat- Some
ronage.
This isof one
picturewerethatexcellent,
my patrons will notthe forget.
I
thought
it
one
of
the
best
features
I've
ever
DANCE,
CHARLIE,
DANCE:
Stuart Erwin, Jean
acting ofandmy drama,
and Running
that was time,
the opinion
ofseen,
the
Muir
— A satire
or burlesque
our for
majority
patrons.
138 minutes.
patrons.
Consequently,
all never
I askedgoeshowovertheywith liked
Played
Sept.
19-20-21.
—
A.
E.
Eliasen,
Rialto
Theatre,
Paynesville, Minn. Rural and small town patronage.
this
said
it
was
"not
much,"
and
some
said
"the
poorest
pictureLyrictheyTheatre,
ever saw."
Sept. town
17. —
D. E. Fitton,
HarrisonPlayed
Ark. Small
ROMEO AND JULIET: Norma Shearer, Leslie
patronage.
John isBarrymore
— I will be ten
verybestmuchof 1937.
surnot classed
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR: Kenny Baker, Jane AHoward.
perfectprised ifthiscast,
lavish
settings,withbutgoodthe
photography
andfor
Wyman
— Veryby satisfactory
program
pictureof comedy
with someby recording;
in
fact,
everything
box
office
appeal
fine
singing
Kenny
Baker
and
plenty
the small
town.
It appeals
to the clubsbut,andalas,to those
Frank McHugh. Seemed to please. Running time, who
like
a
high
class
entertainment,
there
80Ardle,
minutes. Played September 25-26.— Gladys E. Mcnotwithenough
of themof picture,
to pay Iexpenses,
and, asIt isis
usual
type
a loss.
ronage. Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town pat- are
aone
picture
anythis
theatre
can afford.
be proudNowtook
to Iplay,
but aboutto
a
year
is
all
I
can
am
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR: Kenny Baker, Jane "let the dead past bury its dead" and run somewilling
Wyman—
A
very
clever
little
picture.
If
the
producer
dies until I take in enough to pay the rent comeagain.
had
a prominent
play withAs Baker,
this Running
127 minutes.
PlayedLebanon,
SeptemberKan. 17-19.
picture
would
havefemale
been lead
a bigtogrosser.
ita isdouble
cast,
Gladys
E.time.
McArdle,
Owl Theatre,
Small—
the
draw
is
very
disappointing.
Play
it
on
feature to get by. Baker is a singer, not an actor. town patronage.
Running
70 minutes.
Played September
SARATOGA:
Clark Gable,
Harlow—
A verySmith,
fine
A.patronage.
J. Inks,time,
Crystal
Theatre, Ligonier,
Ind. Small26-28.—
town picture
to a very
good Jean
business.
— Harold
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR: Kenny Baker, Jane Dreamland Theatre, Carson, Iowa. Rural patronage.
Wymaner. —Everyone
Good entertainment
no drawingRunning
powVOICE OF BUGLE ANN, THE: Lionel Barrymore,
seemed to enjoybut it,had though.
Maureento O'Sullivan—
that Rod
should&
time. 86Theatre,
minutes.Paynesville,
Played Sept.Minn.
22-23.—Rural
A. E.andEliasen,
appeal
dog lovers.A Weverytiedfineupdogwithstorya local
Rialto
small
Gun kin,ClubPlaza and
enjoyedTilbury,
a niceOntario,
business.Canada.
— HarlandGeneral
Rantown patronage.
Theatre,
patronage.
Gaumont British
Paramount
BACKSTAGE: Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy— Arthur
ARTISTSshowAND
MODELS:
A grand
Tracy's
singing
sure
hit
the
spot
with
our
patrons.
in every
way. Jack
Jack Benny—
Benny and
Ben
This
very Ifgoodthe English
musical musical
it ranksis ahigh
English picture,
producerandwouldas aeliminate
Blue
are
great.
Business
good.
Played
September
23.—
Walter
Hollowell,
State
Theatre,
McCrory,
Ark.22some howofarethose
actors
that play
minor they
parts then
and someGeneral
patronage.
unable
to
speak,
distinctly,
would
have
that American
glad toa product
play. Running
time, 65exhibitors
minutes.would
Playedbe ARTISTS AND MODELS: Jack Benny, Ida Lupino,
Sept.
17-18.—
Jno.
S.
Erickson,
Rex
Theatre,
Iron Richard Arlen, Gail Patrick — Another one like this
Mountain, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
and Buck Benny
won't
ride
again.Smith,
Misses by a big
margin
beingIowa.
a hit.Rural
— Harold
YOU'RE
IN
THE
ARMY
NOW:
Wallace
Ford.
Theatre, ofCarson,
patronage. Dreamland
Anna
Lee
—
Here
is
one
picture
from
the
British
studios
that
hitswelltheentertainment,
spot. Excellentand photography
andso A-l
ARTISTS AND MODELS: Jack Benny, Ida Lupino,
sound,
dialect
Richard tried
Arlen,to Gail
inwiththeourbackground
asRunning
not to time,
be English
noticed.
It tookPlayed
wellfar buyers
pushPatrick
out the— Opening
sides andnightboththeendsticketof
patrons.
70
minutes.
and usual
by themusical
end of show
four days'
run it fizzled out.
Aug.
20-21.—Mich.Jno. Neighborhood
S. Erickson, patronage.
Rex Theatre, Iron Ittheatre,
has theduction
Mountain,
ranks right up with thenumbers
best, butandit thedid pronot
make
'em
talk
here
and
why
I
do
not
know.
— General
W. H.
Brenner,
Cozy
Theatre,
Winchester,
Ind.
patronage.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer,
BETWEEN
TWO
WOMEN:
Virginia
Bruce,
FranCharlie
Ruggles
— Just ina picture.
Paramount
seems
to
chot Tone — I made the mistake of playing this picture beronage.
lacking
something
pictures
— Harold
Smith,
Dreamland
Theatre,theirCarson,
Iowa.lately.Rural
paton—Harold
a weekend.
It's
a
swell
show
for
a
Sunday
booking.
Smith,
Dreamland
Theatre,
Carson,
Iowa.
Rural patronage.
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer.
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS: Freddie Bartholomew, Charlie
A swell
little program
Spencerpicture
Tracy,is swell.
Lionel Spencer
Barrymore,
Melvyn
Douglas
— not do Ruggles—
in this spot
for more
than twopicture.
days. Would
MacThis
Tracy
is
fast
becoming
is always Running
good here.
Farmer's Played
acting
a favorite here. Good business the second day proved Murray
is very wooden.
time,Miss
73 minutes.
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still
bring
them
in.
quite average
as well
September
22-23—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
as some of the other While
reissues,thisitdidstillnotdiddoabove
business,
and
"David
Harum"
is
one
of
his
best.
—
J. E.
MOUNTAINwentMUSIC:
Bob Burns, Martha
Raye—
Myrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
This
Davismore
reallyof Stocker,
stole picture
the honors. over
Peoplefairlywouldwell.likeRufeto see
him.—
LADY ESCAPES, THE: Gloria Stuart, Michael
Rural Harold
patronage.Smith, Dreamland Theatre, Carson, Iowa. Whalen
Too foolish.
Did notCarson,
go overIowa.at all.Rural
— Harold
Smith, —Dreamland
Theatre,
patWAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Bob Burns, ronage.
Martha
Raye,
Shirley
Ross
—
We
ran
into
fine,
cool
weather ditional
and interest
did ina very
nice
business.
There
was
adIS NEWS: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power,
attraction aswitha former
Sodus DonLOVEAmeche
—theExcellent
comedy and action
picture
woman has a pleasantthisacquaintance
Mr. Crosby.
that pleased
cashgoodcustomers.
Summerville
Played N.September
15-16.—patronage.
C. W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, gives
an unusually
performance.SlimRunning
time,
Sodus,
Y. Family
78Ardle,
minutes.
Played
September
15-16.—
Gladys
E.
Mcronage. Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town patRepublic
SEVENTH
HEAVEN:
Simone
Simon,loveJames
StewThe ladies
appreciated
this fine
the art—men
not business
show muchexpected.
interest.
We gotstory,
by, but
but
Bob LotSteele,
This Runone did
wasCAVALRY:
well received.
of BobFrances
Steele Grant—
fans here.
not getdid the
Played
September
ning time,Rex60 Theatre,
minutes.IronPlayed
Sept. Mich.
3-4. — Jno.
S. 22-23;—
C.patronage.
W. Mills, Arcade Theatre, Sodus, N. Y.
Erickson,
Mountain,
NeighFamily
borhood patronage.
SEVENTH
Simoneone,Simon,
HITgan,PARADE,
Frances Langford,
art— I didSimon,notHEAVEN:
foris this
asbestI James
do notStewlike
Louise Henry —THE:
They certainly
tried to givePhilus Reour Simone
butcarethis
much
herThis
performance,
money's
worth,
but
they
put
too
many
ingredients
in
and
James
Stewart
is
very
good.
one
to
this, but as a whole there is enough in it to entertain please everyone but me, and I don't count. seemed
the
average
theatregoer.
This
was
doubled
with
"I time, 102 minutes. Played September 22-23.—Running
Gladys
Promise
to
Pay."
This
bill
drew
within
$5,
on
a
threeE. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town
day showing,
high-priced,
allocation patronage.
picture.
So, for ofmy another
part, I have
no reasontopto complain,
and ingcanpictures.—
put "The
HitStocker,
Parade" Myrtle
among Theatre,
my moneyDetroit,
makSTOWAWAY: Shirley Temple, Robert Young, Alice
J.
E.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Fayehere.—
— Mighty
is alwaysNixa,a good
bet
H. T.good.
Nokes,Shirley
Elite Theatre,
Mo. B.RuralO.
JIM
HANVEY,
DETECTIVE:
Guy
Kibbee,
Tom
patronage.
Brown—andNodragggy.
better than
the lastdialogue
half ofanda double
bill.
Slow
Too much
not enough
ANDGoodLIVE:
Walter Winchel,
Ben Beraction.ning time,
Guy68 Kibbee
has Played
no drawSept.
in our4-5.—town.
Run-& nie,WAKE
Alice UPtFaye
entertainment.
AllD. persons
minutes.
Fischer
erviewed like—dHarrison,
it. Played
Sept.Small
15-16.—town
E. Fitton,inBichler,
Mattray
Theatre,
Strasburg,
N.
D.
Small
Lyric
Theatre,
Ark.
patronage.
town patronage.
THE: received
Gene Autry,
HereOLD areCORRAL,
the comments
while Smiley
playing Burnettthis one:
STATEMENT
OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGE-BY
"Gene
Autry
not
so
hot,"
"As
cowboy
he asdon't
ETC., REQUIRED
the
saddle,"
"Singing
he
is
A-l,
but
he
acts
he'sfit THE
ACTSMENT,OFCIRCULATION,
cocksure
himself." Allat Ithehaveboxtooffice.
say is Running
heif does
ANDCONGRESS
MARCH OF3, 1933AUGUST 24, 1912,
the trick ofnevertheless
time, Theatre,
56 minutes.IronPlayed
Aug. 27-28.—
S. Erickson, OfYork,Motion
Rex
Mountain,
Mich.Jno.Neighborhood
Y.,Picture
forYork,
Oct.Herald,
1,) 1937.published weekly at New
State ofN. New
patronage.
ofme,Newa Notary
York. Public
) ss" in and for the State and
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. I: Gene Autry— And they County
Beforeaforesaid,
have theit isn't
nerve even
to calla "Public
Cowboy No.
1" a special
personally
appeared
J. Sullivan,
who,
having
been
duly
sworn
accordingTheo.
to law,
deposes
when
good
Saturday
western.
I am county
not
writing
this
in
any
criticism
of
Autry
as
I
realize
says that he is the Business
Manager
of the
he has done the best he could with what they gave and
Motion'
Picture
Herald
and
that
the
following
is, to
the
best
of
his
knowledge
and
belief,
a
true
statement
him
to
work
with.
But
if
Republic
doesn't
improve
these pictures they are going to ruin Autry. My of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
business
was
off
practically
one-half
for
these
three
the
circulation),
etc.,
of
the
aforesaid
publication
pictures, and for no other reason than they were poorly the date shown in the above caption, required by thefor
and cheaply
pictures.
time, 57 Themin- Act
of 3,August
24, 1912, inas section
amended537,by Postal
the ActLawsof
utes. Played made
June 27-29.—
M. S.Running
Porter, Orpheum
MarchRegulations,
1933, embodied
printed
on
the
reverse
of
form,
age. atre, Nelson ville, Ohio. Small town and rural patron- and
to1.wit:That the names and addresses of the this
publisher,
RIDE
RANGER,
RIDE:
Gene
Autry,
Smiley
Burneditor,
managing
editor
and
business
managers
Publisher
and N.Editor-in-Chief,
Quigley, are:
1270
ette
very Gene
good Autry
musicalpictures
Western.
Aswe good
as and
the Sixth
rest— ofAwerethe
thattheatre.
played,Packed
Avenue,
Y. C.C. ;; Managing
Editor, Martin
TerryEditor,
Ramsaye,
1270A.
they
all
plenty
good
for
the
Sixth
Avenue,
N.
Y.
Ernest
house
whenever
we
play
a
Gene
Autry
picture.
Better
Rovelstad,
1270
Sixth
Avenue,
N.
Y.
C;
Business
than most specials. Running time, 60 minutes. Played Manager, Theo. J. Sullivan, 1270 Sixth Avenue,
C. the owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
Sept. 15.—
Bichler,
Mattray Theatre, Stras- N.2.Y.That
burg, N. D.Fischer
Small& town
patronage.
its
name
addressthe must
be stated and alsoof immeROOTIN' picture
TOOTIN'
Gene "Yodelin'
Autry— Along
diatelyandowning
thereunder
names
or holding
one perandbycentaddresses
or more ofstocktotal
with
IandwantRHYTHM:
to report
Kid amount holders
of
stock.
If
not
owned
a owners
corporation,
from this
Pine
Ridge"poorest
"Public
Cowboyon INo.
1." played.
These
three
are
the
Autry
pictures
have
names
and
addresses
of
the
individual
must thebe
They are cheaply produced with practically no story, given. If owned by a firm, company, or other
unted concern, its name
and address,
poor
direction,alone
and but
no appeal
in anyfromway.
This from
isn't those of eachincorporaindividual
my
opinion
is taken
member,
must beas well
given.)as
patrons.
Republic certainly
has slipped
onremarks
these Autry
Quigley
Publishing
Company,
Inc.,
1270
Sixth
Avenue,
pictures
since Nat Theatre,
Levine quit producing them. — M. S. N. Y. C;Brown,
Martin1270Quigley,
1270 SixthN.Avenue,
Y. C;
Porter,andOrpheum
Sixth Avenue,
Y. C; N.Gertrude
town
rural patronage. Nelsonville, Ohio. Small Colvin
S.3.Quigley,
1270 known
Sixth Avenue,
N. Y. mortgagees,
C.
That
the
bondholders,
andor
other
security
holders
owning
or holding
1 perorcentother
more
of
total
amount
of
bonds,
mortgages,
securities
there
are none,nextso above,
state.) giving
None. the
Twentieth Century - Fox
4. Thatofare:
thethe(If
twoowners,
paragraphs
names
stockholders,
andstockholders
security
holders,
if
any,
contain
not
only
the
list
of
ANGEL'S
HOLIDAY:
Jane
Withers,
Robert
Kent
holders as they appear upon the books
—A
little better
than
average11—audience
enjoyedArcade
Jane ofandthesecurity
company,
but
also,
in
cases
where
the
stock-of
Withers.
Played
September
C.
W.
Mills,
holder or security holder appears upon the books
Theatre, Sodus, N. Y. Family patronage.
the
company
as
trustee
or
in
any
other
fiduciary
relat
i
o
n
,
t
h
e
name
of
the
person
or
corporation
for
HOLIDAY:I believe
Jane itWithers,
Robert
Kent such trustee is acting, is given; also that the saidwhom
two
— ANGEL'S
Very mentgood
picture.
is quite
an improveover
her
last
picture.
Good
business.
—
Harold
paragraphs
contain
statements
embracing
affiant's
full
knowledge
and
belief
as
to
the
circumstances
and
conSmith,
Dreamland
Thaetre,
Carson,
Iowa.
Rural
patronage.
ditions
underappear
which upon
stockholders
andof security
holdersas
do
not
the
books
the
company
BANJO ON MY KNEE: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel who
andfide securities
athiscapacity
McCrea
— Bestthispicture
box office
draw I trustees,
that hold
astock
bona that
andinperson,
affiantother
has
have
run
H.and T.bestNokes,
Elite Theatre,
nothanreason
toof believe
anyowner;
otherdirect
association,
Nixa, Mo.
Rural year.—
patronage.
or
corporation
has
any
interest
or
indirectas soin
CALIFORNIAN, THE: Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie stated
the
said
stock,
bonds,
or
other
securities
than
by him.
is quite Wright
a bit better
than the lastSmith,
few
THEO.
J. SULLIVAN,
ofWeaver
these— This
Harold
(Signature
of meBusiness
Dreamland
Theatre,BellCarson,
Iowa.series.—
RuralHarold
patronage.
Sworn
to
and
subscribed
before
this 27thManager.)
day of
CAN
THIS
BE
DIXIE?:
Jane
Withers,
Slim
SumSeptember,
1937.
ANNA
MILBERT,
merville
Was Theatre,
liked veryNixa,
muchMo.by myRuralpatrons.
— H. T. [Seal.]
Nokes, —Elite
patronage.
Notary
Public.
My commission expires March 30, 1938.)
DAVID HARUM (RE-ISSUE): Will Rogers, Evelyn Venable — The reissues of Will Rogers' pictures

October
9, 1937
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen
-Disappointed
iskillscuteit during
her
partsdo but
balanceherin ofthis.
the Shirley
picture
did
not
the thebusiness
previous
pictures
did.andSept.
Sheit
does
not
dance,
and
has
only
one
song.
Played
19-20.
—
D.
E.
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre,
Harrison,
Ark.
Small town patronage.
WESTERN
GOLD:notSmith
Heatherhas AngelVery
good. Ballew
much Ballew,
of an actor;
a good
singing
voice. Believe
heSept.would18—beD.better
in "present
time"
pictures.
Played
Fitton,
Lyric
Theatre, Harrison, Ark. Small town E.patronage.
United Artists
ACCUSED: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dolores Del Rio
—We
this
picturecomments.
with the fight
pictures
and
enjoyedplayed
many
favorable
Much
to they
our surprise,some
many told
us Iit doubt
was theif itbestwould
picture
had
seen
in
time.
draw
them
alone,
but Harland
should be Rankin,
excellent Plaza
for a double
billTilbury,
in anyin
situation.—
Theatre,
Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT: Charles Boyer,
Jean
An excellent
picture
well
and
holdinging,Arthur—
interest
throughout
with
a veryareplayed,
nice
endbutthedidcard
not fordraw.
pictures
just
a drawing
a smallThesetown.
Running
time, not95
minutes.
Played
Sept. -11-12.—
Mattray Theatre,
Strasburg,
N. D. Fischer
Small &townBichler,
patronage.
STAR
IS
BORN,
A:
Janet
Gavnor,
Fredric
March.
Adolphe glamour
Menjou, ofMayHollywood
Robson— An interesting story
plus
above theaverage.
This was doubledandwithcolor,BuckwhichJonesdrewin
"Smoke
Tree Range."
Imagine
togeneral
double here"A
Star
Born,"
but the
double
billhaving
so"Lost
that
noIs doubt
"The
Good
Earth"
andis But
Horizon"
will
also
be
doubled
here
in
Detroit.
to
back
toandourBuckdouble
bill,didthishis combination
did ingoodsomegetbusiness
Jones
share
to
bring
extra
customers.—
J.
E.
Stocker,
Myrtle
Theatre,
Detroit.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
LOVE IN A BUNGALOW: Kent Taylor, Nan Grey
—Delightful
PleasedHarold
the majority
and that's
hard
do comedy.
theseIowa.days.—
Smith, Dreamland
Theatre,to Carson,
Rural patronage.
ROAD BACK, THE: Richard Cromwell— A sequel to"Allwomen
Quiet" butbut they
a much
picture.
A littletime,heavy110
for
came better
anyway.
Running
minutes.
PlayedMcCrory,
September
Walterpatronage.
Hollowell,
State Theatre,
Ark. 24-25.—
General
SANDFLOW:
Buck
Jones,
Lita
Chevret—
fair
Western. Buck has turned out better ones thanA this
one. S.Running
minutes.IronPlayed
Aug. Mich.
7-8.—
Jno.
Erickson,time,Rex 64Theatre.
Mountain,
SMOKE TREE RANGE: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
—TexYouRitters,
can have
Autrys,
Ken
or
but your
giveout usGene
Jones
for thisMaynards
situation.
He usually
slowBuck
the opening
night
but,
boy,
how hestartsfinishes.
Weon always
remember
him,
especially
at the and
box many
office, other
outgrossing
"SanBuckFrancisco"
sobusiness
called"Maytime,"
specials.
It's
JonesThanks
that makes
theatreautographed
enjoyable
for
us
here.
for
your
picture,
Buck,
which
hangs
over
our
drinking
fountain,
toandbe
worshipped
by
your
fans
that
are
both
numerous
profitable.—
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury,
Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
WEST BOUND LIMITED: Lyle Talbot, Polly
Rowles—
Just the hastypesomeof show
forniceSaturday
night
trade.ly.—Harold
Universal
pictures Iowa.
lateSmith, Dreamlandmighty
Theatre,
Carson,
Rural patronage.
WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG: Virginia Bruce, Kent
maketopnoprogram
mistakepicture.
in booking
this time,
one;
itTaylor
is an— You
excellent
Running
64ronage.
minutes.IronPlayed
Aug. 7-8.—
S. Erickson, patRex:
Theatre,
Mountain,
Mich.Jno.Neighborhood
Warner Brothers
Dick Foran,
Helen
This,
in BLAZING
the power
opiniontoSIXES:
ofForan.
my patrons,
tops more
asValkis—
a like
Western.
More
May wewas have
this.
Average17-18.—
attendance.
Running time, 55Theatre,
minutes. Played'
Sept.
E. Eliasen,
ville, Minn. A.Rural
and smallRialto
town patronage.PaynesPOLO JOE:
Brown—Running
My patrons
this
feature.
PlentyJoeof E.laughs.
time, enjoyed
65 minutes.
Played Sept.katchewan,
9.— A.Canada.L.Rural
Dove,patronage.
Bengough Theatre, SasSINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
"Shipmates
One
ofWeston
the —bestPowell's
of thebestyear.sinceRunning
time,Forever."
105 minutes.
Played
September
17-18
to
good
business.
—
Walter
ronage.
Hollowell, State Theatre, McCrory, Ark. General patMARINE, THE:
Dick Powell—
the
topsSINGING
my patrons.
Play Just
this
and
getin entertainment
a treat for yourforcustomers.
Running
time,one12
(Continued on page 64, column 2)
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MODERNthe INVENTIONS:
Silly
Symphonies—
Thisby
bestchildren.
of Disney
cartoons.
Enjoyed
reels. tre,Played
Sept. Canada.
23. — A. L.Rural
Dove,patronage.
Bengough Thea- isadultsaboutas well
as
Running
time,
10
minutes.—
Saskatchewan,
A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small town
SLIM:
Pat O'Brien,
Henry giving
Fonda— Pat O'Brien
at patronage.
his
best with
Fonda
Business
fair.Henry
Running
time, 86 excellent
minutes. support.
Played Universal
SeptemberArk.19-20.—General
Walterpatronage.
Hollowell, State Theatre,
McCrory,
MAN'Sup HERE
Herbert-Not
THE Running
BUGS: Oswald—7 minutes.—
Fair carsoTHAT
hot. Made
a showAGAIN:
with poorHughshorts.
May be NIGHT
ot asLIFE
good OFasRexsome.
good
for doublePlayed
bill; won't
stand
alone.
Running
time, Jno. S.to n, nErickson,
Theatre, Iron time,
Mountain, Mich.
52Theatre,
minutes.
Sept.
16.—
A.
L.
Dove.
Bengough
Saskatchewan, Canada. Rural patronage.
Vitaphone
Short Features
Celebrity
GeorgieRunning
Price-Not
theCAPTAIN
average BLUEBLOOD:
Broadway Brevity.
time,uptwoto
reels.—
A. Rural
L. Dove,
Bengough Theatre, Saskatchewan,
Canada.
patronage.
LITTLE
Comi- produced
Color Cartoon—
YouMARY'S
should have
heard LAMB:
the laughter
by this CLYDE McCOY AND ORCHESTRA: Melody Masone. fectItA-I.is Running
a very good
cartoon.
The— Jno.soundS. Erickson,
was perter Series—months,
After playing this
short subject
four times
time,
8
minutes.
mfactthree
converted
Rex Theatre. Iron Mountain, Mich.
that to date wewe feel
haveverynevermuchplayed
such atobandthe
act, and
take
the
greatest
pleasure
of
handing
ners ayour
wagontheatre.
load of Play
bouquets
forallthismeans.—
one. Harland
It Warputs
Columbia
life
in
it
by
Rankin, patronage.
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
General
Stooges—Running
Pretty time,
fair,
butGOOFS
not as &goodSADDLES:
as some ofThree
the others.
HOME RUN ON THE KEYS: Babe Ruth— The pro18 minutes.
Sept. N.8.—D.Fischer & Bichler. Mattray
Theatre, Played
Strasburg,
s tried togetbuildit over.
something onit.Babe
Ruth's name
and
didducernot
Running
minutes.—
J. Inks, CrystalSkipTheatre.
Ligonier,time,Ind.7
MY
LITTLE
FELLER:
Andy
Clyde—
A
very
good
Small townA. patronage.
Andy
Clyde
comedy.
Plenty
of
laughs.
Running
time,
18 minutes.
Sept. N.15.—D.Fischer & Bichler, Mattray
Theatre, Plaved
Strasburg,
ALL OVER Running
NOW: Broadway
Brevities—A.JustL.
fairIT'Sentertainment.
time, 20 minutes—
Bengough Theatre,
Saskatchewan,
Canada. Rural
SUPER
SNOOPER,
THE:
El2 reels.
Brendel—
Good
slap- Dove,
stick
comedy.
Running
time,
—
D.
E.
Fitton,
patronage.
Lyric Theatre, Harrison, Ark.
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD AND ORCHESTRA: Melody Master
Series—
beautiful
reel andfora myfine patrons.
orchesspoiled
by Athecould
musichaveplayed
Educational
Whattra justentertainment
beenon given
withRunning
good
numbers.
Too
much
screeching
brass.
Dove,patronage.
Bengough Theatre, SasGIRLS AHOY!ap ointment. NBuster
West,
Tom this
Patricola—
Ashould
dis- time, one reel.—
katchewan,A.Canada.L.Rural
o
t
the
sort
of
thing
team
N.be H.doing.— L. A. Irwin, Palace Theatre, Penacook,
LAND
OF inTHEVitagraph
MAGYAR:
Colortour
Adventure—
Colortour
is about
the colors
worst
onThe
thecoloring
market.
SubjectRunning
matter
is good,
but the
THEbut BAG:
Sistersa poorof theattempt
Skillet—at Better
thanHOLDING
their
first,
still
only
comespoil
it
for
everyone.
time,
10
minutes.—
Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small A.townJ.
dy.—L. A. Irwin, Palace Theare, Penacook, N. H. patronage.
LENNIEPoorest
HAYTON
ANDseriesORCHESTRA:
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Masters—
of thisHarrison,
weArk.ever had.—Melody
D. E.
Fitton,
Lyric Theatre,
BOSKOother veryANDgood THEcolored
PIRATES:
Harman-Ising—
Ancartoon.
Running
time,
1
MEDIUMNo WELL
DONE: value.
VitaphoneRunning
Novelties—
entertainment
time, Just
one
reel— Gladys
E. McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. terrible.
Small
town patronage.
reel.—
A. Rural
L. Dove,
Bengough Theatre, Saskatchewan,
Canada.
patronage.
DANCING ON THE CEILING: Tabloid Musicals
—withA very
clever
musical comedy Rankin,
from Metro,
LOWDOWN:
Time Vaudeville
Reel—
clever one-reel
photography.—
Plaza AforNICKEL
dandy
Vaudeville
Reel. Big
These
are veryhave
gooda
Theatre.someTilbury,
Ontario, Canada.Harland
General patronage.
small
townto seepatronage
where shorts
the Running
people
small
chance
stage
vaudeville.
time,
8
PICTURESQUE SOUTH AFRICA: FitzPatrick minutes.—
J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
Travel
Talks
— photographed
This scenic grandeur
was FitzPatrick
most ably Small townA. patronage.
described
and
in
the
clever
manner. — Canada.
Harland Rankin,
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,
OKLAHOMA
IS: Cal Tinney—
A nice A.out-of-theOntario,
General patronage.
ordmary
short. ASRunning
minutes.—
J. Inks.
Crystal Theatre,
Ligonier, time,
Ind. 7Small
town patronage.
Paramount
PORKY'S
SUPER
SERVICE:
Looney
Porky's Running
good heretime,in 7anything.
betterTunes—
than
usual.
minutes.— This
A. E.wasEliasen,
Rialto
HULA
HEAVEN:
Eddie
Peabody—
If
I
could
get
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn.
shorts
—
all
of
them
—
as
good
as
this
Headliner,
one
of
my big worries would be over. This one is tops, and
pleased
per cent.
time. 10Minn.
minutes.— A. E. Brevity
SWINGfeaturing
FOR SALE:
Eliasen, 100Rialto
Theatre,Running
Paynesville,
Hal LeRoyHal withLeRoy—
comedyA Broadway
and some
dancing.
Running
time,
20 minutes.—
GladystownE.
POPEYE THE SAILOR MEETS SINBAD THE fine
McArdle,
Owl
Theatre,
Lebanon,
Kan.
Small
SAILOR:
Popeye
the
Sailor
Series—
Good
color,
but
patronage.
did not bring extra business, like Paramount said it VACATION SPOTS: Our Own United States Series
would.
RunningStrasburg,
time. 2 reels.—
tray Theatre,
N. D. Fischer & Bichler, Mat- —This short is very interesting, showing the highof many
popular invacation
spots
in
PUDGY
PICKS
A
FIGHT:
Betty given
Boop usCartoons—
America,lightsPlaza
with Theatre,
theof the
last most
few
minutes
color.—
Harland
This is a better Boop than had been
for some Rankin,
Tilbury,
Ontario,
Canada.
General
patronage.
time,
but it still
is not upA. J.to Inks.
last year's standard.
Running
minutes.—
Ligonier, time.
Ind. 8Small
town patronage. Crystal Theatre,
Fritz and
VeryE.
goodVAUDE-FESTIVAL:
vaudeville
reel. Running
time,Jean
1 reel.Hubert—
—Small
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McArdle,
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Lebanon,
Kan.
RKO Radio
patronage.
VITAPHONE DIVERSIONS: Big Time Vaudeville
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three Running
very goodtime,acts10 andminutes.—
only one
thatEliasen,
lagged.
Pleased.
E.
Rialto
Theatre, Paynesville,
Minn. A.
MARCH
OF
TIME:
No.
13—
This
issue
was
about
asshorts
poorisasabout
numberthe twelve
good.playThisin series
DIVERSIONS: Big Time Vaudeville
worst wewas must
a smallof VITAPHONE
This series is unusually
good and thisE. one
is no
community.
A. J.patronage.
Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Reel—
exception.
McArdle,
Ind. Small —town
Owl Theatre,Running
Lebanon,time.Kan.1 reel.—
SmallGladys
town patronage.
United Artists
Miscellaneous
MICKEY'Sbut GRAND
OPERA:Mickey
MickeydoesMouse
Seriesa LOUIS-FARR FIGHT PICTURES: One of the best
—Nothing
a
lot
of
noise.
not
mean
fight pictures
yet. Business
exceptional.
— Harland
thing toFischer
us. Running
7 minutes.
Sept. Rankin,
Plaza Theatre,
Tilbury, Ontario,
Canada.
Gen11-12.—
& Bichler,time,Mattray
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Strasburg,
eral patronage.
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A

practical

working

tool for

every projection ist
•
Revised Sixth Edition
F. H. RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF
PROJECTION
The sixth edition of F. H. Richardson's Bluebook is now in its second
printing, for which it has been extensively revised. In addition to revisions in text, it contains a supplementary chapter devoted to developments which have become important
in projection room technique and
servicing methods since the first
printing.
The revised edition includes 736
pages of up-to-the-minute text, charts
and data with detailed description
of assembly, wiring and functioning
of all modern sound and projection
apparatus. It is a practical "trouble
shooter," cross indexed for immediate reference in any projection
room emergency.
$6.25 Postpaid

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
ROCKEFELLER CENTER NEW YORK
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This being a right free country, there is no law reading a
man
up anda picture,
give outa what
might can't
or cansit bedowndoneor tostand
put over
holiday,he athinks
new
season or suchforth in a town, city or otherwise. Showbusiness
being what it is, little digging is necessary to discover that
most everyone concerned with exhibition has an idea or two
he feels could provide some extra nourishment for the boxoffice. However, a suggestion is one thing. The putting it over
is something else again.
The motion picture industry is built on ideas. But only ideas
that have established their worth at the ticket-window. And
since the business flourishes best on a diet of other than the
usual slants and angles, there exists a steady demand for additional pointers of proven value, a demand that hardly ever,
if ever, is equalled by the supply.
Thus, the main reason for the Round Table pages.
Any lasting success this department has won to aid eager
theatremen ceaselessly on the hunt for ways to do it better
is due largely to one thing — we have never lost sight of the
essential reason-for-being:
That the Round Table acts as a clearing house for ideas put
over by the man in the field. Ideas put to work and found
practical; ideas that have brought in returns and thus are
reported here for the benefit of other readers.
It's nothing new. We have said the same thing before and
are
emphasizing from
"our a platform"
today inthatreferring
to a
communication
reader whoagain
complains
exploitation
ideas published here are often expensive and practicable only
for
city theatre.
"Why not
little fellowputa
breakthewithlargeinexpensive
exploitation
ideasgivethatthenevertheless
the picture across?" *
he asks. *
*
Well,
now
let's
see
about
that.
From
actual
from viewing the work of others, our personal experience
opinion is,andno
absolute division has been clearly established that defines an
idea as completely small or big town. True, a stunt particularly
applicable to a larger spot may take more dollars. But even
that necessarily does not mean some phase of its conception
or execution cannot be adapted profitably by your ingenious
showman in a smaller situation without hocking the washing
machine to put it over.
In the presentation of these campaigns, your Round Table
keeps in mind the limitations of other theatremen by assuming
that the agile-minded small-towner will find something of merit

CLUB

meeting weekly
aid and progress

in the big city exploitation that he can utilize, and inexpensively,
for his own purposes.
is represented
in these
pages.regularly
Theatremen
in The
the "little
lesser feilow"
communities
report their
activities
and
among these are far from costly exploitations smart enough
to click as well in the larger spots.
The Round Table is as much the clearing-house for the
activities of the manager in the village as it is for the boxoffice accomplishments of the theatreman in the biggest city.
V V V
THOSE HUMAN -INTEREST ANGLES
For his date on Paramount's "Double or Nothing" at the
Tri-States Omaha, in Omaha, Eddie Forester struck upon the
happy publicity device of an hcnesty-test wherein he dropped
25 purses at random about town, each containing one dollar
and
manager's
address.
nine
findersthe who
returnedname
the and
purses,
ForesterNothing
awardedmore.
two Todollars
for every one turned in, plus a pair of tickets to see the show.
Kept in touch with the goings-on from the beginning, and
giving the stunt its editorial blessing, the Omaha Bee-News
was all set for the finale. When all returns were in, the daily
broke out with a full-coiumn story topped by a four-column
head and shots of some of the finders. All of which landed
on the front page of the second news section in advance of
the date with the picture title, stars and theatre projected
prominently.
Theatremen who ponder ways and means to break into the
news columns realize their chances are brighter in landing
the story that emphasizes the human-interest angle. And
especially is this so when the yarn can be tied to things that
local folks do to make them newsworthy.
V V V
It seems that the Government of Bombay forbids civic
employees to accept passes. American theatremen so advised
will no doubt be tempted to tell local pass-pests from "downtown" to: "Go to Bombay."
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Pictures

;
BOV£, /e?//, » pictured presentation of a rey^j Certificate
cent Quigley
Mention
and Awards
above, theHonorable
Warner Brothers
exhibit in Winnipeg, Canada, in conjunction with
that company's
showings.
The
Awards
ceremoniesNational
were heldTrade
in honor
of Happy
Hasselo, manager of the Royal and Elite Theatre,
Le Mars, Iowa, Mayor Hoorneman, shown at extreme
left, turning over the Sheepskin to the pleased
Hasselo. The Warner display on the premises of the
T. Eaton Company, leading Winnipeg department
store, was arranged by local branch manager Gordon
Simmons.

TH€ PICTURC YOU DRCAIHCD $OM DAY YOU D S€€.
Tyrone 1_lL^5
,/fl
X -^A Sonja

'Road Back" at the Paramount, for showing during the American Legion state convention held
in Hot Springs, W. Clyde Smith arranged for wide
cooperation from the Legionnaires to publicise the
attraction. The campaign, found elsewhere in this
issue, included stirring lobby display of war implements with uniformed men on guard.

For "Thin Ice" at the State, Harrisonburg, Va.,
Bill Smith created a winter lobby setting, evergreen
trees sprayed with calcium, batting over carpet and
turn-table sprinkled with crystal snow flakes. Cutout
of Henie revolved on mirrored turn-table and theatre
copy lettered on reverse side. Green spots on trees
from left and right plus amber spot from direct front
aided in effective lighting of this unusual setting.
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f^NOW stuff again, this time in Los Angeles and
i \ from the work shop of the ingenious W. C. "Rick"
Ricord, Jr., for his lobby display on "I Met Him
In Paris," at the Westlake Theatre. Against a back drop
of snowy mountains, Rick created a tobaggan slide and
sled on which were placed action cutouts of the three
stars in the picture. For additional atmosphere, girl
dressed in Claudette Colbert's skiing costume, with
skiis xvas spotted in front of the exhibit.
The Great Lakes Exposition in Cleveland proved a
very fertile attention-hunting ground for the local
theatremen in spotting ballys of one kind or another on
the main thoroughfares of the Big Show. In this instance,
it was Milt Harris, Cleveland Loew Theatres publicity
director, who promoted one of the rickshaws used on
the groundsin for
a gag costumes.
on "Good Earth"
and
passenger
Chinese
Direct with
tiein driver
was made
with lettering on umbrella carried by girl.
Directly art
belowdisplays
is illustrated
one right,
of George
distinctive
and below,
some Laby's
safety
advertising
by
Al
G.
Cox.
For
the
Paramount
Theatre's
eighth anniversary in Springfield, Mass., Laby erected a
giant candle, 15 feet in height, atop which was a flasher
light illuminating the entire lobby. The safety angle
by Al Cox had to do with his date on "Stella Dallas" at
the Capitol, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. To discourage motorists
who have a tendency to take their eyes off the road to
read billboards, Cox pasted three-sheets smack on the
main roads leading ino the city. A
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Temple Contest
The lassies of Maspeth, Long Island,
were invited to participate in a Shirley
Temple resemblance contest as part of
Ed Siegal's
Willie Theatre.
Winkie" Each
campaign at the"Wee
Maspeth
patron received a coupon good for five
votes and the 20 children receiving the
most votes modeled in a stage fashion
show held two days ahead. Cooperating
department store presented winner and
runnersup with Temple dresses and Siegal
further promoted a radio for the winner.
Local photographer took photos of each
entrant which were displayed in lobby.
Opening day parade was held in which
250 local cadets and their band marched
to the theatre, where they gave a brief
concert. Coloring contest was planted,
for which promoted prizes were awarded
and fan photos distributed. Another stunt
was tieup with twelve local grocers who
featured the Quaker Oats Shirley Temple displays in windows. Imprinted
bookmarks were distributed in libraries,
Kipling books prominently displayed, and
announcements were made over p.a. system at Police Athletic League annual
Field Day meet.
Radio
Before leaving the Capitol in Halifax '
for Loew's in Montreal, Howard Knevels
on
promoted
various"Captains
merchantsCourageous"
for tieins, stores
devoting windows to slickers, sea voyages,
nautical gear, etc. Radio station cooperated by putting on four-minute programs
of lives of courageous captains in that
sector. These were spotted three days
ahead and on opening days at no cost,
Howard digging up the material for the
broadcast. Newspapers found this material worthy of page one stories and
photos.
Serial Contest
Frank Boucher, Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa., whooped things up among
town youngsters when he started organizing his "Wild West Days" club around
Universal's new chapter-play. Through
tieup with local furniture store he arranged a contest whereby all those attending every episode would be eligible
to win a bicycle.
Boucher distributed souvenirs and
membership cards imprinted on back
with the bicycle contest notice, and special throwaways were issued carrying
large ad and special announcements of
the souvenirs and prizes.

FROM

40-CENT TICKETS
SELL FOR $2.50
With a resissue of "The Bat Whispers" on screen, special escape act on
stage and weird audience gags, Manager Joe La Rose played to capacity
on a midnight
atrecently
the Eastown,
Detroit. "ghost
Demandshow"
for
tickets was so great that patrons holding regular admissions had no trouble
turning them over for as much as
$2.50, it was reported.
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Early Bird Show
Special 7:30 a.m., screening of "Easy
Living" Theatre,
was heldLubbock,
for secretaries
the
Palace
Tex., by atArlie
Crites who in order to secure additional
publicity worded his invitations so that it
was necessary for the girls to secure the
signedtend thepermission
of their letter
bossesalsoto caratshow. Invitation
ried apostscript to all employers assuring
them that by permitting their secretaries
to see the picture, the management promised that the girls would return to work
in a good humor.
Various
merchants came through with
The Legion
co-op
ads
all
of which carried some tiein
Booked in during the American Legion with picture title,
bumper strips and tire
state convention in Hot Springs, Ark., covers were used and Arlie planted a
teaser ads in the classified secW-Clyde Smith, Paramount Theatre, tied seriestion ofoflocal
daily.
his "Road Back" date in with a preview
night ahead of opening in honor of the
officers ; second private screening was
held for Local Peace Movement Organ- District Drive
ization with guest comments used in
Two weeks in advance of the opening
newspaper layouts.
Through cooperation of Mayor Leo P. of "Zola" at the Erlanger, Chicago, 30
McLaughlin, street parade was held, Vet- Warner theatres in that territory ran
announcing the engageerans' Week planned honoring all ex- special menttrailers
of the feature, giving the price
service men, and local merchants sponsored "Veterans' Week Road Back schedule, and announcing that reservations could be made in advance at all the
Sales." For his front Smith decorated it
with flags of all nations with sandbags houses, cashiers' booths carried cards
with
this
information.
stacked along curb giving trench effect.
Soldiers were stationed on guard. Lobby
Airplane
banner local
was
Soldiers 36-foot
Field during
display of machine guns, army rifles, flown over carrying
shells, relics, etc., surrounded by high line music festival, and also over the beaches
of sandbags loaned further atmosphere. and downtown Chicago.
Local columnist interviewed ex-service
men on their experiences in the World
War, running the stories in chapter form Revival Week
each day, copy being in on date.
To start off his Revival Week at the
Street ballys in addition to parade included bannered army truck, directional Orpheum Theatre, Clarksburg, West
road markers placed in city and on high- Va., Manager Joseph Feeney tied up
ways. "Road Back" souvenir booklets with local newspaper, running contest in
were also distributed to patrons on open- classified section, offering tickets to the
ingtureday.section.)
(See photo in Round Table pic- ten folks who found their names scattered throughout the ads. Paper came
through with stories plugging the week
and Feeney built new fronts for each
change of show in addition to dressing
Nezvspaper Stuff
up his lobby for the event.
Manager E. D. Yarborough and publicist Leon Rosenmann at the RKO Capi- 5000 Gifts
tol, Union City, N. J., for "Toast of New
York," planted a two column newspaper
Al Rosen, managing director of Loew's
story on the tactics of "Admiral" Jim
Fisk at the famous "Battle of Jersey State,
New York celebration
City, for theatre's
17th
anniversary
during gala
the
City." Local newspaper accounts of the
"battle" printed on March 11, 1836, were engagement of "Vogues of 1938" promoted 5,000 gifts for distribution to
"Toast" beer pads were distributed to patrons. Certificates redeemable at the
quoted.
taverns, cards planted in busses and various shops cooperating as well as at
trolleys and decorated flags and cham- the theatre were presented in envelopes
glass signsblockplaced
all light to patrons at time of purchase of ticket
standardspagne within
of theontheatre.
admission.
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Exploitations

Effect

SHOWMEN'S

LOBBY

LAFFS

Tieins for

'100 Men and Girl y
In Baltimore J. L. Schanberger, of
Keith's, promoted the News-Post for twoweek front page contest in which girls between the ages of 12 and 14 were invited
to compete. The girl with the best singing
voice was designated as the "Deanna Durbin
Freddepartment
arranged store
with
local ofpianoBaltimore."
company and
for a piano and Durbin dresses to be offered
as prizes to winners; piano was kept on
exhibition in lobby. So much interest was
aroused that Shanberger reports the director of the Baltimore Civic Opera Company
offered
a season's
instructions
as one free
of thescholorship
grand prizesin tovocal
the
winner.
In Gloversville
Thousands of cards reading "You have a
date to see Deanna Durbin," etc., were put
out
"100 Men
a Girl" E.by Jefferson,
Manager
Glenon Lazar
and andThomas
Schine Circuit publicity director, for the
date at the Gloversville, N. Y. To point up
the stunt, playing dates were attached to
the cards by a string.
Imprinted napkins and paper bags were
used, as were roto heralds, space on back
of which was sold to local dealers to cover
cost. Tieup windows were secured and taxis
carried bumper strips and tire covers plugging the attraction.
To Reading, Pa.
Where tieup was arranged by Douglas
George,ager,Warner's
manand Managerdistrict
Dwightpublicity
Van Meter,
Astor Theatre, to stage a giant Deanna
Durbin 'Twixteen
fashion
in leading
department
store. Full
page show
ads announced
the show with layout and copy worked
around large photo of the starlet. Colored
fan photos were distributed and guest tickets
were awarded to the first 25 who purchased
the
store.Deanna Durbin fashions displayed in
And At the Capital
Washington,
C,Hardie
grabbedMeakin,
plenty Keith's,
of newspaper
space D.in
papers by inviting all local orchestra leaders
to see the picture as his guests. Anyone
who had ever conducted a concert orchestra
of 20 or more pieces was eligible to accept,
news item explained that the leaders would
derive the greatest enjoyment from the magnificent music played by Stokowski and his
symphony orchestra.
Winding Up in Peoria
With City Manager Leonard C. Worley
and Publicist E. G. FitzGibbons holding a
prevue three weeks ahead to which officials
of women's
clubs, schools,
merchants'
and
other locally
prominent
persons critics
were
invited. Advance lobby smash was made
with blown-up reviews from other cities
where the pictures had already been shown
and with local reviews presented with photographs of the reviewers.
Tieups with local Buick automobile agancy

This cartoon was created by Milt
Rosenfeld, club
cartoonist.
CHILD: Stop crying Ma — Gable never left a woman flat.
landed generous ad in the papers, plus a
parade of cars bannered with plugs for both
car and picture featuring the line "Both
give perfect
Directional
arrows pointingperformance."
toward the theatre
and carrying picture billing were tacked around
city. Maiden run of new train out of Chicago was tied into date by having print
carried on it to Peoria. Stunt landed photo
and story in news columns of local dailies,
plus picture plugs.
"Tell Us What You Did"
Many Angles Covered
For "Stella" Campaigns
Planted on the women's page of the local
Times Union was a views-and-opinions contest on "Stella Dallas" used by Les Pollock,
Loew's Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., asking
readerstion Should
to give
the questhe their
husbandopinions
or childon have
first
call on a mother's time and affection? Contest broke for four days with cash prizes and
tickets awarded. Postal Telegraph heralds
were distributed with all messages, jumbo
telegrams tribuspotted
offices and
local distors of Screen inRomance
in which
the
picture novelization was included used cards
on stands calling attention to the opening
play dates included.
Two electrical transcriptions were spotted
over WHEC and WSAY day ahead of opening and singing organist dedicated broadcast to mothers and mother songs. Two
"men on the street" broadcasts were also
effected with continual picture plugs
throughout the program.
In Clearfield, Pa.
Miss Mae E. Shively at the Ritz planted
editorials on mother love in daily and
weekly local papers each containing excellent plugs for the picture. Special front was

built with large cutout of Barbara Stanwyck
above boxoffice, flanked on either side by
scene stills. Heralds were mailed to all rural
families, imprinted napkins bearing cut of
Stanwyck,
Boles and
Shirley
were distributed in leading
hotels,
restaurants,
etc.,
book displays planted in leading stores and
libraries, and bookmarks with theatre imprint were also used.
While at Norfolk
During the absence of Manager Allan
Sparrow, assistant Charles Yerby took hold
and distributed "lucky Friday the 13th"
cards with bit of poetry ending with "Your
lucky
date is when
you see,"
was
also arranged
with drug
store etc.
whichTieup
in addition to the theatre distributed lucky numbered heralds, guest tickets going to those
whose numbers were listed on lobby easel.
Various merchants' co-op ads were secured, local department store's beauty salon
featuring a "Stanwyck Coiffure," ads carrying cutployedand
picture devices
mention.
Yerbyoutem-an
other reliable
to round
effective advance.
WANTED!
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
New Popcorn Machines . . .
These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
They
arecolorimproved
big-capacity
modelsget with
lights,
and
motion
that reallv
the
business
for
you.
All-electric,
full
cabinet
size.
Capacities:
$8.00easy
to $18.00
Low down
payments,
terms. per hour.
Write for Catalog!
ADVANCE MFC. CO.
6332 St. Louis Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.
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"Home Movies" Plan Found Profitable for Small Toivn Operation
Here, at least, is our answer to maintainby TED STUMP
ing a strictly entertainment policy, yet bolElted Theatre, Absarokee, Mont.
stering up an ordinarily weak change to
our most profitable change. The camera and
We have always opposed so-called "Give- projector were paid for the very first time
s" in the oftheatre.
Afterpicture
all, thetheatre
pri- we showed the "Home Movies." We can
maryawaybusiness
a motion
this scheme can fail in any situis to present entertainment. In our opinion, not seeationhowwith proper
publicity and ballyhoo.
it was a sign of weakness for the theatre
We havecamera
stressedwillthegetangle
The
operator to resort to the appeal of the gam- movie
you "Look
when Out
you ! least
bling instinct in order to fill their theatres.
it."
Of
course,
if
we
do
catch
some
There is, of course, the necessity of build- expect
we always tell them after we
ing up one change a week in the average one unawares,
the picture so that they will come to
small town, especially if you are running took
see themselves.
three changes, fox the Wednesday-Thursday
we list in the paper the people
change as a general rule is ofttimes rather whoEachare week
in the particular reel to be shown
skimpy when run on its own.
that
week
and
every last one of them atWe have employed an inexpensive scheme
tends the show and brings all their friends
which has built up our Wednesday-Thursday with them.
We
change to phenomenal proportions and it is every exhibitor. heartily recommend this to
being done strictly on an entertainment basis
"Tell Us What You Did"
without giveaways of any kind. I am sure
that this scheme would be successful in any Santa Bows In
small
where. town and neighborhood theatre any- For "New Faces"
Novelty approach by Great States city
Newspaper Publicity Sought
manager Ed Crabtree, Fischer Theatre,
It's '"Home Movies." We purchased a Danville, 111., ushered in "New Faces," the
theatreman covering all office buildings and
Cine-Kodak
"E" a 16Keystone
mm. camera,
which lists at Model
$59.50 and
Model downtown stores with memorandum slips
A81-750-watt projector which lists at $72.50. reading "Good morning, new faces, and
We then got the necessary newspaper pub- also the old, are always welcome at the
licity to build up interest. From then on it Fischer," etc., copy appearing over Ed's
was easy. We took the 16 mm. camera signature.
Good part of his tri-weekly
wherever we went, making it a point to hit broadcast which
originates from lobby of
all the auction sales, Ladies' Aid meetings, theatre was devoted to the date.
With the thermometer hovering around
birthday parties, etc. — in fact, everywhere
there was apt to be a group of people. We 90, Crabtree sent Santa Claus out on the
attempted to get as many people in each streets with back copy to the effect that he
scene as possible, for every one who had came early to see the film. City-wide stentheir picture taken, naturally, wanted to see
ciling campaign was sponsored with line
how they looked, and so do the rest of their "We welcome new faces," and local store
ran
cooperative
ad on theatre pages plugfamily,
their
relatives
and
friends.
It's
a
natural.
ging "NewtheFaces"
both
angle
of
seeing
picture
and from
theirthecreating
We have packed them in each Wednes- "new faces" with cosmetics.
day and Thursday nights in unbelievable
"Tell Us What You Did"
proportions. As the scheme progressed
we, of course, scouted for funny and un- Temple Contest Put On
usual subjects. We have taken pictures
of bathing beauties, of babies, of bumper By Syracuse Schine-men
Highlight of campaign put on by City
wheat crops, of native wild animals, of
Gus Lampe's and Manager Jay
"old-timers" in the county, etc. And the Manager
Golden's Schine's Keith, Syracuse, N. Y.,
only reason we don't play to bigger houses for
Willie Winkie"
was Commission
cooperation
is because the house isn't big enough.
with "Wee
the Municipal
Recreation
conduct a contest in the 27 municipal
Since our "throw" here is only 68 feet, to
we project these pictures from the booth, parks for the purpose of selecting a Shirley
Temple. After first preliminary contests in
making
"cracks"
through
a microphone
it unreels.
In larger
houses,
the projectoras the various parks, semi-finals were held in
can readily be set up in the aisle and the 11 key parks with five finalists presented on
running commentary can be made with or the stage opening day, judges selecting the
without the aid of a mike. We run 300 feet winner. Department store cooperated by
each night, which amounts to $13.50 at list presenting outfits to winner and runnerups.
Picture was given elaborate Hollywood
price for films, which item is small when you
look at your gross. However, even this is opening which was broadcast over WSYR,
cut down by buying in quantities from your entire front lighted and Scotch band providing appropriate music. Three days ahead
local druggist, or by buying wholesale,
which is rather easily done. Then, too, two native Scotch lassies in costume paraded
city distributing special heralds and
there are always some scenes meriting a
repeat showing, some of them over and over stores carried tieup ads plugging the Temple dresses and film.
again.
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Plans
Contests

And Safety Tieins
Sentiment in favor of safe-and-sane
Halloween observance found general last
year -becomes more widespread in 1937 as
theatremen are arranging to cooperate extensively with local police and other civic
heads to discourage children from damaging property and causing personal injuries,
as has been reported. Special shows for the
youngsters to hold them in line are on tap,
as are the
various
Halloween contests
celebrated since
time immemorial
to entertain
the adults as well as the juveniles.
Since interested theatremen have in their
files detailed accounts of Round Table slants
and ideas to celebrate the occasion, the following briefly outlines various of the tieins
and contests found effective in the past,
many of which will be again emploved on
October 31st.
There have been instances related of special shows put on in cooperation with local
police departments
lowerauthorities
prices to have
children. In connectionat civic
taken newspaper space to call the show to
the attention of adults, parents being asked
to cooperate. For further buildup police
authorities visited schools to announce the
event. Special shows have been uniformly
successful in every case bringing higher
grosses than usual and with few complaints
of property damage.
Pledge Cards Issued
The Halloween show tied in with a pledge
of good conduct signed by the children is
another idea that will again command attention. Pledge cards are printed by the theatre, signed by children and when counterby police chief
are good
admissionsignedat special
matinees
show.forChildren
pledge that they will keep the true spirit of
Halloween ; that they will not deface, detroy or damage property; that they will not
cause
sidewalkscopyor
streets. injury
To makeby itblocking
more impressive,
erty.
on pledge cards appoints juvenile signer to
act as officer in the protection of local propContests on the stage of course are to be
featured with the children competing for
prizes. Among most favored in the past
is the apple ducking with large tub with
water, children on knees behind tub facing
audience,
to get
applesaidoutof ofhands.
tub
with
their vying
teeth and
without
Balloon gag is another natural, with youngsters in straight line, hands behind backs,
balloons inserted in mouths. First one
breaking balloons by blowing it up is winner.
Cracker Eating and Costume Parties
Cracker eating contest has small box of
unopenedtestant,crackers
front oneof toeacheatcon-all
winner beingin first
his crackers and whistle "Turkey in the
Straw."
and raspberry
eating slant Blackberry
is another laugh
provoker, piepastry
to be eaten without aid of hands.
Costume parties for youngsters and adults
will also be repeated, as will the usual lobby
decorations, such as pumpkins, witches, cats,
autumn
standbys. shrubbery and other of the old time
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LEW PRESTON
general manager Interboro Circuit, Brooklyn, is now a country gentleman domiciled
in his new estate at Green Acres in Valley
Stream, L. I.
V
WALLY ALLEN
has
been Ohio,
transferred
Athena,
Athens,
to theirfrom
houseSchine's
in Lexington,
Ky.
V
EUGENE BRASSIL
is managing the reopened Capitol Theatre,
New Britain, Conn. Replacing him as
assistant at the Roger Sherman, New Haven,
is IRVING HILLMAN.
V
C. A. MATTHEWS
is skipper of the Orpheum Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
V
RIDLEY GREEN
isVa.managing the Mecca Theatre, Chase City,
V
O. J. MACRIS
is now managing the Strand Theatre, Elmira, N. Y.
V
JOHN A. CROVO
has taken over the Harris Hall, Dixon,
Wyoming.
V
ED KOEGEL
formerly of West Frankfurt, Mo., is now
managing the Orpheum at CapeV Girardeau.
MIKE LEHMAN
is now managing the Uptown in Wichita,
Kan., land,
and Hutchinson,
AL McCLURE
at the
_ MidKan., withis his
assistant,
MAURICE EBY, becoming the manager
of the Strand, there. PAUL HILTNER
goes to the Palace in the same town.
VERNE FLETCHER
is now managing the Babcock Theatre, Billings, Mont.
V
J. T. PITTMAN
has taken over the Crystal, at Hagerman,
New Mexico.
V
BOB SUITS
manager of the Loew house in Reading, Pa.,
has been promoted to city managership of
the Loew operation in Evansville, Ind., and
is succeeded in Reading by GEORGE R.
PETERS, former assistant at the Capital,
Washington. The vacated Capitol post is
being filled by BROCK WHITLOCK, who
comes from Richmond. The Richmond post
goes to CHARLES YEARBY, transferred
from Norfolk, where he was assistant to
Allan Sparrow.
V
EDGAR DOOB
has been named assistant manager of the
Loew Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
V
JAMES SKELLY
of the Madison Theatre, Madison, Ohio, has
been transferred to become assistant at the
Ohio, Canton, Ohio, succeeding BENNY
PADWA, who goes to the Strand in Akron
in the same capacity.
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HARRY VAN NOY
of the Paramount Theatre, Anderson, Ind.,
here for the American Legion convention,
dropped in to say hello.
V
WARREN BAILEY
is the new manager of the Grand Theatre, Macon, Ga., succeeding HARVEY
WHALEY, who resigned to accept
V $fl|a position in a large Savannah department store.
LEN
TRUESDEL
has
been
appointed
assistant.

EDWARD COFFEY
has been made manager of the Gem Theatre
in Colusa and the Williams in Williams, Cal.
V
WILLIAM NOVAK
has been appointed manager of the Metropolitan, Regina, Can., succeeding LARRY
GRABURN,
who goes to the Capitol in
Halifax.
V
WILLIAM POPHAM
resigned as manager of the Starland, College
and Lyceum Theatres, Winnipeg, to become
manager of the Playhouse Theatre there.
V
CARL W. SCOTT
treasurer of Loew's, Indianapolis, Ind., has
been promoted to assistant at Loew's in Can28"
byBob44",Ewing,
this "Slave
Ship" poster
wasMeasuring
created
by
Mars
Theatre,
Laton. JOE HOLLERAN
succeeds him. of Loew's Penn,
fayet e, Ind., and done in pastel crayon directly Pittsburgh,
V
on compo board.
PAT O'BRIEN
has been timomade
re, Md. manager of the Filmarte, BalBirthday
V
AL MAYES
is
now
advertising
man
at
the
Palace TheGreetings
atre, Graham, Tex. Mayes also reports his
recent marriage to Miss Beverly Watson
on August 26th.
Don Bloxham
Victor F. Morelli
V
E. J. Bresendine
E.
L.
Mosteller
WAYNE SWEENEY
Edward Murtagh
Joe Buse
Mark Oringer
in addition to the La Porte, La Porte, Ind.,
John Caiman
William Carmichael
is now managing the Cozy Theatre there.
Mrs. Ruth D. Ornstein
V
Michael J. Carroll
John E. Palmer
Howard L. Parker
Charles O. Clark
JERRY
LYNCH
Orville W. Crouch
Gunvantlal M. Patel
has been appointed manager of the Strand,
Alex C. Patterson
Charles D. Crowley
Holyoke, Mass., succeeding WALTON B.
Robert Patterson
RaymondE. Darby
L Daniels
HOWE.
James
Leonard Pearce
V
William
L.
Perley
John J. Deeson
S.J.H.J. Poppay
Phillips
PERCY POLLARD
C. W. Doctor
has been appointed assistant at the Capitol,
Robert Dunnuck
Kenneth A. Grimes
Arthur A. Quinn
Richmond, succeeding JOE MULLINS,
Thomas
Di
Lorenzo
Ernest
C.
Rogers
promoted
to manager of the new Bellevue.
G. G. Fryberg
Ashton C. Rudd
Walter B. Garver
Norman
Schwartz
Alfred
LESTER STEPNER
Joseph
Edward Gorton
V. Harris
E. E. SeffW. Shuck
Chicago.
has
been named manager of the La Salle,
Harry S. Schulman
Raymond Hasselo
Sidney
C.
Hoffman
Joseph
Sirkin
V
Harris
L. Humphries Clarence A. Smith
RANDOLPH HALL
Leon Jarodsky
Cresson E. Smith, Jr.
Bill Johnson
John Stanfill
of Dallas, Tex., has purchased the Aztec
Herman Starr
Carl
Jones
Theatre, Van Alstyne, Tex., from W. R.
John E.Judge
HOLCOMBE.
Tony
Stern
Rader S. Stewart
U.Howard
B. Kantharia
V
W. Kelley
Louis
Sylvester
John
W.
Terry
BERTRAND SARGENT
William Kohler
Jack Tiernan
Sol
Krim
has
been
appointed
assistant
at the Ritz,
Bert H.Todd
Jim Landers
Bartow, resigned.
Fla., succeeding LUKIE BALHarold Lucas
G. N. Turner
LIETT,
James
E. K. Vollette
V
Emmett J.H.Lundsford
Lyons
K. E.Ward
HERMAN WEINBERG
Frank Mangham
Fred Weimar
John A. Matthews
Walter Woodman
has resigned as director of publicity of the
55th Street Playhouse.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later thanindicates
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asterisk
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are produtclon numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
ADVANCE
Title
Star
Rel. Date 37t. .58.
In, The Bob
Allen-Eleanor Small
Stewart Aug.
8/
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
ng Ti Reviewed Rangers
Reckless Step
Ranger
Bob Allen-Louise
May 30/37
Margaret Morris-Bill
.Dec. 11/36.
Rio Grande Ranger Bob Allen-Iris Meredith.
Coming Edwards. . .Sept. I5.'37t
(See
"In
the
Cuting
Room,"
Nov.
7/36.)
.65. Aug. 28/37
Dawn to Dusk.
Roaringto Timber
(G) Dorothy
Jack Holt-Grace
Bradley
July
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. . Nov. I,'37t
Speed
Spare
Wilson-Chas.
Quigley.. . May
1/37.
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
(See
"Racing
Luck,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
13/37.)
Goes WildJan.(G)
(Exploitation:
23/37. p.Irene81.)Dunne-Melvyn Douglas Nov. 12/36.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Theodora
25/37 76. Feb. 13/37
Anything
for
a
Thrill
Frankie
Darro-Kane
Richmond..
.Jun
Thunder
in
the
City
(G)
Edw. G.Starrett-Peggy
Robinson-Luli Stratford.
Deste . Apr.
June
I5,'37
Devil Diamond, The Kane Richmond-Frankie Darro.. Jan 5/37
Trapped
Charles
Mar. 22/37
5/37 55
62. Mar. 20/37
Trouble
in
Morocco
(G)
Jack
Holt-Mae
Clarke
Mar.
Fighting Texan, The Kermit Maynard-Elaine Shepard. .June 22. '37
Tugboat
Princess
Walter
C.
Kelly-Edith
Fellows.
.Oct.
15/36
69
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermit
Maynard-Ariane
Allen
Dec.
30,'36
Two Fisted Sheriff Chas. Starrett-Barbara Weeks.. .June 15/37 59
Headline Crasher Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. . Dec. 25,'36
Two Gun Law
Chas. Starrett-Peggy Stratford.. -Apr. 7/37 56
Racing
Blood
Frankie
Darro-Kane
Richmond.
.
Nov.
15,
'36
Venus
Makes
Trouble
James
Dunn-Patricia
Ellis
May
14/37
58 14.':
Sing While You're Able Pinky Tomlin
Mar. 20/37
(See "InMail
the Cutting Room."Chas.Apr.Starrett3/37.)Rosalind Keith. . .Jan. 22/37 54
Thanks tofor Handle
Listening Pinky
July 24,'37
I2,'37
Westbound
Tough
Frankie Tomlin
Darro-Kane Richmond. .Mar.
When You're in Love (G) Grace Moore-Cary Grant Feb. 27/37 104. Feb. 20/37
Valley
of Terror
Kermit Maynard-Harlene
Maynard-Harlene Wood..
Jan.
Whistling
Bullets
Kermit
Wood....Nov.
May 20.'37
3,'37
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.(G)27/37, Melvyn
Wild
Horse
Roundup
Kermit
Maynard-Dickie
Jones.
20.'36
p. 81.) Douglas-Virginia
Coming Bruce.. Jan. 28/37 72. Mar. 20/37
With Love and Kisses Pinky Tomlin-Toby
Coming Wing Dec. 20/36
Fighting Cadet
Frankie Darro
Absent Without Leave Dolly Haas
Roaring
Six Guns
Maynard-Mary Wallace
Hayes
All American Sweetheart Scott Colton-Patric Farr.
Rough Riding
Rhythm Kermit
Kermit Maynard-Beryl
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Swing.
Brother,
Swing
Pinky
Tomlin-Paula
Stone
American Legion, The Don Terry-Mary Russell
Young Dynamite Frankie Darro
Awful Truth, The Irene Dunne-Cary Grant
(See Lady
"In the Cutting Room."Chas.JulyQuigley-Rita
17/37.)
Running Time
30.'37t.
8,'37t.
Title
StarCELEBRITY
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Carnival
College Follies
of 1938 Jimmy Durante-Joan Hayworth.
Perry...
Coming
Forgotten
Women
Wyn
Cahoon-Scott
Colton
For Love of You
F. Foresta-Riscoe and Wayne
60..
Hollywood Round-up Buck Jones
Kiss Me Goodbye M. Schneider-Riscoe and Wayne 62..
I'll (See
Take "InRomance
the Cutting Room."GraceJuly Moore-M.
24/37.) Douglas Nov. M,'37t.
CHESTERFIELD
Running
Ti
Life (SeeBegins"In with
Love
Jean
Parker-D.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
the Cutting Room," July 31/37.) Montgomery Oct. I4,'37t.
Red Lights Ahead Andy Clyde-Lucille Gleason ..Dec. 29/36
Murder
in"Park
Greenwich
Village. .. Fay"In Wray-Richard
Oct. I6,'37t.
(See
theAstor-Richard
Cutting Arlen
Room,"
Aug. 14/37.)
COLUMBIA
Running
Time Revie
Night Before, Avenue
TheDame," Mary
Arlen
Titli
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Old
Wyoming
Trail, The Chas.
Starrett-Barbara Wells
Weeks... Nov.
Nov. I6,'37t.
Come Closer, Folks James Dunn-Marian Marsh.. Nov. 7/36
'37. 61
Paid Married
to Dance
Don Terry-Jacqueline
4,'37t.
Counsel for Crime Otto Kruger-Jacqueline Wells Sept. I4.'37t
She
an Artist John
Boles-Lull Deste
Nov. 25/37t.
12/37. 62
(See
"The
Man
Behind
the
Law,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room/
Trapped
by
G-Men
Jack
Holt-Wynne
Gibson
Oct.
27,'37t.
Counterfeit
Lady
(G)
Ralph
Bellamy-Joan
Perry
Dec.
31/36.
23/37
There's Always a Woman Loretta Young-Randolph Scott
Cowboy Star, The Charles Starrett-lris Shunn Nov. 20/36. .56.
(See "Inof the
the Cutting
Oct. 10/36.)
Running Time
Criminals
Air Room,"Rosalind
Keith-Chas. Quigley. . . . Apr. 30/37 61
Rel. Date18/37Minutes
Reviewed
Titlo
StarCRESCENT
(See "Honeymoon
9/37
Dangerous
Adventure, APilot," "InDon theTerry-Cutting
RosalindRoom,"KeithMar. 27/37.) 25/37 68. July 24/37 Battle of Greed (G) Tom Keene-Gwynne Shipman. .Jan.
.«;<.65. Jan.
.June 12/37.... *60.
June 19/37
Drums
of
Destiny
(G)
Tom
Keene-Edna
Lawrence...
Devil(Exploitation:
Is Driving, The
(G)
Richard
Dix-Joan
Perry
12/37
60
Law Commands, The Tom Keene-Lorralne Hayes . .May
Aug. 21/37, p. 78; Sept. 11/37, p. 84.)
.Mar.
1/37
64.
Mar.
20/37
Old Louisiana
(G) Tom
Keene-Rita Cansino
Devil'sto Playground
DoloresTerry-DelRosalind
Rio-Richard
Dix....Jan.June 24/37
omFeb.
an in27/37
Timber
Tom Keene-Peggy
Keys
6/37 63
Fight
the Finish, (A)
A Don
Keith
30/37 74.W59
Distress Raw
Under
Strange Flags Tom Keene-Luana Walters .July
Apr. 12/37.
(
(See
"Taxi
War,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.)
G
)
May Robson-l
Find
the
Witness
(G)
Rosalind
Keith-Chas.
Quigley.
.
.Jan.
8/37
57.
Mar.
6/37
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
rene Herv DANUBIA
(SeeThat"Right
Guy,"
"In theChas.
CuttingQuigley-Rita
Room," MayHayworth.
1/37.) . . .Sept. 2!/37t....56
ey Jan. Dialogue)
Game
Kills,
The
17/
Title
Star
Girls Can Play Chas. Quigley-Jacqueline Wells.. June 21/37 60
68. Feb.Sept.13/3
Blame Danube
It on Love
Szeleczky-Basthy
I Promise
to Pay (G)
7
Romance
Zita
Perezel
Jan.
(Exploitation:
Apr. 3/37, p.Leo64.)Carrillo-Chester Marris Apr. 21/37 65. Feb. 27/37 Blue
(HunTaray
Dreams
of
Love
Frank
Jan.
Can't LastinForever
(G).... Richard
Betty Furness-Ralph
Bellamy. .. .July
Aug. 14/37 (English titles)
3/37.
ItIt Happened
Hollywood
Dix-Fay Wray
Sept. 15/37
7/37t 68.67
Friendly
Expression
Radey-Szoke
Nov. 25/36.
(See "Once a Hero," "In the Cutting Room." Apr. 17/37.)
Hungarian
Village
Travelog
It's
(G) Francis
Lederer-M. Carroll
t/37t . . . . 80.60
Aug. 7/37 (English titles)
.84....
LadyAllfromYoursNowhere
Mary Astor-Charles
Quigley Sept.
Nov. 21/36
I Married
for Love Kabos-Radal
Law of the Ranger Bob Allen-Elaine Shepard Feb. 26/37 57
Man
ef Gold
Maria Egrl-F. Kiss ..Sept.
Apr. I5.'37t..
12/37 92
League
of
Frightened
Men
(G).
Walter
Connolly-Irene
Hervey.
.
.
May
25/37
65.
July
24/37
Man
Under
the
Bridge
Csortos-Lazar
Nov.
15/36
Legion of Terror (G) Marguerite Churchill-B. Cabot.. .Nov. 1/36 60. Nov. 7/36 Once a Week
Kabos-Perczel Sept. IO/37t 82
74
Let's
Get Married
(G) Ralph
Mar. 25/37
29/37 Salary $200 Monthly Javor-Felop
Dec. 31/36
Lost Horizon
(A)
Ronald Bellamy-Ida
Colman-Jane Lupino
Wyatt Sept.
I ,'37t . .. 169.18. May
Feb. 27/37
Scotchman in Hungary Radey-Oresl Apr.
12/37 82
95
(Exploitation:
Sept.
5/36,
p.
75;
Mar.
6/37,
p.
89;
May
22/37.
p.
92;
July
31/37.
p.
80;
Sisterof Mary
Szorenyi-Sved Mar.
91
Aug. 28/37. pp. 96, 100.)
Dec. 28/37
26/36
More Than
a Secretary (G)...Jean
Dec. 24/5/37
36 77.62
Dec. 28/36 Sons
Storm onthetheSteppes
Pusta Kiss-Komcar
Kiss-Komcar Apr.
5/37 85
78
Motor
Madness
RosalindArthur-George
Keith-AllenBrent
Brook Apr.
Three Spinsters Pecsi-Adam
Emile Markus-Ra]nay Sept.
Dec. Il/37t
1/36 84
(See
"Speed
Mad,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
20/37.)
Toml
81
One ManofJustice
Starrett- Barbara
Weeks July
1/37 59
Vickl (Country Ball) Javor-Rose Coming
Barsony Sept. 25/37t 87
Outlaws
the Orient Chas.
Jack Holt-Mae
Clarke
Aug. 20/37t....6l
Parole
Racket
(G)
Paul
Kelly-Rosalind
Keith
Mar.
4/37
62.
Apr.
10/37
Pennies from Heaven (G) .Bing Crosby-Madge Evans Nov. 25/36 83. Dec. 18/36 My Daughter Is Different Turay-Kabos
..Oct. 20/37t . . . .88
(Exploitation:
in a Charda Javor-Lazar
Oct.
20/37+..... . .89
90
86; May 15/37.Dec.p. 5/36,
96.) p. 79; Feb. 8/37, p. 72; Mar. 27/37. pp. 81. 82; Apr. 3/37. p Tempest
Texas Mammy
Fedak
Oct.
Kabos
Oct. 25/37t.
30/37t 90 .
Racketeers in Exile (G) George Bancroft- Evelyn Venable Mar. 31/37 67. Apr. 3/37 Yellow Roses
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CHAET--CCNT*Dl
Time Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Tenth Man, The (G) 3622 John Lodge-Antoinette Cellier. . . May 15/37 65. Aug. 29/36
Two of Us 3619
Jack Hulbert-Gina Malo July 10/37 84
Where There's
July 26/37
Woman
Alone, aTheWill(G)3624.3601....Will
.Sylvia Hay
Sidney-John Loder Jan.
12/37 74
76. Jan. 2/37
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Sabotage.")
You're in the Army Now (G)
3620
Wallace Ford-Anna Lee Mar. 1/37 73. Feb. 20/37
(Reviewed under the title. "0. H. M. Coming
S.")
Bank Holiday
John Lodge-Margaret Lockwood
15/37t.... 81. Sept. 18, 37
Dr. SynWas (G)
Margaret Lockwood.
Girl
Young. The Geo.
Nova ArlissPilbeam
Look
Out
for
Love
Anna
Neagle-T.
Carminati
.72. Oct. 2/37
Non Stop New York (G) Anna Lee-Desmond Tester
Sailing
Along
Jessie
Matthews-Jack
Whiting..
Show Goes On, The Anna Neagle-T. Carminati
GRAND NATIONAL
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Re
Arizona
Days
(G)
147
Tex
RitterEleanor
Stewart
Jan.
30/37
52. Feb.
Bank Alarm 139 Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt June 25/37 63
Boots of Destiny 204 Ken Maynard-Claire Dodd Sept. 3/371.. ...60.
..56July
Captain
Calamity
128 George
Movita Nov.
66
Damaged
Goods (G)175
deHoustonCordoba
Aug 29/36 .70'/2.June
Forever Yours
155 Pedro
Benjamino
Gigli
May
...77
Girl Loves Boy 124 Eric Linden-Cecilia Parker Mar.
Girl Said No, The (G) 20I...Robt. Armstrong-Irene Hervey. . .Sept. 3/37f. .76'/2 . May 28/17
Gold
Racket,
(G) 138 .... Conrad Cagney-Mae
Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr.
10/37. . .65 </2 . May
1/37
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G)The 101
Dec. 20/37,
19/36
Jan. 16/37, James
p. 74: Jan. 23/ 37,Clarke
p. 78; Feb. Jan.
6/37, pp.2/3774, 77;73. Feb.
p. 85: Feb. 27/37. p. 81; May 22/37. p. 88.)
,'37...66'/2.Jan.
2/37
Hats Off (G) 108 Mae Clarke-John Payne Dec.
Headin'
for the Rio Grande Tex Ritter- Eleanor Stewart Dec. 20/36 61. Dec.
(G) 146
Hideout in the Alps 199 Jane Baxter-Anthony Bushell . . . July 23/37 75. Oct.
the title, Tex"DustyRitter-Jerry
Ermine.")
17/36
Hittin*(Reviewed
the (A)Trailunder
149
3/37 58
Juggernaut
154
Boris Karloff-Joan Bergh
Wyndham Apr.
Apr. 30/37
64. Oct.
Love
Man inTakesthe Flight
Mirror, (G)
The 206...
(A) Bruce Cabot- Beatrice Roberts. . .Sept. I7,'37f 71. Aug. 15/37
7/37
112
E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobin...Apr. 24/37. . .71 '/2. Jan. 16/37
Mystery men
of the Hooded
151 Horse- Tex Ritter-lris Meredith Aug. 6/37 60
Navy
RenfrewSpyof 137
the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Mar. 13/37 56
212
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Oct. 8/371 28/36
Riders of the Rockies 150 Tex Ritter-Louise Stanley July 2/37 .58'/2.Aug.
68
Romance and Riches (G) l53..Cary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27/
(Reviewed
the title.
Scotland
Yard under
Commands
(G) "The Amazing Quest.")
61. Feb.
152
Clive Brook-V. Hopper Jan. 23/ 37
371.... 61 .July
Shadow
Strikes,SingThe(G)(G)145...
202. Tex
Rod Ritter-Louise
La Rocque-LynnStanley
Anders. .. .Sept.
Sing, Cowboy.
May 22/10,' 37 59. June
Small
Town toBoy,SingTheAbout205(G) Stuart Erwin-Joyce Compton. . . .Sept. 24,' 371....6I
Something
37t...*90.Sept.
210
James Ritter-Joan
Cagney-E. Woodbury
Daw Nov.
Sept. 22/
30,' 36 62. Nov.
Song
of
the
Gringo
(G)
144.
..Tex
37
Sweetheart of the Navy 123... Eric Linden-Cecilia Parker June 18/ 37161
Trailing
Ken Maynard
Sept. 24.'6/37 63. Mar. 13, '37
Trouble inTrouble
Texas 208
(G) 148 Tex
Ritter
Mar.
(ReviewedLeaveunder(G)the 103..
title, "A Woman Alone.")
3
23,/2
We're Hours
in the Legion Now (G)..James Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. 20/37. . .72'/2. Mar. 6/37
FRANK NORTON
7
129
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston. .Jan. 16/37. . 55 '/2. Feb. 15/36
(Greek Dialogue, English Titles)
Running Time
Title
Rel.
the title, Conrad
"Rest Cure.")
Cargo (G)under136
Nagel-Eleanor
Astero
Miss Star
Kyvell
Feb. Date21/37.. Minutes Reviewed Yellow(Reviewed
Coming Hunt Nov. 8/36 63. Nov. 14/36
Far from the Crowd Mary Tsagonis
Apr. 7/37..
Ftohea Toy Mpoam Vasoula Manolidoy
Sept.
Death
Takes
a
Cruise
Coming
5/37t.
Gorgeous
Anna Sten
Kainourgea Zoe
Rita
Karmen
Nov.
Here's
Casey 211 Erlo Linden-Boots Mallory Oct. 22/371
Reborn
Elene
Papadake
Dec.
HonoluluFlashHoneymoon
Killers of
True Love
Sophea Damogloy Oct.
the Se
King ofof thethe Golden
Sierras West
207 Tex
Rex-Shiek
Nov. 26,'37t
Ritter
GB PICTURES
5....CMeapt.Again
Running Time a (G) l3Law
Love
Anna Sten
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Star
Love
Runs
Into
Money
W
a
l
lace Cas
Backstage 3614
Anna Neagle-Arthur Tracy .Mar. 15/37 65
eweStuart
a Barrel
Chandler. . Nov. I2,'37t
Everybody Dance (G) 3613 Ernest Truex-C. Courtneidge. . . .Feb. 15/37 70. Sept. 12/36 Mr.(SeeBoggs"In Buys
llSept.MaErwin-Helen
theRancho
Cutting
Room,"
y25/37.)
Gangway
(G)
Jessie
Matthews-Nat
Pendleton..
.Sept.
l/37t
88.
Aug.
28/37
Murder
at
the
Ken Maynard
Head Over Heels In Love (G)
Orchid
Girl
Anna
Sten
49. May
3604
Borrell..
,'37. .8 1. Feb. 13/37 Painter in the Sky
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, Jessie
p. 84; MatthewsMar. 13/37.Louisp. 78.)
Photo
Finish
Conrad
Nagel-Eleanor
Hunt
Feb.
20.'
Covered Wagons
King
Solomon's Mines (G)
.76. July 3/37 Snow
3618
Young.
Spy ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct. 10/36
(See production article. MayCedrio
22/37,Hardwicke-Roland
p. 16.)
Stars
Stripes
Nov. 15/36 63. May 30/36 Swing It Sailor Wallace Ford-Isabel Jewell Nov. 5/37t
Love In Exile (A) 3623 Clive Brook-Helen Vinson •Jan.
20/37p. 88.)71. Nov. 28/36
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray Mar. 6/37,
(See
"He
Wanted
to
Marry,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Sept.
25/37.)
title, "His
Rides with the Boy Scouts Tex Ritter
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder
(G) the3821
John Lordship.")
Lodge-John (Exploitation:
Loder Jan. 15/37 69. May 18/36 Tex214
Oct. 29/37t
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Ourselves
Alone.")
Wallaby
Jim of the Islands
Silent Barriers (G) 3608 Richard Arlen-Lilli Palmer....
.Apr.
29/37
83.
Feb.
27/37
213
Geo.
Houston-Ruth
CtiraUB
Oct. I5,'37t
(See
production
Apr. 3/37,
o 17,Who37,p. 10;p. 90;exploitation:
p. 65;"TheMayGreat1/37,Barrier,"
p. 81; June
26/37,article,
p. 121;Feb.JulyTw6/37,
Dared July 24/37, pp. 79.
81:
Aug.
7/37,
p.
94;
Sept.
4/37,
p.
96.)
GUARANTEED
Running Time
Strangers On a Honeymoon (G)
(A) 1
36
Title
Star
Rel. Date Ml antes
3615
C. Cumoilngs-Noah Berry
Talk of the Devil (G) 3607. . . Rioardo Cortez-Sally Eilers... Dec. 15/3613 A67.nnaJan. 9/37 Crime Patrol
Ray Walker-Geneva Mitchell Mar. 1/37 63..
ee Men on a Horse
(G) 151. Frank McHugh-Joan
Sten-H
Blondell. ... Nov. 21,
enry W
ilco
85. Dec. 5,'36
xon
May
RELEASE
(THE
FIRST NATIONAL
Warner Brothers)Bel. Date Runnin8
Title (See also
Star
Minutes
..82.TlBie
Aug.Reviewed
Back
In
Circulation
(A)
266..
Joan
Blondell-Pat
O'Brien
Sept.
.
25/37t-.
Case of the Stuttering Bishop.
7/37
The, 176
Donald Woods-Ann Dvorak June
.*85.July
Cherokee
Strip
178
Dick Francis-Ian
Foran-Jane Bryan
May
Confession
(A)
158
Kay
Hunter
Aug.
24/37
28/37... .64. May
Dance, Charlie, Dance (G)
165
Stuart Erwln-Jean Mulr Aug. 14/37... ..58. Aug. 1/37
Draegerman Courage (G) 168.. Jean Muir-Barton MacLane May 15/37...
29/36
Empty
Holsters
Walthall.. .July
Ever Since
Eve 179
(G) 162 Dick
MarionForao-Patrioia
Davles-R. Montgomery..
.July 17/37... .101. Dee. 26/37
12/36
Geld Diggers of 1937 (G) 151. Dick Powell-Joan Blondell Dec. 26/36...
(Exploitation:
Jan.
2/37,
p.
100;
Jan.
9,'37,
p.
71;
Feb.
13/37,
p.
86:
Mar.
6/37,
p.
90.)
.
.85.
Jan.
Green Light (G) 154 Errol Flynn-Anita Louise Feb. 20/37...
22/37.
(Exploitation:
Mar. p.27,'37,
pp. 78,12/37,81; p.Apr.94; 3,'37.
p. 89:p. May68.)> 1/37, p. 79; May 9/37
p.
90;
May
29,'37,
67;
June
July
3/37,
Guns of Pecos 960 Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Jan.
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull Mar.
61. Mar.
2/37t.. ..61 6/37
Love Is on the Air 269 Ronald Reagan-June Travis Oct. 20/37...
Marked Woman (A) 156 Bette Davis-H. Bogart Apr.
6/37
Men in Exile 174 Richard Purcell-June Travis Apr.
(See "InJusticethe Cutting
Room,"Josephine
Nov. 21,Hutchinson-G.
'36.)
,.*80.July
82. May 22/37
Mountain
(A)
161
Brent.
.Apr.
24/37...
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (G)
159
Kenny Baker-Jane Wyman Aug. 21/37... ..65. Mar.
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Muir Jan. 23/37...
6/37
Penrod
and
Sam
(G)
172
Billy
Mauch-Henry Clancy
Watson Sept.
Feb. 28/37... ..64.Jan. 31/37
16/37
Prairie
Thunder
180
Dick
Foran-EIIen
Prince and the Pauper, The
.120.
Apr.
(G) 152
Mauch Twins-Errol Flynn May 8/37...
(Exploitation:
May
29,'37, p.Pat66;O'Brien-Humphrey
June 26,'37, p. 121;Bogart..
July .Aug.
3,'37, p. 68.) ..70. Apr. 17/37
San
Quentln
(G)
163
Sing Me a Love Song (G) 160. James Melton-Patricia Ellis
Jan. 7/37... ..79. Oct. 3/37
26,'36, Kay
p. 70.)Franois-lan Hunter Feb. 9/37... . .80. Dec. 17/36
Stolen(Exploitation:
Holiday (G) Dec.157
6/37... .*94. Aug. 26/36
TalentCertain
Scout (G)
Donald Davis-Henry
Woods-JeanneFonda
Madden. . .July
12/37
That
Woman166
(A) 254. Bette
Sept . 24/37...
7/37
I8.'37t..
(Exploitation:
Sept.
25,
'37,
p.
69.)
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Tora Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37
They Won't Forget (A) 265. ..Gloria Dickson-Claude Rains. . .Oct. 9/37t....95.June 19/37
(See production artlole, "The Deep South," May 8,'37, p. 16.)
(Exploitation:
12, '36,Mar.p. I3,'37,
81; Dec.p. 80;I9.'36,
89; p.Dec.83.)26, '36, p. 70; Jan. 2,'37, p.
106; Jan. 9.'37,Dec.p. 71;
May p.I, '37,
Coming
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell
Adventurous Blonde, The (G)..GIenda Farrell- Barton MacLane. . Nov. I3,'37t. ..*65.Sept. 11/37
Alcatraz
Gold Is Island
Where 264
You Find It.. John
GeorgeLitel-Ann
Brent-O. Sheridan
de HavillandNov. 6,'37t.
Hollywood
Hotel
Dick
Powell-Frances
Langford
It's LoveThanI'm Life
After (G) 207.. Leslie
Howard-Bette Sheridan
Davis Nov 20.'37t...*87.July 31/37
Larger
Frank McHugh-Ann
• Over the Goal 272 William Hopper-June Travis Oct. I6,'37t.
Perfect Specimen,
The (G) 257. Ronald
Errol Flynn-Joan
Oct. 23,'37t.
2, '37
Sergeant
Murphy
Reagan-MaryBlondell
Maguire
Shi
the
Octopus
Hugh
Herbert-Marcia
Ralston
Dec.
Il,'37t
•
She
Loved a Fireman Dick
Foran-Ann Sheridan
I8.'37t
Submarine
Pat O'Brien-George
Brent Dec.
Nov. 27,'37t
This WomanD-lIs 258
Dangerous. .Kay
Francis-Pat O'Brien
West (Reviewed
of Shanghaiunder(G)the164....
.Boris
Karloff-Beverly
Roberts
*65.July 17/37
title, 'War Lord.")

6M.a2y2/37
.June 7

October 9
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CHAKT— CONT'D)
Running Time
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Buster Crabbe
Family
Affair,
A
(G)
632
Lionel
Barryraore-Ceellia
Parker
.
Mar.
12/37
69.72. Oct.
Mar. 31/36
20/37
Jack Mulhall
GeneralEarth.
SpankyThe(G)(A)714
SpankyMuni-Luiso
McFarland-P.Rainer
Holmes Aug.
Dec. 11/36
Coming
Good
741.
...Paul
6/37.
...
139.
Feb.
6/37
(See production artiole, July 11/36, p. 76; exploitation: Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 20/37,
Richard Hay ward
p.July85;10/37.
Apr. p.3/37,87; p.Aug.69;7/37,
May pp.1/37.90, p.92;83;Sept.May18/37,
15/37,pp.pp.82,96,85;99;Oct.June2/37,12/37,
p.
Richard Hayward
p. 76.) 94;
'37t.
Good (Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
Wallace
Beery-Betty
Furness.
.
.
.
Apr.
23/37
76.
Apr.
24/37
Running Time
HOFFBERG
29/37. p. 67; June 26/37, p. 121.)
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Hell Divers (re-issue) (G)
Title
Star
Clark Crawford-William
Gable- Wallace Beery
June
4/37. ... 109.98. Dec.
26/31
Calling All Cars Jack LaRue-Lillian Miles Feb. I0,'37 62. Jan. 26/35 Last
of
Mrs.
Cheyney,
The
719.
Joan
Powell.
.
Feb.
19/37
Feb.
27/37
Fire Trap, The
Norman
Foster-Evalyn Knapp. Jan. 10. '37 58. Dec. 7.'35
(Exploitation: Apr. 3/37, p. 86; May 15/37, p. 94; June 12/37, p. 92.)
Inyaah
Borneo Expedition
.75.70
London
ByX (A)
Night806
(G) 740. ... Gladys
George George-Warren
Murphy-Rita Johnson.
.July 30/37
Phantom of Santa Fe Nina Quartaro-Norman Kerry.. Nov. I5,*36t
Madame
William... .Oct.
l/37t 69.71.72. July
Oct. 24/37
10/37 82
13/36
Nov.
Rescue
Ralph Film
Forbes-Sheila Terry....
Mad Holiday
(G) (G)706
Elissa
Landi-EdmundBrady
Lowe Nov.
Uncle fromSquad
America Czech
15/36
90
Mama
Steps
Out
721
Guy
Kibbee-Alice
Feb.
I.'37t....70
5/37 65. Feb.
Manhattan Melodrama
Voloe of India Hoefler Expedition
I. '37 85. Mar. 20,'37 (re-issue) (G)
Wedding of Palo, The (G) Rasmussen'sComing
Eskimo Drama
0. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July
8/37
28/34
Man
of
the
People
(G)
716...
Joseph
Calleia-Florence
Rice
Jan.
Married Before Breakfast (G)
30/37
Ada
Don't
Do
That
Polish
Film
736
Young-Florence Eddy
Rice Juno
18/37... 132.70. June
Business in Distress Czech Film
(G) analysis:
720Mar. 27/37,
J.Robt.MacDonald-Nelson
Mar. p.28/37.
Mar. p.26/37
13/3764;
I Give My Heart (A) Gitta Alpar
85.80. Nov. 16/35
I6,'35 Maytime
(Musical
p.p. 15;89; exploitation:
Feb.68,27/37,
85;24/37,Apr. p.3/37,
Invitation to the Waltz (G) ... Lilian Harvey
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78;
May
22/37,
June
5/37.
pp.
69;
July
80.)
Kathleen
Mavourneen
Sally
O'Neil-lrish
Cast
Dear Marietta
Miss Aldrich
(G) 803.
Edna MayMacDonald-N.
Oliver-W. Pidgeon.
.73. Sept. 11/37
Maid of the Mountains, The
.80. Apr. 22/33 MyNaughty
(re-issue)
(G) Jeanette
Eddy . .Sept.
Aug. l7/37t. . .105.
Mar. 2/35
Harry Film
Welchman
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery- R. Russell. g. 6/37. .117.
Song(G)
of the Lark Czech
Apr.
..67.
Feb. 10/37
6/37
Nobody's (G)Baby722
(G) 729 Clark
Patsy Gable-Myrna
Kelly-Robt. Armstrong.
Student's Romance, The (G)..Patric Knowles
78. Aug. I0,'35 Parnell
Loy
.119. June 12/37
4/37.
(See
production
article,
Feb.
13/37.
p.
16.)
HUNGARIA
Running Time
Personal
Property
(G)
725
Jean
Harlow-Rohert
Taylor...
.Mar. 19/37 84. Mar. 20/37
Star
Tit'8
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
(Exploitation: May 1/37, p. 79: June 12/37, p. 93.)
Affair of Honor Gy Kabos
Sept. I l/37t 9 rls
Pick a Star (G) 735 Jaok Haley-Patsy Kelly May 21/37 70. Apr. 24/37
Bride
from
Torocke
Paul
Javor
Oot.
l/37f.
.
.
10
rls
Romeo
and
Juliet
(G)
1100...
Norma
Shearer-Leslie
Howard.
.
.Apr.
16/37. p....68:127. Jan.
July 23/37,
18/38
Exception
Granted GyImroKabos
Raday-Klari Tolnay June
11/37 89 rls
(See
production
article.
Mar.Feb.28/36,
p.p. 16:77; exploitation:
Jan.
9/37.
Extra. Extral
Feb. 20/37
Rls
p.
79;
Jan.
30/37,
p.
83;
6/37,
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
78,
79:
Apr.
24/37,
p.
94;
Honeymoon
Onin Cut-Rate
Paul
Javor- I. Agai
Feb. 2l/37t....9
6/37 8 rls
rls
May 3/37,
1/37, pp.p. 80;69, May
8/37,17/37,
p. 74;p. May
29/37,24/37,
p. 70;p. June
26/37,31/37.pp. p.118,80.)119, 123:
ItPay,
Happened
Budapest
Gy
Kabos-Zita
Perczel
Sept.
July
70;
July
91;
July
80:
July
Madame
Paul Javor
May 30/37 8 rls
(Exploitation: Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
2l,'37t. ..9 rls.
All Men Are Wild.
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret Lindsay.. .Dec. 18/36 74. Dee. 18/36
Song
of the City (G) 724.... Dean Jeffries-Margaret Lindsay. .Apr. 2/37 69. Mar. 27/37
I0/37+.
Gy Kabos-Anna
Kabos-M. Erdely
Tarzan(Exploitation:
Escapes (G) 711 p.J. 96;Welssrauller-M.
. Nov. p. 8/36
Nov.p. 7/36
I9,'37t. .10 rls.
Dec. 26/36, p.O'Sullivan.
75; Feb. .6/37,
72; Feb. 89.20/37,
85.)
Nov. 30/37t.
Gy
Tokes
They Gave Him aNov.Gun28/36,
(A)
rls.
I Picked You for My Hu
4/37t. ..9
731
S. Tracy-G. George-F. Tone May 14/37 94. May 15/87
..8
rls.
24/37t.
Two Prisoners
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell May 7/37 66. May 8/37
I2,'37t. .10 rls.
Topper(Exploitation:
(G) 738
. July2/37,16/37
Aug. 21/37. Constance
p. 75; Sept.Bennett-C«ry
4/37, pp. 95,Grait...
97; Oct.
pp. 76, 97.77.)July 17/37
IMPERIAL
Running Time
Horn (re-issue) (G) . . . Harry Carey-Edwlna Booth May reissue 120. Jan. 24/31
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Trader
Under
Cover
of
Night
(G)
715.
Edmund
Lowe-Florence
Rice
Jan.
8/37
9/37
Broken Blossoms (A) Dolly Haas-E. Williams Dec. 1/36 80. June 6/36 Way (Exploitation:
Out West (G)July734
Apr. 16/37 72.64. Jan.
Jan. 2/37
17/37, p.Laurel
92.) and Hardy
Dead
March,
The
(A)
Boake
Carter
Sept.
I5,'37t.
..
.73.
Sept.
11/37
Women Men Marry, The (A)
High Relations
Hat
Frank ForbesLuther- Frances
Dorothy Grant
Dare Jan.
1/37 90
Rich
Ralph
Feb. 1/37
90...
J. Hutchinson-George
Coming Murphy. .. .Sept. I0.'37t. .Sept. 11/37
She Shall Have Music Jack Hylton-June Clyde Nov. 1/36 90. Dec. 1/35 802
With Pleasure, Madame Conrad Nagel-Marta
Bad
Man
of
Brimstone
Wallace
Beery-V.
Bruce Nov. I9,'37t.
Coming Labarr Apr. 15, '37 90
Conquest
Back from Reno
(See 805
"In the Cutting Room,"GretaSept.Garbo-Charles
11/37.) Boyer Oct. 22,'37t.
Beauty
Racket
Double
Wedding
(G)
807
William
Powell-Myrna
Deerslayer
Firefly, The (G) Jeanette MaoDonald-AllanLoy Oct. I5,'37t.
Honor
AmongPayment.
Wome
Four
Marys, The Myrna Loy-Franchot Tone
INightDemand
.Betty Burgess-Jack LaRue.
Last
Gangster,
The
Nov. 29/I2,'37t.
of Crime
Live,
Love
and Learn
808 E.Robt.G. Robinson-Rose
Montgomery-R. Stradner.
Russell. .... .Oct.
37t.
Sky Girl
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)
Mannequin
Joan
Crawford-Spencer
Tracy
Dec.
I7,'37t.
Blue and Gold Lionel
Young.. .Dec.
3/37t.
Time Reviewed Navy,
Rosalie
Eleanor Barrymore-Robt.
Powell-Nelson Eddy
Dec. 3l/37t.
StarINVINCIBLE
Rel. Date Running
Minutes
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
Miokey
Rooney-Sophie
Tucker
Nov.
26/37t.
.Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon. .Nov. 5/36 96
Ugly Duckling Allan Jones-Judy Garland
MONOGRAM
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
Running Time
Title
SaratogaReviewed
Minutes Reviewed
Star
Rel. Date
Tltlt
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
(G
25,'37t...*60.Sept.
)
7
Atlantic
Flight
(G).
.Dick
Merrill-Paula
Stone . . July
Aug, 4/37t-...65 25/37
After the Thin Man (G) 713.. William Powell-Myrna Loy Deo. 25/36. ... 1 12. Dec. 12/36 42
Blazing
Barriers
...
.
Edw.
Arnold,
Jr.-F.
McKinney.
Cl
(Exploitation:
Jan.
9/37,
p.
71;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
13/37,
p.
86:
May
1/37,
p.
80:
ar
k GaAbleBride for Henry,
.Anne Nagel-Neil Hamilton Sept. 29/6/37t
37t. ..58. Oct 2/37
June 5/37, p. 64.)
Walker-Milburn Stone Oct. 2/37t....56
April Romance (G) 706 Richard Tauber
Nov. 20/36 82. Feb. 13/37 Federal BulletsJean HarTerry
lowKeene
July 23/
God's
Country
and
the
Man
Tom
Sept.
Bad
Guy
(G)
743
Bruce
Cabot-Virginia
Grey
Aug.
27/37
69.
Aug.
28/37
7/37t....62.July
3/37
Rooney-Anne Nagel
July 28/37t..
Between Two Women (G) 737. Virginia Bruce-Franchot Tone... July 9/37 89. July 3/37 Hoosier
94. July July
..62
4.'S7t....62
Legion ofSchoolboy
Missing (G)
Men Mickey
Ralph Forbes
Big
City
(A)
801
Spencer
Tracy-Luise
Rainer
Sept.
3/37t.
.
.
.80.
Sept.
24
/3
7
Outer
Gate
Ralph Morgan-Kay
Linaker Aug. 2l/37t 73. Aug. 14/37
Born to Dance (G) 709 Eleanor Powell-James Stewart Nov. 27/36 108. Nov.
Paradise
Isle (G)
(Exploitation: Jan. 2/37. p. 108: Jan. 23/37. p. 80: Mar. 20/37. p. 77.)
(Exploitation:
Sept. 18/37,Warren
p. 83.) Hull-Movita July
Bride WoreMelody
Red. Theof 1938
(G) 804(G) Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone Oct. 8/37f. . *1 00 . Oct.
21/37
Broadway
Riders of the Dawn (G) Jack Randall-Peggy Keys July l4/37t....55.Aug.
I8.'37t....65 Feb. 15/36
Shadows of the Orient (G) Regis Toomey-Esther Ralston Aug. 22/37t...'65.Sopt.
739
Eleanor
PowellRobt.
Taylor
Aug.
20/37
1
10.
Aug.
21/37
25/37
Stars Over Arizona
KathleenCourtney
Eliot Sept.
Camilla
(A) 639
Taylor Jan.Jan. 8/37,1/37.p. ...K 108. Dec. 13/37,
19/36 Thirteenth
.70
Coming
Man(G) Jack
Weldon RandallHeyburn-I.
June 30/37t-.
(See
article,p. 78.)Dec.Greta24/36.Garbo-Robert
p. 16: exploitation:
I0,*37f.
p. 78:production
Mar. 27/37,
Boy
of
the
Streets
Jackie
Cooper
Nov.
Captains
Courageous
(G)
717..
F.
Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy...
June
25/37
116.
Apr.
the Range Tim McCoy
(See production artiole, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 31/37,
3/37 Code of Fair,
The
p.pp.82:95, Aug.
7/37,2/37,pp. 91,
97; Oct.
p. 77.)92; Aug. 21/37, pp. 76, 78; Aug. 28/37, p. 97: Sept. 4/37, County
Danger
Valley
Randall
Nov. I7.'37t.
Movita
Dangerous Number (G) 718. ..Robert Young-Ann Sothern Jan. 22/37 71. Feb. • 6/37 Land of the Sky Blue Water. . Jack
3/37t.
Day (See
at theproduction
Raees, A article,
(G) 730.Apr.Marx24/37,
Brothers-Allan
Jones
June
1
1/37.
...
1
1
1
.June
19/37
Luck
of
Roaring
Camp
Owen
Davis,
Jr.-Joan
Woodbury.
.Nov.
Marines Are Here, The
Woman
Oot. 20,'37t.
p. 86; Jirly 17/37, p. 89; Apr. 7/37, p.p. 12;91.) exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 10/37, Numbered
Romance of the Llmberlost Milburn Stone
Emperor's
Candlesticks. The
Telephone Operator
(G) 733
Rainer. .. .July
2/37 89.67. July
Oct. IS/37t.
Espionage
(G) 723 William
Edmund Powell-Luise
Lowe-Madge Evans
Feb. 26/37
Mar. 3/37
6/37 Where Trails Divide Tom Keene
Tlt1«
Oil Raider, The
White Ivory
Early Bird, The
Irish and Proad of It

'
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Title
6.'36..
IreneStarBenny-Gail
Hervey-Chas.Patrick
Starrett...
Along
Love (G)(G) 3616.
Feb.
I3,'37t. .66.
Artists Came
and Models
3702 Jack
.97. Aug.
p.
83.)
(Exploitation:
Sept.
18,'
6/37t..
Blonde
Trouble(G) 3701
Johnny Downs-E. Whitney Aug. 26,'37...
Borderland
3668
Bulldog Drummond
Comes William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Feb.
Back (G)
Bulldog
Drummond Escapes J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell. .Sept. 24,'37t...*58.Sept.
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather Angel Jan. 22,'37 65. Mar.
Champagne Waltz (G) 3628 Gladys Swarthout-F. M ac Murray. .J a,™. 29,'37 85. Dee.
(Exploitation:
Jan.
16,
'37.
pp.
80; July 3,'37. p.Wynters.
70; July. Feb.10/37,12/37
p. 87.)
Clarence 3632
Roscoe79, Karns-Charlotte
"In theSaw,Cutting
Crime(SeeNobody
The (G)Room," Dec. 26/36.)
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr.
Doctor's Diary, A (G) 3627 John Trent-Helen Burgess Jan. 15/37.. ..77. Jan.
Double
Or Nothing
(G) 3707... Jean
Bing Crosby-MarthaArnold
Raye Sept. 30/37
I7,'37t ...95. Aug.
Easy
Living
(G)
3652
Easy to Take 3617 MarshaArthur-Edw.
Hunt-John Howard July
Nov. 6/36 88.67July
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
Exclusive
(G) (G)
3653
F. MacMurray-Frances
Farmer. . July
30/37
85.56. July
July
Forlorn
River
3650
June
M Morleyartel -Larry
Crabbe
July
2/37
Girl
from
Scctland
Yard
3638..
Karen
Robert
Baldwin
Apr.
2/37
61
Go3618
West, Young Man (A) Mae West, Randolph Scott....
Nov. 14/36
Nov. 13, 36 80.70. July
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36, p. 72; Jan. 2/37, p. 106; Jan 30/37.
24/37
p. 84.)
25/37.
Great
Gambini,
The
(G)
3648..
Akim
TarairoffMarian
Marsh.
.
.June
20/37
Her Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick... Mar.
..72.
Nov.
Hideaway
Girl
(G)
3619
Martha
Raye-Robt.
Cummings.
20/36.
.
..Nov.
14/36
High. Wide and Handsome (G)
3710
Oct. l,'37t.. .142. July 24/37
Hills
of Old Wyoming (G) Irene Dunne-Randolph Seott... ..Apr.
17/37
Hopalong Cassidy Returns (G)
3666
William Boyd-Evelyn Brent. . . Sept.
22/36
. .65.66. Aug.
May
Hopalong Rides Again (G) 3753. William Boyd-George Hayes ..May
3/37t..
21/37
22/37
4/37
29/37
1 Met Him in Paris (G) 3644. Claudette Colbert-M. Douglas..
Internes
Can't
Take
Money
17/37
..Apr.
(A)(Exploitation:
3639Aug. 28/37, p.Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea.
98.)
John3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold- Francine Larrimore. . Feb. 26/37 87. Feb. 27/37
Jungle Princess, The (G) 3620. Ray M illand- Dorothy Lamour Nov. 23/37 78. Apr. 24/37
King Train
of Gamblers
(A) 3640
Last
from Madrid
(G) Lloyw Nolan-Claire Trevor Apr. 11/37 77. June 12/37
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamour June 18/36 80. Feb. 27/37
Let's
Make
a
Million
(G)
3622. C.Edward
Everett MacMurray
Horton Feb.
Dec. 19/37 86. Jan. 30/37
Maid(Exploitation:
of Salem (G) Mar.
3634
Colbert-Fred
20/37,
p.
76;
Apr.
24/37,
p.
92;
May
22/37. p. 89.)
Make Way for Tomorrow (G)
3641
Bondi-Victor
30/37
May 25/37,
1/37
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p.Beulah
80; July
31/37, p.Moore
82; Sept.Apr.11/37,
p. 84;92.Sept.
pp. 69, 70.)
Midnight
(G) 3649.(G) .. Warren William-Mady Correll July 2/37 65. June 12/37
Mind Your Madonna
Own Business
3625
Charles Ruggles-Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/36
Mountain
Music (G)July8647
Bob Burns-Martha Raye June 18/37 77. June 19/37
(Exploitation:
17/37,
p.
95; Sept.
18/37, (G)p. 86.)89; July 24/37, pp. 79, 81; Aug. 7/37, pp. 90, 92; Sept. 4/37,
Murderp. Goes
to College
3633
Roscoe Karns-Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37
Night
A (A) (G)3643. Roscoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May 21/37 75. May 22/37
North ofof theMystery,
Rio Grande
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37
On Such a Night
(A) Warren
Karen Morley-Grant
Richards
20,'37t. . . .73.79. Aug.
Outcast
3629
William-Karen
Morley. . Aug.
Feb.
Feb. 21/37
6/37
Partners (G)in Crime
3711 Lynne Overman
-Roscoe Karas
Oct. 5/37
8/37t 62
Plainsman,
The
(G)
3624
Gary
Cooper-Jean
Arthur
Jan.
1/37
113.
Nov.
28/36
(Exploitation: Jan. 30/37, p. 85; Feb. 20/37, p. 82; Feb. 27/37, p. 83; Mar. 6/37, p. 91;
Mar. 24/37,
13/37, p.p. 80;93; Mar.
82; Mar.
3/37, p. 66;
Apr.
May 20/37,
29/37, pp.p. 68;78, Aug.
21/37,27/37,
p. pp. 80, 82,23/37.83; . Apr.
, . 60. July 10/37
Rustlers' Valley (G) 3671 William Boyd-George Hayes. ..July
. .Sept.
. Dec. I7,'37t.. ..68. Sept. 21/35
She Asked for It (G) Wm. Gs
20 '37t- ..62. Aug. 4/37
Trent.
She's
No
Lady
(G)
Ann
Dv<
7/37
Sophie Lang Goes West (G)
I0,'37t.. .♦60. Sept. 14/37
3706
Gert.
Michael-Larry
Crabbe....
3/37t.. ..92. Aug. 4/37
Souls(Seeat Seaproduction
(G)
Gary
Cooper-George
Raft
.Sept.
article, Jan. 30/37, p. 16.)
Swing High, Swing Low (G)
.Mar.
20/37
3634
(Exploitation: May 29/37, p.Carole
67.) Lombard -F. MacMurray.. .Dec. 12/37 . 97. Mar.
..77.
Jan.
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison ... .May
11/36...
..80.
May
29/37
14/37...
Turn
2/37
ValiantOff isthethe Moon
Word (G)for 3642...
Carrie Chas. Ruggles-Eleanore Wnitney.
, Oct. 2/36... .109. Sept. 26/36
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37, p.Gladys
George-Arline
Judge
76; Feb. 13/37, p. 86.)
3/37
Waikiki Wedding (G) 3637.... Bing Crosby-Shirley Ross a .Mar.
June p.12/37,
5/37, , p. 67; .'37.
83 pp.
(Exploitation:
May
1/37",
p.
81;
May
15/37,
p.
89;
Jum
July 31
92, 93; p.July98; 3,Sept.
'37. p.11/37,
70; Julyp. 83;
10/37,Sept.p. 80;18/37,July p.17/37.
; Aug.
28/37.
86.) P. 91 : 16/36..
...81. Oct. 8/36
Wedding(Exploitation:
Present (G)Dec.3613
5/36, Joan
p. 78.)Bennett-Cary Grant . .July

October

9, 1937

CHACT—CCNT'D)
Title
Star
Rel. DateRunning
MinutesTime Reviewed
Barrier.
The
Jimmy
Ellison-Jean
Parker
Nov.
I2,'37t
(See production article. Sept. 18/37, p. 14.)
Big Broadcast of 1938 W. C. Fields-Martha Raye
Blossoms
of Broadway
Ross Nov. I9,'37t
(See production
article Sept.Edward
25/37, Arnold-Shirley
p. 16.)
Born
to
the
West
John
Wayne-Marsha
Hunt
Buccaneer, The
Fredric March-Franciska Gaal
City
Hall ofScandal
Lynne May
Overman-J.
Barrymore
Nov. I9,'37t
Daughter
Shanghai Anna
Wong-Chas.
Bickford
Ebb
Tide
(A)
Oscar
Homolka-Frances
Farmer.
.
Oct. 26,'37t. . . .94. Oct. 2/37
Every
Day'sNavy
A Holiday Mae
Lowe
Hold
Lew West-Edmund
Ayres-Mary
Nov. 5/37t
Love on'EmToast
Stella
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne
Texas Trail
William Boyd-George Hayes Nov. 26,'37t
This Way,
Please (G) Eleanore
C. (Buddy)Whitney-Johnny
Rogers-Betty Grablc.Oct.
I5,'37t . .. .63. Sept. 18/37
Thrill
of a Lifetime
Downs
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Thunder
Trail (G) C.Gilbert
Roland-Marsha
Hunt Oct. 22/37t. . .*56. Oct. 2/37
True
Confession
Lombard-Fred
Wells
FrancesMacMurray
Yellow Fargo
Nightingale Joel
GladysMcCreaSwarthoutJohnDee
Boles
You and Me
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft ..Oct. 22,'37t
Running Time
RAY KIRKWOOD
Title
Star
Rel. Date3/37t
Minutes Reviewed
...Jan.
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
NelsonDonald
Reed
El Justiciero Ernesto Guillen
..Jan. 3/37t
Fighting
Vagabonds
Donald Reed
Masked Devil,
The Bobby
Bobby NelsonNelson-Donald
Reed ..Feb.
Apr. I9,'37t
4/37t
RELIABLE RunningTirae
Title
Star
Re|. Date Minutes Reviewed
Ambush
..Nov.
1/36 56
Santa FeValley
Rides Bob
Bob Custer
Custer
Feb. 25/37
58
Silver
Trail
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jr.-Rex
Lease
Feb.
28/37
Vengeance of Rannah Rin-Tin-Tin.Coming
Jr.-Bob Custer Nov. 6 /36 56
56

6
.28/3

84.Nov

Apache
Bob Custer
Custer
Frontier Trail
Fury
Bob
Outlaw
River
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Prairie Terror
Bob Custer
Thundering Stampede Bob Custer
REPUBLIC
Title
Rel. Date
Affairs of Cappy Ricks, The
Star
56. June 28/37
5/37
(G)
6027
Walter
Brennan-Mary
Brian
May 24,8, 37
37....*60.Aug.
All Over Town (G) 6020 Olsen and Johnson Sept.
37t
Arizona
Gunfighter
7121
Bob
SteeleJean
Carmen
Sept.
20,
37
51
Bar Z Bad Men 6323 Johnny Mack Brown-L. January. . .Jan. 20, 36 61. Feb. 13/37
Beware of Ladies (G) 6011 Donald Cook-Judith Allen Dec. 21,
Big Show, The 6301 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Nov. 16,
the Cutting
24/36.) Beatrice Roberts. . Mar. 22, 37 59. Mar. 27/3
Bill (See
Cracks"InDown
(G) 6028Room,"GrantOct.WithersBoothill
Brigade
6328
Johnny
Mack
Brown-C.Allen
Rochelle. . Oct.
Aug.c. 28,4,2,
Boots and Saddles 7106.: Gene Autry-Judith
Border
Phantom
6333
...Bob
SteeleHarley
Wood
Bulldog Drummond at Bay
.'37 62. July 31/37
(G) 6025
John Travis-Bob
Lodge- DorothyLivingston
Mackaill July
Circus
Girl 6014 June
Mar. I '37 57. May 29/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
13/37.)
July 31/37
Come On, Cowboys (G) 6317... Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan May 24 '37 57.53
Dangerous
6026... Bob
Ra Hould-Hedda
Doomed at Holiday
Sundown (G)6337
Steele-LorraineHopper
Hayes June
June 7,7, '37
'37t....64.Sept.
53 4/37
Escape by Terror,
Night (G)The 7015
Wm. Hall-Anne
Nagel
.55
Gambling
6324 Johnny
Mack Brown-I.
Meredith. .Sept.
Feb. 26,20,15,
Ghost
Town
Gold
6312
Bob
Livingston-Ray
Corrigan
Oct.
Git Along Little Dogies (G)
.May
Mar. 22/37 62. Apr. 3/37
Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen...
v. 19/
6336
Bob Steele-Louise Stanley.
.56
Gun Ranger,Ranch
The 6332
Bob Livingston-Ray
Steele- Eleanor Stewart
.56
Gunsmoke
6316 Bob
Corrigan May '37t....56
Guns in the Dark 6326 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle . .Apr.
.68. Dec. 12/36
Happy-Go-Lucky
(G)
6013
Phil
Regan-Evelyn
Venable
Dec.
Heart of the Rockies 71 1 1 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Sept.
Hit (Exploitation:
Parade, The (G)July6002
10/37, (j.Frances
86.) Langford-Phil Regan Apr.
' 67. Mar.
Hit the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Mar. 3, ' 60. Jan.
It Could Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds June 28,
the Cutting6005Room,"Guy MayKibbee-Tom
15/37.) Brown Apr. 5,
Jim (See
Hanvey,"In Detective
67. Feb. 27/37
6/37
Join the Marines (G) 6003 June Travis-Paul Kelly Jan. 25,
18/37
Larceny onLandthe 6322
Air (G) 6030... Johnny
Grace Bradley-Bob
Lawless
Mack Brown-L.Livingston
Stanley. .. Jan.
Nov. 23,II, i 55
Law Man is Born, A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. .June 21,
60 16/37
Lightnin'
Crandall
Bob Steele-Lois January Mar. 24,
Jan.
Man Betrayed.
A (G)6335
6012.
Meet
the Boy Friend
(G) ... Eddie Nugent-Kay Hughes Dec. 28, ... 63.56. July
31/37
6018
..Carol Hughes-David Carlyle July 12,
Michael
(Spec.)Room,"WynneApr.Gibson-Warren
Hull May 15,
1/37
(See O'Halloran
"In the Cutting
10/37.)
Navy Corral,
Blues The
(G) 6015
Mary Autry-Smiley
Brian-Dick Purcell
Old
6305 Gene
Burnette Apr.
Dec. 21,19,
.58. Mar. 13/37
(See "In
Cutting
7/36.)
Coming
Paradise
Expressthe (G)
6029Room,"GrantNov.Withers-Dorothy
Appleby. . Feb. 22/
Marlene Dietrich-H. Marshall. ..Oct. 29/37t. ...98. Sept. 25/37 Public Cowboy No. I 7105 Gene Autry-Ann Rutherford Aug. 23/

37

r.10/

83.Ap

Angel (A)

October
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CHACT«C€NT*D)
Date
Running Time
Title
Star
Title
Sl.ir
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Rel.
Range Defenders (G) 6318... .Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan June
Damsel Patrol
in Distress,' A John
Fred Beal-Sally
Astaire-JoanEilers
Fontaine
30/37 56. July 24,'37 Danger
Red Rope,In Thethe 6338
.*67.0ct. 2/37
Fight
for
Your
Lady
(G)
John
Boles-Ida
Lupino
Rhythm
Clouds (G) Bob Steele-Lois January July 19/37 60
I5.'37t 73. Sept. 4/37
Fit for a King (G) Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack .
6017
62. July 3.'37 Having
Wonderful
Time
Ginger
Rogers-D.
Fairbanks,
Jr
Riders
of the Whistling Skull Warren Hull-Patricia Ellis June 21/37
High Flyers
Wheeler and Woolsey
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Jan. 4,'37 55
Hitting ona Love
New High James
Lily Pons-John
Howard
Roarln' Lead 6313 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan Dec. 9,'36 53
Living
Dunn-Whitney
Bourne
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Nov.
7,'36.)
Rootin'
Tootin Rhythm (G) Gene Autry-Armida May I2,'37 60. May
She's
Gotthe That
Swing.'. Gene
Raymond-Ann
Sothern
Taking
Town
Fred
StoneDorothy
Vaughan
6307
There
Goes
the
Groom
(G)
Round-up
Time (G)
in Texas
Gene Autry-Smiley
Feb. 28, '37 58 8/37 807
Burgess Meredith-AnnWalbrook.
Sothern. . .. .Oct.
.Oct. 22,'37f
29,'37t. .... ."60.
Oct. 25/37
2/37
Sea
Racketeers
60196306. Weldon
Heyburn-JeanneBurnette
Madden.. Aug.
I6,'37 .*66.64. Aug.
I4.'37 Victoria the Great (G) 861. ...Anna
1 13. Sept.
Sheik
Steps
Out,
The
(G)
6006.
Ramon
Novarro-Lola
Lane
Sept,
July 31/37
Women Have a Way MiriamNeagle-Anton
Hopkins-Ray Milland
29,6/37...
'37
54
Trail
of
Vengeance
6325
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith.
.Mar.
I.
'37
52
Trusted Outlaw, The 6334 Bob Steele-Lois January Feb.
Two Wise Maids (G) 6004. ... Alison Skipworth-Polly Moran. .. .Feb. 15, '37 68. Feb. 6.'37
STATE RIGHTS
Yodelin'
Kid from Pine Ridge Autry-Betty Bronson June
Running Time
(G) 6308
Youth
on Parole 6022 Gene
Gordon Oliver-Marian Marsh Oct. 14, '37 60. June 26,'37
Title
Star Dist'r Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Heroes
of
the
Alamo
(G).Earl
Hodgins
Sunset
Aug.
19/37.
.*75. Aug. 7/37
(See "In the Cutting Room." Sept. Il,'37.)
Coming
Melody ofBuckaroo,
the PlainsThe(G).Fred
Scott Spectrum
Spectrum Apr.
15/37. .*55. Apr. 10/37
Singing
Fred Scott
Jan. 15/37
Colorado Kid 7123 Bob Steele-Marian Weldon
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 21/36.)
Duke Comes Merry-Go-Round
Back, The . . . Allan
Lane-HeatherDvorak
Angel
Three
Legionnaires
Manhattan
Phil Regan-Ann
What Price
Vengeance?(G)...Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37. .*60. Mar. 27/37
Portia on Trial 6001 Frieda Inescort-Walter Abel Oct. I8,'37.
I.'37t..
(G)
Lyle
Rialto June I .'37. . *65.July
.57. June 17/37
12/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
25,'37.)
Zamboanga (G)
NativeTalbot
Cast
Ridin' the Lone
Bob Steele-Claire
Rochelle Nov.
Nov. I5.'37t..
Springtime
In theTrail
Rockies Gene
Autry-Polly Rowles
I8,'37t..
Trigger Road,
Trio The
7112
Ray Corrigan-Max
Terhune
Oct. Il,'37t.. .Sept. 25/37
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Wrong
(G) 7016 Richard
Cromwell-Helen
Mack. ..Oct.
Running
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date4/37
Minutes
RKO RADIO
June
71. MayReviewed
8/37
Angel's
Holiday
(G)
754
Jane
WithersRobert
Kent
Title
Star
Rel.
inutes
Reviewed
Jan.
8/37
96.
It (G)article,
711 JuneElis.13/36,BergnerLaurence
Olivier..Jan . 23/37, p. 79.) Sept. 19/36
.*60.Aug. 21/37 As You(See Like
production
p.
16;
exploitation:
Annapolis
Salute
(G)
802
James
Ellison-Marsha
Hunt
..Sept.
..58.
June
12/37
June 18/37 61. Apr. 17/37
Behind the Headlines (G) 727. Lee Tracy-Diana Gibson May
Big Business (G) 759 Jed &Prouty-Spring
..60. July 31/37 Borneo
Mrs. Martin Byington
Johnson Sept. IO/37t....75'/2
Big
Shot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 John
Guy Kibbee-Cora
Witherspoon. ...June
. July
..67. May 29/37 Born Reckless (G) 758 Mr.
Border
Beal-Armida
Rochelle
Hudson-Brian
Donlevy.
July 9/37 58. June
..65.
Apr.
24/37
China
Worth- V.Grahame
Haworth Jan.
Mar.
May 26/37
8/37
Metropole (G)June750
..72. Apr. 10/37 Cafe (Exploitation:
19/37, Loretta
p. 84.) Young-Tyrone Power.... .May 7/37 . .58.83. July
CriminalPassage
Lawyer(G)(G)718
713 Constance
Lee Tracy-Margot
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27.
'37,
p.
81.)
Californian,
The
(G)
753
Ricardo
Cortez-Marjorie
Weaver.
5,'37..
16/37... ..71 10/37
..62.
Feb.
27/37
Charlie
Chan
at
the
Olympics
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
(G)
720..
Guy
Kibbee-Una
Merkel
Mar.
.*60.Aug. 14/37 752
Flight Naughty
from Glory
Chester Gleason-Zasu
Morris-WhitneyPitts
Bourne.. Sept.
Aug. 24,'37t.
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMille...
20/37.. .*63.Sept.
4/37
Forty
Girls(G)
(G) 803.. James
"In theat Cutting
.*60.July
31/37 Charlie(See Chan
Hideaway (G)
Fred Stone- Marjorie Lord Aug. 28/37..
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
21/37 ,
13/37..
..64.
July
31/37
Hollywood
O'Brien-Cecilia HParker.
Warner
Oland-Boris Donlevy
Karloff
28/37 (G) 730
Jan. 29/36
Life
ofatheWishCowboy
Party,(G) The(G)745
(G)733801. George
Gene
Raymond-Harriet
illiard...May
.Sept.
3/37t. .*79.Aug.
(G) (G)727
Peter Rogers-Evelyn
Lorre-Brian
15/37... ..70.
.*70.Sept. 4/37 Crack-Up
..85. Oct.
Mar. 16/37
Make
Bobby
Breen-Basil
Rathbone
Aug.
David
Harum
769
Will
Venable
(re-issue)
27/
37..
14/37 . . . ..79.
Man Who Found Himself, The
..67. Mar. 13/37 Doctor Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon
(G)
722
John
BeatJoan
Fontaine
Apr.
2/37..
..60.
May
29/37
Meet
Victor Martini-Joan
Moore-Helen Fontaine
Broderick Oct.
June 8,'37t.
4/37.. .*75.Sept. 18/37
..68. Jan. 14/36
Music thefor Missus
Madame(G)(G)729
804. ..Nino
. 5/37..
5/37.. ..81. Apr. 23/37
Fair Warning (G) 740 Betty Furness-John Payne
3/34
.180. July 10/37 Fifty
New Faces of 1937 (G) 732... Joe Penner-Harriet Hilliard July 2/37.. ..57.
16/37..
Roads to TownMay(G)8/37,
748.. p.Don70.)Ameche-Ann Sothern
Jan.
2/37
(Exploitation:
18/36..
Waitress
(G) "711
Margot Grahamo-Gordon Jones. ..Dec.
OnNight
Again—
Off
Again
(G)
Great
Hospital
Mystery,
The
..59.
Mar.
725
Wheeler and Woolsey July 9/37. .68. July 17/37 751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The
14/37.. ..81. May 3/37
(Reviewed
under871 the title, "Dead Yesterday.")
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Muir Apr.
Handy
Andy
(G)
20/37 (re-issue) Will Rogers
Park
Avenue Logger
(G) 787. . George O'Brien-Beatrice Roberts. . Feb.
l3/37t. ..67.
6/37
30/37
..58. Jan.
July 17/37
Plot
Holy Terror, The (G) 734 Jane Withers-Anthony Martin... .. 24/37t..
PloughThickens,
and theTheStars,(G) The641(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dec.
5/37..
Water (G)
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
..67. Jan. 2/37 ItHotHappened
640
Barbara Stanwyck-P. Foster Jan.
745.... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen
I5.'37t- 9/37
(See Street
production
article, Aug,Kath.
22, '36,Hepburn-Franchot
p. 16.)
George OutVI West
Coronation
..84. Mar. 30/37 King870
Quality
709
Tone Jan.
Mar.
..28 5/34
Special
..59. Dec. 12/36 Lady Escapes, The (G) 747. ... Technicolor
Racing Lady
(G)(G) 707
Ann Dvorak-Smith
Ballew
29/37..
Gloria
StuartMichael
Whalen..
12/37 Lancer Spy 809
Riding On Air (G) 771 Joe E. Brown-Florence Rice Juno 18/37..
Lorre-17/37.)Delores Del Rio
8/37t. ..71.
.♦59. June
Sept. 18/37
Saturday's
(G) 805 Van
Marsh
Oct. 19/37..
..67 5/37
(See "Inat Trouble
the Cutting
Room,"Peter
..88.
Feb.
20/37
Sea Devils Heroes
(G) 714
VictorHeflin-Marian
McLaglen-Preston
Foster. .Feb.
724
JaneJulyRoom,"
Darwell-Lois
Wilson
Shall We Dance (G) 724 Fred Astaire- Ginger Rogers May 7/37.. .116. May 8/37 Laughing
. 11/36..
(See
"Glory,"
"In
the
Cutting
Oct. 17/36.)
Life
Begins
in
College
(G)
(Exploitation:
June
I9,'37,
p.
85;
July
31,
'37,
p.
80.)
Soldier and the Lady. The (A)
l/37t 94. Oct. 2/37
810
Ritz Bros.-Gloria Stuart Oct.
717
Anton Walbrook-Eliz. Allan Apr. Mar.
9/3713/37,85. Feb. 27/37 Lloyds
Jan. 29/37 1 17. Nov. 26/36
of London (G)Nov. 735
Bartholomewthe title,Kath.
"Michael
Strogoff.") Rogers
(Exploitation:
(Exploitation:
21/36, F.p. 108;
Mar. 6/37,M. Carroll
p. 89; Mar. 27/37. pp. 79, 82; Apr. 3/37,
Stage(Reviewed
Door (G)under
806
Hepburn-Ginger
Oct. 8/37t...*90. p.Sept.79.)18/37
pp. 65, 71; May 8/37, p. 74; July 31/37, p. 80.)
production
article, Aug.JackI4,'37,
p. 16.) Sothern July
Love (Exploitation:
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, p.Loretta
Super(SeeSleuth
(G) 734
Oakie-Ann
90.) Young-Tyrone Power ...Feb. 26/37 78. Feb. 27/37
That Girl from Paris (G) 712.. Lily Pons-Gene Raymond Jan.
.75.
14/37
Love
Under
Fire
(G)
803
Loretta
Young-Don
.73. Aug.
Mar. 27/37
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27,
'37,
p.
84;
Apr.
24,'37,
p.
90.)
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian DonlevyFrancesAmeche
Drake... Apr.
.74. June 5/37 Midnight
21/37..
There
Goes
My
Girl
(G)
728..
Ann
Sothern-Gene
Raymond
May
Nancy
Steele
2/37.
They Wanted to Marry (G)
Victor McLaglen-Peter Lorre .Mar. 12/37 84. Mar. 20/37
Dec. 26/36 Off738
715
Furness
Feb. 5/37.. 1.60.09. July
.Feb. 19/37
Races (G) 736 Jed Prouty-Shirley Deane .Feb.
17/37 On theto theAvenue
Toast
of New York (G) 719 Gordon
Edward Jones-Betty
Arnold- Frances
Farmer. .July
12/37 57.89. Jan.
Feb. 16/37
13/37
30/37..
(G)
732
(Exploitation:
Aug.
28.'37, p.Anne
86; Sept.
4,'37, p.Morley
96; Sept. 25,Apr.'37, p.9/37..
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, Dick
p. 78;Powell-Madeleine
Apr. 17/37, pp. Carroll..
80, 82; June 19/37, p. 84.)
68.) .61. Apr. 17/37
Too
Many
Wives
(G)
723
Shirley-John
One
in
a
Million
(G)
722
Sonja
Henie-Adolphe
Menjou...
Wanted: Jane Turner 643 Gloria Stuart-Lee Tracy Dec. 4/36.. .67
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80. 82.)
(See "General Delivery,"
"In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3,'36.)
.7 1. Jan. 23/37 One Mile from Heaven (G) Claire Trevor-Sally Blane
We're
l3/37t....68.July
We Whoon theAre Jury
About(G)to716
Die Helen Broderick-Victor Moore Feb. 12/37.. .82. Oct. 17/36 802
8/37t 24/37
Roll Along Cowboy 812 Smith Bellew-Cecilia Parker
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan. 6/37..
15/37
Feb. 27/37
13/37
Secret
Valley
(G)
731
Richard
Arlen-Virginia
Grey...
When's
Your
Birthday?
(G)
26/37.... 102.57. Mar.
Heaven (G)June742
770
Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb. 19/37.. .77. Feb. 20/37 Seventh
(Exploitation:
5/37, p.Simone
64.) Simon-James Stewart...
.58
Windjammer
783
George
O'Brien-Constance
Worth.
.Aug.
6/37..
June 11/37 74. Aug. 7/37
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June
Room,"PaulMayMuni-Miriam
29,'37.) Hopkins Apr. 23/37 88.
25/37 64
Woman(See I "InLove,theTheCutting
(G) 721..
and "In
Be Happy
756Room,"Anthony
Martin-Dixie
Dunbar...
Apr.
24/37 Sing (See
Oct. 31/36
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642... .Kath. Hepburn-H. Marshall Nov. 8/36 88. June
the
Cutting
May
1/37.)
5/37
62.
You Can't Beat Love (G) 731. Preston Foster-Joan Fontaine June 25/37
.92. June 19/37
Slave
Ship
(G)
748
Wallace
Beery-Warner
Baxter...
30/37 61 May 1/37
You Can't Buy Luck (G) 726. Vinton Haworth-Helen
(See production article, Mar. 13/37, p. 16.)
Coming Mack Apr.
Apr. 9/37 69. Jan. SO/37
Step
Lively,
Jeeves
(G)
739...
Arthur
Treacher-Patricia
Ellis..
Breakfast forUp Two
737 Barbara
Stanwyck-H. Marshall.
. .Oct. 22/37t
That IceI May(G) Live
(G) 755 Sonja
RochelleHenie-Tyrone
Hudson-Robert
Kent.... Apr.
Mar. 28/37
6/37
Seot. 30/37
3/37t.. . 70.78. Aug.
Bringing
Baby
Kath. Hepburn-Cary
Grant
Thin
805
Power

.Jan.

36

c.26/
94.De

3
73
7

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

(THE
RELEASE
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTine Revlowed
Title
Star
Think Fast, Mr. Moto (G)
.66. Apr. 17/37
804
Peter Lorre- Virginia Field Aug. 27/37t. .99
This IsOutMyforAffair
Time
Romance(G) (G)721 Barbara Stanwyck -Robt. Taylor. .May 28/37..
741
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen. . . .Mar. 19/37 72. Feb. 20.'37
Under the Red Robe (G) 743.. Conrad Veidt-Annabella
.May 21,6,'36
'37 82.63. June
I2.'37
Under Your Spell (G) 720 Lawrence Tlbbett-Wendy Barrle. .Nov.
Nov. I4,'36
Wake Up and Live (G) 749... Walter Winchell-Ben Bernle.... .Apr. 23.'37
91. Apr. I7,*87
(Exploitation:
July
3.'37.
p.
69;
July
10/37,
pp.
85,
86.)
Wee Willie Winkle (G) 760. .. Shirley Temple- V. McLaglen... .July 30/37 99. July 3/87
4/37, pp. 94, 97.)
(Exploitation:
I0,'37, p.Smith88; BellewAug. 7,'37,
Sept. .Aug.
Western
Gold (G) July
761
Heatherp. 92;
Angel....
27/37.... *56.65. Sept.
27/36
Dec. 11/37
6/36
White Hunter (G) 719 Warner Baxter-June Lang .Nov.
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27,'37,
p.
81.)
Wife,
Doctor
and
Nucse
(G)
.
.
.
Loretta
Young-Warner
Baxter...
.85.
Sept.
11/37
.Sept.
I7.'37t.
Wild andof the
WoolyMorning
(G)(G) Jane Withers- Walter Brennan... .Sept. I0,'37t. .64. July 24/37
Wings
737
Annabella- Henry Fonda
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rochelle Hudson-Michael Whalen , Jan. 22/37 70. Feb. 13/37
You(G)Can't
Have
Everything
801
Alice Fayc-Don Ameche .Aug. 3/37t....99.July 31/37
Coming
AM (See
Baba "InGoes theto Cutting
Town 815Room,"EddieAug.Cantor-June
Lang Oct. 29,'37t
14/37.)
Borrowing
Trouble
Jed
Prouty-Sprittig
Byington
Charlie
Carlo.(G). . Warner Oland-Keye Luke
Charlie Chan
Chan aton Monte
Broadway
811
Warner Oland-Joan Marsh Oct. 22/37t 68. Aug. 7/37
Danger— Love at Work (G)
808
Ann Sothern-Jack Haley Nov. 5,'37t. . ..81. Oct. 2/37
Yours (G) 817 Cesar
Romero-Phyllis Beck
Brooks Nov.
62. Sept. 25/37
45Dangerously
Fathers
Jane Withers-Thomas
Dec. I2,'37t
IO/37t
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
11/37.)
Heidi 816
Shirley Temple-Jean Hersholt Oct. I5,'37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," July 24/37.)
In Old(SeeChicago
production article, Sept.Tyrone
4/37, Power-Alice
p. 48.) Faye Jan. I5,'38t
Judge
priest
(reissue)
872
Will
Rogers-Anita
Nov. 26/37t
I2,'37t. . . .79. Sept 28/34
Look Out, Mr. Moto 819 peter Lorre- RochelleLouise
Hudson Nov.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Sept.
11/37.)
Love andHoneymoon
Hisses
Walter Winchell-Ben
Dec. 3l,'37t
Second
818 Loretta
Young-Tyrone Bernie
Power Nov.
I9,'37t
Shanghai
Deadline
Cesar
Romero-June
Lang
Dec.
Tarzan's Revenge Glenn Morris
Dec. 3,'37t
S/37t
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CHART--CCN'T»
Running Tin
Title
Star
Rel. Date Mlnut
Adventnres
ef
Marco
Polo
Gary
Cooper-Sigrld
Gurie
Nov.
I2.'37t
Adventures of Tom Sawyer Tommy Kelly-Walter Brennan. .. .Oct. 29/37t
Divorce ofFollies,
Lady X,The
The Merle
Oberon-Laurence
Olivier. . .Oct.
I5,'37t
Goldwyn
Phil Baker-Ritz
Bros
Deo. 25/37t
Hurricane,
The
(See production
article, Aug.Dorothy
7/37, p. 16.) Jon Hall Nov. IO,'37t.
I Met(SeeMy "InLovetheAgain
Bennett-Henry
Cutting Room,"Joan Sept.
18/37.) Fonda
5/37t.
I9,'37t.
Mutiny
in
the
Mountains
Vivien
Leigh-Paul
Lucas
Nothing(See Sacred
production article, Aug.Carole
21/37,Lombardp. 16.) Fredric March
.77. Sept. 11/37
Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd Jan.
Squealer,
The
(Reviewed
the title, "The
Squeaker.")
Stand-in
Leslie Howard-Joan Blondell Oct.
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Nov. l2/37t....86.June 12/
•m in a Teacup (G) Vivien Leigh-Rex Harris

UNIVERSAL
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running Time
Armored Car (G) 1004 Robert Wilcox-Judith Barrett June 20/ 37Mi nut64. Aug. 14/37
AsBehindGood theas Married
(G) 1012.. John
May 26/9,' 37 81. May I/S7
Mike
Wm. Boles-Doris
Gargan-JudithNolan
Barrett Sept.
37t.. .68
Black
Aces
2050
Buck
Jones-Kay
Llnaker
Sept.
Boss Rider of Gun Creek 1042. Buck Jones-Muriel Evans Nov. 5,'I,' S7t....68
36
37 64
64. Mar. 27/37
Breezing
Home
(G)
1033
Binnie
Barnes-Wm.
Gargan
Jan.
31,'
California Straight Ahead (G)
1030
John Wayne-Louise Latimer May 2/ 37 87. Apr. 3/37
Carnival Oueen
Dorothea Kent-Robert Wilcox. .. .Oct. 3/ 36 6 1. Dee. 5/88
Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/ S7T....66
82.0et. 24/38
Empty
Saddles
(G)
1043
Buck
Dec. 20.'3/ 36
37 fJd.Jan. 23/97
Four Days' Wonder (G) 1019. .Jeanne Jones-Louise
Dante-KennethBrooks
HtwtH.. . .Jan.
37
58. May 29/37
Girl
Overboard
(G)
1021
Gloria
StuartWalter
Pidgeon.
.
.
.
Feb.
28,!
flS.July
10/37
I Cover the War (G) 1016 John Wayne-Gwen Daze July 4/ 37
37t..
..63
Lady
Fights
Back,
The
2025.
..Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor
Sept.
19,
37
83.
May 1/37
Left Handed Law (G) 1045.... Buck Jones
Apr. 18.
Let Them Live (G) 1035 Nan Grey-John Howard Apr. 25, 37 Se.Joly 10/97
Love
a Bungalow
Love inLetters
of a Star(G)(A)1009.. Kent Taylor-Nan Grey June 27, 3673. Ap66. Nov. 14/38
. 24/ !2/*7
1028
Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles Nov. 8.' 37 r67.Ma»
Man
(G) 1020.
*7
Man inWhoBlue.CriedThe Wolf,
The .. Robert Wllcox-Nan Grey May 30, 37t....68.8ept.
V37
(G) 2023
Tom Brown-Barbara Read Aug. 29, 37 69.Apr. 10/37
Mighty
The (G)(G) 1034...
Noah Beery,
Jr.-Barbara
Read.. .Jan.
56.
Feb.
13/37
MysteriousTreve,Crossing
1025.. James
Dunn-Jean
Rogers
Dec. 27,17, 36
UNITED ARTISTS
Running
Time
37 87. Apr. 24/37
Night(Exploitation:
Key (G) 1024
Title
Star
Rel. Date6/36Minutes
May 22/37. Boris
p. 87.)Karloff-Jean Rogers May 2, '37 67. Apr. 24/37
.Nov.
99. Nov.Reviewed
7/36
Come(Exploitation:
and Get It (A)
Doctor! (G) 1013May 22/37. p.Edward
Everett
Horton
May
16/
Nov. 14/36, Edward
p. 90; Arnold-Frances
Nov. 21/36, p.Farmer.
109; Nov. 28/36, p. 99; Dee. 5/36, Oh, (Exploitation:
87.)
pp. 83, 84; Dec. 19/36, p. 94; Jan. 30/37, p. 82; Feb. 13/37, p. 89; May 1/37. p. 82.)
Dark Journey (G) Vivien Leigh-Conrad Veidt July 2,'37t 82. Mar. 6/37 100 Men
andMusical
a GirlAnalysis,
(G) 200I..Deanna
Menjou .Sept.
.Sept. 25/37,
I2.'37t. p.. . .84.
11/37
(See
Sept.
18/37.Durbin-Adolphe
p. 29; exploitation:
68; Sept.
Oct. 2/37,
Dead(Exploitation:
End (G)
Sylvia
Sidney-Joel
MeCrea
Aug.
27,'37t
93.
Aug.
7/37
Sept. 18/37, p. 86; Sept. 25/37, p. 71.)
p.
76.)
Dreaming
Lips (G)
(A) Ells.
BergnerRaymond 82;Massey...May
Mar. 13/37
6/37 Reported Missing (G) Wm. Gargan-Jean Rogers Aug. 15/37 63. Aug. 7/37
Elephant Boy
Cast
Apr. 28/37
23/37 78.80. Mar.
The (G) article.
1005 Apr.Richard
King JulyAug.31/37,1/37p. 80;103 Sept.
June 18/37.
26/37
31. '37.
96: July
12.' 17. Native
21. '37, p. 75; Oct..83.2/37,
77/ Road(SeeBack.production
24/37,Cromwell-John
p. 16; exploitation:
May p.22/37
Farewell
Again
(G)
Leslie
Banks-Flora
Robson
Oct.
52nd Street
Ian Hunter-Pat Patersow Oct. l/37t
p.
83.)
Sandflow (G) 1044 Buck Jones-Lita Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. 8/37
(See
the Cutting
Room,"Laurenoe
July 17/37.)
Fire (Exploitation:
Over "InEngland
(G)27/37,
She's Dangerous
Romero-Tala Birell
68
Mar.
p. 79.) Olivier-Flora Robson. .. Mar. 5/37 89. Jan. 16/37 Smoke
Tree Range1031
1046 Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
Evans Jan.
June 24/37
6/37 59
Three
Smart
Girls
(G)
1029.
.
.
Deanna
Durbin-Ray
Milland
Dec.
20/36
Garden(Seeof production
Allah. The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Dietrich-Charles
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
78.Nev.
7/36
Jan. 30/37.
(Exploitation: Feb. 6/37, pp. 73, 74; Mar. 13/37, pp. 78, 82; Mar. 20/37.84. pp.Jan.76,30/37
82;
6/36. p. 14; exploitation: Nov. 21/36, p. 10 3;3/37.
pp. 67,
Apr. 3/37, pp. 66, 67; Apr. 10/37, p. 94; Apr. 17/37, pp. 78, 80, 82; Apr. 24/37, p. 94,
68,p. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80: Mar. 13/37, p. 83; Apr,
May 1/37. p. 82; May 15/37, pp. 98, 99.)
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37.
(G). Charles
2/37 pp.97.91,Mar.92: 13/37
Town (G) article.
1007 Jan.George23/37,Murphy-Doris
Nolan Apr.
Apr. 24/37,
18/37p. 91;86. Apr.
3/37
p. 84; Boyer-Jean
Apr. 3/37, Arthur
pp. 64, 71; Apr.
Apr. 10/37,
Apr. Top of(Seethe production
p. 16; exploitation:
May 1/37,
24/37,p. 93.)
pp. 91, 92; May 1/37, p. 83; May 8/37, p. 72; May 22/37,
p. 79; May 22/37, pp. 86, 87; June 5/37, p. 70; Juno 12/37, p. 92; June 19/37,
pp.17/37,89, p.90;82;JuneApr.12/37,
pp. 82,Our 85.)Moments (G)
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armor
Dietrich-Robt.
Have
Aug. (G)
21/37, Marlene
p. 78; Sept.
11/37, p. Donat..
84.) July 23/37t.. . 107. June 19/37 We1017
Sally Eilers-James Dunn Mar. 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
Love
from
a
Stranger
(A)
Ann
Harding-Basil
Rathbome
May
14/37
87.
Feb.
13/37
West
Lyle Talbot-Polly
Man Who Could Work Miracles,
When Bound
Love IsLimited
Young 1008
(G) 1018. Virginia
Bruce-KentRowles
Taylor July
Apr. 11/87
4/37 66
76. Apr. 24/37
The (G)
Roland Young-Joan Gardner Feb. 19/37 82. Aug. 22/36 Wildcatter,
1015
Scott Colton-Jean Rogers June 6/37 58
Men Are Not Gods (A) Miriam Hopkins-Gert. Lawrence . .Jan. 22/37 82. Jan. 2/37 Wings Over TheHonolulu
(G)
Prisoner
of
Zenda
(G)
Ronald
Colman-M.
Carroll
Sept.
3/37t..
.
101
Sept.
4/37
Wendy Barrle-Ray Milland May 23/37.. ..78. May 15/37
Star (See
Is Born.
A (G)
Gaynor-Fredric
March MayApr.22/37,
30/37. p.. . .86;1 1 1 .May
May 29/37,
1/37 1011
Coming
production
article, Feb.Janet27/37.
p. 16: exploitation:
pp.
67,
69;
June
5/37,
pp.
64.
67.
70;
June
19/37,
p.
84;
June
26/37.
pp.
120,
121,
122; Julyp. 96.)10/37, p. 87; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug. 28/37. p. 97; Sept. Adventure's End
John Wayne-Diana Gibson Dec. I2,'37t
4/37,
Boss of Lonely Valley Bob
Buck Baker-Lois
Jones
Nov. I4,'37t....59
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
Boles
January
July 31/37. p.Barbara
81; Sept.Stanwyck-Johm
25/37. pp. 69,
70; Oct.Aug.2/37,6/37p.1-74.)..III .July 31/37 Courage(See of"Inthe theWest
Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners June l8/37t.. -44
7/37t
Girl with Ideas, A
Wendy Barrie-Walter Pidgeon..
I6,'37t
.'..62/2 -Oct. 2/37
Idol for
of theTombstone
Crowds (G)
2037. ..John
Bromley
Walter Wanger's Vogues of
Law
2051
Buck Wayne-Sheila
Jones-Muriel Evans
IO/37t
...59
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Aug. 21/37, Warner
Baxter-Joan
Bennett
Sept.
I7,'37t.
.
.
108.
Aug.
7/37
!4/37t
Merry-Go- Round of 1938 Bert Lahr-Alice Brady
p. 74; Sept. 11/37, p. 82.)
(See "In the Cutting Room," Aug. 14/37.)
When Tblef Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks, Jr.-V. Hobson June 4/37... 87. May 8/37
for Romance Wendy Barry-Kent Taylor Dec. 5/37t
the title. "Jump
Glory.") McCrea May 7/37 71. May 1/37 Prescription
Woman(Reviewed
Chases under
Man (G)
Miriam forHopkins-Joel
Renegade
Ranglers
Bob Burns-Joan
Barclay
(See
production
article,
Apr.
17/37,
p.
12;
exploitation:
June
12/37,
p.
92;
July
3/37,
Some
Blondes
Are Dangerous. .. Noah
Beery, Jr.-Dorothea
Kent. ..Nov. 28/37t ,
p. 88; Sept. 11/37, p. 83.)
Sudden
Bill
Dorn
Buck
Jones-Evelyn
Dec. 3l/37t
I9,'37t....59
Lundigan . . Oct.
62
Yon Only Live Once (A) Sylvia Sidney-Henry Fonda Jan. 29/37 86. Jan. 30/37 That's My Story Claudia Morgan-Wm.Brent
(Exploitation:
Jan.
30/37,
p.
80;
Mar.
6/37.
p.
89;
Mar.
20/37,
pp.
76,
78;
Apr.
3/37,
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
3/37.
pp. 68, 71; June 26/37. p. 123; July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37, p. 74.)
Trouble
at
Midnight
N.
Beery.
Jr.-Catharine
Hughes..
Oct.
17/371
63
Westland Case, The (G) Preston Foster-Carol Hughes Oct. 3l/37t 63. Oct
Coming
a Sweetheart Alice Faye-George Murphy Dee. 26/37t
Action for Slander (A).
Clive Brook-Ann Todd.
IO/37t. . ..80. Aug. 14/37 You're
(See "A Young Man's Fancy," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)

79
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CHAET—CCNT'E)
Star
Title
! (G)..., Chaliapin
My Song of Love Tito Schipa
Slalom
(G)
Coming
Treno Populare Skiing
Italian Film
Feature

OrphanFighting
of the Navy
Wilderness.
. GwenB. Munro
British Empire. . .Jan. 20/37. . .85.75. Mar.
6/37
Our
(G)...H.
Warner General
May 8/37
Pagliacci
(G)
Richard
Tauber
....United
Artists
90.
Feb.
8/37
(See production article, Jan. 9/37, p. 16.)
Pearls
the Crown
Guitry Tobis
1 15. June
5/37
Pepe Leof Moko
(A)(A)..Sascha
Jean Gabin
Paris Film
100.
Mar. 20/S7
Priseners (G)
A. I. Chaban Amkino Feb. 16/37. . .93. Feb. 27/37
Pygmalion (G)
Lily Bouwmeester.-.FIImex Cinetone Apr. I7/J7
Razumov (G)
Pierre Fresnay Garrison Mar. 8/37. . .95. Mar. 27/37
Revolutionists
<G)
"Said O'Reilly to McNab" V. V. Schukin Amkino Dee. '36. . 100. Feb. 6/37
(G)
Will Mahoney Gainsborough.
GB
84. July 17/37
Sensation
(A)
John
Wardour
Silver Blaze (G) ArthurLodge
Wontner ....Assoc.
British 7570. Jan.
July 23/37
17/37
Sol
Over Mail
Danmark(A)
(G) Rlchard-Wilm
Henrik Malberg
Southern
SolarApr. 13/37. . .73.
100. Apr.
Feb. 24/37
20/87
Spain In Flames (A)
Amkino Jan. 28/37. . .63. Feb. 13/37
Spanish Earth, The (A)
Prometheus Aug. 20/37.. .58. Sept. 4/S7
Thank You.TheMadam
(G)...Jan
Kiepura
American Tobis... Apr. 28/37. . .85.85. May
l,*S7
Thirteen,
(A)
Ivan
Novoseltsev
...Amkino
30 SecondsMakeof You
Love Whistle
(G)...EIsa Merlini E. J. A
80. July
Ian. 17/37
2/87
This'll
<A)
Jaok Buchanan Wilcox
78. Jan. 9/37
Tsar toTheLenin(G)
(A)
Lenauer
Intern'l.. . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
8/ 37. .. .60.
.66. Mar.
27/37
Wave,
Native
Cast
Garrison
May 26/38
1/37
White Squadron (G) Antonio Centa E. N. I. C
85. Dec.
World't
The (A).Marta
Eggerth Viennese
. .90. May 29/37
Yiddle withIn Love,
His Fiddle....
Molly Picon
Sphinx May
Dec. 18/37.
31/36
ne

e
enG

37
t.18/

Sep
l77.

ra

WILLIAM STEINER Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
From Nine to Nine Ruth Roland-Roland Drew Dec. 21/36 6 rls
WORLD
Title
Star
Rel. Date
.Jan.
1/37Minutes
74Reviewed
Crimson Circle
Noah Beery

Running Time
Rel.Sept.Date '37tMinutes
Reviewed8/37
78. July
Mar. 31/37 79
Dec.
15/36 66.62
Jan. 23/37
Dec. 25/36

Annie
Aurora Laurie
Sul Mare Will
ItalianFyffo
Feature
in
Vi
Chanson
D'Amour
Titt
Sohipa
en
na
Itto (A).... PaulSlmone
Berriau
a
sse... ly
Life andon Loves
of Beethoven. .. Walter
HarryWeBaur
Jan.
Love
Skiis
Rimil
..
95. Feb. 13/37
Monks, The
Ninety Degrees South Antarctic Film
Second
Bureau
Jean
MuralDiana
Koreno.
Secrets of Stamboul Valerie Hobson
Ski Chase
Hannes Schneider
Street Without
a Name Basil
Constant Remy-Pola lllery.
Song
Ceylon
TendreofEnemmie
Simono Wright
Berriau
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Tin
Title
Star Dist'r Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Angel's
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzari
Juno 26/37
Amphytrion
(A) (G)...V.HenriGardin
Garat Globe
3/37
Beethoven Concerto
Amkino Mar.
Mar. 23/37..
23/37. . 103.
.90. Apr.
Apr. 10/37
Big
Fella
(G)
Paul
Robeson
British
Lion
73.
July
10/37
Bronze Sentries (G) Fosco Giacchetti Fonoroma
Oct. 2/37.
Carnival
in Flanders
. . Francoise
Rosay Heroique.")
American Tobis. . .Sept. 22/36.. .98. Oct. 8, '36
(Reviewed
under
the(A)...title,
"La Holmes
Kermesse
Dominant
Sex,
The
(A)
Phillips
Assoc.
British
82.
Feb. 26/37
Edge of the World, The
(A)
Finlay
Currie
British
I.
E.
Co
80.
Aug.
Emil Und Die Detektive. .. Fritz Rasp International 77 14/37
Episode (A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. . .90. June 5/37
Eternal Mask, The (A) . . . Mathias Wleman . . . Mayer- Burstyn. . . . Jan. 12/37. . .70. Jan. 23/37
Flying
Doctor,
The
(G)
..
.Charles
Farrell 20th
Fox
Dec. 14/37
19/38
Fury Over
Spain
(G)
ModernCenturyFilm
55.92. Aug.
Gang
Show,
The
(G)
Ralph
Reader
General
May
1/37
Glamorous Night (G) Mary Ellis Assoc. British 80. May 15/37
Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonidov ...Amkino
74. Aug. 14/37
Golem, The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. . .88. Mar. 27/37
Gypsy (A)
Roland Young Warner
Feb. 13/37
It Isn't (G)
Done (G) Paul
Cecil Robeson
Kellaway General
British Empire 90.77. Mar.
Jericho
Sept. 27/37
4/37
Klmlko (A)
Sachiko Chiba International Apr. 12/37.. .73. Apr. 24/37
King's
People, diThe Bard(G)...John Drinkwater ...Mindlin May 1 1/37. . .70. May 22/37
La Damigella
(G)
E. Gammatica Artisti
85. Jan. 9/37
La Grande Illusion (A)... Jean Gabin Realization
d'Art
Cinematographique
120.
Last
(G)The I. R. Peltser Amkino Apr. 27/37. . .90. July
May 3/37
8/37
Late Night,
Mattia ThePascal,
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 10/37
Les Petits (G) Alice Tisset Franco-American. .. Dee. 29/36. . .90. Jan. 23/37
Let's
Night(A)
of It. Jean
Buddy Gabin
Rogers Assoc
British
10/37
Lower Make
Depths,a Docteur
The
Mayer-Burstyn
Oct. 15/37.. 105.
.95.80. July
Sept.
Mademoiselle
(A).Dita Parlo
United
Artists
May 25/37
1/37
Make Up (G)
N. Asther-J.
British
July 25/37
10/37
Mayerling
(A)
Charles
BoyerClyde. .Asso.
Pax Films
Sept. 13/37. . .9170.. Sept.
Merry onComesthe toFloss.
Town The(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
77. Juno 5/37
Mill
(G)
Frank Lawton National
90. Feb. 13/37
Moonlight
(G) Paderewski United Artists 90. Mar. 13/37
Mutiny of Sonata
the Elslnore,
The (G)
Paul Lukas Assoc. British 105.
77. Sept.
Ora
May 18/37
15/37
OrphanPonciano
Boy of(G)
Vienna Chucho Solorzano ...Prod. Sorla

d
Ol
Hans

(THE
RELEASE
VICTORY
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Brothers
of
the
West
Tom
Tyler-Lois
Wilde
Sept.
30,'37t.
. . .55
28
Cheyenne
RidesTrail
Again Tom
TylerLucille Browne
Jan.
7,'37.....56
Feud
of
the
Tom
Tyler-Harleno
Wood
May
l,'37.
.
.
!
/
Flying Fists 3
Herman7
Brix-Jeanne Martol July I, '37 . .56.62
Million Dollar
Racket Tom
HermanTyler-Jerry
Brix-Joan Bergh
Barclay May
Oct. 1/37.
I.'37t... .55
63
Mystery
Range
Phantom of the Range Tom Tyler-Beth Marion Nov. 28/36. ... .55
Silks Racket
and Saddles Herman Brix-Joan
Brix-Toby Wing Sept.
Dec. 14/36
Sky
l/37t 61
63
Two Minutes to Play Herman
Herman Brix-JeanneBarclay
Martel Nov. 2/36
61
Coming
Amateur Crook
H
Lost Ranch
Tom Tyler
Orphans of the Pecos Tom Tyler
WARNER BROTHERS
also First National
Title (See Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
Another
(A) 106
(See Dawn
production
article. Mar.Kay6/37,Francisp. 16.)Errol Flynn June 26/37 73. Apr. 10/37
Black(Exploitation:
Legion (A) Jan.
10816/37, p.H. 76:Bogart-E.
O'Brien-Moore
Jan. 20/37,
30/37p. 82;83 Mar.
Jan. 27/37,
9/37
Mar. 13/37,
pp. 80, 83; Mar.
p. 79; Apr. 3/37, p. 66; Apr. 10/37, p. 95; July 17/37, p. 89.)
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Foran-Helen Valkis June 12/37 55
California Mail 930 Olivia
Dick Foran-Linda
Perry
Nov. 14/36
Call
de Havilland-I.
Hunter.. .Apr.
17/37 89.56
Mar. 13/37
ChargeIt aofDaythe (G)Light113
Brigade
(G)(See901
Havilland Nov.Nov. 14/36,
7/36.p....90:1 15. Nov.
Oct. 21/36,
24/36
produotion article. JulyErrol25/36,Flynn-O.
p. 16;de exploitation:
p.Apr.Ill;10/37.Jan.p.15/37,
p.
78;
Jan.
23/37,
p.
78;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
74;
Apr.
3/37,
p.
65;
92.)
Devil's
Saddle Legion, The Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
130
Fly-Away Heiress
Baby (G)123
125 Craig
Glenda Reynolds-Ann
Farrell-BartonSheridan.
MacLane.. ..Aug.
June 21/37
19/37 60. Juno 12/37
Footloose
(See in"InthetheSkyCutting
Room."JeanApr.Muir-Warren
10/37.) Hull
58. Oct. 31/36
Fugitive
(G) 120..
God's
and the Woman George Brent-Beverly Roberts
16/37 85. Dec. 26/36
(G) Country
105
(Exploitation: Feb. 13/37, pp. 84, 85: Feb. 27/37. p. 80.)
Go Getter,
The (G)Sept.115
(Exploitation:
4/37, pp.George
94, 97.)Brent-Anita Louise May 22/37
13/37 71. Dec. 12/36
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley. TheApr.(G)10/37,
1 10.. Pat
p. 91.)O'Brien-Sybil Jason Feb.
01. May 8/37
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G) June
1025/37, p.Edw.
G.
RobinsonBette
Davis.
..May
29/37
64; Sept. 4/37, p. 96.)
King"64
and the Chorus Girl (G)
f
Fernand Gravet-Joan Blondell. . . Mar. 27/37 95. Mar
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37. p. 79: June 26/37, p. 118.)
King
of
Hockey
(G)
121
Anno
Nagel-RlchardPerry
Purcell Mar.
Dec. 13/37
19/36 55.54Nov.
Land
Law The128(G) Dick Foran-Linda
Life ofBeyond
EmiletheZola,
10/37
203
(Exploitation: Oct. 2/37, p. Paul
76.) Muni-Gale Sondergaard. . . .Oct. 2,'37t. .. 168.16. July
Aug.
14/37
Marry the Girl (G) 116 Hugh Herbert-Mary Boland Jnly 1/37
1/37 60.Jan.
Melody forCourt
Two (G)
(G) 124
117 Ann
JamesDvorak-John
Melton-Patricia
Ellis May
6737
60. Mar. 16/37
13/37
Midnight
LItel
Mar,
10/37
Public Wedding 128 Jane Wyman-WIIIiam Hopper .July
Feb. 6/37
. Mar. 6/37 93.58
Ready,(Exploitation:
Willing andMayAble1/37,(G).Lee
p. 78.) Dixon-Ruby Keeler Mar.
'37.... 105. July 10/37
Singing
Marine,
The
(G)
101.
Dick
Powell-Doris
Weston
July
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p. 80: Sept. 25/37, pp. 68, 71.)
80. July
Slim
June 12/37
2/37 59. Dec.
Smart (G)Blonde114
(G) 122 Pat
GlendaO'Brien-Henry
Farrell-BartonFonda
MacLane. .Jan.
Varsity(Seashow
(G)
production
article. JulyDick
24/37,Powell-Fred
p. 16.) Waring Sept
White Bondage (G) 125 Jean Muir-Gordon Oliver June 9/37 60. Mar. 13/37
Wine. Women and Horses (G). Barton MacLane-Ann Sheridan. . .Sept, l/37t....64.July 24/37
Coming
Adventures
of Robin Hood Errol
Flynn-O. deTravis
Havilland
Evidence
Dick Foran-June
Expensive Husbands (G) 223. .. Beverly Roberts- Patric Knowles. . Nov. 27/37t...*60.Sept. 11/37
First
Kay Francis-Preston
Foster .. Dec.
4,'37t ... .*82.Sept.
Great Lady
Garrick,(G)
The (G) 209....Brian
Aherno-O. do Havilland.
Oct. 30/37.
95 Oct. 11/37
2/37
Kid Comes Back. The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis
*60.Jan. 30/37
(Reviewed under ttre title, "Don't Pull Your Punches/')
Missing inWitnesses
Diok Sheridan-Patric
Powell-Jean Dale
Patient
Room 18. The Ann
Knowles
Penrod
and
His
Twin
Brother.
.
Billy
and BogartBobby Dorothy
Mauch
Swing Your Lady Humphrey
McNulty
Toe Much of Everything Bonita Granville-Dolores Costello
Twarlcb
Claudette
Colbert-Charles
Boyer. Dec. 25/37t
Wlthret Warning 218 Boris Karloff-Marie
Wilson

MOTION

BO

(THE
SHCDT
FILMS
[Numbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1,viewed;1936.1
Title CELEBRITY
Rel. Date Mln.
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
Happy Days
Sept.30.'38
COLUMBIA
Title Rel- Date Min.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go ( I -23-37) . Dec. 4/36. 1614. .
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May 14/37. l9'/2. .
BigCharlie
Squirt,ChaseThe ( 10-2-37) . . Sept. I7.'37tl8
Bury the Hatchet (8-21-37) Aug. 6. '37.19....
Calling
July 22,'37.
l9'/2.
Cash(3 Stooges)
andAllCarryDoctors
(9-1 1-37) . .Sept.
3.'37tl8'/2..
Dizzy
Doctors (4-17-37) .... Mar. I9,'37. l7'/2. .
(3 Stooges)
Free(AllRent
(1-30-37) Dec. 20/36. 18. .. .
FromCharlie
BadStar)Chase
to Worse June 4/37.17....
Goofs and Saddles July 2/37.l7'/2..
Grand
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) . . . . . May 7,'37.l9'/2..
Grips. Grunts and Groans. ..Jan. 15/37.19
(3 Stooges)
(3-27-37)..
KneeAndy
Action
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17...
Lodge
Night
June 11/37.18...
LoveAndyConiesClydeto Mooneyville. Nov. 14/36.18...
(1-2-37)
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 21/37.18...
New(Collins-Kennedy)
News (4-17-37) Apr. l,'37.l7'/2.
Sailor
Maid
Feb. 12/37.19....
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks
(2-20-37)
...
Dec. 27/ 36. I7'/S .
(3 Stooges)
Stuck
in the Sticks Mar. 26/37. 18. . .
Andy Clyde
Super
Snooper. The Feb. 25/37. l9'/2 .
El Brendel
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17...
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright. The.. June 18/37. 17. . .
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Drug Store Follies
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/2.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Bey and His Dog, A
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/36.. 7...
Foxy
Pup, Thethe (6-5-37)
May 21/37.
Gifts
Air Jan.
1/37...8..614.
7'/2.. .
Indian from
Serenade
July 16/37.
Let's
Go
(4-17-37)
Apr.
10/37..
7'/2.
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37.. 614.
Mother
Hen's
Holiday
May
7/37.
.7...
Scary
Aug. 20/37.
.8. . .
SkeletonCrowsFrolic(9-11-37)
(2-20-37) . .Jan.
29/37. .714.
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37).The. .Aug.
6/37. .8...
.8...
Stork Takes
a Holiday,
June 11/37.
Swing. Monkey, Swing
10/37.. .7...
714.
Two(10-2-37)
Lazy Crows (I I -28-36) . Sept.
Nov. 26/36.
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-37) Jan. 28/37.10...
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37. .9'/2.
Haiti's Black Napoleon
(8-21-37)
6,'37..9...
Pirate
Parts of the Car- Aug.
ib ean July 2/37. .9...
When the West Was Young
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 9...
COMMUNITY SING
(2nd Series)
No.
I
(9-11-37)
Aug.20,'37tl0...
No. 2
Sept.l7/37tl0...
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Runaway
Marriage, The... .Dec. 18/36.11...
(1-16-37)
Wedding
Deal. The Feh. 26/37. 1 114-
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CHADT—CCNT'D)
RELEASE
FEATURETTES
Miss
IMPERIALRel. Date Mln.
Ozzle Lonely
Ostrich Hearts
Comes to Sept.24/37t. I rl. .
Title
Title
Town
May 28 /37.. 7....
Community
Sing (No. I) Rel. Date Mln. Paper
EDGAR GUEST POETIC
GEMS
Hangers, The
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10....
8...
(8-14-37)
July
30/37.
.7.... Boyhood
Community
Sing
(No.
2)...
Feb.
19/37.11....
Old
Prospector,
The
8...
Pink
Elephants
July
9/37.
.7....
Community Sing No. 3)
NOVELTIES
Ball
June
11/37.
.6....
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10.... Play
Nero
8...
Puddy the Pup in Cats
Community
Sing
(No.
4)
.
.June
18/37.
IO'/2.
.
9...
Community Sing (No. 5)
in a Bag (12-26-36) Dec. 1 1/36. .7. . . . Hobo Hero
Coronation
May
14/37.
.7.
..
.
(9-11-37) July 24/37. IO'/2.. Puddy's
PORT
0'
CALL
City
of
the
Sun
«...
Puddy the Pup in Sunken Oct 16/36. .6. . .. Seventh Wonder
Heraldof ofNorton
the Skies
9...
Story
Emperor Apr. 2/37. .9'/2. . RedTreasures
WORLD IN COLOR
of the United I.States
Dream Harbor
8...
Robin HotHoodMusic
In an Arrow Mar. 5/37.. 6
(2-6-37)
Dec.
18/36.
.9.
..
.
Under
the
Southern
Cross
I...
EscapeMcGuire
(11-21-36) Jan.
Nov. 13/36.
HAPPY HOUR
Salty
6/37.. .7.7..... .
Goose
Girl,
The
May
30/37.
.3
rls.
Saw Mill Mystery, The Oct. 29/37t.l rl..
Old Woman in the Woods.
MGM Rel. Date.. Mln.
SchoolCanBirds
Title
The
Apr. 23 / 37.. 3 rls. Tin
Tourist, The Apr. 30/37. .7. .. .
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
CRIME
D-OESN'T PAY
(2-6-37)
Jan.
22/37..
7....
No.
9
—
Torture
Money
16. Merry Cafe ( I-2S-37) . . Dec. 26/36. .7. . . . Villain Still Pursued Her,
17.(3-27-37)
Lyln' Hunter, The Feb. 12/37.. 7.... The
(2-27-37) Jan. 8/37.20...
.Sept.
3/37t.6'/2
.
No.
10
—
It
May
Happen
te
TREASURE CHEST
18.(6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37.. 7.... Crystal Ballet
You1 1— (8-14-37)
Juno 5/37. II...
May 28/37. 1 1
No.
Soak
the
Poor
Feminine
Form (8-29-36) ..Aug.
7/36.10
19. Masque
Raid, The
June 25/37..
(10-2-37)
Aug.il/37.I6..
How
to Ski
Aug.20/37tM
NEW WORLD
OF SPORT
SERIES7
No.
12—
Give
Till
It
Hurts
.Sept.18/37
Legend of theSwimming
Lei ( 1-2-37) . June
Dec. 4/36.11....
Fishing Thrills (2-13-37) . .Jan. 22/37. .9
FITZPATRICK
TRAVEL
TALKS
Ornamental
4/37.10
Fit
to Win (6-12-37) May
9'/2.. Private Life of the Gannets
Chile, Land of Charm Oct. 30/37t
Fleet
Mar. 7/37..
5/37.10....
Colorful
Bombay (5-8-37)
Fun InHoofsthe (4-17-37)
Water
(9-25-37)
Sept.l0/37tll....
Floral
Japan
July
24/37.. 8..8..
Songs of the Danube May 7/37.. 9
(4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.10.... Symphony
Glimpses of Java and
in
Snow
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
Ceylon of(4-10-37)
Mar. 6/37. .9..
(M-7-36) Oct. 16/36.. 9.... Glimpses
Golf Magic (9-11-37) Aug. 16/37. .9....
Peru
Plane Devils
(1-9-37) June
Nov. 28/36.
.9'/2 . . Affairs of TWO-REEL
(10-2-37)
Sept. 4/37f.8..
Pierre, The COMEDIES
Riding
the Waves
4/37.10....
Kong, Hub of China May I/S7..8..
(7-31-37) Aug. 6/37tl9 Hong(6-26-37)
Scrambled
(3-27-37) .. June
Feb. 22/37.
Sport of theLegsSeasons
25/37. .9..9..... .. Amuse Yourself Nov. 27/36.20
India on Parade
Any
Old
Port
(1-2-37)
....
Nov.
6/36.18
Picturesque
South Africa Feb. 6/37.. 9..
Sport's
Greatest
Thrills
(8-21-37)
Aug. 3/37.. 9.... Bashful Ballerina
(2-20-37)
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
I7,'37t20 Rocky Mountain Grandeur Jan. 9/37.. 9..
Big(10-2-37)
Courtship,
The Sept.
Feb. 19/37.17
(7-24-37) June 26/37.. 8..
Canine
Capers
Sept. I6,'37t
.614.
.. Chemist,
The (9-24-36)
Oct.
9/36.19....
Dizzy
Ducks
(12-19-36)
...
.July
18/37.
.6'/2.
SiamPride(6-26-37)
May 29/37.
.9. .
Comic
Artist's Home Life Apr. 9/37.18.... Serene
Pirttln' Out the Kitten Mar.26/37. .7
Stockholm,
of Sweden. Oct.
2/37t.9..
(4-3-37)
Scrappy's Band Conoert Apr. 29/37. .7. . .. Ditto
HARMAN-ISING
Feb.
Scrappy's Mnsic
June 4/37. .7.... Freshies
May 12/37.17.
7/37.17..... . . 27— Circus Daze
SCREENLesson
SNAPSHOTS
(Happy Harmonies)
Jan. 16/37. .9..
No. 4— (2-6-37) Dec. 18/36.10.... Girls
Fun's
Fun
(2-6-37)
Feb.
Ahoy!
June
11/37.17
28—
Swing
Wedding
No. 5— (2-27-37) Jan. 22/37. 10. . . . Going. Going, Gone Oct. 5/37.19
29
—
Bosko's
Easter Eggs Feh. 13, '37.. 8..
8/37t
No. 6—
Feb. 19/37.10 Hamlet and Eggs June 18/37.
16
7—
Mar. 2330/37.
/37.. 9'/2... . Her Accidental Hero May 21/37. 17
30—(4-3-37)
Bosko and the Pirates Mar. 20/37.. 8..
No.No.
(5-29-37) May.
Apr.
No. 8—9—
22/37. .914
10.... High-C Honeymoon..- Jan. 1/37.21.... 31—(5-8-37)
and the Rabbit, May 1/37. .8..
His Pest Girl
Apr. 30/37.18. .. . TheHound(6-26-37)
No. 10—
June 4/37. .9
May 29/37. .8. .
No. II—
June 25/37.1014.. Hl-ya
32—
Wayward
Pups
Doc?
Apr.
23/37.20
the Bag May 14/37. 19 33—(8-14-37)
No. 12—
Aug. 13/37.10.... Holding
July 10/37. .9..
Bosko and the
Hold Bait
It
Jan.
29/37.17
No. 13—
Sept. 10/37.10.... Ja'I
Jan. 8/37.19
Cannibals
Aug.28/37. 10. .
Type Dec.
4/36.20
No. I— (New Series)Sept.l7/37t.l rl.. Just
M-G-M MINIATURES
Lovo thein Arms
May 28/37.
18
SPECIAL
Boss
Didn't
Say
Good
Love
Nest
on
Wheels
Mar.
26/37.18
Belgium
(3-6-37)
Dec.
25/36.
.8'/2.
.
Old Paris and Berne
(10-2-37) ... .June
.Oct. 12/37.10.
1/37 .
Man theto Bride
Man
Feb.
17
HaveMorning,
CourageThe (7-24-37)
(2-20-37) Dec. 1 8/36. .814 . . Meet
Oct. 26/37.
29/37t.2rls.
Melody Girl
Apr. 16/37.17.... Hollywood: Second Step
STRANGE
AS
IT
MAY
SEEM
Mixed Magic ( 12-9-36) .... Nov. 20/36. 17. .. . Pacific
Little Jack Horner
(2-20-37)
Dec. 28/87
5,'36'I0..
Paradise
Aug.
(I I -28-36) .. Nov. 13/36.19.... Rainbow
(10-2-37)
Sept. I6.'37tl0 Modern
Pass
Oct.
9/37
Montague Home
the Magnificent
WORLD IN COLOR
Romance of Digestion Mar. 13/37. 1 1 . .
(8-14-37)
Aug.
27/37tl7
Beautiful Bermuda Sept.l0,'37t Off the Horses (4-10-37) ... Mar. 5/37.19.... What Do You Think? Jan. 23/37. 10. .
Pixilated
Mar. 19/37.18
MUSICAL COMEDIES
EDUCATIONAL
Practically
Perfect (1-30-37) .Jan.
15/37.21 Carnival
Girl's Bestin Paris
Years,(6-26-37)
A . May 29/37.21 . .
Ready
to
Serve
(4-10-37)
..
Mar.
12/37.15....
[Distributed through
(2-20-37)
Dee. 25/37.19..
Screen
Test,
The
(12-19-36)
Dec.
13/36.19
Twentieth Century-Fox]
Hollywood Party (5-8-37). .Apr. 3/37.21 . .
Night!. Oct. I.'37t Some
Title
Rel. Date Min. Silly
TimeNightSoonat the(4-10-37). .Mar. 6/37.20..
Slacks
Appeal
Aug.
I3,'37tl9....
SONG AND COMEDY HITS
Sunday
Smart Way, The Oct. I5,'37t.2 rls. Trocadero Oct. 2/37t
Ask Undo Sol
Oct. 8,'37t.lrl.. Sweeties
3,'37fl5
OUR GANG
Big
Apple,.
The (4-10-37)
(10-2-37) .... .Sept.
I7.'37t.1 9.1 .. . That's the Spirit Sept.
June 25/37.
17. .. . Fishy Tales
Dental
Follies
Feb.
26/37.
Aug.28/37. 1 1 . .
Timid
Ghost,
The
Sept.
24,'37tl6.
. . . Framing Youth ( 10-2-37) . . .Sept.l
Gifts
in
Rhythm
Oct.
23/
36.10
Transatlantic
Love
Dec.
25/36.20
I ,'37t 1 1 . .
Play! Girls Nov. 6/36.11 Uncle Sol Solves It
Glove
TapsAre (4-10-37)
Feb. 20/37.
Hearts
Thumps
Apr.
3/37. 1II..1 . .
Pot
Luck
(8-14-37)
Aug.
6,*37t
M
Who's Crazy? Aug. 20,'37t
•37.
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) ... .Jan. 29/37.11.... Will
July 24/37.
11. .
You Stop! (10-2-37)... Sept.l0.'37tl7 Night
Strike! You're Out ( 1-9-37) . Dec. 11/36.11...
Reunion -n'in Gales
Rhythm Jan.
9/37.11..
Roamin' Ballet
Holiday(6-26-37)
(7-31-37). . ..June
12/37. II..
11. .
HOFFBERG
Rushin'
Apr.
24/37.
Big Game Hunt,TERRY-TOONS
The Feb. 19/37. .7...,
Title Rel.
Spooky Hooky (3-6-37) Dee. 5/36.11..
Book Shop. The ( 1-30-37) . Feb. 5/37.. 6
Three Smart Boys (5-8-37). Mar. 13/37.11..
Bug Carnival (4-17-37) .... Apr. 16/37. .7. .. . Baltimore, Home of Wally
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Close Shave, A
Oct. I,'37t.7 Bamboo (5-29-37) July 16/37.
Bar-Rac's
Night Out Feb.
Dancing
Bear,FalfaThe
Oct. I5,'37t.l rl.. Broadway Dance Parade Ju
Farmer
AI
in
Trailer
Decathlon
Champion
Dee. 27/37.
I l/37t. 10. .
20/37.
Busy
Spots
in
Florida
Jan.
15/37.!
Life
Aug.20/37t.6
Floridian Curiosities
Equestrian
Acrobatics
.
.
.
.
Aug.14/37.
.8.9.'..
Dexterity
(2-27-37)
Jan.
6/37...8...
Farmer tieth
AI Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36.. 7
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11.... Gilding the Lily Feb. 16/37.
Anniversary
Hollywood
Magic
(5-29-37)
10....
Flying
South
Mar.
19/37.
.7...
Golf
Mistakes
(6-26-37)
June
12,
'37.
10.
.
(6-5-37) July 16/37. 12. . . Grand Bounce, The
Hay Titli
Ride, The Apr.
2/37. Min.
.6.... InIsleShanghai
of Paradise
Rel. Date
(6-26-37)
May 22/37.11..
Title
Rel.
Homeless Pup, The July 23/37. .7
Jungle
Juveniles
Oct.
2/37t.9..
Spanish Interlude, A Jum Date
KikoSkuuked
the Kangaroo
In Dec. 29/36. .7
Minimaniaes Nov. 20/37f.
Again
MAGNACOLOR
Olympics
Ski Champions July 3/37.10..
Catalina Island
Kiko's
Cleaning
Day
CI-7-36)
Personalities on Parade
(10-2-37)
Sept.l7/37t.6'/2..
Penny Wisdom (5-8-37)... .Apr. 10/37.10..
Mechanical Cow. The June 25/37. .7. .. . Yellowstone Park
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CHART— CONT'D)
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Rel. Date5/37.
Title Rel. Date Min.
Title Re!. Date Mln.
DesertTitle
Land
Apr.
No. 37 — Swing Stars
Pigskin Champions
Killer
of
the
Tonto
Aug.
I3,'37tl0
Forest
Gangsters
(1-23-37)
.
.Jan.
8/37.
(5-22-37)
May
14/37.10....
Nobody
Home
Apr.
2/37.10
(9-25-37)
I4,'37.ll Rhythm of the River Oct. 9/36.10 No. 38 — Pan-American
SUPERBA COMEDIES
Romance
of Radium Aug.
Oct. 23/37
in the Air
Bridal Grief
Feb. 5/37.
Champions
(7-3-37)
June
11/37.10
Ski Skill (4-10-37) 10.... Safety
Live Ghost Nov. 6/36.
of the July 9/37.10.... One
(5-22-37)
28/37.10.... No.Game39— Rhythm
(Reviewed
under the title,July"Ski24,'37.I0
Thrill") Sailor
Shorty May
Oct. 23/36.10
(7-10-37)
Wife Insurance (8-14-37) . .July 9/37.
Sports
on Ice
Tennis
Tactics
(5-8-37) May 1/37. 10 Where Champions Meet
No.
40—
Aquabats
Aug. I3,'37tl0 Wrong Romance, The May 14/37.
No.
41—
Picking
Pets
(2-20-37)
8/37.. .9....
9....
WORLD
RE-ISSUES (1937-8)
Sept.l0/37tl0....
Is King Jan.
Feb. 5/37.
Missions ON PARADE
Beau Hunks
Sept.
I8,'37t37. . . . Where Snow
No.(10-2-37)
42— Four Smart Dogs. .Oct.
8/37tlO California
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
(4-24-37)
16/37.
Blotto
Oct. 30,'37t26....
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
Circus Winter Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
7 — Magic Caverns —
Perfect Day,ROBERT
The BENCH Dec.LEYIl,'37t No.Albert
Florida Cowboy June 1 1/37.
Payson Terhune — Feb. 12/37. .9. .. . No. I (Clnecolor) Aug. 6/37t.l rl.. Gold
Swing
Fashions
Mania
(1-16-37)
Dec.
25/36,
How to Start the Day Sept.l l,'37t No. 8 — Tides of Fundy —
No. 2
Oct. 8,'37t.l rl.. Graveyard
(I -2-37) . Nov.
27/36,
SPECIAL
Heart ofPlaymate
theof Ships
Sierras
Nov. 30/37,
6/36
Home theof Lerias
the Rainbow — Mar. 12/37.10
Servant of the People
Jungle
July
Meet
RKO
RADIO
(3-20-37)
Apr.
9/37.21
Manhattan
Waterfront
No.
9
—
Moonlight
and
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
(Explaitatioo: Feb. 27/37, p. 87.)
(3-27-37)
Feb.
19/37
Shadows
—
Rooftops
of
MUSICALES
TABLOID MUSICALS
Mt. Vernon
Mar. 19/37
Manhattan — Blackie and Apr. 9/37.10.... Frozen Affair,CONDOR
Romantic Mexico
Bars and onStripes
(5-8-37) . .Jan.
Feb. 20/37.
Murder in SwingA (8-28-37)
Time .Sept.l7/37tl0 Workshops
of Old Mexite.. Jan.
July 22/37,
9/37
Dancing
the Celling
2/37.. II....
9.... No.Brownie
10
—
Sailboat
Time
—
(9-4-37) Sept.27/37tlO....
Little
Maestro
(4-17-37)...
.
Mar.27/37.
II....
Twilight
on
the
TrailSong of Revolt (7-24-37) ... May 29/37. 1 1
LEON
ERROL
COMEDIES
Magnetic
Music
(5-22-37).
May
7/37.10....
STATE
RIGHTS
No. II— Fishing Highlights June 4/37.11.... Should Wives Work Sept.lO/37t
Title Rel. Date Mln.
No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.10....
HEADLINER SERIES
PARAMOUNT
ALEXANDER
NEW SERIES
2—3— Singing
in
the
Air
Feb.
19/37.19
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Trailing
the Seashore
Rhythm on the Rampage
No. I
Aug. 6/37t.l rl..
BETTY
BOOP
CARTOONS
(1-9-37)
II...,
(4-24-37)
Apr.
2/37.18'/,..
No.
2
(9-18-37)
Sept.
3/37tl»....
Be Human
Nov. 20/36. .7.... No. 3— Let's Count Horses
RED CROSS
4— Swing Fever July 25/37.20. .. . Behind theAMERICAN
Candid Candidate, The
Flood
Headlines
Scotia Faces the
(9-25-37) .Aug. 27/37t.7.... —Sea—NoviaRecord
(5-8-37)
II...
1937-38
Making Oct. l/37tlO No. I— Trailing Along
ASTOR
8,'37t
Ding Hunter,
Dona Doggie
July
Nov. 5,'37t.l rl..
EDGAR KENNEDY Oct.
COMEDIES
Foxy
The
Nov. 23/37t
26/37t.l.77....rt.. No. 4 POPEYE THE SAILOR
Carmen (5-29-37)
..9...,
House
Cleaning
Blues
Jan.
15/37.
Bad
Housekeeping
(4-10-37)
.
Mar.
5/37.19
Who Goes There?
Hot Air Salesman, The
Football Toucher Downer Oct. I5,'37t Dumb's
the Word
June 115/37.18....
1/37. 18. .. . Halt!
(5-29-37)
9....
(I -23-37) ... .Jan.
(3-20-37)
FILM EXCHANGE
I Like Babies and Infints Apr. I6,'37f .7 Hillbilly
Impractical
Joker, The Mar.l2,'37..7 Hospitaliky
Locks andGoatBonds
Apr. 16/37.19 Ski-Esta (1-2-37)
10...,
(7-3-37> June 18/37. .7.... I'm(10-2-37)
Morning
Judge
Sept.24/37t
Sept.l7/37t.7....
in theChange
Army MyNow Dee. 25/36. .7 Tramp Trouble Aug. 6/37.16 Coronation Preview MATSON
New
Oct. 22,'37t
Never
PudgyDealPicks
TakesShow
Bow-Wow. ..Apr.
9/37. .7.... I Altitude
MARCH OF TIME
Aug. 20/37t.7.. . .
Pudgy
aa Fight
(3-27-37)
10...
7
Feb. 19/37.21
and Foundry July 16/37.. 7.... No.
(5-22-37) May 14/37. .8 Lost
No.
8
Mar. 19/37.20.... Lest We ForgetROGERS
SPECIAL
Morning,
Noon
and
Night
Service
With
a
Smile
Sept.24,*37t.7.
.
.
.
(5-1-37)
I rl.
No.
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21....
Club
(6-26-37)
June
18/37.
.7
Whoops 1 I'm a Cowboy Feb. 12/37.. 7
10
May 14/37.18....
U. S.My DEPT.
OF AGRICULTURE II...
My Artistlcal Temperature. . Mar. 19/37. .7 No.
COLOR CLASSICS
No.
II
June 11/37.18....
I
Pledge
Heart
(8-7-37)
Organ
Grinder's
Swing
No.
12
July
9/37.18....
Bunny-Mooning
(3-6-37)
Car-Tune
Portrait,(3-13-37)..
A Feb. 12/37. .7.... Paneless
Aug. 6/37.18....
Window Washer, Feb. 19/37.. 7.... No. 13
(7-3-37)
June
25/37..
78.... The (2-27-37)
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Jan. 22/37. .7. .. . No. I (9-11-37)
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
1937-38 Sept. 3/37tl7
Chicken
a
la
King
Apr.
1
6/37..
Popeye
the
Sailor
Meets
Christmas Comes But Once
ADVENTURES
OF THE
No.
2
Oct.
l/37t
All
Baba
and
the
Forty
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
a
Year
Dec.
4/36..
8
MICKEY
MOUSE
Thieves
Nov. 26,'37t.2 rls. Clock Cleaners, The
Educated Fish
Oct. 29/37t
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
(Color theSpecial)
Aug. 6/37.10...
Peeping Penguins (9-18-37) Aug. 27/37t.7.... Popeye
Sailer
Meets
(8-28-37)
Oct. I5,'37t
HEADLINERS
Hawaiian
Holiday
Sinbad
the
Sailor
Dogging
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10...
World
Blue Velvet Music Apr. 9/37.10....
(M-14-36)
Nov.
27/36..
7....
(9-4-37)
8.... Motor Maniacs (9-25-37) .. .Sept. 3.37tl0...
Mark Warnow and Orch.
(Color Special)
PRODUCTIONS
Ski Parade, The Feb. 5/37
Friml
Favorites
(7-3-37)
.. Orch.
June 4/37.11 Protex
theRoadster,
Weakerist
Nov. 27/36.
I9,'37t.l.7rl.. Rhythm NU-ATLAS
In a Night Court
Headliners of 1936 Oct. 30/36.10...
Rudolf
Frlml,
Jr.
end
Spinach
The
Nov.
(9-4-37) Sept.24/371.9.... Sports
(11-21-36)
Hollywood
Star
Reporter,
Twisker
Pitcher,
The
May
21/37.
.7.
.
.
PATHE NEWS
MAGIC
No. 2
Oct. 29/37t l M..
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
NEWS
Released
twice
a
week
Land
of
Genghis CARPET
Khan SERIES
HulaEddieHeaven
Oct. l/37tll Two Editions Weekly
Peaborfy
(2-6-37)
Dec. 18/36.10...
PATHE
PARADE
POPULAR
SCIENCE
of Portugal
Installment
No. I
Sept.l0/37t Portraits
(Clnecolor)
Fred AllenCollector, The. . July 24/37. 10 No. 2 (11-28-36)
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37.10...
PATHE
REVIEWS
Oct.
30/36.10....
Touring Grandeur
Brazil (12-18-36)
Nov. 13/36.10...
Let'sXavierGo Cugat
Latin (9-25-37)
Dec. 25/36.11.... Released once a month
Western
(4-3-37) ... Feb.
5/37. .9ft.
and Orch... .Sept.lO/37tl I ... . No.No. 3
4 (3-27-37) Apr.
Feb. 26/37.
II....
PATH E TOPICS
Listen
No. 5
30/37.11....
Released
seven
times
a
year
Clyde toLucasLucas
and Orch. Nov.l3/37f.l rl.. No.
UNITED
ARTISTS
6 NEW SERIESJuly 2/37.11....
MusicRuss byMorgan
Morgan
Feb.
12/37.11....
FLASH COMEDIES
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
BeRADIOLike That
and Orch.
MICKEY MOUSE
I (9-18-37) Sept. 3/37tl0.... Don't
Night intf Manhattan
July 20/37tll
30/37. 1 1 . . . . No.No. 2
(1-30-37) Dec. 4/36.18.... 103. Alpine Climbers
Nov.
I2,'37t
Queens
Harmony
Aug.
SCREEN SONGS
Horse Play (4-3-37)
13/37.18....
(8-22-36) Oct. 28/36t.9ft.
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orch.
Returns Mar.
Oct. 22/37f
Magic
on Broadway
Nov. 26,'37t.l rl.. Many Unhappy
Rah,Will Rah,
104. Mickey's
Circus
RADIO MUSICAL COMEDIES
Jay Freeman
and Orch.
OsborneFootball
and Orch. Oct. 30/36.10.... Never
(8-15-36)
Should
Have
Told
Deep
South Moods
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17 105. Donald
and Pluto Nov. I l,'36t .8
SongFreddie
Hits Rleb
on Parade
Mississippi
You
(3-6-37)
Jan.
29/37..
8
& Orch. Jan. 15/37.10....
(11-14-36) Dee. I2.'36t.8...
Nat Brandwynne
Star Reporter, The, No. 2
Elephant Feb. 19/37t.9...
Keep Me inandYourOrch.
That(7-31-37)
Man Samson July
May 23/37.17....
28/37. 19. .. . 107. Mickey's
(11-14-36)
(3-27-37)
Mar. 12/37.11.... Please
Dreams
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.
.8.
..
.
SMART
SET
108.
Don
Donald
(1-16-37)
8'/a.,
Vincent
Lopez
and
Orch.
Henry King and Orch.
109.
Worm
Turns,
The
Grandma's
Buoys
(I
-2-37)
..
Dec.
18/36.
16
Boswell Sisters
Talking
ThroughandMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. .. . Inlawful
Apr. 30/37.17....
(1-23-37)
Apr.
I7.'37t.8'/,.
Swing,
Hutton,
Swing
May
7/37.11....
Dick
Stabile
SPECIAL
Ina Ray Hutton and Orch.
110. Magician Mickey June I7,'37t.8'/j.
Twilight
on the Trail Mar. 26/37. .7....
MUSICAL ROMANCE
111. Mickey's
Amateurs
The Westerners
DayQuintuplets,
With the ADionne
(6-19-37)
1 rl.
(Technicolor)
(4-24-37). Mar. 26/37. 18. .. . 112. Moose
Whispers
in
the
Dark
Sept.24/37t.7
Hunters Aug. 5/37t.9...
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37) Jan. 15/37. .9. .. . You Came to My Rescue. .. .July 30/37.. 8
SPORTS
WITH
BILL
CORUM
SILLY
SYMPHONIES
Shep Fields and Orch.
Schubert's
July 23/37. .9
Beach
Sports
June
Seng of theSerenade
Islands
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
Mouse- . ..Jan. 28/37t.7...
Big League
May 4/37..
7/37.119'/2.. 106. Threeketers Blind(I I -28-36)
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10....
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10 108. Country Cousin, The
Trees (3-20-37) Mar. 19/37. .9.... No. 30 — Sporting(NEWQuiz, SERIES)
The
Golf
Timing
(8-21-37)
July
23/37.11....
(11-21-36)
Dec. I7,'36t.6'/t.
PARAGRAPH ICS
(11-21-36) Nov. 6/36.10.... Iceman, The
Jan. 15/37. .9.... 109. Mother
Pluto
Aviator Comes
Shorty
3132—— Chimp
Champs
... .Dec.
4/36.10
(11-21-36)
Mar. 6/37t.6ft.
Ladies'
Day
Dec.
18/36.11
Circus
to Town, The July 23/37. 10. .. , No.
No.
Sporting
Pals
Jan.
1/37.10
Putting
On the Dog July
Feb. 12/37.11
More Kittens (I -9-37). Mar. 27/37t.8'/2.
Ro(7-3-37)
June 25/37.10.... No. 33— Underwater
Royal Steeds
2/37.10 110.
111. Woodland
Cafe
An (3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.10.... Saratoga
Cowboy
Shorty Oct.
8,'37t.l rl.. N». 34— Onmance, the
(6-26-37)
I rl.
Summers
Nose
Game Trails
Apr. 30/37.10
(3-27-37) Mar. 12/37.11.... 112. Little
Hiawatha
Inventor, The
Nov. 5/37M rl.. (3-13-37) Feb. 26/37.10.... Singing
(6-26-37)
1 H.
Wheels
(12-26-36).
Nov.
20/36.11
No. 35— King Soccer Mar. 26/37. 10. .. .
It's a Good Stunt
113. Modern
Inventions
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37. 10. .. .
STRUGGLE TO LIVE
(6-26-37)
J r|.
I0,'37tl0. . . No.Laugh)
It's(9-25-37)
a Living Sept.
Deadly Females Nov. 13/36. .9'/»..
Mar_ 5,-37. n...,

MOTION

82

(THE
UNIVERSAL
Title Rel. Date Min.
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS
No. 32 (2-6-S7) Feb. 1/37. .9ft..
(3-27-37) Mar. 22,'37.
I5,'37..9
No.No.No. 3435S3 (4-17-37)
(4-I7-S7) Mar.
Apr. 12/37. .8..7. .. ... .
No. 36 (5-15-37) May I0,'37. .9'/,. .
No. 3837 (5-15-37)
June 26,'37.
7.'37. 10..9'/2.. ...
No.
(7-24-37) July
No.
39
No. 40
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
Air Express (10-2-37) Sept.20/37t.6
Big Race. The (3-I3-S7) . . . Mar. 3/37.-7....
Country Store (8-7-37) July 5/37.. 7
Fireman's Picnic Aug. I6,'37. .6'/4 . .
Golfers.
House ofTheMagle(2-13-37)
(2-I3-S7).. Jan.
Feb. Il,'37..8'/j..
8/37. .8....
Knights
for
a
Day
(I
-9-37).
Dec.
28/36.
.7..7.. .
Lumber
Camp
(3-20-37)
...Mar.
15/37.
Ostrict
Feathers
(10-2-37)
.
.Sept.
6/37f.7
Rest Resort
Aug. 23/37. .7
Steel
WorkersThe
(5-16-37) Apr.
7
Stevedores.
May 26/37..
24/37.. 7....
Turkey Dinner Nov. 30/36. .8
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
Alpine Cabaret (8-14-37) .. .Aug. 4/37.10....
Bargain
MatineeThe(3-20-37) .Apr. 14/37.10....
Cocktail Party,
(5-15-37)
May 17/37.10
12/37.10....
Fun Begins at Home Feb.
Hawaiian Capers (9- 18-37) Sept 8/37tl7....
It's
on
the
Reeord
Mar.
17/37.
10ft..
Royal Cafe
Nov. 25/36.10....
School for Swing (2-6-37) . .Jan. 20/37.10
•37t...
37.10.
(5-15-37)
Shew
for Sale June
Nov. 9.3,
'37. 10...
Singing Bandit, The
(7-3-37) July 7, 37tl9...
Teddy Bergman's
Bar-B-Q. . Dec.
Oct. 23,6, 36.10...
Television
Highlights
OSWALD CARTOONS
Birthday Party, The Mar. 29,
Duck Hunt (3-13-37) Mar. 8,
EverybodyTrouble
Sings (I -30-37) .. Nov.
Feb. 22,30, '36.. 7...
Gopher
Keeper of the Lions Oct. 18, '37t.7...
'37t.8...
Love Siek
Oct. 4, '37.
.7...
Playful Pup, The
(7-31-37)
July
12,
37.. 7...
Trailer
Thrills
(5-15-37)
..
.May
3,
Unpopular Mechanie
Nov. 7,6, '37.. 7...
Wily(10-17-36)
Weasel, The June
'36.. 8ft.
STRANGER THAN FICTION SERIES
•36.10...
No. 30—
29— Novelty
Novelty (12-26-36)
(9-24-36). .. Nov.
9...
No.
Dee. 7,9, *37..
9...
No. 31— Novelty (1-2-37) .. .Jan. 4, '37..
9...
No. 32— Novelty (1-30-37) . . Feb. I, •37..
•37.. 9...
9...
No. 33— Novelty (2-13-37) . . Mar. I, •37..
No. 34— Novelty (4-17-37) .. Mar. 29, '37.. 8...
No. 35— Novelty (4-I7-S7). .Apr. 26, •37.. 8'/,.
No.
36— Novelty
Novelty (7-3-37)
(4-17-37) .....June
May 24.21, •37.. 9...
No. 37—
•37. .9...
No.
38—
Novelty
(5-15-37).
.July
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-37) ..Aug. 19,16, ,'37t.9...
No. 40— Novelty (9- 18-37) .Sept. 6 •37t.9...
No. 41— Novelty Oct. 4, '37t.9...
No. 42— Novelty Nov. I,
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
Hollywood Screen Test
•37t2l...
'36..
9ft.
(8-14-37)
King Edward the VIII Aug.
Dec. 3014
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Nov. 30 36.25...
VITAPHONE
Title Rel. Date Min.
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
Vaude-Villlans
Dec. 12/36.10...
Marty May
ReelHarryVaudeville
(1-30-37) . .Jan. 2/37.11...
Rose
Bed-Time Vaudeville
(2-20-37)
Bring
the Girls Jan.
Mar. 30/37.11...
6/37.11...
EdgarOn Bergen
Vitaphone
Diversions
Apr.
3/37.10...
Smith and Dale
Nickel
May 1/37.10...
CharlesLowdown
Kemper
Vitaphone Funsters
(6-12-37)
May 29/37.11...
Johnny
Burke
Vaude-Festival
June
26/37
Fritz and Jean Hubert

PICTURE HERALD

October 9

19 3 7

CHART— CONT'D)
RELEASE
Title Rel. Data Mia.
Title Rel. Date Min.
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
No.(8-14-37)
12— Pianos— Art
Vaudeville Hits July 17/37
July 28/37
17/87. ie..
Elaine Arden
FLOYD
GIBBONS'
No. 13 — Books — Furs Aug.
ADVENTURE"
Vitaphone Broadwayltes .. .Aug. 21/37. 10. . Attic of"YOURTerror TRUE
(9-1
1
-37)
.
.Sept.l8,'37tl2
(NEW
SERIES)
Medley-Dupree
LOONEY
TUNES
I— Racing(9-11-37)
— Wrestling Sept 18/37. 10. .
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No.woods29— (1-9-37)
Porky of the North- Dee. 19/36. .7. .. . No.—Cheese
That's
No. 2— Mauch Twins — Table
30— Porky the Wrestler. Jan. 9/37. .7
Jay C.Plotnres
Fllppen (8-29-36) .. Nov. 21/36.21 .. No.
Tennis
Oct. I6,'37f
JoeBlonde
PalookaBomber"
In "The Nov. 28/36.21 .. No.
VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
No. 31—
32— Porky's
Picador Road
Porky Race. Feb. 6/87. .7.... Poets of the
Organ
(8-22).
.Jan. 16/87
(2-27-37)
8....
Shemp
HowardMr.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Crawford
33— Porky's Romance. .. Apr. 17/37. ...... Whale Ho (7-14) Feb. 13/37.10..
HereRobertComesNortonthe Circus Dec. 5/36.18.. No.
No.
34—
Hunt Apr. 17/37.. 8... . Medium Well Done Mar. 6/37.10..
"Poodles" Hanneford
No.(6-12-37)
35 — Porky's
Porky andDuokGabby
Hardeento Ghost Hookup, A.Apr. 3/37.11..
May 15/37. .8. ... Ghost
"Give Me Liberty" Dec. 19/36.22..
No. 36— Porky's Building. .June 19/37. .8
Litel
It'sJohn
All
Over
Now
(2-6-37).
Dec.
26
/
36.20..
No.Service
37— Porky's
Super July 3/37.. 8.... HomeRadioRunRamblers
on the Keys
Dan Healy
(7-10-37)
Apr. 24/87.. 9..
Joe and Asbestos in
Babe Ruth
No.Story
38— Porky's Bad Time July 24/37.. 7.... (4-3-37)
"A(2-13-37)
Horse's Tale"
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37. 19..
Louis
Zingone
Jan. 9/37.20..
No.(8-14-37)
39— Porky's Railroad Aug. 7/37. .7
Double
Talk
(6-5-37) June 26/37. 16. .
Harry
No. 40— Get Rich Porky.... Aug. 28/37
HamtreeGribbonHarrington
Edgar
Bergen
No. 41— Porky's Garden. . ..Sept. 1 1/37
Pretty Pretender, The
Beach Knights July 31/37
No. 42— Rover'sMELODY
RivalMASTERS
Oct. 9,'37t PalmCharles
(2-13-37)
Jan. 23/37.21..
AhearD
Bernice Claire
Lyin'GeorgeTamer,Jessel
The (7- 1 1 -36). Aug. 28/37.10..
JoeAgain"
Palooka(3-8-37)
In "Klek Me Feb. 6/37.21.. Jimmie Luneeford and Oreh.
(1-23-37)
Dec.
19/36.10....
VITAPHONE VARIETIES
George
Hall
and
Orch
Jan.
9/37.10
Robert Norton
Louisiana Kings Jan. 23/37.10.... Neekin' Party, A (9-1 1-37) .Sept. 4,*37tll..
Feb. 3/37. II.
Captain
Edgar Love
Bergen-"Cbarlle
Roger Wolfe Kahn and Feb. 6/37.10.... Puppet
(9-11-37) McCarthy"
Oct. 2/S7tl9..
GeergieBlueblood
Price
Swing
for Sale (3-13-37) . . Feb. 27/37.22. . CabOrch
Calloway
and
Orch.
Hal LeRoy
(3-13-37)
Feb.
20/37.19....
Under Southern Stars Feb. 20/37.18..
WM. STEINER
Van Steeden and Mar. 6/37.10.. .
Oreh
Fred a Lawrence-J.
Bryan .Mar. 13/37.20. . Peter
Title Rel. Date Uln
Hotel
la
Swing
Jacques
Fray
and
Orch.
Eagle's
Vengeance,
The July 29/37 120.
Eddie Foy, Jr.
MailKen andMurrayFemale Mar. 27/37.21 .. Jam(4-10-37)
Session, The Mar.
Apr. 27/37.10....
17/37.10
WORLD
ClydeOrchestra,
McCoy and Orch. May 8/37.10
Title Rel. Date Mia
PlayPreisser
Street (4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21..
Rimac
Bettas JHty 8/37tI0.
Jaok
Denny and The
Orch May 29/37.10 Battling
Romance ofSisters
Robert Burns
Men
of Ships Sept (l/S7t.».
Eliseo
Grenet
and
Oreh.
(4-10-37) Apr. 10/37.16..
(6-19-37)
June
19/37.10....
Story
of
the Rose, A
Owen ofKing-Linda
(1-16-37)
10.
Hayton and Oreh.
Lifers
the Party, Perry
The. ..Apr. 17/37.21.. Lennie
(7-10-37)
Ka (12-19-36)
10.
Yacht Club Boys
David
Mendoza and Orch. July 10/37.10.... Sus-TI
Utah(1-9-37)
Picture
Book
10.
JoethePalooka
In "Taking Apr. 24/37.21 . . Russ(8-21-37)
July 31/37.10....
Morgan and Orch Sept.il/37f
Count"
Shemp
HowardRobt.
Norton
Milt
Britton
and
Orch
Oet.
2.'37t
Movie Mania
May 8/37.20..
Mai Hallett and Oreh Oct. 23/37t
SERIALS
Dave Apollon
Arnold Johnson and Oreh.
Musical
Operation, A May 15/37.20..
(9-11-37)
Nov. I3,'37tl0.... 12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Specified
Frank
Gaby-Vlrglnla
Verrlll
MERRIE
MELODIES
Day at Santa Anita May 22/37.18..
(la Color)
COLUMBIA
Sybil Defects
Jason
No.
Sound
Menace
(9-4-37)
No. 29—
30— Cooeoonut
He Was HerGroveMan.. .Nov.
. Jan. 28/36.
2/37.. .77.... Jungle
Rufe Davis (6-12-37) .. .June 5/37.22..
Frank
Buck-C.
Henry JJO....
faaoh)
No.(1-16-37)
31— Pigs Is Pigs Jan. 30/37.. 7....
loeRobt.
PalookaNortonin "Thirst
Aid"
.
June
12/37.20..
(15
episodes)
Beverly Phalen
No.
32—1
Only
Have
Eyes
REPUBLIC
Rhythm
Mar. 6/37.. 8....
Estelle Roundup,
Taylor The June 19/37.21 . . No.for33—YouThe(3-6-37)
Fella with the Mar. 27/37. .8. .. . Dick Tracy 6401 (2-27-37) . Feb. 2»/37t .
Little Pioneer, The
Fiddle
(4-10-37)
Ralph
Byrd-Kay
(7-10-37) July 3/37.19..
(15 episodes) Hughes
No. 34— bat's
She WasDaughter
an Acro- Apr. 10/37.. 8
Sybil JasonNocturnes
Painted Stallion, The 6421.. Jane 5/B7t.
Newsboys
No. 36—
35— Clean
Ain't WePastures
Got Fun. May
May 22/37
1/37. .8.... Robinson
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
(7-10-37) July 10/37.20..
No.
Crusoe of Clipper
Lane, from
Tree the& Sky
Edwards
Island
3583
Nov. 14/36..
Flowers
No.
37—
Uncle
Tom's
Bungalow
June
5/37
Mala-Marao
Clark
(8-21-37) July 24/37.22..
No. 38 — Streamlined Greta
Josephine
Huston
S. (140. episodes)
S. Coast Guard A««.28/97t.
(6-12-37)
June 1 9/37.. 8
Cut Out for Love Aug. 2/37
No.Green
39— Sweet
Sleux
Donald Novis- Dorothy Dare
(7-10-37)
June 26/37.. 8.... 6441
Ralph
Byrd-Maxine
Du Barry Did All Right... Aug. 7/37
Again 6461Doyle.... Nov. 20/37t.
No.Again
40— Egghead Rides July 17/37. .8. . . ZorroJohn Rides
Irene Cupid
Bordoni
Carroll- Elsa Christian
Doetor
Sept. 4/37t
No.
41—
Plenty
of
Money
Ken Union
Murray-Oswald Sept.il/37t
July 31/37.
Postal
No.and42—You
Suntrannet Bine — Aug.
21/37.7. .. . Jungle Jim UNIVERSAL
Georgie
Priee
(12-26)Jane Rhodes
Jan. (8/I7..2rls.
No.
43
—
Speaking
of
the
Littlest Diplomat, The
Grant Withers-Betty
(taeb)
Sept. 18/37
4/37.. 7.... Radio
(9-11-37) Sept.25/37t20..
Patrol
(9-18-37)
Oet */»7t.tr1*.
No.Weather
44— Dog(8-21-37)
Daze Sept.
Grant
WithersCath.
Hughes
(ea»B)
Sybil
Jason
No.
45
—
I
Wanna
Be
A
UpsHalandLeRoy
Downs Oct. 9/37t
Secret
Agent
X9Rogers
Apr. UVS7..2coach)rl«.
Sailor
Sept.25,'37t
Scott
Kolk-Jean
No. 46— ThePICTORIAL
Lyin- Mouse...REVIEWS
Oct. I6,'37t Tim Tyler's Luck
COLORTOUR ADVENTURE
I rlt.
Frankie
Thomas, Jr.(Ctneeolor)
F ranees Robinson
No.Aviation
4— Southern
Wear — Dec. 26/36.11....
(1-23-37)
Along
the
Mediterranean.
...
Dec.
5/36.10..
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
S»pt
18/37.)
No.(2-6-37)
5— Sports Afloat
Nice ofWorkthe Midnight
(2-13-37)
(6-26-37) .July S/37t.lrls.
Jan. 16/37.10.... WildJohnnyWestMaekDaysBrown
Land
Sun Jan. 30/37.19.,
(each)
(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10.,
No.
6
—
Swimming
—
Wood
Nature
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
10.
(13 episodes)
Carving
Feb. 13/37.10
Cradle theof Civilization
17/37.10.,
VICTORY
No.—Lipsticks
7— Phonograph
Records Mar. 20/37.11....
Alpine
May 15/37.10..
(4- 10-37)....
GatewayGrandeur
to Africa
of Scotland Yard... Apr. 15/37..
Ne.
8—
Coiffeurs—
Shoes
Apr. 10/37.10.... Blake
(6-12-37)
June
12/57.10.
Ralph Byrd-Herbert Rawllnson
Land of the Magyar
No. 9— Hats— Bathing Suits. May 11/37.10....
(15 episodes — also feature version)
(7-18-37) July 3/37
No. 10— Dancing-Leather
Crossing the Sahara Aug. 14/37
May H.'J7.I0...
Long Bright Land (9-ll-37).Sept.25/37tl0.,
No.(6-5-37)
II— Milk— Rugs Job*
18/87. 10. . .
It's Work
Oct. 23,'37t...
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JENKINS-HIS

Norfolk, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
We came down here on invitation of our
congressman to have lunch with him. He
probably wanted to interview us and get
an idea"andof the
feelings
of the
"Boysto have
back
home,"
besides
that we
an opportunity
of unloading
awanted
few ideas
that
have been uppermost in our mind, and we
knew of no one better to unload them on
than a congressman. You know that a constandwea pay
lot him
of "unloading";
in fact thatgressmanis canwhat
for.
Now that what we call our mind has become somewhat rational we might tell you
something about Norfolk that a lot of you
may not know. Norfolk is another "Gateopen waysoto thelongwest,"
that and
the she
herdhashaskeptgottheoutgatein
the cornfields and is finishing up what crop
was left by the grasshoppers. Norfolk
claims to have something like ten thousand
peopletion ofwho
they States
believe and
in thethe Constituthe say
United
state of
Nebraska. But speaking of the Constitution,
we might again remind you that our constitution prohibits the state from going into
debt. We couldn't buy a nickel's worth of
lolly pops
and notthatpaying
probably
accounts for on
why time,
we are
interest
on long time bonds for more than the state
ispictures,
worth.weThis
with
knowhasn't
that, anything
but here tois doanother
thing for you to consider, and that is that
no individual or no nation has added to prosperity by going
into else.
debt. But then let's
talk about
something
V
You know that a blank mind is one that
has forgotten about everything he knew.
That'stimeabout
and it for
reminds
the
we our
wentfix,hunting
ducksusandof
geese in the marshes of western Nebraska
some time ago. We packed our tent, decoys,
a couple of cases of shells, dishes, provisions, bedding, etc., etc., and took the
train for the marsh country. Then we got
a team to haul us out to the marsh, where
we set up the tent and arranged our beds and
put on our hip boots and got ready to go out
for
we
lookedthe forevening's
our gun shooting.
it dawned Butuponwhen
us that
we had left it standing in the closet back
home, a hundred and fifty miles away.
V
But getting back to the picture business.
We
saw "Wee
Winkie,"
with went
ShirleyandTemple,
VictorWillie
McLaglen
and
Aubrey
and the
few picture
more. because
We wouldn't
attempt Smith
to criticize
what
we don'tvolumes.
know about
picturespurported
would fillto
several
The picture
show an English troop in war with the
Arabs, presumably on the desert of Egypt
or some other country, but more likely the
action was had in the sand dunes between
Yuma, Arizona, and Holtville, California.
Anyhow,
sand
dunes.Egypt hasn't anything on us for
We would say that the picture, as a
whole, was a good one. The only criticism
we would care to offer is putting a little
star like Shirley Temple in a war picture
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of hard boiled soldiers like this one. If your
audience like Shirley Temple in war pictures they will like this one, for she does
her usual marvelous acting.
V
The Moon theatre played "Toast of New
York"ces Farmer,
recently,CarywithGrant,
Edward
Arnold,
Donald
MeekFranand
Jack Oakie, which you no doubt will agree
is a wonderful cast. It purports to show
the Wall Street financial crash supposed to
have been caused by Jim Fisk.
Mr. Arnold plays the part of Jim Fisk
and Frances Farmer that of Josie Mansfield. It is our judgment that Mr. Arnold
did the best acting of his career, and Frances Farmer, as a singer, had about all of
the rest of them faded to a two spot, not that
she has such a wonderful voice but her enunciation was so clear and distinct that one
could understand every word she said, which
was a decided relief from hearing dozens of
them on the screen and radio. If you exINTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS movement
— No. 6, Vol.around
20.— Japanese
army
begins
encircling
Shanghai
China stone
makes
plea
to Hugo
LeagueBlackof Nations
YellowPark
Justice
returns
Largest
inland freighter
launchedSpotlight
Blasting Sports
a mountainLew
Fashions
Hollywood
Lehr.
MOVIETONE
NEWS— King
No. 7, Vol. Z».— XPresident
visits
BritishAnthony
Columbia
Denmark
Duke Christian
and Spotlight
Duchess ofof Lew
Windsor
FashionsEden
The Hollywood
Lehr
Army-Clemson, Nebraska-Minnesota games.
NEWS
OF
THE
DAY—
No.
204,
Vol.
9.—
Seeing
America
with Roosevelt.
. . .Big toBilltryTilden
still going
British
driver ready
for auto
speed strong.
mark . . .
Justice
Black
home,
mum
on
Klan
"Iron
save children's lives. .. .The Woman's Page. Lungs"
NEWS
OF THE DAY— No.meet;205, Hitler
Vol. 9.—hails
CanadaMussolini
cheers
Roosevelt
Nebraska Dictators
downs Gophers in big upset
Cornell
beatsWindsors
Colgate Hoover's American
G-men do some shooting
France. .. .Breaksin Paris
record in Futurity. Legionnaires in
PARAMOUNT
No. 17.— What acts
priceagain....
cotton?
....Climb
lostNEWS—
land....W.
Mr.Haywire
Justicetoballoons.
Black
returns. .. .F.C. D.FieldsR. gets
to Pacific
PARAMOUNT NEWS— No. 18.— Sets turf record....
Can't
beatvacation,
the G-men
Duke andMussolini
Duchess visits
end
hunting
visit becomes
Paris
Hitler
Spanish
border
danger
spot
Funeral of Thomas G. Masaryk of Czechoslovakia
Black on high bench Football's big thrills.
PATHEBlackNEWS—
21, Vol. . 9.—Latest
Klan deb.dragon
quizzed. .
evadesNo.newsmen.
wardrobe.
$12,000
golf seen.
tourney
New Roman
televisionholiday.
head. . .Man
Air
revolution
..
.Modern
moves a mountain Roosevelt opens dam.
PATHE NEWS— No. 22, Vol. 9.— Black debate rages
World'sandrecord
falls Roosevelt water.
inspects.. .Thunder
dam
Edward
over
China.... Wally....Oil
Cornell crushesunderColgate.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL-No.
602,
Vol. 9. — show
JusticeNEWSPAPER
Blackhurtles
comes from
homeracetrack
Acrobat Coast
gives
wonder
Car
fetes
wine
vintage
Chinatown
buries
a
mayor
Blast, fireHellhit drivers
meat plant
Nelson crowned
golf
champ
rodeo Police,
vamps scare
in massthrong
drill. 60,000 watch
UNIVERSAL
603,
Vol.
9. — BlackNEWSPAPER
talks on KlaninNEWSREEL-No.
tieup
SistersTyrolese
launch
big cruiser
Personalities
the news
proclaim
loyalty
Big
grid
teams
open
season
G-man raps lax parole Has anybody lost
aHeadMonkey?

COLYUM
hibitors want a good story well acted we believe you will find it Vin this production.
We don't know as we should mention it,
but
we saw
another picture,
and it didn't
impress
us sufficiently
to remember
the
name,
who
produced
it,
who
directed
who acted in it. To us it was a lot ofitlostor
motion and a waste of raw material, but
we have to have these things once in a while
to make us appreciate the good ones, and you
can we
bet see.
that we'll appreciate the next good
one
V
We mon,stopped
at
Orchard
to visit playhouse,
Mr. Harwho operates the Orchard
but we learned he had gone to Omaha. We
missed an awfully good visit but, by chowder, we didn't miss any better visit than he
did.
V
At Ainsworth we called on Mr. and Mrs.
Seifert, who operate a brand new theatre
there. We are glad we did, for we had a
lovely visit, and besides that we learned
that Mrs.
name wasjourney
Jenkins, and weSeifert's
regard maiden
it a profitable
to go several miles to see a Jenkins, unless
possibly the road leads to a penitentiary.
Whenever
a "Jenkins,"
you
betyouyourfindbottom
dollar knew
thatas heaofrule,
isbutof
Welshcan extraction.
We never
one colored man by the name of Jenkins,
and that was when we were traveling Texas.
We didn't look into his geneology but we'll
betcha
that hisWegrandmother
run
fast enough.
Welsh folkscouldn't
will stand
together through H. &V H. W.
At Bassett we called on Mr. and Mrs.
Carlson of the Kozy theatre and found
them busy, just as they always are. We like
to call on these folks for we always receive
a very warm welcome. Both of these folks
are
100 Herald
per cent fans
with and
us. Vthat alone makes 'em
Valentine, Nebraska
Every time we come to this town we
wish we had brought a gun with us, there
are
been soshot.many people here who have never
We found Harold Dunn, of the Jewel
theatre, in the custody of the town marshall.
They were sitting in a car in front of the
theatre and Harold wanted us to go his bail
but
us. Harold
calledthe tomarshal
Hazel, wouldn't
his wife,accept
who was
selling
tickets,
and
said,
"Hey
there,
get
on your
trotting harness and get ready to take
the
train
for
Omaha,
that
guy
is
here
again."
There's no doggone sense of a man acting
like that, and so we are hauling in the gangCOLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The
HERALD's
Vagabond
Colyumnist
plank.
The HERALD covers
the FIELD
like an
April SHOWER.
Captain W. H. Fawcett, president of
Fawcett Publications, Inc., has appointed
Frank G. Stein as Western Advertising
Manager with headquarters in Chicago.
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NEW

EQUIPMENT

USEE) EQUIPMENT

YOUR super-arc
PROJECTION
UP-TO-DATE.
TRYarc
theBRING
newLatest
S.O.S.
low
amperage
reflector
lamp.
tubular
type,
with
giant
10J4
in.
Bausch
and
ellipticalnumerous
reflector,otherWestinghouse
WestonLombammeter,
improvements,motor,
and
only
trades. S. O. S., 636-AO
Eleventh$147.70.
Avenue,Liberal
New York.

YOURclearance
MONEY sale.
BUYSGoodMOREused INForest
OUR rectifiers,
WAREhouse
$24.50.
Projectionh.p.lenses,
allmotors,
sizes, $4.95
up.fine,Robbins
and
Meyers
sync,
very
worth
$45,
Morelite,
Peerless
carbon
arcs,
from special
$39.50. $19.95.
Everything
advertised
actually
in stock.
S. O. S., 636-AO Eleventh Avenue, New York.

GENERAL
EQUIPMENT

UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopricons,
etc.
Projection
mafree. MOVIE
SUPPLY
COMPANY, repaired.
LTD.,Catalog
844 So.H Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

SPECIAL500 watt,
SALE$18.95;
ON reels,
NECESSITIES:
opticons,
2,000 ft., $5.88STEREdozen;
film cement,
1ouroz., prices
$1.85 dozen;
12" bucket
bladetheatre
fans,
$14.50.
Get
on
latest
standard
equipment;
portables,
35
mm
and
16
mm;
etc.
All
your
needs
supplied
at
rock
bottom
prices!
CONSOLIDATED THEATRE SUPPLY CORP.,
1600-M Broadway, New York.
NEVER BEFORE — NEVER AGAIN, SUCH
prices onante d,carbons!
International
first quality,
guarforhundred
low-intensity.
7/10, discount,
$4.85,
hundred
8/12,
sets. 10%
1,000 sets;
sets.
Shipped$5.75prepaid
anywhere
in U. S. Samples
free.
Bargains
in
all
equipment.
S.
O.
S.,
636-AO
Eleventh
Avenue, New York.

CATCH UP ON YOUR READING WITH THIS
book
bundle.
OnlyProjection,"
$1.39 for three
books—"Servicing
Sloane's
"Motion
Picture
Mancall's
Equipment"
andbook,
Benson's
"Fundamentals
ofProjection
Television."
Any
one
49c.
Plenty
Ask S. O. S., 636-AO Eleventh Avenue, New others.
York.
THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemthefor proper
theayou in making
entries,
complete but
recordprovides
of yoursufficient
operationsblankfor pages
each dayfor ofa
the
year. prepaid.
Notable for
its simplicity.
Order Rockenow—
$3 postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTIONRevised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes
736
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
withpages
detailed
description of assembly,
and
functioning of all modern sound and projection apparatus. Iimmediate
t is a practical
"troublein shooter,"^
cross
indexed
for
reference
any
projection
room emergency.
ORDER Rockefeller
TODAY! $6.25
postpaid.
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Center,
New
York.
PEPAIP

SERVICE

POSITIONS

WANTED

MANAGER
—connection
MARRIED withNOW
wishes
permanent
modernEMPLOYED
progressive
independent
or chain.
BOX 922, MOTION
PICTURE
HERALD.
PROJECTIONIS
14 YEARS, RELIABLE,
steady.
notice T—required.
ences.TenBOX days
935, MOTION
PICTUREAnywhere.
HERALD.ReferHELP

WANTED

BACKupholstered
SPRING
seatTHEATRE
chairs at CHAIRS—
$1.25, two 1600lots.PANEL
1,500 fully
spring seat
chairs
at $1.65. Photographs
sentW.on 44th
request.
ALLIED
SEATING
CO.,
INC,
358
Street, New York.

COMBINATION,
ART MAN.
Sober,
not afraid to OPERATOR
work. GAY AND
THEATRE,
Erick,

IF you
YOUbetter.
SEAT18,000THEM
BETTER,
THEY'LL
treat
used veneer
and upholstered
chairs,ally refinished,
reconditioned,
from S.75cO.up.S., Nationknown
makes.
List
15M
free.
636-AO
Eleventh Avenue, New York.

THE ATP ES

FOR SALE
THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
including
SimplexCOMPLETE
Strongcondition.
reflector
arc veneer
lamps,
S.O.S.
In machines,
good
seats. Asound.
bargain!
Write,running
see, SAM
KEY, 200Crawford,
Tenn.

WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES IN TOWNS
from
8,000 population
S. E. 3,000
Pirtle,to Jerseyville,
111. in St. Louis territory.

TCP

PENT

DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
orsonable
public stenographer
in theatrical
for completeactive
service.
BOX 915A,wor^ReaMOTION
PICTURErent HERALD.
TRAINING

SCHOOL

EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETterTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Free315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira,
how.
THEATRE
Washington
N. Y.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

FACTORY
TRAINED
MECHANICS
MAN ORin WOMAN
WITH
CAPITAL
TO TAKE
willEXPERT
rebuild
makeat ticket
machines,
install
new interest
established
story
and_ talent
factory
madeanyparts,
only $10
per unit.
Thisall price
With
work.agencytheatrical
in
interested
someone
Prefer
includeschineslabor.
Every
job
guaranteed.
Service
maor without services. State everything in letter for
furnished, no charge.
principal.
BOX
790A,
MOTION
PICMOTION PICTURE
HERALD.Details from BOX 926, interviewTUREwith
HERALD.

SALE-UPTOWN
THEATRE, PROVIDENCE,
R.Corp.FORL 1450
seats.forFormerly
Sacrifice
quick sale.managed
Terms. by Keith-Albee
I REPRESENT A LARGE FIRM INTERESTED
inYorkestablishing
of first-run that
theatres
New
State. further
If ayouchainhave
meetsin Comthese
requirements
detailsbea theatre
will
be furnished.
plete information should
supplied
in first letter
ESTATE, 759 Gerrans Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
WEST COAST
SMALL exhibitor.
TOWN LOCAtionWANTED
with possibilities
by not.
independent
Lease
orcoast
buy.
Equipped
ordetails.
Consider GulfBOXMexico
regions.
Give
Confidential.
934,
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
MODERN THEATRE AND DANCE HALL FOR
sale. GoodPICTURE
spot. Reason
MOTION
HERALD.for selling. BOX 936,
TRANSLATION
SEPVICE
WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND atSPANISH
TRANSCodlation
advertising
literature
nominal cost.
supply
complete
advertising
layout
and ifprinting
facilities
also.
Rates
quoted
upon
request
sample
submitted. BOX916A, MOTION PRESS
PICTURE
OF HERALD.
C. J.NEWO'BRIEN.
YORK INC.

cheat/
You make a high bid for public favor when to one fine
feature you add the fun of
these Showmanship

Shorts.

JEFFERSON
MACHAMER
and his"Gagsand Gals"
Madin "SILLY
with goofy NIGHT"
gags. . spark •
ling with beautiful models

"THE BIG
with theAPPLE"
ARTHUR DANCERS
MURRAY
"SHAG"
The season's
exploitation natural biggest
in short subjects
FARMER AL FALFA
in "THE
TERRY TOONS
DANCING
BEAR"
Notable among a series of
cartoons and
packedlaughswith action

Presented by
E. W. HAMMONS

"Listen, will you muggs
'It's the neatest trick of
the week. 'ANGEL' throws this
guy Douglas for a loss and straight

forget this 'ANGEL' dame?
The coach says we gotta

arms Marshall at the same time."

win this game or take a cut."

- *l

ED.

SULLIVAN

The

Lubitsch

says:—

touch

makes

'ANGEL'

PICTURE

IN

^

.X

A

R
fl

edtres

FALL
%

BUYERS

NUMBER

containing
THE

EQUIPMENT

INDEX

semi-annual department, completely revised, on
equipment, furnishings and architectural materials for the theatre, and their manufacturers
THEATRE

SUPPLY

DEALERS

semi-annual department giving a revised and
authorized list of the principal territorial
sources of theatre supplies and services

OCTOBER

16.

19 3 7

The Model "K" Motiograph .
far the world's outstanding project
possesses all of those inherent quality
features of its predecessors and brings
to o modern climax such outstanding advancements as the Horizontal Rear Shutter
... the Unified Intermittent Drive . . . Hardened Gears, Tracks, Shoes, Sprockets and
interchangeable Bronze Bushings. Let your
Motiograph distributor show you the results
of forty years of projection craftsmanship
and explain how exhibitors in your
territory have enhanced their box
office since installing Motiographs
in their booth.

Projector
L**«r*ri<«
Lamp Comand
Soundplete Reproducer
f. O. ft- Chicago

$123500

MOTIOGRAPH
MOTIOGRAPH,

INC, 4431 WEST LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Motiograph Distributors Span the Nation
Canada by DOMINION SOUND EQUIPMENTS, Ltd., 1620 Not re Dame Street, Montreal. Can

and

It's Good "Box Office" to Improve Sound
Add to the Beauty of Your Theater . . . With
USG

ACOUSTONE
ACOUSTONE GIVES YOU ALL
THESE FIVE ESSENTIALS OF
EFFICIENT ACOUSTICAL TILE

I. LASTING BEAUTY OF INTEGRAL COLORS
2. INCOMBUSTIBILITY

Acoustone-treated ceiling of Warner Brothers Colney Theater, Philadelphia, Pa
■ Increased audience appreciation — and increased box office"
receipts as a result — are the logical happy ending when you eliminate blurred sound with Acoustone*, USG fireproof acoustical tile.
For Acoustone absorbs the sound that makes over-lapping reverberation— permits each show to be heard at its best, without distortion.
Quickly applied to new or old walls or ceilings, Acoustone not
only improves sound, but enhances the beauty of any interior. With
its rich integral colors and high light-reflecting surface, it forms a
perfect complement to modern theater architecture and design — needs
no further decorating. Its beauty is kept fresh by simple vacuum
cleaning at a fraction of the cost of painting. Yet Acoustone may
be painted, if desired, without damage to its sound-absorbing ability.
Maintenance and lasting efficiency considered, Acoustone is actually low in cost. Decide now to have the benefits of efficient acoustical tile — insist on Acoustone!

3. ABSORBS THE SOUND
THAT MAKES OVERLAPPING REVERBERATION

4. LASTING EFFICIENCY-VACUUM
CLEANED
A . ALSO PAINTABLE
AT LOW COST-

There's a USG Acoustical Material to Solve Every Sound-Control Problem
5. HIGH LIGHT-REFLECTION CUTS COST OF
USG sound-control service includes absorption treatments and maLIGHTING
terials to clarify hearing and reduce noise — also sound-insulation to
reduce the travel of objectionable noise from room to room. USG
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois
acoustical engineers are always available to assist you in an advisory
In Canada, Canadian Gypsum Co., Ltd.,
capacity, without obligating you in any way.
Toronto, Ontario
"Quiet"Engineer
□ Please
Please send
send booklet,
an Acoustical
SEND FOR BOOKLET ON SOUND CONTROL
*Resristered trade-mark
ENGINEERING
SALES
DIVISION
!
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY I
QUIETILE AND SABINITE
OTHER USG SOUND
CONTROL
PRODUCTS
ARE: P E R F AT

October 16, 1937
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BUT

WHAT

A

In comparison with modern SIMPLIFIED HIGH
INTENSITY projection old style low intensity projection isas out-of-date as the horse and buggy. And
as uneconomical.
The picture on the screen is all you have to sell.
Clear, snappy black and white and good accurate
color pictures can only be projected properly with
high intensity light, such as audiences are accustomed
to in the big theaters.
SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY projection is
no longer a luxury. Almost any house can afford it.
And every house can make it a business builder.

DIFFERENCE

—
1-SIMPLIFIED LAMPSIMPLIFIED
MECHANISM
2-FEWER
LAMP PARTS
3-LOWER ARCCURRENT
Two to three times as much light on the screen as
you get from low intensity, costs so little more than
you cover
are nowit. paying, that one extra admission per show
will
Write for the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal
Triangle In Picture Projection."

''a'a'a Ta a aaa ddddd" a aaaaaaaoi

WITH NATIONAL
SUPREXXI.,
ooooooaoaoooauDuu
oooooooooQOOO
nnonH°°Jj — ■
!'>:;?, National Carhnn Company, Inc
4

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide Mm and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH SALES OFFICES: NEW YOHK P1TTSBUBGH CHICAGO SAB FR4NC1SC0
Better Theatres
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■ SUPREX increases theatre profits by slashing power
costs. Breakdowns and repair expenses are virtually
unknown. At the same time, SUPREX gives brighter,
more even, and more dependable screen illumination.
Look at the facts! They will tell you that only SUPREX
should be considered for modern, super-efficient,
economical projection. Particular Exhibitors prefer
ASHCRAFT SUPREX. Their reasons are well founded.
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CINEMA

6

AT

ITALY'S

FAMED

LIDO

■ The International Exhibition of Cinematographic Art, held the latter part of
August and the first week of September
at the Lido, near Venice, also served as a
properly impressive occasion for the opening of a rather palatial motion picture
theatre, views of which are shown here.
This theatre, which gives the celebrated
playground, on the shore of the Adriatic,
modern facilities for enjoyment of films,
seats 1,500. The general design is severe
in line, but warm in coloring. The auditorium walls are tinted a soft yellow,
and the lighting is in a gold tone.
Floors, velvet draperies and seat upholstering follow the same color scheme.
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held in New York City the first week of
October.
Amplifiers, some suited to sound picture
work, others intended for public address,
stage shows and advertising, including
truck advertising, were exhibited by four
manufacturers — David Bogen Company,
New York; Jefferson Electric Company,
Bellwood, 111.; Operadio Manufacturing
Company, St. Charles 111., and The WebCompany,
Chicago as— while
severalof
others ster
offered
amplifiers
components
complete sound systems.
Cables of special construction needed in
sound wiring, were shown in considerable
variety. Co-axial and other shielded cables
for photocell and microphone connections,
and multiple-wire cables suited to general
sound wiring, were exhibited by American
Radio Hardware Company, New York;
Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
and Lenz Electric Manufacturing Company, also of Chicago.
Communications systems as used in
27 Classes of Sound
many theatres for contact between the
manager's office and projection room,
Devices at Trade Show
stage, box office and other departments,
twenty-seven classes of are rendered obsolete by the new types
vacuum tube amplification,
equipment and apparatus used in theatre embodying
which were displayed by no less than
projection rooms and elsewhere about the seven
manufacturers. The improvement
theatre were displayed at the National
Trade Show of radio parts manufacturers, over earlier types with respect to clear and
intelligible speech is great. Exhibitors of
such equipment were Bogen, Electronic
Design Corporation, Chicago; Operadio,
Philco Radio and Television Corporation,
FEATURES OF THIS ISSUE
Philadelphia; United Sound Products,
Economy in Insurance 9
Inc., Chicago; The Webster Company of
By Finton Jones
Chicago, and the Webster Electric ComDefense in Liability Suits 10
pany, of Racine, Wis.
By Leo T. Parker
Eight makers displayed microphones of
Montana Theatre, Miles City I I
PLAN
every known type, suited to the most
Interview: Arthur E. Meyer I 3
varied requirements of sound pickup, inPeople of the Theatre 14
cluding high, medium and low sensitivity;
Air-Conditioning Small Theatres 19
high and medium quality; directional,
By J. T. Knight, Jr.
Maintenance Tabs
20
non-directional, and instruments whose
projected light, synchronizing with the
directional characteristics can be altered
Planning the Theatre 26
color and light intensity of the marginal
at will ; also microphones suited to long
areas of the screen.
The Equipment Index
29
connecting lines, and others favored where
The accompanying diagram indicates a
Theatre Acoustics Today 61
use of short lines is possible. The Amfront and plan view of the screen. The
By C. C. Potwin
perite Company, American Microphone
plan sketch shows the method of transmitF. H. Richardson's Comment 65
Territorial Supply Dealers 69
Company,phoneLos
Angeles;Youngstown,
Astatic Microting the projected light through the marCross-Index to Advertisers 73
Laboratories,
O. ;
ginal areas of the screen and on to a reBruno Laboratories, Inc., New York;
flective and diffusive background field.
Brush Development Company, Cleveland ;
Better Theatres is published by the Quigley
The Lifetime Corporation, Toledo, O. ;
Publishing Company, Inc., Rockefeller CenNew England Remodeling
RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden, N. J.,
ter,
New
York,
every
fourth
week
as
Section Two of Motion Picture Herald. Marand Transducer Corporation, New York,
Estimated at $4,000,000
tin
Quigley,
publisher
and
editor-in-chief.
were the manufacturers represented.
George Schutz, editor. Colvin Brown, genthe outlay for theatre
Noises of motors, refrigerating and aireral manager. Ray Gallo, advertising manager. C.624B. O'Neill,
Western
advertising
conditioning machines, and other disturbmodernization and alterations since Janumanager,
S.
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago.
ary 1of this year, throughout the six New
outConsultants: J. T. Knight, Jr., physical
sideances,
the including
theatre those
in that
heavyoriginate
machinery,
England States, is conservatively estimated
operation; Ben Schlanger, architectural form.
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"Edgeless" Screen with
Light Border Shown
A screen arrangement
eliminating masking and thus permitting
full visibility of the projected image, was
demonstrated this week at the annual Fall
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York. The invention is a result of two
years of research work by Ben Schlanger,
motion picture theatre architect, and Jacob
Gilston, electrical engineer specializing in
theatre work, both of New York City.
Not only is the usual black masking
eliminated, but the dark surroundings of
the screen as well. Taking their place is
an illuminated field contiguous to the edges
of the screen and on this field appears automatical y the color and intensity of the

to be $4,000,000. Massachusetts leads
the group with over half the total.
Getting into full swing, for the most
part, modernization this year has materially affected theatres on which little or no
money has been spent for quite a few years.
Attention was directed first to the front,
new marquees with the latest in lighting
and With silhouette attraction board letters, being extensively installed. Frequently such improvements have been made
in conjunction with general remodeling of
the front, with the result that a widespread transformation has taken place in
the exterior appearance.
Some fifteen suburban houses of M. & P.
Theatres have undergone rather complete
modernization. Several of the houses
seating from 500 to 1,000 were closed for
one or two weeks for alterations which
importantly involved the decorative scheme.
— Howard Shouting, Boston.
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Bridge
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Viewland Holding Corp. Bronx, New York City. Robert Word. Bridgeport. Seats 500. Ritz Theatre.
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X-ray equipment and similarly troublesome
sources, are not infrequently picked up by
theatre sound systems; they represent one
of the most difficult of all sound troubles.
Tobe Deutschmann exhibited electrical
filters that can be attached to the sound
system or to lobby radios, to suppress such
interference.
Public address sound systems, fixed and
portable, suited to stage, lobby or outside
advertising use, were included in the displays of Bogen, Electronic Design Corporation, The Magnavox Company, Fort
Wayne, Ind. ; Operadio, RCA, The Webster Company, and Webster Electric
Company.
The new magnesium-copper sulphide
rectifying stacks, now used in projection
rectification equipment, were exhibited by
P. R. Mallory & Company, of Indianapolis.
Vacuum and rectifying tubes were
shown by Arcturus Radio Tube Company,
Newark, N. J. ; Consolidated Electric
Lamp Company, Lynn, Mass. ; Hygrade
Sylvania Corp., Emporia, Pa. ; National
Union Radio Corporation, New York;
Philco, Raytheon Production Corporation,
New York; RCA, and Tung-sol Lamp
Works, New York.
Volume controls suited to use in theatre
amplifiers of most types were shown by
Centralab, Milwaukee; Clarostat, Mallory, Ohmite, Ward Leonard, and Wirt.
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• First be sure that physical conditions earn the
lowest rate-then be sure you are buying full
protection. Here is guidance, based on experience
By FINTON JONES
THEATRE OPERATORS
should realize that the rating bureau
debits the theatre as it finds it, and says
nothing about the matter. The bureau
makes no recommendations unless requested to do so by the exhibitor. It
simply marks the theatre guilty of certain
bad practices — and lets the bad news reach
the theatre operator in the rate!
First, let us consider coverage: Suppose
an exhibitor built a $50,000 theatre at
the bottom of the depression, or at any
time after that when construction materials and labor were at their lowest. The
same theatre today, if it has been kept in
good condition, is worth at least 25%
more than the exhibitor paid for it, but
very ance
likely
he hasn't
its insur-in
protection
to coverincreased
this accretion
value. A fire would destroy the $12,500
fruit of his foresight or good luck.
Again, an exhibitor may spend — many
exhibitors in Western Missouri and Kansas did this during the depression and
since — a thousand dollars or two thousand a year for three or four years, in
small amounts. In this way he may add
as much as $10,000 worth of improvements to his theatre, but his insurance
covers the old valuation.
Of less
importance
nowadays
crease in value
of a new
theatreis the
due de-to
declining prices of construction materials
and labor. That will come after building
reaches a cost peak and when or if the
theatre is going into a depression. Then
the exhibitor needs a close check periodical y to keep his insurance down to the
decreasing value. Of course, the exhibitor
should make allowances as the years go
along for ordinary obsolescence.
LESSEE IMPROVEMENTS
Perhaps the exhibitor doesn't own the
theatre — he leases it. Then why should
he care? There is here a coverage he
often overlooks. As lessee, he makes "imand betterments"
— he hehashasa
mural or twoprovementspainted
on the walls,
some frescoing done, he has a special job
of painting, or he may install a new washOctober 16, 1937

room at his own expense. These are not
protected unless he buys a fire policy to
cover them. Even a small fire that doesn't
harming,the
owner's
buildmight ruin
a wallseats,
piece,walls
and orof course
they are unprotected in a big fire. If the
exhibitor owns the building, these things
are figured in the total building valuation, or should be, and are covered under
the building policy.
Certainly, the theatre operator who is
going to spend real money in building a
new house, or in remodeling one, should
have the benefit of insurance engineering advice. The contractor may be aware
of the penalties for building or arranging
a building in a certain way, but his primary objective is to get the theatre built,
and in the building of practically every
theatre something is done which, if it had
been done another (and not necessarily a
more expensive) way, would have saved
the exhibitor perhaps $100 or more a year
in his insurance budget.
Figures given in this discussion are only
approximate. Rates vary with individual
risks and with different areas, but they
will be found to hold true in general.
PROJECTION HAZARDS
A new theatre recently completed in
Missouri was very well constructed.
When the contractor arrived at the projection room, he built it with regulation
floor, fire door, automatic shutters; the
walls were all right, the ventilators standard. But at the ceiling he attached metal
lath to wooden joists. The exhibitor
might just as well have had a cheaply
constructed projection room and a cheaper
theatre. This one mistake added approximately 75 cents per $100 of valuation to
both the fire and contents rate of the entire theatre.
To correct this, extra layers of concrete (instead of plaster) on the booth
roof were recommended — 4^4 inches instead of 2 inches in order to bring the
projection
up tothestandard
tions and toroom
eliminate
debit. specifica"A theatre is as good as its booth," say

insurance rating men. In building a theatre, or extensively remodeling one, the
projection room is the important thing to
watch. It is the heart of the fire hazard
and should not have to be built more than
once. While the entire theatre rate hinges
on the construction of the building as well
as on construction of the projection room,
unapproved construction of the former
does not affect so immediately nor so seriously the insurance premium. Improper
construction and equipment in the booth
can
cost increase
from 75%thetotheatre's
125%. total insurance
It is here that the theatre differs as an
underwriting hazard from other types of
buildings, and approved standards have the
purpose of providing a fire resistive room
which will handle any small fire that occurs in connection with films, prevent
panic and keep the fire from spreading
to other parts of the building.
Briefly, these standards call for incombustible material in construction, openings protected with automatic closing devices, self-closing doors, vents to the
outside so that poisonous fumes from a
possible film fire can escape. Film must
be kept in metal cabinets so that a small
fire in the projection room will not spread.
Metal waste cans with self-closing lids
for film clippings are another requisite
(neglect of this one item, for instance,
costs around 5 cents per $100 on both the
theatre and contents rate). Only approved projectors should be used. Most
projectors
nowUnderwriters
made meet Laboratories,
the requirements of the
but almost 10% of those in the field still
cannot get the Laboratories' approval. Iny, the changeover
to soundtypes
elimi-of
nated almostcidentalall
of the unapproved
projection equipment.
In remodeling a Missouri theatre recently, the contractor cut a hole for ventilation through the sidewall of the projection room. The hole emptied between the
false front of the theatre and the front.
The exhibitor's insurance rate increased
$1.50 per $100. When the hole was
plastered over and ventilation secured
through the ceiling, the exhibitor obtained
a reduction.
PROTECTIVE DETAILS
While on the subject of projection
rooms, there are several things that,
though they do not come under the heading of construction or remodeling, are so
important in their effect on the insurance
rate that they should be mentioned here.
In quite a number of theatres, motor
generator sets are located in the projection room. At the point where the brushes
contact the armature, sparks are created,
{Continued on page 72)
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• How the exhibitor can successfully meet claims
made in accidents, as indicated in actual cases
in which he was held not liable by the courts

By LEO T. PARKER
injuries to patrons of
theatres, while on the theatre premises,
have ever been a "headache" to motion
picture exhibitors. While the liability of
theatre owners for such injuries has been
frequently discussed, circumstances vitally
affecting such liability are seldom the
same, at least superficially, and all too
often the theatre owner allows himself to
be victimized simply because he is not exactly sure of where his liability ends.
THEATRE OWNER
NOT
AN INSURER
This discussion of injuries to patrons
therefore considers cases in which theatre
owners were held not liable, analyzing
them to indicate methods and practices in
theatre operation which, if followed conistently, wil eliminate
bility insdamages
from the
manyoperator's
sources lia-of
this kind.
First, it is important to know that the
owner of a theatre is liable in damages to
all persons who come into the theatre at
his invitation, express or implied, provided
the injury is occasioned by the unsafe condition of the theatre premises, or accessories, known to the owner and not known
to the patron, and also provided the owner
of the theatre failed, after using ordinary
care to discover the defect, to repair the
same within a reasonable period.
On the other hand, various courts have
held that the operator of a theatre is not
liable in damages for injuries sustained by
a patron if the thing, arrangement or accessory which caused the injury had been
in use for a long time previously without
effecting injury to other patrons.
For example, in the recent case of Lappin v. St. Louis (33 S. W. [2d] 1025), it
was shown that a woman, who was familiar
with the theatre premises, was injured
when she was walking down concrete
stairs. She sued the owner for damages,
contending that the latter was negligent
because he failed to provide a handrail.
However, the counsel for the owner proved
that the stairs had been in existence for
twelve years previously and that there had
If)

in

been no previous accidents ; therefore, although the lower court held, the patron
entitled to recover damages, the higher
court reversed this decision, and said:
of premises)
was notsafe,bound
to "It
make(owner
the stairway
absolutely
but
was charged only with the duty to use ordinary care to maintain it in a reasonably
safe condition. It would be liable only if
the plaintiff (patron), using due care, was
injured by an unsafe condition in the stairway known to it and not known to the
plaintiff. ... In this case there is no
evidence that defendant had previously
known of any dangerous condition of the
stairway; in fact, according to the testimony of a witness who was in a position
to know, in the twelve years of his connection with the premises, there had been
no previous accident at this stairway."
NEGLIGENCE
OF PATRON
Where the evidence clearly indicates that
a theatre patron is injured as a result of his
own negligence,
under damages
any circumstances heentitledistonotrecover
from a theatre operator. This point of the
law is applicable in all cases involving injuries to theatre patrons, irrespective of
the manner in which the injury is sustained. A leading higher court case involving this point of the law is Gibbons v.
Harris Amusement Company (167 Atl.
250, Pittsburg).
Citing Loose Rug
In this case a patron, when walking
across a lobby of the theatre, sustained
severe injuries when he tripped on a small
rug. He filed suit against the theatre operator to recover damages and alleged that
the injury
because
the thea-to
tre operatorwaswassustained
negligent
in failing
provide proper and adequate illumination
so that he could observe the dangerous condition of the rug. He testified that the rug
was wrinkled and that this condition was
the cause of the accident. Also, the patron
contended that the rug should have been
fastened securely to the floor, or that a
theatre employe should have kept the wrin-

kles out of the rug in order to eliminate
danger to patrons.
The lower court held the theatre operator liable in $1200 damages, but the
higher court reversed this verdict and, in
holding the theatre operator not liable,
said:
rug wasof not
the floor,a
but"The
we know
no fastened
rule thatto requires
rug of that size and description to be fastened to the floor. It was in good condition, had been used there for some time.
.testimony,
. . Under thetherugplaintiff's
was not (patron's)
... in a own
torn
or curled up condition which might cause
a patron of the theatre to trip . . . nor was
there any proof that the floor beneath the
rug was slippery or dangerous. . . . There
was no structural defect in the rug; nor
was it inherently dangerous. . . ."
Citing Elevated Seating
In another leading case, Suggs v. Saenger Theatres (130 So. 817), it was disa patron
that through
she enteredclosedthe thattheatre
in thetestified
afternoon
one of the vestibules, and (note carefully
the build-up of her case) that it was dark,
that she had never been in the building
before and was not familiar with the seating
that her
no usher
was present to arrangements,
direct or assist
to a seat,
that
there was not sufficient illumination to disclose the platforms on which the seats were
placed, and that she was seriously injured
when she tripped on the edge of a seat
The theatre owner, in turn, introduced
platform.
evidence to show that the light was sufficient to enable the average theatre patron
to find his way along the aisles; therefore,
the court decided that the accident was due
to theaislewoman's
in assuming
that
the
was on negligence
the same level
as the floor
between the rows of seats, and held the
theatre owner not liable, saying:
"There cannot be any doubt that one,
in passing along the aisle, with the seats
rising in tiers along the side of the aisle,
must have realized that the aisle was on
an incline and that the seats were arranged
so as to compensate for the incline. . . .
The defendant was not guilty of any negligence in having the theatre so arranged,
and it being necessary to maintain the
theatre in semi-darkness, we do not think
that plaintiff should have assumed that the
aisle was on the same level as the floor
between the tiers of seats."
Obligation to Observe
In the leading case of Givens v. De Soto
(156 La. 377), a patron was injured and
testified that the owner was negligent in
failing to place floor lights at the ends of
{Continued on page 71)
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Stadium

Plan

[Having found the stadium arrangement definitely advantageous in traffic
control as well as space economy, Mr. H.
W . Knutson, general manager of the State
Theatre Company, can find no disadvantage in its application without any crossaisle. It has been so applied in the Montana theatre in Miles City, which also is
interesting for the clean-cut modernism of
its interior. Mr. Knutson himself has prepared the following descriptive article on
this new State theatre. — The Editor.]
the Montana theatre at
Miles City, Mont., is an entirely new
structure with a front 50 feet wide. The
building is 150 feet deep and is built of
brick and re-inforced concrete. On each
side of the entrance, which is 20 feet wide,
there is a small shop 14 feet wide by 25
feet deep which have proved to be nice
revenue getters from rental. Then across
the entire front of the second floor is a
large apartment.
The box office is located on the sidewalk property line and is so arranged that
in summer the cashier uses the front spot
for ticket sales; however, for winter use
the ticket sale is confined to the wicket
just inside the first doors. The lobby display cases or frames are mounted on the
walls and set in a Carrara glass trim of
black and green.
The facing material for the front of the
October 16, 1937

Without

Cross-Aisle

The front, constructed of limestone; and (upper picture) the audit
building is limestone in a buff color. The
marquee has two-line attraction boards
with neon used to illuminate under sandblasted prism glass behind silhouette letters. The neon tubing for the board illumination isred and blue on a three-point
flasher,
permitting a combination of the
two
colors.

Upon leaving the lobby one enters a
spacious foyer which is lighted with specially designed fixtures (by Elaine) and
luxuriously carpeted in velvet weave of
modern design laid on %-inch Ozite.
The general decorating scheme is of
various shades or tones of green, and of
course with a blending of contrast colors
11

to give the entire decorating scheme the
richness it has in the main auditorium.
The foyer walls have rose stripes with gold
bands, and the foyer ceiling is done in
three shades of blue, each shade being separated bya gold line. The high point in the
foyer ceiling is done in a cream background with free-hand ornamentation of
modern pattern exevuted in gold. The
carpeting is of modern design and the two
predominating colors are rust and green.
Just off the foyer is the main lounge,
reached by descending a flight of four
steps from the foyer floor level. This
lounge is 18 feet wide by 34 feet long. It
is carpeted the same as the foyer. It is
furnished with two three-section corner
pieces,
andconstructed
four two-piece
These are
to stand"love
hard seats."
usage
and are covered as follows: backs and sides,
or arms, light cream leather; inside backs
and sides and seats, blue and rust mohair.
All lighting is from two table lamps and
two torchiers. At a point just opposite
the stairs leading from the foyer is a figure
of a dancing girl, executed in relief on the
lounge wall by Gunnar Dahlstrom, who
was in charge of decorating the theatre.
Off the main lounge are the women's and
men's
rooms. lounges and off these are toilet
The ceiling of the public lounge is
unique in the beamed effects obtained from
the pouring of the reinforced concrete
slabs and beams for the stadium just above
the lounge. This most interesting ceiling,
plus the decorative treatment, gives us one
of the finest lounges I have ever seen.
AUDITORI U M
To enter the main auditorium from the
lounge one returns to the foyer from which
entry to the main floor is gained by passage ways along each side wall, and upon
entering the main auditorium one then can
select seats either on the main floor or
back into the stadium.
12

The first five rows of seats in the stadium in the center section is given over
to loge seats, and in the extreme back of
the stadium are two small smoking sections— these are the only places in the
auditorium where smoking is permitted.
The auditorium side walls are paneled
between pilasters, above a 5-foot wainscot,
with Celotex laid horizontally in strips 3
feet wide — three, four or five strips in
each panel, according to the different
levels. These Celotex strips are jointed
by the use of 24-inch chromium beading.
The main auditorium lighting is by vertical cornice fixtures on color circuits, located on each side of every pilaster, and by
two ceiling fixtures over the back of stadium ceiling. The ceiling of the auditorium istwo tone Celotex so laid as to give
a herring-bone effect.
The proscenium arch is 32 feet wide by

20 feet high. The front curtain is made
of gold color antique satin with pea green
trim, while accessory drapes are of green
antique satin with gold trim. The screen
setting is of egg-shell antique satin. Also
other passages, exit openings and arches to
lounge from foyer are draped with combinations ofgold and green antique satin.
Seating (by Air-Loc) has end standards
of modern design and are of spring-edge
type, with fully upholstered backs. Covering is green velour with a diamond pattern. Total capacity is 669, with 210
seats in the stadium.
We broke away from the usual procedure of a cross-over at the point in the
auditorium where the stadium starts, and
for that reason we have but the regulation
14-inch riser or step, starting at that point,
and all other risers or steps of stadium are
14 inches, with a 7-inch auxiliary step at
each riser. The reason for this procedure
was to save two rows of the choicest seats
in the house center section which would
otherwise have been given over to the crossover passage. Of course, it may be a
slight inconvenience at times not to have
this cross-over, but I find that by a little
care in handling the incoming patrons, the
house can be so well balanced that any
need for
cross-over
entirelyseatseliminated andthe
therefore
addedis choice
are
had.
The Montana is equipped with the latest
Western Electric sound system, and is arranged with 24 seats equipped with Western Electric hard-of-hearing devices. The
projection equipment includes two Simplex machines, General Electric, copper
oxide rectifiers, and Jewel Suprex carbon
arc lamps. All stage lighting and curtain
controls are operated from the projection
room as well as stage.
AIR SUPPLY
For supplying air we installed a U. S.
Air-Conditioning Corporation system, with
air washers
and humidifiers,
(Continued
on page then
60) we also
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Standards

Lead

World

• But other countries are rapidly taking
up the lag, declares Arthur E. Meyer,
w ho has been a visitor in most of them
THAT MOTION picture
standards are higher in the United States
(and one must include a large share of
Canada, too) than in any other part of
the world, you would not expect anyone
to deny. Most Americans, even members
of the motion picture industry, are likely,
however, to point to the preference of the
public in other countries for Hollywood
films as evidence of this leadership, whereas the quality of American pictures by no
means constitutes either a complete demonstration or an explanation of the advanced stage of the motion picture in the
United States. What gives America a
superior
ma is its position
theatres. in the world of the cineThis you soon realize upon talking with
Arthur E. Meyer, whose job for sixteen
years has been to know intimately the conditions of motion picture exhibition in
most regions of the world. He has just
become general sales manager of the International Projector Corporation, in an
organizational change which places him in
the chair long occupied by Herbert Griffin, now executive vice president. But
from July 5, 1921, when he joined International, until just the other day, Mr.
Meyer was export manager, and in that
capacity he has observed motion picture
operations at first-hand in most of Europe,
in China, Japan, Siam, India, the Straits
Settlements, all of the countries of South
and Central America.
"Even England," reflected Mr. Meyer,
"hasn't the general — or shall we say, average!— standards of motion picture exhibition that America has, and of course England is far and away superior in this respect to the other countries I have visited.
Now let me explain that a little further."
Apparently
he wasn't
satisfied with He
the
accuracy
of such
a generalization.
turned in his chair toward the office window and Brooklyn Bridge just beyond,
and swung an extraordinarily long leg over
its mate (Arthur Meyer stands well over
six feet, as lean as he is tall).
"There are," he continued after a moment,
theatres asas well
designed "many
and as British
well equipped
our best
houses. But in the United States you are
as likely to run across such theatres most
anywhere, and the latest equipment and
high standards of performance are as common in smaller communities in this country as in our cities. That is not true of any
other nation in the world.
"Take our projectionists, for example.
October 16, 1937

Now in England,
where conditions
are more
comparable to ours
than
those elsewhere,
they are not as well
trained, on the average, as projectionists inthis country are, they work
long hours at low
wages, quentlyand
have to freget
along ment
with
which equipis of
very old type or
makeshift.
"Let me illustrate: In a large
number of theatres
a projectionist
comes to work early in the morning
Mr. Meyer in Calcutta (where posing tor your portrait seems to be
and is not through
serious business), with E. D. Klemlca, Simplex projector distributor there.
until late at night.
If there is any repairing to do, he
has to do it, if it can be done in the the- the nation's business, or perhaps one had
atre. Also, if the theatre has a stage show better say, so established among the leadof some kind, he may have to help with
ing industries, as in the United States.
the sets and lighting. And of course he
should not overlook the fact that
has to run the spots and effect machines in "One
this
circuit operation has been
as well as the projectors, and the effect importantcountry
for a long time, and you can
machine may very well be merely a stereo say what you want to about circuits, they
with some home-made gelatine attachment. have done much to raise standards, and to
His wage is likely to be somewhere around spread them over the country. That very
$15 a week.
thing has taken place during the last cou"When you think of those conditions,
ple ness
of years
in Japan,
where some
big busi-in
you cannot help admire the British promen have
been taking
an interest
pectionist for his — well, his interest in pro- motion picture exhibition. The result is a
jection. There is no projectionist's union growing number of attractive, well
over there, you know — in fact, for some planned theatres with modern equipment,
reason British projectionists have turned
only about
for projection,
but all which
purposes."
down efforts to organize them. But there notHow
South America,
as a
is a craft organization called the Guild growing market for American goods, ought
of British Kinema Projectionists and Tech- to be importing some of our ways as well?
nicians, which is doing some fine educa"They have been building some very fine
tional work and should have an apprecidown there the last few years,"
able effect on projection standards gener- theatres
replied Mr.being
Meyer,
a resultfinancial
of the
ally over there. The trick, however, will interest
taken"alsoby as large
be to 'sell' theatre operators on the value, groups in the motion picture theatre busiin dollars and cents, of really skilled proness. Development, of course, is necesjectionists and well built, modern equipsarily confined to the larger cities. Most
ment, something they do not yet realize as
people haven't the money to go to the thefully,
as generally
the United
It seemed
to theas inwriter
a matterStates."
that
atre with any
Wasn't
that regularity."
theinrealthereason
exhibiwas importantly affected by industry ortion standards
otherwhycountries
ganization. Mr. Meyer nodded.
lagged behind those of the United States?
is the somotion
picturea business
"It probably
is oneon ofpagethe60)reasons. 13It
so "Nowhere
well organized,
important
part of
(Continued
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OF THEIR ACTIVITIES REPORTED

Harvey Whaley, manager of the
Grand theatre in Macon, Ga., has resigned to accept a position as advertising
and display manager of the J. C. Penney
Company store in Savannah, Ga. Warren Bailey, formerly assistant manager
of the Grand, has succeeded him, and Lew
Truesdel has been named assistant.
Aubrey McCray has been appointed
manager of the Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.,
succeeding Fred Hancock.
The Strand, Knoxville, Tenn., will be
renovated, according to E. W. Street,
Knoxville manager of the Wilby-Kincey organization.
The old Palace in Houston, Tex., recently used as the KTRH playhouse, has
reopened as a motion picture theatre.
C. A. Matthews, formerly associated
with
Loew's,
is theinnewMemphis,
manager Tenn.,
of the
Orpheum
theatre
which is now being operated under the
direction of the Bluff City Amusement
Company, Inc.
J. O. Cole and E. F. Grant, lessees
and operators of the Nelson theatre, Pascagoula, Miss., are building a new house.
Randolph Hall has taken over the
Aztec theatre at Van Alstyne, Tex., formerly owned by W. R. Holcombe.
E. D. Preston is president of the newly
organized Willow Theatre Corporation,
Richmond, Va., which has been chartered
to conduct a theatrical business.
Steve Manderson, for the past five
years assistant manager of the Ritz theatre,
Macon, Ga., has become manager of the
Capitol there. He succeeds John Youngblood, who resigned to accept a position
in Montgomery, Ala.
Kanawha Theatre, Inc., Charleston, W.
Va., has received a charter. The authorized capital is 250 shares, no par value.
Incorporators are Floyd E. Price, Lucy
O. Price, Eugene R. Custer and Beulah Custer, all of Charleston.
Winston Power, formerly of Henderson, Tex., has become manager of the
Peoples theatre in Beaumont, Tex., succeeding Ralph Warner, who takes over
the management of the Rio theatre there.
E. E. Sparks, former manager of the Rio,
has been transferred to Gladewater, Tex.
The Sylvan theatre, Sylvania, Ga., held
its formal opening on October 8 with
14
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Mayor J. A. Mills appearing on the program.
Ridley Green of Chase City, Va., has
opened
theatre. his recently completed Mecca
The Lee theatre, Dawson, Ga., of which
M. G. Lee is owner, was damaged by
fire September 28. According to E. S.
Mayo, house manager, the theatre had
just been cleared after a matinee when explosion offilm occurred, resulting in damage estimated at $2000.
Arnold Gary, manager of the Woodlawn theatre, a suburban house in Birmingham, Ala., has reopened the house
after completion of an extensive remodeling
program. Total cost of the remodeling was
approximately $10,000.
John Miller has remodeled the Pastime theatre, Cordova, Ala., at a cost of
approximately $3000.
Work has begun on remodeling of the
building at 117 South Tyron street, Charlotte, N. C, into the Tryon theatre, Theatrical Enterprises Company project. The
house will seat about 600 persons. Ellis
Blumenthal is head of the company.
The Moor theatre, Mooresville, N. C,
has completed installation of several thousand dollars worth of new equipment in
the projection room.
Plans for a two day opening of the Dock
Street theatre, Charleston, S. C, on November 26-27, has been announced by
Mayor Burnet R. Maybank.
The old Orpheum theatre, St. Augustine, Fla., is being demolished to make way
for a new and modern house, to be con-

BRIEFLY TOLD

sructed by the Spark Enterprises. Plans for
the new theatre are being drawn by Ray
A. Benjamin of Jacksonville. It will probably be known as the Matanzas theatre,
with a seating capacity of 888 on the main
floor, and 312 in the balconv, making a
total of 1200.
Bernard J. Fonseca has opened his refurnished Aston theatre, New Orleans, La.
The Ritz theatre in Stockton, Cal., has
been opened by Fox West Coast Theatres.
It represents a $100,000 construction job
which converted a former garage and office building into a theatre with a seating
capacity of some 1200. Some additional
$30,000 was spent on equipment. FWC is
associated with Fred Wilhoit of Stockton, in the financing and operation.
Morris Gallos, operator of the Majestic theatre, San Francisco, has reopened
his house after extensive alterations and refurnishing. Some $20,000 was spent.
Two new theatres in the Seattle territory opened last month. They are the Liberty in Ellensburg, a part of the Mercy
Theatre
Circuit
; and RoyWash.
Irwine's Ritzville theatre
in Ritzville,
The Copley theatre, Boston, Mass., reopened October 1 after being renovated.
The
former Copley is now operated by the
Shuberts.
The Grand theatre, Camden, N. J., reopened October 14, A. J. Vanni, Warner
Brothers zone manager, reports. The house
was completely remodeled.
H. W. Anderson has opened his new
Sanilac theatre, Sandusky, Mich., a 650seat house, and is closing the old Star, a
400-seat theatre.
Glen Bulow, operator of the Brooklyn theatre, Brooklyn, Mich., is building
a new theatre to replace the present one.
It will seat 750.

Rendering of front elevation of a new theatre
being constructed by R. M. Clossters of Salem, III.
It will seat 800 and be completely air-conditioned.
Cost of building, including plumbing and lighting, is $60,000. The architect is W. Stiegmeyer.

Roy T. Shield, owner of the Gray theatre in Enid, Okla., recently installed 200
new cushioned auditorium cbairs, new heating system and new decorations.
A. M. Abbott of the Kihekah theatre,
Pawhuska, Okla., is opening a new theatre
there, to be called the Osage. The house,
which will seat 400, will occupy the George
James
building, now undergoing extensive
remodeling.
Ray Rector has reopened his Columbia theatre in Anadarko, Okla., after reBetter Theatres
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"CORNER SITE" ATTENTION is
obtained for this modern theatre hi
Augusta,Front.
Kansas,
appealin
Pittco
Note byhowitsmuch
more
challenging to the eye the property
looks today than it did before modzation. You can
get "corner
site"
attention in ernithe
middle
of the block
for your theatre the same way.
TN each business block there are
only two corner sites. If your
theatre doesn't occupy one of these
. . . you can still get "corner site"
attention from potential moviegoers .. . with a new Pittco Theatre
Front. A Pittco Front makes your
theatre stand out clearly and eyecatchingly, literally asking for business.
Showmen who try Pittco-remodeling find that their theatres draw
more patrons, widen the area they
draw from, and increase their box
office. And in many cases . . . thev do

better business than the competing
house on the corner!
When remodeling, consult an architect to assure a well-planned, economical job. Our staff of experts
will gladly cooperate with him in
planning a Pittco Front to suit your
needs. Meanwhile, you'll want our
new book containing facts, figures
and photographs on Pittco-modernization everywhere. Send the coupon today for your free copy.
Be sure to see the Pittco Store
Front Caravan, now on a nationivide tour. Contact our local branch

PITTS
B U KG H
PLATE GLASS COMPANY
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for specific information as to when
it will xnsit your territory.
PITTSBURGH TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Take up to 2 years to pay for your
new Pittco Theatre Front. Pay
20% down, then settle the balance
out of income.
PITTCO
I STOKE FRONTS
Pittsburgh
Company,Pa.
2243
Grant Plate
Bldg., Glass
Pittsburgh,
Please send me, without obligation, your new
book entitled "Producing Bigger Profits with
Pittco Store Fronts."
Name...
Street...
City.
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modeling and enlarging it. Carrara glass
was used to refinish the entire front of the
house.
Fred W. Wheeler, owner and manager of the Colony theatre, Gallipolis, Ohio,
has installed a special Zephyr marquee. The
Atkins Quality Sign of Athens, Ohio, Artkraft Sign Company distributor, made the
installation.

theatre, new Broadway house, will be
opened by Mr. Moss on November 1.
Bernard Shapiro has taken over the
Gem theatre on Eighth Avenue theatre,
New York,
formerly operated by Consolidated Amusements.

Ben Levy is now operating the Lincoln,
Brooklyn, N. Y., which was formerly operated by Max A. Goldbaum, booking
A. L. Woods is remodeling and increas- through the Brandt circuit.
ing the seating capacity of his Woods theC. E. Adams, who is top man of the
atre, Chino, Calif.
projection staff of the Fox Watson theatre, Salina, Kan., holds several other jobs
W. H. Anderson, operator of the San- besides.
He is a lieutenant colonel on
dusky theatre, Sandusky, Mich., has installed new seating in the house. E. A. Governor Huxman's staff, department commander of the Kansas branch of the VetWedemeier made the installation, using
Ideal chairs.
erans of Foreign Wars, and business, agent
of the IATSE in Salina.
F. F. Von Court has installed a KoolCliff Morrow has installed a new marer-Aire washed air system in his Mercer
quee in his Morrows theatre, Decatur, 111.
theatre, Princeton, N. J.
William Patrick Murphy of Elec- Linder, Inc., of Decatur, distributor for
trical Research Products, Inc., has been the Artkraft Sign Company of Lima, Ohio,
assigned to the New York metropolitan made the installation.
area. Mr. Murphy has been identified with
Robert Corbin, formerly manager of
showbusiness for many years having left
the Prudential Playhouse Circuit, where the United Artists theatre in Detroit, has
he was division manager, to be lower New been appointed manager of the Michigan
theatre there. C. Giesman, who Mr. CorEngland sales representative for Erpi.
bin succeeded as manager, becomes assistant
to
C. Gardner, general manager of
J. P. Adler has installed a Kooler- the Lee
United Detroit Theatre Corporation.
Aire washed air system in his New Adler
theatre, Marshfield, Wis.
The sive
Michigan
extenalterations.recently
Asherunderwent
Shaw, former
manager
of
the
Rivera
theatre,
Detroit,
B. S. Moss, has opened the New Central, Cedarhurst, Long Island, which was has been named manager of the United
partially destroyed by fire last May. The Artists theatre. Harold Brown, former
theatre has been rebuilt. The 49th Street manager of the Annex theatre, Detroit,

has become manager of the Ramona theatre, while Claude Deardorff of the Ramona is the new manager of the Rivera.
Hyman Bloom, formerly manager of the
Rosedale theatre, Detroit, has been appointed manager of the Annex, and Rufus
Shepard, formerly assistant manager of
the Rivera, is the Norwest manager
The United Detroit Theatres Corporation has assumed exclusive management of
the Cinderella theatre, Detroit. The theatre has been completely redecorated; also
other improvements, including Western
Electric sound, were made. George Renshaw, former manager of the Norwest
theatre, is the new manager of the Cinderella.
Wade E. Allen has opened the Grand
Victory
theatre
remodeling
it. in Detroit, after completely
Len Soskin, former United Artists
salesman in Detroit, who recently took
over the Amsterdam theatre from Harry
G. Clarke, has transferred it to Len
Shecter and has joined the Detroit RKO
Radio sales staff.
The new West End theatre, formerly
the West End Lyric, and the Hi-Pointe
theatre, in St. Louis, have been reopened
by the St. Louis Amusement Company
after extensive remodeling.
Ray Rector has reopened his Columbia
theatre, Anadarko, Okla., which was
closed for modelingseveral
weeks for complete reand enlarging.
T. B. Noble, Jr., has opened the Pix
theatre in Oklahoma City, Okla. The new
house seats 400.
The new Varsity theatre, Norman,
Okla., seating 500, has been opened. The
house is managed by Lou Chatham, who
operates
University theatres theretheforSooner
GriffithsandBrothers.
Harvey D. Orr has opened the Speedway, first theatre in Speedway, Ind. The
design is modern with the interior so arranged that the floor rises steeply threequarters of the way back, instead of with
the usual gradual slope. The town of
Speedway
adjoinsof the
500-mile auto race
track just west
Indianapolis.
.E. T. Rees has been appointed manager of the Indianapolis office of CutlerHammer, Inc., Milwaukee, motor control
and electrical apparatus manufacturers.
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Harry McWilliams, former advertising and publicity man for the Opera House
in Cincinnati, has been appointed assistant
to Earl J. Hudson, manager of publicity
for the George W. Trendle circuit, Detroit.
T. F. Keasler, owner and manager of
the Strand theatre, Jefferson, Tex., has
installed a Zephyr marquee. J. H. WaterBetter Theatres
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house, distributor for Artkraft products
in Texas, made the installation.
E. C. Beatty, president of W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., has completed plans
for rebuilding the Garden at Flint, Mich.
A long-term lease has been signed with
A. M. Davidson, owner. Work will start
next March. Construction will be of brick,
steel and concrete.
Tom Wilhoit has opened his new Lyric
theatre inpicture
Plattsburg,
motion
theatre.Mo., the town's only
F. L. Lowe, Sterling, Kan., is remodeling abuilding in Hoisington, Kan., which
when completed will be known as the Star
theatre.

LOBBYIZE
WITH
BEAUTIFUL
DISTINCTIVE FURNITURE \
It quickly and simply brings
to the lobby and lounge
a surprisingly modernized
effect.
ROYALGHROME Furniture is the finest in America
— not alone because of it
superior styling, but mainly
because every piece is especially constructed, upholstered and chrome plated to
withstand the hardest use.
Moreover, it's inexpensive.
All ROYALCHROME Big New]
Furniture is upholstered nrttn]ntr •
in TUF-TEX,
Royal's cataloS m
exclusive
guaranteed
co\OY sent
leatherette.
on request
DEMAND
the
tag
ROYALCHROME
ROYAL METAL MFG. GO.
1148 S. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO

'Metal Furniture Since '97"
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The recently organized El Cerrito Theatre Company plans to erect a theatre at
El Cerrito, Calif., at an estimated cost of
$75,000.
Orange Phelps and Harry Hill plan
to erect a theatre in Hillsboro, Ore.
The New Gem theatre, Canton, Mo.,
will open November 1, according to present plans.
J. O.theatres,
Kruse, New
superintendent
of Loew's
State
Orleans, died
of a
heart attack September 27. He was 50
years old.
Pat McSwain, formerly manager of
the Criterion theatre, Spartanburg, S. C,
has joined the commercial department of
radio station WSPA, Spartanburg. Mr.
McSwain had been a staff announcer for
some time.

John Pekras, owner of the Capitol and
Rivoli theatres, Elyria, Ohio, has installed
new seating. The chairs are of the fullupholstered type and were supplied by the
Smith Miami Theatre Corporation,
International Seat Corporation.
Miami, Fla., has been chartered to operate theatres. The authorized capital is 196
Louis Lazar, district manager for the
no par value. The incorporators are
Schines circuit, has negotiated a long-term shares,
B. Lyon, M. R. Pollard and W. R.
lease on the Castamba, Shelby, Ohio. The N.
McLaren.
house has been operated by the Castamba
Realty
composed of J.andC. StamNorris Hadaway, manager of the Nabaugh, Company,
H. D. Shreffler
R. L.
tional theatre, South Elm street, GreensCastor. Mr. Shreffler remains as manboro, N. C, has completed plans for a
modernization program to cost approxiager.
mately $12,000. The improvement plans
Harry Popkin, manager and owner of
the Burbank and Jewel theatres, Los An- call for a complete renovation and redecogeles, has installed International Seating
Company chairs.
Aidie Anglin is managing the new
Frank Ullman will open the Axteca Richland theatre at Richland, Ga., recently openedporationbyof Union
the Peoples
Cortheatre, Calexico, Calif., upon completion
Springs, Theatres
Ala.
of remodeling.
Allen T. Sparrow, formerly of NorSalvatore and Sylvester Enea will
, isthe new manager
of Loew's
theremodel their California theatre at PittsatrefoinlkRichmond,
Va. He succeeds
George
burg,
Calif.,
at
an
estimated
cost
of
$45,A.
Jones,
who
has
been
transferred
to
Bos000.
ton.
Elmer R. Tilton will shortly open a
Abe Frankel, veteran motion picture
theatre at Gait, Calif.
theatre operator, is contemplating building
a theatre at Third and Euclid Streets in
Jackson Foster has taken a lease on Des Moines.
the theatre at Elsinore, Calif., that has
A. H. Blank, celebrating the completbeen operated by H. C. Scott.
ion of 25 years as a theatre operator, is
issuing
invitations to an anniversary dinner,
Joe Samaha of San Francisco, is planning the erection of a $100,000 theatre at to take place in December.
Willows, Calif.
Vernon Kelso has taken a lease on the
George S. Dickie has remodeled the Hawthorne theatre, Portland, Ore., and
changed the name to Zephyr.
Cambria theatre at Cambria, Calif.
Clarence L. Laws, for eleven years
George Halligan has taken over the
management of the Brentwood theatre, manager of Fox West Coast theatres at
Berkeley, Calif., and manager of the
Brentwood Heights, Calif.
United Artists theatre there since its opening several years ago, has resigned to take
Harry Catlin has acquired all the assets of the Sierra Corporation, Eagle Rock, over the management of three large theatres at Oakland, Calif., in which he has
Calif., and all interests in the Sierra theatre
there.
purchased an interest, buying out the holdings of Charles D. Carroll in Charles
C. J. Stanley and Joe Malm have D. Carroll Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of the
sold their interests in the Solano theatre, Blumenfeld circuit. He will manage the
Fairfield, Calif., to Redwood Theatres, Oakland.
Roxie, American and Franklin theatres in
Inc., of San Francisco.
Better Theatres
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Practical
Small

Air-Conditioning

and

Medium-Sized

for
Theatres

blowing air into a theatre, and air-conditioning inits broadest meaning, there are
many degrees of comfort and relief.
To begin with the first step toward airconditioning, which we will call ventilation, we need equipment to take air from
the various methods by which they may be met
the outside and force it into the theatre.
This is the air motion part of air-conditioning. Many theatre managers have
THE managers or opera- by the theatre, whether matinee or evening, bought fans from salesmen, then more or
tors of the small and medium-sized thea- and the people to whom the theatre caters. different types of fans, and still they were
We have in our human bodies perhaps not satisfied with results. There are still
tres have a distinct advantage over their
competitors when it comes to air-condition- the most delicate, most intricate and most many fans manufacturers selling fans to
ing or proper ventilating and cooling meth- complicated temperature regulating equip- theatre men under some system name, such
ment known. Yet this human equipment
ods. It perhaps would be more correct to
the "Ocean Breeze System," or "Forest
say that they should have the advantage, very frequently gets out of balance; it is asBreeze,"
and orbasically
a fan
blower the
plusequipment
some art
but few seem to benefit from the advantage, affected by the food we eat, the climate we consists inetc.,
because they so frequently resort to home- live in, the immediate state of our health work on a pretty folder. Now, we all have
made methods and the advice of some heat- our blood pressure, our heart action, and experienced the sensation of being exposed
ing man in the town, or some salesman of our bodily activity. We must understand to an electric fan ; well, larger systems of
equipment.
money wasted
in this
man- that the most perfect air-conditioning job ventilation work on the same principle, exner and theThe inefficient
results
obtained
ever done will not mean comfort to every
cept that they draw air from the outside,
quickly swings the advantage over to their person that might be subjected to it. It which may or may not be cooler than the
larger competitor.
follows, then, that our efforts must be di- air on the inside. The point is that it is the
Before starting out to point to some of
rected toward making the greatest number air movement that tends to create an apthe peculiarities of the smaller plants, it comfortable.
parent effect of cooling.
The absolute failure of such systems in
might be well to clarify the term air-conThe human body reacts in terms of comditioning. Itis pretty well accepted today
fort or discomfort to temperature, the feel- any given case can usually be attributed to
ing of warmth or coldness ; to humidity, the one of two causes, or both : First, an inadeamong engineers and equipment manufacquate duct distribution system; second, an
turers that air-conditioning means the posi- accelerating or retarding of the evaporation
tive control of temperature of air, the of the moisture from the exposed skin sur- inadequate exhaust system. Every fan or
humidity of the air and the air motion. In
faces; and the movement of air, which blower gives air a velocity in one direction.
a more correct sense, air-conditioning must brings more air in contact with the body. It is quite true that a high-velocity stream
also control the cleanliness of the air, but These are the three fundamental phases of of air entrains and agitates other air, but
this phase of it is frequently overlooked.
air-conditioning. When any one of these there is no reason to believe that air delivered atthe proscenium will agitate and
There are still theatre operators who be- three characteristics of air can be altered by
lieve that filters are an unnecessary, an mechanical equipment you are getting set into motion the air under the balcony
added expense and of little use. This point nearer to air-conditioning, even though and in the side seats and the corners of
of view is rather astounding, and the finest methods of control may be faulty. But if the top balcony. If air is to be got to those
argument against it is to let those who feel the equipment alters only one of these char- points, it must be delivered there in ducts
that way about it examine the filters in an
acteristics, even though it does that per- and released at the desired point. (This
fectly, you still could not say that you had statement is positively made regardless of
air-conditioning system after they have been
air-conditioning.
in use for, say, three months.
statements that might be made by the adIn the light of this definition of air-con- RELIEF — THE SMALL
velocities.)vocates of few delivery points and high
ditioning, there are many small theatre
owners and managers who feel that they THEATRE'S PROBLEM
THE PROBLEM of the GRILLES
cannot afford air-conditioning. In the final
A secondary fault of many ventilation
analysis, does the ' small theatre need air- small theatre is definitely one of relief
conditioning? There is no general answer rather than one of complete air-condition- systems lies in the types of grille or deto the question. The answer depends upon
flectors used. All too frequently they are
ing. (This really applies to some of the
several
thingsthe
— the
locationdoneof larger theatres, too.) Between just straight of the home-made variety and actually do
the theatre,
trendgeographical
of the business
ventilation, which might be described as more harm than good. Most sheet metal19
O Examining the ventilation requirements of theatres seating from 500 to 1000 and pointing out
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Title and test copyrighted 1937. Reproduction of
BOILER GAUGES: We are now in the
heating season. The gauge on the boiler
is to an engineer what the stethoscope
is to a doctor. It helps him to form an
opinion as to what is going on inside the
system.
Gauges on theatre boilers are most
of the time inaccurate because they are
never calibrated, cleaned or taken care
of until they stop recording altogether.
Perhaps the most damaging action on a
gauge is the fluctuation of the pressure
it is supposed to record. Many times
this fluctuation is so excessive that it
is hard to read the pressure accurately.
There is a small attachment on the
market that might be called a pressure
snubber; it serves as a shock absorber
for the gauge and is installed between
the source of pressure and the gauge.
By absorbing the surge and shock of the
steam on the delicate parts of the
gauge, it prolongs the useful and accurate life of the gauge. The resulting
steadiness of the gauge needle on the
dial makes it easy to read accurately.
It is really worthwhile because it is inexpensive and in many cases it will save
a portion of the fuel bill because it permits •the gauge to be read accurately.
HOT AIR FURNACES: There still are
many of the smaller theatres heated by
hot air furnaces. One of the long-standing objections to hot air furnaces has
been the lack of any control system.
There is now manufactured a fan and
temperature limit control for warm air
furnaces. This control is of the mercoid
switch type and permits individual settings for high and low operating points.
The dial on this instrument is calibrated
from 50° F. up to 300° F., and adjust-

any part without permission is expressly forbidden
ments can be made over the entire
scale.
This control prevents the operation of
the fan if the furnace is not up to a predetermined temperature, and in this
way cold air cannot be blown into the
room. Hot air furnaces, particularly
those fired by gas, can be helped.
AIR-CONDITIONS GUIDES: One of
the leading manufacturers of air-conditioning equipment has developed an
"Air-Conditioning Ruler," which, when
used in conjunction with their psychrometric charts, greatly simplifies the solution of air-conditioning problems.
For instance, here are some of the
types of problems that can be solved:
Given the dry bulb temperature and
relative humidity to be maintained in
an auditorium, you can tell what the
dry
bulb,delivered
wet bulbmustandbe. dew point of
the air
Given the characteristics of the air
delivered into an auditorium, you can
tell what condition will exist in the room.
You can find the volume of air required to maintain a given condition
in an auditorium.
You can determine the total heat
that must be removed from the air at
one wet bulb temperature to cool it to
another wet bulb.
•
PROTECTIVE COATING: Take any color in oil and mix it with a good grade
of clear light varnish and it forms a
coating that is excellent for toilets and
doors and on all surfaces that are subject to hard wear. When mixed with
a spar varnish it forms a paint excellent
for attraction frames, box offices or
marquee attraction signs.

men, and even some carpenters, seem to
think that they can design grilles. It is a
fallacy. Grille engineering is a highly
specialized study, and whereas a home-made
grille might cost $6, and a proper bought
grille might cost 20, it is very bad economy
to save the $14 and put in the home-made
grille. Air delivered by an inefficient grille,
and air delivered by the correct grille is
just as different as a baseball pitched by a
sand lot scrub ball player and one pitched
by Carl Hubbell. Because of the grip, the
way the ball leaves his fingers, and the
wrist motion Hubbell retains control of the
ball to a great extent after the ball leaves
20

his grasp.
does it.somewhat the sameThewithproper
the airgrille
leaving
EXHAUST SYSTEM
The other failure of the ventilating system is the lack of inadequacy of a proper
exhaust system. Every fan or blower, due
to its design, dimensions and the motor
power and speed with which it is running,
will push or pump air up to a certain fixed
pressure. Unfortunately, in the great majority ofthe installations, this is a very low
or small pressure, so small that it is not
measured in pounds but in inches of water
column. In even figures, a column of water

one foot high exerts a pressure equivalent
to half a pound per square inch. The average blower installed in theatres will push
against a pressure of about ^-inch water
column. Translating this in terms of
pounds pressure per square inch so that you
can see just how little it is : (y2 -=- 12) }i,
or 3/96, or 1/31 of a pound per square
inch. Since there are 16 ounces in a pound,
this means, in round figures, half an ounce
per square inch. You will agree that that
is not much pressure. This means that
such a blower, when it has once built up
that pressure in the theatre, cannot force
any more air into the theatre, but as the
air escapes through the entrance doors or
ceiling vents, it can or will replace only the
air that escapes. Other than this it can
only mildly agitate the air. Therefore
unless a definite blower exhaust is connected to the theatre the movement of air
through the theatre is so sluggish and slow
that the ventilation becomes inadequate.
Air change is frequently referred to in
connection with ventilation. There are
still salesmen who tell theatre managers
that if they will buy their blowers, they
will have an air change in the theatre every
4 minutes or so. This sounds fine and
seems as if it should be the answer to the
problem.
Let's auditorium
analyize this.
theatre
40 Assume
feet wide,we 20havefeeta
high,
100
feet
long:
40X20X100=80,000
cubic feet. The salesman has recommended
a 20,000 cubic feet per minute (c.f.m.)
blower. Certainly 80,000^20,000=4
minutes.
theatre,
is tight andButthethisonlylittleescape
for we'll
the airsay,is
through the front doors. The blower, as
described above, has a pressure characteristic of ^8-inch water column {Yi ounce
per square inch). The three double front
doors are kept open, each pair measures 5
feet wide and 7 feet high. The total area
of escape is 3X5X7, or 105 square feet.
The velocity of %-inch water column is
about 50 feet per minute; so 50X105=
5,250, or 5,250 cubic feet of air passes out
of the theatre every minute.
The blower, regardless of its rating of
20,000 c.f.m., can put into the theatre only
5,250 cubic feet of air per minute; therefore, the true air change in that theatre is
80,000-^-5,250=15.2 minutes.
However, the fact that the air changes
every 15 minutes, instead of every 4
minutes, is an unimportant reason why the
blower is unsatisfactory. The point of this
entire explanation is that it is the exhaust
system that measures the rate of air change,
not the capacity of the delivery blower.
Many ventilating systems are absolutely
useless without an adequate exhaust blower.
With regard to the exhaust system, it too
usually must have a duct system. Ability
of a blower to remove so much air from
a theatre is not enough — the parts of a
theatre from which the air is removed are
of utmost importance.
There is another checkup which is of
interestsume thatandthea theatre
guide tousedairinmotion.
Asthe example
above had the 20,000 c.f.m. blower installed. We have determined that 5,250
Better Theatres

The Chadwick Theatre, Suffolk, Virginia, equipped with
Heywood Wakejield Streamline Metal-Edge seats. Upholstered
in Van Rinkle quality Velmo Mohair Velvet, a modern coral.
WHEN THE SHOW IS ON. the audience settles
comfortably on the finest seating the management
can supply . . .Velmo Mohair Velvet. Their attention is all on the screen— because . . .
Velmo softens harsh sounds, improves acoustics. It neither scratches or sticks to a patron's
clothes. It is cool, clean, luxurious and soft. It

MOHAIR
HASH

gives a "swell performance" every week.
Aside from its consideration for the patrons'
comfort, Velmo gives management the longest
service of any fabric known! It will literally
outwear any other equipment in the house, with
upkeep practically nil. Ask Chase for past-performance records!

VELVET

L. C. CHASE & CO., Inc., 295 Fifth Av enue, at 31st Street, New York City
Selling Division of Good a 11 - Sa nford Industries
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cubic feet of air escaped every minute
through the front doors. We decide to install an exhaust system to remove 10,000
c.f.m. from the theatre. Then 10,000+
5,250=15,250 c.f.m. removed from the
theatre. The cross-section of the theatre
JOINTLESS CURTAIN TRACKS
is 20X40=800 square feet. Now, the
For the UTMOST in
quantity of air moved divided by the crosssection area will give us an average velocity
Operating SATISFACTION
of the air through the theatre; thus, 15,250
Designed for quiet, X 800=19 feet per minute. A velocity of
smooth, efficient oper- 19 feet per minute for air is really little
ation, the SILENTnothing. Even in good air-conditioning
STEEL Jointless
Curtain orpractice
we design for an air movement as
Track has proved its high as 50 feet per minute, so the conclusion isthat for a theatre as described,
dependability in large
and small theatres a 20,000-foot blower and a 10,000-foot exhaust isnot enough to give relief results.
everywhere.
Its superior advantages METHODS OF
will give maximum ef- HANDLING AIR
fectivenes toany curtain.
A GOOD deal of space has
now been devoted to ventilation and you
AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO. may wonder why. The handling of air,
including velocities, directions, distribution
739 HAMILTON ST., ALLENTOWN, PA.
and exhaust (which becomes recirculated
air in real air-conditioning), is a fundamental requirement in any form of comfort
cooling of theatres. Regardless of equipADVERTISE
ment or methods, first and last, air must
be handled, and the nearer you can come
THE FEATURE
to a proper method of handling, the better
the results will be with any given equipNOT THE
ment or method.
Summarizing: To handle air there must
MARQUEE
be a blower (to push the air), a duct system of proper size and shape, a series of
grilles that either diffuse the air or give
USE
RAISED
it direction without loss of velocity, and
which in many instances may also control
CLASS
LETTERS
the volume at that point of delivery. Finally, there must be an exhaust (pulling the
Lower maintenance made possible
air) to move the air out so newer, fresher
by saving in current consumption
air can take its place. If your ventilating
thus offsetting glass replacements.
system is not performing as it should, look
to one or more of these features as possible
Raised glass letters
cause of the trouble.
are a real economy
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
Write us for further information or
consult your Sign Contractor.
The next step in theatre comfort cooling
FALK GLASS PRODUCTS CO.
is evaporative cooling (the use of air washers or water sprays). This is an old princi115 West 23rd Street, New York City
ple and the applications of it to cooling air
are many and varied. However, let it be
definitely understood that evaporative cooling is not guess work; engineers have
worked on this principle for many years.
Probably
(at leastauthority
in the writer's
opinion)
the
outstanding
on evaporative
cooling in treating air is Walter L.
Fleisher, a consulting engineer of New
York City. He has contributed a great
mass of data on this subject; his studies
and papers on it have been outstanding, and
it is somewhat surprising to find out that
there are still some engineers selling and
installing evaporative (air washer) cooling
equipment largely on a guess basis.
Evaporative cooling, in so many instances
1000 to 10,000BLOWERS
cu. ft. capacity can be- used for in the past, has been poorly designed, and
Circulating Heated Air or for Cooling.
now with the money and the impetus bePrices start at- $18.95
hind refrigerated air-conditioning, many
theatre
men have lost faith in washed air
Taylor Air Conditioning Co.
804 Wealthy Street Grand Rapids. Michigan
systems.
one ofthe Mr.
papers,it
published Inwithin
past Fleisher's
year, he gives
22

as his opinion that if the wet bulb in a
given
locality designed
remains constantly
70°
F., properly
evaporativebelow
cooling
systems can give satisfaction. The writer
has had a very fine opportunity to check
this statement and it has been found to be
correct.
The only limiting factor is the size of
the theatre, because as the theatre becomes
larger, the quantity of air to be handled
becomes so great that there seems not to be
sufficient space for either ducts or equipment. When the different elements become
so large, the cost seems to increase more
rapidly than the size of the equipment. Invariably with such a large system, due to
job conditions, it becomes necessary to
cramp it here and there, and then the loss
of efficiency indicates definitely the faults
of cramping design. However, evaporation
is veryfortdefinitely
a possible
cooling theatres,
say upmethod
to 900of comseats
— but, in the words of Mr. Fleisher, it
must be a "properly designed system."
There has been a study made by I. C. Allbright and John Everetts, Jr., of the averageoutwetthebulb
over States.
a period This
of years
United
chartthroughshows
a map of the United States, and certain
curved lines have been plotted on this map.
Each line represents locations in the United
States that have a wet bulb of a certain
degree as represented by that line. By
studying this chart, the areas of the United
States where evaporative cooling equipment
should prove effective, are Maine, northern
New Hampshire, Vermont, northern New
York, northern
Michigan,
Minnesota and all states
west Wisconsin,
of a line drawn
from a point where the North and South
Dakota line joins the Minnesota line, to El
Paso, Texas. The Atlantic Coast States,
the Gulf Coast States and the regions bordering on most of the Mississippi river are
certainly not the areas where great relief
can be expected from evaporative cooling
methods. Again, for emphasis, even in evaporative cooling jobs, air distribution and
adequate exhaust are extremely important.
WELL WATER AND ICE
Further mediums of comfort cooling that
might be placed between evaporative cooling and mechanical refrigeration are cooling with well water, and the use of ice as
a cooling agent.
There is a relatively small area in the
United States wheer cold well water is obtainable insufficient quantity for comfort
cooling of theatres. There are a number
of instances of wells that produce 48° F.
water, a rather large number that give warangingthefrom
51° obtainable
F. to 56° are
F. for
Up allto
this terlimit
results
practical purposes equivalent to those of
mechanical refrigeration. If the well water
is about 56° F., the de-humidifying results
obtainable are very questionable, even
though there is substantial dry bulb cooling of the air. Well water may be used
in air washers or through dry-finned coils.
For theatres up to 500 seats the use of
ice is practicable, but the writer has never
been able to see the real practicability of it
in larger theatres. The greatest problem,
Better Theatres

it seems to me, is one of control. I have
never seen what I consider an adequate
ice job in a theatre over 500 seats. Also,
I have, on several occasions, looked over
jobs that were operating under a definite
handicap because of an economy complex
on the part of the manager who would not
permit the proper quantity of ice to be put
into the system each day. The results in
these instances were little better than those
obtained by washed air.
From this point, the next step is mechanical refrigeration, with the accuracy of control and absolute satisfaction if the system
has been properly sized and designed. So
much has been written about the refrigeration cycle, and on compressors, coils, congo intotrols,it expansion
again valves,
here. etc., that we won't
Perhaps one of the most serious problems
confronting the owner of the small or
medium-sized theatre in planning an airconditioning system, is space for the equipment, for as mentioned once before, when
this type of equipment is cramped, there is
a definite loss in efficiency. The next problem isspace for the location of ducts. There
have been a number of jobs installed with
ducts exposed inside the auditorium on the
ceiling or along the side walls, which have
in no way been objectionable and on the
other hand highly efficient. This might be
the answer in other situations.
But in the air-conditioning of the small
theatre one of the greatest problems of all
arises out of the confusion of the equipment market. The writer recently happened in on a situation where a theatre
owner was going to buy a 3-ton compressor
to air-condition a 600-seat theatre. He had
been sold, hook, line and sinker, that it
would be adequate and would do the job.
This statement might not sound so absurd
to some of you, but (as a rather homely
comparison) this was just as if a shoe salesman had tried to sell the writer, who wears
a No. 10 shoe, a No. 2 shoe and had convincedfortablmee as that
would be just as coma No.it 10!
There are many pitfalls in comfort cooling; there is no perfect installation. But
we owe it to ourselves and to our patrons
to get the most for our comfort cooling
dollar. First and last, we start with air,
we end with air, we must put it where
we want it, we must remove it in time for
a fresh supply. This means proper blowers,
properly designed ducts, correct grilles and
correct air velocities. — J. T. K.
Self-Contained
Electric Ozone
Generating

Unit

ozone generating equipment for placement in the room to be
treated, rather than for attachment to the
ventilating system, is manufactured by the
National Ozone Machine Company, Inc.,
of Indianapolis, in several models including one rated to serve an area of 100,October 16. 1037
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THE IDEAL SEATING CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

REVISED SIXTH EDITION
F. H. RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK OF
PROJECTION
Includes a completely revised section on
sound.
Contains
minute text,
charts714and pages
data of
withup-to-thedetailed
description
of
assembly,
wiring
functioning of all. modern sound and and
projection
apparatus.
PRICE $6.25
(Postpaid)
QUICLEY
BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center,
New York

SUPER-ARC
THE NEW, LOW AMPERAGE
PROJECTION LAMP BY S. O. S.
Economical, brilliant light
• Completely
lO'/t"reflector
Bausch
and Lomb round
elliptical
•• Weston
Special Westinghouse
Motor
Ammeter
• Unusually low in price
Trade in your old lamps. Get special offer.
SALES ON SOUND
CORPORATION
636-BT 11TH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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CLANCY
Stage Equipment
Clancy is recognized as the one source of
supply for complete equipment for any stage —
large or organizations,
small — in theatres,
dramatic
etc. schools, clubs,
From a vast installation of hoisting sets, complete with rope and cable, to a simple drawcurtain
track,toorthefromsmallest
the largest
head block
item heavy-duty
of
stage hardware — we have it.
In our half
of experience
.j
signing
and century
equipping
stages dethroughout
the
world,
we
have
*
"
m.
developed a complete line of ^
those items required to assure
smooth, dependable,
efficient and -'■-"""J >
economical
stage operation.
Let us design your stage or advise you onOurany engineers
stage problem
orservice.
small.
are at— large
your
Write us.
Complete stage equipment
Catalog sent on request.
J. R. CLANCY, Inc.
1010 W. Belden Avenue
Syracuse, N. Y.
COMBINATION
FLOOR
& ROPE BLOCK
LOCK

"Pure Mountain Air"

000 cubic feet. It is of electric type, operated on altarnating current.
The machine is attached to an ordinary
light circuit, the current from which
passes into a 1 •ansformer to raise the volt-

plugs for the addition of another interchangeable amplifier later, if two channels
are not desired immediately.
The output rating is 32 watts, and
transformer, resistors and condenser are
well over-sized. Exciter lamp current supply, adjustable to either 10- or 8>2-volt
lamps, is built-in. Rheostat and ammeter
are standard equipment. Variable impedances are 2, 4, 8 and 500 ohms. For monitoring, adynamic speaker with its own
volume control is built into the case.
Low- Wattage
Lamp

age. Provided with an electrical condenser
and fans, the machine intermittently effects an electric discharge which produces
a chemical change in the atmosphere creating ozone (03) from the atmospheric oxygen (Os).
As has become quite generally known
to health authorities during the last few
years, and as pointed out in Better
Theatres previously, ozone not only kills
at least some disease-causing bacteria, but it
"sweetens" the air. In addition, it has
been asserted that ozone, being really
"heavier
the humanoxygen,"
organism.has a tonic effect upon
Other models in the National line besides the largest include one adapted to
auditoriums seating up to 300, and another
for auditoriums seating up to 600. The
mechanisms are housed in a rectangular
housing of black crackle finish, and they
are adjustable for low or high production.

With

H.I.

New

Arc Adjustments
A new model of projection arc lamp for suprex carbons has been
brought out by the C. S. Ashcraft Manufacturing Corporation of Long Island City,
which, while essentially following the de-

5 -Stage Amplifier
Our NATIONAL TUBELESS
OZONATOR does just what we
claim and our hundreds of customers tell the rest of the story.
Equip your theatre today and let
your customers tell you.
Model "L" —50,000 cu. ft. .$60.00
Model "M"— 25,000 cu. ft.... $35.00
Model "S" — 5.000 cu. ft.. ..$25.00
For further information write
NATIONAL OZONE MACHINE CO., INC.
523-25 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS IND.
WOLVERINE
DIRECT
BLOWERS
SHOT
for cooling,
ventilatingVariable
or exhaust.
Quiet
Ball
Bearings.
Control belt and$47.50motorup. pulley. 6 Speed
sizes.
Also Inquire about cooling coils.
T^" 412
24

With

Compensating

Type Tone Control
a five-stage a.c. operated amplifier for theatre sound systems,
with externally adjustable tone control de-

Positive assembly and drip cup.

sign of the previous type on the market,
represents a number of changes.
The motor employed with the new
model is compound-wound instead of shuntwound for the purpose of eliminating any
influence of temperature on the constancy
of speed.
Means have also been added to adjust the
negative carbon assembly in a parallel motion vertically and laterally with greater
convenience. Clockwise motion of a thumbscrew acts on an eccentric lever to rotate the
shaft; upon this shaft are two eccentrics
supporting the main negative frame. At the
extreme upper position the negative carbon
is higher than the center of the positive
crate. When the screw is all the way in,
center of the positive is in line with the
signed to compensate for frequency loss, the
edge of the positive crater, giving
has been brought out by the Lincrophone lower
correct
position vertically.
Company, Inc., of Utica, N. Y. This
For lateral motion of the negative assemequipment is also provided with polarized
Better Theatres

bly, a knob is provided, movement of which,
to the right, moves the entire assembly toward the operator and to the right side of
the crater; clockwise motion of the knob

Negative assembly unit.
moves the assembly in a parallel motion
away from the operator and to the left side
of the crater.
The new model is equipped with a positive drip cup to take melted copper that

Arc control unit.
would otherwise drop into the lower portion of the housing and then possibly be deflected tothe lower area of the mirror, with
the likelihood of cracking the reflector.

A GREAT plane breaks performance records — and the
admiring crowd cheers. How much of this applause
has been earned by the corps of skilled mechanics who made
achievement possible! The modern theatre likewise depends
upon expert maintenance to keep it at peak efficiency.
From bulbs to marquees, from gears to projectors, National
Standard Theatre Equipment will never "let you down."
UlTlflMll
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
I

k,:iii'n,:i

ILEX

Hand type velocity microphone developed by the
Amperite Company of New York. It is complete
with output transformer of either high- or lowimpedancequencytype.
It is rated
have frequencies,
a flat freresponse from
60 to to7,500
and
an
output
3
decibels
below
a
microphone
standard size. It can also be used as a deskof
"mike."
bottom ofA thestandard
handle. thread is provided in the
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Si

F:2.5

You can see the difference!
The Ilex F:2.5 represents a long step forward in modern projection.
Its large aperture transmits high-intensity lamp output with full
efficiency. Due to absolute accuracy in formula and manufacture,
this fast lens is corrected for freedom from distortion and coma —
and is completely achromatic — resulting in sharp, contrasty colorfree projection. For free literature on the outstanding Ilex F-.2.5
write direct to us or to any reliable dealer.
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PLANNING
A SERVICE
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ARCHITECTURAL
DECORATION
AND FURNISHINGS

ANSWERS
INQUIRIES:
of the principal
functions of
thisexisting
department
answer inquiries
preliminaryof considerations in theTOplanning
of a One
new theatre
or the remodeling
of an
one. isAllto questions
receive pertaining
the personalto attention
Peter M.
Hulsken, A.I.A., contributing editor of this department and a practicing architect who long has specialized in theatre design. He will be
glad tomentoffer
advice,
suggestions
and
criticisms.
Working
plans,
however,
cannot
be
supplied.
All
communications
intended
for
this
departshould be addressed to Better Theatres, Rockefeller Center, New York. In publishing replies, only initials are used for identification.
THE QUESTION:
we have a building suitable for a theatre in several ways. It is
53 feet wide, 110 feet long and 25 feet
high. This is cut into three stores 50 feet
long, the center one being 18 feet wide,
which leaves a space in the rear of the
building about 60 feet long.
Could we arrange this to be 18 feet
wide and 110 feet long, and seat about
250 people downstairs and make suitable
balcony for about 100 seats ?■— C.T.B.
THE ANSWER:
IF WE UNDERSTAND your
inquiry correctly, it is your intention to
make the theatre proper 18 feet wide and
110 feet long. We regret to state that
a width of 18 feet is too narrow for an
auditorium,
and several
low such a width.
If a States
center doaislenotwerealused, there would be room only for four
seats on each side of the center aisle, provided 18 feet represent inside dimensions.
You would require 31 rows of seats, and
while the depth of the auditorium could
accommodate that many rows, we do not
advise the construction of such a theatre.
A balcony with 100 seats would also
be quite a problem, as it would have to be
rather steep to permit the proper sightlines.
Then there is the matter of men's and
women's
rooms and foyer to be taken care
of.
We suggest that you use 18 feet for
lobby purposes only, reduce the depth of
the store rooms, and build the auditorium
proper behind the stores. In that case, you
could make the auditorium as wide as it
should be.
•
THE QUESTION :
I contemplate opening
a theatre in a small town, using an existing building. The existing structure is of
brick, 24 feet wide by 100 feet long. The
building now has a wood floor and ceiling,
plastered walls, plate glass front, and is
located on a corner lot, facing Main
Street. The floor is on a level with the
street. The ceiling is 12 feet from the
floor. The roof is sloped from front to
rear, and there is a 4-foot clearance between ceiling and roof in the front of the
building, and slopes from this point to no
clearance in the rear. I would like to
26

know the best arrangements for a seating
capacity of 250 to 300. If possible, I
would like to have a small balcony for
colored patrons. — R.B.C.
THE ANSWER:
the best seating arrangement for an auditorium 24 feet wide
would have a center aisle with five seats
on one side and six seats on the other side.
For 250 capacity, you will require 23 rows
of seats, or 60 feet minimum, leaving 40
feet for lobby, foyer, screen platform and
wall thickness.
Making the lobby 10 feet deep, and the
foyer 6 feet wide, you will have sufficient
space for proper distance from screen to
first row of seats. If you own the vacant
lot in the rear of the theatre, the screen
may be placed directly on the rear stage
wall by building, outside of the stage wall,
a compartment for speakers.
The floor slope should be not less than
3 feet, leaving the floor from platform
apron to the back of the fifth row, level.
The ceiling height of 12 feet is not sufficient, but since there is a 4-foot clearance
between roof and ceiling, it may be well to
remove the present ceiling joists and plaster the new ceiling directly on the roof
joists. In this case the space between ceiling and roof should be insulated.
Unless the entire roof is substantially
raised, there will be no space to provide
for a balcony.
The projection room should be located
over the lobby, and the roof over the projection room will have to be located above
the level of the present roof. Should a
balcony be required, the entire roof will
have to be raised at least 7 feet.
•
THE QUESTION:
i am planning on building a theatre seating 400 in a small town
of 1000 population, but with a very good
and large mundrawing
farmingfeet.
com-I
ities. Iown a area
lot —60x140
would like to have two stores, size 23x60,
one on each side of theatre lobby if possible, which would make lobby 14x60, all
front street entrance and theatre to be at
the rear of these stores and lobby. What
dimensions for 400 seats, also height of
ceiling, length of foyer, advisable distance
from front row to screen? Also advise

the cheapest type of construction to comply with fire ordinances, which call for
brick, tile or its equivalent.
What would be a good slant for the
floor? What would be the cheapest type
of interior finish? Also heating and your
suggestion as to where to place furnace.
What would be the size of projection
booth and size of port holes? Please give
size and height of stage; want to get in
picture 14 feet wide or larger. Please
suggest latest and reasonable lighting for
theatre. — E.M.
THE ANSWER:
according to your
sketch, there is a space 60 feet wide and
80 feet deep, which is to be used for the
auditorium. It will be more economical
in construction to use 44 feet in width in
place of the 60 feet. This will give a
seating arrangement with a center bank of
12 seats, with an aisle on each side, and
two wall banks of four seats each, making
a total of 20 seats across the width of the
auditorium. To obtain a seating capacity
of 400, it will require 20 rows, figuring
the spacing of the rows 32 inches from
back to back. The required floor space
for seats will be 43 feet. Figuring the
depth tance
of between
the stage
14 feet,
the and
disthe first
row and
of seats
projection screen at 20 feet, there will be
left about 10 feet for foyer.
If it will be possible to reduce the depth
oftoilet
the stores
feet, men's
and women's
rooms tocan53 then
be located
behind
the stores,modiouswhere
they
would
be
comthan if placed at each endmoreof foyer
between standee railing and back wall of
stores, which, of course, could be done if
necessary.
The rooms
length would
of thebefoyer
between the toilet
28 feet,
6 inches.
The most economical type of roof construction to comply with fire ordinances
consistscrete orinmetal
clear deck.
span steel joists with conThe ceiling height above the high point
of the auditorium floor should not be less
than 17 feet.
Cinder blocks for exterior walls seem to
be cheaper than brick or tile, and if they
are laid up correctly, they can be decorated
very
face. effectively without plastering the surThe auditorium ceiling should be plasBetter Theatres

rered with acoustical plaster. The slope
of the floor should not be less than 3 feet,
starting at the back of the second row,
or 2 feet, 6 inches starting at the back of
the fifth row. The furnace or boiler room
may be located under the stage, and a hot
air system for auditorium, combined with
a steam system for stores, lobby and foyer,
may prove to be the cheapest.
The projection room should be located
over back of stores, and the lobby and
should not be less than 20 feet wide and
10 feet deep. The portholes of the projection room vary in sizes; for projectors,
they generally are 12x12 inches; for lookouts, 10x12 inches; and for effect machines, 2*/2 feet square.
The floor of the stage should not be less
than 3 feet, 4 inches above lower part of
auditorium floor, and the proscenium arch
should be about 28 feet wide and 16 feet
high.
Indirect lighting is advisable, and the
use of troughs at the ceiling would be
very effective and inexpensive for your
theatre, although modern indirect and
semi-direct fixtures would be suitable, particularly in the foyer and lounge areas.
Lighting methods are usually determined
by the cost allowable, and by the general
style of interior treatment.
THE QUESTION:
I want to remodel a
building which is almost new and is for
sale. This building is 72 feet long, 32
feet wide, two stories, brick construction.
I want to add on to building a 21 -foot
front, which is next to sidewalk, and 40
feet can be added to rear if ever needed.
This second story is strong and could be
used, part of it, as a balcony, and has 12foot ceiling above it and 12-foot ceiling
below, with basement under one-third of
building at end where I want to add 21
feet more, making building 93 feet long.
What size foyer and lobby would you
recommend, and how many seats could you
get in lower
floor, ddand behowcostmany
in balof sloping
cony! What
floor and putting on 21 -feet front, which
will include front canopy, lobby, foyer,
toilets, stairways. I thought that front
of present building could be used as front
on addition and only have to add new
sides. Also want to make two small rooms
on each side, 12x24. — A.W.H.
THE ANSWER:
AFTER ADDING 21 feet to
the front of your present building, the
area will be 32x93 feet. Planning for a
lobby 12 feet deep, and a foyer 8 feet
deep, there will be left for seating area,
after deducting the required space between
screen and first row of seats, space to accom odate 18 rows of seats, spaced 31
inches back-to-back. With the auditorium
32 feet wide, a center section of 14 seats
is advisable with wall aisle on each side,
making the total seating capacity 252 seats
en the lower floor.
If you intend to build a balcony, it will
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Are

You

Going

to

Remodel?

... if so, you may find the Planning the Theatre
department of Better Theatres helpful. This
department is conducted by an experienced theatre architect, Peter M. Hulsken, and he will give
your inquiries his personal attention. Merely write:
BETTER THEATRES,
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YOISC

:ul Interiors PLUS Better Hearing Conditions
-Have Both With This One Material
NEW WEATHERWOOD
INTERIOR FINISH TILE AND PLANK
Rich, Blended Shades of Soft
Color— New, Interesting Texture

J

BLENDTEX Plank quickly,neweasilyandapplied
to both
old walls.
Theatres everywhere are
the richness and freshness of colors and texture.
turning
BLENDTEXto Weatherwood
for interiors ot 4. Integral colors go clear through the material —
soft, dignified beauty.
not merely a surface application.
5. Predecorated surface saves both time and cost
■ Your audiences will appreciate the distinctive
of painting.
individuality and charm which Weatherwood* 6. Adaptable — the wide variety of shapes and
BLENDTEX brings quickly and economically to
sizes gives unlimited scope to expression of
theatre interiors, new or old. But BLENDTEX
individual taste in design.
does more than provide attractive walls and ceil- 7. Quickly, easily applied to both new and old
ings. It improves acoustics — provides better
walls and ceilings— goet> right over old walls.
hearing conditions. At the same time, it insulates
8. Economical — a popular-priced material. With
against heat and cold.
all its advantages, BLENDTEX costs no more
than ordinary insulating tile and plank.
READ THESE IMPORTANT BLENDTEX
^Registered Trade-marks
ADVANTAGES
UNITED
GYPSUMChicago,
COMPANY
1. Blended shades of harmonious colors combine 300
West STATES
Adams Street,
Illinois
with a new, interesting texture to add charm
Please
send,
without
obligation,
illustrated booklet
and dignity to the interior.
on the new Weatherwood BLENDTEX.
BT-lo-16
2. Improves acoustics and quiets sound— at the
same time insulates against heat and cold.
3. Durable — special treatment of surface increases
resistance to wear — helps preserve and prolong
UNITED

STATES

GYPSUM

COMPANY27

be necessary to remove the entire second
floor construction, as 12 feet from auditorium floor is too high to obtain proper
sightlines. I doubt if the seating capacity
of the balcony could exceed 112 seats.
The addition and marque would cost
approximately $6,000.
The matter of providing two small
rooms 12x24 feet on each side of lobby is
entirely out of the question, as the spaces
on each side of lobby should be used for
women's
men'sextends
toilet across
rooms,theentered
from foyer,andwhich
entire
width of the auditorium.
Of course, if you add the 40 feet to
the rear, the plan changes entirely. The
seating capacity may be increased and two
small stores may be provided in the front;
however, do not plan for a lobby less than
12 feet wide.

ing between 1400 and 1500, all on one
floor. A lot 79x205 feet is available. Can
a theatre of this size be built on this lot
with good results? Nothing of the "deluxe" or stadium type is desired, just a
presentable building, fireproof of course,
with modern type front and heat and
ventilation systems.
How much should be spent on such a
theatre, and what rental can the owners
expect from a good neighborhood location? How much would sketches or complete working plans cost? — W.O.S.
THE ANSWER:
a lot 79x205 feet seems
to be large enough for the erection of a
theatre with 1400 seats on one floor. If
there are no alleys on either side, it will
be necessary to provide for exit courts.
These courts shall not be less than 8 feet
in width; so, if they should be necessary,
THE QUESTION:
you must deduct these courts from the
my associates have in width of the lot.
The most economical width for the
mind the erection of a modern theatre seat-

A

PLAN

TO

OVERCOME

building would be 60 feet, as this would
provide a maximum amount of seats across
the width with a minimum number of
aisles.
The minimum cost of a 1400 seat theatre would be approximately $90,000, exclusive of equipment; and at that price,
the strictest economy would have to be
exercised in the general design and in the
construction.
The returns from a well located theatre
vary according to specific conditions. Most
leases are made on a basis of 10% of the
cost of the building, and from 6% to
8% on the value of the land, the lessee to
equip the theatre and put this equipment
up as collateral for his lease. The matters
of taxes and insurance are too variously
arranged to be dealt with here.
Architects' commissions are based upon
6% of the cost of the building. This
compensation includes supervision of the
construction. For sketches, some architects charge a lump sum, others base them
on 1% of their estimated cost.

LIMITATIONS

OF

LOT

SIZE

• Front design and floor plan for a 700-seat
theatre by S. Charles Lee, Los Angeles theatre
architect, conceived to meet conditions imposed
by a narrow site and a limited construction budget.
Total length of site considered, 150 feet; width,
40 feet. To provide desired seating, auditorium is
of stadium type. Two stores flank either side of
the entrance. The plan calls for a low-gradient
ramp on either side of the lobby leading to a central cross-aisle in the auditorium, from which the
stadium is entered. With auditorium decoration
consisting principally in tinted acoustic plaster (tint
mixed with plaster), the total cost, including decorating, painting, heat and ventilating, electric wiring and fixtures is placed at $30,000.
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EQUIPMENT

INDEX

A CATALOG OF THEATRE EQUIPMENT, FURNISHINGS, OPERATING SUPPLIES
AND ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS, LISTING THEIR MANUFACTURERS. THE
ARRANGEMENT IS ALP HADETICAL ACCORDING TO THE CLASS OF PRODUCT
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
simplified bookkeeping is
provided by special theatre systems designed
to cover daily expenses, daily cash receipts,
assets, yearly income tax forms, segregated
accounts for film exchanges, etc. These
systems cover periods of from one to two
years, and are available in solid book or
looseleaf form.
Albert A.cago, 1 1. Chatkin Co., Ill W. Washington St., ChiEasy Method
Ledger Co.,System,
Seymour,
Erker
Bros. Optical
610 Olive
St., St.Indiana.
Louis, Mo.
George
Minn. Fosdick, 4417 Stevens Avenue, Minneapolis,
Quigley Bookshop, Rockefeller Center, New York City
ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS
AND ENGINEERING
acoustical treatment for
the motion picture theatre auditorium is
almost always necessary, in some degree,
and is properly to be taken into consideration in determining the decorative forms
and materials. Motion picture speech and
music can now be recorded and reproduced
with great fidelity, but the transmission
process includes acoustics as well as electromechanical provisions ; hence, natural sound
calls for precision in acoustical adjustments
with respect to the entire available frequency band.
Acoustic materials are available not
only to suit every acoustic defect, but to
fit into most any decorative scheme, and to
meet requirements as to labor costs under
varying circumstances. Materials most frequently used are sound absorbent tiles,
acoustic plaster, rock wool and similar
products, while some wood and synthetic
veneers possess certain sound-absorption
characteristics. Which to use partly depends on the natural acoustic characteristics
of the auditorium and the decorative scheme
desired. Most manufacturers of acoustic
materials can supply an acoustical analysis
of an auditorium.
ArmstrongGypsum
Cork Products
Lancaster,
Pa.
Atlantic
Company.Co.,
TheCleveland,
Brush O.Development
Co.,Boston,
3311 Mass.
Perkins Avenue,
The Celotex
cago, 1 1. Company, 919 N. Michigan Avenue, ChiCertain-Teed
York City. Products Corp., 100 E. 42nd Street, New
J. R. Clancy,
cuse, N. Y. Inc., 1010 W. Belden Avenue, SyraColortone, Research
Inc., Sturgis, Mich.
Electrical
New York City. Products, 250 West 57th Street,
Garrison
Engineering
Barrington,
Mass. Corp., 51 Church Street, Creat
General
Insulating
& NewManufacturing
Company, 370
Lexington
Avenue,
York City.
Globe Phone Mfg. Corp.,
Reading,
Mass.
Good-All
Electric
Mfg.
Co.,
251
Spruce
Street, Ogallala, Nebr.
The InsuliteneapoliCompany,
1212 Builders Exchange, Mins, Mirm.
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Johns-Manville
International
have been used by theatres for
Street, New York
City. Corporation, 22 East 40th which
Lipman
Engineering
Co., 415 Van Braam Street, stimulating matinee business, building up
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
111. Corp., Ill West Washington Street, Chicago, juvenile performances or bolstering busiMasonite
ness on week nights are balloons, therCity. Reproducer Co., Inc., 812 Broadway, New York
Miles
mometers on which are imprinted pictures
National Rug
Mills,
Inc.,
2494
S.
Fifth
Street,
Milof stars, buttons, badges, pennants, conwauke . Wis.
Pacent
Engineering
Corp.,
79
Madison
Avenue,
New
f
e
c
t
ions, toys, etc. Also available in great
York City.
variety are articles like toilet sets, pocket
Pictur-Fone
Co.,
212
W.
North,
Lima,
Ohio.
RCA
Manufacturing
Inc., Avenue,
Camden, Chicago,
N. J. lighters, etc., manufactured especially for
Sundt
Engineering Co.,Company,
4238 Lincoln
111. Fibre
use as premiums.
Union
Sales, Inc., Winona, Minn.
American
United
Pittsburgh,Theatrical
Pa. Valance Co., 900 Fifth Ave.,
Street, States
Chicago.Gypsum
111. Company, 300 W. Adams Appleton
City.
Neon
Sign Co.,
P. O. Box
Appleton,
Wis.
Universal ingtonGypsum
& LimeIII.Company, 105 W. Wash- Art Flag Company,
449 West
42nd 223,
Street,
New York
Street, Chicago,
Western Felt Works, 4029-4133 Ogden Avenue, Chi- Brazel Novelty Manufacturing Company, 4176 Apple
cago, 1 1.
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wood
Company, First National Bank Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
TheatreJersey
Premium
Bldg., Conversion
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Coupon
Department, 105Company,
Hudson Street,
City,
New Jersey.
Economy
New YorkNovelty
City. & Printing Co., 225 W. 39th Street,
ADAPTERS FOR INCANDESCENT
York City.Advertising Co., 600 West 45th St., New
Hollywood
PROJECTION LAMPS
Kamen-Blair,
729 Seventh Avenue, New
Marveon
Displays,
Dwar YorkDr.,City.Rock
any carbon arc projector
Springs,
Wyo.ProgramInc.,& 604-608
The
National
Printing
Co., 729 Wabash
can be converted to mazda operation by Avenue, Chicago.
Wilcox
Co.,
Athol,
Mass.
means of adapters consisting essentially of The
PremiumPa. Distributors, Inc., 1305 Vine Street,
Philadelphia,
a bracket, an adjustable arm, and a re- Quality
Manufacturing
Company, 124-26 West Lake
flector tobe located behind the lamp. The Slack
Street,
111. 1020
device is clamped to the lower carbon jaw. The TableChicago,
Ticket Co.,
W. Adams Street, Chicago,
111.
Best Devices
land, O. Company, 10516 Western Ave., Cleve- The
Toycraft
Rubber
Co., 729EastSouth
7th St.,
Ashland,Avenue,
O.
The
Vitaprint
Company,
Wabash
City.
Fish-Schurman Corp., 250 East 43rd Street, New York
Chicago,
111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Good -All Omallala,
Electric Manufacturing Company, 251 Spruce
J.Street.
H. Hallberg. 303Nebr.
Fourth Avenue, New York City.
CONDITIONING
Waiter G.cisco, CaPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Fran- AIR
lif.
AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
for human comfort, air
ADVERTISING NOVELTIES
conditioning requires not only the heating
of air in accordance with seathe thing to be accom- and cooling
sonal conditions, but adjustment of relaplished through the use of advertising
tive
humidity,
removal of dirt and pollen,
novelties, of one type or another is the
chief consideration in their selection. and constant exhaustion of expired air
from the theatre and its replacement with
Among the popular novelties, however, fresh
conditioned air.
Ventilation, as commonly referred to in
the theatre, involves merely the supplying of fresh air. A ventilating system may
Refer to
therefore consist only in provisions for
drawing
fresh air into the building and
CROSS-INDEX
giving it, by means of blower fans and
on page 73
ducts leading to openings (grilles) on the
interior, suitable circulation. To such a
Many products of the types listed
system may be added a dehumidifier or
and described in The Equipment Incooling apparatus (such as a cold-water
dex are displayed and described in
spray chamber). In no case does a ventilaadvertisements in this issue. For the
tion system mean air-conditioning, which
convenience of the reader the Index
term must refer to all the provisions indicated in the first paragraph above, and
to Advertisers is arranged with crossnormally implies automatic control.
reference to The Equipment Index.
Cooling of air may be achieved in sevIt begins on page 73 and continues
eral ways. There are a few theatres in
on to page 74.
which a slight cooling effect has been attained byfans capable of introducing fresh
air (with proper distribution arrangements)
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Nature generating
purifies the
air
ozone byduring
electrical
storms.
The Ozone Generator puts the thunder storm
resulttainattop and
your seashore
command,freshness
providingandaireliminating
of mounall
odors,
germs
andPatrons
bacteria,arewithout
creating
any
other
odors.
refreshed
and
free
from theairstuffy
caused by inhaling
the impure
exhaledfeeling
by others.
Completely solves restroom odor problems.
No radio interference.
No filters necessary.
Noiseless.
for years forRequires
less thanno a adjustments.
light bulb. Operates
Order today. Easy terms if desired.
Medel
X 9080 forfor upup toto 1000
seats. $79.50
$99.50
Model
800toseats.
Model Model
X 59 XX(Illustrated)
forto up400
500 seats,
$62.50
40
for
up
seats.
$39.50
MedelModel30 for16 forup torestrooms,
300 seats.$18.95$29.75
OZONE-AIR, Inc.
953 Cherry Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan
RECT-O-LITE
A BETTER RECTIFIER
Recommended for
BETTER
PROJECTION
RECT-O-LITE produces Bright, Clear
pictures — without
flicker, hum or sound
interference. Low
first cost. Low current cost. No maintenance cost. Fully
GUARANTEED.
No.(less30-M
bulbs)
$88
New Type
RECTIFIER
for SUPREX
CARBON ARC
Expertly
designedto
and
engineered
provide
smooth
Direct
Current.
No.
45-M
(less bulbs)
$135
BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.
4367 DUNCAN AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN
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Grille Manufacturing Company, 70 Berry
under extremely high pressure. Any kind Register
Street, &Brooklyn,
Corporation,N. 609Y. N. LaSalle Street, Chicago,
of controlled cooling, however, demands Reynolds
City.
m.
means of placing the air in contact, direct- Sales on Sound Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
ly or indirectly, with a cooling agent,
Ind. Street, New York
City. &Sales,
Sobel
Kraus,Inc.,Inc.,Evansville,
525 E. 136th
which may be either a chemical refrigerant Servel
Fan Company,
Atlanta,
Ga. Boston, Mass.
or water. Mechanical refrigeration is fre- Southern
B. F. Sturtevant
Company,
Hyde Company,
Park,
quently necessary for cooling even when Supreme
Heater
& Mo.
Ventilating
1915 Pine
water is the immediate cooling agent. Taylor
Street,AirSt.
Louis,
Conditioning Co., 308 Wealthy St., Grand
Where well water is available at a temRapids,
YorkAirCity.Mich.
Conditioning Corp., 230 Park Avenue, New
perature ofaboutmechanical
55°, this water
may be Tiltz
used without
refrigeration.
The Trane Company, LaCrosse, Wis.
Typhoon
Company, 252 W. 26th
How mechanical refrigeration may be ap- TheStreet.
New Air
YorkConditioning
City.
Uniflo
Mich. Grille Company, 4646 Lawton Avenue, Dertoit,
lations.plied depends upon local and State regu- United
StatesMinneapolis,
Air Conditioning Corp., Northwestern
Terminal.
Air Filters, consisting in a dust-collect- Viking
Air O.Conditioning Minn.
Corp., 1925 Euclid Avenue.
Cleveland.
of cotton
fab- Weather
York City.Control Corp., 441 Lexington Avenue, New
ricingor material
mesh on
rollers oror other
fixed type
in aofmetal
Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh,
frame, are designed to filter dirt out of the Westinghouse
Pa.
air introduced into the theatre through the Wittenmeier
Machinery
850 N. Spaulding
Avenue,
Chicago,
Illinois.Company,
Blower Mich.
Works,
412 Prospect Avenue, N. E..
ventilating system. They are not only ad- Wolverine
Grand
Rapids,
vised for the complete air-conditioning sysPump andN. Machinery
Corp., Carbondale
Division, Harrison,
J.
tem, but are effective in connection with a Worthington
York
Ice
Machinery
Company,
York,
Pa.
simple ventilating system. Dirty air represents amaintenance problem. Air filters,
properly installed, minimize this problem. AIR PURIFICATION: OZONE
Ventilating grilles, which are located at
ozone is a specific, unthe wall openings of air ducts through
stable form of oxygen which rapidly breaks
which the air is introduced into or removed down into
the ordinary form, but in so dofrom the interior of the theatre are to varying produces oxidation (cold burning) oi
ing degrees ornamental and thus prevent impurities in the air, especially those which
these openings from being unsightly. This are characterized by unpleasant odors,
was once the principal function of grilles, which for the most part are readily disbut today a scientifically designed grille
pelled with oxidation. Ozone is also deadly
gives direction to the air flow, diffuses to many forms of microbe life, and its use
the air stream and regulates the quantity as a purifier therefore does not cover a disof air passing through.
agreeable smell with a (theoretically)
Air1933Controls
Inc., Street,
Div. of Cleveland,
Cleveland Heater
Company, agreeable one, but chemically removes the
West
114th
O.
Air Devices
Corp.,
25th Street,
Chicago, 111. impurities and causes of odor by convertAirtemp
1119 Corp.,
Leo64 East
St..6004Dayton.
ing tnemsubstances.
into different and innocuous,
American Inc.,
Blower
RussellO. street, Detroit, chemical
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ANCHORS FOR CHAIRS
THESE ARE KNOWN as
theatre expansion bolts. A leading type
anchor consists of an especially long tapered
fin head bolt, conical cup, lead sleeve, washer and hexagon nut. For best results these
should be placed into a hole ^2-inch in diameter. Itis suggested that one use a 17/32-

inch diameter drill to allow for wear. The
bolt is set head downward into the hole.
The setting tool furnished with each order,
is a hollow piece of rod, which is slipped
over the bolt against the washer, and when
driven with a few blows of a hammer, expands the conical cup which spreads out,
increasing the diameter of the head of the
bolt to the absolute diameter of the hole
and thereby allowing no lead to be driven
past the head of the bolt, and at the same

AMPLIFIERS

IN FUNCTION, as part of
a sound reproduction system, these are
panels or cabinets that take sound current
from the photoelectric cell (or other
source) and use it as a pattern to produce
a similar but vastly more powerful current
for operation of the loudspeakers. Modern compact apparatus may have an amplifying power of ten billion to one.
Amplifiers today contain their own power supplies, needing only connection with
an a.c. or d.c. power line, and dispensing
with all auxiliary batteries, generators or
rectifiers ; and in addition commonly supply
polarizing voltage to photocells, and sometimes current to exciter lamps and loudspeaker fields.
Very small, low-power amplifiers may
be mounted on the projector, deriving their
operating power from the main amplifier.
Amplifier
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FEATURE
FURNISHINGS

SPECIAL ARTICLES AND A PICTORIAL SECTION WILL PORTRAY THE ROLE PLAYED BY FABRICS, CARPETING,
UPHOLSTERY COVERING, FOYER AND LOUNGE
FURNITURE, AND DRAPES IN CREATING
INTERIORS OF APPROPRIATE CHARM
BETTER
THEATRES
Issue of November 13

Premiums

that

SATISFY!
JUST
Brand new SET.
20 piece
LOIDE OUT!
ORESSERWARE
A giftPYROyour
lady patrons will be crazy about.
Be the first in your neighborhood to take
advantage of this box office stimulant.
Over 1.000 THEATRES have found our
premiums profitable.
Write for details
Agents wanted
WILCOX COMPANY
ATHOL, MASS. U.S.A.

1
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Money Back If Not Satisfied!

LINCROPHONE announces.. .
A NEW 32 WATT BEAM TUBE WIDE RANGE
Amplifier with the amazing
DUAL TONE EQUALIZER plus INVERSE FEEDBACK
New High Fidelity Speakers with Bass Reflex and High Frequency Sound Diffusion
The LINCROPHONE COMPANY, Inc.
1661 Howard Avenue Utica, New York
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timeice expands
the lead sleeve into every crevin the concrete.
Another method, of later development,
combines lead and steel jackets and employs
lead, a dead metal, for anchorage, a method
calculated to eliminate any transmission of
vibration to or cracking of masonry.
When placed in a hole and driven down
with the application tool, the steel cone expands over the head of the bolt and completely fil s all space between the head of
bolt and wall of hole, thus preventing the
lead from flowing past the head of bolt, and
it wedges the bolt head in the hole. The
lead jacket expands and flows over the
steel cone completely filling the hole around
the shank of the bolt and gives a soft but
powerful grip between the bolt and masonry throughout the entire length of the lead
jacket.
Ackerman
Chicago,-Johnson
111. Company, 625 Jackson Boulevard,
Allied
York Seating
City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
American fersonExpansion
Bolt Company,
108-28 North JefAvenue. Chicago,
III.
Chicago
Street, Expansion
Chicago. III.Bolt Company, 126 South Clinton
General
Chicago.Seating
III. Company, 203S-49 Charleston Street,
TheHI. Paine Company, 2949 Carroll Avenue, Chicago,
StarNew Expansion
York
City.Bolt Company, 147-149 Cedar Street,
U.NewS. York
Expansion
City. Bolt Company, 75 Varick Street,
ARC REGULATORS
THE ARC regulator, or arc
control, as it is often called, preserves a
steady light on the screen by feeding carbon automatically, preserving the voltage
across the arc and the arc gap at optimum
values.
Brenkert
Avenue. Light
Detroit,Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Chicago
Cinema
Products
Springfield
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Chicago,Company,
HI. 1736-1754 North
Good-All
Electric
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Morelite
York City.Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New
TheAdams
J. E.Street.
McAuleyChicago.
Manufacturing
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Walter cG.isco, CalPreddey,
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Golden
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ARCHITECTURAL
MATERIALS, DECORATIVE
progress in chemistry and
in manufacturing technique have made
available a wide variety of decorative materials tosupplement or supplant the familiar
marble, stone and terra cotta. Glass, and
the plastics known as phenolics, are now
obtainable in almost infinite variety of
colors and patterns. New manufacturing
methods provide marble in thin slabs that
are translucent. Wood veneers and fireproof materials having the appearance of
wood are offered in large number of grains
and colors. Glass and ceramic tiles can
be had in great variety.
Materials can be chosen for any decorative scheme, any color scheme, any lighting scheme and any architectural style.
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BATTERIES, STORAGE
in theatres these are
now used almost exclusively to supply
emergency power for lighting, in case of
breakdown in the line power supply.
Through suitable converters storage batteries can also be made to operate sound
and projection equipment. Cost depends
on the nature and size of the installation.
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BOX OFFICES

OH -BOY-?!!?
Do you like to hear those real deep
bass notes in an orchestra, and when
a man sings have him sound like a
He Man with low natural voice? If
so, then use a Good-All Hi Fidelity
Phase Inversion Amplifier.
FREEit up.
for 7 days and you'll never
give
Information on request.
GOOD-ALL ELEC. MFC. CO.
Mfrs. of Quality Products for 27 years.
OGALLALA, NEBRASKA

DECORATIVE box offices,
utilizing the newer architectural materials
if desired, are offered the exhibitor in styles
and colors to match any theatre front, and
permit brightening or modernizing the face
of the theatre without complete remodeling
of the entire entrance way.
Architectural
Decorating111. Company, 1600 South Jefferson Street, Chicago,
The Artkraft
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Robert E. Power Studios, 1717 Cordova Street, Los
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Washington
Street, Chicago,GlassHI. Company,

They'll chair
put an worries.
end to
loose
Write for samples

BRASS RAILS AND
ORNAMENTAL BRONZE
ORGAN grilles, ventilating
grilles, box office wickets, lighting fixtures,
display cases and decorative plaques often
are made of modern, ornamental bronze.
Brass rails are used for control of traffic in
separating sections of the lobby and foyer,
for protection at the edge of the balcony, for
hand rails on stairways, and to set off the
orchestra pit.
American
Brass Company,
Company, Long
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Conn. N. Y.
General
Bronze
Island
City,
Midwest
Ornamental
Iron
Works,
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Street, Chicago, 111.
Newman cBrothers,
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Chicago Company
Expansion Bolt
132 So. Clinton St., Chicago

CARBONS, PROJECTION
motion picture projection carbons are required for projection in

ASK YOUR
SUPPLY DEALER
ABOUT
SEATING
WITH
CHICAGO
EXPANSION BOLTS

Better Theatres

most motion picture theatres (all except
those using incandescent projection lamps).
The type and size of carbons required depends upon the type of arc, and in this
connection the reader is referred to the
several articles in The Equipment Index
on projection lamps.
The newer development of a positive carbon of different core composition
than previous types, smaller in diameter,
and non-rotating, has resulted in the attainment of a much whiter projection light at
low and medium amperages than is obtainable from low-intensity and hi-low arcs.
This carbon, used with a negative carbon
of adapted type, is the source of the socalled ''suprex" arc. A report of the Pro-

CARBON SAVERS
THESE DEVICES, which
permit use of carbons down to a very short
stub, consist in a metal rod that is clamped
into the carbon jaws of the lamp house,
one end of the rod being provided with
means for holding a stub of carbon that is
too short for use in the normal way. There
are several methods of attaching the stub to
the carbon saver, some of them permitting
use of the carbon down to one inch.
Best Devices
land, O. Company, 10516 Western Avenue, CleveChicago
1736 North
SpringfieldCinema
Avenue,Products
Chicago, Company,
111.
The GoldE
Manufacturing
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LAFAYETTE
\FACSMILI-TONE
says this exhibitor, and shouting
the same thing are theatre managers from Hollywood to Hoboken.
That's temsbecause
Lafayette
Sound toSysare accurately
designed
reproduce on-the-set perfection in
today's delicate sound films — just as
modern theatre-goers have come to
expect it.
Theatre exhibitors are bringing their
houses up to 1938 with.
Lafayette — the modern j
sound
system equipment
that proved'
good sound
could be had for reasonable prices.
AN EXTRA ADDED
ATTRACTION
provision for using stage
mikes through the sound-oniilm system. This new Fac<
simili-Tone — perfected to a
point where you cannot buy
a better system for the average theatre — is Lafayette all
the
— complete, Send
compact,
morewayeconomical.
coupon today for complete
descriptive booklet.
When you think of sound, remember—
"it's better yet with Lafayette'
yjflOLESflU AUDIO SEflVICE C0.s.
NEW YORK, N.Y. CHICAGO,ILL. ATLANTA, GA.
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO..INC.
100 SIXTH AVENUE. NEW YORK, N.Y.
Rash FREE THEATRE Catalog No. T-76K7
Also FREE General Catalog No. 69 76 K7 .
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jection Practice Committee of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, has stated:
"A comparison of the Suprex carbon arc
with the high-low arc at a current of from
50 to 60 amperes, showed that the Suprex
carbon arc provides a light of equal intensity, but with a more even field, and of
course
a muchis used
lowerwithoperating
This atcarbon
a specialcost."
lamp
and certain low-voltage rectification facilitieseratorsdeveloped
for it. (See Motor-Genand Rectifiers.)
A still later development in projection
carbons (in the United States) is a superhigh-intensity carbon for use in very large
theatres where the size of screen demands
utmost illumination for the best presentation of the picture. It has an effective current capacity of 180 amperes.
National
Carbon
W.
117th
Street,Company,
Cleveland,Inc.,O. Madison Avenue and
Noris
York Carbon
City. Company, Inc., 160 Fifth Avenue, New

Collins
& Aikman
City.
New York
City. Corporation, 25 Madison Avenue,
Firth Carpet Company, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York
Fuerstenberg & Co., 212 South Market Street, Chicago, 1 1. Street,
Hardwick
& MageePhiladelphia,
Company, Pa.Lehigh Avenue and
Seventh
York City.
Mohawk
Carpet Mills,
Inc., 295 Fifth Avenue, New
Roxbury
Carpet Company, Central Street, Saxonville,
Mass.
Alexander
SmithYonkers,
& Sons Carpet
Saw Mill
Road,
Y. Company,
M.River
J. Whittal
Associates, N.Brussels
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Mass.
CHAIRS, THEATRE
chairs and general seating arrangements are chosen to provide the
optimum compromise between six requirements: maximum seating, maximum comfort, facility of entrance and exit, proper
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carpets are selected according tofour qualifications :
1. Appearance, which should be in harmony with the general decorative scheme.
2. Durability. It has been found that
because of the extreme wear to which theatre carpets are subjected, real economy is
seldom effected by buying the cheaper
grades.
3. Acoustic considerations — installation
of carpet (or of heavier carpet) may aid
in overcoming certain acoustical defects in
an auditorium.
The standard weaves, in order of cost,
from the most to the least expensive are
Chenille, Saxony, American Oriental, Wilton, Axminster, Velvet and Tapestry.
Padding under the carpet provides a
softer and more comfortable footing; increases carpet life very materially by reducing friction and keeping the carpet out
of direct contact with the floor; and improves sound absorbing properties, providing increased acoustic absorption per unit
area.
Bigelow-Sanford
CarpetCity.Company,, Inc., 140 Madison
Avenue,
New& Co.,
York
L.Clinton
C. Chase
295Merchandise
Fifth Avenue,
NewChicago,
York City.
Carpet
Co.,
Mart,
111.
Charles
P.
Cochrane
Company,
Kensington
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and Butler, Philadelphia, Pa.

• Westinghouse has pioneered in
the development of Photo Tubes.
Every Westinghouse tube is built to
rigid specifications and tested for
performance and dependability. . . .
When you buy tubes bearing the
Westinghouse trademark you are
assured that they will be uniform in
performance,
dependable in operation and last longer.
Write for bulletin describing the complete
line of Westinghouse Photo Tubes for
sound apparatus.
Dept. 208, Westinghouse Lamp Division,
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Bloomfield, N. J.
Westinghouse

sight lines, local building regulations, and
acoustics.
Upon the last point, the ideal chair is
one that has precisely the same sound absorption asthe human body; in a theatre
thus seated it is never necessary to change
sound volume with changing audience conditions, and sound quality is always equal
to that obtained with a full house. Veneer
chairs should never be used.
The importance of well designed chairs
to the comfort of the theatre patron — and
all possible
be provided
advises carefulcomfort
selectionmust
of chairs
in the— first
place, expertly supervised installation, constant maintenance and periodical reseating.
Much scientific research with respect to
posture and materials has gone into the
designing and production of modern theatre chairs, and a similar, painstaking attitude toward seating is indicated on the
part of the theatre owner.
Chairs may be procured with full spring
construction, or spring-edge seats, and with
padded backs. Row end standards may be
obtained in special designs to suit a particular decorative scheme. Coverings, of course,
are always selected according to the interior treament of the auditorium (see also
articles in The Equipment Index on Chair

Covers, Chair Re finishing Materials and
Upholstering Materials).
American
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TheInd.
Standard
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•
CHAIR COVERS
chair covers create an
impression of coolness during the summer
months, and are especially advised for theatres without any means of cooling the air.
Main floor chairs require a full cover, while
the slope at which balcony chairs are commonly placed permits use of a quarter-back.
Allied
York Seating
City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
American burgTheatrical
Valance Co., 900 Fifth Ave., Pittsh, Pa.

If You Are Thinking of
REUPHOLSTERING
It Will Pay You

Recent installations at
Lexington, Richmond
and Paris, Ky.; Ithaca
and Lockport, N. Y.;
Seaside Park, N. J.;
Van Wirt, O.

to

Qet in Touch with Me
For twenty-five years I have been connected with HeywoodWakefield as chief engineer in charge of installation. I operate
my own
organization and am set up to do your work regardles of location.
Although I use only the highest quality materials (L. C.
Chase and Haigh textiles, etc.) and give you the finest workmanship, my prices are very reasonable, my service most
prompt. It costs nothing to have my engineer call and give
you an estimate, at the same time counselling with you as to
proper color scheme, choice of fabrics and latest designs.
Write me for further information
J. J. SPEISER
In care of Heywood Wakefield
I PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

IF YOU DON'T ALREADY KNOW OF ME, ASK THE MAN WHO HAS USED MY SERVICE

It is the WISE EXHIBITOR who buys direct
at Factory Outright Prices!
RECENT INSTALLATIONS:
Alcazar,
Naugatuck,
Conn. Star, Cliffside,
J. N. J.
Savoy,
Bronx,
Y.
West NewN. York,
Rivoli, Belmar, N.N.Elks,
J.MahanoyRivoli,
Liberty,
Pa.
City, Masontown,
Pa.
Approximately 20,000 late-type completely rebuilt theatre
chairs will be sold at half-price. Exhibitors who desire
comfort cellentandbuy lasts
durability
must act quickly, while this ex!
Approximately
5.000 Ht» EASTERN SEATING
model
Capitol chairs
Theatre,takenN.fromY. 49-10 Metropolitan Ave.
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COMPANY
Brooklyn, N. Y.

City. and Scheu, 216 E. 14th Street, Cincinnati, O.
Buob
L C. Chase
& Company, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York
Florence Bedding Company, Florence, S. C.
General
Seating
Chicago, 111. Company, 2035-49 Charleston Street,
City.
Ronald Grose, Inc., 515 Madison Avenue, New York
York City. Tire Company, 1775 Broadway, New
Kelly-Springfield
Laine
New Hughes
York City.Corporation, 192 Lexington Avenue,
City.
Mandel
Chicago,Brothers,
111. Inc., State and Madison Streets,
The Orinoka Mills, 183 Madison Avenue, New York
rhe46thPantasote
Inc., 250 Park Avenue and
Street, NewCompany,
York City.
1. City.
Weiss & Sons, Inc., 445 W. 45th Street, New York
CHAIR FASTENING CEMENT
THE METAL pieces to
which theatre chairs are bolted are firmly
fastened to the floor by special cement made
for that purpose, which hardens in approximately ten minutes. In reseating a
theatre, the old chair bolts are removed
from the floor, and new ones inserted and
recemented. (See Anchors for Chairs.)
York Seating
City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
Allied
General
Seating
Chicago,Theatre
111. Company, 2035-49 Charleston Street.
llinois
Avenue, Chicago,Seat111. Exchange, 1024 South Wabash
CHAIR REFINISHINC MATERIALS
chairs may be refinished
in a short time, in practically any color,
and without removing them from the chair
frame. Materials now available provide
new flexible surfaces that hide worn seat
overings, will not crack or peel, and are
impervious to moisture and perspiration.
In some cases, costs may make refinishing
a suitable method of ameliorating bad
seating conditions.
Chair pads for veneer seats are obtainable, as are special chair materials which
may help
to veneer
correct chairs.
poor acoustics in theatres having
Allied
York Seating
City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
< General
Chicago,Seating
111. Company, 2035-49 Charleston Street,
The46thPantasote
Inc., 250 Park Avenue and
Street, NewCompany,
York City.
CHANCE MAKERS
occupying little space in
the box office, modern change making
machines prevent annoying errors in offering change to a patron and loss to the theatre through mistakes. A touch of the keyboard delivers the correct change into a
metal cup, from which it is easily scooped.
Not only greater accuracy, but greater
speed in handling a line of patrons make
change-makers more or less a box office
requisite.
rhe Ampro Corporation, 2839-51 North Western AveChicago, 111. Cashier Company, Watertown, Wis.
Brandt nue,Automatic
Hoefer
Change-Maker
Kansas
City, Mo. Company, 3700 E. 12th Street.
City.
Tohnsonnue,Fare
BoxIII. Company, 4619-25 Ravenswood AveChicago,
Monex Corporation,
22 W. 32nd Street, New York
Universal
StampingAvenue,
& Manufacturing
North Western
Chicago, 111. Company, 2839
CHANCEOVERS

devices for changing
projection or sound, or both, from one
projector to the other, or for changing from
Better Theatres

projector to stereopticon or vice versa. A
number of intricate operations are performed mechanically and with perfect timing at the touch of a single switch.
Automatic
Change Over Co., 1245 So. Hope St., Los
Angeles,& Calif.
Basson
Stern, 749 E. 32nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cinema Supplies,
Glen wood Avenue, Minneapolis, Min . Inc., 36-40Company,
Dowser
Manufacturing
114 Green Street.
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Essannay
Electric
Manufacturing
Company, 908 Soutb
Wabash
Avenue,
Chicago,
111.
Forest
N J. Manufacturing Corp., 145 Valley St., Belleville,
Good-All
Electric Manufacturing
Company, 251 Spruce
Street, Ogallala,
Nebr.
GoldE
Street,Manufacturing
Chicago, HI. Company, 1214-22 W. Madison
Hoffmann
-Soons, 387 First Avenue,
New York City.
E. Clinton
W. Hulett
Street, Manufacturing
Chicago, 111. Company, 216 North
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
City.
N.New
A. N.YorkP.Automatic
LightJohnstown,
Control Company, 517 Main
Street,
O.
Box212 207,
Pictui-Fone
Co.,Control
W. Corporation,
North, Lima,Pa.13thO. and Cherry
Sentry
Safety
Streets,
Philadelphia,
S. Minn.
A. Twitchell,
1925 Pa.Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis,
Weaver
Manufacturing
Los Angeles, Calif. Company, 1639 E. 102nd Street.
Choppers, Ticker
Refer to TICKET CHOPPERS
Cleaners, Film
Refer to FILM CLEANING
MACHINES
CLEANING COMPOUNDS
CLEANING COMPOUNDS
facilitate janitor work and provide a neat
appearance difficult to obtain without their
aid. They are available for use with almost every material and surface, from brass
and marble to walls and carpets. Care is
necessary in selecting compounds that are
harmless, as well as suited to the purpose.
Budge-It
Corporation, 24 Bond Street, New
York City.Products
Florozone,
Inc.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y. Michigan.
J.Franklin
B. FordResearch
Company,
Wyandotte,
Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Hewes-Gotham
Company,
520 W. 47th Street, New
York City.
Hild Floor
cago, 1 1. Machine Co., 1313 W. Randolph St., ChiHuntington
Laboratories,
Inc., 900 East Tipton Street.
Huntington,
Ind. Wallingford,
Pag Laboratories,
Conn.
Rochester
Germicide
Company,
Rochester,
N. Y.
Rosco
N. Y. Laboratories, 367 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn,
Skour-Nu, Inc., 158 W. 22nd Street, New York City.
CONDENSERS (LENSES)
the projection condenser islocated between the lamp house
and the projector, and serves to focus the
light on the aperture. It serves a similar
purpose in spotlight projection. The condenser isa single glass lens, unmounted,
made in various shapes — moon shape, planoconvex, bi-convex and meniscus. The diameters ofprojection condensers range from
2)4 to 1% inches; of spotlight condensers,
from 5 to 8 inches. Focal lengths for theatre work run from 6J/2 to 9^2 inches.
(These lenses should not be confused
with electrical condensers, which are used
in amplifiers and other portions of the
sound equipment, and are not lenses, but
pairs of conductors spaced by insulation and
mounted in a suitable case.)
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y

ARE

YOU

LOSING

PROFITS

AT
YOUR
BOX
OFFICE?
Humans will err! When a ticket seller works rapidly under strain,
errors are bound to occur — errors in mental calculation — in the
selection of coins. Overpayments result that may mean a substantial loss
of profits over a period of time.
These losses are impossible when
change is made with a BRANDT
AUTOMATIC
CASHIER, as it cannot
mispay.
Model whose
201
For the theatre
admissionsThei sale
i of
i ticketsi is
. alsoigreatly
.1
include pennies. speeded up because but one key — the
key corresponding to the price of admission —
need be pressed to deliver the change. For
example, with an admission of 38c — tender of
$1.00 — key 38 is pressed and 62c delivered.
There are no mental calculations; no coins to
handle; no unnecessary delays or waiting in
line at the box office.
BRANDTS are in use in thousands of theatres. Write for full information today.
BRANDT
WATERTOWN

AUTOMATIC

CASHIER

lllTERnATIOnAL

CO.
WISCONSIN

f EATS

Paramount is the acceptance by
hundreds of leading theatres to this
new famous theatre chair. May we
have the privilege of showing you
International's
many exclusive construction features.
INTERNATIONAL SEAT CORPORATION
UNION CITY. INDIANA
^kuu£Lnq

Grmfefijt tor HilMurrtA
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Brenkert
Avenue, Light
Detroit,Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 Saint Aubin CURTAIN CONTROL MACHINES
Century
Lighting
Equipment,
419 W. 55th Street, New
smooth and silent openYork City.
ing and closing of curtains are effected,
Chicago
1736 North
SpringfieldCinema
Avenue,Products
Chicago, Company,
111.
either from backstage or from the projecFish-Schurman
room controls, by automatic machines
York City. Corporation, 250 East 43rd Street, New- that tion
operate at the touch of a button. The
GoldE
Manufacturing
Co.,
1214-22
W.
Madison
St.,
Chicago, 111.
curtain may be stopped at any point along
HubChicago,
Electric111. Corporation, 2219 West Grand Avenue. the stage, or its motion reversed as desired.
The equipment consists of a motor, a
Hugo
York Meyer
City. & Company, 245 W. 55th Street, New track and a cable, as well as snaps to which
Ilex Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.
curtain is fastened. The motor may be
Kliegl Brothers, 321 W. 50th Street, New York City. the
Morelite
Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New placed in the grids, which makes it possible
York City.
to
fly
the entire mechanism, curtain and all.
Projection
N. Y. Optics Co., Inc., 330 Lyell Ave., Rochester, Special models for small theatres are availat relatively low cost.
Selsi
City.Company, Inc., 43 W. 23rd Street, New York Acme ableStage
Equipment
Street,
New York
City. Company, 191 Lafayette
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
&
Schimmel,
153
W.
23rd
Street,
New York City.
Arvee
Mo. Equipment Company, 3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis,
United
Optical
Corp.,
14
W.
40th
Street,
New
York
City.
Automatic
737 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa. Devices Company,
Bruckner-Mitchell,
Inc., 132 W. 24th Street, New
York City.
J.Avenue,
H. Channon
1447-1455 West Austin
Chicago,Corporation,
111.
J. R. Clancy,
Inc., 1010 West Belden Avenue, Syrac
u
s
e
,
N
.
Y.
Peter Clark, Inc., 544 W. 30th Street, New York City.
Cinema Supplies,
Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, Minneapolis, Min . Company,
HubChicago,
Electric
2219 West Grand Avenue,
111.
Metropolitan Scenic Studios, Inc., Omaha, Nebr.
N. C. Nussbaumer,
2921 West Van Buren Street, Chi, 1 1.
Perkins cagoCurtain
Carrier Company, Waterloo, la.
Robert
E.
Power
Studios,
1717 Cordova • Street, Los
Angeles, Calif.
111.
Richards-Wilcox
Manufacturing Company, Aurora,
Alvin
Building,O. New York City.
Tiffin Seiler,
Scenic Chrysler
Studios, Tiffin,
Twin
City Scenic
Company, 2819 Nicolett Avenut
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Vallen,
Inc.,
225 3737
BluffCass
Street,Avenue,
Akron, O.
Volland
Studios,
Weaver
Manufacturing
Company, 1639St.E.Louis,
102nd Mo.
Street,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
I. City.
Weiss & Sons, Inc., 445 W. 45th Street, New York
CURTAIN TRACKS
these must be noiseless
and smooth in functioning to permit that
flawless operation that distinguishes a good
show from an amateurish effort (see Curtain Control Machines) .
AcmeStreet,Stage
Equipment
191 Lafayette
New York
City. Company,
Arvee
Company,
3737 Cass Avenue, St.
Louis,Equipment
Mo.
Automatic
town, Pa. Devices Company, 737 Hamilton St., AllenBruckner-Mitchell,
Inc., 132 W. 24th Street, New
York City.
J. Avenue,
H. Channon
Corporation,
1447-1455 West Austin
Chicago,
J.N.R.Y.Clancy,
1010 111.West Belden Avenue, Syracuse,
Peter Clark,
544 W.Company,
30th Street,442 New
YorkStreet,
City.
Display
StageInc.,
Lighting
W. 45th
New York
City.
GoodStreet,
-All Ogallala,
Electric Manufacturing
Company,
251
Spruce
Nebr.
Great
Company, 817 Holmes
Street,Western
KansasStage
City,Equipment
Mo.
Metropolitan
Scenic Studios,
Inc., VanOmaha,BurenNebr.Street.
N.Chicago,
C. Nussbaumer,
2921
West
111. Carrier Company, Waterloo, la.
Perkins E.Curtain
Robert
Power Studios, 1717 Cordova Street, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Richards-Wilcox
Manufacturing
Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin, O. Company, Aurora, 111.
TwinMinneapolis,
City Scenic
Company, 2819 Nicolett Avenue,
Minn.
U.Omaha,
S. Scenic
Inc., Film Exchange Building,
Nebr.225Studios,
Vallen, Inc.,
Bluff
Street,Avenue,
Akron. St.O. Louis, Mo.
Volland
Studios,
3737
Cass
Weaver
Manufacturing
Company,
1639 E. 102nd Street,
LosWeissAngeles,
I. City.
& Sons,Calif.Inc., 445 W. 45th Street, New York

CROWDS
FLOCK TO THE THEATRES
THAT HAVE

MADE ENTRANCE DISPLAYS
Only with the Cutawl can you make
the striking dramatic cutout settings
that are used by the more successful theatres the country over.
FIND OUT HOW THE CUTAWL
CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
WRITE FOR
SPECIAL THEATRE
LITERATURE
INTERNATIONAL
REGISTER CO.
21 S. Throop Street
CHICAGO
REGISTER
CO. 10-37
I 21INTERNATIONAL
S. Throop St., Chicago,
111.
Please send me your Theatre Literature.
| Name
| Address
36

I
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CURTAINS, FIREPROOF
ASBESTOS CURTAINS, or
combinations of steel and asbestos curtains,
are now required by law in many states and
nearly all cities for theatres with full stages
and dressing rooms.

Arvee
Company, 3737 Cass Avenue, St.
Louis,Equipment
Mo.
City.
Bruckner-Mitchell,
Inc., 132 W. 24th Street, New York
J. Chicago,
H. Channon
111. Corporation, 1455 West Austin Avenue,
J. R. Clancy, 1010 West Belden Avenue, Syracuse,
N. Y.Clark, Inc., 544 W. 30th Street, New York City.
Peter
Collins
& Aikman
New York
City. Corporation, 200 Madison Avenue,
Dazians,Western
Inc., 142StageW. Equipment
44th Street,Company,
New York817 City.
Great
Holmes
Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Tohns-Manville
International
Corporation, 22 E. 40th
Street,
New
York
City.
Klemm
Manufacturing111. Corporation, 1455 West Austin
Avenue,
York Hughes
City.Chicago,
Laine
Corporation, 192 Lexington Avenue, New
Lee
Lash Studios,
707Studios,
Broadway,
York Nebr.
City.
Metropolitan
Scenic
Inc.,New
Omaha,
N.Chicago,
C.
Nussbaumer,
2921
West
Van
Buren
Street.
111.
TheCity.Orinoka Mills 183 Madison Avenue, New York
The46thPantasote
Inc., 250 Park Avenue and
Street, NewCompany,
York City.
Robert E. Power Studios, 1717 Cordova Street, Lot
Angeles,
Tiffin
ScenicCalif.Studios, Tiffin, Ohio.
TwinMinneapolis,
City Scenic
Minn. Company, 2819 Nicolett Avenue,
Volland
I. Weiss Studios,
& Sons, 3737
445 W.Cass45thAvenue,
Street,St.NewLouis,
YorkMo.City.
CUTOUT MACHINES
EXPLOITATION CUtOUtS for
lobby and marquee displays are easily made
by tracing the desired pattern on wall
board and then guiding a cutout machine
along the pattern. A small electric motor
driven by power from a lamp socket does
the work, and by substitution of cutting
edges the machine may be used as an ordinary saw to build the frame and supports
for cutouts or any other display.
International
Chicago, 111. Register Company, 21 S. Throop Street,
A & B. Smith Co.. 633 Smithfield St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
DIMMERS
these are electro-mechanical devices for controlling illumination. They permit fading out of any desired set of lights and fading in of others,
soft or bright color combinations, and all
the beautiful lighting effects that produce
as desired, a gay or a restful tone and atmosphere. They are necessary to any effective system of decorative illumination in
variable color tones.
Frank Louis,
Adam Mo.Electric Company, 3650 Windsor Place,
TheSt.Artkraft
Sign Co., Lima, O.
York City.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
Century
Lighting
New York
City. Equipment, Inc., 419 W. 55th Street,
Chicago
Switchboard
Manufacturing
426 S.
Clinton
Street,
Chicago,
111.Street andCompany,
Cutler-Hammer,
Inc.,
12th
St.
Paul
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Display
StageCity.Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
General tadElectric
Company, 1 River Road, Schenecy, N. Y. Corporation,
HubChicago,
Electric
2219 West Grand Avenue,
111.
Kliegl
Brothers,
321
W.
50th
New YorkAvenue,
City.
Major
Equipment
Company, Street,
4603 Fullerton
Chicago,
111.
Outdoor Lighting Corp., Jersey City, N. J.
Reynolds
Electric 111.Company, 2650 West Congress
Street, Chicago,
Ward-Leonard
Mt. Vernon, N.Electric
Y. Company, 37 South Street,
Westinghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh,Electric
Pa. Manufacturing
Wm.EastWurdack
Company, 4444
Clayton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
DISINFECTANTS, PERFUMED
liquids that kill bacteria
are combined with fragrant odors that displace thethem.odorsSolvents
the bacteria
left that
behind
for thehavescale
Better Theatres

forms in urinals and toilets are also combined with deodorants.
Florozone
62-68 Forest Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.Corporation,
The
Huntington
Laboratories,
Inc., Huntington, Ind.
Molnar
City. Laboratories, 211 E. 19th Street, New York
Pag Laboratories, Wallingford, Conn.
Per-Fu
Hollywood,
North Stanley
Avenue,Company
Hollywood,of Company,
Calif. Inc.,1637Rochester,
Rochester
Germicide
N. Y.
Rosco
Laboratories,
367
Hudson
Avenue,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Sanozone Co., 1127 Ray St., Philadelphia, Pa.
West
IslandDisinfecting
City, N. Y.Company, 42-16 Barn Street, Long
•
EFFECT MACHINES
effects in lighting and
still projection for both stage and screen
are obtained with special machines, essentially stereopticons, that produce illusions
of depth. These are available in various
types, depending upon the effects desired.
Backgrounds for stage shows, in color, can
be projected and changed at pleasure, or
the opening of a feature picture be framed
in color or given a superimposed, changing
pattern.
The
Artkraft Sign Co., Lima,
O. 800 Sibley Street,
Belson
Company,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111. Projection
Brenkert
Light
Company,
7348 St. Aubin
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Capitol
Stage
Lighting
Co.,
527-529
W.
45th St., New
York City.
Century
Lighting
New York
City. Equipment, Inc., 419 W. 55th Street,
Chicago
Cinema
Products Company,
1736-1754 North
Springfield
Avenue,
Display
StageCity.
LightingChicago,
Company,111. 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
The GoldE
1214-22 W. Madison Street,Manufacturing
Chicago,
111. Company,
HubChicago,
Electric
Corporation,
2219 West Grand Avenue,
111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 W. 50th Street, New York City.
Walter G.cisco, CalPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Franif.
Transformer
Street, New Corporation
York City. of America, 69 Wooster
ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS
THE DEPENDENCE of the
modern theatre upon electricity, and the
immensely varied and intricate apparatus
used in the projection room, backstage and
throughout the house, frequently advise
having in the theatre measuring and testing equipment to assist the projectionist,
stage electrician and maintenance engineer.
Voltmeters and ohmmeters are essential
to finding most electrical troubles if the
work is to be done with any reasonable
speed. Ammeters, wattmeters, illuminometers, decibel meters and oscilloscopes
are valuable adjuncts that pay for themselves in reducing current consumption,
avoiding equipment breakdown, making
possible faster repairs, and minimizing
maintenance costs.
Combinations of most of these instruments are available; thus, a single instrument with suitable auxiliaries mounted on
the same panel may serve as voltmeter,
ammeter, ohmmeter and decibel meter.
Such combinations may, in the latest equipment, be further combined with an oscilloscope.
The Clough-Brengle Co., 2815 W. 19th St., Chicago,
Federated
City. Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, New York
General tadyElectric
. N. Y. Company, 1 River Road, SchenecGeneral
Radio
Co., 30 Company,
State St., 415Cambridge,
Lipman
Engineering
Van BraamMass.Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Pacent Engineering Corp., 79 Madison Ave., New York

RCA
Manufacturing
Co., Inc., Camden,
N. J. Avenue,
Sundt
Engineering
Company,
4238 Lincoln
Chicago,
111.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh,
Weston
614 Freling.
huysen Electrical
Avenue, Instrument
Newark, N. Corporation,
J.
EXIT SICNS

such signs are required
by law in substantially all theatres. They
consist in a metal incandescent lamp box
with a glass front bearing the word Exit
(or its equivalent in any language). These
boxes may be obtained in various designs,
sizes and lettering.
Adler
Sign 111.Letter Co., Inc., 720 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago,
The
Artkraft
Sign Company, Lima, 800O. Sibley Street,
Belson
Chicago,Manufacturing
111. ProjectionCompany,
Brenkert
Light
Company, 7348 Saint Aubin
Avenue,CityDetroit,
Capital
ElectricMich.
Co., 516 W. 3rd St., Des Moines,
Iowa. Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
Capitol
York City.
TheMass.Carpenter Mfg. Co., 179 Sidney St., Cambridge,
Century
Lighting Equipment, 419 W. 55th Street, .New
York City.
Day-Brite
Louis, Mo.Lighting, Inc., 5401 Bulwer Avenue, St.
Everbrite wElectric
auke , Wis. Signs, Inc., 1440 N. 4th St., MilFlexlume Engineering
Southern, Inc.,Corporation,
118 Houston51St.,Church
Atlanta,Street,
Ga.
Garrison
Great Barrington, Mass.
Good-All
Electric
Manufacturing
Company,
251
Spruce
Street,F.Ogallala,
Nebr. 2615 Washington Avenue,
Edwin
Guth
Company,
St.
Louis,
Mo.
HubChicago,
Electric111. Corporation, 2219 West Grand Avenue,
Kliegl
Brothers,
W. 50thSt.,Street,
New Mich.
York City.
Long
Sign
Co., 853321Company,
Howard
Major
Equipment
4603Detroit,
Fullerton
Avenue.
Chicago,
111.
Metal
& Chicago,
Glass Products
Company, 952 West Lake
Street,
111.
Murlin Products,
Mfg. Co.,Inc.,
5420 Lima,
PaschallO. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Neon
ivewmannati, O. Brotners, Inc., 670 W. 4th Street, CincinRawson
& 111.Evans Company, 710 Washington Blvd.,
Chicago,
Ruby
York Lamp
City. Mfg. Co., Inc., 430 W. 14th Street, New
Viking
York Products
City. Corporation, 330 W. 42nd Street, New
The Voigt Company, 1745 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia,J.Pa. Weinstein & Co., Inc., 2 W. 47th St..
Charles
New York
City. Company, 275 Congress Street.
Wheeler
Reflector
Boston, Mass.
Cecil K. White, Inc., 85 Willow St., New Haven, Conn

FILM CABINETS
methods of storing film
methodically, and in a manner that avoids
any chance that the projectionist may use
the wrong reel, are provided by modern
fireproof film cabinets. They are available
in units holding from three to twelve reels,
and some are so arranged that on opening
the cover the reel is raised and brought
within grasp. Each reel occupies an individual compartment heat-insulated from
all others. Arrangements for outside ventilation are also provided.
American
1800 Washington
Boulevard,Film-Safe
Baltimore, Corporation,
Md.
Belson
Company,
800 Sibley Street,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Chicago
Cinema Chicago,
Products 111.Company, 1736 North Springfield Avenue,
GoldE
Co., 1214-22 W. Madison St.,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Good-All
Electric
Manufacturing
Company, 251 Spruce
Street, Electric
Ogallala, Maintenance
Nebr.
Johnson
Co.,
2206 N. Western
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Neumade
New YorkProducts
City. Corporation, 427 W. 42nd Street,
Wenzel
111. Company, 2507 South State Street, Chicago,
Edw. H. Wolk, 1018 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
111.
FILM CABINET STANDS
available in sizes that
accommodate from one to three film cabinets, these units mount the film cabinets
at the most convenient operating height
and permit them to be moved about the
projection room when necessary. Some
models hold the cabinet at an angle that
prevents a reel of film being laid on top,
compelling the projectionist to store it properly, and leave it stored until the time has
come for its use.
Belson
Company, 800 Sibley Street.
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Chicago fieldCinema
Products
Avenue, Chicago, 111.Company, 1736 North SpringThe GoldE
Manufacturing
W. Madison
Street,
Chicago,Corporation,
111. Company,427 1214-22
Neumade
W. 42nd Street,
New YorkProducts
Citv.
Walter G.cisco, CaPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Franlif.

To "Lift the Face"
of

your

Theatre

start with
Tyl-A-Mat

a
floor

Look at your lobby floor — all your patrons do.
A run-down-at-the-heel appearance indicates poor
business or a lack of progressiveness.
Audubon Theatre
TYL-A-MATS will dress up that old, cracked or otherwise unsightly floor. They
have been chosen for many years by the largest theatres to enhance the
portals of the modern theatre. Now TYL-A-MATS, more beautiful than ever,
can be installed in the smallest house at very reasonable cost. An investment
in TYL-A-MATS will cut your cleaning costs because their construction tends
to keep dirt outside your auditorium.
•
•
Our color-illustrated TYL-A-MAT folder, together with a generous sample
of the actual mat, is yours for the asking. Write for it today.

O.W.JACKSON&CO..NC

Prominent Users
TYL-A-MATS
RKO
Corp.
Paramount-Publix
Corp.
Warner Bros.
Comeiford
Amusement
liniii.lt
TheatresCo.
Skirball
Bros.Inc.
Srhii,,!
Circuit
Shea Chain.
Sparks
Circuit
United-Detroit Theatres

House
290-5™ Ave.,N.Y.Mattaraesf
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Huntington
Inc., 900 East Tipton Street,
Huntington,Laboratories,
Ind.
Imperial
Floor
Company,
59
Rochester,
O.City.
W. Jackson & Co., 290 Halstead,
Fifth Avenue,
New N.YorkY.
Johns-Manville
International
Corporation,
22
E. 40th
Street, NewGermicide
York City.
Rochester
Company,
Rochester,
N. Y.N. Y.
Rosco
Laboratories,
367
Hudson
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
Stedman
Mass. Rubber Flooring Company, South Brainir^c,
St.City.
Clair Rubber
Detroit,
Mich. Company, 440 Jefferson Avenue East,
U. S. Rubber Company, 1790 Broadway, New York
Wear Proof Mat Company, 2158 Fulton Street. ChiZenithermcago, 1 1. Company, Inc., Kearney, N. J.

FILM CEMENT

this adhesive is a special
preparation for splicing motion picture film
— indispensable in all projection rooms.
BellChicago,
& Howell
1801 Larchmont Avenue,
111. Co.,Company,
HewesGotham
520Filth
West Avenue.
47th St., New York City.
City.
Harry
S.
Millar,
545
Neumade
Products Corp., 427 W. 42ndNewSt., York
New York
City.
Rosco
N. Y. Laboratories, 367 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn,
Safety
Projector Company, 310 W. 2nd Street, Duluth,
Minn.
Van Cleef
Bros., 7800 Woodlawn State
Ave., Street,
Chicago,Chicago,
111.
VVenzel
111. Company, 2507 South
•
FILM CLEANING MACHINES
with these devices, dirt,
oil and grit are removed by running the film
between pads saturated with a cleaning
fluid.
Andre
City. DeBrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Bell
& Howell
Chicago,
111. Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue,
Film
City. Treatizor Corp., 117 West 63rd St., New York
Neumade
427 W. 42nd Street,
New YorkProducts
City. Corporation,
•
FILM PROCESSING MACHINES
these are devices operated in association with rewinding. They
are used to apply a special wax to the surface of green film, to prevent accumulation
of the emulsion on mechanical parts during projection.
Andre
City. DeBrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
BellChicago,
& Howell
111. Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue,
Blue
N. Y.Seal Products Co., 260 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn,
Malcolm
York City.Film Laboratory, • 244 W. 49th Street, New
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
there are several types
of fire extinguishers suitable to theatres —
the carbon tetrachloride extinguisher, the
soda-and-acid mechanism, the foam type
and the portable carbon dioxide hand type.
They should be distributed throughout the
theatre in accordance with the directions of
fire department officials, care being taken
that any extinguisher likely to be used in
the presence of electrical apparatus is safe
for that purpose, and not capable of electrocuting the man who uses it.
American-LaFrance
and Foamite Corporation, Elmira,
N. Y.
C.FilmS. Treatizor
Caldwell, Birmingham.
Ala. 63rd St., New York
Corp., 117 West
City.
Fish-Schurman
Corp.,
250
E.
43rd Street, New York
City.
Fyr-Fyter
Company, 221Corporation,
Crane, Dayton,
O. Conn.
Garrison
Engineering
Harker
Manufacturing
Company, 121Waterbury,
W. 3rd Street,
Cincinnati,
O.
International
Corporation, West New
Brighton,Products
N.FireY. Equipment
Neumade
Corporation, 427 W. 42nd Street,
New
York
City.
Pyrene
Company, 560 Belmont Avenue,
Newark,Manufacturing
N. J.

Front view of the new El Dorado cinema in FOOTLIGHTS
SUCH STAGE lighting
Afogados, Pernambuco, Brazil, opened last July.
equipment
is
available
in many types, portCity.
Film Treatizor Corp., 117 West 63rd St., New York
able, disappearing and permanent. FootGarrison
Engineering
Corporation,
51
Church
Street,
lights are furnished factory-wired for vaMass. Control Company, 517 Main
N.Great
A. N.Barrington,
rious lighting combinations, with one or
Street,
P.Automatic
O. Box Light
207,
Johnstown,
Pa. Avenue, more rows
of sockets, as desired.
Pyrene
Manufacturing
Company,
560
Belmont
Newark, N. J.
Frank nAdam
Electric
3650 Windsor Aveu
e
,
S
t
.
Louis,
Mo. Company,
Sentry
Safety
Control
Corporation,
13th
and
Cherry
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Belson
Manufacturing
Company, 800 Sibley Street,
Chicago,
111.
Capital
Iowa. City Electric Co., 516 W. 3rd St., Des Moines,
York City.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
FIRE SHUTTERS,
Century
PROJECTION ROOM
New YorkLighting
City. Equipment, 419 W. 55th Street,
fireproof shutters for Chicago Cinema Products Company, 1736-1754 North
Springfield
Avenue, Chicago,
111.
projection room ports isolate the projection Chicago
Switchboard
South Clinton
Street, Manufacturing
Chicago, 111. Company, 426
room in an emergency (by melting of Day-Brite
Reflector
Company,
5401
Bulwer Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo.
fusible links in case of fire), operating
Stage City.
Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
either automatically or through the inter- Display
Co., 1214-22 W. Madison St.,
Chicago,Manufacturing
HI.
vention of the projectionist. They mini- GoldE
Western
Stage
Equipment
Company, 817 Holmes
mize the chance of panic and lower insur- Great
Street,
Kansas
City,
Mo.
ance rates, and are commonly required by HubChicago,
Electric111. Corporation, 2219 West Grand Avenue,
fire regulations.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 W. 50th Street, New York City.
Belson
Company, 800 Sibley Street, Major
Company, 4603 Fullerton Avenue,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Chicago,Equipment
111.
Best Devices
land, O. Company, 10516 Western Avenue, Cleve- Marveon
Springs, Displays,
Wyo. Inc., 604-608 Dwar Drive, Rock
H.Minn.
B. Cunningham, 964 University Avenue, St. Paul, Walter G.cisco, CaPreddey,
Gate Ave., San Franlif. Studios,187146Golden
Scenic
River 275St., Congress
Tiffin, O.
Hub111. Electric Corp., 2219-29 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Tiffin
Wheeler
Reflector
Company,
Mass. Electric Manufacturing Company,Street,
Walter G.cisco, CaPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Fran- Wm.Boston,
Wurdack
4444
l
i
f
.
Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company, Aurora, 111. Clayton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
FLASHERS

FOUNTAINS
these are switches which
ornamental fountains
interrupt the power supply to electric are sold as units for installation in lobby,
lamps used for display purposes. The foyer or lounge, alone or in conjunction
simplest form is a thermostat in which the with statuary. Drinking fountains are ofcurrent builds up heat, causing a metal cirfered in plain and decorative types, recuit opener to expand. After it cools, the
ces ed or pedestal.
circuit closes again.
Two tainstypes
of automatic
Betts & Betts
Corp., 551 W.Inc.,52nd1440St.,N.New4thYork
are available;
one drinking
operatingfoun-by
Everbrite
St., City.
MilwElectric
auke , Wis. Signs,
Flexlume
Southern,
Inc.,
118
Houston
St.,
Atlanta,
Ga.
means
of
a
photocell
(the
head
of the perThe
FranceLighting
Mfg. Corp..
Co., 10325
Rd.,N. Cleveland,
son stooping to drink interrupts a beam
Outdoor
JerseyBereaCity,
J. Mead St.,O.
Reliance
Automatic
Lighting
Co.,
1927
of
light,
which
interruption
actuates
the
Racine, Electric
Wis. Co., 2650 W. Congress St., Chicago. water valve) ; the other operates upon the
Reynolds
111. Electric Co., Springfield, 111.
principle of electrical capacitance, the apSangamo
proach of a human head upsetting the balance of a critical electrical circuit, and thus
FLOOR SURFACING MATERIALS
actuating the water valve.
son Street, Decorating
Chicago, 111.Company, 1600 South JefferCOMPOSITION flooring ma- Architectural
FIRE PREVENTION
Barker
Brothers,
Seventh
Flower and Figuterials
based
on
cork
or
rubber,
in
associaeroa,
Los
Angles.
Calif.Co., Street,
DEVICES, PROJECTOR
York City.
tion
with
suitable
gums,
afford
comfort
Capitol
Stage
Lighting
527-529
W. 45th St., New
these are automatic
Crane111.Company, 836 South Michigan Avenue,
underfoot. They are obtain- TheChicago.
dowsers and film-cutters that cut off pro- and resilience
able in any desired color and many patterns Display
StageCity.Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th St.,
New York
jection light from the film and also sever suitable to lobbies, toilet rooms and other
Friedley-Voshardt
the film when any of several controls in- parts of the theatre.
Chicago,
111. Company, 761-771 Mather Street,
stal ed on the projector sets the device into American Mat Company, 1717 Adams Street, Toledo, G-M Laboratories,
Inc., 1731-36 Belmont Avenue,
operation. The actuating element is usually Armstrong Cork Products Company, Lancaster, Pa.
Chicago, 111.Corporation, 714 University Avenue, RochMellaphone
a fusible link, which melts upon ignition Bonded
Inc., Kearny,
O. Floors Company.
rin,atNi,.O.Y. Inc., 660 W. Fourth Street, CinCongoleum-Nairn,
Kearny.
N. J. N. J.Pa.
Newman estecBrothers,
of the film.
Franklin
Research Inc.,
Companv.
Philadelphia.
Blue
Seal
Products
Company,
260
Wyckoff
Street,
Rundle-Spence
Manufacturing Company, 52 Second
Hild
Floor
Machine
Co..
1313
W.
Randolph
St.,
ChiBrooklyn, N. Y.
Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
cago, 1 1.
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With your present low intensities you are
paying for DeLuxe theatre type projection without getting it.
Simplified High Intensity Projection affords real economy, giving two to three
times as much light as your low intensity
at a greatly reduced cost per unit of light.
Only High Intensity Projection provides
the white light essential to satisfactory
projection of the new color pictures which
are being shot under lights having the
same characteristics.

is within the reach
of even the smallest
theatre

Write
catalog for interesting
taloq and
of
your nearest independent Theatre Equipment

STPOKL

G

Dealer. He will, without obligation, arrange
to demonstrate the
Strong lamp in your
theatre.

%
LAMPS

STRONG ELECTRIC C.
2501 LAGRANGE ST. TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.
EXPORT OFFICES:
ROOM 2002, 220 W. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The Halsey W. Taylor Company, Warren, Ohio.
The Voigt
phia, Pa. Company, 1743 N. 12th Street, PhiladelFURNITURE,
LOBBY AND LOUNGE
furniture of durable
materials, suitable to the hard use of the
theatre lounge, lobby and retiring rooms,
can be had to match any decorative background. Metal furniture that is entirely
comfortable, yet easily and inexpensively
maintained, is especially indicated where
modernistic design permits its use. Coverings may be obtained in many fabrics,
designs and colors, and in imitation leather.
Allied
Seating
York City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
JohnAvenue,
L. Cable
Manufacturing
45 Union
Jamaica
Plain, Co.,Mass.Inc.,Company,
Doehler
Metal
Furniture
192
Lexington
Ave
nue, NewWelding
York, Company,
N. Y. 1122 So. Michigan Avenue,
Electric
Chicago,
111.
GoldE
Co., 1214-22 W. Madison Street,
New Manufacturing
YorkSpecialty
City. Products,
Hampden
Inc., Easthampton, Mass.
Hey
woodWakefield
Company,
Gardner,
The
Howell
Company,
St.
Charles,
111. Mass.
Mandel
Chicago,Brothers,
111. Inc., State and Madison Streets,
The McKay
Company, 1005 Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.Furniture
Modernage
Corporation, 162 E. 33rd Street,
New
York
City.
Newman E.Brothers,
Inc., 670 1717
W. 4thCordova
St., Cincinnati,
Robert
Power
Studios,
Street, LosO.
Angeles,
Calif.
Royal
MetalAvenue,
Manufacturing
1138 South
Michigan
Chicago,
111.Company,
Troy
Sunshade
Company,
612 Grant
St., Troy, Ohio.
HEARING AIDS
these are receiving
instruments (phones) either of air conduction or bone conduction type, to assist patrons whose hearing is impaired. They are
plugged into suitable outlet boxes permanently mounted and wired in selected seating locations. Individual volume controls,
which the patrons can adjust at will, may
be provided either on the outlet boxes or
on the cord leading to the receiver.
Sound may be taken from the main theatre system, either directly or through an
auxiliary amplifier, or may be picked up
via microphone from the screen speakers
and passed through a low-power amplifier that is part of the hearing aid system.
Because of the relatively large number of
people who do not hear well, and their
varied influence on theatre attendance,
group hearing aids are to be regarded as
regular equipment for the motion picture
theatre.
Acme Electric
Company, 407 South DearStreet, Construction
Chicago,
Better born
Hearing
Inc., 1 W.111. 34th Street, New York City.
The Brush
Development
nue, Cleveland,
O. Company, 3311 Perkins AveDictographvision, 58Products
Company,
Di0 Fifth Avenue,
New Inc.,
York Acousticon
City.
ElectroAcoustic
Products
Company,
Ft. Wayne.
Tnd.
Federated
Purchaser,
Inc.,
25
Park
Place,
New
York
City.
Gates
Radio & Supply Company. Quincy, TU.
Globe
City. Phone Co., Inc., 2 West 45th St., New York
Good-All
Nebr. Electric Manufacturing Company, Ogallala,
Hearing
Time Square Building,
New YorkDevices
City. Company,
Lipman
Engineering
Company, 415 Van Braam
Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Mears
Device Corporation, 1 W. 34th
Street,Radio
New Hearing
York City.
Mellaphoneester, N. Corporation,
174 University Avenue, RochY.
Miles
Company, Inc., 812 Broadway, New
York Reproducer
City.
Montgomery&Larrabee
Co., General
cago AvenueWardand
Street,Office
Chicago,Bldg.,111. ChiRadio
New Receptor
York City.Company, Inc., 251 West 19th Street,
40

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.
Remler Company,
Ltd., 2101 Bryant St., San Francisco, Calif. Manufacturing
Trimm
Radio
Berteau
Avenue,
Chicago, 111. Company, 1770 West
Western
N. Y. Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York,
HEATING SYSTEMS
AND ACCESSORIES
HEATING SYSTEMS used in
the theatre present different requirements
rrom those of other public buildings because of the concentration of occupants in
the auditorium, and the wide variation in
the number that may be present at any
given time.
Heat distributing systems are of two
general kinds, those using standard steam
radiators and those circulating masses of
warmed air through a ventilating system.
The latter may of course be part of a comSafety and Economy
with a Dayton
You save two ways
with the Dayton
Safety Ladder. One
in accident preventionthe
; other in the
extra working speed
and efficiency it
assures in all cleanwork.ing and maintenance
Made ofStraight
durable backairplane
spruce.
per- And thlS. double SaVmits closewabbling
work. orStands
without
tip- lng
• „ :cJS 1rri11rc
fr.r ao
ping.
Sizes
to 16 feet.
yOUrS
Write
Dept. 3 BT-10
for
...IOr
full details.
very moderate
price
in a Dayton. That is why Daytons are
used by so many theatres.
THE DAYTON SAFETY LADDER CO.
121-123 West Third Street. Cincinnati, Ohio
DAYTON
Safety

Ladder

GENERAL
SEAT
INC
COMPANY
INCREASED BUSINESS
afterBuyinstalling
aid equipment.
direct fromhearing
the manufacturer.
Write Dept. T-2 for information.
TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO.
1770 W. Berteau Ave. Chicago, III.

c
H■
C
A
G
O

plete air conditioning system (See AirConditioning).
The fuel may be oil, gas or coal. Oil
and gas are preferable where automatic
control is provided in the system. With
coal, automatic stokers reduce labor and
insure efficient use of fuel.
AirW. Controls,
Div. of O.Cleveland Heater Co.. 1933
114th St.,Inc.,
Cleveland,
Airtemp,
Inc.,
1119 Leo
Street, Dayton,
O. Street,
American
Blower
Corporation,
6000 Russell
Detroit,
York City.Mich.
American
Radiator Company, 40 W. 40th Street, New
Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.
Delco Appliance
Division,
Motors Sales Corporation, Rochester,
N.Company,
Y.General Buffalo,
Fedders
N. Y.
The
Fox Manufacturing
Furnace Co., Elyria,
O.
General
Schenectady,
Grinnell Electric
Company,Company,
Providence,
R. L N. Y.
Ilg Electric
Company, 2850 North Crawford Avenue,Ventilating
Chicago, 111.
IronStreet,
Fireman
Manufacturing
Company, 3180 W. 106th
Cleveland,
O.
Kohler
Company,
Kohler, Wis. 325 West Huron Street,
Parkinson
Heater
Corporation,
Chicago, III
Register
& Grille Manufacturing
Company, 70 Berry
Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Reynoldscago, 1 Corporation,
609
North
LaSalle
1. Company, Atlanta, Ga. Street, ChiSouthern Fan
B.Supreme
F. Sturtevant
Company, Hyde Company,
Park, Boston,1915 Mass.
Pine
Street,
St.Heater
Louis,& Mo.Ventilating
Tiltz
Air
Conditioning
Corporation,
230 Park Avenue,
New York City.
The
TraneAirCompany,
La Co.,
Crosse,Inc.,Wis.252 W. 26th Street,
Typhoon
Conditioning
New York
City.
United States
Air Conditioning
Northwestern Terminal,
Minneapolis, Corporation,
Minn.
Vorthington
Pump Harrison,
and Machinery
bondale Division,
N. J. Corporation, CarHigh Intensify Lamps
Refer to LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
HORN LIFTS
AND HORN TOWERS
sound horns or speaker
combinations may be struck to make room
for stage performances by a number of
means, of which one is the horn lift. When
the stage is in use, the horns are concealed
beneath it. When the screen is in use, an
elevator working on hydraulic, drum and
cable, or screw principle, lifts a portion oi
the stage with whatever setup may be on
it toward the grid; the horns or speakers
follow,tion rising
they are in correct posibehind theuntil
screen.
Horn towers are steel structures on
which the speaker equipment is mounted at
the proper height above the stage ; they are
often mounted on rubber-tired, ball-bearing
casters by means of which they can be
moved silently into the wings when the
City. is needed.
stage
Arvee
Company, 3737 Cass Avenue, St.
Louis, Equipment
Mo.
Bruckner-Mitchell,
Inc., 132 W. 44th Street, New York
J.O.R. Clancy,
1010 West Belden Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y. & Inc.,
Gates Radio
Supply443 Company,
Littleford
Brothers,
East PearlQuincy,
Street, 111.Cincinnati.
City.
Miles Reproducer Co.. Inc., 812 Broadway, New YorkN.Chicago,
C. Nussbaumer,
West Van Buren Street,
111Co., 212 W.2921North,
Pictur-Fone
Lima, O.Ohio.
Vallen.
Inc.,
225 Bluff Street,
Akron,
Weaver
Manufacturing
Co.,
1639
E. 102nd Street, Los
Angeles, Calif.

INTERIOR DECORATION
THEATRE DECORATION has
evolved into a specialized branch of interior
I
decoration. For at least the finer work,
Better Theatres

designers and artisans should have had considerable understanding of the functional
peculiarities of all divisions of the theatre,
and be experienced in the decorating methods advised by illumination factors, acoustics, advertising, projection optics, etc.
Alvin Studios, Inc., 33 W. 42nd Street, New York City.
American
City. Polytect Corp., 84 University, New YorkAmerican
Valance Co., 900 Fifth Ave.,
Pittsburgh,Theatrical
Pa.
Arvee Equipment Co., 3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Bil-Art
City. Studios, Inc., 241 W. 62nd Street, New York
Dazians, Inc., 142 W. 44th Street, New York City.
Decorative
Chicago, 111.Arts Company, 300 West Austin Avenue,
Metropolitan
Bldg., Omaha,ScenicNebr. Studios, Inc.,- Film Exchange
National
Theatre
New York
City. Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
Novelty
Scenic
Studios, 611 W. 43rd Street, New York
City.
Robert
Power Studios, 1717 Cordova Street, Los
Angeles,E. Calif.
Rambusch
New YorkDecorating
City. Company, 2 West 45th Street,
Ronald Grose, Inc., 515 Madison Avenue, New York
City. Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
Tiffin
J. Chicago,
A. Torstenson
111. & Company, 860 Fletcher Street,
Tylac Company, Monticello, 111.
The Upson Company, Lockport, N. Y.
Voigt
Pa. Company, 1745 North 12th Street, Philadelphia,
Volland Studios, 3737 Cass Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
I. Weiss & Sons, 445 W. 45th Street, New York City.
LADDERS, SAFETY
the safety ladder minimizes the risk of accident and of law suits

arising from accidents occurring while
lamps are being replaced, attraction board
letters changed, etc. It is thus a safeguard both to employer and employe. Sizes
range from 3 to 16 feet.
American Ladder Company, 3700 W. 38th Street, Chi
cago,Berg111. Manufacturing Company, 3813 South Mov
John
gan Street, Chicago, 111.
Dayton
Street, Safety
Cincinnati,Ladder
O. Company, 121 West Thirc
Garrison
EngineeringMass.
Corporation, 51 Church Street,
Great Barrington,
TheChicago,
Patent 111.Scaffolding Company, 1500 Dayton Street,
Rich
Pump &O. Ladder Company, 1028 Depot Street,
Cincinnati,
F. P. Smith
Wire111. & Iron Works, 2340 Clybourn Avenue, Chicago,
•
LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
HIGH INTENSITY projector lamps are of two types — reflector type,
and condensing-lens type. Their selection
depends on the size of the theatre and
other local factors. The condenser-lens
type is generally operated at from 115 to
130 amperes. The reflector type is generally operated at from 70 to 80 amperes.
C.Street,
S. Ashcraft
Manufacturing
Long Island
City, N. Y.Company, 4731 - 35th
Brenkert
Avenue, Light
Detroit,Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
HallCitv.& Connolly, Inc., 24 Van Dam Street, New York
J. H. Hallberg, 303 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
J. Adams
E. McAuley
Manufacturing
Street, Chicago,
III. Company, 554 West
Morelite
Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New
York City.

Walter
G. Preddey,
Francisco,
Calif. 187 Golden Gate Avenue, San
City.
Sales on Sound Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
TheStreet,Strong
Toledo,Electric
Ohio. Corporation, 2501 Lagrange
LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
FOR PROJECTION
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
for theatre motion picture projection are
usually of the low-voltage type for added
efficiency and greater source concentration.
They cannot be used on the ordinary lighting circuit without a transformer or regulator. The 900-watt, 30-ampere, T-20
bulb lamp usually provides acceptable results on good screens up to 16 feet wide
at throws not greater than about 100 feet.
There are also available 1,000-watt
prefocus base, and 1,500-watt bipost base,
100-120 volt, T-20 bulb lamps employing
the biplane type of filament construction,
which is inherently of higher cost but
makes possible the requisite source concentration atordinary circuit voltages and
thus saves the cost of auxiliary apparatus.
They are preferred where operating schedules are relatively short, and for projectors
of the semi-portable type. Screen results
equal or surpass those from the 900-watt
lamp.
The 1,500-watt lamp requires
forced ventilation.
For portable 35-mm. projectors there
are the 500-watt monoplane filament, and

PROJECTION

ARCS

HAVE RESERVE ILLUMMATING

POWER

One does not purchase an autobile that has no reserve power.
Neither should one install projection
arc lamps that give only tolerable
results, even when pushed to the
limit of their capacity. The arc
lamp is the power plant of your
projection.
type Hc-i i HALL&CONNOLLYJNC.
projection arc 24 VAN DAM STREET
N. Y. CITY
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the 750-watt and 1,000-watt biplane filament lamps in short T-20 bulbs with
medium prefocus bases. All are of the
100-120 volt type. The 750-watt and
1,000-watt lamps require forced ventilation.
For stereopticon projection there are
the 500-watt, short T-20 bulb, medium prefocus base lamp; and the 100-watt, long
T-20 bulb mogul prefocus base lamp.
Both of the 100-120 volt types employ
monoplane filaments.
Art111. Lamp Corporation, 469 East Ohio Street, Chicago,
Century
Lighting
419 West 55th Street,
New York
City.Co.,Equipment,
Champion
Lamp
600 1111
BroadArmitage
St., Lynn,
Herman
A.
DeVry,
Inc.,
Ave.,Mass.
Chicago,
111.
Display
Stage
Lighting
Company,
442
W.
45th
Street,
New York City.
Federated
City. Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, New York
General Electric
Incandescent Larof, Department, Ne303
la Company,
Park,
J. H. Hallberg,
FourthCleveland,
Avenue,O. New York City.
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
Kliegl
321 W. Nela
50th Park,
Street,Cleveland,
New YorkO. City.
NationalBrothers,
Lamp Works,
Walter G.cisco, CalPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Frani
f
.
Radiant
Service Co.,Corporation,
17 Academy St., Newark,
J.
Weber
Rutter N.Street,
Rochester,Machine
N. Lamp
Y. Company, 3059 Rockefeller
Westinghouse
Plaza,
New York City.
LAMPS, GENERAL LIGHTING
incandescent lamps are
made for every conceivable lighting use,
and are described according to wattage,
voltage, bulb shapes, bulb diameter, color
or special purpose. Spotlight and floodlight lamps have concentrated filaments,

EXCITER

LAMPS

PHOTO

CELLS

RECTIFIER
approved

and some types are prefocussed, the filament being mounted with especial accuracy.
Colored lamps are available with spray finish inside the glass, and these are particularly suited to applications in which the
lamps themselves are visible. Particularly
effective
are "lumiline"
lamps,linewhich
provide apractically
continuous
of light.
Century
Lighting Equipment, 419 N. 55th Street, New
York City.
Champion Lamp Company, 600 Broad St., Lynn, Mass.
Display
StageCity.
Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
City.
Federated
Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, New York
(ieneral
Electric Co.,O. Incandescent Lamp Dept., Nela
Park, Cleveland,
HubChicago,
ElectricI1L Company, 2219-29 West Grand Street,
KlieglMiller
Brothers,
321 W. 50thConn.Street, New York City.
The
Co.. Meriden.
-Vorth
AmericanSt. Louis,
ElectricMo.Lamp Company, 1151 South
Broadway,
Remolds
111. Electric Co., 2650 W. Congress St., Chicago.
Royal Metal
cago, 1 1. Mfg. Co., 1138 So. Michigan Ave., ChiWestinghouse
Lamp Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York City.
Cecil K. White, Inc., 85 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.
LAMPS, LOW INTENSITY
THIS CLASSIFICATION is
rather general, inasmuch as it refers to all
types of projection lamps designed for
theatres requiring light of lower intensity.
Lamps in this class are Low Intensity, HiLow and (although it is commonly reed to in the Arc
trade lamps.
as "high-intensity")
Suprex fer Carbon
All of these
lamps are of the reflector type. The oper15 to ating
80. amperages for these lamps range from

ONOLUX
EXCITING LAMPS
.PHOTO CELLS

TUBES
by ERP
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<sBuy them matched!
SONOLUX PRODUCTS are designed to give 'team
work'!
in precision
life and This
lowerunison
maintenance
costs. is essential to long
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Sonolux engineers have used original designs and
master craftsmanship to create these key products,
using special glass, finest tungsten and purest gases.
Theatre owners, projectionists and leading sound
manufacturers know these facts and therefore specify
and buy only Sonolux Products.
DEALERS — Send for special price list.
EAST NEWARK
NEW JERSEY
SONOLUX
COMPANY
ESTABLISHED IN 1932

C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Corp., 4731-35th St., Long Island
City, N. Light
Y.
Brenkert
Avenue, Detroit,Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
York& City.
Hall'
Connolly, Inc., 24 Van Dam Street, New
TheAdams
J. E.City.
McAuleyChicago,
Manufacturing
Company, 554 West
Street,
111.
York
Morelite Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New
Motiograph,
Inc., 4431 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
W.City.G. Preddey,
cisco, Cal. 187 Golden Gate Avenue, San FranSales on Sound Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
Strong
Toledo, Electric
O. Corporation, 2501 Lagrange Street,
LAMPS, LOW-WATTAGE H. I.
THESE ARE projection
lamps designed for a special d.c. arc,
which gives, through the use of a nonrotating carbon of specific composition, a
much whiter projection light at low and
middle amperages than is obtainable with
low-intensity and hi-lo arcs. At 45
amperes, this type has a light intensity as
high as 7,000 lumens, which is as much
as hi-lo develops at from 70 to 80 amperes,
while the low-intensity arc has a light intensity of only about 2,000 lumens at 25
amperes.
C.Street,
S. Ashcraft
Manufacturing
4731 - 35th
Long Island
N. Y.Company,
The
Ballantyne
Co.,
219City,
N. 16th
Street, 7348
Omaha,
Nebr.
Brenkert
Light
Projection
Company,
St. Aubin
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Cinema
111. Supplies, Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, MinneMin . Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago.
Herman A.apolis,DeVrv,
Hall
&
Connolly,
24 Manufacturing
Van Dam Street,Company,
New York
City.
TheAdams
J. E. Street,
McAuleyChicago,
554 West
111.
Morelite
York City.Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New
Pictur-Fone
Company, 212 West North, Lima, O.
Walter
G. Preddey,
Francisco,
Calif. 187 Golden Gate Avenue, San
S.TheO.Strong
S. Corp., 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York City.
Toledo, O. Electric Corporation, 2501 Lagrange Street,
LAMPS, P. E. CELL EXCITER
these lamps provide the
light which, interrupted or varied by the
sound track, actuates the photoelectric cell
and initiates the process of sound reproduction.
Herman
III. A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
Electrical
City.
New YorkResearch
City. Products, Inc., 2M) W. vth Street,
Federated Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, New York
Gates
& Supply
Co., Quincy, Lamp
111. Dept., Nela
GeneralRadio
Electric
Co., Incandescent
Park,
Cleveland,
C".
LeRoy
Sound
Equipment
Corporation,
N. Watei
City.
St., Reproducer
Rochester, N.Co.,Y. Inc., 812 Broadway,107 New
Miles
York
RCA
Manufacturing
Company,
Inc.,
Camden,
N.
J.
Safety
Duluth,Projector
Minn. Company, 310 West Second Street,
The
Sonolux
Company,
East
Newark,
N.
J.
Wenzel Co..Radio
2509 South State Street. Chicago, 111.
Wholesale
York City. Service Co., Inc., 100 Sixth Ave., New
LENSES, PROJECTION
there are two general
classes — the condenser lens, which focuses
the projection light on the aperture (see
Condensers) ; and the objectives. The latter are commonly referred to as the projection lenses ; they focus the light upon the
screen. They are made in four standard
diameters, with focal length as determined
by the size of the screen and its distance
from the projector.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Better Theatres

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION IS
NOW INDISPENSABLE TO HOLD
# A superior and outstanding quality of projection is required to hold the interest of the highly critical present
day audience. Brilliant, Snappy, Snow White Magnarc
High Intensity Light adds tremendously to the quality of
your picture, be it black and white or color photography.
For the past four years theatres the country over have
been modernizing projection with Peerless Magnarcs.
Projection is the heart of the picture theatre and the
most important place to modernize.
Don't think that high intensity projection is a luxury.
It is a necessity. 4000 theatres having 75 per cent of

£heA£e&$
MANUFACTURED BY

AND

INCREASE

PATRONAGE

the nation's total seating capacity are already using
high intensity projection. Such wide use and immediate
adoption must prove that it is the small theatre's only
alternative to hold and increase patronage.
Peerless Magnarc Lamps produce 200 to 300 per cent
more light on the screen than low intensity lamps, at
the same current cost. Peerless Magnarc will modernize
your projection and will keep it modern for years to
come. It's the finest arc lamp ever built.
Get the facts. Write for new illustrated folder, "Get
A Seat On The Bandwagon."

tyhtojniwsilij

JyJAGNARC
TRADE MARK REG.

J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO., 552-554 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO

SOLD BY
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
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BellChicago,
& Howell
111. Company, 1801-181S Larchmont Avenue,
Herman
A.
DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
111.
Fish-Schurman
York City. Corporation, 250 East 43rd Street, New
G.Avenue,
P. GoerzNew American
York City.Optical Company, 485 - 5th
Graf
Lens
Division,
General Chicago,
Scientific111. Corporation,
4829 South Kedzie Avenue,
IlexAvenue,
OpticalRochester,
Manufacturing
N. Y. Company, 726 Portland
Kollmorgen
Brooklyn, N.Optical
Y. Corporation, 767 Wythe Avenue,
Hugo
Meyer
&
York City. Company, 245 W. 55th Street, New
Projection
Rochester,Optics
N. Y. Company, Inc., 330 Lyell Avenue,
Sales
on
Sound
Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
City.
Selsi
Company,
Inc.,
43 W. 23rd Street, New York
City.
Semon
Streets,Bache
New &YorkCompany,
City. Greenwich and Morton
Simpson cago, Optical
Mfg. Co., 3200 W. Carroll Ave., Chi1 1.
Wollensak
Optical
Rochester. N. Y. Company, 872 Hudson Avenue,

Alive

with

LENS ASSEMBLIES, SOUND
optical units are composed of lenses, and include either a slit
opening or a wedge-shaped prism, by means
of which the exciting light of the sound
system is focussed on the sound track, and
reduced to the height determined by the
highest frequency to be reproduced.
Bausch
& LombCorp.,
Optical250 Company,
N.City.Y.
Fish-Schurman
E. 43rd
St.,330Rochester,
NewLyellYorkAvenue,
Projection
Optics
Company,
Inc.,
Rochester,Instrument
N. Y. and Lens Company, 3200 W.
Simpson
Carroll Avenue,
Chicago, 111. 872 Hudson Avenue,
Wollensak
Optical
Rochester, N. Y. Company,
•
LETTERS, ATTRACTION BOARD
changeable sign letters
permit rapid change of marquee advertising. Such letters have been made of various metals and compositions as well as glass.
Usually, however, they are either of cast

Box

Office Appeal!
MODERN ADLER PATENTED
"Streamline"
CAST ALUMINUM
SILHOUETTE LETTERS
and STAINLESS STEEL
REMOVABLE
SUPPORTING FRAMES
This modern Adler Silhouette Letter display has certainlyfor"got
it takes"
win patronage
yourwhat
theatre
and toto
help hold it.
The brilliant beauty of Adler Letters is
outstanding — there is nothing like them
in attraction value — clear readability —
quick
in the signs —
ready and
removaleasyforchanging
sign maintenance.
They are adapted to all methods of installation, and provide the original and most practical
and satisfactory method for unit displays of two or more lines of letters without divider bars.
Adler Letters can be used in any existing sign without extra cost for construction work. Write
for information on Silhouette and Solid Back Letters — no obligation.
New— 12-INCH SILHOUETTE LETTERS NOW AVAILABLE
FULLY
PATENTED—
ADLER FRAMES
"Streamline"
SILHOUETTE
LETTERS
with BEVELED
EDGES April
AND 28,SUPPORTING
fully
covered
S. Patents
2,038,978
granted
1936, and 1,989,855
grantedareFebruary
5, 1935.by U.Infringers
will beNo.prosecuted.
MANUFACTURED BY
ADLER
SIGN
LETTER CO.
720-C So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO
1457-C Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO — NEW YORK — TORONTO, CAN. — LONDON, ENG.

Announcing
THE FOURTH ISSUE OF
FAME
(THE BOXOFFICE CHECKUP)
THE ANNUAL OF THE ART AND INDUSTRY OF PERSONALITY
NOW IN PREPARATION BY THE WORLDWIDE STAFF OF OUIGLEY PUBLICATIONS
Edited by TERRY RAMSAYE
QUIGLEY
PUBLICATIONS
NEW YORK
•
CHICAGO
•
LONDON
• HOLLYWOOD
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metal or glass. Glass letters are commonly
in panel form, with the letter translucent
and the surrounding panel area opaque.
The so-called silhouette marquee letter
gained wide usage immediately upon its introduction. Itreverses the visual character of the glass translucent letter, being itself opaque, while the surrounding area is
illuminated. The silhouette letter is of
cast metal and is attached readily to rods
or wires in front of translucent glass panels, which latter cover a metal lamp box.
The lamp box fits into the structure of the
marquee so as to be integral with it.
Adler
Sign 111.Letter Co., 720 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago,
American ciSign
n ati, Ohio. Company, 1940 Riverside Drive, CinAppleton
Neon Sign
Sign Co.,
O. BoxO. 223, Appleton, Wis.
The Artkraft
Co., P.Lima,
Everbrite
Milwaukee,Electric
Wis. Signs, Inc., 1440 N. Fourth Street,
City.
Falk Glass Products Co., 115 W. 23rd St., New York
Flexlume Southern, Inc., 118 Houston St., Atlanta, Ga.
Friedley-Voshardt
Chicago, 111. Company, Inc., 761 Mather Street.
GoodAll Electric
Company, 251 Spruce
Street,
Ogallala,Manufacturing
Nebr.
Hub Electric Company, 2219 W. Grand Avenue, ChiLong
Signcago. 1 1. Co., Lights,
853 Howard St., Detroit, Mich.
Claude
Island Neon
City, N. Y. Inc., 36-08 33rd Street, Long
Newman
Cincinnati,Brothers,
O. Inc., 660-670 W. Fourth Street,
Philadelphiadelphia, PSign
Company, 305 Brown Street, PhilaTheChicago.
Tablet 111.&a. Ticket Co., 1021 West Adams Street,
Texlite,
Inc., 500Service,
Fifth Avenue,
York City.
Wagner
Inc., 218NewS. Hoyne
Avenue,
Chicago, Sign
111.
LIGHTING FIXTURES AND
DECORATIVE LIGHTING
special departments devoted to the subject of decorative theatre
lighting have been established by leading
manufacturers. Designs are developed to
meet any specific decorative style, while
many stock designs are well suited to theatres,
of modern architecture andparticularly
interior those
treatment.
Appleton
Neon
Sign
Co.,
P.
O.
Box
223, Appleton,
Wis.
Art
429 E. Ohio
The Lamp
ArtkraftCorporation,
Sign Company,
Lima.Street,
O. Chicago. 111.
C 35thS. Street,
AshcraftLongManufacturing
Corporation,
47-31
Island City, N. Y.
Barker
Brothers, Calif.
Seventh Street, Flower and Figueroa,
Los Angeles,
Capital
City Electric
Des Moines,
la. Company, 516 West Third Street,
City.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
York City.
Century Lighting, Inc., 419 W. 55th St., New York
Cinema Supplies, Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, Minneapolis. Min . Inc., 315 Reynolds Street, S. W.,
Climax
Canton.Reflector,
O.
Condi-Lite
43 E.Corning,
20th St.,N. New
Corning GlassCorp.,Works,
Y. York City.
Curtis
Lighting^
Company,
Boulevard,
Chicago,
111. Inc., 1123 W. Jackson
Day-Brite
Louis, Mo.Lighting, Inc., 5401 Bulwer Avenue, St.
Everbrite
Milwaukee,Electric
Wis. Signs, Inc., 1434 N. Fourth Street,
Flexlume Southern, Inc., 118 Houston St., Atlanta, Ga.
TheIslandFrinkGty,Corporation,
N. Y. 23-10 Bridge Plaza, Long
TheStreet,EdwinSt. Louis,
F. GuthMo. Company, 2615 Washington
Henkel & Best, 59 East Illinois Street, Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Corporation, 2219 W. Grand Avenue,
Chicago,
111. 321 W. 50th Street, New York City.
Kliegl
Brothers,
Lighting
York City.Distributors, Inc., 428 W. 14th Street, New
Lightolier Co., 11 East 36th Street, New York City.
Marveon
Displays, Inc., 604-608 Dewar Drive, Rock
Springs,
Metal
and Wyo.
Glass Products Company, 952 West Lake
111. Conn.
TheStreet,
MillerChicago,
Co., Meriden,
Murlin
Mfg. Co.,
5420 PasehallCorp.,
Ave.,449Philadelphia,
Pa.
Nation-Wide
Manufacturing
W. 42nd Street,
New York City.
Newman
Cincinnati,Brothers,
O. Inc.. 660-670 W. Fourth Street,
Better Theatres

North
AmericanSt. Louis,
Electric Lamp Company, 1151 S.
Broadway,
Robert
E. Calif.
Power Studios,Mo. 1717 Cordova Street, Los
AnReles,
Rambusch
New YorkDecorating
City. Company, 2 W. 45th Street,
Roman
Art Mo.
Company, Inc. 2700-06 Locust Street,
St
Louis.
Ruby
York Lamp
City. Mfg. Co., Inc., 430 W. 14th Street, New
Summerour
& Devine, Inc., 113-115 W. 17th St., Kansas Products
City, Mo.
Viking
330 W. 42nd Street,
New
York
City. Corporation,
The Voigt Company,
1743 N. 12th Street. Philadelphia,
Charles
J. Weinstein
& Co., Inc., 2 W. 47th St.,
New &York
Citv. Merchandise
Weiss
Corp., 584 Broadway,
New YorkBiheller
City.
Westinghouse
Electric
&
Mfg.
Co.,
East Pittsburgh,
Pa. Reflector Company. 275 Congress
Wheeler
Street,
Boston.
Mass.
_
Cecil K. White, Inc., 85 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.
Lighting, Stage, Equipment
Refer to EXIT SIGNS
EQUIPMENT
LIGHTING SYSTEMS,
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY lighting
plants to care for power line failure are of
the storage battery, gasoline engine, diesel
engine and water turbine types. Where
more than one power line is available in the
theatre motor-generator emergency equipment may be used to supply the lights in
event of failure in the normal lighting
power.
Carpenter
Manufacturing
179 Sidney Street,
Cambridge,
Mass.Company,Company,
rNutii
LightingChicago,
Inc., 1123 W. Jackson
Boulevard.
111.
DelcoElectric
Appliance
Corporation,
Rochester, Philadelphia,
N. Y.
The
Storage
Battery Company,
Pa.
Hoffmann-Soons
Electrical
Corp., 387
FirstElectric
Avenue,Corporation,
New
York &2219
City.Engineering
HubChicago,
W. Grand Avenue,
111.
Eohler Company,
Kohler,
Lipman
Engineering
Company,Wis. 415 Van Braam Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa. Company,
Universal
Motor
Oshkosh,
Wis.
Weir-Kilby Corporation,
Station
H, Cincinnati,
O.
Westinghouse
Electric
&
Manufacturing
Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Worthington
Pump
&
Machinery
Corporation,
Carbon
dale Division, Harrison, N. J.
Lights, Exit
Refer to EXIT LIGHT SIGNS
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The improvement in projection quality a Super-Cinephor lens
makes possible is reflected in better attendance records. Their
more critical definition, reserve covering power and flatness of
field on even the largest of screens gain audience good-will.
They are the first anastigmatic projection lenses — the first
lenses that project a picture with all the detail, sharpness and
tone value of the image that originally entered the camera lens.
Super-Cinephors are not expensive either — "One new patron a
day will pay for a Super-Cinephor in a year, and any additional
patronage is your profit." Write for complete description to
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 679 St. Paul Street, Rochester,
N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB
LIGHTS, SPOT AND FLOOD
ARC and incandescent
lamps are available for use on the stage, in
SUPER-CINEPHOR
the projection room, in coves, and in banks
of incandescents that flood the stage from
the wings. Arc lamps will burn from 25 to If you want further information concerning products listed in The Equipment Index,
140 amperes, and incandescents up to 2,000 write Better Theatres Catalog Bureau, Rockefeller Center, New York. This is a free service.
watts. Most spotlights can be used for
full flood as well. Spot and flood lights of
incandescent type are designed for wattages
of from about 75 to 2,000.
LIGHTING FOR THEATRES —
Frank
Adam Electric
Company, 3650 Windsor Avenue,
St.Artkraft
Louis.
Mo.
EVERY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT
The
Sign
Co.,
Lima,
O.
ALSO
Belson
Company, 800 Sibley Street,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Consult
Your
Dealer
for
Stock Designs Shown in
Best Devices
Company,
10516
Western
Avenue,
Cleveland, O.
Catalog No. 37 Which Are Available for Prompt
Brenkert
Avenue. Light
Detroit.Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
Shipment.
York City.
Carpenter
Manufacturing
Co., 179 Sidney St., CamGRUBER
BROTHERS
b
r
i
d
g
e
,
M
a
s
.
Century
Lighting
Equipment, 419 W. 55th Street,
New
York
City.
New York, N. Y.
72-78 Spring St.
Chicago
CinemaAvenue,Products
1736-1754 N.
Springfield
Chicago,Company,
111. Company,
Chicago
Switchboard
Manufacturing
420
S.
Clinton Street. Chicago, 111.
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Curtis
Lighting
Company.
Inc., 1123 W. Jackson
Boulevard,
Chicago,
Day-Brite
Lighting,
Inc.,111. 5401 Bulwer St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Display
Stage City.
Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
Flexlume
Southern,Company,
Inc., 118 Schenectady,
Houston St., Atlanta, Ga.
General
Electric
GoldE
Manufacturing
Company, 1214-22 W.N. Y.Madison
Street,
Chicago,
111.
Hall & City.
Connolly, Inc., 24 Van Dam Street, New
HubYork
Electric111. Corporation, 2219 W. Grand Avenue,
Chicago,
Kliegl Brothers,
321 W. 50th Street,
New YorkAvenue,
City.
Major
Equipment
4063 Fullerton
Chicago,
111. Company,
Marveon
Displays,
Inc.,
604-608
Dewar
Drive,
Springs, Products
Wyo. Corp., 427 W. 42nd St., New Rock
Neumade
York
City.
C.York
I. Newton
City. Company, 253 W. 14th Street, New
Ward-Leonard
Company, 37 S. Street, Mt.
Vernon,Manufacturing
N. Y.Electric Company,
Weaver
1639 E. 102nd Street,
Los Angeles,
Calif.

Westinghouse
Lamp Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New YorkReflector
City.
Wheeler
Company, 275 Congress Street,
Boston,Wurdack
Mass. Electric Manufacturing Company,
Wm.4444
Clayton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Architectural
Decorating
1600 South Jefferson Street,Sign
Chicago,
111.Company,
The Artkraft
Company,
Lima, O.
Capital
Iowa. City Electric Co., 516 W. 3rd St., Des Moines,
The
O.
E.Chicago,
E.Formica
Fulton111. Insulation
Company, Company,
1018 SouthCincinnati,
Wabash Avenue,
York
City.
Libman-Spanjer
Corporation,
1600
Broadway,
New
LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES
Frame Corporation, 551 W. 52nd Street,
New Display
York City.
frames are now made Lobby
York
City. Sons, Inc., 159 W. 23rd Street, New
Markendorff's
not only to obtain the maximum advertis- S. City.
ing space for building area used, but to National Screen Service, 630 Ninth Ave., New York
enhance the appearance of the theatre en- National
New YorkTheatre
City. Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
trance, and are available in types that
Cincinnati,Brothers,
O. Inc., 660-670 West Fourth Street,
match the architectural style and decorative Newman
Supply
19 Glenwood Avescheme of the theatre, at its front and in Northernnue,Theatre
Minneapolis,
Minn.Co.,Company,
Pittsburgh
Plate Glass
Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh,
the lobby and foyer.
Pa.
American
Display
Company,
Inc.,
525
West
43rd
Street,
Stanley
Frame Company, 442 W. 42nd Street, New
New York City.
York City.
Appleton Neon Sign Co., P. O. Box 223, Appleton, Wis. The Tablet & Ticket Company, 1021 West Adami
Street, Chicago, 111.
Vitrolite
Division, Libbey-Owens-Ford
West Washington
St., Chicago, 111. Glass Co., 208

/ Wagner 8-inch Gothic letters in use by the Arlin Theatre, Los Angeles, in a Wagner 3-.in-l \
\ Mounting unit — glass, letters and frame in one unit — in sections, easy to change./
BEFORE WINTER COMES
Install WAGNER SILHOUETTE Letters
They NEVER FREEZE In The Frame
Our Structures Are All
Covered byCorporation.
The Patent
Wagner's is the only COMPLETE sil- Protection
houette letter— the only STRAIGHT
EDGE letter— the only letter that will not FREEZE or
STICK in the frame. Superior in long-range readability —
easiest to change. Ask your architect or write for
information.
218
. CHICAGO
123 W.S. Hoyne
64th St.Ave.. . .. .NEW
YORK
WAGNER SIGN SERVICE, Inc. 706 E. Hancock Ave. . DETROIT
•Corporation,
Los AngelesPittsburgh,
Sales Office:Pa. 1957•Southeastern
S. Vermont Ave.
^Pittsburgh
Territory
Representative:
Flexlume
Sales
Corporation
Ga
• West Coast Representative: B. F. Shearer Representative:
Company, Seatle,Flexlume
Portland,Southern
Los Angeles
and SanAtlanta
Francisco
SUPER-LITE LENSES
PRO-JEX SOUND UNITS

Our LOUV-0-RAY
COLOR FILTER
Creates gorgeous blending
of colorful light rays through
its scientific
direct lighting.principle of in-

ROMAN ART CO., Inc.
2700 Locust St., St. Louis. Mo.
Projection Optics Co.. Inc.
330 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N. Y.. 0. S. A.

FOR READERS' CONVENIENCE— crossreference advertisers' index on page 73.

MACHINES, TICKET
automatically registering ticket dispensers facilitate the handling
of box office peaks, and impart the impression of efficiency, cleanliness and businesslike methods ; they eliminate all excuses for
errors on the part of the cashier (some type
of dispensers make the usual errors impossible)and
; they may be regarded as necessary to any real assurance that box office
losses are not occurring through cashierdoorman collusion. They are obtainable
in motor-driven and manually operated
Also available is a ticket dispenser which
types.
automatically
prints theis ticket
it iswithissued. This mechanism
loaded asonly
blank rolls of paper tape, and the printed
ticket bears both the number of the ticket
and the date.
Automatic
obtainable with fromticket
two todispensers
five ticketarechannels,
each issuing mechanism being a unit so that
a case for five channels will accommodate
added mechanisms, up to five, as the business and price policy of the theatre call for
at a time following the original installation.
The cases are designed with counter tops to
set flush with the counter of the box office.
York City.
General
Register Corporation, 1540 Broadway, New
Nation-Wide
Manufacturing Corp., 449 W. 42nd St.,
New York City.
TheCleveland,
Ticket Issuing
Company, 1988 East 66th Street,
O.
MARQUEES
A marquee is to be regarded as essential to the motion picture
theatre. There are exceptions, due to location and form of building, but not many.
Its function as a means of protection for
patrons from rain and snow has become of
less importance than its function as an advertising medium. It advertises the theatre
and the program, by distinguishing the
building from other commercial establishments on the street, by the theatricalism of
its lighting, by announcing the features of
the performance.
Marquees today have become more closely associated with the general architectural
form of the theatre front than they originally were. They are frequently constructed according to specifications supplied
by the architect, who has designed the
Better Theatres

I

marquee itself, along with other display and
sign elements of the front, as a part of the
facade.
Another later development is unit construction ofmarquees, providing prefabricated marquees to fit most any theatre
entrance, complete with all attraction
board equipment.
Most marquees have been rectangular in
shape, but because the greatest amount of
announcement space on such marquees cannot be read up and down the street, particularly on the side on which the theatre
is located, other shapes have come into
vogue, notably one combining rectangular
with triangular forms.
Marquees are generally of sheet metal
construction, with soffits of metal or glass
illuminated by incandescent lamps or lighting troughs. There are, of course, many
variations in pattern and illumination;
however, the design should provide for
attraction boards as integral parts of the
structure.
Adler SignChicago,
Letter111. Company, 720 South Dearborn
TheStreet,
American
Sign Company, 1940 Riverside Drive,
Cincinnati,
Appleton
NeonO.Sign
Sign Company,
Co., P. O. Lima,
Box 223,O. Appleton, Wis.
The Artkraft
Claude
Neon
Lights,
Inc., 36-08 - 33rd Street, Long
Island
City,
N.
Y.
Everbrite
Electric
Signs, Inc., 1440 N. 4th Street,
Milwaukee,
Wis. Inc.,
Flexlume
Southern,
St., .Atlanta,
Ga.
Monroe
Sign
Shop,
Inc.,118795Houston
Main Avenue,
Passaic,
N.
J.
Neon Products, Inc., Lima, Ohio.
Newman
Brothers,
Inc., 660-670 West Fourth Street,
Cincinnati,
O. Corp.,
Outdoor
Lighting
Jersey City, N. J.
Philadelphiadelphia, PSign
Company,
305 Brown Street, Philaa.
F. P. Smith
Wire111. & Iron Works, 2340 Clybourn Avenue,
Chicago,
Sobel
Inc., 525 East 136th Street, New York
City. & Kraus,
Superior
Sign System, Inc., Elizabethtown, Pa.
Swanson-Nunn
Electric
Company, 420 S. E. Eighth
Street, Inc.,
Evansville,
Texlite,
500Service,
FifthIndiana.
Avenue,
City. Ave.,
Wagner
Sign
Inc., 218New So.YorkHoyne
Chicago, 111.
Mazda Lamps
Refer to LAMPS, INCANDESCENT,
PROJECTION.
MAZDA REGULATORS
these are converters
that provide 30-volt, 30-ampere supply to
900- watt incandescent projection lamps,
operating from either 110- volt or 220- volt
supply lines.
The Garver Electric Company, Union City, Ind.
General Electric
Company,
Incandescent
Lamp Department, Nela Park,
Cleveland,
O.
Good-All
ElectricOgallala,
Manufacturing
Company, 251-263
Spruce
Street,
Nebr.
J. H. Hallberg, 303 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
HubChicago,
Electric111. Company, 2219-29 West Grand Avenue,
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
Pictur-Fone Company, 212 West North, Lima, O.
MICROPHONES

the theatre has many
uses for microphones, from ballyhoo work
on a sound truck, or in connection with the
front display, to reinforcement of stage performances, announcements of election returns and sporting events, or emergency
talks to pacify an audience in time of trouble. Microphones can be used with separate amplifying and loudspeaker equipment, or can in most cases be operated
through the existing sound installation.
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You'll Be Proud of the Appearance
.....Amazed by the Effectiveness

mAROUCE
on your theatre.
Standardization
of basicof allpartstypesandofmass
production methods of Artkraft, the world's
largest
manufacturers
tofore
impossible at such
a low price.signs, make possible a marquee of quality hereEliminationcopyof astheagainst
old style
attraction
20-60%.marquee front permits 100% efficiency of abundant
of a tovariety
effects,of color
areChoice
combined
createof fronts
real schemes,
individuality.ornamental trims and uses of neon
Comes with several hundred modern Artkraft everlasting silhouette letters.
Writeof fortheatre.
literature, prices and terms, giving width of front, width of sidewalk and
name
Shown above is the R.K.O. Orpheum, St. Paul.
MODERNIZE with
YOUR
THEATRE
an
ARTKRAFT PORCELAIN ENAMEL FRONT
These two pictures ilkraftlustrate acomplete
modernization Artfob
includingcelainArtkraft
PorEnamel Front;
Artkraft Zephyr
Prefabricated Marquee
and
Artkraftinum Extruded
Poster Frames.Alum•- -.J! Just as startling a
transformation can be
made on your theatre.
ARTKRAFT
Extruded Aluminum
POSTER
FRAMES

Note the continuous piano
hinge, built-in barrel lock,
modern ofdesign
and other
features
this outstandingly
high quality frame.
Reflectors and Climax Reflector Flush Border Constr

Q/iC STANDARD
ARTKRAFT
LIMA, OHIO
U. S. A.

AllBear Artkraft
Signs
theLabels.
Four Union
oj COMPARISON
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The early type of carbon granule microphone has been almost completely replaced
by later and superior instruments, the crystal and magnetic microphones. The condenser microphone used in early sound recording, while less favored today, is still
decidedly advantageous to meet certain conditions of stage pickup. The crystal microphone, and the various types of magnetic
microphone (velocity dynamic) have come
into general application to theatre uses.
Amperite Company, 561 Broadway, New York City.
Atlas Sound
1451 - 39th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Corporation,
Audio
Inc., 105-107 E. 16th Street, New
York Research,
City.
Better
City. Hearing, Inc., 1 W. 34th Street, New York
TheCleveland,
Brush Development
Company, 3311 Perkins Ave.,
O.
Cinema Supplies,
Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, Minnea
p
o
l
i
s
,
M
i
n
.
S.Colortone,
H. Couch,Inc.,Inc.,Sturgis,
North Mich.
Quincy, Mass.
Herman
in. A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
Electrical
Research
Products,
Inc., 250 W. 57th Street,
New York City.
Electro-Acoustic
Products
Company,
Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Federated
Purchaser, Inc., 23-25 Park
Place, New
York
City.
Gates Radio & Supply Company, Quincy, 111.
Good-All Street,
Electric Ogallala,
Manufacturing Company, 251-263
TheN.Spruce
Lincrophone
Co., Inc.,Nebr.
1661 Howard St., Utica,
Y.
Lipman
Engineering
Company, 415 Van Braam Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Mean
Radio New
Hearing
1 West
34th Reproducer
Street,
York Device
City.Inc.,Corporation,
Miles
Company,
812
Broadway,
New
York City.
Operadio
Manufacturing
Company, 79St.Madison
Charles,Avenue,
111.
Pacent
Engineering
Corporation,
New York
City. Products Company, 16 W. 22nd
Parker
Engineering
Street,Manufacturing
New York City.
RCA
Camden,SanN.Francisco,
J.
Remler
Company, Ltd.,Company,
2101 Bryant,
California.
H. &. Brothers
A. Selmer,Company,
Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. Huron Street,
Shure
225 West
Chicago, 111. Corporation
Transformer
of
America,
69 Wooster
Street, NewMicrophone
York City.Company, 424 Warren
Universal
Lane,
Inglewood,
Calif.
Wenzel
111. Company, 2509 South State Street, Chicago,
Wholesale
New York Radio
City. Service Co., Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.,
MOTOR GENERATORS
MOTOR-GENERATORS for
converting a.c line power to direct current

are available in a variety of types suited
to the requirements of all types of motion
picture projection arcs, alone or involving
d.c. current supply to spotlights and effect
projectors.
Theypower
are used
instances for sound
supply,in andsomewhere
more than one source line is wired to a
theatre, for emergency power conversion
in the event one line should fail. They are
also used in mobile ballyhoo public address
systems, for driving amplifier and loudspeakers from the power of automobile or
truck storage batteries.
Automatic
Devices
Company, 737 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.Electric Company,
Mo.
Century
1806 Pine Street, St. Louis,
Crocker-Wheeler,
Ampere,
N.
J. Conn.
Electric
SpecialtyCompany,
Co., Stamford,
Fidelity
Electric
Lancaster,
Pa.
General
N. Y. Electric Company, 1 River Road, Schenectady,
Hertner
Electric
Company,
12690
Elmwood
Avenue,
Cleveland, O.
HobartElectric
Brothers& Mfg.
Company,
Troy, Mansfield,
O.
[deal
Company,
O.
Imperial
O. Electrical Company, Inc., Ira Avenue, Akron,
Janette
Mfg. Co., 556
W. Nouron
St., Chicago, 111.
Kohler
Company,
Kohler,
Wis. Gladstone,
Marble-Card
Electric
Mich. York
City. Reproducer
Miles
Co., Company,
Inc., 812 Broadway,
New
Northwestern
Electric
Company,
409
S.
Hoyne
Chicago,& 111.Meyers Company, Springfield, O. Street,
Robbins
B.Universal
F. Sturtevant
Co., Hyde Oshkosh,
Park, Boston,
Motor Manufacturing
Company,
Wis. St.Mass.Louis,
Wagner
Electric
Company,
Mo.
Westinghouse
Electric
East Pittsburgh,
Pa. & Manufacturing Company,
MOTORS, PROJECTOR
THE SYNCHRONOUS tvpe
a.c. motor is almost universally used, except
in theatres having direct current power
supply only, in which case auxiliary speed
control equipment becomes essential. The
a.c. synchronous motor must be chosen for
the precise frequency available, and its
speed cannot be varied.
Bodine Electric Company, 2254 W. Ohio Street, ChicaWheeler,
go, 1 1.
Crocker-Appliance
Ampere, N.Rochester,
J.
Delco
N. Y.Chicago,
Herman
A.
DeVry,Corporation,
Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave.,
111.

IransVerteK
Why experiment? Manufacturers of electronic and now metallic rectifiers are
continuing to announce revolutionary
improvements to overcome tragic weaknesses in products declared perfect by
them a year ago.
Use the dependable and proven
Trans verter.
Sold through The National Theatre Supply Co.
MANUFACTURED BY
THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
12690 ELMWOOD AVE.
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Fidelity Electric
caster, Pa. Company, 331 N. Arch Street, LanLipman
Engineering
Pittsburgh,
Pa. Company, 415 Van Braam Street,
General
Company,
Schenectady,New N.York
Y.
City. S.Electric
Harry
Millar,
Miles Reproducer 545
Co.. Fifth
Inc., Avenue,
812 Broadway, New City.
York
Safety
Projector
Company,
310
West
Second
Street,
Duluth, Minn.
Wenzel Company, 2509 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.
MUSIC STANDS
racks on standards, to
hold sheets of music, are available in simple
or highly elaborate designs suited to most
auditorium decorative schemes and stage
settings.
York City.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
Channon-Klemm
Chicago, 111. Corporation, 1455 W. Austin Avenue,
Chicago
CinemaAvenue,Products
Springfield
Chicago,Company,
111. 1736-1754 N.
Display
Stage City.
Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th Street,
New York
GoldE
Manufacturing Co., 1214-22 W. Madison Street,
Chicago,
York City.111. Company, 520 W. 47th Street, New
Hewes-Gotham
Kliegl
321 W.Voorheesville,
50th Street, N.NewY. York City.
Liberty Brothers,
Music Stands,
ORGANS

with the exception ot
the all-electric organ, the only organ suited
to the motion picture theatre is a pipe
organ, and the theatre pipe organ is usually
different from the church type in many of
its characteristics. The theatre instrument
is capable of simulating a variety of orchestral tones, which are required for effective
rendition of the classes of music performed
in the theatre. Consoles are most frequently of two-manual type, and may be obtained
in a variety of decorative styles.
The all-electric organ produces the tones
of a pipe organ (as well as the orchestral
effects of which theatre pipe organs are
capable), but it has no pipes: the tones are
effected by the transmission of electrical
frequencies, through suitable amplifiers, to
one or more loudspeakers. The console is
of standard two-manual type, but in addition to the keys, has certain drawbars with
111.
which
tone-types
are created.
Hammondspecific
Organ Co.,
2915 N. Western
Ave., Chicago,
Geo.St. Kilgen
&
Sons,
Inc.,
4016
N. Union Boulevard,
Louis,
Mo.
W.Chicago,
W. Kimball
111. Company, 308 S. Wabash Avenue,
A. J.Rudolph
Schantz, Wurlitzer
Sons & Co.,
Orrville,N. O.Tonawanda,
The
Company,
N. Y.
ORGAN BLOWERS
available in units from
1/6- to 75-h.p. to supply all types of pipe
organs, this equipment is available from
organ manufacturers and also from companies making only the blower and the
motor that drives it. Blowers supply the
air to the organ pipes.
Coppus Engineering
Engineering Company,
Corporation,Landsdowne,
Worcester.Pa.Mass.
A.Kinetic
J. Schantz,
SonsCompany,
& Company.
Orrville,
O.
Spencer
Turbine
Hartford,
B.Zephyr
F. Sturtevant
Company,BlowerHydeCompany,
Park, Conn.
Boston,
Electric Organ
Orrville,Mass.O
PAINT, SCREEN
paint FOR resurfacing
motion picture screens is available in flat
white and metallic types. It is adapted to
Better Theatres

Herman
Chicago,A.111.DeVry Company, 1111 Armitage Ave.,
Electrical
New YorkResearch
City. Products, 250 W. 57th Street,
Gates
& Supply
Company,
Quincy, N.111. Y.
GeneralRadio
Electric
Company,
Schenectady,
G-MChicago,
Laboratories,
Inc., 1731-35 _Belmont• Avenue,
111.
Hygrade
Sylvania Manufacturing
Corporation, Clifton,
Lafayette
Company,N. J.100 Sixth
WiqhJ^ntMtsity
Avenue, Radio
New York City.
LeRoy
Sound
Equipment
Corporation,
107 N. Water
St., Rochester,
N. Company,
Y.
Lipman
Engineering
415
Van
Braam
Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lumotron
Vacuum 4829
Products
Division,
General Scien-111.
tific Corporation,
S. Kedzie
Avenue,
BEGINS
Mellaphone
Corporation,
N. Y.Chicago,
City. Reproducer
Miles
Co., Inc.,Rochester,
812 Broadway,
New York
WITH
the
Pacent
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
Pictur-Fone
Company,
212
W.
North,
Lima,
O.
RCADivision,
Manufacturing
Company, Inc., RCANewRadiotron
201 N. Front
ROBIN IMPERIAL
Safety
Projector
Company,Street,310Camden,
W. Second Jersey.
Street,
Duluth,
Minn.
The Sonolux Company, East Newark, N. J.
Telephoto
& Television
133-35 W. 19th STEDYPOWER
Street, New
YorkCompany,
City.Corporation,
Universal
Tube
1512 Atlantic Avenue,
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh,
Pa.
N. J. Electrical Instrument Corporation, Newark,
Weston
PERFUMES AND PERFUMERS
•
perfumes are available
especially prepared for concealment of dis- PLASTIC PAINTmarketed in the form of
agreeable odors in the theatre. They are
particularly aromatic and are effectively a powder that is mixed with water, with
diffused by porous containers. The con- color added as desired, plastic paint can
tainers, which are usually vase-like in form be applied to any surface and given most
and decorative, are located at various points any type of texture appearance. It can be
along the walls. The perfume saturates sized and glazed with oil paints, and
the porous clay and gradually penetrates to cleaned with soap and water. Also availHer*
the air.
able is plastic paint which, in addition to
is a MODERN generator set
Other methods of disseminating perfume its ability to take any texture or pattern or
coloration, may be readily given a metallic
— as economical as it is deare by direct spraying and by placing a suit- effect.
able disseminator in contact with the venpendable. Here is a set exAmerican
Polytect
Corporation,
84
University
Place,
tilating system.
New York City.
pressly engineered for
Florozone
Plastering
Company, 624-26 First AveN. Y. Corporation, 62-68 Forest Avenue, Brooklyn, Architectural
nue,
New
York
City.
E.Chicago,
E. Fulton
1018 S. Wabash Avenue, TheMass.Craftex Company, 40 Central Street, Boston,
111. Company,
SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY
Hewes-Gotham
Company, 520 W. 47th Street, New R.General
S. Gardner,
Merchandise
Mart, Chicago,
111.
York
City.
Electric1484Company,
Schenectady,
N. Y.Street,
The Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Huntington, Ind. U. S. Gypsum
Company,
300
W.
Adams
PROJECTION
Chicago, 111.
Miles
Street,Reproducer
New YorkCompany,
City. Inc., 112-114 W. 14th
National
Theatre
Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street, H. B. Wiggin's Sons Company, Bloomfield, N. J.
New
York
City.
PagConn.Company, Professional Building, Wallingford,
Ofq
At your
Per-Fu
Company
of Hollywood, 1637 N. Stanley, POPCORN MACHINES
dent supplyindependealer.
Hollywood,
Calif.
corn
popping
and
disRochester
Germicide
Co.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Rosco
Laboratories,
367
Hudson
Avenue,
Brooklyn,
pensing
equipment
mounted
on
wheels
and
It bears the Robin
N. Y. Company, 1127 Roy Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sanozone
neatly finished is available for theatres
Mark
— you
fidence.buyof itQuality
West
can
with conIslandDisinfecting
City, N. Y.Company, 42-16 Barn Street, Long (usually located in the entrance vestibule
or lobby) as a means of obtaining added
revenue and of providing a confection serPHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
vice to patrons. They may be obtained in a J. E. ROBIN, INC.
in the theatre, photo- number of sizes and styles.
electric cells function principally as a vital Advance Manufacturing Co., 6332 St. Louis Ave., St. 334 WEST 44th STREET. NEW YORK
Louis,Mfg.Mo. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
"organ"
of the
though they
havesound
other reproduction
applications insystem,
many Burch
C. Cretorscago, 1 1. & Company, 620 West Cermak Road, Chifields.
Kingery ManufacturingO. Company, 420 East Pearl
Although they have many applications in Street, Cincinnati, Company,
Specify GoldB Standard Product!
6300 St. Louis Avenue,
many fields, in the theatre the photoelectric StarSt. Manufacturing
and know you have the belt in
Louis, Mo.
•
Spotlights,
Rewinds.
Rewind
cell functions principally as a vital "organ" POSTER LIGHTS
Tablet, Film
Cabinets.
New
of the sound reproduction system, transAluminum Magazines. Stereoptlforming the light of the exciter lamp, after
cons.
Cleaner
Stands,
New
Rotothese are tubular-shaped
Chrome Color Spotlight, Changeit has passed through the sound track of reflectors mounted to the poster frame, for
over, Take-ups, etc. — New Catalog.
the film, into the electrical energy which, illuminating displays. They are available
amplified, actuates the loudspeakers.
GOLDE
MFG.
CO.,
1214-22
W.
Madison St., Chicago, HI.
completely
wired,
with
suitable
bracket
for
Some few equipments require photoelec- mounting.
tric cells of a certain type differing from the Capital
Iowa. City Electric Co., 516 W. 3rd St., Des Moines,
type generally used, and in ordering it is Day-Brite
Reflector
Company, 5401 Bulwer Avenue,
St. Louis,Electric
Mo. Signs,
well to specify the make and model of the Everbrite
Inc., 1434 North Fourth
soundhead.
NEW ANDOPERA
USED CHAIRS
Street,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
HubChicago,
Electric111. Corporation, 2219 West Grand Avenue,
Amperex
Electronic
Products,
Inc.,
79
Washington
ofrepairall kinds
at lowest
prices.veneer
Also
Street.
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
parts
for
all
Kliegl
Brothers,
321
W.
50th
Street,
New
York
City.
and upholstered
Operamates
Chairs.of EquipArcturus
Radio
Company, 730 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Reynolds
Pa.
Electric
Company,
2650
West
Congress
Newark.
N.
J.
Projection
Machines,
Sound
ment and Accessories.
TheOmaha.
Ballantyne
Company, 219 North 16th Street, TheStreet,
VoigtChicago,
Company,111. 1743 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia,
Nebr.
MOVIE
SUPPLY
Continental
ElectricInc..Company,
Geneva,
111. St. Paul Wheeler Reflector Company, 275 Congress Street,
for catalogue
"E" Ltd.III.
844
S.WriteWabash
Ave.. CO..
Chicago.
Cutler-Hammer.
N.
12th
Street
&
Boston, Mass.
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
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fabric screens of diffusive type. Although
no resurfacing material can restore more
than a relatively small percentage of the
original reflective capacity of a screen, paint
of proper mix and pigmentation can effect
some improvement if applied with sufficient
expertness to insure uniformity of surface.
In resurfacing perforated screens, care must
be taken to prevent filling of the holes (application ofa vacuum cleaner at the rear is
recommended).
Da-Lite
Screen Company, 2723 N. Pulaski Road,
Chicago,
Erker
Bros. III.Optical
Co., 610 OliveMart,
St., St.Chicago,
Louis, 111.Mo.
R.Hewes
S. Gardner,
1484 Merchandise
York Gotham
City. Company, 520 W. 47th Street, New
National
Theatre
New York
City. Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
TheGraceOriginal
Re-Nu Screen
Surface Company, 5S3S
Street,
Volland
Studios, Chicago,
3737
CassI1L Avenue,
St. Louis,Street,
Mo.
Walker
American
Corporation,
800 Beaumont
St. Louis, Mo.
•

Good-All
ElectricOgallala,
Manufacturing
251-263
PROJECTION ROOMS
Spruce Street,
Nebr. Company,
AND ACCESSORIES
International
Projector Corporation,
88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
THE DESIGN of the vital Sam Kaplan Manufacturing & Supply Company, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
nerve center of the motion picture theatre Lavezzi
Works, 180 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago^Machine
111.Corporation,
involves many factors, including local Mellaphone
N. Y. Chicago, 111.
building regulations and general safety, as Motiograph,
Inc.,Machine
4431 WestRochester,
Lake Street,
well as provisions for efficient and compe- Motion
Avenue,Picture
Milwaukee,
Wis.Company, 3110 West Lisbon
Company, 212 West North Street, Lima,
tent work on the part of the men who pro- Pictur-Fone
O.
duce the commodity the theatre sells.
Precision
Machine
Company, 4601 W. State Street,
Milwaukee,
Ventilation is essential, and fireproof Sales
City. on SoundWis.Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
construction mandatory. To secure un- Safety Projector Company, 310 West Second Street,
interrupted attendance to operations on the
Duluth, Minn.
2505-09 South State Street, Chipart of the projectionist, washroom and toi- Wenzel cagoCompany,
, 1 1.
let facilities are highly desirable. The pro- Edw.
111. H. Wolk, 1018 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
jection room proper should not be less than
15 feet wide and 10 feet deep to accommo- PROJECTORS, PORTABLE
date two projectors, a stereopticon and efPORTABLE PROJECTORS are
fect machine, amplifier panels, rewinder
and film cabinet, while for proper ventila- motion picture projection machines which
tion the ceiling should not be less than 12 are designed to be set up only temporarily
feet high. (The various kinds of projection
equipment and accessories are discussed under their own titles.)
Argus,
Inc., Worki.
206 FilmP. Bldg.,
O.
Atlas
Metal
O.Corporation,
BoxCleveland,
5532, Dallas,
Coxsackie
Manufacturing
Coxsackie,Tex.N. Y.
Fish-Schurman
York City. Corporation, 230 E. 45th Street, New
E.Chicago,
E. Fulton111. Company, 1018 South Wabash Avenue,
Hewes-Gotham
York City. Company, 520 W. 47th Street, New
Holmes cProjector
Company, 1815 Orchard Street, Chiago, 1 1. Projector
International
Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
New
York
City.
Kansas
City
Sound
Service
Street, Kansas City, Mo. Company, 130 West 18th
Mellaphoneester, N. Corporation,
714 University Avenue, RochWEAVER
Motiograph, Y.Inc., 4431 West Lake Street, Chicago, 111.
Positive Instantaneous
National
Theatre
Supply
Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
New
York
City.
Neumade
New YorkProduct*
City. Corporation, 427 W. 42nd Street,
Foot
Switch
Pictur-Fone
Company, 212 West North Street, Lima,
O.
AInstallations.
husky, precision
Foot Switch
for lightningMultiple
S. City.
O. S. Corporation, 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York
Toe-tip
assures
like
Makeswitch& Break
everycontrol
time
without
fail.
Theatre
N. Y. Sound Service, 65 Atlantic Avenue, Rochester,
inspect
and
connect
wiring,
simply
removeTo
bottom plate.
U. Building,
S. Theatre
Supply
Company, Film Exchange
Omaha,
Nebr.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Wemel
HL Company, 2509 South State Street, Chicago,
Case: Cast aluminum. Switch: H & H No.
21585A
four
point
Momentaryinstallations,
Contact, opening
permitWestinghouse
Electric
&
Manufacturing
Company,
ting its use on 3 machine
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
one and Weight:
closing other
two.
Size:Conforms
5'/2" x to3%"newx
3'/8".
2
lbs.
4
oz.
regulations of National Board of Firewriters. j»a UnderPrice, each
$9.00
Manufacturers
of: Electric
Dousers,
CurPROJECTOR PARTS
tain
Controls,
Color
Changers,
Steel
Track,
Spot
Magnascope
Controls,MicroSteel
the wear to which proPictureLamps,
Sheet
Frames,
Footlight
phone, Theatrical Specialties.
jectors are subjected requires close observaWRITE FOR FOLDER
tion of all parts and prompt replacement
or repair before any that have become defective injure others that must work with
WEAVER
them. Neglect of reasonable and necessary
MANUFACTURING CO.
replacement results in unnecessary deterioration ofthe entire mechanism, makes ex1639 E. 102 St., Los Angeles, Calif.
pensive overhauling or replacement necessary later on, and is also a threat to the
performance. It is also to be borne in
mind that mechanical faults in the projector
"La Vezzi"
are usually "picked up" by the sound
system.
Intermittent Movements
TheNebr.Ballantyne Company, 219 N. 16th Street, Omaha,
Sold by dealers everywhere
LAVEZZI DRIVE
MACHINE WORKS CHICAGO
Chicago
Cinema
Products
Company,
1736-54 North
180 N. WACKER
Springfield
Avenue,
Chicago,
111.
ESTABLISHED
1908
Coxsackie
Manufacturing
Corporation,
Coxsackie,
N.
Y.
Andre
City. Debrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Dowser
Manufacturing
Company,
114
Greene
Street,
Brooklyn, Engineering
N. Y.
Fogelburg
126 South Clinton
BLOWER AND
Street,
Chicago,
111. Company,
Fuerstenberg
&
Company,
212
So.
Market
Street,
FURNACE FANS
Chicago,
111. Company, 1018 South Wabash Avenue,
E.Chicago,
E. Fulton111.
Priced from $18.50 Up
General nue,Scientific
4829 South Kedzie AvePROGRESSIVE REELTONE CORP.
Chicago, IU.Corporation,
GoldE
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Avenue,Manufacturing
Chicago, 111. Company, 1728 North Damen
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and not for permanent installation in a
regular theatre, as a rule, although used
there. They are particularly adapted for
use in schools, clubs, etc., and may be obtained for installation in connection with
leading makes of sound equipment or with
sound apparatus built in.
Semi-portable projectors are standard
motion picture machines which may be
utilized for either temporary or permanent
installations and are well adapted to smaller theatres
not projectors,
operating while
on a "grind"
policy.
These
sturdily
constructed, are comparatively light in
weight and may be moved from rooms or
buildings more easily than the standard theatre projector. Sound apparatus specially
constructed
available. for these projectors is also
Also available are sound-on-film unit projectors of portable
and 16 mm.
film. type for both 35-mm.
The Ampro
Corporation,
2839-51 North Western Avenue, Chicago,
111.
TheOmaha,
Ballantyne
Nebr. Company, 219 North 16th Street,
BellChicago,
& Howell
111. Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue,
The Cincinnati
Time Recorder
Company, 1733 Central
Avenue,
Cincinnati,
City. City. Theatre
Consolidated
SupplyO. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York
Andre Debrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
City. A. DeVry Company, 1111 Armitage Ave., ChiHerman
cago, 1 1. Device, 112 W. 21st Street, New York
Edco Electronic
York City.Research Products, 250 W. 57th Street, New
Electrical
Good-All
Electric Manufacturing
Company, 251 Spruce
Nebr.
TheStreet,
HolmesOgallala,
Chicago,
III.Projector Company, 1815 Orchard Street,
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
Pacent
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
Lima, O. Corporation, 212 West North Street,
Pictur-Fone
RCAN. J.,Mfg.and Company,
PhotophoneNew Division,
411Projectors,
Fifth Avenue,
York City.Camden,
Royal
Inc., 636 Eleventh
Avenue,
New Zenith
York City.
Safety
City.
Duluth,Projector
Minn. Company, 310 West Second Street,
S. O. S. Corporation, 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York
Universal
Sound Pa.System, Inc., 10th and Allegheny Ave.,
Philadelphia,
Victor
Animatograph
Corporation, Davenport, la.
Weber Machine
ester, N. Y. Corporation, 59 Rutter Street, Roch-

PROJECTORS,
STANDARD THEATRE
here referred to are theprojectors
standard non-portable
35-millimeter projectors designed for permanent installation in theatres. In addition to the regular large types, smaller,
more compact and somewhat simplified
projectors are also available for permanent
theatre installation (see Portable Projectors).
It is the expressed belief of theatre owners and projectionists that practically ideal
projection is possible with equipment available at present, provided it is in the hands
of a competent projectionist. Modern projectors are the result of many years of improvement and development to meet the
ever-growing
requirements for the best possible screen results.
All late model standard projectors are
either constructed specially for sound picBetter Theatres
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G-E

rMOV

COPPER
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ECOnOHlY

RECTIFIERS
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OF

FIGURES

K
Installing G-E Copper
Period
Covered
Feb. 4 to Feb. II .
Feb. 1 1 to Feb. 18 .
Feb. 18 to Feb. 25 .
Feb., 25 to Mar. 4 .
Mar. 4 to Mar. II .
Mar. II to Mar. 18".

Oxides
Kilowatt
Hours
. 1094
. 1022
. 1090
. 1048
. 1038
. 1080

~iimi ' »" ■ ' W

~~'Z

Installing G-E Copper Oxides
Period
Kilowatt
Covered
Mar. 25 to Apr. 1 . . Hours
Apr. 1 to Apr. 8 . . .. 782
786
Apr. 8 to Apr. 15 . . . 768
Apr. 15 to Apr. 22 . . 712
Apr. 22 to Apr. 29 . . 696
Apr. 29 to May 6 . . . 724

•

A
Such savings in Kilowatt hour consumption, and
hence power costs, are typical. You should investigate the possibilities of similar savings through the
use of G-E Copper Oxide Rectifiers for Projection
Service. The average saving, as indicated above, was
315 Kilowatt hours per week. A G-E Copper Oxide
Rectifier pays for itself quickly.
Other features, too numerous to describe here, include easy and economical installation . . . small
space requirements . . . quiet and simple to operate
. . . practically unlimited life if properly operated.
For more detailed economy information and specifications, mail the coupon today.

*
*
*
*

★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★ ★ ★ *★*★★
Section A-8010
*
Appliance and Merchandise Department *
General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn. *
Please send me full specifications on the new
G-E Copper Oxide Rectifier For Projection
Service.
*
*
* Name
*
*
*
* Address
*
*
*
* City
*
★★★
★★★★★★★★

GENERAL
@
ELECTRIC
SPECIAL RECTIFIERS
Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut
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In the theatre the public address system
may consist of microphones suitably connected to the standard sound installation,
or an entirely separate system, with its own
amplification, wiring and also speakers, may
be employed. Hearing aids may be used in
association with any type of theatre public
address reproduction.
Atlas Sound Corporation, 1451 39th Street, BrookN. Y. Inc., 1 W. 34th Street, New York
Better lyn,Hearing,
TheCity.Cincinnati Time Recorder Company, Cincinnati, O.
Cinema Supplies,
36-40 Glenwood Avenue, Minneapolis,Theatre
Min . Inc., Supply
Consolidated
Corp., 1600 Broadway,
New
York
City.
S.Herman
H. Couch
Company.Inc.,Inc..
North
Quincy,
A.
DeVry,
1111
Armitage
Ave.,111.Chicago,
111.
Display
StageCity.Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th St.,
New York
Electrical
York City.Research Products, 250 W. 57th Street, New
Electro-Acoustic
Ft. Wayne, Ind.Products Company, 2131 Bueter Road,
Federated
York City.Purchaser, Inc., 23-25 Park Place, New
Gates RadioElectric
& Supply
Company, Company,
Quincy, 251111. Spruce
Good-All
Manufacturing
Street,
Ogallala,
Nebr.
Jensen
Manufacturing
6601 South
LaramieRadioAvenue,
Chicago, 111. Company,
Lafayette
Radio
Manufacturing
Company, 100 Sixth
Avenue,
New
York
City.
LeRoy
Equipment
Street,Sound
Rochester,
N. Y. Corporation, 107 N. Water
TheUtica,
Lincrophone
Company,
Inc., 1661 Howard Street,
PROJECTION, REAR:
N. Y.
EQUIPMENT FOR
Lipman
Engineering
Company, 415 Van Braam Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
City. Reproducer Co., Inc., 812 Broadway, New York
THIS EQUIPMENT con- Miles
sists essentially of a translucent screen, and
Manufacturing
Company, St. Charles, 111.
a lens designed to project the image from Operadio
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
behind the screen without reversal of Pacent
Pictur-Fone
Corporation,
212 West North Street,
image and with a very short throw (10 Lima, O.
Platter
Sound Products Corporation, North Vernon,
feet).heads Standard
projectors
and
soundInd.
are used.
RCA Manufacturing
inc., Photophone Division, Camden, N. Company,
J.
RCA Manufacturing
Photophone Divi- Racon
sion, Camden, N. J.Company,
(Trans-LuxInc.,equipment).
York Electric
City. Company, Inc., 52 E. 19th Street, New
Radio
New Receptor
York City.Company, Inc., 251 West 19th Street,
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
Remler
Company, Ltd., 2101 Bryant Street, San
Francisco,
such A system provides Sales
City. on SoundCalif.Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
means for amplifying stage sound, for man- Transformer Corporation of America, 69 Wooster
announcements,
lobby ballyhoo,
Street, New York City.
on soundagers'trucks
in streetforexploitation,
also Universal
Microphone
Company,
Ltd., Centinela at
Warren Lane,
Inglewood,
Calif.
over the marquee, and even in association Wholesale
Radio
Service
Co.,
100
Sixth
Ave., New York
City.
with theatre billboards.
ture projection or are readily adapted to
any make or model of sound apparatus.
The Ampro
Corporation,
nue, Chicago.
111. 2839-51 North Western AveBellChicago,
& Howell
111. Company, 1801-1815 Larchmont Avenue,
Cincinnatinue, Cincinnati,
Time Recorder
1733 Central AveO. Company,
TheN. Coxsackie
Manufacturing
Corporation, Coxsackie,
Y.
Andre
City. Debrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Herman cago,A.1 1. DeVry Company, 1111 Armitage Ave., ChiE.Chicago,
E. Fulton111. Company, 1018 South Wabash Avenue,
L. J. Gardner
935 Goodale Avenue, Columbus, O. ElectricCompany,
Good-All
Manufacturing
Company, 251 Spruce
Street,
Ogallala,
Nebr.
Holmes
Company, 1815 Orchard Street,
Chicago, Projector
111.
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
York City.
SamNew
Kaplan
Manufacturing
& Citv.
Supply Company, 729
Seventh
Avenue,
NewWestYorkLake
Motiograph,
Inc.,
4431
Chicago, N.111. J.
RCA
Manufacturing
Company,
Inc.,St.,Eleventh
Camden,
Royal
Zenith
Projectors,
Inc., 636
Avenue,
New
York
City.
S. City.
O. S. Corporation, 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York
Safety
Projector
310 West Second Street,
Duluth,Animatograph
Minn. Company,
Victor
Company, Davenport, la.
Weber Machine
ester, N. Y. Corporation, 59 Rutter Street, RochWenzel
m. Company, 2509 South State Street, Chicago,

/a
DEPENDABILITY
Magnesium-Copper
Rectifiers
Sulphide
Something
new
to
the
motion
pictureA industry
tifier that does not break down!
solution— toa recthe
problem of rectification of Suprex projection. Practicability proved by laboratory and booth experimentation. Mallory rectifying units used exclusively.
OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED FOLDER shows how maintenance and operating costs are greatly reduced as
compared to other dry disc rectifiers — SEND FOR IT!
FOREST MAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE
BELLEVI LL1
NEW
J E R 5 E Y RECTIFIERS
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RECTIFIER TUBES
gas-filled tubes used to
convert alternating current to direct current are made in many ratings. The
smaller sizes are commonly thought of as
being in the category of radio or amplifier
tubes. But while there is no distinction
in principle of operation, the larger sizes,
having current capacities of from 2^ to
arately.
30 amperes, are by custom classified sepThey are often described by their bestknown
trade name
as "Tungar"
In the theatre
such tubes
are used totubes.
provide rectified direct current to arc lamps
and to sound exciter lamps. Where storage batteries are used, they function in
the battery charger.
Amperex
Electronic N. Products,
Inc., 79 Washington
Street, Electric
Brooklyn,
Y. Merchandise
General
Company,
Dept., 1285
Bridgeport, Conn.
N.Boston
J. Ave.,Company,
The
Sonolux
East Newark.
J.
Tele-Radio
Corporation, Inc.,
86 Shipman
Street,N. Newark,
Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York
City, N. Y.
Westinghouse
East Pittsburgh,Electric
Pa. & Manufacturing Company,
RECTIFIERS AND POWER UNITS
rectifiers are devices
that employ rectifying tubes or copper
compound rectifying assemblies (dry type)
for the purpose of converting alternating
current to direct current. The larger sizes
are fan-cooled, and supply direct current
to the projection arc.
The smaller sizes are of somewhat different design electrically, incorporating
electrical filters to insure smooth d.c. output, and to supply power to exciter lamps,
speaker fields, tube filaments and other
parts of the sound system.
American
Company, 178 Emmet Street,
Newark, Transformer
N. J.
Amperex Electronic Products, Inc., 79 Washington
Street, Brooklyn.Company,
N. Y.
Baldor
Duncan Avenue, St.
Louis, Electric
Mo.Light Projection 4351
Brenkert
Company, 7348 St, Aubin
Avenue,
Detroit,
Mich.
Century Electric Company, 1806 Pine Street, St,
Louis, Manufacturing
Mo.
Delta
Company, 190 Willow Street,
Waltham,
Mass.
Herman
111. A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
Fidelity Manufacturing
Electric Company, Lancaster, Pa.
Forest
Belleville, N. J. Corporation, 145 Valley Street,
The France Mfg. Co., 10325 Berea Rd., Cleveland, O.
Garver
Electric& Supply
Company,Company.
Union City,
Gates
Radio
Quincy,Ind.Dept.,
111. 1285
General
Electric
Company,
Merchandise
Boston Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Good-All Street,
Electric Manufacturing
Company, 251-263
J.Spruce
H. Hallberg, 303Ogallala,
Fourth Nebr.
Avenue, New York City.
Hoffmann-Soons,
387 First
Avenue, 89-96
New Gold
York Street,
City.
International
Projector
Corporation,
New York City.
Kneisley
Electric
Company,
16
South
St.
Clair
Street,
Toledo, O.
P.Indianapolis,
R. Mallory Ind.& Co., Inc., 3029 E. Washington St.,
Miles
Company, Inc., 812 Broadway, New
York Reproducer
City.
Morelite
York City.Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street, New
Operadio
Manufacturing
Company, St. Charles, 111.
Pacent
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
Pictur-Fone Corporation, Lima, O.
Platter Sound Products Corporation, North Vernon,
RCAInd. Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.
Radio
York Receptor
City. Company, 251 West 19th Street, New
Raytheon Production Corp., 55 Chapel Street, Newton,
Mass. Electric Company, 2650 West Congress
Reynolds
Street, Chicago, IlL
Better Theatres

Safety
Duluth,Projector
Minn. Company. 310 West Second Street,
Sarvas
Electrical
Inc., 60 Rutledge Street,
Brooklyn,
N.Company,
Y. Company,
The
Sonolux Electric
Inc., East2501Newark,
N. Street,
J.
TheToledo,
Strong
Corporation,
O. Corporation, 86 Shipman Lagrange
Tele-Radio
Street,
Newark,
N. J.
Transformer
of America, 69 Wooster
Street,Leonard
New Corporation
York
City.Company,
Ward
Electric
Mt. Vernon,Company,
N. Y.
Westinghouse
ElectricPa. & Manufacturing
East Pittsburgh,
TORS

REELS

REELS NECESSARY for
takeup magazines of projectors and also
otherwise constantly utilized in the projection room, are available in a number of
sizes and types of construction. The standard reel in the United States (since September 1,1936) has a diameter of 14J4
inches, and a 4j^-inch hub for the accommodation of the film lengths up to 2,000
feet. Reels are also available in the former American standard size (diameter 10
inches, hub 2 inches) while another available size adapted to the standard American
film length of 2,000 feet has a diameter of
15 inches. (See Takeup, Film.)
Some reels have embossed sides, some
wire welded or die cast sides, and while a
particularly flexible reel (resisting so-called
"dishing")
tempered
band 35-mm.
spokes and
rims and is has
available
for both
and
16-mm. film in the 15-inch size.
Herman
A.
DeVry,
Inc.,
1111
Armitage
Ave.,
Chicago,
m.
Globe
& Stamping
1250 W. 76th
Street,Machine
Cleveland,
O. WalnutCompany,
Goldberg
Brothers,
3500
Street,
Denver,
Colo.
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
427
W.
42nd Street,
New York City.
Taylor-Shantz,
Inc., 2-4 Commercial St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Universalnue, LongReelsIslandCorporation,
City, N. 9-16
Y. Thirty-seventh AveWenzel
111. Company, 2509 South State Street, Chicago,
REFLECTORS FOR
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
these are metal receptacles for incandescent lamps, having a reflecting inside finish and a glass cover, or
roundel. The purpose is to reflect all
available light forward and out through
the roundel, which may be white or colored
as desired, thus to obtain more effective
illumination per watt, and also color without the use of colored lamps.
Use of such reflectors is especially indicated for marquees and exterior signs,
but is also to be considered for vestibules
or wherever lamps may be exposed. The
roundels are readily removable for relamping,
held Inc.,
in place
by a snap-ring.
Climaxbeing
Reflector,
315 Reynolds
Place, S. W.,
REFLECTORS, PROJECTION ARC
these are made in numerous sizes, and with different curvatures,
spherical and parabolic. They are available
for mazda projectors, reflecting arc projectors and spotlight projectors.
Bausch & Light
Lomb Projection
Optical Company,
Brenkert
Company,Rochester,
7348 St. N.AubinY.
Avenue,
Detroit,
Mich.
Fish-Schurman
York City. Corporation, 250 East 43rd Street, New
Heyer-Sriultz,
Inc., 39 Orange
Rd., Montclair,
J.
International
Projector
Corporation,
88-96 Gold N.Street,
NewKneisley
York City.
TheStreet,
Electric
Company,
16
South
St.
Clair
Toledo, O.
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W IDELY used in this country —
internationally known — the
projector
is recognized
asKaplan
Standard
Equipment.
It has earned this reputation
because it is designed and built
on the best engineering
principles.
SAM KAPLAN MANUFACTURING
729 SEVENTH AVENUE

& SUPPLY CO., inc.
NEW YORK CITY

PORTABILITY
ACCESSIBILITY
MODERN DESIGN
PLUS
atransformer
new design inemployed,
the high reactance
makes
KNI-TRON
PORTABLE RECTIFIERS
the most outstanding unit in the field. Furnishes
15 amperes direct current from 110 volt A.C. Lines.
Write for Bulletin LK. to
THE KNEISLEY ELECTRIC CO.,
TOLEDO. OHIO
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Mirror-Guard
Company, 837 11th Avenue, New York
City. Company,
Morelite
Inc., 600 West 57th Street, New
York
City.
Simpson
InstrumentChicago,
& Lens111. Corporation, 3200 W.
Carroll
Avenue,
TheO. Strong Electric Corp., 2501
Lagrange St., Toledo,
Sunlight
Reflector
Company,
Inc., 226-228 Pacific
Street,Optical
Brooklyn,
United
Corp.,N.14 Y.West 40th Street, New York
City.
Wheeler
Boston, Reflector
Mass. Company, 275 Congress Street,
REFLECTOR SHIELDS
such shields protect
reflector arc mirrors against pitting. The
shields themselves are pitted in the course
of operation, but since they are much less
expensive than reflectors, their use reduces
maintenance costs.

Fish-Schurman
York City. Corporation, 250 East 43rd Street, New
Mirror-Guard
York City. Company, 837 Eleventh Avenue, New
City. Optical Company, 14 W. 40th Street, New York
United
Wheeler
Boston, Reflector
Mass. Company, 275 Congress Street,
REWINDERS, FILM
FILM REWINDERS are
available in two general types, open and
fireproof enclosed. The open type is offered
in a number of different models, either as
a single unit or as two separate units that
are clamped to the work bench, or bolted
in place. The enclosed type is a single
unit.
Both open and enclosed types may be

EVEN-LITE
Gradationally Perforated Sound Screens

hand-driven or motor-driven, may have
sleeve bearings or ball bearings, may accommodate either one or two thousand foot
reels, or both, and may have either one or
several driving speeds.
Some of the motor-driven types incorporate accessories by means of which the same
motor can be used for general machine
work, such as grinding and polishing.
Atlas MetalFilmWorks.
P. O. Harrisburg,
Box 5532, Pa.Dallas, Tex.
Automatic
Rewinder,
BellChicago,
& Howell111. Company, 1801-1815 Larchmont Avenue.
Chicago
CinemaAvenue,Products
1736-1754 N.
Springfield
Chicago,Company,
111.
Clayton
Products
New York
City. Company, 31-45 Tibbett Avenue.
Andre
City. DeBrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Herman
111. A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
Erker
Bros. OpticalMachine
Co., 610Company,
Olive St.,Inc.,St. 10Louis,
Mo.
Film
Inspection
W. 47tb
Street,
New
York
City.
Goldberg
Brothers, 3500Company,
Walnut St., Denver,
GoldE
W. Colo.
Madison
Street,Manufacturing
Chicago,
111. Corporation,1214-22
International
Projector
88-96
Gold Street,
New York City.
TheStreet.
Neumade
ProductsCity. Corporation, 427 W. 42nd
New York
Safety
Projector
Company, 310 W. Second Street,
Duluth,
Minn.
Wenzel
Company,
S. State Avenue,
Street, Chicago,
Edw. H. Wolk. 10182509S. Wabash
Chicago, 111.
111.
RHEOSTATS

these are devices that
introduce an electrical resistance into any
circuit, the value of the resistance being
variable at will. There are several methods of varying resistance, one being to move
a contact lever over a series of switch
points, one being to move a slider over the
coil of the resistance wire itself, and one
being to compress carbon or graphite discs
or Rheostats
powder. may be very large in size,
suited to operation in the projection arc
circuit, or extremely small for use in certain sound circuits. They are rated according to the range of resistances available, and the current or wattage with
which they can safely be used.
Charles
Bessler Company, 131 E. 23rd Street, New
York City.
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
York City.
Cutler-Hammer,
Wis. Ave., Chicago,
111. A. DeVry,Inc.,Inc.,Milwaukee,
Herman
1111 Armitage
Garrison
Engineering
Corporation,
Church Street,
Gt. Barrington,
Mass. 1 River51 Road,
General
Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Co., 30 State St., Cambridge, Mass.
General
Hertner Radio
Electric Co., 12690 Elmwood Ave., Cleveland,
HofTmann-Soons
Electrical
First Avenue, New
York &City.Engineering Corp., 387
International
O.New York Projector
City. Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
J. Adams
E. McAuley
Manufacturing
554 W.
Street,Electric
Chicago,
111. Company,
w ITHIN six months, Even-lite has taken the motion picture Metropolitan
Manufacturing
Company,
East
Avenue
&
14th
Street,
Long
Island
City,
N.
Company, Inc., 600 W. 57th Street,Y.New
world by storm. We appreciate the enthusiastic cooperation Morelite
York City.
Pacent
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
by theatre owners in their prompt recognition of its outstanding The
StrongO. Electric Corporation, 2501 Lagrange Street,
Toledo,
efficiency. Because of its truly scientific design, which gives a Ward
Leonard Electric Company, 37 South Street,
Mt. Vernon, Electric
N. Y. & Manufacturing Company,
balanced perfection of both picture and sound, Even-lite now Westinghouse
East
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
leads all other sound screens.
THEY

STAY

HURLEY
SCREEN
24-15 Forty-Third Avenue
54

WHITE
COMPANY
Long Island City, N. Y.

SAFES, BOX OFFICE
protection against holdup losses higher than the amount of cash
on hand for the purpose of making change
is afforded by a safe connecting through a
slot or chute with the box office counter.
Surplus coins or bills not needed for change
Better Theatres

are dropped into the slot and reach the
safe through the metal chute. Another
type of safe is anchored inside the box office. Theatres equipped with such safes are
allowed lower rates of robbery and burbe. glary insurance than they otherwise would
Gunite Foundries Corporation. Rockford. 111.
Herring-Hall-Marvin
Safe Company, 111 Eighth Avenue,Steel
New York
Meilink
Safe City.
Company, 1672 Oakwood Avenue,
Toledo,
O.
York Safe & Lock Company, York, Pa.
Scenery, Stage
Refer to STAGE SCENERY AND
DRAPERY
SCREENS

THEATRE SCREENS are
classified according to their construction,
surface and reflective characteristics. Four
general types or available — solid, porous,
perforated (consistently perforated to all
edges), variably perforated (perforated
only at speaker area), and translucent
(the latter for rear projection).
Surfaces (except for the translucent
screen) may be diffusive or specular. The
latter is specified for narrow, relatively
deep auditoriums since the light is concentrated upon seats directly in front of the
screen. Wider theatres must use the diffusive type.
Da-Lite
Screen Company, 2723 North Crawford Road,
Chicago,
Erker
Bros.111.Optical Co., 610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
L. J. Gardner
OS. Company, 935 Goodale Avenue, Columjrleybus,Island
Long
City, N.Company, Ambler, Pa.
KeasbeyScreen
& Mattison
Raven
York City. Company, 143-145 E. 24th Street, New
Raytoneon Screen
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sales
City. Sound Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
Theatre veltScreen
Corporation, 19 Debevoise Ave., Roose, L. I. Daylight
Trans-Lux
Picture
Screen Corporation, 1270
Sixth
Avenue,
NewCorporation,
York City.
Walker-American
800 Beaumont Street,
St.
Louis,
Mo.
Whiting
&Screen
Davis, Company,
Plainville, 95Mass.North Case Avenue,
Williams
Akron, O.

S PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE that's a beauty!
As modern as the Twentieth Century!
Simplicity in design and precision in
workmanship make this projector a rugged, high grade, precision mechanism.
Projection and sound in one complete
unit. New features. Outstanding performance.
Distributed by leading theatre supply
dealers in all principal cities.

a..
... and the new SOUND HEADS Models
ABH and DR —recordings
adaptable to push-pull
When
write usquality.
be sureDesigned
to ask toaboutreproduce
these new
Sound
Headsfilmyou
of recordings
superior
the newest
type
with utmost
fidelity.

SCREEN MASKS OR MODIFIERS
these provide means for
masking the screen automatically, affording a large screen for dramatic effect in
scenic sequences, or for the projection of
titles, announcements, effects, etc., while
reduction to normal screen size is made in
two or three seconds without interruption Your questions concerning problems of physical operation will be reliably answered by
of the picture.
Arvee
Company, 3737 Cass Avenue, St. Better Theatres Service Dept. Write Better Theatres, Rockefeller Center, New York.
Louis, Equipment
Mo.
Automatic
lentown, Pa.Devices Company, 737 Hamilton St., AlBruckner-Mitchell,
W. 24th Street, New
York City. Inc., 544Inc.,W. 132-134
The Highest
Peter
New Street,
York City.
RobertClark,
E. Power Studios,30th1717Street,
Cordova
Los
Attainment in Rectifiers
Angeles,
California.
Theatre
Assure the steady current (15 to 30 amps)
L. I. Screen Corp., 19 Debevoise Ave., Roosevelt,
necessary to a stable arc. Operate more
Vallen,
225 Bluff
Street,Avenue,
Akron,St.Ohio.Louis, Mo.
Volland Inc.,
Studios.
3737 Cass
economically, saving 20%-30%, changing
Weaver
A.C.
D.C. Permit
changeCalif. Mfg. Co., 1639 E. 102nd St., Los Angeles,
overs.to Quiet.
Sets undetectable
up no interference.
$82 up. At your dealers or write
CARVER ELECTRIC CO.
SEAT PATCH INC MATERIALS
UNION CITY, IND.
kits are available con5
2
KS
taining fabric glues that may be used by
members of theatre staffs to effect repair of
55
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chair coverings and other fabrics that have
suffered cigarette burns or other small injuries.
Allied
York Seating
City. Company, 358 W. 44th Street, New
Americannue, Brooklyn,
Sanitary Products
Y. 111.Co., Inc., 91 Third AveFabricraft Co., DesN. Plaines,
General
Seating
Company,
2035-49 Charleston Street,
Chicago, 111.
Independent
York City. Seat Company, 636 Eleventh Ave, New
National
Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
NewPantasote
YorkTheatre
City.Company,
TheYork
Inc., 250 Park Avenue, New
City.
Technical
Finishes 111.Corporation, 565 West Washington
Street, Chicago,
•
Seats, Theatre
Refer to CHAIRS, THEATRE

Horizontal name signs have normally
been more closely associated with the marquee than the vertical sign has, but often
the vertical sign can be effectively related
to the marquee and entrance by continuing the sign illumination scheme down to
the marquee and even across its soffit.
Adler
Letter111. Company, 720 South Dearborn
Street,Sign
Chicago,
American cinSign
ati, O. Company, 1940 Riverside Drive, CinAppleton
Neon Sign
Sign Company,
Co., P. O. Lima,
Box 223, Appleton, Wis.
The
Artkraft
Belson
Company, 800O. Sibley Street,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
The Borolite Company, 211 No. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
York City.
Cincinnati
Company,O. 3266-3280
Beekman Advertising
Street, StationProducts
A, Cincinnati,
Claude
Neon
Lights,
Inc.,
36-08
33rd Street, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Crystal
Mo. Electric Sign Co., 3444 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis,
SHUTTERS (FIRE),
Day-Brite
Louis, Mo.Lighting, Inc., 5401 Bulwer Avenue, St.
PROJECTION PORT
Eagle Sign Company,
575 Albany
Boston, Mass.
ALL PROJECTION room Electrolite
Signs,
2159 So.Street,
Kinnickinnic
Ave.,
Milwaukee,Electric
Wis. Inc.,
ports must have fireproof means of being Everbrite
Signs.,
Inc.,
1440
North
Fourth
Street, Milwaukee,Company,
Wis.
closed in the event of fire in the projection Federal
room. Such shutters are metal shields susChicago,Electric
111. Buffalo, N. 8700Y. South State Street,
Corp.,
pended above the ports by a pulley system Flexlume
ElectricOgalalla,
Manufacturing
dependent upon fusible links, which melt Good-All
SpruceF. Street,
Nebr. Company, 251-63
Guth
in case of fire, permitting the shutters to Edwin
St. Louis,
Mo. Company, 2615 Washington Avenue,
Electric111. Company, 2219 West Grand Avenue,
slide down and seal the projection room HubChicago,
from the auditorium.
Ideal Sign Company, Inc., 149 Seventh Street, BrookBelson
Manufacturing
Company,
800
Sibley
Street,
lyn, N.Sales,
Y. Inc., 1737 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.
JeweliteSign
Chicago, 111.
Co.,Inc.,853 2736
HowardWentworth
St., Detroit,
Mich. Chicago,
Best Devices
Company, 10516 Western Avenue, Cleve- Long
Lu-Mi-Nus,
Avenue,
l
a
n
d
,
O
.
111.
H.Minn.
B. Cunningham, 964 University Avenue, St. Paul, Lustrolite
Company, Company,
Inc., Davenport,
Iowa. Avenue,
Equipment
4603 Fullerton
Fish-Schurman
Corp., 250 East 43rd St., New York Major
Chicago,
111. Products Company,
Metal
&
Glass
952
West Lake
E.City.
E.
Fulton
Company,
1018
South
Wabash
Avenue,
Street, Sign
Chicago,
111.Inc., 795 Main Ave., Passaic,
Chicago,Ornamental
111.
Monroe
Shop,Inc.,
N. J.
Midwest
Neon
Products,
Lima,
Ohio.
Street, Chicago, 111. Iron Works, 4435 West Division Outdoor
Lighting Corp., Jersey City, N. J.
•
Q-R-S
Neon Kedzie
Division,Avenue,
GeneralChicago,
ScientificIllinois.
Corporation,
4829 South
SIGNS (ELECTRIC)
Rawson cago&, 1 1. Evans, 710 West Washington Street, ChiFOR THEATRE NAME
Reynolds Chicago,
Electric 111.Company, 2650 West Congress
electric signs (metal RexStreet,
Electric
SignPassaic,
Mfg. & N.Supply
Main
Avenue,
J. Company, Inc., 795
framework with illumination provisions) Superior Sign System,
Inc.,
Elizabethtown,
are available in a wide variety of designs Swanson-Nunn Electric Company, 420 S. E. Pa.8th Street,
Evansville, Ind.
more or less closely associated with the
& Ticket Company, 1015 West Adams Street,
architecture of the theatre front. They Tablet
Chicago,
frequently are specially designed, but there Texlite, Inc.,111.500 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
are also stock designs often adaptable to TheStreet,
Philadelphia
Sign Pa.Company, 338 North Randolph
Philadelphia.
the theatre front. Gas tube (neon) and United Signs
Island City. Corporation, 3728 30th Street, Long
incandescent lamp illumination has been
Products
found effective for these signs in combi- Viking
New York
City. Corporation, 330 West 42nd Street,
nation aswell as alone, and either type of Wagner
Sign
Service, Inc., 218 S. Hoyne Ave.,
lighting can be flashed.
Chicago, 111.

SLIDES, PROJECTION
slides for the projection
of song lyrics, advertising and effects are
made either of glass or other material suitably transparent. The more elaborate
slides, carrying pictorial matter or designs,
are usually of glass, while a flexible transparent material permits the ready preparation of an announcement slide on a typewriter, the blank material being kept on
hand and, when written upon, inserted into
a frame..
Cosmopolitan
York City. Studios, Inc., 145 West 45th St., New
Erker
Bros.City Optical
610 Olive St., Company,
St. Louis, 1719
Mo.
Kansas
Slide Co.,Manufacturing
Wyandotte,
Kansas
City,56th Mo.Street, New
National
Studios,
226
W.
York
City.
National
Theatre
New
City. Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
111. York
Quality
Slide Company, 6 E. Lake Street, Chicago,
Radio-Mat
City. Slide Company, 1819 Broadway, New York
Ransley Studios, 108 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
The U.sas S.City,Slide
Mo. Company, 3112J4 Troost Avenue, KanVictor Animatograph
Corporation, Davenport, la.
Visual
Service
New York City.Company, Inc., 245 W. 55th Street,
City.
Workstel
Studios, Inc., 34 E. 23rd Street, New York
Soaps, Liquid
Refer to SANITARY SPECIALITIES
SOUND EQUIPMENT, COMPLETE
sound systems have followed asteady evolution toward simplicity
and compactness since their first introduction. Only the larger theatres now use
sound power supplies disassociated from the
sound amplifier; in smaller equipment the
two commonly constitute a single unit, or
at most two units in a single compact cabinet. The majority of modern systems consist of a single amplifier-power supply unit,
two sound heads, and suitable loudspeakers.
More elaborate apparatus may include
complex speaker assemblies with sound filter systems, an amplifier rack mounting
decibel meter and other accessories, and an
emergency amplifier.
TheChicago,
Ampro 111.Corporation, 2839-51 N. Western Avenue,
Argus,
Inc., Corp.,
206 Film1451 Bldg.,
O. N. Y.
Atlas
Sound
- 39th Cleveland.
St., Brooklyn,

Front and auditorium of the State Theatre (Tal Hua) in troubled Nanking, exterior finish and seats 1722. The auditorium is finished in acoustic plaster.
China. Frequently called the finest cinema in that country, it is of stone The State is air-conditioned by Carrier equipment. Sound system is RCA.
Better Theatres
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TheNeb.Ballantyne Company, 219 N. 16th Street, Omaha,
Sestone,
Neb. Incorporated, 1514 Davenport Street, Omaha,
Cinema Supplies,
neapolis, Min . Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, MinTheAvenue,
Cincinnati
Time Recorder
Cincinnati,
Ohio. Company, 1733 Central
Cleveland
Company, 15101 Lorain
Avenue, Sound
Chicago.Engineering
111.
Consolidated
Theatre
Supply
Corp., 1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Andre
City. Debrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Herman caA.go, 1 1. DeVry Company, 1111 Armitage Ave., ChiElectrical
New YorkResearch
City. Products, Inc., 250 W. 57th Street,
Electro-Acoustic
Wayne, Ind. Products Co., 2131 Bueter Road, Ft.
Garrison
Engineering
Gt. Barrington,
Mass.Corporation, 51 Church Street,
Gates Radio & Supply Company, Quincy, 111.
General
Street, Talking
New YorkPictures
City. Corporation, 218 W. 42nd
Good-All
Ogallala,Electric
Neb. Mfg. Company, 251 Spruce Street,
International
New York Projector
City. Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
Lafayette
Manufacturing
Company, 100 Sixth
Avenue, Radio
New York
City.
LangsenkampWheeler
Brass
Works,
1200 Shelby
Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
LeRoy
Equipment
Street,Sound
Rochester,
N. Y. Corporation, 107 N. Water
TheUtica,
Lincrophone
N. Y. Company, Inc., 1661 Howard Street,
Mellaphone
714 University Avenue,
Rochester. N.Corporation,
Y.
Miles
Reproducer
Company,
Inc., 812 Broadway, New
York City.
Motiograph, Inc., 4431 W. Lake Street, Chicago, 111.
Operadio Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, 111.
Facent
Engineering
New York
City. Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue.
Pictur-Fone Corporation, Lima, O.
Platter Sound Products Company, North Vernon, Ind.
Walter G.cisco, CPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Franalif.
Royal
Projectors, Inc., 636 Eleventh
Avenue,Zenith
New Sound
York City.
RCA Manufacturing
Company,
Inc., Photophone Division, Camden, N. J.
Safety
Duluth,Projector
Minn. Company, 310 West Second Street,
H. & A. Selmer, Inc., Selmer Building, Elkhart, Ind.
S. City.
O. S. Corporation, 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York
Universal
System,Pa. Inc., 10th & Allegheny
Avenues, Sound
Philadelphia,
Weber ter,Machine
N. Y. Corporation, 59 Rutter Street, RochesWestern
N. Y. Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York,

speakerable variety.
"units"Thearepractice
availablenowin isconsiderto use
several lected
types
speakersfrequencies.
to reproduce sebands ofof sound
Speakers are available in a.c. types, in a
great variety of d.c. types, and in the new
permanent magnet types that need no field
excitation.
Baffles are required with every speaker.
The simplest is flat board, behind which
the speaker is mounted, large enough to
provide baffling for the lowest frequency
to be reproduced. In many auditoriums,
however, proper distribution of sound cannot be secured without directional baffles,
or trumpets, to point the sound toward
locations otherwise "dead" and away from
locations where it is not desired, particularly reflecting surfaces likely to cause echo
or excessive reverberation. Directional
trumpets or baffles are now also used for
high-frequency speakers or tweeters, clusters of small trumpets operated by a single
tweeter being favored. These arrangements secure better distribution of the high
frequencies, which have a normal tendency
to travel in straight lines, over-supplying
some seats and missing many others entirely. Clusters of directional baffles applied to the tweeters correct this tendency.
Atlas Sound Corporation, 1451 39th Street, Brooklyn,
Y.
TheN. Ballantyne
Co., 219 No. 16th St., Omaha, Nebr.
Colortone, Inc., Sturgis, Mich.
S. H. Couch Company, Inc.. North Quincy, Mass.
Herman A. DeVry Company, 1111 Armitage Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Electrical
New YorkResearch
City. Products, 250 W. 57th Street,
Electro-Acoustic
Ft. Wayne, Ind.Products Company, 2131 Bueter Road,
Federated
City. Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, New York
FoxStreet,
Electric
& Manufacturing
Company, 3100 Monroe
Toledo,
O.
Gates Radio and Supply Company, Quincy, 111.
Good-All
Company, 251 Spruce
Street, Electric
Ogallala, Manufacturing
Neb.
Jensen amie
RadioAvenue,Manufacturing
Chicago, 111. Company, 6601 S. LarLansing Mfg. Co., 6900 McKinely Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

TheUtica,
Lincrophone
Inc., 1661 Howard Avenue,
N. Y. Company,
Lipman
Engineering
Pittsburgh,
Pa. Company, 415 Van Braam St.,
Magnavox
Company, Ltd., 2131 Bueter Road, Fort
Wayne,
Miles
Reproducer
York
City.Indiana. Company, Inc., 812 Broadway, New
Motiograph,Manufacturing
Inc., 4431 W. Company,
Lake Street, Chicago, 111.111.
Operadio
Oxford
Tartak
Radio Corp., 915 W. St.Van Charles,
Buren St.,
Chicago,
111.
Pacent
Engineering
Corporation, 79 Madison Avenue,
New
York,
N.
Y.
Pictur-Fone
Lima, O. North Vernon,
Ind. SoundCorporation,
Platter
Products Corporation,
Racon
Electric
Company,
Inc.,
52 E. 19th Street, New
York City.
Radio
York Receptor
City. Company, 251 West 19th Street, New
Render Company,
2101 Bryant Street, San Francisco, Calif. Ltd.,Company,
RCA Manufacturing
Inc., Photophone Division,
Camden,
N.
J.
TheCity.Rola
Company,Corp.,4250636Hollis
Street,Ave.,
Oakland,
Sales
on Sound
Eleventh
New Calif.
York
Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone
Manufacturing
Company, 1060 University
Avenue,59 Rutter
Rochester,
N. Y.RochWeber Machine
Street,
ester, N. Y. Corporation,
Wright-DeCoster,
Inc.,
2233
University
Avenue,
St.
Paul, Minn.
•
SPLICERS, FILM
splicers are needed in
every theatre to repair film breaks, edit
newsreels,
etc.theThey
devices that hold
ends are
to bemechanical
united, firmly
in place while the cement is applied and
while it hardens.
City. DeBrie, Inc., 115 W. 45th Street, New York
Andre
BellChicago,
& Howell
1801 Larchmont Avenue,
111.DeVry,Company,
Herman
A.
Inc.,
1111
Armitage Ave., Chicago,
111. Bros. Optical Co., 610 Olive
Erker
St., St. Y.Louis, Mo.
Griswold
Machine
Co.,Corporation,
Port Jefferson,
Neumade
Products
427 W.N. 42nd
Street,
New
York
City.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Spotlights
Refer to LIGHTS,
SPOT, FLOOD
STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
MODERN STAGE lighting
equipment is readily available to meet any
production requirement. It includes strip
lights, footlights, proscenium strips, border

SOUNDHEADS
this reproduction apparatus, mounted between the projector
and lower magazine, guides the film between the exciter lamp and the photoelectric cell, which are mounted within it.
Striking improvements have been made in
this item of equipment, producing steadier
film motion and hence finer sound, with
reduced strain on the film and less wear
and friction in the soundhead itself.
TheNeb.Ballantyne Company, 219 N. 16th Street, Omaha,
Cincinnati
Time Recorder
Company, 1733 Centra/
Avenue,A. Cincinnati,
Herman
DeVry, Inc.,O. 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago,
111.
Good-All
Neb. Electric Manufacturing Company, Ogallala,
International
Projector Corporation, 88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
Langsenkamp
Wheeler Brass
Shelby St., Indianapolis,
Ind. Works, Inc., 1200-1266
Mellaphoneester. N. Y.Corporation, 714 University Street, RochPlatteronSound
Products Company, North Vernon, Ind.
Sales
City. Sound Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
Weber Machine
ester. N. Y. Corporation, 59 Rutter Street, RochSPEAKERS AND HORNS
to convert the electrical
product of amplification into audible sound,
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Modernize

with

DOWN LIGHTS
the most advanced
form of concealed
direct illumination
Low-Voltage 50 CP Unit
SOME OF OUR LATEST INSTALLATIONS
Rockefeller Center — Center Theatre
Michigan University —Auditorium
Horace C. Raclcham Building
American
Co.'s Brooklyn
Display Room
Dime Radiator
Savings Bank,
Jones Beach Restaurant
Ben Marden's Riviera
High Intensity 2000 Watt Unit
Write jor full information. Any and all forms of illuminatiot
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.
321 WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK
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lights, spotlights, flood lights and stage effect apparatus of all kinds.
Frank
Adam Mo.Electric Company, 3650 Windsor Avenue,
St. Louis,
Belson
Company, 800 S. Sibley Street,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
Bestland.Devices Company, 10516 Western Avenue, CleveBrenkert
Avenue, Light
Detroit,Projection
Mich. Company, 7348 St. Aubin
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
York
City.
Carpenter
Mass. Mfg. Co., Sidney & Erie Sts., Cambridge,
Century
Lighting
New York
City. Equipment, Inc., 419 W. 55th Street,
Chicago
Cinema
1736-1754 N.
Springfield
Avenue,Products
Chicago,Company,
111. Company,
Chicago
Switchboard
Manufacturing
426 S.
Clinton
Street.
Chicago,
111.
C.Angeles,
W. Colo Calif.
& Company, Inc., 320 E. 12th Street, Los
Curtis
LightingChicago,
Company,
Boulevard,
111. Inc., 1123 W. Jackson
Day-Brite
Lighting, Inc., 5401 Bulwer Avenue, St.
Louis,
Mo.
Display
LightingCity.Company, Inc., 442 W. 45tb
Street, Stage
New York
GoldE
Co., 1214-22 W. Madison Street,
Chicago,Manufacturing
111.
HubChicago,
Electric111. Company, 2219-29 W. Grand Avenue,
KlieglLashBrothers,
W. Broadway,
50th Street,NewNewYorkYorkCity.City.
Lee
Studios,321707
Major
Chicago.Equipment
111. Company, 4603 Fullerton Avenue,
Metropolitan
Island
City,Elec.
N. Y.Mfg. Co., 44-01 - 11th Street, Long
C. York
I. Newton
City. Company, 253 W. 14th Street. New
Walter G.cisco, CalPreddey,
187 Golden Gate Ave., San Franif.
Reynolds
Electric
Company, 2650 West Congress
Street,
Chicago,
111.
Ruby
Lamp
Mfg. Co., Inc., 430 W. 14th Street, New
York
City.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
Ward-Leonard
Electric
37 South Street,
Mt. Vernon, N.Electric
Y. &Company,
Westinghouse
Manufacturing Company,
East
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Wheeler Mass.
Reflector Company, 275 Congress Street,
Wm.Boston,
Wurdack
Clayton
Avenue,Electric
St. Manufacturing
Louis, Mo. Company, 4444

STAGE RIGGING AND HARDWARE
THESE INCLUDE blocks
and pulleys, counterweights, arbors, belaying pins, cleats, curtain tracks, keystones,
pin rails, pin wire, sand bags, manila rope,
wire rope, rope locks, trim lamps, carriers,
rigging, steel curtains — unlimited profusion of apparatus is available to secure a
smooth, attractive performance that appears
to theout effort.
audience to run on simply and withArvee
Company, 3737 Cass Avenue, St.
Louis, Equipment
Mo.
Automatic
Devices Company, 737 Hamilton St., Allentown,
Pa.
J.City.
H. Beaumont, Inc., 510 Truxton Street, New York
Bruckner-Mitchell,
Inc., 132-134 W. 24th Street, New
York
City. Corporation,
J. Chicago,
H. Channon
1455 West Austin Avenue,
111.
J.N'.R.Y. Clancy, 1010 West Belden Avenue, Syracuse,
Peter Clark,
Inc., 544 W.Equipment
30th Street,
New York
City.
Great
Company,
817 Holmes
Street,Western
KansasStage
Citv. Mo
Hub111. Electric Corp., 2219-29 W. Grand Ave., Chicago,
Klemmtin Manufacturing
Corporation,
1449-55 West AusChicago,
111.
Lee
LashAvenue,
Studios,
707Studios,
Broadway,Inc.,NewFilmYorkExchange
City.
Metropolitan
Scenic
Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Novelty
City. Scenic Studios, 611 W. 43rd Street, New York
N.Chicago,
C. Nussbaumer,
2921 West Van Buren Street,
111.
Robert
E.
Power
Studios,
1717 Cordova Street, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
Twin
City Scenic
Minneapolis,
Minn. Company, 2819 Nicollet Avenue.
Volland Studios, 3737 Cass Avenue, St. Louis, Mo
I. City.
Weiss & Sons, Inc., 445 W. 45th Street, New York
Yale
Conn.& Towne Manufacturing Company, Stamford.
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STAGE SCENERY AND DRAPERIES
draperies at the proscenium and wings give stage and all that
takes place thereon a frame removed from
reality; they soften hard angles and architectural lines; they dress up doorways and
arches, providing a pleasant impression of
softness and luxury. In motion picture
theatres, stage scenery kept on hand for
general use consists in conventional drops
and
cycloramas, made according to specification.
American
Theatrical Valance
900 Fifth
Avenue,Equipment
Pittsburgh,
Pa. 3737Company,
Arvee
Company,
Cass Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo.
Beck
J.City.
H. Studios,
Beaumont,2001-2009
Inc., 510Highland
TruxtonAve.,
Street,Cincinnati,
New YorkO.
Bil-Art
Studios,
Inc.,
241
W.
62nd
Street,
New
York,
N. Y.
BrucknerYork City.Mitchell, Inc., 132-134 W. 24th St., New
L.City.
C. Chase & Co., Inc., 295 Fifth Ave., New York
Peter
City. Clark, Inc., 544 W. 30th Street, New York
Collins
& Aikman
New York
City. Corporation, 25 Madison Avenue,
Dazians,
Inc.,
W. 44th 300
Street,
York Avenue,
City.
Decorative
Arts142Company,
WestNewAustin
Chicago,
111.
Display
StageCity.Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th St.,
New York
DuPontWestern
Fabrics Stage
Service, Newburg,Company,
N. Y. 817 Holmes
Great
Street,
Kansas City, Equipment
Mo.
N. J. Studios,
Landish
Inc., 40 Ames Street, Rutherford,
Lee LashBrothers,
Studios, 707
York City.
Mandel
Inc., Broadway,
State andNewMadison
Streets,
Chicago,
111.
H.Metropolitan
D. Mendelsohn
Co., Studios,
105 E. 29thInc.,St., Film
New York
City.
Scenic
Exchange
Bldg., Omaha,
Nebr.
Novelty
Scenic
Studios,
611
W.
43rd
Street,
New
York City.
N.Chicago,
C. Nussbaumer,
2921 West Van Buren Street,
111.
TheCity.Orinoka Mills, 183 Madison Avenue, New York
Robert
E. Power Studios, 1717 Cordova Street, Los
Angeles,
Tiffin
ScenicCalif.Studios. Tiffin, O.
TwinMinneapolis,
City Scenic
2819 Nicollett Avenue.
Minn. Company,
The
UpsonStudios,
Company,
Lockport,
N. Y.St. Louis. Mo.
Volland
3737
Cass
Avenue,
I. Citv.
Weiss & Sons, Inc., 445 W. 45th Street,
New York
Windowcraft
Valance
328 Superior Avenue,
N. W.,& Drapery
Cleveland,Company,
O.
STEREOPTICONS
instruments mounting
incandescent or arc lamps for the projection of lantern and effect slides. Available
in single, double and triple dissolving types
that permit striking effects and novelties in
entertainment. The simpler models can be
obtained at very moderate prices.
TheNebr.Ballantyne Company, 219 N. 16th Street, Omaha.
Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Best Devices
land, O. Company, 10516 Western Avenue, CleveBrenkert
Detroit. Light
Mich. Projection Co., 7348 St. Aubin Ave.,
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
York City.
Chicago
Cinema
Products
Springfield
Avenue,
Chicago,Company,
111. 1736-54 North
Cinema Supplies,
Inc., 36-40 Glenwood Avenue, Minn
e
a
p
o
l
i
s
.
M
i
n
.
Herman
Til. A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago.
Display
StageCity.Lighting Company, 442 W. 45th St.,
New York
Erker
Mo. Brothers Optical Co., 610 Olive St., St. Louis,
City.
Fish-Schurman
Corp., 250 East 43rd Street, New York
GoldE
Manufacturing
Company, 1214-22 W. Madison
St.,
Chicago,
111.
Huh111. Electric Corp., 2219-29 W. Grand Ave., Chicago,
Kliegl
W. 50th
City. Brothers.
Morelite
Company,321 Inc.,
600 W.Street.
57th NewSt., York
New City.
York
National
Pictures
Service,
Inc.,
324
E.
3rd
Street,
Cincinnati. O.
Safety
Projector
Duluth,
Minn. Company, 310 West Second Street,
City. on Sound
Sales
Corp., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York
Victor Animatograph Corporation. Davenport. Ia.

SWITCHBOARDS
usually indispensable
to proper stage lighting are switchboards
for the control of all stage illumination. A
lighting schedule can be preset to provide
rapid changes of lighting according to cue,
with a single motion.
Some types use grid-control tubes in
place of rheostats. Few or many banks of
switches and controls can be installed, according tothe requirements of the theatre;
additional banks can be added to an existing installation and tied in electrically and
mechanically to constitute a single unit of
increased size.
Frank
Adam Mo.Electric Company, 3650 Windsor Place,
St. Louis,
Belson
Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley Street,
Chicago,
111.
York City.
Capitol
Stage Lighting Co., 527-529 W. 45th St., New
Century
Lighting
New York
City. Equipment, Inc., 419 W. 55th Street,
Chicago
Switchboard
Manufacturing
426
South
Clinton
Street, Company,
Chicago, 111.2925 E.Company,
Cleveland
79th Street,
Cleveland,Switchboard
O.
Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing
Company, 12th and St
Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis. Company,
Display
StageCity.Lighting
442 W. 45th St.,
New York
General Electric Company, 1 River Road, Schenect
a
d
y
,
N
.
Y.
Garrison
EngineeringMass.
Corporation, 51 Church Street,
Great Barrington,
HubChicago,
Electric111. Company, 2219-29 West Grand Avenue,
Major
Company, 4603 Fullerton Avenue.
Chicago,Equipment
111. Mfg.
Metropolitan
Island City,Elec.
N. Y. Co., 44-01 - 11th Street, Long
Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company, Plainville,
Conn. Leonard Electric Company, 37 South Street,
Ward
Mt. Vernon,
N.Electric
Y. & Manufacturing Company,
Westinghouse
East Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Wm. Wurdack Electric Manufacturing Company, 4444
Clayton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
TAKEUPS, FILM
film takeups are mechanical devices for effecting proper winding of the film upon the reel in the takeup
(lower) magazine during projection, with
tension on the film kept in adjustment as
the amount of the rewound film increases.
Clayton
Products
New York
City. Company, 31-45 Tibbett Avenue,
GoldE
Avenue,Manufacturing
Chicago, 111. Company, 1730 North Damen
International
York, N. Y. Projector Corp., 92 Gold Street, New
SamAvenue,
KaplanNew Manufacturing
York City. Company, 729 Seventh
Motiograph, Inc., 4431 W. Lake Street, Chicago, 111.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
APPPARATUS
temperature control ap
paratus of the automatic variety can be instal ed on any type of heating, ventilating
or air-conditioning system to maintain desired conditions. Apparatus sensitive to
temperature, either inside or outside, or
relative humidity, or pressure will operate
instantly or with time lag, valves and
dampers, or start and stop oil burners.
There are two main classes of equipment,
pneumatic and electrical. Pneumatic equipment requires a small compressor, a storage
tank for the air which operates the various
units, and the necessary pipes or tubing
connecting the units. Electrical equipment
requires either a low or high-voltage source
of power and wire connecting the various
units to be operated.
Better Theatres

AirW. Controls,
Div. of Cleveland
Co., 1933
114thInc.,St.,Inc.,
O. Dayton,Heater
Airtemp,
1119Cleveland,
Leo
Street,
O. Nebr.
Baker
Ice
Machine
Company,
Inc.,
Omaha,
Buensod-Stacev
St., New York Air
City. Conditioning, Inc., 60 East 42nd
Fedders
ManufacturingCompany, 57 Tonawanda
Street,
Buffalo,
N. Y. Neponset
TheMass.Foxboro Company,
Avenue, Foxboro,
Good-All
Electric
Manufacturing
Company,
Ogallala,
Nebr.
Johnson
ServiceWis.Company, 149 East Michigan Avenue,
Milwaukee,
Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator
Fourth Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn. Company, 2747
Nationalnue,Regulator
Company, 2301 North Knox AveChicago,
111.
Powers
Regulator
Company, 2720 Greenview Avenue,
Chicago,
111. Company,
B.Typhoon
F. Sturtevant
HydeInc.,
Park.252 Boston,
Conditioning Co.,
W. 26thMass.
St.,
New YorkAir City.
Worthington
Pump
&
Machinery
Corp.,
Carbondale
Division, Harrison, N. J.
TICKETS

consecutively numbered,
and always (according to law) carrying
the price of admission, motion picture theatre tickets are made up in rolls (tickets
can also be made up in folded forms and
as coupon books). Tickets of the commoner denominations are stocked by manufacturerothers
s;
are printed to order. Price
decreases substantially with orders in large
quantities.
Americannue, Ticket
360-362 East Grand AveChicago,Company,
111.Corporation,
Arcus
Ticket
348 North Ashland Avenue,
Chicago,
111.
Columbia
Printing 111. Company, 1632 North Halsted
Street, Chicago,
Daly
Ticket
linsville, 111. Company, 506-508 Vandalia Street, ColGlobe Ticket
116 N. 12th Street, Philadel. Company,
Hancockphciias,coP,aBrothers,
Inc., 25 Jessie Street, San FranC
a
l
i
f
.
International
Company, 50 Grafton Avenue,
Newark, Ticket
N. Ticket
J. Company,
Keystone
Shamokin,Pa.Pa.
National
Weldon, Ticket
WilliamsCompany,
& Lick,Shamokin,
Fort Smith,
Ark.
TICKET CHOPPERS
THESE ARE machines for
mutilating tickets in a manner that prevents re-use but does not prevent subsequent
check of ticket sales. Hand, foot, or electrically operated, they are available in wood
or metal finishes to match any lobby or
entrance.
Caille
Brothers,
Second Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
General
Register6210Corporation,
1540 Broadway,
New
York City.
S.York
Markendorff's
City. Sons, Inc., 159 W. 23rd Street, New
National
Theatre
Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
New York
City. Supply
Neumade
New YorkProducts
City. Corporation, 426 W. 42nd Street,
Newman cinBrothers,
Inc., 660-670 W. 4th St., Cinati, O.
TICKET HOLDERS
these are devices that
hold ticket rolls under tension to keep
them from unwinding. They facilitate box
office handling.
The Arcus
TicketHI. Company, 348 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago,
Erker
Bros.
Co., 1018
610 Olive
St. Louis,
Mo.
E.Chicago,
E. Fulton111.Optical
Company,
SouthSt.,Wabash
Avenue,
Globe Ticket
phia, Pa. Company, 112 N. 12th Street, PhiladelNational
Theatre
New York
City. Supply Company, 92-96 Gold Street,
Nationalkin. Pa. Ticket Company, 201 Pearl Street, ShamoWenzel Co., 2309 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
Ticket Machines
Refer to Machines, Ticket
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TOOL KITS

sets of tools specifically
needed for maintenance of the projector
mechanism are referred to here. These kits
commonly include sprocket puller, taper
pin remover, taper pin reamer, driver pins,
split
driver and1018 "V"
E.Chicago,
E. screw
Fulton111. Company,
South Block.
Wabash Avenue,
International
Projector
Corporation,
88-96 Gold Street,
New York City.
Motiograph,
Inc., 4431
WestCompany,
Lake Street,
National
Theatre
92-96 Chicago,
Gold Street,111.
New Laboratories,
York
City. Supply
Rosco
367
Hudson
Avenue,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
S. City.
O. S. Corporation, 636 Eleventh Avenue, New York

FkxhniK e, N.Southern,
Inc., 118 Houston St., Atlanta, Ga.
J.
Forest vilManufacturing
Corp., 145 Valley St., BelleThe
Mfg. Co.,Inc.,1035600Berea
Rd., St.,
Cleveland,
O.
Morclite
W. 57th
New York
City.FranceCompany,
National
Transformer
Exchange,
162
7th
Avenue,
New York City.
Neon
Products,
Inc.,
Ohio.City, N. J.
Outdoor
LightingElectric
Corp.,Lima,
Westinghouse
& Jersey
Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh,
Pa.

TURNSTILES
turnstiles are being
used in certain types of theatres, such as
nevvsreel theatres, to control admissions
without a doorman. They consist of a
four-armed revolving gate, each quarter
turn of which actuates a recording mechanTRANSFORMERS, NEON
ism, thusmis ionregistering
s are also totaled.one admission. Adthe high voltage re- Perey Turnstile
Co., 101 Park Ave., New York City.
quired by neon and similar glow lamps is
provided by transformers which step up
a.c. voltage drawn from a power line. Re- UNIFORMS
sembling the common type of electrical
theatre prestige emtransformer in appearance, these units must
phasized through service, is greatly enhave special secondary insulation.
hanced
by
costumes
worn by attendants.
The Artkraft Sign Co., Lima, Ohio.
Uniforms should be made to individual
Dongan troElectric
it, Mich. Mfg. Co.. 2987 Franklin Street, De- measurements to assure perfect fit and
Everbrite wElectric
auke , Wis. Signs, Inc., 1440 N. 4th St., Mil- neatness at all times. Catalogues are avail-

RUSSIALOID
REG. TRADE-MARK
Artificial Leather for Seating
Modern theatre designers and owners are
specifying RUSSIALOID because it is smarter
looking and wears better.
RUSSIALOID insures long and satisfactory
service. Cleans easily. It comes in many fast
colors and varied patterns.
Write us for samples.
THE

PANTASOTE COMPANY,
250 PARK AVENUE, at 46th Street, NEW YORK
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Better Theatres Service
J. T. Knight. Jr., will be glad to answer
your questions about equipment, maintenance, operating problems with respect to
the physical theatre.
Peter M. Hjlsken will be glad to advise
concerning the planning of your theatre
project or the remodeling of your present
theatre.
Merely write:
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able containing appropriate suggestions as
to proper styles for each class of personnel,
and as to summer and winter fabrics.
Angelica
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Uniform
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UPHOLSTERING MATERIALS
manufacturers of auditorium seating, and furniture for lobbies,
foyers and lounges can supply upholstery
coverings in a great variety of materials,
patterns and colors, but the hard usage
such furnishings normally get in the theatre makes durability a prime consideration.
Among toriumthechairsbetter
audiare fabrics
mohairsuited
and tovelour.
Imitation leather (which, as produced to-

consist in an indicating board supervised
by the head usher; on the board is a tiny
lamp for each seat, and by suitable wiring
and switches, occupancy of a seat turns
out the lamp corresponding to that seat.
One system also provides a row end light
to indicate when there is a vacancy in the
row.
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HubChicago,
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fabrics.
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cleaners
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commonly used
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day, is indistinguishable from real leather
to most people) is also well adapted to
auditorium chairs. It is also suited to
other theatre furniture, particularly that
in men'sit lounges,
white or gay
colors
has been although
effectivelyin employed
for
women's
lounges
as
well.
Wool
weaves
colorful patterns, rayon and damask arein
among upholstery coverings well suited tt
lobby, foyer and lounge furniture.
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Stadium

Plan Without Cross-Aisle
(Continued from page 12)
sank an artesian well to secure colder
haust blowers and ventilators which exstruction of this theatre it was originally
haust from the rear of the auditorium over planned to build some of the conventional
water for summer use. We dropped a
10-inch well to a depth of about 200 feet the back of the stadium. Air is also sup- one-floor type; then, too, thought was
and used a Pomona rotary pump to supply
plied the projection room by the air-con- given to the matter of a house with balditioning plant, as is also the apartment.
the necessary flow of water to a 1,000cony. However, in the end it was decided
The air distribution capacity of the to use the
gallon reserve tank. Heating is done by
stadium type for these reasons:
two-core heat units placed in the ventilat- equipment is approximately 35,000 cubic
First, because of the ease with which an
ing equipment, and these as well as the feet per minute. The storage water tank audience can be taken care of, both incombalance of all air system equipment is ther- for the equipment is located in basement
inging"andan audience
outgoing,without
but especially
in "spillmostatically operated and controlled.
The well is capable of prointerference
with
Fresh air intake ducts are located on under stage.
ducing 100 gallons per minute and sup- incoming patrons. With the plan we
each side of the proscenium arch and are
adopted,
we
can
accommodate
possibly
300
plies us water
of 52° Weevendoinnotthe usehottest
of U. S. Air dual deflector type. Then we of summer
weather.
me- people in our main lounge and foyer and
have complete recirculation by means of
chanical refrigeration.
still have ample exit openings available for
ducts under the auditorium floor, and exAt the time of contemplating the con- egress. — H. W. Knutson.
Our

Theatre

certainly is true that in those countries
where there has been improvement in the
economic status of the masses during the
past few years, there also has been a tendency toward higher theatre standards, better planning, better decoration, and most
emphatically — probably most significantly
— better projection equipment. In fact
many countries have been rapidly taking
up that lag existing between them and the
United States, probably because of better
economic conditions.
wantbusiness
to remember,
course, that
the"You
picture
in other ofcountries
has
to develop a public under some rather dif60

Standards Lead
(Continued from page 13)
ficult circumstances. Hollywood has the
money necessary to make — shall we say,
expertly done pictures? — because it has a
domestic market warranting such expenditures. And so people in other countries
prefer American pictures. But for the most
part they are about American things, with
American backgrounds, and except in some
parts of the British Empire, the dialogue
is in a foreign language. If people in South
America, let us say, could go to the theatre
and see pictures about their own countries,
based on their own ways — in other words,
stories about things they know, about
themselves, told in their own language,

World
they would regard the motion picture more
It must have been a swell job that Arthus
over to John M.
as we Meyers
do."the hasnewturned
Brozek,
export manager of
International Projector. Shipping through
the Suez, planing over the Andes; London an(' Paris in a single day, and a couple
of weeks later, Hong Kong — or Rio!
"Maybe so," replied Arthur Meyer, but
you
see that
didn'twasagree.
eyes could
narrowed,
and hethere
just His
the
flicker of a smile as he asked, "Have you
ever tried to drink their coffee?" — George
Schutz.
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• Concluding a series of six articles comprehensively dealing with acoustical factors in theatre
planning, construction, remodeling and decoration
By C. C. POTWIN
THE ADAPTATION and
ultimate effectiveness of acoustic materials
are dependent to a large extent upon the
methods used to mount them. Laboratory
tests indicate that the sound absorption
coefficients of most materials are increased
at the low frequencies when they are
mounted on furring strips or battens to
provide an air space behind the material.
Figure 1 [on page 62] shows the frequency absorption of a typical acoustic material ineach one of the classifications most
prominently affected by this method of
mounting. Curve X represents the characteristic measured with the material
placed flat against a surface, whereas
Curve Y is the characteristic obtained for
the same material mounted as shown in
Figure 2. It will be observed that in each
case the absorption coefficients at the low
frequencies are increased, and in several
cases actually doubled, at 128 c.p.s., when
the material is mounted on 1-inch furring
strips. It will also be noted that the differences in absorption values under the
two conditions of mounting are regarded as
negligible at the high end of the frequency
spectrum.
With test data at hand showing the effect of mounting on the absorption in materials, itis possible for the exhibitor or
architect to determine whether or not the
low-frequency absorption of a material will
be significantly improved by the use of
furring cationstrips,
if this
methodsuitable
of appliwill makeor the
material
for
use in the theatre when the frequency
analysis indicates that it will fall short of
the requirements if applied directly to the
surface. A minimum increase of 5 per
October 16, 1937

cent in the average coefficient from 128 to
512 cycles per second may be sufficient to
justify the use of furring strips, and the
net increase for most materials lies well
above this percentage. In fact, there are
materials which do not fulfill the requirementsstal edforinthis
theatre
use unless they are inmanner.
When comparing the absorption characteristics oftwo or more different types
of materials, it is axiomatic that the methods of mounting employed must be identical. Ifone material has been tested only
flat, and the other only on furring strips,
a true comparison of the data cannot be
reached, since the furred material will have
the advantage in low-frequency absorption.
Not only for this reason is it very important that the method of mounting be
checked carefully, but also to ensure that
the procedure
followed
testing is duplicated in the final
theatrein installation.
There is one fact to be emphasized here ;
namely, that in cases where furring strip
application is necessary, definite assurance
must be made that the material is mounted
on and not flat against the surface in the
area between the furring strips. This mistake is sometimes made in cases where insufficient attention is given to application of
the material.
BASIC METHODS
OF MOUNTING
In considering the methods of mounting
for the various classes of materials, blankets, in general, should be installed on furring strips providing a minimum air space
of 1 inch behind the material. In theatres
where sound reflections are unusually ob-

Materials

jectionable from certain surfaces, such as
curved or large unbroken rear walls, and
this form of treatment is to be used,
a 2-inch
space should
be providedsound
behind theairblanket.
For maximum
absorption, it is also desirable in these cases
to use a lj^-inch or 2-inch blanket rather
than the usual 1-inch material.
When a 1-inch air space is to be provided behind blankets, the furring strips
should be placed approximately 16 inches
on centers and should run in one direction
only, whereas for a 2-inch air space, the
furring should be placed approximately 12
inches on centers. In this latter case it is
also satisfactory to use 1-inch cross-furring,
the outer strip mounted on, and running
perpendicular to, the inner strip, and the
spacing between strips approximately 12
inches in each case.
ACOUSTIC BOARDS
Acoustic boards of the wood and cane
fibre varieties should also be furred for
proper
installedlow-frequency
directly over absorption.
structurally When
rigid
surfaces, a minimum air space of 1 inch
should be provided behind the boards, the
furring strips to be spaced approximately
16 inches on centers extending in one direction.
In cases where these boards are to be
applied directly to studding to present a
finished interior surface, and the distance
between studding is greater than 18 inches,
one of the two following methods of instal ation issuggested. (1 ) A diagonal
stud in the form of a stiffener should be
placed between the verticals, to which the
board may also be nailed; or (2) furring
strips spaced 12 inches on centers should
be installed on the studding, running perpendicular toit, to which the board may
be applied.
Most acoustic boards are quite flexible,
in themselves, and the increased air space
effected by stud construction may cause an
accentuation of absorption at particular
frequencies in the lower range if the distance between studding is too great and
additional stiffness is not introduced to
offset this condition. When acoustic boards
are used for suspended ceiling construction,
it is also imperative that they be securely
61

braced and reinforced to prevent excessive
resonance or vibration.
ACOUSTIC PLASTER
Too little emphasis has been placed on
the importance of mounting in connection
with the use of acoustic plasters. Although
the economics of heating and air conditioning do not favor the application of finished
plaster directly to base walls of brick or
gypsum tile, this construction is not uncom on in present-day design.
There are very few cases where acoustic
plaster can be used successfully if applied
directly to base walls. When this material
is applied to standard scratch and brown
coats on metal lath, spaced out a distance
of at least 1 inch from the base wall structure, a certain amount of low-frequency
absorption isstruction.introduced
by thefromfurred
This is evident
the contest
results shown in Figure 1. If construction

costs do not permit the use of metal lath
and furring strips, reliable advice should
be obtained before acoustic plaster is specified for treatment.
The low-frequency absorption of acoustic plaster is similarly enhanced when it is
applied to suspended ceilings. While the
improvement thus gained is very helpful,
it is not usually sufficient to furnish the
required amount of low-frequency absorption if the plaster is being applied to suspended ceilings in an effort to compensate
for the lack of furred wall construction.
In this connection it must also be borne in
mind that ceiling treatment becomes of
greater importance than wall treatment
only in the case of the very wide auditorium.
In tropical countries where metal lath
is subject to disintegration because of high
percentages of relative humidity, wood lath
or furred plaster board are suggested as a
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part of the basic construction for the application ofacoustic plasters.
ACOUSTIC TILES
All but a very few of the acoustic tiles
must be mounted on furring strips to secure the proper amount of sound absorption at the low frequencies. A minimum
air space of 1 inch is usually required behind the material, the furring preferably
running in both directions and spaced 12
inches on centers. The low-frequency absorption of several of the tiles resembling
compressed excelsior in appearance, is appreciably improved by introducing a rock
wool fill in the air space behind the
material.
SPRAY TYPES
The majority
of the furring
"special"strips
types forof
materials
also require
maximum low-frequency absorption. Unquestionably, the absorption characteristics
of those types of materials which are
sprayed on a surface can be improved by
applying them to a thin base coat of ordinary plaster on furred metal or wire lath,
or to plaster board furred out from the
base wall structure.
HAIR FELTS
The low-frequency absorption of hail
felts is affected to only a minor degree by
the use of furring strips, even when comlarge air spaces
are provided even
behind the paratively
material.
Consequently,
with this method of application hair felts
cannot be used successfully for modern
auditorium treatment.
Dl RECT APPLICATION
In considering mounting in general,
some questions may arise to as whether or
not the low-frequency absorption of acoustic materials is increased when they are
applied directly to furred plaster surfaces.
In the case of acoustic plaster this method
of application is effective for new construction because the material forms 'an
integral part of the furred surface. In the
cases of blankets, boards and tiles, however, all that can be realized under this
method is the absorption effected by the
diaphragmatic action of the surface and
only the normal low-frequency absorption
of the acoustic material. In other words,
the effect is not the same as that of furring
the acoustic material itself, since the rigidity of the combined surface is much greater
than that of the acoustic material installed
alone.
This does not imply that furred plaster
construction is not desirable, or even necessary,
acousticIn practically
materials themselves are when
to bethefurred.
every
case, the additional absorption provided by
this construction, particularly on those
areas to be left untreated, will help to
complete the proper provisions for the
lower portion of the frequency spectrum.
It is evident from a review of these important points that careful study must be
given to the question of mounting acoustic
materials in every case, whether it be one
Better Theatres

of new design, remodelling or interior
modernization.
DECORATION OF
ACOUSTIC MATERIALS
surface decoration has
always presented an intricate problem in
planning acoustic treatment, due principal y to the fact that the sound absorption
value of many materials is either impaired
or totally destroyed by painting. There
are a few types of materials on the market
which may be decorated in practically any
manner desired without impairing their
acoustic value. For the majority of materials, however, certain limitations are imposed by composition and surface texture,
which make
it necessary
that rigid
precautions be taken
in decoration
to ensure
that
their
normal
efficiency
will
be
maintained.
Unless the acoustic material is of a type
which is especially designed to receive a
paint application, or has a composition
such that the paint is readily absorbed into
the body of the material, oil paints as well
as certain of the water color or casein
types, tend to form a film on its surface.
If the texture and composition of the material are such that the surface pores are
bridged or closed by this film, the sound
absorption contributed by porosity and by
the associated inter-communicating air
cells within the material is not only reduced but is actually destroyed in many
cases. Furthermore, there is always the
possibility, particularly in the case of the
thinner boards and tiles, that the lowfrequency absorption effected by plastic
deformability will be diminished as a result of the added stiffness caused by heavy
paint application.
FABRICS
Fabrics used as decorative covering for
acoustical blankets must be both thin and
porous, with an open weave or texture.
Several fabrics manufactured especially for
the purpose of covering acoustical blankets
are unusually thin and porous, and yet are
woven in such a way that the blanket is
fully concealed.
The use of heavy weight or closely
woven fabrics is to be avoided, since they
usually alter the frequency absorption
characteristic of the blanket. Furthermore,
when fireproofing liquids are applied to
closely woven fabrics, there is always the
possibility that a very fine film will be
formed on the material or that it will be
slightly stiffened, with the result that the
sound absorption value of the blanket may
be decreased.
Acoustical blankets with a decorative
fabric covering are most adaptable to panel
treatment in the auditorium. They may
also be used very successfully on larger
areas where the covering material is selected to match the interior decorative scheme
and is carefully stretched and applied to
present a uniform surface. It is highly
advantageous, with a view to cleanliness
and proper maintenance, to space the fabrics approximately %-mch to ^2 -inch away
from the surface of the blanket. Under
October 16, 1937

no condition should the fabric be painted,
since this is very detrimental to the overall
efficiency of the treatment.
In cases where a rigid and paintable
surface is desired, perforated hard boards
may be used as a covering for acoustical
blankets, provided the holes will not be
objectionable
fromshould
the standpoint
of decoration. Fabrics
not be used
as a
finish for these boards unless the fabrics
are very dark in color. There is a tendency
toward "breathing" through the holes of
the board, especially when air conditioning
systems are in use, and when this action
occurs it leaves dust spots on the fabric at
points in line with the holes. These spots
may become very conspicuous on a light
fabric within a relatively short period of
time.
ACOUSTIC BOARDS
Acoustic boards, due chiefly to their minute surface porosity, are a class of materials with limited decorative possibilities.
The application of even very thin coats
of oil paint to these materials practically
eliminates their absorption values at the
middle range and high frequencies, and
usually reduces their efficiency, to a marked
degree, at the low frequencies. Certain of
the water color or casein paints have a very
similar effect, in that they form a thin film
on the surface of the board. Stains, dyes
and non-bridging lacquers offer the most
satisfactory solution to the decoration of
acoustic boards, although even these liquids
must be applied sparingly to avoid saturating the material to the point where the
pores are filled or closed.
When boards are to be used primarily
for acoustic treatment, and only an amount
sufficient to fulfill the sound absorption
requirements for specific areas is to be
installed, the material should either be left
undecorated, or at most should be finished
with one of the preferred liquids mentioned
above. Actually the boards themselves are
available in several colors, ranging from a
light cream to a dark brown, and some
very pleasing interiors have been achieved
by using
them in combination in their natural finishes.
In cases where acoustic boards are adaptable both to interior surface construction
and acoustic treatment, the analysis may
show that an excessive amount of sound
absorption will be introduced by coverage
of entire side wall or ceiling areas with the
material. Consequently, it may become
necessary to eliminate the absorption of the
board on certain sections of the surfaces,
and to retain its normal effectiveness on
other areas. Some very favorable decorative schemes have been worked out under
this method, using a heavy oil paint on
certain areas and either retaining the natural color of the board or using a stain, dye,
or non-bridging lacquer on those areas
where the sound absorption value of the
board must be maintained.
When planning the effective and ineffective areas, it is usually necessary to
retain the absorption of the board in relatively large panels or bands, and to confine the painting to smaller sections ad-
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jacent to or surrounding these absorptive
areas.
As an alternative to oil painting, some
interesting possibilities are offered by the
use of any one of the several types of plain
hard boards now on the market. These
hard boards have a negligible absorption
value, but are very similar in color and
texture to the acoustic boards, and if securely mounted, may be used successfully
to obtain a uniform surface on those areas
where acoustic treatment is not required.
PAINTING
The sound absorption coefficients of
acoustic plasters and stones are also influenced to a very large extent by decoration.
011 paints practically eliminate the absorption value of these materials, while
certain of the water color and casein paints
have a similar effect. There are several
special paints now on the market which
may be used for decorating porous materials of these types without materially altering their efficiency, provided the paints
are carefully and lightly sprayed on the
surface. With the spray method of application, the paint adheres mainly to the
arenaceous surface around the pores,
whereas if it is applied by the brush
method, it is apt to fill the pores and reduce the efficiency of the material.
ACOUSTIC TILES
Among the various types of tiles used
for acoustic treatment, the ones having a
perforated surface are most commonly
associated with painting. These tiles may
be decorated with any type of paint preferred on condition that it is carefully applied so that the holes are not obstructed.
Extra precautions must be taken in applying the heavier paints to perforated metal
tiles, since the holes in these materials are
usually quite small in diameter.
In using the perforated tiles architecturally, where a flat or uniform surface is
desired throughout and the amount of
treatment required does not permit coverage of an entire wall or ceiling, some interesting design possibilities are available
in the use either of perforated or nonperforated hard board, or of metal for the
particular areas to be left untreated. For
this method, the hard board or metal may
be obtained in sheet or tile form and mav
be furred out to a line level with the
treatment areas. It is imperative that
these materials be securely mounted to prevent resonance, the spacing between furring or studding preferably not to exceed
12 inches.
Laboratory tests show that the absorption values of a number of the plain mineral fibre and wood fibre tiles are not sub-

stantially affected by the application of
several coats of oil paint to their surfaces.
However, it is very important that the
manufacturers' specifications for painting
be followed in strict detail, since experience has proved that it is possible under
certain conditions to alter the efficiency of
these materials by improper decoration.
Several of these tiles are available, predecorated in a variety of colors, and may
be easily cleaned by the vacuum process.
In cases where they are adaptable for
acoustic treatment, the precolored tiles
offer an alternative to painting, when
either uniformity or variations in color are
desired for the decorative scheme.
Of the "special" types of materials, the
ones which are sprayed on a surface should
be retained in their natural finish, since
most paints tend to harden their outer surface. One of the sprayed materials has a
special decorative finish which is applied
as the final coat and may be blended favorably with the more common forms of interior decoration.
As a final consideration relative to the
decoration of acoustic materials, these two
very important points are to be remembered : (1 ) that when natural surface
porosity is a contributing element to the
absorption of sound in materials, it is always preferable to use the materials in
their original finish; and (2) that whenever these materials are to be painted, the
types of paint used and the methods of
application must comply strictly with the
material
manufacturers'
specifications,
well as with
the procedures
followed foras
laboratory testing, in order that the possibilities ofimpairment of acoustic efficiency
may be minimized.
In concluding this series the writer
wishes to emphasize that, in view of the
necessarily limited scope of the articles, it
has been necessary to abridge certain of
the more detailed phases of the subject.
However, an attempt has been made to
explain and to stress the various important
factors which must be considered carefully
between the time the theatre building site
is selected and the final decoration is applied. Consistent with the many new developments insound recording and reproduction, and not overlooking those developments yet to be realized, the science is
necessarily becoming more complex, and
it is hoped that the material presented may
be helpful in connection with the numerous acoustic problems which must be met
today in the designing and modernization
of theatres.
{.The series on acoustics concluded with this
article began in the May 29th issue and continued in successive issues. The author is on
the engineering staff of Erpi, dealing with
acoustic problems. — The Editor.]

LOW- WATTAGE ARC: With this Buyers Number, the classification in The
Equipment Index referring to the so-called "suprex'' carbon arc is changed to
"Lamps, Low-Wattage H.I." This designation has been only tentatively chosen
for the purpose of eliminating the term "suprex," which is no longer being
generally employed in the equipment trade. — The Editor.
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USEFUL

PROJECTION

requests for advice as to
what tools it is advisable for the modern
projectionist to own or have ready for use
in the projection room reach my desk quite
frequently. Recently a St. Louis, Mo.,
man, wound up his request for advice in
this matter as follows:
"I take
in myMyworkfamily
and ishave
desire
to dopride
it well.
not every
small
and we have use for every dollar. Nevertheless my work and its proper carrying on
must come first, since it is by that we live.
Also my employer and the theatre patrons
I try to serve have the right to the best I
can give. Will you therefore advise as to
just what tools may be deemed a necessity
to proper performance of projection work
in Ita modern,
well such
equipped
theatre?"
would seem
a request
could not
well be ignored. Therefore I sought for as
thoroughly reliable a source of information
as could be found, finally applying to M.
D. O'Brien,
of projection for Loew assistant
Theatresdirector
who, after
some
urging, agreed to oblige by compiling a list
of tools and discussing them as follows :
"Compilingto ahave
list inof the
toolsmodern,
necessarywellor
convenient
equipped propection room is analagous to
asking a surgeon to name all the various
instruments he may find necessary or convenient totake care of every case that may
be brought before him. As a matter of
fact, there is scarcely any tool an electrician, aradio man or even a plumber might
use that may not at some time be found
useful in a modern theatre projection
room. I have even seen a glass cutter put
to use. It therefore obviously is impossible
to lay down any hard and fast rule concerning tools, since there are so many that may
occasionally be either convenient, or even
necessary. Much depends upon the kind
and complexity of the particular installation the projectionist is handling.
"One is perhaps one of the most essential tools is a good assortment of screwdrivers. They are handy for so many things,
as well as essential in so many repair and
adjustment operations.
"There should be a watch case screwdriver, preferably with an extension handle.
We have one with a handle 12 inches long.
There should be others with blades, preferably well tempered, ranging from 2 to 6
inches long; and one with a steel handle
and blade, the latter extending clear
through the handle. On many occasions this
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tool has served very satisfactorily both as
a screwdriver and as a cold chisel on light
work. Off-set screwdrivers are a presentday essential.
"An assortment of plyers comes next,
ranging
the wellforknown
'Woolworth'
type thatfromis useful
handling
hot carbons, to the off-set, long-nose type that is
so convenient for removing loose screws
that refuse to fall out of their holes. There
should be a medium-size diagonal cutting
plyer, and an 8-inch side cutting plyer, as
as well as a straight long-nose one.
"We all know
the aggravation
so often
encountered
in attempting
to enter
tiny
screws in rather inaccessible places. I have
found ientafordoctor's
artery clamp
such purpose.
This most
clampconvenlocks
itself to the screw and holds it firmly until
its threads have caught.
in connection
must"Onenot thing
be overlooked,
namelywith
the tools
type
of tools requisite to completeness and convenience ofprojection room work is to a
large extent dependent upon ability of the
man in charge to use certain types of tool
properly and efficiently. The frequency
with which any tool is convenient or requisite to the work in hand should largely
determine whether or not it should be
added to the kit.
"Small hammers have been found useful
in theatre projection rooms, but I personmedium-weight
malletallyasregard
mosta useful.
It may rawhide
be used
without damage where a hard hammer
might inflict serious injury. Not only that,
but a rawhide mallet is useful for straight-

A sort of two-in-one photo of the projection room
Projectionist M. J. Hoover (who may be seen peeking
Projectors are Simplex, the rectifiers General Electric
lamps, Peerless Magnarcs, were installed since these
port — a good stunt. — F. H. R.

ening out dents in sheet metal — for example, lamphouse and magazine doors.
"The ball peen hammer, not too large, in
conjunction with a variety of suitable
punches, is useful for removing and reinserting taper pins. For removing sprockets and gears there are several satisfactory
gear pullers available at a price not too
high"There
for theis projectionist's
nothing more purse.
convenient in
emergency work than a complete set of
socket and open-end wrenches of sizes suitable to engage all the nuts and bolt threads
in the various equipments. A good cold
chisel is convenient, though a dangerous
tool in the hands of the tinkerer. A small
hand drill, equipped with drills from 4/36
to 3/16, is handy to facilitate removal of
broken screws. It should be accompanied
by a set of standard machine screw taps
and a tap wrench. With such an outfit (it
need not be very expensive (one need not
worry about removal of broken screws.
"For sharpening
tools wheel,
a combination
carborundum and emery
aided and
abetted by a cloth and wire wheel buffer,
will not only enable the projectionist to
keep his tools in shape, but will insure
proper latter
cleaning
of carbon
which
a wire
wheel iscontacts,
excellent forif
high intensity is used. If the manager can
be persuaded to install a somewhat more
elaborate, also more costly outfit in the
form of an electric bench drill suitable for
use with drills from No. 60 to half-inch,
which may be removed and used as a portable drill, such action will endear him to
the projectionist's heart forever after.
"Added to this, a medium-size bench
vise is always useful for holding parts for
filing, etc. It should be equipped with pipe
jaws and lead or brass jaw facing inserts.
Incidentally, as an adjunct to the carborundum wheel device, there is a relatively inexpensive gadget that may be attached to the

of the Artcraft theatre in Franklin, Ind., sent in by
out from behind the projector in one of the views).
copper oxide, the sound RCA Photophone. New
snapshots were taken. Note enclosure of lens to
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spindle and fitted with a strip ot emery
cloth or other abrasive material. It is useful for many things, including resurfacing
most types of carbon clamp inserts now in
use.
"Reference to monkey wrenches has purposely been avoided. The very name is significant ofthe temptation they present — to
'monkey'which
with are
hexagonal
and and
bolt
heads,
to oftennutsscarred
in their
tendency
to
'give'
a
bit
under
strain,
off and work injury. There also is slip
too
much tendency to employ them as hammers.
assortment
ranging
from
fine"Anto coarse,
should ofbefiles,
in every
projection
room. A type for more delicate work is obtainable inthe form of a complete set, ranging from the very finest to the 4-inch safety
edge set.
"The foregoing constitutes a group from
which each projectionist may select as complete a set of tools for mechanical work as
he desires, plus such as the management
may be induced to install, which latter
should include files, emery wheel, vise and
possibly some other items such as plyers,
hammers and wrenches, all of which may
be charged
the projectionist
oneman
rooms against
and credited
when hein turns
them in upon taking final leave, provided
suitable accommodation for locking them
up while off shift be provided.
"And now as to test tools. Definitely there
should be a pair of weather proof lamp
sockets equipped with 110-volt lamps, the
sockets connected in series. This tool (for
that is what it is) is very necessary for testing fuses, continuity of power circuits,
either
or 220-volt,
extra leadInbeing
attached110between
the twoan sockets.
lieu
of this tool, which any projectionist can
construct for himself, there is now on the
market a quite inexpensive instrument,
known
the 'Neonadequately.
Tester,' which serves
the sameas purpose
ammeter,
in "The
capacityvoltmeter
from zeroandto the
highest ranging
current
used in the projection room, may be considered as obligatory, though these instruments should be provided by theatre managements.
"Forofthose
willing
the required
sums
money,
thereto invest
are such
luxuries
as the oscillograph, the beat frequency oscil ator, the ohmmeter, the photometer, and
several other recommended and very useful
instruments for determining the continuity
of circuits, correct optical alignment of
sound equipments, short circuited condensers, open circuited resistors, etc.
"A tionbattery
and buzzer
set, in has
conjuncwith a small
headphone,
been
found useful for testing continuity of sound
circuits, as well as low-voltage circuits
which would not cause a 110-volt lamp to
function. Standard 6-volt Edison lamps
are available, two of which in series are
satisfactory for testing 12-volt circuits.
"Returning to the voltmeter, this writer
is fortunate in having an instrument consisting of a small carrying case in which
is mounted both an ammeter and voltmeter,
as well as a 50 millivolt shunt, with calibrated leads. The usefulness of such an
instrument will be well understood by informed projectionists.
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"For those who desire to work in
1/1000-inch measurements, there are dividers, and outside, inside and micrometer
calipers. A sliding metal rule will be found
useful.
There ofalsowhich
is an the'optical
tool by means
entirealignment'
projector
optical train alignment may be tested. Theatre managements will do well to stock this
and require its reasonably frequent use.
"There are other tools that, while not essentially necessary, will very often be found
convenient. In this category may be named
a hack saw, a keyhole saw, tin snips of
medium size, a blow or alcohol torch, reamers of suitable size (which may usually be
obtained from projector manufacturers),
additional parts for the socket wrench set
such as off-set and flexible handles. Another must tool is a soldering iron, with
several different sizes of tips, for use around
sound equipments.
"And so, F. H., we might extend the list,
naming tools for the projection room to
cover not only routine maintenance work,
but to take care of those many emergency
jobs likely to arise from time to time. However, it is suggested that before planning
his tool kit the projectionist first very
carefully analyze those various conditions
he has encountered during, say, the previous three years of work, and from that
estimate the number of times any particular tool other than those ordinarily used,
frequently in routine work, has been necessary, or would have been sufficiently
convenient to justify expenditure of its
price. For example, he may find some tool
would have been convenient, or even necessary two or three times during the whole
time considered; surely that would hardly
justify the expenditure necessary for its
purchase, either by himself or the theatre
management.
"Therefore, F. H., it all seems to boil
down to such tools as are, or may be, neces ary to proper carrying on of normal projection room work, plus as many more as
the individual projectionist may find pleasbenefit ofin myself
owning."and those many proOnure or behalf
jectionists who, I am sure, will welcome
this well prepared discussion of projection
room tools, I thank Mr. O'Brien most sincerely. Itis, I believe, the first really adequate discussion upon the subject ever published. will
I be glad to advise projectionists forwarding self-addressed, stamped envelope, where any of the tools named may
be obtained.

anything could get through the shielding.
Moreover, those wires carried no current
while film projection was in progress. Final y I rewired with d.c. wires and arc
circuit well separated and the paper tearing
stopped, so it seems an open switch may
allow something to pass and that even the
best of shielding will not take care of everyexplanation
of Edmond's
troubleopenis
this:TheAlthough
a switch
charged with
circuit voltage be open, a high grade audio
amplifier
thing." located near by may and probably
will pick up an electro-static field emanating from the switch or the circuit wires
connected thereto. The amount of the pickup will depend upon the proximity of the
amplifier and switch or its circuit wires.
In this case the field picked up is the
result of commutator ripple voltage from
the d.c. generator, or ripple voltage in some
other form being superimposed upon the
d.c. voltage generated to supply the arc.
Increasing the distance between the switch
or wires and the amplifier would, of course,
cure the trouble.
Other projectionists will do well to make
mental note of this matter, sines they may
encounter similar trouble. ,

PROPOSED NEW
APERTURE DIMENSIONS
in the issue of Motion
Picture Herald of October 2 appeared an
illustrated article concerning projector
aperture dimension change proposed by the
Research Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. It probably has been, and certainly should have
been, read by every projectionist. This
change
was proposed
by the Research
Council without
any consultation
whatsoever
with the Projection Practice Committee of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,,
not withstanding the fact that the latter
body
had direct representation upon or in
the Council.
And now as to the proposed change and
its practicability. The matter was very
carefully examined and discussed by the
Projection Practice Committee at its last
meeting, the unanimous opinion being that,
while the proposal advanced by it some
while since was entirely practicable, the
one now proposed by the Council is not
practicable for any one of several reasons,,
the two chief ones being as follows:
If the vertical dimensions of projector
apertures is altered in accordance with the
SLIDE PROJECTOR
Council's proposal, assuming the framing
carriage to be in exactly central position, a
WIRING INTERFERES
movement either up or down of even so
waldo H. Edmonds, pro- small a distance as 9 mils (9/1000 of an
jectionist ofthe Park Theatre in Dexter, inch) would bring the frame line of the
Me., has constructed a slide projector, mak- film into view upon the screen. To realize
what a very close tolerance of error this is,
ing the that
first the
temporary
hook-up
in such
manner
d.c. wires
are near
the
visit
an auto
"feeler guage"9
what shop,
a veryborrow
small a measurement
head amplifier of No. 1 projector, where- and see
upon anoise very similar to tearing paper mills really are.
out in the auditorium showed up when that
Especially in one-man projection rooms,
projector was in operation. Says he:
such a tolerance of error in framing car"I checked and cleaned but it all pointed
riage
location is the
wholly
out ofthattheat question. Iventure
assertion
least
to the proximity of the d.c. wires to the
amplifier, though I was unable to see how in those theatres, where the projectionist is
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very frequently of necessity away from the
working projector, the frame line would be
visible upon
the screen
indeed. Cameramen
and quite
studiofrequently
technicians
generally may not realize that projectionists
in thousands of theatres work for hours
without even so much as one moment of
respite. They cannot watch things so closely, and must have some reasonable tolerance
of error provided in a matter of this sort.
The present one is plenty small enough.
But that is only one objection. The distance between sound track and sprocket
holes and sound track and picture area is
now so small that there is very frequent
annoyance and injury to sound by the sound
track impinging either upon the picture
area or the sprocket holes. Yet it is proposed to reduce it still further upon the picture side.
The Council's prime motive for this impossible change is to get more room for action, and to avoid the occasional amputation of a portion of the edges of the image.
This is all very commendable, but to accomplish that at the expense of added frequency of damage to the screen image or
sound most emphatically is not commendable. The proposal of the Projection Practice Committee, as published in the July,
1937, issue of the Journal, will do the trick
and without objectionable effect.
EXAMINATIONS IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
I have received a letter
from T. E. Smith, Chief Inspector of
Cinema Theatres in Adelaide, South Australia, which should be of some interest to
readers of these columns. South Australia
is a province of Australia bordering the
ocean at the south of the island continent.
Its capital, Adelaide, has a population of
approximately 325,000. Inspector Smith
writes :
"For yourrelating
information
I inclose
regulations
to theatres
and copy
publicof
halls that is now law in South Australia;
also a copy of the theory portion of cinema
operators' examination.
"In thiswithstateresult
all that
cinematheyoperators
are
licensed,
all are well
posted and at high standard of efficiency.
This is very satisfactory both to the government and managements of our cinema
theatres.
theoryforportion
of the examination
is "The
changed
each examination.
The
practical test is held at one of our leading
city theatres. I of course have your Bluebook of Projection for reference and appreciate its contents. If you will secure
and forward to me a copy of regulations
relating to cinema theatres in your country
it would be highly appreciated.
I thank
and work
wish
for"Inyouclosing
every may
success
in theyougreat
you are doing in the interests of the
cinema."
In looking over the South Australia
regulations I note some very interesting
items. For example, one section provides:
"Any person who smokes in any place of
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public entertainment, except on the stage
for the purposes of the entertainment; or
(b) on any staircase leading into a place
of public entertainment; or (c) in any retiring room, dressing room, property room,
scene dock or passageway of, or connected
with, any place of public entertainment
whilst such place of public entertainment
is open to the public, shall be liable to a
penalty
exceeding
ten pounds."
This not
section
is followed
by a provision
that the authorities may, if they see fit,
suspend the anti-smoking clause on occasion
of any "smoke concert" (presumably like
our
or similar
entertainment;
also "smokers")
the section does
not apply
to open air
places of entertainment. Other sections of
the regulations are equally emphatic and
the penalties for infraction equally severe.
All projectionists (officially they are
termed
"cinema Smith
operators,"
his
letter Inspector
uses thethough
newer interm
projectionist) must be at least 21 years old.
The fee for examination and license is one
pound, one shilling [about $5] ; the annual
renewal fee is five shillings. Applicants
for license must satisfy the examining board
of three members that they have adequate
knowledge of (1) electrical action, (2)
motors and generators, (3) limelight tanks
and cylinders [I can see you old-timers
smile at that. — F. H. R.], (4) machines
(presumably motion picture projectors,
stereopticons, spotlights and all the various
equipments
incident
to reproduction
picture and sound
elements),
(5) film,of (6)
practical
projection,
and
(7)
safety
precautions.
Because I get so many letters for material of that kind, I am going to pass on
to you some of the questions asked in one
examination. No harm will result from
their publication, since the questions are
changed for each examination. The "spool"
referred to is what we call a reel, a "spool
box" a magazine. Now I wonder how
many of our own crack men could pull
through with a high rating on a set of
questions like these:
What would you do in the event of fire in
the
upper spool box? What precautions are
necessary?
Describe the construction of a spool box complying with the necessary regulations, and state
theWhat
reasonsare forthe thevarious
precautions.
causes of damage to
film? Give the necessary remedies for same.
Describe six important moving parts in a
mechanism of a picture projector and explain
fully.
Dravj a diagram of a complete amplifier, from
{and including) a p.e. cell to a dynamic speaker,
showing field, connections, using four triode
tubes, coupling stages to include resistance,
transformer, parallel feed, or push-pull output.
Explain the action of both half-wave and
full-wave tube rectifiers. Draw a diagram of
each type, including the connections to transformer.
What part of the sound equipment has the
highestpect applied
you exthis voltagevoltage?
to be?WhatWhatwouldprecautions
should be taken before handling the components
of an amplifier to minimize risk of shock?
Explain
briefly valve.
the action of the three-electrode thermionic
Will a three phase motor, when running from
a three phase current system, continue to run
if one of the supply lines is interrupted {due to,
my, a blown fuse) ? Explain fully.

SOUND MASKING
BY NOISY BLOWERS
HANSEL GALLOWAY of
McComb,
Miss.,youwrites,
"I haveyears
been toplanning to write
for twelve
tell
you how much I appreciate your Bluebooks
and articles. They are swell, even though
we may disagree on some points. I find I
can understand a thing more intimately by
disagreeing with someone, since thus I
either am convinced I am wrong or I know
the reason why I am right. That may
sound a bit smart-alec, but I really am just
a hard working, studious projectionist, trying to ascertain what all the wheels are for
and exactly what makes them go 'round.
"After using old type RCA for eight
years,
we have
had RCA mechanisms
'High Fidelity'
and new
Super-Simplex
installed. Now we are troubled with high
and low sound. That is to say, when the
fader is at one setting there will be unintelligible words; then perhaps at the next
scene they will be too loud. Raising the
fader will bring out the unintelligible
words,
loud. but will make the other sounds too
"Consulting the attached plan, you will
see that we have two large blowers, one
on either side of the screen and at an angle
of about 45° therewith. It is my theory
that these blowers are interrupting the
sound waves by movement of the air. It
is my theory that since the RCA cones give
a more even distribution of sound air currents, distortion might more easily be
caused by air movement. We did not experience this trouble with the former equipment because directional horns were used.
True the beams suffered, but sound was
necessarily run at higher levels to get covable. erage, hence the effect was not so notice"When the blowers are cut off the sound
is perfect. It then becomes necessary to
lower the amplifier control to point 1, and
the fader must be lowered as well in order
to have the sound at proper level. I am
very badly in need of an authoritative opinion. Ihope that, as in the past, you will
If your
the blowers
up sufficiently strong
lend
aid." it issetpossible
air movement,
that movement
will deflect the sound beam sufficiently to
cause unintelligibility.
Since the new RCA equipment has a
much stronger low-frequency response than
had the equipment it replaced, masking
would be more noticeable. The only possible remedy in such case would be to make
the blowers more quiet, which probably
cannot be done except by speed reduction,
and therefore a lowering of the ventilation
values, or else by locating them remotely
and conveying the air to the openings
through acoustically treated ducts.
Another possible reason why it is necessary to advance the amplifier gain when
the blowers are on might be that the fan
motors are connected into the same circuit,
and when the fans are cut in, the circuit
voltage drops,
causingIf more
increased distortion.
this bevolume
true, and
install
larger circuit wires.
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THEATRE
4 DIRECTORY
EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY

OF CONCERNS IN THE UNITED
AND
FURNISHINGS
OVER

STATES AND CANADA SUPPLYING
RESTRICTED TERRITORIES

ALABAMA
GEORGIA
QUEEN FEATURE SERVICE, INC, THE, 1912^ Morris national theatre supply company, 187 Walton
Avenue, ment.Birmingham,
Ala.service.
All classes equipStreet, N.ment.W.,GeneralAtlanta,
repair Ga.
service.All classes equipGeneral repair
wil-kin theatre supply corp., 156 Walton
Street, N.ment.W., General
Atlanta,
All classes equipARIZONA
repairGa. service.
Arizona film SUPPLY CO., 84 W. Pennington
Street, Tucson, Ariz. All classes equipment. ILLINOIS
fulton, E. e., company, 1018 South Wabash
CALIFORNIA
Avenue, Chicago, 111. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
breck photoplay
supply
company,
1969
S.
Verjoe, inc., 823 S. Wabash Avenue,
mont Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. All classes goldberg,
Chicago, III. All classes equipment. General
equipment. General repair service.
repair service.
filbert, john p., company, 1956 S. Vermont guercio
& barthel company, 908 S. Wabash
Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. All classes
Avenue, Chicago, 111. All classes equipment.
equipment. General repair service.
Chair
and projection equipment repairing.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 121 Golden
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. All midwest theatre supply company, 910 S. Michiganment.Avenue,Projector
Chicago,
111. All classes equipclasses equipment. General repair service.
repairing.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 1961 S. movie supply
co., ltd., 844 S. Wabash Avenue,
Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. All
Chicago, 111. All classes equipment. General
classes equipment. General repair service.
repair service.
PREDDEY THEATRE SUPPLIES, WALTER G., 187 Golden
national
theatre supply company, 825 S. WabGate Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. All
ash Avenue,
Chicago,
All classes equipclasses equipment. General repair service.
ment.
Equipment
repair111.serice.
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE COMPANY, 1975 S. Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles,
Calif. All classes equipment. Projection and INDIANA
sound equipment repairing.
inc., 442 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis,
shearer, b. f., company, 243 Golden Gate Ave- ger-bar,
Ind. All classes equipment. General repair
nue, Sanment.Francisco,
Calif. service.
All classes equipservice.
General repair
slipper, j., & co., ltd., 1968 S. Vermont Avenue, NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 436 N.
Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Ind. All classes
Los Angeles, Calif. All classes equipment.
equipment. General repair service.
General repair service.
■western
equipment
company,Calif.
225
Golden theatrical
Gate Avenue,
San Francisco,
All classes equipment. General repair service. IOWA
DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 1121 High
Street, Des Moines, la. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
COLORADO
NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 1115 High
graham brothers theatre equipment, 546 LinStreet, Des Moines, la. All classes equipment.
coln Street, Denver, Colo. All classes equipGeneral
repair service.
pairing.ment. Stage, sound projection equipment re- SERVICE THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 514-12th St.,
Des Moines,
classes equipment.
■national theatre supply company, 2111
jection and la.
soundAllequipment
repairing. ProChampa ment.Street,
GeneralDenver,
repair Col.
service.All classes equipKANSAS
SOUTHWEST THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., 309 W.
CONNECTICUT
Douglas Avenue, Wichita, Kans. All classes
modern theatre equipment corporation, the,
equipment. General repair service.
133 Meadow Street, New Haven, Conn. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
X NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 122 Meadow
Street, New
Haven,
All classes equipNOTICE
ment. General
repairConn.
service.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ben lust, 919 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D.C. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
FLORIDA
'united theatre supply corp., 110 S. Franklin
Street, Tampa, Fla. All classes equipment.
General repair service.

DEALERS

Each theatre supply dealer listed
in this department has supplied,
over the signature of its principal
executive, the information here
given concerning it. No listing is
made except on the basis of information supplied through a prescribed questionnaire, which may
be obtained upon request.

KENTUCKY
falls city theatre equipment co., 211 W. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
SHECKLERS THEATRE & STAGE EQUIPMENT, 722
West Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky. Sound
and public address equipment. General repair service.
LOUISIANA
electrical
supplyLa.CO., All201-207
New Orleans,
classesMagazine
equipment.Street,
LOUISIANA MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CO., 226
South Liberty Street, New Orleans, La. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
national theatre supply Co., 220 S. Liberty
Street, New
Orleans,
All classes equipment. General
repair La.service.
MAINE
Maine theatre supply CO., 507 Forest Avenue,
Portland, Me. All classes equipment. General repair service.
MARYLAND
DUSMAN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES, J. F., 213 N.
Calvert Street, Baltimore, Md. All classes
equipment. Mechanical, electrical and stage
equipment repairing.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 417 St. Paul
Place, Baltimore, Md. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
O'HARES
INDEPENDENT
THEATRE
SUPPLY,
Tudor Arms,
Md. All
classes3828equipment. Baltimore,
Projector repairing.
MASSACHUSETTS
capitol theatre supply company, 28 Piedmont
Street, Boston, Mass. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
independent theatre supply company, inc.,
47-49 Church Street, Boston, Mass. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
national theatre supply company, 40 Piedmont Avenue, Boston, Mass. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
NEW ENGLAND MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP.,
356 Worthington Street, Springfield, Mass.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
MICHIGAN
amusement supply company, 208 W. Montcalm,
Detroit,
Mich.
All classes equipment. General repair
service.
mcarthur theatre equipment company, 2501
Cass Avenue, Detroit, Michigan. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 2312-14
Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
Oliver theatre supply, inc., 210 W. Montcalm Street,
Mich. service.
All classes equipment. Detroit,
General repair
MINNESOTA
cinema supplies, inc., 38 Glenwood Avenue,
Minneapolis,
All classes equipment. GeneralMinnesota.
repair service.
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EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY CORPORATION, 334 W.
44th Street, New York, N. Y. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
HOTEL & THEATRE carpet CO., 427 West 42nd
St., New York City. Carpet jobbers. National
distribution on mail order plan.
hornstein, joe, inc., 630 9th Avenue, New
York, N. Y. All classes equipment. General
repair service.
MISSOURI
INTERNATIONAL THEATRE ACCESSORIES CORPORATION,
636 Eleventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. All
erker bros. optical CO., 610 Olive St., St. Louis,
classes
equipment.
Mo. All classes equipment. Projection and
mail order
plan. National distribution on
sound equipment repairing.
MANUFACTURING
& SUPPLY
COMexhibitors supply co., 3238 Olive Street, St. KAPLAN, PANY,SAMINC., 729
Seventh Avenue,
New York,
Louis, Mo. All classes equipment. Projection
N. Y. Projection
and
sound
equipment.
and sound equipment repairing.
tion and sound equipment repairing. Proindependent theatre supply CO., 115 West 18th NATIONAL jecTHEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY, 92 Gold
Street, Kansas
All classes equipStreet, New
York,
Y. All classes equipment. General City,
repairMo.
service.
General repairN. service.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 223 W. 18th NATIONAL ment.THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY, 498-500
Street, Kansas
All classes equipPearl Street,
Buffalo,
N. service.
Y. All classes equipment. General City,
repair Mo.
service.
ment.
General
repair
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 3210 Olive national theatre supply company, 1560 BroadStreet, St. Louis, Mo. All classes equipment.
way,ment.New General
York,repair
N. Y.
All classes equipGeneral repair service.
service.
STEBBINS THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 1804 s. o. s. corporation,
636 Eleventh Avenue, New
Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Mo. All
York, N. Y. All classes equipment. National
classes equipment. General repair service.
distribution on mail order plan.
theatre sound service, 65 Atlantic Avenue,
Rochester, N. Y. All classes equipment.
NEBRASKA
General repair service.
QUALITY THEATRE SUPPLY CORP., 1511 Davenport UNITED PROJECTOR & FILM CORPORATION, 228
Franklin Street, Buffalo, N. Y. All classes
Street, Omaha, Neb. All classes equipment.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
equipment. Projector repair service.
sof (sound on film) company, 212 N. Spruce WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE COMPANY, INC., 1006th Avenue, New York, N. Y. Sound and
St., Ogallala, Neb. All classes equipment.
Projector repair service.
publiction address
equipment.
on mail order
plan. National distribuScott ballantyne company, 219 North 16th
Street, Omaha, Neb. All classes equipment.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
western theatre supply co., 214 N. 15th Street, NORTH CAROLINA
Omaha, Neb. All classes equipment.
Holland sound and vision CO., 216 S. Green
Street, Greensboro, N. C. All classes equipment. Projection and sound equipment reNEW MEXICO
pairing.
supply Co., 124-126 E. WashEASTERN NEW MEXICO THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Clovis, mutual theatre
ington St., Greensboro, N. C. All classes
N. M. All classes equipment.
equipment.
Projection
and sound equipment
repairing.
national theatre supply company, 304 S.
NEW YORK
Church Street, Charlotte, N. C. All classes
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., 341 W. 44th
equipment. General repair service.
Street, New
York, repair
N. Y. service.
All classes equip- taylor, W. R., 612 Joyner Street, Greensboro,
ment. General
N. C. Scenery and general stage equipment.
ART CRAFT THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 108 the standard theatre supply company, 126West 46th Street, New York, N. Y. All
128 East Washington Street, Greensboro,
classes equipment.
N. C. All classes equipment.
auburn theatre equipment company, 5 Court
Street, Auburn, N. Y. All classes equipment. NORTH DAKOTA
General repair service.
becker theatre equipment, inc., 492 Pearl MCCARTHY THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 64 Fifth
Street, Buffalo, N. Y. All classes equipment.
Street, N.,
N. Dak.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
ment. Fargo,
General repair
service.All classes equipBEHREND MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY HOUSE, INC.,
630 9th Avenue, New York, N. Y. All classes
equipment.
OHIO
CAPITOL MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY CORPORATION, 630 akron theatre supply Co., 1025 N. Main Street,
9th Avenue, New York, N. Y. All classes
Akron, O. All classes equipment. Projection
equipment. Motor generator, rheostat and
and sound equipment repairing.
projector repairing.
cinema supply company, 575 Eleventh Avenue, AMERICAN THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 165 N.
New York, N. Y. Reconditioned projection
High Street,
All classes equipment. Columbus,
General repairO. service.
and sound equipment. Projection and sound
AMERICAN THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 310 St
equipment repairing.
consolidated theatre supply corp., 1600 BroadClair
ment. Street, Toledo, O. All classes equipway, New York, N. Y. All classes equipment.
General repair service. National distribution DAYTON THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 111 Volkenand
on mail order plan.
Street, Dayton, O. Projector repair service.
continental theatre accessories, inc., 325 W. mid-west
theatre supply co., Film Center
44th Street, New York, N. Y. All classes
Bldg., Cincinnati, O. All classes equipment.
equipment. General repair service.
General repair service.
CROWN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES CORP., 311 W. NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 1637-39
44th Street, New York, N. Y. All classes
Central Parkway, Cincinnati, O. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
equipment. General repair service.
EMPIRE THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., 42 Orange NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY. 2112 Payne
Street, Albany, N. Y. All classes equipment.
Avenue. Cleveland, O. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
General repair serice.
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NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 56 Glenwood Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
WESTERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE, INC., 45
Glenwood, Minneapolis, Minn. All classes
equipment. Projection and sound equipment
repairing.

Oliver theatre supply, inc., 1607 E. 21st Street,
Cleveland,
All classes equipment. General repair O.
service.
pictur-fone company, 212 W. North, Lima,
O. All classes equipment. General repair
service.
superior motion picture supply company, 1701
E. 23rd Street, Cleveland, O. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
OKLAHOMA
dyer theatre supply, inc., 7 North Lee Street,
Oklahoma City, Okla. All classes equipment.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
national theatre supply company, 700 W.
Grand Avenue, Oklahoma City, Okla. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
Oklahoma theatre supply co., 700 West Grand
Avenue, Oklahoma City, Okla. All classes
equipment. Projection and sound equipment
repairing.
OREGON
AUDITORIUM EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY COMPANY, 1216
N. W. Glisan Street, Portland, Ore. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
WESTERN SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC., 1923
N.W. Kearney
Street,equipment
Portland, and
Ore. staple
Projection and sound
supplies. General repair service.
PENNSYLVANIA
CLEM'S MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY HOUSE, INC., 1224
Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. All daises
equipment.THEATRE
General
repairCOMPANY,
service. 1225 Vine
NATIONAL
SUPPLY
Street, ment.
Philadelphia,
All classes equipGeneral repairPa.service.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 1721 Blvd.
of the Allies, Pittsburgh, Pa. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
PENN THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 309 N. 13th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. All classes equipment. Projectors and ticket registers reseiler,
alvin,
1711 Boulevard of the Allies,
paired.
Pittsburgh, Pa. All classes equipment.
A. & S. Steinberg, 82 Van Braam Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. All classes equipment. General
repair service.
SUPERIOR
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY COMPANY, 86
Van Braam Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
RHODE ISLAND
RHODE ISLAND THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 3S7
Westminster Street, Providence, R. I. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
SOUTH CAROLINA
trio amusement company, INC., Greenville.
S. C. All classes equipment.
SOUTH DAKOTA
AMERICAN THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 234 S.
Main Street, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
TENNESSEE
AMERICAN THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 117-19 Seventh Avenue, N., Nashville, Tenn. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 494 S. Second Street, Memphis, Tenn. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 400 S. Second Street, Memphis, Tenn. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
Better Theatres

TEXAS
HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 714 Hampton
Road, Dallas, Tex. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
independent film exchange, 352 E. Commerce,
San Antonio, Texas. All classes equipment.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
national theatre supply company, 306 S. Harwood Street,
Dallas,
All classes equipment. General
repairTex.
service.
southwestern theatre equipment company, iio
Merchants & Manufacturers Bldg., Houston,
Tex. All classes equipment. Projection and
sound equipment repairing.
texas theatre supply company, 2010 Jackson
Street, Dallas, Tex. All classes equipment.
Projection and sound equipment repairing.
UTAH
inter-mountain theatre supply company, 142
E. First South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
All classes equipment General repair service.
national theatre supply company, 248 E. First
South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
servicb theatre supply company, inc., 2S6 E.
First South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
VERMONT
BOARDMAN THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE, 30 Church
Street, Burlington, Vt All classes equipment.
General repair service.
The

Theatre

Owner's

VIRGINIA
dixie theatre supply CO., 432 Granby Street,
Norfolk, Va. All classes equipment. General
repair service.
Virginia theatre supply, 16 S. First Street,
Richmond, Va. All classes equipment.
WASHINGTON
general theatre supply company, 1127 41st
Street, Seattle, Wash. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
masterphone sound corporation, 2321 Second
Avenue,ment.Seattle,
Wash.service.
All classes equipGeneral repair
national theatre supply company, 2400 First
Avenue,ment.Seattle,
Wash.service.
All classes equipGeneral repair
shearer, b. f., company, 2318 Second Avenue,
Seattle, Wash. All classes equipment. Interior
decorating service and supplies. General repair service.
theatre supply & sound service company, 617
First Avenue, Spokane, Wash. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston theatre supply, 506 State Street,
Charleston, W. Va. All classes equipment.
General repair service.
WISCONSIN
national theatre supply company, 1027 N.
8th Street, Milwaukee, Wis. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
smith, ray, company, the, 635 N. 7th Street,
Milwaukee, Wis. All classes equipment.
General repair service.

Defense
(Continued in
from Suits
page 10) Over

the rows of seats next to the aisles. How- light just above the door, and a reasonable amount of light came therefrom. The
ever, itwas proved that the patron found
her way along the aisles, and had taken a injured person sued the proprietor for damages. However, the court refused to hold
seat where she remained during the per- the latter
liable, saying:
formance, but when coming from her seat
into the aisle she stumbled. Therefore, the
"It
was
defendant's duty to exercise orcourt held the theatre owner not liable
dinary care to keep its premises in a reasonably safe condition. It was not an insurer
because the accident resulted from negligence on the part of the patron in failing of safety. . . . The presence of the post
to use care to observe and remember the and wire was not inherently dangerous.
plan of the theatre building. Thus, if a There was no concealed trap and no dangerous substance or dangerous machinery
patron safely gets into his seat, the courts
assume that he must use sufficient care in or appliance. The entrance walk leading
from
the
door was safe and sufficient. The
getting out of the theatre to avoid an ininjured person was not supposed to go upjury.
on the strip of ground protected by the
ADEQUATE ILLUMINATION
If a theatre patron testifies that he was post and wire."
injured because the illumination was poor, OWNER'S NEGLIGENCE
the court will not allow damages if the NOT CAUSE OF INJURY
While it is well established law that
theatre owner proves that actually there
was sufficient illumination to enable the a theatre patron is entitled to damages for
other patrons to see defects and dangerous an injury sustained as a result of negligence of the theatre owner or his employes,
conditions
and to avoid injury to themselves.
yet the theatre owner is not liable for an
With respect to providing illumination, injury unless his negligence actually is the
theatre owners are not required to insure proximate cause of the accident. And the
or guarantee that enough light is supplied mere fact that a . theatre owner permits
to enable all patrons to avoid injuries. This persons to stand in aisles does not establish
rule of the law is especially true if a patron negligence.
For illustration, in the case of Circle
is injured while walking in an unusual
Theatre v. Grant (32 S. W. [2d] 676), a
place.
For instance, in Merrill v. Morris (231 patron sued a theatre owner for an injury
N. W. 23 1 ), it was disclosed that a person and testified that she attended the sbow,
when leaving a building walked over a took her seat, and that during the performplot of grass and stumbled over a post
someonemany
yelledpatrons
"Fire."
testifiedin
used to support a wire which surrounded furtherancethat
were She
standing
the plot of grass. There was an electric the aisles and that while people were atOctober 16, 1937

CANADA
h. h. burkoander theatre
supply Que.
co., 1449AllSt.classes
AlexStreet, Montreal,
equipment.
Projection
and
sound
equipment
repairing.
CANADIAN THEATRE & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, LTD.,
61 Albert St., Toronto, Ont. All classes equipment. General repair service.
CANADIAN THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, 366 Mayor
Street, Montreal, Quebec, Can. All classes
equipment. Projector repairing.
Canadian theatre supply CO., 510 Canada
Bldg., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can. All classes
equipment. Projector repairing.
coleman electric company, 258 Victoria Street,
Toronto, Ontario, Can. Sound equipment.
DOMINION THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LTD.,
21 Dundas Square, Toronto, Ontario, Can.
All classes equipment. General repair service.
DOMINION THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LTD.,
1206 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B. C. All
classes equipment. General repair service.
empire
agencies,Street,
ltd., Vancouver,
210-215 Bower
543 Granville
B. C, Bldg.,
Can.
All classes equipment. General repair service.
perkins electric company, ltd., 2027 Bleury
Street, Montreal, Quebec, Can. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
perkins electric Co., Ltd., 277 Victoria St.,
Toronto,ment.Ontario,
All classes equipProjection andCan.repairing.
rice, j. m. & CO., 202 Canada Bldg., Winnipeg,
Man. All classes equipment.
theatre equipment supply company, 906 Davie
Street, Vaucouver, B. C, Can. All classes
equipment. General repair service.
Injuries to Patrons

tempting to make their exit from the
building she was knocked down and trampled upon. She contended that the theatre
owner was negligent in permitting patrons
to stand in the aisles of the theatre during
the performance. However, the higher
court held the owner not liable, saying:
"We are of the opinion that this evidence was not sufficient to support a finding that permitting people to stand in the
aisles was the proximate cause of the plaintiff's injury. . . . Plaintiff was not injured
because the aisles were obstructed, but because someone behind her, who had been
seated,
knockedout, hera theatre
down." owner
As haspushed
been orpointed
is merely under the duty of exercising reasonable care to keep his theatre in safe
condition. In other words, a theatre owner
isin nottheantheatre,
insurer but
of hisowes
patrons'
safety merely
while
to them
the duty of exercising reasonable care to
keep the premises in a safe condition. Generally speaking, a patron will not recover
damages from a theatre owner for an injury
former
proves that
injury unless
resultedthefrom
negligence
on thethepart
of the theatre owner or his employes. It
is not sufficient that the patron proves that
it is likely that the theatre owner was
negligent.
For instance, in F. W. v. Williams (41
F. [2d] 970), it was disclosed that a womaningpatron
on a witness
floor, breakher arm.slipped
She and
was fell
the only
who
testified as to the cause of the accident. She
stated that when she was assisted from the
floor to a chair she noticed a spot on the
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floor at about the point where she fell ; that
the spot was darker than the floor; that it
was slightly raised above the floor; and
that she had no doubt but that her heel
went into this spot and caused her to slip.
During the trial the counsel for the injured woman contended that the proprietor
was negligent
in that "he
permitted some greasy,
slimy,allowed
oily orand other
like foreign substance to be and remain upon the floor, and did fail to remove and
clear the floor of the substance so as to
remove danger to persons of slipping and
falling."
court saying
held : the
woman
not However,
entitled to the
damages,
"Until it is established that the accident
was occasioned through the negligence of
defendant's
or as of
the which
result de-of
the existenceemployes,
of a condition
fendant had either actual or constructive
notice,
there cancase,be Leach
no recovery."
In another
v. Kresge (147
Atl. 759), it was shown that a woman
patron was injured when her heel came in
contact with the edge of the brass nosing on
the stairs and caused a sliver to rip up from
the nosing, thereby releasing her heel and
causing her to fall and receive the injuries.
She sued to recover damages, contending
that the proprietor negligently permitted
the nosing to remain in use until its condition was unsafe and dangerous to persons
using the stairs. However, the court held
the injured woman not entitled to damages,
saying :
"The brass nosing, when installed on the
stairs, was three-eighths of an inch thick.
. . . Assuming that at the time of the
accident the nosing in question was in a
dangerous condition, there was no evidence
either that the defendant knew of the condition or that the dangerous condition had
existed for such a length of time that defendant would have known of said con-

dition, ifreasonable care had been exercised. . . . The defendant's duty was to
use reasonable care, and there was no evidence whatever tending to show that such
duty
was
violated."CAUSED
INJURIES
BY OTHER PATRONS
Generally speaking, a theatre owner is
not liable in damages for an injury sustained by a patron if the injury resulted
from negligence of another patron.
For example, in Mahoney v. Atlantic
(169 N. E. 424), a patron sued a proprietor to recover damages for injuries sustained. Unknown to the proprietor, another patron had stood a heavy object
against a radiator and it fell when the
patron walked against it. The court
promptly held the injured patron not entitled to damages.
Also, in Kerns v. Dykes (48 S. W. [2d]
183), a patron was seriously injured when
a seat in a theatre collapsed. He filed suit
against the theatre owner to recover damages, and during the trial the theatre owner introduced evidence tending to show
that the seat was weakened as a result of
pranks of certain boys who had been in
the theatre. In view of this testimony, although the lower court had held the theatre owner liable, the higher court reversed
the verdict, and said:
"The causative force of the injury must
be shown to be controlled by the defendant (theatre owner) ; it must also appear
that there was no other equally efficient
proximate
CARE cause."
EXPECTED
IN USE OF STAIRS
Whether or not a theatre owner is liable
in damages for an injury sustained by a
patron who stumbles or falls on a stairway

Policy and

Factors in Theatre
{Continued from page 9)
an extension to a fan or light or heater.
Usually the old piece of wiring used hangs
over a nail to keep it out of the way. This
destroys all the effect of the conduiting.
The debit for something like this increases
with the number of defects, but runs from
5$ to 25^ per $100. This is so common
a defect it is something every exhibitor
should check periodically.
Some projectionists, especially in the
summer, disconnect from the doors their
self-closing springs or weights in order
to get a breeze. When the bureau inspector comes along, the theatre gets a strong
debit. The exhibitor should see to it that
if the projectionist must keep the door
open, he use a stick. In case of fire, it
would be simple to knock it out and allow
the automatic closing device to go at once
into operation.
INSULATION
Fundamentally, the construction of a
theatre building differs little from construction ofother buildings so far as insurance rates are involved ; however, a recent
development in theatre construction is new

Hazard

and this portion should be screened. The
screen should not be coarser than a quarter-inch mesh ; neither should it be too fine,
because the generator needs air. Many
projection room fires are caused because
the motor generator is in a too-small, unventilated room where it becomes overheated. Note that should this sort of fire
destroy only the generator, the loss is not
recoverable under the fire policy. Generators are expensive enough to warrant
alertness on the part of the exhibitor. If
the fire spreads, the damage, except to the
generator, is covered ; or, if a fire originates away from the generator, and in the
conflagration the generator is burned, the
latter then is covered.
Exhibitors frequently go to extremes to
get the wiring in conduit in order to reduce the fire hazard to a minimum. A
general requirement is that all wiring in
the projection room should be installed in
conduit in strict compliance with the National Electrical Code.
Yet an almost universal hazard is created by the exhibitor or his operator who
splices the conduited wire in order to run
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depends entirely upon the circumstances.
If the steps are not defective and are welL
illuminated, so that patrons have ample
opportunity by the application of ordinary
care to see such steps, the theatre owner is
not liable for injuries sustained by careless
For instance, in Garret v. W. S. Butterpatrons.
field Theatres (246 N. W. 57), it was
disclosed that a theatre patron 70 years old
stumbled on a step. The patron filed suit
against the theatre owner and the lower
court held the injured patron entitled to
receive payment of heavy damages. However, the theatre owner appealed to the
higher court and proved that the step was
illuminated and that any person who exercised ordinary care should have observed
the step. Therefore, the higher court reversed the lower
the theatre
owner court's
not liable.decision holding
In
another
case,
CommerceRealty Company (25Stockes
S. W.v. [2d]
186),
suit was filed by a woman patron against
a theatre, alleging that while descending
the stairway leading from the mezzanine
to the street floor of the theatre, she stepped
upon a defect on the stairs and fell, breaking her leg and receiving other injuries.
The woman testified that the cause of thefall was the insufficient lighting.
The theatre owner produced witnesseswho testified that the woman carelessly
walked down the stairway and that, immediately after the accident, they examined
the stairway and found no defect, and also
that at various times prior to the accident
the lighting in the stairway was good. Inviewtreofownerthese
not facts
liable.the jury held the thea[The author, a regular contributor to
Better Theatres on theatre law, is a member of the Ohio bar, with offices in Cincin ati.— The Editor.]
Insurance

Costs

— insulation for sound and air-conditioning. It is essential that noncombustible
materials be used. Recently in a Kansas
theatre being remodeled, flaked paper was
blown on the plaster above the ceiling.
The exhibitor had been sold "flaked asbestos." Paper around the wiring, where
always exists danger of a short, would
have made the theatre uninsurable. It
was removed. In some cases of insulating,
composition board is used. This is not
incombustible. It is simply heavy cardboard.
ADJOINING BUILDINGS
A not unfamiliar method by which an
exhibitor allows his theatre rate to be
pushed higher than it should be is in leaving openings next to buildings that take
a much higher rate. Side openings should
have a clear space of 20 feet from the
next brick building; 40 feet if the building
isprovided,
of frame.
this clearance
can't the
be
the If
exhibitor
can protect
openings with wire glass windows in approved metal frames, or with approved
{Continued on page 74)
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43
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Factors in Theatre Insurance Costs
{Continued from page 72)
arate.device calls for a 90% penalty in the ance clause governing the entire protection.
Only very rarely in towns of any size is
a building destroyed by fire.
PROTECTIVE COVERAGE
Theatre A contained $7500 worth of
And now, by way of conclusion, let us contents on which the exhibitor caried no
cite an actual case of costly insurance man- insurance at all. Neither was there any
agement. For almost six years an exhib- protection on the contents of Theatre B,
itor in a Middle Western city went to bed which were worth approximately $3000.
exhibitor did not own the building
every night feeling secure because his two The
theatres were protected by insurance. He which housed the second theatre.
Briefly then, the total investment of the
had seven fire policies alone. Yet on any
one of those nights a bad fire would have exhibitor was $33,000. His protection
ruined him.
from the simplest hazard, fire, was $11,Recently, upon examining his insurance 750. He stood to lose $21,250 of his capital. Had a cyclone wrecked the house,
affairs, it was discovered that a conserva- he would
have lost all but $1500, which
tive estimate of the cost of replacing the
building which housed one of his two the- the mortgagor would have taken.
In rearranging his insurance, measures
atres, exclusive of contents, was between
$22,000 and $23,000. His seven policies taken included a $22,500 fire and supplerisk policy on Theatre A building;
carried an aggregate of $11,750 of fire in- $7500 mental
on contents in Theatre A, and
surance coverage, or less than half the
value. There was no supplemental con- $3000 on those in Theatre B. The insurance was issued for a five-year period,,
tract on the building, though the exhibitor
saved the exhibitor between 15%
did carry $1500 in tornado coverage — a which
and 16%. In addition, liability policies
good cyclone would have ruined him.
Although there was a first and second were written on both theatres, with a 25%
mortgage on the building of Theatre A, reduction in the cost of both under the
only one policy noted this fact. Two KMTA plan which he worked out several
mentioned one of the mortgages. Other years ago by the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association.
policies failed to mention either mortgage.
Hazard corrections were also made — an
Had there been a fire, loss payments would
expenditure
of approximately $55 was
have been delayed by the companies until
the exhibitor and the mortgagor had made on installation of projection room
worked out some sort of agreement as to shutters, defective wiring was replaced, a
who was to receive the money. The mort- rubber hose connection was supplanted by
gage holder would have had first call for a copper tube on a gas-fired popcorn stand,
his share. Perhaps the original mortgagor and an automatic shutoff valve was instal ed in the oil burner. These changes
had sold the mortgage and it was in the
hands of a third party interested only in saved many debits applying to both the
liquidating the loan — not interested in see- building and the contents, so that they
ing that the exhibitor got back into busi- really constituted a double saving.
ness as soon as possible. A court action
With the savings effected, the almost
might have been necessary. In the mean- doubled
cost was
the paying
exhibitor 10%protection
less than actually
he formerly
time, the exhibitor would not have enough
cash to repair and reopen.
for dangerously inadequate insurance.
Oneancepolicy
had an the
80 per
clause. Under
othercentsixco-insurpolicies
[The author has dealt with theatre inthe exhibitor was paying for 100% insursurance problems for many years, particuance. Because he was underinsured, the
larly throughout Western Missouri and
exhibitor should not have had an 80% Kansas. He was instrumental in the formulation ofthe liability insurance plan of
co-insurance feature in any of his policies.
What he should have had was adequate —theThe
Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Association.
Editor.]
coverage with an 80% or 90% co-insurBetter Theatres

Hazard

fire doors. The penalty depends on the
rate of the adjacent building. If it is of
ordinary brick — mercantile building, say —
the debit could be as much as 40^ per
$100, which amounts, in a $30,000 theatre,
to $120 a year.
Window openings in adjacent buildings
which are above the roof of the theatre
should be at least 36 inches above so that
in case of fire in the adjacent building,
the flames will go up, and that far above,
they will not hit the theatre roof. Recently an exhibitor in Kansas discovered
it would be much less expensive to build
his sidewalls a few feet higher so that they
surmounted windows in an adjoining
building, a very old one taking a very high
insurance rate.
If the exhibitor uses coal in his heating
plant, he must have the bin walled up
with brick or stone away from the furnace,
or pay a 10^ penalty in the rate. There
must be a minimum of 18 inches of clearance between the heating plant — and this
includes the
bustiblesmokestack
material. The— and
debitanyon comthis
varies from 5^ to 25^ per $100, depending on the amount of clearance and the
combustibility of the material.
Theatre contents, such as draperies,
chairs, etc., are subject to very severe damage from oil furnace smoke. It therefore
is very essential that the oil burning equipment be as safe as possible. Only approved
oil burners should be installed, and in all
cases the fuel oil tank should be buried
outside the building and the oil fed to the
burner by pump feed. If gravity feed is
used, in case there is a break or leak in
the basement, the oil will syphon into the
building from the tank, and fire in the
heating plant sometimes will ignite the oil
to cause a serious oil fire. The debit for
gravity feed is extremely severe. In fact,
a penalty of around 90% is provided on
both building and content rates.
In some instances it is difficult or unfeasible to get the tank below the burner.
Here again there is likelihood of creating
a syphon into the basement. In such cases
an anti-syphoning. valve should be installed
at the highest point in the fuel oil line
inside the building. Absence of so simple
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of these parts — the manufacturer of
good projection to keep patrons your Simplex Projectors — has the
flocking back for more! In these days fine precision equipment, the testing
of increasingly high standards, people facilities and the experience which
won't tolerate unsteady pictures and guarantee the extreme accuracy and
eyePleased
strain. patrons are your greatest wear resistance which perfect projection requires.
asset. So why jeopardize your patronWhen you have your projectors reage by gambling with IMITATION
paired, remember that good projecSimplex Parts and inferior projection
tion spells good box office. Insist on
— particularly when Genuine Simplex
Parts cost so little.
Genuine Simplex Parts. They are now
sold by National Theatre Supply ComOnly Genuine Simplex Parts assure
perfect projection. Only the maker
pany at 36% off list.
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORP., 88-96 Gold Street, New Yorfc, N. Y.
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You, too, can install this superior sound — no matter how small
or large your theatre — at a price designed to meet
your own requirements.

sound in your
MAKE the
theatre better! Better
sound means better box-office
— and you'll get better sound
with RCA Photophone — the
Magic Voice of the Screen!
Five leading motion picture
companies in Hollywood use
RCA Photophone apparatus
for recordings. Thousands of

SCREEN

theatres from coast to coast use
RCA Photophone for the reproduction ofiner
f
sound on the
screen. Big theatres and small.
Follow the example of the
famous Cine Theatre — and
other leaders. Give your screen
this Magic Voice! There's a
type to suit your theatre — at
a price to suit your purse!

Made by world's leading
sound organization
ONLY MAGIC VOICE OF THE
SCREEN OFFERS THESE 10
PROOFS OF SUPERIORITY
Rotary Stabilizer
Cellular Speakers
Low Cost Maintenance,
Liberal Service
Simple Operation
Economical Operation
Push-Pull Adaptability
High Fidelity Reproduction
Simple
Installation
Accessibility
Sole Ownership
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ACTING

MAYOR
of
new issue The March of Time, devoting a section
THE
to the career, causes and affairs of Rorello LaGuardia,
mayor of the city of New York, in the midst of a campaign, carries the amusement screen yet farther into the
uncertain adventures of the shoal dotted seas of controversy.
The presumed pretext that Mayor LaGuardia is being mentioned as a potential candidate for the presidency of the
United States might explain the editorial opinion that he is
material for +he national screen. The nomination so far seems
to come from Mr. William Allen White of Emporia, who is
partTheofdecision,
"what's the
Kansas." then seems to come
this matter
electionwith
to attention,
from Mr. Louis DeRochemont of The March of Time and Mr.
White. And that by some, maybe irrelevant, connotation reminds one that ornate multi-colored Fortune, a blood cousin of
the screen periodical, has at least two candidates for the presidency, also, a subject for future attention here, and elsewhere.
But, even yet, Mayor LaGuardia is a person sizeable of importance only in New York, which is after all only between ten
and twelve percent of the motion picture audience of the
United States.
Regardless of the depth of editorial sincerity which decided
that this mayor and candidate should get such signal attention,
it is inevitable that many persons both in New York and afield
will regard the treatment as one of curious partisanship, the
like of which the theatre screen has never seen since the days
of 1896 when Abner McKinley bought stock in the American
Biograph company and put his brother, Major William McKinley, candidate, upon the newborn screen.
AAA
TIME has marched quite a distance since the Major stepped
out on his lawn at Canton and posed for a close-up. Mayor
LaGuardia did not pose; he acted, all over the lot, pictured in doing a sample of most of what he has done and
saying a bit of everything that he has said. The supporting
cast included a considerable array of the members of his
municipal government. The concluding sequence takes him
home, exhausted, hair disheveled, worthily wearied in the services of his people and, after a deep breath, asking the good
wife what they shall be having for dinner. It is a drama of the
great common people.
The spectator can hardly escape the realization that the
Mayor of the great city of New York has done this, with much
rehearsal and labour, and someway that realization is not
accompanied by impression of dignity. One must know that
behind the camera was a director, that there was make-up,
that there were lights, rifles, floods and spots, reflectors,
baffles, the gadgetry of cinema in the making. Commands:
"Roll 'em." "Action!" "Cut." "It's a take."
perhaps,
Time for
marches
on, the but
new itera's
equivalent
of This
the isgreat
man assitting
his portrait,
is hell
on the
sitter.
Presumably while all this was in the making, the code of
journalism, even screen journalism, required that the opposition,
including Tammany, be invited to contribute to the scenario of
the mayoralty campaign story, but the opposition does not
appear. Maybe the opposition did not have a script on hand
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at the moment. So the public will never know just why Time
seems to be so enthusiastic about Mayor LaGuardia. The
motion picture, the whole institution of the screen, will get
credit for partisanship.
This comes after two decades of newsreels that have counted
frames to keep candidates even.
AAA
WEEK-END

ADVENTURE
neat
has beenon a Long
or so thereCorners
FOR
at Lockwood
housefiftyupyears
painted and
whitea hundred
Ridge Road in Connecticut. It was a farm house, then,
nestling against a ledge buttressed hillside to the back
and with corn patches and pasture lands in front, with an oxdown
of a day's
the better
that led Now
cart highway village.
of Maurice
homejourney
it is thehalfcountry
to Stamford
McKenzie, surrounded by the landscaped acres and the gardens where he takes respite from the toils of the Hays office.
Last week the carpenters were in to do something among
those staunch hardwood beams that the pioneers so ably mortised together, and discovered, tucked between ceiling and
floor, a half finished, skilfully carved violin head, of native
maple. On one side of it was pencilled: "You ain't found so
much," and on the other side "Made Apl 1856. Not now,
fiddle
Eph." what came over Ephraim that April day
One head.
must —wonder
eighty-one years ago. Was he wearied of whittling through
a long winter? Was the spring plowing calling? Had a traveling Yankee parson rebuked him of the vanities of the fiddle?
Maybe a romance had ended, taking music out of his life. Maybe he ran away to sea. Or maybe the shadbush bloomed
early that April and Eph just went a-fishin' down to the Mianus.
Whatever the answer was he epitomized it in "Not now, fiddle
head." Certainly he was reluctant. He did not throw it away.
"Youremote,
ain't found
forecast,
this
hurried much,"
world ofhe 1937.
His against
prideful, discovery
careful toolin
marks in the perfect maple belie that modesty.
Eph made a good fiddle head, and when he put it away,
he
waxed
end time.
so it wouldn't split. He knew
it was
goingandto beveled
be there thea long
We who live by words on paper and sound track, by flitting
pages and pictures, at ninety feet a minute, shall do well if
we leave a fiddle head to season between the rafters against
discovery in some tomorrow.
AAA
ANYTHING GOES7
JUST
suppose
it was turned
way, andon that
a maker
of motion
picturesaround
shouldtheputother
a gossiper
the
air to attract attention to his wares by announcing that
the Duke of Windsor was to be placed in charge of Jergens Lotion and its market distribution, and suppose that the
broadcast were further decorated with adverse comment on
the alcoholic adventures and conduct of various persons in
the
raised.toilet goods trade — then just how much hell would be
We now inquire, without rising to request the floor, just
where does a manufacturer of toilet counter merchandise and
{Continued on next page, bottom of column 1]
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Theatres and the Press
A majority of editors and publishers have
awakened to the circulation value of motion
picture news and are giving it more space
and more carefully edited space, a trend
which has resulted in a greatly improved
relationship between the press and exhibitors. A survey
nation'spicture
press indusin its
connection
with ofthethemotion
try which indicates also that there has been
little average change in the amount of theatrical advertising placed in spite of increased rates adopted or threatened, is the
basis for such a summation.
Analyses and reports of the treatment of
film
newscountry
in individual
out the
start onnewspapers
page 12. through-

War Film
An unsuccessful attempt to purchase the
entire
footageof the
of Universal
Newsreel's
est pictures
Sino-Japanese
war for latthe
admitted purpose of suppression was made
this week by Siegfried F. Lindstrom, who
claimed to represent the Japanese Chamber
of Commerce in New York, according to a
copyrighted
story offer,
published
in Motion
Picture Daily. The
the Daily
continued,
was made to Charles E. Ford, editor of the
newsreel, who explained the film is to be
released as the weekend issue of the reel.
He said it contains shots of the bombing
by Japanese airplanes of the Central Hospital, the Nanking Power Plant, the shooting down of Japanese planes and the capture of their pilots . by the Chinese, and the
visit of Madame Chiank Kai Shek, wife of
the generalissimo of the Chinese armies, to
Local Newsreelsj
the Central Hospital during the air raid.
Theatre owners in large numbers are Mr. Lindstrom, according to the Daily, admitted he had no official capacity in the
turning to the independent production and
exhibition of local newsreels to serve as Japanese Chamber of Commerce in New
that added attraction in place of chance York, but said he had been requested to
represent it in the attempt to purchase the
games, giveaways and such.
Iowa and Illinois appear to be the most film. He said he also had approached officials of News of the Day and Movietone
fertile fields for the idea, which is described
News on the same matter, but that they had
on page 16.
given him no specific answer pending receipt of their film.
George Yamaoka, attorney of 120 BroadANYTHING GOES?
way and a director of the Japanese Chamber
{Continued from preceding page)
of Commerce, said he had asked Mr. Lindstrom to obtain copies of the reels, not the
a National Broadcasting Company acquire
license to invade the affairs and status of negatives.
the motion picture industry, make a toy
of the name of a king of England toss Biophone Suit Settled
about the names and repute of famous
A stipulation settling and discontinuing
players of the screen?
the $15,000,000 anti-trust suit of the BioThe presumptuousness involved is beyond
phone Corporation against American Teleand Western Electric
that of any but the lowest and least re- was filedphone andbyTelegraph
in the United States
spectable sectors of the yellow press. It district courtbothin sides
New
York Wednesday.
does nessnotof radio.
squareItwith
the
general
cautioussuing under the Sherman antimeans, one must assume, Biophone,
trust
laws
and
seeking
triple
damages, had
that there is a notion that the motion pic- charged that the defendants refused
permisture industry will stand for anything.
sion to licensees of their patent to use the
apparatus
in
the
motion
picture
industry.
V V
The amount of the settlement was not given.
TO SELL WHAT?
Gossip and Windsor
George Fischer, motion picture gossip
//N^ORE business men and salesmen" columnist
for the Los Angeles Daily Nezvs,
' » ' menand
so manyunbiased
lawyers suggestion
in governt, isthenotpossibly
picture gossip commentator on the
of Mr. Bruce, author, advertising expert motion
air for
Jergens'by toilet-counter
lotion,
described
the press as thehandpossessor
and magnate, preacher's son and twentieth and,
of an ingenious imagination, told an
century success, also a candidate for Con- NBC
audience last Sunday night that
gress. As for business men, yes — but one no lessradio
a person than ex-King Edward VIII,
may hope, and feel reasonably sure, that the
Duke
of
Windsor, is going to take on
Mr. Barton is not advocating salesmanship
less a position
"czar" world.
of the entire
influence which might encourage govern- no
international
motionthanpicture
Will
ment to promotional tactics leading to Hays said that
there
was
absolutely
free deals, bonuses, premiums, passes, a foundation for such a statement, but Mr.no
prize-in-every-package, radio acts and a Fischer persisted.
Federal Bank Night.
The affair is reported on page 17.

To Be or Not to Be
"Inside stories" have been written, press
interviews have been granted and all sorts
of rumors have been denied but the status
of the Hal Roach-Vittorio Mussolini producing company, RAM, still remains a
mystery.
The 21 -year-old
of Italy's
Dictator, announced
in Newson York
that
everything was fine in Hollywood and so
far as he knew the RAM deal was still on.
However, a Roach executive was quoted as
answering a query on the new company
with the question: "Why bring up a dying
duck?"
reportshisfrom
state toII
Duce hadPress
ordered
son Rome
to return
Italy but young Mussolini, first quoted as
saying he had talked with his father, later
announced he had received no word from
II Duce.
See page 17.
Dunphy to Aid Zukor
Afterlicityreorganization
of Paramount's
department, Christopher
Dunphy, pubnow
in New York, will become production aid
to Adolph Zukor, whom he is meeting in New
York upon Mr. Zukor's return from Europe.
Terry Delapp and Cliff Lewis, assistant to
Mr. Dunphy, will split command of the
studio publicity and advertising department
respectively. Mr. Dunphy succeeds to the
post
recently vacated by the resignation of
Ted Lesser.
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"Red" Film Outlet
Pennsylvania
andProtestations
labor groupsby against
the state"liberal"
censor
board's banning of "The Spanish Earth,"
documentary war film purportedly propagandizing the Red cause in the Spanish
Civil War, resulted this week in removal
of the ban by George Howard Earle,
Governor.
Governor Earle, however, remarked that
the United States is becoming the "dumpfor pictures
attempt ofto
sell ing
to ground"
the American
people"which
the doctrines
Communism,
Fascism
and
Nazism,"
as reported on page 38.
Basque Suit
An action for 200,000 francs ($6,600) has
been instituted in French civil court against
the German film company, Agfa, by the
Basque government, according to Associated
Press dispatch from Paris. The Basques
contend they were damaged by the alleged
retention of pictures said to prove that Spanish insurgent warplanes destroyed Guernica,
once capital of the country and shrine of the
Basque nationalism. The suit also demands
immediate return of the film under pain of
adelay
fine ofin 5,000
francs ($165) for every day's
delivery.
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Legislation Warnings
A warning that there is an impending
onslaught of legislation which will affect
the motion picture industry, was issued this
week in a bulletin from the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America. Ed Kuykendall, president, made the announcement
before leaving on a trip through the West
and he called upon exhibitors to join forces
in preparation for the next session of
Congress. Allied States Association of
Motion Picture Exhibitors also issued a
bulletin, asking that steps be taken in regard to possible future legislation. Allied
announced it would conduct a nationwide
survey to determine the stand of exhibitors
on such proposed measures as an anticompulsory block booking and blind selling bill. bulletins are discussed in stories on
Both
page 52.
Editorial
Release Chart

In the Cutting Room
Exhibitors Meet
Edgar A. Kirchner, manager of the Asides and Interludes
Family theatre, Detroit, opened the annual
convention of the Michigan unit of Allied Deaths
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors at Detroit with announcement of
plans to make the organization a "real in- In the Courts
Massachusettsdependent
Alliedexhibitors'
unit association."
elected officers The
and
directors and progress was made on plans The Hollywood Scene
to merge the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York City with Allied
of New Jersey.
Technological
Reports
of conventions
ture meetings
are on page ' and
16. dates of fuThis Week in the Pictures
Binaural Sound
Of chief interest at the early sessions of
the convention of the Society of Motion Pic- Showmen's Reviews
ture Engineers in New York was a demonstration of binaural or stereophonic sound
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Under In the Newsreels
the new method of two channel recording
and reproduction the sound appears to come
from its pictured source on the screen in- Managers' Round Table
stead of from a central point, giving a third
dimensional effect. At the opening luncheon
of the convention on Monday Martin Quig- Short Subjects on Broadway
ley decried attempts by groups outside the
industry to force producers to introduce
propagandistic elements into pictures pro- J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
duced solely for entertainment.
A complete record of the convention acWhat the Picture Did for Me
tivities starts on page 25.

9

Operator Contracts
Differences which led to a one-day strike
in Vancouver, B. C, last week were settled
under the terms of an agreement reached by
British Columbia projectionists with the Famous Players Canadian circuit and independent theatre owners. Projectionists also
signed contracts in Chicago, Kansas City,
Wisconsin and New Jersey. Interest in the
labor situation in the production branch centered on the Regional Labor Board hearing
inGuild
Los isAngeles
at which the Screen Writers'
bargainingseeking
agency.designation as a collective
The labor front is covered in the story
on page 56.

Dullzell Quits
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary and
treasurer of Actors Equity Association,
submitted his resignation to the Equity
council at its regular weekly meeting on
Tuesday. The council, reported to have
Page 7 been
taken completely by surprise, postponed action on the resignation until
October 26th. Frank Gillmore, president
Page 89 of the association, whose resignation from
that post will become effective November 1st, announced from Denver that he
Page 57 would take the first train to New york.
Page 65

Shy on U. S. Influence
The plan for a one hundred per cent association of producers in England has
failed, though an organization committee
has
been
named,
with Capt. the Hon. RichPage 76
ard Norton as chairman, to draft the constitution. There will be an association, but
its function will be limited to negotiations
Page 37 with
organized labor. The reason the idea
of an all-inclusive association has bogged
in the shyness of British interPage 78 downests rests
on inclusion of American, lest they take
too important a place in the organization.
Details are found on page 36.
Page 10
Page 76

Conspiracy Law
Refusal of distributors to sell to an exhibitor isnot a violation of any law, accordPage 99
ing to a recent decision handed down by
William H. Atwell, judge of the United
States district court in Dallas. The court
Page 81 dismissed a conspiracy action brought by
Ruben Frels, exhibitor, against the Jefferson Amusement Company and major disPage 49
tributors. He charged they had conspired
to prevent him from obtaining product but
the court held that he had merely proven
he had difficulty in obtaining pictures.
Page 99 that
There was no proof of concerted action by
the defendants, the judge said.
Excerpts from the decision on page 72.
Page 79
Page 43
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/N by front
of the(not
fireplace
the theatrical
lobby of history,
Daly's, London,
and surrounded
the ghosts
shown)in of
Julian Schlesinger
hands
over the keys of the theatre to Sam E. Morris, center, and Max Milder,
left. Bronzes, statuary and other furnishings associated with the traditions
of the world famous theatre will be preserved in the new Warner Brothers
house to be erected on the site. To make possible a reconstruction whenever
a production requires an old theatrical background cameramen took 300 different pictures of the interior before the wreckers took charge. The pictures
together with other relics of the building not used in furnishing the new
house will be stored at the company's Teddington studios.
R. X. Williams, Jr., was reelected president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee at a meeting
in Memphis which was highlighted by criticism of "indiscriminate" intermingling of
whites and negroes in motion pictures and by
a warning, issued by Edward Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, that if a special session of
Congress
is heldaffecting
this Fall the
it probably
will consider measures
film industry.

Adolph Zukor, Paramount board chairman,
at the Hotel Palatinus, Budapest. On Mr.
-> Zukor' s right is N. G. Palugyay, Paramount
manager for Hungary. Others in the group
are representatives of the press.
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Warner Brothers theatre managers of Chicago, Wisconsin and Indiana met last week at
Chicago's Blackstone hotel to discuss seasonal
plans with executives. At the speakers' table,
in the customary order, are A. O. Kvool, general manager for the Warner -Saxe theatres;
Charles H. Ryan, assistant zone manager for
Chicago; James E. Coston, Chicago zone manager; Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
Warner theatres; Thomas Saxe, of Saxe theatres, and Harry Goldberg, Warner Brothers advertising manager.
John L. Franconi, formerly southwest district manager for Gaumont British, has acquired ahalf interest with Edward Blumenthal
in the Monogram franchise for the Texas territory.
Martin J. Mullins, left, and Samuel Pinanski, right, executive heads of New
England's
M. & P. Theatres, present a gold cigarette case to George Raft on a
visit to Boston.
Reginald Baker, managing director of Associated British Film Distributors,
is shown in Hollywood explaining an unreported impression to Edward L.
Alperson, right, president of Grand National Pictures, Inc.
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PRESS-THEATRE
IMPROVE
Increased Space Given to
News of Motion Pictures,
While Theatre Advertising
Lineage Shows Little Change
Relationshibition between
the press
and the
and distribution
branches
of exthe
motion picture industry which have direct
contact with local newspapers, have shown
marked improvement in recent months,
noticeably in the way of increased space
devoted to film news of interest to the general reader and to exploitation initiated by
individual theatre managers. Theatre advertising lineage has shown no average increase or decrease over last year although
rate advances in many instances have been
adopted or indicated.
A recent survey of 40 cities indicated
that 75 per cent of newspapers are giving
more attention to motion picture news.
In only nine cities, most of them small
municipalities, were editors reported less
friendly toward the screen.
Commercial rates, considerably lower
than the traditional theatre rates for film
advertising, are working out satisfactorily
in several locations. In some cases newspaper publishers have adopted commercial
rates for such lineage in connection with
"no reader
publicity"
agreements,
to find
that
interest
demands only
comprehensive motion picture news.
Reports from scattered but representative cities indicate that total lineage
placed for a sample period, August and
part of September, shows little average
change over the corresponding period in
1936.
a majority
editors andvaluepublishers
haveThatawakened
to theof circulation
of film
news and are giving it more space and more
carefullydicatededited
space, than
ever before was
in the answers
to questionnaires
sent inby
Oscar A. Doob, advertising and publicity director
for
Loew's
Theatres,
to
theatre
managers and publicity men in more than 40 cities
in which the company operates houses. Reports
of improved relationships were generally from
the larger cities including Boston, Cleveland,
Akron, Worcester, Canton, Hartford, Dayton,
Atlanta, Wilmington, Houston, Toledo, New
Haven,sas City,
Louisville,
Meriden,
Indianapolis,
KanSt. Louis,
Richmond,
Providence,
Pittsburgh,
Washington,
Evansville,
Reading
and Columbus.
Only a few cities reported a retrogression
in editorial cooperation, among them Nashville,
Bridgeport, Baltimore, Waterbury, Syracuse,
Harrisburg and Rochester. New Orleans,
Toronto, Norfolk and Memphis reported no
material change.
Muchcated, ofis devoted
the added
space, the
answers
to general
studios
news indiand
features.
Commenting
on
this
factor
Mr.
Doob
said,
"Thetoonly
dangerHollywood
in this trend
more
space
general
news toandgivefeature
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RELATIONS
75%

OF

HIGHER RATES ASKED
FOR BIG ADVERTISERS
Increase in the low rates now
granted volume advertisers by most
newspapers are the only solution to
rapidly dwindling newspaper profits,
delegates fereat
a recent University,
publishers' connce at Stanford
Palo
Alto, Cal, were told by H. C. Burkheimer, publisher of the Alhambra
Post-Advocate.
With costs rapidly increasing publishers will face the prospect of losses
unless they correct the error of selling
advertising at less than cost in order
to increase volume Mr. Burkheimer
said. The talk was accompanied by
charts based on a survey the publisher
made of his own cost and rate structures and included a plan for selling
the increased rates by stressing the
community services performed by
newspapers
mediums. in contrast with other
services is that it crowds off the movie pages
much of the strictly local theatre news ; not
such a pleasant commentary on the methods
and talents of the local publicity writers. If
the theatres provided the newspapers with a
higher grade of local news the editors would
not prefer the wire or correspondence stuff
from
the coast." Popular
Serializations
Another noticeable trend, the reports showed,
is the increased interest that editors are taking
in synopses of current or forthcoming pictures,
either in pictorial or novelette form. Studio
publicity offices have been concentrating on
these forms,
known titlesusing
and them
outstandingusing
writers, andwellnewspapers
have found them valuable circulation builders.
In several situations the newspapers have introduced regular commercial advertising rates
for theatres. In all of these cities the theatres
report satisfaction with the lower rate which
does not carry with it any definite publicity
promises. In Richmond, Va., the Times-Dispatch cdecided
to eliminate
us ions of publicity
with alltheunpleasant
theatres disand
merchants. Theatre advertising was put on the
commercial rate and a move was made to minimize the space given to the screen. Then the
paper
a pollforof more
its readers
and found
definitetook
demand
film news.
Sincea
then the paper, still using the commercial rate,
has enlarged its amusement columns. In fact
the News-Leader, which has maintained its
theatrical rate, has increased its film space to
keep pace with the other paper.
In Norfolk
the theatres
preferrateto rather
buy advertising at the low
commercial
than
pay the much higher theatrical rate and secure
the 50-50 volvpublicity
when
the
higher
rate
es. In New Orleans, where theatricalinspace is on the low rate basis, the papers still
give considerable
editorial
space toarethemixed.
theatres. In Harrisburg,
Pa., policies

PAPERS

The Telegraph gives very liberal attention to
the screen. The Patriot and Evening News
gives
theatres
theatricalpublicity
premiumonlyand tohouses
buyingpaying
space theat
the commercial rate get nothing.
Screen
Pages between
"Cleaned
Cooperation
editorsUp"and theatre managers has made possible calm discussion of
mutual problems. In a number of cities the
managers have been successful in having the
newspapers
the amusement
pages unsightly
of commercialrid
advertising,
radio programs,
black advertisements and similar material. In
other cases managers have persuaded publishers to postpone
contemplated
rate increases.
Theatres
in Nashville
and Syracuse
for the
last yeartions.have
been
the
victims
of local
condiIn both cities the practice
of giving
merchants publicity placed under advertising
pressure rather than on the basis of its news
value, became so widespread that the publishers
combined
to issueata the
"no commercial
publicity" edict.
This,
aimed primarily
advertisers,
was allowed also to militate against the
theatres. While the local screen offerings
received routine attention, all contests, cooperativeopeadvertisements
similarThe special
coration were and are and
banned.
Theatrical
advertising rate has not been reduced.
Syracuse papers are eliminating radio columns and sport and other news from their theatrical pages. In Nashville, the Tennessean, never
very partial
to screen
news, and
is showing
terest in theatre
coperation
recentlymore
openedinconversations with local theatres toward building up a Thursday amusement page.
A number of papers in other cities have
recognized Thursday or Friday opening dates
and have amusement pages timed accordingly,
although
all Sunday
retaindealtheir
cial sections.
Most of papers
these now
with spethe
coming
week's
attractions
rather
than
space to the current shows which alreadygiving
have
run the major part of the week.
Drops Publishers' Agreement
In Pittsburgh the Sun-Telegraph's recent decision tobreak
awayspecial
from the
publishers'contests
agreement
against any
promotional
or other theatrical exploitation has improved
conditions. The agreement, in existence many
years, barred all stunts no matter how good.
The paper also changed its film policy to conformtenmore
generalspecial
Hearststories.
policy of exsive art toandthetimely
Withune there
a change
of
ownership
of
the
has been a general changeStar-Tribfor the
better in Providence. The new owners have expressed belief in the value of film news and are
devoting additional space to it. The other
papers,
the Journal
Pawtucket
Times have
fallen inBulletin
line withandthethepolicy.
Similarly a change of management of the
Times in Reading, Pa., quite recently brought
about a sudden change in the situation in that
city.
for toseveral
has perpermittedThetheEagle
theatres
chooseyears
a commercial
rate without publicity or a much higher film
rate which involved a promise of publicity. The
Times, with an amusement rate of $1.19 per
inch has continued to give publicity. A new
general manager for the Times recently offered
the theatres the regular mercantile rate of 88
cents per inch and promised that the paper not
only would continue its present publicity but
would star an improved amusement page.
In St. Louis there has been general improve-
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NEWSPAPER
< Continued from preceding page)
merit. The Post Dispatch retaining its Sunday
amusement page, has added a half page on
Thursdays and a full page on Fridays. The
Star-Times has been running enlarged daily
screenpage,
pagesdouble
and theitsGlobe-Democrat
is usingAlla
full
former allotment.
papers, however, are adhering to an agreement
barring film contests.
The Indianapolis Times has established a
daily film page and the News has increased
the
items.space allotted to routine news and special
Rates Increased
Increased theatrical advertising rates were
put in effect October 1st by the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette. The lineage for motion picture
advertising has been increased from $6 to $7 an
inch with the scale for legitimate theatres advancing the same amount from $7 to $8. The
Post-Gazette is alone in the morning field
and claims the top circulation in the city. The
new rate will place its card on the same basis
as the Press, Scripps-Howard afternoon paper
which has been charging the higher rate for
some time.
Omaha theatres have received news of a
major advance in rates by the World-Herald
which recently acquired control of the newspaper field in the city through its purchase of the
Bee-News. All existing contracts have been
cancelled and the 20 cents an inch rebate formerly accorded if advertising was split between
the two papers has been suspended. Effective
November 1st the rate will be $5.05 an inch
with a rebate of 10 cents an inch if 150 inches
a week are used and an additional 10 cents if
250 inches are used.
An advertising rate dispute between the Lincoln Theatres Corporation and Westland Theatres
and thehasnewspapers,Corporation
Journal and onStaroneon side
the other,
been
settled after eight weeks of dissension which
began when the papers increased their rate of
$3.70 to $4. The theatres withdrew more than
half of their usual advertising. Under the new
agreement the rate will be $3.80 an inch and
if more than 50 inches are used weekly it
will be $3.
A similar but more extensive war is still
being waged in Baltimore where the theatres
have confined their advertising in the Sun
papers to directory space for several months
since the papers announced a rate change.
Neither side shows any inclination toward
modifying
its stand
and thehastheatre
managers
claim no loss
of business
resulted.
The
News-Post,
oppositionwithnewspaper,
tinued its cooperation
theatres. has conNew Orleans Lineage
Heaviest in South
Displayexceeds
advertising
theatres inmajor
New
Orleans
that placed
of otherby industries,
department stores excluded, and is believed to
be the heaviest in the South in comparison with
other cities.
Whiletracts,advertising
rates theare commercial
high for non-conthe theatres enjoy
rate if
a sufficient number of lines are contracted for at
the beginning of the season, with a rebate for
unused lineage when the year expires. National
advertising
by the
distributors
ducers isnotplaced
as heavy
as the
local. and proDisplay
advertising
and
editorial
devoted to film news during the weeksspaceending
August 21st and 28th and September 4th and
11th totalled for two seven day papers, two
six day papers and miscellaneous weeklies, com-
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RATES

SHOW

ALL ADVERTISING
TAXED IN PERU
The Peruvian Government has
enacted legislation providing for taxation of advertising in newspapers and
magazines, the revenue to be applied
toward establishment of a government
printing office and toward the expense of disseminating propaganda
concerning Peruvian economics, industry and culture.
According to a report to the United
States Department of Commerce from
Lima the law will be applied only to
publications issued in Lima or its
suburbs and will amount to ten per
cent ad valorem. Advertisements soliciting employment will be exempt.
pared :with the corresponding weeks for 1936
follow
1936 1937
Display
10,000. inches 9,050 inches
Free reading matter.. 6,800 inches 7,300 inches
Included in the total for free reading matter
were routine reviews and Sunday layouts as
well as special matter.
Totals Show Decline
For Spokane Papers
Records show that during the four week period from August 21st to September 11th this
year theatre advertising in three newspapers in
Spokane, Wash., declined about 950 inches in
comparison with the corresponding period of
last year.
decreaseduring
is attributed
to differences in theTheweather
this period,
the
newspapers claiming 15 per cent more theatre
advertising so far this year than for corresponding months of 1936.
The totals
1936 for the period were : 1937
4,325 inches
3,380 inches
Free pspace
the three
apers isaboutgiven
the theatres
same thisby year
as lastnewsbut
type has changed. More space is given studio
news and local theatre publicity is dressed up as
legitimate
paperincluding
gives about
umn a day news.
to the Each
theatres,
gossipa coland
comment on local theatre bills. The Press has
a full page of art and film news on Saturday.
The Spokesman-Review has a color section on
Sunday. More tieups between the theatres and
the papers are evident, including contests, lobby
displays, and special shows.
Cleveland Advertising
Shows Big Increase
Theatre advertising lineage in four Cleveland
newspapers
for lines
August,
crease of 1,204
over 1937,
August,showed
1936. anTotalsinwere :
August. 1936 August, 1937
Plain Dealer (morning).. 36,828 lines 38,764 lines
Plain Dealer (Sunday).. 10,458 11,821
News (evening daily)... 41,223 46,318
Press (evening daily)... 45,355 48,165
Totals
133,864 lines 145,068 lines
Cleveland first run houses receive an average
of approximately 1,500 lines of free space a

INCREASES
week in the Plain Dealer, including daily and
Sunday editions, and the Press and the News,
each daily except Sunday. On extraordinary
occasions as much as 3,500 lines has been accorded apicture in one week.
Grosses, Advertising
Up in Indianapolis
Total theatre receipts in the fifty-odd houses
of Indianapolis showed an increase of approximately $30,000 for the period August 15th to
September 11th compared with corresponding
period a year ago.
In round numbers receipts for the period
in 1936 were about $270,000 ; this year they ran
about $300,000 or better. Virtually all existing
theatres show increases in grosses over last
year and the increase also represents three or
four additional houses, including two reopenings
of houses long closed.
Agate lines of theatre advertising in Indianapolis's
three
the
period
1937,newspapers
as against totaled
73,000 80,000
for theinfour
weeks inin 1936.
Free space dropped a bit. The four weeks
yielded
columns 200this columns
year. of space in 1936 and 190
Included in the period is the Indiana State
Fair, which can be credited with bringing about
$10,000 additional into the houses — principally
downtown
of course
— during
the week
its existence.ones,It also
accounts
for some
increaseof
in newspaper advertising but a decrease in free
space. The papers made generous use of news
and pictures of the fair and amusement space
consequently is constricted.
Slight
In New Increase
Haven
Total estimated theatre receipts in New Haven,
including the West Haven and East Haven
areas, were $129,000 for the weeks ended August
21st and 28th and September 4th and 11th, approximatelyper
8 cent better than corresponding
weeks of 1936, in which the gross was about
$118,000. These figures include four first run
houses and 14 second run. Although several
individual theatres report an increase over last
year for this period of nearer 25 per cent, this is
not generally indicated.
B. E. Hoffman of Warner Theaters, believes
that whatever increase is shown, is due not to
betterment of general conditions in the least,
but to earlier release of big feature pictures
within
and a "break" in preLabor the
Day period.
weatherstudied,
conditions.
An approximate total of 2,700 inches of advertising space was taken by local theatres in the
morning Journal Courier and Evening Register
for the four weeks considered, the eveningpaper representing
aboutyeartwo-thirds
of was
this
space.
Space taken last
in local ads
about the same, except in the instance of the
Journal-Courier which many theatres reduced
after the rate was changed from $1.75 to $1.85
an inch. The Register rate is $3.00 an inch.
Only about eight of the neighborhoods advertise
regularly,
2-inchHaven
top houses
size ad,usewhile
East
Havenusing
and aWest
the
news columns for publicizing programs.
Thetion ingreatest
change
in
the
advertising
situa1937 was the tremendous increase in national advertising placed. During the last two
weeks in August and the first two in September
the national lineage appearing in both papers
amounted to approximately 650 inches. In 1936
for the same weeks, there were 205 inches. This
again may be partially traced to the earlier re
leases of leading features this year.
About 1,000
inches onoffollowing
free spacepage)in the form
(.Continued
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(Continued from preceding page)
of readers and art were given theatres by both
papers
during
onethird the amounttheseof four
paid weeks,
space. orA about
negligible
amount of copy on serials, contests and other
articles appeared during the time considered.
Birmingham Lineage
Shows Little Change
A check
of Birmingham
surrounding
territory reveals
an average ofand10 per
cent increase
in grosses for the four weeks selected for 1937
as against the same period in 1936 though in one
or two instances managers reported a larger
July-August
in 1937
and a and
slackearly
period during thebusiness
late days
of August
September.
The trend shows a larger per cent increase in
grosseshood for
theatres.downtown houses than for neighborThe average for newspaper advertising is
about the same for both periods with possibly
slightly less free space in 1937 than in 1936.
Business Upturn
Slow in Kansas City
Improved general conditions in Kansas City
and the surrounding area have not been reflected
in theatre grosses, an analysis of box office reCircuitsCityrepresenting
150 theatresturnsbothreveals.
in Kansas
and in the territory
report grosses off from 10 to 20 per cent in
the four- week period ending September 11th
with the Labor Day holiday weekend comparatively the samecircuits
distance
fromholds
last true
year'snotfigure.
This figure,
report,
only
for the dated period above, but for the summer
as well. An average for this group would be
a loss of between 10 and 15 per cent.
Only one circuit reported grosses up. This
was Commonwealth Amusement Corporation,
with 28 theatres. Here grosses are said to be
holding their own with last year, or gaining
slightly.
Among first runs in Kansas City business is
down. Two houses report business up from 10
to 30 per cent ; two report it down 15 per cent,
and one reports the decrease at 25 per cent. An
average based on seating capacity leaves grosses
in this category definitely lower.
Comments would indicate that returns from
early
season "big picture" releases have been
disappointing.
Advertising, national and local, is down in
comparison with a year ago. This is true both
of the territory and of local first runs. Kansas
City, Mo., vertising
suburbans
show thelittlefourvariance
adlineage between
weeks inended
Sept. 11, 1937, and the same period of 1936.
The five first runs, however, bought over 17
per cent less lineage in the four weeks this
year than in the same period a year ago in their
biggest medium.
Free space ran about the same. In the Kansas City Star there is, regularly, a daily column
from ofHollywood.
Sunday'sis devoted
issue theto first
page
one of the Insections
art
layouts
and reviews.
(Star morning
edition) In
is anThursday's
art layoutTimes
with
captions on coming attractions. This has increased slightly due to increased use of double
features by first runs. Otherwise there is no
appreciable change.
In the Journal-Post Lowell Lawrance's reon Sunday
and Previews"
column viewsfive
days aandweek"Views
are much
the same
in space as a year ago. They are confined
to the product at the Midland, Mainstreet and
only which
first runs
operating
last Post.
year
asNewman,
well asthethose
advertise
in the
Lawrance is using more serializations on outstanding early season pictures.
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EXHIBITORS BLAMED
FOR PRESS FRICTION
Squabbling among theatre managers
over the amount of publicity granted
certain houses is responsible for lack
of newspaper cooperation in many
cases, according to Oscar A. Dobb,
advertising and publicity manager for
Loew's Theatres.
"A narrow dog-in-the-manger attitude among the competing theatres,"
he
said, "apparently
has turned
many
a harassed
editor against
the movies
and movie publicity. The fact that
one theatre lands a good story or contest in a local paper often sends all
other managers to the editor crying
discrimination and demanding a
'break' for themselves. . . . The disgusted editor decides to avoid the
arguments and complaints by shutting
down on all publicity except, perhaps,
the bare routine stuff that does no
one much good, not even the paper."
Grosses Up, Lineage
Down in Wilmington
Box office receipts of Wilmington theatres
showed 1937
a decided
upturn with
for athefour-week
period
during
compared
corresponding
period in 1936 as circuit and independent houses
reported increases of from 10 to 25 per cent.
The comparison was made in a survey of city
theatres for the four-week period including the
last two weeks of August and first two in September.
While receipts of independent houses in the
city werecreases fornot
that disclosed
period overmanagers
the same reported
four weeksinin 1936 of up to 25 per cent, while the circuits
gain averaged better than 10 per cent. Bqx
office receipts
for the
two $58,000
circuits, inLoew's
and
Warner
Brothers,
totaled
the fourweek period, including the weeks ended August
21 and 28 and September 4 and 11, compared
with $52,650.30 for the same period in 1936.
Local advertising
newspapers
by circuit space
housesin andthe onecity's
firstthree
run
independent down-town theatre showed a slump
for the four-week period in 1937 over the corresponding period in 1936. A total of 14,868
lines were used in the local papers for 1937
compared with 19,146 in 1936, a decrease of
4,278 lines.
National advertising for the same houses
showed a heavy increase, however, with 8,906
lines reported for the 1937 period compared
with 6,474 lines in 1936, an increase of 2,432
lines.
The unchanged policy of the local press towardcreasefreefor 1937
theatreoverpublicity
inthe 1936showed
period.little
In the
city's ning,
threeWilmington
papers,Morning
the J ournal-Every
EveNews and Sunday
Star a total of 1,773 inches of free space was
given topared withall 1,761
theatres
in
the
city
1937 period
cominches during theforsame
in 1936, an increase of only 12 inches. The
Journal gave 674 inches in 1937 compared with
655 in 1936, the News 697 in 1937 compared
with 706 in 1936 and the Star 402 inches in
1937 compared with 400 in 1936.
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Syracuse Advertising
Shows August Increase
A. total of 8,074 more lines of advertising were
placedpers inbyAugust
theatresof 1937
in Syracuse
than in inthethree
same newspamonth
of 1936.cludingThedaily andfigures
for
the
three
papers, inSunday editions
were:
1936 1937
Herald
I 7,278 lines 20,965 lines
Journal-American 19,501 22,084
Post-Standard
16,197 19.001
Totals
53,976 lines 62.050 lines
Total free space given theatres as readers and
news averages one column a day including Sunday. This figure is slightly high but includes
extra caspace
givenfromin picture
tes no change
last year.displays and indiLos Angeles Grosses Up;
Advertising Unchanged
For the four week period ended September
11th box
office were
gross approximately
receipts in the$2,200,000,
Los Angeles territory
a figure said by theatre executives to be a ten
per cent increase over the same time last year.
In the same period Los Angeles theatres paid
for 12,240 inches of display advertising in the
Times, Examiner, Herald-Express, Daily News,
Post-Record
Citizen-News.
Neighborhood and
localHollywood
papers, shopping
news
sheets and market throwaways were not included Exchange advertising for which theatres
run newspaper exploitation clips totalled 7,040
inches. During the period free publicity, regular columns, studio material and news stories
of openings totalled 21,048 inches.
The
1936. figures were practically the same for
National Decency Legion
Classifies 19 Productions
Of 19 new pictures reviewed and classified
by the National Legion of Decency in its
listing for the current week, 14 were approved for general patronage and five were
listed as unobjectionable for adults. The
pictures and their classification follow:
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Patronage:
"Breakfast
for Two,"
Bride for Henry,"
"Bulldog
Drummond"A
Comes Back," "Casta Diva," "Fit for a
King," "Lancer Spy," "Life Begins with
Love," "Love Is on the Air," "Over the
Goal," "The Perfect Specimen," "65,68 och
Jag," "Stars Over Arizona," "Thunder
Trail," "Youth on Parole." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults: "The Bride Wore
Red," "Dangerously Yours," "Ebb Tide,"
"La Llaga," "The Westland Case."
Wilby To Discuss
Paramount Contract
Negotiations for a new operating conWilby-Kincey
the
South tractandfor the
Paramount
will be Circuit
continuedin next
week when R. B. Wilby visits New York,
according to Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice-president and theatre head.
The former agreement expired June 30th
and negotiations
werepostponed
undertakenwhen
in midsummer but were
Mr.
Wilby found it necessary to return to the
south. A five-year contract is understood
to be under consideration.
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EXHIBITORS

INCREASE

RADIO
TO
Butterfield and United Detroit
Circuits Using Tieups and
Trailers; Radio Newsreel Is
Minneapolis Variant
Hollywood's renewed attention in the
radio broadcasting of their stars and pictures is bringing an equal interest on the
part of some exhibitors in the use of the
air medium for publicizing their screenings
— this despite the protests heard elsewhere
in exhibition from some owners against the
so-called "competition" of film stars on the
air.
Although virtually all state exhibitor organizations at one time or another have
condemned the practice of film studios
loaning their stars to radio, the principal
source of complaint against the renewed
move appears to be concentrated now in
the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
whose secretary, Pete J. Wood, this week
advised members to play as many MSM
percentage pictures on Thursday nights as
they can, as one means of combating the
Metro's
arrangement
to"competition"
loan all theirofstars
to thenewGeneral
Foods
programs. Mr. Wood had previously registered a vigorous protest in behalf of his
organization with Nicholas M. Schenclc,
MSM president.
Organized exhibitors are investigating the extent, ifany, aofspecial
the filmMPTOA
stars' competition
the
air through
committee, onunder
the leadership of Walter Vincent, circuit owner,
which has been studying the situation for
months.
Now, however, many individual owners and
circuits, apparently believing that radio can be
utilized as a box office aid, are tying in extensively with local stations on arrangements, made
cooperatively
entertainment oror otherwise,
informationforto broadcasting
publicize theirof
current attractions.
Several hundreds of theatres today are using
local stations for exploitation tieups, obtaining
air
"plugs,"
gratisseveral
for the
mostrecruited
part. Added
to these
are the
dozens
in the
past few days to the idea of radio aid for boxoffices.
Michigan Circuits Active
Probably
the most where
formidable
been
made
in Michigan,
radio tie-in
again has
is being
employed
as
a
ticket-selling
medium
throughout
the territory by Butterfield Theatres and United
Detroit
the
state.Theatres, two of the largest circuits in
United Detroit last week started a series of
"new
previews," first
United
Detroitseason
in cooperation
withinstituted
Robert byGillham,
director of advertising for Paramount.
Nine stations broadcast the United shows,
originating at the Detroit studios of Station
WXYZ.
The program
a half-hour
and
is a combination
of both runs
dramafor and
music, with
an orchestra of 30, a chorus of 16, several solos
and a dramatic cast of from eight to 15 persons,
depending on the character of the dialogue taken
from the Hollywood film script. The story of
the current feature attraction is told up to the
point of arousing curiosity, with dialogue and
the high points of both orchestral and voice
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AMUSEMENT STOCKS
AT $437,783,318
The market value of amusement
stocks traded in on the floor of the
New York Stock Exchange as of October 1st was $437,783,318.
The average price of the securities
at that time was $24.43 a share.
music troitgiven
from the stations
film's score.
Other Deand subsequent
now airing
this
program are Stations WWJ, WJR, WMBC and
WJBK.
The Butterfield
with spoton announcements atthe circuit
close oftiestheinprogram
the
local stations in the cities of Lansing, Kalamazoo,
Grand
Rapids,
Bay
City,
Battle
Creek,
Flint and elsewhere.
Trailers on the screens of the United Detroit
Theatres
DetroitMichigan
and in the
atres inthroughout
call Butterfield
attention inThethe
theatre, as do special newspaper advertisements
which are used by the theatres on the radio
pages of all local daily newspapers.
Edward Forrester, of the Omaha theatre, in
Omaha, a.m.
startedWednesday,
a weekly 15-minute
program
eleven
over Station
WOW,at
in Omaha, for the benefit of the large circuit
operated
Tri- States theatres.
A uniquebywascooperative
radio arrangement
exhibition
made in Minneapolis,
where with
both
Station WTCN and the World theatre joined to
produce a radio newsreel, each giving mention
to the other
advertising
station announcements. Theinidea
is a localand newsreel,
covering
events of immediate interest, particularly those
upon which the radio station lays emphasis in
its regular news broadcasts.
The World provides the camera equipment
and cameraman, and Station WTCN furnishes
Stephen
Wells,writes
director
of publicity,andwhoCharles
edits
the film and
the continuity,
Irving, narrator.
"Art" New
theatres,
are many
and
around
York,andarethere
benefiting
by thein new
"International
Film
Review"
series
going
over
Station WBNX, Tuesdays at 5 :30 P. M., when
Bob Stokes comments on their foreign film fare.
Great States Circuit in the midwest, headquarters in Chicago, is turning to radio as a
potential aid for its box offices. Jules J. _Rubens,
Great
States ofexecutive,
even considering the operation
a 1,040 iskilocycle
station
with a 250-watt daytime power from Aurora, 111.
He already has filed an application to build
with the Federal Communications Commission
in Washington.
Tieup on Celebrities
Albert Galston, operating the Marcal theatre
on Hollywood Boulevard, in Hollywood, writes
to describe a radio tie-in which he employed.
The program
presented jointly by Station
KMPC
and thewasMarcal.
Arranged by Mr. Galston and Jay M. Sutton,
theatre head, the tie-up presented the cast of
Cecil B. DeMille's "Godless Girl," current attraction, inperson on the stage, where they reaccording
to Mr.
Galston.ceived "a tremendous
They were ovation,"
then rushed
to KMPC
studios,
where
they
spoke
to
the
audience
of the
air and also the audience seated in the theatre.
This was followed by the master of ceremonies,
who introduced the screen celebrities seated in
the theatre auditorium.
Edwin ("Cinemania")
and
commentator,
officiated as Martin,
master columnist
of ceremonies

OFFICE
BOX
both theatre and radio. The remote control
set-up, arranged by Clarence Talbott, Marcal
projectionist,
public-address-radio
system hookedconsisted
up to theof atheatre
sound system.
In Pittsburgh, Walt Framer, air commentator
for Station WWSW, is doing competitive programs for air attention for both the Harris
Amusement Circuit and Warner Brothers Circuit. Harris
is sponsoring
the Framer
"ShowShopper"
program
and Warners
are sponsoring
the
Framer
"Footlights
and
Shadows"
show
11:30 every morning. The Harris programat
goes over the air for 15 minutes at 5:45 P. M.,
excepting Saturdays and Sundays.
Details of MGM Plan Coming
Plans for the new MGM air show which is
to beingsponsored
by General
advertisMaxwell House
Coffee Foods
will beforformulated
this week on the Coast when Louis K. Sidney,
of Metro, who will be general director of the
program, arrives in Hollywood to confer with
Billy Bacher,
in charge
of the show
on theof
coast.
Nicholas
M. Schenck,
president
Loew's, said the other day that he saw certain
advantages
in a properly.
radio tieup, provided the program is handled
The
first
indication
maintaining a watchfulof MGM's
eye overnewthepolicy
outsideof
radio commitments of its players came to the
fore this week with Mr. Bacher, producing
Sunday's Vicks program starring Jeanette MacDonald, "loaned" to Morse International Agency to produce
"Thevehicle.
Student Prince," Miss MacDonald's
Sunday
RKO Radio
has established a radio relations
department and will preview important pictures
for sponsors
and screen
producers
showsFirst
interested inusing
talentofonradio
the air.
preview
was
of
"Music
For
Madame,"
this
week.
Grand National is the latest production company to make plans for an air presentation. A
print ofcently
"Renfrew
of the Royal
Mounted,"
recompleted feature
with James
Newill,
radio singer, in the title role, has been shipped
to New
York
for
submission
to
a
possible
sponsor to return the serial to the air.
Final consummation
Warner
American
Tobacco Co. ofairthedeal
awaitsBrothersmerely
the waxing of the proposed program and the
approval of the show by the tobacco company,
Tom McAvity, radio department head of Lord
and
Thomas,
said first
in New
week.heads
He
disclosed
for the
time York
that thethisstudio
approved
of
their
end
of
the
deal
which
would
have Warner stars and musical talent and scripts.
The Warner show, if approved, would replace
"The
Lucky StrikeandHitwould
Parade"
the NBCRed Wednesdays
be oneon hour
long.
Dick Powell and Leo Forbstein, studio musical
director, would be permanent features of the
program with other lot talent utilized from time
to time.
Donfices atBecker
of Transamerican
has taken
the Warner
lot to help arrange
the showofand waxing,
calling
in
the
service
of
Major
Nathan Levinson, studio sound department head.
Recording will be finished in about three weeks.
Rubey Cowan, Paramount radio contract man,
said two weeks ago in New York that "Paramounthe
t is planning
return onto Parade"
an air program"
such
"Paramount
whichaswas
discontinued
last spring, program
or like
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's General Food Show.
Ed tureKuykendall,
of thenowMotion
PicTheatre Ownerspresident
of America,
in Hollywood, while discussing studio broadcasting, said
that the MPTOA's attitude is that MGM, as
well office
as otherpointstudios,
have theto exhibitors'
box
of viewshould
in regard
radio programs.
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NEWSREEL

SUBSITUTE
FOR
CHANCE
GAMES
ate,
has
also
been
active
in
the
16
mm
line
for
Newspapers Cooperate; Ex- several years.
theatre is a 1,200 seat house and Annual Meetings
hibitors Frequently Use theThethrowStadium
from the projection booth, where the
16 mm. Film for Inde- 16 mm projector is set up, is close to 120 feet.
The tent
projector
used byis atherotary
intermitFor Exhibitors
machine made
DeVrysprocket
company.
pendent Productions
Looking about for some device to take Earlier Tests on 35 mm. Film
On numerous occasions local newsreels have
the place of chance games, pot-and-pan givestarted in and about Chicago but always
aways and other gift forms as the seemingly- been
Of Three States
they
have been on 35 mm film. The cost of
necessary added attraction, a number of exproducing
newsreel
is about 75 per
hduicbtiitoonrsofalocal
re turning
to
the
independent
proWith Allied Theatres of Michigan meetcent more athan
on theon1635mmmm scale.
newsreels.
ing this week in annual convention, at DeBecause of the current interest in the estab
The production of local newsreels is not
troit, additional state exhibitor organizathe 16 mm newsreel the DeVry comnew, but now theatre owners are taking on lishmentpany thisofweek
tions moved to hold their annual sessions,
in Chicago that they
the idea in large numbers, frequently using had worked out announced
a
plan
whereby
theatremen
inin
the
of Wisconsin's
16mm film.
Protective
Association,Independent
which set
terested inmaking their own newsreels could Theatresnature
lease
the
necessary
equipment
on
a
small
weekly
November
2nd
and
3rd as the dates, in
The
Burton
Jerrel
"News
Flashes"
in
Iowa already are serving local newsreels to payment plan. The DeVry company, which Milwaukee, and Arkansas'
some 190 theatres in that state (Motion makes all sorts of motion picture equipment,
Owners Association, Independent
which set
Picture Herald, page 92, August 14th), would supply the camera, projector, exposure Theatre
November
7th and 8th, in Little Rock.
machine
and,
if
desired,
the
deand now the Chicago and Minneapolis areas meter, cutting
Other
exhibitor
organization
news this
veloping and printing equipment.
are adopting the plan.
Several Chicago laboratories are equipped for week was the election of officers and directors by Allied Theatres, of Massachusetts,
handling of the 16 mm film which in most
In Minneapolis, Radio Station WTCN and the
instances is shot on negative stock although in and progress in the merger of the Indethe World theatre jointly are cooperating places
pendent Theatre Owners Association of
where
only
one
print
is
needed
the
reon a local newsreel covering that city and versable film put out by film companies would New Jersey.
York City with Allied Theatres of
the neighboring St. Paul, filming events of be entirely adequate and easy to handle.
Interest in the Chicago newsreel idea has
local interest, particularly those upon which prompted
other companies to investigate the plan
and
now appears possible that more companies "Real Organization" Sought
the
radio
station's
news
broadcasts
place
emphasis. The World theatre furnishes the may itenter
the field. Using safety film at all
Edgar A. Kirchner, manager of the Family
camera equipment and cameraman, and times makes it possible to project the films from Theatre, Detroit, opened the Michigan exhibitor
Stephen Wells, publicity director of the auditorium of the theatre in cases where meeting with a discussion of plans to make the
the throw
too long.and"P.A."
systemsdescription
are used organization
aInterest
"real inindependent
exhibitors'
WTCN, edits the film and writes the con- for
sound is effects
the voice
association."
convention
centinuity. Charles Irving is the commentator. matter.
tered on the aftermath
of therecent
withdrawals
For weeks now the Tosa theatre in Wauwa- of a large proportion of Allied members to join
Perhaps the outstanding example in the Chi- tosa,
Wis., has been using the 16 mm newsreel Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, along with
is the 16-mm
being produced
with the result that business on the nights the resignation of Henderson M. Richey, who
by thecago zoneStadium
theatrenewsreel
in Evanston.
This idea film
is shown has been above normal. In was Allied general manager for many years
newsreel has been a weekly feature for the past the
a former national officer of Allied States.
N. C,theWalter
Green,success,
theatre itop-is andSessions
month and interest in the enterprise has been Morgantown,
erator
there, uses
plan with
of the Wisconsin meeting will be
growing rapidly, according to Stuart Tomber,
restricted
to business, according to Ray Tesch,
manager of the theatre. The newsreel is worked Newspapers Cooperate
business
manager
of the association who, with
out
with thewhich
Evanston
Edward Maertz and Max Krofta, comprise the
One important development from this local general
Index,in acooperation
daily newspaper
suppliesNewsthe newsreel
convention
committee.
is the eagerness newspapers have
cameramen with information regarding coming shown in idea
Officers and directors
elected at the annual
wanting toBoth
workthewithnewspaper
the theatres
usnews events and in the case of spot news the
meeting
of
the
Allied
Theatres of Massachuing
the
newsreel.
and
the
cameramen are immediately informed and assist- newsreel have much in common and the publicity
setts,
Inc.,
held
at
the
Boston
City Club,
Oced in getting a pictorial record of the story.
were: Samuel Pinanski,
president;
they give each other has proved extremely bene- John H.tober 5thDevlin,
vice-president;
Stanley
Sumficial.
In
Evanston,
the
News-Index
runs
Home of Northwestern University
ner, treasurer; Joseph H. Brennan, secretary,
stories about the reel almost daily and prior to
Charles W. Koerner, Max Mellincoff, M.
Evanston is the home of Northwestern Uni- the showing of the reel, which is for one night J.andMullin,
E. A. Cuddy, H. M. Addison, George
versity, fact
a making it an ideal place for better atheweek
only,
a
half-page
advertisement
is
given
theatre for advertising the film along with A. Jones, B. E. Hoffman, George E. French,
than average news coverage, as many of the the current
feature attractions.
John J. Ford, Al Somerby, James H. Doyle,
school activities lend themselves to being phoAt present other activities in the 16 mm field John S. Giles and George V. Brown, directors.
tographed. Football games, class meetings,
Harry Brandt, president of the Independent
dances, sorority and fraternity affairs, scholastic are being announced in Chicago. This week the
Association, last week apWalgreen
Drug stores, of which there are 400 Theatre poinOwners
events stantandsubjects
manyfor other
campus doings
are conted acommittee of four to discuss with
the newsreel.
Last week
the in this territory, advertised 16 mm films for sale.
of New Jersey the possibility of mergfootball game between Northwestern and Iowa The pictures offered are those made by the Cas- Allieding both
Maurice Fleischman
tle film company and are of the news or novelty heads theorganizations.
State was photographed, and the films rushed
which includes David
They come in various lengths and are Weinstock, committee
through for the first showing shortly after the type.
Leon Rosenblatt and Jimmy Bingames. Games away from the campus will be sold outright.
Almost currently with this announcement by kov. The New Jersey Allied committee is
photographed and shown on the Stadium screen,
IrvingMarks.
Dollinger, president, Louis
the Walgreen company, Movie Film Exchanges, headedandbyMorris
according to those in charge.
Full cooperation has been given the theatre Inc., announsed a 16 mm film rental plan where- GoldMembers
of
the
ITOA, at their regular
by the University which sees in the newsreel
by those who wish to rent 400-foot features can
a splendid publicity medium. Arrangements are do so at the rate of $1 per reel. These reels meeting in the Hotel Astor, New York, last
being made, it is reported, for the University to will also be released by drug stores, and Dick week, reaffirmed their proposal to discard giveaways and games on December 1 provided
use what footage they desire from the reel after Courtenay, promotion manager of the company,
the theatre showing. This footage will be used states that more than 100 stores in key cities other independents and major circuits join in
throughout the country will have these films for concerted action. The film buying situation
in shorts
to
be
sent
to
alumni
groups
throughrental in a short time. B. C. Fassio is the head also was discussed with exhibitors agreed that
out the country.
new product deals by major companies in
Doing the camera work for the newsreel are
and is shooting
his feature
pic- the
the New York area are at low point.
es in local studios.
The latest
production
two college students of considerable experience. of the turconcern
The membership will meet again on October
John Fuller, one of the cameramen, is a pioneer issued was "Footlight Follies of 1937," which
20th, when Mr. Fleischman reports on merger
with a 16 mm camera, having made manv travel vaudeville
is being released
by First Runs, Ltd. The developments.
film is silent.
films in the far north. Bart Spence, his associ-
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Gossiper for Jergens ' Lotion
Airs Notion
about
Windsor
and Screen
As the "Little Duce" goes home,
toilet counter propaganda seeks to
contribute world's leadi?ig duke.
Will Hays denies, and George Fischer,
gossip columnist and Hollywood air commentator, Duke
insists thatof England's
Edward, the
Windsor, Ex-King
will be
named "czar," socalled, of the entire "international motion picture world."
Broadcasting last Sunday evening from
Hollywood over the National Broadcasting
System,
role ofof"gossip"
the
weeklyin the
program
Jergens purveyor
Lotion, andon
temporarily filling the vacancy of the ailing
Walter Winchell, Mr. Fischer asserted:
"Fromnent, exclusive
coast toto coast
and continent
the Jergens
Journal to: contiSome
months ago, the whole world was electrified by
a speech that included a phrase 'The Woman
I Love.'
one through
man makethe his
person-of
ality felt byThusall did
nations
medium
radio.ence Now
this
man's
personality
may
influthe world through the medium of motion
pictures.
"I learned
authoritatively
Edward,
Duke
of toWindsor,
Ex-Kingtodayofnotthat
England,
planning
come to Hollywood,
just for isa
visit, but to become part and parcel of the third
largest industry in the world, motion pictures.
"From reliable sources I have been told that
the Ex-King
named isczarreported
of the tomotion
picture
world.willHisbe salary
have
been set at $100,000 per year. Edward, however,
will
not
affect
Will
Hays'
position
as
of American films. His task is expectedczarto
become to the international motion picture
world, what Will Hays is to the film industry
in this country.
learnedelaborate
further that
of Windsor
will"I have
officesthe inDuke
Hollywood,
but
that
much
of
his
time
will
be
spent
as a roving
ambassador.
further
that authority
Edward
will"Mybe informant
invested with
full claims
censorship
for all Hollywood films released outside of this
country.
is anxious
to "Itakeunderstand
the positionthatso the
that Ex-King
he may give
up his
present income from the British Government
(reputed to be $1,000 per day, $365,000 a year).
"TermsEngland
of thatto income
entering
live as prevent
a citizen,himbut from
with
the high salary offered him in Hollywood he
would have his complete independence.
"The wood,Duke
probably will
Hollybut I understand
that not
agentslivearein dickering to buy an estate in Virginia where Edward
and his wife want to live."
Monday morning, special messengers were
sent to newspaper offices in New York by
the New York headquarters of the Motion
Producers and Distributors of America, Will
Hays, president, with the following statement:
that thebyDuke
of "Asked
Windsorregarding
would a bereport
employed
the
American motion picture industry, Will H.
Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, said:
" 'There is no basis for the report'."
Following the statement by Mr. Hays, whose
(Continued on following page, column 1)

MUSSOLINI

SAYS

DEAL

WITH

HAL
ROACH
STANDS,
BUT"It's off."
Roach deal was termed in the trade press
"It's still on."
as "It"definitely
was said off."
on the coast that the action
"It's been postponed indefinitely."
brought
by Dr. Ranato Senise, seeking $30,"Why
bring
up
a
dying
duck?"
000
damages
in
the RAM deal, was largely
That is the enigmatic status accorded by
press dispatches to the widely heralded responsible for young Mussolini's sudden
company, RAM, which Hal Roach, Holly- Picture
fromIt was
the further
coast," reported
said Motion
Daily.
that
wood producer of comedies, and Vittorio departure
Mussolini, son of II Duce, formed to pro- Mussolini was irked by coast trade paper
ads
calling
attention
to
his
writings
about
duce operettas in Italy. Also unexplained
war being a glorious adventure.
was young
Mussolini's
departure
from
Hollywood,
whither abrupt
he had gone
with
"Reports that
were the
widespread
Hollywood
recently throughout
completed
Mr. Roach to study production.
International News Service reported from dealHowever,
. . . hadthe collapsed."
Roach
studios
denied
that
Rome that it was "assured that II Duce ordeparture
was
unexpected.
Modered Vittorio to hurry back home" after Vittorio's
tion Picture Daily reported one Roach
reading President Roosevelt's Chicago address condemning "aggressor nations." At executive as saying: "Roach does not know
the same time, young Mussolini was re- when he will be able to leave for Italy to
ported in Los Angeles as saying he had wrap up the loose ends of the deal for
"talked
by telephone
last night"in
But the Daily also told of the experience
but whenwithhe papa
was greeted
by reporters
Chicago, enroute to New York, the youth of a reporter who attempted to elicit a
announced:
definite reply from a Roach executive as
plans. The. spokesman was re"7 have not received a single word from to future
RAM."ported ashaving replied: "Why bring up a
my father since arriving in this country. I
intend to stay in New York for a week beYoung Mussolini left Hollywood by plane
fore sailing for home and hope to see Presi- for San Francisco, traveling under the name
ofdying
W. J.duck?"
Willis. The Roach studios had andent Roosevelt."
Although it threw no light on the possinounced
son would make a
ble abandonment of the Roach-Mussolini leisurely tripthe Dictator's
across the country to New
York,
visiting
several
cities
but Mr. Mussoorganization,
Vittorio
had hisRoosevelt
"hope" this
fulfilled bymeeting
President
lini apparently was of a different opinion
week. He was guest at a White House tea because he went direct to New York by
on Monday but police and federal agents,
Once in New York, the visitor granted
guarding against any possible anti-Fascist
demonstrations, refused to permit reporters aplane.
press interview at the Hotel Ambassador
to get close enough to ask any questions.
questions and answers were conAs for his affiliation with Mr. Roach, the but the cerned
chiefly with wars. He offered the
young Italian visitor had this to say in opinion that no civilized person would
Chicago, Associated Press reported:
bomb civilians, "especially in Italy." Asked
"Hollywood is a very fine place. 1 had if he had not participated in air raids in
no trouble at any time with Hal Roach and Ethiopia, the youth replied:
"There it is different. In Ethiopia everyhe is still in the Italian Film Company so
His boone
brief mention of the motion picfarAfter
as I know."
dy isaindustry
soldier."
his flight by airplane from Chicame when he was asked if
cago to New York, Mr. Mussolini was even he wastureinterested
in war and politics.
more emphatic in his assertion that RAM
"My future is tied up in the movie instill exists. The company will start work on
dustry," hereplied. "I have no thought of
its first
production,
about the flying
first
of the
year, he "Rigoletto,"
said.
again."
The for
New theYorkgovernment
Daily Mirror,
reporting on
(Continued on following page, column 2)
Meanwhile, in Hollywood, the Mussolini-
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{Continued from preceding page, column 1)
contract as industry leader in this country still
has four years to run, Gabriel Yorke, press
spokesman for the MPrDA in Hollywood, late
Monday, announced that Mr. Hays had longdistanced from New York that "the Fischer
broadcast
utterly Daily
withoutNews,
foundation."
The Los isAngeles
of which Mr.
Fischer is motion picture editor, published on
Monday a story, under the caption, "WINDSORthe
MAY aforementioned
BE WORLD FILM
and
quotingcast,
ofCZAR,"
the broadwithoutorassuming
any text
responsibility
for
Mr. Fischer
for his remarks.
Motion Picture Daily said on Tuesday that
Mr. Fischer's assertion "created little, if any,
stir in informed film quarters," adding that
"New
reaction,at the
primarily,
was one
tolerant York
amusement
ingeniousness
of theof
idea."
The national press services reported on the
broadcast, and United Press quoted Mr.
Fischer
saying thatsource'
his information
from an as'authoritative
which he did"came
not
name."
The New York World-Telegram, however,
pointed formout
well that
ined in the that
motionpersons
picture"who
field are
declared
any report that the Duke might have complete
censorship
wasnotabsurd.
Theyforsaidsuchthata post
a for-if
eigner would
be chosen
one were created, and that because a large part
ofBritish
American
motion nopicture
from
exhibitions
movereceipts
would come
be made
that would be likely to arouse any antagonism
inTelegram
that territory."
the ofWorldwas referringPresumably
the attitude
English parliamentarians
andto Church
of England
authorities toward the Duke.
Later, on Tuesday, Mr. Fischer in Hollywood flatly stated that the story "is true," adding that itHecametookfromthe "aattitude
highly unimpeachable
source."
of Windsor is the only one who that
will betheableDuketo
make any statement disproving the yarn. "And,
until the Duke does," the Fischer story
"sticks,"
to theamong
reporter.
George according
Fischer was
the first, if not
the first,
gossip" starting
commentator
to broadcast from"film
Hollywood,
some five
years
ago. Warner Brothers gave him his beginninggeleswhenstationtheyKFWB,
placed with
him ona program
their Loscalled
An"Studio
Whispers."
He formerly
was ina newspaperman
licity writer, both
Hollywood andandin pubSan
Francisco, also doing some radio work in the
Bay City. For a while, in 1930, Mr. Fischer
worked as an announcer on Station KMTR, in
Hollywood, and served various other Los Angeles stations in the same capacity. He started
on Station KHJ, Los Angeles, and the Don Lee
network last October, and went coast-to-coast
on a sustaining basis when Mutual Broadcasting System
Station
in December. Histook
Mutualoverduties
have KHJ
also had
him
announcing
at
"world
premieres"
of
motion
pictures in the Hollywood fashion, and acting as
master-of-ceremonies on those occasions.
M. Holiner, radio director in Hollywood for
Lennen and Mitchell, radio and advertising
agents for "Jergen's Journal," said that Mr.
Fischer's
broadcast andscript
is "goneand over"
an NBC executive
a Lennen
Mitchellby
attorney before presentation on the air, for
libelous material, etc. He said that Walter
Winchell returns to the program on November
and that the future status of Mr. Fischer
is15th,uncertain.
However, Lennen and Mitchell has options
on him for further services after eight weeks
of substituting for Mr. Winchell. As a result,
there may be a deal worked out for a midweek
edition of "Jergen's Journal" for him to handle,
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Vittorio Mussolini
Sailing for Home
■d from preceding page, coin
{Conti;
the
"inside
of whysaid:
II Duce's 2 I-yearold son
left story"
Hollywood,
"It is a story inferentially revealed — a
tale
'snubs'
and 'cold
some ofof the
swankiest
cinema shoulders'
stars who, byit
would seem, were not of one mind with II
Duce's son as to Fascism, war, etc."
After a brief stay in New York, Mr. Mussolini left for Washington, where Americans
of Italian descent became incensed over
the possibility that he would confer with
President Roosevelt and staged a demonstration infront of the Italian Embassy.
The District of Columbia branch of the
Italian Anti-Fascist Committee drafted a
letter which was forwarded to the Chief
Executive, exhorting him not to meet young
Mussolini.
Shortly after leaving the White House,
young Mussolini departed by plane from
Washington and arrived in New York Monday night with the announcement that he
would go sight-seeing and would sail for
Italy in about ten days.
or Lennen and Mitchell may "sell" him as
Hollywood
to
another "gossip"
sponsor.columnist
He had andto commentator
abandon his
Saturday night Mutual Broadcasting "Hollywood Whispers"
program,spot.which
was sustainthe Jergens
he will
returning, to totakeMutual
if the LennenWhether
and Mitchell
option
arrangement
fails
to
materialize
has
not
been determined.
George Fischer is 26 years old.
Meanwhile, the Duke of Windsor and his
"Wally"
haveHitler,
arrivedbefore
in Germany,
the guestsSimpson
of Adolph
sailing foras
the United States, presumably to inspect our
housing conditions.
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Goldwyn

to Meet

Korda on Options
Samuel Goldwyn is due in New York
from Hollywood about November 1st for
conferences with Alexander Korda on exercising the options for purchase of the
United Artists stock interest of Charles
Chaplin,banks forMary
PickfordAfter
and Douglas
$6,000,000.
a few daysFair-in
New York they will leave for the Coast to
discuss final details for assuming control
of the distributing company. Mr. Korda,
who will spend some six weeks in this country, is expected to be accompanied from
England
DavidforRose,
vice-president
and
financial by
adviser
Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc.
Theytober 20thareonscheduled
to
leave
England
Octhe He de France with Maurice
Silverstone, United Artists head in England.
Meanwhile, word has been received from
London that Mr. Rose is believed to have
completed financing arrangements for the
exercising of the stock purchase options.
Mr. Goldwyn is planning a day and date
opening at the Carthay Circle on the Coast
and the Astor theatre on Broadway for
"Hurricane" the early part of next month.
He will attend the New York premiereWalter Wanger arrived in New York
last week and will probably await the arrival of Mr. Rose to confer on the approaching change in the United Artists
setup, before returning to the Coast.
James corporation,
Mulvey, vice-president
the
Goldwyn
arrived in NewofYork
this week following conferences on the
Coast with the producer. Emanuel Silverstone, New York representative of Mr.
Korda, cinnati
returned
New York from Cinand other topoints.

Anti-Dual Leaders
Address AM PA
The feature
"spontaneous"
against
double
programs,movement
launched by
two
Nutley, New Jersey, men under the banner
of the Anti-Double Feature League of
America, is spreading throughout the country,day thewhen,
twoforleaders
announced
lastcame
Thurs-in
the first
time, they
direct contact with members of the motion
picture industry.
County
Council."protests of every kind have
The two, George H. Siegel and William
"For months
guests at the weekly Assobeen reaching the Lord Chamberlain. 'Strip- R. Clay,ciatedwere
Motion Picture Advertisers' luncheon
tease,'
nude
tableaux
in
nonstop
revues,
indecent gestures and actions in the halls and at Sardi's restaurant, New York. (Organization of the league was explained in detail
in stage shows in cinemas, all have resulted
article
in the1937.)
Motion Picin the receipt of hundreds of letters and com- in an ture
Herald published
October 2nd,
plaints from church leaders, and resolutions
Other
guests
at
the
lunch
passed
by uplift societies," the United Press Douglas MacLean, former Grand included,
report continues.
National
producer; Herbert Marshall, Jean Muir,
Lee Patrick, RKO player; Peggy O'DonScripps-Howard Film Section
The Scripps-Howard newspapers issued a nell; who appears in the screen version of
special 18 page film section with their regu- "Stage Door"; Gene and Kathleen Lockof "Virginia";
lar editions on Wednesday. The section ap- hart,
A^alentina
Darde, who Ted
sang.Hamerstein, and
peared in 22 newspapers.

London Opens Sweeping
Entertainment Cleanup
The United Press said this week that the
greatest cleanup Great Britain has known,
embracing theatres, music halls, cabarets and
cinemas, was launched at a secret conference at St. James's Palace." The report says
the meeting
was "called and
by Lord
the
Lord Chamberlain,
the Cromer,
London
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BINAURAL

MOTION

PICTURE

SOUND

HIGHLIGHT
Society Attacks Academy's Projection Revision Plans; Martin
Quigley Warns Against Pressures of Special Pleaders
A demonstration of binaural or stereophonic sound recording and reproduction
was a highlight of the four-day fall conventionneofrsthe
of Motion
in the Society
Pennsylvania
Hotel,Picture
New EngiYork
City, this week.
The SMPE,
which,
for
the
most
part,
resents the manufacturers of equipment repfor
all branches of the industry, also at the
meeting gave voice to a charge that the
technical branch Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences intend unnecessarily to
saddle exhibitors with the expenditure of
$1,000,000 for revision of projection practice in conformity with new standards.
The new sound development, also called
"third
dimension in atsound"
was Telephone
explained
and demonstrated
the Bell
Laboratories where, also, a demonstration
of third dimensional pictures was given by
representatives
Laboratories. of the Land-Wheelwright
The "Progress Medal," annual award
made by the SMPE in recognition of outstanding achievement in motion picture
technology, was presented Wednesday
evening,quet, toatEdward
the Society's
semi-annual
Washburn
Kellogg,ban-of
the RCA Manufacturing Company. At the
same time, Dr. Dean Brewster Judd, senior
physicist in optics at the National Bureau
of Standards, Washington, received the
"Journal Award" for the best technical
paper
in thehaving
Society's
in
1937,published
his paper
to doJournal
with
"Color Blindness and Anomalies of Vision."
Speaking at the opening day luncheon,
Martin Quigley, editor-in-chief of Motion
Picture Herald and Motion Picture Daily,
reasserted his contention that the motion picture industry could not yield to the pressures
of special pleaders, demanding access to the
theatre screen for messages of propaganda in
the guises of social service and education.
He declared again his contention that the
business of the amusement business is
amusement — and nothing else.
"Thewhoscreen
regarded
covetously
those
seek tois alter
radically
our socialby
and economic system," observed Mr. Quigley.tures"It iswhichanseem
interesting
the picto pleasefactmostthatthese
objectors against industry policy are films of
a 'realistic' character — and the more bitter
the realism the more acceptable they are to
that group.
attitudethatis those
explainable,
on "Their
the grounds
who seekI believe,
a revolution seek as a means to that end the fostering of those expressions which create
public discontent. They seem to resent the
hours of happiness and contentment which
the motion picture theatre now affords millions of persons the world over.
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DEMONSTRATION
SMPE

Winners

FALL

of SMPE's

EDWARD WASHBURN KELLOGG

MEETING

Annual

Awards

DR. DEAN BREWSTER JUDD

Achievement awards presented Wednesday night at the semi-annual banquet of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers went to Edward Washburn Kellogg of RCA Manufacturing Company, who received the 1957 Progress Medal in recognition of outstanding work in motion picture technique, and to Dr. Dean Brewster Judd, senior physicist in
optics of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, who was given the SMPE Jotirnal Award for the best paper published in the Journal in 193 6.
"It seems
me entirely
proper
that a
group
of men toshould
have taken
the motion
picture as a medium of expression and built
out of it a great entertainment industry. It
is further proper that, within those limitations necessarily imposed upon entertainment of all kinds in a decent civilization,
these men, and the partnerships and corporations which are their successors, should
be permitted to go on about their business
and not be diverted into provinces where
they do not belong.
"The entertainment industry holds no exclusive mastery over this medium of expression. Any others who wish to see the medium put to other uses are at liberty to
Officers Elected
so." of the balloting for officers and govdoResults
erningcludingboard,
as conductedwhichby mail,
not in-by
the presidency,
is to and
be held
S. K. Wolf for another year, were announced
as follows : E. A. Williford, National Carbon
Company, financial vice-president ; Dr. L. A.
Jones, Eastman Kodak Company, reelected engineering vice-president ; Kenneth Morgan, Electrical Research Products, elected west coast section vice-president; James Frank, Jr., Inter-

Projector' Corporation,
secretary;
W. Davee, national
Electrical
Research, treasurer
; RalphL.
E. Farnham, General Electric, elected to the
board, and Herbert Griffin, International Projescttiotru,teanodf Technology,
Dr. A. C. Hardy,
both Massachusetts
reelected to Inthe
board of governors.
Others besides Mr. Wolf, whose tenure of
office continues, are the following : On the board
of governors : Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, M. C.
Batsel ; also James I. Crabtree, editorial vicepresident,
George
Friedl, Jr., chairman of
the AtlanticandCoast
section.
Television's
position
evidently is in status quo, infor thenot laboratory
a single paper
on the subject
was
delivered
during
the
convention. The extent of television recognition
was two demonstrations by RCA in the RCA
Building at Rockefeller Center, and conducted
by Dr. B. E. Shackelford.
300 Attend Sessions
The motion picture in this country is continuing to make progress in the technical development ofcorits
photography
and color,
sound and
reding and sound
reproduction,
laboratory
engineering practice, lighting and projection, reponicians
rted the motion
inventors
during the picture's
convention.
More and
than tech300
of the industry's
engineers
attended
the
semiannual sessions. Many delegates were 42present
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$1,000,000

(Continued from preceding page)
from Hollywood, Chicago, Rochester and other
cities where
motion picture
signed, manufactured
and used.equipment is deSome fifty
papers
of
a technical
nature and
describing the latest advance
in equipment
technique were presented. Special sessions were
devoted to each of the principal fields of production, exhibition,
and symposium,
the printing laboratory,
and todistribution
an apparatus
and
manufacturers'
announcements
of new
equipment.
Challenges Academy
The SMPE's
challenge
to the ofAcademy
Motion
Picture Arts
and Sciences
Hollywoodof
came Thursday in a report by the Projection
Practice Committee, of which Harry Rubin, of
Paramount, is chairman, and which said, in part :
"In viewgraphedofuponthethe fact
essential
film that
is often
cut action
off fromphotothe
screen during the process of projection, the Projection
Practice
Committee
of
the
Society
offered at the Hollywood convention last May, the
recommendation that cameramen draw upon the
ground-glasses of their view-finding devices, hairline rectangles that could be used as guides or
danger signals
in composing
scenes.
cifical y, the proposal
was to their
inscribe
upon Spethe
ground-glass a hair-line rectangle 0.815 x 0.590
inch, which
would
be
slightly
within
the
dimensions of the standard projector aperture, which
are 0.825 x 0.600 inch. To avoid misunderstanding, itshould be emphasized that this would
make no change in the photographic area of the
film,
but
only oras feet
a warning
the
cameraman would
that theact heads
of their toactors
are approaching the points at which their images
would not be projected upon the screen in the
theatre. By adopting dimensions slightly smaller
than the existing projector aperture dimensions,
allowance was made for screen masking, film
weave in the projector, keystone effect, etc.
"OntionSeptember
the Academy
MoPicture Arts 16,and1937,
Sciences
issued aofmemorandum dealing with proposed revisions of the
dimensions of the standard projector aperture,
the statedbilities of cutting
purpose offbeingthe toimages
decreaseof the
the possiheads
and feet of actors from the screen. Among other
alleged advantages
were
superior
pictorial
position ofthe scene during production, andcomthe
facilitating of composite and process shots, etc.
Specifically,
the
proposal
was
that
the
dimensions of the projector aperture be increased to
0.615 x 0.846 inch, and that the projector aperture be moved laterally so that its center-line
would coincide with the center-line of the camera
aperture.
"The Projection Practice Committee is unable to concur in the Academy's proposal.
Sees $1,000,000 Cost
is extremely
to estimate
what"It the
cost would difficult
be to effect
a changeexactly
from
the present standard to the proposed dimensions.
However, a fair idea may be gained by rememapproximately
theatres ibering
n thethat there
UnitedareStates
that would16,000
be forced
to buy new apertures, shift the screen masking,
and probably be required either to renovate their
screens or buy new screens. It is estimated that
the change could not be effected even in small
theatres for less than $50, and may amount to as
much as several hundreds of dollars when neces ary to purchase new screens. It is probably
not too much to anticipate that the cost to the
exhibitors of the country would be in the neighborho d of$1,000,000. In addition, it is obvious
that all theatres could not make the change at
the same time. Many theatres are in financial
difficulties, and many of those that are not may
not find it convenient to make the necessary ex-
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MUSICAL ARRANGERS
ORGANIZING GUILD
Musical arrangers demanding "proper
recognition
their work"
work-to
ing for the forformation
of aareguild
protect their interests. A committee
to discuss the project in New York is
headed by Joseph Glover, who, in an
announcement concerning the organization, termed the arranger "the forof show
business."
Amonggotten manthe
demands
voiced were
credit announcements on network
programs, credit announcements on
recordings and program credits on
musical films and stage productions.
The new guild, according to Mr.
Glover, would not conflict with the
jurisdiction of the American Federation of Musicians.
penditure. Accordingly, introduction of a proconsiderableposed
periodaperture
of timewould
duringextend
which over
mucha confusion
and many poorly projected pictures would result.
"Thecurs inAmerican
Society also
conthis actionProjection
of the Projection
Practice
Committee."
Third
Dimension Demonstrated
On Monday evening a special session was
held at the Bell Telephone Laboratories for the
binaural (third dimension) sound demonstration, using for the first time, outside the laboratory, amotion picture with its sound binaurally recorded and reproduced.
"This development of "stereophonic' talking
picture recording
and reproduction,"
which wasof
described
to the SMPE
by J. P. Maxfield,
Erpi,
was
said
to
be
"the
result
of
a numberof
of years of research carried on by engineers
Bell Telephone and Electrical Research."
talkingcoming
pictures,
only"Inanpresent-day
illusion of sound
from wethe obtain
point
of origin on the screen," Mr. Maxfield said.
"Actually,
it
comes
from
a
fixed
point
behind
the center of the screen with no direction or
space-relationship. If for instance we see someone playing a piano on the screen, our ears and
our eyes tell us that the sound of the piano is
coming from the keyboard of the piano because we see the pianist strike the keys. There
is no effect of sound motion on the screen.
Stereophonic recording and reproduction provides this sound motion or direction."
ordinary
talkingonepictures
of todayamplifier
sound
is "Inpicked
up with
microphone
channel and recorded on only one sound track.
The condition is actually similar to hearing
with only one ear," Mr. Maxfield said, in explaining how third-dimension is produced. "In
talkingandpictures
sound ofis each
pickedis
up'stereophonic'
by two channels
the output
recorded on a separate sound track on the
film. In other words, there are two separate
sound tracks on the film each of which is a recording of just one channel. In reproducing
the two sound tracks in the theatre, the output on each track is fed to a separate set of
loud speakers at the sides of the screen. The
effect on the listener is that he is actually enjoying 'two-ear hearing' (binaural) instead of
'one-ear
hearing.'
How soon
the "new third-dimension will be
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incorporated
and onsubsequently findinits regular
way toproduction,
reproduction
the
screen,tion iscompanies,
a matter
that
rests
with
the
Mr. Maxfield indicated. produc"Ultimate naturalness in talking pictures will
be accomplishedandonlystereophonic
when color recording
'stereoscopic'
photography,
are
combined and presented together in the motion
picture," he said.
The second demonstration, also held Monday evening in the Bell Laboratories, consisted
of pictures purportedly demonstrating the acas conducted bycomplishmenG.t of"third-dimension"
W. Wheelwright, in3d,pictures,
of the
Land-Wheelwright Laboratories, Boston. The
SMPE declared that the motion pictures demtrated gave "the quality
same stereoscopic
dimension onslife-like
as possessedor bythirdthe
familiar stereoscopic still photographs."
The convention was opened on Monday morning with
addressof New
from York,
the Society's presit, S. K.an Wolf,
openingdenluncheon
followed
at noon, withandthetheaddress
on "Propaganda, Education, and the EntertainFilm," bysecretary,
Martin Quigley
and Film
remarksBoardby
Louis mentNizer,
New Y^ork
of Trade and attorney for distributors.
World Popularity of Films
Nathan D. Golden, chief, Motion Picture
Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domesticcan Commerce,
told theare engineers
that their
"Amerimotion pictures
maintaining
immense
popularity
throughout
the
world,"
despiteto
"the barriers and obstructions which tend
limit their sale," and which "continue to be
John K. Hilliard, MGM Studios, Culver
imposed
City, toldabroad."
the convention some nine types of
"movietone" sound track are currently being
used or will be used in the immediate future, as
follows : Standard movietone ; standard movietone with squeeze — or matted-track ; standard
movietone with double-squeeze — or matted
track ; movietone push-pull ; movietone pushpull squeeze
or matted-track
area
bilateral
with— bias
; variable area; variable
bilateral with
shutter ; variable area unilateral bias track ;
and, variable area push-pull.
Standards Report Read
"The Effect of the Composition of an MQ
Developerof aonpaper
its Reduction
the
subject
delivered byPotential"
Ralph M.wasEvans
and W. T. Hanson, Jr., of Kodak Research
Laboratories, Rochester, and Milo Durand, of
International Filmbook Corporation, South
Norwalk,
Conn., explained
the "Advantages
Spark Illumination
in Certain
Types of Pho-of
The SMPE's Standards Committee, E. K.
tography."
Carver, chairman, reported that during the
summer 14 new drawings were completed
covering 8 mm. film standards, and that
standards drawings were revised for
sprocket holes in films, and reels for
35 mm., 16 mm. and 8 mm. film. The
Committee also reported that it has given
initial approval to the adoption of the
spacing of 0.15 mm. separating the two
halves of the push-pull sound track.
Paul Kellogg, on Monday, brought from
his Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell University, a paper and material for a demonstration of "Hunting with a Microphone the Songs
of W.Vanishing
Birds." vice president, gave the
C. Kunzmann,
Convention (Continued
Committeeon report,
followingandpage)E. R. Geib,
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(Continued from preceding page)
chairman, reported on the condition of the Society's
Chauncey membership.
L. Greene, of Minneapolis, told
the delegates
motion pictures onthat,16mm"Because
film arecommercial
an outgrowth
of 'home movies,' the standards of projection
in thatis field
areto low."
He said that, "Lessof
care
given16mm
the proper
commercial
films
than ispresentation
the case with
theatrical
35mm magnification,
film, whereas,more
because of theshowings
greater ofoverall
care should be given."
type toof satisfactorily
film storage control
cabinet
may"Thebe cascade
relied upon
film fire in a cabinet having a capacity of ten
reels,"
Bradley, ofin the
Office ofdeclared
NationalCaptain
Archives,J. G.Washington,
rep
o
r
t
i
n
g
o
n
"Further
Progress
in
Film
Storage."
Mr. bBradley
added
that
a
new
method
comining the advantages of insulation and cooling
agent, while retaining the unit isolation figures,
is in the process of development.
R. J. Fisher, of the Flower City Specialty
Company, Rochester, explained a new device
for cleaning the sound track of motion picture
film during projection, and C. E. Schultz, of
Heyer-Schultz, Montclair, N. J., announced a
new all-metal reflector for use with projection
arcs in theatres, to take the place of the present
standard glass reflector.
Projection Practice Session
One ticular
of the
sessions,exhibitors
and of parinterest important
to motion picture
and
their projectionists, was the session, taking all
of Wednesday morning, on projection practice,
as conducted by Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, chairman
of the day. Dr. Goldsmith described "The
Practice
of Projection,"
and Richardson,
was followededitorby
two addresses
by Frank H.
ofQuigley
"The Bluebook
of
Projection,"
publishedMo-by
Publishing Company, conducting
tion
Picture
Herald's
"Bluebook
School" of
projection.
Mr. Richardson, giving "A Discussion of
ScreenmentImage
Dimensions,"
presented
argufor recommended
standard
screenan image
proportions
based
upon
the
combined
dimensions and illumination brightness that will
provide more comfortable viewing conditions
at the center of the theatre seating space.
In his second paper, Mr. Richardson dis"Perforated ofScreens
and Their Faults,"
G. P.cussedBarber,
the Government
of the
Province of Alberta, in Canada, explained the
unique system
employed
at
Edmonton
censing projectionists according to grades.forTheliprocess
a first-class projectionist
requires ofa becoming
licensed apprenticeship
of at least
12 months, followed by one year as third-class
and, later, one year as second-class projectiontaking final examination for the firstclassist before
license.
Ben Schlanger, theatre architect, New York,
told
the convention motion
that, "Recent
toward
the smaller-sized
picturecantrends
audience,
dicate that new considerations
be given in-to
the possibility of a larger and differently-shaped
screen,pictured
retainingby theMr.35 Schlanger
mm. film."as The
screen
was
completely
occupying the entire forefront of the motion
picturestead auditorium,
space stage inof an artificiallyassuming
framed apicture.
Additional papers given during the meeting
"High-Speed Motion Picture Photography Applied to the Design
of TelephoneLaboratories.
Apparatus,"
W. Herriott.
Bell Telephone
"AL. Modern
Laboratory,"
Lootens. Motion
RepublicPicture
Productions,
Inc. C.
"Grain-Size Determination and Other Applications of the I.Callier
Effect," J. Egsrert
A. Kuster,
G. Farbenindustrie
Film and
Fabrik. Wolfen, Germany.
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USE OF NEWSREELS
TRIED BY CHURCH
An experiment to discover whether
a more graphic presentation of ordinary sermon material through the use
of regular newsreels will attract more
persons to churches is being conducted
in Cincinnati this week by the Triennial Convention of Protestant Episcopal Churches.
A lecture stressing the social implications ofthe newsreels accompanies
each screening, the whole, set in a
frame of prayer and praise to resemble,
somewhat, a regular church service.
"Distortion in the Reproduction of Hill-andDale
M. J. N.Di J.Toro, Thomas A.
Edison,Records,"
Inc., Orange,
"Recent Developments in Hill-and-Dale ReL. Vieth and C. Inc.,
F. Wiebusch,
Bell
Telephone corders,"Laboratories,
New York.
"Film Perforation and 96-Cycle Frequency
Modulation
Crabtree and inW. Sound-Film
Herriott, BellRecords,"
Telephone.J.
"Push-Pull
Recording,"
J.
G.
Frayne
and H.Inc.,C.
Silent, Electrical Research Products,
Engineering Practices
On Tuesday afternoon, an entire session was
devoted to motion picture engineering practice.
"Air-Conditioning
with Lithium
Chloride,"
A.Toledo.Kelley, Surface
Combustion
Corp.,G.
"The Activated Alumina System as Applied to
Air-Conditioning
and Drying
Problems,"Corp.,G.
L.
Simpson, Pittsburgh
Lectrodryer
Pittsburgh.
"Die Castings and Their Application to PhoCasting Co.,tographic
NewAppliances,"
York.C. Pack, Doehler Die
"The Use of Inconel for Photographic Film
Processing
G. L.York.
Cox, International NickelEquipment,"
Co., Inc., New
"Newer Typesplications toPhotographic
of Stainless Steel
and
ApProcessingTheirEquipment,"
H.
A.
Smith,
Republic
Steel
Corp.,
Massillon, Ohio.
"Vacuum-Tube Engineering for Motion Pictures," L. C. Hollands Co.,
and Inc.,
A. M.Harrison,
Glover,
N.RCAJ. Manufacturing
Studio Practices
The session on studio lighting and studio
practices, conducted by the Society, featured
its Studio Lighting Committee report, by R. E.
Farnham, chairman.
"The cameramen in Hollywood," he explained, "are entering
an era ofare'precision'
lighting.
anced withHighlights
dimmersand asshadows
well as the carefully
placementbal-of
the lighting units. This calls for equipment
givingence more
accurate
light iscontrol.
influof lighting
for color
creating The
a greater
appreciation on the part of cameramen of the
color quality of the light in black and white
photography."
Mr. Farnham's report also told of the development ofa new filter, said to be "of extreme accuracy," making possible the use of
incandescent lamps of the "CP" type for color
photography,
either illuminants.
alone or when "mixed"
with other suitable
The session on lighting and studio practices
consisted of the following papers :

PRACTICES

"Spectral
Distribution
and from
Color-Temperature
of the Radiant
Energy
Carbon Arcs
Used
in
the
Motion
Picture
Industry,"
F.Car-T.
Bowditch
and
A.
C.
Downes,
National
bon Co., Inc., Cleveland.
"Recent Developments in Background Pron," G. G. Popovici, J. G. Saltzman,
Inc., New jectioYork.
"Recent Developments in Gaseous Discharge
Lamps,"
S. Dushman,
Research Laboratory,
General Electric
Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.
"Light
Control
in
Photography,"
G. Mili,
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
"Modulated High-Frequency Recording as a
Means of Determining Conditions for Optimal inson,
Processing,"
J. O. Baker and
H. RobRCA Manufacturing
Co., D.Camden.
"Recording Tests on Some Recent High-Resolution Experimental Emulsions,"
RCA Manufacturing
Co., Camden,J. N.O. J.Baker,
Historical Films Shown
The engineers, on Tuesday evening, attended
a showing of selected historical motion picthe Pennsylvania
Moderne, astures, in arranged
by John E.Hotel's
Abbott,Salledirector
of the Film Library of the Museum of Modern
Art, New York.
The concluding sessions, on Thursday, were
divided into "Apparatus Symposium and Manufacturers'onAnnouncements,"
the morning, and a session
sound induring
the afternoon.
Theers'apparatus
symposium
and
manufacturannouncements included the following:
"The Sound-Level Meter in the Motion Picture
Industry," H.Mass.H. Scott, General Radio
Co., Cambridge,
"AHeyer
New and
MotionE. L.Picture
Camera Crane," E. H.
Universal City, Cal.Fischer, Universal Pictures,
"Non-Intermittent
F. Leventhal,
Leventhal Patents,Projection,"
Inc., New J.York.
"New Ideas in Mobile Sound Recording Equipt," C. M. Ralph
J. G. Matthews,
General menService
Studios,andHollywood.
"AGoldsmith,
Mobile Sound
Recording
L. T.
Warnre Brothers Channel,"
Pictures, Inc.
"A Device for Cleaning the Sound-Track of
PictureFlower
Film During
V.MotionFisher,
City Projection,"
Specialty Co.,R.
Rochester, N. Y.
"AKellogg,
Recorder RCA
for Making
Buzz-Tracks,"
W.
Manufacturing
Co.,E. Inc.,
Burbank, Cal.
"Advantages of Spark Illumination in Certain
Types of Photography,"
M. South
A. Durand,
International Filmbook Corp.,
Norwalk,
Conn.
"A Flash Fire Valve for Fire Prevention in
Motion
Rochester.Picture Projectors," R. V. Fisher,
read at: the Thursday sound session
werePapers
as follows
"Reduction of Loop-Length Variations in NonSlip Printers,"
E. W.Camden,
Kellogg,N.RCA
facturing Co., Inc.,
J. Manu"Transmission Characteristics of Western ElecRe-recordingElectrical
Channels,"Research
C. R. Daily
and
F. L.tricHopper,
Products,
Inc., Hollywood.
"Permanent Magnet 4-Ribbon Valve for Portable ChannelElectrical
Push-Pull Research
Recording,"Products,
E. C.
Manderfeld,
Inc., Hollywood.
"Improvements
Noise-Reduction
R. R. Scoville, inElectrical
Research Circuits,"
Products,
Inc., Hollywood.
"Improved Methods of Detecting Light- Valve
Overload,"
C. R.Hollywood.
Daily, Electrical Research
Products, Inc.,
"Overload Limiter for the Protection of ModuDevices," R. Inc.,
R. Scoville,
ResearchlatingProducts,
Hollywood.Electrical
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MINNEAPOLIS

IS SUED
IN
LOS
ANGELES
scheme
of
these
defendants
in
entering
into
the
Temporary Injunction Halts conspiracy is to accomplish the restraint and Examination of
"Buyers' Strike" in Minnesota; limitation of complainant's films in interstate
Should the court fail to have jurisdiction on
Coast Exhibitors Charge Con- commerce."
question, Judge Nordbye conBalaban Ordered
spiracy Against Independents the interstate
tinued, "it isbe entirely
probable
that tothisassume
court
would
not
justified
in refusing
Paramount, loser of the first court battle jurisdiction" as "a diversity
citizenshiplarge
exto halt boycott activities of Philadelphia
ists and the sums involved areofsufficiently
exhibitors, evened the score in the con- to establish a legal action of conspiracy to
in Hayim Action
troversy over the reputed non-delivery of
Nordbye pointed out that because of
pictures scheduled for release in contracts, theJudge
Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount
conflicting affidavits filed by the principals Pictures, under
a decision handed down on
by obtaining a temporary injunction, re- boycott."
"it would . be. . presumptuous
for
the
court
to
Wednesday
Justice William P. Collins in
straining Minneapolis theatremen from con- conclude
the complainant does not come New York bysupreme
court, was ordered to
tinuing their however,
"buyers' strike."
with clean hands."
October 21st for examination before
Litigation,
is not yet finished in into"Ifcourt
contracts have been violated," the Judge appear
trial
in
the
suit
brought
by Ella Hayim,
either city.
concluded,
"if legalarerights
have tobeenthe flaunted,
In the Philadelphia case, Paramount has and
stockholder, seeking an injunction
such matters
collateral
contro- minority
to restrain enforcement of an employment
appealed from the court ruling and a dersy, itwould
must re- contract
signed with Adolph Zukor.
cision is now pending in the court of
sort tovethe
law andseemhavethatthesedefendants
wrongs redressed
and not indulge in open violation of the laws of
Answering the motion for examination of
appeals.
this
land
to
achieve
that
to
which
they
assume
Mr. Balaban, Paramount attorneys had
In Minneapolis, the recently granted injunction will remain in effect only until
charged
suit was in"merely
attempt
are entitled."Action
to harassthatthethecompany
whosean interests
after a hearing is held on a petition for a they
The California
permanent order.
purports theto bemotion
brought."
The action instituted in California is against theInsuitgranting
Collins
Meanwhile, a third action involving Par- Paramount Pictures, Inc., Paramount Pictures ruled that the executive mayJustice
be examined
amount, has been filed by the Mass Exhib- Distributing Company, Inc., and ten "John only on the terms of the contract itself and
itors Committee in superior court, Los AnIt was charged, in the complaint, that not on the negotiations which led to it. The
geles. The committee, representing approxi- through affiliation with the Motion Picture company also was ordered to produce books
Producers and Distributors of America all of and records necessary to the examination.
mately 40 theatres in Southern California, Does."
is seeking to collect $45,000 damages for the companies "cooperate with one another to Contract Terms Questioned
the end picture
that competition
in' allbe fields
the
alleged fraud and monopolistic practices. motion
The contarct with Mr. Zukor which was made
industry may
reducedof and
The temporary injunction was granted in eliminated. That as a part of the said policy, on April 26 provides for a $3,000 weekly salary
federal court, Minneapolis, by Gunnar Nordbye, the defendants
and
other
members
of
the
Mowith
a bonus of seven and a half per cent on
tion Picture Producers and Distributors of
judge, who ruled that the defendant exhibitors
profits up to $2,500,000 and five per cent on
had conspired among themselves to effect a America conspire and cooperate with one an- the
profits
aboveMr.thatBalaban
figure.before
The trial
plaintiff
to examine
aboutseeks
the
the purposeindependent
of harassing,
"buyers'He strike"
in violation
the anti-trust
laws.
also found
that the oftactics
employed
singotherandfordamaging
theatreembarrasowners terms, conditions and compensation of Mr.
Zukor's employment between July 1, 1936, and
by exhibitors tended to coerce others into re- such as plaintiff. . . ."
fraining from contracting for Paramount picthe details of the April 26 conThe
mannerwasin then
whichoutlined
a company's
productof June IS,tracts,1937;
purchased
and a copy
receipts,asexpenses
profits
relatingfromto
tures,commerce.
with a resultant interference with inter- ais standard
state
contract was attached to the papers. film operation
defined andin the
contract
The decision was in striking contrast to that
Aug.
1,
1936,
to
Sept.
23,
1937,
money
A
list
of
11
pictures,
which
the
plaintiffs
conhanded down by the Philadelphia judge, Oliver
bursed toMr. Zukor for that period, capital disemtend were named in the 1936-37 contracts and
ployed by Paramount and subsidiaries in the
Dickinson, who ruled the court had no jurisdic- were not released, next was given. The list in- production
and
distribution
of
films
under
the
tion
because,
due
to
the
strike,
Paramount
films
cluded
"Souls
at
Sea,"
"High
Wide
and
Handwere not interstate commerce.
title of film operation and information as to the
some," "Angel," "Spawn of the North," "The $2,500,000
allegedly
set
up
on
Dec.
31,
1934,
as
Count
of
Luxembourg,"
"The
Barrier,"
one
adPicketing Is Barred
film reserve and the alleged crediting of that
motion picture
starring
Marlene
Under the order signed by Judge Nordbye,
rich, oneditional
starring
Claudette
Colbert,
one Dietwith compensation
sum
to
profits
of
1936
on
which
Mr.
Zukor's
was allegedly computed.
exhibitors in the Minneapolis territory were en- Harold Lloyd, and one starring Gary Cooper.
Whitney N. Seymour of the law firm of
joined from effectuating the "buyers' strike"
Simpson, Thatcher and Bartlett stated in his
with
"peaceful
persuasion"
;
from
picketing
the
affidavit that the complaint was too vague and
Paramount Minneapolis exchange or any theatre Columbia Holding
general. He pointed out that Mr. Zukor's conshowing the company's pictures ; from the use Weekend
Meeting
was approved
at a stockholders'
of "intimidation, threats, force, fraud or defamaby a tractvote
of 3,571,056
to 11,722. Hemeeting
also
publication,"
induce employees
The first of three divisional sales meet- charged that "the complaint in the present actheir torywork,
theatreto patrons
to withholdto leave
their
patronage, or other exhibitors to refrain from
tion
was
verified
on
June
12, four days beings
planned
by
Columbia
Pictures
Corporation is to be held in Chicago at the Drake
fore the stockholders'
buying
the company's
product.that the defendants
on the meeting
same dayandof the
the action
meetThe decree
also stipulated
Hotel on Saturday and Sunday. A. Mon- was commenced
ing. The verification of the complaint before
were
restrained
from
"advising
or
requesting"
tague,
general
sales
manager,
will
preside.
the
stockholders'
anyone not to do business with the company or
meeting
shows
that the suit
Representatives of the home office ex- is in utter disregard of the stockholders'
its
wishes
pected at the meeting besides Mr. Montague and must
tion.customers under implied threats or intimidafor some ulterior purpose.
include Joe McConville, Rube Jackter, This motionhaveto been
examine
broadly
as
to
matters
Three Questions Cited
not
the scope of the action must be
Jerome Safron, Louis Astor, Lou Wein- viewedwithin
as a near attempt to harass the comThree questions, according to Judge Nordbye,
berg, Max Weisfeldt, Henry C. Kaufman,
pany in whose interest the suit purports to be
were raised in the case : first, whether the court George Joseph and Milton Hannock.
had jurisdiction, second, whether Paramount
The branches represented by managers
was guilty of fraudulent or unconscionable con- and sales force are Chicago, Detroit, WashNorth Dakota officials were granted an
duct in its dealings with the defendants, and
Des Moines, Minneapolis, St. Louis, extension
brought." until Thursday
third, whether, if Paramount came into court Omaha, ington,Indianapolis,
to file an answer
Kansas
City,
Pittsto
Paramount
's
action
with "unclean
to
state
burgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland.
table relief. hands," it should be denied equifrom
enforcing the circuit enjoin
theatrethedivorce
Columbia is arranging a series of nation
In holding
which was enacted at the last sescourt
declared:that the court had jurisdiction, the wide screenings to insure the launching of measure
sion of the legislature.
"The very intent of the entire plan and "The Awful Truth."
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Never a gayer and more
human performance than Boh
Montgomery's with Rosalind
Russell. Bob Benchley delivers 1,000 laughs and M-G-M
delivers a hit!
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ROBERT MONTGOMERY
ROSALIND RUSSELL
and ROBERT BENCHLEY
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wif/i HELEN VINSON • Mickey Rooney • Monty Woolley • Screen play by Charles Brackett, Cyril Hume and
Richard Maibaum • Original Story by Marion Parsonnett • Directed by George Fitzmaurice • Produced by Harry Rapf
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SHANGHAI
LOOTED;

THEATRES
AIR

Shipment of Film by Rail Is
Abandoned; Curfew Bars All
Gatherings After 10 P.M.;
All Nanking Houses Close
The following foreword from J. P.
Koehler, Shanghai correspondent of
Motion Picture Herald, explains
why the following article, written at
Shanghai on August 30th, did not
reach New York until October 9th.
—Ed.
as itHoover,
was to
go "Sorry
out on this
the isS. delayed,
S. President
which, however, after being bombed
by Chinese planes about fifty miles off
Shanghai on the afternoon of August
30, did not make port but continued
on to Japan. The next mail out is
uncertain at the moment."
by J. P. KOEHLER
in Shanghai
Shanghai in war ! And what to say that
concerns the immediate field to which your
correspondent is presumed to confine his
story when mind and body are entirely filled
with the atmosphere of war, the rumbling
of heavy gun fire and the bombing of
civilian centers, punctuated by the rapid fire
anti-aircraft day and night, and the atrotlefield?cious odors of the slaughterhouse and batWhat to say about business! Well, there
just
present 12th,
and hasn't
been isn't
sinceanythebusiness
night ofat August
when
the mobilization of the Shanghai Defense
Forces was broadcast over every radio and
on every screen, and men left performances hurriedly to don uniform and equipment and hasten to headquarters in the
dead of night.
beentroops
called came
out,
andToforbegin
two with,
weeks, we've
until also
regular
in and relieved us, did what the Shanghai
Volunteer Corps is supposed to do until
reinforcements arrive — hold the line in event
of danger to the Settlement. Yes, we had
plenty of excitement and many a tale of
"how near that one came" — and we've lost
some sleep, hardened some muscles pitching
sandbags, and sweated off many a superfluous pound, when the mercury stood 96 in
the shade.
And on that notorious Saturday the 14th,
when the bomb dropped within 100 yards
of the Nanking theatre, just about when the
show was letting out in the afternoon, and
wiped out a thousand or more, piling them
four and five deep in destruction — the theatres in Shanghai shut up tight and have
not reopened to date. [Cables from Mr.
Koehler since the mailing of this letter told
of the reopening of theatres. — Ed.] And
just when things were easing up a bit and
there was hope to start performances again,
along came the bomb that struck in Shanghai's most crowded corner — the Sincere

BOMB

SHELLED

AND

KILLS MANAGER
kew districts of any but Japanese and Chinese military and a few stray civilians and
the occupants and officers of the now famous
Ward Road Jail, and has probably ruined
the interiors of at least five or six of the
dozen or more cinemas in those districts,
it will be a long time before business again
assumes even a semblance of normalcy.
The Willies theatre, operated by Peacock Motion Pictures Co., Inc., an American concern, was struck at least four times
by shells and the interior well flattened,
though, through the efforts of the intrepid
theatre manager and some of the staff,
the more valuable parts of the projection
equipment was removed under fire. The
Ritz theatre, just undergoing renovation
and reconstruction for reopening, is reported looted. The Broadway and Eastern
theatres, in the heart of the great fire area
in the Eastern district of Wayside, are reported as having come through with a
good lessscorching
intact,other
unlooted, but but
thereotherwise
are several
houses the fate of which is as yet unknown,
as the Japanese Military refuse inspection
/. P. KOEHLER, Motion Picture
of these areas as yet.
Herald correspondent in Shanghai,
So far, no reports have been received of
completes a tour of duty with the
any theatre in the Tientsin or Peiping
American Company of the Shanghai
area
having
been indestroyed,
some ofmust
the
Volunteer Corps.
Tientsin
cinemas
the nativebutdistricts
been damaged.
Department store — and wiped out a few haveShipments
of film by rail are entirely
hundred more and rather took the edge off
of our appetites by the time we got through stopped. By steamer it is possible to make
cleaning up the bloody mess. And with a few shipments both north and south.
that, the authorities were more than a little
Efforts are now being made by the Shangconcerned about allowing crowds to gather
hai offices of the film distributors to a parin one spot, so the cinemas stayed closed.
tial reopening of local first-run theatres and
Up north, we hear that some cinema are such as are not in the immediate danger
being opened again and, on distributor re- zones. A curfew, from 10 P. M. to 5 A. M.,
persons, necessities,
except on direct
busiports from that quarter, "expenses for the forbidsness all
with absolute
from being
week raidanyway."
Nanking,
air- on the streets,
of Sunday, InAugust
15th,after
the the
cinemas
and therefore evening perand censors quit entirely.
formances, but
except perhaps
at 7 o'clock,
Distributors are concerned over the fate cannot be held,
afternoononeshows
may be
of films that were in transit from Nanking allowed soon.
to Shanghai when train service was disOwing to the fact that considerable bombrupted, of films lying in the North Station
ing is still taking place, the authorities are
in Shanghai, which, viewed yesterday by reluctant to allow grouping of individuals,
your correspondent, looked still in good though the
as regards
the Internationalsituation
Settlement south
of Soochow
Creek
shape, and with most of the station and
train sheds still intact, had loads of express and the French Concession has eased conmatter on hand just before hell broke loose.
siderably, due probably to certain troop
With communication completely disrupted movements tending to draw the fighting
and telegrams and letters taking days to away from Shanghai and further to the west
arrive even from nearby cities, there is no and south of the city.
possible way of determining at the moment
At the moment Japanese planes are roarhow much damage and financial loss has
ing overhead in bombing and reconnoitering
been caused to the film trade by the present pursuits. Chinese guns are and have been
hostilities in the North and in Shanghai.
comparatively quiet for the past three days.
All films in Nanking are believed to be
What the fate of Shanghai will be when
safe, under the care of a representative of it falls into the hands of the Japanese is a
the Film Board of Trade (China), and com- guess, of which yours is as good as mine.
paratively lit le damage has been done in There is much talk, but the outcome is inNanking proper by Japanese air raids.
definitternational
e. The Japanese
have floutedby the
InSettlement authorities
seizing
Shanghai seems to have been one of the
worst sufferers from such raids. The bombs all of the northern and eastern districts of
have caused terror, loss of life, and, by the the Settlement. All we can do is wait and
fire which has now wiped out a greater por- see.
tion of the eastern district of the city, and
In the (Continued
meantime,on the
film page)
trade is enfollowing
completely denuded the Eastern and Hong-
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(Continued fron. preceding page)
deavoring to carry on as best it can, shipping when it can do so, but what is going
to happen to those contracts that will be
subjected
Wait and seeto ?theYes,"force
that ismajeure"
about all clause?
we can
do, and, for the present, stick to the office
between duty at the front or patrolling the
streets or breaking up incipient riots, and
hope for better times. But it will be months
and
monthsandbefore
trade
recovers,
beforeShanghai's
the losses film
sustained
during the present troubles north and here —
with more to come probably when this sector
is "mopped up" — can be made up.
Anyway,
"Cheerio"
— until
check-up,
which
already
reveals
onethewell-known
cinema manager blown to kingdom come
in the Sincere store bombing — Mr. Y. L.
Bein, Chinese manager of the World theatre, Shanghai. '
Film Offices Under
Fire Several Times
In a second article, mailed September %th and received on Monday of
this week, Mr. Koehler writes that
"Shanghai is desperately trying to
make a semblance of 'business as
usual,'
that cinemas
film interests
are "trying
to open" the
and hope
to this
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by "regulars"; our job is mainly "internal
pacification"
and riotboard
duty atfor Nanking
the moment.
With no censor
for
three weeks, the stock of films on hand is at
a standstill, but it is hoped to remove the
Board to Shanghai should cinemas here reAnyway,
carrying
open.
can,
hoping we're
for better
days, onandasnotbestall weof
us, in fact few of us, intend to avail ourselves of the paternal advice of Washington
to "clear out" and leave the results of our
years of effort. To what purpose?
The Cheerful Aspect
When the theatres in Shanghai closed on
"Bloody
Saturday,"
August advertising
14th, the Nanking theatre
was displaying
for
"Smiling Through"; the Metropole front
showed "Thunder in the City," and the
Grandfortheatre
"Singing Marine." How's
that
coincidence?
* * *
We liked the looks of that 4-inch length
of shell fragment that buried itself in a
shed roof two feet from our head and dug
it out with our bayonet. It's a nice souvenir
paper weight now *! * *
Laughter at a Premium
Stop Press ! ! The Grand theatre, Shanghai, announces it will reopen Friday, Sepcoming week."
tembermount).10th,Are with
"Easykidding
Living"
We are now in our fourth week of hostilithey just
us? (ParaWell,
we can use a few good,
hearty
laughs !
ties in the Shanghai area. Theatres have
*
*
*
been closed since Bloody Saturday, August
The weather man had no mercy on us
14th. From all over China reports are
coming in of the closing of cinemas.
until September 7th; three weeks of sweltering at 95 degrees F. and over, mostly
Canton Swatow
reports today,
cinemas
Amoy,
also. "All
Up the
Yantzeclosed";
river west, the offices of RKO-Radio, MGM, over ! Today cool breezes send us a lungreports of August 30th show cinemas still Universal and Warner Brothers-First Na- filling welcome. We haven't sweated this
tional, in the Embankment Building, have
operating in Changsha. Tsingtao cinemas
* * *
still are running, since the menace of near had their scares of shot and shell nearby, morning, and it's 10:00 a. m. !
Somewhere on the Whangpoo front
hostilities has been eased by the evacuation and are still carrying on, though the main
of all Japanese nationals and men of war staffs have removed to safer areas in Shang- something is going "Boom" every few minin order to preserve peace in that city.
hai. And RKO's front door is sandbagged
utes followed
"Cr-u-n-ch
!" aslines,
the
high !
Japanese
warshipsby shell
the Chinese
Film Shipments Uncertain
and north about one mile rather hot artilTrouble Either Way
lery firing is sending the shells over Chapei
Communications have been disrupted,
regularity.
telegraphs are uncertain and mails delayed
Shanghai's first-run cinemas are between and Hongkew with* depressing
* *
but are carrying on under heavy handicap. the devil and the deep sea. If they open they
Shipment of films by a few foreign (not may be subject to the national feeling Worries About Rent
American) vessels out and into Shanghai against amusements of any sort, and if they
Our stenographer is worrying about next
are uncertain and precarious. Shanghai dis- don't, despite police permission and encouragement to do so, they are condemned by year's rent ! And that, after the disastrous
tributors'
head
offices
are
operating
with
Yu
Ya Chung Road bomb that wiped out
the
public,
which
wants
some
sort
of
relaxdepleted and worried staffs despite the coning entertainment in between anxious and about a thousand, dropped just about 200
stant rumbling of guns, aerial bombardments
and the bursting of shells and scatter of harrowing movements. Ice-cooled cinemas yards away under her apartment's windows
find it impossible to operate, with sufficient and ingshook
shrapnel overhead.
!
her up a bit ! She's not evacuatice unavailable and the unseasonable temOffices Under Fire
* * *
perature of95 to 100 degrees F. each day.
Some of the women evacuatees unanThe USS Augusta will give a huge minThe offices of Paramount, Twentieth Century-Fox, United Artists and Columbia, also
strel show seat
at Shanghai's
largest
cinema
have having
returnedbeento the
"safety" ofin
of the Film Board of Trade (China) in the the 2,000
Shanghai after
earthquaked
Grand theatre
— this
week,— nouncedly
Capital Theatre Building have been several for the benefit of refugee sufferers. This Manila and typhooned in Hongkong — only
times under fire.
to find some hubby very much engaged in
may prove an opening wedge.
On Friday, September 3, an artillery and Nanking Board May Move
indoor and outdoor sports ! "My Dear — it's
naval duel, combined with machine guns'
the war.
you expect?" And it's so
hard
to getWhatany dosleep!
Every
time
we
think
it's
quieting
down
and
snipers'
bullets,
broke
loose
within
700
* * *
yards of our windows and shattered the we are rudely shaken from our sense of seWho said evacuate? Why, we feel safer
curity by another bombing or artillery dual
peaceful Sunday morning appearance of our
now empty Soochow Creek and Wangpoo nearby, and we carry our tin hat along with than on a Fifth Avenue traffic crossing !
river,
still keeping in uniform, sub- Theatres will reopen some day, and there's
Bund. and the normally busy and crowded us toject tooffice,
plenty of rice on hand. We even have
one hour's remobilization call ! Our still
Over across the creek, and a block to our "front line"
defenses are now mostly held ice-cream and beer at the old prices.
AMERICANS PROTEST
WASHINGTON STAND
Reactions of American businessmen
in
war-tornviewpoint
China toonWashington's
expressed
evacuation,
J. P. Koehler, Motion Picture Herald
correspondent at Shanghai, writes:
"American business men and women here in Shanghai strongly disap roved the statement accredited to
President Roosevelt that we must
evacuate or sacrifice the protection of
our government. We cannot do that.
We operate under American laws, under American courts, and are as much
a part of the U. S. A. in our business
enterprises and home as American
business men in Washington. To lose
it all after years of effort in forwarding American trade, under the extrater itorial rights under which we operate, is unthinkable.
"American business in China demands that the American people at
home understand our position rightly,
and appeal to the sense of justice and
right of the American public. We
don't want war, but we expect to see
American rights fully protected and
not to be forced home to enter the
ranks of the unemployed."
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PLAN

FOR

100

PER

ASSOCIATION
British Interests Fear Too
Great Influence by Americans; MGM's British United
May Sign Jessie Matthews
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
Theers plan
for an endorsed
all-inclusive
Film ProducAssociation,
in March
last at
a meeting attended by representatives of
one hundred and fifty companies, has fallen
through.
The Association will come into being, a
formation committee having been appointed with Capt.to thedraftHon.its Richard
Norton as chairman
constitution,
but its functions will be limited to negotiations with organized labor.
In effect it will be a joint employers' council, over against
the FilmofIndustry's
Employees'
Council.
Establishment
the last-named
unit
was announced this week by the Association of
Cine-Technicians and the National Association
of Theatrical Employees, who will invite other
trade unions to cooperate in a policy of one
hundred per cent unionization.
British Producers "Scared"
The original
constitution
Filmpanels
Pro- ;
ducers Association
provided offorthefive
producers, studio owners, producers of short
subjects, newsreel producers, and laboratories.
It was anticipated that the present Film Group
of the Federation of British Industries would be
merged
the producers'
panel.FilmMr. Group,
M. Neville
Kearney,in secretary
of - the
was
slated to become secretary of the FPA.
The plan has fallen down on account of what
seemed its greatest merit. Essential in the draft
of the constitution was the proviso that membership be open to any company engaged in the
various departments of production in England,
irrespective of nationality. The aim being a
hundred per cent organization, such a condition
seemed necessary and logical, but it has scared
Britishson forproducers,
good reasaying thatalthough
the FPAthereas isplanned
had
the approval of the Board of Trade.
This suGovernment
department,
it
may
be
med, isalive to the absurdity of regarding as-as
representative of production in England any
organization which does not include MetroGoldwyn-Mayer,
Twentieth
Paramount,
and other
AmericanCentury-Fox,
companies
which,
through
British
subsidiaries,
plan large
scale activities here.
Fear of Being "Swamped"
The specifically British interests at present
organized in the Film Group also were conscious of the fact that, with the British activities of U. S. groups conducted by companies
British by legal registration, the Americans
could not be excluded logically from a body
with a wide constitution. The fear of being
"swamped"
interests
is the motive
which
now byis these
expected
to reduce
the fieldforceof
the FPA so drastically.
In the present political atmosphere the attitude of thestandablstrictly
Britishcourageous.
companies isA undere ifnot exactly
great
deal of the controversy upon the coming Films
Bill may turn on the exact definition of a
British film. Always to be born in mind is that
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SIX MORE ADD THEIR
REPORTS ON FILMS
Six more exhibitors, from four states
and Ontario, this week contribute reports to "What the Picture Did for
Sending in reports for the first time
are these:
M. Bailey, Strand Theatre, Dryden,
Ontario, Canada.
C. T.Me."Cooney, Jr., Waldo Theatre
Corporation, Waldoboro, Maine.
Steering their typewriters out upon
the track again, after more than a
year of silence, are the following:
H. T. Nokes, Elite Theatre, Nixa,
Missouri.
M. S. Porter, Orpheum Theatre, Nelsonville, Ohio.
Harold Smith, Dreamland Theatre,
Carson, Iowa.
J. E. Palmer, State Theatre, Presque
Isle, Maine.
Read the comments of these showmen in the department, this issue.
certain producing interests want the new legislation shaped so that reciprocity, for instance,
shall benefit only films made by companies control ed by British money. The present legal
definition of a British film, which seems likely
to be repeated in the new bill, allows foreign
capital
duction. to be employed to any extent in its proUntil the Films Bill is an Act, and operative,
it seems that the all-embracing Film Producers
Association therefore is shelved. British producers will remain in the Film Group as a separate section, representing limited and in some
sense parochial British interests, and shutting
their eyes to the fact that quite a piece of the
capital employed by this section comes from
Continental
sources.the When
quota's will
futurebe
has
been decided,
scheme theprobably
revived. The Film Group, in any case, inside
or outside of a larger body, will continue to
speak
for the, more or less, hundred per cent
Britishers.
Doyle's Circuit Plans
Stuart M. Doyle, arriving from New York,
outlined a plan for establishment of an "Emcircuit" ofEmpire,
super-theatres
in keyof cities
of thepireBritish
for the purpose
putting British films on the map through adequate
presentation and exploitation in all the territories under the Union Jack. One hundred theatres are necessary for this purpose, he says,
and he proposes to organize them through a
private company.
Mr. Doyle also has British production plans,
and has selected his first subject, but declines
to say with which if any of various British
companiescus ionhes with several,
may cooperate
he adds.; he has had disThe Doyle theatre-cinema-restaurant center
in Lower Regent Street will open in the spring
or early summer of 1938.
V
Rapid extension of the British production
plans of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is indicated in

LONDON

news of producer and star signings. With
others expected to follow soon, these engagements- indicate that, through its subsidiary
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer British Studios, Ltd.,
MGM is organizing here on a basis of definite
permanency and with a clearly marked policy
of exchanging talent between Hollywood and
London. The British organization is being
planned and staffed as an integral part of the
MGM producing machine.
The most significant engagement announced
by Ben Goetz, managing director of the British
company,ducer andwas
that ofMr.Victor
as prodirector.
SavilleSaville
is admittedly
one of the outstandingly successful of British
film makers. For Gaumont-British, which he
first joined in 1920, he made, among other picures, "I Was a Spy"
"It's Love
Again,"
which testablished
JessieandMatthews
in America.
In association with London Films, at Denham,
he recently
has produced
"Dark Journey," "Ac-all
for Slander"
and "Storm
rated tionboxoffice
pictures.
He justin ahasTeacup,"
completed
"South Riding," and was scheduled to make
"Dancers in Mourning," now abandoned.
May Get Jessie Matthews
The speed with which MGM is working is
illustrated by the fact that Saville reported for
duty at Denham a few days after the contract
was signed. The official statement announced
that he would "become one of a group of proworking moment
under a the
singleMGMstudiogroup
head."of
At the ducers,
present
British producers consists of Saville and
Michael Balcon, in charge of the Robert Taylor
"Yank latieved in London
Oxford" that
unit, itbutis itdestined
is generally
beto grow
rapidly, by means of further signings which
may seem sensational.
One possibility, which in some inside quarters is rated a probability, is that Jessie Matthews will become an MGM British star imy on the last
conclusion
"Sailing
Along,"
the currentmediateland
picture ofunder
her contract
with Gaumont-British.
Recently announced by Miss Matthews and
her husband and producer, Sonnie Hale, was
that they purposed to form their own production unit, and to continue to make British pictures. Offers from practically every large Hollywood company have been available to Miss
Matthews for some time, but her determination
to makeclared topictures
in her native country is debe unalterable.
Association with Metro-British would meet
her wishes and at the same time provide her
with a major American release. It would
possesstractallwithoutthe itsadvantages
drawbacks.of a Hollywood conSignificant in the circumstances is that Victor Saville is generally rated as an ideal producer forsumptJessie
Matthews,would
and leave
that his
asion ofthat function
Sonnie
Hale free to act opposite his wife while still
cooperating in direction.
Getting Story Plum
Another sequel to the Saville engagement
seen as certainty was that the producer would
take to MGM
the rights
A. J. Cronin's
senbest-seller,
"Thein Citadel,"
acquired sational
in face
of intense
Hollywoodwhich
compe-he
tition and planned to produce for London Films.
A statement from Saville confirmed this expectation. The Saville engagement therefore inof the year.cidental y gives MGM one of the story plums
The Saville contract is understood to provide that only(Continued
with hison consent
page 36) can the pro-
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(Continued from page 34)
ducer be employed outside England, but part of
the MGM policy is undoubtedly to send all its
British ence,acquisitions
to Hollywood forAmerican
experiwhileasemploying
star values
the basis onestablished
which to build its
British organization.
An instance, balancing the dispatch of Robert
Taylor and his support to London, is the engagement on a long-term contract of Greer Garson, leading woman in the current St. James's
theatre
attraction,
"Old beauty,
Music." will
Missleave
Garson,
a Titian-haired Irish
for
Hollywood immediately the play ends.
Alsofith Jones,
signedhighly
on aesteemed
long termas contract
is
Grifa romantic lead
since he made a hit in "Escape Me Never."
Currently, Jones is in MGM's "A Yank at Oxford."
John lR.ywo d to take
Woolfenden
arrived atfrom
Holcharge ofhaspublicity,
Dedham,
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Ltd., starting with "A Yank at Oxford."
Carl Esmond Next
To follow Miss Garson to Hollywood is Carl
Esmond, currently playing the Prince Consort
inalso"Victoria
Regina" at the Lyric
theatre.
He
a long-term
and will
CulverhasCity
immediatelycontract
the London
runsailof for
the
play ends.
Esmond stage
was originally
Eichberger,
a Viennese
and screen Willi
star. Louis
B. Mayer spotted him at the Lyric.
During Mr.
staythatheretentatively
and on the
Continent
it rangements
is Mayer's
understood
were made which
will result ar-in
still further announcements of spectacular signings.ent For
the moment
the presseries quite
enough London
to digest.findsSuggestions
that plans for serious American production in
England were so much talk look singularly
absurd in face of activities which, apart from
bringing
Hollywood
celebrities
don, appearmajor
to have
given MGM
most toof Lothe
brains of the old G.-B. production unit and to
promise to give them the beauty also.
Factor in Films Bill
That Hollywood, as represented by MGM,
is conducting so wholesale a raid on British
personalities will possibly be made the basis
of criticism of the new Films Bill, seen as the
deciding
factorwillin not
determining
policy,whose
but
the criticishi
come fromthatthose
livelihoodductiondepends
on
a
thriving
British
proindustry.
To actors, directors, writers and technicians,
all protected by the provisions of the new legisBritishandplans,
soon tolatibeon, the reality
emulatedof byMGM's
Paramount
others,so
seems the biggest stimulus British production
has had since the original Films Act made it
a practicable proposition.
V
GB Pays Dividend
Payment of the half-yearly dividend on the
ST/2 per cent cumulative preference shares of
Gaumont-British Corporation, Ltd., was made
on the due date. This action renders impossigle any change in the control of the company,
for another six months, by means of preference
votes. The shares carry voting rights only if
the dividend is passed.
LastdendMarch,
half-yearly
diviwas due, when
there the
was first
a split
in the board
of directors on the question of payment, the
Ostrer brothers carrying the point by five votes
to four, against the opposition of Messrs. John
Maxwell. Sidney R. Kent, Dixon Boardman
and O. H. C. Balfour.
This action, subsequently challenged unsuc es ful y inthe courts by the "Nordon commit e " of dissentient G-B shareholders, dis-
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"AND SO — VICTORIA"
LEADS RENTERS
"And So — Victoria," by Vaughan
Wilkins, was the leader among the
ten best renters during September and
ranked second in a list of the ten best
fiction sellers during the month, according to the Retail Bookseller.
The classification of renters was
based upon nationwide reports compiled by the Bookseller and the best
sellers were listed on the basis of a
count of the Baker (3 Taylor Comsales throughout
The bestpany'srenters
were: the country.
1. Wilkins.
And So — Victoria, by Vaughan
2. Northwest Passage, by Kenneth
Roberts.
3. Kathleen
You Can'tNorris.
Have Everything, by
4. American Dream, by Michael
Foster.
5. The Years, by Virginia Woolf.
6. The Outward Room, by Millen
Brand.
7. Gone With the Wind, by Margaret Mitchell.
8. Deeping.
Blind Man's Year, by Warwick
9. Theatre,
by W. Somerset Maugham.
10. The Wind from the Mountains,
by Trygve Gulbranssen.
The best sellers in the field of fiction
were as follows:
1. The Citadel, by A. J. Cronin.
2. Wilkins.
And So — Victoria, by Vaughan
3. Northwest Passage, by Kenneth
Roberts.
4. Kathleen
You Can'tNorris.
Have Everything, by
5. Sharp.
The Nutmeg Tree, by Margery
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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The eric
Seven
Prokosch.Who Fled, by FredGone With the Wind, by Margaret Mitchell.Hours a Day, by
Twenty-four
Faith Baldwin.
Storm Girl, by Joseph C. Lincoln.
The Case of the Lame Canary,
by Erie S. Gardner.
The actual period covered in the
survey of best seller reports was
August 16th to September 13th.
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CIRCUIT

Film Distributors, Ltd., on a partnership basis.
GFD also took over the G-B distribution.
Both these actions were strongly challenged
by Mr. Maxwell, who later entered an action
for AbP against the Ostrers, claiming damages and alleging that the sale to him of shares
in Metropolis and Bradford Trust, controlling
G-B,
had been
effected
misrepresentation.
This action
still has
to be byheard.
Rumors that
it had been settled on the basis of the return
of the ABP investment were denied recently by
Maxwell associates.
V
Annabella Sails
Annabella sailed on the Norniandie Saturday
for the Twentieth Century-Fox studios at Hollywo d. She is cast opposite William Powell in
"Jean."
V
EMI Profit £363,964
Electrical Musical Industries, Ltd., the radiogramophone combine, made £393,964 profit in
1937, an increase of £90,000 over the previous
year. The ordinary dividend is 10 per cent.
EMI controls the television transmitting system employed
British Broadcasting Coration in its byprogram
Palace in porNorth
London. from the Alexandra
V
The
Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Association
council this week accepted
the report
of its
rentals committee recommending that members
continue to book flat A or B pictures where such
has
only.been done previously, disregarding the policy
announced
by the
Kinematograph
Renters' basis
Society to sell
pictures
on a percentage
A joint meeting of the members with circuit
representatives has been called to inaugurate a
campaign
for lowerMGMrentals.
Sam Eckman,
executive in England,
in an unofficial reply to a statement of Arthur
Dent dissociating Associated British Pictures
from
new onpolicy
of the KRS
sell "A"
featuresthe only
a percentage
basis,todenied
the
plan is designed to fix rentals.
Mr. Eckman
declared
the
KRS
has
no
tention of establishing a combination for rentalinfixing, but that the resolution was designed
merely to reduce overlong theatre programs,
andHe eliminate
two "A" films
on bill. that
said thatusehe ofpersonally
was willing
conferences be held with the KRS but that
there could be no discussion of price fixing,
which is a matter for individual
attention.
V
London Films reported a profit of £35,839,
subject to depreciation for the eight months
from May to December, inclusive, in 1936.
Salary reductions on salaries up to £10, and
half the
on salaries from £10 to £20,
have
beencuts
restored.
V
Results of a recent CEA questionnaire showed
568 theatre managers in favor of a standardized
2,000 tionfoot
reel andsaidonly
37 opposed.
addi571 owners
existing
projectorsIn would
take the long reels. In no case were licensing
restrictions against the new reels reported.

Postpone Booth Law Operation
New Government regulations in Vanver, B. C, and
whichan would
allow instead
one qual-of
ifiedcouoperator
apprentice,
two men as at present, have been postponed
appointed
an
obvious
intention,
on
the
part
of
a full year. The delay was granted by
Associated British Pictures to obtain control for
by means of the preference vote which, it was the Provincial Government on protests by
common knowledge, was hostile to the Ostrers the projectionists' union. Regulations were
and pro-Maxwell. It was followed by the clos- to have gone into effect January 1, 1938,
ingfer down
of distributionproductions
by G-B andtotheGeneral
trans- and
1939. have been postponed until Tanuary 1,
of uncompleted
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HOLLYWOOD

SCENE

Cinema by Air
Withdegree
news ofof Hollywood's
covered tothea
high
efficiency bydoings
newspapers,
press agents'
other
pet
medium
for
the
dissemination of fact andalong
poppy-cockery,
the radio,
has
been established
lines that stun
credulity.
It has reached such a point of development that
one can hardly throw the switch without hearing
some commentator broadcasting the lowdown.
Seven national and eight local and Pacific
Coast area stations are doing their best to see
that everybody knows everything.
Three commentators take to the microphones
on Monday. Sheila Graham has a national
broadcast. Warren Stokes and Nora Croft address the western territory.
Jimmy
Fidler hasto things
much toto listen
himself on Tuesdays
tell allpretty
who care
all he knows about it.
The airways become a little crowded on
Wednesday
SidneyHarry
Skolsky
na-.
tionally and asStokes,
Minesbroadcasts
and Mayme
Oberpeake regale the western state listeners-in.
There's
a bit of a ispause
body of importance
on theon air,Thursday.
but it canNo-be
expected that that day will not be permitted
to remain silent long.
Friday
JimmyandFidler
again declaring
himself nationally
OwenofisCrump
Hollywood
Chatterbox
take care
the areaand between
the
Rockies and the Pacific Ocean from Mexico to
Canada.
Sunday George Fisher (in the Winchell spot)
speaks nationally, as does Lloyd Pantages, while
the
familiar Mr. Stokes again addresses his
audiences.
In addition
are the national
programs, such there
as Hollywood
Hotelfeature
and Jack
Oakie'sties almost
College,
which
feature
picture
personaliexclusively, and the various other
programs
which some picture notable almost alwaysupon
appears.
To these may be added the guest star comment
programs
and Elza presented
Schallert. by Feg Murray and Edwin
Additionally,
casts adaily newsTrans-Radio
letter to aboutwiresfiftyandsmallbroadand
independent local stations and United Press
wires
a
daily
news
letter
to
local
newspapers,
which also broadcast.
No other facet of national or world life is so
thoroughly reported by press and radio as is
the motion picture business. Only a national
presidential campaign and election, or other important event in the affairs of state or politics,
receives as much attention. But the radio commentators on picture affairs and personalities
go on and on, day in and day out, without interruption (except for salestalk).

BETTY GRABLE VOTED
"AMERICA'S IDEAL"
Betty Grable, Paramount player,
last week was the recipient of a loving
cup which represented the material
advantage of having been named
"America's ideal Girl," said title having been bestowed upon her by the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
andA aspokesman
group of the
colony'sin answer
artists.
for film
the group
to a query
lenges thesaid,
right"This
of committee
officials ofchalthe
Atlantic City and other similar contests todescribe their winners as being
outstanding examples of the young
womanhood of our nation. This committee feels that such contests exhibit
beauty only of the skin deep variety,
neglecting altogether such underlying
springs of feminine beauty as charm,
intelligence, personality, character and
poise, and that therefore these contests
fail to produce a type personifying
young
of America." chart
Miss womanhood
Grable's measurement
reads: "Bust, 34; waist, 23; hips, 35;
weight,mittee114."
Incidentally,
comsaid it would
be glad tothemeasure
any young woman who wishes to challenge Miss Grable's right to the title.

ing dictionaries in search of adjectives to fling
at it. But the newspaper people are in a quanat theGoldwyn
publicity does
department
vealdary.only Inquiries
that Mr.
not knowrewhether or not he will hold a press preview.
Three possibilities are in the offing, however.
All
picture
opensIf init
New depend
York upon
before whether
it does the
on the
coast.
does,
the
chances
are
more
than
favorable
that
local writers will see it first.
If not, Mr.ternativeGoldwyn
is
considering
three
s. One possibility is to take the picturealto a remote city, Bakersfield, San Jose, San
Francisco or Oakland, and to invite an exclusive group of commentators to the showing.
The reason for this move would be to permit
the film to be shown to an unbiased audience to
which previews are a distinct novelty and from
which a truer audience reaction may be gained.
The second plan is to preview the picture
either in the Carthay Circle or at the studio the
night before its local opening. If this idea is
followed,
entire press would be invited to
witness thethepreview.
Goldwyn Departure
The third
"Hurricane"
publicly
at all,planbutistonotlettothepreview
press see
it on the
Practically convinced that the business of "big occasion
of its local premiere.
picture" previews
is becominga radical
a racket,departure
Samuel
Goldwyn
is contemplating
Mr. Goldwyn, who is never quite content to
in the footsteps of his contemporaries, did
in permitting
The follow
picture
is slatedthe topressopento inseethe"Hurricane."
Carthay Circle
something completely out of formula when he
theatre on November 5th. Its production has took "Dead End" to Long Beach. Mounting the
raised so much discussion that everybody wants stage upon the film's conclusion, he made a dito see it. Goldwyn knows that reporters, obpersonal appeal to the audience to express
servers, reviewers and critics have been consult- their recthonest
opinion on preview cards.

7 Finish; 5 Start
From penead in Hollywood
production standpoint,
much hapduring thenotweek.
Five
pictures started; seven were finished. Other
than the completed "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," practically all the old and new work
isinterest
run of undoubtedly
the mill material.
(Most of the onweek's
was concentrated
the
"unproductive" affairs of Signor Mussolini, Jr.).
RKO-Radio's new activity is "Taking the
Town." Under direction of Edward Killy, it
will donpresent
Fred Stone,
Dorothy
Moore,Bailey,
GorJones, Berton
Churchill,
Sherwood
Paul
Guilfoyle,
Frank
M.
Thomas
and
Dorothy
Vaugh.
ing.
TownTrevor,
Girl," Donald
20th CenturyFox,Theis cast
headedof "Big
by Claire
Woods
and Alan Baxter. Alfred G. Werker is directAt Warner
Pirates" Dick
was
started.
It willBros.
feature"Highway
Beverly Roberts,
Purcell, Gloria Blondell and Charles Foy. Noel
Smith is the director.
Republic Active
Republic was the only studio which started
two
Is inaretheWallace
Air,"
whichproductions.
Nick GrindeInis"News
directing,
Ford, June Travis, Arthur Lake and Syd Saylor.
Misbehaves"Joseph
will present
Sally
Eilers,"TheNeilLadyHamilton,
Schildkraut,
George Ernest, Marcia Mae Jones, Robert Greig
and Mary Gordon. Lloyd Corrigan is directing
theThree
picture.of the seven completed pictures are
credited to Columbia. Luli Deste and John
Boles Frances
are starred
"She Westley,
Married anAlexander
Artist"
with
Drake,in Helen
D'Arcy, Albert Van Dekker, Mark Windham,
Franklin Pangborn and Jacqueline Wells in support. Marionpresent
GeringWynndirected.
"Forgotten
Women"
Cahoon,Arthur
Scott Loft,
Colton,
Mayo willMethot,
Sarah Padden,
Maryrell andRussel,
Margaret
Armstrong,
John
TyrDick Curtis. Lambert Hillyer directed.
The
third
Larryfeature
Darmour's
"Murder Is
Welcome," picture,
will again
Jack Holt.
"Sawyer" Completed
Selznick-International completed "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
It will Robson,
present Tommy
Kelly,
Walter
Brennan,Jackie
Ann Moran,
Gillis, May
Victor Jory, Mickey
Rentchler, Cora Sue Collins, Charles Richman,
Spring Byington, David Holt, Marcie Mae
Jones,
Hamilton and Phillip Hurlic.
Norman Margaret
Taurog directed.
At Warners
MuchDolores
of Everything"
finished.
It will"Too
present
Costello,
Bonita
Granville,Gleason,
Donald Mary
Crisp, Doyle,
Natalie Donald
Moorhead, Lucille
Briggs
and
Emmett
Vogan.
Arthur
Lubin
directed.
"ZorropublicRides
Again"
was
completed
at
Re. The cast includes John Carroll, Richard
Alexander, Jack Morgan, Robert Kortman,
Roger Williams and Yakima Canutt. William
Whitney and Jack English shared directing
responsibilities.
Monogram
"Federal
which
will featurecompleted
Milburn Stone,
Terry Bullets,"
Walker
and Helen McKellar. Karl Brown directed.
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VRED' FILM
HIS BLESSING
written by Marc Blitzstein, Philadelphia
Overrides Censor Board, Say- composer. New York critics have hailed it
as
an artistic success and it is now in its
ing Scenes of Mutilation
week there.
Teach Lesson to Americans seventh
The day after Governor Earle lifted the
Regardless of his observation that the ban on "Spanish Earth," the appeal on
"Spain in Flames" was heard in Common
United
States
is becoming
"a dumping
ground for
pictures
which attempt
to sell Pleas Court Number 3 in Philadelphia.
to the American people, the doctrines of Judge Louis E. Levinthal heard the arguments, presented by Louis McCabe, attorCommunism,
and Nazism,"
George
ney for theM. film's
sponsors,represented
while Deputy
Howard Earle,Fascism
Governor
of Pennsylvania,
Attorney
E. Seidman
the
has
against hisandownissued
Commonwealth's
boardruled
of censorship
a permit of Censor Board.
No
Witnesses
Heard
exhibition for "The Spanish Earth," one of
the Spanish Civil War pictures now floodNo witnesses were called during the aping the country purportedly propagandizing
hearing, and
thoughseveral
Mrs. members
Palmer of
either the Spanish Red (Loyalist) or the censorpealboard
of the
the
Spanish Rebel cause.
Civil Liberties Union, who are interested
weredecision
present. but in
Governor Earle flatly branded "Spanish in the picture's
Levinthalrelease,
reserved
Earth" as "alien propaganda," but reversed viewJudge
of
Governor
Earle's
lifting
the ban
the censors' banning after "liberal" and on "Spanish Earth," it is expectedof that
the
labor organizations had protested the pro- ruling will be favorable to those who are
and rulingshibition.
are Pennsylvania's
generallycensorship
concededstatutes
to be sponsoring "Spain in Flames."
Immediately on the Governor's reversal of
strict and final.
the censors' ban on "Spanish Earth," the
The picture had been turned down origi- documentatry film emphasizing the Loyalnally by Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer, widow
ists' (Red) side of the war in Spain, was
into the Europa theatre in Philaof the war-time United States attorney gen- booked delphia
and the Art Cinema in Pittsburgh.
eral, who is chairman of the board, and
Patrick A. Duffy, vice chairman. Mrs. Hester M. Fye, secretary, was unable to be
present at the initial viewing.
Prometheus Pictures Company, of New March of Time
York, distributor of "The Spanish Earth,"
contended that the film was "moral and
proper" and, therefore, the board's action
Names Sindlinger
in banning it was "arbitrary and discriminaAlbert E. Sindlinger, who has been in
tory."
At the time of the original ban, Mrs.
March of Time exhibitor exploitaPalmer termed the picture "horribly grue- chargetion offor the
last two years, has been apsome and not proper for general release."
pointed director of
Good Lesson, Says Governor
promotion
advertisingandwhich will
Governor Earle, in reversing his censor
carry with it the
board's
decision,
pointed
out
that
the
board
felt it was improper to show men, women
managing
director-of
ship of March
and children mutilated and killed by bombs
Time's "Photo Reand gunfire. In this respect he differed
from the. board, believing that in showing
porter," monthly
picture
the horrors
of war, the film is a good leswhich is newspaper
circulated
son for Americans.
in
3,200States.
schools in
Conceding that the picture was Loyalist
United
Spain propaganda, and pointing out inMr. Sindlinger
enstances during the picture where German
tered the theatre
planes are shot down by Loyalists, although id
business as a schoolno Communist planes are shown shot down
boy through operation of a theatre in the
by Fascists, the Governor still felt that the
film should be shown. Mr. Earle denied high school auditorium of his home town,
that the picture in any way endeavors to Gnadenhutten, Ohio. While attending Ohio
University, he did newsreel free lance work
recruit
die" and
during the summer vacations was asin alien young
causes,Americans
which wasto the"fight
mainandobjection to a previously banned film of similar
sociated with the Redpath Chautauqua organization inthe middle west. He has been
type,
in Flames."
The"Spain
Governor
further said that he re- associated with Warner Brothers and
gretted the United States becoming a Loew's as a theatre manager in several
including Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
for pictures
whichsometimes
attempt cities,
and Reading, Pa., Akron, Cleveland and
to"dumping
sell to ground
the American
people,
Marion,
Kokomo, Ind., and Appleton,
subtly disguised, the doctrines of Commun- Wis. As Ohio,
a theatre manager in 1935 he won
ism, Fascism and Nazism."
exploitation contests on vari"The Spanish Earth" is a film which has five ousnational
feature pictures as well as The Quigdialogue by Ernest Hemingway, photogra- ley Silver
Plaque for May, 1935.
phy by Boris Ivens and a musical score
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School

Now

Marketing

Near
Stage

"Motion picture vaults are mines of edua committee
catorscational
said ingold,"a report
Thursdayof toeight
WilleduH.
Hays, president, and the board of directors
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, in quarterly meeting
at headquarters in New York.
1 ,595 Films Appraised
After spending four months examining and
appraising non-current short subject films, the
educators'
group,
as the PicAdCommittee known
ondeclared
the officially
Use: of Motion
turesvisory
in Education,
"If tureeducation
is toincreasingly
be adequatecomplex
for the life,
funeeds of our
it must avail itself of every modern device for
teaching. The motion picture is destined to
•take its
the text
tory andplace
the beside
workshop
as a book,
factortheof laboramajor
significance
in education."
In its survey,
the committee appraised 1,595
"non-current" pictures, of which 849 were rated
as acceptable for school use without change, 234
as
acceptable
changes, while 478
contained
some with
usableminor
elements.
Thanking the committee for its work, Mr.
Hays said:
"Sincewe thehaveorganization
our association
1922,
constantly ofpursued
as one ofin
its purposes the development of the classroom
usefulness of motion pictures. Thomas A. Ediyearsbutago,
all bookmindedson saidnow,
they 'Educators
will find thearemotion
picture ition.n time.'
Your reportthatfulfills
It is gratifying
you that
have predicfound
such films
a highexamined.
percentage of pedagogic values in
the
"These values will be developed for the
classroom
and with
arate frominthea field
essential
servicea technique
of theatressep-in
furnishing
wholesome
entertainment."
The committee
of educators
consists of Dr.
Mark A. May, director, Institute of Human
Relations,
University, chairman
rick H. Bair,Yalesuperintendent,
Bronxville,; FredeN. Y.,
Public Schools ; Isaiah Bowman, president,
Johns Hopkins University; Karl T. Compton,
president,
Massachusetts
Technology ;Edmund
E. Day,Institute
president,of Cornell
University;
Royal
B.
Farnum,
executive
vicepresident, Rhode Island School of Design;
WillardtionalE.Education
Givens,
executive
secretary,
NaAssociation ; and Jay B. Nash,
director, Department of Physical Education and
Health, New York University.
How the Study Started
"Impressed
by the growing
teach-in
ers in the educational
values interest
of filmsofseen
theatres
and
encouraged
by
the
cooperation
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributorsof
of America
various ofeducational
experiments such aswith
the Secrets
Success character
education films developed by the Committee on
Social Values in Motion Pictures and the Human Relations Series now in process of production under the sponsorship of the General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation," a
statement
MPPDA
said, Mr.
"a group
of educatorsfrom
somethemonths
ago asked
Hays
to secure permission of producing companies to
appraise
non-current
material
in
their
vaults.
Permission was granted. To carry out this
purpose the committee of eight was established,
and in turn the committee organized panels of
specialists
to their
screenfellow
and appraise
short subject films for
teachers throughout
the countrv.
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THE CREAM
IS STILL
THERE!

The 2 -a -day runs were strictly limited
to brief periods with YOU in mind!
That's why YOU get the full benefit of the tremendous campaign activity — the unprecedented
prestige—
established
educational created
and social
contacts— the
all the
mass excitement
by
every one of its spectacular roadshow openingsl
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EMILE
LIFE OF .JOSEPH
ith GALE
SCH ILDKRAUT
THE SONDERGAARD
Gloria Holden • Donald Crisp • Erin O'Brien-Moore • Henry O'Neill
Morris Carnovsky • Louis Calhern • Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg
Stor> by Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg • Music by Max Steiner
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Heidi
(20th Century-Fox)
Juvenile Fiction
Every showman knows what to do in
behalf of a Shirley Temple picture- — the
little lady's two-year sovereignty over
competitors of all ages in Motion Picpoll ofexploitation
exhibitors
dictatesturefullHerald's
blast,annual
wide range
of her every appearance.
Every showman knows, too, the peculiarly
parallel appeal
of Jean Hersholt's
nameofwhen
uttered
in connection
with subjects
primarily juvenile character — his work with
the Dionne youngsters has made him a tradition as well as a personality.
Butlorsitor other
is possible
that somerounded
showmen,
bache-of
incompletely
citizens
show business, may not, know precisely what
"Heidi" is. (Hollywood wisecrackers have
even
punnedwouldit tell
"Heidi-ho.")
and
bookseller
them that itLibrarian
is just about
the most
widely
read
and
relished
bit
of
juvenile fiction on their shelves.
Yet even the showman who does know what
to do with the merchandise in hand may wish
to assure himself that it is as sound and saleable
as the above listed components indicate, for it
would appear to be in the nature of equations
human that some Temple picture, some time and
for some reason, must fail to jell. Your reporter
goes autobiographical, with your leave, by way
of making it clear that this is not the one.
It must be recorded that your correspondent,
in common with an evident minority of the
world's
population,
not especially
keen, asForit
were, about
what areis called
child pictures.
this reason he safeguarded himself, in triplicate,
againstbe missing
whateverto the
merits of "Heidi"
might
made He
manifest
preview audience.
took with himHollywood
to the screening, violating an unwritten two-by-two code
in so doing, his 11-year-old daughter, her
mother
grandmother,
the
last namedand a her
lady 82-year-old
whose opinion
of the motion
picture ently,
per negative.
se is decidedly,
not
to
say
belligerFlanked by these chronically
unimpressionable critics, your reporter slumped
down in his seat with reasonable expectancy
of finding out whether Miss Temple had or had
not approached the twilight of her reign.
When the picture got under way there was
immediate
11-year-old.
for
a time, approval
while thefrom
storythestood
practicallyThen,
still
as Miss Temple danced and clowned through
an adroitly interpolated interlude, things were
pretty quiet all around. It was even more so
(and your reporter fought off a doze) as
bewhiskered
grandfather
fond
of"Heidi's"
his unwelcome
grandchild.
Then grew
the mean
old aunt abducted the child, and the 11-yearold's mother
straight inbegan
her being
chair. mean
And
when
the meansatoldup governess
tograndmother
the rich little
sat upinvalid
straightgirlinthehers.11-year-old's
But your
reporter
what they
the
rich littledidn't
invalidnotice
stumbled
out ofdidherwhenwheelchair into her father's arms — he was too busy
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doing away with a woefully unprofessional mist
that had sprung up from nowhere to shut off
his view of the screen. He was pretty sure,
though,
thatera.Miss Temple had not come to the
end of her
In the strictly technical sense the picture is a
strangely fabricated affair, as full of improbabilities as it is of pathos and comedy, as palpatternedso.to Credit
jerk a for
tear this
as itefficacy
is successful inpably
doing
may
be due Raymond Griffith, the associate producer,
or Allan Dwan, the director, but it is a good
aisle seat guess that these two, along with
screen playwrights Walter Ferris and Julien
Josephson, as well as Darryl Zanuck and the
nameless witnesses to many an unannounced
audience test, all had a patient hand in the job.
The story (if you must have a synopsis) is
about afatherlittle
girl left
grumpy influence
grandwho softens
underwithhera gentle
and rescues her, after many adventures melon the story-book
evil aunt, draamatic ischeming
governessmanner,
and a from
band anof
Previewed at the Alexander theatre, Glengypsies.
dale,
Cal,
a preponderantly
paid then
attend-all
ance reactedwhere
favorably,
as noted, and
but trampled Miss Temple and mobbed Mr.
Hersholt,
R. Weaver.lovingly, on its way out. — William
andproducer,
distributed
by Twentieth Director,
CenturyFox.Produced
Associate
Allan
Dwan. Screen
play Raymond
by Walter Griffith.
Ferris and Julien
Tosephson.
Song,
"In
Our
Little
Wooden
Shoes,"
by
Lew Pollack
and Sidney
Mitchell.
tion, Louis Silvers.
DancesD.Miller.
stagedFilmby Musical
Sammy direcLee.
Photograph
by
Arthur
editor,
Allen
McNeil. P. C. A. Certificate No. 3514. Release date.
October IS,classification.
1937. Running time, 90 minutes. General
audience
Heidi
Shirley
Temple
Adolph
Kramer Arthur
Jean Treacher
Hersholt
Andrews
Blind
Anna
Helen
Westley
Elsa
Pauline
Moore
Pastor
Schultz
Thomas
Beck
Fraulein
Rottenmeier Sidney
MaryBlackmer
Nash
Sesemann
Dete
Mady
Christians
Police
Captain Marcia SigMaeRumann
Klara Sesemann
Jones
Peter
Delmar
Watson
Inn Keeper
Egon Brecher
She Loved a Fireman
(Warner - First National)
Action Melodrama
It's been a long time since the screen has seen
asince
fire itdepartment
It's been
a longer
time
has seen onestory.
packing
as much
entertainment and exploitation material as "She Loved a
Fireman." In less than an hour, it tells a romantic story,
story inofa aquality
man's andmental
regeneration,the
and crowds
quantity
of action that promises to make it a desirable
and popular attraction in the houses which it
was designed to accommodate.
Well prepared, acted, directed and staged, the
film wastes no time on nonessentials. "Red Tyler"ce djoins
immediately
pros to dothealldepartment
the things and
a rookie
smoke eater
is not supposed to do. This naturally brings
the
of Captain
"Shannon"
upon
him.wrath
A thorough
beating
knocks down
some sense
into his head, as do the perils and dangers which
firemen face daily. But when he falls in love

This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
with "Shannon's" sister, "Margie," the mutual
antagonism is not lessened. However, a rowhich "Red"
sings the
a pleasing
number, mance,is during
contrasted
by action,
picture
builds
to its exciting
climax
ina fire.
which "Red"
saves
"Shannon's"
life
during
Previewed in the Forum theatre, Hollywood.
At this neighborhood theatre the audience became interested at once, and there are no sagging plause
or dragging
so that ap-by
during the spots
runningin the
timepicture
was climaxed
an
ovation
upon
the
conclusion.
—
Gus McCarthy.
Produced
and
distributed
by
Warner
Bros.-First
National.
Bryan FoyOriginal
associate
bySand
John
screenproducer.
playby byL. Directed
Carlton
and Farrow.
Morton Grant.
Photographed
William
O'Connell.
Captain
Orville
J. Jerome
Emory technical
adviser.
Music
and
lyrics
by
M.
K.
and
Jack
Scholl.
Elmer
Decker,
director.
P. C. A. when
certificate
number,
3540. assistant
Running
time, Dec.
56 minutes
seen
inaudience
Hollywood.
Release
date:
18,
1937.
General
classification.
Red
Tyler
Dick
Foran
CAST
Margie
Shannon
Ann
Nagel
Smoky Shannon
Robert Eddie
Armstrong
Skillet
Acuff
Betty
Veda
Ann
Borg
Mrs.
Michaels
MayChandler
Beatty
Callahan
Eddie
Patton
Lane
Chandler
Lieut.
Grimes
Oliver
Dugan
PatTedFlaherty
Renf rew o f the
Royal Mounted
(Grand National)
Action Melodrama
Exhibitors playing this will have a syndicated
newspaper
strip andYorka former
serial,as
both using comic
the Laurie
Erskineradionovels
bases, as a start on exploitation of the first in
aNational
series ofplans
four to"Renfrew"
stories
which Grand
produce this
season.
Then, too, Grand National recently announced
ato plan
present
thewith"Renfrew"
radio serial
idea
a tornewandto singer,
sponsor,who
James hisNewill,
makes
film radio
debut ac-in
"Renfrew
the
show. of the Royal Mounted," featured in
Preview
revelations. audience comment brought several
Newill displays a pleasing personality, a good
singing voice and an aptitude in rough and tumble roles,tinprime
determining
the conuance ofany factors
actor inin this
type of role,
but
performance rather than name draw is the first
consideration to the exhibitor.
"Renfrewmadeof onthe a Royal
apparently
was
budgetofMounted"
commensurate
with
actionnotmelodrama
series
other
studios aimed
at the same market.
Such technical facets of the production as
chase scenes, stunting, and rough and tumble
fights, were seen through by the preview audience, which gave its indication of knowing the
"faking."
Other
there are no players in thethan
cast Carol
of anyHughes,
consequence.
The screenplay, unfortunately according to the
formula of "Chase — We gotta have a chase!"
tells
"Renfrew,"becoming
a Royalinvolved
Canadianin Mounted
policeofsergeant,
the hunt
for a gang of counterfeiters of American money
operating in his
district.
He
falls
in
love
with
(Continued on page 46)
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DAILY

NEWS

vith lyr
"The Music Hall has a hit in 'Stage Door.' . . . One leaves the theatre with
a feeling of satisfaction at having witnessed a perfectly grand show
All the performances are so absolutely right that it is hard to choose
among them . . . Ginger Rogers is superb in the handling of the snappy,
incisive dialog which keeps the audiences in stitches . . . Miss Hepburn
rises to dramatic moments with a fine show of histrionics . . . One of the
most entertaining pictures of the Fall season."

— Kate Cameron

N. Y. TIMES
^
ing ^^^^
"Not merely a brilliant picture, but as well a magnificently devastating
reply on Hollywood's part to all the catty little remarks that George
Kaufman and Edna Ferber had made about it in their play. . . . It is wittier
than the original, more dramatic than the original, more meaningful than
the original, more cogent than the original." — Frank 5. Nugent

HERALD-TRIBUNE
^
"Brilliantly written, directed and acted ... a far more satisfying enter- W^r^
tainment than the play . . . if has such a burden of emotional power that Httk & wt
it betters its stage prototype as an exciting and moving tribute to the w^fc^VP^fflR^^^^^
abiding fascination of the theatre . . . A brilliant, witty and moving show."
— Howard Barnes

DAILY
MIRROR
^
"Startling in its daring, the idea of teaming arty Katharine Hepburn and ^^^r
realistic Ginger Rogers in the Ferber -Kaufman 'Stage Door' has proved
H«k
sSktt^Sf^
an inspired one. Their roles might have been written for them. Backed by A^k^^b^Hv^^^
a great cast which includes Adolphe Men'iou, the co-stars give the show
of their lives . . . All the fans will relish 'Stage Door. ' . . .In acting, directing, writing, it represents the finest flower of movie craftsmanship."
— Bland Johaneson

WORLD-TELEGRAM
"RKO has kicked over most of the traces of Edna Ferber and George 5. yj^^r
Kaufman's 'Stage Door' and remodeled the essential idea into one of
liveliest and most ingratiating talkies of the season . . . A vastly enter
taining picture, and one that moviegoers, as well as playgoers, will
underwrite as a Hollywood triumph over Broadway."
— George Ross

JOURNAL-AMERICAN
"A stimulating, hugely entertaining picture . . . It brings Katharine
Hepburn back to the spot she occupied . . . I1 brings new laurels to Ginger
Rogers ... If brings still more applause to Adolphe Menjou. . . . Under the
expert guidance of Director Gregory La Cava 'Stage Door ' takes its place
as one of the season's best."
— Rose Pelswick

I

I
OV£-!

N. T. SUN
"One of the funniest, best-made films that has come along for quite
while. The Music Hall, accustomed to fine pictures, can make 'Stag*
Z
Door' quite at home, which is just as well. This is a picture that should
remain at the big theatre for two or three weeks . . . It would be missing
a lot to miss this one."
—Eileen Creelman

^1

I
OV£.!

N. V. COST

z K
"If you are thinking of going to the movies once in the next three weeks
this is it! . . . It's the top in entertainment . . . The picture gives just about
everything you want for ninety-one minutes. Whereupon you can
back and wish that all the other pictures attempting the hill-and-dale run
from comedy and tragedy, and return, could achieve the same balance."
—Archer Winsten

RADIO

CITY

MUSIC

1

OV£-!
RADIO
PICTURES

HALL!
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ajusttourist,
out of "Virginia
prison, has Bronson,"
been forcedwhose
to workfather,
for
thePreviewed
gang. "Renfrew"
uncovers
the
gang,
at the Lido theatre, Hollywood, a
typicalenceneighborhood
theatre,
where King.
the audireacted as described.
— Vance
Produced
and distributed
by Grand Suggested
National. from
Produced and directed
by Al Herman.
the "Renfrew"
books
by
Laurie
York
Erskine.
Screenplay byMusical
Charles director,
Logue. Photographed
bySongs
Francisby
Corley.
Arthur Film
Kaye.Editor,
Betty Todd.
Laidlaw Running
and Robert
Lively.
Holbrook
time
when
previewed
in
wo d, 64 Release
minutes.date,Previewed
without
P. C. audience
A.Hollyseal
number.
Oct.
8,
1937.
General
classification.
CAST
Renfrew
James Hughes
Newill
Virginia Hollis
Bronson
Carol
George
William
McDonald
Donald Royle
Reed
Pierre
Thundercloud
Nolan
David
Constable
William Barclay
Austin
Tommy
DickyCorthel
Jones
Bronson
Herbert
Duke
Robert Harlan
Terry
Carroll
Kenneth
Dog
Inspector Newcomb
WilliamLightning
Gould
Love Is on the Air
(Warner - First National)
Melodrama
"Love Isorona the
as a title
a musical,
lightAir"comedy,
with would
radio suggest
singing
as a background.
The picture opens with shootings, murders,
planned car wrecks, sabotage of bread by
spreading
oil on it, bombings of trucks and business establishments.
It ends with a gunfight in which several
cornered gangsters battle it out with the police
so fiercely that several women in the preview
audience screamed.
There is an indicated murder of a reform
movement leader who is trying to break the
grip of gangsters upon the city. The characters
speak ofthea "cement
such ina concrete.
way as to
suggest
victim willjob,"be inburied
Andy McCaine, a quick talking radio news
commentator, is about to expose the gang rule
ofthe "Nicey"
Ferguson,Bureau
when (played
Copelin,by head
Better Business
Herbertof
Rawlinson)
makes
an
appointment
with
Caine to give him the full information on Mcthe
gang's machinations. Copelin disappears, and
McCaine is put in charge of the children's program on against
the station
because ofMcCaine
his sponsor's
protests
gang exposes.
stumbles
on a series of clues which lead to the discovery
ofgarage
Copelin's
underbattle
a concrete
in a
and a body
firce gun
in which floor
Ferguson
isthekilled
and
McCaine's
sponsor
is
captured
as
brains of the gang.
Adult
classification.
—
V.
K.
Produced and picture.
distributedAssociate
by WarnerProducer,
Brothers.
A
First
Foy.Roy National
Screen
play Directed
by Mortonby Nick
Grant.Grinde.
From Assistant
a Bryan
story
bydirector,
Chanslor.
Marshall
Hageman.
James
Van
Trees.
Film
editor,director,
DougPhotographed
Gould.
Art bydirector,
Max
Parker.Shoup.
Dialogue
Jo Graham.
Gowns
byRunning
Howard
P.
C.
A.
Certificate
No.
3495.
time, when seen in Hollywood,
60 minutes.
Release
Adult audience
classification. date to be determined.
CAST
Andy
McCaine
Ronald
Jo'Dunk'
Hopkins
June Reagan
Travis
Glover
Eddie
Acuff
Ferguson Robert
Ben Welden
J.'Nicey'
D.
Harrington
Barratt
E.Weston
E. Nichols
Addison
Richards
Raymond
Bill
Dickie Hatton
Jones
Les
Quimby
Willard
Parker
Eddie Gould
William Hopper
•Pinkie'
Spec
O'Donnell
Mr.
Copelin
HerbertTommy
Rawlinson
Mouse
Bupp
Mrs.
Copelin
Mary Mower
Hart
Lang
Jack
Mr. Butler
Harry Hayden
The Football Toucher-Downer
(Paramount)
Popeye
Popeye, the sailor man, is given to reminiscas he tellsthe Swee'Pea
of the time
was ingPopeye,
football captain.
Even when
in thosehe
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to impress a prospective purchaser of
days Bluto was Popeye's arch enemy. When Bergman
The hoped for buyer turns out to
Popeye's anemic sand lot eleven tangles with behis a stand.
process server and when the real prospect
Bluto's powerful
steamroller
team
the
score
aparrives he is greeted with an explosion resulting
p
r
o
a
c
h
e
s
t
h
e
national
debt.
Finally
only
Popeye is left to carry on for his team. A can of from gasoline being poured into boiling soup.
In addition to the harmonicabyplayers'
spinach "down the hatch" and Popeye becomes entertainment
Floria offerings,
Westoff,
the terror of old, winning the game single- Mae McKim isandprovided
Her Three Boy Friends,
handedly. Swee'Pea decides to try the spinach,
to Popeye's quick regret. Running time, Gloria Grafton and Cliff "Sharlie" Hall. Jean7much
minutes.
nie ParilloRunning
is seen time,
as the19 harmonica
mascot.
nlinutes. musicians'
Trotting Thoroughbreds
The New Deal Show
(Columbia)
Boop
Racing Reel
(Betty
Paramount)
How a champion trotter is trained to realize
the outstanding possibilities of its breed affords concerns
Max Fleischer's
Boop tocartoon
an animal latest
show Betty
and proves
what
the spectators an interesting object lesson on the
detailed care and the amazing amount of skill rise
heights
the
socalled
"dumb"
species
ofalsolifeis can
when
Betty
trains
them.
Betty
the
needed feredtoin thisproduce
a
winner.
The
material
ofand who
introduces
a oddly,
wide as-to
issue of the New World of Sports master-of-ceremonies
s
o
r
t
m
e
n
t
o
f
animal
life
behave
Series is cleverly compiled, effectively shot and
pleasingly projected. The sequences showing the say the least. Running time, 7 minutes.
rearing and feeding of the young candidate for
trottingance onhonors
initial appear-of Community Sing, No. 2 (Ser. 2)
the tracktogether
prove with
to be hisentertainment
(Columbia)
the first order. — Running time, 10 minutes.
Songs
Old Sod
Tunesof tothewarm
the sentimental hearts of
The Star Reporter
Erin's
countless
legion
of sons
the
program
of songs
latestcomprise
community
In Hollywood No. 2
musical fest.
Underforthethisgracious
and
genial
( Paramount)
coaxing
of Gene
MorganGrayson
and with
the smooth
Good
vocalization
of Donald
as a leader,
such
Ted Husing, the Star Reporter, on a roving perennial favorites as "My Wild Irish Rose,"
assignment in Hollywood stops off at a studio "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling," "Believe Me
lot to introduce youthful David Holt. David is If All Those Endearing Young Charms,"
versatilematics oand
aboutandequally
dra- "Mother Machree" and "Tipperary" are given
r a song
dance proficient
routine. Inin other
treatment in a reel of melody for all. —
settings Reporter Husing uncovers a variety rousing
Running time, 10 minutes.
program including the Sons of the Pioneers,
cowboy interpreters of western melodies ; the Unusual Occupations No. 2
Quinlan Juvenile Singers, seven young girls
with choral training, and Louis Prima, trump- ( Paramount)
Interesting
utes. eter, and his orchestra. Running time, 11 min- Very
An interesting
cludes a man who and
makesentertaining
miniature subject
replicas in-of
period furniture ; a woman president of a metal
Rest Resort
welding school ; a man who raises and cans
(Universal)
angleworms; a Mexican painter whose subject
Entertaining
matter is bulls and bull fighters ; a dog trainer ;
As proprietors of a desert rest resort, the a professional soap taster ; a man who sells
three animated characters, Meany, Miny and beer bottles for a living, and a mother and
Moe, are visited by Mrs. Jumbo and her off- daughter who model wax figures used in winPhotographed in color. Runnot her
alningdowtime,displays.
10 minutes.
lowed tospring.
stay Because
at theof the
hotel,factMrs.children
Jumbo arehides
child in a trunk. Two of the monkeys tackle
the trunk and attempt to carry it while the third Rooftop Frolics
tries unsuccessfully to squeeze Mrs. Jumbo into
the elevator. Little Jumbo makes life more (Columbia)
miserable for the hotel owners by soraying Mediocre
The locale of this subject is a ritzy rooftop in
them with eggs. Finally the two visitors are
frightened by a toy mouse and leave in a hurry. New York's smart penthouse district, but the
quality of the entertainment scarcely can be
Running time, 7% minutes.
placed at the same high level. The talent, which
includes Peg La Centra, a blues singer; Gina
Pacific Paradise
Valente, a child accordion player ; a couple of
tumblers
by the name of Delden and Endler, a
(MGM)
Entertaining
tap dance team named the Debonaires together
with
Al
Cooper
his Orchestra, appear to be
A Hawaiian setting, the music of Harry capable of much and
better things than they offer in
Owens, and the work of Cliff Edwards as mas- their
individual
acts.
The material provided
ter ofnenceremonies
are the subject.
contributing
mainly at fault, generally colorlesss and
ts of this entertaining
Owens,compowho seems
uninspired
renditions
of
the usual song and
specializes in Hawaiian compositions, plays four dance routine. — Running time,
11 minutes.
of his tunes to the accompaniment of his Royal
Hawaiianwards Hotel
Ike Ed-he
introduces orchestra.
the music. Ukulele
In the finale
How to Start the Day
plays and sings a song. Another diversion is Amusing
found in a hula hula dance performed by native (MGM)
girls. Running time, 10 minutes.
That exponent
ofof "How
To" isBenchley,
in again. The
learned
professor
fun, Robert
onstrates to an awakened
public that the demfiner
Teddy Bergman's Bar-B-Q
(Universal)
points
of
how
to
start
one's
day
have
been
sadly
neglected
in
the
past
and,
incidentally,
Potpourri
A variety of musical acts is presented under will continue to be if the Benchley method is
While the Benchley method is being
the guise of being the performers' payment for adopted.
by the originator the Benchley voice
refreshments
served at Teddy
barbe- illustrated
in the background comments on the progress
que
stand. Additional
story Bergman's
material, serving
as a background for the presentation of the being made, in his customary amusing manner.
a feeling of despondency that,
songs, dances and numbers played by Carl Freed So it is with{Continued
on page 49)
and his Harmonica Lads, is the attempt by Mr.

C^fati/itca/i le tM. . . .t/ie^faU/ (rfQ^)^ejif^4daiL
andkeis

(jhitice Condett.. . .AuMedtirtheJMeef^

i/t dee

Withheld from stage and screen tor decades, now, at last, the screen thunders the
true story of a reign that saw the birth of the world's vastest empire — a mighty
nation forged in the fires of conquest and tempered in the oils of civilization
on the march!... Scenes of stunning splendor! .. .Scenes of startling beauty!...
Scenes of tender romance! .. .Filmed in the actual cities and palaces where the
young Queen's headlong love affair rocked the powers of church and state!
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(Continued from pane 46)
after going to all that trouble getting started
towardsday.theHowever,
office,hisBenchley
discovers
is Sunactions have
been itrecorded
forRunning
posterity,time,so 10it wasn't
minutes. exactly a washout.
Screen Snapshots, No. 12
( Columbia)
Interesting
This reel of travelogue around the cinema
capital
ample incentive
to nourish anyshould
urge toprove
visitanHollywood.
Touring
the
shops, restaurants, night spots, and country clubs
patronized by the film folk affords the spectator
some interesting moments of sight seeing. The
usual
of stars are photographed. — Running
time, quota
10 minutes.
Screen Snapshots No. 13
(Columbia)
Of Interest
Thesion camera
here makesof the
an interesting
incurinto the activities
screen celebrities
during their leisure hours and invades the
school,ture stars
where
sons ofa motion
are several
entered.of Inthemidday
previewpic-is
held
at
Grauman's
Chinese
theatre
and
the
Del Mar Turf Club, Sponsors Bing Crosbyat and
Pat
O'Brien
pose
for
the
camera's
inspection.
Three score personalities, large and small, also
pass inspection
time,
10 minutes. for the "Snapshots." Running
Morning Judge
(RKO Radio)
Farce
Edgar Kennedy, after recurrent encounters
with police because of a convict suit costume
in which he is to attend a masquerade party,
resigns himself to fate and demands that he be
given a permanent cell in jail. The story, simple and well
with led
the him
comedian
explaining whytold,
his begins
frustration
to break
into
jail
and
ends
with
him
starting
a
fight
with a taxi driver in order to be returned to a
cell, a destiny which he is convinced he cannot
avoid. Running time, 17 minutes.
Four Smart Dogs
(Paramount)
Good
Four dogs, of different breeds and especially
trained for a particular service, share the spotin this subject.
the wire-haired
terrierlight happily
at the There
task ofishelping
to catch
the
fish
on
his
master's
line,
and
intelligent looking bird dog, the the
policepoised
dog ever
wary
of
his
master's
safety,
and
the
shepherd
dog. To the shepherd dog has been allotted the
most footage, and it is the most interesting part
of the subject, especially when the patient and
clever dog herds three strayed sheep into a
small inclosure in a time trial contest. Narrated by Ted Husing. Running time, 10 minutes.
Fireman's Picnic
(Universal)
Cigars and Fireworks
Pictured as three firemen, the monkeys,
Meany, Miny and Moe, turn their attention in
this cartoon to preparing for a picnic. While
the trio
rest are
of thekepttown
firemen's outing
the
busyattends
trying theto extinguish
a fire
started when one of the three drops his cigar
in
a
box
of
fireworks.
Running
time,
6lA
minutes.
Paramount Pictorial, No. 7-3
(Paramount)
Very Good
Modern Czechoslovakia is featured here as
the
h''ghHght of"Pictorial"
another of series.
the informative
and
entertaining
Czecholand
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SHORT PRODUCT
PLAYING BROADWAY
Week of October 7
CENTRAL
Montague the Magnificent. Educational
Bone Bender Parade Twentieth Century-Fox
CRITERION
Hula Heaven
Paramount
Cash and Carry Columbia
Dog Daze
Vitaphone
MUSIC HALL
March of Time, No. 2 RKO Radio
RIALTO
Neckin' Party
Wrestling
Matches Film .... Vitaphone
Sunshine
RIVOLI
It's a GoodHoliday
Stunt Paramount
Hawaiian
RKO Radio
ROXY
A Close Shave
Educational
Going, Going, Gone Educational
Filming Modern Youth Twentieth Century-Fox
STRAND
It's Work
Vitaphone
Rover's Rival
Vitaphone
Pictorial,
No. 2
Vitaphone

Screen Snapshots No. I
(Columbia)
Very Good
"Snapshots,"
thisBeginning
issue has thedug17th
deepyear
into ofthetherecesses
of the
library for shots of the stars and scenes of
yesteryear. Starting with the days of Mack
Sennett and his bathing beauties, such stars as
Ben Turpin, Gloria Swanson and Marie Prevost
are seen. Then there are Charles Ray, Anita
Stewart, Marion Davies, Clara Bow and a host
of others appearing as the years unfold on the
screen. Running time, 10 minutes.
Trailing Along
(RKO Radio)
Musical
This musical, built around Gene Austin and
his three man orchestra, is the first of a group
of short subjects called Headliner Comedies.
Well supplied with melody and augmented by
Jane
Shirley's singing,
for theme
and background
a night theclubfilmin has
a trailer
idea.
At one camp the Hi-De-Highway Entertainers
merge with a group of juvenile performers,
who add considerable to the display of talent.
Running time 16 minutes.

Community Sing No. 3
(Columbia)
A very tuneful and timely issue, this number
of the series concentrates on football songs,
from
Tunet'ulMaine to California. With Gene Morgan
as master of ceremonies and Donald Grayson
with its modern buildings, uptodate means of leading
the singing these college songs are sung,
transportation and in the dress of its people, "On Wisconsin,"
"Betty Co-ed," "Ramblin'
is completely in tune with the times and in some Wreck from Georgia
"Maine Stein
phases of its life probably a little ahead of the Song," "Fight On for OldTech,"
S. C," "Notre Dame
times. It is narrated by Sidney Walton. In Victory March," "Sweetheart
of
addition
there
is
a
camera
study
of
the
Ameriand "Fight for California." RunningSigma
time, Chi"
W/i
can southwest in color, as recorded by Robert minutes.
C. Bruce and commented upon by David Ross.
And,
on New York's
Broadway,
a fashionof show
is photographed
against
a background
glit- Cowboy Shorty
tering
lights.
Narrated
by
Alois
Havrilla. — (Paramount)
Running time, 10 minutes.
Good
The adventures
"Shorty,"
chimPathe Parade No. I
panze , are further ofdetailed
in thisbaby
entertaining
subject.
"Shorty"
arrives
at
a
ranch
(RKO
Radio)
the west and is commissioned to round up ina
Interesting
criminal band that is hiding out in the hills.
This first of the Pathe Parade series augurs Saddling a burro, "Shorty" sets out, comes upon
for entertaining subjects to come. Depicted by the
outlaws while they sleep and steals the loot.
The chimpanzee heads for the ranch with the
the camera in a style called feature in jour- outlaws
in chase. At the ranch, by devious
nalism are three subjects of topical interest.
How commercial models are booked, how they
"Shorty"
subduestime,
them.10 minutes.
Narrated by
dress and act, and a typical working day are means,
Ward Wilson.
— Running
shown
under
the
first
title,
"Beauty
for
Sale."
Tunefully amusing is the second subject,
"Kidoodling,"within toywhich
four musicians
amuseis Mexican Mural
themselves
instruments.
The third
a candid camera review of a noted New York (20th Century-Fox)
night club. Running time 13 minutes.
Very Good
The Magic Carpet of Movietone presentation
makescana scene.
new Photographed
and different survey
of thetint,Mexiin sepia
the
Stranqer Than Fiction, No. 41
camera
work
is
most
effective.
Visiting
several
(Universal)
towns
in
the
interior
as
well
as
the
principal
Interesting
cities, the camera illustrates the life of the
Highlighted with the showing of a hill frozen Mexicans and their habits. Narrated by Ed
by man, this issue of the series contains a total Thorgersen. Edited by Lew Lehr. Produced
of nine oddities. The hill was frozen at Grand by Truman Talley. Running time, 9% minutes.
Coulee Dam to prevent it from sliding and to
eliminate the need of removing it. Other items
include wood that won't float and stone that Hula Heaven
won't sink, a woman employed as a boilermaker, (Paramount)
asquirrel
pigeon'sthatnest
in aon New
York aapartment,
thrives
ice cream,
farmer whoa Good
Peabody. banjoist and instrumentalist,
is seven feet four inches tall, a West Virginia in Eddie
the course of this subject plays about every
resident who has had number 3 as his license
number for 25 years, and a lion that has been known stringed instrument. Against a background of Hawaiian scenery Peabody strums his
trained to walk a wire. Humor is injected with
from the violin to the harn-guitar to the
an Austrian
description
in- way
banjo,
etc.,
a chorus
Hawiian time,
singers11
vention, awatercameraman's
shoe designed
to make oflongan disand dancerswhile
do the
hula. ofRunning
utes. tance swimming easier. Running time, 9 min- minutes.
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OF THE PADDED

PALACE!

. . . HERE COMES /OE £., THE GOOFY — LEADER OF
A ROYAL RAVE-OLUTION ! ... SEE THE CAVERNMOUTHED COMIC AS THE HUTTIEST NEWSHAWK
WHO EVER SCOOPED THE
. . . IN A DIZZY DRAMMER

WORLD — BY ACCIDENT
OF A DATEA8LE DAME

IN DISTRESS, AND A DEEP-DYED ASSASSIH'S
THAT WILL SHIVER YOUR fVHHYBOHE!

PLOT

DAVID L.L0EW

4

WITH
HELEN
PAUL

MACK
KELLY

AN EDWARD SEDGWICK PRODUCTION
SCREEN PLAY BY RICHARD FLOURNOY
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Allied States' Executives
Want to Know How Many
Theatre Men Will Support
Fight in Congress
A definite stand by exhibitors on proposed
motion picture legislation is being sought by
Allied States Association of Motion Picture
Exhibitors in preparation for the next session of Congress.
"It
duty of inevery
leader isto the
see toobligation
it that theandexhibitors
his
territory are thoroughly canvassed, their
opinions noted and their pledges of support
recorded so that there will be no 'walking
out' when headquarters
the shooting inbegins,"
the
association
a bulletinsaysissued
from its offices in Washington.
bulletin points
out will
-further
fewThecourageous
leaders
not that
expose"a
themselves to the retaliatory tactics of the
Big Eight by fighting in the open for legislation unless they have ample evidence that
the rank and file are behind them."
Three Subjects Presented
Three topics of discussion are proposed, and
regional directors are asked in the bulletin to
have them given careful consideration at the
next ings
meetings.
Groups thethatnextdo 30not days
have should
meetscheduled within
call special sessions, says the notice.
The three propositions on which definite
pledges are sought are as follows:
1. Do you favor the adoption by congress of :
(a) The
Block
BookingNeely-Pettengill
and Blind SellingAnti-Compulsory
Bill? (b) The
Hobbs Resolution for an investigation of the
motion
picture
industry
;
(c)
A
Guffey
Act for
the movies.
2. Assuming there are some differences of
opinion as between the several territories, will
you abide by the decision of the majority as
canvassedmit e of and
determined
National
Allied?by the executive com3. Will you individually, and through your
regional andof national
association,
work favored
for the
enactment
the measure
or measures
by the majority, and, in particular, (a) will
you personally visit your congressman in your
district and your senators while in the state in
the interest of remedial legislation? (b) Will
you cooperate with your regional leaders in
choosing the best equipped congressman in your
state to serve with a select group as a steering
committee to press for such legislation? (c)
Will you come to Washington (1) to attend
a preliminary meeting during the special session insional
November
to help organize
a congressteering committee
and/or (2)
testify
before appropriate committees regarding the
need for such legislation?
Court Decisions Refused
Two sionsrecent
district
court decialso are United
reviewedStatesin the
bulletin.
The
first is the dismissal in Philadelphia of Paramount's hibitors
petition
for a anboycott
injunction
against exconducting
in retaliation
for
the reputed withholding of pictures.
"While the result ... is welcome," the bulletin
says, "the
interpretation placed on the law
appears
cisions. to be out of harmony with previous deis to bethehoped
that the
of appeals
will"It sustain
judgment
on court
the ground
that
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EXHIBITORS

COMING

LEGISLATION

BRANDT ENDORSES
ALLIED - MPTOA UNION
The proposal by Ed Kuykendall,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, that his
organization join with Allied States
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors toeffect fair trade practices
within the industry, won the support
this week of Harry Brandt, president
of
the Independent
Theatre Owners
Association,
Inc.
In an open letter published in the
ITOA's
publication,
Mr. Brandt
declared: The Independent,
"One good solid front composed of
representatives of the affiliated circuits and bona-ff.de independents — not
packed
hut fairlya great
well represented
—
will accomplish
deal of good.
The 1TOA is not only willing to sit
with such a committee or representation, but offers its support financially,
physically and morally. Its offices
are open now, and always will be, to
such a group if it wishes to use
Paramount,
them." while seeking equity, refuses to
do equity and therefore does not come into court
with clean hands ; and further, that if any relief
isthatawarded
the complainant,
it beexhibitors
on condition
Paramount
deliver to the
the
pictures which it wrongfully withheld from
The Dallas Ruling
The second case reviewed is the anti-trust
them."
action
instituted by the government against the
Interstate Circuit, in Dallas. The court held that
a single cluding
distributor
inprice fixing,maybut impose
that noconditions,
price fixing
can bementdone
as
a
result
of
conspiracy
or
agreebetween a circuit and distributors.
Up to a certain point, the bulletin points out,
the
decision
the law. does not alter existing concepts of
court
did"However,"
not rest on the
this bulletin
familiar continues,
ground but"theventured
into virgin territory, as indicated by the following excerpt
the citing
of testimony is the: 'Beyond
irrefutableevenfurther
fact that
the
signing of such contracts as the exhibitor respondents
made
with
the
distributor
respondents, was, itself, in violation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust
Law.' a conspiracy, it was not nec"Having
essary tor found
the court
to add this observation.
However,twe n a distributor
the basis for
a contract
beand itanis that
exhibitor
affecting
adversely
the
rights
of
a
third
party
(i.e.
another exhibitor) is a contract in restraint of
trade in and of itself regardless of any agreement or conspiracy
contracting distributor and other between
competingthedistributors.
"The
Dallas
case
was
a
distinct
victory
for
the independent exhibitors, and if the
opinion
is sustained in its entirety it will have a far
reaching effect. It may prove an effective
weapon tories
in where
the thehandsindependent
of the exhibitors
accounts inareterri-so
large vhe distributors cannot dispense with
them."
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Kuykendall, on Tour Visiting
MPTOA Units, Warns of
Need of United Front
Against Drastic Measures
An appeal for a well organized front to
meet -\n impending onslaught of "drastic and
far reaching legislation, aimed at motion picmade byPicture
Ed Kuykendall,
president oftures,"
the wasMotion
Theatre Owners
of America, in a bulletin issued before he
started on his current trip through the West.
The purpose of the trip, Mr. Kuykendall
explained,
is "to meet
as many
itors as possible
in each
city, local
and Iexhibpropose to do a great deal of listening. I am
seeking the constructive ideas and suggestion, advice and counsel of the active exhibitors ineach territory that I will visit,
on all exhibitor problems."
Among the problems in which Mr. Kuykendal is most particularly interested are organization
and activities,
practiceagainst
complaints aplans
nd proposals,
defensetrade
of theatres
adversedens,legislation
and
discriminatory
tax
burthe actual effect of radio broadcasting
by picture stars on the box office, plans to
improve business and theatre management, cut
rate competition and business conditions, public
relations in the community of the local theatres,
and plans and features for the next MPTOA
convention.
Warns of Dollar Publicity
One of the chief reasons for the impending
legislation, according to the bulletin, is the increase of "dollar sign" publicity.
"Heavy taxes loom over our head," Mr.
Kuykendall
continued.
that inwetaxes
are
rolling in money
and ripe"Thefor idea
a killing
is being built up every day by press reports
of new records being set at the box offices,
new highs in the salaries of stars and executives, million dollar pictures becoming commonand other isstartling
sign' topublicity.
The placebulletin
directed 'dollar
principally
operators of small,
quently work independent
against eachcircuits,
other orwhichpass"frethe
buck back and forth."
Program Stalemate
Mr. Kuykendall called attention to the aims
and purposes of the MPTOA and reported the
organization's 10-point trade practice program
isournotpleas
beingforadvanced
for two reasons:
"First,
reconsideration
of the original
proposals in those instances where they were
rejected,posed overin thewhole
or in part,
or conditions
imobjections
of exhibitors
have met
with no response, and, second, the distributors
fail or refuse to take the initiative in organizing, establishing and financing the proposed local
joint boards of conciliation, which a majority
of the distributors approved in principle in their
replies, to make effective seven of the ten proitinerary 11th
followsto :17th,
October
8th,Mr.NewKuykendall's
Orleans; October
Los
Angelescisco;
; October
18th
and
19th,
San
FranOctober 20 and 21st, Portland; October
21st to 25th, Seattle; October 26th and 27th,
Saltposals."
Lake City; October 28th to 31st, Denver;
November
1st and 2nd, Omaha; November 3rd
and 4th, Kansas City; November 5th to 8th,
Oklahoma City, and November 9th and 10th,
Dallas.
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These six-shootin', hard-ridin
romancin' adventure pictures,
produced by Harry Sherman, rate
TOPS with fans and exhibitors.
With bigger budgets, better
casts, more production values,
Clarence E. Mulford's Hopalong
yarns come to the screen in
1937-38 with everything to top
the handsome grosses of preceding series
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"Ace among Westerns/'
— Film Daily
^
"Geared to appeal/1
—Motion Picture Herald
"Merits top billing in all but Class A Deluxers."
— Variety
"Gilt-edged entertainment."
— Showmen's Trade Review
"Will satisfy all lovers of hard riding, straight shooting."
— Motion Piciure Daily

an

"Wins top place among established
« action pictures." — Boxoffice
»
R
-37
Of same high calibre as those that
preceded it."
— Film Daily
A top rate galloper that will stand up in any house." — Variety
"Harry Sherman again delivers merchandise of action and
adventure."
— Motion Picture Herald
"Finale of 1936-37 Hopalongs bodes well for future Harry
Sherman productions for Paramount." — Motion Picture Daily
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Los Angeles Labor Board
Weighs Testimony in Writers
Guild Move for Control
With the settlement of a strike which
closed nearly all theatres in British Columbia for one day last week and the approval
of contracts between theatres and unions in
Chicago and Kansas City, in Wisconsin and
New Jersey, projectionist unions assumed an
important place in the labor news of the
week.
The Regional Labor Board in Los Angeles
continued to weigh exhibits and testimony
designed to show the connection between
the film industry and interstate commerce
as the hearing on the Screen Writers Guild
petition for designation as collective bargaining agent went into its third week.
From the American Federation of Labor
convention in Denver came word that that
labor organization will extend its organization activities to office workers in order to
resist advances made by the Committee
for Industrial Organization.
"interchangeable
card" the
agreement
wasAnreached
by Actors Equity,
Screen
Actors Guild, the American Guild of Radio
Artists and the American Guild of Musical
Artists under the aegis of the Associated
Artists and Artistes of America.
Famous Players Canadian theatres in Vancouver, B. C, reopened last Thursday after
ahadsettlement
of thehouses
projectionists'
strike,waswhich
closed the
for one day,
announced by J. J. Fitzgibbons, circuit executive. Negotiations between the independent theunion with
A. Jamieson,
presidentatresofandthethe Trades
and E.Labor
Council, acting
as
mediator,
were
successfully
concluded
on
Friday.
Under
the
terms
of
the
settlement
projectionists will receive a five per cent increase in
wages,ond fiveretroactive
Septembernext1st,year.
and a The
secper cent toadvance
agreement is for a two year term and covers
all Famous
Players thehouses
in British Columbia.factionMembers
union
with the ofsettlement
whichexpressed
they saidsatiswas
a continuation of the previous contract plus the
wage
revision.
They
had
asked
for
a
ten
per
cent increase.
The union called out its members in 31 houses
in Vancouver
negotiations reached a deadlock earlier inwhen
the week.
New Contracts in Four Cities
At the end of five years in which it has had
no contracts with subsequent run theatres in
Kansas City and four years without a written
agreement
first runhashouses,
Operators
Local
170 ofwith
the IATSE
closed deals
with
both groups.
Following several months of negotiation with
theatre operators by Claude Cessna, business
manager of the union, two year contracts have
been signed. In general these call for five per
cent increases this year and next for first runs
and a five per cent increase for suburban houses
for next year.
Completion of the deals marked the end of
a troubled period in the theatre labor field. At
one time
total not
of 23IATSE
houses members.
were using operators whoawere
Members of the Chicago local at a general

SIGN

CENTERS

WRITER RECALLS
EARLY CONTINUITY
Frank Woods, who preceded his testimony bythe statement that he had
been told he was the first person to
write continuity for motion picture
films, was the first witness called by
Leonard Janofsky, counsel for the
Screen Writers Guild, when he opened
his case at the Regional Labor Board
hearing. Mr. Woods said that while
he was editor of the Dramatic Mirror
he submitted continuity to the old
Bio
New York
1909.graph
He Company
recited hisinvarious
work inin
the then infant industry and told of
his going to California.
William J. Walsh, special attorney
for the board, asked him why the film
companies moved to California.
"I object," said Walter Tuller, of
the
law firmrepresenting
of O'Melveny,
Tuller
and Myers,
Paramount.
"Overruled," said the chairman.
"The witness may answer."
Mr. panies
Woods
said, "The
moved toquietly
California
becausecom-of
the sunshine."
meeting last week ratified the wage contract
which gives
them a1st.five per cent increase retroactive to October
Locals in Elizabeth, N. J., and Sheboygan,
Wis.,
reached
agreements
the WarnerIn
Brothers
theatres
in those with
communities.
Elizabeth wage increases of $5 weekly for 16
projectionists in the Ritz, Regent and Liberty
theatres and the Union, Union Township, were
provided. A second increase of $3 weekly will
take effect October 1, 1938. The former operators' scale onwastheatre
$72 toclassification.
$78 for a 35-hour week,
depending
The Sheboygan contract is for three years
and provides annual increases of ten per cent.
Twelve projectionists are affected.
More than 200 exhibits which the attorneys
for the board claimed showed the effects of the
motion picture industry on interstate commerce
as well asto the
employe-employer
writers
producers
were offeredrelationship
in evidenceof
atRegional
the Screen
Writers'
Guild
hearing
before ex-the
Board infrom
Hollywood.
hibitsLabor
included excerpts
Motion The
Picture
Herald.
Dr. David J. Saposs of the Division of Economic Research of the National Labor Relations Board, presented an analysis purporting
to show that screen writers could disrupt the
flow of commerce because of their important
part in production. Dr. Saposs said opponents
of collective bargaining for writers insisted that
writers are creative artists whose work cannot
be standardized. Acceptance of this principle,
he argued, would bar collective bargaining to
professional people generally.
Afterously to the
respondents'
objectedof the
strenuadmission counsel
into evidence
exhibits compiled by Dr. Saposs, William Ringer,
trial
examiner,
deferred
a
ruling
on
their
admissability as evidence.
Counsel for Paramount then moved for dismis al of the entire proceedings, arguing that
there is involved only a jurisdictional dispute
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between
the Screen
Writers'holds
Guilda and
Screen
Playwrights,
Inc., which
bargaining
agreement
producers. The motion was
taken underwith
advisement.
Earlier in the week Leonard S. Janofsky, atfor the Writers'
menttobyrneygetting
into theGuild,
recordprecipitated
the fact thatarguhis
writer
witnesses
had
demanded
"to
protect them in their jobs because subpoenas
of what they
willMr.testify
here."presented an application to subJanofsky
poena Brian Marlow,
Sheridan Gibney and
Sherman Lowe, all writers at present working
in studios, indicating a fear of possible reprisals
but counsel for the respondent companies and
for Screen Playwrights, Inc., bitterly fought the
intimations.
studiofromattorneys
stipulated
that
all the timeTheneeded
their duties
would
be afforded
witnesses ofbutsubpoenas.
Mr. Janofsky insisted the
uponGuild
the issuance
Mr. Marlowe, writer for Paramount, on the
stand finated a screen
the close
session inde-a
writerof asWednesday's
anyone employed
writing capacity by a studio, or anyone not so
employed but writing for the screen independently.
Directors File Petition
Frustrated in its attempt to bargain collectively with the producers as representatives for
directors, assistant directors and unit manthe Screenfor Directors'
Monday
filed a agers,petition
certificationGuild
as theon bargainagency for those employees before the
LaboringBoard.
Attached to the petition was a lengthy
memorandum asking that the board delay its
decision on the Screen Writers' Guild hearing,
now inpresent
progress,
untilItthe
could
its case.
was Directors'
argued thatGuild
the
jurisdictional question being adjudicated in the
Writers' Guild case and other issues at stake
are of vital importance to both organizations.
To Unionize Office Help
William Green, president of the AFL, sumleaders of tothediscuss
group's officeforunions
Denver moned
the for-to
mthis
ation of a week
national councilplans
and, eventually,
an international union. Up to the present the
AFL
sponsored only local organizations of
office has
workers.
Members
of theof United
and affiliate,
Professional Workers
America,Office
a CIO
have beenpanies fopetitioning
employees
of
all
film
r the last few months to join. comInterchangeable Cards Arranged
Under an arrangement concluded last week
by the Associated Artists and Artistes of
America members of the Screen Actors' Guild
and American
Actors' Equity
becomeArtists
members
the
Guild may
of Radio
or theof
American Guild of Musical Artists, or vice
versa, by paying half dues to the second group.
Contrary to first reports concerning the agreethe arrangement
affectActors
the originalment,agreement
between does
the not
Screen
and
Equity,
it
was
said.
Under
this
agreement
amount equivalent to Equity dues of all Equityan
members who work for the screen is deducted
from their Screen Guild dues and forwarded to
Equity.
Makeup Men Get Increase
The makeupmen's local of the IATSE, represented by William Bioff and Vernon Murdock, last week signed a contract with Hollywood
producers calling
30 per
cent increase in salaries,
time andfor aa half
for overtime
and double time for Sundays and holidays.
Fleischer Strike Ended
The strike of 75 artists and cartoonists of
the Fleischer Studios, New York, was settled
Tuesday
by representatives
the companyUnion.
and
of the Commercial
Artists andof Designers
The agreement
provides
for
wage
increases,
details of which were not made known, a 40 hour
week, and vacations and sick leave with pay.
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CUTTING
Bringing Up Baby
(RKO-Radio)
Comedy
Verytion,definitely,
in this isforthcoming
produc-to
Katharine Hepburn
being committed
the cause of comedy. The entertainment intent
of the story which will mark her debut into
the ranks of comediennes is exciting farce. It
should isticshavewhich the
showmanship
have same
marked
the recent characterseries of
comedies
beginning
with
"Double
Wedding,"
with
recentColumbia's
example. "The Awful Truth" the most
Contrary to title significance, the story is not
a domestic
pens to be acomedy.
leopard. The baby in the case hapNot many
the central
figureswithin the
production haveof been
associated
comedy.
Dudley
Nichols,
who
adapted
Hagar
Wilde's
Collier magazine story, had a taste of it in a
couple of Will Rogers films. Outside of "TwenCentury," serious
Howard material.
Hawks has
concentrated intieth
directing
Producer
Cliff
Reid's
best
successes
have
been
melodramas.
Checking the supporting cast, however, gives
an inkling of the comedy character. Cary Grant
turnedMaycomedian
Ruggles
and
Robson inhave"Topper."
long beenCharles
identified
with
comedy. It might be said that "Asta," the dog,
stopped
the
show
in
"The
Thin
Man."
They
with Barry Fitzgerald, an Abbey player, George
Irving and Leona Roberts are the principals
appearing with Miss Hepburn.
ber.Release date: Not definite, but late DecemThe Last Gangster
(MGM)
A Public Enemy's Fate
It may truthfully be said that Edward G.
Robinson was the first screen "gangster." His
"Little Caesar"
startedanya other
series medium,
of picturesaroused
that,
probably
more than
public indignation which bore fruit when the
last of the gangsters of the 1930's were either
behind the bars or in their graves. Yet "The
Last Gangster"
not being
madewith
as athepreachment. While itisdoes
conclude
note
that
"Crime
Does
Not
Pay,"
it
essentially
is
a vivid and vigorous character story.
Robinson plays the title role. His abilities
are wellknown. As his wife, Rose Stradner,
blond Viennese beauty, will make her screen
debut. The son is played by Douglas Scott,
remembered
for "Lloyds
of London." exterminHead of
the
gangsters
managed
ation, Henrywho
Daniell,
Allanto escape
Baxter, Donald
Barry and Moroni Olsen, is Lionel Stander,
who made a memorable impression as the press
agent in "A Star Is Born." James Stewart,
last inried"Seventh
Heaven,"
man who Other
marMiss Stradner
after isherthe divorce.
principals
Beavers. are Sidney Blackmer and Louise
Writing and preparation credits should be of
comparatively little significance in a story of
this kind, but Edward Ludwig, who made "Manhattan Madness," "Fatal Lady" and "The Man
Who Reclaimed His Head," is the director.
One
the itfilm's
shouldsecretive
be the
insight ofwhich
giveshighlights
into the inner
operation ernment
of Alcatraz
Island,dangerous
in which criminals.
the Govcages its most

ROOM
While a lot of it undoubtedly is imaginative,
quite a bit is authentic, obtained by MGM in Love
Comedy and Hisses
ways known only to itself.
(20th Century-Fox)
Release date: November 12, 1937.
True Confession
(Paramount)
Comedy
After
seeing "Nothing
Sacred"
a great tonum-reber of persons
probably will
be inclined
gardjoyCarole
Lombard
one comediennes.
of the most en-In
able of present
day asscreen
character the story in which she appears along
with Fred MacMurray, with whom she last
was
teamedMostin "Swing
SwingIt Low,"
comedy.
of it is High,
hilarious.
may beis
that at times it will be pleasing ribald.
concernstrutha young
womanher.who couldn't tell
theIt exact
if it killed
At this stage of production, it appears that
"True Confession'
will be ofquality
sufficient
enter-a
tainment and showmanship
to take
high place
in
the
list
of
quality
comedies
comprising the present cycle.
An Albert Lewin production, the film is based
on a play by Louis Verneuil and Georges Berr.
Claude Binyon, who did the screenplays for "I
Met Him in Paris," "The Bride Comes Home"
and
"Thestory
Gilded
Lily,"screen.
effectedWesley
the transition
of this
to the
Ruggles,
maker of "I Met Him in Paris," "Bride Comes
Home"
and Gilded Lily," isteam,
directing.
The Lombard-MacMurray
with Barrymore, is being supported by Porter Hall, Edgar
Kennedy, Richard Carle, John T. Murray, Fritz
Feld, Una Merkel and Tommy Dugan.
Release date: December 25, 1937.
Tovarich
(Warner)
Sophisticated Comedy
It may be that this pictorial conception of
a stage play, based on a social, political and
financial problem, will roll across the screen
with more of a pinkish tinge than did its parent.
Still, Towne,
in the name
ger,
Baker,of amusement,
Garnett and Messrs.
HowardWangot
away with quite a bit in the concluding reels
of "Stand
In."
However,
lest
it
be
the
temptation of someone to suspect propaganda of either
a fuller or more enjoyable life, it may be said
that this is a comedy of experiences.
The story being used is that of two royal
Russian emigres in Paris, shortly after the
Bolshevists dispossesed the Czar. They have
millions at their command. Dishonestly they
might have found considerable enjoyment in
the use thereof. Honestly, they prefer not to
do
hold.so, as they become domestics in a houseAs there will be no stinting in production
values of this feature. The acting responsibiliapparentlyand
are Charles
in capableBoyer
hands,are asstarred.
ClaudettetiesColbert
We happened to sit behind Greta Garbo one
might previewed
a short whileunexpectedly
ago when in"Conquest"
being
Pomona was
and
saw and heard her applaud Boyer as "NapoAnatole Litvak,dubbed
who made
which leon."
RKO-Radio
and "L'Equipage,"
added to as
"The
Woman
Love," is the
Release
date I: December
25, director.
1937.

The joyfavor
which "Wake
Up commercial
And Live" exened as entertainment
and the
ploitation which exhibitors found in it undoubtedly isthe best recommendation of "Love
WithHisses."
themselves and Simone Simon featured
and
quite a few welknown names included and a
host of specialty performers to be introduced,
"LoveWalter
and Winchell-Ben
Hisses" is to Bernie
be a continuation
of
the
feud.
As was "Wake Up and Live," "Love and
Hisses" is being directed by Sidney Lanfield.
He also made "One in a Million," "Sing, Baby,
Sing" and by"Thin
Ice."Arthur.
The original
was
prepared
Arthur
He andstoryCurtis
Kenyon,
adaptation.
Music Jr.,
and are
lyricscredited
are bywith
MacktheGordon
and
Harry Revel. Two of the topical numbers will
be sung by Miss Simon. In addition she will be
heard
in a rendition
of By"Theaccident,
Bell Song" from
the
"Lakme."
studioopera
executives
discovered
that Missit seems,
Simon
possesses a voice of wide range and quality.
Winchell, Bernie and Miss Simon are known
qualities. To a certain extent so is Joan Davis,
the eccentric comedienne seen earlier in "Wake
Up and Live," "Thin Ice" and "Life Begins at
College."
Stageis actor
Dick Baldwin,
who shares
the
romance,
practically
new to films,
having been seen previously on the screen only in
"Life
Begins
at
College."
Bert
Lahr
has
long
been known on the stage. Wally Vernon,
Georges Renavent and Chick Chandler are
comedy film fixtures. Specialties will present
Raymond Scott and his quintet, the Peters SispoundsKidsof and
sepiaChilton
singingandandThomas.
dancing.ters,The750Cabin
Release date : December 31, 1937.
The Duke Comes Back
(Republic)
A Prizefight Story
No royal duke, fighting his way back to a
relinquished throne, is the hero of this forthcoming production.
Rather
the storybox-of
fighting
Duke
Foster,
retired it's
heavyweight
ing champion
of the world,
who,
to save his
father-in-law's
and honor,
deceivesof
his wife, bravesreputation
the murderous
intentions
gangsters and blackmailers to go back into
the
ring,thatwingoes
the with
championship
again and the
fortune
it.
Yet, and this should be important from a
showmanship
standpoint,
tirely aprizefight
yarn. the story is not enBased on a published novel by the same title,
which also ran serially in a popular magazine,
written by Lucian Cary, the screen play is by
Adele Buffington, who did the currently popular "TheDirection
Sheik Steps
and ofEdmund
Seward.
is in Out,"
the hands
Irving
Pichel.
The role of the fighter is assumed by Allan
Lane, with Heather Antrel as his wife and
Genevieve Tobin as a sympathetic sister in law.
Other principals are John Russell, Joseph Crehan, Frederick Burton, Ben Welden, Selmer
Jackson, Clyde Dilson and Art Lasky.
Release date: November 12, 1937.
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NBC
IN

PLANS

OUTDOOR

Mobile Unit Designed to Pick
Up Sports Events for Relaying to Transmitter Being Built
With elaborate apparatus now under construction the National Broadcasting Company this month will begin extensive experiments
with
of sports
and other over
outdoor events pickups
for television
transmission
its station in the Empire State Building,
New York. The portable apparatus, housed
in two vans, will be delivered to the company
October 18th.
The immediate purpose of the portable
unit experiments is to train men in handling
special events to be ready when television
becomes a daily public service, it was explained byO. B. Hanson, chief NBC engineer. "When that will be," he said,
"even in the limited area of New York
City, it would be foolhardy to guess. . . .
It will be a long time before we can deliver pictures ot outdoor events that will
meet the home entertainment requirements."
In the beginning the mobile station will be
used primarily
to study
the conditions
sensitivity and
of in-to
struments to average
daylight
experiment with different types of lenses, filters
and shades, the spectral characteristics of sunlight, effects of reflected light on image brilliance and the action of micro-waves for relaying
purposes.
In one of the two motor vans housing the
portable station apparatus for picture and sound
pickup will be installed and a video transmitter
operating on a frequency of 177,000 kilocycles
will be housed in the other. In the metropolitan
area, where skyscrapers make high frequency
work difficult,
the 25unit's
workable
range is will
expected to be about
miles.
Ten engineers
be required to operate the two units.
The van carrying the picture apparatus and
associated sound equipment will be the mobile
equivalent of a television studio control room.
It also will include two cameras and other equipin frontmobile
of thecontrol
operating
ne rsment.
intheDirectly
darkened
rooms engiwill
be two monitoring kinescope screens. On one
the engineers will watch the scene being transmitted and on the other the scene as picked up
by the camera-iconoscope, or electric eye, pre'TRAILERS' TO HERALD
TELEVISION SHOWS
The British Broadcasting Company,
in its Alexandra Palace television transmissions, has begun the use of a
"trailer" in each Friday's program,
showing the highlights of the next
week's transmissions. In some cases
players appear in person, in others a
film is used.
The television station also recently
began a series showing motion pictures
in production, the first program being
the televising of the final sequences of
"Sailing
current
Matthews Along,"
musical thebeing
filmedJessieat
Pinewood.
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EXPERIMENTS
TELEVISION
paratory to transmission. Sound will be picked
up by a variety of microphones. A telephone
cue circuit
keep the ten engineers in contact with onewillanother.
The two iconoscope cameras, to be mounted
on tripods, will be technically equivalent to
studio cameras, although much lighter in weight.
From these the images will be transmitted
through several hundred feet of multiple core
cable, affording considerable radius of operation.
The micro-wave television transmitter van will
beof coaxial
linked tocable.the control room van by 500 feet
The reception will be tested by special observers and engineers scattered throughout the
metropolitan area.
Japanese Buy English Patents
A new company to manufacture and sell television sets under patents owned by Electrical
Music Industries, Ltd., of England, is to be
established by the Japan Industry Company,
a holding corporation, through its subsidiaries,
the Victor Talking Machine Company of Japan
and the Columbia Phonograph Company. The
organization,
be calledelectric
Nissanphonographs
Television Kaisha, also will toproduce
and
other musical machines. Shareholders of Victor
have been
askedand tothisdouble
company'sshareY5,000,000
capital
summerthe Columbia
holders
increased
that
company's
capitalization
from Y2,800,00 to Y 11,200,000. These increases
will be invested in the new television project.
Goldsmith Outlines Problem
The technical difficulties and problems in the
path of commercial television are not the least
ofDr. itsAlfred
developers'
worries, init was
N. Goldsmith
a talkexplained
before theby
Press Association of New Jersey.
"Television must develop its own program
technique,"
the engineer
said. "If weof may
marize the ultimate
characteristics
such sumprogrvision
ams ina mustword,
it
would
be
'spontaneity.'
capture images of the worldTele-in
action.
networks
of stations
comparable
to "Television
those existing
in sound
broadcasting
must
await the development of either the coaxial
cable orwhile, iautomatic
radio
relay
stations.
Meanfpublic station
service has
shouldrecourse
be inaugurated,
the individual
to three
classifications of program material : local talent,
motion picture film, and road shows of live
talent travelling from studio to studio."
1,000 Sets in England
Since regular
programs Company
were inaugurated bythe television
British Broadcasting
last year only 1,000 sets have been sold to the
public and it is probable that two years will
elapse before a second transmitter is erected
in England, David Sarnoff, president of Radio
Corporation of America, said in an interview
inLondon.
New York last week on his return from
The major problem of television in both
countries, he said, is to provide a program for
the home that will meet public requirements
and maintain public interest. The establishment
of such program service, erection of sufficient
stations andconnecting
provision
necessary
interfacilities callofforthevast
expenditures
before any returns can be expected, he added.
William S. Paley, president of Columbia
Broadcasting System, who also has just returned from a European trip, echoed Mr. Sarnoff's estimate
of British
television. Speakingofforthehisprogress
own company,
he said:
"CBS hasmit entbeen
broadcasting
television
interly for some time. We will soon make
an announcement, probably in two or three
weeks, of more permanent plans. Eventually
we plan regular television periods, but the date
when we will begin is not set."
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THEATRE OBSERVES
16TH ANNIVERSARY
During
16 yearsNewof operation,
Loew's
State
Theatre,
York City,
has
sold more than 75,000,000 admission
tickets, it was announced last week in
conjunction
with the house's anniversary celebration.
The house is the only remaining
vaudeville theatre in New York and
throughout its 16 years of existence
the policy of a combination of vaudeville and motion pictures has been
followed.
End

of Business

Surveys in Sight
Curtailment of federal relief funds and
failure of Congress to make a specific approximation may make impossible the taking
of another census of American business,
including the motion picture, it was learned
at the Department of Commerce last week.
A feature of the business surveys so far
made was a study of the amusement industries which involved the compilation of
figures showing the number of motion picture and legitimate theatres in each state
and in the largest cities, the average number
ofoffice
employees,
receipts. annual payrolls and actual box
Three such censuses have been made since
the beginning of the depression, the first
covering 1929, the last of the so-called
"prosperity" years; the second covering
1933, and
how business
had third
suffered fromshowing
the depression,
and the
covery.
covering 1935, showing the extent of reRelief Funds Used
Census Bureau officials had planned to
make another survey to cover 1937 business
and, in fact, encouraged by the approval
with which the motion picture and other
industries reputedly had received the data
compiled in the previous canvasses, had
hoped to make the census of business a permanent featurecensuses
of the bureau's
The three
so far work.
made were
financed by grants from relief funds, but
hopes for another such allocation are slim
and unless special funds are provided the
canvass will be impossible.
Greece Imports 338
Rims; 241 From U. S.
A total of 338 films was shown in Greece
in the 1936-37 season, according to a report
received by the U. S. Department of Comfrom K. L. Rankins, commercial attacmerce
he in Athens.
The United States supplied 241 films of
the total,
71 per
cent. Origin
of the balance orfollows:
Germany
60, France
25,.
Czechoslovakia 5, England 3 and others 4.
A photograph of Mr. and Mrs. Louis B.
Mayer
appeared
in Motion
Picturewhich
Herald
was last
takenweekat the
French
Line
pier
in
New
York
by
Metropolitan
Photos.
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ACT

TO

BUILDING
new
season
will embody a special clause proQueensland Association Holds
hibiting fre gifts completely and irrevocaConference; One Seat to
bly. This clause will appear in the contract
addition to another stipulating a one
Five Persons in One City in
shilling minimum admission.
V
by CLIFF HOLT
in Sydney
All Children Barred
Exhibitor associations throughout AusAn outbreak of infantile paralysis which
tralia soon will launch a Commonwealthin Melbourne and suburbs eight
wide movement to obtain laws governing the started
weeks
ago shows no signs of abating, and
restriction of theatre building.
in
common
with most other industries, film
The Queensland Association summoned a
is deplorably bad. The number of
conference of representative members from business
cases
now
quickly
the 300 mark,
associations in New South Wales, Victoria, with 18 deaths, andapproaches
medical opinion inclines
South Australia, Western Australia and Tas- to the belief that the scourge will continue
mania. The meeting was at Townsville, until after Christmas and that by that time
Queensland.
cases will have been noted.
Meanwhile the Film Board of Trade has 600With
the closure of the majority of
submitted a restriction plan to the Motion
Picture Distributors Association, which has
adopted ments.
theThe proposals
with certain
actual suggestions
have amendnot yet
REVIEW
been made public, but the chief clause would BOOK
empower the Board of Trade to recommend
the acceptance or rejection of an application
for license to the Government's licensing HOW TO DO PUBLICITY. By Raymond C. Mayer. Harper & Bros.
officer.
in New The
South Chief
WalesSecretary's
already hasDepartment
informed
263 pages. Price $2.50.
members that it will be glad to consider the
Board's proposal so far as licensing is conPublication of a new "how" book incerned.
recalls to this reviewer the story of
The Queensland Association is particular- the youngvariablyand
inexperienced female who
ly aggravated over the issue of a license for applied for a household
Asked
a new theatre at Milton, Queensland. It is if she were a wet nurse, the position.
eager applicant
pointed out that the addition of 1,000 seats
in Milton will reduce the low proportion of replied she was not — but was quite willing
one seat for 5.4 of the population to a world to learn. Undoubtedly there are many
record low of 4.9. Spokesmen cite figures novices "willing to learn" the science of
to show that in other countries where legis- public relations, and for these as well as
lation has been effected to curb the irresponaccording to the author,
sible expansion of theatre construction the the veteran,
To Do Publicity" is offered. Origiproportions are not nearly so low as in most "How nally
published several years ago, the volAustralian situations. Belgium, where rejection laws are now being sought, is the
ume has been revised to "describe postlowest at 15.6.
depressionthetechniques"
are detailed
23 chapterswhichoccupying
263
The Board of Trade has decided to press among
the NSW Government for drastic amend- pages plus an index.
Preparation and placement of material
ments to the Quota Act, which, by its impracticability and by reason of the wide for daily and weekly newspapers, general
newspaper publicity it is receiving, is caus- magazines and trade publications; covering
the
Government
considerable embarrassage for conventions and meetings, scienment.
tific and professional societies, are some of
The trade is anxious to have the ano- the subjects
analyzed. Types and uses of
malous feature of the Act ironed out quickly,
radio and pictorial publicity also
feeling that the obligations which the present exhibits,
treated. Story leads are suggested;
quota laws impose on exhibitors and dis- are
when and how to release material, and to
activities. tributors wil hamper new season selling whom, is explained, as is the mechanics of
As framed at present, the Act requires dis- softening negative publicity. The student
tributors tohandle more than 25 Australianinstructed not to send out stories on poor
produced pictures as from December 30, but ispaper,
not to single space; to leave space
since
there
aren't
more
than
five
Australian
on
both sides of the page for editorial
features available it is clear that neither the changes,
distributors nor exhibitors can fulfill their heads. to leave room at the top for
Quota obligations this year. The GovernThe book is generally readable though
ment has the power to impose penalties up
to £100 ($500) for non-compliance with the hardly of interest to the veteran writer of
Act, but prosecutions are not likely to be publicity. There is a store of information
even cern
considered,
the Government's
first con- for the beginner that may be of some value
being to frame
a law that is workable.
in obtaining a foothold in a business the
V
author reports
A-MIKE
VOGEL"not yet overcrowded." —
Exhibitors have been officially informed
by the MPDA that rental contracts for' the
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schools, the attendance of children under 16
at picture theatres was prohibited at the
recommendation of the Health Board. A
later development
is theschools
Healthto Board's
decision to reopen the
permit the
attendance of children from 12 years and
over, but on the first day the schools reomitted
pened on their
thischildren
basis veryto few
parents
perreturn
to their
studies and the roll-up was very meagre.
Since the authorities are now permitting
children over 12 to mingle with others in
class, the Victorian Exhibitors Association
has lodged a request that the under- 16 ban
on cinemas be lifted, but at the time of writing no reply to the application has been
received.
The theatre business unquestionably has
been hit harder by the outbreak than any
other. The closure of schools and banning
of youngsters from attending the theatres
has meant not only the cancellation of all
suburban matinees, but it has also had the
effect of keeping mothers and guardians at
home with the children. Accordingly, city
matinees have been deserted and night attendances have not been a great deal better.
To meet the emergency most theatres have
been obliged to effect strict economies, and
advertising budgets have been cut by as
much as 40 per cent.
V
Private Life Not a Factor
The extensive publicity which the George
Brent-Jocelyn
annulmentnewspapers
suit has
been
receiving Howarth
in the Australian
found its echo in the Legislative Assembly
of N.S.W. when a member asked the Chief
Secretaryat whether
"in viewof ofa beautiful
the universal
disgust
the treatment
girl
named Howarth in America by a man named
Brent, he hibwould
prevent
the ex-in
ition in this take
Statestepsof toany
pictures
which this
man replied
takes part."
Chaffey
that the request would
be Mr.
considered.
At the height of the divorce proceedings,
Brent's most recent Australian-released feature, "God's
Country
the Woman,"
was
presented
at the
Regent,andMelbourne.
It failed
to click at the box-office, but the same picture had proved a disappointment in its
first-run seasons in other States before the
proceedings commenced, and in any case no
picture can be said to have proved really
successful in Melbourne since the outbreak
of paralysis two months ago.
Audience reaction to Brent at the Regent
proved conclusively that patrons were interested in Brent's screen character and not his
private life. Since the picture has been runningdents,"
thereand,have
beeneverybody
no untoward
"inciin fact,
approached
generously praised his performance.
Georgia Audio-Visual Meet
Georgia'sis first
educational
conference
to be audio-visual
held in Atlanta,
Friday
and Saturday under the sponsorship of the
state university
system.
of the in
microphone and motion
pictureUse camera
the
classroom will be explained by Ellsworth
C. Dent, educational director for the Radio
Corporation of America; Edgar Dale, of
Ohio State University; Dr. A. H. Dray, of
New York,
and Donald Bean, of the University of Chicago.
George
formerly associated withBatcheller,
his father Jr.,
in Chesterfield
and
Invincible Pictures, has joined Republic
where he is attached to Sol Siegel's unit.
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and

INTERLUDES
Grover Jones' new "Jones' Movie Magazine"
inGate-man's
the California
Guideto—movie
Be a colony
Studioleer,advertises
Gateman
—"The
Weof
teach you how
sneer,
and
and smell
beer."
And for those Hollywoodites who crave adventure, Mr. Jones' magazine also is proposing
"Stay-at-Home
Travelto Tours
For lessoutthanof
what
it would cost
bribe —yourself
Fascist and Communist jails, we will bring to
your door
pation in a theCivilsmell
war. and. . feel
. of actual partici"A
top-sergeant
will
appear
in your head
bedroom
each morning and beat your bloody
off.
Worms will be placed in your biscuits. And
phonograph records of enduring speeches by
split-mouth patriots will be played underneath
your window."
V
The town in England named WestonSuper-Mare
became
last week,
the local council
becamea borough
a town council,
and
its chairman became a mayor.
The local movie house played up to the
occasion with a special bill: "Great Charter
Celebration Programme — featuring — 'The
Crazy Gang'."
V
The Era in London quotes Joan Fontaine as
cracking:
"When
girl I usedread-to
spend
a good
deal Iofwastimea inlittle
a cemetery,
ing poetry."
V
"The one thing I can't understand," can't
understands
Franchot
Tone, and
"is the
way
the private affairs
of actors
actresses
become the property of the world."
Hasn't Mr. Tone ever heard of press
agents?
V
Spike Hughes, in London, writing to the
British Broadcasting Company to complain
about
alteration
Rachmaninoff's
name toB.B.C.'s
Rhakmaninof,
signsof himself
Spaiykk
Heeooz.
PROSPERITY, BOOM,
THEN BANG, IS SEEN
Good business for two or three years
and
eventually
good in
boomthebefore
we finally
start"a down
next
fundamental decline" were predicted
by Ralph B. Wilson, vice-president of
Babson's
Reports,
speaking
the
24th
Annual
National
BusnessatConference, held this week in Wellesley,
Mass.
The Babson Reports refused to believe the existence of the recent depression, almost during the worst
period.
Commenting on labor conditions,
Mr. Wilson said that "The most serious
cloud on the labor horizon today" was
the "intra-union strife" resulting from
the rivalry of the Committee for Industrial Organization and the American Federation of Labor.

THEATRE IN TOWN
OF 368 DRAWS 761
Ted Stump, who operates the Elted
Theatre in Absarokee, Montana, sees
nothing unusual
in thesometimes
fact thattotal
admis ions to a theatre
half
of
the
population
of
the
city
in
which the house is located.
Mr. Stump recently played "Mountain Music" for two days. The population of Absarokee, he reported, is
368 and the paid admissions for the
two-day run totaled 761.
"This," Mr. Stump commented,
"should be the height of something
or other."

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
Loew's Capitol theatre management on New
York's Broadway probably will not admit it,
but the
fact were
remains
silk
panties
stolenthatfromConstance
her, rightBennett's
in the
lobby, some several weeks back. A surrealist
poster display conveying the story of Thorne
Smith'snett wasfunny
a cast"Topper,"
member, inhadwhichbeenMissunderBen-a
spotlight in the lobby for the week the picture
played the Capitol. The display was made up
of a door-knob
and a andkeyhole,
shozver-bath
spray,
a hotelBennett
register,
a pair a ofautographed
silk undies
which Miss
had personally
and contributed. Someone stole the panties.
management promptly
anTheunauthenticated
pair, and replaced
covered them
them with
over
with glass to prevent repetition.

Thetionheight
of something
or other
in mopicture screen
advertising
was reached
last week at the Bristol theatre, in Bristol,
England, with the advertisement of a local
florist for "Wreaths and Crosses a Specialty
—
The shop with a welcome smile."
President
warning
an impending worldRoosevelt's
war, the words
of hisof surprise,
V
bitter arraignment of aggressor nations who
have violated treaties and waged undeclared
Tom
Mix
got
off
his
hoss in Philadelphia to
conflicts,
are ringing
the world.of the
He talk to newspapermen, and
voiced right down
used
manystillstrong
passages'round
in speaking
the
cowboys
Holly-in
results of a possible cataclysmic disaster, not disgustwoodwith
today. Tom, now 60,whowitha-clutter
a million
the least ominous of which was the prediction : the bank and
a
$25,000
white
low-slung
phaeton
"There willnobe answer
no safetyin byscience
arms,;— noit help
authority,
will from
rage to help him around on his circus jobs, charges
till every flower of culture is trampled, and all that, "These ranch dudes you see croonin' and
strummin' guitars in the movies have to be
human
thingsstatement,
are leveledthat,in and,
a vastcoincidentally,
chaos."
A pretty
helped woodupwithon156a stitches
hoss." Mix
out 23of broken
Hollyin hiscame
carcass,
the precise words of a speech in Columbia Pic- and cracked
ribs, a right arm broken in five
tures'
"Lost
Horizon,"
as
spoken
by
the
character of the High Lama, played by Sam Jaffe, places, and his left in three. He'd had four
his legs,andandtoes.doesn't
tobrotherhood
indicate theandLamasery's
desire for universal clean
breaks breaks
in hisinfingers
The count
closestthea
understanding.
Hollywood movie cowboy of today comes to
V
catastrophe is a mussed-up vaselined hair-comb.
Universal's
Back" at city
his
SanExploiting
Pedro theatre,
in the "Road
same California
of that name, the enterprising Harry Schlinker
GAS-PROOF CELLARS
inserted
the following
"Personal"
in the classified
columns
of the advertisement
local NewsPilot:
IN BRITISH THEATRE
— Don'tback.blame
did
Not that there is any need of them
on LUCY:
the road
. . . meWhenfor Iwhat
saw Iwhat
expected in the future, but just in
happened to you I blindly did the terrible
thing I had been doing for four years.
case, gas-proof cellars provide a
(Signed) Albert. Warner Brothers Theatre
feature of construction of the new
And directly under the foregoing appeared
Odeon Alhambra theatre in London's
anotherAre— but
an on-the-level
"Personal" :
Leicester Square, key house in the
to meetyour
the sins
Lord?forgiven?
Ph. 4595.Are you ready
West End of the Oscar Deutsch cirV
cuit in England. A 120-foot tower is
National Broadcasting Company has discova feature of the elevation.
ered
that
the
Herald's
Chicago
correspondent
The
theatre, structurally nearly
is a diamond in the rough.
complete, was visited in state recently
The gem is William Crouch. While a guest
the other afternoon on the yacht of Commander
by the Lord Mayor of London, Sir
E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of Zenith Radio
George Broadbridge, K.C.V.O. The
Corporation, on the lakes near Chicago, Mr.
Lord
Mayor unveiled a tablet in the
Crouch, instead of digging up scoops for Mofoyer commemorating the famous
tion Picture Herald, answered all the questions directly and correctly in the first Zenith
Alhambra variety house which occuFoundation program designed to test telepathy.
pied the site for so many years.
When results were announced, Telepathic
The Odeon will seat 2,300. It
Crouch not only correctly called all five actual
occupies a site of 27,000 square feet
trials, but even had a blank for No. 3, which
was a blank. At the time Mr. Crouch told
and has a 100 -foot frontajge to
Commander McDonald all he could see for
Leicester Square.
No.(JPC
3 was
a "double
— What
do youO."mean rough? — Editor.)
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Plus! A mad, merry galaxy of Entertainers that made 52nd Street famous! • Directed by
HAROLD YOUNG • Screenplay by GROVER JONES • Released thru United Artists
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TAX

RELIEF
IS DOUBTED
the millions of additional returns
Additional Income Assessments handle
which would result from an extension of the
income
taxes.
Indicated Next Year, with ExCollection of taxes by employers, as done
emption Level Staying at 40c under
the Social Security Act, has been
adopted
in England, and so little difficulty
by FRANCIS L BURT
has been encountered in dealing with the
in Washington
old-age pension taxes imposed at the beginthe year that the Treasury sees no
Motion picture theatre owners stand little reasonning ofwhy
the system could not be exchance, if any, of a reduction in the admis- tended.
sion tax exemption from the present 40 cents.
Nor is that the only ominous tax news
emanating this week from Washington, for May Change Corporation Tax
If Congress provides for increases in inthe Capitol is about to turn attention to adcome taxes, it is believed that the Treasury,
ditional income taxes, which would hit the
motion picture and general business fields to avoid an unduly adverse effect upon busialike.
ness and industry, would be prepared to
Results of several months of study of the accept changes in the corporation taxes,
particularly with a view to eliminating the
tax situation by the Treasury Department double
taxation which now arises out of the
will be laid before President Roosevelt withfact
that corporations pay up to 15 per cent
in theforenext
few
days,
for
consideration
bethe tax subcommittee of the House of the amount of distributed dividends in
Ways and Means Committee returns to income taxes and the stockholder, in turn,
is required to pay taxes upon such moneys
Washington
nue revision. next month to undertake reve- as he receives in dividends.
The Treasury also, it is believed, would
While Treasury officials are closely acquiesce
in some alteration of the highly
guarding the report now being written, it unpopular undistributed profits tax which
is believed that the investigation has de- would ease certain of its effects upon debtveloped that only by increasing income ridden and small corporations, the latter
taxes all along the line, extending them to possibly to be given a larger exemption so
to permit the building up of conservative
wage and salary earners now exempt, and asreserves.
a general restriction of the deductions
While
the Treasury has made an intenpermittedstantialbusiness
concerns
subsive study of the entire tax situation, Secreamount of new
revenuecan beanyraised.
tary Morgenthau is expected to content himself with submitting merely a factual report
With its hand forced by conditions over
the House committee when it meets next
which it apparently has lost control, the tomonth,
and to make no recommendations
Administration was seen in Washington
they are specifically requested by the
this week as giving at least tacit approval until
committee.
to
proposals
income
taxes. increasing and extending the
It will be the policy of the Treasury, acobservers, to leave to Congress
Congressional resistance to any reduction the wholecording toproblem
of deciding upon new
of relief to the unemployed or other subsi- taxes, so that any unpopular
levies cannot
dized groups, such as the farmers and the be directly blamed upon the Administration.
silver miners, or to any sharp cutting of
governmental employment, it is said, will
force the Administration to accept these
Selznick Signs Holtz
proposals.
Lou Holtz, international stage and radio
Because of the steadily mounting national
has been signed to a long term
debt, high Government officials are under- comedian,
sto d to have impressed upon the President contract by David O. Selznick. He will
the necessity for making a determined at- make his picture debut in "The Earl of
tempt to balance the budget.
Chicago,"
the production
Brock Williams
novel Artists
scheduled for early
for United
Tax Reduction Doubted
release. The screen play is now being comNot only will the motion picture industry Schulberg.pleted by Leonard Praskins and Budd
be subjected to the possibility of increased
income taxes, but it will also have to face
the chance that in the development of its Saville Joins MGM
new tax bill the House committee will give
Saville has signed as a producer
no consideration to a proposed , reduction andVictor
of the admission tax level from its present Britishdirector
companywithandMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Griffith Jones has been
40 cents to 25 cents.
signed
to
actor contract. Greer Garson,
Further, it is a foregone conclusion that feminine anstage
star,
been signed by
if the income tax base is lowered so as to MGM to a Hollywood has
contract.
bring in persons now exempt, the new taxes
will be collected
the source"
— thatthemis, Mersereau Joins Lasky
employers
will be "at
required
to deduct
Jack Mersereau, who has just completed
from
the
employees'
pay
as
they
now
do for
the purposes of the Social Security Act.
the
for a second edition of "Artists
Treasury officials are understood to have and story
Models" for Paramount, has joined
taken siblethefor the
position
that
it
would
be
impost on stories. staff at RKO Radio as asInternal Revenue Bureau to Jesse L.sistanLasky's
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to Make

1937-38
for
16Conn,
Maurice
president
of Ambassador
Pictures, Inc., has announced that his company will produce
features
1937-38.
Mr. Conn,
who had 16been
in Newfor York
for
several weeks
making
distribution
plans,
turned to Los Angeles last Saturday re-to
start the first feature, and will return to
New York in a week.
Because of his increased program for the
new ficesseason,
has New
established
ofat 1270 Mr.
Sixth Conn
avenue,
York, and
will continue to make his own headquarters
at the Conn Studios, Los Angeles. As before,
will supervise all productions ofMr.theConn
company.
Charles Reed Jones has been placed in
charge of advertising and publicity in New
York. Victor Halperin has been appointed
eastern story editor.
Under a new territorial franchise plan,
all distributors will operate under the Ambassador name. The pictures will be released simultaneously throughout the country and will be nationally advertised.
Gene mond,Austin,
Frankie
Darro, stars
Kane ofRichand Kermit
Maynard,
last
year's Ambassador pictures will appear in
next year's productions. Other stars and
playerscludeadded
to the Grace
Ambassador
Donald Novis,
Bradley,roster
WynneinGibson, Lyle Talbot, Candu and Coco, of
radio, Cyril McLaglen, Molly Lamont,
Robert Warwick, Jack La Rue, Sally
O'Neill, Lois Lindsay, Guinn (Big Boy)
Williams, and Stepin Fetchit.
The complete program includes: a special
musical production, "Sweethearts In Swingtime," starring Donald Novis and Grace
Bradley; dramatic
"Strong
Arm Squad,"
melocomedy, starring
Wynne a Gibson
and
Lyle Talbot;
"Port Of
Men"
and "Gold
Coast Rose,"
two Hunted
Jack London
star cast specials, four Gene Austin exmusicals, "Calling
All Marines,"
"Highway ploitation
Patrol,"
"The Navy
Goes To
Town," and "Missing Squadron;" four
thrill-o-dramas, based on Peter B. Kyne
stories, starring Frankie Darro and Kane
Richmond, "Boss Of Chinatown," "Son Of
A Gunman," "Young And Reckless," and
"He Had To Fight;" and four Kermit
Maynard ace musical Westerns, "Range
War," "Rawhide And Dynamite," "Boss Of
Rocky Canyon," and "Phantom Horseman."
Ziegfeld Sale Delayed
The sale of the right and title to 72
musical comedies and plays which are among
the assets of the estate of Florenz Ziegfeld,
scheduled for last Wednesday in White
Plains, N. Y., has been postponed by
County Treasurer William S. Coffey. The
postponement occurred at the request of a
Hollywood group seeking to protect its interests.
Plan Spanish Films in U. S.
Jaime Salvador, Spanish producer, plans
to produce Spanish speaking pictures for
distribution in the United States and Spanish' speaking countries. Production will be
on the coast. His first picture will be "Castles in the1st.Air,"
scheduled istonowstartin about
January
Mr. Salvador
New
York but plans to return to the coast shortly.
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THEATRES

Fanchon & Marco Circuit
Survey Indicates Musical
Comedies Are Best Liked;
Stage Shows Are Wanted
Double feature programs are the choice,
by more than two to one, of St. Louis motion picture fans, according to the final results of a poll conducted in four first run
theatres and 27 neighborhood houses by
the Fanchon & Marco circuit in conjunction
with the St. Louis Star Times.
Patrons of the first run houses indicated
their preference with a vote of less than
two to one for dual bills but the neighborhood theatregoers left no possible doubt
as to their selection. They cast four times
the number of votes for double bills as they
did for programs consisting of one feature
and short subjects.
In the ten days in which the poll was conducted, a total of 310,000 questionnaires were disibuted and 57,599 replies were filed. The resultstrshowed:
Clark Gable is the favorite actor, Myrna
Loy,
the leading
the Number
One actress,
child star.and Shirley Temple,
Musical comedies are the best liked in feature length films with comedies ranking second.
In the short subject field, cartoons are the
overwhelming
ing second place.choice with musical shorts takStage shows are favored, and the preference
in this group is for prominent bands.
The number of questionnaires returned, the
Star-Times
pointed
approximately five per
cent out,
of therepresents
entire population
of the metropolitan area.
32,751 Favor Doubles
The vote on the double bill question totaled
57,651, of which 32,751 were for two pictures.
In breaking
figures
it is wasrevealed that thethevote
in thedownfirstfurther,
run houses
14,553 against 9,916, and in the neighborhood
houses it was 18,198 as against 4,990.
Clark Gable took the leadership among actors
by polling 6,096 ballots, or 10.8 per cent of the
total.
was followed
Robert Taylor, 4,624, andHe William
Powell,by 4,032.
Miss Loy was named the leader of the actresses with an identical percentage to that obby Mr. 6,209
Gable,votes.
but inRunners
Miss Loy's
she wastainedgiven
up in case
this
division were Loretta Young, 4,052, and Claudett> Colbert, 2,835.
ShirleywasTemple's
in the
star
division
far morevictory
impressive
thanchild
in either
of the adult groups. She drew 33.9 per cent of
the total by being given 19,528 votes as against
12,425 for Jane Withers and 4,839 for Freddie
Bartholomew.
The complete list of favorites included more
than 300 actors, nearly 300 actresses and more
than 100 child players.
Comedies Lead
With two exceptions both first-run and
neighborhood audiences selected the same types
of feature films in equal ratio. Neighborhood
patrons placed comedies ahead of musical comedies andteries.
warGangster
pictures
of detective
myspicturesaheadranked
at the bottom
in First
the opinion
of
both
grouns.
choice of feature films was indicated
on 87 per cent of all questionnaires returned

How

FOR
IN

They Voted

Questions
TWO FEATURES:
For two features
One with shorts
TYPES OF FEATURES:
Musical comedy
Comedy
Melodrama
Historical
Love romance
Detective
mystery
War
Gangster
SHORT SUBJECTS:
Cartoons
Musical
Travel
Newsreels
Sports life
Animal
Science
Industries

69

DUALS
ST.

LOUIS

on Program

in St. Louis Survey
First Run Per Cent Neighborhood Per Cent Combined Per Cent
14,553
59
18,198
78
32,715 69
9,916
41
4,990
22
14,906 31
24,469 23,188 47,657
Percentage
First Run Neighborhood
Combined of Total
6,110
5,459
11,569 20.0
5,129
6,143
11,272 19.5
4,171
4,374
8,545 14.8
3,782
2,909
6,691 I 1.6
3,227
2,426
5,653 9.8
1,096
1,532
2,628 4.0
4.5
608
1,720
2,328
570
1,039
1,609 2.8
87.0
Percentage
First Run Neighborhood
Combined of Total
12,303
14,158
26,461 45.9
:
2,659
2,547
5,206 9.0
2,968
2,161
5,129 8.9
2,669
2,028
4,697 8.1
1,994
2,331791
4,325
521
1,312 7.5
2.3
457
464
921 ,1.6
250
503
753 1.3
84.6

STAGE SHOWS:
First Run Per Cent Neighborhood Per Cent Combined Per Cent
For stage shows
18,271
71
16,363
67
34,634 69
Against stage shows
7,515
29
7,929
33
15,444 31
AGE CLASSIFICATION:
Men
Under 16
16-25
26-40 Over 40
First Run
11,744
1,643
5,574
3,483 1,044
Neighborhood
13,722
3,481
6,743
2.713 785
Combined
25,466
5,124
12,317
6,196 1,829
Women
Under 16
16-2 5
26-40 Over 40
First Run
14,811
2,333
6,784
4,032 1,662
Neighborhood
11,492
3,116
5,106
2,337 933
Combined
26,303
5,449
11,890
6,369 2,595
In tabulating age and sex groups only those questionnaires on which both sex and age
group were given were tabulated.
and first choice of short subjects was indicated
by 84.6 per cent of the total. The total ballots
cast for the various types of pictures placed
them in this order : musical comedy, comedy,
melodrama, historical, love romance, detective
mystery, war and gangster. Short subjects
ranked in the following order: cartoons, musical,ence,travel,
news reels sports, animal life, sciindustries.
In compiling the classification of stage shows
it was pointed out that vaudeville polled the
greatest number of votes but that because this
is an all inclusive term, prominent bands were
given the top rating, with singers and dancers
ranking second and third.

Matrix Costs Increase
Operating costs for Canadian theatres
went up another notch when the film exchanges decided that a raise in the price of
press book ad notices to exhibitors would be
necessary because of the increase in the
costs of materials and labor. The charge
for ad mats has been increased from IS
cents to 25 cents per column width regardless of depth measurement. A two column
mat now costs 50 cents instead of 30 cents
while one of three columns will be 75 cents
as against the previous charge of 45 cents.

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER:

'"THE AWFUL TRUTH' comedy riot. Smartest,
merriest romantic comedy in many moons and
will score smash hit. IRENE DUNNE gives her
most alluring portrayal. GARY GRANT is in
his best form . . ."
LOUELLA
Los Angeles

PARSONS,
Examiner:

"'THE AWFUL TRUTH' is one of the year's
best comedies. It is going to put plenty of money
in COLUMBIA'S coffers and make CARY
GRANT and IRENE DUNNE two of the most
sought after players in all hlmdom."
LOS

ANGELES

TIMES:

"A hundred percent winner of light comedy . . .
a creation of laughter. A masterpiece of its type.
This picture will probably go further than any
other during the season in proving a box-office
sensation."

N

SO
SEA

Of

1

" 'THE AWFUL TRUTH' is the smash hit of the season
... a laugh orgy for any audience. Certain of tremendous
word

of mouth.

Due for phenomenal

coin. IRENE

DUNNE retrieves her position as one of the screen's
foremost comediennes. The most captivating portrait in
her film album. CARY

GRANT

does a grand job, by far

his best and one which elevates him securely to the top
flight of box-office names. LEO McCAREY'S fine direction will stand up amongst the foremost directorial
achievements of the year and will place him with the
contenders for Academy
EVERETT

CARY
RALPH

RISKIN

honors. Associate Producer

has done himself proud . . . !"

GRAN
BEL

LA

ALEXANDER
D'ARCY
CECIL
CUNNINGHAM

EVERETT RISKIN • Directed by LEO McCAREY
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Honor George Weeks
At Farewell Luncheon
Several home office, New York and outof-town exchange personnel of GB on
Saturday
tendered George Weeks, retiring
Refuses Hearing
sales executive, a testimonial luncheon at
the Hotel Astor.
Among those who attended the luncheon
were: Arthur Lee, American vice-president
for
the company; Clinton M. White, Arthur
TheOnUnited'Ecst
States asy'
supreme Case
court, on Greenblatt, William Barrett, Claude MacC. E. Schwengeler, Al Selig and
Monday, refused to hear the so-called "Ec- gowan,
Al Margolies, of the home office; Herbert
case, brought
by Eureka
Productions,
Inc., tostasy"restrain
the New
York state
authori- Given, branch manager at Philadelphia;
ties and censor board from interfering with
New Haven; Irving Gumthe exhibition of the picture, in which the Charles Leach,
Kravitz,
and Rufederal district court had refused to issue an berg, Sol
dolph Bach
of theIrving
New Landes
York exchange.
Kenneth Hodkinson and Charles Penser,
injunction.
The petitioner contended that the state formerly with the company, also attended.
statute requiring all films to be licensed is
Mr. Weeks left New York Tuesday for a
invalid as an interference with the right of five-week vacation at his former home, Ann
the Federal Government to regulate com- Arbor, Mich.
merce with foreign nations and that the New
York court's
the restraining
order
was a refusal
burden toongrant
foreign
commerce
and infringement upon the exclusive right Both Sides Win
of the Government to censor foreign films.
Corbar Rehearing Denied
In Dallas Hearing
THe court also denied an application of T. L.
Talleying of and
the
Corbar
Corporation
for
rehearAttorneys for distributors and for the
its suit against Fox Films, arising out
each won a point in arguof the Fox West Coast receivership. The peti- Government
mentsStates
before Judge
W. court
H. Atwell
in theat
t
i
o
n
e
r
s
h
a
d
sought
to
set
aside
the
reorganizaUnited
at Dallas
tion on the ground that it was fraudulent, but a hearing to fixdistrict
the form of decree as the
the courts ruled against them.
The court agreed to hear the infringement which
final judgment
in the anti-trust
suit in
the Government
won a decision
case against
Generalit Talking
Pictures
Corporation and ordered
set on the
calendar
for charging circuits and distributors with conargument in the near future. The company had
spiracy. The action
appealed from a decision of the second circuit socalled Frels
case. was distinct from the
court of appeals in New York holding it guilty
by attorneys
for the Consolidated
distributors
of patent
infringement
use in talking
mo- thatA request
the names
of the Texas
tion picture
projection inof theequipment
of vacuum
tube amplifier purchased from the American nell
circuit,be Karl
Hoblitzelle
and
R.
stricken from the decreeJ. O'Donon the
Transformer Company, to which were attached ground that
the contracts under fire had
licenses notices restricting their use to amateur
not
been
operative
for
two
years
and
that
experimental and broadcast radio reception.
General Talking Pictures, in its petition, the two men had not acted as individuals,
challenged
the made
right ofof aa patent
to re- was opposed by Government attorneys and
strict the use
device owner
manufactured
was denied. A second motion to eliminate
under the patent after the device has passed into references in the decree to attempts to
the hands of a purchaser, contending that the monopolize trade was granted the film comcourt below had erred in holding that a patentee
may
lawyers. the decree as requested by
In pany
amplifying
licensee.extend his monopoly beyond a sale by a
the
Government
said:between
"This
DeMille Tax Review Refused
does not affect theJudge
right Atwell
to contract
the distributors and exhibitors. The right
The
court
rejected
a
petition
of
the
Bureau
of Internal Revenue for review of a decision of of the owner of a copyright to contract for
the
ninthtaxes
circuitfromcourtCecilof B.appeals
in its suit to exclusive runs with the exhibitor and ask
recover
DeMille.
him to charge 40 cents a seat is not denied so
The bureau had charged that Mr. DeMille long
as they do not conspire or have a comformedtions,aby which
holdinghe company,
DeMille
Producunderstanding. He may even fix the
was employed from 1924 to time mon
of clearance for subsequent runs but
1929 for the purpose of avoiding taxes and
related that the company by 1929 had acquired must not conspire to do so."
a surplus
$1,606,515,andbutcontended
had paid that
in dividends onlyof $192,000,
the Wilcox to Produce
corporation was availed of for the purpose of 4 Films for RKO
avoiding surtaxes. The circuit court ruled that
Mr. DeMille was within his rights in forming
Herbert Wilcox, who arrived from Engthe company
that there had been no violaland on the Aquitania this week, announced
tion of the taxandlaws.
he
has signed with RKO for the production
The Millebureau's
petition
in England. He was acand his wife
ownedrelated
70 perthatcentMr.of Dethe of four pictures
companied on the trip by Anna Neagle, star
stock of the holding company ; Ella King
"Victoria the Great."
Adams, a relative of Mr. DeMille's wife, held of The
producer, after attending the opening
10 per
cent, anduntilMr.after
DeMille's
attorney
held
of
the
picture in Ottawa, Toronto and New
the
remainder,
1927,
when
Mr.
DeMille held 97 per cent.
York,
While in Albany, N. Y., the motion of Foy wood. will visit Washington and HollyProductions, asking a review of its film, "ToNed E. Depinet, vice-president of RKO
morrow's Children,"
license, Radio,
and Ralph Rolan, sales promotional
was referred
Mondaypreviously
night todenied
the aappellate
executive
Mr. Wilcox and Miss
division by New York Supreme Court Justice Neagle to accompanied
Ottawa, where they attended the
Francis A. Bergan, who ruled that his court is
premiere Wednesday night.
without jurisdiction in the matter.
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Explains

Conspiracy
In Dallas

Law
Case

"There is no law in this land which
makes
trade United
with another
man,"
William a H.manAtwell,
States district
court judge in Dallas, ruled in dismissing
Ruben
conspiracyCompany
action against
the
JeffersonFrels'
Amusement
and four
large
distributors.
In making the statement, Judge Atwell
pointed nessesoutfor thethatplaintiff,
Mr. Frels
and otherhe withad testified
had
experienced difficulty in obtaining product
for four theatres but, at the same time, the
court held, there was an "absence of any
sort"I ofhave
a suggestion
heard noof concert."
testimony whatever
against either of the socalled major picture
producers. I have heard some testimony
that some of their agents, or, we may say
all of their agents, at various times, refused
to sell all of their product, or sometime, any
of their product, to plaintiff Frels. That
was their legal right. They could sell or
not, as they saw fit. . . .
"This law (the conspiracy statute) denounces any agreement between two or
more sellers, and not any refusal of one
The tocourt
seller
sell." elaborated on the refusal of
distributors to sell to Mr. Frels by explaining to the jurors that there was testimony
towastheconcerned
effect Mr.in Frels
"brought
or,
bringing
a suit,a insuit,
which
he testified, and, to which he furnished
money against some of these socalled major
companies. After that, apparently some of
them did not see fit to deal with him any
more, totainly hadanya right
great toextent.
cerdo that,Andeventhey
as they
had a right, without any suit, to do that
Mr. thing."
Atwell also called attention to the
same
fact that
after the Jefferson Amusement
Company started theatres in the same towns
where Mr. Frels' houses were located, admission prices were reduced. The "action
itself,"
court continued,
"is for the benefit of thethe public,
and not monopolistic,
nor,
injurious
to the would
public."have no right to a
"Mr. Frels
monopoly on Victoria (one of the towns in
which Mr. Frels' theatres were located) pictures, any more than any one else would
have. But taking the broadest view of it,
I cannot
It was see
the any
secondcase,timehere,
the gentlemen."
case had gone
to trial. The first time, last spring, the jury
failed to reach a verdict. The dismissal this
time was granted at the conclusion of the
plaintiff's
case and,to therefore,
defendants
were not obliged
present, anythetestimony.
Mr. Frels announced he is considering
taking
verdict. an appeal from the court's directed
Newspaper Wins Award
The Atlantic City News, of which Fred
E. Ruslander is editor, was awarded second
prize for the best editorial page of a New
Jersey tabloid when the New Jersey Institute
met at Rutgers University. Mr. Ruslander
resigned as press book editor for Warner
Brothers June 1st to become editor of the
newspaper.

bow

to the

Motion

Picture

...from the SCRIPPS-HOWARD
SCRIPPS-HOWARD takes pride in the 18-page
Hollywood Forecast which appeared in all
22 Scripps-Howard Newspapers, on Wednesday, October 13th.
We are deeply grateful for the whole-hearted
cooperation of the great Moving Picture Producers who collaborated in making this Hollywood Forecast so lively, so authoritative, so
timely.

Industry

NEWSPAPERS

This feature supplement is of vital interest
to all who are associated with the Motion
Picture Industry. But it holds even greater
interest to the millions of picture fans who
live in the 22 Scripps-Howard cities, from
coast-to-coast.
The Scripps-Howard Newspapers wish
Hollywood the success it so richly deserves,
during the coming year.

SCRIPPS
• HOWARD
MEMBERS OF THE UNITED PRESS . . . THE AUDIT BUREAU
NEWSPAPERS
OF CIRCULATIONS . . . AND OF MEDIA RECORDS, INC.
DENVER
.... Sews BIRMINGHAM . . . Post FORT
WASHINGTON
BUFFALO
77m,
NEW
YORK
World-TeUgram
KNOXVILLE
Sews-Sentinel
WORTHCITY,. .. News
Press SAN
INDIANAPOLIS . ...
. . .Tim,Pn. TOLEDO
CLEVELAND
....
Press
. . .Sews-Bee
. Press-Scimitar
EL PASO
Herald-PostSun
COLUMBUS.
GtiZfn MEMPHIS.
MEMPHIS
Commercial
Appeal
Sews
DIEGO. . .....
CINCINNATI
PITTSBURGH
....
Press
HOUSTON
Press OKLAHOMA
EVANSVILLE.
. . . Press
SAN FRANCISCO . . Sews KENTUCKY
POST
Covingto
AKRON.
.
Times-Press
ALBUQUERQUE.
Tribune
edition of Cincinnati Po.
PHILADELPHIA
SAN
FRANCISCO
National Advertising Dept., 230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
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OBITUARIES

Bernard A. Moriarity
Bernard A. Moriarity, treasurer and associate producer for Crescent Pictures, died
in Hollywood last Wednesday of pneumonia.
Paul Anthony
Paul Anthony, 27, St. Louis motion picture operator, was killed in northeast St.
Louis county last week when the automobile
he was driving crashed with a Chicago to
St. Louis bus.
Richard J. Horgan
Richard J. Horgan, manager of the Metlast week. ropolitan Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., died
Joseph Corby
Joseph Thomas Corby, 59, advertising
agent of the RKO Shubert and Cox theatres
in Cincinnati, and secretary of the Cincinnati
Bill Posters' Union, Local No. 11, died late
Court Denies
Saturday in Good Samaritan hospital from
spinal
injuries
a punctured
susLoeb Appeal
tained
when he and
fell into
a coal chutelungearlier
The appellate division of the New York in the day while working at the theatres,
supreme court this week denied John L. which adjoin each other.
Loeb, a stockholder of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, permission to appeal from an W. E. Fite
adverse decision dismissing his $201,600
W. E.dorado,
Fite,
died the
October
suit against Columbia, Joe Brandt and
Kan. He89, was
father4thof atR. El-F.
Harry and Jack Cohn.
of
the
Eris
in ElMr. Loeb claimed damages as the result Fite, operator
dorado, and W. D. Fite, whotheatre
has theatres
of an alleged destruction by the defendants in Kansas
City,
Kan;
Salina,
Kan.,
and
of the value of certain options he had been
Mondo Assets $48,658
to purchase stock. The options had Joplin, Mo.
Assets of $48,658 and liabilities of $23,833 granted
been allegedly used jointly by the individual
were shown in the schedule filed by Nuovo defendants
and voting trustees and by J. J. Goldburg Severs Partnership
Mondo Motion Pictures, Inc., in the United Columbia. His
was dismissed on
Jesse J. Goldburg, in Hollywood, after
States district court in New York this week, the ground that complaint
it failed to state a cause of a trip
to England and the Continent where
in the involuntary bankruptcy proceedings action.
he represented
Burroughs-Tarzan
Enter-of
against the corporation. The assets consist
prises and the Citizens
National Bank
principally of 200 films and prints, although
Los
Angeles
in
the
sale
of
the
European
the originals are owned by an Italian cor- Franconi Gets Post
rights of the company, has severed his
poration, identified only by the initials
partnership arrangement with Ben S. Cohen
UNEP.
With Castle Films
Leon E. Franconi, pioneer newsreel edi- and George W. Stout.
tor, has been placed in charge of foreign
Delay Gielow Suit
film production for Castle Films George Rector Signed
Trial of the $500,000 plagiarism suit of topical
because
as an executive he made himself
George Rector, noted restaurateur whose
Irving Gielow against Warner Brothers
"easy
to
see."
leaveduties.
for Europe New York establishment was the meeting
was
postponed
by
Federal
Judge
Alfred
C.
next
week
to takeHeup will
his new
Coxe in the United States District court
place of celebrities at the turn of the century, has been signed by Emanuel Cohen to
Eugene Castle, head of the 16 mm. prothis week for 30 days to permit examination
ducing
company,
relatedaudiences
that the with
ease with
before liamtrialElfeldtof in
Robert
Montgomery
and
Wilappear
in Mae West's latest picture for
which
he
obtained
Mr.
California. Mr. Gielow Franconi when the latter headed the Pathe Paramount,
Day's ina theHoliday."
Rector's will "Every
be re-created
picture
claims infringement of his play, "Give Me reel and Mr. Castle was a free lance cam- with
Mr.
Rector
in
the
role of proprietorThis Night," in "Flirtation Walk." Two
eraman in San Francisco, about 1914, had host.
songs, "I Can't Believe" and "Mr. and Mrs. never been forgotten. . Upon renewing his
Is the Name"
are also allegedis tofamiliar
be infringerecently, Tampa Taxes Increased
ments. Mr. Montgomery
with acquaintance with Mr.wasFranconi
sufficient
recomthe story on which the picture is based and the early impression
m
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
him,
Mr.
Castle
said.
City licenses, commonly known as "occuMr. Elfeldt wrote and arranged the music
taxes," increase
in all lines
for the picture. An accounting of the profits
given
apationsharp
by ofthe business
Tampa, were
Fla.,
and a permanent injunction are asked in Tax Rebatements Seen
city council last week, when they passed
addition to the damages.
An opportunity to secure tax rebatements the new emergency ordinance to raise funds
pay the city's share of WPA projects
even if the Boston board of assessors delay to
Anti-Trust Settlement Ratified
so long in announcing tax scales that under now in work in Tampa. The new scale
Judge Martin T. Manton in United States the law the time limit has passed for filing takes effect October 1st, the new license
circuit court in New York this week author- necessary credentials is seen for Massachuized Milton C. Weisman, receiver for Fox
setts theatremen if a bill introduced by Representative Philip Sherman of Somerville is
Theatres Corporation, to settle two anti-trust
Signs Jascha Heifetz
suits against the American Telephone and passed. State commissioner of taxation, Goldwyn
Jascha Heifetz, world famous violinist,
Telegraph Company, Western Electric and Henry Long, is supporting the bill which year.
has signed a motion picture contract with
Erpi for $22,500. The suits, filed in 1934 makes previous tax rates mandatory if as- Samuel Goldwyn. Mr. Heifetz will appear
for a total amount of $1,577,500, were based
"The Great
Musical Festival," to get
underway
next May.
fore Maysessingofboardsanyhaveyear.not set their rates be- in
on a charge of conspiracy to restrain trade.

Judge Disqualifies Self
Federal Judge John C. Knox declared
himself disqualified from hearing the motion
made by United Artists to dismiss the
$185,000 suit of William S. Hart and Mary
Hart in the United States district court in
New York this week. Judge Knox said that
he had held private conversations about the
suit and refused to hear the motion. He referred the case to Federal Judge John W.
Clancy for hearing on next Tuesday.
Beekman Details Ordered
The Beekman Film Corporation was ordered to file a bill of particulars by Federal
Judge John C. Knox in the United States
district court in New York last Saturday
in connection with the copyright infringement suit against Warner Brothers. The
suit
thatL."This
Is America"
was
viewedalleges
by Jack
Warner,
vice-president,
and other employees of the defendant and
that the picture was thereafter infringed in
"The Yanks Are Coming."
Healy, Ginsburg Agree
Ted Healy and Benedict Ginsburg adjusted their differences over the $1,750 claim
againstatre inthe
the Roxy
the equity
Unitedreceiver
States ofdistrict
courtThe-in
New York this week by riling a stipulation
allowing Mr. Healy $500 and Mr. Ginsburg
$1,250. The settlement was approved.

Hearing Is Set
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is scheduled to go
into Superior court in Los Angeles on Friday to follow up its preliminary court victory, in its attempt to prevent Freddie Barfrom "jumping"1934.his contract, entered into intholomewSeptember,
The attack on the constitutionality of the
statute was the first since its enactment in
1927. Attorneys
for the young because
actor con-it
tended it was unconstitutional
set apart the contracts of minors who were
performing dramatic and picture work, and
did
not apply
to contracts made by minors
for other
services.
Superior Judge Wilson, who issued the
restraining order, held that the statute did
not make an arbitrary or discriminatory
classification and because of the character of
the work performed, it was not in violation
of the constitution.

RELIABLE

EASTMAN

Super X Panchromatic

Nega-

tive not only promises superlative photographic quality, but delivers it with unbroken regularity. It's reliable. In no
other way could it possibly maintain

its

position as the world's most widely used
motion
Kodak

picture negative film. Eastman
Company,

Brulatour,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.

Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

Chicago, Hollywood.)
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 89 was:
(A)
the "voice"
"speech"whycoil;a
by whatDescribe
is it powered
f (B)or Explain
"horn"
is
used
in
connection
with dynamic
speakers. (C) Explain why cones
may be
used by magnetic speakers, whereas horns
are required by the dynamic type.
The following made acceptable answers
(some failing of published credit because the
answers arrived too late) :
C. Rau and S. Evans ; G. E. Doe ; J. R.
Prater ; H. Edwards ; W. Limmroth ; L.
Cimi Koski; C. Oldham; H. B. Smith; L. F.
Hayes; J. A. Zachritz ; R. and K. Wells;
F. L. and L. Savior; D. M. Stinson; A. W.
Baxter; N. F. Rivers; M. D. McGuire; D.
Coates; H. Bunker; T. W. Redhouse; F.
H., S. and P. Dalbey; H. T. Randolph; R.
G. Maybe ; B. L. Kent ; B. and M. Walker ;
R. H. Carter; M. F. Robinson and L. A.
Beachwood; G. T. Jones and A. Leonard;
P. S. Baker; R. R. Robbins and W. Winkler; P. and L. Felt; W. B. Myers and L. G.
Dillin; J. Morton; C H. Lowrie; K. L.
Brant and G. A. Simmons ; D. and W. Porter; F. M. Brown and R. Davis; D. D.
Strobey; W. V. Henderson; W. C Bant;
E. Exline ; A. H. Bradley ; T. and W. Turk ;
W. R. Davis and B. L. Bunt; H. T. Billings E.; F. and M. Wentworth ; H. T. Plum
and D. A. Shea ; A. C Greene ; G. L. Goss ;
H. T. Watkins and N. S. Reid; F. W. Brandenburg: H. A. Ames and F. E. Dorp; L.
E. Dodson and H. T. Todd; C Caldwell;
R. R. Jacobs and B. B. Hornstein; W. R.
Matthews and J. R. Davidson ; R. M. Schnider; M. Samuels and O. L. Goldstein; S. L.
Maxwell; F. B. Shilshome ; P. F. Maxwell
and S. U. Lamont; L. F. and B. Brown;
R. S. Welch; W. L. Brandon; S. H. Billings and L. Jones; M. Dey and H. Lathrope ; D. Dennis ; R. E. Bullard and J. K.
Robinson; L. M. Roberts.
H. Edwards replies to Section A as fol-

F. H. Richardson's
of
BLUEBOOK
PROJECTION
• New sixth edition. Projection, sound reproduction
and trouble-shooting all in
one handy volume. Also
features quick-finding index
system for instant reference.
Order $6.tod25ay.Postpaid
^
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center New York

Schoo
NO.

89

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 94
(A) Name seven variable factors
that require adjustment of volume
control as the show runs.
(B) Set forth your own views as
to the box office value of really
competent volume control.
(C) Name the various duties that
require attention of the projectionist
day.
after
the show has closed for the
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson,
Scarsdale,
N. Y. No. 3 Tudor Lane,
lows: "The coil named variously 'Voice
coil,' mic'speech
coil,' 'speech
dynatype speakers,
is madewinding,'
up of aoflimited
number of windings rigidly attached to the
speaker diaphragm and powered by the output of the amplifier. Such coil has no core,
but in some types of speaker moves in a
recess, gap or slot in the core of the field
winding."
J. ofR. the
Prater
says, speaker
"The 'voice'
or 'speech'
coil
dynamic
consists
of only
a few turns of wire firmly attached to the
center of the speaker diaphragm by means
of cement. The coil has no core, but frequently ismounted so that it fits into a slot
or recess provided for it in the core of the
field coil. The voice coil is powered by the
output of the sound amplifier."
(B) quired
G. withE.dynamic
Doe says,
"A 'horn'
is re-to
speakers
in order
provide adequate connection between the
small speaker diaphragm and the great volume of air to which the vibrations of the diaphragm must be communicated. As clearly
as it can be stated is to say that at the face
of the tance
diaphragm
and foris aa considerable
therefrom there
small column dis-of
confined air. This small column receives the
full force of the diaphragm vibration, which
is communicated at equal force to the still
confined but expanding column of air further out, until by the time it has reached the
end
'mouth'
the horn orit is,
reasonto
of itsor then
largeof diameter
area,by able
communicate its vibrations to the auditorium air volume.
"Another reason for the horn is found in
the
that column
without oftheair,'load'
the fact
confined
someprovided
if not bv
all
diaphragms of this type speaker would be

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
quickly injured by what may be termed over(C) H.there
Bunker
"In theconnection
dynamic
vibration."
speaker
is noreplies,
mechanical
possible
that would,
so sufficiently
to speak, 'expand'
the
diaphragm
communicate soundvibration
waves created
to the tovolume
of air quateinway.a theatre auditorium in any ade"In the magnetic
diaphragm
is directlyspeaker
with the
the center
center ofofthea
cone, ordinarily of paper, by means of a very
small lever or rod that has negligible weight.
This lever serves to communicate the diaphragm vibrations to the paper cone, which
in theatre work is of considerable diameter.
By this means not only is a sufficient load
impressed upon the diaphragm itself, but also
the cone hasmunication ofthe
enough
to enable
comsaid area
vibrations
adequately
to the volume of air contained in even an
auditorium of goodly dimensions; also the
sound distribution is considerably more even
than is possible of accomplishment by the
I regard these answers as so excellent that
further discussion is not required. However,
as we have still some space, I shall append
afollows
note :attached to one of the answers, as
horn."
"Dear Dad: The answer of Brothers B.
and M. Walker to question No. 84 reminds
me of an incident. When one of my answers
to a question was printed, I was tickled
plenty. Showed it to friend employer, who
also was very pleased. In his turn he showed
it to another projectionist in his employ,
asking why he did not send in answers, too.
This was his reply as reported to me: 'Oh,
you"Dad,
don't get anything
for thatis !'the pay-off :
see the
it, same
here
That man ashasI had
job in the same
theatre for more than 13 years. Yet when
even small, ordinary troubles arise he is
compelled to, or at least does, call for help.
It does
seem such
might in'getattendance
something'to
for
the small
effortmenrequired
a 'school' the Motion Picture Herald,
through yourself, provides free of all cost."
Northwest Club Elects
Al Rosenberg,
Hamrick-of
Evergreen
circuit,vice-president
was elected ofpresident
the Northwest Film Club, Seattle, Wash.,
last week, succeeding L. J. McGinley of
Universal. Other officers elected were:
Neal East of Paramount and Fred Mercy,
Jr., of dents;Mercy
Ed LambTheatre
of RKOCircuit,
Radio vice-presireelected
secretary-treasurer ; B. F. Shearer, Pete
Higgins, Herbdon Edmond, Roy Peacock.
Neal Walton and Frank Christie, trustees.
Joe Cooper
entertainment
mittee,will
assistedhead
by the
Frank
Christie, comJean
Spear and L. J. McGinley.
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WHAT
DID

THE

FOR

Columbia
IT CAN'TNice,LASTpleasing
FOREVER:
BettyNotFurness,
Ralph
Bellamy—
big enough
for
extended runs
but McPhee,
getspicture.
by nicely.
Running
time,
68Town,
minutes.—
W.
E.
Strand
Theatre,
Old
Maine. General patronage.
Crescent
BATTLE
OF GREED:
Tom Keene, GwynneThe Shipman—
Good,
torical anglelusty
lifts itSaturday
out of entertainment.
the beaten track of histhe
ordinary
is thatPlayed
it is
a bit too "horse
talky. opery."
RunningOnly
time,criticism
60 minutes.
September
24. — HarryInd. M. General
Palmer, patronage.
Temple Court Theatre, Washington,
Grand National
BOOTS theOF first
DESTINY:
Claireplayed
Dodd—
This
MaynardKenthatMaynard,
we have
severalisTheyears
power
what init
was.
worstandparthis ofdrawing
this picture
isisthenot recording
and editing,
the picturePlayed
has not continuity.
ningCrystal
time, 55as Theatre,
minutes.
1-2.— A.RunInks,
Ligonier, October
Ind. Small
townJ.
patronage.
GREAT
GUY: National
James Cagney,
Mae
Clarke—
This
our
first
Grand
picture.
Their
policy
is lots
faiiris
and
we enjoyed
this inpicture
very
much.style.
It has
ofextraaction,
put
on
real
Cagney
Business
ThankRankin,
you, Irving
thank you.
O. K. —good.
Plaza Cohen.
Theatre,WeTilbury,
Ontario,Harland
Canada. General
patronage.
HEADIN'
FOR
THE
RIO
GRANDE:
Tex
Ritter,
Eleanorin Stewart—
This cowboy
neverwellbe and
a Buckthe
Jones
our situation.
He singswill very
farm
lads
tell
me
he's
quick
on
the
draw.
Business
good.— Harland
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,
Ontario,
Canada. Rankin,
General patronage.
SHADOW STRIKES, THE: Rod La Roque, Lynn
Anders
enough toprogram.
stand alone, but
will
fit in on— Notany strong
double
pleasing
entertainment.
Some offeature
our customers areIt isasking
for
the second
thisPalmer,
"Shadow"
series.
Played
September
22.—
Harryington, IninM.d. General
Temple
Court
Theatre,
Washpatronage.
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT: James Cagney,
Evelynters.Daw—
Here
is
boxhasoffice
spelled in capital letThe picture Anthatopening
everything
cash customers.
scene thatto issatisfy
a wow.the
Aminutes
fight ofthatgenuine
is a fight.
And
above
all
it's
ninety90
entertainment. Running time,
minutes. Court
PlayedTheatre,
SeptemberWashington,
26.— Harry Ind.
M. General
Palmer,
Temple
patronage.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BROADWAY
OF Sophie
1938: Robert
Eleanor
Powell, MELODY
Buddy Ebsen,
Tucker,Taylor,
Judy
Garland
— Top
rank
anywhere,
Buddyball,Ebsen,
George
Murphy,
who
has
plenty
on
the
good
dancer,
passable
singing
voice
and
also
a
lot
of
personality.
Eleanor,pictures,
of course,
good.
Taylor? Appearing
in tooof
many
the public
tiring
him; that
is theandcomment
that seems
I hear, toandbe also
he is
too
perfectbutas he,God'sand gifthim tothey
the did
ladies.
All
the castA.
acclaimed
not
mention.—
E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
General
patronage.
GOOD EARTH, THE: Paul Muni, Luise Rainer—
All
go to Muni
the adapter
of "The
Good
Earth"credit
and must
thethingstars,
and
The
book
was
a sordid
in a lottheof high
the Rainer.
chapters
that
they
left
out,
and
they
carried
spots
of
it,
to
the
betterment
of
the
picture.
It
is
great
in
every
way,
though I hear that it has failed in a lot of the small
towns.
—
A.
E.
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia
City, Ind. General patronage.
MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST: Robert Young,
Florence
— A top
nice half
little ofprogram
good
enough forRice the
a doublepicture,
bill. only
Running
time, 73onier. Iminutes.—
A. J.patronage.
Inks, Crystal Theatre, Lignd. Small town
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PICTURE

ME
series
shouldlonger
be popular.
thing picture
in theiroffavor,
they are
than the Oneaverage
this
type,
and
it
doesn't
take
so
many
shorts
toCogswell,
fill out
your
program.
—
C.
A.
Jordan,
Opera
House,
N this, thepartment,exhibitors'
own
deN.
D.
Small
town
patronage.
the theatremen of the
nation serve one another with
MUSIC: Bobpanned
Burns,thisMartha
Raye—
Iit MOUNTAIN
note several
picture,
information on the box office perpulled
morepicture
thanexhibitors
average
business
for Several
me. Thiscamebutis
the
kind
of
my
audience
wants.
formance of product
for theirof muin a third
it.see.I After
believeall,intheygiving
tual benefit.
It is a service
the
people
what time
theyGivetowantusseetomore
payTheythefor
the
pictures.
with than
this anyteam.picture
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
satisfy.
Personally,
liked it better
I
have
shownOkla.this Small
year.— town
L. R. patronage.
Creason, Palace Theatre,
all communications to —
Eufaula,
What the Picture Did for Me
RUSTLERS'
VALLEY:
William them
Boyd, inGeorge
Hayes—
Hopalong
Cassity
will
here
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
every time.
This
one,as ingood
my aspack
opinion,
have
enough
action
to
be
some
ofdidn't
the other
Hopalongs,
but
had
no
complaint.
My
patrons
were
Rockefeller Center, New York
satisfied, so so am I. Running time, 60 minutes.
Playedatre,September
24-25.—Rural
A. E.andEliasen,
RialtopatronThePaynesville, Minn.
small town
age.
SONG OF THE CITY: Dean Jeffries, Margaret
LADY:of theAnnnewDvorak.
Lindsay—
feature.shotsNatofPendleton
this is NO
a sample
product, John
HeavenTrent—
help
the
show.VerySomegoodexcellent
the oceansteals
and IftheSHE'S
poor
exhibitor,
he'llwereneedtwenty-six
it. Afterpaidtheadmisfirst
fishing boats with a spectacular fire at sea. Running night
I
think
that
there
time,
69
minutes.
Played
Sept.
29-30.—
Gladys
E.
Mcs
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
an
all-time
low,
which
goes
to
show
that
Ardle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan. Small town can't kid this smart movie -going public any more.you—
patronage.
A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Jean Harlow, Robert Ind. General patronage.
Taylor—
Very
good
picture
with
business
better
than
SOULS AT SEA:veryGaryinteresting
Cooper, and
Georgealso Raft—
A
anthis average,
in no small
part tocompleted.
the fact that
educawas the due
last picture
Miss Harlow
She very finetional.picture,
Starts
out
with
a
courtroom
scene
that
worked
in
"Saratoga"
after
this
one
but
did
not
live
the spectators
a state
makes andthemattention
follow
to complete it. Should make money in any spot if put
following
scenesin with
greatthatinterest
properlywel , N. promoted.—
C. A. patronage.
Jordan, Opera House, Cogs- the
D. Small town
and keeps
them
in that
state
tolikethe thisveryfeature
end. and
I didn'tthe
hear
of
one
patron
who
didn't
them thought
one ofattraction
the best itpictures
FAMILY AFFAIR, A: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia majority
they'd everof seen.
As a boxit offce
was a
Parker— This was doubled with "Charlie Chan at the doflop.
We wehadshould
two very
poor
nights Weand followed
in all didn't
what
have
on
this.
Olympics,"
but
for
some
reason
this
drew
below
average for a Sunday and Monday playdate. This picture close to "Captains Courageous" for our own good tooon
did not seem
to help
J. E. Stacker,
this. — Running
time, 92 Rialto
minutes.Theatre,
Played Paynesville,
September
Theatre,
Detroit,
Mich.matters.—
Neighborhood
patronage.Myrtle 26-28.
A. E. Eliasen,
TOPPER: Constance Bennett, Cary Grant, Roland Minn. Ruralicand small town patronage.
Young — Great
in anyplayed
spot.a Big
enough
extended
runs.picture
You never
picture
like forit.
Bearminutes.—
down andW.giveE. itMcPhee,
all you'veStrand
got. Running
time,
97Town,
Theatre,
Old Republ
BIG SHOW,
GenethisAutry.
Burnette—
Maine. General patronage.
While
Ipictures,
did notTHE:
asthangoodSmiley
as some
other
Autry
itconsider
did more
average
business
against
a
street
carnival.
Seemed
to
please
100 per cent. This Autry boy is just aboutalmost
tops
Paramount
among
big money
Creason, Palace
Theatre,theEufaula,
Okla. getters.—
Small L.townR. patronage.
ARTISTS
AND
MODELS:
Jack
Benny,
Ida
Lupino,
Richard The
Arlen,director
Gail Patrick
good
YODELIN'
KID FROM
PINE RIDGE:
Gene
(?) production
comedy.
jumpedis —leftAall hanging
aroundmusical
Autry,
Bronson,
Smiley
this
and
thetheaudience
onwitha best
GeneBettyAutry
picture
inaction
someBurnette—
time.a ItThis
givesisWestthe
the
limb
trying
to
follow
story.
They
did
not
seem
customers
plenty
of
pep,
plus
Wild
totheircaresituations
much, as and
Blue carried
and Canova
made
theVitagraph
most of show, the singing they expect from Gene Autry, also
the
show.
specialties
by
the
Tennessee
Ramblers.
Smiley
Buras a Asbig atimepicture,
vaudeville
and
nette also helps along nicely. Business on this was
itshould
wouldhavehavemade
been thisa wow.
it is just
above
average.
This wasMyrtle
doubled
with Detroit,
"50 RoadsMich.to
so-so.A. Running
time, 97Theatre,
minutes.
PlayedInd.October
Town."—
J. E. patronage.
Stacker,
Theatre,
Neighborhood
3-5.—
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Ligonier,
Small
town patronage.
DOUBLE OR NOTHING: Bing Crosby, Martha RKO Radio
Raye— Swell
picture. time,
Pleased90 minutes.
all. Will— W.stand
tended run. Running
E. Mc-exSHOT, THE: Guyhilarious
Kibbee, fun.
Cora Witherspoon—
patronage.Phee, Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General ItBIGis nonsensical
customers seemed tobutenjoy
it thoroughly.OurCoramid-week
WithEASY
LIVING:
Edward
Arnold,
Jean
Arthur—
erspo n as Guy Kibbee's
wifethatwithis worth
social aspirations
This program
pictureit. could
"scream."
A
picture
a
spot
would
have liked
It hashavestarbeenvaluea special.
and lotsWeof isanya theatre's
program.— Harry M. Palmer, Templeon
comedy.
satisfiedTilbury,
with business.—
PlazaWellTheatre,
Ontario, Harland
Canada. RanGen- Court Theatre, Washington, Ind. General patronage.
eralkin, patronage.
RIDING
ON AIR:
E. Brown,
Ricelittle picture
full ofJoetime,
laughs
and
goodFlorence
story.
Every
HILLS OF OLD WYOMING: William Boyd, George Nice
one pleased.
Running
68Town,
minutes.—
W. EGeneral
McHayes ized— These
Hopalong
Cassidy
series
are
well
patronPhee,
Strand
Theatre,
Old
Maine.
and seem to satisfy. We all thought it very patronage.
good.— tario,
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury,
OnCanada. General patronage.
SUPER picture
SLEUTH:
Oakie,
Ann inSothern-A
fineit
withCan Jack
enough
comedy
itofto themakeweek
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN: William Boyd, mystery
enjoyable
for
all.
be
played
any
day
George
Hayes
—
If
your
patrons
like
Westerns
this
box office.
The bestgirlturnout
by thegoodcomnany
one
will pleaseStrand
O. K.Theatre,
RunningOldtime,
minutes.—Gen-W. for
this nice
season.
That Sothern
has a very
drawE. McPhee,
Town,65 Maine.
ing power.
Running
time, Crystal
70 minutes.
Played
Seperal patronage.
t
e
m
b
e
r
2
9
3
0
.
—
A.
J.
Inks,
Theatre,
Ligonier.
Ind.
Small
town
patronage.
HOPALONG CASSIDY RETURNS: William Boyd,
(Continued
on
following
page)
Evelyn Brandt — If your nsaa\& like westerns, this
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(Continued from preceding page)
SUPER
SLEUTH:that Jack
Oakie, inAnnanySothern—
Here
isway.
a little
please
Good picture
story, lots ofwilllaughs.
Buy it spot,
cheap;allpushthe
itStrand
hard.Theatre,
RunningOldtime,
minutes.—General
W. E.patronage.
McPhee,
Town,65 Maine.
TOAST OF NEW YORK, THE: Edward Arnold,
Cary Grant,
Frances Farmer,
Jack
Oakie—
not
click.
Away-back-when
picture,
has notoDidappeal
for the
modern
generation,
andTheatre,
nothatbusiness
speak
of.—
A.
E.
Hancock,
Columbia
Columbia
City,
Ind. General patronage.
YOU— Anyone
CAN'T BUY hear
LUCK:of Vinton
Haworth, Helen
Mack
only
luck that theeverexhibitor
willthehaveabove
is to star?
not playTheit.
—Ind.A. E.General
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia City,
patronage.

bill tleproved
good drawing
— J. E. Stocker,
MyrTheatre,a Detroit,
Mich. card.Neighborhood
patronage.
LOVE UNDER FIRE: Loretta Young, Don Ameche,
Borrah Minevitch
— Veryscenario;
mediocre.in They
toandit hisnothing.
for Gang
a logical
fact,in
itseemed
is muchhard adoput about
The stolen jewels
wartimecock,isColumbia
thin Theatre,
as dishwater
in
story.
— Ind.
A. E.General
HanColumbia
City,
patronage.
LOVE UNDER FIRE: Loretta Young, Don Ameche
Pleased but grammer.
will Running
not stand 75extended
runs.
a prominutes.General
— W. E.Just
McPhee,
Strand Theatre,
Old time,
Town, Maine.
patronage.
MIDNIGHT TAXI: Brian Donlevy, Frances Drake
—a This
doubled
withThis"Angel's
andto help
was
good was
G-man
picture.
one didHoliday"
make
balanced,
pleasing
program.
—itsJ.share
E. Stocker,
ronage.
Myrtle a Theatre,
Detroit,
Mich.
Neighborhood
patONEDonIN Ameche,
A MILLION:
Sonja Henie,
Adolphe
Menjou,
Ritz will
Brothers
Splendid
office
attraction.
The— M.public
pay — plenty
forboxpictures
like
this
one.
Bailey,
Strand
Theatre,
Dryden,
Ontario, Can. Small town patronage.
THIN ICE:Extends
Sonja Henie,
Power—Makes
Great big
production.
runs inTyrone
any spots.
the
box
officeStrand
sing. Theatre,
Running Oldtime,Town,78 minutes—
W. E.
McPhee,
Maine.
General
patronage.
WINGS OF THE MORNING: Annabella, Henry
Fonda — Good at the B. C. Pleased everybody three
days.
Exhibitors
can't Dryden,
go wrongOntario,
on thisCan.one.Small
— M.
Bailey,
Strand Theatre,
town patronage.

Twentieth Century - Fox
ANGEL'S
Roberta Sunday
Kent—
This
picture HOLIDAY:
drew well Jane
and Withers,
pleased for
and Monday
showing.
It brought
extrapleased
business the second
day, which
usuallysomemeans
patronsnighttelling
others.
Thiswas wasa good
doubledG-manwith picture.
"MidTaxi,"
Fox,
which
This ingone program—
did itsJ.share
help make
a balanced,
E. toStocker,
Myrtle
Theatre,pleasDetroit, Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
SpringRunning
Byington—
JustBIGa BUSINESS:
programmer. Jed
BarelyProuty,
gets by.
time,
60 minutes—
E. McPhee,
Town,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand Theatre, Old
CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS: Warner
Gland, Katherine DeMille — This rates as among the
best ofthanthisplease,
series.butWhere
they reason
like "Chan"drewthisbelow
will
more
forandsome
average for a Sunday
Monday this
playdate. This
was doubled with
"A Family
Affair," which did not
seem
J. E. Stocker,
Detroit,to help
Mich. matters.—
Neighborhood
patronage.Myrtle Theatre,
FIFTY ROADS TO TOWN: Don Ameche, Ann
Sotherning reviews
— Thisonwasthis.betterIt isthana Igood,
expected,
fromromantic
readpeppy,this
comedy
drama.
Ifthatyouwhere
wantedlogicto examine
closely
you
would
find
interfered
with
fun,
let logic goand itsthisway,seemed
but theto customers
camethe
to betheyentertained
give with
full satisfaction to our patrons.
This was doubled
Gene
Autry in "The Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge." This
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United Artists
HELL'S ANGELS:
Harlow,
Ben ofLyon—
This
reissue
us some Jean
money
the first
theIt week
and wouldmaderecommend
it for any
situation.
still
carries
a
box
office
appeal.
—
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada. General patronage.
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR: Marlene Dietrich,
Donat — This
picture
is starkare drama
with somelittle
orRobert
nohowcomedy
relief.
The seem
stars
good,
but
the picture
doesfairlynot
suited
forday,small
town
patronage.
Drew
well
the
first
but
was
a bustcess the
second day. Wefilms.—
haveC. hadA. Jordan,
very littleOperasucwith
London-made
house, Cogswell, N. D. Small town patronage.

EXPRESS
MR MSTESTWAYTOSH.P
"
TE
3 MILES A MINU

Universal
ASlan— Here
GOODis ASan exceptionally
MARRIED: John
Boles, Doris
fine picture
from Noany
angle.
It isisadult
fare andandexcellent
entertainment.
Miss
Nolan
a
newcomer
not
known.
Sheingave
alatergoodpictures.
performance,
however,
and
this
helps
her
Boles in,is they
alwayswill good.
you
can get the cash John
customers
go awayIf well
pleased.—
C.
A.
Jordan,
Operahouse,
Cogswell,
N.
D.
Small town patronage.
FLYING
William
Gargan,
Barret — A niceandHOSTESS:
little program
Drew Judith
an average
business
C. picture.
A.patronage.
Jordan,
Operahouse.
Cogswell,
N. D. pleased.
Small — town
MAGNIFICENT BRUTE, THE: Victor McLaglen,
Binnie Barnes
— A just
class fair,
B picture
that who
is worth
money.
Business
but those
saw the
the
picturewel ,were
— C. A.patronage.
Jordan, Operahouse, CogsN. D. pleased.
Small town
MAN
I MARRY,
Doris
Nolan,picture
Michaelstarring
Whalen
— A better
thanDorisTHE:
average
program
alight,
coming
Nolan.
cast pretty
and star,
the picture
has no Supporting
draw. Business
below
average.—
A. Jordan, Operahouse, Cogswell, N. D.
Small
townC. patronage.

That's how releases speed when
you rush them by
AIR EXPRESS
— 2500 miles overnight. Nation-wide.
Complete day and night
service to theaters in
key cities in the United States
and Canada. Also direct to 32
Latin -American countries, Honolulu and the
Far East. Prompt, receipted pick-up and delivery.
Low cost. For service or schedules, phone any
office of RAILWAY EXPRESS. Ask for AIR
EXPRESS DIVISION.

Warner Brothers
ANOTHER DAWN: Kay Francis, Erro! Flynn— One
ofRunning
these time,
English-desert
things that
can't get by.
73 minutes.
E. McPhee,
Theatre, Old
Town,
Maine. — W.General
patronage.Strand
CALL
IT
A
DAY:
Olivia
de
Havilland,
Ian
—toAcallfew itmore
likeTothisgiveand Olivia
theatrede owners
wouldtheHunter
have
a
day.
Haviland
part
they gave her in this! I hope she is broad minded
enough browstomayforgive
Warners
for
the
part.
Some
highrave
about
this
sort
of
thing
on
the
stage,
but the way this turned out as a movie is another
story. Business
— J. E. Stocker,
Theatre,
Detroit,below
Mich. average.
Neighborhood
patronage.Myrtle
CONFESSION: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Basil
Rathbone
— KayA few
Francis
will and
do well
if shebe will
pick
her
stories.
like this
she will
through.
Ithathavegoesseenfor worse,
but I can't
rememberthumbed
when, their
and
the audience
that almost
noses
they wentCity,
out.—Ind.A. E.General
Hancock,
Columbia
Theatre,as Columbia
patronage.
MELODY FOR TWO: James Melton, Patricia Ellis
— Poor, but
tremely low not
box quite
office poor
receipts.enoughMarieto merit
Wilsonthewalksex-

October
16, 1937
off
with
the
show.
Stars
not
well
enough known
to draw. E.Running
time, Owl60 minutes.
2-3.
—Gladys
McArdle,
Theatre, Played
Lebanon,Oct. Kan.
Small town patronage.
Weldon
DAMAGED LIVES: My policy has always been to
steer
clearthis ofonethishavetype.Saturday
I don't night
like thepreview.
type myself,
but
let
Pulled
the
biggest
preview
crowd infor history
ofsixmymonths.
show.
Now
I
will
take
the
razzing
the
next
Advertising
misleading.
Picture
poor
in
every
way.
Nothing
to
it.
Lay
off
if
you
want
to
keep
the
good
will
ofstandards
your patrons.
This
kind ofNever
pictureagain.—
only lowers
the
of
the
business.
L.
R.
Creason,
Palace
Theatre,
Eufaula,
Okla.
Small
town
patronage.
Short Features
Columbia
LYIN'cartoons
HUNTER,
Krazy
Cartoons—
These
are
the10THE:
tops.
This A.oneJ.KatisInks,
better
than
ever.
time,Ind.
minutes.—
Theatre,Running
Ligonier,
Small town
patronage.Crystal
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
FOOL PROOF:
"CrimeDoesn't
Doesn'tPay"Pay"short.Series—
Anexcellent
Runningother Lebanon,
time, "Crime
twoKan.reels.—
Gladys E. McArdle,Pleased.
Owl
Theatre,
OLYMPICS SKI CHAMPIONS: Pete Smith
Specialty—
This reaction
short hasis that
been itpreviewed
as onemadeof
the
best. Smith
Our
isslowthe and
poorest
byThe Pete
this
season.
Veryscenery
dragging.
background
of
the
mountain
is
very
beaushould haveA. been
in aCrystal
Travel Theatre,
Talk. Running
time, tnier,i10ful, bInd.utminutes.—
J.
Inks,
LigoSmall town patronage.
Paramount
SMART DOGS:
Grantland
Rice Spotlights—
A FOUR
very fascinating
short. Rialto
Play it.
Running
time, 10
minutes.—
A. E.andEliasen,
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn. Rural
small town
patronage.
I NEVER CHANGE MY ALTITUDE: Popeye the
Sailor— asA the
goodkids.
Popeye.
Adultstime,willseven
enjoyminutes.—
this as
much
Running
A.
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn.
RuralE. andEliasen,
small Rialto
town patronage.
AND NIGHT
CLUB:
Popeye
theMORNING,
Sailor—time,
TheNOON
best Popeye
cartoon
ofInks,
the Crystal
season.
Running
A. J.patronage.
Theatre,
Ligonier,eightInd. minutes.—
Small town
IN MANHATTAN:
andNIGHT
dance short.
Had one girl whoHeadliners-A
could reallysongtoe
tap.E.It'sEhasen,
interesting.
Running
time,
10 minutes.—
A.
Rialto
Theatre,
Paynesville,
Minn.
Rural and small town patronage.
Twentieth Century - Fox
MOVIETONE NEWS: Always on top. Real fresh
and satisfying.—
Harland General
Rankin, patronage.
Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
Vitaphone
HOME RUNfeaturing
ON THEBabeKEYS:
Ruth-Novelty
single
Ruth Babe
that
is very good.
RunningreelLebanon,
time, oneKan.reel.—
Gladys
E. McArdle,
Owl
Theatre,
ROMANCE ities—TOFhese two reelROBERT
BURNS: Broadway Brevthe best ofRunany
producerning times shorts.
Willcolorfitpictures
inJ. onInks,anyareCrystal
program.
20
minutes.-A.
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
DEFECTS:
out Rreat,
butSOUND
they dragged
in when
a Rufe
littleit Davis-Started
too muchfinished.
of everything
sotime
people
were
glad
finally
Running
19 minutes.—
nesvil e, Min . A. E. Eliasen, Rialto Theatre, PaySTREAMLINED
GRETAof GREEN: Merrie Melodies—This colored cartoon
taxi is very funny
Running
time, 1Kan.reel.—Small
Gladystownthe
E. McArdle,
tre, Lenbanon,
patronage. Owl TheaSerials
Mascot
WHISPERING
SHADOW,
THE: Bela Lugosi-On
ninth chapter
with
a strong
inthe playing
it. Many
have
told following.
me they Nogo regrets
to see
who the Shadow
is. Plaza
Feel it'sTheatre,
doing usTilbury,
extra business
—Harland
Rankin,
Ontario,
Canada. General patronage.
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Institutional

Would it be going too far to say that with the development
of modern business practice, showmanship and salesmanship are
often synonymous? Hardly, for it is more than an open secret
that most of the best-selling brands of merchandise today get
that way because of the showmanship put behind them. If so,
then
it's a your
cinch able
that,theatreman
if an ace salesman
as aasmart
showman,
is also toisberegarded
accounted
keen
salesman.
That the
manager's
abilityis toto dobe alisted
top job
of selling
theatre
to the
community
among
the mosthis
important of boxoffice activities was pointed out in a talk made
before the annual Fox Midwest theatres convention, in Kansas City, by Ed Haas, district manager.
"People in one town will tell you the manager is showing
great
Mr. Haas.
will
say thepictures,"
manager said
is showing
poor "People
pictures.inAsa similar
a mattertown
of fact,
pictures in both towns are identical. The difference is the
manager.
salesmanin for
his"The
theatresuccessful
and his manager
pictures isbutnothasonlya lota walking
of confidence
the
product he is selling. He misses no opportunity to tell his
friends and patrons that he is personally responsible for bringing to them the finest the world affords in motion pictures.
"The manager and his staff can do a great deal in helping
to make a town movie-conscious by a consistent application of
this sort of salesmanship."
Confidence in a product and consistent selling to instill that
confidence in the buying public are fundamentals of smart
merchandising. And since the modern theatre of today plus
the generally high quality of pictures give the manager the
necessary encouragement to do a steady job of selling his
wares, it is in order here to talk some about selling that confidence every day in the week.
Any discussion of the subject must include the place of institutional advertising in the theatre.
Leaders in other lines, to be sure, spend the biggest part
of their advertising dollars directly to plug high quality of
merchandise. But they also lay emphasis, and with profit, upon
reputation, service, equipment and other institutional slants to
build customer-confidence.

Advertising?

The theatre caters, in general, to the same classes of
patronage. Can it be said, then, that a similar advertising
approach is indicated in the vending of motion picture entertainment?
Some years back, it will be recalled, leading circuits went
in consistently for institutional advertising, stressing every
advantage the theatres offered in addition to the screen and
stage shows. Today, the best part of institutional advertising
is sporadic and occupies itself with plugging seasonal activities,
installation of new equipment, opening of new houses and suchlike.
The quickest reason for the decline of institutional copy is,
of course, the cutting down of advertising during the depression. The higher lineage costs today plus the general restriction
of budgets can be advanced as a more current cause. A:id
another, favored by the dissenters, is that motion picture
entertainment
can never be standardized nor "packaged" as
other merchandise.
Nevertheless, it may be argued, for the admission charged,
the length and quality of the programs, the modern equipment, the atmosphere, the ceaseless attention to customer
comfort and pleasure — the motion picture show is one of today's best buys.
As such,
then,ofitvalue
is pointed
the theatre
has arrived
at a high
standard
to be out,
plugged
as consistently and profitably as that offered by other well-established
merchandising organizations.
Mr. Haas says: "The successful manager is a walking saleshis theatre."
much oradvertising?
how little
of thatman forselling
should be Correct,
employedbutin how
institutional
It is obvious that replies will depend somewhat upon situations
in individual spots and circumstances as apply peculiarly in different communities. However, these do not supply the comThereplete answer.
are other factors to be considered as well which no
doubt will be taken up by interested readers who would like
further discussion on the subject.
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Outstanding display for the engagement of "Emile Zola" at the Warner
Boyd, Philadelphia, was a series of plaques erected in the lobby showing principal roles played by Paul Muni. Exhibit called "The Motion Picture Hall of
Fame" included plaques and bust of star as he appears in the picture. Sculpturing is credited to Giuseppe Donato, local artist, and display was reported to
be one of the most effective used at the theatre.

Honoring the first Massachusetts theatreman
to be awarded a Quigley Plaque, Mayor Mansfield
of Boston presents the Silver for August to Joseph
A. Di Pesa during ceremonies held in the City Hall.
Di
Pesa, publicity
Orpheum
Theatres indirector
Boston, for
won Loew's
on his State
entry and
for
"Stella Dallas." Campaign was detailed in the
Round Table of September 25th.
Smart display in foyer for advance on "One in a
Million" at the King's Theatre (Chalerm Krung) ,
Bangkok, Siam, depicted snow scene built around
cutout of Sonja Henie in one of her numbers. Theatre is one of the Von Haverbzck United Cinemas
circuit with publicity directed by Round T abler Erb
Samphya.

Realistic front at the Texas, San Antonio, Texas,
on "San Quentin" was the work of Assistant Manager Leroy Handley. Prison atmosphere was carried
out in great detail including display of cells and
convicts. Special uniformed policeman was stationed
at mike of a loud speaker in lobby, from where he
plugged tenthe
highlights of the picture to gather attion ofpassersby.
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From the jungles of Java comes this interesting bally
for
on carrying
"Jungle Princess"
at theandRoxy
Magelang.
Nativedateboys
lettered shields
spearsin drew
float
with native girl and stuffed tiger about the city. . . .
Above, right, illustrates gag holdup put on by Manager
A.
P. Fitzpatrick,
for date onis"Come
Get It" inat this
the
Astoria,
London. Campaign
detailedandelsewhere
section.
In conjunction with the advance publicity campaign on
his New Movie Season drive, Manager Les Pollock sponsored interesting lobby display in keeping with Yidetide
as a means of announcing the calibre of the coming attractions atLoew's Rochester, in Rochester. Each picture
was made up as a gift package with star-studded tree and
other Christmas stuff used for background.

shops onin tiein
Kenosha,
Wise,bycarried
big displays
at Tobacco
the Gateway,
arranged
Bill Exton
to buildonup"Topper"
advance
interest in the date. . . . Left, is illustrated Sam Gilman's double-clock
into box-office
of Loew's
inform patrons
exact Regent,
time theyHarrisburg,
will spend Pa.,
inside.timepieces synchronized
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Gag Stunts
Street ballys were numerous and varied
in Wally Caldwell's "Day at the Races"
campaign
put over
Loew'sstopper
Valentine,
Toledo, Ohio.
Firstat street
was
three impersonators of the Marx Freres,
who with back banners and carrying colored balloons cavorted around the busy
street intersections. Another stunt was
trick horse gag with men in front and
hind legs pulling comic lettered peanut
cart on which the impersonators were
seated. At given intervals the horse would
collapse and the boys jumped from the
cart to aid him, distributing feathered
ticklers, Groucho mustaches and heralds.
Newspaper contest was planted for
which tickets were awarded those supplying gag nection
dialogue
balloons
in conwith sceneforstills.
Threerundummies
dressed in Marxian fashion were suspended from poles 15 feet high at theatre
corner, sugar barrels covered with chicken
coop wire, copy on sides reading, "Mad
men, keep
were planted
about
town.
Insideaway,"
the barrels
were tacked
photostheofthree
the "mad
were
stars. men," who of course
Safety Shorts
Featured at the Warner Palace in Jamestown, N. Y., by Walter League for local
prominents
the city's
annual
safety
week drive during
was showing
of two
sponsored
shorts, "We Drivers" and "Laughs and
Flashes,"
boththe stressing
safe driving
tices. Since
latter included
shots ofpracthe
local high school driving class in action,
booking
an opportunity Walter
to obtain civicgave
and League
school endorsements.
put on a special screening and promoted the
Mayor for a proclamation which mentioned
the shorts and theatre. In addition, students
of driving
age wereto urged
Superintendent of Schools
attend bythetheshowing.
Shorts furnished gratis to the theatre
were produced by Jam Handy for Chevrolet.
Producer also
trailers, advertisingaccessories
and furnished
had two company
exploiteers
on the job to assist League on the campaign.
WANTED!
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
New Popcorn Machines . .
These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
They
arecolorimproved
big-capacity
modelsgetwith
lights,
and
motion
that
really
business
for vou. $8.00
All -electric,
full cabinetthe
size.
Capacities:
to $18.00
Low down
payments, easy
terms. per hour.
Write for Catalog!
ADVANCE MFC. CO.
6332 St. Louis Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.

FROM

"THIS
NO BULL"—
IT STILLIS CLICKS
In East
at theSparr,
Voge found
Theatre, Ch'cago
Manager E. W.
the this-is-no-bull . gag still good
enough
for attention
on hiscow"Mountain Music"
date. Bannered
that
confessed to laughing its clothes off
at the picture was aided and abetted
by hill-billy duo who gave off mouthorgan music and sichforth.

Fake Holdup
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Toast, Well Done
What is reported to have been highly
effective was the contest worked out with
the Cleveland News by Ed Miller and
Manny Pearlstein for "Toast of New
York" at the Warner Hippodrome Theatre. All expense trip to New York was
offered to girl submitting best original
toast, second prize was complete fall outfit promoted from local department store ;
and also offered were a number of cash
awards and tickets.
Several radio tieups were made, stores
featuring a "Toast" sundae, cards were
placed in all playgrounds and busses at
the Great Lakes Exposition and display
panels planted in public libraries.

From Paramount's Astoria Theatre,
Old Kent Road, London, England, Manager A. P. Fitzpatrick reports highlights Soap Box Derby
of recent activities there, amongst which
The Helena Independent, which sponwas a fake holdup for "Come and Get
sors the annual soap box derby locally
It." Car was hired and driven around cooperated
with Ted Kirkmeyer, Rio
streets with captions such as "I'm carry- Theatre, Helena, Mont., permitting speing
£1,000,
come
and
get
it
at,
etc.,
etc."
cial
license
plates
on front and back of
Holdup was staged and photographers
rushed along to get in first with the news each car reading "New Faces of 1937."
that someone had taken advantage of the Day following the Derby, all contestants
guests of the Rio to see the picture.
invitation and was helping themselves to were
the bags of money. Decorating the front In addition to the stickers being used as
they were planted on automobiles,
of the theatre were large beer casks bear- plates,
buildings and windows. The plates were
the words
"Come and
it— freein printed by the newspaper at no cost to
beer inghere
tomorrow.
(Seegetphoto
Ted, advertising manager also promoting
Round Table picture section.)
special pink page for the Derby in the
For
"The
Big
Broadcast"
Fitzpatrick
tied up with the Philco Radio Company, Saturday issue which carried prominent
whose officials planted display in lobby mention of "New Faces" and playdates.
and offered set to first person correctly
giving the names of star artists appearing in the tribpicture.
blankswaswere
dis- Six Months
uted on which Entry
the cast
printed
Six months before opening of the new
in jumbled lettering. Winner was introduced from stage and presented with set Hoyt's Padua Theatre, Melbourne, Ausby popular dance band leader who also
tralia, publicist P. Anderson launched
plugged the picture.
his newspaper campaign, running archiOn "Champagne Waltz" Fitzpatrick
tectural drawings and constructional deplanted
limerick
through
tails as the building progressed. Much
tion of local
winecontest
merchant
who cooperaoffered
was given to the new feacases of his product as main prizes, run- prominence
tures of the revolving stage and "floating
ners
up
received
monthly
pass
to
the
thescreen."
For
opening merchants took coatre.
op page, cost of which was paid by the
advertisers and souvenirs were distributed to patrons.
Two Ballys
"Convicts" with wrists handcuffed preceded bannered guard in street bally used
by John F. Pival, Kramer Theatre, Detroit, Mich., as exploitation on his reissue date for "Big House." Men worked
business center during entire engagement of the picture. Second street bally
consisted of bannered float on which
were
rifles. durnmy convicts and guards with

Insurance
Circularizing all insurance company
offices and branches in Toronto, L. Hansher, Radio
Cityletters
Theatre,
"Small
Town
Boy" sent
brieflyforoutlining
the insurance angle of the picture and
signing off with "and may I say that our
policy of real entertainment pays big dividends. Get yours by seeing," etc., etc.
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School Season

Working on the idea suggested by Ronnie
Perkins, Interstate Circuit short subjects
booker, campaign for a "Back-to-School
Jamboree"
completed
Louie
Charninsky hasat just
the been
Capitol
Theatre,by Dallas
with the aid of his assistant, Francis Barr,
and publicist M. O. Wright. Featured were
contests, prizes and giveaways and outside
activities, the occasion also utilized to inaugurate the local high school football season.
Contest was in form of an essay tiein
with the local Dispatch with students between the ages of seven and 17 invited to
write and
on "Why
want winners
to go backwereto awarded
school."
First
second I place
unusual distinction of acting as manager and
assistant at the theatre for one day. Charninsky reports the two winners selected
from over 500 contestants.
Platform with two thrones built in the
lobby
to seatthethe other
"managers
and among
lobby for
slantsthewasday"a
broadcast which introduced the winners,
captains, coaches and pep squad leaders out
of the various schools represented at the
matinee. Immediately after the show a football parade was formed starting in front of
the theatre and all those attending the special show taking part.
Advertising in newspapers, lobby and
trailers emphasized Jamboree, and generous
publicity was obtained on the show stressing the contest angle with photos of the
winners. Sport pages carried pictures and
stories of the football squad and there was
also mention of the lobby broadcast in the
radio column.
Prizes included school supplies, wearing
apparel, pencils, and ice cream in addition
to autographed footballs. And added shorts
on the program were in keeping with the
occasion.
In California, Also
Similar idea to inaugurate the new school
season was also put on by various Fox
West Coast theatremen, outstanding being
the cooperation obtained by Manager Roy
Hunt, of the Fox Riverside and Les Solberg, both in Riverside, California. Special
matinees sponsored by leading merchants
were tied in with what was termed a "Backto-School
Merchandising
Three morning
shows Event."
were put on, at
8:30 and 11, at the Golden State and at
9:30 at the Riverside. The houses were
bought out for the occasion by the cooperating merchants, tickets distributed by individual stores, one to each youngster when
applying in person. All performances were
reported to have played to complete capacity
with further impetus given the celebration
by local paper which donated a full page ad
with story and art work.
And at York, Pa.
Advertised as their annual "back to
school"rented
free kidtheatre
matinee,
store
fromleading
Sydneydepartment
Poppay,
Rialto to put on their show. Plugged by
the store two weeks in advance, any child

Bell

and

Plaques

O'Connell
for

Voted

September

The month of September is distinguished for being the first in the Quigley Awards
when both Plaques were voted to entries on the same picture — "Stella Dallas." To
Ray Bell, publicist, Loew's Capital, Washington, D. C, goes the Silver; to Ray
O'Connell, were
manager,
Capitol,
Lancaster, Pa., the Bronze. Three Firsts and 21
Honorables
awarded,
as follows:
First Mentions
V. G. Geisel, Manager, Orpheum,
Green Bay, Wis., "Pigskin ChamE. Wm. Sparr, Manager, Voge, East
Chicago, Ind., "Devil Is Driving."
Leo pions."
Young, Manager, Strand, Portland, Me., "Lost Horizon."
Honorable Mentions

Milt Harris, Publicist, Loew's State
Cleveland, Ohio, "Stella Dallas."
Walter Henshel, Manager, Palac?
Dallas, Tex., "Stella Dallas."
Gus Lampe, City Mgr., Schine's
Syracuse, N. Y., "Vogues."
Guy Martin, Manager, Colfax, South
Bend, Ind., "100 Men and a Girl."
Ed Miller, Manager, Manny Pearlstein, Publicist, Warner's Hipp,
Cleveland, Ohio, "That Certain
Frank Murphy, Manager, Loew's,
Woman." Del., "Vogues."
Wilmington,
Ed Pentecost, Manager, Loew's
Grand, Atlanta, Ga., "Stella

H. C. Bishop, Manager, Capitol, Winnipeg, Can., "Good Earth."
Matt
Russ Bovim, Manager, Loew's Ohio,
Saunders, Manager, Loew's
Poli.
Columbus, O., "Stella Dallas."
Dall
Dallas."Bridgeport, Conn., "Stella
H. Brown, Manager, Loew's Century,
Jack Simons, Manager, Loew's Poli,
Brooklyn, N. Y., "Courageous."
Hartford, Conn., "Dead End."
J. J. Collins, Manager, Embassy,
Charles Schlaifer, Publicist, United
Sydney, Aust., "Lost Horizon."
Artists, San Francisco, Cal., "Stella
Al G. Cox, Manager, Capitol, WilkesBarre, Pa., "Stella Dallas."
Frank Shaffer, Manager, Virginia,
Irving Dashkin, Manager, Savoy,
Harrisonburg, Va., "Artists and
Jamaica, L. I., "Won't Forget."
Dallas."
Leonard
S. Sowar, City Mgr., Rivoli,
Bob Fulton, Manager, Paramount,
Waterloo, la., "Topper."
Muncie,
Models." Ind., "Big City."
E. E. Whitaker, City Mgr., Fox,
Charles H. Gibson, Manager, Gibson, Greenville, Mich., "Borneo."
Atlanta, Ga., "Toast of N. Y."
The October deadline set for November 9th leaves just three months in the 1937
Quigley Awards. Preparations are now going forward for the Grand Awards fudging
and the presentation of the Silver and Bronze Grand Awards in Hollywood.
accompanied by an adult was admitted free,
and it was not necessary to purchase anything in the store. Stories were run in paper
and Fire Chief L. Ellis Wagner and policemen were present to look after the safety
of the kids. Sydney reports renting the
house from 9:30 to 11:30 at a time when
they were ordinarily closed and that they
were packed to capacity with Fire Chief
permitting standees.

Every
Filmack
Trailer

»

SEND
US
SFND TRAILER
IIS YOUR
YOII
NEXT
ORDER

FILMACK
TRAILER CO.
B« 5, WABASH - CHIC ADO.
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Showmanship
Head of Over 200 British Theatres Gives Views on Circuit Management
plied very informative data about the tastes
by BRUCE ALLAN
OCTOBER DEADLINE
in Londoh
of "Yes,
your varying
?"
and mostpublics
surprisingly,
it has proIS NOVEMBER NINTH
vided singularly definite proof that the pub"The theatre manager who doesn't get
Entrants
in
the
Quigley
October
lic
doesn't
vary
in
one
district
as
into a groove
A manis strong
with another nearly as much as is compared
generally
Awards will take notice that the
enough
to keepdoesn't
out ofexist.
a groove
clever
deadline for the month is midnight
enough to be running his own theatre, or
of Tuesday, November ninth. Camalternatively, if he isn't, he is in a good job
"I treshave
all our
believed."
at the circuit head office."
over theherelastthesixtakings
months.in The
mosttheaunfor atconsideraThus summarily did Freddie Bernhard,
tionpaignsmustto bebe eligible
received
Award
expected
thing
they
prove
is
that
the permanaging director of Union Cinemas, Ltd.,
centage
success
of
any
film,
throughout
Headquarters
no
later
than
that
time.
one of the three major British circuits, disthe circuit is uniform. That is to say a
pose of the vexed question of managerial
film which is an 80 per cent success in the
responsibility.
He
just
doesn't
believe
in
it,
"For example?"
university town of Oxford is also an 80 per
in the wider sense. And he speaks from the
"For example,
I haveas frequently
been cent success in the industrial town of Barexperience of conducting a self-created chain criticized
for changing,
late as Friday,
of theatres 228 strong, with 30 in the course a film announced
row, and that is true irrespective of the
for the following Monday.
of construction and plans approved for 52 That simply horrifies
subject.ticed isAnother
curious
I have nothe dyed-in-the-wool
more. The chain has pioneered in the use circuit man, and the supervisor
this: in one
of thing
our theatres
we
of
regular
of variety and in other ways.
habits. It jolts them out of their grooves. frequently give a pre-run to a picture from
"Personal management is an excellent But it's just because it's out of the groove one of the neighboring studios. The show
thing; individual management is quite an- I do it. I don't mean I stunt a change of is not announced, but the news gets about.
he expanded.
one onis program, but if one seems necessary, I make Now, sometimes the theatre is packed and
based other
on thing,"
ownership,
the other "The
depends
it, and in fact welcome it. Isn't it a fact sometimes it is half empty. Invariably, the
a professional enthusiasm which, in my ex- that one of the prime elements of showman- film that packs the pre-view plays profitperience, lasts for three months. After
ably on the circuit, and just as inevitably
Aims shiptois surprise?"
Defeat Routine
that, the groove."
the
other
"And the answer is supervision?"
"What in fact have been the business
"Which flops."
suggests that marquee values are
"The
answer
certainly
isn't
supervisors.
results
of
such
a
change?"
All that can be said against the individual
of theextent,
biggestthough
of box-office
factors ?"
"The first result has been to make the still"Toone some
that explanation
manager can be said about the supervisor. theatre,
and the theatre's new film, news. does not cover all cases. It suggests to me
His
groove
is
longer,
but
it's
deeper
also.
the manager makes his an- that certain films have a universal curiosity
He is proud and prominent at all the suc- As soon as nouncement,
people talk about it, pass it on. appeal, and that others have not and that
cessful shows, giving his valuable aid to a There are two objections.
patrons if we could have a scientific analysis of the
manager already quite willing to boost a may not hear of the change. Some
Some may be two classes, and of their titles, we might
disappointed
by
it.
I
admit
both
objections,
super-film
which
doesn't
need
it.
Every
Fridata valuable both to producers and to
day, somehow, he is an easy jump from but in practice I find the news goes round get
exhibitors. Incidentally, I have just recently
London, home and beauty. No, if a man is the
town
like
lightning.
In
figures,
I
find
found
that an indefinitely identified factor,
good enough to be what a supervisor ought a changed program inevitably has meant an but which
I believe to be the influence of
to be he is good enough for me in London. unusually good opening day. Remember, the fan paper criticism
and publicity, has slightly
change
is
always
made
for
good
program
"Then
you
concentrate
all
the
brains
of
affected
the
uniformity of the theatre peryour organization in London. Your system reasons. My point is that they are also
centage
returns
on
certain pictures. I am
is one of super-centralization?"
good uleshowmanship
reasons.So Awould
sched-a
would
defeat
them.
"I
don't,
and
it
isn't.
The
brains
in
the
trying
to
trace
it
down."
"Such
an
investigation
as you suggest
circuit tend to concentrate themselves in system of individual responsible manwould have to be applied to the film outagement.
Of
course,
minor
points
must
London.
If
I
didn't
make
the
exceptional
men head office executives they would leave be left to managers, but less than six conto be Boxoffice
conclusive?"
Ideas
me, or buy theatres of their own. They
structive ideas come from managers in a Tries put,All
wouldn't leave their brains at my disposal year. When you ask them a question they
"Of
course,
but
we
fortunatein
in
and often very helpful an- position of controlling areall inthethetheatres
thema tomanager's
London. job.
DoingSoso,I I have
avoid tothebring
real give intelligible
swers, but you have to ask them the ques- certain towns, with the result that we play
evil of centralization, which is that it may
tion. The brains of Union are in London,
create a rigid system, to be worked by sec- to ask the questions and apply the answers." practically every film produced and are in
a position to make due allowances for outond-class brains."
"Thatgenceimplies
a highly
developedat intelliside influences on the particular week when
"You avoid that?"
and statistical
department
Head we are
endeavoring to make an analysis.
This monopoly in various towns enables us
"My
one
aim
is
to
avoid
it.
Of
all
the
businesses in the world theatre manageto
try
out
every audience attraction device
and itfacts
provides
a tremendous
ment isthe one most damaged by rigid Office?"
lot"Itof does;
important
and figures.
It has in this country. We are in a position to
test
exactly
its particular drawing power.
rules. The best system of circuit manage- taught me that the first rule of this business
ment isto have as little of the schedule as is to defeat routine; the sort of routine The average exhibitor who owns one theatre
is never quite sure to what
possible. Therefore I have built a head which fills the same space in the same here andhisthere,
additional bookings have been
office organization, almost exclusively from newspapers with substantially the same ad- extent
affected
by
strong
programs in opposition.
managers, and that organization is flexible
vertising copy every week. Fifty per cent
having outside
the figures
available
enough to deal with our problems, not as of theatre advertising and publicity is the"Bytheatres,
influences
can forauto-all
a problem of schedules and time-tables, valueless because it has no news value, no
matical y bechecked by percentage, decrease
but as one of showmanship, of the boxor increase, in any given theatre with a
surprise
value."it has presumably also sup- film of know drawing power."
office."
"Positively,
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RALPH BOOTH
has been
transferred
cock,
Wellsville,
to thefromNewWarner's
Family Baband
Lafayette
Theatres,
Batavia,
N.
Y. Other
shifts include WALLACE FOLKINS
from
the Strand, Elmira, promoted to manage the
Diana, Medina, N. Y., with ALLEN B.
NEWHALL, former manager of the Diana,
going to the Majestic in Hornell. RAYMOND C. FAHRENHOLZ fills the assistant town,
manager's
position atKAMAS,
the Palace,doorman
Jamesand WILLIAM
promoted to assistant at the Keeney, Elmira. DEAN EMLEY, doorman, Palace,
Jamestown, promoted to assistant at the
Majestic, Hornell.
V
CECIL LYNCH
is managing the Gem, Colorado and Tivoli
Theatres, Denver.
V
HARRY ROSE
of Schine's
Oneonta,
N. Y., isembracing
the new district manager
of territory
the
State and Temple, Cortland, N. Y. ; Palace
and Oneonta, Oneonta; Colonial, Norwich,
N. Y., and the State, Hamilton, N. Y.
V
PAT McSWAIN
formerly manager of the Criterion Theatre,
Spartanburg, S. C, has joined the commerthere. cial department of Radio Station WSPA
V
WILLIAM YAEKLE
manager of the Gordon Theatre, Middletown, Ohio, has been named city manager
for Southio, Danville, Ky., in charge of the
Kentucky and State. JAMES STEMPER
has been moved from the Sorg to the Gordon to replace Yaekle. He has also been
given charge of the Strand.
V
TOM WARD
assistant at the Ogden, Denver, Colo., has
been promoted to manager of the Hiawatha
following the resignation of WILLIAM
HUGHES and ROBERT DANE of the
Ogden staff succeeds Ward.
V
JOSEPH SCHLEE
has been made manager and JAMES AIRY
assistant at the Northway Theatre, Baltimore; WILLIAM LIEBIG has gone from
the Fulton
the Gwynn;
DERS fromtodoorman
at the GEORGE
AmbassadorEL-to
assistant at the Fulton and DEAN THURMAN from assistant at the Paterson to
manager of the Gwynn.
V
FRANK M. MURPHY
of Loew's Orpheum, Boston, is the new manager of Loew's
Parkway,DRISSEL,
Wilmington,
succeeding
ROSCOE
who Del.,
has
been transferred to Loew's State, Norfolk.
V
HAROLD FRIEDMAN
has
been namedPa., manager
of Warner's
Ritz,
Pittsburgh,
succeeding
CRESSON
SMITH, JR., resigned.

ARCHIE McARTHUR
manager of the Liberty Theatre, Toppenish,
Wash., has been placed in charge of the
Wigwam Theatre there.
V
DAVID BROTMAN
former manager of the New Home and
Avalon Theatres, Chicago, is chief physician
at the La Salle Hotel there.
V
H. K. ALLEN
has been named manager of the New and
Old Victory
ceeding DALETheatres,
KLINE, Denver,
resigned.Colo., sucV
ARTHUR OFE
has been promoted from chief of service at
the Omaha, Omaha, Neb., to assistant of
the Sioux City Capitol.
V
WADE MORTON
has joined the Wilder Circuit, Norfolk, Va
as promotion manager.
V
CHARLES WHITAKER
former assistant at the Olympia, Miami, Fla.,
WALDO IVES
has taken over the new Wigwam Theatre, has been made assistant to Jonas Perlberg,
director of publicity for Paramount EnterToppenish, Wash.
V
prises there.
V
SPENCER V. BALSER
PEARCE PARKHURST
manager
of
Basil's
Broadway,
Buffalo,
has
taken
at the New Star, Dover-Foxcroft,
there. over management of their new Roxy formerly
Maine, has been promoted to manage the
V
Brandon Theatre, Brandon, Vermont.
V
LEONARD GREENBERGER
will
manage the new Moreland Theatre, FRANK TEMPLIN
Cleveland.
V
has
ville,reopened
Ind. the Princess Theatre. KendallCHARLES SIMPSON
former assistant at the Colonial, Akron,
V
Ohio, has been transferred in the same MONTE HANCE
capacity to the Bexley with DWIGHT has resigned as manager of the Saenger TheKIRK replacing him in Akron.
atre, Pensacola, Fla.
V
JOHN
M. BALL
is assistant
manager of the Monarch Penn
APPLICATION FOR
Theatre, Newcastle, Penna.
MEMBERSHIP
V
JERRY
SAGER
former usher at the Kings, is now assistant
MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB
at the Warwick, Brooklyn, N. Y.
V
Rockefeller Center, N. Y.
MARTIN WALDMAN
Name
replaces ROBERT ROSEN as manager of
(PRINT)
Loew's
Brooklyn,assistant
N. Y.,at and
GEORGECanal,
DANIELS,
the
State, New York, has been promoted to
Position
manager at the Dyckman.
Theatre
V
BOB SUITS
\ddrett
manager
atto Reading
for Loew's,
hasofbeen
promoted
cityhouses.
manager
in charge
the
two Evansville
GEORGE
PETERS,
City
assistant
at
the
Capitol,
Wash.,
has
been
%Ute
promoted to manager at Reading.
V
Circuit
HORACE JONES
Absolutely No Dues or Fees!
has been named manager of the Aftoj, Craddock, Va.
ADS ON NEXT PAGE
AND THEIR AUTHORS
Two-column "Hoosier Schoolboy,"
Stanley Robbins, Fox Egyptian, Ogden, Utah; two-column birthday ad,
Ray Bell, Loew's Capitol, Washington, D. C; two-column "Broadway
Melody,"land, John
McManus,
MidKansas City,
Mo.; Loew's
one -column
Screen Reporter, "Easy Living," Fox
Mid-West Palace, Wichita, Kan.; twocolumn Paramount Week, Albert Livermore, Cameo Theatre, Sydney, Australia; two -column
"KayMinneapolis,
Francis,"
Frank Steffy,
Century,
Minn.; jour-column tiein, Grand Island, Neb., Tri-States houses, by Ted
Emerson, zone ad head — Lou Kosal,
artist; six-column original "Life Begins in College,"
Theatre,
Springfield,Kroger
Ohio. Babb, State
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ADS

MY. . .
WHAT A BIRTHDAY PARTY!
.Hondrcdl
. . That'sha.ewhattoldwe ushearIh
stage and screen show is o ER ENJOYED!
GIST, FINEST the,'™ EV ne of the BIG-

ITODAY |

L O E W ' S C A P I T O L iVOW
IStarts FRIDAY ! I "HaT"
IT'S A PULL YEAR AHEAD!
ing
brigh
1000 ! Yum-200 Yumdancgirls!
honeys!t stars
Swinq
Qoes OTD
The lrE
/Tlujic!'
Qoes^
tig
CThe 0lj
Curlainl
Gel g^«
SetUpFor2TH
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER's
BROADWAY
MELODY-Js
love Story—
* Glorifying
ELEANOR Their
POWELL
* \*
Robert TAYLOR
SEE El~»o' D° Th, "Sr™. G.I. S.ru,
"TIN CAN TAP-A-ROO
SOPHIE
TUCKER
' JUDY GARLAND
"EVERYBODY
GoAndSinJsTh.
Tap-Happy
I Here's
The GrandRou.ln4
Novelty
"DEARS^bot^d!!??
MR. SING"
GABLE"'«'
BUDDYEBSEN^SS
SONC HIT OF THE YEAR!
TM FEELLV LIKE A AflLLIOIV"
<BIeVNIe UnRNEs
" "rSbert ^lBWack
CHA^RLES^IGOIljGORIN
wjllTe^how^
S^MCIT
r a ym oING
w dwaSTEEPLE
l buCHASE!
rn
A Glittering FunFINAL!
-Musical <—
Show
Has★ Its GalawithBroadway* PremiereLBe
the *WWt
"I'lRST MIGHTERS.'"
TONY MARTIN

10 AN DAVIS

Gloria STUART

you:

2
2
October
16,
2
8
/
/
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THE
RELEASE
CHART
7
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later than the date of this issue are listed under "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the companies.
Asterisk indicates running time as made known by West Coast studio before announcement by home office in New York. Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General. Numerals following audience classification are produtcion numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
Title
Running Time
ADVANCE
Star
Rel. Date Minut67. Apr. 3/37
Running Time
in Exile (G) George Bancroft- Evelyn Venable. . Mar.
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Racketeers
Rangers
In, The Bob
Bob Allen-Louise
Allen-Eleanor Small
Stewart Aug.
.Margaret Morris-Bill
Reckless Step
Ranger
May
Coming Edwards. . .Sept. I5.'37t
Rio Grande Ranger Bob Allen-Iris Meredith Dec.
(See
"In
the
Cuting
Room,"
Nov.
7/36.)
Dawn t» Dusk.
.Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. . Nov. l/37t
Roaring Timber (G) Jack Holt-Grace Bradley July 4/37.
Speed(Seeto "Racing
Spare
Wilson-Chas.
Luck,"
"In theDorothy
Cutting
Room," Feb.Qulgley...
13/37.) May
25/37 76. Feb.
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
Thunder
in
the
City
(G)
Edw.
G.
Robinson-Luli
Deste
Charles
Starrett- Clarke
Peggy Stratford. . Apr.
Mar. 5/37 55 13/37
Tltla
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Trapped
Trouble
in
Morocco
(G)
Jack
Holt-Mae
Mar.
Two Fisted Sheriff Chas. Starrett -Barbara Weeks. ..June 15/37
AnythingDiamond,
for a Thrill
FrankleRichmond-Frank.
Darro-Kane Richmond.
.June 15/37
15. '37
7/3762 59
56
Devil
The Kane
e Darro. . .Jan.
Two
Peggy Stratford-.
r. 26/
VenusGunMakesLaw
Trouble Chas.
James StarrettDunn-Patricia
Ellis . .Apr.
May 14/37 . Ma58
Fighting Texan, Tha Kermlt Maynard- Elaine Shepard. .June 22. '37
37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
3/37.)
Galloping
Dynamite
Kermlt
Maynard-Ariane
Allen
Dee.
30.'36
Headline Crasher Frankie Darro-Kane Riehmond. . Dee. 25/36
Westbound
Mail
Chas.
StarrettRosalind
Keith...
.Jan.
22/37
54
27/37....
104.
Feb.
20/S7
Sing
While
Yeu're
Able
Pinky
Tomlin
Mar.
20/37
66
When
You're
in
Love
(G)
Grace
Meore-Cary
Grant
Feb.
Thanks for Listening Pinky Tomlin
July 12/37
Woman in Distress (G) May Robson-lrene Hervey Jan. 17/37 68. Feb. I3/S7
Tough te Handle Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond. .Mar. 24/37
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.(G)27/37, Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia
Bruce..
Jan.
Valley of Terror Kermlt Maynard- Harlene Wood.. Jan. 20/37
p.
81.)
Coming
Whistling
Kertnit Tomlin-Toby
Maynard- Harlene
Wood.. May
3/37
72. Ma
With Love Bullets
and Kisses Pinky
Wing
Deo. 20/36
r. 20
Absent
Without
Leave
Dolly
Haas
/37
Coming
All
American
Sweetheart
Scott
Colton-Patricia
Farr
Fighting Cadet
Frankie Darro
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
18/37.)
Roaring Six Guns Hermit Maynard-Mary Hayes
American Legion, The Don Terry-Mary Russell
Rough Riding Rhythm
Kermit Tomlin-Paula
Maynard-BerylStone
Wallace
Awful Truth,
The (G) Chas.
Irene Dunne-Cary
Oct. 21 ,'37t. ..*89.0ct
Swing,
Swing Pinky
Carnival
Lady
Quigley-RitaGrant
Hayworth
Young Brother,
Dynamite
Frankie Darro
Forgotten Women
Wyn Cahoon-Scott Colton
Hollywood Round-up Buck Jones
..Nov. 8/37t..
I'll (See
Take "InRomance
CELEBRITY
the Cutting Room,"GraceJuly Moore-M.
24/37.) Douglas Nov. Il,'37t
Star Coming
Murder(Seein"InGreenwich
Village.Room."
. Fay Oct.Wray-Richard
the Cutting
9/37.) Arlen Oct. I6,'37t
Foresta-Riscoe and Wayne...
Night Before, The Mary Astor-Richard Arlen
Schneider- Riscoe and Wayne.
Old
Wyoming
Trail. The Chas.
Starrett- Barbara Wells
Weeks... Nov.
Nov. I6,'37t
Paid Married
to Dance
Don Terry-Jacqueline
4,'37t
She
an
Artist
John
Boles-Lull
Deste
Nov.
25/37t..
CHEST
ERFIE
LD
RunninoTime
(Sec
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Oct.
9/37.)
Title
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Start Cheering Jimmy Durante-Joan Perry Nov. 30,'37t
Red Lights Ahead.
.Andystar
Clyde-Lucille Gleason ..Dee.
29/36
Follies of 1938,"
the CuttingGibson
Room," Oct.Oct.9/37.)27/37t. . . .65. . . .
Trapped(See by"College
G-Men
Jack "InHolt-Wynno
COLUMBIA
There's Always a Woman Loretta Young-Randolph Scott
Running
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date 37.)Minutes Reviewed
•Counsel
Come Closer,
Folks Otto
James Kruger-Jacquellne
Dunn-Marian Marsh...
CRESCENT Running Time
for Crime
Wells. .Sept. 14, 37t....62
Star
Rel. Date Minute* Reviewed
(See "TheLadyMan(G)
Behind the Ralph
Law," Bellamy-Joan
"In the Cutting
Room, Dee. 31, '36 60.56
Jan. 23/37 BattleTitle
of Greed (G) Tom Keene-Gwynna Shipman Jan. 18/37 65. Jan. 9/37
Counterfeit
Perry
Cowboy(See Star,
The
Charles
Starrett-lris
Shunn.
.
.
.
.
Nov.
20,
Drums
of
Destiny
(G)
Tom
Keene-Edna
Lawrence
60. June 19/37
Law Commands, The Tom Keene-Lorralno Hayes June
May 12/37
12/37 * 60
"In the Cutting Room/' Oct. 10/36.)
Old
Louisiana
(G)
Tom
Keene-Rita
Canslno
Mar.
1/37
64.
Mar. 29/87
Criminals of the Air Rosalind Kelth-Chas. Qulgley. . . . Apr. 30/37. .61.
Raw Timber
Tom Keene-Peggy Keys July 8/37 63
(So* "Honeymoon
"InDon theTerry-Rosalind
Cutting Room,"Keith
Mar. 27/37.)
.59
•Dangerow
Adventure,The APilot,"
Aug.
1/37. .68.
July 24/37 Under Strange Flags Tom Keene-Luana Walton Apr. 12/37 64
Devil(Exploitation:
Is Driving,
(G)
....
Richard
Dlx-Joan
Perry
Juno
25/37.
Aug. 21/37, p. 78; Sept, 11/37, p. 84.)
DANUBIA
Devil's
Del Rio-Richard
Dlx....Jan.
Fight to Playground
the Finish, (A)
A Dolores
Don Terry-Rosalind
Keith
June 24/
30. 37 59
Running Time
(Hungarian
Dialogue)
Title
Star
(See
"Taxi
War,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.)
Rel. Date6/37t....78
Minutes Reviewed
Blame It on Love
Find
the
Witness
(G)
Rosalind
Kelth-Chas.
Qulgley.
..Jan.
8,'
.Sept.
.
Szeleczky-Basthy
Pertzel
Blue
Romance.. .. Zita
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May I,'
Jan.
20/37
85
DreamsDanube
of Love
Frank
Taray
(See
"Right
Guy,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.)
37t....56
.Jan.
3/37
103
(English titles)
Game That Kills, The Chas. Quigley-Rlta Hayworth. . . .Sept. 21, 37 60
Friendly Expression
Girls
Can toPlay
Chas. Qulgley- Jacqueline Wells.. June 21.
. Dec.
I Promise
Pay (G)
Hungarian
..Nov.
(Exploitation:
Apr. 3/37, p.Leo64.)Carrillo-Chester Marrls Apr. 21,
(English Village
titles) .....
I
Married
for
Love
.Kabos-Radal
Sept. I5,'37t.
Can't LastinForever
(G).... Betty Furness-Ralph
Bellamy. .. .July 15/ 37t.
ItIt Happened
Man ofa Week
Geld
.Maria
Egrl-F. Kiss
Apr.
(See "Once Hollywood
a Hero, In Richard
the CuttingDix-Fay
Room,"Wray
Apr. 17/37.) Sept. 7, '37t....80.Aug. 7/37 Once
12/37..
.
Kabos-Perczel
Sept. IO/37t.
"37 57
Ifs
(G) Bob
FrancisAllen-Lederer-M.
Carroll Sept.
Salary
$200InMonthly....
Dee.
ScotchmanMary
Hungary.. .Javor-Felop
Law Allof theYoursRanger
Elaine Shepard
Feb. 26I 37 65. July 24/37 Sister
.Radey-Oresl
Apr.
1
2, '37...
31/36..
LeagueGotof Married
Frightened(G)
Men (G). Walter
Connolly-IreneLupino..
Hervey. . . May 25
.Szorenyl-Sved
Ralph Bellamy-Ida
Sons of the Steppes
. Kiss-Komear Dee. 26/36..
28/37.
37f...*58.0ct. 27/37
9/37 Storm
Mar. 25.' '37t...ll8.Feb.
on
the
Pusta
Life Begins with Love (G)...Jean Parker-D. Montgomery Oct.
Three Spinsters
Lost(Exploitation:
Horizon (A) p.Ronald
Colman-Jane Wyatt Sepl 2; July 31/37, p. 80; Tomi
. Pecsi-Adam
Emile Markus-Rajnay.
5/37..
.Sept. Il/37t.
1/36..
100.) 75; Mar. 6/37. p. 89; May 22/37,
Aug. 28/37. pp.Sept.96,5/36,
Vickl (Country Ball)... .. Javor-Rose
Barsony ...
Coming
.Sept. 25/37t.
More
Than
a
Secretary
(G)...Jean
Arthur-George
Brent
Dec.
Motor Madness
Rosalind Kelth-Allen Brook Apr.
My Daughter
Is Different.
Mad," "In the Cutting Room," Feb. 20/37.)
.Oet. 20/37t.
20/37t.
Tempest
in a Charda
-Ona (See
Man "Speed
Justice
Chas. Starrett- Barbara Weeks. . .July 1/37 59
.Oct.
Texas Mammy
Outlaws Racket
of the (6)
Orient Paul
Jack Holt-Mae
Clarke
.".Atrg.
.Oct.
25/37t.
62.
Apr.
10/37
Yellow
Roses
-Parole
Oct.
30/37f.
Kelly-Rosalind
Keith Mar,
37

37

65F.eb2.7/

69M. a2y9/37

6
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(See also
Warner Brothers)Ret. Date Running
Star
MinutesTimeReviewed
7Title
Bwk
266. .Jean Blondell-Pat O'Brien Sept. 25,'37t. . . .82. Aug. 7,'37
Cm*
afli theCirculation
Stuttering(A)Bishop.
The. 171
Donald Woods-Ann Dvarak Juno 5/37 70
Cherokee 8trl» 176 Dlok Foran-Jane Bryan May I5.'37 55
Confession
(A) 118
Dance, Charlie,
Dana (9) Kay Franols-lan Huatar Aug. 28,'37. . ..*85.July 24/37
IM
Stuart Erwln-Jaan Mulr Aug. 14/37 64. May 1/37
Draogerman Coaraia (8) 168.. Joan Mulr-Barton MacLane May 15. '37 58. Auo. 29/36
Empty Holstert 178
Dick Faran- Patricia Walthall.. .July 10. '37
Gold (Exploitation:
Diggers af 1837Jan. (G)2/37,151.p.Dick100; Powell-Joan
Deo. p.26/66;36. Mar.
... 1016/37,
. Dee. p.12/36
Jan. 9/37, p.Blondetl
71; Fob. 13/37.
80.)
ireea(Exploitation:
Light (6) 154
Erral
Flynn-Anlta
Louise
Feb.
20/37
85.
9/37
Mar. 27/37. pp. 78, 81; Apr. 3/37. p. 89; May 1/37, p. 79; Jan.
May 22/37,
June 12/37,
p. 64;Nagel.
July 3/37, p. 68.)
flunt p.af 88;PocaaMay880.28/37,
. . p. 67;.Dick
Foran-Anna
2/37.
Her173
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Muir-Warren Hull....
20/37
61. Mar.
Love Is on thfl Air 289 Ronald Reagan-Juno Travis. ..Apr.
. .Oct. 2,'37t....6l 8/37
MarkedIn Woman
(A) 158 Bette
Bogart
86. Mar.
Men
Exile 174
RichardDavls-H.
Purcell-June
Travis .Apr. 10/37
4/37
6/37
(Sea
"in
the
Cnttlni
Room."
Nov.
21/36.)
Mountain
181(G) Josephine Hutohlnson-G. Brent. .Apr. 24/37 82. May 22/37
Mr. Dodd Justice
Takes (A)
the Air
139
Kenny Baker-Jane Wyman Aug
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Mulr Jan. 2l/37....*80.July 31/37
Over
the
Goal
(G)
272
William
Hopper-June Watson
Travis Oct.
I6,'37t 64.63. Jan.
Oct. 16/37
9/37
Penrod and Sam (S) 172 Billy Mauch-Henry
Feb. 28/37
8
Prairie
Thunder
180
Dick
Foran-Ellen
Clancy
Sept.
11/37
5
.
M
and the Pauper, The
ar.
7 Ever Prince
6
152
Twins-Errol
May p.8/37.
Slo(G)oe(Exploitation:
Eva
(8) 18May2 29/37,
p.Maifch
66;DavlosJune
26/37. p.Flynn
121: July 3/37,
68.) .../37 120. Apr. 17/37
Mar
lon
-R.
Mon
tgo
San
Quentla
(G)
183
Pat
O'BrienHumphrey
Bogart..
.Aug.
7/37
70. Apr. 17/36
3/37
mer
y..
July
17/
Slag (Exploitation:
Me a Leva SengDeo.(G)28/36,
160. James
79. Jun79.e Oct.
26/37
p. 70.) Melton-Patricia Ellis Jan. 8/37
Stolen
Holiday
(0)
157
Kay
Franols-lan
Hunter
Feb.
6/37
80.
Deo,
Talent Scout (G) 166 Donald Woods-Jeanne Madden.. .July 24/37 62.Juni 26/36
12/37
That(Exploitation:
Certain Woman
Sept. (A)25/37.254. p.Bette69.) Davis-Henry Fonda, Sept. l8,'37t...*94.Aug. 7/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Maguire-Toro Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37
They(SeeWon'tproduction
Forget (A)
265..."TheGloria
Rains. p... .Oct.
article,
Deep Diekson-Claudo
South," May 8/37,
16.) 9/37t 95. June 19/37
Three(Exploitation:
Men on a HorseDec.
(G)12/36,
151. Frank
p. 81;McHugh-Joan
Dec. 19/36. Blondell
p. 89; Dec. 26 /36,
106; Jan. 9/37, p. 71; Mar. 13/37, p. 80; May 1/37, p. 83.)
Coming
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell
Adventurous
The (G).GIenda
Farrell- Barton
MacLane .Nov.
61. Sept. 11/37
Alcatraz IslandBlonde,
264
John Lltel-Ann
Sheridan
Nov. I3,'37t
6/37t
Gold
Is Where
Yen Find It.. George
Brent-O. de Havilland
Hollywood
Hotel
Dick Powell-Frances
Langford
Larger Than Life Frank MoHugh-Ann Sheridan
Perfect Specimen,
The (G) 257. Ronald
Errol Flynn-Joan
Oct. 23/37t. . . .97. Oct. 2/37
Sergeant
Murphy
Reagan- MaryBlondell
Maguire
Shi the Octopus Hugh Herbert-Marela Ralston Dec. Il,'37t
She Leved a Fireman Dick Foran-Ann Sheridan Dec. I8.*37t
Submarine
Brent Nov. 27,'37t
This
WomanD-lIs 258
Dangerous KayPat O'Brien-George
Francis-Pat O'Brien
West of Shanghai (G) 164.... Boris Karloff- Beverly Roberts. . Oct. 30/37. . ..*65. July 17/37
(Reviewed under the title, "War Lord.")
FRANK NORTON
Dialogue. English Titles)
Time Reviewed
Title (GreekStar
Rel. Date RunningMinutes
Actero
Kyvell
Feb. 21/37 90
Far from the Crowd. ....Miss
.Mary
Tsagonls
Apr.
7/37
82
Ftebea Toy Mpsam.
.Vasoula Manolldey Sept. 5,'S7t....90
.Nov. 7/37t...ll3
Reborn . . .
. Elene Papadake
.Dee. 5/37t....90
True Lave
.Oct. S/37t....85
GB PICTURES
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date15/37Minutes
65Reviewed
Backstage 8814
Anna Neagle- Arthur Tracy.... .Mar.
Br. Syn (G)
Geo. Arliss- Margaret Lockwood .Oct. l5/37t....8I.Sept. 18. 37
Everybody
Dance (G) S6I3 Jessie
Ernest Matthews-Nat
Truex-C. Courtneidge.
.Feb. 15/37 70 Sept. 12. 36
GangwayOver(G)
Pendleton. . .Sept.
l/37t 88. Aug. 28/37
Head
Heels In Leva (G)
8604
Jessie Matthews-Louis Borrell.. .Feb. 20/37 81. Feb. 13/37
( Exploitation : Feb. 27/37, p. 84; Mar. 13/37, p. 78.)
King
Solomon's Mines (G) Cedrlo Hardwlcke-Roland Young. Aug. 26/37 76. July 3/37
3618
(See
production
article, MayCllvo22/37.Brook-Helen
p. 16.) Vinson Nov. 15/36 63 May 30/38
Leva In Exile
(A) 3623
Jan. 6/37.
20/37p. 88.)71. Nov. 28/36
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray Mar.
title, "His
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder
(G) the3621
John Lordship.")
Lodge- John (Exploitation:
Leder Jan. 15/37 69. May 18/36
the title, Richard
"OurselvesArlen-LIIII
Alone.") Palmer
Silent(Reviewed
Barriers under
(G) 3608
p. 10: exploitation: Apr. 3/37,
(See
"TheMayGreat1/37 Barrier,"
productlen
article,
p.81; 65;Aug.
p.
81;
June
26/37,
p. 121;Feb.July6/37,17/ 37, p. 90; July 24/37, pp. 79.
7/37.
p.
94;
Sept.
4/37,
p.
96.)
Strangers On a Honeymoon (G)
.67. Jan. 9/37
MIS
C. Cummtngs-Noah Berry
/

CHAET—CCNT'C*
Title
Star
Rel. DateRunning
Ml Time 22/ »
Talk
ofMan,the The
Devil(G)(G)3822
3607. . . John
RlcardoLodge-Antoinette
Cortez-Sally Ellers
June
1/37 88.76 Aug
May
Tenth
Collier..
.
May
15/37
Two of Us 3619
Jack Hulbort-Glna Malo July 10/37 84 28/88
Where There's
July 26/37 74
Woman
Alone, aTheWill(G)3624.3601.....Will
Sylvia Hay
Sidney-John Leder Jan.
under New
the title,
You're(Reviewed
In the Army
(G) "Sabotage.")
.,78.73. Feb. tv/87
5620
Wallaeo Ford-Anna Lee Mar.
(Reviewed under the title, "0. H. M. Coming
S.")
Bank Was
Holiday
John Lodge-Margaret
Lockwood
Girl
Young. The Nova
Pllbeam
Look Out for Love Anna Neagle-T. Carmlnatl
.72. Oct. 2/37
Non Stop New York (G) Anna Lee-Desmond Tester Nov.
Sailing
Jessie
MatthewsJack
Whiting
Show Go Along
The Anna Neagle-T. Carminati
Time
GRAND NATIONAL DateRunning
Title
Star
Rel. 30/37Mluut52. Feb.
Arizona
Days 139
(G) 147 Tex
Eleanor Stewart
Jan.
Bank Alarm
ConradRltterNagel-Eleanor
Hunt June
25/37 68
Boots of Calamity
Destiny 204..
Ken Maynard-Claire
Dodd Sept.
3/37t....58
29/36
68
Captain
128 George
Houston-Movita
Nov. 21/37
60. July
Damaged
Goods
175
Pedro
de
Cordoba
Aug.
15/37... 70'/,.77June ,
Forever Yours (G) 155 Benjamino Gigli
May 27/37
Girl Loves Boy 124 Erie Linden-Cecilia Parker Mar. S/37t..76'/,.May
Girl Said No, The (G) 20I...Robt. Armstrong-Irene Hervey. . .Sept. 10/37... 65'/,. May
Gold
Racket,
(G) 138 Conrad
Nagel-EleanorClarke
Hunt Apr.
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G)The 101
James Cagney-Mae
Jan. 2/37 73. Dec.
Jan. 16/37.
Jan. 23/37,
74, 66'/,.
77; Feb.
p. 85; Feb. 27/37,
p. 81; p.May74; 22/37,
p. 88.) p. 78; Feb. 6/37 , pp.6/37...
Jan.
Hats Off for(G) the108
Headin1
Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dec.
(G)
146
Tex
RitterEleanor
Stewart
Dec.
Hideout in the Alps 199 Jane Baxter- Anthony Bushell. . . July
(Reviewed under the title, "Dusty Ermine.")
3/37 58 17/36
Hlttin' the (A)Trail154
149 TexBoris Ritter-Jerry
Apr. 30/37
8/37 64.49. Oct.
May
Juggernaut
Karloff-Joan Bergh
Wyndham Apr.
Killers of the Sea (G) 135 Capt. Wallace Casewell May l7/37t....7I.Aug.
Love
Takes
Flight
(G)
206.
..Bruce
Cabot-Beatrice
Roberts.
.
.Sept.
24/37
Man in the Mirror, The (A)
..7l'/2.Jan. If. '87
112
E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tohin...Apr.
7/87
...58 16/87
Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen 151
Tex Ritter-lris Meredith Aug.
«n
Navy
Spy
137
Conrad
Nagel-Eleanor
Hunt
Mar.
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
....66
212
Jimmy Newell-Carol Hughes Oct.
..58'/,.Auf.
Riders
Rockies(G)150153. Cary
Tex Ritter-Louise
Stanley July
Romanceofandthe Rirhes
Grant-Mary Brian
Feb.
(Reviewed
the title,
28/I»
Scotland
Yard under
Commands
(G) "The Amazing Quest.")
.......61.61. June
Feb. 20/87
'52
Cllve Brook-V. Hopper Jan.
....59.
Jul*
17/37
Shadow Strikes. The (G) 202. Rod La Rocque-Lynn Anders Sept.
....61
Sing,
Cowboy.
SingTho(G)205
145. ..Tex
Ritter-Louise
Stanley
May
Small
Town
Boy,
Stuart
ErwinJoyce
Compton
Sept.
..
*80.8ent.
Something to Sing About (G)
210
James Cagney-E. Daw Sept. 24.'37t ...61 4/87
Sweetheart
of the 208
Navy 123... Eric
Parker June
Trailing
Trouble
Ken Linden-Cecilia
Maynard
Sept.
6/37
Trouble In Texas (G) 148 Tex
Ritter
Mar.
Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wilcexon May 6/37.
8/37. 72</t. Mar.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"A
Woman
Alone.")
20/37...
23'/j
103. ...James Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. I5,'37t
WallabyHoursJimLeave
of the(G) Islands
8/3*
213
We're
In the Legion Now (G) Geo. Houston-Ruth Coleman Oct. 16/37... 5* !4. Fefc. 6/»
129
Reginald Denny-Esther
Coming Ralston. .Jan.
(Reviewed under the title, "Rest Cure.")

3F.eb2.7/37
.Apr. 8

Death Takes a Cruise
Don't Lead with Your Heart.. Anna
Gorgeous
Anna Sten
Sten
Here's
Flash
Casey
(G)
211..
Erlo
Linden-Boots Mallery Oct. , 22/37t...*63.0ct. 9/37
Honolulu Honeymoon
King of the Sierras 207 Rex-Shiek
Nov. 26/37t
Love
ney
Law ofRunsthe Into
GoldenMo
West Tex Ritter
.'
Mr.(SeeBoggs"In Buys
a Barrel
8tuartSept. Erwln-Helen
Chandler. . Nov. I2,'37t
the
Cutting
Room,"
25/37.)
Murder at the Rancho Ken Maynard
Orchid Girl
.Anna Sten
...
'
Photo
Finish
Conrad Nagol-Eleanor
Hunt
y
Sk
the
In
Painter
Rollin' Covered
Plains
Tex Ritter
Snow
Wag
onsNov. I9,'37f
Spy ofandNapoleon
(G) R. ipe
Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct.
Stars
Str
s
Swing It Sailor Wallace Ford-Isabel Jewell Nov. S,'S7f ....... ....
(See "Hewith Wanted
Marry," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)
Tex Rides
the Boyto Seouts
214
Tex Ritter
Oot. 29/37t
GUARANTEED
Title
star
Crime Patrol
Ray WElker-Ge leva Mitchell.
Oil Raider, The
Buster Crabbe

3
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CHACT— CONT'D)
Running Tim
Title
Star
Rel. Data Minute* Review**
General
SpankyThe(G)(A) 714
McFarland-P.Rainer
Hriaua Aug.
Dee. 11/36
72. Oet.
31/34
Coming
Good (SeeEarth,
741 JulySpanky
Paul11/36,
Muni-Luise
Feb. 20/37,
8/3J
production article,
p. 76; exploitation: Feb.
6/37,6/37p. 72;139. Feb.
Richard Hayward
Hay ward
Richard
p. 85; Apr. 3/37, p. 69; May 1/37. p. 83; May 15/37, pp. 96, 99; June 12/37, p. 94;
July
10/37,
p.
87;
Aug.
7/37,
pp.
90,
92;
Sept.
18/37,
pp.
82,
85;
Oct.
2/37,
p.
76;
Oct. 9/37, p. 67.)
HOFFBERG
Running Time
Good(Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
Wallace
Beery-Betty
Furness.
.
.
.
Apr.
23/37
78.
Apr.
24/(7
TIM*
Star
Data
Minutes
Reviewed
29/37, p. 67; June 26/37, p. 121.)
10/37 62. Jan. 26/35 Hell Divers (re-issue) (G)
Calling All Car» Jack LaRue-Lllllan Mile*
Clark Gable-Wallace Beery June 4/37 109. Dm. 26/31
Fir* Trap, Tb*
Norman Expedition
Foster- Evalyn Knaps .
Last (Exploitation:
of Mrs. Cheyney,Apr. The3/37,719.p.Jean86; Crawford-William
. .Feb. p.19/37
I5,'39t....70
Inyaah
Borneo
May 15/37, p. 94; Powell
June 12/37,
92.) 98. Feb. 27/37
I,'37t 75
Phantom of Salts Fa Nina Quartaro-Normaji Kerry... 10, I0.'37
London ByX (A)
Night806
(G) 740. ...Gladys
... George George-Warren
Murphy-Rita Johnson.
.. .Oct.
.July 30/37
69.72. July
82
R***u*
Siaad
Ralph
Forbes-Sheila
Terry
Madame
William.
l/37t
Oet. 24/37
2/37
I5.'36
Unci*
Aatrlsa Czech
58 De 90
Mad Holiday (G) 706 Elissa Landi- Edmund Lowe Nov. 13/36 71. Nov. 14/36
I,'37t....70
V*le* »ffre" India
Hoefler Film
Expedition
e. 7,
'
I.'S7
85.
Mar.
20.'37
Wadding of Palo. The (G) .... Rasmussen'sComing
Eskimo Drama
Manhattan Melodrama
35
(re-issue) (G)
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/J4
That Polish Film
■nines* la HDistress
Married
Before
Breakfast
(G)
Czech
Film
IInvitation
Give Myt* ^•art (A) Gitta Alpar
85. Nov. 16/35 736
Robt. Young-Florence Rice June 18/37 70. June 26/37
Lilian Harvey
80. Nov. 18/35 Maytime
720Mar. 27/37,
J. MacDonald-Nelson
Mar. p.26/37.
Mar. p.13/3764:
Kathleen
M the Waltz (G)... Sally
(Musical(G) analysis:
p. 15; exploitation:Eddy
Feb. 27/37,
85; ...Apr.132.3/37,
O'Neil-lrish Cast
Mountains, The
Maid *f th* iveurneea
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78;
May
22/37,
p.
89;
June
5/37,
pp.
68,
69:
July
24/37,
p.
80.)
Harry Welchntan
80. Apr. 22,'S3 My Dear Miss Aldrich (G) 803. Edna May Oliver-W. Pidgeon. . .Sept. I7.'37t
ten*(G)*f th* Lark Czech
105. Sept.
Mar. 11/37
2/SI
Marietta (re-issue) (G) Jeanetto MacDonald-N. Eddy.. ..Aug. 6/37..... .. .73.
R* nans*. The (G)..Patric Film
1 17. Apr. 10/37
Knowles
78.
Aug. I0.'35 Naughty
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell. .. .Apr. 30/37....
7
23/37
67.
Feb.
6/37
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
Kelly-Robt.
Armstrong
Apr.
4/37.... 1 19. June 12/37
Parnell(See(G)production
722
Gable-Myrna
HUNGARIA Running Time
5/
Tltli
article, Feb.Clark13/37,
p. 16.) Loy June
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Affair of 3
Hew 7
.Gy
Kabos
Sept.
Il,'37t....9
rls
(Exploitation: May 1/37, p. 79; June 12/37. p. 93.)
Bride from T*r**k*
.Paul
Javor
rls
Exception
Pick a Star (G) 735 Jack Haley-Patsy Kelly May 21/37 70. Apr. 24/SJ
. GyImreKabos
Raday-Klari Tolnay Oct.
June
1I,'37t.
1, 37 .. 1089 rls...
Extra. Extra8 ranted
I
20/37
Rls..
.
Feb.
Romeo
and Juliet (G)artiel*.
1100. Mar.
..Norma28/36,Shearer-Leslie
Howard . .Apr.
16/37.p....68;127. Jan.
July 23/37,
I8/S9
p.p. 16;77; exploitation:
Jan.
9/37,
Honeymoon Or Cut- Rate. .Paul Javor-I. Agal Feb. 6/37 8 rls... Ma Mama Steps(See
p. Ou79:tproduction
Jan. 7230/37,
p.
83;
Feb.
6/37,
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
78,
79;
Apr.
24/37.
p.
94:
n of the PeMay
(G)
ItPay,Happened
la
Budapest
Gy
Kabos-Zita
Perczel
Sept.
2l/37t
9
rls
1 MayGuy 8/37,
1/37,
p.-Al74;
29/37,24/37,
p. 70:p. June
26/37,31/37,pp. p.118.80.)119, 123;
ople 3/37,
Madam*
Paul
May 30/37
rls
(G) 71pp.p.6...80;
icep. May
Br
July
69,Jose70;ph JulyKibbee17/37.
91; ad
July
80: July
Tw* Prisoners
Paul Javor
Javor
I2,'37t...l08 rls..
y
Feb
.
Coming
65. Feb. 8/37
(Exploitation: Aug. 28/37.Callp.eia-98.)Florenco Rice..
All Men Ar* Wild Paul Javor
Oet. 2l/37t. . .9 rls..
..JaLindsay..
n. 29/ . Dec. 18/36 74. Dee. 18/36
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret
Anniversary
Imre
Raday-lda
Turay
Dee.
IO/37t
.
..
10
rls..
Song
of
the
City
(G)
724
Dean
Jeffries-Margaret
Lindsay.
.Apr.
2/37
81 Jan. 30/369.7 Mar. 27/37
Eighty Mil** an H*ur Gy Kabos-M. Erdely Nov. l9/37t....8 rls..
/ Hotel
Tarzan(Exploitation:
Escapes (G)Nov.711
J. 96;Weissmuller-M.
O'Sullivan.
.6/37.
. Nov. p..8/36
Nov.p. 7/38
Springtime
Gy
Kabos-Anna
Tokes
Nov.
30/37t.
..
10
rls..
28/36,
p.
Dec.
26/36,
p.
75:
Feb.
72; Feb. 89.20/37,
85.)
3
I Picked•f L*v*.
You farTh*
My Husband. Paul Javor
Nov. 4/37t 9 rls..
They Gave Him a Gun (A)
7 Gy Kabos- Ida Turray Deo. 24/37t. .8 rls.
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell May 7/37 66. May 8/37
IMPERIAL
Running Time
(G) 738
TIM*
Star
Aug. 21/37, Constance
p. 75; Sept.Bennett
4/37,-Cary
pp. 95.Grant..
97; Oct.. July2/37,16/37
pp. 76, 97.77.)July 17/37
Rel. Dat* Minutes Reviewed Topper(Exploitation:
..Dm.
1/36
80.
June
6/36
Broken
BImmsm
(A)
Dolly
Haas-E.
Williams....
Trader
Horn
(re-issue)
(G)...
Harry
Carey-Edwina
Booth
May
reissue
120. Jan. 24/91
Dead Maroh, Tb* (A) Boake Carter
.Jan. I5.'37t... .73. Sept. 11/37 Way
Under OutCoverWestof Night
(G) 715 Laurel
Edmund Lowe-Florence Rice Jan.
8/37 64.72. Jan.
Jan. 2/J7
9/37
Apr. 16/37
High Relatlm
Hat
Frank ForbesLuther- Frances
Dorothy Grant.
Dar«. ..Sept.
.Fob. 1/37.
(Exploitation:(G)July734
17/37, p. 92.) and Hardy
Rioh
Ralph
Women
Men
Marry.
The
(A)
P
e
She Shall
Hav* Madame
Musi* Conrad
Jack Hylton-June
Clyde
rsonal Pro
With
Plaasar*.
Nagel-Marta
perty 802
J. Hutchinson-George Murphy. .. .Sept. I0.'37t. .. .61 .Sapt. II/S7
(G) 725
Coming Labarr.
Comina
JeBrimstone
Back fr*m Ren*.
an Harlow Wallace BeeryBad
Man
of
V. Bruce
Nov. 22,'37t
I9.'37t
Beauty
Ra*k*t ..
-RobertGreta
Conquest
805
Garbo-Charles
Boyer Oct.
Deerslayer
T
a
ylor11/37.)
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept.
Mar.
Firefly.Marys,
The The
(G) Myrna
JeanetteLoy-Franchot
MacDonald-Allan
Jones.. Nov. 5,'37t. .. 138. July 24/37
I Demand Payment.
. Betty Burgess-Jack LaRu*.
Four
Tone
7
Night of Crime
84. M Nov.
Last
Gangster,
The
E.
G.
Robinson-Rose
Stradner
I2.'37t
. 20/329/37t
Saratoga
Sky Girl
808 Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell arOct.
7
(G) 7 Live,(SeeLove"In andthe Learn
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
25/37.)
4
Mannequin
Joan
Crawford
-Spencer
Tracy
Dee.
I7,'37t
INVINCIBLE
Running
Time
2
Star
Gold Lionel
Young.. .Dee.
3,'37t
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Navy,
CBlue
lark and
Rosalie
Eleanor Barrymore-Robt.
Powell-Nelson Eddy
Dec. 3l/37t
. Donald Cook-Peggy Shannon. .Nov. 5/36 96
GablDon't
e-Jean Cry
Thoroughbreds
Mickey Jones-Judy
Rooney-SophieGarland
Tucker Nov. 26,'37t
H
Ugly
Duckling
Allan
a
rlow
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
July 23/
MONOGRAM
Running Tim*
Tltla
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
After the Thin Man (G) 713.. William Powell-Myrna Loy Dec. 25/38.7... 1 12. Dec. 12/36
94. July
Date
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel.
25.'37t..
.*60.Sept.Reviewed
25/37
(Exploitation:
Jan.
9/37,
p.
71:
Feb.
6/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
13/37,
p.
86;
May
1/37,
p.
80;
4/37t..
..65
2
4/37 Aug.
3
Atlantic Barriers
Flight (G) Edw.
Dick Arnold.
Merrill-Paula
June 5/37, p. 64.)
Jr.-F. McStone
Kinney. .July
2.'37t....56
April Romance (G) 706 Richard Tauber
Nov. 20/36 82. 1
Feb. 13/37 Blazing
29/37t....58.0ct.
2/37
Bride for Henry, A (G) Anne Nagel-Nell Hamilton Sept
8. TraCountry
7/37t....62.July 3/37
and the(G)
Man Tom
Keene
Sept
Between Two Wemen (G) 737. Virginia Bruce- Franchot Tone. ..July 9/37 89. July 3/37 God's
28.'37t....62
cy-Schoolboy
Hoosier
Mickey
Rooney-Anne
Nagel
July
Big
City
(A)
801
Spencer
Tracy-Luise
Ralner
Sept.
3/37t
80.
Sept.
4/37
George-F Men Ralph Forbes
4/37t....62
Legion ofG.Missing
Bern (Exploitation:
t« Dane* (G)Jan.709
Nov. 27/36.
. Tone Ralph Morgan-Kay Llnaker July
Gate
Aug. 2l/37t....73.Aug. 14/37
2/37, p.Eleanor
108; Jan.Powell-James
23/37. p. Stewart.
80: Mar. ...20/37,
p. 77.) ... 108. Nov. 21/36 Outer
Paradise
Isle
(G)
Warren
Hull-Movita
July
Bride
Wore
Red,
The
(G)
804.
Joan
CrawfordFranchot
Tone..
..Oet
8/37t.
.
.
103.
Oct.
2/37
M
(Exploitation: Sept. 18/37,ayp. 83.)
Broadway Melody *f 1938 (G)
l4/37t....55.Aug.
I8.'37t 21/37
Riders of the Dawn (G) Jack Randall-Peggy
July 22,'37t...*65.Sent.
739
Eleanor Powell-Robt. Taylor Aug. 20/37. ... 1 10. Aug. 21/37 Shadows
94. May Keys
25/37
of the Orient (G) Regis Toomey-Esther
Ralston
Aug.
Camilla
(A)
939
Greta
Garbo-Robert
Taylor
Jan.
1/37.
...
108.
Dec.
19/36
I3/SEliot
Over Arizona
(G) Jack
RandallKathleenCourtney
(8ee
article,p. 78.)Dec. 24/36, p. 16; exploitation: Jan. 8/37, p. 107; Mar. 13/37, Stars
7 Sept.
30.'37t....70
Thirteenth
Man
Welden
Heyburn-I.
Juneine
p. 78:production
Mar. 27/37,
Coming
Where
Trails
Divide
Tom
Keene
Oct.
St.
I3.'37t
Captains
Courageous article,
(G) 717.. F. Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy...MayJune 15/37,
25/37 1 16. July
Apr. 3/37
(See
12; exploitation:
p.pp. 12;95.production
Aug.
7/37,2/37,pp. p.91.Apr.77.)92;24/37,
Aug. p.21/37,
pp. 76, 78; Aug.
28/37, p.p. 94:
97; Sept. 31/37,
4/37, Cade
Boy ofof thethe Streets
JackieMcCoy
Cooper
N ov. IO/37t
Range Tim
97; Oct.
County
Fair,
The
Dangerous Number (G) 718... Robert Young-Ann Sothern Jan. 22/37 71. Feb. 6/37 Danger Valley
Jack Randall
N
Day (See
at theproduction
Raeas, A (G) 730.Apr.Marx24/37.Brothers-Allan
Jones Jung 1 1/37. ... 1 1 1 .June 19/37
Federalof Bullets
Walker- Mllburn Stone
I7.'37t.
p. 86: July 17/37.article.
p. 89; Apr. 7/37. p.p. 12;91.) exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 10/37, Land
the Sky Blue Water. . Terry
Movita
RoaringHere.Camp
Owen Davis, Jr.-Joan Woodbury.. N
Double Wedding
(G) 807Th* William Powell-Myrna Loy Oet. I5,'37t 87. Sept. 25/37 Luck
Marinesof Are
The
Emperor'*
Candlesticks,
20/37t.
Numbered Woman
0<
(G) 733
Ralner. .. .July
2/37 89.67. July
Espionage
(G) 723 William
Edmund Powell-Lulso
Lowe-Madge Evans
Feb. 26/37
Mar. 3/37
6/37 Romanes of the Llmberlost Milburn Stone
Telephone Operator
7
TIM.
Wilt* Inry
Early Bird, Th*
IrUh aad Praad *f It
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CHART—CCNT'D)
Running Time
PARAMOUNT Bun>lnjTlm.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minut
Title
Star
Rei. Date Minutes Reviewed Barrier,
The
Jimmy
EMUon-Jean
Parker
Nov.
I2,'37t
(See production article, Sept. 18/37, p. 14.)
Alona
Love (G)(G) 3616
Irene Benny-Gail
Hervey-Chas.Patrick
Starrett ..Aug.
..Nov. I3,'37t
6,'36 97.66. Aug.
Feb. 20,'37
Artists Came
and Models
3702. ..Jack
7/37 Big Broadcast of 1938 W. C. Fields-Martha Raye
Blossoms
of Broadway
Ross Nov. I9,'37t
(Exploitation:
Sept.
18.
'37,
p.
83.)
article Sept.Edward
25/37, Arnold-Shirley
p. 16.)
Blonde
Trouble(G) 3701
Johnny Downs- E. Whitney Aug. 6,'37t 67. Aug. 7.'37 Born (Seeto theproduction
West John Wayne-Marsha Hunt
Borderland
3668
Bulldog Drummond
Comes William Boyd-JImmy Ellison Feb. 26, '37 82 Feb. 13/37 Buccaneer,
The
Fredric March- Franciska Gaal
Back (G)
Hall ofScandal
Overman-J.
Barrymore
Nov. I9,'37t
Bulldog
Drummond Escapes J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell Sept. 24,'37t. . ,*58.Sept. Il.'37 City
Daughter
Shanghai Lynne
Anna
Wong-Chas.
Bickford
Oscar May
Homolka-Frances
Farmer. .. Oct. 26/37t. . . .94. Oct. 2/37
(G) 3626
Ray Milland-Heather Angel Jan. 22/37 65. Mar. I3.'37 Ebb Tide (A)
Champagne Waltz (G) 3628 Gladys Swarthout-F. Mac Murray. .Jan. 29,'37 85. Dee. I2.'36 Every
Day'sNavy
A Holiday Mae
Lowe
Hold
Lew West-Edmund
Ayres-Mary
Nov. 5/37t
(Exploitation:
Jan. 16, '37, pp.Roscoe79, Karns-Charlotte
80; July 3.'37, p.Wynters.
70; July. Feb.10, '37,
p. 87.)
Love on'EmToast
Stella
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne
Clarence
3632
I2.'37
Texas
Trail
(G)
William
Boyd-George
Hayes Nov. 26/37t Oct. 9/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Dec.
26,
'36.)
Crime Nobody Saw, The (G)
Thrill
of
a
Lifetime
Eleanore
Whitney-Johnny
Downs
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Doctor's Diary, A (G) 3627.... John Trent-Helen Burgess Jan. 15/37.. ..77. Jan. 30/37 Thunder
Trail (G) Gilbert
Roland-Marsha
Hunt Oct. 22/37f. . . *56. Oct. 2/37
True Confession
C. Lombard-Fred
MaeMurray
Double
Or
Nothing
(G)
3707...
Bing
Crosby-Martha
Raye
Sept.
I7,'37t
.
..
.95.
Aug.
21/37
Wells
Fargo
Joel
McCreaFrances
Dee
Easy
Living
(G)
3652
Jean
Arthur-Edw.
Arnold
July
30/37
88.
July
10/37
Easy to Take 3617 Marsha Hunt-John Howard Nov. 6/36 67
Yellow Nightingale Gladys Swarthout- John Boles
You and Me
Sylvia Sidney-George Raft ..Oct. 22/37t
(See "In(G) the3653
Cutting Room,"F. Oct.
3/36.)
Exclusive
MacMurray-Frances
Farmer.
..
July
30/37
85.
July
31/37
Forlorn
River
(G)
3650
June
Martel-Larry
Crabbe
July
2/37
56.
July
3/37
Til
KIRKWOOD Rel. Date Running
Girl
from Scetland
Karen Morley-Robert Baldwin Apr. 2/37 61
Title RAYStar
Minutes
Go3618
West,
Young ManYard(A)3638.. Mae
West. Randolph Scott Nov. 13, 36 80. Nov. 14/36 Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
NelsonDonald
Reed
Jan.
S/37t
El Justiciero Ernesto Guillen
Jan. 3/37T
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36. p. 72; Jan. 2/37, p. 106; Jan. 30/37, p. 84.)
Great Gambini. The (G) 3648.. Akim Tamiroff-Marian Marsh June 25. 37 70. July 24/37 Fighting Vagabonds Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed Feb. I9,'37t
Her Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick Mar. 19/37 76. Mar. 20/37 Masked Devil, The Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed Apr. 4/37t
Hideaway Girl (G) 3619 Martha Raye-Robt. Cummings. . . .Nov. 20/36. . ..72. Nov. 14/36
High, Wide and Handsome (G)
Running Tip
RELIABLE
Hills3710
of Old Wyoming (G) Irene Dunne- Randolph Seott Oct. I ,'37t ... 142. July 24/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
3669
William
Boyd-George
Hayes
Apr.
16/37
79.
Apr.
17/37
Ambush
Valley
Bob
Custer
...Nov.
1/36
36...
Hopalong Cassidy Returns (G)
Santa Fe Rides Bob Custer
Feb. 25/37 51...
Silver Trail
Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.-Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56...
Vengeance
of
Rannah
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jr.-Bob
Custer
Nov.
6/36
36...
HopalongHaywire
Rides (G)
Again3645
(G) 3753. William
Boyd-GeorgeCarlisle
Hayes Sept.
3.'37t. - -65.66 Aug.
21/37
Coming
Hotel
Leo Carrillo-Mary
June 4/37
May 22/37
I Met(Exploitation:
Him in ParisOct.(G)9/37,3644.p.Claudette
Colbert-M.
Douglas.
...
May
28/37
86.
May
29/37
67.)
Bob
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea ..Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37 Apache
Frontier Trail
Fury
Bob Custer
Custer ..
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Outlaw
River
Rin-Tin-Tin.
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
Prairie
Terror
Bob
Custer .
John Meade's Woman (A)
3630
Edw. Arnold-Francine Larrimore. . Feb. 26.'37 87. Feb. 27/37 Thundering Stampede Bob Custer .
REPUBLIC
King
of Gamblers
(A) 3640
Last Train
from Madrid
(G) Lloyw Nolan-Claire Trevor Apr. 23/37 78. Apr. 24/37
.*60.Aug.Reviewed5/37
Minutes
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamour June 11/37 77. June 12/37 AffairsTitleof Cappy Rickt, The
-Mary Brian.
Star
24/37 ,
Let's
Make
a
Million
(G)
3622.
Edward
Everett
Horton
Dec.
18/36
80.
Feb.
27/37
(G)
6027
Walter
.Sept.
56. June 28/17
Maid(Exploitation:
of Salem (G) Mar.
3634
C. Colbert-Fred MaeMurray Feb. 19/37 86. Jan. 30/37 All Over Town (G) 6020 Olsen and Johnson
20/37,
8/37.. ..51
Arizona Gunflghter 7121 Bob Stoele-Jean Carmen . Sept.
20/37tMake Way for Tomorrow
(G) p. 76: Apr. 24/37. p. 92: May 22/37. p. 89.)
20/37..
Dec.
Bar
Z
Bad
Men
6323
Johnny
Mack
Brown-L.
Januar
..61. Feb. 13, 37
3641
Beulah Bondi-Victor Moore Apr. 30/37 92. May I/S7
of Ladies (G) 6011 Donald Cook-Judith Allen .Jan. 21/36..
(Exploitation: July 24/37. p. 80: July 31/37, p. 82; Sept. 11/37, p. 84; Sept. 25/37. Beware
16/36.. ..79
Big (See
Show,"InThethe6301
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette.
pp. 69, 70.)
27/W
24/36.)
.Nov.
Midnight
(G) 3649.(G) . . Warren William. Mady Corral! July 2/37 65. June 12/37 Bill Cracks Down Cutting
.Aug.
May 22/37. . ..53
(G) 6028..Room,"
.. GrantOct.Withers-Beatrice
Rober .Mar.
..59. Mar.
Mind Your Madonna
Own Business
Brigade
6328
Johnny Autry-Judith
Mack Brown-C.Allen
Rochel
3625
Charles Ruggles-Allce Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dec. 19/36 Boothill
2/37,.
Boots
and
Saddles
7106
Gene
.July
Mountain Muslo (G) 8647 Bob Burns-Martha Raye June 18/37 77. June 19/37
..62.Jo1y
(Exploitation:
July18/37,17/37,p. 86.)
p. 89; July 24/37, pp. 79, 81: Aug. 7/37. pp. 90, 92; Sept. 4/37. Bulldog Drummond at Bay
p.
95;
Sept.
31/37 .
(G)
6025
John
Lodge-Dorothy
Mackalll...
Murder Goes to College (G)
Mar.
June Travis-Bob Livingston
. .57.57. July
May 31 /S7
3633
Roscoe Karns-Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37 Circus(SeeGirl"In 6014
the CuttlBf Reea," Feb. 13/37.)
29/37
24/37
,
Come
On,
Cowboys
(G)
6317...
Bob
Livingston
-Ray
Corrlgan
North of the Rio Grande (G)
Holiday
(G)6337
6026... Bob
Ra Hould-Hedda
Hopper
..53Sept 31/37
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37 Dangerous
7/37. . ..64.
Doomed
at
Sundown
Steele-Lorraine
Hayei
.Sept.
.June
..53
On Such (G)a Night
(A) Warren
Karen Morley-Grant
Richards.
20,'37t. . . .73.79. Aug.
7/37. .
Escape by Terror,
Night (G)The 7015
4/37
Outcast
3629
William-Karen
Morley. ... .Aug.
. Feb.
Feb. 21/37
6/37 Gambling
6324.... Wm.
Johnny Hall-Anne
Mack Brown-Nagel
1. Meredith. .Feb. 20/37t.
15/37..
Partners In Crime
3711 Lynne OvermanRoscoe Karns
Oct. 5/37
8/37t 62
Town
Gold
6312
Bob
Livingston-Ray
Corrlgan...
May
Plainsman. The (G) 3624 Gary Cooper-Jean Arthur Jan. 1/37 1 13. Nov. 28/36 Ghost.
.62.
Apr.
Git
Along
Little
Dogles
(G)
(Exploitation:
p. 85; pp.Feb.78.20/37,
p. 82:27/37,
Feb. pp.27/37,
.Mar.
May 22/37.. ..53
Mar. 13/37. p.Jan.80;30.'37,
Mar. 20/37,
82; Mar.
80. 82,p. 83:83: Mar.
Apr. 6/37,
3/37, p.p. 91:66; Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen .Oct.
1/17
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
6336
Bob Steele-Louise Stanley
10/37..
Gun Ranger,Ranch
The 6316
6332 Bob
Steele-Eleanor
Stewart
.Apr.
Scrooge (G) 3527 Seymour Hicks-Donald Calthrop. . Dec. 27/36 73. Dee. 21/35 Gunsmoko
Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan...
..56
Asked for It(G)
(G) Wm.
Gargan-OrienTrent
Heyward Sept.
In the Dark 6326 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle .Sept. 14/37..
666 She
14/36.. ..68. Dee.
She's
Ann Dvorak-John
Aug. 20I7,'37t
'37t 68.62. Sept.
Aug. 4/37
7/37 Guns
Happy-Go-Lucky
(G)
6013
Phil
Regan-Evelyn
Venable
Sophie NoLangWiLady
Goes
West
(G)
..56
lliam Boyd-Eve Gert. Michael-Larry Crabbe Sept. IO/37t. . .*60.Sept. 4/37 Heart cf the Rockies 7111 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan..
12/36
6/37t. ..83. Apr. 10/17
26/37..
Hit Parade, The (G)July6002
lyn BGary
touls3706
(G)
rentCooper-George
10/37, p.Frances
86.) Langford-Phil Regan... ..Apr.
(Seeat Seaproduction
article, Jan.
30/37,
p. Oc16.)t. 23 Raft Sept. 3/37t 92. Aug. 14/37 Hit (Exploitation:
the
Saddle
6315
Bob
LivingstonRay
Corrigan...
Swing High. Swing Low (G)
75
Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds
3634
Carole Lombard-F. MaeMurray.. Au.g.Mar.22/3612/37 97. Mar. 20/37 It Could
"In the Cutting Room," May 15/37.)
Mar. 27/37
5/37... ..67.
This (Exploitation:
Way. Please May<f)>
(Buddy) Rogers-Betty Grable. .Oct. I5,'37t. . . .63. Sept. 18/37 Jim (See
Hanvey.
6005 Guy
Brown .Apr.
29/37, p.C. 67.)
..67.
Feb. 18/37
8/37
Jan. 25/37...
the MarinesDetective
(G) 6003
June Kibbee-Tom
Travis-Paul Kelly
..60.
Jan.
..55
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-Jimmy Ellison Dec. 11/36 77. Jan. 2/37 Join
Jan.
II
/37...
Larceny onLandthe 6322
Air (G) 6030... Grace
Bradley-Bob
Livingston..
urn
Off
the
Moon
(G)
3642...
Chas.
Ruggles-Eleanore
Wnitney..May
14/37
80.
May
29/37
.Nov.
23/36..
Lawless
Johnny
Mack
Brown-L.
Stanley.
Valiant is the Word for Carrie
J 21/37 61.
Man is Born, A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown- 1. Meredith....Mar.
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37, p.Gladys
George-Arline
Oct. 2/36. ... 109. Sept. 26/36 Law
24/37. .56. Jan.
76: Feb.
13/37, p. Judge
86.)
Llghtnin'
Crandall
6335
Bob
Steele-Loi
....Dec. 28/36.
Man Betrayed.
A
(G)
6012.
...
Eddie
Nugent-Kay
H
Walklkl Wedding (G) 3637.... Bing Crosby-Shirley Ross Mar. 26/37 89. Apr. 3/37 Meet
the
Boy
Friend
(G)
(Exploitation:
May 1/37,
May 15/37, July
p. 89;17/37,
June 5/37, p. 67: Juno 12/37, pp. 6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyle July 12/37 63. July 31/17
92, 93; p.July98: 3/37.
70: p.July81;
O'Halloran (Spec). .Wynne Gibson-Warren Hull May 15/37 67
28/37,
Sept. p.11/37,
p. 10/37.
83: Sept.p. 80;18/37.
p. 86.) p. 91; July 31/37. p. 83: Aug. Michael
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Apr. 10/37.)
Wedding(Exploitation:
Present (G)Dee.3613
Joan
Bennett-Cary
Grant
Oct.
16/36
81.
Oct.
8/36
5/36, p. 78.)
Old Corral, The 6305 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette Dee. 21/11 56
Wild Money 3651 Edward Everett Horton July 9/37 69
(See "In
Cutting
7/36.)
Cominq
Paradise
Expressthe (G)
6029Roera."GrantNov.Withers-Dorothy
Appleby. . Feb. 22/37 58. Mar. 13/37
. Marlene Dietrlch-H. Marshall. ... Oct. 29,'37t. .98. Sept. 25/37 Public Cowboy No. I (G) 7105. Gene Autry-Ann Rutherford Aug. 23/37t 59. Oct. 9/37
gle Princess. The (G)
3620. Ray Milland- Doroth
y Lamour Nov. 27/
84. Nov. 28/36
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CHACT—CCNT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
/
Running
Time
Title
Star
July
TltU
Star
UpDistress.
Baby
Kath.
Hepburn-CaryFontaine
Grant
30.'37Minutes
56. JulyReviewed
24/37 Bringing
Range
Defenders
(G) 6318... .Bob
Livingston-Ray
Corrlgan Rel. Data
3
Damsel(Seein'-In
A
Fred
19/37
60
Red
Rope.
The
6338
Bob
Steele-Lols
January....
the Cutting Room," Oct.Astaire-Joan
9/37.)
Rhythm In the Clouds (G)
Danger
Patrol
John
Beal-Sally
Eilers
6017
7
Room," Oct. 9/37.)
Alders
ff the Whistling
Skull Warren Hull-Patricia Ellis. June 21/37 62. July 3/37 Fight(Seefor "InYour theLadyCutting
(G) Ginger
John Boles-Ida
6314
Bob LivingstonLivingston-Ray
Corrlgan Jan.
Having Wonderful Time
Rogers-D. Luplno
Fairbanks, Jr *67.0ct. 2/37
Roarln' Lead 6313 Bob
Ray Corrigan
Doe.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct. 9/37.)
(Sea
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Nov.
7.'36.)
High
Flyers
Wheeler
and
Woolsey
flootin'
Tootin Rhythm (G) Gene Autry-Armlda May 12/37 60. May 8/37 Hitting a New High Lily Pons-John Howard
6307
Living on Love James Dunn-Whitney Bourne
-Round-up
Time (G)
in Texas
Gene Autry.
Smiley Burnetts
Feb. 28/37 58
Gotthe That
Swing Gene Raymond-Ann Sothern
Sea Racketeers
60196306. Weldon
Heyburn-Jeanne
Madden.. Aug.
16/37 64. Aug. 14/37 She's
Taking
Town
Sheik
Steps
Out,
The
(G)
6006.
Ramon
Novarro-Lola
Lane
Sept.
6/37.
...*66.
July
31/37
There Goes
the Groom (G) Fred Stone-Dorothy Vaughan
54
Trail ot Vengeance 6325 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. . Mar. 29/37
I8/37T
807
Meredith-AnnWalbrook.
Sothern. . .. .Oct.
.Oct. 22/37t..
29,'37t - .*60.Oct.
2/37
Trigger
Trio 7112
Ray Corrigan-MaxJanuary
Terhune Oct.
Victoria
the Great (G) 861.... Burgess
Anna Neagle-Anton
113. Sept. 25/37
Trusted
Feb. 1/37 52
Two WiseOutlaw.
Maids The(G) 63346004... Bob
AlisonSteele-Lois
Skinworth-Pnllv Moran . .Feb.
15/37 68. Feb. 6/37 Women Have a Way Miriam Hopkins-Ray Milland
Wrong Road. The (G) 7016. ... Richard Cromwell-Helen Mack. ..Oct. ll/37t.. *60.Sept. 25/37
STATE RIGHTS
rodelin'
Kid from Pine Ridge Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June
(G)
6308
.60.
June
26/37
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed
Dist'r .
Youth on Parole 6022 Gordon Oliver-Marian Marsh Oct.
HeroesTitle
of the Alamo (G .Earl Star
Hodgins Sunset
...Aug.
19/37..
7/37
(See "In the Cutting Room." Sept. 1 1,Coming
'37.)
.....Jan.
.Apr. 15/37
15/37. '75.
'55 Aug.
Apr. 10/37
Melody of the Plains (G).Fred Scott Spectrum
Singing Buckaroo, The Fred Scott Spectrum
Colorado
Kid
7123
Bob
Steele-Marian
Weldon
Dec.
(SeeLegionnaires
"In the Cutting
Room," Nov. 21/36.)
ilar. 27/37
Duke Comes Back, The Allan Lane-Heather Angel
Three
What Price
Vengeance?(G).-.Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37..
Lady
Misbehaves.
The . . Sally
Eilers-Neil Hamilton
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.
Phil Regan-Ann
Dvorak..
(G)
Lyle
Talbot
Rialto
June
1/37.
.
.57.
June
12/37
Native Cast
Portia en Trial 6001 Frieda Inescort- Walter Abel.. ..Oct.
'65. July 17/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
25/37.)
Ridin' the Lone Arail 7122 Bob Steele-Claire Rochelle Nov.
TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX Running Time
Springtime In the Rockies... Gene Autry. Polly Rowles Nov.
Rel. Date4/37Minutes
Title
Star
Time
.June
71. MayReviewed
8/37
RKO RADIO
Angel's
Holiday
(G)
754 Jane
Withers-Robert
Kent
Title
Star
Rel. Date M "60.
As
You
Like
It
(G)
711
Elis.
Bergner-Laurence
Olivier..
nutesAug.Reviewed
.
23/37,
p.
79.)
21/37
(See
production
article,
June
13/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Jan
Annapolis
(G) 802
Ellison-Marsha
Hunt Sept.
June 18/37 61. Apr. 17/37
12/37 Borneo
Big Business (G) 759 Jed
Behind theSalute
Headlines
(G) 727. James
Lee Tracy-Diana
Gibson
May I0,'37t...
14/37.... .58.
.60. June
July 31/37
Mr. &Prouty-Spring
Mrs. Martin Byington
Johnson.Jan. .Sept. IO/37t....75'/a
Big
735 Guy
Witherspoon. . .July
.67.
May
29/37
.July
9/37
58. June 26/37
Born
Reckless
(G)
758
Rochelle
Hudson-Brian
Donlevy.
BorderShot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
John Kibbee-Cora
Beal-Armida
Juno 23/37
4/37
—
.65. Apr. 24/37 Cafe (Exploitation:
7/37
12/37.. .72.
Metropole (G)June750
China
Passage
(G)(G)718
Constance
WorthV.Grahame
Haworth Mar.
96. Sep 83. May 8/37
19/37. Loretta
p. 84.) Young-Tyrone Power .May
Apr. 10/37
Criminal
Lawyer
713
Lee
Tracy
Margot
Jan.
t
May
.
29/37..
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 81.)
Cali torn ian.
753 Ricardo Cortez-Mariorle Weaver. July 16/37. 19.58.
/36 July 10/37
ChanTheat (G)
the Olympics
Don't Tell the Wifo (G) 720. .Guy Kibbne-Una Merkel Mar. 5/37... .62. Feb. 27/37 Charlie
752
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMIIIe... May 21/37. .71
.73.
Sept.
4/37
Fit
for
a
King
(G)
Joe
E.
Brown-Helen
Mack
..
.Oct.
I5.'37t..
•60.
Aug.
14/37
Flight from Glory (G) Chester Morris-Whitney Bourne.. Aug. 20/37... *63 Sept. 4/37 Charlie
(See Chan
"In theat Cutting
.68.Nev.
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
.Jan.
Forty
Girls (G) 803.. James
Gleason-Zasu Pitts
Sept. 24/37t..
31/37
(G) 730
WarnerLorre-Brian
Oland-BorisDonlevy
Karloff
HideawayNaughty
(G)
Fred Stone-Marjorie
Lord Aug.
13/37... *60.July
8/37
,
.64.
July
31/37
29/36
Crack-Up
(G)
727
Peter
•79. Aug. 28/37 David(re-issue)
Hollywood
O'Brien-Cecilia
28/37...
.85. Oct.
Mar. 16/37
Harum (G) 769 Will Rogers-Evelyn Venablo
Life
ofatheWishCowboy
Party,(G)The(G)745
(G)733801. George
Gene Raymond
-HarrietRathbone
HParker..
ililard. .May
.Sept.
3/37t.. *70.Sept.
4/37
14/37... .79.
Make
Bobby
Breen-Basil
Aug.
27/37...
Man Who Found Himself. The
Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon .Feb. 5/37... .68. Jan.
.67. Mar. 13/37 Doctor(re-issue)
. (G) the722
John
Beal-Joan
Fontaine
Apr.
2/37...
14/36
Mar. 5/37.. . .81. Apr. 23/37
.60. Sept.
May 29/37
Meet
Missus
(G)
729
Victor
Moore-Helen
Broderiek.
.
.
.
June
4/37...
Fair
Warning
(G) 740 Betty Furness-John Payne .Apr.
•75.
18/37
Music
for Madame
804...
NinoPennerMartini-Joan
Fontaine July
Oct. 8/37T..
Roads to TownMay(G)8/37,
748.. ».Den70.) Ameche-Ann Sothern
16/37... 8i May 3/34
HO.July 10/37 Fifty(Exploitation:
New (Exploitation:
Faces
of 1937Oct.(G)
(G) 9/37,
732.. p.Joe
Harriet
Hllliard
2/37...
Great Hospital Mystery. The
70.)
18/36 57. Jan. 2/37 751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck .Aug. 14/37 . . .59. Mar. 3/37
Waitress
(G) 711
Margot Grahame-Gordon Jones
OnNight
Again—
Off
Again
(G)
(Reviewed
under871the title. "Dead Yesterday.")
725
Wheeler
and
Woolsey
Handy
Andy
(G)
May
6/37
Outeasts of Poker Flat, The
Will Rogers
I3/37T..
.Oct. I5/87T..
Mar. 20/37 Heidi(re-issue)
816
Shirley
Temple-Jean
Herthelt...
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Joan Muir Apr. 16/37 .68.65. Jan.
.Feb.
5/34
.58.
July
30/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Roen."
July
24/37.)
Park
Avenue
Logger
(G)
787.
.
George
O'Brien-Beatrice
Roberts.
.Feb.
26/37.
July
.67. Jan. 17/37
.69. Nov. 21/36 Holy Terror. The (G) 734 Jane Withers-Anthony Martin...
Plot Thiekens,
Plough
and theTheStars,(G) The641(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dee. 11/36
Sept. 24/37T..
5/37...
.July
Hot
Water
(G)
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
S40
Happened
745.... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen
9/37
(See production article, Aug.Barbara
22/36, Stanwyek-P.
p. 16.) Foster Jan. 15/37. .67. JaMar. 30/37
2/37 ItKing
George OutVI West
Coronation
I5.'37t..
870
Technicolor Special
Quality Street (G) 709 Kath. Hepburn -Franchot Tone Mar, 26/37. .84.
Oct. 8/37T.. .28
.59.
Deo.
12/36
Racing
Lady
(G)
707
Ann
Dvorak-Smith
Ballew
Jan.
Lady
Escapes.
The
(G)
747.
...
Gloria
StuartMichael
Whalen
.
.84. Oct.
.71 June 18/37
12/37 Lancer Spy (G) 809 George Sanders- Dolores Del Rio Dee.
Riding On Air (G) 771 Joe E. Brown- Florence Rice June 29/37.
18/37... ♦59.
9/37
at Trouble"In724
Jane Room."
Darwell-Lois
Wilson
Saturday's
(G) 805 Van
Marsh
8/37t.. .88. Sept.
8/37
Feb. 20/37 Laughing
Sea
Devils Heroes
(G) 714
VictorHeflin-Marian
McLaglen-Preston
Foster.. Oct.
Feb. 19/37...
(See
"Glory,"
the
Cutting
Oct.
17/36.)
2/37
1 16. May 8/37 Life Begins in College (G)
Shall(Exploitation:
We Dance (G)June724
Fred
Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
May
7/37...
I/37T..
Oct.
19/37,
p.
85:
July
31/37,
p.
80.)
.94.
Oct.
810
Ritz Bros. -Gloria Stuart .Jan.
.117. Nov.
Soldier and the Lady, The (A)
of London (G)Nov. 735
BartholomewM. Carroll
pp. 79 82; Apr. 28/36
717
Anton Walbrook-Eliz. Allan Apr. 9/37... .85. Feb. 27/37 Lloyds(Exploitation:
21/36. F.p. 108;
Mar. 6/37,
p. 89; Mar . 27/37.29/37...
.78. Feb. 3/37.
37,*90.Sept.
p. 79.)18/37
PP.
65.
71;
May
8/37,
p.
74;
July
31/37,
p.
80.)
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
Mar.
13,
.Feb.
Stage(SeeDoorproduction
(G) 806
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, p.Loretta
90.) Young-Tyrone Power .Aug. 26/37... .73.
article, Aug.Kath.14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
p. 16.) Rogers.. ..Oct. 8/37t.. .70. July 17/37 Love (Exploitation:
..75. Aug.
Super Sleuth (G) 734 Jack Oakie-Ann Sothern July 16/37... 105 Dec. 19/36 Love Under Fire (G) 803 Loretta Young-Don Ameche .Apr. 20/37t.. Mar. 27/37
14/37
That (Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37,
712.. p.Lily84:Pons-Gone
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy- Frances Drake... Mar. 2/37...
Nancy Steele
Apr. 24/37,Raymond
p. 90.) Jan. 22/37... ..74. June 5/37 Midnight
27/37
20/37
There
Goes
My
Girl
(G)
728.
.Ann
Sothern-Gene
Raymond
May
21/37...
738
Victor
McLaglen-Peter
Loire
.Feb.
Thoy Wanted to Marry (G)
Races (G) 736 Jed Prouty-Shirley Deane
19/37... ..57.
84.) Jan. 16/37
Dec. 26/36 Off to theAvenue
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb. 5/37... .60.
(G) Mar.
73220/37, Dick
PowellMadeleine
Carroll..
109. July 17/37 On the(Exploitation:
June 9/37, p.
Toast(Exploitation:
of New YerkAug.(G) 28/37,
719.. . p.. Edward
Arnold-Francos
Farmer.
.July
30/37...
p.
78;
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
80.
82;
13/37
86; Sept. 4/37, p. 96; Sept. 25/37, p. 68.)
One (Exploitation:
In a Million (G)Mar.722
Sonja Henie-Adolphe Menjou... .Jan. 1/37... ..94. Deo. 26/38
Tee
Many JaneWivesTurner
(G) 723
Morley Apr.
9/37...
20/37,
..68. July
One Mile from Heaven
(G) p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82.)>
Wanted:
643 Anne
Gloria Shirley-John
Stuart-Lee Tracy
Dec. 4/36...
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
Claire Trevor-Sally Blane .Oct. I3/37T..
.71. Jan. 23/37 Roll802
We're
Along Cowboy 812 Smith Bellew-Cecilla Parker.. .Jan.
..57. Feb.
We Whoon theAre Jury
About(G)to716....
Die Helen Broderick-Victor Moore. ... Feb. 12/37... .82. Oct. 17/36 Secret
Valley
(G)(G)731
Richard Simon-James
Arlen- VirginiaStewart.
Grey. .Mar. 15/37... .102. Mar. 24/37
13/37
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan. 6/37...
Seventh
Heaven
742
SImone
.July 26/37... ,74. Aug. 27/37
(Exploitation:
June
5/37,
p.
64.)
When's
Your
Birthday?
(G)
Feb. 20/37 She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley... .June
770
Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb. 19/37... .77.
11/37...
Windjammer 783 George O'Brien-Constance Worth. .Aug. 6/37... .58
756Room."Anthony
Dunbar.
the Cutting
May Martin-Dixie
1/37.)
Room."PaulMayMuni-Miriam
29/37.) Hopkins Apr. 23/37... .88. Apr. 24/37 Sing (Seeand "InBo Happy
.92. June 7/37
Woman(See I "InLove,theTheCutting
(G) 721..
Slave
Ship
(G)
748
Wallace
Beery-Warner
Baxter.
.88.
Oct.
31/36
.Apr.
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642.. ..Kath. Hepburn-H. Marshall Nov. 8/36... .62 June 5/37
(See production article. Mar. 13/37. p. 16.)
..69. Jan.
..70.
Mar. 19/37
.Apr. 2/37..
You
Can't
Beat
Love
(G)
731
.Preston
Foster-Joan
Fontaine
June
25/37...
Step
Lively,
Jeeves
(G)
739...
Arthur
Treacher-Patricla
Ellis
S/S7. . . ..78. Aug.
. Sent. 30/37...
You Can't Buy Luck (G) 726. Vinton Haworth-Helen
That
I
May
Live
(G)
755
Rochelle
Hudson-Robert
Kent.
30/37
Coming Mack Apr. 30/37...
Thin
Ice
(G)
805
Sonla
Henle-Tyrone
Power
3/S7t..
(Exploitation:
Oct.
9/37,
p.
66.)
Breakfast for Two (G) 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall. . Oct. 22/ 37t .
28/37
6/37

3
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RELEASE
CHART— CON*TI
/
Tltla
Star
Coming
Title
Think Fart, Mr. Moto3
(G)
•04
Peter Lorre-Vlrglnla Field Aug. 27/37t....66.Apr. 17/37 Action for Slander (A) CllveStarBrook-Ann Todd Dec. I2.'37t.
IO/37t.
May
28/37
99
Thl<
Is
My
Affair
(G)
721
Barbara
StanwyckRobt.
Taylor..
6
Adventures of Marco Pel* Gary Cooper-Sigrld Gurie Nov.
Tine Out for Romance (G)
of Tom Sawyer
19/37 72. Feb. 20/S7 Adventures
741
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen.... Mar.
(See production
article. Oct.Tommy
9/37. Kelly-Walter
p. 16.) Brennan. .. .Oct. 25/37t.
May 21/37
12/37 Goldwyn
Under
Annabella
Follies,
The Phil
Baker-Ritz
Bros Dee. IO/37t.
Nov.
6/36 82.63. June
Nov. 14/36
Under the
Your RedSpellRobe(G) (G)720743.. Conrad
LawrenceVeidtTlbbettWendy Barrle. Apr.
Hurricane,
The
Dorothy
Lamour-Jon
23/37 91. Apr. 17/37
Wake(Expleltatle-n:
Up and LiveJuly(G) 3/37.
749...p.Walter
Winchell-Ben
Bernie
(See production article, Aug. 7/37, p. 16.) Hall Nav.
69:
July
10/37.
pp.
85,
86.)
Bennett-Henry
July 30/37 99. July 3/37 I Met(SeeMy "InLovetheAgain
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie Winkle July
(G) 10/37.
760. .. Shirley
Cutting Room,"Joan Sept.
18/37.) Fonda Oct. I9,'37t.
p. 88; Temple-V.
Aug. 7/37,McLaglen
p. 92; Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 97; Oct. 9/37,
p.
68.)
Mutiny
in
the
Mountains.
...*..
Vivien
Leigh-Paul
Lucas
Nov. 5/37t.
Nothing(See Sacred
March. ..Nov.
Western
Gold (G)(G) 719
761 Smith BellewHeather Angel .Aug.
production article, Aug.Carole
21/37,Lombard-Fredric
p. 16.)
.Nov. 27/37.
27/36...*56.65. Sept.
Dee. 11/37
5/S6 Stand-in
Wait*(Exploitation:
Hunter
I5.'37t...*88.0ct. 9/37
(A)
Leslie Howard-Joan Blondell Oct. I2/37T....88.JVM
Feb. 27/37, Warner
p. 81.) Baxter-June Lang
12/W
In
a
Teacup
(G)
.......
Vivien
Leigh-Rex
Harrison
Nov.
.Sept. l7/37t....85.Sept. 11/37 Storm
Wife,
Doctor
and
Nurse
(G)
.
.
.
Loretta
YoungWarner
Baxter..
I4,'38t....77.8ept.
11/87
Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd Jan.
Wild andof the
WoelyMorning
(G)(G) Jane Withers-Walter Brennan.., .Sept I0,'37t 64. July 24/37 Untitled
Wings
(Reviewed
under
the
tltla,
"The
Squeaker.")
Feb. 19/37 87. Mar. 20/37
737
Annabella- Henry Fonda
UNIVERSAL Running Tla*
Woman-Wise (G) 733 Rochelle Hudson -Michael Whalen Jan. 22/37 70. Feb. 13/37
You(G)Can't
Have Everything Alice Faye-Don Ameche Aug. 3/37t... 99.July 31/37
Tltla
801
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Armored Car (G) 1004 , .Robert Wilcox- Judith Barrett June
Coming
64 Aug. 14/37
5,'37t...
As Good as Married (G) 1012 .John Boles- Doris Nolan May 20/37
9/37 81. May 1/37
Ali Baba Goes to Town 815 Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. 29/37t
Behind
the
Mike
.Wm.
Gargan-Judith
Barrett
Sept.
26,'37t
88
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Aug.
14/37.)
Black
Aces 2050
Big Town Girl Claire Trevor- Donald Woods Dec. l7/37f
Boss Rider
of Gun Creek 1042. Buck
Buck Jones-Kay
Jones-MurielLinaker
Evans Sept
Nov. 1/36.,..
Borrowing
Trouble
Jed
Prouty-Sprimg
Bylngton
Breezing
Home
(G)
1033
Blnnie
Barnes-Wm.
Gargan
Jan.
31/37.... .M.
Charlie
Carlo.(G). . Warner Oland-Keye Luke
California Straight Ahead (G)
Charlie Chan
Chan aton Monte
Broadway
1030
John
Wayne-Louise
Latimer
May 3,'37t....68
2/37 87. Apr. 27/37
811
Warner Oland-Joan Marsh Oct. 22/37t 68. Aug
Carnival
Queen
Dorothea
Kent-Robert
Wilcox
Oet.
Danger—
Love at Work (G) Ann Sothern-Jack Haley N 5/37t....8I.Oct. 2/37 Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/36 61 Dee. 1/88
808
SaddlesWonder(G) (G)10431019.. Jeanne
Buck Jones-Louise
Brooks
Dee. 3/37 69. Jan. 23/S?
.62. Sept. 25/37 Empty
Yours (G) 817.. ..Cesar
Romero-Phyllis Beek
Brooks ND I2,'37t..
Four Overboard
Days'
Dante-Kenneth
Hewell. . . . Jan.
IO/37t
45Dangerously
Fathers
Jane Withers-Thomas
Girl
(G) 1021 Gloria StuartWalter Pidgeon
Feb. 28/3762 58. May 28/S7
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
11/37.)
I Cover the War (G) 1016 John Wayne-Gwen Daze July ,4 I0.'37t
Oet.
In Old(SeeChicago
/ . ...62'/2.Oet.
Idol of the Crowds (G) 2037... John Wayne-Sheila Bromley Sept.
Oct. l9/37t....63
production article, Sept.Tyrone
4/37, Power-Alice
p. 48.) Faye U !5/38t.
68 Ju 24/38 2/37
Lady forFights
Back, The
2025... Buck
Irene Jones-Muriel
Hervey-Kent Taylor
79.
Sept.
28/34
Judge
Priest
(reissue)
872
Will
Rogers-Anita
Louise
Nov.
I2,'37t
Law
Tombstone
2051
Evans
ly 10
Oct. I0.'37t ...»8
Look Out, Mr. Moto 819 Peter Lorre-Rochelle Hudson Nov. 26/37t
/
the Cutting Room,"Walter
Sept. Winchell-Ben
11/37.) Bernie. .... Dec. 3l/37t
Let Them Live (G) 1035. ...... Nan Grey-John Howard Apr. 25/37 73. Apr.37 24/87
Love (Seeand "InHisses
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. .. Shirley Temple-Gloria Stuart
Love
Letters
of
a
Star
(A)
Second
818 Cesar
LorettaRomero-June
Young-TyroneLang
Power Nov.
1028
Henry Hunter-Polly Rowles Nov. 8/36 88. Nav. 14/88
ShanghaiHoneymoon
Deadline
Dec. I9,'37t
3/37t
Man
(G) 1020...
Tarzan's
Revenge
Glenn
Morris-Eleanor
Holm
Dec.
3/37t
Man InWhoBlue,CriedThe Wolf,
The Robert Wilcox-Nan Grey May 30/37 67. May 2Z. it
Women With Wings Rochelle Hudson-Joan Marsh Dec. 24/37t
(G) 2023
Tom Brown-Barbara Read Aug. 29/37T. . . .6S.8ept. 4/37
Mighty Treve, The (G) 1034. ..Noah Beery, Jr.-Barbara Read. ..Jan. 17/37 .56.69. Apr.
10/37
Feb. 13/37
UNITED ARTISTS
Mysterious Crossing (G) 1025. .James Dunn-Jean Rogers Dec.
.67. Apr. 24/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Reviewed Night
Key
(G)
1024
Boris
Karloff-Jean
Rogers
May
(Exploitation:
May
22/37,
p.
87.)
Came(Exploitation:
and Get It (A)14/36. Edward
Arnold- Frances p.Farmer.
.Nov.Nov. 28/ 6/36
99. Nov. 7/36
109; 13/37,
(Exploitation: May 22/37, p. 87.)
pp. 83, 84; Dec.Nov. 19/36,
p. p.94; 90;Jan.Nov.30/37.21/36.
p. 82; Feb.
p. 36.89; p.May99;1/37.Dee.p.5/36,
82.)
l2/37t....84.Sept. 11/37
100 Men
and a GirlAnalysis,
(G) 200I..Deanna Durbln-Adolphe Menjou. .Sept. 25/37,
Dark
Journey
(G)
Vivien
Leigh-Conrad
Veidt
July
2/37t
82.
Mar. 6/37
7 Dead End (G)
p. 68: Oct. 2/37,
(See
Sylvia
Sidney-Joel
McCrea
Aug.
27/37t
93.
Aug.
7/37
p. 76;Musical
Oct. 9/37, p. 69.)Sept. 18/37, p. 29; exploitation: Sept.
3
(Exploitation: Sept. 18/37, p. 86; Sept. 25/37, p. 71.)
Reported Missing (G) Wm. Gargan-Jean Rogers Aug. 15 / 37 63. Aug. 7/37
Divorce
of
Lady
X,
The
Merle
Oberon-Laurence
Olivier.
.
.Oct.
I5,'37t
Dreaming
(A) Elis.
Raymond Massey. ..May
Mar. 13/37
6/37 Road Back, The (G) 1005 Richard Cromwell-John King Aug. 1/37 103 June 26/37
7
Elephant BoyLips (G)
NativeBergnerCast
Apr. 28/37
23/37 78.80 Mar.
(See
p. 83;production
Oct. 9/37,article,
pp. 66,Apr.68.) 24, '37, p. 16; exploitation: July 31/37, p. 80; Sept. 18/37,
(Exploitation: June 12/37, p. 96; July 31, '37, p. 82; Aug. 21/37, p. 75; Oct. 2/37, p. 77.) Sandflow
(G) 1044 Buck Jones-Llta Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Fall. 8/S7
Farewell
Again
(G)
Leslie
Banks-Flora
Robson
Oct.
8,'37t
83.
May
22/37
52nd
StreetEngland
(G)
Hunter-Pat Paterson Oct. l/37t. . .*80.Oct. 9/37 She's Dangerous
Romero-Tala Birell
Jan. 24/37
Tree Range1031
1046 Cesar
Buck Jones-Muriel
Evans June
6/37 68
59
Fire (Exploitation:
Over
(G)27/37, Ian
Laurence
Mar.
p. 79.) Olivier-Flora Robsen. . . Mar. 5/37 89. Jan. 16/37 Smoke
Three(Exploitation:
Smart Girls Feb.
(G) 1029.
Durbin-Ray
Milland
6/37, . .pp.Deanna
73. 74;
Mar. 13/37.
pp. 78. Dec.82: 20/36
Mar. 20/37.84. pp.Jan.78,30/37
82:
Garden(Seeof production
Allah, The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Dietrich-Charles
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
78.
Nov.
7/38
6/36.
p.
14;
exploitation:
Nov.
21/36,
p.
109;
Jan.
30/37,
Apr.
3/37,
pp.
66.
67;
Apr.
10/37,
p.
94;
Apr.
17/37,
pp.
78,
80,
82;
Apr.
24/37, p. S4.
/
p.
85;
Feb.
6/37,
pp.
76,
77;
Feb.
20/37,
p.
80;
Mar.
13/37,
p.
83;
Apr.
3/37,
pp.
67.
May
1/37.
p.
82;
May
15/37.
pp.
96.
99.)
368, 69.)
Top of(Seethe production
Town (G) article,
1007 Jan.George23/37,Murphy-Doris
Nolan Apr.
Apr. 24/37,
18/37p. 91;88. Apr.
8/37
p. 16; exploitation:
May 1/37.
7
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37.
(G). Charles
2/37
Lovepp.in 97.91.Mar.92; 13/37
p. 84; Boyer-Jean
Apr. 3/37, Arthur
pp. 64, 71; Apr.
Apr. 10/37,
Apr.
p.
79;
May
22/37,
pp.
86,
87;
June
5/37,
p.
70;
June
12/37,
p.
92;
June
19/37.
17/37,89. p.90;82;JuneApr.12/37,
24/37,p. 93.)
pp. 91, 92; May 1/37, p. 83; May 8/37, p. 72;a May
op. 82. 85.)
Bungal22/37,
pp.
ow (G) Trouble
We Haveat OurMidnight
Moments (G) N. Beery, Jr.-Catharlne Hughes. .Oct. I7.'37t. . . .88
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armor
.... Marlene
Dietrich-Robt.
Kent Tay
Aug. <G>21/37,
p. 78; Sept.
11/37. p. Donat..
84.) .July 23/37t. .. 107. June 19/37 1009.. 1017
Sally
Eilers-James Rowles
Dunn Mar. 11/87
2R.'V 67. Apr. ._3/3?
Love
a Stranger
13/37 West BoundlorLimited
Lyle Talbot-Polly
an Gr1008
Man from
Who Could
Work (A)
Miracles. Ann Harding-Basil Rathbone May 14/37 Left87. HaFeb.
When Love Is-NYoung
(G)e 1018. Virginia
Bruce-Kent Taylor July
Apr. 4/37 66
78. Apr. 24/37
nded22/36
The
(G)
Roland
Young-Joan
Gardner
Feb.
19/37
82.
Aug.
La
Wildcatter,
The
1015
Scott
Colton-Jean
Rogers
June
6, 37 58
1045. ..Over
Honolulu (G) y June
Men Are Not Gods (A) Miriam Hopklns-Gert. Lawrence . .Jan. 22/37 82 Jan. 2/37w (G) Wings
.B
uc
k Jon Wendy Barrle-Ray Milland May 23/37.. ..78. May 15/37
PrisonerIs Born,
of ZendaA (G)
(G) Janet
RonaldGaynor-Fredric
Colman-M. Carroll
3,'37t. . . 11011 1..Sept.
4/37
Star
March MaySept.
Apr.22/37,
30/37
May 29/37,
1/37 toil
es
68.
Coming
(See production
article. Feb. 27/37.
p. 16; exploitation:
p. 86; May
Oh,
Apr. July 10/37
pp. 67, 69; June 5/37, pp. 64, 67, 70; June 19/37, p. 84; JuneDoctor!
26/37. pp. 120, 121.
122; Julyp. 96.)10/37, p. 87; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug. 28/37,
p. 97; Sept. Adventure's End
63. May Dec.
John Wayne-Diana Gibson
(G) 1013
4/37.
1/37 I2.'37t.
Boss of ofLonely
Valley Bob
Buck Baker-Lois
Jones
Nov.
I4,'37t.
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas
(A)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Johm
Boles
Aug.
6/37t.
.
1
1
1
.
July
31/37
Courage
the
West
January
July 31/37, p. 81; Sept. 25/37, pp. 69, 70; Oct. 2/37, p. 74; Oct. 9/37,Edward (See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
07,
Girl
with
Ideas,
A
Wendy
BarrieWalter
Pidgeon.
...
Nov.
7/37t.
Everett
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners June (8/37t... 44
Merry-Go-Round
ofCutting
1938Room,"BertAug.
Lahr-Alice
Brady Nov. I4,'37t.
Norton
(See
"In
the
14/37.)
Walter Wanger's Vogues of
Prescription for Romance
Taylor Dec. 5/37t.
1938(Exploitation:
(G)Aug. 21/37. Warner
Baxter-Joan
May Room,"WendyOct. Barry-Kent
(See "In the Cutting
9/37.)
p. 74; Sept.
11/37, Bennett
p. 82.) Sept. I7.'37t. . . 108. Aug. 7/37 Renegade
Ranglers
Bob
Baker-Joan
Barclay
When Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks. Jr.-V. Hobson June 4/37... 87. May 8/37 Some Blondes Are Dangerous. .. Noah87.Beery, Jr.-Dorothea Kent. ..Nov. 28/37t..
the title, "Jump
Glory.") McCrea May 7/37 71. May 1/37 Sudden Bill Dorn Buck Apr.
Dec. 3l/37t.
I9.'37t.
Woman(Reviewed
Chases under
Man (G)
Miriam forHopkins-Joel
24/87 Brent
ClaudiaJones-Evelyn
Morgan-Wm.
Limdlgan. .Oct.
(See
article,p. Apr.
p. 88:production
Sept. 11/37.
83.) 17/37, p. 12; exploitation: June 12/37, p. 92; July 3/37, That's(SeeMy"InStory
.63. Oct. 2/37
the
Cutting
Room."
July
3/37.
You (Exploitation:
Only Live OnceJan.(A)
Sylvia
Sidney-Henry
Fonda
Jan. 29/37
86. Jan.
30/37
Westland Case, The (G) Preston Foster-Carol Hughes Oct. 3l/37t.
30/37,
p.
80:
Mar.
6/37,
p.
89;
Mar.
20/37,
pp.
76,
78;
Apr.
3/37.
You're
a
Sweetheart
Alice
Faye-George
Murphy
Dee.
26.'37t.
pp. 88, 71; June 26/37, p. 123; July 10/37, p. 87; Aug. 21/37, p. 74.)
(See "A Young Man's Fancy," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)
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MOTION

PICTURE HERALD
CHAET—CCNT'D)
Running Time
Title
Rel. Date>37t....78.J«ly
Minutes Renewoo
Don
Quixote
(G)
Chaliapin
Sept.
8/37
Jan.
28/37
95 Fob. 11/87
Masquerade In Vienna (A).... Paula Wessely
My Song(G)
of Love Skiing
Tito Schipa
Mar.
SI/37
78Jan.
Slalom
Film
Doc.
15/36
66.
Trtno Populart Italian Feature
Dec. 25/38 82
Coming
Annie
Aurora Laurie
Sul Mare Will
ItalianFyfft
Feature
87
Chanson
D'Amour
Titt
Ittt
SlmoneSchipa
Berriau
Life andon Loves
of Beethoven. .. Walter
Harry Baur
Love
Skils
Rimil
Monks, The
.Antarctic
Film
Ninety Bureau
Degrees South.
Second
.Jean Murat-Diana
.Valerie
HobsonKoreno.
Secrets
of
Stamboul...
. Hannes Schneider
Ski Chaso
Street ofWithout
a Name Constant
Remy-Pola tilery.
Song
Ceylon
Basil
SimoneWright
Berriau
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN) Running Time
Rel. Date MinutesJ treeReviewed
Title
Star Dist'i
28/37
Angel's Pit. (A)
Tht (A) Amedo
NazzarlGlobe Mar. 23/37. . 103. Apr.
Amphytrlon
Henri
Garat
Beethoven Concerto (Q)...V. Gardin Amkina Mar. 23/37.. .90..Oct.Apr.
Big FellaSentries
(G)
British Lion
78. July 10/37
18/87
Bronze
(G) Paul
Fosco Robeson
Giacchetti ..Fonoroma
i.Oot. 2/37.
Carnival in Flanders (A) . -Franeoise Rosay ..American Tobis. . .Sept.
4787
.82
Feb.
28/37
(Reviewed
under
th*
tltlt,
"La
Kermes
8/38
..Assoc
British
Dominant
Sex,
The
(A)
..
.Phillips
Holmes
Heroique.")
.80.AHB. 14/87
Edge of the World, Th*
Currl* British
I. E. Co....
Emil(A)
Und Die Detektlve. . Flnlay
Fritz Rasp
International
May
15/37...
90. June 8737
Episode (A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis
Eternal Mask, The (A) . . . Mathias Wieman .. .Mayer-Burstyn. . Jan. 12/37... 70.92. Jan.
Dm. 23/37
I9/38
Flying
Doctor,
The
(G)
..
.Charles
Farrell
20th
CenturyFox
55. Aug. 14/37
Fury Over Spain (G)
Modern Film .
Gang Show, The (G) Ralph Reader General
May 1/37
Glamorous Night (G) Mary Ellis Assoc. British 80. May 15/37
Gobsek
(A)
Leonid
Loonldov
Vmkino
74.
Aug,
Golem, The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. . .88. Mar 27/37
Gypsy (A)
Roland Young Warner
Feb. 13/37
It Isn't Done (G) Cecil
Kellaway British
Empire 80.77.8*pt
Mar. 27/37
4/37
Jericho
Paul Robeson
General
12/37... .73. Apr. 24/37
Klmiko (G)
(A)
.Sachiko
Chiba
International
Apr.
King's
People,
The
(G).
.John
Drinkwater
...Mindlin
May
1 1/37... 70. 22/37
La Damigella di Bard
.Artlstl
La(G)
Grande Illusion (A).
Cinematographlque
. Realization d'Art Apr. 27/37... 120.90. July
May
.Amkino
Last
Night,
The
(G)
I.
R.
Peltser.
Late Mattia Pascal. The
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 10/37
8/37
3/37
Les Petits (G) Alice Tisset Franco-American.. .Det. 29/ 38.. .90. Jan. 23/37
10/37
Let's Make
a The
Niqht(A)
of It Jean
BuddyGabin
Rogers Mayer-Burstyn
Assoc British
80. Sept.
July 25/87
Lower
Depths,
Oct.
15/37..
.95.
Mademoiselle Docteur (A) Dita Parlo United Artists 105 May 1/37
Make
Up (G)(A)
N. Asther-J.
British
July 18/17
Mayerling
Charles
BoyerClyde. .Asso.
Pax Films
Sept. 13/37. . .9177.70..Sept.
Merry
Town The(G).Zasu
Pitts
Sound
City
Just 25/17
8787
Mill onComesthe toFloss.
(G)
Frank
Lawton
National
90.
Feb.
13/87
Moonlight
(G) Paderewski United Artists 80. Mar. 13/37
Mutiny of Sonata
the Elslnore,
The (G)
Paul Lukas Assoc. British 77. Sept. 18/17
Ora
105. May 15/17
OrphanPonclano
Boy of(G)
Vienna Chucho Solorzano ...Prod. Sorla
OrphanFighting
of the Navy
Wilderness.
British Empire.. .Jan. 20/37... 75.85 May
Mar. 8/37
8/87
Our
(G)...H.GwenB. Munro
Wurner General
Pagliarcl
(G) article, Richard
(See production
Jan. 9/37.Tauber
p. 16.)....United Artists 90. Feb. 8/37
Pearls
the Crown
Guitry Tobis
MS.Juna
J/37
Pepe
Leof Moko
(A)(A)..Sascha
Jean
Paris Film
100 Feb.
Mar. 27/17
20/37
Prisoners
<G>
A. I.Gabin
Chaban Amkino
Feb. 16/37. . .93.
Pygmalion (G)
Lily Bouwmeester. . .Filmex Cinetone
Apr. 17/37
Razumov (G)
Pierre Fresnay Garrison Mar. 8/37. . .95. Mar. 27/37
Revolutionists
"Said
O'Reilly (G)
to McNab" V. V. Schukin Amkino Dot. "38.. 100. Feb.
8737
(G)
Will Mahoney GainsboroughGB
84. July 17/17
Sensation
(A)
John
Lodge
Wardour
75
Jen.
23/37
Silver Blaze (G) Arthur Wontner Assoc British 70100 July
17/37
Feb. 24/37
28/17
Sol
Over Mail
Danmark(A)
(G) Richard-Wilm
Henrik Ma!berg
Apr. 13/37... 73 Apr.
Southern
Solar
...
.Jan.
28/37.
.63
Feb.
13/17
Spain In FKmes The(A)
Amkino
.Aug. 20/37. .58 Sipt. 4/87
Spanish
(A)
Promethei
.Apr. 26/37. .8585. July
May 17/37
1/37
Thank You.Earth.Madam
(G) . . .Jan Kiepura American
80.laa. 2/87
Thirteen.
(A)(G) . Elsa
Ivan Merlinl
Novoseltsev ...Amkino
30This'll
SecondsMakeTheof You
Love
E.
J.
A
Whistle
(A)
Jack Buchanan Wilcox
78. Jan. 9/37
Tsar
to
Lenin
(A)
Lenauer Intern'l.. . Apr.
Mar. 8/37. . .68. Mar. 27/17
Wave.
(G)
Native Cast
1/17
White The
Squadron
(G) Antonio
Centa Garrison
E. N. I. C 20/37. .8085. May
Dee. 26/38
World's
In
Lovo.
The
(A).Marta
Eggrrth
Viennese
May
18/17
..90.
May
29/17
Ylddle with His Fiddle.... Molly Picon Sphinx Dec 31/36

1
Sept.
a7l7.

er

en

G
'.

en.

Old
Hans

8/17

(THE
RELEASE
VICTORY
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Brothers
tf
the
W*st
Tom
Tyler-Lois
Wlldo
Sept
Sept.
30.'37t....55
56
Cheyenoe Rides Alain Tom Tyler-Lucille Brawn* Jan. 7/37.....
1/37. ....56
Fead of the Trail Tom Tyler-Harleno Wood May I.'37
62
Flying
Fists
Herman
Brix-Jeanne
Martel
July
Million Dollar Racket Herman Brix-Joan Barclay Oct. I,*37t .55.63
Mystery
Range
Tom
Tyler-Jerry
Bergh
May
Phantomand ofSaddles
the Range Tom
Silks
HermanTyler-Beth
Brix-TobyMarion
Wing No*.
Dec. 28/36..
I4.'36..
I,'37t. .55.
Sky
Racket
Herman
Brix-Joan
Barclay
Two Minutes to Play Herman Brix-Jeanne Martel Sept
Nov. 2/36..
Coming
30,'37t.
Amateur Crook
Herman Br
I5,'37t.
Lost Ranch
Tom Tyler
l/37t.
Orphans of the Pecos Tom Tyler
WARNER BROTHERS
also First National,
Title (See Star
Rel. Date RunnIns
MinutesTlra«Reviewed
Another
(A) 106
(Sm Dawn
production
article. Mar.Kay6/37,Francisp. 16.)Errol Flynn June 26/37 73. Apr. 10/37
Black(Exploitation:
Legion (A) Jan.
10816/37, p.H. 76;Bogart-E.
O'Brien-Moor*
Jan. 20/57,
30/37p. 82;83 Mar.
Jan. 27/37,
9/37
Mar. 13/37.
pp. 80. 83; Mar.
p. 7*; Apr. 3/37. p. 66; Apr. 10/37, p. 95; July 17/37, p. 89.)
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Foran-Helen Valkis Juno 12/37 55
California Mail »30 Dick Foran-Llnda Perry Nov. 14/38 56
Call
ChargeIt a*fDaythe (6)Light113
Brigade Olivia do Havilland-I. Hunter.. .Apr. 17/37 89. Mar. 13/37
(G)(8m901
Flynn-O.
Havllland Nev.N»v.14/36,
7/36p. 90;1 15. Nov.
Oct. 21/36,
24/36
nrteJnetltn article. JulyErrol25 / 36,
p. 18;de exploitation:
p. Ill;It/17,Jan.p.13/37.
Apr.
82.) p. 78; Jan. 23/37. p. 78; Fob. 8/37, p. 74; Apr. 3/37. p. 65:
Devil's
Saddle Legion, The Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
IS*
FlyAway
Baby (G)123
125 Craig
Glenda Reynolds-Ann
Farrell-BartonSheridan.
MacLane. . June 19/37 60. June 12/37
Footloose Heiress
.Aug. 21/37.
(8m
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
10/37.)
Fugitive In the Sky (8) 120.. Jean Mulr-Warren Hell Nov. 28/36 58. Oct. 31/36
Bed's
Country
and the Woman Georgo Brent-Beverly Roberts. . .Jan. 18/37 85. Dae.
(G)(Exploitation:
105
26/36
Feb. 13/37. pp. 84, 85: Feb. 27/37. p. 80.)
19/37
(Exploitation: Sept. 4/37. pp. 94, 97.)
Breat(Exploitation:
O'Mallsy, TheApr.(G)10/37,
110. .Pat
O'Brien-Sybil
Jason
Feb.
13/37
71.
Dec.
12/36
p. 91.)
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G) June
1025/37, p.Edw.
G. Robinson-Betto
Davis. ..May 29/37... 101 .May
64;
Sept.
4/37.
p.
96.)
King and the Chorus Girl (G)
104
Gravet-Joan
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, Fernand
p. 76; Mar.
27/37. p.Blondell.
79; June. . Mar.
26/37.27/37
p. 118.) 95. Mar. 14/36
6/37
King
of
Hookey
(0)
121
Anne
NagelRichard
Purcell
Deo.
19/36
Land tfBeyond
Lnw The128(G) Dick Foran-Linda Perry Mar. 13/37. 55. Nov.
Life
EmlletheZola.
116. July 10/37
203
Muni-Gale
Oct. 2/37t... .68.
Aug.
(Exploitation: Oct. 2/37, p.Paul76; Oct.
9/37. p.Sondergaard
68.)
Marry th* Girl (8) 116 Hugh Herbert-Mary Boland July
14/37
Melody
for
Two
(G)
117
James
MeltonPatricia
Ellis
May
1/37
60.
Jan.
Midnight
Court
(8)
124
Ann
Dvorak-John
Lltel
Mar.
8/37
60.
Mar.
16/37
IVS7
Public
Wedding
Jane Dixon-Ruby
Wyman-WllllamKeeler
Hopper. .. .July
Ready.(Exploitation:
Willing and126
Mar. 10/37
6/37 93.58Feb.
MayAble1/37,(G)p. Lee
78.)
6/37
Singing
Marino,
The
(Q)
101
Dick
Powell-Doris
Weston
July
3/37.
... 105. July 10/37
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p. 80; Sept. 25/37, pp. 68, 71.)
811m
Pat O'Brien-Henry
June 12/37
Smart (G)Blende114
(6) 122 Glenda
Farrell- BartonFonda
MacLane. .Jan.
2/37 80.59 July
Dec. 21/37
3/37
Varsity(Set Show
(G)
prodwtltn
article. JulyDick
24/37.Powell-Fred
p. 16.) Waring Sept. 4/37t. .M20. Aug. 5/36
White Women
Bondage and(G)Horses
125(G) . Jean
Juno 19/37
Mar.
Wine,
BartonMuir-Gordon
MacLane-AnnOliver
Sheridan. . .Sept.
1 l/37t. .. .64.60. July
Coming
Adventures of Robin Hood... Errol Flynn-O. de Havllland
Blondes at Work
Glenda
Farrell-BartonJoslyn
MacLane
Boy
Meets Girl
Marie Wilson-Allyn
Evidence
,
Dick
Foran-June
Travis
Expensive
Roberts- PatrlcFoster
Knowles. . Nov.
27.'37t.
.62. Sept. 11/37
First LadyHusbands
(G>(G) 223. Beverly
Kay Francis-Preston
Dee. 30/37
4,'37t.... *82.Sept.
11/37
Great
Garriek,
The
(G)
209..
Brian
Aherne-O.
de
Havilland.
.
.Oet.
*95.0ct.
Highway Pirates
Dick Purcell-Beverly Roberts 2/37
Leslie
Howard-Bette
Davis
Nov.
20/37t.
.
.
.90.
July
31/37
It's
Love
I'm
After
(G)
207
Kid Comes Back. The (Q) 12; Wayne Morris-June Travis
*60.Jan. 30/37
(Reviewed
under tht title, "Don't Pull Your Punches.")
Missing
Witnesses
Dick Powell-Jean Dale
Patient
In
Room
18,
The
Ann
SheridanPatric
Knowles
Penrod and His Twin Brother Billy and Bobby Mauch
Swing Your Lady
Humphrey
Bogart- Dorothy
McNulty
Too Much of Everything.
Bonita Granville-Dolores
Costello
'.
Tovarleh
Claudette
Colbert-Charles
Boyer..Dec. 25/37t
Without Warning 218...
Boris Karloff-Marie Wilson
WILLIAM STEINER
/r,3
Tltlt1
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
The (QFrom
) 17
Nine5 tt GeNlnt.
Drew Dec. 21/36 6 rls
orgo Brent-An.Ruth
ita LoRoland-Roland
uiWORLD
se May
92.Rel.JunDate
e
Tltlt
Minutes
Crlmstn Circle
.Jan. 1/37 74...
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<THE
SHORT
El EMS
INumbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1,viewed;1936.]
CELEBRITY
Title
Rel. Data Min.
COMICOLOR CARTOONS
Happy Days
Sept.30/38
COLUMBIA
Titla Re'- Date Mln.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go ( 1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36.16'/,..
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Weads May 14/37.19'/,..
BigCharlie
Squirt,ChaseThe (10-2-37) . Sept. 17/37*18. . .
Bury the Hatchet (8-21-37) Aug. 6/37. 19....
Calling
July 22/37.
19'A..
Cash(3 Stooges)
andAllCarryDoctors
(9-1 1-37) ..Sept.
3/37tl8'/t..
Dizzy
Doetora
(4-17-37)
....
Mar.
19/37.
I7'/i..
(3 Stooges)
Free Rant (1-30-37) Dee. 20/36. 18. .. .
(All
FromCharlie
BadStar)Chase
to Worse June 4/37.17....
Goofs and Saddles July 2/37. 17'/,. .
Grand
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) May 7/37.19'/,..
Grips. Grunts and Groans. ..Jan. 15/37.19....
(3-27-37)..
Knee(3AndyStooges)
Aetion
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17....
Ledge
June 11/37.18....
Andy Night
Clyde
Love(1-2-37)
Comes to Mooneyvllle. Nov. 14/36.18....
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 11/37.18....
New(CollinsNews Kennedy)
(4-17-37) Apr. 1/37.17'/,..
Sailor Maid
Feb. 12/37.19....
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silka
(2-20-37).
..Dec.
27/38. 17y...
(3 Stooges)
Stuck
In the Sticks Mar. 26/37.18
Andy Clyde
Super
Snooper, The Feb. 25/37.19'/,..
El Breadel
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright. The. .June 18/37.17....
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Drug Store Follies
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/,..
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Boy(I-9-S7)
aad His Dog. A Dec. 23/36.. 7....
Foxy
Pop, Thethe (8-5-37).
May 21/37.
Gifts
Air ... Jan.
1/37. .6'/,.
.7'/,...
Indian frees
Serenade
July 16/37.
.8
Lefa GaMannequins
(4-17-37) Mar.
Apr. 19/37.
10/37. .7'/,.
..
Marry
.6'/,.
Mother
Hen's
Holiday
May
7/37..
7....
Scary
Aug. 20/37.
SkeletonCrawsFrolic(9-11-37)
(2-20-37) . .Jan.
29/37. .8..1%... ..
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)The.. .Aug.
6/37. .8....
.8....
Stork Takes
a Holiday.
June 11/37.
Swing, Monkey, Swing
10/37. .7..7'/,.... .
Two(10-2-37)
Lazy Crows (I I -28-36). Sept.
Nov. 26/36.
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-37) Jan. 28/37.10...
Fifty
Years
Barter May 28/37. .9'/, .
Haiti's
Blackof Napoleon
(8-21-37)
Aug. 6/37.. 9...
Pirate Parts of the Car- ib ean July 2/37.. 9...
When the West Was Yaung
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 9...
COMMUNITY SING
(2nd Series')Aug.20/37tl0...
No.
I
(9-U-37)
Na. 2
Sept.l7/37tl0...
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Runaway
Marriage,
The...
(1-18-37) Dee. 18/36.11...
Wedding Deal. The Feb. 26/37. 1 1'/,.
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CHART— C€NT*E)
RELEASE
Mechanical Cow, The. .June 25/37. .7.
FEATURETTES
IMPERIAL
Ozzle
Ostrich Comes
Title
Rel.
Data
Mia.
Town
Title Rel. Data Mia.
Community
Sing
(No.
I)
28/37.. 7...
EDGAR GUEST POETIC GEMS
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10 Paper
Hangers,
The
Boyhood
(8-14-37) July 30/37. .7.... Old Prospector, Tha
Community
8....
Community Sing
Sing (Na.
Na. 3)2) . . . Feb. 19/37.1 1 . . . . Pink
Elephants July
9/37.. 7....
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.18.... Play
NOVELTIES
Puddy Ball
the Pup In Cata June 1 1/37. .6.... Nero
Community
Sing
(No.
4)
..
June
18/37.
10'/,.
.
Community Sing (Na. 5)
In a Bag (12-26-36) Dee. I l/W .7. . . . Hobo Hero
May 14/37.. 7
(9-11-37) July 24/37.10'/,.. Puddy'a
PORT 0' CALL
Sun
t
Puddy
theCoronation
Pup in Sunken Oct
Herald
of
the
Skies
Apr.
2/37.
.9'/4..
Treasures
16/36.. 6.... City
Seventhof the
Wonder
Storyof theof Norton
I.
Emperor
Red
Hot
Music
Mar.
5/37..
6....
United
States
WORLD
IN
COLOR
Robin Hood in an Arrow
Dream
(2-6-37)
Under theHarbor
Southern Crass •8....
HAPPY HOURDee. 18/38.. 9
EscapeMcGuIre
(11-21-36) Jan.
Nov. 13/36..
Salty
6/37.. 7..
7 .
Goose
Girl,
The
May
30/37.
.3
rls.
MGM
Saw
Mystery, The. ...Oct. 29/37t.l rl..
Old Woman In the Woods,
SchoolCanMillBirds
The
Apr. 23/37. .3 rls. Tin
Title Rel. Data.. Mln.
Tourist, The Apr. 30/37. .7....
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
(2-6-37)
16. Merry Cafa ( I-23-37) . . Dee. 26/36. .7. . . . Villain
9— Torture
Still Pursued Her, Jan. 22/37.. 7.... No.(2-27-37)
17.(3-27-37)
Lyln' Hunter, The Feb. 12/37.. 7.... The
Jan. JVJ7.20....
Sept.
3/37*.
6'/,
.
No.
10—
It
May
Happen
TREASURE CHEST
18.(6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37.. 7.... Crystal Ballet
You (8-14-37) te Juna J/37.11....
May
28/37.11....
II— Soak the Poor
19. Masque
Raid, The
June 25/37.
Feminine Form (8-29-36).. Aug. 7/38.19.... No.(10-2-37)
Aafl.II/S7.l8...
NEW WORLD
OF SPORT
SERIES.7
No. 12— Give Till It Hurts. Sept.
18/37.20. . .
How
to ofSki
Aug.
20.'37tM
Fishing
Thrills
(2-IS-S7).
.Jan.
22/37..
9....
Legend
the
Lei
(
I
-2-37)
.
Daa.
4/36.11....
FITZPATRICK TRAVEL TALKS
Ornamental
Swimming
Juna
4/37.10
Fit
to
Win
(8-12-37)
May
7/37..
9'/,..
Chile,
Land
of
Charm
Oct.
30/37*.
9....
Private Life of the Gannets
Fleet
Hoofs
(4-17-37)
Mar.
5/37.10....
Colorful Bombay (5-8-S7) ....8...
Fun In the Water
(9-25-37)
Nov. I4/S7..8...
27/37*. 9. . .
of the Danube Sept
May 10/37*
7/37..191.... Copenhagen
(4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.10 Songs
Floral
Japan
Jaly
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
in Snow Oct. 16/38.. 9.... Glimpses of Java and
(11-7-36)
Golf Magic (9-11-37) Aug. 18/37. .9 Symphony
Ceylon of(4-10-37)
Mar. 8/37. .9...
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES
Glimpses
Peru
Plane
Devils
(1-9-37)
Nov.
28/36.
.9y*,.
.
Riding the Waves Jone 4/37.10.... Affairs of Pierre, The
(10-2-37) Sept 4/37*. 8...
(7-31-37)
Aug.
6/37*19....
Scrambled
Legs
(3-27-37)
.
Feb.
22/37.
.9...
.
Kong, Hub of China May I/S7..8...
Sport of the Seasons June 23/37.. 9.... Amuse Yourself Nov. 27/36.20.... Hong(6-26-37)
on Parade Fab. 8/J7..9...
OldBallerina
Port (1-2-37) .. ..Nov. 8/36.18.... India
Sport's
Greatest Thrills Aug. S/S7..9.... Any
(8-21-37)
Bashful
Pieturesque
South Africa
SCRAPPY CARTOONS
(10-2-37)
Sept.
17/37*20....
(2-20-37)
Jan. S/37..9...
Big Courtship,
The
Feb.
19/37.17
Canine Capers Sept.lB/37t.6'/,. . Chemist,
Mountain Grandem- June 26/37.. 8...
The (9-24-38).... Oct. 9/36.19.... Rocky
(7-24-37)
Dizzy
Ducks
(12-19-36)
...
.July
18/37..
«</,..
Pottln' Out the Klttaa Mar.28/37..7.... Cemio
Artist's Home Life Apr. 9/37.18.... Serene Slam (6-26-37)... .May 29/37.. 9...
(4-3-37)
Scrappy's Band Concert Apr. 29/37. .7
of Sweden. Oct. 2/37*. 9...
Ditto
Feb. 12/37.17 Stockholm, PrideHARMAN-ISIN8
Scrappy's Musle
Lesson
June
4/37.
.7
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
May 7/37.17....
(Happy Harmonies)
No. 4— (2-8-37) Deo. 18/38.18.... Freshles
27—
Circus
Daze
Jan. 16/87. .9...
Fun's
Fun
(2-8-37)
Feb.
5/37.19
Juna 11/37:17 28—
No.No. 5—6—
(2-27-37) .... Feb.
Jan. 22/37.
18. . . . Girls Ahoy!
29— Swing
Bosko's Wedding
Easter Efts Feb. 13/37. .8. .
19/37.10....
Going,
Galng,
Bona
Oct.
8/37*18
N*. 7—
Mar.23/S7..8S4.. Hamlet and Egga June 18/37. 18
No.No. 8—9—
(5-29-37) .Apr.
Her Accidental Here May 21/37. 17
30 —(4-3-37)
Bosko and tha Pirates Mar. 19/87.. 8..
May. 30/37.
22/37. .m
10..... ■ Hlgb-C
(5-8-37)
Honeymoea
Jan.
1/37.21....
No. 10—
June 4/37.. 9
His Pest Girl
Apr. 30/37.18. .. . 31— Hound and tha Rabbit. May 1/17. .8..
(6-26-37)
May 29/37. .8. .
Doe?
Apr.
23/37.20....
No.
June 25/37.
IO'/4.. Hl-ya
Pups
No. 12II—
—
Aug.
13/37.10....
Holding
tba
Bag
May 29/37.17....
14/37.19.... 32—TheWayward
Hold Bait
It
Jan.
No. IS—
Sept. 10/37.10.... Jail
(8-14-37)
July 18/37.. 9..
33
—
Bosko
and
the
Jan. 8/37.19
No. I— (Naw Series)Sept.l7/37t.l rl.. Just
Cannibals
Ang.28/37. 16. .
thein Arms
Type Deo.
4/36.20....
HISTORICAL
MYSTERIES
Love
May
28/37.
18
SPECIAL
Love
Nest
on
Wheala
Mar.
26/37.18
King
Without
a
Crown,
The.
Oct.
9/37+....
Belgium
(3-6-37)
Dee.
25/36.
.8'/,.
.
M-G-M
MINIATURES
Old Paris and Berne
Man to Man
Feb. 26/37.17
(2-20-37) Deo. 18/36.. 8'/,.. Meet the Bride Oct. 29/37t.2rls. BossMorning,
Didn't TheSay (10-2-37)
Gaad . .Oat 1/87
Melody
Girl
Apr.
18/37.17
Courage (7-24-37) .. .Juna 12/87.19..
Mixed Magia (12-9-36) .. ..Nov. 20/36. 17. ... Have
Little STRANGE
Jack Horner AS IT MAY SEEM
(I I -28-36).. Nov. 13/36.19.... Hollywood: Second Step
(10-2-37)
Sept. I6,'37tl0 Modern
Montague Home
the Magnificent
(2-20-37)
Dee. S/98'18..
WORLD IN COLOR
Au«.28/S7
Aug. 27/37tl7.... Pacific
Beautiful Bermuda Sept.lO/37t Off(8-14-37)
Rainbow Paradise
Pass
0*t. 9/37
the
Horses
(4-10-37)
...
Mar.
5/37.19....
Romance of Digestion Mar. 13/87. 1 1 . .
Pixilated Mar. 19/37.18
EDUCATIONAL
Practically Perfect (1-30-37) .Jan. 15/37.21.... What Do You Think? Jan. 23/37. 10..
MUSICAL COMEDIES
Ready to Serve (4-10-37) . Mar. 12/37. 15
[Distributed through
In Paris
Screen Test. The (12-19-36) Dec. 13/31.19.... Carnival
Twentieth
Century-Fox]
Girl's
Best
Years,(6-26-37)
A . May 29/87.21 . .
Silly
Night
Oct.
1/37*19....
Title Rel. Date Mln.
(2-20-37) Dee. 25/37.19..
Slacks
Appeal
Aug.
I3.'?7tl9
SONG
AND
COMEDY
HITS
Hollywood Party (5-8-37). .Apr. 3/37.21 ..
Smart Way, The Oct. 15/37*18.... Some
Ask Uncle Sol
Oct. 8/37tll.... Sweeties
Time Soon (4-10-37). Mar. 6/37.20..
Sept.
3,'37tl5
Trocadero. . Oct. 2/37*20..
Big
Apple.FolliesThe (4-10-37)
(10-2-37) .... Sept.
I7.'37t.1 19...... .. That's
the Spirit
June
25/37.
17.16. ... . .. Sunday Night at OUR
Dental
Feb.
26/37.
Timid
Ghost,
Tha
Sept.
24/37t
GANG
Gifts In Rhythm Oct. 23/ 36.10.... Transatlantic Love Dec. 25/36.20
Fishy
Tales
Aug. 28/37. II..
Uncle Sol Solves It
Miss
Lonely
Hearts
Sept.
24/37tl0'/,.
.
Framing
Youth
(10-2-37)..
Play! Girls Nov. 6/36.11 Who's Crazy? Aug. 20/37*19. . .. Glove Taps (4-10-37) ...... .Sept.il/37tll..
Feb.
26/37.
1 1 ..
Pot
Luck
(8-14-37)
Aug.
6/37tll....
Hearts
Are
Thumps
Apr.
3/37.11..
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) ... .Jan. 29/37.11.... Will You Stop! (10-2-37). . Sept.l0/37tl7.... Night 'n' Gales July 24/37.
1 1 ..
Strike! You're Out (1-9-37) Dec. 11/36.11...
Reunion In Rhythm Jad. 9/37.11..
HOFFBERG
TERRY-TOONS
Roamin'
Holiday
(7-31-37)
.June
12/37.
11. .
Title
Rel.
Date
Min.
Big Game Hunt, The Feb. 19/37.. 7... Baltimore. Home of Wally
Rushin' Ballet (6-26-37) .. Apr. 24/37. 1 1 ..
Book Shop. The ( 1-30-37) .. Feb. 5/37.. 6.... Simpson
Three
Smart
Boys
(5-8-37).
Mar.
13/37.
11 . .
Bug Carnival
(4-17-37) .... Apr.
.7. .. . Bamboo (5-29-37) July 16/37. 10. .. .
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Close
Shave. A
Oct. 16/37.
l/37t.7....
Bar-Rac's
Night
Out
Feb.
27/37.10..
Broadway
Dance
Parade
June
15/37.10
Dancing
l5/37t.6'/2. . Busy Spots Curiosities
Champion Dee. I l/37t....
In Florida Jan. 20/37.12 Decathlon
Farmer
AlBear.FalfaThe
In Trailer Oct.
Dexterity
Life
Aug.20/37t.6.... Floridian
Equestrian (2-27-37)
Acrobatics ... . Jan.
Aus. 16/37..
14/37. .8.9..,
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11.... Gliding
the
Lily
Feb.
6/37. .8..
Farmer tieth
Al Falfa's
TwenHollywood
Magic
(5-29-37)
10....
Anniversary Nov. 27/36. .7
Mistakes
12/37. 18.,
(6-5-37) July
16/37.
12. .... .. Golf
Grand
Bounce, (6-26-37)
Tha ... June
Flying
South
19/37..
7... InIsleShanghai
of
Paradise
July
30
/37.20.
(6-26-37)
May
22/37.
Hay Title
Ride,
Tha Mar.
Apr.
2/37.
.$....
Title Rel. Date Mln. Jungle Juveniles Oct. 2/37t.9..1 1.
Rel. Date Mln. Spanish
Interlude, A June 16/37
Homeless
Pup.
The
July
23/37.
.7.
..
.
Minlmanlaes Nev. 20,'S7t. . .
MAGNACOLOR
KikeSkunked
tha Kangaroo
In . Dec. 29/36. .7. . . . Catallna Island
Olympics
Ski Champions July S/S7.I8.
Again
(H-7-36)
Personalities
on
Parade
Klko's Cleaning Day
(5-8-S7)... .Apr. 10/37.10.
(10-2-37) Sept.l7/37t.e'/,. Yellowstone Park

October
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CHART-- CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mia.
Tlth
Rel- Date Mln.
No. 38 — Pan-American
Safety
in
the
Air
Pigskin Champions
SUPERBA COMEDIES5/37. It
Champions (7-3-37) June 11/37.10.... Bridal Grief
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.10....
(9-25-37)
Aug.
I4.'37.ll....
of the July 9/37.10.... One Live Ghost Feb.
Romance of Radium 10.... Sailor Shorty Oct. 23/36.10.... No.Game39— Rhythm
Nov. 6/36.21.. .
(7-10-37)
Ski Skill (4-10-37) Oct. 23/37.10.... Where Champion* Meet
Wife Insurance (8-14-37) . .July 9/37.18
No.
40—
Aquabats
Aug.
I3,'37tl0.
.
.
.
(2-20-37)
Jan.
8/37..
9
Wrong
Romance,
Tho
May 14/37. 19
(Reviewed ander the title, "Ski Thrill") Where
No.
41—
Picking
Pets
Snow Is King Feb. 5/37. .9....
Sperts
on loe
(10-2-37)
Sept.lO/37tlO....
California WORLD
Missions ON PARADE
Tennis Taotlc*
(S-i-37) July
May 24,'37.I0....
1/37.10....
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
No.
42—
Four
Smart
Dog*.
.Oct.
8/37tl0....
RE-ISSUES (1937-8)
(4-24-37)
16/37.11....
No. 7 — Maglo Caverns —
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
Circus
Quarters Apr.
May 114/37.
1 . .. ..
Albert Fashions
Payson Terhune — Feb. 12/37.. 9
Beau
HMk»
Sept.l8.'37t37....
(Cinecolor)
Florida Winter
Cowboy
June
1/37. 1.tV,.
Blotto
Oct. 30,'37t26.... No.Swing
No.
I
Aug.
6/37M
rl..
Gold Mania (1-16-37) Dec. 25/36.11
8 — Tides of Fundy —
Perfect Day. ROBERT
The BENCH Dec.LEYI I,*37t20
No.
2
Oct.
8/37M
rl..
Graveyard
(1-2-37) . Nov.
Nov. 27/36.11....
Home theof Lerlas
the Rainbow — Mar. 12/37.10
Heart of thoof Ships
Sierras
6/30.1 1
Hew to Start the Day Sept.il/37t No.Meet
Jungle Playmate July 30/37. .9
9 — Moonlight
andof
RKO RADIO
SPECIAL
Shadows
—
Rooftops
Manhattan
Waterfront
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Servant of the People
Feb. 19/37.19....
19/37.11....
Manhattan
— Blackie and Apr. 9/37.10....
CONDOR MUSICALES
Mt.(3-27-37)
Vernon
..Mar.
(3-20-37)
Apr. 9,'37.2I....
Brownie
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37,
p. 87.)
Romantic Mexico Jan. 22/37.10
Frozen
Affair,
A (8-28-37)
. Sept. 1 7.'37t 10 . . . Workshops
No. 10 — Sailboat Time —
Murder
in
Swing
Time
TABLOID MUSICALS
of
Old
Mexlto.
.
.
July
9/37.11
Twilight Music
on tho(5-22-37).
Trail- May 7/37.10....
(9-4-37) Sept.27/37tl0....
Bars and onStripes
(5-8-37) . .Jan.
Feb. 20/37.
Dancing
the Celling
2/37.. II....
9.... No.Magnetic
LEON
ERROL
COMEDIES
II—
Fishing
Highlights
June
4/37.11....
STATE RIGHTS
Wives Work
Little Maestro (4-17-37)... . Mar.27/37. 1 1 .. .. No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.19.... Should
Title Rel. Date Mln.
(10-9-37) Sept. I0/37t20....
Song of Revolt (7-24-37) ... May 29/37. 1 1 ... .
NEW SERIES
HEADLINER SERIES
ALEXANDER
No.
I
Aug.
6/37t.l
rl..
the Seashore
Air Feb. 19/37.19 Trailing
PARAMOUNT
No. 2 (9-18-37) Sept. 3/S7tU.... 2—3— Singing
Rhythm enin thethe Rampage
(1-9-37)
II....
Title Rel- Date Mln.
No.— Novia
3— Let'sScotiaCountFacesHorsesthe
AMERICAN RED CROSS
(4-24-37)
Apr.
2/37.18'/,.... .
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
4—
Swing
Fever
July
25/37.20.
Behind
the
Flood
Headlines
Sea— Record Making Oct.
Candid Candidate, The
(5-8-37)
II....
Nov. I.'37tl0
5/37M rl..
(9-25-37) .Aug. 27/37t.7.... No. 4 POPEYE THE SAILOR
1937-38 Oct. 8/37t
No. I— Trailing Along
ASTOR
Ding Hunter,
Dong Dogglo
July 23,'37t.7
EDGAR
KENNEDY
COMEDIES
Carmen
(5-29-37)
9....
Foxy
The
Nov.
26/37t.l
rl..
Football Toucher Downer Oct. I5,'37t Bad Housekeeping (4-10-37) .Mar. 5/37.19 Haiti Who Goes There?
House Cleaning Blue* Jan. 15/37. .7 Hospitaliky
(5-29-37)
I Like Babies and Inflnts Apr. I6,'37t.7.... Dumb's the Word June 11/37.18....
Hot Air Salesman, The
HillbillyandGoatBonds
(1-23-37) Jan.
(10-2-37)
(3-20-37)
FILM EXCHANGE
Apr. 15/37.18
16/37.19 Ski-Esta (1-2-37)
Impractical
Joker, The Mar.l2/37..7.... I'm
in theChange
Army MyNow Sept.l7/37t.7....
Dec. 25/36.. 7.... Locks
10....
I Never
Morning
Judge
Sept.24/37t
(7-3-37)
Juno
18/37.
.7....
Aug. 6/37.16 Coronation Preview MATSON
New Deal Show Oct. 22/37t
LostAltitude
and Foundry Aug.
July 20,'37t.7....
16/37. .7 Tramp Trouble
Pudgy
Takoo
a
Bow-Wow..
Apr.
9/37.
.7
MARCH
OF
TIME
(3-27-37)
IS...
Morning,(6-26-37)
Noon and Night June 18/37. .7. .. . No. 7
Pudgy Picks a Fight
Feb. 19/37.21
SPECIAL
(5-22-37)
May 14/37.. 8
Mar.
19/37.20.... Lest We ForgetROGERS
(5-1-37)
I rl.
MyClubArtistlcal
Temperature.. Mar. 19/37. .7 No.No. 8
Service
With a Smile Sept.24/37t.7....
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21....
OF AGRICULTURE
10
May 14/37.18.... I PledgeU. S.My DEPT.
WhoopsI I'm a Cowboy Feb. 12/37. .7 Organ
Grinder's Swing Feb. 19/37. .7.... No.
(3-6-37)
Heart (8-7-37) II...
COLOR CLASSICS
No.
II
Juno
11/37.18....
Paneless
Window
Washer,
No. 12
July 9/37.18....
Bunny-Moealng
The (2-27-37) Jan. 22/37. .7.... No.
13
Aug. 6/37.18....
Car-Tune
Portrait,(3-13-87)..
A Feb. I2/37..7.... Popeye
tho andSailorthe Meets
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
(7-3-37)
June
25/37..
7....
Title
Rel. Data Mln.
All
Baba
Forty
1937-38 Sept. 3/37U7....
Chiekon
a
la
King
Apr.
I6/37..8....
No.
I
(9-11-37)
Thieves
Nov.
26/37t.2rts.
ADVENTURES
OF THE
Christmas Comes But Once
No.
2
Oet.
l/37t
(Color
Special)
NEWSREEL
CAMERAMAN
a
Year
Dec.
4/36..
8
MICKEY MOUSE
Popeye thetheSailer
Educated Fish
Oct. 29/37t
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
SailorMeets Nov. 27/36. .7 Clock Cleaners, Tho
Aug. 6/37. 10...
Peeping Penguins (9-18-37) Aug. 27/37t.7.... Slnbad
(11-14-36)
(8-28-37)
Oct. I5,*37t
HEADLINERS
Hawaiian
Holiday
(Color
Special)
Dogging
It Around the Nov. 13/31. IS...
World
Blue Velvot Mmie Apr. 9/37.10.... Protex
the
Weakerlst
Nov.
I9/37M
rl..
(9-4-37)
8....
MotorParade,
ManiacsThe
(9-25-37).. .Sept
3,37tl0...
Spinach Roadster,
The Nov.
27/36. .7..7. ......
Mark Warnew and Orch.
NU-ATLAS PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 5/37
Pitcher, Tho
May 21/37.
Frinri
.June 4/37.11.... Twisker PARAMOUNT
Rhythm
In a Night Court....Sept.24/371.9.... Ski
Sports
Headliners of 1936 0*t. 30/36.10...
SOUND
NEWS
RudolfFavorite*
Frlml, (7-3-37)
Jr. and.. Orch.
(9-4-37)
(11-21-36)
Two Editions Weekly
Hollywood
2Star Reporter, Oct.Oct. 29/37t.l
rl..
MAGIC CARPET SERIES
POPULAR
SCIENCE
Released twice PATHE
a week NEWS
HulaNo.EddieHeaven
l/37tll....
(Clnecolor)
Land of Genghis Khan
Poabody
PATHE
PARADE
(2-6-37)
Doc. 18/36.19...
No.
2
(11-28-36)
Oct.
30/36.10....
Installment
Sept.l0/37t Portraits of Portugal
Dec. 25/36.11 No. I
Fred AlloaCollector, The. . July 24/37. 10. .. . No.No. 3
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37.10...
PATHE
REVIEWS
4
(3-27-37)
Feb.
26/37.
1
1
.
.
.
.
Let'sXavierGo Cugat
Latin (9-25-37)
..
Septl0/37tl
I
...
.
Touring Grandeur
Brazil (12-18-36)
Nov. 13/38.
10. . .
No. 5
Apr. 30/37.11.... Released once a month
and Orch. Nov.l9/37f . I rl. . No.
Western
(4-3-37) . . Feb.
5/37. .»¥,.
6
July 2/37.11....
TOPICS
Listen to Lucas
NEW SERIES
Released seven PATHE
times a year
Clyde
Lutas
and
Orch.
No.
I
(9-18-37)
Sept.
3/37tl0...
RADIO FLASH COMEDIES
MusicRuss byMorgan
Morgan
UNITED ARTISTS
and Orch. Feb. 12/37.11.... No. 2 SCREEN SONGSNov. !2/37t
Don't Be Like That
ntle
Rel. Date Mia.
Night
la
Manhattan
July
30/37.
1
1
.
.
.
.
(1-30-37)
Dee. 4/36.18....
MICKEY MOUSE
on
Broadway
Nov.
26,'37t.
I
rl.
Queens of Harmony Aug. 20/37tll.... Magic
Horse
Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37.18....
Jay
Freeman
and
Orch.
Alpine
Climbers
Phil Spitainy and Girl Orch.
Many
Unhappy
Returns
Oct.
22/37t
Never Should Have Told
(8-22-36) Oet 28/36t.9y*.
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
RADIO MUSICAL COMEDIES
(3-6-37)
& Orch. Jan. 15/37.10.... You
Mickey's
Circus
Nat Brandwynne
andYourOrch. Jan. 29/37.. 8... Deep
South Moods
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17....
Star Reporter, Tho, No. 2
(8-15-36)
Please
Keep
Me
In
Mississippi
Donald
and Pluto Nov. I l.*38t.S
(3-27-37)
Mar. 12/37.11.... Dreams (5-22-37) May 28/37. .8. . .
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17....
Vincent
Lopez
aad
Orch.
(11-14-36)
Dec. I2,'36t.8...
That Man Samson May 28/37. 19
Henry Through
King and Orch.
Mickey's
Elephant Feb.
Boswoll Sisters
Talking
(11-14-36)
l9/37t.9...
SET
Swing,
Dick Stabile andMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. . . Grandma's BuoysSMART
Don
Donald
(1-16-37)
tVt.
(1-2-37)
..
Dec.
18/36.
16
Ina RayHutton,
Hutton Swing
and Orch. May 7/37.11 Twilight
on the Trail Mar. 26/37.. 7... Inlawful
Apr. 30/37.17....
Worm Turns, The
MUSICAL ROMANCE
The
Westerners
(1-23-37)
Apr.
I7.'37t.8ft.
SPECIAL
(Technicolor)
Whispers
in
the
Dark
Magician
Mickey June I7.'37t.tft.
DayQuintuplets,
With the AOlonne
Sept.24/37t.7...
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37) .Jan. 15/37. .9.... You(10-9-37)
Mickey's
Amateurs
(4-24-37) . Mar. 26/37. 18. . .
Came to My Rescue July
30/37.. 8...
Schubert's
July 23/37. .9. ..
(6-19-37)
I rl.
Seng of theSerenade
Islands
Shep
Fields
and
Orch.
SPORTS
WITH
BILL
CORUM
Moose
Hunters
Aug. 5/37t-9...
(5-22-37) May 21/37.10...
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
Beach
Sports
June
4/37..
9'/,..
SILLY
SYMPHONIES
Trees (3-20-37) Mar. 19/37. .9. . .
(NEW SERIES)
League
May 7/37.11...
PARAGRAPHICS
No. 30— Sporting Quiz, The Nov. 6/36.10... Big
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10...
Three
Mouse- . ..Jan. 28/37t.7...
ketersBlind
(1 1-28-36)
Aviator Shorty July 23/37.10... No.(11-21-36)
Golf
Timing
(8-21-37) July
23/37.11...
Country
Cousin, Tho ..Dee. l7/36t.6</».
31
—
Chimp
Champs
...
.Dec.
4/36.10...
iceman.
The
Jan.
1
5/37..
9...
Circus Comes to Town, Tho
(11-21-36)
No. 32— Sporting Pals ... Jan. 1/37.10... Ladies' Day
(7-3-37)
June
25/37.10...
18/36.11...
Mother Pluto
RoCowboy
Shorty Apr.
Oct. 30/37.10...
8/37M rl.. No. 33— Underwater
On tho Dog Dec.
Feb. 12/37.11...
Mar. 27/37t.8'/».
6,'37t.S14.
mance, the
An (3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.10... Putting
Game Trails
Royal Steeds
July
2/37.10...
More(11-21-36)
Kitten*Cafe(1-9-37). Mar.
No.
34—
On
Nose
Saratoga Summers
Woodland
Inventor.
The
Nov. 5,'37t.l rl.
(3-13-37)
Feb.
26/37.10...
It's
a
Good
Stunt
•(3-27-37)
Mar.
12/37.11...
(6-26-37)
I rl
(9-25-37) Sept. IO/37flO... No. 35— King Soceer Mar. 26/37.10. .. Singing Wheels (12-26-36). Nov. 20/36.11...
Little Hiawatha
It** a Living Mar. 5/37.11... No.Laugh)
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37. 10. . .
STRUGGLE
TO
LIVE
(6-26-37)
I
ri
Killer of tho Tonto Aug.
Modern Inventions
Deadly Land
Females Nov.
37— Swing Stars
Nobody
Anr. I3,'37tl0...
2/37.10... No.(5-22-37)
Desert
Apr. 13/86.
5/37.. .9'/*..
9...
(6-26-37)
..I rl
May 14/37.10... Forest
Rhythm Home
of the River Oct.
9/36.10...
Gangsters (1-23-37). .Jan. 8/37. .9...
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(THE
RELEASE
CHART— CONT'D)
Title
Rel. Date Mil.
Title Rel. Data Mil.
Title
Rel. Data
Mil.
UNIVERSAL
Vaudeville
Hits
July
17/37
No.
12—
Pianos—
Art
Title Rel. Date Mil.
(8-14-37)
July
17/37.10..
Elaine Arden
TRUE GIBBONS'
ADVENTURE"
No. 13— Books— Furs Aug. 28/37
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS Vltaphono
Broadwaylteo . ..Aug. 21/37. 10. . . Attic of"YOURTerrorFLOYD
(9-1
1
-37)
.
Sept.l8.'37tI2.
.
.
(NEW
SERIES)
No. M (2-6-37) Feb. l,'S7..tft.. Medley- Duproa
LOONEY TUNES
I— Racing — Wrestling
BROADWAY BREVITIES
No. 84S3 (4-17-37)
(8-27-S7) Mar.
Mar. 22.'37.
I5.'S7. .8..». .. ....
No.woods29— (1-9-37)
Porky of the North- Dec. 19/36. .7... No.—Cheese
(9-11-37) Sept 18/37. 19. .
Me.N*.
That's
Pictures
(8-29-36)
..
Nov.
21/38.21
.
.
35
(4-17-87)
Apr.
12/37.
.7....
No.
2— Mauch Twins — Table
No. 30— Porky the Wrestler. Jan. 9/S7..7...
C. Fllppea
N*. 38 (5-18-37) May 10/37. .tVt., JoeJay Palooka
Tennis
Oct. I6,'37t
No.
31—
Porky's
Road
Race.
Feb.
6/37..
7...
In
"Tb*
VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
Ne.
3788 (5-15-37)
June 26/37.10....
7/37.. 9'/*.. Blonde Bomber" Nov. 28/36.21 .. . No. 32— Picador Porky
Ne. 39
(7-24-37) July
PoetsMr. and
of the
Organ
(8-22)
.JaB. IS/37
(2-27-37)
8...
Shentp
HowardNo.
Mrs.
Jesse
Crawford
Robert
Norton
33— Porky's Romance. .. Apr. 17/37. .1... Whale Ho (7-14) Feb. 13/37.19..
We. 40
Here"Poodles"
Comes theHanneford
Circus Deo. 5/36.18... No.
No. 34—
Hunt. Apr. 17/37. .8... Medium Well Done Mar. 8/87. 19..
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
35 — Porky's
Porky andDuckGabby
Hardeen Ghost Hookup, A.Apr. 3/37.11..
Air Express (10-2-37) Sept.20/37t.« "Give Me Liberty" Dec. 19/36.22... No.(6-12-37)
May 15/37.. 8...
Bla
Rate,
The
(3-13-37)
..
.Mar.
3/37.-7....
Lltel
No. 36— Porky's Building. . June 19/37. .8... Ghost
Radioto Ramblers
Country Store (8-7-37) July 5/37.. 7.... It'sJohn
All
Over
Now
(2-6-37).
Dec.
26/36.20...
No.
37—
Porky's
Super
Run on the Keys
Fireman's Picnle Aug.
16/37.
.6'/4. . JoeDanand Healy
•37.20.
Service (7-10-37) July 3/37.. 8... Home(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. »..
Asbestos In
Golfers.
1/37. .8....
.8'/i..
No.Story
38— Porky's Bad Tlma July 24/37. .7...
Babe Ruth
House ofTheMagic(2-13-37)
(2-13-37).. Jan.
Feb. 18/37.
"A
Horse's
Tale"
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37.10..
(2-13-37)
Knights
for
a
Day
(1-9-37).
Dec.
28/36.
.7....
No.
39
—
Porky's
Railroad
Louis Zirgone
Lumber Camp (3-20-37) ... Mar. 15/37. .7
(8-14-37) Aug. 7Z37..7... Double
Harry
GrlbbonTalk
(6-5-37)
June 26/37. 18. .
Hamtree
Harrington
No.
40—
Get
Rich
Porky.
.
..Aug.
28/37
OstrictResort
Feathers (10-2-37). .Sept.
6.'37t.7....
Edgar Bergen
Rest
Aug. 23/37.
.7
Pretty
Pretender, The Jan. 23/37.21..
No. 42—
41— Porky's
Garden Sept.
11/37
Palm Beach Knights July 31/37
(2-13-37)
Steel
Workers
(5-15-37)
...
.Apr.
26/37.
.7....
No.
Rover's
Rival
Oct.
9/37t
Charles Ahearn
Bernice Claire
Stevedore*.
The
May
MELODY MASTERS
Turkey Dinner
Nov. 24/37..
30/36. .87
Lyin'GeorgeTamer,JesselThe (7-1 1 -36). Aug. 28/37. 10. .
JoeAgain"
Palooka(3-6-37)
in "Kick Me Feb. 6/37.21... Jimmie Lunceford and Oreh.
MENTONE
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
(1-23-37)
Dec.
19/36.10...
VITAPHONE VARIETIES
Ali Aboard
Dec. l/37tll
George HallKings
and Orch Jan.
Jan. 23/37.
9/37.10...
Shemp
Robert HowardNorton
Alpine Cabaret (8- 14-37) .. .Aug. 4/37.10 Captain
10. . . Neekin' Party, A (9-1 1 -37) Sept. 4/37 11 1..
Blueblood
Feb. 3/37. Jl... Louisiana
Bargain
Matinee
(3-20-37)
.Apr.
14/37.10
Edgar
Bergen-"Charlle
Roger
Wolfe
Kahn
and
Georgia
Price
Cocktail Party, The
(9-11-37) McCarthy"
Oct. 2/87tl8..
Feb. 6/37.10... Puppet Love
Swing
for Sale (3-13-37) .. Feb. 27/37.22... CabOrch
Calloway and Orch.
May 17/37
12/37.10....
Hal LeRoy
Salici
Fun(5-15-37)
Begins at Home Feb.
10
(3-13-37)
Feb.
20/37.19...
Under
Southern
Stars
Feb.
20/37.18.
.
.
Hawaiian Capers (9-18-37) Sept. 8/37tl7....
Van Steeden and Mar. 6/37.10...
WM. STEINER
Fred a Lawrence-J.
Bryan . Mar. 13/37.20. . . Peter
Orch
It's
on forthe Swing
Record
Mar. 17/37 . 1 0'/i . . Hotel
Title Rel. Date Mln.
la Swing
School
Jacques
Fray
and
Orch.
Jr.
Shoes with
Rhythm(2-6-37) . .Jan. 20/37.10 MailEddieandFoy.Female
Eagle's
Vengeance,
Tht July 2»/37t20. . . .
Mar. 27/37.21 .. . Jam(4-10-37)
(5-15-37) June 9/37.10....
Session. The Mar.
Apr. 27/37.10...
17/37.10...
Ken Murray
Show
for
Sale
Nov.
3,'37t2l
Clyde
McCoy
and
Orch.
WORLD
PlayPreisser
StreetSisters
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21... Rimac Orchestra, The May 8/37.10...
Singing Bandit, The
Title
Mln.
Jack Denny and Orch May 29/37. 10. . . Battling
(7-3-87)
July 7/37.10.... Romance
Bettas Rel.
July Data
8/37tlO....
of Robert Burns
Grenet and Orch.
Teddy
Bergman's
Bar-B-Q.
.
Oct.
6/37tl9
(4-10-37) Apr. 10/37.16... Eliseo
Television Highlights Dec. 23/36. 10. .. . Owen
Men
of
Ships
Sept
I0.'37t.»
(6-19-37)
June
I9/S7.I0...
Story
of the Rose, A
OSWALD CARTOONS
Hayton and Orch.
(1-16-37)
IB....
Lifers ofKing-Linda
Party, Perry
The. . .Apr. 17/37.21 .. . Lennie
(7-10-37)
Birthday
The Mar.
Ka (12-19-36)
10....
Clubthe Boys
David
Mendoza and Oreh. July 10/37.10... Sus-TI
Duck HuntParty.
(3-13-37)
Mar. 29/37.
8/37. .6'/,.
.7.... . JoeYachtPalooka
Utah
Picture
Book
In
"Taking
(8-21-37)
July
31/37.10...
Everybody
Sings
(I
-30-37)
.
Feb.
22/37.
.7....
(1-9-37)
18....
the
Count"
Apr.
24/37.21
..
.
Russ
Morgan
and
Orch
Sept.il/37t
Gopher Trouble Nov. 30/36. .7
ShempMania
Howard-Robt. NortonMay 8/37.20... Milt Britton and Orch Oct. 2/37t
Keeper
of th* Lions Oct.
Mai
Hallett
and
Orch
Oct.
23/37t
Love Sick
Oct. I8,'37t.7....
4V37t ...... Movie
Dave Apollon
SERIALS
Johnson and Orch.
Playful Pup, The
Operation, A May 15/37.20... Arnold
(7-SI-S7) July 12/37. .7.... Musical
(9-11-37)
Nov. I3.'37tl0..
12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise Specified
Frank Gaby- Virginia Verrlll
MERRIE
MELODIES
Trailer
Thrills
(5-15-37)
..
.May
3/37..7....
Day at Santa Anita ...May 22/37.18...
Unpopular Mechanic
COLUMBIA
Sybil Defects
Jason (6-12-37) .. .June 5/37.22... No. 29 — Coocoonut (InGroveColor). . . Nov. 28/36. .7. .
Nov. 7/37..
6/36. .8....
Sound
Wily(I0-I7-3S)
Weasel, Th* June
7
angle
No.
30—
He WasIs Pigs
Her Man.. Jan. 2/37. .7.-.
Rufe
Davis
FrankMenace
Buck-C.(9-4-37)..
Henry
STRANGER THAN FICTION SERIES Joe Palooka In "Thirst Aid". June 12/37.20..
No.(1-16-37)
31— Pigs
Jan. 30/37.. 7..
(15 episodes)
Ne. 29—
Novelty (9-24-36).
9/36. .8'/a. . Robt. Norton- Beverly Phalen
No. 32—1 Only Have Eyes
No.
SO— Novelty
(12-26-36) .Nov.
. Dec. 7/36.10....
Rhythm
Roundup,
The
June
19/37.21
.
.
REPUBLIC
for You (3-6-37) Mar. 6/37.. 8..
No. 31— Novelty (I -2-37) .. .Jan. 4/37.. 9.... Estelle Taylor
Ne.Fiddle
33— The(4-10-37)
Fella with the Mar. 27/37. .8. . Dick Tracy 6401 (2-27-37) . Feb. 20/S7t.
No. S3—
32— Novelty
1/37. .99.... Little Pioneer, The
No.
Novelty (1-30-37)
(2-13-37) ... . Feb.
Mar. 1/37..
Ralphepisodes)
Byrd-Kay Hughes
(7-10-37)
July
3/37.19..
Ne. 34— Nevelty (4-17-37) .. Mar. 29/37. .9
No.bat's34— Daughter
She Was an Aero- Apr. 10/37. .8. .
(15
Sybil
Jason
No.
26/37. .9..8.. . Newsboys Nocturnes
Painted Stallion. The 6421.. June 5/37t.
No.
35—
Ain't
We
Got
Fun
.
May
1/37.
.8..
No. 35—
36— Novelty
Novelty (4-17-37)
(4-17-37) ....Apr.
May 24/37.
(7-10-37)
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
Robinson
Crusoe of Clipper
No.
,'37. .8'/j.
Tree the& Sky
Edwards July 10/37.20.. No. 36— Clean Pastures May 22/37
No. 37—
38— Novelty
Novelty (7-3-37)
(5-15-37)... .June
.July 2119/37.
.9 . Lane, from
Island
3583
Nov. 14/38..
No.
37—
Uncle
Tom's
Bungalow
June
5/37
Mala-Mamo
Clark
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-37) ..Aug. 16/37. .9.... Flowers
(8-21-37)
July 24/37.22..
No. 38 — Streamlined Greta
No.
40—
Novelty
(9-18-37)
.Sept.
6/37t.9....
Josephine
Huston
(14
episodes)
(6-12-37)
June 19/37. .8. . S. 0. S. Coast Guard
Ne. 41— Novelty Oct. 4/37t.9.... Cut Out for Love Aug. 2/37
No.Green
39 — Sweet
Sioux
6441
Aug. 28/37t.
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. l,'37t-9
Donald
NovisDorothy
DareAug. 7/37
(7-10-37)
June 26/37.. 8..
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
Du
Barry
Did
All
Right...
RalphRidesByrd-Maxine
Doyle Nov. 20/37t.
No.
40
—
Egghead
Rides
Hollywood Screen Test
Zorro
Again
6461...
Irene Bordoni
Again
17/37.. 8..
John Carroll-Helen Christian
Sept. 4/37t
(8-14-37) Aug. 30/37t2l.... Doctor Cupid
No.and
41 —You
Plenty of Money July
King Edward the VIII Dec. 14/36. .9'/s. . Postal
Ken Union
Murray-Oswald
July 31/37. .7..
Sept.il/37t
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
UNIVERSAL
No.
42—
Sunbonnet
Blue
Aug.
21/37
Nov. 30/36.25....
GeorgieDiplomat,
Price The
No.Weather
43 — Speaking
of the Sept. 4/37.. 7.. Jungle Jim (12-26) Jan. 18/37. .2rlt.
Littlest
(8-21-37)
Grant
Withers-Betty
Jane Rhodes (each)
(9-11-37) Sept.25/37t20..
VITAPHONE
— DogWannaDaze
18/37
Radio
Patrol
(9-18-37)
Oct. 4/S7t.2rl*.
Title Rel. Date Mln. UpsSybilandJasonDowns Oct. 9/37t.... No.No. 4445—1
Be A Sept.
Grant
Withers-Cath.
Hughes
(each)
Sailor
Sept.25/37t....
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
Hal
LeRoy
Secret
Agent
X9
Apr.
12/37.. 2 rl*.
No. 46— ThePICTORIAL
Lyin' Mouse..REVIEWS
.Oct. I6,'37t
Vaude-Villians
Dec. 12/36.10
Scott Kolk-Jean Rogers (each)
COLORTOUR ADVENTURE
Marty May
Tim Tyler's Luck Dec. 27/37t .1 rlt
(Clnecolor)
ReelHarryVaudeville
4— Southern
Wear- Dee. 26/36.11..
Frankie
Thomas, Jr.Rose (I -30-37) . .Jan. 2/37.11.... Along the Mediterranean. ... Dec. 5/36.10.. No.Aviation
Frances Robinson
(1-23-37)
Bed-Time Vaudeville
Nice
Work
(2-13-37)
Jan.
30/37.10..
No.
5—
Sports
Afloat
(See
"In
the Cutting
Land of the Midnight Sun
(2-20-37)
Jan.
30/37.11
WildJohnnyWestMackDays
(6-26-37)Room,"
.July Seat.
5/87 18/37.)
1.(each)
2 rl*.
(2-6-37) Jan. 16/37.10..
Bring On the Girls Mar. 6/37.11....
(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10..
Brown
No.
6
—
Swimming
—
Wood
Edgar Bergen
Nature theof Civilization
Artist (4-10-37) .Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
10. .
(13 episodes)
Carving
Feb. 13/37.10..
Cradle
17/37.10..
Vltaphono
Diversions
Apr.
3/37.10....
No.—Lipsticks
7— Phonograph
Records.... Mar. 20/37. II..
Smith and Dale
Alpine Grandeur May 15/37.10..
VICTORY
(4- 10-37)
Nickel
May 1/37.10 Gateway to Africa
CharlesLowdown
Kemper
Blake of Scotland Yard... Apr. 15/97.
(6-12-37)
June
12/37.10..
No.
8—
Coiffeurs—
Shoes
....Apr. 10/37.10..
Land of the Magyar
Vltaphono Funsters
Ralph
ByrdHerbert
Rawllnson
No. 9— Hats— Bathing Suits. May 11/37.10..
(7-10-37)
July 14/37
3/37
(6-12-37)
May 29/37.11.... Crossing
(15 episodes— also feature version)
No.(6-5-37)
10 — Dancing-Leather May 22/87.10..
the Sahara Aug.
Johnny
Burke
Shadow
of
Chinatown
VaudeBela Lugosl -Herman Brli.Oet I9/8S.
Long
Bright Land (9- 1 1 -37). Sept.
Fritz Festival
and Jean Hubert June 26/37
It's Work
Oct. 25.'37tl0.
23/37t.... . No. II— Milk— Rugc Jun* 19/37. 10. .
(15 episodes — also feature version)
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North Platte, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
This town has something like twelve
thousand folks, a few from Indiana, some
from Missouri and some Irish, but it is a
good town even at that. This is another
"Gateway
to theall west,"
but theIt boys
the
gate open
the while.
is on keep
the
Lincoln Highway, which runs from New
YorkPacific
to LosOcean
Angeles,
and ifprobably
it weren't
the
it would
run foron
to Hong Kong, China.
We stopped here to call on Mike Zalesny,
who operates
and Paramount
atres for the theFoxFoxorganization.
We theare
glad we did for we found him a very sociable
gentleman, who showed us every courtesy
and helped us spend a very pleasant evening.
We had another reason for stopping here.
We wanted to meet Bobbie Snyder, who
used to be the manager at the box office of
the Fox theatre, but we found that a couple
of months ago she married a guy without
saying a word to us about it. There is no
darn sense in a girl acting like that. Anyhow, we congratulate the guy she married
and we wish Bobbie a whole lot of good
luck.
This town used to be the home of "Buffalo
Bill."nishWilliam
you know,
furmeat for theCody,
railroad
camps used
whento they
were building the Union Pacific railroad
through this country. Bill would go on the
range and shoot buffalo for these camps
and that's how he came to be named "BufBill." There
roaming
these faloplains
today, arefor nothebuffalo
Holsteins
and
Short Horns have run them out, but even
so, to those of us who used to ride these
prairies and see buffalo, antelope and deer,
today we would like to get somewhere
wherehornwe orcouldn't
of the
auto
the toothear
of a the
steamhonkwhistle.
V
Horn and Morgan still operate the Hay
Springs
and universal
the Hay rallying
Springs place
theatre has theatre,
become the
for the most of northwest Nebraska. People
have come to learn that when they go to
this theatre they are going to be entertained.
Then besides that, they have a general
office where the people gather to get insurance of all kinds and to buy real estate,
contract their potatoes and hay, and where
they transact about every other kind of business, except they don't sell marriage licenses
nor dog licenses. In fact, there isn't very
much these boys don't do. They were playing "Romeochildren
and Juliet"
for
the school
when atwea matinee
called, and
from the looks of the audience we would
judge dren,
thatand of
Haycourse
Springsthe haschildren
a lot ofhadchil-to
bring mamma along with them.
In case you want any potatoes, Hay
Springs would be a good place to get them,
for
potatoesdoeslikefoxIowahounds
does
cornhereandthey
likegrow
Arkansas
and children, and it is here they have the
largest potato cellar in the world. Morgan
says it holds 125,000 bushels. Morgan says
so
. don't125,000
doubtbushels
anything
says and
— butwethen,
are aMorgan
whole
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lot of potatoes. That many would last
A-Mike Vogel of the Herald for several
days, them.
provided he had plenty of steak to go
with
From Hay Springs we drove across the
country to Alliance. Someone told us it
was 45 miles, and someone was right about
it, but if he had added 45 to it, it would
have seemed to us to be more nearly correct.
Theretion wasn't
a townWe andmetbutoneonefollow
fillingdrivstaon the road.
ing
a
maintainer
but
we
didn't
try
to
sell
him the Herald, though he probably would
have bought it. This would be an awfully
good -country for a theatre if short horn
cattle and prairie dogs liked theatres, but
Horn and Morgan says they don't care for
them.
Here at Alliance we met Jim Hews, who
operates two theatres for the Fox organization. The last time we met Jim he was operating two theatres in Mc Cook, the home
town of Senator George Norris. That is,
it's his
home town
when heWashington
is home, butto
we
understand
he prefers
McCook, presumably because he can get
fresh oysters in Washington. Anyhow, Alliance isthe home town of Jim Hews, and
Jim
likes
it here pretty well and we don't
blame
town. him, for Alliance is a pretty good
Jim was remodeling the theatre that used
to be operated by Harry De Buque and, we
judge, from the way Jim is doing it, that
when he gets it completed it will be the
pride of this western country. Jim is an
old friend of ours but we doubt if he is
bragging very much about it. You know
that
is not much of a hand to brag
about Jim
anything.
This is another potato country. They
told us that one farmer had forty acres of
potatoes under irrigation that would yield
around
acre. Ifbaked,
you hain't
never et300onebushels
of theseper potatoes
with
country
butter
on
'em,
you
hain't
never et
nuthin yet.
V
Then we drove across the country from

COLYUM

Alliance to Bayard in the North Platte valley, to meet our very good friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson, who operate the Palm
theatre. We had a very delightful visit
with them. Bayard is where they hold an
annual pageant, out in the hills, and thousands of people come to witness the performance, which is very similar to the one
given at Oberammergau (or something like
that) over in the old country.
The principal industry around Bayard —
outside of the Palm theatre — is sugar beets.
Here nishtheysugargrow
enough
beetsprovided
to furfor the
wholesugar
world,
they don't want too much sugar. Bayard is a
very prosperous town, due principally to the
excellent service the public gets at the Palm
theatre.
can't beat a good theatre for
building upYoua town.
V
We wanted to get down to Oshkosh to
meet our very good friends Mr. and Mrs.
Jensen of the Silver Hill theatre, but we
couldn't do it. We drove across the country
to Sidney, where we saw the first frost we
have seen since a years ago last winter.
You
they don't
frost ofin Mission,
the Rio
Grandeknowvalley.
If BobhaveSmith
Shine Mason of McAllen or J. C. Fanning
of Brownsville, Texas, should see frost
they'd think the end had come.
Then we drove around to Julesburg, Colorado, to meet Mrs. Zorn and son and
daughters, who operate the Julesburg playhouse, and we had a delightful visit with
them, just as we always do. Doggone it,
there are a lot of good people in Colorado
as well as in Nebraska.
V
Ogallala is where the Goodall Sound System is manufactured and Mr. Goodall advised us that he ships his sound equipment
to 32 foreign countries as well as to the
various states. He says they are manufacturing a new kind of hood for automobile
lights
cars. that shade the lights from oncoming
A. F. Kehr has two theatres here. One of
them is as fine a theatre as one would care
to see. It is complete in every detail.
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
INTHENEWSREELS
The HERALD's Vagabond Colyumnist
The HERALD covers the FIELD like an
April SHOWER.
MOVIETONE
— No. of8, newVol. world
20.— President
Roosevelt warnsNEWSnations
war
Japanese
continue World
bombingSeriesin ofCbina
Lew Lehr....The
1937. Society
RKO Signs Marx Brothers
NEWS
OF
THE
DAY
—
No.
206,
Vol.
9.-Roosevelt
RKO Radio has signed the Marx
on wartimeThe World
rain of Series
death goes
on inclassic.
China It's
rodeo
baseball
brothers for three pictures. "Room SerPARAMOUNT
NEWS—
No.
19.—
War
in
China....
vice," Broadway
stage play,
will be with
the
Racketeer
held iron
in $300,000
bail labor
Leviathan
to be first. Edward
Kaufman
will produce,
sold for scrap
Embattled
situation....
work to start shortly after the first
More highlights
Paramount
an- camera
niversaryinRoosevelt
sees warNewsreels'
threattenthWorld
of the year.
Series on.
PATHE
NEWS—
No.
23,
Vol.
9.—
Roosevlet
on
war....
Mussolini'sin Idaho
son fliesEconomy
in Spain
cattle Dewey Bloom Leaves Regal
roundup
in yourLargest
wardrobe
Baseball's biggest show.
Dewey D. Bloom has resigned as manager
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL—saysNo.Presi604, of the special exploitation department in the
Vol. 9.—dentWarYanksNEWSPAPER
threatens
take nickelUnited
seriesStates,
opener Salmon British Films division of Regal Films, Ltd.,
of Toronto, and has left for Hollywood to
have first tag day Bronchos treat 'em rough.
seek new connections.
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EQUIPMENT

SAY this"LETnewTHERE
LIGHT"— AND
GET IT
with
S. O.HasBES.giant
Super-arc
lowBausch
amperage
reflector
arc lamp.
1C% in.motor,
and
Lomb
elliptical
mirror,
Westinghouse
ammeter, numerous improvements, and only Weston
$147.70.
TradesYork.taken. S. O. S., 636- AP Eleventh Avenue,
New
GENERAL
EQUIPMENT

USEE) EQUIPMENT
NEW LOTS OF CHAIRS ARRIVING DAILY.
Amerxan
Ideal, other makes.
upholstered Seating,
chairs, reconstructed,
refinished.Veneer
from and
75c.
See our bargain
Avenue,
New York.list 15M. S. O. S., 636-AP Eleventh
UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
etc.MOVIE
Projection
marepaired.
Catalog
H
free.
SUPPLY
COMPANY, LTD., 844 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
BACKupholstered
SPRING
seatTHEATRE
chairs at CHAIRS—
$1.25, two1600lots.PANEL
1,500 fully
spring seat
chairs
at
$1.65.
Photographs
sent
on reStreet, quest.
New ALLIED
York. SEATING CO., INC., 358 W. 44th

CONSULT
US BEFORE
Simplex
and Powers
projectors BUYING—
from $125.REBUILT
Complete ONCE AGAIN OUR VALUES TOP THEM ALL!
sound pletefromwith RCA
$239. metal
New type
standard
amplifiers,
stock,rectifiers,
used projection
lenses, Morelite
all sizes,carbon
$4.95
from CONSOLIDATED
$37.50.
Sendcom-for Entire
up. Forest
$24.50. Peerless,
complete big value tubes,
catalog.
arcs, ardfrommakes,$39.50.
Optical
systems,
good,
used,
standTHEATRE
SUPPLY
CORP.,
1600-M
Broadway,
fromWe$4.95.
New York.
Loads of others.
have Simplex
what we intermittents,
advertise. S. O.$9.95.S.,
636-AP Eleventh Avenue, New York.
SAVE200,000
WHERE
IT COUNTS!firstSAVE
CARPORTABLE SOUND tripod
PROJECTORS,Zenith
$285 PAIR.
bons.
sets international,
quality,ONsets;guaransilent
te d, for low-intensity.
7/10,discount
$4.85 hundred
8/12, Professional$50.camera,
$5.75
hundred
sets.
10%
1,000
sets.
Shipped
Odds andAve.,endsNew$50.
onYork.hand. DAVE
NARCEY, 575 Eleventh
prepaid anywhere in U. S. Samples free. Bargains in projector,
all theatreNewequipment.
Avenue,
York. S. O. S., 636-AP Eleventh
BUILD YOUR
REEL eye.
WARNER
FORpositive.
FEW
dollars.
UtilizesOWN
electric
Nothing
touches
film.
Attached
to Simple,
upperspecifications,
magazine.
Send
25c
coin
only
for
complete
plans,
etc. Leach Mfg. Co., Owatonna, Minn.
WHY PAY MORE? REGARDLESS WHAT YOU
need, get my prices before buying. Write or wire,
statingNewrequirements.
Ave.,
York. Lists. TOM AUSTIN, 470— 8th
Beers
LOADS OF TIPS AND IDEAS IN THIS BOOK
bundle.
OnlyMancall's
$1.39 for"Servicing
Sloane's Projection
"Motion Picture
Projection,"
Equipment,"book
and Benson's
"Fundamentals
ofO. Television."
Any
one
49c.
Plenty
others.
S.
S., 636-AP
Eleventh Avenue, New York.
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DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
or publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
Reat for completeactive
service.
BOX 915A,work.
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TRAINING

SCHCQL

EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETterTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
1'ree315 booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira,
how.
THEATRE
Washington
N. Y.
TPANSLATIQN
SERVICE

THEATRE ACCOUNTING BY WILLIAM F.
Morris,tres. isIt notstillonly
the guides
best bookkeeping
systemtheforproper
thea- lation
WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND atSPANISH
TRANSyou in making
advertising
literature
nominal cost.
Can
entries,
supply complete
advertising
layout
and if_ printing
complete but
recordprovides
of yoursufficient
operationsblankfor pages
each dayfor ofa facilities
also.
Rates
quoted
upon
request
sample
the
year. prepaid.
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its simplicity.
Order Rockenow— submitted. BOX 916A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
$3 postage
QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
feller Center, New York.
PEPAIP SERVICE
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF PROJECTIONRevised
Sixth edition.
The revised
edition includes
736 pages
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
with
detailed
description of assembly,
and EXPERT FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
functioning of all modern sound and projection ap- will rebuild any make ticket machines, install all new
t is a practical
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cross factory made parts, at only $10 per unit. This price
indexed
forparatus. Iimmediate
projection
room emergency.
ORDERreference
TODAY in1 any
$6.25
postpaid.
job guaranteed.
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BOOKSHOP,
Rockefeller
Center,
New includeschineslabor.
furnished,Every
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Details fromService^
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York.
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PICTUREAnywhere.
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THEATRES
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SALE-UPTOWN
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R.Corp.FORL 1450
seats.forFormerly
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quick sale.managed
Terms. by Keith-Albe*
I REPRESENT A LARGE FIRM INTERESTED
inYorkestablishing
ayouchainhaveof afirst-run
theatres
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State. Jffurther
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detailsbe theatre
will
be that
furnished.
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BECAUSE
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qualityTHEATRE
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samples
and
prices.
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"Belongs on your 'must see' list. For old folks,
medium-aged folks, young folks and children.
This picture is right down your alley!"
— -Jimmie Fidler in his Radio Review to millions
"Shirley Temple in the best boxoffice picture
ever given her. Most certainly a smash! Will
delight everyone!"

—Showmen's Trade Review

"Will mean a fat boxoffice harvest everywhere!
Topflight on all counts! Among Shirley's very
best! Grand entertainment for all!"
— Hollywood Reporter
"Has the power to stimulate that avalanche of
favorable comment which keeps swelling the
Temple customers to ever increasing boxoffice!
Emotionally the most exciting of Temple
pictures!"

—Variety Daily

"A holiday for showmen! Perfectly suited to
the unquestioned talents of the young queen
of the Stars! "

—Motion Picture Daily

"Exhibitors will find it as heavy a grosser as
any of this top-ranking boxoffice favorite's
pictures. Adults and children alike will be
absorbed! A-1 screen fare!"

—Boxoffice

E
5^TEM
in PL
HEIDI
with
JEAN
HERSHOLT
heading the finest cast
I
she's ever had!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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"DEAK"
RIDES AGAIN
towns to come from, Cedar Rapids in Iowa is
OF theall fromest.
From there have come to the amusement world The Cherry Sisters, Mr. James Cron
and Mr. Merlin Hall Aylesworth. It seems that if
they are from Cedar Rapids they can sell.
The modern era records three supreme salesmen: the late
Sir
Zaharoff,
Mr. "Diamond Jim" Brady and
Mr. Gregory
Aylesworth,
who isthe
neverlatelate.
New York, Broadway, Times Square, Big Business and the
whole microphonic world first became aware of the velvet
of Mr. Broadcasting
Aylesworth when
he dawned as the president"
ofdynamics
the National
Company.
Broadcasting needed nothing so much as money and somebody to pay it. Broadcasting as he found it, and as it was and
is, was a lot of evanescent sweet nothings crooned and sprayed
to the blue sky going round and round and stopping, even yet,
where nobody knows. Mr. Aylesworth went about making a
saleable substance of this attenuated stuff and collecting
money for it where money is, in business. In an amazingly
short space of time his personal contact and circulation deped to thenaturally
point where
couldn't call him "Deak"
you were velojust
nobodyif inyouAmerica.
It waschute said
"Deak"room
that ofhe acould
a rocket
into theof locker
golf drop
club from
on Mars,
withparaone
bottle of Scotch under his arm, and emerge an hour later with
personal friendship and contracts with all the members. That
estimate is in error only in that it would not be necessary for
him to take his own Scotch along.
ONE of the difficulties of this radio situation was that he
sat where all of the money and most of the publicity
came in. There was the making of what is sometimes
called a situation. The situation in consequence blew up, in
behalf of a rapid recentering of radio publicity elsewhere, and
when Mr. Aylesworth came down it was in a temporarily inconspicuous post on the managing board of the Scripps-Howard
newspapers.
Thereupon ensued a pervading silence, or at least a relative
silence, for months.
Last week the super-salesmanship erupted again in all the
effulgence of a special section devoted to grandiose advertisement of motion pictures on an unparalleled scale, by producers
and distributors, and exhibitors, in a special section of the
Scripps-Howard papers, at a typical cost of $1 1,500 a page.
There were about nine pages of pure advertising matter,
appropriately larded with editorial type.
The silence no longer pervaded. It was colossally busted.
The section, running in all of the twenty-and-odd ScrippsHoward papers, was by way of a sensation on paper in the
advertising world, and something of a surprise in the motion
picture industry in some quarters, including the Motion Picture Producers
then heard
of it.and Distributors of America, Inc., which just
And it was excitement, rival triumph, and a challenge in
the
offices
of competition beginning conspicuously in the great
Hearst
chain.
The soecial edition branch of American journalism has been

quiet these several years. It is quiet no longer. The advertising managers are at their graphs, charts and quotas. They
will for a long time now refuse to listen when the salesmen,
rebuffed, say "it can't be done." The answer is "Aylesworth
Meanwhile he says the section will be repeated by the
Scripps-Howard papers in the future only in the event of "andid it."other demand from the picture companies themselves."
"Wethehave,"
he observes
I think,
make
newspapers
aware with
that modesty,
Hollywood"helped,
is a great
sourceto
of news, one of the three greatest, New York, Washington
and
TheyHollywood."
are, one may add, also Aylesworth-conscious. "Deak"
rides
again.
DAM

MAGIC

THEregard
motionwithpicture
as an electrically
powered
a particular
interest the
power industry
policiescanof
both corporations and governments. Most lay and
popular concepts about power are muddled with notions
that have been given currency by propagandists rather than
engineers.
The most widely accepted mythology is based on the assumption ofcheapness and economy in behalf of hydro-electric
sources. The impression is that one merely sets up a wheel in
a natural stream of moving water and takes off electrical
energy of great value forever after, at almost no cost at all.
The great Passamaquoddy tide-mill scheme, involving many
tax paid Federal millions with a high output of nothing but
publicity, is perhaps the largest single slice of this type of
miracle-bologny since the days of the Keeley motor hoax. It
and its ilk partake of the character of those science-magic
and super-technology tales which flow from Moscow with intent
to make the world believe that a political boss may have
dominion over chemistry, physics and all applied science even
as he does over the schafskopf millions of the populace. The
trend is back toward the ancient state where the boss was
king-priest-god, which simplified life, for him, a great deal.
THESE
days bedecked
the news pages
and the ofrotogravure
are often
with pictures
ponderoussections
dams,
theatrical spillways, titantic generator castings, all footnoted with figures on acre-feet, kilowatts, cubic yards and
such. With unconscious irony there is frequent comparison in
terms and tons and volume with the labours of the pyramids of
Egypt. The analogies are far too close.
Modern steam turbine generating plants are so much the
most efficient producers of electrical energy that comparisons
make hydro-electric projects as economically ridiculous as they
are politically conspicuous. Today the burning of twelve
ounces, three-quarters of a pound, of coal, delivers as much
energy as the total energy output of thirteen men for one
hour. Since 1900 the consumption of fuel has been reduced
by more than one-half, and there are improvements to come.
Seventy percent of the electrical power of the United States
today comes from steam turbines. The present prime cost,
[Continued on next page, bottom of column 1]
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British Rentals "War"
While the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association inEngland has been talking vigorously about reductions of rentals and the
necessity of cooperation between circuits and
independents to bring that about, the Kinematograph Renters Society has stolen a
march with a new decision on policy which,
observers say, will raise prices instead of
lowering them. This is a new declaration to
make binding the old agreement upon 3%
hours as maximum time limit of a program.
This and other developments in the United
Kingdom are treated in the article on
page 71.
Universal Increase
R. H. Cochrane, president of Universal
Pictures Company, Inc., reported an inease of$400,000
in theof company's
for the crfirst
nine weeks
the 1937-38 revenue
season
compared to the same period last year. The
early release of "Merry-Go-Round of
1938," "'You're a Sweetheart," and "Mad
About Music" was also announced.
Universal plans and announcements are
detailed on page 34.

"Illegal Plunderbund"
Theatre chance games, "a wagering plunderbund venallyconstitutional
exploiting a human
frailty,"
offend against
and statutory
inhibitions concerning lotteries and are
illegal in their operation, reads the closely
reasoned conclusion drawn in a study of the
subject from a purely legal viewpoint published in the American Lawyer. The author
exhaustively
decisions analyzes
bearing on all
theimportant
matter, court
carefully
citing chapter and verse; stresses the point
that the usual defense in which it is claimed
that consideration, necessary to constitute a
lottery, is not present is at best only tenuous;denceandhis contention
supports bythatoverwhelming
evirulings declaring
the games legal have resulted only from
"legal legerdemain, forensic fallacy and
judicial
jugglery."is summarized on page 25.
The argument

Music Barrier
John G. Paine, general manager of the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, believes the motion picture
industry'screates
invasiona barrier
of the that
musicvirtually
publishing
business
cuts
off the field to new music writers. Every
song, whether it is liked by the public or
not, is plugged with the result the time of
orchestras and bands is occupied almost
completely
by the Mr.
"tailor
written for pictures,
Paine made"
said. music
Mr. Paine's opinion along with a brief
historyities inofthemotion
picture
companies' areactivmusic 17.
publishing
recorded on page
There, field
too, appears
ASCAP's own admission that it collects
some $1,080,000 every year from exhibitors
as tribute for music "privileges."

Felix M. Warburg Dies
Shorts Survey
Felix M. Warburg, senior partner of Kuhn,
The customers are interested in more and
better short subjects, made to include better Loeb
& Company, for
whichmany
was years,
Paramount's
banking
died
story values and combining entertainment Wednesday house
home, New
with educational or controversial elements, York City. atHehiswasFifth66 Avenue
years old. During
according to a survey conducted with the
of his life he devoted most
cooperation of newspaper critics by the pub- ofthe hislatertimeyears
to
philanthropic
and social aclicity department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tivities.
which is conducting a special campaign emphasizing short subjects. Requested by colDAM MAGIC
umnists to write in their views on the mat[Coiitinuel from preceding page]
ter, with the promise of theatre passes for
best letters, the readers responded with MOTION PICTURE HERALD
initial construction, is about one hundred the
enthusiasm and decided opinions.
dollars per kilowatt of capacity. It is enThe results are reported on page 63.
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"Divorce" Law
The contentions which will be advanced in
supportsponsored
of NorthbyDakota's
law
Allied theatre
States, "divorce"
were revealed this week in an answer filed by state
officials
Paramount's charge
that has
the
statute istounconstitutional.
The action
been placed on the Federal court calendar, in
Fargo, and is expected to go to trial next
month. The defendants set forth six advantages enjoyed by theatres affiliated with
producer-distributor organizations and reply
to the constitutionality question by declaring
the measure is within the police powers of
the state. Unless the act is upheld, the
answer states, all independent exhibitors
will either be forced to close their houses or
sell out to the large circuits.
The main points of the answer are recorded on page 13.
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Intimidation
During testimony presented by attorneys
for the Screen Writers' Guild at the Regional Labor Board hearing on its petition
for designation as a collective bargaining
agency Charles Brackett, acting president of
the Guild charged that members of his organization had been intimated by Screen
Playwrights,theirInc.,allegiance
rival writers'
reversing
under union,
threatintoof
loss of pay. A motion by lawyers for the
producers to strike out the testimony berefused.cause specific instances were not cited was
The hearing and other labor developments
are covered in the story on page 16.

9

"Europe
The capitalsHappy"-Zukor
overseas from Budapest to
London are filled with happy, spending,
optimistic people, so Adolph Zukor of Paramount reported Monday in New York at a
Waldorf-Astoria hotel luncheon in the
jungle decorated Perroquet suite. "There
is no war
scare."
Mr. abroad
Zukor has ajustParareturned
a sojourn
mountfrominternational
convention andin London.
He sees a world upturn for pictures and
forecasts
is to get from
"fromthea
third
to 40thatper Paramount
cent of its revenues
foreign the
market."
thinkscomposer
that Franzof
Lehar,
world Hefamous
Viennese operettas, may come over to conduct in a musical picture. He bespoke a
policy ofducerscooperation
withquota
the British
and an end for
quickiespro-as
Editorial
Page 7 destructive of good will and business for the
screen. The function was attended by ranking officials
of Paramount ofPictures
Release
Chart
Page
89
ration and representatives
the tradeCorpoand
"Strike" Settlemenf
Settlement
of
the
"buyers'
strike"
of
PhilalayMr.press.Zukor returned Tuesday to his prodelphia exhibitors against Paramount was
Page 49
duction post in Hollywood, accompanied by
reported near this week, while Minneapolis In the Cutting Room
Chris Dunphy, his assistant.
theatremen prepared to seek a mandatory
injunction to compel Paramount to deliver Pictorial Preview
Page 14
six pictures reputedly promised in the 1936Merger Discussed
37 contract, and another suit was filed by
Committees of the Independent Theatre
an owner in Indiana. Paramount denied a Aisdes and Interludes Page 41 Owners
Association of New York and of
preliminary meeting had been held Monday
Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey are
with Philadelphia leaders but admitted a
continuing discussions looking toward a
session "will be held later in the week, prob- Deaths
Page 44 merger of the two organizations, but withably Friday."
Therethewassettlement
no indication
out definite result as yet. Other exhibitor
the basis
on which
would beof
association activities included the fixing of
worked out.
convention
dates in Washington, North and
Page 44 South Carolina,
These developments in the Paramount In the Courts
Oklahoma, Nebraska and
controversy are reported in detail on
Iowa.
page 24.
See page 16.
The Hollywood Scene
Page 29
Donald
Duck on Air
Chicago's
Plight
Chicago exhibitors,
faced with a demand Productions in Work
Page 76
Arrangements have been completed for
from the city aldermen that the theatres
presentation of a Walt Disney radio proyield one million dollars more in revenue in
the sponsor, Pepsodent, will
order to clear off a third of the city's $3,- Technological Page 66 attemptgram ontowhich
bring to life the Disney charac000,000 deficit, are considering several posters,
including
Mickey
and Donald
sible methods of protecting their interests.
The shows
will Mouse
be broadcast
from
For one thing, Allied States is studying the This Week in Pictures Page 10 3Duck.
:30
to
4
P.
M.,
E.
S.
T.,
over
a national
advisability of legal action against Balaban
network. The program is expected to start
& Katz to prevent double featuring. It is
the first week in January and indications are
reported also that chance games are to be
restored despite a ruling of the state supreme Showmen's Reviews Page 50 that the program will go over the National
court that the games are unlawful.
BroadcastingrangemeCompany's
arnts were concludednetwork.
by Roy The
Disney,
The Chicago
theatremen's problem is In the Newsreels Page 99 who arrived in New York Monday to confer
reviewed
on page 12.
with Lord and Thomas, advertising agency.
Trust and Tax Laws
Television Attention
Revision of the federal trust laws and tax Managers' Round Table Page 81
Television reached another milestone in
rate changes will be the principal subjects Short Subjects on Broadway Page 62 this country during the week, "growing up"
interesting the motion picture industry in
from
a seven-by-ten-inch screen to one of
the approaching session of Congress, openthree-by-four-feet, and, at the same time,
ing November 15th.
from official
the United
States
GovernFrancis L. Burt, Washington correspon- J. C. Jenkins' Colyum Page 99 receiving
ment the first
attention
in the
matdent, analyzes the potential relationship of
ter
of
allocation
of
specific
air
channels,
motion pictures to Congressional activities
which
become
effective
October
13,
1938.
What the Picture Did for Me Page 77
on page 28.
Details of RCA activities are on page 37.
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DOLPH ZUKOR, full of optiy~w mistic expression and home from
Europe, is pictured talking to
Y. Frank Freeman and Stanton Griffis at
a Waldorf Astoria luncheon in New York.

Max Keinhardt, German impresario, arrives in New York on the Trench liner
Normandie,
route histo .the
direct heDostoievsky
Brothers. He encarries
own Coast
Scotchto when
travels. s "The Gamblers" for Warner

Harvey G. Cocks, general manager of Quimby theatres and president of the newly
formed Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of Fort Wayne, Ind.; Mrs. Helen Quimby,
owner
the circuit,
Earl Kincaid,
newly of
remodeled
Palaceandtheatre
there. treasurer, attend the reopening of the circuit's

Al Lichtman
Marchesassistant
On. Atovice-president and executive
Nicholas
Schenck, last week he was named member
of the board of directors of Loew's, Inc.
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Two Pat he newsreel men, on assignment: to complete a film to be
called "The Safety of Transcontinental
Flying,"port plane
werewhich
passengers
on theintotranscrashed
the
Wasatch mountain range in Wyoming
Monday. James Pergola, 37, at right
with camera, ii'as a cameraman specializing infeature assignments. He
began his career in 1918, lived in
Bronxville, N. Y., was married and
had a four-year-old son. William Pitt,
right, started with Pa the in 1931, resigned to join Carl Byoir and Associates, and returning was named news
editor of Pathe last July. Unmarried,
be lived in Hollis, L. I.

Ray Branch, owner of the Barry and
Strand theatres in Hastings, Mich., is the
new president of Allied Theatre Owners of
Michigan, a post in which he also served
from 1932 to 1935.
They start in the black. Joe Louis,
heavyweight champion of the world,
signs a contract in Kansas City to
make six pictures for Martin Finkelstein, right, and Ed Shanberg, who
have organized a production company.
Clarence Muse, Negro actor, is witness.

Anna N eagle, star of Herbert Wilcox's RKO production "Victoria the
Great,"
Wilcox,Lyonis
greeted byescorted
the Rt. by
Hon.Mr.William
MacKenzie King, prime minister of
Canada, at a reception in Ottawa following the North American premiere
of the film at the Regent theatre there.
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MORE

IN TAXES
FROM
CHICAGO'S
THEATRES
And Exhibitors Consider Return to Chance Games and
Japanese Cameramen Report on
Legal Action Against B & K
to Stop Double Featuring
Thrills of Taking Pictures
by WILLIAM F. CROUCH
HIROMU TOMINAGA
inby Tokyo
in Chicago
The Citymoreof - aChicago
take
$1,000,000
year inwants
revenueto from
Chicago theatres, and exhibitors are wondering what to do about it.
Just how and where the axe will fall has
the theatremen guessing.
Faced with meeting a $3,000,000 deficit,
the city aldermen are trying to work out a
plan tothesqueeze
one-third ofA the
amountof
from
local exhibitors.
number
plans have been suggested but so far none
has been approved. One proposal was a
three per cent tax on gross receipts, but
this was sidetracked. Then a tax on admissions, varying according to the cost of
the tickets, was suggested. It, too, met
with defeat. Now it seems that the plan
most likely to be adopted is to raise the
license fees to double or triple the present
rate.
Action was to have been taken the first
of the month but the spread of infantile
paralysis, with the enforced closing of
theatres and later the limitation of attendance to adults, cut down grosses to such an
extent that all moves in this direction were
temporarily delayed. However, with business on the upgrade the past few weeks the
chances are that the city officials will start
series of conferences with theatremen soon
to finish the negotiations.
Look to Chance Games
Exhibitors will try to get the socalled
chance games reinstated as a part of a bargain with the city officials. Theatremen
say that if they must pay increased fees they
should have means of increasing revenue,
and they feel that the giveaway games offer
the best plans. Neither the city officials
nor theatre executives will commit themselves on this phase. It is reported, however, that if the license fees are raised very
much the city may agree to let the games
come back, but probably under other names
than those used heretofore.
Evidence that the state supreme court
decision, which declared Bank Night and
other such games unconstitutional, is not
being considered in a very serious lisht,
becomes apparent with reports that downstate theatres soon will return to the giveaway games. In a number of theatres the
game never was banned, as several county
officers did not prosecute the theatremen
using the plan. Now that the publicity, so
prevalent last winter, has subsided the
games are being brought back.
Independent theatremen in Chicago in
addition have an important problem to work
out_ They plan to get rid of double fea-

Newsreels have become the biggest attraction at all theatres in Japan since the
opening of hostilities with China, and many exhibitors have converted their houses
into newsreel theatres.
Patrons of the theatres recently were informed of some of the risks taken by
Nichi-Nichi cameramen to obtain pictures in China. One cameraman, who covered
the landing of Japanese troops on August 25th, reported he had been with a unit
that was the target of a bombing attack.
"I trained the finder of the camera on the airplanes and could see streaks of fire
from the machine guns," the cameraman said. "Every bullet seemed aimed at me.
Only when the planes had been driven off did 1 realize I was still alive."
Two others told of attempting to get shots of the Chinese troops and the crowds
of refugees. They were stopped on a narrow road by two public safety men and
ordered to turn around. While attempting to swing around in their car it became
stuck in a ditch. A crowd gathered and had to be held off with bayonets while the
safety officers forced half a dozen men to aid in extricating the machine.
In the houses that are still showing feature pictures there is a demand for pictures
depicting the bravery of soldiers at the front.
tures in one way or another, and are investigating methods.
Consider Suit Against B & K
One move underway is a study of the
possibility of instituting a monopoly suit of
some sort against the Balaban and Katz
circuit, to which is attributed the return to
the dual feature policy in this territory.
The independent theatremen say that if they
can get legal action of some sort against
B & K on this charge the federal government may step in and help them clarify
what they consider unjust trade practices
on the part of the circuit. Aaron Saperstein, president
of Allied
of Illinois, is conferring
withTheatres
legal counsel
regarding this possible line of effort. At a
meeting of the Allied group recently, Mr.
Saperstein was instructed to make such an
investigation.
In the meantime city film sales by a
number of companies are slower than in
several years past. Exhibitors blame a high
rise in rentals. They also hope that the
policy gramofwillshowing
probe brokentwoup,features
and ifonthisa does
develop
they don't that
want would
to be becaught
with
the
commitments
necessary
for the running of duals.
Use of Reissues increases
More reissues are being played than ever
before. Dozens of theatres which have delayed in buying the new product are using
reissues to make up a shortage of product.
Many of the large companies have from
five to twenty films available for reissue
and the booking of such pictures has been
most active in the last few months.
Film companies report sales are ahead of
last year, but in looking over these state-

ments one finds that while the gross amount
of sales is perhaps larger than the figures
for last year, due to the increase in rentals,
the number of deals closed is not in proportion to the rental increase over last season.
An exception to the rule, United Artists is
reported to have closed more product deals
this year than in years. An array of product immediately available is held to be responsible. Twentieth Century-Fox also is
reported to have closed most of the territory.
Sales
MGM,because
however, are saidoftoParamount
have been and
retarded
of increased prices being asked for product.
72 Ziegfeld Shows
Sold for $28,000
Liquidation of the estate of the late
Florenz Ziegfeld was completed in White
Plains, New York, last Friday with the sale
by auctionductions,
of manytheofright
title been
to 72 made
prowhichandhave
into motion pictures.
The productions,
"Kid Boots,"
"Sally,"
"Rio Rita,"including
"Showboat,"
"Bitter
Sweet,"
"Sunny"
and
the
"Ziegfeld
were sold for $28,000 to a group Follies,"
of composers and lyricists who collaborated on
many of the shows. Included in the group
were Irving Berlin, Oscar Hammerstein, II,
Romberg.
Jerome Kern, Otto Harbach and Sigmund
Through
their York
attorney,
Reineheimer,
of New
City, Howard
they explained
they made the purchase to prevent future
nuisance suits and to permit them to retain
clear title to the material.
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Court Fight to Prevent Enforcement of North Dakota Law,
Barring Distributor Operation
of Theatres, Up Next Month
Paramount's legal battle, a test on behalf
of all distributor circuits, to prevent enforcement of the recently enacted North
law, Fargo,
is expected
toDakato
go to theatre
trial in "divorce"
federal court,
next
month. State officials last week filed an
answer
to the company's
allegations.
Allied
States Association,
sponsoring
the divorce
bills, aided the state in framing its answer.
In replyis tounconstitutional,
Paramount's charge
the
statute
the that
officials,
through their attorneys, contend the measure is valid because it is within the police
powers of the state. In support of the conthat the the
law growth
was adopted
to "regulate and tention
prevent
and development
of
monopolies
and
restraints
of
trade,"
the
answer cites six alleged competitive advantages enjoyed by theatres, owned, controlled
or operated
producer-distributors. They
are
listed as byfollows:
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Allied States Will Talk Trade

TEST

Practice

Reforms But Will Keep Own
Program
Allied States Association would participate in a national exhibitor meeting to draft
a trade practice program for presentation to distributors providing it were not asked
to forego its legislative program, aimed at large circuit and distributor "aggressions,"
Nathan Yamins, Allied president, said this week at his own theatre operating headquarters inFall River, Mass.
Mr.
Yamin's
statement
made toin call
replya tonational
an offerexhibitor
by the Independent
Theatre
Owners Association
of Newwas York
meeting at its
own
expense if Allied and the Motion Ficture Producers and Distributors of America
would cooperate in the effort to form a.united exhibitor front, both in drafting a trade
practice program and in placing it before distributors. The 1TOA proposal was made
in an open letter to Mr. Yamins and Ed Kuykendall by Harry Brandt, ITOA president, on October 9th. No response has been received yet from the MFTOA, which
unsuccessfully has been sponsoring its own "ten-point" trade practice program.
"Allied will lend its support to any plan to secure benefits for the independent
by theuponmethods
which itsyouprogram
(Brandt)for favor,"
Yamins
said, "so
long inas
itexhibitors
is not called
to abandon
securingMr.redress
by other
methods
case such a plan fails.
"My belief iswith
thata if
independent
leaders and
can politics,
by informal
or by
correspondence,
minimum
of publicity
agree conferences
upon the measures
which are necessary to the protection of the independent theatre owners, and a joint
committee can be organized to canvass the possibilities of securing such measures without legislation, the Allied board will authorize its national officers to make the effort.
It is my further belief however, that the board will not hold its legislative program
in abeyance during protracted negotiations in view of the possibility that the effort
may end in frustration when it is too late to proceed with plans for legislative relief."

"I. The privilege of having the first run of
motion pictures in any given community or competitive area, when, but for such favoritism, infirst runs. dependent exhibitors could compete for such
privilege preferential
of demandingtreatment
and receiving
from"2. theThedistributors
in such
important matters as the amount of film rentals
to be itedpaid,
the
selection
of
pictures
to
be
and the choice of dates on which toexhibrun
them, credit availability of prints, etc.
than any loss which plaintiffs can or will
clearance, greater
i.e.,"3.theUndue
lengthextension
of timeof protection
which an orindependent
sustain menast" of thea result
law. of the upholding and enforcesubsequent run exhibitor must wait before he can
play
a
picture
following
its
exhibition
in
a
first
run
Sponsored by Allied
affiliated theatre.
The act originally was sponsored by Allied
"4. Buying
pictures
away
from
competing
independent theatres even to the point of contracting major
States incircuits
its campaign
against "aggressions"
and distributors.
The answerby
for morecluding apictures
was drafted by Abram F. Meyers, chairman of
l or most than
of thetheyreallyreasonably
desirable need,
pictures,in- the
Allied States ; John P. Devaney and
thus forcing such independent theatres to operate LouisboardB. ofSchwartz,
attorneys for Northwest
with an inadequate supply of pictures including Allied ; Francis Murphy,
of Fargo, and P. O.
many of low quality.
Sathre, of Bismarck.
In addition to explaining that the statute was
"5.
Instigating
producer-distributors
by
means
of provisions
in licensing
so regu- designed to regulate and prevent the growth of
late the admission
prices agreements
charged bytocompeting
the defendants
say itunfair
sought methods
to proindependentpendents intheir
exhibitors
as
to
cripple
such
inde- monopolies,
tect independent
exhibitors from
efforts to compete with affiliated
of competition and monopolistic practices of
theatres.
great corporations,
to eradicate
evils ofcircuits
combetween single
theatres the
or small
"6. Exemption
from provisions,
many of thepractices
onerous and
and and largepetitioncircuits
oppressive
contract
by preventing the large circuits, "that have grown so large as to become
policies employed by producer-distributors in their
a menace intoNorth
the general welfare,"
doing
relations with independent exhibitors."
; to protectfrom
indepenAs another basis for the law, the answer terms business
dent exhibitors fromDakota
the advantages
enjoyed
by
the complainants — -Paramount, the Minnesota great circuits ; to prevent and prohibit abuses resulting
from
the
operation
of
theatres
affiliated
Amusement Company and the American Amusement— large "foreign" corporations that are not with producers or distributors ; and to promote
responsivein the
to theNorth
"likesDakota
and dislikes"
of theatre the public
and morals
renderpatrons
communities.
ing motionhealth,
picturewelfare
theatres
in North"by Dakota
subject
to
community
influence
and
local
control
Unless
the
divorce
act
"is
sustained
by
this
court, many and possibly all of said independent
the matter
of their pictures
operating topolicies
and the
exhibitors will be compelled either to close their inselection
of motion
be exhibited
theatres or to lease or sell the same to the plainthe defendants declare, independent
"and the prospec- therein."
An allegation "are
in Paramount's
complaint
that
tivetbiiftosr,s"aggregate
not possessed
sufficient
as a resultlossof tothesuch
monopolization ofexhithe the defendants
to satisfy a judgment
againstof them
for
motion picture business by the plaintiffs is much means
damages which will accrue ... if relief by in-

junction isnot granted" drew the reply that the
charge "is impertinent and immaterial and calls
forTheno answer.
. ."
answer . represents
Paramount as the
largest motion picture producer, distributor and
exhibitor in the United States, with total assets
of $116,869,157, and total income in 1936 of
$107,347,116. The number of theatres operated
by Paramount is set by the defendants at "upIn award concluding
of 1,400." paragraph, the answer reiterates the theatre
defendants'
contentions
that result
elimina-in
tion of the
divorce
law would
the eventual acquisition by the large circuits of
all "home-owned" theatres. This would mean,
it is stated,
that thecontrol
theatres would
"placed
under
remote
foreignbewith
corporationsthenot cognizant
of or ofconcerned
the
likes tiesandaffected
dislikes
of the public
communiand interested
only inintheprofits
to be
earned within and transmitted beyond the bordDefendants
ers of the state."in the action are William A.
Langer, governor ; P. O. Sathre, attorney general ;A. R. Bergesen, state's attorney of Cass
County ; W. B. Arnold, state's attorney of
Grand
CountyCounty
; Roy ;A.Russell
Ilvedson,
state's
attorneyForks
of Ward
D. Chase,
state's attorney of Stutsman County.
Nathan Elected President
The New York Drama Critics Circle
elected George Jean Nathan president at a
luncheon meeting in New York Monday.
John Mason Brown is vice-president; Burns
Mantle, treasurer,
and John Anderson, corresponding secretary.
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RIGINALLY Cecil B. DeMille
\ planned to base his "The BucJ caneer" on Maxwell Anderson's
play. However, the central character inthat story, Sir Henry Morgan, did
not appeal to him. Then, while on a fishing trip with E. V. Richards, he heard from
the lips of the director of the largest string
of theatres in the South the amazing story
of Jean Lafitte, the pirate. The enthusiasm
of Hollywood's foremost professor of cinematic history was fired. Back to Hollywood he rushed. The work previously done
on "The Buccaneer" was tossed into discard
and theferentdecks
idea. cleared for an entirely difThe DeMille b GUS McCARTHY
organi
dwindle,s ^ HoUywood
which zation
to skeleton proportions between productions, began to expand. Jeanie Macpherson, who has been writing for DeMille for
years, started a preliminary outline. The
research department began to function.
Other writers, Edwin Justus Mayer, C.
Gardiner Sullivan, Preston Sturges, Harold
Lamb and Grover Jones, in order, checked
in. Several scouting expeditions headed
by Bill Pine and Frank Calvin explored the
Louisiana, New Iberia and Teche country
from Cabildo to Guid, the locale of Lafitte's
exploits,
New Orleans.
Fredric
March,andvisioned
as a natural for
the role of Lafitte, was more eager to play
it than DeMille was to get him to sign.
From the ranks of Paramount's contract
players and the free lance colony he
selected Akim Tamiroff, Margot Grahame,
Walter Brennan, Anthony Quinn, Douglas
Dumbrille, Ian Keith, Fred Kohler, Sr.,
Robert Barrat, Hugh Sother, Stanley Andrews, Beulah Bondi and Spring Byington
for feature support characters. His search
for a girl to play opposite March in this
love story set against a stirring period in
American history culminated when Franciska Gaal, a Hungarian artiste whom he
had noted in a foreign film and insisted
Paramount sign, proved that she was ready
for a starring role.
Two units went to work; one on enormous
sets built on the Paramount lot and stages,
the other on location in the Louisiana
bayou country. In Hollywood enormous
settings duplicated the backgrounds of all
the interior and much of the exterior
action. The location crew concentrated on
capturing the natural scenic grandeur.
Mr.tion forDeMille
has two
had months.
his film inHeproducmore than
is still
far from finished. But the press, which has
been permitted to see more of production
in this vinced
casethat Mr.
thanDeMille
it usually
does, have
is con-to
will never
apologize
"The heBuccaneer."
that
manner withforwhich
takes libertiesIn with
unfamiliar history, it should be authentic
and educational to a degree. But entertainment isthe primary purpose of this
story of a swashbuckling pirate who won
the battle of New Orleans for the U. S.
and who married a scullery maid.
The public will have opportunity to inspect this DeMille lesson in history and
romance shortly after January I, 1938.
(
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INTIMIDATED
Testimony Challenged at Labor
Board Hearing; Gillmore Silent on DullzelPs Resignation as
Executive Secretary of Equity
Testimony that officers of Screen Playwrights, Inc., intimidated writers into joining their organization was admitted into
the record this week at the Regional Labor
Board hearing in Hollywood, at which the
Screen Writers Guild is petitioning for an
election for designation of the collective bargaining agent for writers.
Frank Gillmore, president of Actors
Equity Association, refused comment on
the resignation of Paul Dullzell as executive
secretary of the organization, pointing out
that the council has not acted on the resignation. Mr. Gillmore also reported that
the American Federation of Labor convention in Denver did not touch on the recent
bid made by the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees for control of
all employees in the three entertainment
industries.
Charles Brackett, acting president of the
Screen Writers Guild, told the Labor Board of
the ups and downs of the organization since its
revival in 1933. He placed the present total of
active and associate members at 523 and said
that twoducersattempts
been recognition
made to talkbutto proon behalf ofhadguild
that
the
producers
had
never
answered
the Guild
letters.
At sononeMcNutt,
pointoneMr.of Brackett
said thatof Patterthe organizers
Screen
Playwrights,
Inc.,
threatened
writers
Paramount with possible loss of jobs and payat unless
they joined his organization which now holds a
bargainingCarthy,
agreement
producers. called
Neil Mcattorney forwithPlaywrights,
the
testimony false and said he would demand
specific proof.
Later Mr. Brackett testified that many writers
resigned from the Guild last year under pressure
from the producers but said he could not name
specific persons because most of the withdrawals
came by telephone. In spite of demands made by
attorneys for Playwrights and for the producers
he was upheld
William
Ringer, instances
trial examiner, in his by
refusal
to citeR. specific
supporting his charge.
Mr. McCarthy and attorneys for producers
moved to strike out the testimony on the ground
itbecause
was impossible
refuting testimony
no names tohadpresent
been mentioned
but Mr.
Ringer denied the motion because, he said, the
rules of evidence did not necessarily apply at
Labor Board meetings.
The respondent companies also lost a motion
towriters
strikewereout under
Brian theMarlowe's
that
jurisdictiontestimony
of the prod
u
c
e
r
s
i
n
their
studio
jobs.
This
was
an
important point in the presentation of Leonard S.
Janofsky, Guild counsel, in his effort to show
that writers are in the employe classification.
Mr. Marlowe, after testifying that writers
were highly paid, that they usually made their
own hours, and were their own bosses to a
certain extent, said he had a couch in his office
on which to sleep but added, "I don't play cards
or shoot
duringtestified
office hours."
In aa similar
vein
Groverdice Jones
he had quit
$2,000
a week job at Paramount because his father
told him he was underpaid. "You're getting
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REPRESENTATIVE TIRED
OF BEING "BEDEVILED"
Motion picture stars and executives, whose names are placed, on
"sucker lists" compiled from the
treasury
department's
on incomes,
may find annual
relief inreport
the
latest edict issued by Representative
Donghfon, chairman of the house
ways and means committee.
But Mr. Doughton has grown weary
of seeing the crowds flock to his committee's quarters. He announced this
week that the committee's offices will
not be the scene of next January's
rush. He said he thought arrangements might be made for making the
list public at the treasury but as for
himself he declared:
"I'm not going to put up with it
any more. I'm through being bedeviled
by people who want to make up
sucker lists."
only 40 times as much as you're worth," he said
his father had said, "in some other studio you
might
get 50Silent
times your value."
Gillmore
Although he made no comment on the current
tangle inturned toEquity
affairs
Gillmore,
who reNew York
fromMr.Denver
on Saturday,
was reported attempting to induce Mr. Dullzell
to reconsider his resignation. The executive
last week
criticized the
appointmentto
ofsecretary
Miss Edith
L. Christianson
as successor
Dorothy Bryant, executive secretary of Chorus
Equity.
Mr. Dullzell made it clear, however, that Miss
appointment
had that
nothing
doChristianson's
with his resignation
and had
insisted
he wasto
adamant in his intention to resign. His criticism
was based on the fact that, although Miss
Christianson is a member of two AFL unions,
she had worked
an organizerforforIndustrial
a union
affiliated
with theas Committee
Organization.
On Union Claims
The IATSE claims to jurisdiction over the
Screen Actors Guild, included in its general
jurisdictional
all Hollywood
was not actedclaims
upon over
or discussed
at theunions,'
AFL
conventiontendanceinthere,Denver
during
Mr.
Gillmore's
atthe
Equity
president
said.
He
observed that the IATSE claims have not been
pressed or acted upon by the organization itself
and advanced the opinion that "they were never
seriously
Screen intended."
Guildof contracts
to be
submitted
toActors'
the March
Time and were
Educational
studios by the Guild eastern office this week, the
board of directors last week having decided that
both companies must be signatories to the conorderAssociated
to permit Artists
Guild and
berstractofinthe
and other
Artistesmem-of
America to continue working for them. Although both companies have agreed to conform
with Guild contract terms in all respects, they
asked to be relieved of actually signing contracts, March of Time on the ground that it was
a newsreel, and Educational because of technical
considerations.

JOINING

Allied

and ITOA

Discuss

Merger;

Other Units Meet
Endorsement of a plan to merge with the
Independent Theatre Owners Association of
New York for vital problems affecting exhibitor members was voted Tuesday when
Allied of New Jersey met at the Stacey
Trent Hotel, Trenton. Committees from
both organizations met last week, discussed
plans for the merger and agreed to hold another session after reporting back.
Other exhibitor organization activities during the week included the election of officers
by Allied of Michigan and by Allied Theatres
of Massachusetts, and the fixing of convention
by the MotionthePicture
ers ofdatesWashington,
TheatreTheatre
OwnersOwn-of
North
and
South
Carolina,
the
Motion
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma and the Picture
Motion
Picture
Western Theatre
Iowa. Owners of Nebraska and
Ray Branch, who previously had held the
officeliedfour
years, (picture
was chosen
president
of Michigan
on page
11) ; ofW. Al-G.
Thich, of Marshall, was named vice-president,
and Edgar E. Kirchner, of Detroit, secretaryTreasurer. The new board of directors is composed of Glenn Cross, Battle Creek ; C. R.
Beechler, Charlotte ; P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo ;
W. A. Cassidy, Midland ; Charles Kingsbury,
Morenci ; George Wilbur, Wyandotte; John
Henry Ross, Battle Creek; James Olsen, Clare,
and J. E. Stacker, David Newman and William
E. Schuttenhelm, Detroit.
Allied of Massachusetts reelected Samuel
Pinanski as president and John H. Brennan
as secretary. Other officers are John H. Devlin, Sumner
Loew's Theatres,
ley
Cambridge,vice-president,
treasurer. and StanDirectors
are
Max
Melincoff,
E. Hoff-M.
man, Charles W. Koerner, George B.French,
J. Mullin, Edward A. Cuddy, H. M. Addison,
George A. Jones, Al Somerby, John J. Ford,
James
Brown. H. Doyle, John S. Files and George V.
The MPTO of Washington will hold its 15th
annual convention at Hotel Washington, Seattle,
starting Monday. There will be a display of
equipment,national
with trailers,
posters. EdwillKuy-be
kendall,
MPTOAand president,
one of speakers.
The Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina ventwill
hold its December
silver anniversary
ion at Pinehurst,
6th and con7th.
Charles W. Picquet is president.
Oklahoma theatre owners will gather at the
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City, November
8th and 9th. Mr. Kuykendall will attend.
Caplan,
attorneysecretary
of Newof Haven,
hasLawrence
been chosen
executive
Allied
ofresigned.
Connecticut. He succeeds Joseph A. Davis,
The MPTO of western Pennsylvania held a
two dayburgh,session
the Schenley
Hotel inAbram
Pittsthis week,at with
150 attending.
Myers ers.andThe entire
H. M. slate
Richeyof were
speakofficersamong
was thereelected.
They are: M. A. Rosenberg, president; W. L.
Brown,
; Carl Pope,
William
Walker vice-president
and Pete Antinopolis,
directors
; FredJ.
Herrington,
secretary,
and
Joseph
Gelman,
treasurer.
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Society Says Exhibitors' Tribute for Music "Privileges"
Represents 2 1 Per Cent of
Its Entire Annual Revenue
Motion picture theatre owners in this
country pay the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers more than
a millon dollars a year— $1,080,625, in 1936,
to be exact — for the socalled "privilege" of
"playing" music of ASCAP members. For
this privilege, exhibitors claim, they previously pay film distributors in rentals for pictures from which the music is performed.
Practically no other medium exists today in the motion picture theatre than the
sound track on the film through which
musictres isin the"performed,"
less now
than employing
100 theaentire country
either band, orchestra or organ. Yet,
ASCAP's
figures from
show each
it is of
collecting
an averageownof $85.49
12,639
motion picture houses every year for the
public performance of music which at least
12,500 render from film, and a license to
this, as purchased from the distributor, is
held by the exhibitor to entitle him to exhibit publicly the full contents of the film.
The existence of the dual music levy on exvariousareprotests
againstNewpay-is
ing tributehibitors,toand their
ASCAP,
old issues.
the disclosure of the extent of the exhibitors'
annual payment
the Society,
closure now comesto from
ASCAP and
itself.that disLastfices ofweek,
the
Rockefeller
Center
homeafter
ofASCAP in New York resurrected,
many ears of dormance, the publication of a
"house
organ," and
calledpublishing
"ASCAP members.
Journal," Admitfor its
music writing
tedly undertaken "with some misgivings," the
first issue was devoted largely to ASCAP's
complaints
economic royalties
"sufferings"
of theto
Society and ofthetheinsufficient
accruing
it from public performances of ASCAP music.
The "house organ" also presented the case
of theinsource
whenceproportion,
"the ASCAP
comes,is
and
just what
and dollar
just what
done with it after it comes into the hands of the
Society." Tabulations by ASCAP show this:
ASCAP DOLLARS COME FROM:
No.
Amount
Gross
Income Units
of Royalties
of Aver.
Per
Percentage
Unit
Radio Broadcasting .. 62
584 $3,239,181 $5,546
Restaurants, Hotels,
Dance
Halls
322,606
132,417 50
Miscellaneous
ASCAP DOLLARS GO TO:
Royalties and
Relief toAffiliated
Domestic Members 76%
Royalties
to Foreign
Cost of Operation,
Salaries, LegalMembers
Expenses 177
TOTAL
100%
Then,
indulging
"in
no
such
reluctance"
"business concerns to disclose the figures por-of
traying their actual financial condition, or the
result
theirfollowing
operations,"
ASCAP'sof income
"Journal"in
reportedof the
breakdown
royalties, at the same time setting forth the
familiar
arguments
heard
from
the
Society
in
defense of its levies :
"In the calendar year 1936, 12,639 motion
picture theatres paid to ASCAP a total fee of
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$1,000,000
ATTACKS

DOUBLE BILL FOES
PICKET THEATRE
Two organizers of the Anti-Movie
Double Feature League of America
picketed a Nutley, N. J., theatre last
week in their fight for shows with a
single film feature.
William R. Clay, make-up editor of
the weekly Nutley Sun and George H.
Siegel, an insurance broker, carried
signs urging abolition of the double
feature.
Mr. Clay said his league now has
2,000 members in 12 states and is
fighting for "one grade 'A' pichire
rather than two grade 'C films."
$1,080,625.80, or an average of $85.49 each. The
officialmategovernment
for theatres
that yearof estithat the motionfigures
picture
the
country sold to the public $1,000,000,000 worth
of admissions. The theatres paid to ASCAP for
the right to publicly perform music l/10,000th
of a cent per each admission ticket sold.
"Five hundred
and paid
eighty-four
commercial
broadcasting
stations
to ASCAP
during
7936 total license fees of $3,39,181, an average
of $5,546
per year
station.
The thatgovernment's
figures for that
indicate
the broadcasters sold to commercial advertisers, $114,000,000 worth
'time onandtheauthors
air.' Broadcasters
paid
to the ofcomposers
of the whole
world about 3/10ths of a cent out of every
dollar they took in. And, music was the principal contributing factor toward making the
broadcasting entertainment so effective in 1936,
as to cause the public to buy, according to the
government's
of $440,000,000
worth of radiofigures,
receivinga total
apparatus
and accessories and $45,000,000 worth of replacement and
repair parts. During that year, according to the
government's
figures, manufacturers
of radio
broadcasting equipment
sold to the broadcasters
$12,500,000 worth of station apparatus.
to truly
visualize radio
the extent
financially
of "So,
the entire
commercial
operation,
which
is at least 75% dependent upon music for its
success,
the
following
figures
seem
to
present
a reasonable picture:
"Total receipts by broadcasters from the
"sale of time', $114,000,000.
"Total paratus
receipts
of receiving
set and apmanufacturers
$485,000,000.
"Total
receipts offrom
broadcasting
equipment manufacturers
sale of apparatus
$12,500,000.
"Total receipts of power stations for
power to energize sets (estimated) $150,000,000.
"Grand total of 'radio receipts' $761,500,000.
amount forpaidtheto use
ASCAP's
members
andTotalaffiliates
of their
music
$3,239,181.50.
paid"Percentage
.004+%. of 'radio receipts' thus
show that atapproxithe end
of "The
1936, government's
in a populationfigure
of 128,853,000,
( Continued on following page, column 1)

YEARLY
INDUSTRY

ASCAP Chief Calls Industry's
Participation in Music Business a "Pathetic Barrier"
Stifling New Writing Talent
Participation in the music publishing
business by the motion picture industry is
creating a barrier that stifles the creative
ability of new music writers, according to
John G. Paine, general manager of the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
"It is a pathetic thing to me," Mr. Paine
said, "that new writers are unable to get
hearings
so much
of theis performing time ofbecause
orchestras
and bands
occupied
by the 'tailor made' music written for
motion
picture
Use of
musicscores."
publishing as an exploitation medium for motion pictures is seen
by Mr. Paine as the direct cause of the
barrier to new composers. It is good business sense for motion picture producers to
trust the writing of musical scores only to
writers that already have written hits, Mr.
Paine explained. Mr. Paine, however, did
not
film's encouragement
new mention
talent intheHollywood,
and its virtualof
subsidization of the entire music writing
business through the huge sums paid music
authors in salaries, as against the comparatively insignificant remunerations received from "Tin Pan Alley."
"You can readily see," he continued, "why
they
would when
not want
take a
chance (producers)
with new writers
there isto $700,000
or more invested in a picture. They have to
depend on writers whose ability is known."
Cites Independents' Disadvantage
Mr. Paine pointed out that in most cases the
primary aim of music publishing houses owned,
partiallyducers isornot wholly,
motionon picture
proto make bya profit
sheet music
but to increase the box office value of pictures
in which pendent
the publishers,
songs onare the
played
sung. depend
Indeotheror hand,
acontinued.
great deal upon the sale of sheet music, he
Exploitation of the pictures comes, to a large
extent,
from the
oyer the
radio. Credit
alwaysplaying
is givenof tosongs
the picture.
As for new writers being unable to "get
hearings,"
Mr. Paine
out thatthea popular
orchestra feels
obligedpointed
to include
motion
picture numbers because of the widespread
exploitation they receive.
Half of Hits from Films
Of 112 of the nation's song hits in 1935-36,
a total ofcording 56to figures
came released
from motion
pictures, and
acby ASCAP
published
in
Motion
Picture
Herald
September 5th, 1936.
Mr. Paine, however, bemoaned the fact that
music publishers affiliated with the picture iny do notareconfine
songs
to thosedustrthat
hits. the
Every"plugging"
song in aofpicture
is "plugged,"
he said,
even ofif the
public does
not
like it. In
the case
publishers
not
affiliated with film producers, Mr. Paine added,
they will
take
a
score
from
a
show
and
will
(Continued on following page, column 3)
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{Continued from preceding page, column 2)
mately 24,500,000 homes in this country had
radio receiving sets, (4,000,000 extra sets) and
that 4,500,000 automobiles were radio-equipped.
Estimating
minimum
threeserved
persons to the aradio
home, average
our musicof was
by broadcasters
to
73,500,000
people,
and
available to them an average of sixteen hours a
day. We will omit service to the automobile
group on the theory that when they are in their
automobiles people are out of their homes.
"It seems reasonable to conclude that the
amount paid by broadcasters to our members
and affiliates, per person entertained by them,
75% with our music, was a little over 4 cents
per annum.
"Sixty-five
seventy-four
restaurants paid tohundred
ASCAP andduring
1936 the total
sum of $429,351, or an average of $65.31 each.
This average fee of $65.31 is for an entire
year's
of the complete
of ASCAP.
In otheruse words,
they paidrepertoire
an average
of $1.25
per week. Assuming, inasmuch as no government
figures
are
available
as
to
the
'take'
these restaurants, that they served during theof
week the absolute minimum of 125 patrons over
the whole week, the reward to composers and
authors for music was one cent per customer.
"Thirteen hundred and ninety-eight hotels,
paid during the year 1936 the total sum of
$204,710
for per
ASCAP's
an average$2.82of
$146.43 each
annum, license,
or approximately
per week. This results in a payment by the
hotel ofbyeight-tenths
tained
music. of one cent per person en"Twenty-six
hundred1936and a sixtotal
danceof halls
paid
to ASCAP during
$132,417.
Dance halls ppaid,
on
the
average,
a
fee
of_
aproximately one dollar per week for the right.
Operators
of
these
establishments
pay
to
composers and authors of the whole world slightly
more than one-tenth of one cent per patron entertained."
Net Earnings Set Record
On Wednesday, October 6th, John G. Paine,
chairman of ASCAP's administrative commitreported that
earnings for30th,
the
thirdtee,quarter
of the
1937,Society's
ended September
provided the largest net distribution to members of any similar quarter in the organizahistory, estimating
amountat $984,000.
available
for suchtion'sdistribution
for thetheperiod
The
Society's
earnings
today
are
establishing
new income records despite the fact that no
revenue is being received from five states where
ASCAP is prohibited either from operating, or
collecting royalties from exhibitors, broadcasters, hotels
estab-of
lishingorASCAPdance
as a halls.
monopolyLegislation
in restraint
trade and prohibiting the aforementioned royalty collections
now Tennessess
is in effect and
in Florida,
Montana, Nebraska,
Washington.
Revenues
lost
as
a
result
are
estimated
at
$150,000 a year.
And while ASCAP is laying the groundwork
for carrying a fight to the high courts to have
this legislation declared unconstitutional, its oponents, led by tothecarryradiothe interests,
furthering their pplans
legislativearecampaigns
into other states meeting this fall and winter,
and subsequently.
Followed Exhibitors' Protest
Thetionlegislative
took theformcountry
after over
mopicture theatreattack
owners
stormed in protest some three years ago against
the rates levied by ASCAP. The United States
Government was interested and considerable
talk of a Department of Justice investigation
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of monopolization resulted, causing ASCAP to
change its flat rate of 10 cents per seat anl y for anymany
and pictures
all types were
of theatres,
less ofnuahow
played, regardorgans Says Films Stifle
used or musicians employed. ASCAP
Creative Ability
"soothed"
the onexhibitors,
apparently, with lower rates, paid
admission
charged,theetc.basis of type of operation,
{Continued from preceding page, column 3)
The radio broadcasters joined film house
owners near the end of the film campaign exhibit only the hits, thereby not flooding the
against ASCAP, but enjoyed no such relief as market with "tailor made" numbers.
that accorded exhibitors, and the state legisla- Warner's Profit
tion campaign to have ASCAP outlawed was
undertaken.
Warner Brothers was the first of the motion
Any exhibitor, broadcaster, restaurant or picture companies to enter the music publishing
dance
hall
operator
found
guilty,
on
ASCAP's
It was shortly
Al Jolson's
prosecution in the courts, of violating the Copy- field.
sent after
the sheet
music rendition
salesof ofa
numberBoy"skyrocketing.
Ownership
right Law, by which ASCAP assumes its roy- ofthe"Sonny
a
l
t
y
c
o
l
e
c
t
i
n
g
p
o
w
e
r
,
is
liable
to
a
fine
of
$250
music
publishing
house
seemed
offer great
for each violation, each single performance of possibilities and Warner Brothersto immediately
ASCAP music without payment to ASCAP purchased Witmarks for about $1,000,000.
constituting a separate violation.
That was in 1927, and in the first year such
hits as "Am I Blue," and "Tip Toe through
the
Tulips"Warner
were published
Witmarks
with
the result
Brothers by
in those
12 months
Directors Order
realized about $500,000 on the $1,000,000 investment.
The business proved so lucrative that
Warner chased
Brothers
to expand,
purHarms, T.decided
B. Harms,
New andWorld,
Title "Defreezing
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson, and Remick
The board of directors of the Motion Pic- for a sum variously estimated at from seven
ture Producers and Distributors of America and a half to ten million dollars. Shortly after
purchase, Warner Brothers and Paramount
this week instructed the title registration this
on negotiations with a view to a merger
committee to proceed with the organizing carried
of
their
musicnever company
holdings but the
transaction
was consummated.
However,
offollowing
a new system
to
"defreeze"
unused
titles
specified periods of registration.
Famous Music Corporation was formed and
both companies, but later the entire
At ablepresent,
avail- supplied
capital stock was purchased by Paramount,
if they haveregulations
been unusedmakefor titles
two years.
which still owns the company although the name
The board met to complete business which has
been changed to Popular Songs.
was unfinished at last week's meeting.
Warner Brothers' venture into the musical
field
waspanieswatched
with that,
interestasbya other
comSherwood Nominated
which decided
protective
measure
against
the
pioneer
company
obtaining
As Guild President
control of the licensing of musical compositions,
would have to enter the music publishing
Nominations, which are tantamount to they
too.
election, have been made by the Dramatists business
took the first step
Guild for its election of officers and coun- withMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
the
of at least 51 per cent of
cillors November 9th. Robert Emmet Sher- the Robbinsacquisition
Music
Company
and thisforwasMGM.
used
wood is named for the presidency.
as the outlet for numbers written
Others nominated are George S. Kauf- The Fox Policy
man, vice-president; Edward Childs Carpenter, chairman of the board; Richard
Fox Film Company, now Twentieth Cenfollowed a dual course of action. It
Rodgers, cillors:
secretary,
and thePhillip
following
coun- organized tury-Fox,
Rachel Crothers,
Dunning,
a new company named the Red Star
Publishing
Company
and also contracted with
Paul Green, John Howard Lawson, MelFoxactivities
Publishing
Company forLater,
the itMovievin Levy, Elizabeth McFadden, Eugene Sam tone
of
the
company.
gave
O'Neill, Arthur Richmond, A. E. Thomas up the independent operation
of the Red Star
firm
and
merged
all
of
its
music
publishing
and
Sophie
Treadwell.
Ten
of
the
guild's
30 council members are retired annually, activities under the Sam Fox banner, changing
councillors being elected for three-year the name of Red Star to Movietone Music Corterms.
Louise Silcox is executive secretary of the poration.
MGM's experience
withstandpoint,
the RobMusic Company,
from a profit
guild and also of the Authors League, which binsMeanwhile,
will also hold its annual elections next was similar to Warner Brothers' experience
with Witmarks, and MGM expanded by purmonth.
chasing Leo Feist,
Miller Music Company
and Sherman
Clay Inc.,
and Company.
The
status
of
motion
picture
producers in the
Wilby Confers
music publishing business has remained the
With Freeman
same except for the selling by Warner Brothers
DeSylva,
Brown Company.
and Henderson, to the
R. B. Wilby, of the Wilby-Kincey Circuit of
Crawford
Publishing
which operates
theatres
in
the
South,
conRKO
Radio
and
Columbia
have not gone
ferred in New York this week with Y.
ownership of a subsidiary music company
Frank Freeman, head of theatre operations into
but have entered into contracts with Irving
for Paramount, on a new five-year operat- Berlin, Inc. Hal Roach Comedies has a working agreement with Southern Music Company
ing contract for the circuit.
and United Artists recently signed a contract
Mr. Wilby
Atlanta
Tuesday.arrived in New York from with G. Schirmer, Inc.
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OF
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BIGGEST

20th
is pre
-selling
the nation's
millions
with
comprehensive
showmanship promotion worthy
of its greatest musical. Full-page
ads in 22 newspapers reaching
every section of the country.
Smash, big-space assist ads in key
cities. Sure-fire ads in all fan
magazines. Country -wide plugging over every big network . . .
including Eddie himself on his
big C. B. S. program. Co-operation
by everyone of Texaco's 45,000
dealers. So many big-time exploitation angles that 8 mammoth
press-sheet
pages
can'tofhold
them
all.
Reams and
reams
publicity
in every type of publication. All
yours to give 20th's supreme
musical a resounding send-off!
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SETTLEMENT

OF
PHILADELPHIA
"BOYCOTT"
FIGHT
Preliminary Meeting Reported
BRONX RESIDENTS
Plan for Purchase
Already Held; Exhibitor AsPREFER DUAL BILLS
sociation Suggests CommitPlacing
little
faith
in
film
surveys
tee from Disaffected Zones
or polls conducted without personal
Of United Artists
contact, Barkann Rosinoff and Jack
The first signs of a peaceful settlement of
Doyne,
editor
and
business
manager,
Still Undecided
the Philadelphia "buyers' strike" against
of the Bronx Amusement Guide, deParamountincidentappeared
in sight thisfromweekAllied
cowith the announcement
cided to ring doorbells.
The plan under which Samuel Goldwyn
Theatre Owners of the Northwest that it
Mr. Doyne did the ringing — about
and Alexander Korda will purchase the
was preparing to institute action for a mana thotisand doorbells — and brought
United
Artists' holdings of Mary Pickdatory injunction to compel immediate deforth the following results:
ford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplivery of six pictures reputedly promised by
lin
still
remained
in doubt this week despite
5
64,
or
56
per
cent,
of
those
supParamount in 1936-37 contracts, and an exthe arrival from England of David Rose,
plying answers prefer double feature
hibitor from Indiana filed suit to force debills.
vice-president
and
livery of the six pictures.
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc. financial adviser of
461, or 54.1 per cent, are opposed
Mr. Rose, who was accompanied by E.
A preliminary meeting to effect the setto chance games.
tlement with Pennsylvania exhibitors was
H. Lever, secretary of Prudential Assur490, or 53.25 per cent, are atheld at the Paramount offices in New York
ance Company, of England, declined to distracted to theatres by the names
cuss the deal when he was greeted by reMonday, it was generally reported along
of stars; the others merely want to
porters on the Queen Mary. Mr. Lever,
Broadway. Although the press department
see good pictures.
though, it was admitted, came to the United
denied that any such conference was held,
States
to
study the transaction from all
5
3
8,
or
59.6
per
cent,
are
not
init conceded that a meeting of exhibitors
angles.
HisFilms.
company is the heaviest backer
f
l
u
e
n
c
e
d
b
y
critics'
reviews.
of
London
and Paramount executives "is planned for
Meetings are planned in New York for
later in the week, probably Friday."
than ever to carry to the bitter end
to decide upon a plan for acquirThe publicity department emphasized the determined
their fight for the sanctity of contracts and the next ingweek
the stock for $4,500,000. Samuel Goldpoint
that
Neil
F.
Agnew,
Paramount
vicepresident and general sales manager, steadfastly right to a live-and-let-live sales policy."
wyn
planned
to arrive in New York from
"No sane
to seeof Paramount
has refused to negotiate with a committee or harmed
the Coast Thursday and next Tuesday Mr.
or theexhibitor
quality wants
or quantity
the Para- Korda
"buying
combine."
The
meeting
will
be
with
and
Maurice
Silverstone, United Artmount releases depreciated. Our opposition is
individual
istsland head
in England,
arrive from Engnounced. exhibitors, the press department an- directed solely against certain of their sales
on
board
the
He
dewillFrance.
policies. We feel that many of the differences
Exhibitors Suggest Meeting Plan
Once a plan for lifting the options is
between the disputants could be ironed out by
of views at a round table. We be- agreed upon, the question of distribution
In its Picture
official bulletin,
United an exchange
Motion
Theatre "Contact,"
Owners ofthe Eastern
deals with Walter Wanger and David O.
lieve that Paramount's
refusal
to meet organizawith any Selznick
will be discussed.
committee
representing
an exhibitor
Pennsylvania,
Southern
ware declared this
week New
: Jersey and Delation is not grounded in good business sense if
Mr.
Lever
answered all questions regardthese
differences
can
by
that
procedure
be
quick"Since Paramount
have indicated
their
ing the United
Artiststhough,
deal with: his"Itstay
all
willingness
to meet officials
with individual
exhibitors
ly settled. 'Face saving' is one thing, but to con- depends."
He
said,
to discuss such grievances, we therefore offer
ue a warsecond
needlessly
and foolish."was a was indefinite and
that he hadthatother
busiOn tinthe
page isof futile
the publication
the
suggestion
that
Paramount
meet
with
one
ness in New York.
exhibitor from each of the disaffected zones as report of a UMPTO meeting held October Sth,
a group. Such a committee would include one at Hotel Broadwood, Philadelphia. The article
was
headed
"Paramount
Strike
Continued
Inrepresentative
each Boston,
from Philadelphia,
defin tely— UMPTO Members Say Paramount New York Theatre Valuations
apolis, Pittsburgh,
New Jersey,MinneLos
Must Come
to Them."
The accountmass
said,meet"the Increased Drastically in Year
Angeles,
Milwaukee
and Ohio." to have attended general
attitude
at this enthusiastic
Those who
were understood
Numerous drastic increases in the asing
was
to
the
effect
that:
'Regardless
of
the
Monday's
meeting
were
Mr.
Agnew,
Austin
C.
sessed valuation of the New York property
decision
of
the
circuit
court
of
appeals
exhibiKeough,
vice-president
Pizor, UMPTO
president,and andsecretary
Charles; Lewen
Segall
tors still do not have to buy Paramount pro- housing motion picture companies and theatres
are
included in the new listing for 1938.
and
Abe
Sablosky,
Philadelphia
exhibitor
leaders.
The largest increase is that on the Roxy,
There has been no indication of the basis on Gary Company Asks Injunction
from $3,325,000 to $4,100,000, a gain of
which a settlement would be effected but it is While Allied of the Northwest threatened to $775,000.
The Paramount Theatre and
duct.' " action to compel delivery of the six office building
expectedtesting
identical
will be offered pro- start court
has been raised
exhibitors interms
all territories.
pictures in dispute, the Gary Theatre Company, $750,000, from assessment
to $12,000,000.
article signed
published
in "Contact"
a pageP. Gary, Indiana, decided to test the issue itself. The Music Hall $11,250,000
and
office
building
has been
oneTheeditorial
by the
secretary, was
George
It brought action for an injunction against Para- increased $100,000, from $11,500,000
to
Aarons. It was entitled "A Paramount Peace
mount to force delivery of 10 pictures. Six of
Plan" and led off with the declaration :
the films were those which Philadelphia and $11,600,000.
The
increased
assessments
on
other
picMinneapolis
exhibitors
said
were
withheld
by
"Once
again
the
Paramount
High
Command
has committed a tactical blunder in its war on Paramount; the titles of the other four were
ture houses are: Palace, $150,000; Rialto,
its customers. Paramount has decided to sell not revealed.
$250,000;
$150,000;
Globe,
$150,The
injunction
was
sought
in
superior
court,
Rivoli,Capitol,
$100,000;
Ziegfeld,
$170,000;
away from recognized established accounts."
Marion, Ohio, but Paramount injected a motion 000;
Astor,
$50,000
and
Strand,
$50,000.
to have the case transferred to the federal court,
Charges Series of "Blunders"
It continued by placing the blame for the dis- Indianapolis, on the ground of "diversity of citizenship." The hearing for an injunction conse- Mullin on Fund Committee
pute on a series of "blunders" on the part of
Paramount.
quentlybeen
cannot bepassed
held upon.
until after Paramount's
Martin Mullin, of the Mullin and Pinanski
motion
has
"Paramount blunders today," the article conTheatres, a Paramount affiliate, has been
In revealing its plan for court action, Allied named
tinued,
"when
it
mistakes
every
gesture
of
peace
vice-divisional chairman of the Greatalso announced an appeal would be taken from
made byness! the
as aweek
sign must
of weaker Boston Community Fund. J. T. Clark,
Events independents
within the past
have
recent decision, giving Paramount a temporary
convinced home office officials that at the end of ainjunction
against continuance by Minneapolis of the circuit's managerial force, will be staff
three months the exhibitors are more grimly theatremen of the "buyers' strike."
secretary at drive headquarters.
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GAMES

ILLEGAL
Excerpts from Numerous Decisions inAll Important Cases
in State Courts Are Included
in Survey Recently Finished
Theatre chance games, the object of litigation and legal controversy since their inception, are illegal in their practical operation,
is the reasoned conclusion reached in an
exhaustive
stud}'in ofthecourtinitial
decisions
on giveaways
issue bearing
of the
American Lawyer, new digest of developments in the field of law published by the
American Law Book Company.
Quoting at length from numerous state
court rulings, the study explains the general spirit and interpretation of various
anti-lottery statutes, analyzes chance games
from the standpoint of the three elements,
chance, a prize and a consideration, necessary to constitute a lottery, and emphasizes those decisions which have held that
attendance at the theatre is sufficient consideration to constitute the third element
within the spirit of the law.
The author, William N. Hensley of San
Antonio, Texas, a post graduate student of law
at Cumberland University, Tennessee, has
annotated the study fully with case references,
and from pertinent cases has selected quotations
from decisions which tend to show that all
seemingly gratuitous distributions of money or
prizes where the purpose is stimulation of attendance are in reality lotteries under the
meaningpress his ofopinion
the laws.
footnotesoffered
exthat theCopious
usual defense
in court is fallacious.
After reviewing the most important decisions,
Mr. Hensley says :
"It is ofimpossible
to harmonize
or reconcile
number
the decisions
which have
been dis-a
cussed. The issue between them is over the
element of consideration. There is always an
affirmation or denial that this third constitutent
element of a lottery is extant. The line of deation isin a twilight
zone encompassing
the crucial marcquestion
of consideration
and those
cases which predicate their proscription of
'bankthenight'
upon ofthe valuable
discernmentconsideration
by the courtsor
of
element
upon the grounds of public policy would seem
to be supported by the decidedly greater weight
and preponderance of the credible authority. . . .
"I amlight zoneconvinced
researchup that
this twihas beenfrom
conjured
by those
litigants to whose pecuniary advantage it is that
the issue shall be confounded, and that it is in
the bewildering haze of this region that some
courts have grappled with and been worsted by
deception and sophistical reasoning."
Name Not Important
Summing up his argument the writer says :
"We mustfactor
not lose
sightdetermination
of the fact that
the
important
in the
of the
character of such a scheme as that now under
consideration is the substance; the name given
to the process used to effectuate the object is
of no consequence. It is idle to maintain that
statutory and constitutional inhibitions meant to
prohibit names and not things. Whatever it
may be christened, or however well it may be
guarded or masqueraded by cunningly devised
conditions or deceptive screens, it is, under the
law, what dispassionate and pragmatic analysis
reveals it to be; and theoretical applications
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OPERATION

ANALYSIS

ATTENDANCE RAISED,
DECLARES AUTHOR
In a footnote to his study in the
American Lawyer of the legality of
theatre chance games William N.
Hensley emphasizes the importance of
consideration of augmented attendance
as the third element necessary to constitute lottery
a
in the eyes of the law.
Concerning the point he says:
"The intimate causal connection
between the awards and augmented
attendance which is synonymous with
enhanced revenues seems too important to be minimized. The mechanism
of 'bank night' is such that that profit
on the sale of tickets which would
consort with the maintenance of the
scheme . . . is made the occasion for
the award and also the measure of it,
and reciprocally the award operates as
the occasion for the profit and also the
measure of it. In a word, the award is
the proximate cause of heightened attendance, and the perquisites of added
attendance are a prerequisite to the
award."
when at war with practical functioning must be
ignoredordinary
and discarded.
'bankdifference
night' differs
from
lotteries,If the
lies
chiefly in the fact that it is more ingeniously
devised to disingenuously gull gullible courts.
Many courts have looked beyond the mere
factitious form of the transaction, and sought
out and suppressed the obnoxious substance
A footnote "at this point adds :
itself
"Resort toto distinctions
too ofsubtle
to be
meritorius,
the utilization
apocryphal
authority and studied or crass indifference to
the inculpatory facts, characterize a number of
those decisions which sustain the legality of the
scheme, legal legerdemain, forensic fallacy and
judicial jugglery play havoc with the wholesome and salutary interpretation which should
be afforded the lottery statutes and legitimate
by
juridicial
plunder-a
bund venallyhanky-panky
exploiting aa wagering
human frailty—
mercenary exploitation which cannot but opermanner inimical
to the inpublic
welfare."
Theate in aconclusion
as expressed
the final
paragraph is :
"It
is
submitted
that
the
spirit
of
the
lottery
laws is compromised by those decisions which
take no heed of that valuable consideration
which flows from the overwhelming majority
of the participants to the theatre. Our conclusion, deducted from an examination of all
the relevant authority, is that 'bank nights' are
in their practical operation illegal."
Cases Cited
In the course of his argument Mr. Hensley
quotes significant and relevant passages from
the decisions in every important case in which
chance
in the state
or federalgames
courts,haveas been
followsinvolved
:
The New York state court of appeals unanimously held that a chance game was a lottery
although no additional sum of money was
exacted for a chance to win. People vs. Miller,
2 N.E. (2d) 38. 39, 271 N. Y. 44. In this case

CALLED

OF
RULINGS
however,
the
writer points
the court's
declination to receive
testimonyout,showing
possibility of participation without payment of
admission limited the scope of the decision.
A memorandum decision of the same court
of appeals sustained the legality of a chance
game scheme wherein actual payment of admission to the theatre was not a prerequisite to
eligibility. 289 N.Y.S. 649, 160 Misc. 174.
The Kansas supreme court decided that the
benefit
under the "bank
in the way
ofwas
increased
receiptsnight"
for plan
paid
sufficientgrossconsideration.
Stateadmissions
v. Fox
Kansas Theatre Co., 62 Pac. (2d) 929, 144 Kan ,
687, 109 A.L.R. 698.
The Tennessee supreme court ruled in the
case of State v. Crescent Amusement Co., 95
S.W.
(2d) 310,
a chance
game
project
did 170
not Tenn.
embrace351,all that
the essentials
of a lottery.
The Michigan supreme court decision held
chance games illegal in the case of SproatTemple Theatre Corporation v. Colonial Thea127. trical Enterprises, 267 N.W. 602, 276 Mich
A Justice Dissents
In the case of City of Roswell v. Jones, 67
Pac. (2d)chance
286, thegames
New Mexico
court
deemed
not tosupreme
be lotteries
although
a
dissenting
justice
said,
"The
patrons
drawn to the theatre in the hope of gaining the
prize money collectively furnish the prize
money itself as well as a profit to the proprietor. Thus consideration arises as an inincident tocourt
the increased
An Iowaseparablestate
ruled thatattendance."
a chance
game was not a lottery in a decision which was
offset by a federal court decision in another
case case
which held.
. . . "It is isveryfromapparent
that
the increase
in attendance
those
persons who are interested in the drawing and
not in the picture, and that they have paid their
entrance fee primarily in the hope of being sucon theN.W.
wheel608,of 220
fortune."
Stateandv.
Handlingces ful264
Iowa 1369
Central States Theatre Corporation v. Patz,
11 F. Supp. 566 (D.C.S.D. Iowa).
Calls Lottery Completed
The Illinois supreme court concurred with a
previous decision of the Massachusetts supreme
court holding.
sonable chance to"The
win price
is theforcosta offaira and
ticketrea-of
admission to the theatre, which is the object
of the plan, and thus a lottery is completed,
even under plaintiff's own definition and contention." Iris(2d)
Amusement
Kelly, 8 N.E.
648, 651. Corporation v.
The Alabama court of appeals decision held
that chance games were illegal when operated
in The
conjunction
supreme with
court "matinee
of Texas registration."
ruled all chance
games in theatres to be illegal in that state
upon
grounds
of
public
policy.
of Wink
v. Griffith Amusement Company,City 100
S.W.
(2d) 695. Also in a later case the Texas court
of criminal appeals adjudged chance games
illegal and the proprietors of theatres in which
it wastionconducted
amenable
to criminal
under the lottery
statutes.
Cole v.prosecuState,
June 9, 1937, S.W. (2d).
In the Georgia court of appeals the justices
ruled a bank night scheme a lottery, observing:
"It cannot
fact that
the operator
have
given alter
free thechances
to some
without may
the
purchase of tickets ; even so, the lottery scheme
as to a gift enterprise was present to all the
Also cited were various cases involving suits
for recovery of prizes by disgruntled patrons
and
litigation
involving
varieties
of chance
games. copyrights on several
rest."
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INTEREST

TAXES
TRUST
LAWS
AND
with the present anti-trust statutes under
Move to Make Admission Tax isfied
which, it is said, the Department of Justice
no satisfactory standards by which cases
Permanent Hinted; Copy- has
may be selected for prosecution, or by which the
given prosecution
may be preright Fight at Special Session success dictedof withanyassurance;
business enterprise
has
no safe standards by which it may determine in
by FRANCIS L. BURT
advance
the
validity
of
concerted
action, even
in Washington
when the principal purpose is to eliminate waste
or reduce costs of production or distribution ;
General modernization by the Administra- and
the Government is unable to give committion of the federal anti-trust laws will be
ments as to any combination, because the confuthe major subject of interest to the motion
sion of precedents and policy is such that a popicture industry to come before the special
sition rtaken
in one case may prove an embaras ment inothers.
session of Congress which is to convene November 15th, as indicated by the schedule
The wage-and-hour bill, to be taken up early
drafteddent this
week for the session by Presi- in the session, passed the Senate last session.
Roosevelt.
Divided on Film Inquiry
Of secondary interest, largely because the
calling of the special session seven weeks
producers in Hollywood already are main- in The
advance of the regular meeting could afford
taining acceptable hour and wage policies sponsors
the Congressional investigation of
and the exhibitors are engaged in purely the motionof picture
industry an opportunity to
press
their
measure.
So far, there has been no
local
activities,
is
the
Administration's
labor
legislation.
discussion of such a step but, it is expected, there
free
duringnot theon sesTax revision, a matter of considerable will besion forconsiderable
the discussion oftime
matters
the
importance to all branches of the industry, legislative program.
while not to be considered at the extra
Sentiment with respect to the making of an
is sharply
in Washington.
session, will be taken up by Representative investigation
It is not believed
that thedivided
Administration
would
Fred Vinson's subcommittee of the House favor
an
inquiry
of
either
films
or
Ways and Means Committee, which will in an election year, particularly as itbroadcasting
will
depend
meet November 4th to begin a study of largerly upon both agencies to carry to the
the situation, on the basis of which a bill country its campaign for support of the farm
will be introduced when Congress returns program and other policies.
to prevent Congress from "getting
for its regular winter session in January. outInoforder
hand"
and taking upleadership
controversial
A feature of the tax revision activities will
tions,
the Administration
will quesseek
be consideration of the desirability of making to "whip" its legislation into shape so that it
may
be
brought
up
without
the
idle
periods
the
admission
tax
and
other
socalled
"nuisance"
levies permanent law. Motion picture theatre which marked the last session.
owners creastand
little chance,
if any, of now
an in-40
se in the admission
tax exemption,
cents.
Examination Asked
Permanent Tax Hinted
Possibilities that the admission tax may be
made a permanent part of the tax setup were
voiced by Representative Robert L. Doughton
In Century Action
of North Carolina, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, following a visit
The Century Circuit, Inc., has been
to the White House, accompanied by Repre- ordered by New York Supreme Court
sentative
Vinson
of
Kentucky
to
discuss
reveJustice
Charles Paletti to submit to an
nue with President Roosevelt.
before trial of the conspiracy
The admission tax and other nuisance levies examination
action
brought
by Rockbeach, Inc., against
were adopted as a temporary means of raising Century, Columbia
Paramount
revenue. Extended by Congress last session, Pictures Distributing Pictures,
Corporation, Big-U
they are now due to expire in 1939.
Film
Exchanges,
Inc.,
RKO
Distributing
When the Ways and Means Committee meets
next month, it is expected to give consideration Corporation and the United Artists Corto the drafting of a permanent tax law, super- poration.
seding the present law which consists of sevIn the order, Judge Paletti instructed that
eral measures
amending
the
originalwhether
act. AcFred Schwartz, assistant treasurer of Cenc
o
r
d
i
n
g
l
y
,
a
decision
is
to
be
made
the
tum, should appear for the examination.
nuisance taxes are to be included in the new
The Rockbeach company charges the delegislation or left on their present temporary
fendants conspired to have pictures shown
basis.
at
the before
Century's
CentralatTheatre,
CedarCopyright Fight Again
hurst,
exhibition
the Rockbeach
house,
the
Gem,
Far
Rockaway.
A
permaRenewal
of
Senator
Ryan
Duffy's
fight
for
enactment of new copyright laws, which would
nent injunction and damages are asked.
affect motion pictures and other fields, is expected
during
the
special
session.
The
bill
T.
A.
M.Craven of the Federal Communicawas shelved at the last session.
Commission said in Washington this
Modernization of the anti-trust laws, ap- week tion
that
the United States delegation to
proaching the problem of monopoly from new the Inter-American
radio conference at
angles, asked by President Roosevelt in his
Havana would seek a general North Ameri"fireside
chat"
October
12th,
will
be
embodcan
agreement
concerning
the allocation of
ied in recommendations to be laid before Congress by agencies which for some time have broadcast frequencies, in addition to a Panbeen engaged in a study of the subject.
American agreement on the band between
Administration officials long have been dissat- 1,400 and 1,600 kilocycles.
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Testimony
Boston

Cast

The taking of depositions was started in
Boston Monday in the United States district
court there in the anti-trust action against
major distributors, the Maine and New
Hampshire and M. A. Shea circuits, instigated .by Morse and Rothenberg, New
England independent theatre operators.
Gabriel L. Hess, attorney for the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America,
was questioned Monday and Louis
ing.
Weinberg, in charge of circuit sales for
Columbia, was scheduled for an early hearNext week, counsel for the plaintiffs will
attempt to get the depositions of the following during the New York session: Adolph
Zukor, Neil F. Agnew, Norman Collyer,
Leon Netter, and J. J. Unger of Paramount ;
Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein,
William F. Rodgers and E. A. Schiller of
Loew's;JohnJoseph
M. and
Schenck,
Kent,
D. Clark
Felix Sidney
Jenkins R.of
20th Century- Fox; H. M. Warner, Joseph
Bernhard and Gradwell Sears of Warners;
George J. Schaefer and Lloyd Wright of
United Artists; R. H. Cochrane, Willard
McKay and James R. Grainger of Universal; Harry Cohn and Abe Montague of
Columbia.
The plaintiff circuit charges that the defendants acted as a combination and conspiracy in restraint of trade, as a result of
which Morse and Rothenberg were unable
to
obtain any product whatever for six
theatres.
The houses are the Arcadia in Portsmouth, N. H. ; Park and Colonial in
Nashua, N. H. ; Rialto, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. ; Cameo, Newburgh, N. Y.; and the
Capitol, Elizabeth, N. J.
Action on Appeal
Still Undecided
The question of whether to appeal from
the decision handed down in the Dallas conspiracy action against the Interstate Circuit
and week.
large distributors was still undecided
this
New York attorneys for the distributors
planned to confer this week on a possible
course of action against the ruling, which
upheld the right of distributors to enter into
contracts, setting forth admission prices and
establishing clearance periods, but at the
same time, stipulated that such contracts
could not be entered into as the result of
agreements
or conspiracy among distributors.
Columbia, Loew Dividends
Dividends were declared this week by the
Inc. of Columbia Pictures and Loew's,
boards
Columbia will pay 68^4 cents per share
on the $2.75 convertible preferred stock, on
November 15th, to stockholders of record
on November 3rd.
Loew's voted a regular quarterly dividend
of $1.62^ on the $6.50 cumulative preferred,
payable
November
stockholders
record on
October15th
29th.to Loew
commonof
stockholders are awaiting action on their
next dividend, on November 3rd. They received $8.50 for the fiscal year ended August
30th.
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HOLLYWOOD

SCENE

A Dangerous Satire
The fate of about 90 per cent of Hollymost important
personalities
earning wood's
from
$100,000 tonames,
$500,000
a year,
is in the hands of a small group of press
called "Publicity
Directors."
anagents
intelligent,
mild mannered
lot who They're
expect
and get little thanks for gilding ex-waitresses and making geniuses out of pickle
salesmen. It's an axiom of the studios that
nobody loves the press agent.
Until recently that attitude was confined
pretty much to the studios. But of late it
has been coming into the open, where it is
evident that it can and will do irreparable
harm to the industry, stars, directors and
most of all the publicity directors.
A few
monthscaricature
ago, "Aof Star
Is Born"
thrust
a vicious
the press
agent
on to the international conscience. The press
agentvulgarian.
in "Stand-In" was a panderer, drunk
and
Most exhibitors know the press agents
only by name. But long and intimate association with such serious minded and diplomatic workers as Harry Brand, Howard
Strickling, Eddie Selzer, Jock Lawrence,
Russell Birdwell, Frank Whitbeck, Chris
Dunphy and fellows like Clarence Logan,
Don MacElwaine, Carlisle Jones and Johnny
Miles, shows them to be gentlemen of integrity whose standards would compare with
those
man. of any picked group of professional
There is no doubt that they deeply resent
the insulting ribbing that recently has been
theirs. In time, they undoubtedly will do
something about it in their own efficient and
convincing way.
11 Films Start
Eleven pictures started in the week. Eight
were finished. Current indications are that
there is quality in both the new and completed work.
Monogram started three. "Danger Valley," which R. N. Bradbury is directing,
will present Jack Randall, Lois Wilde,
Charles King, Earl Dwire, Jimmy Aubrey
and Ernie Adams. Featured players in "Boy
of the Streets" are Jackie Cooper, Maurice
O'Connor and Gordon Oliver. William Nigh
is directing. The cast for "The County
Fair" includes John Arledge, J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, James Butler and
Mary Lou Lender. Howard Bretherton is
directing.
Two started at MGM. With Clarence
Brownturndirecting,
"Benefits
reWalter Huston
to the Forgot"
screen inwillcompany with Beulah Bondi, Charles Coburn,
Ted Healv, Charley Grapewin, Guy Kibbee,
Ann Rutherford and Leatrice Joy Gilbert.

Hussey and Rita Johnson. Richard Thorpe
directed.
Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Mickey
Rooney, Ronald Sinclair, C. Aubrey Smith,
Forrester, Harvey, Elisha Cook, Jr., and
Lionel Belmore will be seen in "Thoroughdirected.breds Don't Cry," which Alfred E. Green
Two pictures likewise were checked off
the active shooting list at Paramount. Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray are starred
in "True Confession," and John Barrymore,
Porter Hall, Edgar Kennedy, Richard
Carle, John T. Murry, Fritz Feld, Una Merkel and Tommy Dugan are featured. Wesleyter ofRuggles
directed.listsTheAnna
cast May
for "DaughShanghai"
Wong,
Philip Ahn, Charles Bickford, Larry Crabbe,
Cecil Cunningham, Evelyn Brent, Anthony
Quinn, John Patterson, Arthur Hohl, Frank
Sully and Mae Busch. Robert Florey directed.
"Second Honeymoon" was finished at
Twentieth Century-Fox. The cast, headed
by Tyrone Power and Loretta Young, also
includes Stuart Erwin, Claire Trevor, Marjorie Weaver, Lyle Talbot, J. Edward
Bromberg, Louise Henry and Jayne Regan.
Walter Lang directed.
on Atto Columbia
the cutting"American
rooms. ItLegion"
features moved
Mary
Russell, Don Terry, Marc Lawrence, Robert
Warwick, Dick Curtis, Arthur Loft, George
McKay, Ivan Miller and Jimmy Hollywood.
C. C. Coleman, Jr., directed.
Universal
finished
Tyler's Luck."
Important
Pride" Directed
by Ford
Beebe"Tim
and Wyndham
Gidare
Frank players
Morgan,in "A
JohnMatter
Beal, ofFlorence
dings,
it
will
present
Frankie
Thomas,
Rice, Janet Beecher, Cora Witherspoon, Frances Robinson, Norman Willis, Anthony
Erik Rhodes, E. E. Clive, Herman Bing and Warde, Earl Douglas, Alan Gregg, Edward
Barnett Parker. William Thiele is the di- Parker, Everett Brown, Kenneth Harlan,
rector.
Jack dictMulhall,
Pat O'Brien, William Beneand Al Shean.
Crosby in Policeman Film
For Paramount release, Major Pictures
started Frank
"The Tuttle
Badge isof directing.
Policeman It O'Roon,"
which
will feature Bing Crosby, Mary Carlisle, Beatrice Something New
Lillie and Andy Devine.
There's
under the ofHollyUnder its own sponsorship Paramount
wood sun.something
Under thenewsponsorship
Jed
Buell,
long
associated
with
Mack Sennett,
started "They Knew What Happened." The
key players are Lew Ayers, Louise Camp- an all-Negro musical western, "Harlem on
bell, Roscoe Karns, Virginia Weidler and
Prairie,"theis subject
in production.
Edgar Kennedy. James Hogan is directing. theAlready
of much speculation,
"Wild Horse Rodeo," Republic, will fea- the picture, which is, to say the least, a
ture the ingston,
"Three
Mesquiteers,"
Liv- novel departure, will star dark Herbert JefRay Corrigan
and MaxRobert
Terhune.
fries,chestra,
formerly a singer
with Les Hite's orGeorge Sherman is directing.
With H. Bruce Humberstone directing,
dians Millerand will
and feature
Manten. the Negro comeLew Porter, composer of the current hits,
Twentieth
started "Checkers."
Jane WithersCentury-Fox
is starred, supported
by Stuart "Frijoles"
and "Vagabond Dreams Come
Erwin, Una Merkel and Alan Dinehart.
True,"
has been
directnumbers
the music,
which will
featureengaged
two ofto his
and
Two Finished by MGM
several other tunes, for which the backmusic will be song by the colored
MGM completed two productions. "The quartet, ground
The Four Tones, Maceo Sheffield,
Four Marys" will present Myrna Loy, Rosa- well
known Negro theatrical producer, has
lind Russell, Franchot Tone, Walter Pidgeon, Nana Bryant, Leonard Penn, Ruth been signed to supervise.
GEORGE RECTOR
HAS HIS INNING
Emanuel Cohen, in the vernacular,
"threw" a party for the celebrated
George Rector. The telegraphic invitations were signed by Mae West.
As is usual in such events, the lion
of the occasion, Mr. Rector, wandered
about like a lost soul. Once in a while,
it seemed, he was introduced to somebody or was posed for a picture with
someone because it would be good
publicity in Cincinnati.
for 5:00came
o'clockin
andThejustpartyas was
sooncalled
as anyone
he or she began looking for Miss West.
But Mae wasn't there. She did not
make the grand entrance until about
6:30 and then "was so glad to have
all But
you Mr.
folks Rector
come upwasandnotsee to
me."be
denied. He had his inning when he
put together Crepe Suzette a la Rector.
The demonstration of skill and finesse
of a master, and his line of patter,
left little doubt among the guests that
Mr.
the greatest
host Rector's
New Yorkreputation
ever knewas was
entirely
correct.
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left Edison's service. That was in the middle
'90's when he conceived a project to make
illuminated signs with electric light bulbs.
He made one such sign, the first in the
world, for the New York Electrical Club.
'PULLING'
OF
LaCUARDIA
Mr. Edison did not hold any enthusiasm for
the project. Mr. Meadowcroft left to organize a company to do it himself. Then he
found that the Edison lamp works would not
'TIME' PICTURE
IS
DENIED
supply him with the small bulbs he required
de
Rochemont
explained
that
under
the
contract
Issue Featuring Mayor Will with the Music Hall March of Time reels can- He quit and went back to his job.
be shownuntil
at thethe Embassy,
Many
or two Mr.
beGo Into RKO's New York reel nothouse,
15th day Broadway
alter they newsopen
fore Mr. years
Edison after,
died, only
he anda year
his faithful
Theatres as Scheduled at the Music Hall. The picture opened at the Meadowcroft
were returning from a New
Embassy Thursday and will go into the RKO York dinner. Mr. Edison ordered the car
neighborhood houses next week, Mr. Blumberg to turn into Broadway and they rode the
Published reports of "a furor" reputedly said.
of the theatrical section, ablaze with
created by the release of March of Time's
Tammany, when the reel was first released, length
feature
New York's
Fiorello
La- "kidded"
both March of Time and Mr. La illuminated signs. As they swung toward
Guardia,on candidate
for mayor,
reelection,
dropped
for the
"burlesque"of butbothnow,candidates,
accord- the ferry,
croft : Mr. Edison nudged Mr. Meadowinto the category of exploded rumors this Guardia
ing to the
headquarters
week when IN ate J. Blumberg, RKO the- motion pictures are going to be employed in
"Bill
— there was something to that damatre head, announced that the film would the campaigns. However, definite plans on
of yours, afterwasall."the philosophic
be exhibited in local RKO houses on sched- the type of pictures to be exhibited at clubs foolMr.ideaMeadowcroft
and street corners were reported undetermined sort to see nothing important
ule— one week before the mayoralty elecbut the humor
as yet.
tion.«
of it.
Little Newsreel Attention
Mrs.
Meadowcroft
died
in
1918. They
Charges
Used
had two sons, William Miron and Charles
The New"Claque"
York World-Telegram,
reporting
Although
March of picture,
Time officials,
in releasing their LaGuardia
announced
they Harry. William followed his father into the
on a broadcast made by Mr. Mahoney luesday
night, said the Democratic candidate tor mayor believed the coming election held nation wide Edison service and Charles became a telethe newsreels have given little or no
engineer. Mr. Meadowcroft was
had
chargedforthata claque
"Mayor when
LaGuardia
used 50of interest,
space to the campaigns. William Montague, buried phone
policemen
the March
woodMonday
Cemetery. last in Boonton's Greenassignment
editor for Paramount News, said
Time
movie
of
the
mayor's
accomplishments
was shown at Radio City.
his company had no plans for covering the
"He ordered upwards of 50 patrolmen on campaigns.
policy from
of thelocalnewsreels
eral y isto The
stay away
elections.genduty inside
the
theatre
with
instructions
to
organize as a cheering squad. These men met
"Smashing
Crime
with
Dewey,"
a politicalof IV. E. Divestment
every morning at the corner of 50th Street and film describing the anti-racket activities
Fifth Avenue
and
were
paid
the
price
of
adThomas
E.
Dewey,
candidate
for
district
mis ion to the theatre. At 11 P. M. they met
torney of New York, already has made at-its
at the same corner, turned in their stubs and appearance on street corners and will be
were discharged. What a spectacle for the shown up until Election Day.
a theatrical and film division of
Erpi Is Begun
Police Department of the City of New York." theMeanwhile,
Non-Partisan Committe for the support Of
The asdeclaration
Blumbergin of Mr.
In line withElectrical
Western Research
Electric's Products,
plans to
came
an answer byto RKO's
an articleMr.published
LaGuardia and Mr. Dewey has been reconstruct
the New York Herald-Tribune in which it was formed in New York with Daniel Frohman Inc., D. C. Collins, vice-president of ERPI,
chairman. Louis Nizer is chairsaid
"had begged
to be freed
that effective Nofrom RKO
handlingofficials
the LaGuardia
film through
fear as honorary
man; Major Edward Bowes and Theresa Hel- announcedvember 1stWednesday
ERPI's
operating
burn,
vice-chairman
;
J.
Robert
Rubin,
treasof Louis
Tammany
reprisals."
under
L.
W.
Conrow,
general department
operating
de Rochemont, head of March of Time,
urer, and Meyer W. Weisgal, secretary.
will take over the sale of motion
likewise expressed wonderment over the source
The membership includes George Abbott, manager,
picture
theatre
service
contracts
in
of the newspaper story and added, "So fat- Luther Adler, Richard Aldrich, Kelcey Allen, to his present duties which heretoforeaddition
have
BrooksOwen
At- been concentrated upon service inspection.
asplained
I know,
to it." atHe thealsoMusic
ex-' Maxwellkinson,Anderson,
the there's
opening nothing
of the picture
Edith Barrett, Helen
NormanArthur,
Bel Geddes,
Hall
.in
New
York
was
delayed
for
a
_
week
In
effect
a
new
division
is
set
up
which
Davis,
Crosby
Gaige,
Margalo
Gillmore,
Dorothy
because of the fact the feature playing in the Gordon, George Heller, Arthur Hopkins, Law- will handle not only actual servicing and
theatre
at theit time,
was theso
rence Langner, Sam Levene, Philip Loeb, Leonas heretofore, but
long it made
difficult"Lost
to fitHorizon,"
the reel into
ard Lyons, Guthrie McClintic, Paul McGrath, equipment ofinstallation,
servicing contracts to exhibiprogram.
Victor Moore, Clifford Odets, Donald Oenslager, also sales
t
o
r
s
.
I
t
is
the
organization
which will exist
On this point, the Herald-Tribune said:
Brock Sam
Pemberton,
MorrisHerman
Rys- if and when Western Electric
decides to
"When the
feature
(March
of Time)at was
Sax, George
Arthur Ross,
Schwarz,
scheduled
for its
premiere
performance
the kind,
Shumlin, Leonard Sillman, Henry Travers, abandon equipment sales through ERPI, in
Radio City Music Hall, in Rockefeller Cen- Richard Watts, Jr., and Rita Weiman.
Western
ion to divest
itself ofElectric's
ERPI. reputed intenter, ithattan
was Department
reported,of inspectors
of the Man-to
The committee is planning a luncheon at line twith
Buildings threatened
Hotel
Astor
Monday.
The
organization
to
put into effect this
close the theatre because of technical violanew tiesphase
ofheaded
the operating
department's
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
building
law."
This
Samuel
Fasswill
be
by
Bert
Sanford, Jr.,du-as
ler, Manhattan
service sales director ; George L, Carringmently denied. commissioner of buildings, vehe- Meadowcroft, Aid
ton, operating manager, and Stanley W.
Played One Week
Stand, staff representative. In charge of
and responsible for sales and operations will
Both Mr. Blumberg and Mr. de Rochemont
said the picture played one week at the Music Of Edison, Is Dead be the following district managers : L. J.
Hall and that was all the time planned for it.
Hacking, Boston ; W. W. Simons, New
Motion Picture Daily reported last Saturday:
William Henry Meadowcroft, assistant York; E. V. Wilschke, Philadelphia; A.
"The picture was withdrawn . . . after com- and confidential secretary to Thomas A. Fiore, Atlanta; R. Hilton, Chicago; O.
pleting sevenRochemont
days of a further
14-day run."
a half a century, died of pneu- Hunt, Kansas City; also F. C. Dickley, DeMr. de
discounted the Edison for Thursday
troit; H. W. Dodge, general manager of the
at his home in Boonreports of threatened reprisals by explaining ton, Newmonia lastJersey,
after two years of failing western district, and W. E. Woodward, rethat when the LaGuardia picture was made health.
He
was
84
years
old.
gional sales director in the Southeast.
"I went
down
to Tammany
Hall
andstoryargued
Mr. Meadowcroft was born in Manchesand
talked
to
have
their
side
of
the
preRobert
Taplinger, who has been signed
sented inpictures, but they flatly refused. They
ter^ England,
came ato law
the
United
StatesMayin 29,
18751853.
and Hebecame
of publicity and radio at WarsaidMarch
they ofwanted
do with
pictures.'' clerk
Time nothing
planned,toMr.
de Rochemont
and later was admitted to the bar. He as director
studios, and Thomas Fizdale,
said, to present films on both Mr. LaGuardia followed a member of the law firm he served who nerhasBrothers
taken over the offices of Robert S.
and Jeremiah
T.
Mahoney,
the
Democratic
caninto
the
newly
formed
Edison
Electric
Taplinger,
Inc.,
were to be guests of honor
didate who will oppose Mr. LaGuardia at the Light Company, when the incandescent lamp at a cocktail party
Thursday evening at
polls.
years old.
To substantiate his assertion that there had wasForonlyonetwobrief
Yvres
de
Villiers'
penthouse
Cointerval
Mr.
Meadowcroft
lumbia Broadcasting Building inatooNewtheYork.
been no delay in presentation of the film, Mr.
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Companies, Except Columbia,
Refuse to Back Plays, but
Bureau to Aid Young Writers Will Be Continued
The large film producers evidently have
no intention of returning to their former
role of "angel" on the wholesale for the
Broadway
stage,andbutotherwise
they definitely
tend to finance
encouragedo newinplaywrights, with the continued purpose of
subsidizing a source of material for their
film making in Hollywood.
Columbia Pictures' announcement of its
re-entrance into play production has failed
to re-arouse the interest of its film competitors inthe stage, in which several of
the majors were active up to a season ago.
However, all the large companies, save
United Artists, again announced this week
their continued interest in and financial
support of the Bureau of New Plays for
developing stories and writing talent in
colleges.
As a further step in its play producing plans,
Columbia declared this week that it not only
is ready to enter actual play producing on
Broadway this season, but the company also
is prepared
sign the "Minimum
ment" ocreased
f theto demands
Dramatists
ItBasic
was Agreethe
inof theGuild.
playwrights
of the
Guild through the Minimum Basic Agreement
that caused Hollywood producers to withdraw
from thepanies, Broadway
stage. The large
comlast season,
would refrain
from openly
financingdeclared
plays that
after they
the
Guild had adopted the new basic contract giving playwright
members
of
the
Guild
considerable additional rights, privileges and fees
in the sale to Hollywood of their manuscripts.
Contracts with Playwrights
On eralBroadway
it wassomewhat
said this bewildered
week that over
sevproducers were
Columbia's reference to the "signing" of the
Guild's minimum
agreement,
as playproducing
contracts
are notinasmuch
made with
the
Guild butwrightsbetween
producers
and
the
playthemselves. The general assumption,
however, was that Columbia would agree to
the
took. Guild's terms in any producing it under"is serious"
its plans
to That
produceColumbia
Broadway
shows, andaboutalready
has
obtained options on a number of plays, was
disclosed
last
Friday
by
Jack
Cohn,
Columbia's
vice-president,
as he sailedforfrom
New York
on the S. S. Normandie
England,
Paris
and Prague. Mr. Cohn announced that D. A.
Doran had been named head of Columbia's new
play-producing department.
Comedies Wanted
Mr. Cohn said that his company was not
concerned with the attitude of other film companieswait
toward the
Guild's
agreement:
"We can't
for the
authorbasicproblem
to be
straightened out. We've got to resort to every
means
possible
to
get
new
plays
and
talent."
He added that the company is _ particularly in
need
strivingof tocomedies.
make the"Everyone
company intheColumbia
House ofis
Joy,"
he
said.
Additional plays will be inspected by Mr.
Cohn bility
in thatEngland,
Columbiawhere
will there
produce.is also a possiSpokesmen for Paramount, Warners, MGM,
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BROADWAY,
DEVELOPMENT

1936 Best Money Year Since '29,
U.S. Reports on National Income
The American public last year had more money to spend on motion pictures and
other amusements than in any year since 1929, it is indicated by the annual report
on national income just issued by the Department of Commerce.
The national income in 1916, the department announced last week, amounted to
$63,800,000,000, as compared with $5 5,000,000,000 in the preceding year and, it
was commented, "this gain of nearly $9,000,000,000, or 16 per cent, was the largest,
both absolutely and relatively, for any year of recovery."
department's
support
the very
Treasury's
with athegainadmissions
tax,Thecollections
from conclusions
which in 1936
totaled
close toexperience
$18,500,000,
of more
than $2,000,000 over 193 5, while still further improvement in the national income
this year is forecastable from the gain of more than $1,500,000 in admission taxes
collected in the first eight months as compared with the corresponding period in 1936.
Twentieth
Century-Fox,which
RKOdiscontinued
and Universal,
the
other companies
play
financingtract,inwere protest
against
the
new
conemphatic this week in guild
declaring
that their attitude had undergone no change
and notakenproduction
financing
would be season.
underby them during
this Broadway
Play Competition Opens
Last Friday marked the official opening of
the second play competition of the Bureau of
New Plays for awards, fellowships and scholarships. The Bureau, headed by Theresa Helburn, is panies,
sponsored
by seven
picturecouncil
comand is aided
by anlarge
advisory
consisting of Walter Prichard Eaton, of Yale ;
Frederick H. Koch, of the University of North
Carolina, and Kenneth Rowe, of the University
of Michigan.
At the meeting
last New
Friday,York,
at Bureau
quarters, Radio City,
the boardhead-of
directors, representing the seven major producers, "discussed and unanimously approved"
the ingBureau's
policy by"toprofessional
encourage advice
creativeas writfor the theatre
well
asMarion
financial
assistance."
At
the
meeting
were:
Avery, Columbia Pictures ; J. Robert
Rubin, MGM ; Russell Holman, Paramount ;
Leda Bauer, RKO Radio ; Twentieth CenturyFox, Edwin
P. Kilroe
Beahan,
Universal and
; Jacob
Wilk,; Charles
for Warner
Brothers.
"Close
continued
cooperation
with
the
playwriting
at colleges
had ledto Theresa
Helbum faculties
and the board
of directors
see that
an additional
step
in
bridging
the distance
between the academic and the professional
theatre
would be very valuable to students in playwriting," said a statement, which added :
"Therefore, in addition to the awards,
the directors will make every effort to see
that winners of awards and honorable mention will have practical contact with
production
The intentionin the
is totheatre."
secure the opportunity for
these promising students to attend rehearsals
of professional productions and to study proproduction problems
their solution. Anfessional
experiment
in thatanddirection
was
made during the spring and summer with a
few of the winners of awards and honorable
mention who watched rehearsals, or, introduced by the Bureau of New Plays, were employed as stage managers or extras.
"The directors of the Bureau." said Miss
Helburn, "hope that this will lead in their

futuretionplans
to a practical
in producfor exceptional
studentscourse
selected
by the
advisory committee in cooperation with the
heads of the college departments. For these
students, conferences with leaders in various
departments of the theatre — directors, scenic
designers, actors — would be arranged, and their
work would
include Particular
actual attendance
production rehearsals.
attention atwould
be focused on audience problems, which are
hardest of all for the beginner in playwriting to
Anyone
who has attended
gradu-1,
ate or undergraduate
studentcollege
since asSept.
1931, as well as those now enrolled as graduate
realize."
or undergraduate students, is eligible this year.
$500 to Each of Six Best
Awards of $500 will again be made to the
authors of the six best plays submitted. At
the discretion of the Bureau of New Plays,
and on the basis of future promise and financial
need, these awards may be increased to scholarship awards of $1,250 or to fellowship awards
of from $1,500 to $2,500. More awards may
be granted if the material submitted justifies
it, or,rialifsubmitted
in the does
opinionnotofjustify
the judges
the matethe full
quota
of awards, the Bureau of New Plays reserves
the right to grant only as many as it recommends.
The recipients of such scholarship or fellowship awards will be expected to submit at least
two
plays within
the year's
of the
scholarship
or fellowship
or withintenure
six months
thereafter, and in case of production of one or
both of such plays, part of the scholarship or
fellowship
awards toshall
be considered
as advance on royalties
be returned
to the Bureau
of New Plays for the maintenance of awards.
The Bureau of New Plays was founded May
4, 1936,coverbyand encourage
the seven young
film companies
displaywriting"totalent
for the theatre and to assist authors, not only
with financial aid but with criticism and advice, toward a professional goal at a difficult
period of their careers."
Warner Donates Apparatus
Harry M. Warner, president of Warner
Brothers, this week presented to Rollins
College, Winter Park, Fla., a complete
modern sound picture recording svstem, accollege. cording to Hamilton Holt, president of the
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of applications
that treatment,
such information
be accorded confidential
the companies
contending
compulsory
disclosure
the
data would that
constitute
unreasonable
searchof and
seizure, would amount to revelation of trade
secrets, and was not in the public interest, and
that the SEC's orders were arbitrary and
capricious and ■ without warrant of law.
SEC's policy
and when
procedure,
theCriticizing
court in the
its opinion
held that
it is
remembered that Congress, in express words,
recognized the property right in trade secrets
and in information which it is not in the public
interest to reveal, and prohibited their dissure, itis ondifficult
to followthatthetheSEC's
argumentclobased
the theory
protection
of this fettered
property
right
is
subject
to
the
undecision of the SEC, or the still more
far-reaching
argument
that
Congress,
in
the
language used in the act, purposely denied the
right of appeal.
No Large Stock Trades
From its own headquarters in Washington,
the Securities
continued reportingandon Exchange
stock and Commission
other corporate
changestions,
in reporting
motionlast
picture
and
other
corporaweek that trading by
officers and directors of motion picture compaznaiteiosnsininthe
securities
of their own organiAugust was light.
No large trades were reported in August
in the securities of any of the film concerns
for which returns have so far been made, the
most important disclosure made by the SEC
being in the release of a series of reports on
International Cinema, which had been held for
several months for correction, and which
showed that in July, 1936, H. T. James, Los
Angeles, relinquished to the company 40,000
shares of common stock held through Regan,
Day, Inc., and in May, 1937, disposed of the
remaining 200,000 shares which he held.
Further liquidation of the Twentieth Century-Fox securities held by the Chase National
Bank, New York, under escrow agreement,
which it has been disposing of gradually, was
shown in the sale during August of 379 shares
of common and 758 shares of preferred. At
the close of the month, it was shown, the bank
still shares
held 345,732
shares stock.
of common and 691,664
of preferred
In Columbia Pictures, the SEC reported,
Jack
Cohn, ofvice-president,
York, acquired
Judicial Review Preserved
12 shares
common and New
773 common
voting
certificates, and at the end of August
Motion picture and other corporations sub- trust
held
529
shares
of
common
and
39,707
cerject to the
and Ex-by tificates.
changecontrol
Commission ofmaythe notSecurities
be deprived
In Educational Pictures, Norman C. Nicholthe SEC of their right to a judicial review of
son, New York, acquired 250 shares of comorders requiring the disclosure of intimate
mon and 557 warrants for common, which cominformation, publication of which might result
d his total
in irreparable injury to them, it was held by close ofprisethe
month.holdings in those stocks at the
the District of Columbia court of appeals on
September 30th.
Disposition of 600Bernstein,
shares ofNewLoew's,
York, Inc.,
and
By its decision, the court nullified an order common by David
J. Robert Rubin also was reof the SEC prohibiting appeals from rulings 25 sharesported. by
A
t
the
close
of
August,
Mr.
Bernstein
that information regarding trade secrets, gross still held 8,680 shares and Mr. Rubin 16,958
sales, salaries, and the like must be disclosed shares.
by corporations filing registration statements
The only other transaction reported was the
and annual reports.
of 700 shares of Pathe common
The action of the court was of particular disposition
J. Henry Briggs, New York, who at the
interest to motion picture companies, several by
of which last year sought unsuccessfully to end of August held 100 shares of the stock.
induce the commission to treat their salary
and other figures confidentially.
CBS Elects Colin, Dean
At a meeting of the board of Columbia
Three Companies Appeal
Broadcasting System, Inc., last week, Ralph
Court
review
of
the
SEC's
policy
was
sought
F.
Colin, general counsel of the corporation
by three companies protesting orders that they
must disclose information which they feared was elected a director and S. R. Dean, previously acomptroller, was named an assistant
would result in damage to them. The appeal
to the court followed rejection by the SEC treasurer.

Security Act Report for Half
Year; Court Upholds Companies on Trade Secrets and
Right to Judicial Review
Two decisions made last week, one by
the courts, the other by the government,
affect ture
theandbusiness
procedure
picother lines
underof motion
New Deal
"alphabetical"
regulations.
In the court
first in-of
stance, the District
of Columbia
appeals halted the Securities and Exchange
Commission from disclosing information
supplied by reporting companies. In the
other, exhibitor, producer, distributor and
other employers subject to the old-age pension regulations of the Social Security Act
were given a measure of relief from the
heavy bookkeeping task imposed by the
law, through an order issued by Commissioner of Internal Revenue Guy T. Helvering countermanding the requirement that
employers file during October a quarterly
information report for the period from
July 1st to September 30th.
Instead of being required to report the
amount of wages paid to each employee
during the past three months, the Internal
Revenue Bureau will permit the filing of a
report next January, covering the period
from July 1st to December 31st.
of athehighly
bureau's
wasTheseenrelaxation
as affording
desiredregulations
measure
of relief from an onerous bookkeeping task
imposed upon employers by the law, which
requires periodic reports in which must be
listed separately wage data for every person
employed for any time whatever during the
period covered. Whether the policy of having
these
made asat first
semi-annual
instead reports
of quarterly,
required, intervals
will be
continued was not made known, however.
It
was
pointed
out
by
Commissioner
Helvering that the new order applies only to the one
report,
returns required by
the
act and
mustthatbe all
filedother
as scheduled.
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Revenue
$400,000

For 9- IV ?ek Period
An increase of $400,000 in revenue for the
first nine weeks of tiie 193/-38 season as
compared to the same period last year, was
reported this week for Universal by R. H.
Cochrane, president.
In accordance
with the
studio's
plan theto
release
12 top budget
features
during
year, Mr. Cochrane said, Universal has for
each of the next three months a big picture
on the same production basis as "100 Men
The first of these is "Merry-Go-Round of
and
1938,"a Girl."
a B.
G. DeSylva
production;
the
second,
another
DeSylva
production,
"You're a Sweetheart," starring Alice Faye,
and the duction
third,
"Mad About
and starring
Deanna Music,"
Durbin. in proDuring the week ending September 25th,
the gross receipts of the company were at
the highestnounced. Thefigure
it wasmainly
anincreasesince
was 1929,
attributed
to Rufus
'TOO Men
and
a
Girl."
Le Maire, executive assistant to
Charles R. Rogers, Universal vice-president
in chargethough hiofs contract
production,
resigned
alstill had
a yearMonday,
and a half
to run.
Fred S. Meyer, general studio manager, will
leave
Saturday.Universal when his contract expires
New Canadian Company
Distribution plans for the Universal product in Canada have been completed with the
creation of Empire-Universal Films, Ltd.,
through the amalgamation of Empire Films,
Ltd., and Canadian Universal Films, Ltd.
Oscar R. Hanson, who formed the Empire
company five years ago, is president of the
new corporation.
The vice-president is Paul Nathanson,
son of N. L. Nathanson, president _ of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation.
Claire Hague,
general
Canadianas
Universal
for the
last manager
25 years, ofremains
New York representative for Universal.
A. W. Perry, general manager of Empire,
has become general manager of Empire-Uninew general
manager versal
is I. Films,
H. while
Allen, theformerly
Montrealsalesbranch
manager of Empire. A. Leduc succeeds Allen
as manager of the Montreal office.
Sales managers for Universal product in
the six Canadian key centers have been aped as follows : Toronto,
; Montreal,poLin.tRosefield;
Winnipeg,SamF. L.BrintVaughan;
Calgary,
J.
A.
Wilson;
Vancouver,
Adamson; St. John, W. A. Sault. W. B.
The following have been named as branch
managers
of Empire-Universal
Ltd. :
Toronto, Archie
Laurie; Montreal,Films,
O. Leduc;
Winnipeg, D. V. Rosen ; Calgary, J. Palansky ;
Vancouver, J. E. Archer; St. John, G. M.
Hoyt. These managers will have direct charge
of salesciatedof British
Republic,
Educational,
G. B.,Pictures,
Assoand Herbert
Wilcox
General Films Distributors and Capitol Films,
the last five named being British.
State Job for Wood
Pete Wood,
Theatre
Owners secretary
of Ohio, ofhasthebeenIndependent
appointed
a member of the Ohio Board of Building
Standards by Governor Martin L. Davey.
The position pays $10 a day, or a limit of
$1,500 a year, with expenses.
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At last the screen finds a
subject to tax its mighty
power! . . . Here is epic
sweep that dwarfs imagination !. . . Here is intimate romance that plumbs the heart !
. . . Here is dramatic impact
that storms the soul!... Here
is one of the greatest motion
pictures ever produced!

Her diary told it all!... The
story of Victoria and her
fiery Prince Consort ! . . . All
the things the world has
been dying to know about
love and life behind the
throne as Britain trod in
thundering glory over half
the world ! . . . Filmed in the
actual locales where it really
happened !

Tuj
with
ANNA
With Scenes in
TECHNICOLOR

NEAGLE * ANTON WALBROOK
fl. B. WARNER * WALTER RILLA
Screen play by
Produced and directed by
Miles Malleson and
Charles de Grandcourt
HERBERT
WILCOX
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TELEVISION
SCREEN
RCA

MOVES
AND

Gives First Public Demonstration,
on a Screen Increased in
Size to Three by Four Feet
Three hundred film technicians, inventors
and laboratory
workers
weekend to their test
tubes returned
and worklastbenches
from the fall convention of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, in New York,
after
television
"grown orup,"com-in
size, ifhaving
not inseentechnical
perfection
mercial practicability.
After four days of technical discussion of
new developments in practice and procedure
in the mechanical phases of production, distribution and exhibition, the SMPE conventione rs, onthe invitation of David Sarnoff, chairman of Radio Corporation, turned
their attention, finally, to television. In a
30-minute program put on by Mr. Sarnoff
in the towers of the RCA Building, at
Rockefeller Center, the SMPE witnessed the
growth of the budding media from its former
screen size of seven-and-one-half by 10
inches, as shown on November 6, 1936, to
the
feet. much larger screen size of three by four
It was the first public demonstration of
the new RCA cathode-ray projection tube
creating a larger picture, and took place
as the NBC television transmitter on the
Empire State Building sent a program, received from the National Broadcasting
studios, back to the RCA Building and the
SMPE audience.
The NBC television transmitter was only
recently equipped with a new antenna
system, advanced by RCA engineers as
"materially
missions. improving" the field-test transA new tube described by RCA as being
of
"intense
brilliance"
black-andwhite
images
also wasproducing
demonstrated
for
the first time.
Mr. Sarnoff addressed the SMPE engineers
before the demonstration. He said "television
is today anfrom
unfinished
tracedRCAits
progress
June product,"
29, 1936,andwhen
"brought television out of the laboratory" and
"into the open air." "Definite and promising
achievements"
16 months, Mr. have
Sarnoffbeensaid.accomplished in the
"Where one year ago each separate image
was 'scanned' with 343 lines, today we are scanning with of441 picture-definition
lines," he continued,is now
addinggenerally
: "This
standard
regarded as satisfactory.
Color and Brilliance Changed
"During
the haspastbeenyear
the color
of tele-to
vision pictures
changed
from green,
black-and-white, and their brilliance greatly increased. The size of the picture has been increased from approximately five-by-eight inches
toIn seven-by-ten
inches —progress
almost double
area.
addition, important
has beenthe made
in projecting television pictures of approximatethree-by-four
feet onto bya the
screen,"
was
the lyscreen
size witnessed
SMPEwhich
conventioneers.
Mr. Sarnoff disclosed that "the broadcasting

ONTO

INTO

LARGER

AIR

ACADEMY ANSWERS
SMPE CHARGES
The 42nd semi-annual convention of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers reached adjournment at New
York's
last Friday,of
without Hotel
a wordPennsylvania,
from the Academy
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, in
Hollywood,
on the SMPE's
charges,
made
on the convention
floor, that
the
Academy unnecessarily is saddling exhibitors with a bill for $1,000,000 to
meet the Academy's new standards in
projection apertures. Later, however,
Major Nathan Levinson, vice chairman
of the Academy's Research Council,
asserted that the "million-dollar" cost
for projection aperture changes is
"grossly
and explained
that
if theexaggerated,"
change is approved,
adoption would be optional with each
exhibitor.
New officers were elected and some
50 technical papers and discussions
filled a vention
five-day
program.
voted to meet
in the The
springcon-at
the Wardman-Park Hotel, Washington, in April.

CHANNELS

FCC Takes First Step to Assign Specific Service Channels, Which Would Become
Effective October 13, 1938
Taking its first step in anticipation of the
advent of commercial television, the Federal
Communications Commission on Monday
assigned to that service specific channels in
the ultra-high frequencies.
The placement of television this week was
part of a revision of distribution of channels
to various services on the frequencies between 10 and 300,000 kilocycles, adopted by
the Commission October 13th to become
effective on that date in 1938.
No changes were made in the assignments between 10 and 25,000 kilocycles,
which include the broadcast band and frequencies assigned to motion picture producers and to some short-wave broadcasting stations. The channels between 25,000
and 27,000 kilocycles were somewhat
changed, and assigned to broadcast and
Government use, and those between
27,000 and 28,000 kilocycles were assigned
to general
ment use. communication and Govern-

In announcing its first permanent assignment
of frequencies in the ultra-high frequencies, the
commission set aside the 33,540 and 35,540 kilocycle channels for use of motion picture proservice of RCA — The National Broadcasting
ducers and geophysical services, and set aside
Company- — has also made significant progress, seven channels
between 44,000 and 108,000 kiloin the development
of
television
programs,"
recycles and 12 channels
between 156,000
and 300,f
e
r
i
n
g
t
o
lighting
and
make-up,
sound
effects,
000
kilocycles
for television.
Each television
scenic design and studio architecture.
to be six megacycles (6,000 kilo"New techniques for the writer, the director, channel cyclises) inwidth,
and provides for both the picand the actor are being explored" by NBC, he
ture
broadcast and the accompanying synchronized sound.
added,outside
admitting
that "practical
experiments
with
television
pickup equipment
will
The commission also set aside 75 channels beget under way within the next few weeks."
and 43,980 kilocycles for regular
While forced to "borrow much from the- stage, broadcasttween 41,020
stations and 16 channels between 30,the
and 39,820 kilocycles for relay broadcast
Mr. screen,
Sarnoffandsaidsound
that (radio)
television,broadcasting,"
in addition, 830
s.ations, and in the near future will consider the
"must velblaze
new trails fitted
in order
needs and requirements for high frequency
op aform many
of presentation
both toto dethe broadcast
stations using both conventional and
scope and limitations of the new medium."
frequency
as well as the needs of
educational modulation,
broadcast systems.
Other Obstacles Faced
The new schedule of frequencies was based on
And while "the technical problems yet con- studies which have been made during the period
fronting us areobstacles
formidable,"
not the only
which helieadded,
in the"they
path areof since extensive hearings were held on the subct in June,
television's
commercial
introduction
to
the
pubIn jeits
report1936.
designating the new assignments,
lic on a general scale. In evolving a satisfaccommission declared its firm intention, first,
tory program technique we have already learned ofthe keeping
on an experimental basis
that television programs will cost much more until it has television
been perfected and, second, of then
money than sound broadcast (radio) programs.
the
creation
of any monopoly
in teleIf television programs are to be provided preventing
vision broadcasting. Television
stations licensed
through themustsupport
commercial
advertisers
first beoffurnished
with sponsors,
sufficient after the new allocations become effective will
to channels on an experimental basis
circulation to justify their expenditures. Here bewithassigned
as are now impose
we haveating a cause
the dualand problem
cre- whichthewillsamebe requirements
effect: ofwe simultaneously
must create large
continued
technical problems have
been until
solvedremaining
and standard,
audiences in order to support costly programs,
and we must build costly programs in order to of transmission and reception are adopted.
attract large audiences.
actionto taken
by the
commission
todayof
with"Therespect
television
is merely
one step
"To meetservice,
the requirements
of a nationwide
television
vast sums of money
must still many which are required before television ca
be invested in new facilities," the RCA chairman explained.
become a reliable service
tomany
the public,"
it wasbe
of these
steps must
told
conventioneers.
industry
in the
development
of
rangetheof SMPE
useful television
signals "The
is lesspresent
than taken by the"Some
proper
standards
which
in
turn
the
commission
50 miles,"
he added
creationby ofcoaxial
even must approve before television can technically
limited
networks,
with "The
connection
(Continued on page 40, column 1)
(Continued on page 40, column i)
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IN

EYE!

A fast and furious fun show... with fireeating Barbara as the hard-hitting
heiress from Texas on a matrimonial
man-hunt ... and high-comedy Herbert
as the night club playboy who didn't
want to go to work! . . . box-office laughs
FROM THE FIRST PUHCH TO THE LAST CLINCH !
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INTERLUDES
Whileripped
shellsthrough
sang overhead
and Melanie
snipers'
bullets
tree branches,
Pflaum, United ±"ress correspondent in
Madrid,positecrouched
a Loyalist
the Casa delin Campo
and trench
watchedop-a
company of young Red militiamen take
their
"screen picture
tests." newsreel cameraman
A motion
was taking action pictures of helmeted soldiers rushing from their dug-outs supposedly
to Ago captain
"over the top" in an attack.
for the scene. personally selected each man
"We always pick the best-looking ones," he
explained
to thein the
reporter,
American
girls
will see
movies"sohowthe handsome
our young Loyalists Vare."
Mrs. Temple, mother of bonanza Shirley, was
sittinging when
at home,
in Hollywood
eventhe phone
rang. It the
was other
a London
newspaper.
"Is
it
true,"
queried
the
reporter,
"that Shirley's head is shaved and she wears a
V
wig!"
Samuel Goldwyn is happy to announce an
additionwo d,toin thehisperson
huge production
in Hollyof Irving staff
Sindler,
whose
titlelerisat this
no less
than
"Yowl-Shusher."
Mr.
moment is yowl-shushing someSind300
cats who are appearing with the Roaring Ritz
Brothers in Mr. Goldwyn's "Goldwyn Follies."
The cats, however, while a part of "Goldwyn's Follies,"butare,rather
by noof means,
folliesTheof
Mr. Goldwyn,
the Ritzes.
original script provided for only three cats,
one each to be carried by the three brothers.
In typical Ritz reasoning, they concluded that
if three cats brought so many laughs in the
picture, 300 would bring 100 times as many.
Adolphe Menjou, appearing in the film with
the Ritzes, will never forgive them for their
cat-fancying, for in order to make certain that
the 300 cats follow Menjou in one scene, the
director
has Menjou's
trouser ofcuffs
with fish-oil—
Adolfe Menjou
suchsprinkled
meticulous, such immaculate Vdress.
And now that the Jergens toilet lotion peoand Radiople, National BroadcastinghaveCompany
of Windthe Duke
George
gossiper
clear
business
motion picture
up theFischer
sor
heading
through from here to both Poles, it appears
appropriate
to
report
that
our
own
Hollywood
movie-writer Gene Tozvne brings back word
from a tour through Europe that the Dukexs
"on the wagon" presumably, he added, an "inration" from his
Simpson. spiAnd
Mrs.American
Duke ofDuchess,
Windsor "Wally"
herself
Gene Towne adds. "She is
makinghe progress,
isplain,"
explains, "and everywhere she goes
women look at her and say, 'What has she got
that I haven't got?'" (The answer to that, of
course, is: A King of VEngland!)
d, film salesman for
M. G. Shackelfor
Monogram
working out of Kansas City, has
returned from a trio in his territory to rehad found the country's youngthat heemployee.
estporttheatre
Dolores Neeley, sister of Glen Neeley, operator of the Empress theatre at Arma, Kan"on
young, andforhasherbeen
sas, is 13 asyears
the
job"
since she washouse
ten. cashier
But, then, over brother
in the
mountain parts she'd be
hill-billy
aKentucky
grandmother
already.

A striking
instance
of human
courage
scribed with rare
realism
in a book
writtenis de-by
John Farrow, motion picture director in Hollytitled "Damien
Leper,"andabout
the lifewood,ofandFather
Damien oftheMolokai
the
leper
colony
of
the
South
Seas.
No
priest ever
returned from Molokai.
One of the most unusual incidents described
by Mr. Farrow concerned the Provincial of
Father Damien and his attempt to visit Father
Damien at the time the law of isolation of the
Molokai forced.
Leper
Colony
became
Damien had
not seen
anyonestrictly
from enthe
outside world for several months, and when
the little steamer carrying the Provincial blew
a blast, the priest rushed to its side in a small
rowboat, navigated by some of the more fit
lepers. But the Captain would neither allow the
Provincial to go ashore, nor Damien to come
aboard, reminding him of the new law.
The disappointed priest pleaded that all he
wished was a few minutes in privacy with his
Superior so that he could make his Confession.
But the Captain said he had to obey the law.
"Then," said Damien from the bottom of the
accomodation ladder, "I shall make my confession here."
The Provincial
took his place at the rail
above,
the hubbub
down toandsilence.
Below, ofthethetinyship's
craftdeck
was died
rising and falling with the motion of the water.
And from it Father Damien made his confession. He died shortly Vthereafter — a leper.
Pennsylvania's most recent freakish censorial
eccentricity, the banning of some so-called
"political
propaganda"law features
under the censorship
which hasfrom
to do Spain
with
morals alone, reminds of the classic example of
something or other when one of the early
Mickey Mouses rendered "Clarabelle Cow" attentatively engagedWeeks."
in reading Elinor
Glyn's
celebrated
the cartoon
reached the"Three
movie houses ofWhen
Pennsylvania,
it
caused
among thewithdrawn.
"respectables"
that it such
had toa rumpus
be immediately
The
clique which succeeded in banning the book as
"obscene" did not like the idea of even an
imaginary cow readingV "such stuff."
Thetine collective
groupshad around
outlying Palesfor some time
been furrowing
their
brows over the matter of motion pictures. The
settlers had been feeling a strong desire to see
a film occasionally. But the cinema was a luxury
which the budget of the cultural committees
could not meet. Finally, someone hit upon the
idea of buying a motor lorry and projector for
an iterant showhouse, and pro-rating the _expenses monthly
"kibbutzim."
Came the
day among
for the thefirstvarious
screening.
There
were many on hand who had not ever before
seen a film, and others who had not attended
a picture
for manymade
years.its first appearance at
The caravan
Givat Brenner. Practically all the 600 settlers
had come to see Mickey Mouse, of ancient vintage (1929), but, still, Mickey Mouse. Mickey,
however, and his "Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves"
not a roaring
Ali Baba, were
the thieves
and even success.
the camelsMickey's
made
the initial mistake of speaking English and not
providing ticularly,
Hebraic
titles.
The
children,
were under the impression parthat
Mickey,
Ali,
thieves
and even camels speak
Hebrew.

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
Sam Goldwyn, in signing Pascha Heifetz,
noted concert violinist, accomplished what
several otner producers, including himself,
had failed to accomplish after numerous attempts. But Mr. Heifetz frankly admits
that already he shivers with apprehension
when
he
thinks
the
camera. The
fact about
of the going
matter isbefore
that Mr.
Heifetz has the whole winter in which to
shiver, for his picture for Mr. Goldwyn will
not be produced until next spring.
The violinist has some pretty definite ideas
about his picture work. He was asked, for
example, by a New York Times reporter,
would he object "if Robert Taylor should
be
plav thethat'loveTaylor
interest'
the
film.allowed
Heifetzto replied
couldin play
the "love interest," "so long as he doesn't
was telling a group, which inplayMr. theHeifetz
cludedviolin."
Harpo Marx, that he was virtually
supporting his family when he was only
seven years old.
"And before that," cracked the flippant
Harpo, "I guess you were
V just a bum."
In its quest for pictures of the Sino- Japanese
War, Universal Newsreel arranged with a
Chinese "free-lance" cameraman for the exclusive rights to any pictures which he takes in
northern China. The agreement provides that
the film be paid for by the foot, but there was
no set figure on the amount to be paid.
The cameraman apparently is well aware
of this lack of price provision in the agreement,
for after shooting some 4,000 feet, he informed
Universal's
editor,
Ford,at that
would
become
theirCharles
property
the the
ratefilmof
$5.50 per foot, and that they would have to buy
the entire 4,000 feet— paying $22,000; and, gettingtents ofenough
to clutter
up the entire confive film
Universal
newsreels.
"Price
prohibitive,"
cabled
Ford.a footSo
the Chinaman dropped his price Mr.
to $1.50
and
allowed
Universal
to
pick
out
600
feet of
the best of the lot.
V
V No. 1 airplane
Nominated
for America's
customer
is George
Jessel, who
flew in the
other nerevening
from
Hollywood
have dinon Broadway with some tofriends,
and
winged westward the same evening.
Printer-Knows-Best-Department :
Referring to the elaborate published program
announcing Bill Briemann's new Ambassador
Theatre, Baltimore, as : "The Ambassador Theatre—The SALOON ofV the Cinema."
Max (Paramount cartoon producer) Fleischer
interrupted his long-drawn-out controversy with
the
unionshomelongoffice
enough
Para-a
mount's
that totwinsreport
— a boyto and
girl — were born in Melbourne, Australia, a
few days ago, and have been named Popeye
an Oliveoyl, in honor ofV Mr. Fleischer's cartoon
characters.
Harry Joe isBrown,
motion complaining
picture director
Hollywood,
vociferously
to thein
United States Government for a federal income
tax
of $683 — spent on Christmas
cards allowance
last December!
V
Hollywood
studio
workers' yet?"
password:
"Have you ioined anything
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Paramount Asks Review
Of Screen-Credit Verdict
Interpretation of the screen-credit clause
of a contract between Paramount Productions and Walton Hall Smith, author, last
week was asked of the supreme court, in
Washington, by Paramount, appealing from
a decision of the ninth circuit court of apaffirming
verdictpeoaflsain Southern
lower courtCalifornia
under which
Mr. aSmith
was awarded $7,500 as damages.
In appealing to the Supreme Court attorneys tor the company explained that a
contract was entered into with Mr. Smith
for the purchase of rights to his story,
"Cruise to Nowhere," under which he was
to be given credit on the film for any picture
in which the story was used.
The company produced a film, "We're Not
Dressing,"fromwhich
claimed
adapted
his Mr.
story,Smith
in which
he was
was
given no credit.
In defending the suit, the company claimed
that while the story had originally been
purchased for use as a background for a
musical picture, it had been discarded as
too heavy and a new story prepared by
some six writers who were produced in
court to testify they had never read or
heard
of the wasauthor's
story, and
the author
accordingly
not entitled
to credit.
MGM Hits Validity
Of Copyright Laws
The constitutionality of Section Two of
the United States Copyright Law in its relationship tounpublished manuscripts was
challenged in the United States district
court in New York last week by the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Corporation, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corporation, CulExport Corporation,
Loew's,
Inc., and
Frankver Dolan,
when they filed
a general
denial to the copyright infringement suit
brought by Henry Rose.
Mr. Rose claims infringement of his
story, "Burrow Burrow," in "Man of the
People."
The with
defendants
that Section
two conflicts
Article claim
one, Section
eight,
Clause eight of the United States Constitution in so far as it grants statutory copyright to unpublished works.
Weisman Authorized
To Settle Fox Suits
Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton in the
United States district court in New York
last week authorized Milton C. Weisman,
equity receiver of the Fox Theatres Corporation to settle two anti-trust suits against
American Telephone and Telegraph, Western Electric and Electrical Research Products, Inc., for $22,500. The suits were filed
in 1934 for a total of $1,577,500.
Louisman, saidKarasik,
Mr. suit
Weis-of
this weekattorney
that a for
similar
General Talking Pictures Corporation and
the Duovac Radio Corporation had been
dismissed in the Delaware federal court. He
said that
possibility
of recovering
judgment in thetheface
of that decision
was remote
and that $50,000 to $75,000 would be required tobrinar the suit to trial. Mr. Karasik
was allowed $6,000 out of $9,000 requested
for his services in the suit.
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Bartholomew

Case

Finally Settled
Clement Shinn, judge of the superior
court, Los Angeles, this week approved the
new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract of
Freddie Bartholomew under which the boy
receives $2,000 weekly for 40 weeks of each
year for two years. The studio has options
for two additional years. An unusual contract
angle cuts
the twoboy years
actor'sof the
salary
$1,250
weekly
for the
optionto period
on the ground that the boy will be adolescent
and his box office draw may decrease.
The contract also provides for $3,000
weekly for Bartholomew if the studio exercises the contract clause calling for personal appearances, although they are limited
to six weeks in each 40-week period.
Under the contract Myllicent Bartholomew, aunt, receives $100 weekly and if the
boy travels she receives that sum plus reasonable expenses for herself.
Still to be determined is the fee of William Neblett,disclosed
Miss Bartholomew's
Mr. Neblett
in court that attorney.
Louis B.
Mayer had already paid him $10,000, but
Mr. Neblett is asking for $15,000 more.
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OBITUARIES
Philip E. Meyer Dies
After Long Illness
Philip tE.
associated
in the
disribution endMeyer,
of the motion
picture
industry
for 25 years, died last Thursday at General
Hospital, Manhattan. He was 46 years old
and had suffered from a lingering illness
that resulted
ness activity. in his retirement from busiHis last post was as manager of the New
York exchange of Principal Pictures. Previously he had been associated in sales
capacities with Gaumont British, Columbia,
Tiffany and Pathe and, at one time, operated
the general exchange in the Film Center.
He is survived by his widow, Helen; a
daughter, Bernice, three sisters and three
brothers,
who Exchange;
is associatedGeorge,
with
Ben LevineManny,
at the Royal
who is a song writer, and a third brother
who works for Columbia studios.

George V. Browne
George V. Browne, who operated the
Garden theatre, Boston, died at his home in
Hopkinton.
57 years
old and
was
director of HethewasMotion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
of
America
and
Massachusetts.
Companies Reorganizing
Face Possible Tax Levies
Bernard Moriarty
The decision in Boston Friday by referee
A. Moriarty, 48, vice-president
in bankruptcy Arthur Black that Amoskeag of Bernard
the Crescent Film Corporation, an indeManufacturing Company is subject to the
pendent
company, died in Los
Social Security law, is said by federal of- Angeles from producing
pneumonia. Funeral services
ficials there, to pave the way for collection were held in Springfield,
Massachusetts.
by the Treasury Department of huge sums
from other corporations undergoing reor- Thompson Buchanan
ganization orliquidation.
Stricken with a heart attack, Thompson
The Amoskeag case was viewed by WashBuchanan, 60, a playwright, died recently
ington as a national test.
Referee Black decided that a corporation at Louisville. He was a former newspaperman and at one time was associated with
undergoing reorganization or liquidation
under section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act Goldwyn Pictures and with Famous Playcannot be classified as a federal agency and ers.
thus escape contributions for Social Security
and Unemployment Insurance. Referee Martin C. Schick
Black found that the federal court did not
Martin C. Schick, motion picture enassume control by naming trustees, but only
died at his home in Fort Wayne,
assisted the company to liquidate. Trustees Indiana, gineer,
of a heart attack. He is survived
now in control of Amoskeag have 10 days by his wife,
parents and two sisters.
to appeal.
James Marcus
New York Local
Jamestered Marcus,
character
enmotion pictures
in 1916actor
afterwhoa long
Wins Court Move
Local 306, New York, gained a partial ofstage70. career, died in Hollywood at the age
victory in the New York supreme court this
week intractitsmade suit
enforce
the 10-year
con- Francis J. Taney
withto the
Independent
Theatre
Francis J. Taney, 38, who was credited
Owners Association last January. Justice
of being the first bookSamuel Rosenman signed a temporary in- with ingtheagentdistinction
to bookdiedPaulin Whiteman
as a
junction which requires Paradise Pictures dance orchestra,
Good Samaritan
Corporation, owners of the Belmont theatre,
to employ only members of the union and Hospital, Hamilton, Ohio.
to pay the union $275 per week for the Paul Anthony
operation of the projection booth.
Paul Anthony, 27, projectionist at the
O'Fallon Theatre, North St. Louis, died
Kay Francis Files
from injuries suffered when his automobile
Federal Court Suit
crashed into an intercity bus near St. Louis.
Kay Francis filed suit in United States
Burfordwere held in LaCrosse,
district court in Los Angfeles last week ask- Harry
FuneralH.services
ing that her contract with Warner Brothers
be annulled. She charges that Warners Wisconsin, last week for Harry H. Burbroke her contract when they ?ave Claudette ford. 64, who had been booking agent for
LaCrosse Theatres Company since 1919.
Colbert the starring role in "Tovarich."
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CUTTING
Hollywood Hotel
(Warner Bros.)
A Hollywood Story
Thiscess isstory,to setbe toa Hollywood
fable, theon old
sucmusic, produced
a large
scale, with a wellknown feminine newspaper
and radio commentator receiving second billing.
Hollywood stories being such as they are and
audience familiarity with them being such as it
is and the Warner reputation for turning out
picturesque musical films being generally acceptecoming
d, the showmanship
interest in revelations,
this forthHollywood
which takes
itsadditiontitletofrom
an established radio
broadcast,
rests, fromwhoan will
exhibitor's
in information
be in it,viewpoint,
who music
concocted the screenas tostory,
who supplied
the
and lyrics, and who is directing it.
For names, as the order of their importance in
the
featureDickis accepted,
Hotel" Lola
will
present
Powell, "Hollywood
Rosemary Lane,
Lane, Frances Langford, Hugh Herbert, Ted
Healy, Alan Mowbray, Grant Mitchell and
Louella Parsons. Among others to be seen are
Johnnie
Davis,Eddie
MabelAcuff,
Todd,Paul
AllynIrving,
Joslyn,Glenda
Edgar Kennedy,
Farrell, Fritz Feld, William B. Davidson,, Benny
Goodman and his Swing band, and Raymond
Paige and his orchestra.
Under the supervision of Sam Bischoff, Jerry
Wald and Maurice Leo prepared the original
story which Wald, Leo and Richard Macauley
whipped into screen form. Music and lyrics are
credited to Johnny Mercer and Dick Whiting,
and the director, Busby Berkeley, in addition to
his other accomplishments, also was responsible
forThethe theme
unique has
finaleto indo "Varsity
with howShow."
the starch is
knocked out of a temperamental star when a
screen novitiate and a greenhorn are engaged to
pose as the star and her escort.
Release date : After Jan. 1, 1938.
The Bad Man of Brimstone
(MGM)
Western Melodrama
If, thinks MGM, it didn't give this picture
the
didn'tpull_
packis
the benefit
cast withof class
namesproduction
whose boxandoffice
established, it might have an outdoor action
film such as Gene Autry, George O'Brien et al
make.othersConsidering
Messrs.MGM
Autry,would
O'Brien
and
do at the what
box office,
not
be doing
right such
by itself
if it asdid Wallace
not include in itsquitewestern
notables
Beery, Joseph Calleia, Lewis Stone, Guy Kibbee,
Bruce Cabot, Cliff Edwards, Guinn Williams,
ArthurmondHohl,
Noah Berry,
John Robert
Qualen,Barrat
RayHatton, Charley
Grapewin,
and
Virginia
Bruce.
Dennis
O'Keefe
is
a
yet
untested
quantity but the studio thinks mighty
well
of him.
In this forthcoming feature, on which neither
intelligent effort nor monetary expense has
been spared, some of the character names are:
Trigger, Eight Ball, Blackjack, Buzz, Vulch,
Skunk Saddlenose.
and Loco. There's
also a Horned
Toad,
and
Such identities
adequately
should key the thfme, a tenderfoot from the
East tossed in with a lot of boisterous, blustering, swashbuckling buckeroo banditti. Wallace

ROOM
"Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" appears to be
worthy of more than ordinary showmanship attention. Probably the most expensive production twhich
has attempted
date,is alhough the Republic
locale is New
York the tostory
no
mere recording of glamorous incidents of Broadway and environs.
Ratherhappens
it is a musically
embellished yarn of what
as gangsters
move in on the phonograph recording business,
tocanfindchew.that they have bitten off more than they
Principals to be seen are Phil Regan, Leo
Carrillo, Ann Dvorak, James Gleason and Tamara Geva,
singer.HenryFeature
players
cluded are LuisoperaAlberni,
Armetta,
SmileyinBurnette, Eddie Kane, Morini Olsen and Gene
Autry.
Important
personalities
for incidental bits are
Ted Lewis
and Cab inCalloway
and
their bands, Kay Thompson and her ensemble,
baseball
player
Joe
DiMaggio,
Louis
Prima
and
This Woman is Dangerous his band, the Lathrops, and Rosalean and
Seville.
(Warner Bros.)
Adapted
musical play
re1937 Style Comedy-Romance
vue of the from
same Frank
title, theNummert's
original screen
The studio publicity department looks upon is credited to Harry Sauber, whose recent screen
this
the Francis
most important
writings ininclude
"Racketeers
in Exile,"
storyasKay
ever hasandhad.bestItall-around
describes play
"Adventure
Manhattan,"
"Thank
You,
and "Sing Me a Love Song." Director
ithilarious
as "sparkling
with
wit and atmodern
comedy . . delightful
. heart touching
times, Jeeves,"
Charles F. Riesner recently handled "Sophie
Lang
Goes West,"College."
"Everybody
Dance" and
yet always
full theof the
style romance."
"Murder
key
reason for
belief1937undoubtedly
is foundThein with
MGMGoesfor tomany
years. Previously he was
the "1937
style"
qualification
which
unquestionHalf a dozen composers contributed the music
ably means that Miss Francis, for the moment,
is going to forego seriously toned melodramatic and lyrics.
romance and follow in the foot steps of Irene
Release
date: November 26, 1937 (TentativeMyrna Loy, Carole Lombard and others ly).
asDunne,
a comedienne.
Theing of such
situations
in theKaystory
seemherto prospective
be promisa result.
deserts
Hitting a New High
groom, Ralph Forbes, at the altar, marries a (RKO Radio)
genius (naturally quite batty) advertising man,
Comedy with Music
Pat
employeeRomantically
of her father,
Hall O'Brien,
and Forbes.
thingsThurston
go all
This is to be the story of a great deception
right for the pair until Hall believes he is young in which several persons are deceived. It is
again and takes up with a blonde ; he also takes being produced in accordance with the belief that
day audiences, no matter how much of
up the firm's ready cash. Then Kay butts into present
everything
else they want,willaremakemostly
her husband's business and the story takes queer that
their entertainment
themdesirous
laugh.
and hilarious
quirks.
Eventually
Kay
is
convinced that her place is in the home and that A cafe singer with operatic ambitions becomes
a feminine Tarzan to be discovered as a singing
O'Brien
really
is
an
advertising
genius.
Besides those mentioned the cast has quite a marvel by an impresario who is more interested
few attractive names. Listed are Herbert Raw- in bagging lions and tigers than in hiring divas.
linson, Melville Cooper, John Eldredge, Grant Complications ensue which threaten to make the
Mitchell, Sarah Edwards, Georgia Caine, Joyce Tarzanic tyro an opera singer, but in the climax
Compton, Josephine Whittell and Gordon Oliver. she casts her professional and romantic lot with
club band
leader about to embark on a
Theing Post
production
a Saturday
Even- atournightof South
America.
story by isA.based
H. Z.on Carr,
the original
The
comedy
appears
to be in capable hands,
title
having
been
"Return
from
Limbo."
Horace
Jackson, who did the screen play, numbers as Edward Everett Horton, Jack Oakie, Eric
Blore and Billy Gilbert will handle it. The
among his credits the recent "Suzy" and, some music,
particularly the songs, also appears to
time
ago, "Animal
Direction
the hands
of StanleyKingdom."
Logan, who
made isMissin be in worthy hands, as it will be sung by Lily
Pons,
who
is forced
the Tarzanette.
Francis's
last
picture,
"First
Lady."
Romance, and
there tois become
a considerable
comedy
Release date : Tentatively December 16, 1937. contrast,
also will feature Miss Pons and John
Howard. The comedy melodrama will be provided by Eduardo Ciannelli.
Manhattan
Jesse Lasky
the producer
Walshby
director.
The isoriginal
story and
was Raoul
prepared
RoberttrudeHarari
and
Maxwell
Shane,
and
Purcell and John Twist adapted it toGerthe
Merry-Co-Round
screen.
(Republic)
It is Mr. Lasky's intention that "Hitting a
Musical Comedy - Romance
New High" shall be as good if not better enterFrom a standpoint of feature names to be
tainment than "The Gay Desperado." He is giving it extra staging values.
presented as well as because of the prestige of
personalities included as background essentials,
Release date: Nezv Year's zveek, 1938.

Beery,
in "Viva
Villa," isthetheastounding
Bad Man. Pancho
The timeVilla
of this
story,
which is built on an unusually treated relationship, is the 1880's when bad men really were
"bad.
The-rocatlons
are, will
mainly,
and
Zion Canyons
in Utah,usedwhich
makeBrice
possible
the expected scenically beautiful backgrounds.
Planned to be a rooting, tooting action attraconetion,willitdoesdo not
any seem,
singingat inthisit.writing, that anyJ. Walter Ruben and Maurice Rapf prepared
the original story, which was adapted by Cyril
Hume and Richard Maibaum. Mr. Ruben, who
also directed, is not recorded as a western director, but he did make Wallace Beery's "The
Good
Old date:
Soak" Nov.
and 19,
"Old1937.Hutch."
Release
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Ali Baba

Goes

to Town

(20th Century-Fox)
Musical Comedy
There have been no pictures like this.
There is no precedent on which to base
exploitation or box office expectancy.
There is a certain amount of stage history, not precisely parallel, perhaps, but
more or less kindred, on which showmen
may elect to predicate their calculations
to therespective
production's
possible usefulness
inas their
communities.
There
was,
for
instance,
I Sing,"
a jocose burlesquing of "Ofthe Thee
Washington
scene, governmental institutions and proces es— but not personalities — to the late
George
memorableandscore.
did
very Gershwin's
well on Broadway
in mostThisof
the
big
cities
of
the
country,
but
didn't
reach
the screen, somehow, although frequently
announced as about to be filmed.
There is, in Boston tryout, a George S. Kaufman play in which Mr. George M. Cohan is reported to have amused the critics immensely by
caricaturing President Roosevelt and lampooning
his
and little
while more
tap-dancing,
but thisworks,
venturelyrically
is as yet
than a
moist newspaper dispatch under significantly
large headlines, and hardly, until submitted to
Broadway and indicator
perchance
the provinces,
a deof current
public attitude
toward thependable
national administration.
There is, also, a Warner Brothers picture,
"The First Lady," which deals humorously with
back-stage Washington, refraining, as "Of Thee
I Sing," from personalities, but this is not to be
released until December 4th, and "Ali Baba
GoesThereto Town"
is down
Octobertreatments
29th. of
have been
otherforcinema
federal affairs, institutions and offices, such as
"The President Vanishes," an innocuous melodrama, and doctrinated
"Gabriel Over
White imaginaHouse,"
a somewhat
but the
manifestly
fiction. These have no bearing on the presenttivespeculation.
Eddie Cantor's picture is, like "Of Thee I
Sing," a largely and sometimes spectacularly
musical
comedy.a direct
It is also,
Boston vehicle,
dishinglikeup Mr.
of theCohan's
New
Deal, in all or nearly all of its major aspects,
and a more or less goodhumored but unmistakakableasticemphasizing
not precisely
viewpoint. In ofthethecourse
of it Mr. enthusiCantor
personally attends to the chore of burlesquing
Mr.
Roosevelt's
phrases
and
gestures
of
public
address. And into the score is woven, reiteratively, the strain from Gershwin's "Of Thee I
Sing" score which Mr. Cantor has taught his
listeners
sing as relevant
"We want
anradioadroit
if not toespecially
touch.Cantor,"
Mr.ject isCantor's
device
for
getting
into
his subthe dream trick, old as the Bagdad
into
which it ushers him, fresh from a Hollywood
motionexecuted.
picture location
affairs,whose
but
well
Here heandfindstoday's
a Sultan
subjects are starving in plain sight of his personal plenty, and, winning the sovereign's con-

proceeds torelief,
instruct
in the taxation,
administerfidence,
ing of direct
WPAhim work,
governmental subsidy and so on, telling him
these are current American cures for a like condition. Then, to unsnarl a royal romance, he
persuades the Sultan to abdicate and get himself
elected president, in a campaign conducted with
placards reading "Vote for Honest Abe" (the
Sultan's name being Abdul). But the people
electtheCantor
knownis toappeased
them asonly"AliafterBaba"
and
royal —wrath
he has—
boarded his magic carpet ("Inflation" is the
magic
that lifts
; "deflation"
down) word
and routed
the itarmy
of royal brings
enemiesit
marching upon the town.
By way of getting into this dream section,
Cantor playsto collect
a star-struck
youthand heading
for
Hollywood
autographs,
afterwards
he's cleseenpreviewin the
crowd
outside
the
Carthay
Cirof the film with a radio announcer
hailing
the first
talent, plus
such string
ringers Twentieth
as DouglasCentury-Fox
Fairbanks,
as they arrive, Cantor coming last and stealing
the
announcer's
microphone
to
sing
a
song
"Ali Baba" looks on from the sidelines. while
This is nodirect
placeandto indirect,
quote alltooftheMr.stateCantor's
references,
of the
nationdad after
at the
time
he
left
he has taught itandthe theNewstateDealof Bagway.
It is dent
the attempt
placetotokeep
say, the
though,
wholethatthingtherelightis eviand
airy, straddling the thin line between punning
and panning, which is a neat enough trick for
Mr. tonCohan
intellectual
and willtobegeta away
triumphwithforinMr.
Cantor ifBos-he
gets
away
with
it
in
the
solid
south,
western areas where the closed banksthearemiddle
open
again, and in the CCC camps.
If he does
get
away
with
it
(there
is,
as
mentioned, no screen precedent for the attempt)
showmen
exploitation
rial with have
which plenty
to getof theotherpeople
in to seematehim
do it. To wit:
Roland Young, June Lang, Tony Martin, LouHovick Dinehart,
(you remember
John Carradine,iseAlan
Douglasher),Dumbrille,
the
Pearl tersTwins
(harem
dancers),
the
PetersField;
Sis(dark blues singers), and Virginia
Fourvel, onesongs
by Mack Scott
Gordon
by Raymond
; and Harry ReThe names of Gene Towne, Graham Baker
and Gene Fowler on a story fashioned for the
screen by Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen ;
The names of Laurence Schwab as associate
producer, David Butler as director and, of
course, Darryl Zanuck over and above all.
It is also mentionable that the production is
offered in the platinum sepia process coming currently into favor.
And on and beyond all of this, there is the
name and fame of Eddie Cantor, whose 25th
year asment isatoprime
factor with
in American
entertainbe closed
a nationally
noted
celebration on October 26th, whose air following
is among the most constant and numerous,
whose sponsorship of Bobby Breen and Deanna
Durbin has brought the screen two new lumi-
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This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
naries, whose periodic counsel to his listeners
to write a tovalued
their contribution
mothers on toMother's
Day is
counted
that institution,
and whose parenthood of five daughters is as
well known the
as Mrs.
Dionne's.
as if-ed
the
foregoing,
comedian
gets If,away
within the
political
aspect
of
his
present
occupation,
showmen have more than enough material, in Cantor
himself, with which to sell the picture.
Previewed at the Chinese theatre, Hollywood,
—W.
R. W.and unusually distinguished audience.
to a large
Produced
and distributed
by Twentieth Century
-Fox.by
Associate
DirectedScreen
David Butler.producer,
AssistantLaurence
director,Schwab.
Ad Schaumer.
play
HarryGraham
TugendBakerand andJackGeneYellen.
Gene byTowne,
Fowler.StoryMusicby
and lyrics
by Mackby Gordon
and Scott.
Harry Dances
Revel. staged
"Twil
i
g
h
t
I
n
Turkey"
Raymond
byFilmSammy
Lee.
Photographed
by direction,
Ernest Palmer.
editor,
Irene
Morra.
Musical
Louis
Silvers. 29.
P. C.Running
A. Certificate
No. 3640.
Release
date,
October
time,
when
seen
in
Hollywood,
85 minutes. General audience classification.
Ali
BabaCAST.
Eddie
Cantor
Yusuf
Tony Martin
Sultan
Roland
Young
Princess Miriam LouiseJuneHovick
Lang
Sultana
Ishak
John
Carradine
Dinah
Virginia
Field
Boland
Alan Dumbrille
Dinehart
Prince Musah
Douglas
Raymond
Scott Quintet fJ...Themselves
Peter LeSisters
Specialties
Jeni
Gon
Omar,
The
Rug Maker J|...Maurice
Cass
Warren Fields
Hymer
Tramps
Stanley
Captain
Paul Hayes
Hurst
Radio
Announcer
Sam
Selim
Douglas
Wood
Assistant
Director
Sidney Fields
Chief Councilor FerdinandCharles
Gottschalk
Doctor
Lane
Specialty
Pearl Twins
45
ComedyFathers
(20th Century - Fox)
"45 Fathers" is exciting comedy that the
whole family can enjoy. It can be anticipated
that it will greatly interest the youngsters.
Built on an engaging and understandable
premise, it moves speedily. Action and dialogue
are effectively
and theexpect
charac-in
terizations arecounterbalanced
just what one would
this type of film. Its chief exploitation asset is,
of course, Jane Withers, but the show also sugany number of unique methods of quickeninggestscuriosity.
Judith Frazier, orphan, becomes the ward of
an Explorers'
Club. Carothers
The elderly
members
draw
lots and Bunny
becomes
her
guardian. The comedy which is the result of
Bunny's efforts to educate and make a little
lady of tomboyish Judith kept the audience
smiling and laughing continually. The greatest
laughs
she,Floin McCoy,
alliance
with hercame,
servanthowever,
friends,when
Joe and
endeavored by devious hilarious means to free
Bunny's nephew, Roger, from the designs of a
socialite, Elizabeth Carter. Her well intended
schemes cause all sorts of trouble and harum
scarum fun. Eventually they cause Elizabeth
to file a breach of promise suit. The action
culminates in a courtroom where Judith's mim-
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52
icry
and theto McCoys'
ventriloquistic
tricksa lead
Elizabeth
testimony
which forces
dismis al of the give
complaint.
Previewed in the Rits theatre, Hollywood.
The audience, which had been watching "Wife,
Doctor
for
comedy and
relief,Nurse"
seemedandto was
enjoyinthea mood
film very
much. Continuously interested in the antics of
Miss Withers, the adult crowd also reacted
favorably to the contributions of the Hartmans.
The Withers following should find the show
more than satisfying, and others who enjoy
wholesome comedy should be interested. — Gus
McCarthy.
Produced and distributed
by 20th Century
-Fox. John
Stone,
Directed
byandJames
Screen onassociate
playa story
by producer.
Frances
Hyland
AlbertTinling.
Ray.by
Based
by
Mary
Bickel.
Photographed
HarryTroffey,
Jackson.film Jasper
Blystone,
assistantby director.
Alex
editor.
Musical
direction
Samuel
Kaylin.
P.10,C. 1937.
A. Certificate
No. 3712.
Release when
date,
December
Running
time,
70 classification.
minutes
seen
in Hollywood.
General audience
CAST
Judith
Frazier
Jane
Roger
Farragut
ThomasWithers
Beck
Elizabeth
Carter
Louise
Henry
Joe
McCoy
and
Flo
McCoy
The
Hartmans
Bunny
Carothers
Richard
Carle
Mrs. Carter
Nella Tombes
Walker
Judge
Andrew
Vincents
Leon
Ames
Professor
Sammy
Cohen
Professor Ziska
Bellini
GeorgeWarren
Givot
Sarah
Ruth
Beulah
Hattie
McDaniel
Hastings
Romaine Callendar
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The Lady Fights Back
(Universal) ,
Comedy-Drama
There's been some talk lately, and at least one
newsreel mention, of a device called a "salmon
ladder,"
by whichforfishnatural
accustomed
certain streams
purposesto running
at the ro-up
mantic season of the year, are enabled to negotiate dams erected by man for unromantic purposes of his ofown.
that befacetbasedof allusion
the many-to
sided march
scienceOn may
this otherwise fictional offering.
The names available are Kent Taylor, Irene
Hervey, William Lundigan and Willie Best, and
for good measure Arthur Stringer, author of
"Heatheris taken.
of the High Hand," from which the
picture
In thesigned to dam
storyconstruction
"Owen Merrill,"
engineercounasin the salmon
try,
arouses
the
ire
of
"Heather
McHale,"
mountain girl, whose livelihood is derived froma
operation of a salmon fishing club patronized by
wealthy friends of her deceased father. As the
argument warms, so does love, and it all works
out when the engineer announces installation of
happy.
the salmon ladder, making boy, girl and salmon

Previewed at the Pantages theatre, Hollywood, where a good deal of laughter (one burst
of it, regrettably, in the wrong place) indicated
general
vin Keile.satisfaction with the production. — MelWithout Warning
Producedversal.byStory Edmund
Grainger. Distributed
by Uni-by
byand Arthur
play
Brown Holmes
Robert T.Stringer.
Shannon.Screen
Photographed
(Warner Bros.)
by Milton
Krasner.
A.1937.Certificate
No. 3545.when
ReSeptemberP.61C.19,Minutes.
Running
Murder Mystery
seen lease
in date,Hollvwood,
Generaltime,audience
Karloff returns to the screen without the hor- classification.
CAST.
ror makeup
of "Frankenstein,"
et al,imprisoned
and in a Heather
Owen Merrill
Kent Hervey
Taylor
straight
character
role as a falsely
McHale William
Irene
Doug
McKenzie
Lundigan
ex-convict bent on revenging himself upon an "MacTavish"
Willie
Best
old enemy.
Warning"
un- Jannsen
Joseph
Sawyer
usual in that it"Without
has but two
women also
in theis cast,
Maloney
Paul
Hurst
Marie Wilson, who has a prominent part in the Commissioner
Allen "Chick"
Ernest Chandler
Cossart
story, and Phyllis Barry, who is seen only in a Steve Crowder
Villager
"Si" Smith
Jenks
"flashback."
Sir
Daniel
McAndrews
Gerald
Oliver
The locale, although a title card says that the
organizations and institutions are fictitious, is
easily ridentified
as a United States Army baracks on an island.
"Eddie Pratt" brings his bride of a few hours, Hollywood Round-Up
"Sally," isto committed,
the island inand
violation
of Army
murder
the pair,
seekingrules,to ( Columbia-Coronet)
hide from the sentries, discover the body. The Western
In 1936, when his starring vehicles were remurderer, in escaping, hits "Eddie," who flees
leased through Universal, Buck Jones was eswith "Sally."
In theconstruction
investigation,
civilian
supervising
work"Jevries,"
for the
exhibitors
as the No.tablished i1n Fame's
Westernannual
star poll
at theof box-office.
Army,
is
exposed
as
an
ex-convict
with
ample
reason to kill the murdered man. About seven He since has embarked upon a new production
other possible suspects are rounded up, but company, Coronet Pictures, Inc., which will
release his starring vehicles through Columbia.
"Jevries" isis exposed
arrested.as He
is cleared
murderer
an Army
officerwhen
who the
at- series.
"Hollywood Round-Up" is the first of the
t
e
m
p
t
e
d
t
o
cut
in
on
a
gun
smuggling
racket
of
the dead man.
WithnowJones
in thea cast
Helen Twelveessaying
screenarecomeback,
Grant
Previewed at the Forum theatre, Hollywood, trees,
Withers, seen in many characterizations in other
where the audience approved of the picture, releases,
and
little
Dickie
Jones,
as
well
as
especially the bits of comedy injected to flavor other more or less able players.
the suspense. — Vance King.
"Hollywood
Round-Up"
is
aimed
at
the
Producedsociate and
Brothers.
As- Western fans already developed by Jones and
producer,distributed
Bryan Foy.by Warner
Screen play
by Crane
he-men of the saddle, and also, through
Wilbur. recteFrom
play by Assistant
Ralph Spencer
Zink.Elmer
Di- other
the injection of other elements such as the
d by JohntheFarrow.
director,
Decker. Dialogue director, Harry Seymour. Photog- "inside" of making western films, at a wider
raphy by L.ArtWilliam
Film editor,P. Harold
McLernon.
director,O'Connell.
Stanley Fleischer.
C. A. field than many of its predecessors. It starts
Certificatelywo d,No.
3719. Running
time,
when
seen
in Hol- out to burlesque the production of "horse
5
6
minutes.
Release
date
to
be
determined.
operas,"
about halfway
along,up itthechanges
General audience classification.
its mind, but,
apparently,
and takes
story
CAST.
of an innocent man misunderstood in his unTevries
Boris
Karloff
witting
participation
in
a
crime.
Sally
Marie
Wilson
Eddie Pratt
Eddie
Craven
"Buck Kennedy" is a film stunt man and
Corporal
Sanger
EddieToomey
Acuff double
for "Grant Drexel," a conceited western
Lieutenant
Matthews
Regis
Colonel
Hackett
Henry
Kolker
star,
and "Drexel" has 'Kennedy" fired for
Colonel
Rogers Charles Trowbridge
Cy Kendall isfriendliness
Dr.
Brooks
hired
by atoward
gang "Carol
of bank Stephens."
robbers who"Buck"
pose
Private Ferris
of the Guard
Frank Faylen
as a film location troupe and obtain the use of a
Private
William
Haade
bank
as
a
set.
The
bank
is
really
robbed
and
Reilly
Harland
Tucker
Aline
Dolman
Phyllis
Barry "Buck," not in on the plot, is captured. He ,
Private
Innes
John
Ridgely
with the
the robber?
aid of and
"Dickie
Stephens,"
Sergeant
Peterson Anderson
Jack Lawlor
Mower escapes
tracks down
prevents
their
Private
Abbott
Private Murphy
John Harron
escape in an airplane by lassoing the tail as-
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sembly of the ship and pulling off the rudder.
"Drexel" takes credit for the capture, but is
exposedwoodbyBoulevard
"Carol"premiere
and "Dickie"
Hollyof his atnewthe picture.
"Kennedy" then gets a contract to star in westerns.
Previewed at the RKO Hillstreet theatre,
Los Angeles, a first run house where an audience
waiting to—seeV. "Lost
be unimpressed.
K. Horizon" seemed to
Producedlumbia.byProduced
Coronet
Pictures.
Distributed by Co-by
by
L.
G.andLeonard.
Ewing
Scott.
Original
story
screenplaybyDirected
byEthelJosephLa
Hoffman
and
Monroe
Shaff.
Dialogue
Blance. Production
manager,
Mack
V.
Wright.
Photographed byAllen
Q. Thompson.
Film Musical
editor, Robert
Crandall.visor, Art
director,
F. Paul Sylos.
superMorris
Stoloff.
Assistant
director,
Harve
Foster. Previewed
withoutseenP. inC. Hollywood,
A. certificate63 minutes.
number.
Running
time when
Release
date,
November
8,
1937.
General
audience
classification.
CAST
Buck
Kennedy
Jones
Carol
HelenGrantBuck
Twelvetrees
Grant Stephens
Drexel
Withers
Oscar
Shemp
Howard
Dickie
Stephens
Dickie
Jones
Henry
Eddie Collins
Kane
Freddie Westcott
Foster
Monty
Perry
King
Warren
Jackson
Louis Lawson
Lester Dorr
Carl
Dunning
Lee Shumway
Lew
Keane
Hotel Wallach
clerk
GeorgeEdward
A. Beranger
Hold 'Em Navy
(Paramount)
Annapolis Document
To the credit of writers Erwin Gelsey and
Lloyd Corrigan, something has been done here
that puts a new face on the often used premise
of Annapolis Service and topical football. As
a result, what comes up on the screen is just as
unusual as the most ingenious idea that has been
a subject of pictorial story telling in years.
"Hold 'Em Navy" contains the full allotment of
midshipman parading and fanfare, romance,
comedy, glimpses of intimate dormitory and
academic life, and football heroics. But the one
radical
it makeson the
is that
doesn't
win the departure
football game
field.its hero
He actually
does win it, however, even though at the moment
that the touchdown that beats Army is pushed
over
he's doing
duty,andarguing
girl
who caused
all thesentry
trouble,
at the with
same a time
trying to listen to radio reports of the -game.
beat theofArmy
had"Tommy
learned Gorham"
all the lessons
Navy because
tradition.he
football
and team
a greatwhenladies'
heA great
is kicked
off theplayer
he isman,
ported A.W.O.L.
by"plebe"
an upper
classman
andrefootball player, "Chuck Baldwin," whose girl,
"Judy,"
he ishiswooing.
has
learned
lessons Atheyear
hardpasses.
way and"Tommy"
he and
"Chuck" are backfield mainstays. The romantic
rivalry has
continued
intense,
seeming
to have
the edge.
Justwith
before"Tommy"
the big
game,
"Judy"
learns
that
"Chuck"
"Tommy." To avenge his treachery,has shereported
traps
him intotrives tostaying
out late,
"Tommy"
conget himself
into buta jam
that saves
"Chuck" for the big game. Again tossed off
the squad, he's walking his post, listening to the
game, forsquabbling
withpoints.
"Judy" as "Chuck" goes
over
the winning
As directed by Kurt Neumann, the picture is
wellmaterial.
put together.
from
the
Yet it Heseemsextracts
that hadfullit value
been given
the benefit of a little more expensive production,
and hadcluded ianthefewcast,moreit might
important
inhave names
been onebeenof the
surprise
showsas ofentertainment
the season. inAswhich
it is,there
"Hold
'Em
Navy,"
much
material
for showmanship,
will standis
comparison
many more
costly itmade
features. Pluswith
the element
of surprise,
includes
practically everything anyone wants to see on
the screen, from human interest to spectacle.
Previewed in the Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Cal.cutSome
of community
tradeusually
show
carnival
into sort
the attendance
of this
well patronised preview house. But the tried
and true adherents
(Continuedgaveon every
page 54)indication that

54
they would be in the mood to do a little scoffing
at the absent brothers. The demonstration following the climax more than pleased director
Kurt Neumann and the jew Paramount executives
publicity
present.andManager
Lew department
Harris was employees
of the opinion
that the picture would strengthen any program
and, in the case of several Class A films he has
seen lately, he woxdd be inclined to play it as the
topProduced
attraction.
G. M. by Paramount. Directed
and — distribtued
byOriginal
Kurt screen
Neumann.
Scott,
assistant
director.
play
byHarry
Erwin
Gelsey
andPhotographed
Lloyd
Cor-igan.
Edward
Dmytryk,
film
editor.
byS Henry
Sharp. adviser.
Lieut. Commander
Lucien Green.
U.
N.,
technical
Musical
direction
by
Boris
Morros.
P.5,C.1937.
A. Certificate
No. 3709.
Release when
date,
November
Running
time,
65
minutes
seen in Hollywood. General audience classification.
CAST.
Tommy Gorham
...Lew C Ayres
arlisle
Mary
and
Judy Holl
-Chuck"
Baldwin
John Howard
Grandma Stackpole Elizabeth Patterson
-Stuffy"
Miller
;--?.en^yrw.tche
?a,ke,,
Archie
ott
Abb
Terry"Admiral"
the
Tully
Marshall
Daniels
-Billy
shaw
Cren
Steve
Caroline Wales
Gwen Kenyon
Den-,ng
Rxhard
f's™
Sur
--Jack
Benley
J-. .,: Hopk
v ins
Lambert Hubbard
Rogers
*lston Cockre11
cirver"

Counsel for Crime
(Columbia)
Court Room Melodrama
in
Routine courtroom material is redeemed
and fast paced story,in
this picture by a oncompact
and,
cast
competent acting the part of the
a contwistmayfor interest
novel ies
particular, clusion.an The ironically
legal technicalit
s and
the members of various legal association
of a forensic battle bethe human interest storyshould
general audison love isfind
tween father andMother's
importantly conencecerninterest.
ed inthe theme. Romance is thinly supplied
at the ending of the picture, is comand, indeed,
pletely forgotten.
ed perare played by accomplish
Star positions
MontgomOtto Krugerand andsonDouglass
roles, respectively.in
ery, in theformers, father
Kruger, who played the defense attorney
"They Won't Forget," carries over his suave
and perfect courtroom mannerisms to make his
of workmanpieceyoung
the outstandin
performan
idealist,
n. Asg the
ship in thece productio
with intense
assignmenist the
Montgomery
ss. plays
seriousne
NanahisBryant
mother.
lithas she
as Kruger's
Wells look
Jacqueline
tle to do except
decorative,secretary
which task
Brahm's
John
nicely.
accomplis
rectionhesdeservesquite
mention, together with the quar-discripting
tet
of
Jr.,
Harold BuchmanGrace
and Neville,
Lee Loeb,FredwhoNiblo,
worked
from the original of Harold Shumate a dramatic
and moving yarn.
as aof neophyte
lawyerbutis rather
taken
intoMontgomery
the law office
the celebrated
shadyger) .barrister
Mellon"is the
(Ottofact KruThe nexus"William
of the problem
that
Montgomery is unaware of the identity of his
parentage. As a child born out of wedlock to
KrugerlievesandhimselfMiss
the young
beto be Bryant,
the adopted
son of man
Senator
Maddox whom Miss Bryant has married. When
Montgomery realizes the nefarious legal tricks
of Kruger, he resigns and joins the district attorney's of ice inKruger
an investigation
father's
ethics. When
commissionsof ahishenchman
to uncover some incriminating evidence against
the investigating committee, he unwittingly plays
into thegator,blackmailing
of his past
own ofinvestiwho uncovers thehandsunsavory
Miss
Bryant. In a struggle over the damaging
records,
the
blackmailer
is
killed.
Rather
than
reveal the reason for his act, Kruger allows
himself to be put on trial. The bit of irony
comes when Montgomery, in a sense of self
righteousness
satisfaction,
wins theof conviction of his ownand father
to a charge
second
degree murder.
Reviewed at the Rialto Theatre, New York,
where a crowded mid-afternoon house of Mr.
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Arthur lowedMayer's
choicestof the
thrillstoryaction
fans
fola practicedtheandunfoldment
discriminating
eye. — with
Joseph
F.
Cough lin.
Produced
and
distributed
by
Columbia
Pictures.
Director, Tohn Brahm. Story, Harold Shumate. Screen
play,oldFred
Niblo, Jr., Grace
Neville,
Lee Mull.
Loeb, CamHarBuchman.
William
eraman, HenryAssistant
Freulich.director,
FilmMusical
editor, director,
Otto Meyer.
Soundris Stoloff.
engineer,
Lambert
Day.
MorGowns, Kalloch. P. C. A. Certificate No.
3457.ber 1Running
time, 62audience
minutes.classification.
Release date, Septem4, 1937. General
CAST.
WilliamMaddox
MellonDouglass Otto
Kruger
Paul
Montgomery
Ann
Mclntyre
Jacqueline
Wells
Senator
Maddox
Thurston
Hall
Mrs. Maddox
Nana Bryant
Friday
Gene
Morgan
Edwin
Mitchell
Marc
Lawrence
Asa Stewart
Robert Warwick
George Evans
Stanley Fields
Nation Aflame
(Treasure)
Social Commentary
A prefatory note explains that the picture is
not based on actual events, a common device of
the day.
The theme,
nevertheless,
can sociological
phenomenon
whichis anhas Amerifound
favor ness,onthe the
screen
chiefly
because
timeli-of
existence and operation of ofthatits type
secret society which has as its symbol a hooded
robeTheandfilmhasdeparts,
as its creed
in story"PurevalueAmericanism."
and cohesion,
from newspaper history which not many months
age exposed a hooded legion in the middle west,
and it makes no pretense of being an indictment,
smashingit isorbased.
otherwise, of the social fact on
which
The story shows the formation of the Avenging Angels by a gang of confidence men headed
by a smooth talking demagogue and a bumbling
politician, for purely commercial and predatory
purposes. The professed creed of the Angels
finds such popular favor that its leaders are
swept into seemingly unbreakable political powWoven when
into the
is a slight
love inter-of
ester.which,
the fabric
girl finally
is convinced
the leader's viciousness, becomes the instrument
of Noel
the Angels'
Madison dissolution.
and Lila Lee, both familiar to
screen audiences, help accentuate the dramatic
values.
Viewed as the second half of a double bill at
the Criterion, New York. A scattered audience
followed the picture closely but gave no other
hint
IVERS. of approval or disapproval. — James D.
A Victor
and Edward
Halperin
production.
Distributperin.
ed by Treasure
Directed
byScreen
Victorplay
Hal-by
ProducedAdditional
by Pictures.
Edwarddialogue
Halperin.
Oliver
Drake.
by
William
Lively.
Photographed
by
Arthur
Marinelli,
A.S.C.
Film
editor,
Hotbrook
Todd. Running
Code
Certificate
No. 2964. time, 76 minutes. Production
CAST.
Sandino
(Sands)..
Noel Lila
Madison
Mona Burtis
Lee
Wynne
Adams
Norma Trelvar
Tommy
Franklin
Douglas
Walton
Roland
Adams
Harry
Holman
Bob
Sherman
Arthur
Singley
Wilson
Earl
Hodgins
Wolfe
Snub
Walker
SiPollard
Wells
Campbell
Lee Shumway
Dave
Burtis
Roger
Williams
Toots
Dorothy Kildare
Harry
Alan Cavan
PresidentWarren
of the U. S
C. Montague
Shaw
Youth on Parole
(Republic)
Problem Plot
The sociological problem of the paroled convict is given sympathetic and interesting treatmmentent inthatthisbeset
studya boy
of theandproblems
of readjusta girl after
serving
undeserved
jail ofsentences.
Theirefforts
romance
and
the
added touch
action in their
to track
down the gang of jewel thieves responsible for
their conviction help make the vehicle well
balanced entertainment.
The cast credits list no name of stellar import,
but Gordon Oliver and Marian Marsh as the
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youthful leads make an appealing couple. Mr.
Oliver, in particular, offers personality and performance. Margaret Dumont, the statuesque
stooge of the Marx Brothers, is the surprise of
the picture. Cast as an Irish rooming house
keeper, Miss Dumont, who once expressed the
hope of being recognized as an actress rather
than a spring board for Marxian gags, looks
positively
happymoment
for once
acts asfreedom.
if she
relished every
of her and
unharried
Supporting players number Peggy Shannon,
Miles Mander, Sarah Paggen, Wade Boteler
and Mary Kornman. Phil Rosen has given the
original
direction. screen script of Hershel Rebuas capable
Miss Marsh and Oliver are the unwitting
victims of a band of jewel thieves who plant on
them some of their plunder. Released after serving two year terms, the young pair begin the
task of trying to live normal lives once again.
The girl is forced to move from her home to
save her family embarrassing explanations. The
boy finds that no employer is willing to receive
an applicant with a jail record. The boy meets
the girl again and the sharing of their common
misery leads to love. Both find employment but
the past again catches up with them. Finally
they resolve to capture the gang who railroaded
them. Posing as underworld characters the pair
trap the robbers. The fadeout brings generous
bill of exoneration and the prospects
ofrewards,
marrieda life.
Screened at a press showing in New York —
J.Produced
F. C. and distributed by Republic Pictures. Associate producer
and director,
Phil
Rosen. dialogue,
Original
screen
play,
Hershel
Rebuas.
Additional
Henry
Blankfort,
Jr.
Camerman,
Edward
Snyder.
Supervising
editor,
Murray
Seldeen.
Film
editor,
Ernest
Nims.
Musical
director,
Alberto
Colombo.
Song
by minutes.
Harry Owens.
Costumed
by Eloise.
Running
time,
62Certificate
Release
date,
October
4,
1937.
P.
C.
No. 3665. General audience classification. A.
CAST.
Bonnie
Blair
Marian
Marsh
Phillip
Henderson
GordonDumont
Oliver
Landlady
Margaret
Peggy
Peggy
Sparkler
Miles Shannon
Mander
Mrs. Blair
Blair
Sarah
Padden
Mr.
Wade
Boteler
Mae
Blair
Mary
Kornman
Fingie
Joe
Caits
Ratty
Milburn
Stone
Danny
Harry
Tyler
Michael
RannyVonWeeks
Lawyers
Theodor
Eltz
Maizie
Ula Love
Inspector
Paul Stanton
Live,
Comedy Love and Learn
(MGM)
The title has a provocative lilt. The player
personnel has a measure of pulling power. The
picture is essentially a comedy. Harry Rapf
isis aa mature
George The
Fitzmaurice
director producer
with nameand value.
time is
now and the place is New York. Five writers
participated
in story
• showmen
All this seems
to bepreparation.
quite a lot for
to talk about in advertising and exploitation.
It can be added, if such things have been found
to be favorably influential, that the first audience
to view a formal exhibition of the production in
Hollywood was well pleased.
The story
a run-of-mine
defined
in quickis not
advertising
copy. affair
On theeasily
contrary, itis of the kind that, save when treated
with extreme care as in this case to broaden appeal, isfound to please the few immensely while
the many fail to comprehend the point. Fortunately, something of this seems to have been
taken into account all along the line, for the
piece has been built up, rounded out and counterpointed
with individual
striking characterizations
and performances,
incidental business
which afford, in and as themselves, substantial
diversion for the plain people.
The story is about "Bob Graham," starving
artist, andset,"Julie
Stoddard,"
hunting
and their
devotionof the
to hisLongart.Island
She
gives
up
family
and
friends
to
marry
himand andhe
share his attic.(Continued
Fame onovertakes
him
page 56)

S6
grows to like the luxuries which come from
painting favorable portraits of wealthy clients.
She deserts him as a means of bringing him
backly rejoins
to hisherart-for-art's-sake
in the garret. status and he finalAs the story is worked out, the emphasis
is on the humorous content, with only a brief
session of seriousness, and the ending is slapstick enough, perhaps, to keep people who don't
know what
what happens
art's about
from formidable
wondering
why
does.anyway
Especially
defense against thought is provided by Robert
Benchley as an amiable drunkard, E. E. Clive
as a British sportsman and Monty Woolley as
an art dealer. To the same end have been directed the considerable talents of Charles
Brackett, Cyril Hume and Richard Maibaum,
who fabricated the screen play from an original
by
HelenMarion
Grace Parsonnet
Carlisle. suggested by a story by
Previewed at the Westwood Village theatre,
after an attempted preview the previous evening
had been thwarted by a breakdown of the sound
equipment in midpicture, the mixed audience
seemed to like the picture quite well. — W. R. W.
Produced by Harry
Rapf.
Distributed
by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
Directed
by George
Fitzmaurice.
Assistant
director,
Al
Shenberg.
Story
by
Marion
Parsonnet (suggested
by a storyBrackett,
by HelenCyril
GraceHume
Carlisle).
Screen
play
by
Charles
and
Richard
Maibaum. Music
EdwardConradWard.
Photographed
June.score
Film by3724.
editor,
Nervig. P. C. byA. Ray
Certificate
No.
Release date,A.
Octoberwo d, 725,minutes.
1937. Running
time, whenclassification.
seen in HollyGeneral audience
CAST.
.RobertRosalind
Montgomery
Bob Graham
Russell
Julie Stoddard.......
Oscar
RobertHelenBenchley
Vinson
Lily
Chalmers
Mr.
Bawltitude
Monty
Woolley
Mr. Palmiston
E. E.Rooney
Clive
Mickey
Jerry
Crump
Charles
Judels
Pedro
Felipe
Maude
Mrs.
Crump
Harlan Eburne
Briggs
Justice
of the Peace.
Post
June
Clayworth
Barnett
Parker
Fraum
Al Shean
Night Club Scandal
(Paramount)
Melodramatic Mystery
When a lot of capable actors, under intelligent
direction and supplied with good material, are
permitted to do their stuff, it can be expected
that the resulting picture will be above par entertainment. Such is the case with "Night Club
Scandal."
The cast
rankingof
box
office names,
but itincludes
is made noup high
of a group
players
who
know
what
it's
all
about.
their ability and experience which makes Ittheis
film an entertaining show. Paramount lists
"Night Club
GeneralthatOffice
production, whichScandal"
is taken asto a mean
it is considered in the secondary attraction class. It
may not be that audiences, particularly those
patronizing
tres, will so small
considertownit. and neighborhood theaThe title suggests a scandal in a night club,
but the picture tells the story of how a man tried
to commit a perfect crime. It is realized at
once that he is the killer, but by means of a
shatter-proof alibi he removes himself from the
lists of suspects. A young men, innocent, but
involved, is accused of the murder. A police
captain builds up a chain of circumstantial evidence that secures his conviction. A glib reporter, because
condemned breaks
man's
sister loves
him, heby thinks
actual the
demonstration
down the theory of circumstantial evidence,
shows how the killer perfected his alibi, wins
release for the suspect but, in line with Paramount's new technique of treating romance, does
notHeld
win together
the girl's byhand.
a strong cord of suspense,
its melodrama effectively contrasted by comedy,
the picture
moves
rapidly
and permits no letdowns or loose spots.
Prievewed in the Rits theatre, Hollywood.
One gauge which this reporter uses to test audience interest is to count the number of walkouts.
There were very few in this instance, not more
than four or five. The remainder of the crowd,
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and it was good sized one, was visibly interested.
Alcatraz Island
Aof them
few, ofin every
course,theatre,
and there's
alwayslonga ingroup
whois going
know
ad- (Warner Bros.)
vance just how everything
to turn out,
were inclined to be facetious at first. After a Melodrama
while, though, the quality of the picture made
Alcatraz, the federal prison in San Francisco
them respectful. — G. M.
through detective and newspaper feature
and distributed
Directed Bay,
stores, has become as familiar in the public
byProduced
Dudley Murphy.
Screen byplayParamount.
by Lillie Hayward.
mind
as have the federal operatives dubbed GFrom anta director.
play byArchie
Daniel Marshek,
N. Rubin. film
Mel Epstein,
assisteditor.No.Photoby the
many have
sucgratime,
phed by Leo 70Tover.
P. when
C. A. seen
Certificate
3707. men, originally
cessful features.
For underworld,
that matterin there
Running
minutes
in
Hollywood.
been
a
number
of
nrison
stories
which
have
paid
Release
date,
November
19,
1937.
General
audience
classification.
dividends at the theatre.
CAST.
With proves
these valuable
proved antecedents,
"Alcatraz
Dr.
Ernest
Tindal
John
Barrymore
Island"
in title and theme,
and
RussellMarsh
Kirk
Lynne Overman
is a story component which emphaVera
Louise
Campbell besidessizes there
the cosmic force of paternal, if not domesCapt.
Charles Stephens
Bickford
Frank McKinley
Marsh
Harvey
tic love, competent performances by a cast headJack
Reed
J. Evelyn
Carrol Brent
Naish
ed by JohnstandingLitel
Ann Sheridan,
Julia
Reed
juvenileandin Mary
Maguire. and an outMrs.
Elvira
Ward
Elizabeth
Patterson
Mrs.
Alvin
Cecil
Cunningham
The
story,
aimed
at
an
exposition
of the inner
Doctor
Sully
Barlowe
Borland workings of the Alcatraz penitentiary
and the
Duffy
John
in which it is held by the underworld,
Broun
GeorgeSheehan
Guhl dread
strains
at
times
to
attain
its
objective.
Alcott
Frank
Dr. Goodman
LeonardO'Connor
Willey
A wealthy
who bribing
has escaped
Messenger Boy
George Lee
Offerman,
Jr.
ment because racketeer
of the jury
abilitypunishof his
Policeman
Shumway
Marsh
Maid
Dorothy
Howe
lawyer,
is
made
to
appear
better
than
a repreDoorman
Herbert
Ashlay
hensible
character
by
emphasizing
the
point
Cab Driver
Jack Raymond he never resorts to murder. He is trippedthatby
Reed's Assistant
MackBrister
Gray an income tax indictment and sent to LeavenDistrict
Attorney
Robert
worth prison. A gangster enemy attempts to
Prison
Guard
Dick
Cramer
Governor
JohnFredHamilton
his daughter and is sent to the same
Waiter
Warren kidnap
prison. Both are transferred to Alcatraz.
Copy Boy
Spec O'Donnell
The gangster is stabbed under circumstances
Mullins
Dudley
Clement
Reporter
Franklin Simpson
Parker which point to the racketeer as the murderer.
Secretary
Reginald
In a surprising,
if notattorney
incredible,
Gman
and a district
withclimax
whom a the
daughter, by now a young woman, is in love,
obtain his acquittal. Only a few months of his
original sentence remain before he will be free
Lucrezia Borgia
to
enjoyhishissomewhat
daughter'sremarkable
love, andbusiness.
presumably
resume
(European Films)
(HistoricaPlxpose)
An early afternoon audience at the Strand,
York,
the house
but —received
The family skeleton of the infamous Borgia Mew ture
withoutfilled
audible
comment.
J. D. J.the picclan is rattled furiously and theatrically in this A First
National
picture
producedAssociate
by Cosmopolitan.
Directed
by
William
McGann.
subject produced in Paris. In this film tran- Brian Foy. Assistant director, Elmer Decker.producer,
Origlives suited
and lusts,
presentaplay by Crane Wilbur. Dialogue director,
tion seemsscriptioton oftheir
be more
to a the
tabloid
Sun- nal screenSeymour.
Cemeraman,
Lou O'Connell.
Film
day supplement than the motion picture screen. Harry
editor,
Frank
Dewar.
Art
director,
Esdras
Hartley.
manager,
Carroll
Sax. Production
G®wns by Code
HowardCertificate
Shoup.
The production, equipped handsomely with Unit
Running
time,
64
minutes.
elaborate sets, a well regulated series of mob No. 3494. Release date, November 6.
scenes and an adequate running translation of
CAST.
superimposed titles, pulls no punches. It plainly "Gat" Brady
Litel
Flo Allen
Ann John
Sheridan
and concretely credits to Cesar Borgia the mur- Ann
Mary
Maguire
ders of his brother and brother-in-law, though "Red"Brady
Carroll
Ben
Welden
history trdoes
Alexander
is por- Fred MacClane
Addison Richards
ayed as a not
feebleagree.
old man
whose VIreasoning
"Harp"
Santell
process seems to have become atrophied. Lu- Miss
"ToughMaruand
Tony"
Burke
GeorgeDickE.Purcell
Stone
Lloyd
crezia, as played by the comely Edwige Feuil- Warden Tackson Charles Doris
Trowbridge
ler, appears to be quite beautiful but rather The Red Head
Veda
Ann
Borg
dumb in the management of her marital dif- Crandall
Edward Keane
U.
S.
Attorney
Ed
Stanley
ficulties.
Gabriel
Gabrio's
Cesar
runs
the
Gordon Oliver
range of emotion from A to Z and back to A, George Drake
Dutchman Vladimir
while Aime Clariond as the wily Machiavelli The Flying
Tolliver
Peggy Sokolof
Bates
presents an early Renaissance edition of a Miss
"Whitey"
Edwards
Anderson
Lawlor
Broadway gossip collector.
Sally
Carruthers Ellen
Clancy
"Butch"
Matty
Fam
Although
lovely Lucrezia
the title Cesar
char- Federal Judge
WalterChandler
Young
acter of the theproduction,
it is heris brother
Federal
Officer
Lane
who dominates the play as he moves the femme
fatal from one husband to another. There is
very little continuity of plot.
Extremely limited in appeal, the production Merry-Co-Round of 1938
also cles,faces
Catholic open
cir- (Universal)
for thepossible
material complaint
details datain patently
Vaudeville Comedy
to misinterpretation.
Seen at the Belmont Theatre in New York,
Exhibitors may well emphasize this as the
where a sparce mid-afternoon audience was all-time
high in screen use of vaudeville and
apathetic. — J. F. C.
floorshow
with Bert Lahr, Jimmy Savo,
Producedtributed in the
by LaUnited
Compagnie
du Euronean
Cinema, Paris.
Dis- Billy Housetalent,
States
by
Films
Corand stage
Dave comedians
Apollon proving
once
poration. Directed by Abel Gance. Original scenario and for all that
are as funny
in
pictures
as
behind
footlights
if
allowed
date,
1937. Running time, 78 minutes. do their stuff their own way. Alongside theseto
Adult October
audience 12,
classification.
may
be billed
cinema personalities,
permitted
likewise
to be asthemselves,
Mischa Auer,
Alice
CAST
LucreziaBorgia
Borgia
Edwige
Feuillere
Brady, Louise Fazenda and Richard Carle, plus
Cesar
Gabriel
Gabrio
Machiavelli
Aime
Clariond
notable
with
soprano
rangy
a
Hodges,
Joy possibilities, and John King, in the subAlexander
VI
RogerEscande
Karl voice
Dtike
of Gandia
ordinated romantic leads.
Sancia
Josette
Day
Additional clues to the character of the ofSforza, Duke of Milan
Dumesnil
Savonarola
Artault
fering may be(Continued
supplied onbypage
mentioning
that it's
58)
Alfonso of Aragon
Max Michel

WALTER

WANGER

presents

LESLIE
in
HOWARD

JOAN

BLONDELL

with
STAND-IN
HUMPHREY
ALAN MOWBRAY

BO G ART

• MARLA

SHELTON

G. HENRY GORDON • JACK CARSON
Directed by TAY GARNETT
Screenplay by Gene Towne and Graham Baker
A WALTER WANGER production
From the Sat. Eve Post story by Clarence Budington Kelland
RE. LEASED
THRU
UNITED ARTISTS

58
a B. G. DeSylva production directed by the
seasoned
Irving'theCummings.
is not within
capacity ofButquickit probably
copy to
inform the customers accurately as to what to
expect, for the picture is by some fortunate
or inspired
combination asof widely
assorted
contents and circumstances
scatteringly
effective
as a blast of buckshot. It tied a pessimistic
preview audience in knotted stitches.
Whether or not for billing purposes, the
names of Monte Brice, Henry Myers and A.
Dorian Otvos clamor for emphasis, because
signed to a story and screen play that manages
to weave into a coherent fabric as mad and miscel aneous an assortment of personalities and
performances as ever packed the Palace.
The story concerns four vaudevillians played
by Messrs. Lahr, Savo, House and Auer, who
orphanedAt infancy
the girl
childwithof
araise
fallenfromaerialist.
19 she falls
in love
a wealthy
young man
whose aunt
care
for
stage people,
whereupon
they doesn't
impersonate
fictitious
noble
family
connections,
an'
Indian
Swami gifted in levitation, a lumberjack and
other bineimaginary
influences comto produce persons
the happywhose
ending.
Things like this have been done before, but
not like this. Devices employed for equatorial
laugh production range from straight staging
of Mr. Lahr's famous woodchopper routine and
Mr. Savo's classic "River, Stay Away from My
Door" to old-fashioned trick photography
whereby
Auer's Swami
lifts
Mr. Lahr Mr.
periodically
into thinconcentration
air. Mr. Apollon's stagehand act also is worked in with no
change
save curtailment,
Hodges'
song numbers
are staged asandif inMissproscenium.
The Misses
Brady
and
Fazenda
are
equally
fet ered bycharacterization. The net result un-of
all this latitude is a knitting together of an
extraordinary
numberwhich
of extraordinary
individual achievements
added up to throw
hardened press folk and plain citizens of a
quiet California community into the aisles.
Previewed at the Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Cal, to a mixed audience which laughed
its approval
in volume
and may
frequency
sufficient to suggest
the picture
be another
of those unpredictable rabbits Universal has
had a way of pulling out of its hat at appropriate moments throughout its long and sometimes careening,
career. — byW.Universal
R. W. Pictures.
.
Produced
and
ecutiveDeSylva.
Producer,distributed
Charles
R. Rogers.
Producer.
B.Ex-G.
(Buddy)
Directed
by
Irving
Original story by Monte Brice and HenryCummings.
Myers.
Screen play
Otvos Film
and Monte
Brice.
raman, byMerrittDorian
Gerstad.
Editor.Director,
Ted CameKent.
Soundman,
Art
Harkrider. William
Running Hedgecock.
time, 86 minutes
when seenJohnin
Hollywond.
Release
date.
November
14,
1937.
General audience classification.
CAST
Bert
Bert Lahr
Jimmie
Jimmy
Savo
Billy
Billy
House
Aunt
Hortense
Alice
Mischa
Mischa Brady
Auer
Sally
Joy Fazenda
Hodges
Mrs.
Updike
Louise
Tony
John Read
King
Clarice
Barbara
Dave
Apollon
and
his
orchestra
Hector
Howard
Dave
Clark
CharleyCantonwine
Williams
Club de Femmes
(Girls'
Club) )
(Mayer-Burstyn
Girls Without Uniform
Recent reports have carried the pleasing announcement that the accomplished French playwright,American
Jacques Deval,citizen.
has instituted
become an
Monsieursteps
Devalto
has evidenced his talent in a long list of noteworthy plays,York
particularly
on the New
stage last"Tovarich,"
season andproduced
soon to
be released in film with Claudette Colbert and
Charles Boyer. However, after seeing "Club
des Femmes,"
could beconcerning
suggested a that
M.
Deval
enlightenit himself
certain
American institution set up by the organized
American industry for self protection and known
as the Production Code, particularly as it con-
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cerns such topics as sex perversion and the sale
of women, together with scenes of passion and
undue bodily exposure.
In this Gallic version of "Girls Without Uniform" theme,
a "GrandclubHotel"
the locale
is a done
huge inresidence
endowedmanner,
by a
wealthy French woman to shelter unprotected
young business and professional girls from the
blandishments of the wicked city of Paris. But
the actual membership of the institution would
seem rather to be candidates for a psychopathic
hospital ; not one of them appears normal, happy
or rational. The main woe of one of the girls
is how to smuggle her lover into her bouAnotherA young
thingis surfers
a lesbiandoir.
fixation.
third miss
arrestedfrom
for rifling
the trousers of her companion of the evening.
Even the help around the house feels the touch of
perversion, for the telephone operator practices
the avocation of some minor-scale procuring.
The plot concerns the separate stories of
Claire and Alice. As played by the beauteous
Danielle Darrieux, recently arrived to appear
beforeaffairtheis American
Claire's
illicit
love
projected ascameras,
conduct quite
touching,
beyond morality and strictly licit. When a fire
reveals
that isa man
has invaded
girl'stheroom,
the
matron
properly
horrified thewhile
rest
of the girls appear envious. When in due time
the expected
happens,
the
transgression
is
overlooked entirely while the entire household is
transfigured under the spell of vicarious motherhood.
In the meantime, the parallel story of Alice
has advanced to tragic resolvement. Suffering
from an abnormal sexual complex, though Else
Argall's
playingthe ofroletherather
unfortunate
seems to make
one of a character
victim of
somnambulism, Alice is unnaturally attracted to
Juliette and when the evil companionship of
Helene betrays her friend into a tragic difficulty,
Alice kills the telephone operator in revenge.
, The production is given careful and expensive
treatment. The acting of the principals and the
support is finished. Literate English titles do
full justice to the script. However, though the
entire work is interesting from a technical
standpoint, the serious objections that can be
raised to its moral or rather immoral implications narrow the field for exhibition. Indeed,
it may prove too adult for the adults.
Previewed at a trade press showing in New
York.— J. F. C.
A S-E-L-F
Production.
Distributed
in the Written
United
States
by Arthur
Mayer and
JosephAssociate
Burstyn.
and
directed
by Jacques
Deval.
director, J.
Kruger.
Settings,
Aguettand.
Music,
Marius-Francois
Gaillard.Certificate.
Director ofRelease
Production,
L.October
Schlosberg.
P.C.A.
19, 1937.No
Running
time, 89 minutes.
Adultdate,
audience
classification.
CAST
Doctor
Gabrielle Aubry
Valentine Darrieux
Tessier
Claire
Danielle
Carol
Royce
Georgette
Juliette
Josette
Day
Helene Martine Junie
Astor
Jacqueline
Mouneyres
Francoise
Marion Francis
Delbo
Mme.
Fargeton
Lucile
KissaEve
Kouprine
Alice
Else
Argall
Robert
Raymond
Gall
Greta
Betty
Stockfield
Ask Uncle SoF
Comedy
(Educational)
_ Eddiesides as Lambert,
dialectician
sorts, pre-on
Uncle Sol,a judge,
in a ofburlesque
radio courts. Each case presented serves Uncle
Sol with occasion for abusing the English language and gives the defendants an opportunity
tohis "put
on a show."
WiththeAndy
and
orchestra
supplying
musicAnderson
the Deauville Boys, a trio, harmonize in song, Edith
Mann dances and the Flying Whirlos do a
roller skating act. — Running time, 11 minutes.
Sunday Night at the Trocadero
(MGM)
Eye-and-Ear Appeal
Localeddezvousinwherethe
renthe wellknown
screen starsHollywood
come for some
night spotting, this short presents cinema
celebrities seated at ringside tables apparently
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enjoying themselves and the floor show provided
for their entertainment. The subject is handsomely presented. Connie Boswell sings a bit of
her famous stylization. There is a parade of
scantily attired showgirls to perk up the supminutes. posedly tired business man. — Running time, 20
Funny
The Inventor
(Paramount)
This number of the Paragraphic series cleverly presents a number of crazy inventions,
some of them actually registered at the Patent
Office.
inventoroutexplains
some of
the thinksA "teched"
he has worked
while maintaining a very serious mien which is calculated to
keep audiences guessing. He has a gadget to
offset noisy conversation at the theatre, a mechanical apparatus for eating corn on the cob
a way —toRunning
save soap,
complicated cigar
lighter.
time,and11 aminutes.
Playing the Ponies
(Stooge
Columbia)
Roughhouse
Just as in the eating of olives, one cultivates a
taste for the crazy, slapstick antics of the Three
Stooges. In the latest edition of their exploits,
the boys first are seen as proprietors of a hash
joint. Disgusted with this trifle of a business,
they are anxious to locate in a more lucrative
occupation and swap their establishment for a
race horse. How they realize their ambitions
by feeding their entrant Chili nuts makes for
some hilarious sequences. — Running time, 17
minutes.
Romance of Radium
(MGM)
Outstanding
An exceptionally fine subject has been fashioned out of the thrilling discovery and development of this rare chemical treasure. The playing of the material is timed with the serialized
publication of the life of the Curies in the Saturday Evening
prominent
billingPost.
shouldAdvance
bring toadvertising
the noticeandof
the general public and the school children, in
particular, information concerning the exhibition
of this outstanding short feature. The concludingous sequence
and dangersubstance inofwhich
radiumtheispriceless
photographed
under
hazardous circumstances offers dramatic suspense worthy of a major production. For once,
the ebullient Pete Smith is awed to a proper
state of reverence by the nature of his material.
Running time, 10 minutes.
Silly Night
(Educational)
Gags
and Gals and accomplished cartoonist,
The interesting
Jefferson Machamer, continues his sketches of
what hetweenfondly
as his "gals"
and,bevy
besketches,refers
bantersto words
with the
of beautiful girls always at hand. The script
of these Machamer subjects varies little, perhaps accounting for the feeling that the subject
is not up to the standard of earlier issues. Appearing as members of the cast are Joan Christie, Ruth Clayton, Stanley and Elaine and
Henry Jines. — Running time, 11 minutes.
Going Places, No. 39
(Universal)
Interesting
That parlor sport known as ping pong to the
initiate but table tennis to the professional player is the subject of this latest issue of the Going
Places series. As performed by a quartet of
experttionexponents
of the game,
slow mo-as
camera, the perfect
playingbefore
is revealed
something more than swatting a pill ball back
and cross a table. Lowell Thomas contributes
his enthusiastic line of commentary. — Running
time, 10 minutes.
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MARKET

TIGHTEN
THOUGH

Nineteen of 29 Pronounced
Successes in Season Come
from Hollywood, but So Do
6 of 14 Box Office Failures
by CHRIS WINTHER
in Copenhagen
Twenty fewer feature pictures were released in Denmark in the motion picture
year ustfrom
1, 1936, was
through
Aug31, 1937,September
but the number
32 larger
than for the 1934-5 season. The total was
316 in 1936-37, as against 336 in 1935-36
and 284 the previous season.
American productions still hold the leading position on the Danish market with no
serious threat from other countries. Germany, however, which hitherto has held a
steady second place, is in serious danger of
dropping to third if the continual rise in the
importation of French productions is not
checked. A drop of five in British releases
is counterbalanced by a corresponding ine in the number of Swedish productionscreasreleased.
The lineup for the season 1936-37 was
as follows:
Percentage
Releases
of61.1%
Total
8.8%
12.6%
193
6.3%
40
28
4.8%
20
2.9%
Swedish
1.6%
15
British
1.3%
9
Danish
0.3%
5
Austrian
0.3%
4
1
Polish
100%
1
Czechoslovakia n
Total
316
Of the 193 American productions released in the past season 34 were from
Paramount, 29 from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 26 from Warner-First National, 24 from
Twentieth
23 fromNoneColumbia
and
16 fromCentury-Fox,
United Artist.
of the
other American producers has its own distributing offices in this country so it is almost impossible to list exact figures on
other producers. However, not less than
10 Universal productions and not less than
8 from RKO were released through independent distributing companies, who also
handled the remaining 23 American pictures
released during the period in question.
The most pronounced development of the
past three years is without doubt the
growth of interest in French pictures. In
the 1924-25 season they constituted only
5.6% of the total releases; in the last season the proportion rose to almost 9%. According to information received here, local
independent distributors at the time of writing have approximately 50 French pictures
on hand, and new French productions are
being imported, so that it is not entirely

HOLD

ON

DANISH

RELEASES
DECLINE
Danes prefer a good picture from countries
other than the Scandinavian to those of
"WINTERSET" IS BARRED
poorer quality but with an understandable
language.
IN DENMARK, SWEDEN
It is only natural that the Danish pictures
The ban on "Winterset" was made
generally are successes, as the great maalmost simultaneously by both the
jority of the population, although being able
Danish and Swedish censor boards.
to read foreign languages, seldom are well
The boards felt that deletions could
enough versed in them to follow a conversation and must rely on subtitles to tell the
not be made in a way that would leave
an understandable story.
story.
picturethewhere
there are
no
subtitles' Hence
and awhere
language
is the
In both countries the censor boards
public's
own,
can
be
sure
of
good
receipts
admitted the artistic value of the picno matter what their quality may be. The
ture but claimed that the intensity of
average Dane will declare that the Danish
violence displayed in the last half of
pictures are far below average and yet will
the film would have a dangerous ingo to see every Danish production released
fluence on youth.
during the year. Actually, however, the
In Sweden the decision was appealed
Danish pictures,
when means
one takesthatintocancon-be
sideration the limited
but tvithout a change of opinion. No
spent
upon
them,
really
are not as inferior
appeal has been made in Denmark.
as claimed.
The stage version, however was
For
comparison
with
the foregoing seapermitted and even was being played
sons the releases in the past three seasons
in Sweden at the time of the decision
are listed below:
of the censor board. The play prob193
202
1934-35
American
winter.ably will appear in Denmark this
183 1935-36 I936-:
28
German
39
57
40
25
French
16
20
impossible that later this season the market British
13
15
will be flooded with French pictures.
Swedish
12
14
20
The reason for the great interest taken Danish
II
10
9
in French productions must be sought in
the fact that, as there are comparatively few Austrian
2
2
4
Danes who understand French as well as Russian
3
4
4
they understand English or German, only Polish
2
0
the very best French pictures were imported.
1
In time it was only natural that the pub- Czechoslovakian
\
1
lic should discover that French pictures Italian
1
0
0
always were rated very highly by the re- Swiss
0
1
0
viewers and that this finally should result in
the French pictures being stamped as first Swed.-Norweg.
1
0
0
rate liefproductions.
Finally
this
led
to
the
bethat it was a definite mark of culture
Total
336
if one were able to enjoy the French pic284
tures. At present only a very few of the
Of
foreign
pictures
that
have
been sucbetter educated Danes are willing to declare
cesses the past season musical films
rate
that a French picture is poor entertainment. highest, next comedies. There have 316been
Of course the distributors were not slow in 29 definite successes, ten of them musicals.
seizing upon this advertising angle, and
these were two of Columbia's Grace
brought several French pictures of de- Among
vehicles,
of RKO's
cidedly inferior quality into Denmark. In Moore
Ginger
Rogers two
pictures
and Fred
two AstaireGerman
the past month several newspapers have productions
with Benjamin Gigli. The other
come out into the open and made fun of successful musicals were MGM's "Great
the public for snubbing French productions. Ziegfeld," "San Francisco" and "Born to
Dance,"teen of the
and 29Universal's
NineAmerican Percentage Rises
direct hits"Showboat."
were American,
American productions, although nine four French, three German, and one each
fewer were released than in the preceding came from Austria, England and Sweden.
season, rose one per cent in the share of
In the American group MGM takes the
total releases on account of the drop in the lead with five successes including the bigtotal. Czechoslovakian, Italian, Polish and
hit of the Artists
year, "The
GoodtheEarth,"
released
most
Swiss pictures released are generally those whilegest United
that play up the unusual and get a quite talked of picture of the year in "These
good box office on account of their originality.
While taking the lead in the number of
Swedish productions are generally well
the American producers also preliked in Denmark, especially because at first successes,
most offailures.
the Ofpictures
cona totalwhich
of 14weredefinite
only the very best were brought here. In Three." sentedsidered
the past season an attempt has been made failures, six were American, Germany acto force more of them through on the basis
counted for four, France two, and Sweden
that most Danes are able to understand and Poland
one each.
Swedish. However, many of them did not
Of the 316{Continued
featureson released,
page 62) more than
do as good business as expected, as the
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ACTIVE

(.Continued from page 59)
50 per cent can be classified as melodrama
and
comedy, with
mystery
taking-running
third place
the lineup,
musicals
a closein
fourth. In a comparison of American pictures released in Denmark, however, westerns take third place, closely followed by
mystery subjects, while the musicals come in
a poor fifth.
Tabulating the releases according to the
nature of the contents the following analysis
is arrived at:
Percentage
No. of American
of Total Releases
Releases
Melodrama
29.4% 93 56
Comedy
25.0% 79 30
Mystery
11.7% 37 28
Musical
11.1% 35 19
Westerns
9.2% 29 29
Historical 4.4% 14 6
Adventure
3.5% II 10
Gangster
3.1% 10 10
Classicals 1.6% 5
3
Biographical 0.6% 2
I
Juvenile
0.3% I
I
Totals
100.0% 316 193
Practically all pictures released have their
Danish premiere in Copenhagen, sometimes
with a simultaneous release in two or three
of the larger towns in the provinces. Occasional y, as was the case with MGM's
"Camille,"a few
a picture
the
provinces
days in may
advanceopen
of thein first
showing in the capital, but this plan usually
is avoided as the Copenhagen press-reports
as a rule are of great value in selling a production in the provinces.
The Censorship Situation
All motion pictures to be shown in Denmark must be passed by a board of censors
appointed by the minister of justice and
responsible to him.
Although this board is a part of the department of justice it is financially independent, being maintained by collecting fees
on all material submitted to the board by the
distributors. On regular feature pictures
and ordinary shorts a fee of one half a cent
is paid for each, meter (about 3 feet) while
newsreels and subjects of educational value
pay only half as much. Each still to be used
as display material and each poster must
pay a fee of 3 cents a copy.
A film submitted to the censor board faces
three possible actions, these being indicated
by discs issued by the board. A red disc
signifies that the board has found the film
suitable for showing to a general patronage,
a yellow disc excludes all children under
16 years of age from admission to the house
where the picture is being shown, while
a white disc excludes the picture from being
exhibited publicly, although not closing the
possibility of showing it in clubs where
only members are admitted. If a film is
to
be shown
"closed" from
groupthea
special
permit formustsuchbe a obtained
department of justice. This permit does
not, however, give permission to more than
one group at a time. Each group desiring
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SCANDINAVIA

SHORT PRODUCT
PLAYING BROADWAY
Week of October 16
CAPITOL
The Hub
MGM-FitzPatriclc
How to Start the Day. . . . MGM
Romance of Radium MGM
CENTRAL
Night at the Night Club. . Universal
Kiko's Cleaning Day Educational
MUSIC HALL
Hawaiian Holiday RKO Radio
Dude Ranch
Twentieth-Century-Fox
PARAMOUNT
AToucha
CowboyDowna
Shorty Paramount
Paramount
Paramount Pictorial, No. 3. Paramount
RIALTO
Pay and Like It
MGM
RIVOLI
It's
a
Good
Stunt
Hawaiian Holiday Paramount
RKO Radio
ROXY
A Close Shave
Educational
Going, Going, Gone Educational
Filming Modern Youth. . . . Twentieth-Century-Fox
STRAND
Romance Road
Vitaphone
Milt Britton and Band Vitaphone
Lyin' Mouse
Vitaphone
to see the picture must make an individual
application for the permit, as the club must
be able to prove that its members have some
special reason qualifying them as a suitable
audience for the banned picture.
Governed by Law of 1933
The findings of the censor board are
based upon two sections of the law of March,
1933, governing the industry. The first of
these
: "Pictures
censorsreadsshall
consider which
able the
to board
influenceof
harmfully the minds of children, or to minimize their respect for the law, may not be
passed for showings for children under 16
Thisof paragraph
is interpreted in such a
years
age."
way that there is a growing tendency to
prohibit for children practically all gangster
or crime pictures. In the same way pictures that have a touch of the ghastly,
brutal
or coarse, return
or withfroma somewhat
angle, generally
the censor "sexy"
board
with a yellow disc (barring children 16
years old or younger).
In order to avoid a fate of this nature for
a picture which the distributor figures would
net a considerably better box office when the
child-patronage is not excluded it is a fairly
common practice for the distributor to make
his own deletions "toning the picture down
a little" before submitting it to the censor
board.
The second of the mentioned paragraphs

reads:
censorshowing
board ifshall
pictures "The
for public
theynotmaypassbe
considered violating the laws of common
decency, or if their showing may be expected
to induce brutality, or if the picture may be
considered morally harmful in any other
The reasons for banning a picture outright are essentially the same as the reasons
for excluding them from screenings for general patronage in such a way that the brutality, sex-angle, horror or coarseness is
found
degree than in pictures
way."in athegreater
receiving
yellow disc. As examples of
films that have been given the white disc
can be mentioned "The Bride of Frankenstein" (formuch
ghastliness),
"Scarface"
(for
having too
of the gangster
element),
and
now
most
recently
"Winterset"
(for
the
intensity of brutality in the last half of the
picture). Of course a motion picture is not
always banned in entirety by the censor
board tions
except
in such cases
found necessary
by thewhere
boardthearedele-of
such a nature or so extensive that they would
render the remainder of the picture meaningless.
The mere fact that the board has passed
a certain sequence in a picture that will be
released for general patronage does not imply that stills from this sequence can be
utilized for display purposes. This was the
case with a still from the latest Danish release, "Det Begyndte om Bord," depicting
two men struggling. The still was not perm
it ed for display
purposes
not deleted
from the
film. but the scene was
Aftersible fora thepicture
has beento banned
is posdistributor
appeal itfrom
the
censor board's decision to the minister of
justice, but this appeal very rarely is attempted. There is the alternative of arranging showings for clubs, but this procedure
is also rather rare, as the additional expenses, for example in subtitling, are too
large toas make
it worth
distributor's
while,
the income
to betheexpected
from
club showings is always doubtful, what with
the limitation of the number of clubs for
whom it can be shown.
Besides the regular censor board there is
an unpaid
committee
bers represent
differentof three
culturalwhose
groupsmem-in
the country.
Danish Board Most Lenient
There is no official cooperation among
the censor boards of Denmark, Norway and
Sweden, although these three boards do exchange
The Danish
considered thefindings.
most lenient,
and board
it is aisfairly
common practice , to have a picture passed
in Denmark
submitting
it to theThere
censor boards inbefore
the other
countries.
is no doubt that the Swedish board is somewhat stricter than the Danish, as illustrated
when
"Fury"
board but
bannedwasin passed
Sweden. by the Danish
A film must be subtitled before being
passed bytributhe
distor has acensor
pictureboard,
whichbuthewhen
fearsa may
not be passed, the general practice is to
submit the untitled film for a preliminary
decision before any expense is incurred by
translation and subtitling.
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in Vienna

by HANS LORANT
A suit charging extortion by Western
Electric and another action accusing two
members of the Vienna branch of fraud have
been started here by 20 Austrian exhibitors.
The exhibitors sought to have their contract
with Western Electric annulled.
The exhibitors claimed that Western
Electric took advantage of them in 1929 and
1930 in leasing of sound apparatus at an
annual rental of 8,000 schillings for 10 years,
which, they pointed out, in the lO-year
period would have amounted to 80,000 schillings, this solely for rental of the apparatus.
The exhibitors declared the cost of supplying the apparatus could be no more than
30,000 schillings for 10 years.
The charges for service also were termed
an excessive burden on the exhibitor.
The exhibitors also filed a suit in criminal court in Vienna against John Hepburn,
general
managerand ofGerard
Western
Electric's
Vienna branch,
Maurice,
chief
technician, charging fraud. They declared
that the defendants instructed their enengineers engaged on the control service to
spend as many hours on the job as possible,
as the service was paid for by the hour.
The Vienna branch of Western Electric
replied that at the time when the contract
was signed there could be no question of
pressure of circumstance or of inexperience
on the part of the exhibitors. The defense
said that exhibitors were perfectly free to
deal with other firms leasing sound apparatus at that time, for instance, Klangfilm sound equipment, which, the company
claimed, also was on the market and cost
almost as much as Western Electric apparatus.
Grand National to Have
Three Anna Sten Films
Grand National will release three of the
six pictures scheduled for production this
year by ducer.Dr.The first
Eugene
two Frenke,
will stardirector-proAnna Sten
and are titled "With Pleasure, Madame" and
"Gorgeous."
Victor Schertzinger will produce and
direct another Anna Sten picture for Grand
National with the title "Love Me Again."
Dinner For Ira Cohn
Ira Cohn, manager of the Twentieth Century-Fox Pittsburgh exchange, will be the
guest of honor at a testimonial dinner at the
William Penn Hotel on December 6th. The
occasion marks his 17th anniversary with
the same company and the ninth of his association with the Pittsburgh office. Exhibitors from all over the tri-state district
are arranging the dinner, with C. J. Kellenburg as general chairman.
Kansas Club Plans Ball
The Kansas City Variety Club will hold
a ball at PlaMor, November 1 5th. Proceeds
from the ball will go, as usual, into the
charity fund, and the affair will take the
place of the annual charity ball of the Motion Picture Fund. Earl Jameson and
Arthur Cole are arranging the ball.
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TASTES

Better Stories Asked, Also Entertainment and Educational
or Controversial Elements
Short subjects with greater story value
and combining
top entertainment
with educational or controversial
elements
are
wanted by the theatre customers, motion
picture critics of the daily newspapers told
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer after a general survey to determine popular reaction.
The newspaper writers, asked by Fred
C. Quimby, in charge of MGM short subjects, to solicit letters from their readers
on the subject, responded with enthusiasm
and in most cases devoted much column
space
answers.
Loew's
theatres byin
each oftothethecities
contacted
cooperated
awarding passes to the authors of the best
letters selected by the critics. The survey
also provided an occasion for many of the
newspaper
own
views. critics to express at length their
The mass of information and suggestions
received was classified by the MGM publicity department under the direction of
Herb Morgan, who is working with Howard
Dietz, director of advertising and publicity,
and Silas Seadler, advertising- director, on
a special
campaign
short
product,
and muchemphasizing
of it is to beMetro's
used
as a basis for future production schedules.
A definite stand was shown by the poll
againstture musicals,
band leader
pictures, routine
and glorification
of nightminiaclub
entertainers. There was considerable criticism of material used in cartoons.
Suggestions for new material included
HOUSE ORGAN ISSUED
ON SHORT SUBJECTS
In connection with its campaign to
emphasize short subjects Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has started publication of
a new hottse organ, the MGM Short
Story,
the dated
JuniorOctober,
Lion's
Tale). (Presenting
The first issue,
carries a report of the recent shorts
survey, an article reviewing stars who
have achieved prominence through the
medium, a feature on Pete Smith,
technical stories on the creation of a
new cartoon, "The Captain and the
Kids," and, the making of "The RoRadium";in aforeign
story theatres,
on how
shorts aremance ofreceived
and
examples
of
short
subject
exploitations.
The publication is edited by Herb
Morgan, includes Howard Dietz, Silas
F. Seadler, Oscar A. Doob, Hoivard
Strickling and Frank Whitbeck on its
editorial advisory board, and will be
sent free to any exhibitor.

IN

SHORTS

requests for abbreviated versions of Shakespeare, compressed biographies of famous
painters and writers, something on the
order of Noel Coward's one-act plays or
O. Henry's
stories, more
human interest stories,short
and intelligent
dramatizations
in the field of science and industry.
Opinion about travel shorts was mixed.
Almost everyone who discussed the subjects
expressed an interest in this type of material, but many patrons were dissatisfied
with the present treatment. The general
feeling seemed to be that travel shorts
should be dramatized rather than merely
photographed.
Many readers took theatre managers to
task for dismissing the short subjects on
programs with the phrase, "Also selected
short subjects."
They merit
pointedtheoutshorts
that with
features
of equivalent
frequently determined which theatre they
attended and that producers were missing a
great avenue of public appeal by not advertising their short subjects with their features.
Newspapers which gave the survey excepspace and attention
included Houston,
publicatiotional
ns in Indianapolis,
Harrisburg,
Baltimore, Dayton, Richmond, Akron, Dallas,La
. Crosse, Milwaukee, Charlotte,
Springfield, O., and Washington.
The idea generated a general discussion
offilmthewriters.
whole matter among other newspaper
Craig JVM
Columbia

Open
Course

John D. Craig, who made the thrill
sequences for "Eskimo," "Trader Horn,"
and "Cannibals of the Deep," opens Columbia University Film Study's new series,
"Motion Picture Parade,"* in New York next
Wednesday. Mr. Craig will speak on "AdPictures."
The
program ventures
willMakingbeAdventure
illustrated
with films
selected by the speaker.
J. B. Priestley, novelist, and Paul Rotha,
leader of the English documentary school,
will discuss "Filming Ideas," on the following Wednesday, November 3rd, and Mr.
Rotha will speak again on November 17th,
on "Filming Facts."
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion Picture Herald and author of "A Million and
One Nights," will discuss the "March of the
Movies," on November 10th.
Jungle Film Rights Sold
Luis Rojas de la Torre has sold the New
England rights to "Man Hunters of the
Caribbean," to Harry Segal, for the KenOhioRights
and Tennessee
tory totucky,
Big Southern
Feature
Exchanges, terriand
for Northern Ohio to Imperial Pictures of
Cleveland.ventureThe
picture
is basedandon Erskine
the ads of Andre
Roosevelt
Loch in the jungles of Central America.
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TECHNOLOGICAL

Projection
Of

the

Highlights

SMPE

by F. H. RICHARDSON
An especially gratifying phase of the
highly successful fall convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers was the
number of progressive projectionists present. Not only does this offer convincing
evidence of awakening interest in the technics of projection, but also of a desire to
be posted on new developments in theory as
well as practice.
Joseph D. Basson, president of Local
306 IATSE & MPMO, New York City,
was vice chairman of the special projection
session and acted as official representative
of George Browne, International president,
who wascause of the
unable
personally present
beA. F.to L.be convention
in Denver.
Among others on hand were: Thad C. Barrows, president Local 182, Boston; Nathan
D. Golden, chief of the motion picture division ofthe Department of Commerce, who
is a member of Local 160, Cleveland; Harry
Rubin and Jessie Hopkins, respectively
president and secretary of the Projection
Practice Committee of the SMPE; Lester
Isaac, supervisor, and M. D. O'Brien, assistant W.
supervisorSawyer,
of projection,
Inc.; John
supervisorof Loew's,
of projection of Shea Theatres, Buffalo; F. E.
Cahill, supervisor of projection of Warner
Theatres; Otto Nelson, who for 45 years
has been in charge of projection for the NaOhio. tional Cash Register Company, Dayton,
Chauncey Greene of Minneapolis read a
paper before the projection session, as did
Theodore P. Hover, Lima, Ohio. Others
present were Cecil Woods, well known to
all old-time projectionists (Woods has superintended the installation of sound equipREVISED SIXTH EDITION
F. H. RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK OF
PROJECTION
Includes a completely revised section on
sound. Contains 714 pages of up-to-theminute text, charts and data with detailed '
description
assembly,
functioning of allofmodern
soundwiring
and and
projection
apparatus.
PRICE $6.25
(Postpaid)
QUICLEY BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Cejiter, New York

Convention
BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 95
(A) Describe what is known as an
"inner tube coupling" and its effect.
(B) Amplifier circuits may be either
Class A or Class B. What is the difference between these circuits?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
ment in a total of 802 theatres in this and
other countries during the past 11 years) ; J.
J. Seeley of the RKO theatre, Fall River,
Mass.; George Edwards, who has endeared
himself to us all by his work in projection
through many years; G. A. Bishop of Fall
River; J. E. Woodland, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Charles W. Beals, Glove theatre, New York;
M. Glassin, Park theatre, New York; H.
Hollender, Colony theatre, New York; Max
Prilex of New York; L. Lewis Edwards,
Trenton, N. J. ; Philip Shafran, New York ;
H. E. Starke and Philip Sugarman of Providence, R. I.; P. E. Kline, who manages all
projection matters in the Panama Canal
Zane; W. H. Ingram of Rochester, N. Y.,
Local 253; D. Bradfield, Nat Shaub and
Morris Puchalsky of New York; H. A.
Starke, Los Angeles; W. P. Stone, Asheboro, erts,
N. Local
C. ;203,
W. Easton,
W. Jennings
Pa. and Earl RobJoseph W. Engle of Local 640, out on
Long Island, was on hand, as were Victor
A. Wellman of Cleveland, our old friend
John Griffiths of Ansonia, Conn. ; Leo Cimikoski, Local 459, Norwich, Conn. ; C. H.
Gleason of Waltham, Mass.; Frank J. Bettelli, Camden, N. J. ; Charles T. Reed, Harrisburg, Pa.; W. H. Ingram and R. J.
Fisher, Rochester, N. Y. ; Irl Gordon, Akron, Ohio (who read a most excellent illustrated paper on sidewise misplacement of the
sound track) ; H. B. Smith, Springfield,
Mass. I also noted the following members
of Local 306, New York City; Irving J.
Meltzer, Morris Holtzman, Clarence W.
Mead, Samuel Roseman, A. Kessler, Paul J.
Larson mund(honorary
life member
EdMcD. Bendheim
and W. ofW.306),Byrne.
It might be added that at the banquet there
were 26 members of Local 306. I am justifiably proud
to say
your table.
scribe was instal ed atthe
head that
of their
The projection session was universally
pronounced an outstanding success. Its only

drawback was lack of sufficient time. One
full morning session had been allotted to
it, but it hung far over into the afternoon
and might well have consumed a second full
session. I am quite certain the papers presented were in the nature of eye-openers to
many of the studio engineers who were
The report of the Projection Practice
present.
Committee,
in unanimously disapproving the
change in projector apertures proposed by
the Research Council of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, pointed
out clearly the impracticability of the proposed change. In fact, one of the papers
presented in the projection session was based
upon the fact that even now the space
between sprocket holes and pictures area is
so small that the sound track occasionally
impinges on the sprocket hole or picture
area, one of the other being quite frequently
over-stepped. Slides showing photographs
of this condition, all representing prints of
recent pictures, were shown.
Committee Appointed by
Academy to Study Noises
A committee, under the chairmanship of
Thomas Moulton of United Artists Studios,
has been appointed by the Research Council
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences to investigate set equipment noise
conditions and to conduct a series of experiments being lined up with a view towards
reducing the noise contributed to recorded
sound by arc lights and other set equipment.
The committee will be particularly conwith reducing
on theaiming
set dur-to
ing thecerned
actual
taking ofnoisea scene,
improve the quality of sound recording by
reducing the amount of extraneous noise in
comparison to the wanted dialogue. Membership ofthe committee, in addition to Mr.
Moulton, consists of Olin Dupy, George
Groves, Ralph Townsend and Gordon S.
manager of the Research Council
ofMitchell,
the Academy.
Browning Opens Store
Irving Browning, photographer, has
opened The Camera Mart, Inc., New York
City, a camera shop for the amateur and
professional. Mr. Browning will continue
to operatetrative andhisadvertising
photographic
blackstudio
and for
whiteillus-or
color photography.
Agfa and Charney Move
The Agfa Ansco Corporation and C. King
Charney, Inc., distributors, have moved their
Hollywood offices and warehouse to 6424
Santa Monica Boulevard.
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HUNGARIANS
BUT

HOME

Noticeable Increase of Local
Production to 45 Films This
Season Restricts Market Despite the First-Run Demand
by ENDRE HEVESI
in Budapest
The film market in Hungary this season
will be dominated by the 45 Hungarian pictures scheduled for release. Twenty-two
of these locally made films already have been
completed; the others are either in the
making or will be started within the next
few months.
Local production being on such a large
scale, the inevitable result will be that imported foreign films, with the possible exception ofAmerican ones, will play a less
important
hitherto. part on the market than
American pictures are booked extensively
by the Budapest first-run theatres, despite
the growing national production activity.
Budapest first-run cinemas thus far have
booked 20 20th Century-Fox pictures, 12
from Paramount, 12 Warner, 16 United
Artists-London, eight RKO and four Columbia pictures. Metro, besides the films
it is going to exhibit at its own theatre, has
placed 16 films in other Budapest first-runs.
First-Runs Want U. S. Films
These figures show that there is
a great demand for American films
on the part of the Budapest first runs.
The situation is less cheerful for them, however, in the Budapest second-, third- and
fourth-week neighborhood theatres and in
the provincial houses. Hungarian motion
picture theatres are not permitted to show
more than one feature in one program. Consequently the Budapest neighborhood cinemas, in which pictures usually run for one
week, do not need more than 52 films a
year. Obviously, these in most cases will be
chosen from among the new Hungarian productions which are more popular with the
patrons of these theatres than foreign films.
According to the law, 20 per cent of the
pictures shown in all Hungarian theatres
must be locally made Hungarian ones.
The Budapest second-runs, however, will
show more than the required number of
Hungarian pictures because these invariably
have better box office results in these theatres than the foreign product. The 40 or
45 Hungarian films produced this year will
be
divided
theatres so among
that eachthewillBudapest
exhibit second-run
at least 20
or 25 locally made pictures. Consequently,
these theatres will not be able to show a
great number of imported films.
Provincials Favor Nationals
The chances of imported films in provincial theatres are still worse. In a city of
50,000 inhabitants, for example, there may
be two theatres, one playing every day, the
other on Saturdays and Sundavs only. The
duration of the film season is 40 weeks. The

WANT

U.S.

PRODUCT
MAYOR PROCLAIMS
"AMUSEMENT WEEK"
The Electric theatre, Kansas City,
Kan.,
last week celebrated its list anniversary.
Mayor Don C. McComb proclaimed
the the
periodhouse,
"amusement
in honorin
of
which isweek"
the oldest
the city, and called attention to the
"high standard of entertainment service" the theatre has rendered, its "long
record of clean, wholesome entertainA. F. ("Peck") Baker, who has
been in active charge of the house
ment."
since it first was opened on October
6, 1906, and George Baker, his son,
made it a big week with "Artists and
Models" the first half of the week,
and a big stage show and picture the
last half. Admissions were raised
5 cents, from 15 to 20 on matinees,
2 J to 30 cents at night, for the latter
pe-rt of the week.
The big program is reminiscent of
the theatre's early days when it was
"the world's largest theatre for
theatre has been rebuilt and
5 Tibe
cents."
enlai
ged
in 1922. several times, the last time
theatre playing every day shows two programs a week and so needs 80 features a
year. The other books 40 films throughout
the season. The total number of films reuired by a number
town of are
this Hungarian
size is 120.pictures,
Fortyfive of qthis
since all Hungarian films, even the inferior
product, are exhibited in provincial theatres.
This means that no more than 70 to 75 foreign
included incitytheof program ofpictures
cinemaswillin bea provincial
that
size. This number includes the product of
all the American, German, Austrian, British
and
Italian companies that import films into
Hungary.
In smaller towns and villages, the chances
of foreign films are even worse. A small
town or village with only one cinema requires 60 feature films a year; 40 or 45 of
these are Hungarian and the rest only — 15
or 20 films — may be foreign.
It is obvious from these figures that, with
the exception of Budapest first-run houses,
the market open to foreign pictures in Hungary is extremely limited, yet it is flooded
with product from other countries. Approximately 200 foreign films will be imported
this season, chiefly American, but also many
from Germany, Austria and France. In adthere arefrom
still last
aboutseason.
100 foreign
turesdition,
left over
These picare
offered at a very low price, which naturally
causes a slump in booking prices of new
pictures, petalready
lowered byfilms.the strong comition of200 imported
Looking at the business results of last

PICTURES

LIMITS

FIELD

year, it appears that it would have been
rational to decrease the number of foreign
importations, particularly because, instead
of last
year'sareoutput
24 Hungarian
45
pictures
to be ofmade
locally this films,
year.
The local branches of American companies
as well as the independent Hungarian distributors have been particularly anxious to
import a large number of films. The Hungarian
this number.market will not be able to cope with
Possibly the companies which import
first-rate product, and have exceptionally
able managers here, may profit by this
policy, but the majority of importers in all
likelihood will sustain losses in the coming
season. No foreign film can pay its way if
it is shown only in the Budapest first-runs;
yet most of them, of course, with the exception of super product, will go no farther than
this. Very few imported pictures will be
released in second-week, neighborhood and
provincial cinemas, yet without these a picture has small chance of being a financial
success.
Costs and Profits
The cost of launching a foreign film
in Hungary, including prints, subtitles,
taxes, publicity and other expenses, ranges
from 15,000 to 25,000 pengos, not counting
the license. The maximum profit obtainable
from a release in a first-run is 25,000 pengos, the minimum 3,000. The average, however, is around 8,000 pengos. This is very
little when compared with the initial costs.
At the start of the season, it is interesting
to observe the keen competition between
American and Hungarian films. The season
opened with two big American features,
"The Good Earth" and "On the Avenue,"
and
two fairly
good Hungarian
films, "Hotel
Kikelet"
and "Segitseg
! Orokoltem!",
fighting for supremacy in the smartest first-run
einemas. "Hotel Kikelet" particularly is
scoring large box office takings, but the two
American films are pronounced equally successful artistically and are having even
greater success financially. This proves that
a really good American picture can stand
the competition of even a good Hungarian
film in the first-run houses. Naturally, in the
smaller Budapest theatres and in country
towns, taithis
' statehouses
of affairs
no longer
obns. In these
no American
picture,
however good, can hope to command the
same popularity as does a Hungarian film.
By the way, MGM, the only American
company with a theatre of its own here, is
reported considering abandonment of the
house when the lease expires next summer.
It is reported that the company will allow
the Royal Trust to take it over. The Royal
Trust
supplies film for 12 first-runs and
subsequents.
In return, the trust is expected to release
MGM product in all of its theatres, thus
givingablythewider American
company
a considermarket than
it enjoys
at the
moment.
If the deal
goes
through,
only
two
dependent houses will be left in Budapest,inall the others being operated by Istvan
Gero's Royal Trust.
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Robert

fV w. Paul

Named

Honorary

Member of SMPE
At the convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at the Pennsylvania
Hotel, N. Y., October 11 to 14, the name
of Robert William Paul was proposed by the
honorary membership committee of the Society for honorary membership in the organization. The proposal was made before
the Society by John I. Crabtree, chairman.
On a unanimous vote of the Society, Mr.
Paul was named an honorary member. The
citation was read by Glenn E. Matthews, as
follows :
To the BOARD OF GOVERNORS:
The honorary membership committee has the
honor to present the name of Robert William
Paul for honorary membership in our Society.
This man distinguished himself and enriched
the history of this industry by his ingenious design of manyvelopment ofthe
instruments
necessaryHe towasthe also
demotion picture.
one of the first producers and exhibitors of
motionthepictures.
During Mr.
Paul'sforassociation
with
motion picture
industry
16 years
(1894-1910)
his
work
embraced
of activity in the development ofallthebranches
motion
picture. When Mr. Paul became interested in
this field
in
1894
the
status
of
the
art
was
somewhat as follows :
Edison and Dickson completed their first
camera
using
rollable
in 1888-89
and long).
began
making
shortwhere
lengthsthe offilm
picture
(47 feet
The studio
bulk
of these
films was
made was completed in February, 1892. Many
films were produced for examination with the
Peep-holeleftKinetoscope
Dickson
Edison. Thebetween
camera 1892-95
was so when
large
and heavy
that
the
pictures
were
all
of vaudeville subjects. No satisfactory projector
had
beenDecember
developed 1895
by Edison
co-workers
to
when orhehislearned
of theup
Armat Vitascope and shortly afterwards was
given a demonstration.
Jenkins and Armat gave the first public
demonstration of their projector (Phantoscope)
in September, 1895, at the Cotton States Exposition inAtlanta, Georgia. Armat then made
importantquentlychanges
and subseremodeled itintothemakemachine
it of commercial
value. The improved projector, known as the
Vitascope, was used for a public exhibition in
New York City, April 23, 1896.
Lumiere began his researches on a camera
and projector in 1894, and demonstrated it in
March, 1895, at an industrial conference. The
first exhibition for which admission was
charged was given December 28, 1895, in Paris.
The work described below under Sections 1-7,
inclusive, is considered,
therefore,
to be contemporaneous with the work
of Lumiere
and
Armat.^
It
is
concluded,
therefore,
that
Paul pioneered in the evolution of the Robert
motion
picture camera and projector and influenced
greatly the development of the motion picture
industry in Great Britain.
Mr. Paul's
accomplishments may be summarized as follows:
1. Designed and built a camera with camdriven intermittent movement (1895) (with
Acres).
2. Designed and built printing and developing
apparatus.
3. Designed and built an improved camera
with a modified Geneva movement (1895).
This
was Dickson
light and cameras.
portable as compared
with camera
Edison and
4. Designed and built a projector with 7-tooth
wheel intermittent movement (1895-96). See
"English
Mechanic," Feb. 21 and March 6, 1896.
for
description.
5. Designed and built an improved model
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projector having a revolving drum shutter cut
away ternonslidestwoas well
sides and equipped
to show
pictures.
Used lanarc
1896).limelight (Brit.as motion
or
Pat. No. 4686, Mar. 2,
6. Designedprojector
and builtwiththree-slot
star shutter
wheel
intermittent
30 degree
having light to darkness ratio of 11 to 1 (1899;
(B_rit.
Pat. No.
1899).
7. Gave
first487,entertainmen
with projector
known nicalas College,
"Theatrograph"
TechLondon, Feb.at a20,Finsbury
1896. (Same
date
as first
England.
) showing of Lumiere projector in
8. Built first motion picture studio in England
used for commercial production at Muswell
Hill, N. London (1899). Described in Strand
Magazine.
9. Gave many exhibitions in and around Londontionandfor supplied
made under his direcnumerous pictures
exhibitions.
10. Made pioneer investigations in trick phophy and slow-motion studies of scientific
nature fortogradistribution.
11. Made some of earliest news or topical
pictures during 1896 in Portugal, Spain and
Egypt, as well as England. Pictures shown
with
projectorApril,
on the1896,
S. S.probably
Norman firston
trip toPaul's
S. Africa,
pictures exhibited at sea. Photographed Prince's
Derby mond
in June, in1896,1897.
and Sent
Queen twoVictoria's
camerasDia-to
Boer War Jubilee
in 1899.
Mr. turerPaul
began andhis scientific
career asinstruments
a manufac-in
of electrical
London in 1891. He gave up the motion picture
work in 1910 to devote himself exclusively to
his original business. In the intervening years
since tionthat
he hasdesign
madeof ainstruments
notable reputafor hisdate
skillful
until
his health forced his retirement a few years
ago.
Budd Rogers Adds Canadian
Managership for Maxwell
JohnciatedMaxwell
and Corporation
Arthur Dent inofLondon
AssoBritish Picture
announced Wednesday the appointment of
Budd Rogers
to supervise
sale and This
distribution oftheir
product intheCanada.
now gives Mr. Rogers complete charge over
sales in North America, having handled the
affairs of the company for the last two years
in the United States as vice-president and
general manager of Alliance Films.
A deal has just been concluded with Empire-Universal Films, Ltd. for the distribution of Associated British product in Canada
and car
Mr.Hanson,
Rogerspresident,
soon willandconfer
OsA. W.withPerry,
general
manager
of
Empire-Universal.
Associated British Picture in England has
bought the controlling interest in the Union
Cinemas of the United Kingdom, adding
about 165 theatres and giving Associated
British control of approximately 700 theatres in the United Kingdom.
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PVilcox

Joins in

Three

Canadian

''Victoria ' Openings
"Victoria the Great," Herbert Wilcox
production, released through RKO Radio,
opened in Toronto Monday, in Montreal
last Friday, and had its western hemisphere
premiere in Ottawa on the preceding
Wednesday. Mr. Wilcox and Anna Neagle,
star of the picture, attended all three openings, returning to New York following the
Toronto showing for the premiere of the
picture at the Radio City Music Hall, New
York, October 28th.
On their arrival in Montreal Friday, Mr.
Wilcox and Miss Neagle were presented
with the freedom of the city by Mayor Renault and the City Council. Miss Neagle
decorated the Victoria Monument at Victoria Square and inspected the Victoria
Rifles,
Victoria'sGovernor
Canadian General
regiment.of
Lord Queen
Tweedsmuir,
Canada, and Mrs. Tweedsmuir were hosts
at a dinner preceding the Ottawa opening.
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of RKO
Radio, also was present at the dinner.
RKO Radio last week issued a 72-page
campaign book on the picture. The book
is printed on 80-pound coated stock bound
in a four-page offset cover in full color.
Six insert pages printed in sepia cream
stock .introduce the subject matter with the
more spectacular scenes from the production.
Word from London this week indicated
that Mr. Wilcox will make two pictures for
distribution by British Lion, using its Beaconsfield studio, following his next production, "The Romance of Madame Tussaud,"
for
Radio.Imperator, releasing through RKO

National Decency Legion
Classifies 18 Productions
Of 18 new pictures reviewed and classified by the National Legion of Decency in
its listing for the current week nine were
approved for general patronage, six were
listed as unobjectionable for adults, one was
cited as objectionable in part and two were
condemned.
fication follow.The pictures and their classiClass A-l, Objectionable for General Patronage: "Boots and Saddles," "The Great
Garrick," "Luck of Roaring Camp," "Roll
Along,
"Stand In,"
"Texas Jim
Trail,"of
"ThanksCowboy,"
for Listening,"
"Wallaby
Reisman Decorated
the
Islands,"
"Youth
on
Parole."
Class
A-2,
With Honor Cross
Unobjectionable for Adults: "Alcatraz
Island," "Danger-Love at Work," "Double
Phil Reisman, foreign sales manager for Wedding,"
"Evforduo" (Hungarian), "52nd
RKO, has joined the ranks of those in the
motion picture industry who have been Street," "Ora Ponciano" (Spanish). Class
Objectionable in Part: "Angel." Class C,
decorated by the French government with B,
"Adolph Armstrong" (Swedthe Legion of Honor Cross. Mr. Reisman Condemned:
ish), "Lucrezia Borgia" (French).
was honored before sailing for New York
on the He de France.
Among others in the motion picture in- Leave of Absence Granted
dustry who have been decorated are Louis
Twentieth Century-Fox has granted a six
B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of pro- months leave of absence to Louise Hovick
duction for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; Sidney (Gypsy Rose Lee). Since joining the comKent, president of Twentieth Century-Fox;
pany she has appeared in <cYo\x Can't Have
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Paramount Everything"
Goes toCantor
Town."is
whichBabaEddie
board ideofnt of Warner
directorsBrothers.
; and Harry Warner, pres- "AH Baba," andin "All
starred, will be released October 29th.
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RECEIPTS

The total of theatre receipts for the calendar week ended October 16, 1937,
65 theatres in 13 major cities of the country was $989,029, an increase of $76,179
the total for the preceding week ended October 9, 1937, when 66 theatres in 13
cities aggregated $912,850.
(Copyright, 1937. Reproduction of material from this department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald

_
from
over
large
expressly forbidden.)

(AverageJanuary
weekly &,crosses
66 week3,period
from
1936. tofor April
1937)
Average
Receipts
Seats Price Per Week
35c-75c
$17,700
.. 2,907
13,600
25c-65c
. 2,970
25c-65c
14,500
26,200
35c-7Sc
4,332
.. 1,793
25c-50c
8,000

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Music for Madame" (RKO) 19,000
(plus stage show)
"100
a Girl" (Univ.)
(Univ.) and.. 21,000
"Idol Men
of theandCrowds"
"Big City"Men(MGM)
20,000
"Women
Marry"and
(MGM)
"Wife,
Doctor
20th Cent.
-Fox)and(plusNurse"
stage show) 31,000
"This
"They Way,
Won'tPlease"
Forget"(Para.)
(W.B.)and.... 8,000

"There Goes the Groom" (RKO).. 24,000
(stage: Fats Waller and Orch.)
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" 12,000
(U.A.) and
(Univ.)
(2nd "The
week) Lady Fights Back"
"Dead
13,500
"It Can'tEnd"Last (U.A.)
Forever"and
(Col.) (2nd week)
"High, (stage:
Wide andGeorge
Handsome"(Para.)
26,500
Raft-2 days)
"Back in Circulation" (W.B.)
and.. 8,600
"Bulldog Drummond Comes Back" (Para.)

900
900
3,490
.. 2,509
1,591
2,776

35c-75c
3Sc-75c
35c-75c
35c-75c
35c-75c
20c -55c
37c-75c

35,500
6,800
17,500
19,900
13,000
14,800
17,500

"High, (Para.)
Wide and(plusHandsome"
stage show) 30,600
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 6,700
"Life Begins
at College"
35,400
(20th
Cent.-Fox)
(plus
stage show)
(Ina for
Ray
Hutton (RKO
and Orch.)
"Breakfast
Two"
Fats Cent.
Waller-Fox)
and Revue) 16,800
"Thin(stage:
Ice"
(20th
10,000
(3rd
week)
"Roberta"(plus(RKO)
13,000
stage show)
"Broadway Melody
of 1938" (MGM) 19,000

'Souls at Sea" (Para.) 30,000
(plus stageWoman"
show) (W.B.).... 6,200
'That Certain
"Wife,
Doctor
and
Nurse" revue)
(20th.. 26,000
Cent.-Fox) (plus vaudeville
'Music(stage:
for Madame"
(RKO)
MiltonCent.-Fox)
Berle and Revue)25,600
'Thin Ice" (20th
14,800
(2nd
week)
"Marry (plus
the Girl"
(W.B.)
13,000
stage
show)
'Big City"
10,000
(2nd (MGM)
week)

3,800
3,100
3,400

30c -55c
30c-55c
30c-75c
30c-55c

5,700
12,700
17,800
17,200

"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 7,500
"Life Begins at College" 17,500
(20th Cent.-Fox)
"Danger.
16,000
(stage: JackLoveLa atRueWork"
and Vince Barnett)
"The Prisoner of Zenda" (U.A.).... 13,000

"100 Men and a Girl" (Univ.) 8,300
"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 21,250
"Wild
(stage:and InaWoolly"
Ray (20th
HuttonCent.-Fox)
and Orch.)17,000
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 13,000

1,5002,500
2,500

25c-40c
25c-50c
25c -40c

6,700
9,600
7,300

'Stella Dallas" (U.A.)..: 3,000
"100 Men and a Girl" (Univ.) 10,000
(plus stageSingband)
"Something
About"(G.N.)(G.N.) 5,000
and "Small toTown
Boy"

'Double Or Nothing" (Para.) 11,0
'Stella Dallas" (U.A.)
9,0
stage
'Madame(plus
(MGM)band)(RKO)
and
6,0
"Music
forX"Madame"

Los Angeles and Hollywood
Carthay Circle
1,518
Chinese
2,500
Four Star
900
Hillstreet
2,700
Loew's State
2,500
Pantages
3,000
Paramount
3,595
W. B. Hollywood 3,000

50c-$1.50
30c-55c
40c-55c
30c-65c
30c-5Sc
30c-65c
30c-65c
30c -65c

14,700

'The Life(5thofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 7,8
'The
and 15,4
'The Prisoner
Women ofMenZenda"
Marry"(U.A.)(MGM)
'Doctor Syn" (GB)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.) (2nd week).. 12,200
and "Life Begins with Love" (Col.)
"The
and 17,6
"The Prisoner
Women ofMenZenda"
Marry"(U.A.)(MGM)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.) (2nd week).. S
and "Life Begins with Love" (Col.)
"This Way,
(Para.),
(plus Please"
stage show)
'Back
in
Circulation"
(F.N.)
'West of Shanghai" (F.N.)

"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 11,700
week) Vogues of 1938" 10,700
"Walter(4thWanger's
(U.A.) and "Borneo" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"King Solomon's Mines" (GB) 2,600
'Lost Game
Horizon"That(Col.)
week) and 19,500
"The
Kills"(1st (Col.)
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" 10,500
(U.A.) and "Borneo" (20th Cent.-Fox)
"Lost
Horizon"
and "The
Game (Col.)
That (1st
Kills"week)..
(Col.) 17,000
"Danger—
Love
at
Work"
(20th Cent.-Fox) (plus stage show)12,500
"Confession" (F.N.) and
6,900
"Dance, Charlie, Dance" (F.N.)

25c-55c
25c -40c

12,200
7,200

"High, (Para.)
Wide and Handsome" 9,500
"Back
in
18,500
(stage: FredCirculation"
Waring and(F.N.)
Orch.) (25c-55c)
"She's
No
Lady"
(Para.)
and.
"Bad Guy" (MGM)

"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" 8,300
(20th (MGM)
Cent.-Fox)
"Big City"
4,500
"The
Devil
Is
Driving"
(Col.)
and..
4,500
"The Lady Escapes (20th Cent.-Fox)

Theatres
Boston
Boston
RKO Memorial .
Loew's Orpheum .
Metropolitan
Paramount
Chicago
Chicago
Garrick
Oriental
Palace
Roosevelt
State -Lake
United Artists ....
Cleveland
^Allen
Hippodrome
RKO Palace
Denver
Denham
^.Denver
Orpheum

Minneapolis
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum
State -

4,000
2,900
2,400

8,100
18,400
10,400

Previous Week
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Hollywood
Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
RKO Music Hall.
Roxy
Strand
Oklahoma City
Criterion
Midwest
Tower

15,600
33,400
12,000
17,800

Seattle
Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Orpheum
Paramount . . .

1937

Previous Week
"Big
(MGM) (Para.)
and
9,000
"BlondeCity"Trouble"
"100
Men
and
a
Girl"
(Univ.)
and.
.
11,000
"Reported Missing" (Univ.) (2nd week)
"Walter(U.A.)
Wanger's Vogues of 1938" 11,000
"Mr.
Dodd Devil
TakesIs theDriving"
Air" (F.N.)
and "The
(Col.) 6,000

"The Firefly"
(MGM)
7,000
(9th week)
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 27,000
(3rd week)
"This Way, Please" (Para.) 8,500
"Something to Sing About" (G.N.) 3,500
"The Life(5(9thdays-4th
ofweek)
Emile week)
Zola" (W.B.).. 16,000
"High,
Handsome"
29,000
(stage:WideYachtand Club
Boys) (Para.)
(3rd week)
"Counsel for Crime" (Col.) 7,600
"Wife, (20th
DoctorCent.
and -Fox)
Nurse" 24,500
"Stage (plus
Door"stage
(RKO)
113,000
show)
"Life(20thBegins
at-Fox)College"
63,500
Cent.
(plus
stage
show)
"Back in Circulation" (F.N.) 2,000
(4 days -2nd week)

'The Firefly"
4,000
(8th Earth"
week)(MGM)
'The Good
(2nd week) (MGM) 35,000
'Love Takes Flight" (G.N.) 6,000
'Something
to Sing About" (G.N.) 6,000
week)
'The Life(3rd
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 17,000
(8thofweek)
'High,
Handsome"
38,000
(stage:WideYachtand Club
Boys) (Para.)
(2nd week)
"It Happened in Hollywood" (Col.) 7,500
"The Life of the Party" (RKO).... 11,200
"Lost (plus
Horizon" (Col.)
70,000
show) (Univ.)
(2nd week) 40,750
"100 Men(plusandstage
a Girl"
stage
show)
(3rd
week)
"Back in(1stCirculation"
week) (F.N.) 20,000

55c-$2.20
25c-85c
25c-75c
25c-65c
55c-$2 20
25c-99c
25c-55c
25c -99c
40c -$1.65
25c-75c
40c -99c

36,100

. 1,700
. 1,500

10c-40c
10c -5 5c
10c-40c

5,300
4,300

"High, (Para.)
Wide and(6 days)
Handsome" 3,900
"The Bride Wore Red" (MGM).... 5,200
"Make (6a days)
Wish" (RKO)
1,500

"Life
Begins
at College" Whiteman
(20th 8,200
Cent.
-Fox) (stage:
and Orch.)
(25c-75c)Paul(Para.)
"Double
Or Nothing"
4,500
"Confession" (F.N.)
1,700

1,200

25c-40c
25c-40c
25c -40c

4,900
6,900
9 200

"Lost
(Col.) and
4,700
"Forty Horizon"
Naughty
(2nd
week) Girls" (RKO)
"High,
Wide
and
Handsome"
6,300
(Para.1(8 and
days)"She's No Lady" (Para.)
"Varsity
Snow"
(W.B.)
and
8,900
"The
Man Who Cried Wolf" (Univ.)
stage)
(plus "Theand Prisoner
midnighton
preview
Big Appleof Zenda"
dance contest

"Lost
(Col.)
7,100
"Forty Horizon"
Naughty
Girls"and
(RKO)
(1st
week)
"Hell Divers"
(MGM) (Para.)
and
3,800
"King
of(4 Gamblers"
days) Cent.-Fox)
"Thin Ice"
and.. 11,400
"Wild
Money"(20th(Para.)

. 2,400
3,090
3,700

40c-65c
40c-65c
40c-65c
40c -65c

9,200
14,800
17,000
15,700

'The Prisoner of Zenda" (U.A.).... 17,000
'The Life(2ndofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.: .).. 18,500
.... 18,500
'Life Begins
at College"
(20th Cent.
-Fox) (2nd week)
'The Bride Wore Red" (MGM).... 10,500

"Dead End" (U.A.)
"The Life(3rdofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.)..
(1st week)
"Life Begins
at College"
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(1st week)
"Big City" (MGM)

5,651
. 2,850
. 2,440
2,670
1,200
. 2,680

15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c-75c

11,000
16,600
8,200
13,300
6,900
15,300

'Life Begins at College" (20th Cent.- 15,000
Fox)
and "Charlie
(20th Cent.
-Fox) (2ndCnanweek)on Broadway"
'Stage (plus
Door"stage(RKO)
band) (Univ.) and 23,000
'100 Men forandCrime"
a Girl"
10,200
'Counsel
(Col.)
week)13,500
'Bride
Wore
Red"
(MGM) (3rd(W.B.)
and..
'Wine,
Women
and
Horses"
'Walter
Vogues of 1938" 5,800
(U.A.) (5Wanger's
days-3rd
'Lancer
(20th week)
Cent.(MGM)
-Fox) and 14,000
'Women Spy"
Men Marry"

"Life Begins at College" (20th Cent.- 21,000
Fox)
"Charlie(1stChanweek)on Broadway"
(20th and
Cent.-Fox)
"Saturday's Heroes" (RKO) 18,500
(stage:
"100 Men forand Crime"
aSally
Girl" Rand)
(Univ.)(2ndand..week)12,200
"Counsel
"Madame X" (MGM) (Col.)
and
9,500
"My
Dear
Miss
Aldrich"
"Walter Wanger's Vogues (MGM)
of 1938" 6,800
(2nd week)(F.N.) and.. 13,000
"Back in(U.A.)
Circulation"
"Sophie Lang Goes West" (Para.)

7,700
7,700

'The
Life of EmileAward
Zola"Revue"
(W.B.)..(U.A.)$,650
and "Academy

6,000
5,200

'That BigCertain
'The
Shot"Woman"
(RKO) (F.N.) and 5,200
'Wife,
Doctor
and
Nurse" Salute"
(20th 7,150
(RKO) and "Annapolis
Cent.-Fox)

. 1,142
4,700
1,700
1,400
3,700
594
2,200
. 6,200
5,954
3,000

2,200
3 000

San Francisco
Fox
Golden Gate

23

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"Double
(Para.) and 10,500
"On
SuchOra Nothing"
Night" (Para.)
"The Shiek
Steps
Out"
(plus stage show)(Rep.) 14,000
"The Prisoner of Zenda" (U.A.).. 13,500
"Varsity
"Salute toShow"
Valour"(W.B.)
(Col.) and 8,500

7,700
23,100
79,000
35,400
20,800

Omaha

Philadelphia
Aldine
Boyd
Fox
Stanley

October

EECEIPTS--CCNT*D]

TlI neaiTeS
_ _ I _ _ _ from
(AverageJanuary
weekly 4,crosses
66 week3. period
1936, tofor AprU
Average 1937)
Montreal
PerReceipts
Week
25c
-60c
2,547
9,300
25c-50c
11,000
3,115
Palace .
25c-65c
10,500
2,600
Princess
25c-65c
7,600
2,272
New York
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. 1,300

. 2,500
..1,800
3,050

30c-55c
25c-55c
30c-55c
30c-55c

'Lost Horizon"
(4th week) (Col.)
'Love Under Fire" (20th Cent......
Fox) and "Mr. Dodd Takes the
(F.N.)Prisoner of Zenda" (U.A.)....
'The
(2nd week)

9,500
28,000
19,500
11,500

5,200
5,150
Air"
5,700

October

23, 1937
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DISTRIBUTORS
IN

"SCOOP"

BRITISH

KRS Lays Down Decree To
Put Teeth Into Old Agreement Limiting Program
Length to 3'/4 Hours
by BRUCE ALLAN
in London
The Kinematograph Renters Society, representative organization of distributors in
the British field, has got its blow in first in
the rentals war recently foreshadowed by
declarations in the Council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association.
The CEA so far has done little but express the belief that rentals must come down
and that cooperation between circuits and
independents
is necessary to bring themdown.
The KRS, on the other hand, has announced decisions of policy which definitely, inthe view of most observers, will
raise prices to a still higher level . The
offensive, it seems, has been snatched
from the hands of exhibitors by KRS rulings, made public last week, in the matter
of program limits and flat-price bookings.
For a long time a program time limit of
3J4 hours has been agreed upon between the
CEA and the KRS, but in practice it very
frequently
has thebeenKRSinoperative.
To make
more effective
now has laid
it downit
that a program shall consist as a maximum of
two features, one short and a newsreel, or as
an alternative it shall not play longer than 3%
hours. To enforce this limit, KRS members
propose
abolish percentage
flat-price bookings
first
features, tocharging
terms on for
all films
classed
"A",
whether
played
in
single
or
double
bills.
This decision will hit hardest those circuits«|
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EXHIBITORS

OVER
RENTALS
Envisaged as a possibility by Mr. Dent, as a
result of the KRS policy, was the situation that
IOWA AND OHIO
film prices
as aentire
whole United
might Kingdom
be controlled
trarily for the
fromarbithe
ADD REPORTERS
KRS offices, and a monopoly situation created.
He cited American precedents to prove the danNew contributors to "What the
ger of such developments, and the situation in
Picture
Me" department this
Australia, where exhibitors in certain situations
week areDidthe forfollowing:
had to obtain the consent of two big groups
J. A. Fair, Elite Theatre, Laurens,
before they could play independent product.
Iowa.
Threatsdistributors,
of a "booking
selected
were holiday,"
made by W.directed
R. Ful-at
Henry L. Mader, Circle Theatre,
Circleville, Ohio.
ler, general secretary of the CEA, in announcingeredthatby the
the new
policyat its
wouldnextbemeeting.
considthe reports of these showmen
CEA KRS
Council
in Read
this issue.
What exhibitors fear is that the definiof a first feature or "A" film may
and super-theatres which have specialized on provetion elastic
in practice, and that perlong bills, often adding stage snows to two
may become standard even in
features and a newsreel, and have been able to situations centage
where
it has been possible to
buy their pictures advantageously. By the rank
and file of exhibitors the view is taken that, maintain the flat-price principle. Primarily,
under cover of the pretense of limiting over- of course, it will be applied in the case
long programs by making them uneconomic,
distributors are seeking to boost rentals all of two "A" films playing the same bill.
V
'round,tion where
by imposing
percentage
infound
every itsituaexhibitor
still has
possible to buytheflat.
A recent
attempt
to apply
abeing
similar
policy in "monopoly" situations is Joint Protest on Quota Bill
recalled.
Informal talks between committees of the
CEA and of the Film Group of the Federation
Arthur Dent's Statement
of
British Industries may lead to more formal
The most surprising sequel to the KRS move
between these organizations, with a
was the issuance of a statement by Mr. Arthur cosultation
view
to establishing a united front in opposition
Dent, executive chief of the Distributing Branch
of Associated British Pictures, dissociating that to certain of the Government's proposals for
new Quota
as outlined in the facompany from the new policy.
mous White legislation,
Paper.
evidence ofthere
the
Exhibitors oppose many more features of the
factApart
that from
even providing
in the ranksunusual
of distributors
Paper than do the Film Group, which
may
be two policies, Mr.
statement
quite White
represents the interests of British producers.
incidentally
that Dent's
ABP elicited
is not that,
a member of the revealed
KRS. Inquiries
on Essentially, the CEA policy still is founded on
the recent absorption of Wardour Films, Ltd., the quality clause, entailing a viewing test for
previously distributing branch of ABP, by the all British films, as against the minimum cost
(£15,000) basis accepted by the Government.
parent company, its membership of the Society Realizing,
nevertheless, that the minimum cost
automatically lapsed, and that, it seems, no
{Continued on following page)
new application was made by ABP.
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UNITED

FRONT

(Continued from preceding page)
principle is likely to be adopted, the CEA, as
an alternative policy, will advocate various
safeguardsportantwhich
find favor
section of also
the Film
Group. with an imBoard Commission Favored
Most mittee,
vital composed
of these
that elements,
the advisoryshallcom-be
of istrade
supplanted
by
an
official
commission
or committee nominated by the Board of Trade.
The second main point of agreement is in
regard
to the under
"doublewhich
quota"a film
proposals of£45,the
Whitecounts
Paper,
000
two for quota.
This iscosting
opposed by
exhibitors on the ground that it would reduce
available cession,
British
; as films
a minimum
conthey ask footage
that such
also should
rankthetwice
for exhibitors'
quota.to Producers,
for
most part,
also are opposed
this clause
and even more strongly to the suggestion that
it shall be extended on an arithmetical scale,
so that a £45,000 picture would count as three,
a £60,000 picture as four, and so on.
The probability appears to be that, in
due course, at least a section of producers
and exhibitors will come together in a joint
policy, based on the need of protecting
independent British producers against
American domination of the British studio
field, which is held to be threatened by
the double quota plan and by the fact
that qualification of a below-minimum film
for quota rests, in the present plan, on
approval of a committee composed of
trade elements opposed to such films.
The peFilm
as aforseparate
excted to ask Group
exemption
British unit
films isfrom
the six-months booking period, the leveling up
of(which,
the the
distributors'
and proposes,
exhibitors'shall
quotasbe
White Paper
"stepped"
in
favor
of
exhibitors),
and
provisions
for easy
tures of therevision
bill. of quota scales and other feaThe KRS has declined an invitation from the
British Films Advancement Council to meet
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members of Parliament associated with it for
discussion of the new Films Bill.
GB Balance Sheet
The outstanding feature of the report and
accounts of Gaumont British Picture Corporation, Ltd., for the year ended March 31st, was
the provision for losses on film production and
distribution amounting to £766,089. This total
was reduced to £566,089 by a special reserve of
£200,000 created last year, and compared with
a "net profit from theatres, including income
fromBy investments,"
of £561,701.
the transfer ofetc.,£435,278
from the reserve
added to £147,021 brought forward, the available balance became £577,192. Income tax absorbs £57,679; interest on first mortgage debenture stock, £233,926; debenture sinking fund,
£70,931 tion,; reserve
for depreciation
amortiza£13,950 ; and
preference and
dividend
(to
March 31st), £178,750. The net balance was
£31,953, which was carried forward.
stated:
"The high cost
of The
film directors'
productionreport
showed
no appreciable
fall
during
the
year
under
review,
the from
nonrecovery of a proportion of suchandcosts
our American organization has resulted in
heavyish losses
beingLtd.sustained
by Gaumont
Distributors,
. . . Your
directors Brithave
considered it prudent to cease production at the
Shepherd's
Increased Bush
profitsstudios."
were reported in the case
of the subsidiary companies, Provincial Cinematograph
Theatres,
man Picture Houses, Ltd.
Ltd. (£9,557),
(£56,179),andandDen-of
the associated General Theatre Corporation,
Ltd. (£61,072), and Moss Empires, Ltd.
Ostrers' Strategy
The Ostrer brothers stole a march on their
opponents
meetingTheof gallery,
Gaumont-British
stockholdersat ontheFriday.
crowded
with 700 shareholders, who were reported to
have been chosen by the Ostrers, voted five to
one in favor of the directors, approved the
financial report and reelected the directorate
by Itlarge
was majorities.
freely charged that employees were
given shares and instructions to shout down
any criticism of the proceedings.

ON

2 3,

19 3 7

QUOTA

The noisy scenes began when Charles Nordon, acting
for a stockholders'
moved
an amendment
rejecting thecommittee,
financial
report and demanding a Board of Trade investigation. They were continual interruptions
on fictitious points of order, shouts of "sit
continual
coughing. cries of "paid agitator" and
down," concerted
Mr. Nordon declared that the Ostrers had
to account for £4,500,000 of £7,000,000 handed
to them. The accounts really showed a net
loss, he said.
W. tionH.amid Drown
Mr. Nordon's
mofrequentseconded
interruptions.
He referred
to "obstructive agitation by paid employees."
Bernerd, byGBMr.executive,
"So
areJeffrey
you employed
Maxwell retorted,
(John Maxwell,
head
of
Associated
British
Pictures)."
Mr. Drown said that Mr. Bernerd drew
£9,000
year; shareholders
got nothing.
"It's a£9,500,"
replied Bernerd.
Isidore Ostrer presided. He said that the
preference
dividendon was
paid would
becausebe due
the
cumulative arrears
the issue
next year if no dividend were paid this year.
Maxwell Buys Union Circuit
Mr. Maxwell has purchased for £450,000 the
stock holdings of the late David Bernhard in
Union
Cinemas,
givingtimeABPmaking
control
the circuit
and at Ltd.,
the same
ABP,of
with 700 theatres, the largest theatre group in
England,
according ofto Union
Mr. Maxwell.
Two directors
Cinemas will be
supplanted
for
ABP
men
and
business of Union will be operatedthein future
conjunction
withPriorMr.toMaxwell's
other
theatre
interests.
his death Mr. Bernhard had said
that Union had 228 and was building 30 other
houses. The ABP-Union tieup will give Mr.
Maxwell's
than
GB. group at least 100 more theatres
CEA Drops Publicity Bureau
The CEA has dropped its plan for a publicity
bureau, and Frank Tilley, who had been named
to handle the department, has been appointed
temporarily to assist W. R. Fuller, general
secretarynectionofwiththetheCEA,
publicity
new onFilms
Bill. work in con-
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Laughton 's Next
Charles Laughton, after completion of "Vessel oftionsWrath,"
first British
of the Mayflower
produc-is
for Associated
Pictures release,
to make "St. Martin's Lane" under Tim Whelan's direction, at Elstree. Following that film
the previously announced schedule of the Pommer-Laughton
organization
is likely will
to bebere-a
vised. The third
picture probably
storynalofwhichEnglish
newspaper
life,
from
Bartlett Cormac is writing. an origiRecent
absorption
Post, oldest British newspaper,of bythetheMorning
Daily Telegraph,
inspired the film theme. Laughton is to appear
as the son of the owner of a historic paper. In
youth he joins the staff, rises to the editorship,
and for 50 years devotes his life to the paper.
The finale, probably, will be on the lines of the
actual last scene in the Post office a week ago,
when Editor Gwynne put on his hat and walked
outThewithbackground
his usual will
"Goodbe the
night,lastgentlemen."
half century
of English history, seen from the newspaper
angle, and Fleet Street itself will be reproduced
in the period which has witnessed its greatest
changes.
Cormac, who wrote "Front Page" and "Genaiming at
somethingtlemen of the
veryPress,"
differentis said
from tothebefast-talking
American thriller dealing with newspaper-land.
The period he has to cover is that of the pretelegraph era, when newspaper men were dignified and top-hatted
in press
files
and consultation
with; research
Fleet Street
veterans
already
is
planned
to
make
the
atmosphere
authentic.
withinspired
"Fury," a written
by Cormac,
news
itemAs has
photoplay.
Another a recent
British instance was the Pommer production,
"Farewell Again," directed by Whelan.
For ABP's own production at Elstree in the
near future is an adaptation of Edgar Wallace's
thriller,
which Bird,
will befilmtheplayer
first
directorial"TheeffortTerror,"
of Richard
and stage producer.
Also shortly to go on the floor is Arnold
Bennett's
"The Cary
Card,"Grant,
for
which
a leadfamous
has stillcomedy
to be found.
wanted vincialforboy, isthenotpartavailable.
of the sharp-witted proThe cast
"The Arthur
Terror" Wontner,
will includeWilfred
John
Lodge,
Iris ofHoey,
Lawson, and Alastair Sim.
London
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and Color

Raymond Massey, fiercely bearded and clad
in wide, white baggy trousers, embroidered coat
and turban, has been playing the part of a
frontier chief in spectacular battle scenes for
"The Drum,"
of the tocolorbe features
London
Films second
at Denham,
finished forin
two weeks, close on the heels of the first color
picture,
the
cutting"Theroom.Divorce of Lady X," which is in
The exterior lot at Denham this week was
the scene of the destruction of an Indian fort
by shell fire, followed by a charge by Gordon
Highlanders, most picturesquely costumed of
British troops. This scene links up with actual
exteriors secured in the Himalayas, which color
experts
in color. rate as good as anything yet filmed

by BRUCE ALLAN
in London

CHARLES LAUGHTON has the role of the beachcomber in "Vessel of Wrath",
first Mayflower-ABP production.
Waxwork Romance
Rene Clair Film
Herbert Wilcox is to make, as his next
While Jack Buchanan plays in New York
production for RKO world rein the stage production of "Between the Devil," "Imperator"
adaptation the
of biography,
"The Romance
the Jack
Buchanan
screen
productionat Pinewood,
of "Break Madamelease, anTussaud,"
by herof
the
News"
approaches
completion
grandson,
of
the
founder
of
the
famous
Waxwhere ricethey
are
shooting
sequences
with
MauChevalier and June Knight to link up Road. work establishment in London's Marylebone
with
the
Buchanan-Knight
scenes
completed
before Chevalier sailed.
The picture will be all-color and important
"Break the News," directed by the French scenes will have the French Revolution as a
Madame
Tussaud's
Rene Clair (it is his first picture since "The tobackground.
wax sculpture
had his
setting. apprenticeship
Ghost Goesvalier),West""),
hasBuchanan),
French (Maurice
CheSimultaneously, it is announced that, for HerBritish
(Jack
and
American (June Knight) leads and music composed
bert tWilcox
Productions,
Mr. for
Wilcox
has Lion
conracted to make
two pictures
British
by Chevalier
the American,
Cole Porter.are cast as chorus
and Buchanan
release,
using
that
company's
Beaconsfield
stuboys who, denied at the last moment the chance
of Gordon
these will
be "No
Parking,"
willFirststar
Harker,
Cockney
star.
to play a double act in the show in which June which dios.
Knight is the star, decide on a publicity stunt Second will be "Nippy," the romance of a teain order to force themselves into footlight shop girl originally scheduled as an Anna Neagle vehicle. Jean Gillie will now play the
prominence.
"Break the News" probably will have a New waitress, with the support of Harker and of
Ralph sical
Reader,
will write
special
muYork premiere
numbers who
and also
arrange
dances.
Reader,
gagement there. during Buchanan's stage enformerly a stage producer, played in the Wilcox "Gang Show," and took that picture to
America.
Longest Take?
Currently
for "Vessel
of Wrath"
at Elstree,
Charles
Laughton
has made
an attempt
at a Itemized
new
"longest
take"
record
in
a
scene
in
which,
as the drunken beachcomber Ginger Ted, he
Ian National.
McLean has a contract with Warneris up before the Resident of the tropical island First
and earnestly discusses with his judge the most
Margaret
Vyner, Australian ex-fashion
suitable punishment for his offense against model, has joined
the cast of the Jessie Matwhite dignity.
shot lasts four and a half
thews
"Sailing
Along."scheduled by Gaumontminutes
without The
a break.
Religious features
Tyronne Guthrie, stage producer at the "Old "The
British Unseen
Instructional
Forgive,"
Power"include
and "As
"WhatWe Men
Live
Vic,"
cast as ofbrother
to Elsa Lanchester,hasladybeen_
missionary
the picture.
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applied for if the public health authorities
insist drenthat
on attendance by chilunder the
16 bebancontinued.
CRICK
TO
DROP
POST
After maintaining the ban for the last six
weeks and cancelling all suburban matinees,
the Victorian Exhibitors Association has
decided to lift the restrictions on juveniles
AS
HOYTS
CHAIRMAN
provided they are accompanied by adults.
Matinees, however, will not be resumed for
the present.
The Association said that an indefinite
fidence in local production arises out of the
Will Give All His Time to
continuance of the restrictions without modisuccess achieved
by "It ofIsn'tthatDone."
Indification could not fail to result in a serious
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
a
repetition
success
are
Duties as Australia Managcumulative loss for all exhibitors and in
by "Tallthe Timbers,"
clicked bankruptcy
ing Director of 20th-Fox given
in Brisbane,
scene of itswhich
worldhaspremiere.
for some. It was pointed out
while the decision involved some slight
Lloyd Hughes, who was brought from that
by CLIFF HOLT
modification
present restrictions,
Hollywood
star instage,
"Lovers
Luggers,"to since children ofwerethe admitted
in Melbourne
to all other
now
in the tocutting
will and
be retained
public
entertainments
including
the annual
play
the
lead
in
"The
Broken
Melody."
Expressing the view that it was imprac- This is a story by Frank Harvey, scenarist Royal Show and assembled in large numbers
tical to serve two companies with such of "It Isn't Done." An operatic sequence at football matches and elsewhere, no readivergent functions as distribution and ex- will be the highlight.
sonable objection could be taken to the step.
hibition, Stanley S. Crick has announced that
The statement concluded : "In view of the
V
he will not seek reappointment as chairman
heavy
losses
which exhibitors will continue
of directors of Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., at the
to incur while those restrictions are in force,
Newspaper's
Overture
it
is
hoped
that should the Consultative
company's
annual shareholders'
early in November.
Mr. Crick, who meeting,
is manCouncil request their continuance it will
Victoria's
leading national
news-a recommend
aging director of Twentieth Century-Fox in
to the Government that, as such
paper, the Melbourne
Herald, daily
has made
Australia, has been chairman of the Hoyts practical gesture towards the motion picture restrictions are imposed as public health
board for the last seven years.
industry in the form of a donation of space measures for the benefit of the community
Mr. Crick said he regarded distribution for institutional advertising to the value of as a whole, financial compensation should
as his main responsibility. Despite his com- approximately £400 ($2,000). The industry be made to the industry.
is using up the space by taking 10 inch
Hoyts, the
he three
column advertisements each alternate Conn Sets Four Deals,
declaredpany'sheimportant
felt stock-holding
it his duty toin clarify
20th Century-Fox policy of protecting the day over a month.
interests of the vast number of independent
The Melbourne Herald's action is the Signs Marshall Neilan
exhibitors who have made, and still make
of an application by the Victorian
Ambassador Pictures, Maurice Conn,
up, the business of Twentieth Century in aftermath
Exhibitors
Association for a reduction of president,
concluded releasing arrangements
Australia.
advertising rates for such time as children this week on the 16 features of the 1937-38
under 16 are banned from cinemas during program, with Harry Segal, for New EngMr. prisCrick's
announcement
came
as
a
sure to the trade here. His successor will the infantile paralysis epidemic. The
land; H. C. Bissell and C. C. Linehan, in
be named when the Hoyts shareholders Herald receives the bulk of the amusement Cleveland;
Anne O'Donnell's
Picmeet in Melbourne.
tures, in Detroit,
and with Monarch
Louis (Pop)
industry's
advertising,
theatremen
held
the
view that,
along withandother
newspapers,
V
Korson's
and
Edward
Boreth's
Masterpiece
the Herald had unnecessarily exaggerated Film Attractions, in Philadelphia and
the seriousness of the spread of the illness. Washington. Mr. Segal, in Boston, opened
Five Cine-sound Features
new offices, to operate as Ambassador PicIn tionresponse
to theconcessions,
association'sthe applicafor advertising
Herald
In the next twelve months Australia's
New England, Inc. The Bissellalmost lone producing unit, Cinesound Pro- tempered its refusal with a contribution of Linehantures of interests
incorporated as Ambasductions, will deliver five features. The space to augment the industry's combined
sador Pictures of Northern Ohio, Inc.
company has voted an expenditure of efforts to bring the public back to pictures.
Maurice Conn returned to New York this
£100,000 ($500,000) for production costs.
Compensation by the State Government week from Hollywood and brought word
Cinesound executives say that their new for the heavy losses suffered during the that he had signed Marshall Neilan to direct,
policy of almost continuous productions will infantile paralysis by theatre managements starting first on "Sweethearts in Springreduce the studio's overhead. Their con- in Melbourne and suburban areas will be
time."
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PRODUCTIONS
TITLE
COLUMBIA
"Start Cheering"
"Murder in Swingtime"
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
"A Matter of Pride"
"Everybody Sing"
"Mannequin"
"Rosalie"
MONOGRAM
"County Fair"
"Boy of the Streets"
PARAMOUNT
"The Big Broadcast of 1938"
"Every Day's a Holiday"
"Yellow Nightingale"
"They Knew What
Happened"
"The Badge of Policeman
O'Roon"
REPUBLIC
"The Lady Misbehaves"
"News in the Air"
"Wild Horse Rodeo"
RKO RADIO
"She's Got That Swing"
"Taking the Town"
"Women Have a Way"
TWENTIETH CENT.-FOX
"Checkers"
"Charlie Chan at Monte
Carlo"
"Tarzan's Revenge"
"Big Town Girl"
UNITED ARTISTS
"The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer"
'Goldwyn Follies'

WORK

WRITER AND DIRECTOR
From
an original story by Corey Ford. Director:
Al Rogell.
Story
screen play,LeonRobert
Taylor.and Director:
Barsha.E. Kent, Henry

Walter
Connolly, Jimmy
Durante,
JohnnyWalburn,
Green andJoanhis
Orchestra,
Stooges,
Raymond
Perry, CharlesThreeStarrett.
Don Terry, Robert Paige, Rita' Hay worth.

Original,
Thiele. William C. White. Director: WilHam
From
originalDirector:
story, Florence
Allenan Wolf.
Edward Ryerson,
L. Marin.Edgar
Original,renceKatharine
Brush. Frank
ScreenBorzage.
play, LawHazard.
Director:
From
an original
stage
playScreen
by William
Anthony
McGuire,
Guy
Bolton.
play,
Anthony McGuire. Director: W. S. VanWilliam
Dyke.

Frank
Morgan,
John Beal, Florence Rice, Cora Whither spoon,Jones,
Barnett
Allan
FannyParker.
Brice, Carver.
Judy Garland, Billie Burke,
Reginald
Owen,
Lynne
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips,
Oscar
O'Shea,
Leo
Gorcey,
Elizabeth Risdon.
Eleanor
Bolger. Powell. Nelson Eddy, Frank Morgan, Ray

Original
play, Jack Neville. Director:
Howard screen
Bretherton.
Original
RowlandNighBrown,
Scott
Darling. screen
Director:play,William
.

John
J. Farrell,
MacDonald,
JimmyArledge,
Butler,Fuzzy
Mary Knight,
Lou Lender,
Jack Mulhall.
Jackie
O'Connor,
Burke,
Doris Cooper,
Rankin, Maureen
Gordon Elliot,
MarjorieKathleen
Main, Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Guy Usher.
W.Shirley
C. Fields,
Raye, Leif
Dorothy
Lamour,Kirsten
Ben FlagBlue,
Ross,Martha
Bob Hope,
Erikson,
stad.
Stanley
Fields,
Tito
Gu;zar,
Rufe
Davis.
MaeButterworth,
West, Edmund
WalterLowe,
Catlett,Charles
RogerWinninger,
Imhof. Charles
Gladys
Swarthout,
John
Boles,
John
Barrymore,
Claire
Dodd,Ayres,
Curt Louise
Bois, Fritz
Feld. Roscoe Karnes, Virginia
LewWeidler,
Campbell,
Edgar Kennedy.
Lillie, Mary Carlisle, Andy

Original,
West. Screen
play, Mae West.
Director: MaeA. Edward
Sutherland.
Screen
play, H.Frank
Partos, Ann Morrison Chapin.
Director:
C. Potter.
Director: James Hogan.
From
a playRichard
by O'Henry.
Swerling,
Connel. Screen
Director:play,FrankJo
Tuttle.
.
Original
play, Joseph Krumgold.
Director:andLloydscreenCorrigan.
Original
screen
play,
Wellyn
ley. Director:
Grinde.Totman, Jack TownDirector:
George Nick
Sherman.
Director: Joseph Santley.
Original,
Killy. Arthur T. Horman. Direct Edw.inl
Original
Screen story,
play, Allan
Allan Scott,
Scott. Charles
Director:Norman.
Leigh
Jason.
Director: H. Bruce Humberstone.
Based
on theDerrcharacter
"Charlie
Chan"
byEllis,Earl
Biggers.
ScreenEugene
play, created
Robert
HelenRobert
Logan.
Director:
Screen
play,
Lee
Johnson.
Director:Forde.D.
Ross Lederman.
Based
a story
by Francis
Whiting Darrell
Reid.
Screenonplay,
Lou Breslow,
John Patrick,
Ware.
Director:
Director:
Allan
Dwan.Alfred Werker.
From the book by Mark Twain. Screen play.
John V. A. Weaver. Director: Norman
Taurog.
Music,
George Director:
and Ira Gershwin.
Screen pla
Ben Hecht.
George Marshall.
Original
play, Norman
Raine. Seton
I. Miller.screenDirector:
WilliamReillev
Keighley.

'Blondes at Work"
'Highway Pirates"

IN

October

Sally
Neil Hamilton,
Joseph Schiklkraut
Mae Eilers,
Jones,
Ernest. Arthur
Wallace
Ford, George
June Travis,
Lake.
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune.
Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick, Billy Gilbert, William Brisbane, Parkyarkarkus.
Fred Stone, Dorothy Vaughan, Dorothy Moore, Gordon
Jones,
Berton Churchill.
Miriam Hopkins,
Ray Milland, Walter Abel, Henry
Stephenson, Alec Craig, Guinn Williams, Marie Osborne.
Withers, Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel, Alan Dinehart.
Warner
Oland,
Luke, Harold Huber.
Virginia
Field.Keye
Sidney
Robert Kay
Kent, Linaker.
George
Lynn, Morris,
Edward
Paquello.Blackmer,
Glenn
Eleanor
Holm,
Hedda
Hopper,
George
Barbier,
George
Meeekr,
C.
Henry
Gordon,
Joseph
Sawyer.
Claire
MauriceTrevor,
Cass. Alan Dinehart, Donald Woods, Maurice
Shirley
Temple,
GloriaPhyllis
Stuart,Brooks,
Jack Haley,
Helen Westley,
Alan
Dinehart,
Slim
ScottWilliam
Quintet,Demarest,
Peters
Sisters,Summerville,
Bill Robinson,Raymond
Dixie Dunbar.
Tommy
Moran, Jory,
WalterDavidBrennan,
May
Robson, Kelly,
Ann Jackie
Gillis, Victor
Jack Holt,
Cora
Sue Collins,
Charles
Richmond,
Mickey Rentschler, Spring
Byington,
Victor
Kilian,
Margaret
HamilNana Bryant,PhilHugh
Beulah Helen
Bondi. JepAdolpheton,Menjou,
Baker,Chapman,
Ritz Brothers,
son, Edgar
Bergen
and
"Charlie
McCarthy,"
Bobby
Clark,
Ella
Logan,
Virginia
Verril,
Zorina,
George
Ballachine and his American Ballet, Goldwyn Girls.
Errol
Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland,
Ian Hunter.
Claude
Rains,
Basil
Hale,
Eugene
Pallette,Rathbone,
Melville Patric
Cooper,Knowles,
HerbertAlanMundin,
Una
O'Connor.
Billy
and
Bobby
Mauch.
Spring
Byington,
Frank
Craven,
Jackie
Bennie Morrow,
Bartlett. Charles Hulton, Robert Homans,
Glenda
Farrell,BettyBartonCompson,
MacLane,Ralph
Tom Kennedy,
Jackson,
Sanford, Thomas
Frank
Shannon.
Foy. Roberts, Dick Purcell, Gloria Blondell, Charlie
Beverly
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Columbia
DEVJL IS DRIVING, THE: Richard Dix, Joan Perry
dethe theatrrs'emenownof the
thepartment,exhibito
this, serve
INnation
—A message
propagandaunderpicturethe that
lacks the ofpunchentertainment.
to put over
its
classification
one another with
Running
time,
66
minutes.
Played
September
28-30.—
G.General
E. Lancaster,
information on the box office perpatronage. Jefferson Theatre, Huntingon, Ind.
formance of produc
for theirof muIT
HAPPENED
IN
HOLLYWOOD:
Richard
Dix,
tual benefit.
It is at service
the
Fay
Wray—
Terrible.
Running
time,
65
minutes.
or
or. Address
exhibit
for
the
exhibit
Played
Oct.
6-7.—
A.
E.
Eliasen,
Rialto
Theatre,
Paynesville, Minn. Rural patronage.
all communications to —
LOST A HORIZON,
THE:that Ronald
Colman,
Jane
What the Picture Did for Me
Wyatt—
lavish
production
pleased
all
patrons.
Has
a weird, Itfantastic
plot ofcentered
an infinite
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Utopia.
offers but
plenty
forabout
thought.
some ofexploitation,
has
beenfood
presold
enoughand toitNeeds
take
care
itself.
We
did
a
very
good
business
held
Rockefeller Center, New York
upPlayed
strongOct.on fourth
day.
Running
time,
118
minutes.
Peterpatronage.
Panagos, Indiana Theatre,
Marion, Ind. 3-5.—
General
RACKETEERS
IN EXILE:
Bancroft, fight.
Eve- Nice picture. Plenty of action and audience appeal.
Venable — Weversion
played
withGeorge
the Louis-Farr
The lynmodern
of this
an evangelist
racket. Just
a Running time, 70 minutes.— W. E. McPhee, Strand
fair
programer;
will
get
by
on
mid-week
but
not Theatre, Old Town, Maine. General patronage.
strong
enough
for
Sundays.
Running
time,
67
minutes.
Played October
Mattray GB Pictures
Theatre,
Strasburg,2-3.—N. Fischer
D. SmallandtownBickler,
patronage.
RUSTYTICE: TimRIDES
ALONE
and
FIGHTING
FOR
JUSKINGBeforeSOLOMON'S
MINES:
Paul
Ann
McCoybe,Westerns—
still good
playing
thisturn
subject
I thewouldRobeson,
recommend
westerns or must
as he getsTimthemis out.
Real ingood,his Lee—
that
every
exhibitor
back
pages
ofAllan.the
with
good
music—
Mrs.
Gene
Michael,
Best
Theatre,
Herald
and
read
the
recent
review
of
Bruce
Freeburn, Ky. Coal mining patronage.
Sell
the picture
first, then go outis and
sell itrunto
your yourself
customers.
Unfortunately,
no first
TWO anGUNordinary
LAW: western.
Charles Starrett,
in any of the there
nearby cities.
There—Just
Nothing Peggy
to crowStratford
about. for thefore, GBwe havepictures
to pioneer
withtheatre
them. people
"King youSolomon's
Running and
time, Bickler,
56 minutes.
September
29.— Mines" will bring
intothe your
seldom
MattrayPlayed
Theatre,
Strasburg,
see,
for
it
is
one
of
classics
of
fiction.
I
concur
N.Fischer
D. Small town
patronage.
everything that Mr. Allan said in his review. Runningin
time,
78
minutes.
Played
October
10-11.—
Harry
Palmer,eral patronage.
Temple Court Theatre, Washington, Ind. Gen-M.
First National
CASE Woods,
OF THEAnn STUTTERING
THE:
Donald
Dvorak—Just
aBISHOP,
that Grand National
got
RunningOldtime,
minutes—General
W.programer
E.patronage.
McPhee,
Strandby.Theatre,
Town,70 Maine.
DAYS:
Tex Ritter,
WasARIZONA
anotherRitter's
good are
western
if youras Eleanor
likeStewartmusical
westerns.
different
hefansseldom
shoots
CONFESSION:
Kay
Francis,
Ian
Hunter—
Just
a
anyone
or
kills
them.—
Mrs.
Gene
Michael,
Best
Theaprogramer
that
got
by.
Running
time,
73
minutes.—
tre, Freeburn, Ky. Coal mine patronage.
W.
E. McPhee,
General
patronage. Strand Theatre, Old Town, Maine.
DAMAGED
GOODS:
Pedro
de
Cordoba—
A
fine
picture with business
a great lesson.
in our A house
DRAEGERMAN
Jean will
Muir,get Barton
and hadPlayed
many itcompliments
on it.to
MacLane—
Nice littleCOURAGE:
programer that
by in increased
You
owe
it
to
your
public
to
play
this.—
C.
L.
Niles.
any spot.time.
Pleased
all. Don'tW.beE.afraid
of thisStrand
one. Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Iowa. General patronage.
Running
60 minutes—
McPhee,
Theatre,
Old Town,
Maine. General patronage.
DAMAGED
GOODS:to play
Pedrothisde butCordoba—
were
a over
littlebig.
afraid
took aWeforchance.
EMPTY
HOLSTERS:
Dick Foran,
Patriciatime,Wal-60 just
Went
We told
had usa special
matinee
Highwe
thall—A Western
that pleased.
Running
School
and
teachers
was
the
best
thing
minutes.
Played Oct.
A. E. patronage.
Eliasen, Rialto The- ever did for the town.— J. A. Fair, Elite Theatre, Lauatre, Paynesville,
Minn.1-2. —Rural
rens, Iowa. General patronage.
EVER gomery— ASINCE
EVE:
Marion
Davies,
Robert
HITTIN'
THE thisTRAIL:
Texexceptionally
Ritter, Jerry
Berghvery good
comedy
that didP. well
at theMontbox Well,
Mr. Inks,
office.
Running
time,
90
minutes.—
G.
Held,
New
The musicwas wasan perfect
and ifgood
your picture
sound
Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage. ofon Ritter's.
the
film
wasn't
good,
I
think
I'd
have
it
checked.
This man is going over, and going over big, and we
GREEN
LIGHT:
Errol
Flynn,
Anita
Louise—
A
good
show
in anybody's house.
We invited
don't getTex badRitter
printscan'tfrombe Grand
National;
and they
but praise
it. the_ Theministers
_chorus84 more,
compared
to Autryand,
andwhat'shis
was
great,hadbutnothing
not enough
of it.forRunning
time,
voice
acting.
PlayedFreeburn,
September
Michael,and Best
Theatre,
Ky.14-15.—
Coal Mrs.
mine Gene
patronage.
minutes.
Played
October
3-4.—
M.
L.
DuBose,
MaTheatre, Cotulla, Texas. Small town and countryjestic
patronage.
SING,
COWBOY,
SING:
Tex
Ritter,
Louise
Stanley
More better.
action and
less singing
PRAIRIE THUNDER:
Dick Foran,
Ellen westernClancy— —Prettythesegood.
Running
time, Griswold,
60 would
minThis
by Foran
real wild
uteSmall
s.—P. G. westerns
Held, patronage.
New Strand
Theatre,
Indianslastandwestern
everything.
Had ismy a western
fans on edge make
Iowa.
town
and for
did some
they ever
eatRunning
it up. It's
one54 ofminutes.
the best Played
we ve
had
time.
time,
SMALL TOWN BOY, THE: Stuart Erwin, Joyce
Oct.
Minn. 5— A. E. Eliasen, Rialto Theatre, Paynesville, Compton—
We Town
playedBoy,"the atGrand
Nationalduring
picture,the
"The ofSmall
ourdidtheatre
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, THE: Billy and Bobby week
September
26,
1937,
and
a
very
nice
busisame.played,
This was
firstrest Grand
Mauch,ture we Errol
Flynn,this Claude
Rains—
Best
costume
have
and
iftheathepatronage
are asas National
good
as picthis
have run
year,overbut
givewith
the both
creditchildren
to picthe picturetnuerse woen and
draw
as
nice
this
picture
Mauch
twins.
They
went
big
did wemuch
shall pleased
be very with
well this
satisfied.
Our
patrons
were
and adults. Get in touch with your English teachers very
ontime,this120picture.
They'll
you put it M.over.L. Running
very favorable
reaction from thempicture
with and
plentyweTheatre,
ofhadgooda
minutes.
PlayedhelpOctober
DuBose,
Majestic
Theatre, Cotulla,
Texas. 8.—Small
town
and comments
Circleville, included.—
Ohio. RuralHenryand L.smallMader,
town Circle
patronage.
country patronage.
SONG OF THE GRINGO: Tex Ritter, Joan WoodSAN QUENTIN: Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart—

bury— This in my estimation is Ritter at his best.
They got and
rightwhyup not.
in their seats whenproudhe sang
"Rye
Whisky,"
of thePlayed
way
he sings and
talks, whichWe isareveryverydistinctly.
Augustburn,6-7—
Mrs.
Gene
Michael,
Best
Theatre,
FreeKy. Coal mining patronage.
SWEETHEART
OF THE NAVY: Well
Eric liked;
Linden,played
CeParker
— Nice program
to goodcilia General
business.—
J. A. Fair,picture.
Elite Theatre,
Laurens,
Iowa.
patronage.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938: Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Powell — This melody in no way compares to
the Thalberg.
former pictures.
Loew's, iswethefeel,whole
misses the Powell
genius
ofdances
Garland
no Judy
wayis very
compared
formershow.
and
Taylor asin usual
stiff. toTheherpicture
did work
not draw
and theto dolobby
just upso.theirLoew's
will
have
bettercomments
than thiswereto hold
standard
onTheatre,
musicals.
PlayedInd.Oct.Small
10-12.—town
A. J.patronage.
Inks, Crystal
Ligonier,
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938: Robert Taylor,
Eleanor anteesPowell
cast office
of established
namesfollows
guar-a
business— atA thebig box
but the film
too
familiar
There Running
is nothingtime,new114 orminutes.
novel
lo mark
it as pattern.
a 1938 edition.
Played October
3-5.—Ind.G. E.General
Lanacaster,
Theatre,
Huntington,
patronage.Huntington
RED, THE:
FranchotBRIDE
Tone —WORE
A slow-moving
vehicleJoanwithCrawford,
a simple theme
that patrons
fails in were
its purpose.
Either
Crawford's
slippingplay-or
the
tipped
off
on
this
one,
but
when
shouldwearsharpen
their thered box
penciloffice
for not
only
will ingtheit onebride
red, but
as well.
Running
minutes.Marion,
Played Ind.
Oct. General
10-13.— Peter
Panagos, time,
Indiana103 Theatre,
patronage.
EMPEROR'S
CANDLESTICKS,
THE:
William
Powell,
Rainerby— allLittle
but Running
think it time,
was
thoroughlyLuiseenjoyed
who slow
saw it.
89 minutes.
Played
September
19-20.—
Horn
and
Morgan, Inc., Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Neb., Small
town patronage.
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS: Freddie Bartholomew,
Spencer
LionelmostBarrymore
— Undoubtedly
this
is onegaveof Tracy,
the year's
superbandpictures.
The stars
all
the story
fine.
Still, we excellent
only didperformances
a fair business
for
some isreason.
Running
time, 116Valley
minutes.
Oct. 1-2.—
G. A.
Van ingFradenburg,
Theatre,Played
Manassa,
Col. Farmcommunity patronage.
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS: Freddie Bartholomew,
Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore — Excellent. Top
notch
_ entertainment.—
Theatre,
Herminie,
Pa. Small Rudolph
town and Covi,
rural Covi
patronage.
GOOD
EARTH,
THE:
Paul
Muni,
Luise
Did
good business play
on this
is a Elite
creditRainer—
to any
theatre
it.—patronage.
J.andA.itFair,
Theatre,
Laurens, thatIowa.is toGeneral
MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST: Robert Young,
Florence
Rice — Laurens,
Good for any
Not big.patronage.
— J. A. Fair,
Elite Theatre,
Iowa. day.General
PARNELL: andClarkMyrna
Gable,LoyMyrna
Loy— Whythat waste
Clark
pictures
studentsGable
wantnotto thesee?classes.
These And
twoon actors
belong
toonly
the
masses
and
Billie
Burke
trying
tobeenbe out.
a sweetEdnasixteen.
The
casting
director
must
have
Mae Oliver was superb. Positively
not
a smallMajestic
town picture.
Played October
DuBose,
Theatre, Cotulla,
Texas. 6-7.
Small— M.townL.
and
country patronage.
ROMEO WasANDsurprised
JULIET:
Howard—
at helped
the Norma
drawa lot.
forShearer,
thisWasone.a Leslie
Had
apicture
school andmatinee
and
that
certainly was glad that we played it. grand
Much
better
thantime.
"Midsummer
Night's Dream"September
for audiences.
127 minutes.
22-23.
—Running
and Morgan,
Inc., StarPlayed
Theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb.Horn Small
town patronage.
THEY GAVE HIM A GUN: Spencer Tracy, Gladys
George, and
Franchot
— Everybody
picture,
the boxToneoffice
said raved
it was about
good, this
too.
Played
B. take
Hollenbeck,
Sumas, September
Wash. Small26. —town
patronage. Rose Theatre.
TOPPER: Constance Bennett, Cary Grant— Everythis made
one isin sufficiently
"screwy" that
might thing
haveaboutbeen
an insane institution.
But itit

October

23

19 3 7

78

MOTION

iswalksufficiently
"different"
that the patrons
willwould
not
out onto it,seethough
not care
anotherI have
of thea feeling
same that
type.theyRunning
time,
97
minutes.
Played
Oct.
8-9.—
G.
A.
Van
Fradenburg.
Theatre, Manassa, Colo. Farming
community Valley
patronage.
TOPPER: Constance Bennett, Cary Grant, Roland
Young—
Say
this istime.
the screwiest
thingtalk weabout
ever itran.all
Play onit the
at extra
People
day
makeswillpeople
see
it. Well madestreetsand andwill that
do business
and thatwantwillto buy
coal.—eralJ. patronage.
A. Fair, Elite Theatre, Laurens, Iowa. Gen-

Did below average business for Saturday night. Played
September
Cooney,
Jr., Waldo Theatre.
Waldoboro, 25.—
Maine.C. T.General
patronage.
MEET
THE
MISSUS:
Victor
Moore,
Helen Broderick
—asWewe didcouldunexpectedly
well for this
comedy
and 2.as—
far
learn
it
satisfied.
Played
October
OF THE BUSINESS"
C.
W.
Mills,
Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,
N.
Y.
Family
This is my first report on
patronage.
pictures for some time and I
ON asAGAIN—
OFFotherAGAIN:
WheelerWoolsey
and Woolsey—
Not
good
asthem
Wheeler
picturesNo
am glad to do it for the good
but
theyOnly
pack wish
in hadand
that isand
whatpictures.
we want.
kicks.
we
more
such
Comeof the business.
dy
is
what
they
want.
—
J.
A.
Fair,
Elite
Theatre,
Laurens, Iowa. General patronage.
This is the first department
ON AIR:doesJoebusiness
E. Brown,
Kibbee—Just
Joe
E.RIDING
Brown always
at myGuytheatre.
I turn to when I get the
the kind ofLaurens,
foolishness
want.patronage.
— J. A. Fair, Elite
Herald.
Theatre,
Iowa. people
General
SHALL WE DANCE: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
—J. A. Fair,
—a Here
storyother
and
Elite Theatre, Laurens, Iowa.
good iscasta goodbut musical
not as comedy
good aswithsomea fineof the
Astaire-Rogers
do soPlayed
good
General patronage.
at the box office.pictures.
RunningSomehow
time, 111didn't
minutes.
September
18-19.—N. Fischer
Bichler,
Mattray Theatre, Strasburg,
D. Smalland town
patronage.
STAGE DOOR: Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers,
Menjou A— Afast-moving,
box office natural
worda
MUSIC:
Marthaof playing
Raye— Adolphe
WeMOUNTAIN
were gladon toour
have
hadBob theBurns,
privilege
gets moment
around.
sure-firewhen
hit.theNotCovi,
this
anniversary.
It didOpinions
exceptionally
the entire
Rudolph
well picture
in spite of the provincial
election.
were dull
Covi Theatre, inHerminie,
Pa. picture.—
Small town
and rural
dividedTheatre,
but boxTilbury,
officeOntario,
excellent.Can.— Harland Rankin, patronage.
Plaza
SUPER
SLEUTH:
Sothern—Average
Some
NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE: William Boyd, entertainment.
like, others
won't.JackSeptember
One Oakie,
of thoseAnn
Played
3-4.things.
—town
Rudolph
Covi,
Georgewesterns
Hayes — Paramount
isnocertainly
the The
tops phowith will
Covi
Theatre,
Herminie,
Pa.
Small
and
rural
their
and
this
is
exception.
t
o
g
r
a
p
h
y
a
n
d
the
story
is
very
good.
Running
time,
patronage.
73Theatre,
minutes.
Played
Oct.
8-9.—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
TOAST OF NEW YORK: Edward Arnold, Frances
Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
Farmer,
Cary— Rudolph
Grant, Jack
Oakie—
Fine if Herminie.
you can
get
them
Covi,patronage.
Covi Theatre,
PLAINSMAN,
THE:for Gary
Cooper,
Jeanit toArthur—
Pa.
Small in.town
and rural
Can't
say
too
much
this
one.
Leave
Param
o
u
n
t
t
o
do
up
a
good
western.
Although
we
did
not
make so much, we had those that came satisfied.
Played
Gene patronage.
Michael, Best Theatre, Twentieth Century - Fox
Freeburn,JulyKy.6-7.—CoalMrs.mining
SOULS
AT SEA:
GeorgelikeRaft—
I Where
BIG they
BUSINESS:
Jed Prouty,
like the Jones
Family, itSpring
ought Byington—
to go over
guess
ladies
hereGary
in thisCooper,
men
andthe movies
aup little
rough,
forlaketheydistrict
seemed totheir
like good.
It's a swell
comedy.
Played
September
29. —
B.
Hollenbeck,
Rose
Theatre,
Sumas,
Wash. Small
this onehart, okay.
Running
time,
92
minutes.
—
E.
C.
Aretown patronage.
Strand Theatre, Milford, Iowa.
SOULS
SEA:
Cooper,wereGeorge
CAFE
Loretta
Young, TyroneLoretta
Powinavailable.
and sawATA itstrangely
myselfGaryasimpersonal
there
plentyRaft—
of Went
seats Young
er— OnlynoMETROPOLE:
a good
prettyhere.goodAll
program
of her picture.
pictures did not
spectacle
that
failed
towasgripa vague
me immediately
after
seeing
it.
The
production
moneyNewforStrand
us. Running
82 minutes.
G. anyHeld,
Theatre,time,Griswold,
Iowa.—
blur of ship sinking amidst Hollywood P.make
General
patronage.
hurly-burly, oily miscast
and coasting-easilythrough-its-scenes
Cooper. Raft
I remember
it now as CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OPERA: Warner
clearly ceasived it blithely
I remember
"Ben-Hur."
audience
re- Oland, Boris Karloff — Very good Chan picture. — Samand3.— several
voiced The
their
disappointmie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Genera?
Played Oct.Maine.
C. T.General
Cooney,
Jr., Waldo
The- patronage.
atre,ment.Waldoboro,
patronage.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye, of DAVID
HARUM:
Whenthe thebusiness
reissues.in
picturesWillbetter
firstRogers—
started,
Shirley Ross, Bob Burns— Believe it or not they liked SodusWill wasRogers
considerably
than
average;
then it
this,
which
is
very
unusual
for
miners.
We
didn't
make
anything
butMartha
broke Raye.
even. APlayed
good August
picture with
gradually
lessened
until wesurprise.
played Favorable
"David Harum."
Business
was
a
pleasant
weather
all
the
pigs
and
24.—
Mrs. Genepatronage.
Michael, Best Theatre, Freeburn, Ky. Coal helped.
Played N.October
6-7.— patronage.
C. W. Mills. Arcade
Theatre, Sodus,
Y. Family
mining
FIFTY— Just
ROADS
TO
TOWN:
Don Ameche.
Ann
WILD MONEY: Edward Everett Horton— A fair Sothern
to middling picture.
Played Sepcast couldn't
overcome
handicap
tritetheand"cellar"
hacktember 21.— B.atownfair
Hollenbeck,
material.
This theone
belong ofinPlayed
patronage. Rose Theatre, Sumas,
group. neyedRunning
time,
69 minutes.
October Wash. Small
10-11.—ton, G.Ind. E.General
Lancaster,
Jefferson Theatre, HuntingIT HAPPENED OUT WEST: Paul Kelly, Judith
patronage.
Allen— Just another cheaply made westerner that just
gets
by. Sumas,
Played Wash.
September
Theatre,
Small28.—townB. Hollenbeck,
patronage. Rose
THIS
IS
MY
AFFAIR:
Barbara
Stanwyck,
Robert
Republic
— Outside of the impressionable young feminine
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY: Phil Regan, Evelyn Venable Taylor
element
who
think
Robert
Taylor
is
"too
beautiful
for
—toSeemed
to
be
a
rather
"screwy"
story
and
we
failed
words,"forthehimcash andcustomers
around this
here one
don'tdidn't
care too
sell it to our people. Running time, 68 minutes. much
consequently
do
Played
Sept.
28-29.—
G.
A.
Van
Fradenburg,
Valley
much. Hollenbeck,
However, it'sRosea fairTheatre,
picture.Sumas,
PlayedWash.
September
Theatre,
Small
town B.patronage.
age. Manassa, Colo. Farming community patron- 24—
SEA RACKETEERS:
Weldon Heyburn,
Jeanneno A LOVE
NEWS: Loretta
Tyronethoroughly
Power—
fast andIS altogether
pleasing Young,
performance
Madden—
Nice program
the castSeptember
had
draw.
Running
time, 65picture
minutes.but Played
enjoyed
by Mills,
fair sized
audiences.
Played
September
22.—
Fischer
and
Bichler,
Mattray
Theatre,
Strass30.—
C.
W.
Arcade
Theatre,
Sodus,
N.
Y.
Fam-29burg, N. D. Small town patronage.
ily patronage.
THREE MESQUITEERS: Robert Livingston, Ray
NANCYLorreSTEELE
IS MISSING:
— Fair business
for thisVictor
stirringMcLaglen,
drama.
Corrigan,of Sidlaughs.—
Saylor— An excellent western. Saylor got Peter liked.
plenty
25.— C. patronage.
W. Mills. ArFlomaton, Ala. Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Well cade
Theatre,Played
Sodus, September
N. Y. Family
ON roll,THE
AVENUE:
Madeleine
CarRitz Brothers—
Very Dick
good Powell,
picture.Jackson
Ritz Bros,
exRKO Radio
this. — Small
Sammie
Theatre,
Flomaton,cel ent inAla.
townJackson,
and rural
patronage.
FLIGHT
FROM
GLORY:
Chester
Morris,
Whitney
SLAVEship SHIP:
Wallacego here.
Beery, It's
Warner
This
Bourne—dramatic
This one
up onRunning
you andtime,surprises.
slave
stuff
don't
a darnatBaxter—
good office.
proVery
andCovi,sneaks
veryCovi
good.
70 mind
u
c
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
well
put
on.
Just
won't
ring
box
utes.—Rudolph
Theatre,
Herminie,
Pa.
—
J.
A.
Fair,
Elite
Theatre,
Laurens,
Iowa.
General
Small town and rural patronage.
patronage.
MAKEa wish
A WISH:
BobbywillBreen,
Rathbone—
SLAVEfans,SHIP:
Wallace Beery.thisWarner
Baxter—HowThe
Make
that they
keep Basil
on liking
Bobby action
the men,
great.
he women
thoughtthought
it was too wasbrutal.
Business
Breen
and don't
let thisit; picture
Some said
they liked
others change
claimed their
they minds.
would OK, soever, tit's
a good 17.—
picture
as far as I am concerned.
rather
repeat outof beloved
on the Sumas,
Played Wash.
September
B. Hollenbeck,
Small town
patronage. Rose Theatre.
River";have
the had
rest acoasted
into the "Rainbow
night in silence.

Monogram
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY: Mickey Rooney, Anne
Nagel — Played
'way abovecomments.
average Friday
-Saturday
business.
Manyto favorable
Running
time,
65Iowa.minutes.— E. C. Arehart, Strand Theatre, Milford,
Paramount
ARTISTS rickAND
Benny,
Pato d picture, MODELS:
O.haveK. but
in anya Jack
spot.
This didGail
as good
as it —Gshould
lotminutes.
of sickness
cutnotHeld,
in doon
the
receipts.
Running
time,
97
—
P.
G.
New
ronage.Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patARTISTS
ANDknitMODELS:
Benny, Gaildazzle
Patrionly
ck— A loosely
withJack
unimpressive
and
a bigfew names
models.story
Plenty
ofthem
artists,
however.
A
hatful
of
to
draw
in.
Humorman
Benny
is quite
funny in Ben
spotsBlue
and drew
pleasingly
witty
and
human
throughout.
the
loudest
laughs. was
In fact,
whole thingaverage.
pleased,Thethough
business
onlywasthe
slightly
only
adverse criticism
of Idaabove
Lupino, on whom
some
patrons
were
not
sold.
Played
Oct.
6.—
C.
T.
Cooney,
Jr.,
ronage.Waldo Theatre, Waldoboro, Maine. General patBLONDEThis TROUBLE:
Johnny
Downs—
first weofEleanore
the
1937Whitney,
contract
this
is a sampleis the
of what
are going
to get forandtheif
season lamutely no reason
sorry weforowna producer
this product.
There
is
wastea picture.
two absosuch
comersdo ason Whitney
on tosuch
may
the lower and
half Downs
of a double
but did
not standIt
by itself.Inks,
Running
65 minutes.
PlayedInd.Oct.Small
6-7.
—A.
Crystaltime,Theatre,
Ligonier,
town J.patronage.
DOUBLE OR NOTHING: Bing Crosby, Martha
Raye
— Went but
overMartha
very good
aadded
satisfactory
gross.
No question
Raye toisoutstanding.
box office
and
the
specialty numbers
were
Running
time,
90
minutes—
E.
C.
Arehart,
Strand
Theatre,
Milford, Iowa.
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer
—Good
programNewpicture.
Running time, 81 minutes.—
P.General
G. Held,
patronage. Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
EXCLUSIVE: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer,
Charlie
Ruggles
— Dandy time,
newspaper
story, Played
liked bySep-all
who sawtember
it. Running
85 minutes.
Horn Small
and Morgan,
Inc., Star
Theatre,
Hay Springs,26-27.—Neb.
town patronage.
FORLORN RIVER: Larry Crabbe, June MartelPretty
Zane Grey's
not as
good as good
they western.
used to be.The Running
time, 56areminutes.
—P.
New Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa.
Small G.townHeld,patronage.
HILLS OF OLD WYOMING: William Boyd, George
Hayes—
Must bewith
a goodit. Western.
did a
nice business
Running Anyhow,
time, 80 weminutes.
Played
Sept.
24-25.—Colo.
G. A. Farming
Van Fradenburg,
Valley
Theatre,
Manassa,
community
patronage.
HOP ALONG CASSIDY SERIES: All of these do
business
for Mrs.
me. Gene
Some a little slow
but they don't
mind that.—
burn,
Ky. Coal
mining Michael,
patronage.Best Theatre, FreeI MET HIM IN PARIS: Claudette Colbert, Robert
Young,
Melvyn Young
Douglas—
perfectlyincast
think. Robert
is asA popular
my picture,
town — withwe
the ladies— as is Robert Taylor. Personally, I think
he's
a better
actor, andWhy justdon'tas they
handsome.
Douglas
was
use him Melvyn
more?
Running
time,perfect.
85 minutes.
Played
M.
Majesticpatronage.
Theatre,September
Cotulla, 26-27.—
Texas.
SmallL.townDuBose,
and country
I MET HIM
PARIS: A Claudette
Douglas,
RobertIN Young—
very goodColbert,
comedyMelvyn
but
didn't
doHollenbeck,
much business
with it here.
Played
October
1.—
B.
Rose
Theatre,
Sumas,
Wash.
Small
town patronage.
JUNGLESurePRINCESS,
THE:thatDorothy
Ray
wassuresurprised
thisandwasdidLamour,
theverypicture
itonMilland—
was.
They
did
eat
it
up
well
it. Played
Michael, Best
Theatre,
Freeburn,August
Ky. 19.—
CoalMrs.
miningGenepatronage.
MIDNIGHT
MADONNA:
Warren
William,
Mady
Correll—mayA maudlin
and dull forpicture
if I ever
one
There
be anin audience
this
type
of filmsaw but
can
t
find
one
my
town.
Played
October
3-4Ind.—I
G.Genera!
E. Lancaster,
Jefferson
Theatre,
Huntington,
patronage.

PICTURE HERALD

"FOR THE GOOD

October
2 3 19 3 7
THAT I MAY LIVE: Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kent
—Just
a programer.
Just Strand
got by.Theatre.
RunningOldtime,
minutes.—
W. E. patronage.
McPhee.
Town,70
Maine. General
THIN ICE: Sonja
Henie, Tyrone
Another
marvelous
withhasPower—
Tyrone
Joan Davis Sonja
adds theHenie
comedyfeature
and she
MarthaPower.
Raye
backed
off
the
map.
Her
"Olga
from
the
Volga"
is a
riot.
A fine
production
all Theatre,
through.Anamosa,
Our audience
loved
it.—
C.
L.
Niles,
Niles
Iowa.
General patronage.
THIN oneICE:andSonja
Tyrone
Power, mercury
Joan Davison
—The
onlybyHenie,
Sonja,
thethatwinged
skates,
supported
a ballet
areladyplenty
good
themselves.
Good
business
and
the
little
good
draw and all hail to her. Not forgetting Joanis aDavis,
who
isthein Volga."
a class allSheby had
herselfthe inhouse
puttingin over
"Olga
from
stitches
this biaone.
gal is clever.—
Hancock,
Colum-on
Theatre,TheColumbia
City, Ind.A. E.General
patronage.
WAKE
UPFaye,ANDJackLIVE:
Walter
Bernie,
Alicedancing,
Haley—just
A about
greatWinchell,
show. BenComedy,
music,
romance,
everything
that
can
be
packed
into
one
feature.
Pleased
100
per
cent.
Had been
aroundwho socame.
not soRunning
good at time,
the box91
office,
but shown
pleased allthose
minutes.
October
6-7.—Small
GladystownE. patronage.
McArdle,
Owl Theatre,Played
Lebanon,
Kansas.
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen—
Too bad they
are
killingdo this
littleabove
star
with
suchbusiness
material.
do they
Did
average
but Why
not Ifhalf
what
shebeit?just
used
to baddo.
Hope
her
next
is
better.
not
it
will
too
for the General
producer.—patronage.
J. A. Fair, Elite Theatre, Laurens,
Iowa.
WESTERN
GOLD:
Bellew, Heather AngelWhen know
they what
walk kind
out onSmith
Night,in
you
of a apicture
pictureonitBargain
is. Based
Lincoln's
time, itIt hadis slow
so many
false heroics
thatex-it
was
ridiculous.
and
boresome
to
the
treme. A picture
where Columbia
they laugh in the wrong
places.—
Hancock,
City, Ind.A. E.General
patronage. Theatre, Columbia
WIFE, Baxter—
DOCTORModern
AND up-to-date
NURSE: Loretta
Young,is
Warner
that
sure sexto angle
please.in Swell
title ofto teaser
exploit.adspicture
Weand played
the
the form
got swellup
results.
Running
85 minutes.
Sept. Ind.2629.—
Peterpatronage.
Panagos,time.Indiana
Theatre,Played
Marion,
General
WILD ANDthat WOOLLY:
Jane andWithers—
programer
gets by nicely
pleasedEntertaining
all. Run60 minutes.—
E. McPhee,
tre,ningOldtime,Town,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand TheaWINGSOne OFof the
THEbestMORNING:
Annabella,
Fonda—
long time.
Wish Henry
more
people
have extra
seen work.
it.in aAnnabella
and
Fonda could
also does
Color isverygood.goodSteve
Donohue,
famous
jockey,
appears
in
this
picture.—
Sammie
Jackson,
Jackson
Theatre,
Flomaton,
Ala.
General patronage.
YOU CAN'TRitzHAVE
EVERYTHING: thought
Alice Faye,
Don
Brothers—
this
pictureAmeche,
an inferior
musical TheforI personally
all itsBros,
ballyhoo.
Did
below
average
business.
Ritz
were well
not
very
funny,
and
Don
Ameche
does
not
draw
here. Some of the patrons enjoyed it, others were not
enthusiastic.
Played
October
7-8.—
C.
T.
Cooney,
Jr.,
Waldo Theatre, Waldoboro, Maine. General patronage.
YOU Faye,
CAN'TRitzHAVE
EVERYTHING: seemed
Don Ameche,
Alice
like
the picture
andRitzit Brothers.
isBrothers—
okay as Audience
musicals
go, with
atoFoxlarge
dose
of
the
I
am
afraid
thatthem
is
going
to
wear
out
their
welcome
if
they
use
much, as they seem to be doing. They are starred tooin
"Life Begins
in College."
TheyMetro
are ais type
Marx
Brothers,
but not
so clever, and
smart ofenough
toColumbia
cast them
in oneColumbia
picture aCity,
year.Ind.
— A. General
E. Hancock,
Theatre,
patronage.
YOU
CAN'T
HAVE
EVERYTHING:
Alice
Faye,
Don Ameche,
Martin—
Good
music,
humor,
speed,
it hasourallTony
of them
and
a castMartin
that delivers.
Incidentally,
vote
goes
to Running
Tony
when_
comes
toutes.singing
a
hit
tune
I
time,
98
min-it
Played
September
19-21.—
G.
E.
Lancaster,
Huntington
ronage. Theatre, Huntington, Ind. General pat-
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Nice
color
and
very
One money.
of the best
the year.business.
AdvertiseRunning
itgoodand sound.
make
some
Aboveof
average
time,Bichler,
105 minutes.
Played
September
25-26.—
Fischer
and
Mattray
atre, Strasburg, N. D. Small town patronage. TheSTELLA DALLAS: Barbara Stanwyck, Anne ShirJohn Boles
And thenlovecame
make ley,them
love— movies,
your "Stella
theatre,Dallas"
and loveto
you forlady'sshowing
it.
Through
red
eyes,
milady,
mihousewives,
doctors,drivers
lawyers,
gentlemen maid,
in farmers,
brown suede
shoes, truck
and
even the unmovable, upsophisticated tow-headed college
lads,
sayverysoftly,
"Beautiful,
great "Stella
— I can'tDallas"
talk now!"
Drew
well.
Stanwyck's
and
Muni'smovie
"Zola"
are— C.the
twoCooney,
outstanding
characters
the
seson.
T.
Jr.,
Waldo
Theatre,of
Waldoboro, Maine.
WHENbanks, Jr.,THIEF
MEETS TheTHIEF:
FairValerie Hobson—
audienceDouglas
stayed away
inlikedroves
because
they
heard
it
was
English,
and
don't
by thoseby who
came,Jr.andanyway.
was notStill
a badit was
storyapproved
or production
any
means.
Sept. Maine.
27.— C. General
T. Cooney,
Jr., Waldo
Theatre, Played
Waldoboro,
patronage.
Universal
BUCK JONES
PICTURES:
have played
Saddles,"
"Boss
Rider
of Gunas myICreek,"
"Leftare"Empty
Handed
Law" and
"Sandflow,"
and
customers
Jones
fans,
they
did
average
business.
He is OKBuck
me.—
Mrs.
Gene
Michael,
Best
Theatre,
Freeburn,
Ky.for
Coal mining patronage.
CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: John Wayne,
Louise
Latimer— A story
railroad
firmthecompeting
against
firm inofThe
aa race
countrythe
to a posta trucking
in California.
one across
who reached
ship's
post
first
received
a
million
dollar
Well, the trucks were Ford V-8 and they contract.
beat the
train.
Okay It'sfor athose
who don't manufacturing
think. We starved
onand
it here.
Hudson-Essex
sold dealer
on the onability
oftown,
thishe
Ford.I guess
Tie uptheywithweren't
your Ford
this one,
shouldkin, give
you
a
car
for
showing
it.
—
Harland
RanPlaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ont., Can.
EMPTY
SADDLES:
Good
western
but shoulditBuck
neverJones,
haveLouise
beento Brookstitled
was.
People
thought
had
something
dowestern
withas
the
song
by
same
title.
Jones
no
longer
is
top
star
for me.
Dick Jackson
Foran nowTheatre,
holds Flomaton,
that position.Ala.—
Sammie
Jackson,
General patronage.
LUCKIEST GIRL IN THE WORLD: Jane Wyatt,
Louis
Playedasbyfartheas most
unfortunate
situationHayward—
in the world
the boxoffice
was
concerned.
Don't
feel
bad
if
you
don't
play
this Can.
one.
—Harland Rankin, Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ont.,
MIGHTY TREVE. THE: Noah Beery, Jr., Barbara
Read
— GoodJackson,
little picture,
on bargain
nights.Ala.—
Sammie
Jacksonplayed
Theatre,
Flomaton,
General patronage.
MYSTERIOUS CROSSING: James Dunn, Jean
Rogers —there
Very weregoodso program
picture.
Wish I pichad
known
many colored
ture. Icouldincreased
have advertised
this people
fact
to inmythisINegro
trade
and
my
box
office
receipts.
have
found
town people
will comein it,to but
almostI have
any
picturethatthatNegroes
has somein mycolored
to let 'emFlomaton,
know aboutAla. it. —General
Sammie patronage.
Jackson, Jackson
Theatre,
SANDFLOW:
British
productionBuck
and weJones—
wereWeableplayed
to savethisourwithface.a
We areat most
thankful
toHarland
Buck Jones—
he Plaza
gives Theus a
break
the
box
office.—
Rankin,
atre, Tilbury, Ont., Can.
WINGS OVER HONOLULU: Wendy Barrie, Ray
Milland—
picture.Saturday
We played
on a Saturday
night andJustoura usual
nightit patrons
played
beanoey, Jr.,or Waldo
went riding.
October Maine.
2. — C. T.General
CoonTheatre,Played
Waldoboro,
patronage.

Warner Brothers
Kay This
Francis,did Errol
NotANOTHER
sosatisfaction.
good. DAWN:
TooKaydraggy.
nothere.
giveFlynn—
very
good
Francis
is
slipping
Runningatre,time,Griswold,
74 minutes.—
P.
G.
Held,
New
Strand
TheIowa. General patronage.
CALL IT A DAY: Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter
United Artists
—butIf the
anyoneonesliked
this
one
toneglect
tell me,to
did this
not isthey
likeone itneglected
ELEPHANT BOY: Native Cast— Very good picture report on it. Iwho
believe
of didthe not
worst
features
ofa thing
Its kindwithbutthisit'scompany's
the same product.
old story;WasI cannot
make
I
ever
ran.
The
English
accent
makes
it
almost
immuch
pos ible tounderstand,
which Hope
is no I doubt
just
asofwell,
disappointed with their product this year. very
Too many
as
the
plot
is
non-existent.
never
hear
anforeign-made
pictures
to
suit
me.
—
Sammie
Jackson,
other
English
show.
Didn'tRunning
take in enough
theminutes.
second
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. General patronage.
night
to
pay
the
help.
time,
89
9-10.— Gladys
ELEPHANT
Native Cast—
this Playedtre, October
Lebanon, Kansas.
Small E.townMcArdle,
patronage.Owl Theapicture.
Has no BOY:
story whatever
but theNothing
sound tois good
onray it.Theatre,
PlayedStrasburg,
October 7.—N. Fischer
and
Bichler,
MattGOD'S
COUNTRY
AND
THE
WOMAN:
George
D. Small town patronage. Brent, Beverly Roberts, El Brendel— A magnificent
production
in color. scenery,
Warner wonderful
should be acting
proud ofandthisa
feature.
Beautiful
STAR
IS
BORN,
A:
Janet
Gay
nor,
Fredric
March
story all combine to make this one of the
—pleased
This was
one and
featureit was
froma United
everyone
pleasureArtists
to playthatit. grand
screen's finest achievements. George Brent and Bev-

erlyanceRoberts
combine
their talents
to make supplies
a perform-his79
worthycomedy
of the andhighest.
El Brendel
inimitable
the
balance
of
the
castpicture
performed equallyseason
as well.andThiswe was
ofReynolds,
the 1937-38
pickedourNewa opening
winner.—
J.StateA.
Director
of
Recreation,
Jersey
Prison Theatre, Trenton, N. J. Prison patronage.
GETTER,about
THE:this,George
Anita surprised.
Louise— I
wasGO uncertain
but wasBrent,
agreeably
Turnedatre,outHerminie,
to bePa.verySmall
fine. —town
Rudolph
Covi, patronage.
Covi Theand rural
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis
—Running
Very good picture
that gave
satisfaction.
100 minutes.—
P. G.general
Held,
New
Strand
Theatre, time,
Griswold,
Iowa. General
patronage.
KID
GALAHAD:
Edward
G.
Robinson,
Joan
Blondell— Excellent picture. Should satisfy anywhere.
Played
19.— B.townHollenbeck,
Sumas, September
Wash. Small
patronage. Rose Theatre,
MELODY
TWO: JamesthatMelton,
Patricia
—Only
aRunning
fair FOR
program
fellP. flat
at the Ellis
box
office.
time, picture
60 minutes.—
G. patronage.
Held,
New
Strand Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. General
SAN QUENTIN:
Humphrey
—Excellent
prison story
with a Bogart,
good eyePatforO'Brien
detail.
Humphrey Bogart is rapidly building up a following
since his work in "Dead End" and "Marked Woman."
Pat O'Brien
pulls in some everything
of the so-called
"he-men"
who
usually
erns. Good stay
actingclearand ofgood
action.butDrew7 shotwellwestand
pleased
most
everyone.
Played
September
29.
Cooney,eral patronage.
Jr., Waldo Theatre, Waldoboro, Maine.— C.Gen-T.
SINGING MARINE: Dick Powell, Doris Weston—
Very
good musical.
Powell's
The
direction
storyDick
good. singing
Runningvery
time,good.105
minutes.—
P. G.andpatronage.
Held,
Newalso Strand
Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa. General
SINGINGVery MARINE,
THE: Dick
Powell,
Doris
Weston—
agreeably
surprised
this one.
The
pictures
have not over
been hisso last.
hotwithlately.
This little
one
isPowell
a
great
improvement
And
that
Weston
gal
is
a
honey.
What
a
smile!
And
a
voice,
too.
Running
time,
105
minutes.
Played
October
3-5.
—Horn
and Morgan,
Inc., Star Theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small
town patronage.
SINGA MEvery AgoodLOVEpicture.
SONG:DidJames
Patricia
Ellis—
not doMelton.
much business.
Believe
they
were
afraid
they
wouldn't
like
Melton's
singing. I think
was goodandas Catlett
far as theextrasinging
concerned.
Hugh heHerbert
good;wasso
(Continued on following page, column 2)
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READY

TIE-IN

MADE... ^

23,000 RAILWAY EXPRESS OFFICES
TRES and 8,000 over
000 TH
One5,office
to EA
a theatre—
(1
for good measure. Can you picture a
set-up for fast, dependmore ablecomplete
film shipping anywhere than by
Rail and Air Express? For day or night
service, at low, economical cost, phone
the nearest Railway Express office.

RAI LWA\^$EXPRE

NATION-WIDE

ss

RAIL-AIR SERVICE

80

THEATRE
ACCOUNTING
by WILLIAM F. MORRIS
(Certified Public Accountant)

A system devised expressly for
keeping a correct tabulation of
receipts and expenses.
All the information required by
the Social Security Act can be
easily and quickly obtained both
weekly and for longer periods
as the total is accumulated.

TELLS ALL THE FACTS ABOUT
YOUR BUSINESS EACH WEEK
• Payroll data for Social Security
Taxes.
• Profit at a glance — Daily or
Weekly.
• All expenses deducted — including
Rent, Taxes and Depreciation.
• Complete record of advance
bookings.
• Itemized Schedule of All Assets
and Equipment with Table of
Depreciation Rates.
• Does not require a bookkeeper
to handle it.

$3

ENOUGH FOR A FULL
YEAR'S BOOKKEEPING

QUICLEY BOOKSHOP
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK
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was Jenkins.—
maton,
Ala. Sammie Jackson, Jackson Theatre, FIoSLIM:
Fonda— time,
Our patrons
liked
this a lotPatandO'Brien,
so did Henry
we. Running
80 minutes.
—Rudolph
Covi, patronage.
Covi Theatre, Herminie, Pa. Small
town and rural
VARSITY
Powell,Was Fred
Good,
but entertaining.
by noSHOW:
means Dick
aSpectacular
special.
muchTedWaring—
too long
but
fairly
finale.
stole
the show,
Jimmy Davis
is terrible,
WaringHealy
was
good. tronHope
we come
have tomoresee ofPowell.
him andAverage
his. Mywas pa-10
s
s
t
i
l
won't
cents.
Running
time, 120
minutes.
PlayedPaynesville,
October
3-4.—
E. patronage.
Eliasen,
Rialto
Theatre,
Minn. A.Rural
WHITE BONDAGE:
Jeanduals.
Muir, Gordon
Oliver—Its
Another
built was
for theits
not bad.
greatest one
difficulty
drawingButpower.
It just
doesn't
have
any.
Running
time,
60
minutes.
Played
October
1-2.— Neb.
Horn Small
and Morgan,
Inc., Star Theatre,
Hay Springs,
town patronage.
Miscellaneous
CROOKED
TRAIL, This
THE:starJohnny
Mack BrownPretty
good
is plenty
and is
popular
here western.
butHeproducers
give ahimgood
good material.
could be domadenot into
big any
star tooin
the western
field
with
the
proper
_
stories
and
producmy belief.
Sammie patronage.
Jackson, Jackson
Theatre,tion, or that's
Flomaton,
Ala. — General
JACK hibiOFtor was forced
ALL TRADES:
Jack
Buchanan—
The
exto
resort
to
heavy
doses ofafter
aspirin,
and stayed away from the popular hangouts
the
show. dledIt'swith, thesuchgreatest
misfortune
we
have
been
sadpictures
asa these
British
pictures.
We
work
hard
to
build
up
clientele
only
to
have
them leave us after such pictures as these. We
droppedpresstwocompanyreelswouldthe have
secondlostnight,
wish the exitOnt.,
in but
transit.
Rankin, Plaza Theatre, Tilbury,
Can. — Harland

October

23

93 7
MARCH
OF TIME: DoNo.think,
1— Onehowever,
of the that
best allof prothis
series
weducers ahave
re givingseen.too
much
attention
to pests
the ChineseJapanese
trouble.
The
subject
of
insect
is
very
timely for this farming community. Running time, 17
minutes. — A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
PATHEprovingTOPICS,
NO.
These
singles
imgood Niles
as any7:Theatre,
on theAnamosa,
market areofIowa.
this
kind.— C.patronage.
L.and asNiles,
General
United Artists
COUNTRY
Silly Symphonies—
This
Disney
really
deservesCOUSIN:
award.
ItPlayhasit.—theHarland
mouse-land
situation
totheperfection.
Rankin, Plazadown
Theatre,
Tilbury, Ont.,
Can.
Universal
PUPPETand SHOW:
Oswald
Cartoons—
fine Oswald
novel.—
L. Niles,
Niles ATheatre,
AnaVitaphIowa.
GeneralC.patronage.

one
ALPINE
GRANDEUR:on these
Colortour
some
reason
travelisAdventures—
tourscoloring
does For
notas
compare with thetheirsound
other shorts nor
the
good
as
Loew's
travel
talks.
This
one
is
better
than
their earlier
issues,
will stand— A.a J.lotInks,
of improveRunning
time,Ind.but9 minutes.
Crystal
Theatre,ment.Ligonier,
DAVID
MENDOZA
&
ORCH.:
Melody
Masters—
very
poorhighshortto pass
for this
company
whoseRunning
standardtime,Ais
usually
to
the
exhibitor.
10 minutes.— A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
DOUBLE TALK:Rudolph
Edgar Bergen,
"Charlie
McCovi, patronage.
Covi's
Theatre,
Herminie, Carthy"—Excellent.—
Pa. Small town andJ. rural
ELISEO
GRENET
& ORCHESTRA:
Masters— Very Running
good Melody
Some Melody
dance
Short Subjects
numbers.
time,Kansas.
oneMaster.
reel.Small
— Gladys
E.swell
McArdle,
Owl
Theatre,
Lebanon,
town
patronage.
Columbia
HO:Calloway
Cab Calloway
Orchestra—
One
ofI HIthink
the DEbestthere
shorts tooin and
amuch
blueHisofmoon.
is a little
Cab Although
and not
BURY THEnedy—Only afairHATCHET:
Montya fewCollins,
TombutKencomedy.
Just
laughs
not
enough
of
his*
band
in
this,
it
is
worthy
of
a
spot
so hot.
Running time, 18 Mattray
minutes. Played September any program. Running time, 11 minutes.— J. A. Rey-on
29.—
Recreation,
New Jersey State Prison,
N. D.Fischer
Small andtownBichler,
patronage. Theatre, Strasburg, Trenton,nolds,N.DirectorJ. ofPrison
patronage.
CASH
AND
CARRY:
Three
Stooges—
Fairly
good
HOTEL
a
la
SWING:
Eddie
Foy, andJr.—novelty
Good Broadslapstick.
Running
time. 18 Minn.
minutes. — A. E. Eliasen,
waybers.
BrevityRunningwithtime,sometwogoodreels.dance
numRialto Theatre,
Paynesville,
—
Gladys
E. McArdle,
Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kan.
COMMUNITY
No. 1—theThisfeature
is the first
series.
We playedSING:it before
and offeltthisit JOE PALOOKA IN "TAKING THE COUNT":
put
some extra
through
thebusiness.
audience. It's Shemp Howard,
Robert Norton—
The register
split recording
like
manwarmth
beforeTilbury,
talkingOnt.,
Palooka
does
soit;hot.if
Rankin,feeding
Plazaa Theatre,
Can. — Harland ofThethese
subject
itselfcomedies
iswasgoodbetter.
and not
theRunning
kids liketime,
only
the
recording
19
COMMUNITY
SING:
No.
1—
Very
good.—
Rudolph
minutes.
—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,
Ind.
Covi,
Covi Theatre, Herminie, Pa. Small town and Small town patronage.
rural patronage.
ORCHESTRA
Melody
Masters—
SPRING
FESTIVAL:C. Color
Rhapsodies—
A verv A RIMAC
very
withTHE:
aof South
setgood
colored
L. Niles,
Niles Theatre,
ting doingclever
aRankin,
lot musical
of hotPlazadance
southTilbury,
ofAmerican
the equator.
Anamosa,
Iowa.cartoon.—
General patronage.
—Harland
Theatre,
Ontario,
Canada. General patronage.
Educational
SHE WAS
ACROBAT'S
Merrie
Melodies
—built
EveryANaround
exhibitor
will DAUGHTER:
enjoy
thisback
humorous
CRYSTALskating
BALLET:
Treasure
Chest—time,
Good.one Some
a appreciate
theatre
bringing
many
excellent
sequences.
Running
reel. cartoon
situations
that
you
will
in
your
own
—Gladys
McArdle, Owl Theatre, Lebanon, Kansas. The duck with the baby duck that asked so house.
many
Small townE patronage.
questions
appealedTheatre,
to us allTilbury,
very much
Rankin, Plaza
Ont., here.
Can.— Harland
LOVE
IN
ARMS:
Two-Reel
Comedies
—
Very
good.
Rudolph
Covi Theatre, Herminie, Pa.
Small— town
and Covi.
rural patronage.
SUNDAY
Brevities—
This
two-reel,ROUNDUP,
all-color, THE:
based onBroadway
the pastor
(Dick
Foran)ing a goodgetting
theand saloon
toaceclosevaudeville
on Sunday,
includ-ace
fight
several
skits,
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
entertainment.— Harland Rankin, Plaza Theatre,is Tilbury, Ont., Can.
EQUESTRIAN
Pete Smith Specialsingle ACROBATS:
with outstanding
riding.
VITAPHONE FUNSTERS: Big Time Vaudeville
Giveties— Ait fine
preferred
time.—
C.patronage.
L. Niles,horseback
Niles Theatre,
Reel
—
Our
audience,
which This
is_ rural,
hasof noshorts
opportunity
Anamosa,
Iowa. General
to see joyedstage
vaudeville.
series
is enveryofmuchthem
byinourtheirpatrons.
All Running
producers time,
should
GRAND
BOUNCE.
THE:
Pete
Smith
Specialties—
use
more
product.
The history of a check that was made of rubber and minutes. — A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.8
mighttre,bounce.
Very clever.—
L. Niles, Niles TheaAnamosa, Iowa.
GeneralC. patronage.
VAUDE-FESTIVAL:
Time
Vaudeville
These
Reelsof aretheBigthebest.
topsRunning
for us intime,a Reel—
small
town. Vaudeville
This was one
nine
Paramount
minutes.
—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier, Ind.
Small
town
patronage.
PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL:
No.
9—
Very
poor
except for the subject of two cub bears. Running time.
HO: drawn
Vitaphone
This short 10is
Ind.
10 minutes. — A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, onlyWHALE
fair. A.Long
out andNovelties—
dull. Running
minutes.—
J. Inks. Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,time.
Ind.
RKO Radio
Miscellaneus
FOREIGN thisSPORTS:
Sportssports
with reel.
Bill Corum—
LOUIS pay
VS. tooFARRmuchFIGHT:
good fight
fight pictures
picture
substituted
for another,
Pass itTheyup. Have
money Very
for these
No good.tember 18Running
time,
sevenMattray
minutes.Theatre,
Played StrasSep- Runningto time,
3
reels.
—
Sammie
Jackson,
Jackson
Thea.
—
Fischer
&
Bichler,
tre, Flomaton, Ala.
burg, N. D. Small town patronage.
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PICTURE HERALD for mutual aid and progress

CHANCE
DOES IT
Any business that leans heavily upon personal initiative
makes progress through change. Findings of keen-minded
observers result in changes to more profitable policies and
methods of operation. Changes to better positions make it
possible for those advanced to spread their ability and
resourcefulness over a wider horizon. By the same token,
elimination of deadwood-manpower often changes the color
of bookkeeping ink from red to black.
Few industries there are more susceptible to change than
this business of the motion picture, and especially so in the
exhibition branch where progress is traced distinctly through
shifts in personnel to bigger jobs. Better conditions nationally
no doubt have to do with it but the ability of the many so
recognized in the past few months presents strong evidence
that the fortunes of exhibition are being consistently advanced.
Your Round Table has carried week-to-week reports on the
promotions of theatremen to more responsible posts — from city
to district manager, from manager to city manager, from
manager of less to more important houses, from assistant to
manager, and, equally as gratifying, from chief of staff, doorman, usher, utility man to assistant.
Set down together, the names bulk impressively and those
that come quickest to mind are listed now to bring home to
others "champing at the bit" that the ladder of advancement
is still high — the rungs still wide.
Gentlemen, we give you:
Paul Kunze, Harry Rose, Wally Allen, Bob Suits, Larry
Graburn, Howard Knevels, Bill Novak, Len Bishop, Russ
McKibbon, George Jones, Roscoe Drissel, Boyd Sparrow, Bill
Brown, Don Jacobs, Pearce Parkhurst, Martin Waldman,
George Daniels, George Peters, Wallace Forkins, Tom Ward,
Dean Thurman, George Allen, Clarence Sletz, Frank Murphy,
Dean Emley, William Kamas, George Elders, Arthur Ofe,
Jerry Sager, Alfred Jones, Brock Whitlock, Charles Yearby,
Edgar Doob and Howard Michaels, among others. There are
more, of course, and numerously, but the number spotlighted
here will serve to show in what direction the wind doth blow.
The relation of theatre manpower to general industry
progress was stressed by your Chairman a few years back
in saying:
"You can't keep a good man down. The boy with somegot to be
heard."
Therething to issaynohasevidence
today
that superiors are any less
willing to listen.

A MATTER OF JUDGMENT
Newsreel pictures of the Shanghai bombing were shocking,
to be sure. But war is hardly a picnic in the country and those
who patronized the houses showing the Chinese shots were
generally advised of what they could expect to see.
Over on the Jersey side, at the Newton Theatre, in Newton,
Sidney Samuelson booked Universale initial release of the
strife and publicized the contents of the reel in no unmistakable
terms. However, to insure that none would be offended,
Samuelson advertised special showings at stated hours for the
benefit of those who preferred their entertainment minus the
war stuff.
It is not often that theatremen have occasion to tread lightly
in referring to their bookings. When these times arise, good
judgment usually dictates a sound course of procedure.
AAA
THE MOVEMENT SPREADS
Folks down around West Memphis, in Arkansas, must have
studied, and with much interest, the excellent 12-page special
tabloid newspaper mailed all over the territory to announce
the opening of the new Crittenden Theatre. Conceived and
edited by Manager Norval E. Packwood, the effective mailingpiece, in layout and text, did a top job of selling the house
in all departments.
The boxoffice dividends to be had from the publication of
theatre weeklies, special issues and suchlike becomes more
evident these days, especially in those sectors where available
newspaper facilities and circulation are not up to scratch.
AAA
The promotion of Round Tabler Al Sindlinger, by producer
Louis de Rochemont, to the post of advertising manager with
March of Time calls immediately but not only for three rousheers.
The step-up also calls for a bit of pointing to the
chee thing
one ingbig
shared in common by the men selected for
bigger jobs. In most every instance, they are active Round
Tablers. In the majority of cases, they have scored high in
the Quigley Awards.
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Reported to be the largest sign in Nashville, Tenn.,
was the one erected by Manager Will Crull, for
"Good Earth" at Loew's Vendome, and spotted on
important highway three weeks ahead. Entire sign
placed three feet above ground covered 200 feet.

Inaugurating his New Movie Season with "Broadway Melody of 193 8," Manager J. G. Newkirk,
Loew's Granada, Cleveland, created an artistic transparency lobby display to plug the showing. Flash
teas illuminated from the rear, colored lettering and
white skyline adding to the effect.

To sell
many starsHarry
in "Life
of thehad
Party,"
at Warner's
San Pedro,
San
Pedro,
Gal.,the Manager
Schlinker
a group
of youngsters
carrying
individual signs with cast, title and theatre. . . . Mechanical man lobby stunt
worked
for Manager
on "Double
at the
La
Porte,wellLaporte,
bid., theWayne
RoundSweeney,
Tabler tieing
in titleOrwithNothing"
copy offering
guest tickets to those who could make "him" smile.

-lk Hceluniuil Mja will
ffifiummt\
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Plaque
For

Winners

September

I MET

IN

HIM

PARIS

Night glitter signs were planted by Manager Eric
W ahlquist on main highways adjacent to Melbourne,
Australia, to create especial attention for the date
on "1 Met Him hi Paris," the unique idea allowing
the theatreman to get around the restrictions against
street ballyhoo.
Previous winner of a Bronze Plaque, Ray Bell
scored again in the September Competitions, taking
down the Silver for his entry on "Stella Dallas," at
Loew's Capitol, Washington, D. C. The same picture also wonPa.,forwhoKaywasO'Connell,
Lancaster,
voted theWarner's
Bronze Capitol,
for his
■efforts and which makes him a first-time scorer. Details ofboth campaigns reported by the entrants are
reported elsewhere in this section.

Bell listed a high score of accomplishments in executing exploitations of various kinds. Among those
■carried out at the theatre, he reports effective the
tiein with a local recording laboratory which set up
■a sttidio in the lobby and offered free voice recordings to patrons. The best of the auditions were broadcast every morning, these including a number of
plugs for the picture and theatre.

The ever-compelling turtle gag was gainfully employed by Ray
O'Connell
as a ballyhoo
downtown
window.
Individual
letters ofplanted
the titlein
were painted on the turtle shells and a large sign
placed in the background carrying the details of
how guest tickets could be won by observing passersby. When the "animules" lined up so that they
spelled the title correctly, those who noted the occasion were rewarded.
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Screwy Stuff
Star" Day
Businessmen in the vicinity of the
Logan Theatre, Chicago, were organized
by Sam Krimstein to put over a starvalue day in connection with the opening of "A Star Is Born." Stories were
run infor papers,
merchants'
ads included
plug
picture and
gala occasion,
special
banners and street celebrations formed
part of the campaign.
Sam further coordinated the business
men's
the
leading advertising
community into
paper,a back
purposepageof ofwhich
was to plug a misspelled word contest for
which tickets were awarded. Another
highlight of Krimstein's campaign was
atwo"star
born baby
contest,"
concluding
daysis ahead
of opening
so that
winner
could participate in parade and appear at
opening performance. Cooperating department store provided mothers of all
entries with gratis picture of their babies.
These photos were displayed in lobby
and designated by numbers so that
patrons could make their selections by
ballot. Sam reports a total of 76 babies
enteredandranging
from gifts
-five "rnontlis'
to five
years
promoted
were presented
to the winner.
Bally

Incidentally,
Pictures

Too

VB TONIGHT ONLY ffjgff
VMllF
'HAPPY-GO-LUCKY"
'RACING LADY"
TOMORROW!
VOGUE THEATRE NEW SEASON TOLICY STARTS!
3 CHANGES WEEKLY— SAT.— TUE.— THUR.
All3 DAYS
Day Flan
BANK
HOLLYWOOD
NIGHT
$15.00
SPECIAL FUN MATINEE
EVERY SATURDAY — STARTING TOMORROW
GAMES! CONTESTS! SONGS! FUN!
FREE ROLLER SKATES! RICYCLES! MOTOR GLIDE!
ATTEND FIRST FUN SHOW TOMORROW
DICK TRACY
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
JEAN HARLOW — CLARK GARLE in "SARATOGA"
Plus RILLY MAUCH in "PENR0D and SAM"
FREE POPCORN to All Kids Attending MATINEE!

City Manager E. L. Drake and Manager J. R. MacEachron at the Paramount, Jackson, Tenn., for "Day at the
Races"
one onof antheold ushers
Groucho dressed
and sat him
banneredas
carriage with p.a. system over which (Reproduced from the Kenosha, Wis.,
he broadcast on the picture every 15 min- Evening News, September 10, 1937)
utes. Carriage covered downtown area
and surrounding towns.
For "Mountain
Music"
was
dressed
in overalls and
straw staff
hats with
cashiers in ginghams and hair done in Old Time Fiddlers
braids. For street stunt boy and girl paraded in shotgun wedding fashion with
Two weeks ahead of opening of
father behind carrying back banner read- "Mountain Music" at the Palace, Burkburnett, Tex., Stanley Gartside put on
ing "We're on our way to," etc., etc.
old-fiddlers' contest. Contest was held
last night of picture and cash prizes were
awarded the winners. For lobby gag,
large box was planted containing peep
WANTED!
hole, copy above reading "Look who's
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
going
to see," saw
etc.. themselves
etc. On peering
slot, patrons
reflectedintoin
mirrors.
^
New Popcorn Machines . .
^-3 These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
Entire staff wore hill-billy beards durThey are improved big-capacity models with
ing run and were dressed as mountain'"*"*}
lights, colorfor andyou.motion
that really
get
the
eers. Three days ahead Stan ran teaser
»•■«)
business
All
-electric,
full
cabinet
-:- ( size. Capacities : $8.00 to $18.00 per hour. ad offering
free admission to the first ten
*<jfl Low down payments, easy terms.
appearing at boxofnce if it rained any
Write for Catalog!
^
day up to opening and guest tickets were
CO.
NCE Ave.,MFG.
I6332ADVA
also awarded to those attending opening
St. Louis
St. Louis. Mo.
in best hill-billy costumes.

Daily papers tied in with Bert Leighton,
Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Pa., on a "Topper" chuckle contest run in the classified
section, tickets going to those readers correctly selecting lines from three different
ads to form comedy sentences. Department store used fashion stills of Constance Bennett with copy to the effect
that
the
star was andone invited
of the customers
world's bestto
dressed women,
view their fall fashions and see the picture.
Through some gentle kidding on the
part of opposition manager, Bert landed
extra newspaper publicity when he
planted
"invisible"
bowl ina
lobby, and
his rivalgoldfish
secretlyin placed
couple of finnies in the bowl. Hardware
store featured a "left hand screw driver
similar to that used in "Topper," girls
visited various swimming pools with cutout letters stitched to their backs reading
"I'm the invisible girl in," etc., and boys
walking around ledge of building carried
signsetc."If you think we're crazy, see,"
etc.,
Impersonators
Going into the surrounding towns, Jim
Redmond, Bonham Theatre, Fairbury,
Neb.,
for "Dayas the
at themadRaces"
sent onthree
lads dressed
brothers
the
streets, their antics attracting crowds
which were handed heralds on the picture.
Special free kid show was held in
which all merchants in town cooperated
by distributing gratis tickets to the
youngsters. These had been purchased
from Jim at 10 cents each. Cones, balloons and other souvenirs were also promoted for giveaways and each cooperating merchant advertised the show.
Safety Week
Special
week sponsored
by vari-in
ous civic safety
organizations
and ushered
with a proclamation from the Mayor was
the
highlight campaign
of Harry Sefton'sOrpheum
"Devil
Is
Driving"
Theatre,
Wichita, Kan.at the
Police Judge
issued a statement endorsing the film and
fined speeders and traffic violators by ordering them to attend a performance of
the picture. Large trucking organizations were approached to purchase tickets
for their drivers and "attention-motorists" cards were distributed at all transcompanies, where drivers
handed them portation
to fares.
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HIGH

WINNERS
numerous
stories, articles and art. Photo
Numerous Competitions Put On
serialization running six days was another
OCTOBER DEADLINE
standout
and
breaks obtained in rotogravure
by Theatremen Voted Quigley
IS NOVEMBER NINTH
sections, class magazines and other media.
Silver and Bronze; Both EnUnusual
tiein
made with local newspaper to
As previously announced, deadline
promote
classified
alloweda four
Bell
trants Score on "Stella Dallas"
for Quigley October Award entries
to
distribute
at
the department
various theatres
has been set for midnight of Tuesday,
Topped by some nine contests of various
page
printed free of
November 9 th. Campaigns, to receive
kinds and including what was reported to
charge "Movie
by the Loewdown"
paper.
consideration, must arrive not later
The advertising campaign also embraced
be one of the most unusual newspaper camthan
that
time.
Also
to
be
stressed
paigns put on locally was the entry on
numerous co-op ads, majority of these being
is that entries, to be eligible for the
four and five column. Smart window displays
"Stella Dallas" submitted by Ray Bell, pubNovember
Awards,
must
be
on
single
to follow up this advertising were also arlicist iforngtothe
n, D. C.dateBriefat Loew's
outlines Palace,
of whatWashBell
ranged for, Bell securing ace spots on styles,
pictures
played
during
that
month.
did to win the Quigley September Silver
men's pipes and other exploitation stills. PopPlaque are set down as follows:
ular eating places were sold the idea of adNewspapers cooperated for instance on a
vertising "Stella Dallas" luncheons, supposcontest in which readers were asked whether invited to "can" their voices through a reedly
the favorite dishes of the star
cording apparatus installed in the lobby. and this containing
or not they would give up their children to
tiein
plugged by counter cards and
hooked to a radio program, spon- window banners.
Newsstand cards to aninsure progeny a better break in life. An- This was
sors mentioned on explanatory posters.
other slant was based on whether the husnounce publicity on star and picture in variband or children should have first call on Radio too was employed for a contest idea
ous
fan
magazines
tacked about town
for not only did Bell plant the dramatiza- with theatre credits were
included.
a mother's
devotion.
promoted
tion, but also offered prize to the radio artist
critics
to invite
with Bell
them also
to the
prevue theof selected
Among
the
host
of
other
slants might be
the best job on the program, mentioned Quaker Oats tieup
lobby
the picture readers sending in most interest- photo offorprize
presentation accompanying mention in grocery stores all overfor thewindow
area,
ing letters on why they should be allowed to
review the attraction.
the tiein. In all, some five stations cooper- bookmarks at main library and branches,
Another contest required readers to name ture. ated in various ways to publicize the pic- "Dallas" sundaes at five-and-tens, Postal
outstanding mother-love pictures of the
tiein, Liberty
magazine
carriersof
- > ~-r~A^
j-jx. theatre,
etc. Date
The advance newspaper publicity planted Telegraph
past. Photos
of the
features re-in
fer ed to were ofrunstars
without
identification
16 days ahead continued ^
conjunction. Identification slant was also
utilized wherein photos of line at boxoffice the entire engagemp-'
were run in cooperating newspaper with
those whose heads were marked by "lucky
stars,"
given guest
space-promoter
was atickets.
classifiedThen
tiein another
and to
interest the hundreds of employees in leading department store the Loewman offered
lucky number tickets to be given away at
personal meetings and which was widely
publicized throughout the establishment.
Leading night club was tied in to give
away autographed pair of shoes worn by
star in picture, stunt built up with series
of display ads by the club.
Ad Club Honors Goldwyn
Of interest also was a promotion arranged
with the local Advertising Club to present
an award of distinction to Samuel Goldwyn
in recognition of the high standard of the
picture. The papers made much of this sjant,
running stories and photos of the presentation which took place at a regular meeting
attended
by some 200 leading advertising
men.
Racetrack tiein earned more than the
usual share of sport page publicity. I Bell
succeeded in having one of the featured
races at nearby track named "Stella Dallas
Handicap,"
workedbanner
up toheads,
the
point
where which
the tieinwassecured
and photos of the winning jockey and pwner
receiving the Dallas trophy. All publicity
h,
of course mentioning the title and theatre.
Still another slant that earned a bit of
extra publicity had to do with tiein arGE
ranged with local recording studio, patrons
Vice-.
A—Mam1
Featured exploitations in both the Bell
MONRC
Directon
Publicity
and
O'Connell
campaigns
are
illustrated
in
the Round Table photo section of this issue.
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DRIVES
Unique tiein was made by Ray Bell for
Theatremen Utilize Widespread
the benefit of the Loew Theatres in Wash"TOPPER" PREVIEW
ington, D. C, wherein the Washington Post
Exploitations to Announce
CRACKS PAPER
printed some 20,000 special tabloid copies
Coming Dates; Street Parades
entitled
at no page
cost, was
and
Almost a full page of art in the
distributed"Movie
at theLoewdown,"
theatres. Front
and Prize Contests Featured
St. Louis Globe Democrat was the redevoted to cuts and captions of coming atThe wealth of strong attractions for the
sult of tiein on the screening of "Toprest of copy given to paper's
classified tractions
ad withservice.
new season has been seized upon eagerly by
per"
arranged
by
Harold
Evens
and
Round Tablers in different spots to publicize
publicist James Harris for the date at
In Kenosha, Wis., Bill Exton broke out
their Fall Inaugurals. Prominently recorded
with a full page topped with his campaign
Loew's State. Screening was held at
here are outlines of various slants conceived
MGM exchange for local theatremen
title
1937— Welcome
which
was "Farewell
followed through
in all the 1938,"
advertising.
and executed by Loew-men in and out of
and paper sold on idea of taking the
the metropolitan area and details also from
In bidding farewell to 1937 in print, Exton
candid
shots
for
publication
on
picture
theatremen in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio
credited the year for living up to the promise
and Canada.
of big pictures announced last season,
enumerating a number of these which he
At this writing the Fall Festival of the
page.
promised
to better in entertainment value
Loew New York Theatres under the supervision of Charles C. Moskowitz, is entering displaying intense activity in various fields. with the coming year's product.
Ten local merchants were tied in by Ernie
The parade idea also being stressed in these
the
homemenstretch
of a sixNew
weeks'York,
campaign.
Circuit
in Greater
West- parts, for instance in Meriden, Conn., at Moule, at the Capitol, Branford, Canada, for
chester, Jersey City, Newark and North Loew's Palace, where Manager J. G. Sam- a special five-page newspaper layout, plus
Bergen are competing in a contest and roll- artano arranged a very smart turnout of the a foyer fashion show. Each page was
ing up points in putting over ideas evolved local armory band, fleet of bannered new topped by a theatre streamer and included
at weekly meetings held by Oscar A. Doob, Chevrolets, members of the local motor- with
the co-op ads were photos and publicLoew Theatres ad head, and his staff.
ity of the shows booked for the new season.
cycle club and three of the "Broadway Melin cellophane
costumesthe asparade
they
Street Parades Prominent
appearody"ingirls the
picture. Before
Contests Planted
arranged to have the Mayor proAmong the exploitations already accom- Samartano
^w^g^
season
in
front
of
the
city
Newspaper
tieins were used, too, in Rochopester, Minn., by
plished are over 1=00 ■'
long shot of the MeriManager Harry Salisbury
at the Time Theatre, who announced his
"Fall Movie Jubilee" with a double truck
intowere
a "scrambled
'e* topped
his tied
Entrants
supposed to names"
decipher contest.
names
full pages
of the stars in the ads and match these with
names
of
coming
pictures
shown
at
the
oapers,
and also the Chateau, another Minneull pageall Time sota
Amusement house in the same spot.
Before moving into Lexington, Ky., Wally
. Matt
Wil- Allen
g attrachit the papers in Athens, Ohio, for a
t on)r
Poli co-op page at Schine's Athena. Allen arsetup which
gave onthe individual
theatre a co-op
ad with rangedeach
merchant
coming pictures plus a window display with title,
play dates, etc.
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The newspaper displays on this page are
representative of the work turned otit by
Joe DiPesa's
department
the
Loew
Boston advertising
Theatres. The
ads here for
shown
publicizing
day-and-date
engagements
the same attractions at both the State andof
Orpheum Theatres, continue the series current in the Round Table pages.
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HAROLD HELLER
manages the RKO Alhambra Theatre in
New York City, a neighborhood house, and
Heller is close enough to club headquarters
to come in and pay us a visit on his next
day off so that we can get personally acquainted. Harold began as usher at the
RKO Tilyou Theatre in Coney Island and
was promoted to manager after serving as
assistant at the RKO Orpheum in Brooklyn.
V
SERSON NADELL
is the assistant manager of the M. & P. Criterion Theatre, Roxbury, Mass., and certainly started showbusiness at a tender age.
When he was 16 Gerson started to work in
the Allston Theatre, Allston, Mass., as part
time usher; then full time, and later chief
usher, which job he held until he was made
assistant manager at the Criterion. Now
that we have the house tied up 100 per cent
with Gerson and Buckley, we expect to hear
from that point shortly.
V
GEORGE LAUREY
is the assistant
of Warner's
Utica
Theatre,
Utica, manager
N. Y. Entered
the business
at the age of 15 on the service staff of the
Fox Gayety Theatre. Remaining there two
years, Laurey then left to work at the Avon
Theatre, where he stayed for a year as chief
usher and later doorman, a position which
he held until February of this year, when he
was promoted to his present job.
V
PETER PANAGOS
in Marion, Ind., is the publicity director and
assistant manager of the Indiana and Lyric
Theatres for Great States Circuit and
started directly after graduating from the
University of Illinois in Fond du Lac, Wis.,
as doorman ; promoted to assistant city manager and worked in that capacity until he
made his present connection, replacing
Ralph Cokain, long time Round Tabler.
V
HARRY ELLIS
is the resident manager of the Franklin Theatre, Bay City, Tex., and comes well recommended by his district manager and Round
Table member of long standing Wallace J.
Butler. The only circuit that Ellis has ever
worked for is the Long Outfit, of which the
Franklin is a house, starting as doorman
and then working in different jobs until Mr.
Long put him in the Colonial and then into
the present house. We look forward to hearfrom this newcomer,
with ingtheplentyrecommendation
received especially
from his
boss.
V
SAM COOLICK
is the publicist for Loew theatres in Queens
and started in the home office as office boy;
after assistant
six months
worked contact
on Loew's
and
newspaper
man.Weekly
Went
into
the
regular
publicity
field
when
took over the Hollywood and Apollo,Loew's
two
east side houses. Later became junior publicity man with six east side theatres, and
after a year and a half at that was promoted
to the five Queens houses.

INVITED

TO

DAN RICHETELLI
is in Torrington, Conn., managing the State
Theatre. Richetelli started as poster clerk
for First National Exchange and later went
with Educational Films. Worked evenings
at the Paramount as usher and in 1025 left
to become booker for Educational, after that
company dissolved Dan worked as agent for
the Hancock Insurance Company but the
lure of showbusiness was too great and back
he went to manage the Capitol in Bridgeport and from that point to Torrington,
where we hope to hear often from him.
V
VIRGIL C. SMITH
is in Wheeling, West Va., managing the
Victoria Theatre for the West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises, and judging by the nice
things he says about the Herald, we anticipate hearing from him frequently. Remember, Smith, signing on the dotted line
is just the beginning; we expect to receive
reports on how you are putting your shows.
MORE
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TERRY C. W. LEUNG
manages
the Queen's
Theatre,
for General
Amusements,
Ltd., Circuit
in Hong
Kong,
China. Leung started in showbusiness at
the age
20, was
the Queen'sin
for
four ofyears
and assistant
was then attransferred
the same capacity to the Alhambra, where
he remained another four years, was later
promoted to manager of that house and then
shifted back to his present situation in a
managerial capacity also. Your brother
showmen here are always interested in reading of the exploitations of overseas men, so
please continue to keep in touchV with us.
SHERMAN HART
manages the Palace and Ritz Theatres in
Colorado, Texas, taking tickets after school.
Worked at that a year and then went to the
Palace to usher, worked on the floor weekendsishedandschool.
was From
relief there
operator
he finhe wasuntilappointed
assistant manager, then was promoted to
manager, at which post we now find him.

WINNING

(Continued from page 85)
and front displays being in keeping with the
strength of the rest of the ingenious campaign put on by the aggressive Loewman.
Another
"Stella Dallas"
which
earneddistinctive
for him job
the on
September
Bronze
was created by Manager Ray O'Connell at
Warners'
Capitol
in
Lancaster,
Pa.,
listing 51 individual tieins executed winner
in the
campaign, some of the outstanding said to
be first-timers put over locally.
These included an affidavit sworn to by
the manager before a duly inscribed authorityturein which
O'Connellproduction
swore thatto play
the picwas the greatest
the
theatre and followed this with a number of
other clauses referring to the stars and
strength of the attraction. The affidavit was
blown up to half-sheet size.
State Convention of the Elks which terminated with a mammoth street parade day before picture opened was also seized upon
by the theatreman for attention to the date.
Since outside advertising was not allowed,
had ofa squad
of his ushers
inO'Connell
at the end
the procession,
eachtagging
of the
staff carrying banners reading "Strike to see
'Stella Dallas,'" etc.
Radio Debate Staged
Contests here, too, were employed profitably and featured by a radip debate on the
subjecttives,ofmen"mother
love."of Four
representaand women
the community,
debated on the subject from both sides, and
listeners were invited to write in giving
their ideas on the subject. Guest tickets
were given as prizes.
Leading store was also tied in to give
prizes of "Stella Dallas" dresses to those
coming to the theatre as nearly like the
star in the picture as their personal ward-
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robe permitted. Store advertised the tiein,
plugged it in window and quite a bit of
excitement was created in the lobby of the
theatre at appoineed time, where the judges
met to choose the winner.
Tiein with local photographer for a
"mother-and-daughter" candid camera stunt
was also profitable. Photographer took shots
of the couples on the streets and in stores
and certain ones posted in the lobby with the
usual tickets given for correct identifications.
Bathing beauties at popular pool carried
back banners among the crowds and another
device to gain attention was effected by the
use of lettered linoleum strips placed on the
sidewalks in the downtown sections. Another dependable attention-attractor used by
O'Connell
cards in ice.was the gag of freezing window
Turtle Stunt Clicks
Most amusing and interesting also was
O'Connell's
of thewhich
turtle hestunt
in promi-in
nent window,use with
succeeded
blocking a bit of traffic. A number of turtles
were obtained and upon the back of each,
one letter of the title painted. Passersby
were invited to watch and guest tickets given
to those present who observed when turtles
were
title. in position to correctly spell out the
Good newspaper campaign was also put
across with a number of co-op ads secured.
Reported as additional first-timers in the
town were a completely bannered street car
and also the planting of a giant banner on
the face of prominent building on the downtown square. Letters to leading mothers in
the entire sector, heralds dropped from airplanes, window displays in spots difficult to
get,
giantat lettered
at filling
banners
factoriescircles
and radio
sketchstations,
were
some other of the two score and ten ideas.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
3
later
the daterunning
of thistimeissueas are
"Coming
times areby those
companies.
Asteriskthanindicates
madelisted
knownunder
by West
CoastAttractions."
studio beforeRunning
announcement
home supplied
office in byNewtheYork.
Variations also may be due to local censorship deletions. Letter in parentheses after title denotes audience classification of production:
(A) Adult, (G) General.
7Numerals following audience classification are produtcion numbers. Dagger symbol indicates picture is
of the 1937-38 season.
Running Time
ADVANCE
Title
Star
Rel. Date30/37 Minutes
Running Tims
.May
56Revlewaa
Reckless
Ranger
Bob
Allen-Louise
Small.
Rel.
Date
Minute*
Reviewed
Rio
Grande
Ranger
Bob
Allen-Iris
Meredith
Star
.Dec.
11/36
54
.Margaret Morris-Bill Edw£ .Sept. I5,'37t
(See Timber
"In the (G)
Cutlng Room,"JackNov.Holt-Grace
7/36.) Bradley July
.65.AUJ. 28/37
Roaring
Coming
Speed
to
Spare
Dorothy
Wilson-Chas.
Qulgley.
..May
4/37
60
Oawn to Dusk
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards. .. Nov.
(See "Racing Luck," "In the Cutting Room," Feb. 13/37.)
Trapped
Charles Starrett- Peggy Stratford. .Mar. 5/37 59
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Time
Two Fisted Sheriff Chas. Starrett -Barbara Weeks.. .June 15/37 59
Gun Law
Chas. Starrett- Peggy Stratford.. .Apr. 14/37
7/37 56
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Two
58
Venus(SeeMakes
Ellis May
AnythingDiamond,
for a Thrill
FrankleRichmond-Frankie
Darro-Kane Richmond..
.June 15/37
I5.'37
"In theTrouble
Cutting Room,"JamesApr.Dunn-Patricia
3/37.)
Devil
The Kane
Darro. .Jan.
Westbound Mall
Chas. Starrett- Rosalind Keith. . .Jan. 22/37
Fighting Texan, Tha Kermlt Maynard- Elaine Shepard. .Juno 22,'37
54
... 104. Feb. 20/H
Galloping
Dynamite Kermit
Maynard-Arlane
Allen .Dee.
Dee. 30,'36
When You're
In Love(G)
(G) May
Grace Robson-lrene
Moore-Cary Hervey
Grant Jan.
Feb. 27/37.
17/37 68. Feb. 13/37
Woman
In Distress
Headline
FrankleTomlln
Darro-Kane Riehmond.
25,'36
81ng
WhileCrasher
You're Able Pinky
Mar. 20/37
66
Women(Exploitation:
of Glamour Feb.(G)27/37, Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia
Brute.
.Jan.
p. 81.) Coming
Thanks tofor Handle
Listening Pinky
July 12,24/37
'37
Tough
FrankleTomlln
Darro-Kane Richmond. .Mar.
72. Mar
Valley ef Terror
Kermlt Maynard-Harlene
Maynard-Harlene Wood.
Wood...May
Jan. 20/37
. 20/
Whistling
Bullets
Kermit
3/37
Absent Without Leave Dolly Haas
»
With Lave and Kisses Pinky Tomlin-Toby Wing Dec. 20/36
All (See
American
Sweetheart
Scott
ColtonPatricia
FanComing
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
18/37.)
Fighting Cadet
Frankle Darro
5/
American Legion, The Don Terry-Mary Russell
Roaring 8lx 3
Guns Kermit Maynard-Mary Hayes
Carnival Lady
....Chas. Qulgley-Rita Hayworth
Rough
Riding
Rhythm
Kermit Tomlin-Paula
Maynard-Beryl St
Forgotten
Wyn Cahoon-Scott
Colton
7
2 Swing
It,
Professor
Pinky
Hollywood Women
Round-up Buck
Jones
Nov. 8/37t..
Young Dyoamlte Frankle Darro
/
I'll Take Romance Grace Moore-M. Douglas Nov. Il/37t.
3
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
24/37.)
7
Time
Thunder Murder
CELEBRITY
Wyn Cahoon-David Carlyle
the CiBefore,
Star
tyin (Swingtime
G)Trail,
Night
The
Mary Astor-Richard
Arlen
Inutes Reviewed InOld
EdThe
Coming
w. G. RoChas.
Wyoming
Weeks... Nov.
Nov. l6/37t.,
binsonTerry-Jacqueline
-LStarrettull DestBarbara
Paid
to Dance Don
4/37t..
For
Forosta-Riscoo and Wayne
60. Trouble In She
e.Deste
.
.
.
ApWells
r.
Mo
ro
Married
an
Artist
John
Boles-Lull
Nov.76.25/37t..
cc
Kiss Love
Ma of Yau.
o
Schneider-Riscoe and Wayne 62.
Fab. IS
(See ("InG)the Cutting
Oct.
9/37.)
Jack HoRoom,"
lt
-M
ae
Singing Ranger
Chas.ClStarrett-Donald
arke Mar.Grayson /»
CHESTERFIELD
Running Time
Start Cheering
Jimmy Durante-Joan
PerryOct. Nov.
62 Ma30,'37t.
Follies of 1938,"
the CuttingGibson
Room,"
r. 20/37
Red Lights Ahead Andy Clyde-Lucille Gleason. . . .. .Dee. 29/36. Minutes Reviewed Trapped(See by"College
G-Men
Jack "InHolt-Wynne
Oct.9/37.). 27/37T..
There's Always a Woman Loretta Young-Randolph Scott
COLUMBIA Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Running Time
CRESCENT
Awful Truth, The (G) Irene Dunne-Cary Grant Oct. 2l/37t...*89.0et. 9/37
Rel. Date
Title
Star
Counsel
for
Crime
Otto
Kruger-Jacqueline
Wells
Sept.
I4,'37t — 62
Battle
of
Greed
(G)
Tom
Keene-Gwynne
(See
"The
Man
Behind
the
Law,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
June
12/37.)
CounterfeitofLady
(G) Ralph
Dee. 31/36
Jan. 23/37 Drums of Destiny (G) Tom Keene-Edna Lawrence. .Jan. .June 12/37. ...•OO.June 19/37
Criminals
the Air
RosalindBellamy-Joan
Kelth-Chas. Perry
Qulgley Apr.
30/37 60.61
Law Commands, The Tom Keene- Lorraine Hayes .May
.Mar. 12/37
1/37 60
64. Mar. 20/©
(See
"Honeymoon
Pilot,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Mar.
27/37.)
(G) Tom
Keene-Rlta Canslno
Dangerous Adventure, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith Aug. 1/37 59
Raw Timber
Tom Keene-Peggy
Keys.. July 65.J 8/37 63
Under
Strange
Flags
Tom
Keene-Luana
Walters
Apr.
12/37
84
a
n
.
(Exploitation: Aug. 21/37, p. 78; Sept. 11/37, p. 84.)
9/37
Fight te the Finish, A Don Terry- Rosalind Keith June 30/37 59
DANUBIA
Cutting Room,"
May Qulgley.
1/37.) . .Jan. 8/37 57. Mar.
Running Time
Find (Saothe "Taxi
WitnessWar,"(G)"In the Rosalind
Kelth-Chas.
(Hungarian Dialogue)
Title
Frame Up, The
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
Rel. Date6/37t....78
Minutes Revlewef
Sept.
Blame
It
on
Love
Szeleczky-Baathy
(See
"Right
Guy,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
May
1/37.)
6/37 Blue Danube Romance '.Zita Perezol
Gams
That
Kills,
The
Chas.
Qulgley-Rita
H
ay
worth.
..
.Sept
2l/37t
56
Jan.
20/37
8J
Dreams
of
Love
Frank
Taray
Girls Can Play Chas. Qulgley-Jacquellne Wells. .June 21/37 60
(English titles)
I Promise
to
Pay
(G)
Leo
Carrillo-Chester
Marrls
Apr.
21/37
65.
Feb.
3/;
(Exploitation: Apr. 3/37, p. 64.)
.Dee. 25/38.
27/37 Hungarian Village Travelogue
Can't LastInForever
(G) Betty
Furness-Ralph
Bellamy July
15/37
68. Aug. 14/37 (English titles)
ItIt Happened
Hollywood
Richard
Dix-Fay
Wray
Sept.
7,'37t....67
I
Married
for
Love
Kabos-Radal
Sept.
Maria Egrl-F. Kiss
Apr. I5,'37t....84...
12/37 92...
(See Yours
"Once (G)
a Hero," "In Francis
the Cutting
Room," Carroll
Apr. 17/37.) l/37t. . . .80. Aug. 7/37 Man ef Gold
It's All
Lederer-M.
MyOnce Daughter
Is Different Turay-Kabos
Oct.
20/37T..
. .74.
.88. .. ..
Law
of the Ranger
Bob Allen-Elaine
Shepard Sept.
Feb. 26/37 57
a
Week
Kabos-Perezel
Sept.
I0/37T...
League of Frightened Men (G). Walter Connolly-Irene Hervey. . . May 25/37 65. July 24/37 Salary $200 Monthly Javor-Felop
Dee.
31/36
95...
Let's Get Married (G) Ralph Bellamy-Ida Luplno Mar. 25/37 69. May 29/37 Scotchman In Hungary Radey-Oresl Apr. 12/37 82...
Life Begins
Love (G)...Jean
Montgomery
Oct. 7,'37f
Oct. 27/37
9/37 Sister
Mary
Szorenyl-Sved
Mar. 26/36
28/37 85...
91...
Lost
Horizon with
(A)
RonaldParker-D.
Colman-Jane
Wyatt Sept.
l/37t. .. 1 68.18. Feb.
Sons
of
the
Steppes
Kiss-Komcar
Dee.
(Exploitation:
on the Pusta Kiss-Komcar Apr. 5/37 78...
Aug. 28 /37, pp.Sept.96,5/36,
100.) p. 75; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; May 22/37, p. 92; July 31/37, p. 80; Storm
In a Charda Javor-Lazar Oct. 20/37t. . . .90. . .
More
a Secretary (G)...Jean
Dec. 24/36 77. Dec. 28/36 Tempest
Three Spinsters Emlle Markut-Rajnay Dee. 1/38 84...
Motor Than
Madness
RosalindArthur-George
Keith-AllenBrent
Brook Apr.
5/37 62
Toml
Pecsi-Adam
Sept 25/37t
11 ,*37t ...... . .87.81 —. .
(See "Speed Mad," "In the Cutting Room," Feb. 20/37.)
Vlckl (Country Ball) Javor-Rose
Barsony Sept.
Coming
Murder(Seein"InGreenwich
Village.Room,"
. Fay Oct.Wray-Richard
Arlen Oct. I6,'37t
the
Cutting
9/37.)
One Man Justice Chas. Starrett- Barbara Weeks July 1/37 59
Outlaws
of the (G)....,
Orient Jack
Clarke
Have The
Inherited Javor-Szorenyi
Irene Agay
Nov.
I ,'37t . . . .88.97.... .
Parole Raeket
Paul Holt-Mae
Kelly- Rosalind
Keith Aug.
Mar. 20,'37t
4/37 62.61
Apr. 10/37 Help!
Noszty I Lad,
Nov. 25/37t
RacketeersStepin Exile
(G) George
Bancroft- EvelynStewart
Venable. . Aug.
Mar. 31/37
Apr. 3/37 Texas
Mammy
Fedak
Oct. 25/37t. . . .89. . .
In, The
Bob Allen-Eleanor
8/37t 67.58

/

23/37
2
3
8
1
2
/
0
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Running Time
3
Title
Star
FIRST
NATIONAL
)ate Minutes Reviewed
3
6
Two of Us 3619
Jack Hulbert-Glna Malo.
Running
Time
(See
also
Warner
Brothers)
10/37
64
Title
IM.
Where There's
Will Hay
26/37
3 Star
Minutes Reviewed
7
12, '37..... 76.74
Jan. 2/37
Alone, aTheWill(G)3624....
3601.. Sylvia
Sidney-John Loder.
25/37t/....82.Aug.
7/37 Woman(Reviewed
Back
266. .Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien Sept. )ate
Case
ofIn theCirculation
Stuttering(A)7
Bishop.
under
the
title,
"Sabotage.")
You're
In
the
Army
Now
(G)
The, 176
Donald Woods-Ann Dvorak June 8,'37 70
3620
Wallace Ford-Anna Lee... Aar.
Cherokee
Strip
Dick7
Foran-Jane Bryan May 15/37 55
(Reviewed under the title. "0. H. M.Coming
S.")
Confession
(A) 178
158
73.Feb. 20
Dance, Charlie,
Dance (G) Kay Francls-lan Hunter Aug. 28/37.... *85. July 24/37
/37
165
8tuart Erwln-Jean Mulr Aug. I4/S7 64. Mew 1/37
Bank
Holiday
John
LodgeMargaret
Lockwood
Draegerman Courage (6) 168. .Jean Mulr-Barton MacLane May 10/37
15/37
58.
Aug.
29/36
Girl Was Young, The Nova Pilbeam
Empty
Holsters
I7S
Dick
Foran-Patrlela
Walthall...
July
Ever Since Eve (G) 162 Marlon Davles-R. Montgomery.. .July
Look
Love
Anna Lee-Desmond
Neagle-T. Carminatl
Non StopOut Newfor York
(G) Anna
Tester Nov. l/37t 72. Oct 2/37
Gold (Exploitation:
Diggers of 1937Jan. (G)2/37,151.p.Dick100; Powell-Joan
Dee. 26/36. ...101. Dee. 12/36 Sailing
Jan. 9/37, p.Blondell
71; Feb. 13/37,
Along
Jessie
Matthews-Jack
Whiting
). 86;79.Mar.
6/37.
p.
90.)
Show
Goes
On,
The
Anna
Neagle-T.
Carminatl
Green(Exploitation:
Light (G) Mar.
15427/37. Errol
FlynnAnita
Louise
Feb.
J
20/37
85.
Jan.
9/37
u
n
e
pp. 78, 81; Apr. 3/37, p. 89; May 1/37. p. 79;26/3May 22/37,
p. 90; May 29/37, p. 67; June 12/37, p. 94; July 3/37, p. 68.)
7
Guns of Pecos S60 Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Jan. 2/37 65
Running Tina
GRAND NATIONAL
Her178
Husband's Secretary (A) Jean Mulr-Warren Hull Mar.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
20/37
61.
Mar.
6/37
Days 139
(G) 147 TexConradRitterJan. 25/37 63
Love
the Air(A) (G)156
289... Ronald Davis-H.
Reagan-JuneBogart
Travis Apr.
Oct. 2/37t....6I.Oct. 16/37 Arizona
Bank Alarm
Nagel-Eleanor
EleanorStewart
Hunt June
MarkedInIs OnExile
Woman
52. FeO.July
Boots of Goods
Destiny175
204 Pedro
Ken Maynard-Claire
Dodd Sept.
Men
174 Bette
Richard Pureell-June
Travis Apr. 4/37
eb.
21/37
S/37t....B8
Damaged
de
Cordoba
Aug.
(See "laJusticethe Cutting
Room."Josephine
Nov. 21/36.)
15/37.
..70'/j.77June
Forever Yours (G) 155 Benjamino Glgll
May 27/37
24/37
82.
May
22/37
Mountain
(A)
161
Hutchlnson-G.
Brent..
Apr.
Girl
Loves
Boy
124
Eric
Linden-Cecilia
Parker
Mar.
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (G)
96. Ma
3/37T..78'/2.Majr 29/37
Said No, The (G) 201 . . Robt. Armstrong-Irene Hervey. . .Sept. . 10/37.
150
Kenny Baker- Jane Wyman Aug. 21/37.r. 6...*80. July 31/37 Girl
I,'87
Racket, The (G) 138. ... Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr. 2/37..65</2.73. May
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Mulr Jan. 23/37.
6/37 Gold
/37 65. Mar. 9/37
Dee. 20/37,
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G) 101
James
Cagney-Mae
Clarke
Jan.
l6/37t....63.0ct.
Over
the
Goal
(G)
272
William
Hopper-June
Travis
Oct.
Jan. 16/37, p. 74; Jan. 23/37, p. 78; Feb. 6/37 , pp. 74, 77; FeJ». 19/36
Penrod and Sam (G) 172 Billy Mauch- Henry Watson Feb.
27/37. p. 81; May 22/37, p. 88.)
Perfect Specimen, 180
The (G) 257. Errol Flynn-Joan Blondell Oct. 23/S7t..-97.0ct. 2/37 Hats P.Off85;(G)Feb.108
6/37. ..66'/2. Jan. 2/37
Prairie
Headin' for the Rio Grande Mae Clarke-John Payne Dec.
Prince andThunder
the Pauper. The Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy Sept. 11/37
(G) 146
Tex Ritter- Eleanor Stewart Dee.
6/37....l20.Apr.
17/37
(G)(Exploitation:
152May 29/37, p.Mauch
Twlns-Errol
Flynn
May
66; June 26/37, p. 121; July 3/37, p. 68.)
Here's Flash
Erie Linden-Boots
Oct. 22/37t...*63.0ct.
61. Dec
In theCasey
Alps (G)199211.. Jane
Baxter-Anthony Mallory
Bushell. . .July
7/37 70. Apr. 3/37 Hideout
San
Quentin
163
Pat O'BrienHumphrey
Bogart.. .Aug.
9/87
10/30
.
Sing (Exploitation:
Me a Love(G)SongDeo.
(G)26/36,
160. James
MeltonPatricia
Ellis
Jan.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Dusty
Ermine.")
0/37
79.
Oct.
17/36
I2,'3»
75.
3/37
58
p. 70.)
Hlttln'
the
Trail
149
Tex
Ritter-Jerry
Bergh
Apr.
Oct
30/37
64.0ct
Juggernaut
(A)
154
Boris
Karloff-Joan
Wyndhara
Apr.
Stolen
Holiday
157 Kay
Hunter
Feb. 6/37 80. Dee. 26/36 Killers of the Sea (G) 135 ...Capt. Wallace Casewell May 8/37 49. May
TalentCertain
Scout (G)(G)166
DonaldFrancls-lan
Woods-Jeanne
Madden.. .July
Love InTakesthe Flight
That
Mirror, (G)
The 206...
(A) Bruce Cabot- Beatrice Roberts. . .Sept. !7/37t....7I.Aug. 15/37
(Exploitation:Woman
Sept. (A)25/37,254. p.Bette69.) Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. l8/37t...*94.Aug. 7/37 Man112
7/87
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Magulre-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37 Mystery of the Hooded Horse- E. E. Horton-Genevieve Tobin...Apr. 24/37... 7 1 '/2. Jan. IS.'S"
151
Tex Ritter-lris Meredith Aug.
They Won't Forget (A) 265... Gloria Dickson -Claude Rains. . .Oct. 9/37t....95.June 19/37 Navy Spymen
(8ee production article, "The Deep South," May 8/37, p. 16.)
Renfrew of 137
the Royal Mounted Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Mar.
Coming
(G)
212
Newell-Carol Stanley
Hughes July
Oct. 8/37t...*64.0ct.
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell l3/37t....6I.Sept.
Riders ofandthe Riches
Rockies(G)150[53.. Jimmy
Tex Ritter-Loulse
2/37 ..58'/2.66Aug.
Adventurous
The (G)..Gienda
Farrell-Barton
MacLane. . Nov.
Romance
Gary
Grant-Mary Brian
Feb. 27/37.
Aleatraz IslandBlonde,
264
John Lltel-Ann
Sheridan
Nov. 6/37t
(Reviewed
th« title,
Scotland
Yard under
Commands
(G) "Tha Amazing Quest.")
Gold Is Where You Find It.. George Brent-O. de Havllland
Hollywood Hotel
Dick Powell-Frances Langford
152
Cllve Brook-V. Hopper Jan. I0,'37t Sl.July 26/37
Larger Than Life Frank McHugh-Ann Sheridan
Shadow Strikes, The (G) 202. Rod La Rocque-Lynn Anders. . ..Sept. 22/37
Sergeant
Murphy
Ronald
Reagan-Mary
Magulrs
Sing,
Cowboy,
Sing
(G)
145.
..Tex
Ritter-Loulse Stanley May 61.F 59. June i7/37
Shi the Octopus Hugh Herbert-Marcia Ralston Dec. Il/37t
Small(Exploitation:
Town Boy, TheOct. 205
eb.
16/37, Stuart
p. 84.) Erwln-Joyee Compton Sept. 24/37t....6l
She
Loved
a
Fireman
(G)
Dick
Foran-Ann
Sheridan
Dec.
I8,'37t...*56.0ct.
16/37
Something to Sing About (G)
Slight Case of Murder. A Edw. G. Robinson-Jane Bryan
210
James Cagney-E. Daw Sept. 30/37t...*90.Sept. 5/37
Submarine D-l 258 Pat O'Brien-George Brent Nov. 27/37t
SweetheartTrouble
of the 208
Navy 123... Eric
Parker Sept.
June 24/37t
West (Reviewed
of Shanghaiunder(G)the164.title,...Boris
Karlofl-Beverly Roberts. . .Oct. 30/37. . ..*65. July 17/37 Trailing
8/37t....6f
Ken Linden-Cecilia
Maynard
"War Lord.")
Trouble In Texas (G) 148 Tex Ritter
Mar. 6/37 63. Mar.
Women Are Like That Kay Francis-Pat O'Brien
Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Sten-Henry Wlleoxon May
FRANK NORTON
(Reviewed under(G)the 103....
title. "A Woman Alone.")
20/37.73.J ..72'/2.Mtr.
23'/2
(Greek Dialogue, English Titles) Rel. Date
WallabyHoursJimLeave
of the Islands James Ellison-Terry Walker Mar. I5,'37t
une
Title
Minutes
Reviewed
213
Geo.
Houston-Ruth
Ctltmu
Oct
Astero
Miss Kyvell
.Feb.
21/37
90.
We're
In
the
Legion
Now
(G)
Far from the Crowd
Mary
Tsagonla
.Apr. 7/37 82.
■29
Reginald Denny-Esther Ralston. .Jan. l6/37...55'/a.F(*.
FtoheaLove
Toy Mpoam
Vasoula
Manolldoy. . . .
.Sept. S/37t....85.
5/37t....90.
Sophea Damogloy
True
(Reviewed under the title, "Best Cure.")
.Oct.
Coming
Coming
Rita
Karmen
Kalnourgea
Zoo
...
Death
Takes
a
Cruise
Reborn
Elene Papadake
Don't Lead with Your Heart.. Anna
Anna Sten
Gorgeous
Sten
Honolulu Honeymoon
26/37t.
GB PICTURES .
Time
King
of
the
Sierras
207
Rex-Shlek
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Law
of
the
Golden
West
Tex
Ritter
3614
Anna Neagle-Arthur Tracy .Mar. 15/37 65
Love Runs Into Money
Dr. Syn (G)
Geo. Arliss- Margaret Lockwood .Oct l5/37t....8I.Sept 18,37 Mr.
Buys Cutting
a Barrel
Erwln-Helen
.Feb. 15/37
70.Sept. 28/37
12/36
Everybody
Dance (G) 3013 Jessie
Ernest Matthews-Nat
Truex-C. Courtneldge...
(SeeBoggs"In
Room,"Stuart
25/37.) Chandler. ..Nov. I2/S7t
Gangway
(G)
Pendletom..
.Sept.
l/37t....88.Aog.
Murder
at thetheRancho
KenSept.Maynard
Head Over Heels In Love (G)
Orchid
Anna Sten
3604
Jessie Matthews-Louis Borrell.,
Painter Girl
In the Sky
(Exploitation: Fan. 27/37, p. 84; Mar. 13/37, p. 78.)
Phote Finish
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt
King
Solomon's
Mines
(G)
Rollin' Covered
Plains
Tex Ritter
Nov. I9,'37t
.76. July 3/37 Snow
3618
Cedrle
Hardwieke-Roland
Young
Wagons
(See productloa article. May 22/37, p. 16.)
Spy ofandNapoleon
(G) R. Barthelmess-D. Haas
98. Oct. IO/3f
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arliss-Rene Ray , Mar. 6/37, p. 88.)
Stars
Stripes
title, "His
Wallace Ford-Isabel Jewell Nov. 5/37t
River(Reviewed
of Unrestunder
(G) the3621
John Lordship.")
Lodge-John (Exploitation:
Loder , .Jan. 15/37 69. May 18/36 Swing(SeeIt Sailor
Marry," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25/37.)
the Boyto Scouts
the title, Richard
"OurselvesArlen-Lllll
Alone.") Palmer.:. .Apr. 29/37 83. Feb. 27/37 Tex Rides "Hewith Wanted
Silent(Reviewed
Barriers under
(G) 3608
214
Tex Ritter
Oct. 29/37t
p.
10;
exploitation:
Apr.
3/37,
(See
"The
Great
Barrier,"
production
article,
Feb.
6/37,
37, p. 90; July 24/37, pp. 79,
p.61; 65;Aug. May7/37.l/37rp. 94;p. Sept.
81; June
26/37.
p.
121;
July
17,
GUARANTEED
Strangers On a Honeymoon (G) 4/37, p. 96.)
9/37 CrimeTitlePatrol
3615
C. Cummlngs-Noah Berry .Dec. 15/36
Star
Rel. Date
1/37 76.67. Jan.
May 22/37
Talk of the Devil (G) 3607. . . Rlcarde Cortez-Sally Ellers..., June
Ray Walker-Geneva
Mitchell. ... -Mar.
»/3
Tenth Man, The (G) 3622 John Lodge-Antoinette Cellier. May 15/37 65. Aug. 29/3H White Ivory
Jack
Mulhall
Dee. 1/3

7
7
3
3

64.J

/37

an.16
37

UI1W2/

62.J

.Feb.

37
81F.eb1.3/ 71N.ov2.8/36
.Jan.

October

3

23, 1937
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RELEASE
CHAKT— CONT'D)
Time
Running Tlmo
Minute* Reviewed
Rel. Date23/37Minute*
Title
Star
Coming
.Apr.
78. Apr.Reviewed
24/37
Good(Exploitation:
Old Soak (G)May728
29/37, p.Wallace
67; JuneBoery-Betty
26/37, p. Furness.
121.)
Richard Hayward
Hell Divers (re-Issue) (G).... Clark Gable-Wallace Beery June 4/37. ... 109. Deo. 26/31
3
It Richard Hayward ....
Last (Exploitation:
of Mrs. Cheyney,Apr. The3/37,719.p.Joan86; Crawford-William
. Feb. p.19/37
7
May 15/37, p. 94; Powell.
June 12/37,
92.) 98. Feb. 27/37
London
By
Night
(G)
740.
...
George
Murphy-Rita
Johnson.
..
.July
30/37
69. July
HOFFBERG
X (A) 806 Gladys George-Warren William. . Oct. l/37f. . . .72.
Oet. 24/37
2/37
Title
StarFilm
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Madame
Mad Holiday (G) 706 Elissa Landl-Edmund Lowe Nov. 13/36 71. Nov. 14/36
.Polish
Ada
Don't
Do
That...
.Oct.
I5,'37t
Mama
Steps
Out
(G)
721
Guy
Kibbeo-Alice
Brady
Feb.
5/37
65.
Feb.
8/37
.Czech Film
Business In Distress...
.Oct.
I5,'37t
Manhattan
Melodrama
Calling
Cars
.Jack LaRue-Lllllan Miles
(re-issue) (G)
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/34
Fire Trap,Allot The
Foster- Evalyn Knapp.
Phantom
Santa Fe.. ■.Norman
Nina Quartaro- Norman Kerry.. Aug. I.'37t 75
Married Before Breakfast (G)
Ralph
Forbes-Sheila
Terry
Feb.
I0.'37
82
736
Robt. Young-Florence Rice June 18/37 70. June 26/37
..Czech
Patrle Film
Knowles FebJ.an. 1.Oct.
IO,'37t....78.Aug.
720Mar. 27/37.
J. MacDonald-Nelson
Mar. p.26/37.
Mar. p.IS/3764:
0. 15/36
.Dec.
90 I0.'35 Maytime
(Musical(G) analysis:
p. 15; exploitation:Eddy
Feb. 27/37.
85; ...Apr.132.3/37.
Voice of India
.Hostler Expedition
.Oet.
l/37t....70
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78;
May
22/37,
p. 89; June 5/37, pp. 68, 69; July 24/37, p. 80.)
5
8.JDeo 85. Mar. 20/37
Eskimo Drama .Mar. 621/37
Wadding of Palo. The (G).
.
an. .
MyNaughty
Dear Marietta
Miss Aldrich
(G) 803. Edna MayMacDonald-N.
Oliver-W. Pidgeon.
. .Sept. I7,'37t
Sept.
11/37
Coming
9/
Eddy. ...Aug.
6/37. ....... .. .73.
105.
Mar. 10/37
2/36
.Gitta Alpar
Nov. 5/37t. . 267/.3'535
Night Must
Fall (re-Issue)
(A) 727(G) Jeanette
Robt. Montgomery-R. Russell.
.. .Apr. 30/37.
1 17. Apr.
37
.Lilian Harvey
Nov. I0,'37f
5/37t.
8,'37f.
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
Kelly-Robt.
Armstrong.
..
.Apr.
23/37
67.
Feb.
6/37
Sally O'Nell-lrlsh
Parnell(See (G)production
722
Gable-Myrna
Song of the Lark.
.Czech
FilmCast Dec.
Dec.
article, Feb.Clark13/37,
p. 16.) Loy June 4/37. ... 1 19. Juno 12/37
(Exploitation:
May
1/37,
p.
79;
June
12/37,
p. 93.)
Running Time
HUNGARIA
Star (G) 735 Jack Haley-Patsy Kelly May 21/37 70. Apr. 24/3?
the aPeand
Star
Rel. Date Minutes ReviewedMan ofPick
Romeo
Juliet
(G)
MOO.
..Norma
Shearer-Leslie
Howard. . .Apr. 9/37,
16/37. ... 127. Jan.
July 23/37.
It/M
op
le
(G
) 716.article.
Gy Kabos
sept. I l/37t....9 rl
(See
p.p. 16:77; exploitation:
..Jop.seph83;Mar.CaFeb.ll28/36,
p. 79:production
Jan. 30/37,
Apr. 17/37, Jan.
pp. 78, 79; p.Apr.68;24/37,
p. 84:
ela-6/37,
Paul
Javor
Oct. 11/37
I,'37t...l09 rls.
rls
Fl
or
en
ce
Ri
Imre
Raday-Klarl
Tolnay
June
ce. ...Jp.an. 70; June 26/37, pp. 118. 119, 123;
May 3/37,
1/37, pp.p. 80;69. May
8/37,17/37.
p. 74;p. May
29/37,
Gy Kabos
Feb. 20/37 8 Rls
July
70; July
91; July
24/37, p. 80; July 8131/37,
. Jan. p.30/380.)7
Paul Javor-I. Agal Feb. 6/37 6 rls
Gy Kabos-Zlta Perezel Sept. 2l/37t....9 rls
(Exploitation: Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
Sinner Take All (A) 712 Bruce Cabot- Margaret Lindsay.. . Dec. 18/36 74. Deo. I8/St
Paul Javor
Oet. I2,*37t...l0 rls
Song of the City (G) 724.... Dean Jeffries-Margaret Lindsay. .Apr. 2/37 69. Mar. 27/37
Coming
All Meg Are Wild.
rls
Paul Javor
Oet. 2l/37t.. ..9 rls
(Exploitation: Nov. 28/36, p. 96; Dec. 26/36. p. 75; Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 20/37, p. 85.)
Imre Raday-lda Turay Dee. IO/37t.. ..6.10 rls
They Gave Him a Gun (A)
Eighty Miles an Hour.
Gy Kabos-Anna
Kabos-M. Erdely
Nov. S0/37t..
I9,'37t.. .10 rls
..Nov.
Hotel
Springtime
Gy
Tokes..
Thirteenth Chair, The (G) 732. Madge Evans-Henry Daniell May 7/37 66. May 3/37
..Nov.
4/37t....9 rls
rls
I Picked You far My Husband. Paul Javor
..Dee. 24/37t....8
Sport of Love, The Gy Kabos-lda Turray...
(Exploitation: Aug. 21/37, p. 75; Sept. 4/37, pp. 95, 97; Oct. 2/37, pp. 76, 77.)
9/
Trader Horn (re-Issue) (G)... Harry Carey-Edwina Booth May reissue.... 126. Jan. 24/31
IMPERIAL Running Time
Under
(G) 715. Laurel
Edmund Lowe-Florence Rice Jan.
8/37 64.72. Jan.
Jan. 2/3?
8/37
T|tle
Star
Rel.
Date
Minute*
Reviewed
37
Way (Exploitation:
OutCoverWestof Night
(G)July734
Apr. 16/37
17/37, p. 92.) and Hardy
Women
Men
Marry.
The
(A)
Dead
March,
The
(A)
Boake
Carter
Sept.
IS/37t.
.
.73.
Sept.
11/37
High Relations
Hat
Frank ForbesLuther- Frances
Dorothy Grant
Dare Jan.
1/37 90
802
J. Hutchinson-George
Coming Murphy. . .Sept. IO/37t . . . 61 .Sept. 11/83
Bleh
Ralph
Feb. 1/37
90
3
With Pleasure, Madame Conrad Nagel-Marta
Labarr
Apr.
15/37
90 Personal Property
Coming
(G
)
I7,'37t.
72
... Jean Harlow-Lewis Stone-Mickey Rooney Dec. 26,'37t.
Another Family 5.Affair
7
Back from Reno....
3
Robert Beery-V.
Bad
Man ofSing
Brimstone
Wallace
Bruce Nov.
Taylor Garland
Racket
/Beauty
Everybody
Allan
Jones-Judy
Mar.
Deerslayer
Firefly,Marys,
The The
(G) Myrna
JeanetteLoy-MacDonald-Allan
7
3
Mar. ...20/3138.7 July 24/37
Honor
AmongPayment.
Wome
Four
Franchot ToneJones.. Nov.
Jan.84. 5/37t
7/38t
7
INightDemand
.
Betty
Burgess-Jaek
LaRue.
Last (See
Gangster,
The
E.
G.
RobinsonRose
Stradner.
...
Nov.
I2.'37t
of Crime
Cutting Room,"Robt.Oct.Montgomery-R.
16/37.)
Girl
Live,(SeeLove"In"InandthetheLearn
Russell Oct. 29/37t....78
PSky
3l,'37t.
aul J
Cutting808Room,"Joan
Sept.Crawford-Spencer
25/37.)
Mannequin
Tracy Dec. IO/37t.
a
3 vo METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Matter
of
Pride,
A
Frank
Morgan-Florence
Rice
Dec.
Sa
ra
to
ga
r
Young.. .Nov.
.Nov. I9,'37t.
Title
Star
6
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed(G) 7Navy.
42Blue and Gold Lionel
Rosalie
Eleanor Barrymore-Robt.
Powell-Nelson Eddy..
.Dec.
..Dee. 25/36... 7
.112. Dec. 12/36 Thoroughbreds
After(Exploitation:
the Thin ManJan.(G)9/37,
713..
Powell-Myma
Loy...
.Dee. 3l,'37t.
3/37t.
ClDon't
ark GablCry
May p.William
Mickey
Rooney-Sophie
Tucker.
71;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
13/37,
p.
86;
May
1/37,
p.
80:
eJe
T
3
an
o
pper (G 1
H
a
J me 5/S7, p. 14.)
r
l
o
w July
) 73
8 rl
Conquest 805
Greta Garbo-Charlea
Boyer...
MONOGRAM 94. July Running Time
8
s Grey .July
"In(G) the743
Cutting Room,"BruceSept.Cabot-11/37.)
S. Tracy
24/37 Minutes Reviewed
Bad (See
Guy Two
G
Rel. Date
.
Between
Women (G) 737. Virginia
Bruce-Virginia
Franchot Tone. .Aug. 27/37. Tarzan Escapes (G ConTitle
s
G
t
e
a
o
rge-F. T Dick Star
e Benne (G)
Big
(A) 601
Traey-Lulse Ralner...
Flight
Merrill-Paula
Stone . . July
Aug. 25/37t.
3/37t....80.Sept.
4/37 ) Atlantio
711 ncBarriers
o
t
n
Blazing
Edw.
Arnold,
Jr.-F.
McKinney.
4/37t. .*60.Sept.
65 25/37
t
Born City
to Dance
(G) 709 Spencer
Eleanor Powell-James
Stewart.. ..Sept.
..Nov.
27/38....
108.
Nev.
21/36
J. Wels-ACsmnr(G)
y lettnr-uttM.. eAnneMay Nagel-Nell Hamilton Sept. 29/37f
Bride
for
Henry,
58.
Oct. 2/37
ul
20/37,
p.
77.)
(Exploitation:
Jan.
2/37,
p.
108;
Jan.
23/37,
p.
80;
Mar.
..Oet 8/37t...l03.Oct. 2/37 God's Country and the Man.. .JO'Tom
Bride WoreMelody
Red, Theof 1938
(G) 804.
Sept.
2/37t... ...62.
.56
ulSuy llivKeene
an..Rooney-Anne
. Nov. 94. MNagel
Hoosler
Schoolboy
(G)
Mickey
July 28/37t
7/37T.
July 3/33
Broadway
(G) Joan Crawford- Franchot Tone..
a
y
Legion
of
Missing
Men
Ralph
Forbes
July
62
1
..Airg.
20/37..
..110.
Aug.
21/37
739
Eleanor Powell-Robt. Taylor....
Taylor...
589,1.7Nov.Aug. 4/37f 62
97. July Llnaker
Ralph Morgan-Kay
1/37. ...108. Dee. 19/36 Outer Gate
Camilla
(A) 639
7/S«
17/33 July
(So*
article,p. 78.)Dec.Greta24/36,Garbo-Robert
p. 16; exploitation: ..Jan.
Jan. 8/37, p. 107; Mar. 13/37, Paradise
Isle (G)
2l,'37t 73. Aug. 14/3?
(Exploitation:
Sept. 18/37,Warren
p. 83.) Hull-Movlta
p. 78;production
Mar. 27/37,
....1
16.
Apr.
3/37
.June
25/3!
Riders
of
the
Dawn
(G)
Jack
Randall-Peggy
Keys
July
l4/37t....55.Aug. 21/37
Captains
Courageous
(G)
717..
F.
Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy.
(See production article, Apr. 24/37, p. 12; exploitation: May 15/37, p. 94; July 31/37, Shadows of the Orient (G) Regis Toomey- Esther Ralston Aug. I8,'37t
Aug. 28/37, p. 97; Sept. 4/37, Stars Over Arizona (G) Jack Randall- Kathleen Eliot. .. .Sept. 22 /37t. . ."65. Sept. 25/37
p.pp.62;95, Aug.
7/37,
pp.
91,
92;
Aug.
21/37,
pp.
76,
78;
97; Oct. 2/37, p. 77.)
Hoyburn-I. Courtney. .. .June
30.'37t....70
Feb. 19/37
6/37 Thirteenth
Dangerous Number (G) 718. ..Robert Young-Ann Sothern... ..Jan.
Where TrailsMan
Divide Weldon
Tom Keene
Oet. I3.'37t
59
Coming
..June 22/37
11/37. ...III.71. June
Day (See
at theproduction
Races, A article,
(G) 730.Apr.Marx24/37.Brothers-Allan
Jones
p. 86; July 17/37, p. 89; Apr. 7/37v,p. p.12;91;exploitation:
Oct. 16/37, Mayp. 84.)15/37, p. 94; July 10/37, Code
Cooper- Maureen O'Connor .. Dec. 25,'37t
Range Jackie
Tim McCoy
Double Wedding (G) 807 William Powell-Myrna Loy .Oct. I5,'37t 87. Sept. 25/37 Boy ofof thethe Streets
Fair,
The Jack
John Arledge-Mary
Lou Lender
Emperor's
Candlesticks, The William Powell-Lulse Ralner.. .July 2/37 89.July S/37 County
(G) 733
Danger
Valley
Randall
Nov. 3/37t
.Feb. 26/37 67. Mar. 6/37 Land
Espionage
(G)
723
Edmund
Lowe-Madge
Evans...
Federal
Bullets
Terry
WalkerMllburn
Stone
of
the
Sky
Blue
Water.
.
Movlta
Family
Affair,
A
(G)
632
Lionel
Barrymore-Cecllla
Parker
.Mar.
12/37
69.
Mar.
20/37
General Spanky (G) 714 Spanky McFarland-P. Holmes.. .Dec. 11/38 72. Oet. 31/36 Marines
Luck of Are
RoaringHere,Camp
Owen Davis, Jr.-Joan Woodbury. .Nov. I7,'37t
The
Good(SeeEarth.production
The (A)article,
741....JulyPaul11/36,
Muni-Luise
Ralner .Aug. 6/37... .139. Feb. 6/37 Numbered
Woman
p. 76; exploitation:
Feb.
8/37,
p.
72;
Feb.
20/37.
Port
of
Missing
Girls
p.July85;10/37,
Apr. 3/37.
p.
69;
May
1/37,
p.
83;
May
15/37,
pp. 98. 69; June 12/37, p. 04: Romance of the Llmberlost Milburn Stone ,
Oct. 9/37, p.p.67.)87; Aug. 7/37, pp. 90, 92; Sept. 18/37, pp. 82, 85; Oct. 2/37, p. 76: Telephone
Operator
7

3
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CHART— CONT'D)
RELEASE
(THE
PARAMOUNT
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Revlewee
Running
Time
Title
Star
r6|. Date Minutes Reviewed Big
Broadcast
of
1938
W.
C.
Fields-Martha
Raye
Dec.
3l,'37t
of Broadway
Ross Nov. 26/37t
Along
Came
Love (G)(G) 3616
Irene Hervey-Chas. Starrett ..Nov. 6, '36 66. Feb. 20/37 Blossoms
(See production
article Sept.Edward
25/37, Arnold-Shirley
p. 16.)
Artists(Exploitation:
and Models
Sept.3702.
18/37,..Jackp. 83.)Benny-Gall Patrick ..Aug. I3.'37t 97. Aug. 7/37 Born
to
the
West
John
Wayne-Marsha
Hunt
Dec. I7,'37t
Buccaneer.
The
Fredric
March-Franciska
Gaal
Blonde Trouble 3701 Johnny Downs-E. Whitney Aug. 6/37t 67. Aug. 7/37
Bulldog
Drummond's
Revenge.
.
J.
Barrymore-Louise
Campbell.
.
.Jan.
28/38t
Borderland
(G)
3668
William
Boyd-JImmy
Ellison
Feb.
26/37
82.
Feb.
13,
'37
Bulldog Drummond Comes
Daughter
Shanghai Oscar
Anna May
Wong-Chas. Blckford
Tide of(A)
Homolka-Frances
Farmer. .. . Jan.
Nov. 28,'38t
I9,'37t....94.0tt. 2/37
Back (G)
Bulldog
Drummond Escapes J. Barrymore-Loulse Campbell Sept. 24/37t. . ,*58. Sept. 11/37 Ebb
Every
Day'sNavy
A Holiday Mae
West-Edmund
Lowe Jan.
I,'38t
Hold
'Em
Lew
Ayres-Mary
Carlisle
Nov.
5/37t
(G)
3626
Ray
Milland-Heather
Angel
Jan.
22/37
65.
Mar.
13/37
Champagne
Waltz (G)Jan.3628
MacMurray.
29/37p. 87;85. Oct.
Dee. 16/37.
12/36 Love on Toast Stella Ardler-John Payne Dec. IO/37t
(Exploitation:
16/37, Gladys
pp. 79,Swarthout-F.
80: July 3/37,
p. 70; .Jam.
July 10/37,
Night
Club
Scandal
Lynne
Overman-J.
Barrymore
Nov.
I9,'37t
Partners
Plains Wm.
Boyd-George
I4,'38t
Clarencep. 84.)3632
Roscoe Karns-Charlotte Wynters. . Feb. 12/37
Texas Knew
Trailof the
(G)
Boyd-GeorgeHayes
Hayes Jan.
Nov. 26,'37t
Oct 9/37
They
What
Happened William
Lew Ayres-Louise
Campbell
"In theSaw.Cutting
Crime(SeeNobody
The (G)Room," Dec. 26/36.)
Thrill of a Lifetime Eleanore Whitney-Johnny Downs.. Dec. 3/37T..
3635
Lew Ayres-Ruth Coleman Mar. 12/37 60. Apr. 17/37
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 18/37.)
Dootor's
Diary,
A (G)(G) 3627
John Trent-Helen
Burgess
Jan. 15/37..
..77. Jan.
30/37
True (SeeConfession
MacMurray Dec. 24,'37t
"In the Cutting Room,"C.JoelLombardOct.McCrea16/37.)Fred
Double
Or
Nothing
3707.
..Bing
Crosby-Martha
Raye
Sept.
I7.'37t
...95.
Aug.
21/37
Wells
Fargo
Frances Dee Jan. 2l/38t
Easy
Living
(G)
3652
Jean
Arthur-Edw.
Arnold
July
16/37
88.
July
10/37
Yellow Nightingale Gladys Swarthout-John Boles
Easy to Take 3617 Marsha Hunt-John Howard Nov. 6/36 67
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
ExclusiveRiver
(G) (G)
3653
F. MacMurrayFrances
Farmer. . .July
30/37
85. July
July 31/37
Running Time
RAY KIRKWOOD
Forlorn
3650
June
Martel-Larry
Crabbe
July
2/37
56.
3/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Girl
from Scetland
Morley-Robert Baldwin Apr. 2/37 61
Go3618
West,
Young ManYard (A)3638. .Karen
Adventurous
Rogue
Bobby
Nelson-Donald
Reed
Jan.
S/37t
Mae West. Randolph Scott Nov. 13, 36 80. Nov. 14/36 El Justiciero Ernesto Guillen
Jan. 3/37t
(Exploitation: Dec. 26/36. p. 72; Jan. 2/37. p. 106; Jan. 30/37, p. 84.)
Fighting
Vagabonds
Bobby Nelson-Donald
Nelson-Donald Reed
Reed Apr.
Feb. I9,'37t
Great
Gambini,
The
(G)
3648..
Akim
Taralroff-Marlan
Marsh
June
25/37
70.
July
24/37
Masked
Devil,
The
Bobby
4/37f
Her Husband Lies (A) 3636. . . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick Mar. 19/37 76. Mar. 20/37
Hideaway
Girl
(G)
3619
Martha
Raye-Robt.
Cummlngs.
.
.
.Nov.
20/36.
...72.
Nov.
14/36
RELIABLE RunnlnB TlB
High. Wide and Handsome (G)
3710
Title Valley
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Hills
of Old Wyoming (G) Irene Dunne-Randolph Seott Oct. l/37t ... 142. July 24/37
.Bob Custer
Nov. 1/36 56...
3669
William Boyd-George Hayet Apr. 16/37 79. Apr. 17/37 Santa Fe Rides
.Bob
Custer
Feb.
25/37 68...
Hopalong Rides Again (G) 3753. William Boyd-George Hayes Sept 3/37t 65. Aug. 21/37
. Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.-Rex Lease Feb. 28/37 56...
Trail
Hotel Haywire (G) 3645 Leo Carrillo-Mary Carlisle June 4/37 66. May 22/37 Silver
.
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jr.-Bob
Custer
Nov.
6/36 56...
Coming
Vengeance
of
Rannah.
I Met(Exploitation:
Him in ParisOct.(G)9/37.3644.p.Claudette
67.) Colbert-M. Douglas. ... May 28/37 86. May 29/37
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea. . . Apr. 9/37 79. Apr. 17/37 Apache Trail
Bob
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Frontier Fury
Bob Custer
Custer ,
Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
River
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Jehn3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold-Francine Larrlmore. .Feb. 26/37 87. Feb. 27/37 Outlaw
Prairie Terror Bob Custer
Thundering Stampede Bob Custer .
Last Train from Madrid (G)
REPUBLIC
3646
Lew Ayres-Dorothy Lamour June 11/37 77. June 12/37
Star
Let's
Make
(G) 3622. C.Edward
Everett MaeMurray
Horton Feb.
Dee. 19/37
18/36 86.80. Jan.
Feb. 30/37
27/37 AffairsTitle
Maid(Exploitation:
of Salema Million
(G) Mar.
3634
Colbert-Fred
of
Cappy
Ricks,
The
20/37, p. 76; Apr. 24/37, p. 92; May 22/37, p. 89.)
(G) 6027
Walter Brennan-Mary Brian May 24/37 56.Jne 5/SJ
Make Way for Tomorrow (G)
All Over Gunflghter
Town (G) 6020
Olsen
and Johnson
Sept. 20/37t
8/37 *60.Ang.
3641
Beulah
Bondl-Victor
Moore
Apr.
30/37
92.
May
I/S7
Arizona
7121
Bob Steele-Jean
Carmen
Sept.
56 28/S7
(Exploitation: July 24/37, p. 80: July 31/37, p. 82; Sept. 11/37, p. 84; Sept. 25 /37, Bar Z Bad Men 6323 Johnny
Mack Brown-L.
January. . .Jan.
20/37 51
pp.
69,
70.)
(G) 6011 Gene
DonaldAutry-Smiley
Cook-Judith Allen
Dec. 21/36
61. Feb. 13,'i?
Midnight
(G) 3649.(G) .. Warren Willlam-Mady Correll July 2/37 65. June 12/37 Beware
Big Show,of Ladies
The 6301
Burnette Nov.
16/36 70
Mind YourMadonna
Own Business
"InDown
the Cutting
Room,"GrantOct.Withers24/36.) Beatrice Roberts. . Mar. 22/37 59. Mar. 27/87
3625
Charles Ruggles-Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dee. 19/36 Bill (See
Cracks
(G)
6028
Mountain
Muslo (G)July8647
19/37 Boothill Brigade 6328 .-..Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle. . Aug. 2/37 53
(Exploitation:
17/37,p. 86.)
p.Bob89; Burns-Martha
July 24/37, pp.Raye
79, 81; Aug.June7/37,18/37
pp. 90, 92:77. June
Sept. 4/37.
Boots
Saddles 7106 ..Bob
Gene Steele-Harley
Autry-Judith Wood
Allen Oct.
4/37t....59
p.
95;
Sept.
18/37,
Border andPhantom
Dec. 28/36
58
Murder Goes to College (G)
Drummond6333
at Bay
3633
Roscoe Karns-Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 6/37 Bulldog
(G)
6025
.John
Lodge-Dorothy
Mackalll.
.
.
.
July
31/37
62. July 3I/S7
Night
A (A) (G)3643. Roscoe Karns-Ruth Coleman May 21/37 75. May 22/37 Circus Girl 6014 June Travis-Bob Livingston Mar. 1/37 62
North ofof theMystery,
Rio Grande
the Cutting
13/37.) Corrlgan May 24/37 57. May 29/37
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. June 26/37 Come(SeeOn, "InCowboys
(G) 6317.Room,"
..Bob Feb.Livingston-Ray
On Such (G)a Night
(A) Warren
Karen Morley-Grant
Dangerousat Holiday
6026. ..RaBob Hould-Hedda
July SI/37
Outcast
3629
William-KarenRichards
Morley. . .Aug.
Feb. 20,'37t
5/37 73.79. Aug.
Feb. 21/37
6/37 Doomed
Sundown (G)6337
Steele- LorraineHopper
Hayes June
June 7/37
7/37 57.53
Partners
In TheCrime(G)3711
Lynne Cooper-Jean
Overman- Roscoe
Karns Jan.
Oct. 8,'37t
62
Escape by Terror,
Night (G)The 7015
Wm.
Hall-Anne
Nagel
Sept.
20/37t.
. . .64.53
Sept 4/S7
Plainsman,
3624
Gary
Arthur
1/37
113.
Nov.
28/36
Gambling
6324.
...
Johnny
Mack
Brown-I.
Meredith.
.
Feb.
15/37
(Exploitation: Jan. 30/37, p. 85: Feb. 20/37, p. 82; Feb. 27/37, p. 83; Mar. 6/37, p. 91: Git Along Little Dogles (G)
Mar. 13/37. p. 80; Mar. 20/37, pp. 78, 82; Mar. 27/37, pp. 80, 82, 83: Apr. 3/37, p. 66; 6302
Apr. 24/37, p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry-Judith Allen Mar. 22/37 62. Apr. 8,'»
Bob Steele-Louise Stanley May 10/37 53
Scrooge (G) 3527 Seymour Hicks-Donald Calthrop. . Dee. 27/36 73. Dee. 21/35 Gun6336
Ranger,Ranch
The 6316
6332 Bob
Steele-Eleanor Stewart
Gunsmoke
Bob Livingston-Ray
Corrigan Nov.
May 19/36
5/37 49
56
She
Asked
for
It
(G)
Wm.
Gargan-Orien
Heyward
Sept.
I7,'37t.
.
.
.68.
Sept.
4/37
She's NoLangLadyGoes(G)
Sophie
West (G) Ann Dvorak-John Trent Aug. 20-'37t. . . .62. Aug. 7/37 Guns in the Dark 6326 Johnny Mack Brown-C. Rochelle. .Apr. 14/37 56
3706
Gert. Michael-Larry Crabbe Sept. IO/37t. . .*60.Sept. 4/37 Heart of the Rockies 7111 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan Sept. 6/37t....56
Souls(Seeat Seaproduction
(G)
Parade, The (G)July6002
article, Jan. Gary
30/37,Cooper-George
p. 16.) Raft Sept 3,'37t 92. Aug. 14/37 Hit (Exploitation:
10/37, p.Frances
86.) Langford-Phil Regan Apr. 26/37 83. Apr. 10/37
Swing High, Swing Low (G)
the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan Mar. 3/37 57
3634
Carole Lombard-F. MacMurray.. .Mar. 12/37 97. Mar. 20/37 Hit
It Could Happen to You 6016.. Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds June 28/37 64
This Way.TrailPlease
(G) C. (Buddy)Roland-Marsha
Rogers-BettyHunt
Grable..Oct.
I5,'37t. .. ..63.
Sept. 18/37
the Cutting6005Room,"Guy MayKibbee-Tom
15/37.) Brown Apr. 5/37 67. Mar. 27/37
Thunder
Oct. 22/37T.
.*56.0ct.
2/37 Jim (See
Hanvey,"In Detective
(Exploitation:(G)
May 29/37, p.Gilbert
67.)
Join
(G) 6003 June Travis-Paul Kelly
Jan. 25/37 67. Feb. 6/37
Trail Dust (G) 3667 William Boyd-JImmy Ellison Dee. 11/36 77. Jan. 2/37 Larcenythe onMarines
the 6322
Air (G) 6030. ..Grace
Bradley-Bob
Livingston
Jan.
11/37 60.55
Jan. 18/37
urn
Off
the
Moon
(G)
3642.
..Chas.
Ruggles-Eleanore
Whitney.
.
May
14/37
80.
May
29/37
Lawless
Land
Johnny
Mack
Brown-L.
Stanley.
..
Nov. 23/36
Valiant is the Word for Carrie
Law Man Is Born. A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. .June 21/37 61
(A)(Exploitation:
3611Jan. 16/37, p.Gladys
GeorgeArline
Judge
Oct.
2/36.
...
109.
Sept.
26/36
Llghtnin'
Crandall (G)6335
Bob Steele-Lois January Mar. 24/37 60
76; Feb. 13/37, p. 86.)
6012.
Walklkl
Wedding (G)May 3637....
Bing81;Crosby-Shirley
Ross
Mar.
26/37
89. Apr.
S/37pp. Man
Meet Betrayed,
the Boy AFriend
(G) ... Eddie Nugent-Kay Hughes Dec. 28/36 56. Jan. 16/37
(Exploitation:
1/37.
p.
May
15/37,
p.
89;
Juno
5/37,
p.
67:
June
12/37,
92, 93; July 3/37, p. 70: July 10/37. p. 80; July 17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 83; Aug. Miehael O'Halloran (Spec.) .... Wynne Gibson-Warren Hull May 15/37 67
98; Sept. 11/37,Edward
p. 83;Everett
Sept. Horton
18/37, p. 86.) July 9/37 69
(See "In the Cutting Room," Apr. 10/37.)
Wild28/37.
Money p.3651
Navy
Blues (G)
Mary Autry-Smiley
Brian-Dick Purcell
19/37 68.56
May I/S7
Coming
Old Corral,
The 6015
6305 Gene
Burnette Apr.
Dee. 21/36
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 7/36.)
Angel (A)
Marlene Dietrich-H. Marshall. .. .Oct. 29/37t. . . .98. Sept. 25/37
of Policeman O'Roon Bing
Crosby- Beatrice Lillie
/
gle 3
Public
Cowboy No.(G)I (G)
7105. .Bob
Gene LivingstonAutry-Ann RayRutherford
9/37
Princess, iBadge
Barrier,
Leo CarrilloThe
6
(G)(SeeThe
362production
0. Ray Milarticle,
Range Defenders
6318...
Corrigan Aug.
June 23/37f
30/37 59.56. Oct.
July 24/37
Sept.
18/37, p.Jean14.)Parker Nov. I2,'37t
/of3
lan
dDor
oth
Gamblers 7
y
La
mour Nov.
(A) 3640. . . . Lloyw Nol
84. Nov. 28/36
an-Claire Trevor
Apr.
78. Apr. 24/37

7

7
3

3
/
7
/ 7 7
6

93
9/37
MOTION
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7
2
/
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CHART— CONT'D)
3
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Running
Time Reviewed
Running
Time
Title
Star
Star
Rel.
Data
Minutes
Rel. Date8/36
Minutes
88. Oet.Revleweo
31/36
3
Woman Rebels, A (A) 642.... Kath. Hepburn-H. Marshall. .Nov.
Red Rope,Id The
■hythm
the 6338
Clouds (G) Bob Steele-Lols January July 19/37 68
.Juno 30/37
25/37 62.61 June
5/37
You
Can't
Beat
Lovo (G)
731726. . Vinton
Preston Haworth-Helen
Foster-Joan
Coming Fontaine
6017
Warren
Hull-Patricia
Ellis
June
.Apr.
May
1/37
You
Can't
Buy
Luck
(G)
Mack.
21.
'37
62.
July
3.'37
3
Riders of the Whistling Skull
6314
Bob
Livingston
-Ray
Corrlgan
Jan.
7
Bringing
Up
Baby
Kath.
Hepburn-Cary
Grant
Raarln'
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 16/37.)
(See Lead
"In the6313
Cutting Room,"BobNov.Livingston7/36.) Ray Corrlgan Del.
Damsel(Seein "InDistress,
A Room,"FredOct.Astaire-Joan
Root6307
In' Tootlo Rhythm (G) 7
the Cutting
9/37.) Fontaine Nov. I9,'37t
Gene
Autry-Armlda
May
Danger
Patrol
John
Beal-Sally
28.'37
58
Round-up
Time (G)
In Texas
Gene Autry-Smlley
Feb.
the Cutting Room," Oct. 9/37.) Ellers Dec. IO/37t ».,..
Sea
Racketeers
60196306. Weldon
Heyburn-JeanneBurnett*
Madden.. Aug.
I6.'37
64. July
Aug. 31/37
14/37 Fight(Seefor "In
Your LadyTime
(Q) Ginger
John Boles-Ida
Nov. 5/37t . . .*67.0ct 2/37
Sheik
Steps
Out,
The
(G)
6006.
Ramon
Novarro-Lola
Lane
Sept.
6/37.
...'66.
Having
Wonderful
RogersD. Luplno
Fairbanks, Jr
60. Ma 54
Trail of Vengeance 6325 Johnny Mack Brown-I. Meredith. .Mar. 29/37
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
9/37.)
y
I8.'37t
Trigger
Trie 7112
Ray Steele-Lois
Corrlgan-MaxJanuary
Terhune Oct.
8.'37
High
and Woolsey
26/37t
1/37 52
Trusted
Bob
Feb. 15/37..
HittingFlyers
a New High Wheeler
Lily Pons-John
Howard Nov.
Dec. 24/37t
Two WiseOutlaw,
Maids The(G) 6334
6004. ... Alison
Sklpworth-Polly Moran. . . Feb.
6/37 Living
on Love James Dunn-Whitney Bourne Nov. I2,'37t
Wrong Road, The (G) 7016. ... Richard Cromwell-Helen Mack. ..Oct ll/37t- .68.
.62. Feb.
Sept. 25/37
Gotthe That
Swing Gene Raymond-Ann Sothern
Yodelln'
Kid from Pine Ridge Gene Autry-Betty Bronson June 14/37 60. June 26/37 She's
Taking
Town
There Goes
the Groom (G) Fred Stone- Dorothy Moore
(G) eo6308
Youth
Parole 6022 Gordon Oliver-Marian Marsh Oet. 4/37 62
807
Burgess Meredith-Ann Sothern. . .Oct. 29/37t . . .*60. Oct 2/37
(See "In the Cutting Room." Sept. 11/37.)
Women Have a Way Miriam Hopkins-Ray Milland Dec. I3,'37t
Coming
STATE RIGHTS
Colorado
7123
Bob Steele-Marian
Duke ComesKid Back,
The Allan
Lane- HeatherWeldon
Angel Dec.
Nov. I3,'37t
8/37t
Rel. Date Running
MinutesTime Revleweo
Title
Star
Dist'r .. ...Aug.
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
16/37.)
Heroes
of
the
Alamo
(G).Earl
Hodgins
Sunset
Lady
Misbehaves,
The
Sally
Eilers-Neil
Hamilton
19/37..
"75. Aug.
7, "37
...Apr.
15/37. .<>55.
Apr. 10/37
Manhattan
Phil Travis-Wallace
Regan-Ann Dvorak
Melody ofBuckaroo,
the PlainsThe(G).Fred
Spectrum
...Jan. 15/37
News
Is On Merry-Go-Round...
the Air June
Ford
Singing
Fred Scott
Scott Spectrum
Portia aa Trial 6001 Frieda I nescort- Walter Abel Oct. 29/37f
(See "In the Cutting Room," Nov. 21/36.)
Cutting7122....
Room,"BobSept.Steele-Claire
25/37.) Rochelle Nov. l/37t
Three
Legionnaires
What Price
Vengeance?(G)...Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37. .'60. Mar. 27/37
Rldin'(See the"InLonethe Arail
(G)
Lyle Talbot Rialto June 1/37. . .57. June 11/3?
Springtime
In the Rockies Gene
Autry-Polly
Rowles
Nov. I5,'37t
Stormy
Weather
Alison
Skipworth-Polly
Moran
(G)
Native Cast
"65. July 17/37
Wild Horse Rodeo Three Mesketeers
TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX
Running Time
RKO RADIO
Time
Rel.
Title
Star
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
June Date4/37Minutes
71. MayRevleweo
8/37
Angel's
Holiday
(G)
754
Jane
WithersRobert
Kent
Annapolis Salute (G) 802 James Ellison-Marsha Hunt ..Sept. IO/37t...*60.Aug.
21/37
Jan.23/37,8/37
98. Sept l*V3«
It
(G)
711
Ells.
Bergner-Laurence
Olivier..
14/37 58. June 12/37 As You(See Like
Behind the Headlines (G) 727. Lee Tracy-Diana Gibson May 23/37
p.
79.)
production
article.
June
13/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Jan
60.
July
31/37
Big Shot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 ..Guy
Witherspoon. . . July
June 18/37 61. Apr. I7/S7
Big Business (G) 759 Jed
Border
John Kibbee-Cora
Beal-Armida
June
Mr. &Prouty-Sprlng
Mrs. Martin Byington
Johnson.... Sept IO/37t....75yi
Breakfast
for Two(G)(G)718
737 Barbara
Marshall.. . ..Oct.
9/37 Borneo
Born Reckless (G) 758 Rochelle Hudson-Brian Donlevy.
12/37. .*65.0ct.
65. Apr. 24/37
China Passage
ConstanceStanwyck-H.
Worth-V. Haworth.
. Mar. 22/37t
Metropole (G)June750
Criminal
Lawyer (G)Feb. 713
. .58. July
19/37, Loretta
p. 84.) Young-Tyrone Power....July
(Exploitation:
27/37, Lee
p. 81.)Tracy-Margot Grahame Jan. 29/37 72. Apr. 10/37 Cafe (Exploitation:
16/37,.
Callfornian,
The
(G)
753
5/37
62.
Feb.
27/37
Don't
Tell
the
Wife
(G)
720..
Guy
Kibbee-Una
Merkel
Mar.
10/37
Chan at the Olympics Ricardo Cortez-Marjorlo Weaver.May
Fit for a King (G) Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack .. .Oct. I5,'37t.. ..73. Sept 4/37 Charlie
5
8. Jun
Warner Oland-Kath. DeMllle...
Flight from Glory (G) Chester Morris-Whitney Bourne.. Aug. 20/37.... *60. Aug. 14/37 752
e
2
"In theat Cutting
83. Ma 6..68.
Forty
Naughty
Girls (G) 803.. James
Gleason-Zasu Pitts
4/37 Charlie(See Chan
the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
Hideaway
(G)
Fred Stone-Marjorie
Lord Sept.
Aug. 24/37t...*63.Sept
13/37. ...*60.64. July
y 8/ /37 No*.
(G) 730
Warner Oland-Boris Karloff
28/37
July 31/37
31/37 Charlie
Hollywood
Cowboy
(G) (G)733801. George
O'Brien-Cecilia HParker.
..May
8/37..
22/37t.
3..68.Aug.
7
Chan
on
Broadway
(G)
Life
ef
the
Party,
The
Gene
Raymond-Harriet
i
1
1
i
art]
.
.Sept.
3/37t...*79.Aug. 28/37 811
Warner Oland-Joan Marsh
Make
a
Wish
(G)
745
Bobby
Breen-Basil
Rathbone
Aug.
27/37....
*70.
Sept.
4/37
..70. Jan. 29/36
Man Who Found Himself. The
Crack-Up
(G)
727
Peter
Lorre-Brian
Donlevy
15/37..
7/37
.67. Mar. 13/37 David Harum (G) 769 Will Rogers-Evelyn Venable
(G) the722
John
Beal-Joan
Fontaine
Apr.
..79. Oct 16/37
Meet
Missus
(G)
729
Victor
Moore-Helen
Broderlek
June
4/37
60.
May
29/37
2/37.
Doctor
Bull
768.
.Will
Rogers-Marian
Nixon.
Music for Madame (G) 804. ..Nino Martini-Joan Fontaine Oct. 8/37t...»75.Sept.
18/37
..68. Jan.
(re-Issue)
New (Exploitation:
Faces of 1937Oct.(G) 9/37,
732. ..Joe
5/37. . ..81. Apr. 23/37
5/37..
p. 70.)Penner-Harriet Hllliard July 2/37....IOO.July 10/37 Fair Warning (G) 740 Betty Furness- John Payne
14/38
Fifty(Exploitation:
Roads to TownMay(G)8/37,
748.. ».Don70.)Ameche-Ann Sothern
Night
Waitress
(G)
711
Margot
Grahame-Gordon
Jones...
Dee.
18/36
57.
Jan.
2/37
16/37..
On725
Again— Off Again (G) Wheeler and Woolsey July
3/34
Great(re-Hospital Mystery, The
751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck
Outcasts ef Poker Flat, The
.59. Mar. 8/37
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Muir Apr. 16/37.
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Dead
Yesterday.")
3/3?
Andy (G) 871
20/37 Handy
Park
Avenue Logger
(G) 787. . George O'Brien-Beatrice Roberts. .Feb. 26/37.
(re-issue)
Will Rogers
Plot
30/37
l3,'37t....8I.May
t/3»
21/36 Heidi
(G) 816
Shirley
Temple-Jean Hersholt... Aug.
PloughThickens,
and theTheStars,(G) The641. (G)...James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Dee. 11/38.
Oct I5,'37t
88. Oct. 16/37
Terror, The (G) 734 Jane Withers-Anthony Martin... Sept. 24/37t 58. July 17/37
640
(See production article, Aug,Barbara
22/36, Stanwyck-P.
p. 16.) Foster Jan. 15/37 67. Ja 2/37 ItHoly
HotHappened
Water (G)
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
745.... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen May 7/37.. ..56
duality
Street (G)(G) 707
709 Ann
Kath. Dvorak-Smith
Hepburn- Franchot Tone Jan.
Mar. 26/37 84. Mar. 30/37 King George OutVI West
Coronation
Racing OnLady
Technicolor Special July
Riding
Air (G) 771 Joe
E. Brown- FlorenceBallew
Rice June 18/37 71. June 12/37 Lady870
I5,'37t....28
23/37
Escapes,
The
(G)
Stuart- Michael Whalen.. July
8/37t...*59.Sept. 18/37 Lancer Spy (G) 809747. ... Gloria
Saturday's
Heroes
(G) 805 Van
Heflin-Marian
Marsh
Oet.
8/37? 63.84. June
Oct. 6/37
9/37
George Darwell-Lois
Sanders- DoloresWilson
Del Rio. Oct.
Sea
Devils
(G)
714
Victor
McLaglen-Preston
Foster..
Feb.
Laughing
at
Trouble
724
Jane
7/37....
1
16.
May
8/37
Dec.
11/36..
..67
Shall(Exploitation:
We Dance (G)June724
Fred
Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
May
88.Feb.
19/37, p. 85: July 31/37, p. 80.)
(See
"Glory,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
17/36.)
Life Begins in College (G)
Soldier and the Lady. The (A)
2/37
9/3713/37,85. p.Fob.79.)27/37 810
Ritz Bros.-Glorla Stuart .Oct
717
Anton Walbrook-Eliz. Allan Apr.20/37Mar.
.Jan. 29/l/37t....94.0ct
37.... 1 17. Nov. 28/38
Lloyds
of London (G)Nov. 735
Bartholomew(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Michael
Strogoff.")
(Exploitation:
8,'37t...*90.Sept. 18/37
(Exploitation:
21/36, F.p. 108:
Mar. 6/37,M . Carroll
p. 89; Mar. 27/37. pp. 79, 82; Apr. 3/37,
Stage(SeeDoorproduction
(G) 806
Kath.
Hepburn-Ginger
Rogers
Oct.
pp. 65, 71: May 8/37, p. 74; July 31/37, p. 80.)
article, Aug. 14/37, p. 16.)
Love (Exploitation:
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, p.Loretta
Super Sleuth (G) 734 Jack Oakie-Ann Sothern July
90.) Young-Tyrone Power
That (Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37,
712.. p.Lily84; Pons-Gene
Raymond
Jan.
Apr. 24/37, p. 90.)
Love
UnderTaxiFire(G)(G)744
803 Loretta
Young-Don
20/37t....75.Aag. 14/37
21/37
74.
June
5/37
Midnight
Brian
DonlevyFrancosAmeche
Drake... .Aug.
.Apr. 2/37 73. Mar. 27/37
There
Goes My toGirlMarry(G) (G)728. .Ann Sothern-Gene Raymond May
Nancy Steele Is Missing (G)
They Wanted
5/37 60. Dec. 26/36 738
.....Victor McLaglen-Peter Loire.... .Mar. 12/37 84. Mar. 20/37
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Feb. 30/37
July p.17/37
the Races (G) 736 Jed Prouty-Shlrley Deane .Feb.
Toast(Exploitation:
of New Yerk Aug.
(G) 719
July p. 68; Oct.109.16/37,
.Feb. 19/37
12/37 57.89. Jan.
Feb. 16/37
13/37
84.) OffOn theto(Exploitation:
28/37, p.Edward
86; Sept.Arnold-4/37,Frances
p. 96; Farmer..
Sept. 26/37,
Avenue (G) Mar.
73220/37, Dick
19/37, p. 84.)
p. 78;PowellApr. Madeleine
17/37, pp. Carroll..
80, 82; June
9/37
61.
Apr.
17/37
Too
Many
Wives
(G)
723
Anne
Shirley-John
Morley
Apr.
Jan. 1/37 94. Deo. 28/38
22/37t . .113. Sept 25/37 One (Exploitation:
In
a
Million
(G)
722
Sonja
Henie-Adolphe
Menjou...
Victoria
the
Great
(G)
861.
...Anna
Neagle-Anton
Walbrook
Oct.
Mar. 20/37,
Wanted: Jane Turner 643 Gloria Stuart-Lee Tracy Dec. 4/36 67
One Mile from Heaven
(G) p. 78; Apr. 17/37, pp. 80, 82.)
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 3/36.)
.7
1.
Jan.
23/37
802
Claire Trevor-Sally Blane Aug.
I3.'37t
68. July 24/37
We're
on
the
Jury
(G)
716
Helen
Broderick-Victor
Moore
Feb.
12/37..
Oet. 15/37
8/37t...75
We Who Are About to Die
Roll Along
Cowboy
812 Richard
Smith Bellew-Cecllia
Parker
57. Feb.
13/37
Valley
(G)(G)731
Arlen- VirginiaStewart...
Grey... Jan.
(G) 639
Preston Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan. 6/37. . .82. Oct 17/36 Secret
Mar.
26/37....
102.
Mar. 27/37
Seventh
Heaven
742
Slmone
Simon-James
When's
Your Birthday? (G) Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb.
(Exploitation: June 5/37, p. 64.)
.77.
Feb.
20/37
770
.58
June 11/37 74. Aug.
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June
Windjammer 783 Room,"GeorgeMay O'Brien-Constance
Worth.. Aug.
25/ 37 64
756Room,"Anthony
Dunbar
29/37.) Hopkins
.88. Apr. 24/37 Sing (Seeand "InBe Happy
the Cutting
May Martin-Dixie
1/37.)
Woman(See I "InLove,theTheCutting
(G) 721.. Paul Muni-Miriam
Apr.
7/37

7
y29/3

67.Ma

7/37
68J.ul1y

Feb.

67.Ja

37

n.9/

59D. ee1.2

/36

.

.Feb

37

b.27/

78.Fe

3
2

94
/
8
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Runnlig Time
RELEAS
(THE
/
Running Time
Star
Rel. Date
Minutes
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed When Title
Juno
4/37...
87. May
Thief
Meets
Thief
(A)..D.
Fairbanks,
Jr.-V.
Hobson
Slave Ship (G) 7487
Wallace Beery-Warner Baxter.... July 2/37 92.Jo«o 19/37
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Jump
for
Glory.")
(See
production
article.
Mar.
1
3,
'37.
p.
16.)
3
Woman(SeeChases
Man
(G)
Miriam
Hopkins-Joel
MeCrea.
...
May
7/37
1/37
Apr.
9/37
69.
Jan.
30/37
Step
Lively,
Jeeves
(G)
739.
..
Arthur
Treacher-Patrlcla
Ellis
.
.
.
production article, Apr. 17/37, p. 12; exploitation: June 12/37, p. 92;71. May
July 3/37,
That I May Live (G) 755 Rochelle Hudson -Robert Kent Apr.
70. Mar. 28/37
6/37
p. 88; Sept. 11/37, p. 83.)
Sept. 30/37
V37t....78.Aug.
Thin Ico (G) 805 Sonja
Henle-Tyrone
Power
You
Only
Live
Once
(A)
Sylvia
Sidney-Henry
Fonda
Jan.
29/37
86.
Jan.
30/S7
Oct. 9,(G)'37, p. 7
66.)
(Exploitation: Jan. 30/37, p. 80; Mar.Coming
6/37, p. 89; Mar. 20/37. pp. 76, 78; Apr. 3/37.
Think(Exploitation:
Fast, Mr. Moto
pp. 66, 71; June 26/37, p. 123; July 10/37. p. 87; Aug. 21/37, p. 74.)
804
Peter Lorre-Vlrglnla Field Aug. 27/37t.
May 28/37..
This IsOutMyforAffair
Time
Romance(G) (G)721 .... Barbara Stanwyck- Robt Tayler. ., Mar.
(A) CUve Brook-Ann Todd Deo. I2.'37t
IO/37t 80. Aug.
19/37.
.Feb. 20/S7 Action for Slatmder
74)
Claire Trevor- Michael Whalen
of Marco Polo Gary Cooper-Sigrld Gurle Nov. 29/37t
.June 12/37 Adventures
Under
tho
Red
Robe
(G)
743.
.Conrad
Veldt-Annabella
May
21/37.
Adventures
of
Tom
Sawyer
Tommy
Kelly-Walter
Brennan
Oct
Nov.
6/36.
Under Your Spell (G) 720 Lawrence Tlbbett-Wendy Barrio..
.Nov. 17/37
14/36
(See production article, Oct. 9/37, p. 16.)
.Apr.
Wake Up and Live (G) 749... Walter Wlnchell-Ben Bernle Apr. 23/37.
Follies. The Phil Baker-Rltz Bros Dee. 25/37t.
'37, p.Shirley
69; JulyTemple-V.
1 0/37. pp.McLaglen
85, 86.) July SO/37 99 .July 3/37 Goldwyn
Hurricane,
Thearticle, Aug.Dorothy
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie WinkleJuly(G) 3.760...
(See
7/37, Lamour-Jon
p. 16.) Hall Nev. I0/37T.
(Exploitation:
July 10, '37, p. 88; Aug. 7,'37, p. 92: Sept. 4/37. pp. 94, 97 ; Oct. 9/37, I Met My production
Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda Oct. 29/37t.
p. 68.)
Cutting Room,"VivienSept.Leigh-Paul
18/37.) Lucas Nov. 5/37t.
Sept. 11/37
Western
Gold (G)(G) 719
761 Smith
Heather Lang
Angel Aug.
.Dee.
6/36 Mutiny(SeeIn "Inthe theMountains
Nov. 27/37.
27/38.
White Hunter
Warner BellowBaxter-June
Nothing(See Sacred
Carole
Lombard-Fredrle
March... Nov. I9,'37t.
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27.'37.
p.
81.)
production
article,
Aug.
21/37,
p.
16.)
11/37 Storm In a Teacup (G) Vivien Leigh-Rex
Wife, andDoctorWoolly
and Nurse
(G) . . . Jane
LorettaWithers-Walter
Young-Warner Brennan
Baxter Sept. I7,*37t 85. Sept.
12/37 1.... 86. Jane 12/37
Harrison
July
24/37
Wild
(G)
Sept.
IO/37t....64
Untitled
Edmund Lowe-Ann Todd Nov.
Jan. l4/38t....77.8ept 1 1. ■87
Wings of the Morning (G)
20/S7
737
Annabella- Henry Fonda Feb. 19/37 87. Mar.
(Reviewed under the title, "The Squeaker.")
Woman-Wise (Q) 733 Rochelle Hudson-Michael Whalep. Jan. 22/37 70 Feb. 13/37
Vou(fl)Can't
Have Everything Alice Faye-Don Ameche
UNIVERSAL
Tit
801
Aug. 3,'37t....99.July 31/37
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Coming
As Good as Married (G) 1012. .John Boles-Doris Nolan May 1/87 81. May 1/87
All Baba Goes to Town 815 Eddie Cantor-June Lang Oct. 29/37t
Behind
Mike Wm.
Barrett Sept.
68
(See "In ths Cutting Room," Aug. 14/37.)
Black Acesthe 2050
Buck Gargan-Judith
Jones-Kay Llnaker
Sept. 26,'37t
5/37t 58.
Big
Town
Girl
Claire
Trevor-Donald
Woods
Dee.
I7,'37t
Boss Rider of Gun Creek 1042. Buck Jones-Muriel Evans Nov. 1/39 64
Borrowing
Trouble
Jed
Prouty-Sprlwg
Bylngton
Charlie
Chan at Monte Carlo. .. Warner
Oland-Keye Luke
California Straight Ahead (G)
Checkers
Jane Withers-Stuart
Erwin
1030
John
Wayne-Louise
May 2/37 67. Apr. 3/37
Danger—
Love
at
Work
(G)
5/37t.. . 8 1. Oct. 2/37 Carnival
Queen
Dorothea
Kent-RobertLatimer
Wilcox Oct.
808
Ann Sothern-Jack Haley Nov, I2,'37t...
3/S7t....68
61. Dee. 5/36
62.
Sept.
25/S7
Conflict
(G)
1036
John
Wayne-Jean
Rogers
Nov. 29/36
Dangerously
Yours
(G)
817...
.Cesar
Romero-Phyllis
Brooks
Nev,
/ 45 Fathers
Jane Withers-Thomas Betk Dee, I0,*37t...
Empty
SaddlesWonder(G) (G)10431019. .Jeanne
Buck Jones-Louise
Brooks
Det. 20/38 62. Oct. 24,'Je
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Four
Days'
DanteKenneth
HeweH.
.
.
.
Jan.
3
Girl Overboard (G) 1021 Gloria Stuart- Walter Pldgeoa Feb. 4/37 68. July I0/S7
In Old(SeeChicago
production
article, Sept.Tyrone
4/37, Power-Alice
p. 48.) Faye Jan. I5,'38t
I Cover the War (G) 1018 John Wayne-Gwen Daze July
6 Ja
7
n. 23 2, '87
Judge
PriestMr.(reissue)
872 Will
Nov. 26/37t
I2,'37t. . . .79. Sept. 28/34 Idol of the Crowds (G) 2037... John Wayne-Sheila Bromley Oct IO/37t5 0....62'/j.Oet
Look Out,
Moto 819
peter Rogers-Anita
Lorre-RochelleLouise
Hudson Nov.
/87
Lady
Fights
Back,
The
2025...
Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor
Sept.
I9,'37t
68
8
.
May 69
Law
for
Tombstone
2051
Buck
Jones-Muriel
Evans
Oct.
I0/S7t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 11/37.)
Left Handed Law (G) 1045.... Buck Jones
Apr. 18/37 263.9,'37May 1/37
Love (See
and "InHisses
Walter
Winchell-Ben
Bernle Dee. 3l,'37f
Let
Them
Live
(G)
1035
Nan
Grey-John
Howard
Apr.
25/37
73.
Apr. 24/87
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
16/37.)
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. .. Shirley Temple-Gloria Stuart
Love inLetters
a Bungalow
Love
of a Star(G)(A)1009.. Kent Taylor-Nan Grey June 27/37 66. July 10/37
Second
Honeymoon
818
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power
Nov.
I9,'37t
••
Shanghai Deadline Cesar Romero-June Lang Dee. 3/37t
Armored
(G) 1020...
Tarzan's
Revenge
3/37t
Car (G) Man
Man100InWhoBlue,CriedThe Wolf,
The Robert Wlleox-Nan Grey May 30/37 67. May 22/87
Women With
Wings Glenn
RochelleMorris-Eleanor
Hudson-Joan Holm
Marsh Dec.
Dec. 24/37t
(G) 42023
Tom Brown-Barbara Read Aug. 29/37T. . . .68.8ept 4/37
Robert Wi
UNITED ARTISTS Running Time
lcox1025..
Dunn-Jean Rogers Dee. 27/36 56. Feb. 13/37
-JudlthJames
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Mysterious Crossing (G)
B87.)
arrett
Cone(Exploitation:
and Get It (A)
Edward
ArnoldFrances
Farmer.
.
.Nov.
6/36
99.
Nov.
7/36
(Exploitation:
May
22/37,
p.
Nev. 14/36, p. 90; Nov. 21/36, p. 109; Nov. 28/36, p. 99; Det. 5/36, Oh, Doetor! (G) 1013 Edward EverettJuneHerton May 16/37 .67. Apr. 24/37
/ pp. 83, 84; Dec.
19/36, p. 94; Jan. 30/37, p. 82; Feb. 13/37, p. 89; May 1/37, p. 82;
(Exploitation: May 22/37, p. 87.)
64 gSept
l2/37t.
. 14, '825/37,
3
andMusical
a GirlAnalysis,
(G) 200I..Deanna
DurblnAdolphe
Menjo. AI..uSept.
p' 84.)
7 | .84.8ept.
68; Oct 2/37,
Dark Oct.
Journey16/37,(G)
Vivien Leigh-Conrad Veldt July 2/37t 82. Mar. 6/37 100 Men
Il.'37
(See
Sept.
18/37,
p.
29;
exploitation
7
p.
76;
Oct.
9/37,
p.
69.)
Dead(Exploitation:
End (G)
Sylvia
Sidney-Joel
MeCrea
Aug.
27,'37t
93.
Aug.
7/37
'37, p.26/37
63.Al|.
7/87
Sept. 18/37, p. 86; Sept. 25/37, p. 71.)
..Aug.
15/37..
Reported
Missing
(G)
Wm.
Gargan-Jean
Rogers
03
Jute
..Aug.
1/37..
Divorce
Lady(A)
X, The Merle
Oberon-Laurence
Olivier. . .Oct. 28/37
I5,'37t
The (G) article,
1005 Apr.Richard
Cromwell-John
King.. July 31/37, p. 80; Sept 18/37,
Dreamingof Lips
Elis. BergnerRaymond Massey...May
78. Mar. 6/37 Road (SeeBack,production
24
/
37,
p.
16;
exploitation:
p. 83; Oct. 9/37, pp. 66, 68.)
Breezingp. 77.)
..Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. «/87
(Exploitation: June 12/37, p. 96: July 31/37, p. 82; Aug. 21/37, p. 75; Oct. 2/37,
(G) 1044
Buck
JonesLlta99.) Chevret
Home (GSandflow
Farewell
Again
(G)
Leslie
Banks-Flora
Robson
..Oct
8/37t
83.
May
22/37
)
.June 6/37.
1
She's
1031
Cesar
Romero-Tala
Blrell
0
3Dangerous
3 Range
52nd
Street
(G)
Ian
HunterPat
Patersom
Oct
l/37t.
.
.*80.Oet.
9/37
BI
Smoke
Tree
1046
Buck
Jones-Muriel
Evans
nn
1
le
Fire (Exploitation:
Over England Mar.
(G)27/37, Laurence
16/37 Three Smart Girls (G)Barn1029.
es-Wm.. . Deanna
Dui iln-Ray Mllland Dee. 20/36 8<
G
p. 79.) Olivier-Flora Robsen. . . Mar. 8/37 089.2Jan.
a
r
Mar.
13/37,
pp.
78,
82; Mar. 26/37,
(Exploitation:
Feb.
6/37,
pp.
73,
74;
g
8 7/38
Garden(Seeof production
Allah, The article,
(A) JuneMarlene
Boyer..Nov.
20/36
Nov.
Apr. 3/37, pp. 66. 67; Apr. 10/37,anp 94;Jan. Apr. 17/37, pp. 78, 80, 82; Apr. i P. 78,36/37
6/36. Dietrich-Charles
p. 14; exploitation:
Nov. 21/36,
p. 109;78. Jan.
30/37.
64
May
1/37,
p.
82;
May
15/37,
pp.
9€
.
Ma
r.
p. 85;69.) Feb. 6/37, pp. 76, 77; Feb. 20/37, p. 80; Mar. 13/37, p. 83; Apr. 3/37, pp. 67. HenTop of the Town (G) 1007 George Murphy-Doris Nolan Apr. 2718/37
/87
3/37
68,
ry Hun(See production article, Jan. 23/37, p. 16; exploitation: Apr. 24/37,
a. II;89.Aar.
May 1/37,
History(Exploitation:
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37,
(G). Charles
2/37 pp.97.91,Mar.92: 13/37
p.ter-79;
May
22/37,
pp.
86,
87;
June
5/37,
p.
70;
June
12/37,
p. 92; Jme 19/37,
p. 84: Boyer-Jean
Apr. 3/37, Arthur
pp. 64, 71; Apr.
Apr. 10/37,
Apr.
P
o
l
l
y
24/37,p. 93.)
pp. 91, 92; May 1/37, p. 63; May 8/37, p. 72; May 22/37, Troublepp.at82,Midnight
R85.)owl
pp.17/37.89, p.90;82;JuneApr.12/37,
es (G) N. Beery, Jr.-Catharine Hughes. .Oct. I7/S7T. . . .68
We Have Our Moments
Knight(Exploitation:
Without Armor
.... Marlene
Dletrieh-Robt
Aug. (G)21/37.
p. 78; Sept.
11/37. p. Donat.
84.) . .July 23/37t. .. 107. June 19/37 1017 Nov. Sally Eilers-James Dunn Mar. 28/37 67. Apr. 3/37
Love
Stranger
Bound
Limited
1008
Lyle 6 Talbot-Polly
Rowles
11,'fF 66
Man from
Who aCould
Work (A)
Miracles. Ann Harding-Basil Rathbone May 14/37 87. Feb. 13/37 West
When
Love IsThe
Young
(G) 1018. Scott
Virginia
Taylor July
Apr.
76. Apr. 24/37
6.Colton-Jean
NovBruce-Kent
Wildcatter,
1015
Rogers
June 4/37
6/37 58
The
(G)
Roland
Young-Joan
Gardner
Feb.
19/37
82.
Aug.
22/38
.
I
4
Wings
Over
Honolulu
(Q)
/
Men Are Net Gods (A) Miriam Hepklns-Gert Lawrence . .Jan. 22/37 82. Jan. 2/87 1011
8
6
Wendy Barrle-Ray
Prisoner of Zenda (G) Ronald Colman-M. Carroll NiSept.
3/37t. .. 101 .Sept. 4/37
gh e I5,'37t.
ComingMllland May 23/37 78. May I5/S7
Stand-In
(A)
Leslie
Howard-Joan Blondell
9/37
y30/37.
Star (See
Is Born,
A (G)
Janet27/37,
Gaynor-Frodrle
March MayOct.
Apr.t K22/37,
.86;1 1 1 .May
May 29/37,
1/37
(G) 1p.. .. .*88.0ct.
production
article,
Feb.
p.
16;
exploitation:
End
John Wayne-Diana Gibson Dee. I2,'37t
3
024 120, 121, Adventure's
pp.
June p.5/37,
67, 70;
Boss of ofLonely
Valley Bob
Buck Baker-Lois
Jones
Nov. I4,'37t 59
122; 67,Julyp.69;96.)10/37.
87; pp.
July 64.17/37,
p. 91;JuneJuly19/37,
31/37,p. p.84;80;JuneAug.26/37,
28/37, pp.
p. 97;BorSept.
the West
January
7
is Karl Courage
4/37,
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
11/37.)
o
Ideas, A
Wendy Barrie-Walter Pldgoon. . . . Nov. 7/37t
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
Stanwyck-John
6/371..p.. 174;1 1 .July
ean Rwith
July 31/37, Barbara
p. 81; Sept.
25/37, pp.Boles
69, 70; Aug.Oct. 2/37,
Oct. 31/37
9/37, ff-JGirl
Merry-Go-Round
1938Room,"Bert Aug.
Lahr-Alice
oge"In
pp. 67, 69.)
(See
theofCutting
14/37.) Brady Nov. I4,'37t
r
s
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners June I8/S7t 44
Prescription
for
Romance
Wendy
Barry-Kent
Taylor Dec. 5,'37t
M
a
(See "InRanglers
the yCutting Room,"BobOct.Baker-Joan
9/37.) Barclay
Renegade
Walter
Wanger's
of Warner Baxter-Joan Bennett Sept. I7/S7t. . . 108. Aug. 7/S7 Some
Blondes
Are
Dangerous.
..
Noah
Beery,
Jr.-Dorothea
Kent. ..Nov. 28/37t
1938(Exploitation:
(Q)Vogues
8
Mighty Tr
Aug. 21/37, p. 74; Sept. 11/37, p. 82.)
pr. 24Jones-Evelyn Brent Dee. I9,'37t 59
Sudden Bill Dorn 7. ABuck
eve, The
/
3
7
(G) 1034.
..Noah Be
ery, Jr.-B
arbara Rea
d.. .Jan.

95

/
October
3 23 , 193 7
7
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Star
Running Time
WILLIAM STEINER
Title
Ral. Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
That's(SetMy"InStory
Claudia
Morgan-Wm.
Ltnutlgan . .Oct. 31 ,'37t 62
From Nino to
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
3.
'37.
Westland Case, The (G) Preston Foster-Carol Hughes Oct. 3l.'37t 63. Oct. 2,'37
You're a Sweetheart Alice Faye-George Murphy Dee. 26,'37t
WORLD
(See "A Young Man's Fancy," "In the Cutting Room," Sept 25, '37.)
Running
TimeReviewed
Title
StarBeery .
Rel. Date1/37
Minutes
Crimson
Circle
Noah
.Jan.
74
VICTORY
Running
Time
..Sept. 'S7t 78. July 8/37
Quixote (G)
Chaliapln
Title
Star
Rel. DateIO/37t....55
Minutes Reviewed Don
Masquerade
Vienna (A) .... Tito
Paula Schlpa
Wessely .
..Mar.
....Dec.
Jan. 28 31/37 ...66.79
Brothers ofRides
the West
Tom Tyler-Lois
Sept 7/37..... 56
My Song(G)
of InLove
Jan. 23/37
.Skiing
Film
Cheyenne
Again Tom
Tyler-LucilleWilde
Browne Jan.
Slalom
1/37..... 56
■ Italian Feature
Dec.
95. Feb.
Feud of the Trail Tom Tyler-Harlene Wood May 1/37
Treno
Populare
Coming
62
13/37
Flying
Fists
Herman
Brix-Jeanne
Martel
July
Million Dollar Racket Herman Brix-Joan Barclay Oct. l/37t....63
1/37. ....55
Mystery
Annie Laurie
Will Fyffe
55.
Phantom Range
of the Range Tom
Tom Tyler-Jerry
Tyler-Beth Bergh
Marlon May
Nov. 28/36
Aurora Sul Mare Italian Feature
Silks
and Saddles Herman Brix-Joan
Brix-Toby Wing Sept
Dee. 14/38 61.
Chanson
D' Amour .....Tito
Sky
l/37t.... 63.
Itto
SlmoneSchlpa
Berrlau
Two Racket
Minutes to Play Herman
Herman Brix-JeanneBarclay
Martel Nov. 2/36
61.
Life
and
Loves
of
Beethoven.
..
Harry Baur
Coming
Love
on
Sklls
Walter
Rimll
Monks, The
Amateur
Crook
Herman Brlx
Nov. 30,'37t.
Lost Ranch
Ninety Degrees South Antarctlo Film
.Tom
Nov.
Second
Orphans of the Pecos.
.Tom Tyler
Tyler
Dee. I5,'37t.
l/37t.
Secrets Bureau
of Stamboul Jean
ValerieMurat-Dlana
HobsonKoreno.
Ski Chase
Hannes Schneider
WARNER BROTHERS
Street
Without
a
Name
Constant
Remy-Pola llltry.
Basil Wright
(See Star
also First National, Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Song of Ceylon
Title
,
Slmone
Berrlau
Another
(A) 106
(See Dawn
production
article. Mar.Kay8/37,Franels-Errol
p. 16.) Flynn June 26/37 73. Apr. 10/37
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Blaek(Exploitation:
Legion (A) Jan.
10818/37, p.H. 76;Bogart-E.
O'Brien-Moore
Jan. 20/37,
30/37 83. Jan. 9/37
Running Time
Mar. p.13/37,
pp. 80,17/37,83; p.Mar.
p. 79; Apr. 3/37, p. 86; Apr. 10/37,
95: July
69.) p. 82; Mar. 27/37,
Title
Star Dltt'r Rel. Date Mlnul
Blazing
Sixes
129
Dick
Foran-Helen
Valkis
June
12/37
55
Angel's Pit, (A)
The (A) Amedo Garat
Nazzarl
June
California Mall 930 Dick Foran-Llnda Perry Nov. 14/38 56
Amphytrlon
Globe
Call It aofDaythe (G)Light113
Beethoven Concerto (G)...V.HenriGardin
Amklno Mir.
Mar. 23/37.
23/37.. . 103.
.90. Apr.
Apr. 26/37
Charge
Brigade Olivia de Havilland-I. Hunter.. .Apr. 17/37 89. Mar. 13/37 Big
Fella
(G)
Paul
Robeson
British
Lion
73.
July 10/37
(G) 901
Errol Flynn-O. de Havllland Nov. 7/36. . .. 1 15. Oct. 24/36 Bronze Sentries (G) Fosco Giaechettl . . . . Fonoroma
Oct.
20/37
(8m
produetloa
article, July 25/36, p. 16; exploitation: Nov. 14/36, p. 90; Nov. 21/36, Dominant Sex, The (A) .. .Phillips Holmes Assoc. British 82. Feb. 2/37.
3/37
p. Ill;
of the World, The Flnlay Currle British I. E. Co
Apr.
10/37.Jan.p. 15/37,
92.) p. 78; Jan. 23/37, p. 78; Feb. 8/37, p. 74; Apr. 3/37, p. 65; Edge(A)
80.
Aug.
14/37
Emil
Und
Die
Detektlve.
.
Fritz
Rasp
International
77
Devil's
Saddle
Legion,
The
130
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug. 14/37
(A)
Paula Wessely Metropolis May 15/37. . .90. June
Fly-Away
125 Craig
Glenda Reynolds-Ann
Farrell-BartonSheridan.
MacLane... ..Aug.
June 21/37
19/37 60. June 12/37 Episode
Fury Over Spain (G)
Modern Film
55. Aug.
Footloose Baby
Heiress(G)123
Gang
Show, Night
The (G)
Ralph
Reader Assoc
General
Glamorous
(G)
Mary Ellis
British 80. May
May
(See
"la
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
10/37.)
Fugitive Id the Sky (G) 120.. Jean Mulr-Warren Hull Nov. 28/36 58. Oct. 31/36 Gobsek (A)
Leonid Leonldov Amklno
74. Aug. 15/37
14/37
Golem,
The
(A)
Harry
Baur
Metropolis
Mar.
20/
37.
..88.
Mar. 27/37
God's
Country
and
the
Woman
(S)(Exploitation:
105Feb. 13/37, George
(A)
Roland Young Warner
Feb. 27/37
pp. 84, Brent85; Feb.Beverly27/37.Roberts..
p. 80.) .Jan. 18/37 85. Dee. 26/38 Gypsy
It Isn't (G)
Done (G) Cecil
Kellaway British
Empire 90.77. Mar.
4/37
Jericho
Paul Robeson
General
Sept. 13/37
(Exploitation: Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 67.)
Klmiko (A) Sachiko Cbiba International Apr. 12/37.. .73. Apr.
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley, TheApr.(G)10/37,
1 10.. Pat
O'Brien-Sybil
Jason
Feb.
13/37
71.
Dee.
12/36
24/37
King's
People,
The
(Q)...John
Drlnkwater
...Mlndlin
May
1
1/37.
.
.70.
May
p. SI.)
d' Art
Clnematographlque
120. July
Kid (Exploitation:
Galahad (G) June
102
Edw. G. Roblnson-Bette Davis. ..May 29/37.. 101. May 8/37 La Grande Illusion (A)... Jean Gabln Realization
5/37,
p.
Last
Night,
ThePascal.
(Q)Tha I. R. Peltser Amklno Apr. 27/37. ..90. May
King and the Chorus Girl (G) 64; Sept. 4/37, p. 96.)
Late
Mattla
194
Fernand Gravet-Joan Blondell...Mar. 27/37.. .95. Mar. 8/37 (A)
Pierre Blanchar
Apr. 10/37
(Exploitation: Mar. 20/37, p. 76; Mar. 27/37, p. 79; June 26/37, p. 118.)
3/37
Let's Make
a Night
of It. Jean
Buddy Gabin
Rogers Assoc.
British
80. July
8/37
King of Hoekey (G) 121 Anne Nagel-Rlehard Pureell Dec. 13/37
19/36 55.54
Nov. 14/36 Lower
Depths,
The
(A)
Mayer-Burstyn
Oct.
15/37.
.
.95.
Sept. 25/37
10/37
Land
Law The128(G) Dick Foran-Llnda Perry.
Mademoiselle Doeteur (A).Dita Parlo United Artists 105. May
10/37
Life ofBeyond
EnlletheZola,
Make
Up
(G)
N.
Asther-J.
Clyde.
.Asso.
British
70.
July
25/37
203
Paul Muni-Gale
2/37T... 116. July 10/37 Mayerling (A)
CharlesPitts
Boyer Sound
Pax Films
Sept. 13/37. . .9177..Sept.
Town The(G).Zasu
City
June 1/37
2/37, p.Hugh
76; Oct.Herbert-Mary
9,'37. p. 68.)Boland July 1/37 68. Aug. 14/37 Merry
Mill onComesthe toFloss,
Marry(Exploitation:
the Girl (G)Oct.118
Melody for Two (G) 117 James Melton-Patriela Ellis May 8/37 60. Mar. I3/S7 (G)
Frank Lawton National
Feb. IV»
Midnight
Court (G)126
124 Ann
Mar. 10/37 58
Moonlight
(G) Padorewskl
United Artists 90.90. Mar.
5/37
Mutiny of Sonata
the Elslnort,
Public Wedding
Jane Dvorak-John
Wyman-WllliamLltel
Hopper — July
(G)
Paul Lukas Assoc. British 77. Sept. 18/87
Ready,( Exploitation
Willing and: MayAble1/37,(G).Uo
p. 78.) Dlxon-Ruby Keelor Mar. 6/87 93. Feb. 6/37 OraThePonciano
(G) Chucho Solorzano ...Prod. Sorla
105. May 13/37
Singing
Marine, July
The 24/37,
(G) 101.p. Dick
Powell-Doris
Boy of Vienna Hans Olden General
(Exploitation:
80; Sept.
25/37, pp.Weston
68, 71.) .July 3/37.... 105. July 10/37 Orphan
(G)
.77. Sept. 15/37
OrphanFighting
of the Navy
Wilderness..
Gwen
Munro
British
Empire.
.
.Jan.
20/37.
.
.85.
Mar. 18/37
8mart Blonde (G) 122 Glenda Farrell-Barton MaeLane. . Jan. 2/37 59. Dec. 5/36 Our
(G)...H.Richard
B. Wtrner
General
75.90. May
Varsity(See Show
(G)
.Dick
Powell-Fred
Waring
Sept.
4/37t..M20.Aug.
21/37
Pagliaccl
(G)
Tauber
....United
Artlstt
Feb. 6, '37
(See produetloa article, Jan. 9/37, p. 16.)
production article, July 24/37, p. 16.)
White Women
Bondage and(G)Horses
125(G). Jean
60. Mar. 24/37
13/37 Pearls of the Crown (A)..Saseha Gultry Tobls
1 15. June
Wine,
BartonMulr-Gordon
MacLane-AnnOliver
Sheridan... June
8ept. 19/37
ll/37t....64.July
6,5/37'37
6/3J
Pepe
Le Moko
(A) Jean
Paris Film
Coming
Prisoners
(G)
A. I.Gabin
Chaban Amklno
Feb. 16/37. . 100.
.93. Mar.
Feb. 27/37
Pygmalion (G)
Lily Bouwmeester. . . Filmex Clnetone Apr. 20/37
Adventures of Robin Hood Errol Flynn-O. de Havllland
Razumov
(G)
Pierre
Fresnay
Garrison
Mar.
8/37..
.95.
Mar.
ne
Farrell-Barton MacLa n
Blondes at Work Glenda
"Said O'Reilly to McNab"
Josly
Wilson-AllynTrav
17/37
Meets Girl Marie
Boy
27/37
is
Diok Foran-June
(G)
Will Mahoney GalnsboroughEvidenee
GB
84. July 17/37
Expensive
Husbands
(G)
223
...
Beverly
RobertsPatrle
Knowles.
.
Nov.
27,'37t...
.62.
Sept.
11/37
Sensation
(A)
John
Lodge
Wardour
75.
Jan.
First forLadyScandal
(G)
Kay Francis-Preston
Dee. 4/37t. . .*82.Sept. 11/37 Silver Blaze (G) Arthur Wontner Assoc. British 70. July 23/37
Food
Fernand
Gravet-Carole Foster
Lombard
24/37
Over Mail
Danmark(A)
(G) . . . . Rlchard-Wilm
Henrlk Malberg
..Apr. 13/37. . .73.
Great Garrick.
The (G) 209.... Dick
Brian PureellAherne-O.
de Roberts
Havllland. . .Oct. 30/37 *95.0ct. 2/37 Sol
Southern
Solar
100. Apr.
Feb.
Highway
Pirates
Beverly
In Flumes (A)
Amklnt Jan. 28/37. . .63. Feb.
Ifs Love I'm After (G) 207. .Leslie Howard-Bette Davis Nov. 20/37t. . . .90. July 31/37 Spain
The (A)
Prometheus
Aug. 28/37..
20/37.. .58.
Jezebel
Bette Davis
••• Spanish
Thank You,Earth,Madam
(G)...Jan Kiepura American
Tobls. ..Apr.
.85. Stpt.
May
Travis *60.Jan. 30/37 Thirteen.
Morris-June
Wayne Pull
Comes Baek,underThe the(G)title,123. "Don't
Kid (Reviewed
Theof Love
(A)(G)...EIsa
Ivan Merllnl
Novoseltsev ...Amklno
85.80. July
Your
Punches.")
30
Seconds
E.
J.
A
Jan.
Dale
Powell-Jean
Dick
Misting InWitnesses
Thls'll
Make You Whistle Jack Buchanan Wilcox
Knowles
Ann Sherldan-Patrle
Patient and Rotm
(A)
78. Jan.
Penrod
His Twin18, The
Brother.. Billy
and Bobby Maueh
Tsar toTheLenin(G)
(A)..'
Intern'l.. . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
8/37. .. .60.
.68. Mar.
Swing Your Lady Humphrey
Bogart- Dorothy
Wave,
Native Cast Lenauer
Garrison
May
IcNu Granville-Dolores
White
Squadron
(G)
Antonio
Centa
E.
N.
I.
C
85. Dee.
.
Bonita
Cottello
Too
Much
of
Everything.
World's In Love, The (A).Marta Eggerth Viennese May 18/37. . .90.
May
Tovarlsh
. Claudette Colbert-Charles Boyer..Dec.
Yiddle with His Fiddle.... Molly Picon Sphinx "Uo. JI/36
Without Warning 218... .Boris Karloff-Marle Wilson
/37

60J.an1.6
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(THE
SHCET
FILMS
[Numbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1,viewed;1936.]
COLUMBIA
Title Hel. Data Mia.
BROADWAY COM ED I E8
Ay(AllTankStar)Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36.16'/,..
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May 14/37.19'/,..
BigCharlie
Squirt,ChaseThe (10-2-37). . Sept. I7.'37tl8. .. .
Bury theAllHatchet
(8-21-37) .Aug.
Calling
Curtains
Oct. 6/37.19....
l/37t.6....
Calling
All
Doctors
July
19'/,. .
Cash(3 Stooges)
and Carry (9-1 1-37).. Sept. 22/37.
3/37tl8'/,..
Dirty
Doctor. (4-17-37) .... Mar. 19/37. 17'/,..
(3 Stooges)
Free Rent (1-30-37) Doe. 20/36.18....
Star)to Worse June 4/37.17
From(All
CharlieBad Chase
Goofs
2/37.17'/,..
Gracie and
at theSaddles
Bat July
Oct. 29/37t
Grand
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) May 7/37.19'/,..
Grips. Grunts and Groans... Jan. 15/37.19....
(3 Stooges)
(3-27-37)..
KneeAndy
Action
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37.17....
Ledge
June 11/37.18....
Andy Night
Clyde
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 21/37.18....
New(Collins-Kennedy)
News (4-17-37) Apr. 1/37. 17'/,. .
Playing Maid
the Ponies Oct.
I5.'37tl7
Sailor
Feb. 12/37.19....
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) ...Dec. 27/38. 17'/,. .
(3 Stooges)
Stuck
In the Sticks Mar. 26/37.18
Andy Clyde
Super
Snooper, The Feb. 25/ 37. 19'/,. .
El Brendet
Three Dumb Clucks Apr. 17/37.17
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright, The. .June 18/37.17....
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Orug Store Follies
(9-11-37) Sept. 3/37t.9'/,..
Rooftop Frolics (10-16-37) . .Oct. l/37tll
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Air
Boy Hostess,
and HisThe
Dog, A Oct. 22/37t
(1-9-37)
Dec. 23/38. .7....
Foxy
Pup,
Thethe (6-5-37)
May 21/37.
Gifts
from
Air
Jan.
1/37...6'/,..
Indian Serenade July 16/37..
87'/,..
Let's
Go
(4-17-37)
Apr.
10/37.
.7'/,.
Merry Mannequins Mar. 19/37. .6'/,. ..
Mother Crows
Hen's (9-11-37)
Holiday Aug.
May 20/37.
7/37...8....
7
Scary
Skeleton
Frolic (2-20-37)
.. .Aug.
.Jan. 29/37.
.7'/i.
.
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37)
6/37.
.8....
Stork Takes a Holiday, The. June 11/37. .8....
Swing, Monkey, Swing
10/37.. 7....
7'/,..
Two(10-2-37)
Lazy Crows (II -28-36). Sept.
Nov. 26/36..
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-37) .Jan. 28/37.10....
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37.. 9'/,..
Haiti's
Black Napoleon
(8-21-37)
Pirate
Parts of the Car- Aug. 6/37.. 9
When the West Was Young ib ean July 2/37.. 9....
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37.. 9....
COMMUNITY SING
(2nd Series)
N». I (9-11-37) Aug.20/37tl0....
No. 2 (10-16-37) Sept.l7/37tlO....
No. 3COURT
(10-16-37)
Oct. 15.'37t IO'/a . .
OF HUMAN RELATIONS
Runaway Marriage, The...
(1-18-37)
Dee. 18/36. II....
Wedding
CommunityDeal,SingThe
(No. I) Feb. 26/37. 1 1'/,. .
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10...
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CHAET~CCNT*E>)
RELEASE
Title Rel. Date Ml*.
FEATURETTES
IMPERIAL
Ostrich Comes to May 28/37. .7....
Title
Rel. Date Mln. Ozzle
Title Rel. Date Him.
Town
Community
Sing
(No.
2)...
Feb.
19/37.11....
EDGAR GUEST POETIC 6EM8
Community Sing No. 3)
Paper
Hangers,
The
Boyhood
8...
(8-14-37)
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10....
Old Prospector, The
8...
Elephants July
July 30/37.
9/37.. .7....
7
Community
Sing (No.
(No. 5)4) . .June 18/37. 10'/,. . Pink
Play Ball
June 1 1/37. .6.... Nero
Community Sing
NOVELTIES
8...
the Pup In Cats
(9-11-37) July 24/37.10'/,.. Puddy
«...
in a Bag (12-26-36) Dec. 1 1/36. .7. . . . Hobo Hero
Herald of the HAPPY
SkiesHOURApr. 2/37. .»</».. Puddy's
Coronation
May
I4/S7..7....
PORT
0'
CALL
Red HotHoodMusle
Sun
9...
GooseWoman
Girl. InThe
Seventhof the
Wonder
8...
In an Arrow Mar. 5/37.. 6.... City
Old
the Woods, May 30/37. .3 rls. Robin
WORLD IN COLOB ...8...
EscapeMcGuire
(11-21-36) Jan.
Nov. 13/38.
.7.7 . . Dream Harbor
The
Apr. 23/37.. 3 rls. Salty
6/37..
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
Under
the
Southern
Cross
........8...
16.17. Merry
Cafe (1-23-37)
Dec. 26/38. .7. .. . Saw
Mystery, The. ...Oct. 30/37..
29,'37t . 7....
I rl . .
SchoolCanMillBirds
Lyln' Hunter,
The .. Feb.
MGM
Tourist, The Apr.
(3-27-37)
12/37.. 7.... Tin(2-6-37)
Jan.
22/37..
7
Title Rel. Date.. Mln.
18.(6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37.. 7.... Villain Still Pursued Her.
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
Sept. 3/37T.6'/, . No. 9— Torture
19. Masque SCRAPPY
Raid, TheCARTOONS
June 25/37. .7. . .. TheTREASURE CHEST
Crystal Ballet May 28/37.11.... No.(2-27-37)
Canine
Capers
Sept.l6/37t.6'/,..
10—
It
May
Happen
to Jan. 2.'37.t8...
Feminine
Form (8-29-36) ..Aug.
7/36.10....
Dizzy Ducks (12-19-36) ... July 18/37. .6'/,.. How
You
(8-14-37)
Juoe 5/37.11...
to
Ski
Aug.
20/37tll....
No. II— Soak the Poor
Fire Plug,Out The
I6,'37t
Puttln'
the Kitten Oct.
Mar.26/37..7....
Legend
of
the
Lei
(1-2-37).
Dee.
4/38.11....
(10-2-37)
Aug.21/37.19...
Swimming June 4/37.10....
Give Till It Hurts
18/37 20...
Scrappy', Band
Concert Apr.
'37.. .7....
7.... Ornamental
TRAVELSept. TALKS
Private
Life of the Gannett Sept.l0/37tll.... No. 12—FITZPATRICK
Scrappy's
Musle
June 29,4/37.
SCREENLesson
SNAPSHOTS
(9-25-37)
Chile, Land of Charm Oct. 30/37T.9...
Songs
of
the
Danube
May
7/37..
9...
.
No.No. 5—6—
(2-27-37) Feb.
Jan. 22/37.
10
Colorful
Bombay (5-8-37)
19/37.10.... Symphony In Snow
Copenhagen
Nov. 27/37t.9.t.... .
No. 8—7—
Mar.23/37..9'/»..
(11-7-36) Oet. 16/30.. 9.... Floral Japan
July 24/17. .8...
No.
(5-29-37)
Apr.
30/37..
9'/,..
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES
Glimpses
Java and Mar. 6/87.. 9...
No. 9—
May.22/37.IO.... Affairs of Pierre, The
Ceylon of(4-10-37)
No. 10—
Juno 4/37.. 9
(7-31-37)
Aug.
6/37tl9.... Glimpses
of Peru
(10-2-37)
Sept 4/37T.8...
No. II—
June 23/37.10'/,.. Amuse
Yourself
Nov.
27/38.20....
No.
OldBallerina
Port (1-2-37). ...Nov. 6/36.18.... Hong(6-26-37)
Kong, Hub of China May I/CT..8...
No. 12—
13— (10-16-37)
(10-16-37) Aug.
Sept. 13/37.10
10/37.10.... Any
Bashful
on Parade
(New Series)
I7,'37t20.... India
Picturesque
South Africa Fob. 8/17. .6..,
Big(10-2-37)
Courtship,
The Sept.
Feb. 19/37.17
No. 2—
I— (10-16-37) Sept.
I7,*37tl0.... Chemist,
(2-20-37) Jan. 8/87.. t...
No.
Oct. I5,'37t
The (9-24-36)....
Oct.
9/36.19....
Mountain Grandeur June 26/87.. 8...
Comic
Artist's Home Life Apr. 9/37.18.... Rocky
Old Paris and BerneSPECIAL
(7-24-37)
(4-3-37)
(2-20-37)
Dec. 18/38.. 8'/,.. Ditto
Feb.
12/37.17....
Serene
SlamPride(6-26-37)
May 29/2/37f.9..
37. .9..
SPORT THRILLS
Stockholm,
of Swedes. Oct.
Freshles
.May 7/37.17....
HARMAN-ISING
Fishing
Thrills
(2-13-37).
.Jan.
22/S7..9....
Fun's
Fun
(2-6-37)
Feb.
5/37.19
Fit
to Win (6-12-37) May
.9'/,.. Girls Ahoyt
June 11/37.17.... 27— Circus Daze
(Happy Harmonies)
Fleet
Mar. 7/37.
5/37.10....
Jan. 16/37.. 9..
Going, Going.
Gone June
Oct. 18/37.16....
8,'37tl8 28— Swing Wedding
Fun InHoofsthe (4-17-37)
Water
and Eggs
(4-17-37) Apr. 10/37.10.... Hamlet
29— Bosko's Easter Eggs Feb. 18/37. .8..
Her
Accidental
Hero
May
21/37.17....
Future Stars
Aug. 30/37
Jan.
1/37.21.... 30 —(4-3-37)
Bosko and the Pirates Mar. 20/37.. 8..
Golf
(9-11-37)
18/37. .9..9'/,... .. Hlgh-C
His Pest Honeymoon
Girl
Apr. 30/37.18
Plane Magie
Devils
(1-9-37) Aug.
Nov.
(5-8-37)
Doe?
Apr.
23/37.20.
.
..
Riding
the Waves
June 28/38.
4/37.10 Hl-ya
and the Rabbit May 1/37.. 8..
Holding the Bag May 14/37.19.... 31—TheHound(6-26-37)
Scrambled
Legs (3-27-37) . . Feb.
22/37.
.9
May 29/87.. 8..
Hold
It
Jan. 29/37.17.... 32— Wayward Pups
Set
'Em
Up
Oct.
29/37t
Hooray
for
Hooligan
Sport of the Seasons June 25/37.. 9... . Jail Bait
Jan.
8/37.19....
(8-14-37)
July
10/37..*..
33—
Bosko
and
the
Sport's
Greatest Thrills Aug. 3/37. .9.... Just the Type Dee. 4/36.20
(8-21-37)
Cannibals
Aog.28/37.10..
Love In Arms May 28/37. 18
Trotting
Thoroughbreds
HISTORICAL
MYSTERIES
Nest on Wheels Mar. 28/37. 18
(10-16-37) Sept.30/37tl0.... Love
a Crown,MINIATURES
The. Oct. 9/37t.9..
Man theto Bride
Man
Feb. 26/37.
17. . .. King WithoutM-G-M
Meet
Oet.
29/37t.2rls.
Little JackSTRANGE
Horner AS IT SEEMS
Melody Girl
Apr. 16/57.17 Boss Didn't Say Good
The (7-24-37)
(10-2-37) ... .June
.Oet. 12,17.16..
1/37
(10-2-37)
Sept. I6,'37t.6'/s.. Mixed Magie (12-9-36) .... Nov. 20/36. 17. ... HaveMorning,
WORLD IN COLOR
Modern
(I I -28-36) .. Nov. 13/38. 19
Pacific Courage
Paradise
(10-16-37). Aug.
Montague Home
the Magnificent
Beautiful Bermuda Sept.l0/37t
Pass
Oct. 28/37.10..
9/37.10..
(8-14-37) Aug. 27/S7tl7.... Rainbow
City of the Golden Gate.... Oct. IO/37t
Romance ef Digestion Mar. IS/J7. II..
OfT
the Horses (4-10-37) ... Mar.
5/37.19.... What
Do You Think? Jan. 13/87. 19. .
Pixilated
Mar. 19/37.18....
EDUCATIONAL
Practically
Perfect
(1-30-37)
.Jan.
15/37.21
MUSICAL COMEDIES
[Distributed through
Ready to Serve (4-10-37) . Mar. 12/37. 15. ... Carnival
Girl's BestIn Paris
Years,(6-26-37)
A . May 29/87.21 ..
Sereen
Test,
The
(12-19-36)
Dee.
13/36.19....
Twentieth
Century-Fox]
Title Rel. Date Mln. Silly Night Oct. I,'37fl9
(2-20-37) Dee. 25/37.18..
Hollywood
(5-8-37). .Mar.
.Apr. 3/37.21..
Slacks Way,
Appeal
SONG AND COMEDY HITS
Some
TimeNightParty
Soonat Trocadero.
(4-10-37).
8/37.29..
The Aug.
Oct. I3.'27tl9
I5,'37tf8
Ask Uncle Sol
Oct. 8/37tll.... Smart
Sweeties
Sept.
3/37tl5.... Sunday
.Oct
Big
Apple,
The
(10-2-37)
..Sept.
1
7/37t.
9.
..
.
OUR GANG 2/37t20..
the Spirit
Juno
25/37.
17 . . .
Dental Follies (4-10-37) ... Fob. 26/37. 1 1 ... . That's
Timid
Ghost,
The
Sept.
24/37tl6.
Tales
Aub.28/37. II ..
Miss Lonely
Hearts Sept.
Love
Dec. 25/36.20.... Fishy
Playl
Girls
Nov. 24,'37tl0'/2
6/36.11 . . Transatlantic
FramingTapsYouth(4-10-37)
(10-2-37). . .Sept.
I l/37tll 1 ....
Sol Solves
It
Feb. 20/37.1
Pot
6,'37tMrl.. Uncle
Who's Crazy? Aug. 20/37tl9. . . . Glove
Hearts
Are
Thumps
Apr.
3/37.11..
RhythmLuck Saves(8-14-37)
the Day Aug.
Oct. 22/37t.l
Will
You
Stop!
(IO-2-37)...Sept.lO/37tl7
Night
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) ... .Jan. 29/37.11....
Oct. 22/37t
Reunion 'n'In Gales
Rhythm July
Jan. 24/37.1
9/37.11..1 ..
Strlkol You're Out (1-9-37) . Dec. 11/36.11... Who's Who?
Roamln' Holiday (7-31-37) .June 12/37. 1 1. .
TERRY-TOONS
Title
HOFFBERG
Rushin' BalletBoys(6-26-37)
1 1 ..
Big Game Hunt, The Feb. 19/37.. 7....
(5-8-37)... .Apr.
Mar. 24/37.
13/37.11..
Book Carnival
Shop, The(4-17-37)
(1-30-37).. ..Apr.
. Feb. 16/37.
5/37. .7
.6.... Baltimore, Home of Wally Rel. Date Mil. Three Smart
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Bug
Simpson
Bar-Rac's
Night Out Feb.
Close Shave, A
Oct. I.'37t.7 Bamboo (5-29-37) July
Decathlon Champion
Nov. 27/37.10..
20/37f 10. .
Dancing
16/37.1
Dance
Parade June
Farmer AlBear,FalfaThe
In Trailer Oct. l5,'37t.6'/2.. Broadway
Dexterity
(2-27-37)
Jan. 16/37. .9..
15/37.1
Busy
Spots
In
Florida
Jan.
20/37.
Equestrian
Acrobatics
...
.Aug.14/37.
.8. .
Life
Aug.20,'37t.6.... Florldlan Curiosities
Gilding the Lily Feb. 6/37.. 8..
Farmer tieth
Al Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36. .7
(5-29-37) Jan.
Anniversary
Golf
Mistakes
(6-26-37)
Juno
12/37.
10.
.
Magic(6-5-37)
(5-29-37)July
Flying South
Mar. 19/37. .7.... Hollywood
Grand
Bounce, The
InIsleShanghai
(6-26-37)
May
22/37.11..
Hay Title
Ride, The Apr.
2/37..
6....
of
Paradise
July
Jungle
Juveniles
Oct.
2/37T.9..
Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel.
Homeless
Minimaniaes Nov. 20/37t
Kiko the Pup,
KangarooThe
In July 23/37. .7. . .. Spanish Interlude, A June
Olympics
Ski Champions July 3/37.10..
Skunked
Again
.Dec.
29/38.
.7....
(11-7-38)
MAG NACOLOR
Kiko's Cleaning Day
Catallna Island
Penny
Wisdom
(5-8-37)... .Apr. 10/37.10..
Personalities Park
on Parade
Pigskin
Champions
(10-2-37)
Meohanical
Cow, The Sept.l7,'37t.6'/,..
June 25/37. .7. .. . Yellowstone
(9-25-37)
Aug. 14/37.11..
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CHACT«C€NT*E|
RELEASE
ITHE
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mil.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Rhythm
of
the
River
Oct.
9/36.10
No.Champions
38 — Pan-American
SUPERBA COMEDIES
of Radium Oct. 23,'37
Safety In the Air
(7-3-37)
June 11/37.10.... Bridal Grief
Feb.
6kl(Reviewed
Skill (4-I0-S7)
Oct.
23,'37.10....
No.
39—
Rhythm
of
the
(5-22-37)
May
28/37.10
One
Live
Ghost
Nov. 5/37.19....
6/38. 21...
Bnder
the
title,
"Ski
Thrill")
Shorty
Oct.
23/36.10....
Game
(7-10-37)
July
9/37.10....
Wife
Insurance
(8-14-37).
July
9/37.16....
Sports or lee J«"V 24/37. 10.... Sailor
Champions Meet
No.No. 40—
Aug. I3,'37tl0 Wrong Romance, The May 14/37.
10
Tennli TaetlcsRE-ISSUES
(5-8-37) (1937-8)
May I,'37.I0 Where
41— Aquabats
Picking Pets
(2-20-37)
Jan.
8/37..
9
Sept.lO/37tlO California WORLD
Where Snow Is King Feb. 5/37.. 9.... No.(10-2-37)
Missions ON PARADE
42
—
Four
Smart
Dogs
Beau
Hunka
Sept.l8.'37t37....
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Blotto
Oct. 30/37t26....
(4-24-37)
16/37. II
II....
(10-16-37)
Oct. 8.'37tl0 Circus
Winter Quarters Apr.
May 14/37.
No. 7 — Magic Caverns —
UNUSUAL(Clnecolor)
OCCUPATIONS
Country
Hospital
Jan.
22.'38tl7
Florida
Cowboy
June
1
1/37.
Albert
Payson
Terhune—
Perfect Day,
The
Dec.
I
I.'37t20
Swing Fashions Feb. 12/37.. 8.... No. I
Gold Mania (1-16-37) Dec. 25/36.1 .9ft.
1. . .
ROBERT BENCHLEY
Aug. 6/37M rl.. Graveyard
of Ships
(I -2-37). Nov.
27/36.11....
No. 8 — Tides of Fundy —
How to Start the Day
No.
2
(10-16-37)
Oct.
8/37tl0....
Heart
of
the
Sierras
Nov.
6/36.11....
Home theof Lorlas
the Rainbow — Mar. 12/37.10....
(10-16-37)
Sept.ll.'37tl0....
Meet
Jungle Playmate July 30/37. .9....
SPECIAL
RKO RADIO
Manhattan Waterfront
No. 9 — Moonlight and
Servant of the People
Title Rel. Date Mln.
— Rooftops ol
Feb. 19/37.10....
19/37.11....
(3-20-37) Apr. 9/37.21.... Shadows
Mt.(3-27-37)
Vernon
Mar.
Manhattan
—
Blackie
and
CONDOR
MUSICALES
Romantic
Mexico
Jan.
22/37.
10. .. .
Brownie
Apr.
9/37.10....
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27,'37,
p.
87.)
Frozen
Affair.
A
(8-28-37)
.Sept.l7/37tl0.
..
.
Workshops of Old Mexlee. . . July 9/37. II
TABLOID MUSICALS
No. 10 — Sailboat Time —
Murder In Swing Time
Bars and Stripes (S-8-S7) . . Feb. 20, '37. II.... Magnetic
Twilight
on
the
Trail(9-4-37) Sept.27/37tl0....
Musle Highlights
(5-22-37). June
May 7/37.10....
Dancing on the (4-17-37)...
Ceiling Jan.
2, '37.. 9
STATE RIGHTS
LEON WorkERROL COMEDIES
No. II— Fishing
4/37.11....
Little
Mar.27,'37.
Wives
Title Rel. Date Mil.
Song ofMaestro
Revolt (7-24-37).. .. May
29/37. 1II1 . . . . No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.10.... Should
(10-9-37)
Sept.
I0,'37tl9....
ALEXANDER
NEW SERIES
HEADLINER SERIES
Trailing
the Seashore
No.
PARAMOUNT
(1-9-37)
II
In
the
Air
Feb.
19/37.19....
No. 2I
(9-18-37) Aug.
Sept. 8/37M
3/S7TI9....rl.. 2—3— Singing
Title Rel- Dat* Mln.
Rhythm on the Rampage
RED CROSS
No.— Novia
3— Let'sScotiaCountFacesHorsesthe
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
(4-24-37)
Apr.
2/37.18*4.. Behind theAMERICAN
Flood
Headlines
4—
Swing
Fever
July
25/37.20....
Candid Candidate, The
(5-8-37)
II...Record Making Oct. l/37tlO....
(9-25-37) • • •AllJulyB. 27,'37t
.7 . No.Sea—4
Nov. 5,'37t.l rl.. No. I— Trailing Along1937-38
ASTOR
23,'37t.7...
Dong Doggie
Ding Hunter.
Carmen (5-29-37)
8
POPEYE THE SAILOR
Foxy
The
Nov.
26/37t.l
rt..
(10-16-37)
S,'37tl6 Halt!
Who Goes There?
Football Toucher Downer Apr.
Oct l6/37t.7....
I5,'37t
House
EDGAR KENNEDY Oct.
COMEDIES
(5-29-37)
9....
Hot AirCleaning
Salesman,Blues
The Jan. 15/37.. 7.... Hospltaliky
Bad
Housekeeping
(4-10-37)
.Mar.
5/37.19....
I
Like
Babies
and
Inflnts
FILM EXCHANGE
(3-20-37)
Dumb's
the
Word
June
1
1
,'37.
18..
..
Sept.l7/37t.7
Skl-Esta
(1-2-37)
10....
Imprastical
Joker, The Mar.l2.'37..7.... I'm(10-2-37)
HillbillyandGoatBonds
(I -23-37) ... .Jan.
in theChange
Army MyNow Dee. 25/36.. 7.... Locks
June 18/37. .7
I Never
Apr. 15/37.18....
16/37.19 Coronation Preview MATSON
New(7.3.37)
Deal Show, The
Altitude Aug. 20/37t.7.... Tramp
Morning
Judge
(10-16-37)
.
.Sept.
(10-16-37)
Oct.
22?37t.7....
10....
Trouble
Aug. 24/37tl8.
6/37.16. .. (3-27-37)
Lost and Foundry July 16/37. .7....
Pudgy
Takes
a
Bow-Wow..
Apr.
9/37..
7....
Morning, Noon and Night
ROGERS
SPECIAL
MARCH
OF
TIME
Pudgy Picks a Fight
Lest
We
Forget
(5-1-37)
I rl..
Club
(6-26-37)
June
I8/37..7....
No.
7
Feb.
19/37.21....
(5-22-37)
May 14/37.. 8.... My Artlstlcal Temperature.. Mar. 19/37. .7.... No. 8
Mar. 19/37.20....
U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE
Service
With a 8mlle Sept.24/37t.7....
No.
9
(4-17-37)
Apr.
16/37.21....
I
Pledge
My
Heart
(8-7-37)
II....
Grinder's
Swing
Whoops I I'm a Cowboy Feb. 12/37.. 7.... Organ
(3-6-37)
May 14/37.18....
COLOR CLASSICS
Paneless
Window Washer, Feb. 19/37. .7.... No. 10
June
Bunny-Mooning
The (2-27-37) Jan. 22/37..7.... No.
No. II
12
July 11/37.18....
9/37.18....
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Car-Tune Portrait,(3-13-37)..
A Feb. 12/37.. 7.... Popeye
Title
Rel. Date Mil.
No. 13
Aug. 6/37.18....
the andSailorthe Meets
(7-3-37)
June
25/37..
7....
All
Baba
Forty
ADVENTURES OF THE
Chicken
a
la
King
Apr.
16/37.
.8....
Thieves
Nov.
26/37t.2
Ms.
1937-38
No. I (9-11-37) Sept. 3/37tl7....
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
Christmas
Comes But Once Dee- 4/36.. 8
(Color theSpecial)
No. 2
Oet. I/37T
a Year
Bone(8-14-37)
Bender Parade
Popeye
Sailer
Meets
MICKEY MOUSE
Aug. 6/37.10....
Educated Fish
Oct. 29/37t
Slnbad
the
Sailor
Clock Cleaners, The
Peeping Penguins (9-18-37) Aug. 27/37t.7....
(11-14-36)
Nov. 27/36.. 7
Dogging
It Around the Nov. 13/36.10....
World
HEADLINERS
(Color Special)
(8-28-37)
Oct.
I5,'37t
MotorParade,
ManiacsThe
(9-25-37) .. .Sept.
3.37tl0
Holiday
Blue Velvet Musle Apr. 9/37.10.... Protex
Weakerlst
Nov. 27/36.
I9.'37t.l.7rl.. Hawaiian
Feb. 5/37
The Nov.
Mark Favorites
Warnow (7-3-37)...
and Oreh. June 4/37.11.... SpinachtheRoadster,
(9-4-37)
Sept.24,'37t Ski
Sports
Headliners
of
1936
NU-ATLAS
PRODUCTIONS
Friml
Twisker
Pitcher.
The
May
21
.'37..
7
(11-21-36) Oet. 30/36.16
PARAMOUNT
Rudolf Frlml, Jr. and Orch.
Rhythm In a Night Court
Two Editions
Weekly SOUND NEWS
CARPET SERIES
Hollywood Star Reporter,
(9-4-37)
Sept.24/37t.9.... Land of MAGIC
PATHE
NEWS
Genghis Khan Dec. 18/36.10....
POPULAR
SCIENCE
NO.
2
(10-16-37)
Oct.
29.'37f
1
1
HulaEddieHeaven
(Clnecolor)
(2-6-37)
Released
twice
a
week
Peabody(10-16-37) .. ..Oct. l/37tll.... No. 3
Mexican
(10-16-37) 9'/2..
Dee. 25/36.11
PATHE PARADE
Portraits Mural
of Portugal
Installment
No. 45
(3-27-37) Apr.
Feb. 26/37.
II ... . No. I (10-16-37)
Fred AllenCollector, The.. .July 24/37.10.... No.
(8-7-37) Aug. 6/37.10....
Sept. I0,'37tl3.... Western
30/37.11....
PATHE
REVIEWS
Grandeur
(4-3-37) . Feb. 5/37. .9*4..
Let'sXavierGo Cugat
Latin (9-25-37)
..
.Sept.l0/37tl
I....
No.
6
July
2/37.11....
Released once a month
and Oreh.
NEW SERIES
PATHE
TOPICS
Listen to Lucas Nov.l9/37t.l rl.. No. I (9-18-37)
Sept.
3/37tl0....
Released RADIO
seven timesFLASH
a yearCOMEDIES
ClydebyLucas
and Orch. Feb. 12/37.11.... No. 2
UNITED ARTISTS
Music
Morgan
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
SCREEN SONGSNov. !2/37t
Don't Be Like That
Russ Morgan
and Orch.
MICKEY MOUSE
Magic
on
Broadway
Nov.
26,'37t.l
rl..
Night
In
Manhattan
July
30/37.1
1
..
..
(1-30-37)
Dec.
4/36.18....
Jay
Freeman
and
Orch.
103.
Alpine
Climbers
Queens of Harmony Aug. 20/37tl I .. . . Never Should Have Told
Horse
Play (4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37. 18. .. .
(8-22-36) Oct. 28/36t.9y,.
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orch.
Many Unhappy
Returns COMEDIES
Oct. 22/37t
You
(3-6-37)
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
RADIO MUSICAL
104.
Mickey's
Circus
Nat Brandwynne
and Orch. Jan. 29/37.. 8.... Deep South
(8-15-36)
Nov. Il/36t.8...
& Orch. Jan. 15/37.10.... Please
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17.... 105. Donald
Me in Your May 28/37. .8. . . Mississippi Moods
and Pluto
Star Reporter, The, No. 2
DreamsKeep(5-22-37)
(11-14-36)
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17....
(3-27-37)
Mar.
12/37.11....
Henry Through
King andMyOrch.Heart . Nov. 27/36. .7. . . That Man Samson May 28/37. 19. ... 107. Mickey's Elephant Dee. I2,'36t.8...
Vlneent
Lopez and Orch.
Talking
(11-14-36) Feb. I9/S7t.9...
Boswell Sisters
SET
Dick
Stabile
Orch. Mar. 26/37.. 7... Grandma's BuoysSMART
Don Donald (1-16-37) 8*4.
Swing,
on the andTrail
.. Apr.
Dee. 30/37.17....
18/36. 18. .. . 108.
109. Worm(1-23-37)
Turns, The Apr. I7/S7t.8*4.
Ina RayHutton,
Hutton Swing
and Oreh. May 7/37.11.... Twilight
Inlawful(1-2-37)
The
Westerners
SPECIAL
MUSICAL ROMANCE
Whispers
in the Dark
110. Magician Mickey June I7.'37t.8*4.
(10-9-37)
Sept.24/37t.7...
(Technicolor)
Day
With
the
Dlonne
to My Rescue July 30/37.. 8...
Amateurs
Quintuplets, A (4-24-37) . Mar. 26/37. 18. . . 111. Mickey's
In Old Wyoming (2-27-37) .Jan. 15/37. .9... YouShepCameFields
(6-19-37)
I rt.
SPORTS WITH BILL CORUM
and Orch.
Schabert's
July 23/37. .9...
112. Moose Hunters Aug. 5/37 1. 9...
Sen <rf theSerenade
Islands
GRANTLAND(NEW RICE
SPORTLIGHTS
Beach
Sports
June
4/37..
9'/«.,
SILLY SYMPHONIES
Big League
May 7/37.11...,
(5-22-37)
May 21/37.10...
ForeignTiming
Sports
9/37.10...,
Trees
(3-20-37) Mar.
I9/37..9... No. 30— Sporting Quiz,SERIES)
106. Threeketers Blind(1 1-28-36)
Mouse- . ..Jan. 28/37t.7...
(8-21-37) Apr.
July 23/37.
1 1 ... 108.
(11-21-36) The Nov. 6/36.10... Golf
PARAGRAPH ICS
Country
Cousin, The Dee. I7/S6t.6*4.
leeman, Th
Jan. 1 5/37.. 9...
Aviator Sfcorty July 23/37. 10. . . No.No. 31—
(11-21-36)
32— Chimp
SportingChamps
Pals ... .Dee.
Jan. 4/36.10...
1/37.10... Ladles' Day
Dec. 18/36.11...
Clrens Comes to Town, The
Putting
On the Dog July
Feb. 12/37.11...
Mother
Pluto
(7-S-37)
June 25/37.10...
Ro(11-21-36)
Mar. 6/37t.6*4.
Royal Steeds
2/37.10... 109.
An (3-6-37)
Cowboy
Shorty (10-16-37) .. .Oct.
8/37tl0... No.No. 3334—— Underwater
110. More Kittens (1-9-37). Mar. 27/37t. 8*4.
Onmance, the
Nose Jan. 29/37.10... Saratoga Summers
Game Trails
Apr. 30/37.10...
111. Woodland Cafe
(3-27-37)
Mar.
12/37.11...
(3-13-37)
.Feb.
26/37.10...
Inventor,
The
Nov.
5/37t.l
rl.
(6-26-37)
Mar. I5.*37f . I rl.
Ifs a Good Stunt
No. 35— King Soeser Mar. 26/37. 10. . . Singing Wheels (12-26-36). Nov. 20/36.11... 112. Little
Hiawatha
STRUGGLE TO Nov.
LIVE IS/36. .9%.
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37.10... Deadly Female
It's(9-25-37)
a Living Sept.
Mar. IO/37tlO...
5/37.11... No.Laugh)
(6-26-37)
May
ll,'37t
Desert Land
Apr. 5/37. .9... 113. Modern Inventions
No.(5-22-37)
37— Swing Stars
Killer of Home
the Tonto ..Aug.
May 14/37.10... Forest Gangsters (1-23-37). .Jan. 8/37. .9...
(6-26-37) June I7.'37t
Nobody
Apr. I3.'37tl0...
2/37.10...
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October

23

19 3 7

CEART--CCNT»C»
RELEASE
(THE
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Mln.
Title
Rel. 17/37
Date Mln. It'sTitle
UNIVERSAL
No.(8-14-37)
12— Piano*— Art
Work Rel.Oct.Data23/37*
Vaudeville
Hit*
July
July 28/87
17/37.10...
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Elaine Arden
No. 13— Books— Fur* Aug.
SOING PLACES With LOWELL THOMAS Vltaphone
FLOYD
GIBBONS'
Broadwaylte*
...Aug.
21/37.10...
"YOUR
TRUE
ADVENTURE"
(NEW
8ERIE8)
No. 82 (2-8-37) Feb. 1/37. .9V... Medley-Duproo
Attle
of
Terror
(9-11-37).
.8eptl8/37»l2.
.
.
No.—Cheese
I— Racing(9-11-37)
— Wreitllnf Sent 18/37.18...
No. 3433 (4-17-37)
(8-27-37) Mar.
Mar. 22/37.
15/37...8.t..... ..
BROADWAY BREVITIES
LOONEY TUNES
No.No.
No.woods29— (1-9-37)
Porky of the North. Do*. 19/36. .7... No.Tennis
That'*
Pleture*
(8-29-86)
..
Nov.
21/36.21
..
.
2—
Mauch
Twins—
Table Oct. 16/371
35
(4-17-87)
Apr.
12/37.
.7.
..
.
C. Fllppen
No. 38 (5-15-37) May 10/37.. 9ft.. JoeJay Palooka
No. 30— Porky tho Wrestler. Jan. 9/S7..7...
VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
In "Tho Nov. 28/36.21 ... No.
No.
37
(5-15-37)
Juno
7/37.
.9'/,.
.
31—
Porky'*
Road
Race.
Feb.
8/37..
7...
Blonde
Bomber"
Poets
of
the
Organ
(8-22)
No. 38 (7-24-37) July 26/37.10.... Shemp HowardNo. 32— Picador Porky
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford.Jan. 16/87
NO. 89
Oct. 18/37*. 9.... Robert Norton
(2-27-37)
8...
Ho (7-14) Feb. 13/37.10...
No. 40
Nov. I,'37t.9 Here Come* the Clreu* Dec. 5/38.18... No. 33 — Porky'* Romance. . .Apr. 17/37. .8... Whale
No.
Nov.
I5.'37t.9
"Poodles" Hanneford
Hardeen Well Done Mar. 6/87.10...
No.
34—
Porky'*
DuckGabby
Hunt . Apr. 17/37. .8... Medium
No. 41
42
Nov. 22/37*.
9.... "Give
No.
35—
Porky
and
Me
Liberty"
Dee.
19/36.22...
Ghost
to
Ghost Hookup, A. Apr. 3/87.11...
MEANY-MINY-MOE CARTOONS
(6-12-37) May 15/37. .8...
RadioRunRambler*
Air Expre** (10-2-37) Sept.20/37t.8.... It'*JohnAll LItel
Home
on the Key*
Over
Now
(2-6-37).
Dee.
26/36.20...
No.
36—
Porky'*
Building.
June
19/37.
.8.
.
.
Bio Race.StoreThe (8-7-37)
(8-13-37). ..Mar.
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. «...
No.Service
37— Porky'*
8uper July 3/37.. 8...
Country
July 3/37.
5/37. .7....
.7.... JoeDanandHealy
Babe Ruth
(7-10-37)
Asbestos In
Fireman's
Picnic
(10-16-37)
Aug.
16/37.
.6V,..
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37.10...
Horse'* Tale"
No.
38—
Porky'*
Bad
Time
Louis
Zingone
Golfer*. The (2-13-37) Jan. 11/37. .8ft.. "A(2-13-37)
Story
July 24/37. .7...
Jan. 9/37.20...
Home of Magic (2-13-37).. Feb. 8/37. .8....
Talk
(6-5-37) June 28/87.10...
No.(8-14-37)
39— Porky'* Railroad Aug. 7/37. .7... Double
Harry GrlbbonKnights
for
a
Day
(I
-9-37).
Dec.
28/36..
7
Hamtree
Harrington
Edgar
Bergen
Lumbar Feathert
Cam* (3-20-37).
15/37.
.7.... Pretty Pretender, The
No. 40— Get Rich Porky. . ..Aug. 28/37
Palm Beach Knights July 31/87
Ostrlct
(1 0-2-37).....Mar.
Sept. 23/37.
6/37t.7....
Jan. 23/37.21... No. 41— Porky'* Garden. . ..Sept. 11/97
Charles Ahearn
Rest Resort (10-16-37)
Aug.
.7. . .. (2-13-37)
Bernlee
Claire
No. 42— Rover's
RivalMASTERS
Oct. 9/37*
Lyin'
Bteel
Worker*
(5-15-37)....
Apr.
26Z37..7....
MELODY
GeorgeTamer,JesselThe (7- 11-36). Ann. 28/37.18...
Palooka(3-6-37)
In "Kick Me Feb. 6/S7.2I...
Stevedore*. Tbo
May 24/37. .7 JoeAgain"
Jlmmle Luneeford and Orah.
VITAPHONE VARIETIES
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
(1-23-37)
Dee.
19/36.10...
Shemp
HowardParty, A (9-11-37) .Sent 4/37tH...
Robert Norton
All Aboard
Deo. l/37tll.... Captain
HallKings
and Oreh Jan.
Jan. 23/37.10...
9/37.10... Neekin'
Blueblood Feb. 3/37.21... George
Edgar
Bergen-"Charlle McCarthy"
Louisiana
Alpine
Cabaret
(8-14-37)
..
.Aug.
4/37.10
Georgle Price
Bargain
MatineeThe(3-20-37) .Apr. 14/37.10.... Swing
Roger
Wolfe Kahn and Feb. 6/37.10... Puppet Love (9-11-37) Oet 2/37*18...
Cocktail Party,
for
Sale
(3-13-37)
.
.Feb.
27/37.22...
Orch
Hal LeRoy
May 17/37.10....
12/37.10.... Under
Calloway and Oreh. Feb. 20/37.19...
Southern Stars Feb. 20/37.18... Cab(3-13-37)
WM. STEINER
Fun(5-15-37)
Beglni at Home Feb.
Fred
Lawrenee-J.
Bryan
Hawaiian
Caper*
(91
8-37).
Sept.
8/37tlT....
Peter
Van Steeden and Mar. 6/37.10...
a
la
Swing
.Mar.
13/37.20.
.
.
If* on the Record Mar. 17/37. 10ft.. Hotel
Title
f The. .. July
Rel. Date
Oreh
Saliei'i
Eagle's Vengeance,
29/37*20.Mln. .. .
Eddie Foy, Jr.
School
for 8wlng
Fray and Oreh. Mar. 27/37.10..
Shoe* with
Rhythm(2-6-37) . .Jan. 20/37.10.... MallKen andMurrayFemale .Mar. 27/37.21 ... Jacques
(4-10-37)
WORLD
(5-15-37) June 9/37.10....
Jam Session, The Apr. 17/37.10...
Street Sisters
,(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21... Rimac
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Show
Sale
Nov. 3.'37t2l PlayPrelsser
ClydeOrchestra,
McCoy andThe
Oreh. May 8/37.10...
SingingforBandit.
The
Betta* July 8/37*10,...
of Robert Burns
(7-3-37) July 7/37.10.... Romance
Jaek Denny and Oreh May 29/37. 10. . Battling
Men
of Ships Sept 10/37*. 9. . . .
(4-10-37)
Apr.
10/37.16...
Ellsoo
Grenet
and
Orch.
Teddy Bergman's Bar-B-Q,
Story
of
tho Rose, A
Owen King-Linda
(6-19-37)
(1-16-37)
10....
(10-16-37)
Oct. 23/36.
6,'37tl»
Party, Perry
The. . .Apr. 17/37.21 .. . Lennle
Television
Highlight*
Dee.
10. .. . Lifers
Hayton and Orth. June 19/37.10.. Sus-TI
Ka
(12-19-30)
10....
OSWALD CARTOONS
YachtofClubthe Boys
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.10..
Utah
Picture
Book
Birthday
The Mar.
6'/a.. Joe Palooka In "Taking
David Mendoza and Oreh.
(1-9-37)
|0....
Duck HuntParty.
(3-13-37)
Mar. 29/37..
8/37. .7....
the
Count"
Apr.
24/37.21...
(8-21-37)
July
31/37.10..
Shemp Howard-Robt. Norton
Everybody Sing* (I -30-37).. Feb. 22/37.. 7
Russ Morgan and Oreh Sept.il/37t....
Movie
Mania
May
8/37.20...
KeeperSick
of tho Lion* Oct.
Milt
Brltton andand Oreh
Orch.. .. .Oct.
2/37*....
SERIALS
Love
Oct. I8.'37t.7....
4/37t.8.... Dave Apollon
Mai Hallett
Oct. 23/37t
Playful Pup. Tho
Musical Operation, A May 15/37.20... Arnold
12 Episode* Each
Johnson and Oreh.
(7-31-37)
July
12/37.
.7....
Frank
Gaby-Vlrglnla
Verrlll
(9-11-37)
Nov.
13/37*10..
Trailer
(5-15-37).. .May 3Z37..7.... Day at Santa Anita May 22/37.18...
MERRIE MELODIES
COLUMBIA
UnpopularThrill*
Meehanle
Sybil Defects
Jason (6-12-37) .. June 5/37.22..
(In Color)
Menace
(9-4-37)....
(10-17-38)
Nov.
6/36.. 7....
8
Sound
No. 30— He Was Her Man. Jan. 2/37. .7.. Jungle
Frank
Buek-C.
Henry
WilySTRANGER
Weasel, The
June
7/37..
Rufe
Davis
31— Pigs Is Pigs Jan. 30/37. .7..
THAN FICTION SERIES Joe Palooka In "Thirst Aid" June 12/37.20.. No.(1-16-37)
(15
episodes)
Robt.
Norton-Beverly
Phalen
No.
29—
Novelty
(9-24-36)..
Nov.
9/36.
.8'/*..
No.
32—1
Only
Have
Eyes
REPUBLIC
No. 30— Novelty (12-26-36) . Deo. 7/36.10.... Rhythm Roundup, The June 19/37.21..
for You (3-6-37) Mar. 8/37.. 8..
Estelle Taylor
N*.
No.Fiddle
33— The(4-10-37)
Fella with the Mar. 27/37. .8. . DickRalphTracyByrd-Kay
6401 (2-27-37)
.Feb. 20/87f.
Ma. 31—
32— Novelty
Novelty (1-2-37)
(1-30-37) ... Jan.
Feb. 4/37..
1/37.. 9....
9.... Little
Pioneer,
Tho
No.
Novelty (2-13-37).
1/37. .9....
(15 episodes) Hughe*
(7-10-37) July 3/37.19..
No. 34— She Was an AeroNo. 33—
34— Novelty
(4-17-37) ...Mar.
Mar. 29/37.
.9
Sybil
Jason
Painted
Stallion,
The
6421.
June 5/S7f.
Apr.
10/37.
No.
Nocturnes
No.bat's3635—— Daughter
Ain't WePastures
Got Fun. May
May 22/37
1/37.. .8.8... Robinson
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibtoa
No. 35—
36— Novelty
Novelty (4-17-37)
(4-17-37). . .Apr.
.May 26/37.
24/37.. .9.8 .. . Newsboys
(7-10-37)
July
10/37.20..
Crusoe
of
Clipper
No.
Clean
No.
8'/*.. Lane, from
Tree tho& Sky
Edward*
Island
3583
Nov. 14/36..
No. 37—
38— Novelty
Novelty (7-3-37)..
(5-15-37). June
July 21/37..
19/37. .9....
Mala- Mama
Clark
No.Bungalow
37 — Uncle Tom's
June 5/37
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-87).. Aug. 16/37. .9.... Flowers
(8-21-37)
July
24/37.22..
No.
38
—
Streamlined
Greta
(14
episodes)
No.
40—
Novelty
(9-18-37)
.Sept.
6/37t.9....
(6-12-37)
19/37. .8. . S. 0. S. Coast Guard
Out for Huston
Love Aug. 2/37
No. 41— Novelty Oct. 4/37f.9.... CutJosephine
No.Green
39 — Sweet
Sioux . June
6441
Novls-Dorothy
DareAug. 7/37
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. I.'37t.9 DuDonald
(7-10-37)
June 26/37.. 8..
Ralph Byrd-Maxlne Doyle Aug. 28.*37t.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
Barry
Did
All
Right...
No.Again
40 — Egghead Rides July 17/37.. 8.. ZorroJohn
Rides
Again 6461Christian
.... Nov. 20/97*.
Hollywood 8creen Tert
Irene
Bordonl
Carroll-Helen
(8-14-37) Aug. 30/37*21....
Cupid
Sept. 4/37*.... No. 41— Plenty of Money
King Edward the VIII Dec. 14/36. .0'/,. . Doctor
Ken
Murray-Oswald
and
You
July
31/37..
7..
UNIVERSAL
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
No. 42— Sunbonnet Blue Aug. 21/37
Nov. 30/36.25.... Postal
GeorgleUnion
Price The Sept. 11/37*
Jim
(12-26)jane Rhodes
Jan. 18/37 (ea*a)
. 2rl»
No.Weather
43— Speaking
of the Sept. 4/37.. 7., Jungle
Littlest
Diplomat,
Grant
Withers-Betty
(8-21-37)
VITAPHONE
(9-11-37) Sept. 25/37*20..
No.
44—
Dog
Daze
Sept.
18/37
Radio
Patrol
(9-18-37)
Oet
4/37*.
2 rl*.
Title Rel. Date Mln. UpsSybilandJasonDowns Oct. 9/37*....
Grant Withers-Cath. Hughe* (each)
No.Sailor
45—1 Wanna Be A Sept.25/37t...
Secret
Agent
X9Rogers
Apr. 12/37.. («aeh)
J rl*.
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
Hal LeRoy
Scott
Kolk-Jean
No.
46—
The
Lyin'
Mouse.
..Oct.
16/37*.
..
VaudeDec. 12/36. 10. . . . Starlets
Oct. 23/37*
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
MartyVllllan*
May
TimFrankle
Tyler'sThomas,
Luck
COLORTOUR ADVENTURE
Jr.- Deo. 27/37* .8 rl*
ReelHarryVaudeville
(1-30-37). Jan. 2/37.11....
No.Aviation
4— Southern
Wear— Dee. 26/36.11.
Frances Robinson
(Clneeolor)
Rose
(1-23-37)
Bed-Time Vaudeville
Along the Mediterranean... .Dee. 5/36.10.. No. 5— Sports Afloat
"In Day*
the Cutting
Wild(SeeWest
(6-26-37)Room,"
Joly Sent5/37*.18/37.)
2 rl*.
(2-20-37)
Nice ofWorkthe Midnight
(2-13-37)
(2-6-37) Jan. 16/37.10.
Bring
the Girls Jan.
Mar. 30/37.11....
6/37.11.... Land
Sun Jan. 30/37.10..
No. 6— Swimming — Wood
EdgarOn Bergen
(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10..
Carving
Fob.
13/37.10.
Vltaphone
Diversions
Apr.
3/37.18
Nature
Artist (4-10-37) Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
10.. No. 7— Phonograph Records
Smith and Dale
Cradle theof Civilization
17/37.10..
VICTORY
—Lipsticks (4-10-37) .... Mar. 20/37. 1 1 .
Nickel
Lowdown
May 1/37.10.... Alpine
Grandeur
May 15/37.10..
Blako
of Scotland Yard... Apr. 13/87.
Charles
Kemper
Gateway
to
Africa
No.
8—
Coiffeurs—
Shoes
Apr.
10/37.10.
(13
Ralph
Byrd-Herbert
Rawllnson
Vltaphone Funsters
June 12/37.10..
No. 9— Hats— Bathing Suits. May 11/37.10.
of the Magyar
(15 episodes — also feature version)
(6-12-37)
May 29/37.11... Land(6-12-37)
No.(6-5-37)
10— Dancing- Leather May 22/37.10.
Johnny
Burke
(7-10-37)
July
3/37
Shadow
of
Chinatown.
Crossing the Sahara Aug. 14/37
VaudeBela Lugosl-Herman Brht.Oet 10/36.
Fritz Festival
and Jean Hubert June 26/37
No. 11— Milk— Rugs June 19/37. ft).
Long Bright Land (9-11-37). Sept. 25/37*10..
(15 episodes — also feature version)
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Red Cloud, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
"Roast beef with brown gravy, roast pork
with dressing, stewed chicken with dumplings." And then some one turned on the
radio, and after they had ballyhooed gasoline, face powder and soap for a while we
got a cross-legged shanty jazz orchestra
with a lot of squeaks and squawks which
they called music. Good gosh, gee whiz,
why
country.didn't they let Vthe Indians keep this
Glen Van Wey of the Sun theatre at
Gothenburg was a pretty busy man when
we called. Glen had a number of men
cleaning the front of his theatre and preparing toadd a beautiful marquee, and when
he gets mentsthrough
with aa lottheatre
of otherGothenburg
improvehe will have
can be proud of. They can talk all they
please, but that boy Glen is bound to give
Gothenburg a place to go and enjoy themselves. As Judge McAmly said in "Emmet
Bonlore," "They can't keep a good man
down."
V
Cozad claims the honor of being the largest hay shipping point of the United States.
She also claims to have two of the largest
alfalfa mills for making alfalfa meal. We
can prove that by our own judgment, alknowmills
veryin much
about andit,
but we though
didwe don't
see these
operation
it was a revelation to us, and it will be to
you also if you will stop there and see them.
Mr. Hagadone operates the Rialto theatre,
which has become famous all up and down
the Platte valley for the excellent pictures
he
is showing,
if wekicklivedwiththerethe we'd
register
a prettybutstrong
city
council. When we called, a street carnival
company was just moving out. They had
been allowed to occupy the streets for several days and then they left the town to
clean up the rubbish, which was a plenty.
We never could understand why a city council would allow a foreign carnival company
to monopolize their main streets to the exclusion of the people who are paying taxes
for the running of the city government, but
then there are a lot of things we could never
understand.
stood how oldForAnninstance,
was. we never underV
Lexington is right in the heart of the
alfalfa country also. One can see alfalfa
stacks in every direction as thick as oat
shocks in an Iowa field. Ralph Folkenburg
is right up against it. Ralph, you know,
operates the Majestic theatre, and the town
is having a scare over infantile paralysis
and every public place has been closed, except the Majestic, and those under 18 are
not allowed to go to the show. This makes
it pretty tough on Ralph, but Ralph is a
pretty tough hombre himself. We will bet
our last dollar on Ralph, and we might even
give
two tosome
one. odds; in fact, we will make it
We called at Holdridge to see our old
friend Mr. Porter, who has been operating
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the Holdridge theatre ever since Heck had
pups, and found that he had recently sold
his theatre. Whenever a man has operated
a theatre as long as Mr. Porter has and
then finds himself out of the business, his
wife has to hold a pretty tight rein on him.
Just now he is like a Missouri bullhead out
ofjumpthe towater
he don't
know know
whichjustwayhowto
get :back
in. We
he feels, for we haveV had the same feeling.
Alma is located on the bank of the Republican river, the stream that did so much
damage last spring when it rose and spread
over the country to the extent of three or
four miles wide. It was along this river so
many lost their lives in the flood.
We wish we could remember the name of
the operator
of Alma's
theatre,thatbut wewe had
can't.a
We
do remember,
however,
very berpleasant
visit
with
him
and
we
rememalso that he has a very nice theatre that
Alma is no doubt proudV of.
Georgeplayhouse,
Hall, theevidently
operator heard
of Franklin's
famous
that we
INTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS— Chapei,
No. 10,Woosung,
Vol. 20.— Soochow
Scenes from
the war in Shanghai,
and
Nanking
Dedicate
New
York
City's
new
highway
showLongLewIslandLehr.steeplechase draws society Auto
MOVIETONE
NEWS—
No. 11, Vol.
General
Pershing
unveilsjunked
monument
France20.—Englishman
Pride of
French Navy
formarksscrapinin metal
smashes
distance
auto
Salt
Lake
Flats of
Virginia
has
dog
auction.
..
.Duke
and
Duchess
Windsor....fonsoArchduke
Franz Mussolini
Josef ... .Ex-King
AlAnnabella
Premier
Lew
Lehr
Aviation Football.
NEWS
OF THE DAY—
No. 208, Vol. honors
9.— Bombing
Nanking;
air raids
Generalof
Pershing Latest
Eig city
hails newFrance
express highway
The Woman's Page Army and Columbia football.
NEWS
OFheroesTHE honored
DAY— No.Virginia
209, holds
Vol. dog
9.— Chateau
ThierryTroops
auction
closemule
Narragansett
race track
Regiment
honors
army
Hail
Windsors
in
Berlin
Archduke
arrives
here
Mussolini
beautifies
eternalAn
city Yale routs Army Northwestern vs. Purdue.
PARAMOUNT
21.— Supercallshighway
opened
in New York NEWS
City— No.Roosevelt
Congress
Street
battlereturn
in Bangor,
Maine
Winter's
here in
Americans
to
scene
of
wartime
memories
Paris and General Pershing is honored at Versailles
pay tribute
to Italy's
war dead
PotatoLegionnaires
picking contest
in Maine
Nanking
bombed.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS—RaceNo.track
22.— warfare
Nazis hail Arab
Windsors
Death in Asia
head
free and
H. G.theWells,
the Archduke
and arrive
Duchessin
ofgets
Austria
Russian
Ambassador
U. S Upsets hit gridirons.
PATHE NEWS— No. 25, Vol. 9.— Fireside chat....
Smash Brady
in Maine Winter_
New Cornell
president Machineandgangpicks
fur fashions
Columbia
Armycotton
battle on gridiron.
PATHE
NEWS— No.Latest26, Vol.
9.—news
Race track
war in
Rhode
French
show Island
Alabama has mineship disaster
Army auto
gets
giant bomber Dog auction.
UNIVERSAL
606,
Vol.
DeathNEWSPAPER
planes
sweep NEWSREEL—
Nanking
skiesNo. The
whole 9.—gruesome
story brought
to the screen.
UNIVERSAL
No. 607,
Vol. 9.— AerialNEWSPAPER
bombs rake NEWSREEL—
Canton Wreckers
clear
St. Football
Peter's in Army
Rome....getsNewhugecarsnewmarkbomber
French
show
Militia closes Rhode Island race track.

COLYUM
were coming to call on him and he lit out
for Omaha like the old Nick was after him.
George ought to be ashamed of himself. He
needn't have been scared, for his subscripto the Herald
for
some tionlittle
time, butdoesn't
then run
maybeout heyet was
afraid
he'd
catch
the
itch
'er
something.
George is all right with the exceptions of
seven or eight things, the most of which
don't
amountthattohea overworks
whole lot,himself
his principal
fault being
trying
toAnyhow,
pile up hewhathas hea didn't
do
the
day
before.
very comfortable theatre
where the Franklin folk can enjoy themselves.
V
We skipped Hastings this time because
we were
back. That's
ably thethere
reasonsomewhytimeHastings
is goingprob-to
hold a celebration. It seems that some towns
will celebrate almost anything. It reminds
us of Grandma Sykes back in Indiana.
Grandma always put on a celebration on
September 10th, because that was the date
that her husband, Zeb, came home sober.
V
This town of Red Cloud was named after
an Indian chief. It was here that the Sioux
tribe had their village on the banks of the
Republican river and Red Cloud was the
big
and itbuffalo
was here
out boss,
and shoot
and that
deer hefor used
Mrs. toRedgo
Cloud and the children until the Pale Face
tribe came in and scared the buffalo and
deer away and Red Cloud decided to try
his luck on the Happy Hunting Grounds.
Some people claim that Bert Beams is
responsible for a lot of that for building the
Majestic
theatre,thebutMajestic
Bert denies
how, he built
right it.closeAny-to
where Red Cloud had his wigwam and the
Pale Face tribe gather at the Majestic seven
nights a week and hold their powwow while
Bert beats the tomtom. There is this about
Bert, however, he never gives the tribe a
poor show; they have come to know that.
There are only a few of us that haven't any
faults and Bert is one of them. Bert's slogan is, "When you want to see a good show,
come to the Majestic."
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The HERALD's Vagabond Colyumnist
The HERALD covers the FIELD like an
April SHOWER.
Open Clayton (Mo.) Theatre
Fanchon & Marco has opened the Shady
Oak Theatre, Clayton, Mo., for the showing
of foreign and domestic films of an artistic
nature. The first picture shown was the
British
film,evening
"Nine show
Days daily
a Queen."
There
will
be one
and matinees
on Saturdays and Sundays.
Pat Reis in 100 Papers
Patricia Reis, assistant to Howard Dietz
in MGM's home office advertising-publicity
offices, is syndicating in 100 newspapers a
fashion quent
feature
in whichpicture
fremention called
is made"Beret,"
of motion
fashions, particularly those of Metro's stars.
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the field" of audience appeal with programs
balanced with well selected short subjects. In
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for
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I . . And You See Why Exhibitors Are Grabbing for
Directed by Archie L. Mayo • Screen Play by

"A

box-office delight!"— Film Daily
"Spells box-office of the first water!
and Davis
"Should

triumphs

. . . Howard

at their best!"— Hollywood Reporter

not fail to score one of the outstanding

of the season!"—

"Exhibitors

"It convulsed
audience

can prepare

the preview

laughed

to dust off that SRO

audience!"—

Office

Motion Picture Daily

long, loudly and often enough

to convince
extremely

was going on!" —Motion Picture Herald

slie

Howard

via

LORE

sign

for landslide business!"—

the most pessimistic hearer that something
funny

box-office

Variety Daily

and brace themselves

"The

Hilarious

DeHavillalid

•

GEORGE

BARBIER

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
October 22, 1937

My dear Mr. Talley:
I congratulate you upon the occasion of the
twentieth anniversary of Movietone News and upon its
record during that particularly interesting period.
The years which have passed since the inception of
Movietone News have witnessed not only the pioneer period
of a new medium of intelligence but have seen that medium
brought to a high degree of perfection.
Tours is a great and boundless field in which
I trust you will ever go forward with increasing success
and usefulness.
Very sincerely yours,

Mr. Truman H. Talley,
Movietone News,
460 West 54th Street,
New York, N. T.
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MR.

JONES
JONES told the National Labor RelaMR. GROVER
tions Board in Hollywood the other day a story,
maybe the story, of his decadence from a coal
miner to an extra playing Indian at a dollar-a-day,
a week.
$3,500 said
to "scenarist
man, records
gag press
to The
that ,"Mr.at Jones
that in Hollywood:
"Nobody knows a damn thing of what they are talking about —
it's
all a citations.
terrific gamble." He documented his account with
specific
Between the Brown Derby and the Trocadero you can get
a hatful of that any day. That indicates there's a lot of it
available.
Looking over some employment lists, some budgets, and
some pictures, one cannot disagree with Mr. Jones as violently
as a patriotic intent might suggest. In fact, if I were out there
I'd throw in with him. But I am not, and from where I sit,
looking over the Garden of All Nations in Rockefeller Center,
which is a broad outlook, it must be observed that Mr. Jones
ought not to say it and Hollywood ought not to deserve it.
As
SidneyandSkolsky
says, "II livelove
Mr. Jones
Mr. Skolsky,
withHollywood,"
New York. — but,
TR. unlike
AAA
LORIMER, AMERICAN
ING of America, essential, capable, respectable,
SOMETH
went to the grave this week with the passing of
Mr. George Horace Lorimer, so many years the editor
of The Saturday Evening Post. Outstandingly for three
decades he was the evangelist of a creed of success with
decency, of which many an industry has need today.
Older readers can remember when Mr. Lorimer did a deal
of writing himself, and when he drew upon his experiences in
the service of industry and Mr. Phillip Armour of Chicago for
those famous "Letters of A Self Made Merchant to His Son."
Interesting acknowledgment of the significance of the institution of "The Post" as a reflection of the man, came from
the advertising patronage of great American institutions and
industries seeking,, perhaps unconsciously, to align themselves
with a policy for which they had no individual voice. In formative years of the motion picture industry, its conspicuous leaders
took
space with
Mr. Lorimer's
paperwasconspicuously,
for
the purpose
of selling
seats. There
something heandhad notgiven
his paper that was deemed of association value. Mr. Lorimer
made respectability pay dividends in fame and dollars and was
buried with honor.
AAA
YOU need not bother about trade balances, economic indices, carloadings or port tonnages. If you are interested
in just how tough the rest of the world is getting, regard the eighty-second annual report of the Registrar General
for Scotland, made public in Edinburgh, showing that not only
has emigration sharply declined but that the hardy Scots are
returning home to their hills and heather. And the Scots, they
say, prefer the American accents of Hollywood to the British.

YOU CAN HAVE IT
PROGRESS
the arts
of theis new
technology
tially incontinuous.
Newest
a machine
that iswillsubstanlisten
to the radio for you. The McClatchy Broadcasting Company, with four California stations, would be after installing
a facsimile radio newsprinter in the home. This machine is to
be turned on at night and when you arrive downstairs in the
morning there will be the news of the world, in words and
pictures, on a roll, awaiting you for examination along with the
coffee— and such subsequent utilization as content and texture
may suggest.
AAA
PERSPECTIVE
THE President of the United States, experting in journalism,
told the assembled Washington correspondents the other
day that the story of his designation of his son,
Mr. James Roosevelt, as a coordinator of the executive activities of eighteen of the largest governmental agencies, did not
belong on page one, that it rated about two paragraphs on
the
the fancy
paper.he Ifthinks
that isofwhat
what inside
wouldof one
the hejob?thinks of "Jimmy,"
AAA
THE NAME MARKET
IT would seem that there always has been a star and fame
I problem. Turning through the pages of some ancient volumes
I on horticulture, we discovered an amazing excitement at the
turn of the eighteenth century over the auricula, which was
being cultivated in many, many named varieties. By 1716
Mr. Richard Bradley had to observe that there were getting
to be so many varieties and that "noble and distinguished
people" were decreasing so rapidly that soon there would be
"nonethings
left tostand
give now.
names"We tocould
the flowers.
how
christen aRichard
lot of should
weeds. see
AAA
SPEAKING of what Mr. M. H. Aylesworth once romantically and euphemistically mentioned as "the wedlock of
the Broadcasting
arts," the announcement
of the
National
Company is to that
pass Major
on futureLohrattentions
of radio commentators to the cinema suggests that at last the
groom's gabby boys are to be made to stop their ungallant
chatter
daughters.should
The whole
of them,about
from the
bothbride's
sides sons
of theandhousehold,
be takenlot
to the woodshed for basic attention.
AAA
A WIDE RANGE of extra-mural attentions to the motion
picture from persons of name and importance is presented in an index of articles appearing in the National
Board of Review magazine, just issued. Covering several years
of issue, it is the most complete compendium recording the
attitudes and wish-pressures of the most continuously articulate
educators, students and group leaders of the country. It is in
fact the "intellectual fan" encyclopedia.
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Week

"De-Freezing"
The board of directors of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
this week voted to have the title registration
committee
"de-freeze"
30,000
pictures produced
in the
the titles
Unitedof States.
Under the new plan titles of released pictures are protected for four years and then
the original
is permitted
include itin hisregistrant
reserve list
of 250 titles.to All
titles on the reserve list remain the exclusive property of the registrant but those not
placed on the list will be made available to
others.
See page 36.

Gossip Curb
Indications that radio broadcasting companies would take steps toward more careful supervision, even censorship, of screen
gossip commentators were seen in the news
that Lenox Riley Lohr, president of the
National Broadcasting Company in the future will personally scrutinize and approve
or reject all contracts for such types of proEmbarrassment
of film gram.
executives
and and
stars indignation
over the
lengths to which some such commentators
have gone in their coloration and distortion
of Hollywood
official protests "news,"
resulted inculminating
the step. in unBackground and reasons are explained on

Letters
on of "Dignity"
The opinions
several persons associated page 13.
with the motion picture industry on the sub- Chicago Bill
ject of cloaking the business with dignity
Chicago Loop theatre owners are facing
were contained in letters filed with the Fed- a bill for $500,000, the estimated cost of
eral Bar Association of New York, New changing electrical equipment if the Commonwealth Edison Company approves a
Jersey and Connecticut by Bernard A.
Grossman, attorney and chairman of the present proposal to change its current suporganization's
ply in the Loop area from direct to alterAll
agreed thatcommittee
dignity hason itstheatrical
place in law.
the
nating current. Theatre owners have arindustry but they differed on the degree of
ranged for legal counsel to represent them
dignity which would be beneficial.
in
opposing
the move.
Excerpts from the letters are included in
William
F. Crouch discusses the possibilia story on page 54.
ties on page 36.
Reciprocity
Under a new reciprocal trade treaty
signed by Mexico and France pictures made
in the studios of these countries will be exchanged for mutual exhibition when "cultural or other non-commercial" reasons
make such an exchange desirable. First
films to come under the treaty are the Mexican production, "Judas," and the French
feature,
"Visages
de France."in the story on
The treaty
is explained
page
63
and
James
letter
from Mexico City a Lockhart's
denial by news
the federal
labor department that it is backing production is on page 32.
Middle Class Drama
Alfred Hitchcock, Gaumont British prowho made film
"Theof 39that
Steps,"
make ducer
another
type refused
until heto
found suitable story material, his contention
being
a picture's
is morethatimportant
thanstory
stars,foundation
director
or setting. The result of his search
for material is "The Girl Was Young" from
aCandles."
story by InJosephine
Tey, "A Shilling
for
further coincidence
with Mr.
Hitchcock's
principles
is
the
fact
that
setting and characters are English middleits
class, a type for which he has crusaded.
A pictorial preview of the production is
on pages 16 and 17.
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$6,000,000 Conferences
Alexander Korda, British producer and
head of London Films, arrived in New York
from England this week and immediately
went into conference with Samuel Goldwyn
and E. H. Lever, a representative of the
Prudential Assurance Company of England,
in an attempt to work out details for the
purchase
by Mr.stock
Goldwyn
himselfPickford,
of the
United Artists
hold byandMary
Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.
Mr.
Kordato said
there prepared
is a "group,"
which the
he
declined
identify,
to furnish
cash needed for the $6,000,000 deal. A total of 21 other persons associated with the
film industry arrived on the He de France.
The Goldwyn-Korda deal is discussed on
page 14.
Paramount
Armistice
Philadelphia exhibitors, after a three-hour
meeting, voted this week to declare a oneweek
against armistice
Paramount.in their
During "buyers'
the weekstrike"
individual
exhibitors
will
study
new contracts and will reportParamount's
back at a
meeting next Wednesday as to the practicability of the settlement. Pete Wood, Ohio
exhibitor leader, opposed acceptance of the
plan
on
ground it would be detrimental
to Ohio the
exhibitors.
The terms of the proposed settlement and
other trade
practice
corded on page
15. developments are reWriters Testify
Hearings in Hollywood before the ReLabor Board
the Screenbargaining
Writers'
Guild gional
petition
for aon collective
agency election concluded abruptly after
testimony by members of Screen Playshow the
thatrecording
writers areby
creative wrights
talentdesignedandto after
attorneys for the producers of exhibits designed to show the separation of production
from distribution. No decision will be announced until after the National Labor
Board in Washington
the recom endations of the has
trialstudied
examiner.
Of
chief interest will be the ruling on whether
or not production is interstate commerce.
The Writers' Guild situation and other
labor developments are treated on page 20.
Tax Index Up
Theatre admissions, reflected in the Bureau of Internal Revenue tax collections,
showed considerable gain in August. Total
for the month was $1,722,468, an increase
of more than $123,000 over the previous
month and of $52,000 over the corresponding period last
Statistics
on year.
page 36.
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MPTO Elections
A week replete with exhibitor organizational meetings and elections saw the elevation of three to be president of their respective groups and the reelection of a fourth.
L. O. Lukan became head of the Northwest
MPTO, Samuel Pinanski was elected president of Massachusetts MPTO, W. F.
Crockett was chosen to head the Virginia
MPTO, and M. A. Rosenberg was reelected
president of the MPTO of Western Pennsylvania. Exhibitor associations of Iowa
and Nebraska, Oklahoma and Arkansas set
early November dates for their meetings.
The meetings and elections of the various
exhibitor groups are detailed on page 18.
German Restrictions
Official United States Government sources
in Germany report that the Reich is making operations of the home film industry
even more difficult than heretofore, increasing taxes further, and prohibiting the formation of any ornewexhibition.
enterprises in production,
distribution
_ R. lin,M.describes
Stephenson,
U. S. attache
Bernew conditions
in thein German film business in reports to the Department of Commerce at Washington, as explained on page 19.
Classroom Films
With the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America and the United
States Government presently engaging in
efforts to determine the position of motion
pictures
the
same intime,America's
arriving classrooms,
at ways and and,
meansat
for opening that prospective market, the
movement this week spread over the South,
at the first Southern Audio-Visual Education Conference, at Atlanta, where 600 educators discussed the subject.
The progress of films in schools is described on page 33.
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Anti-Dual Leader
Samuel Goldwyn, producer, has appointed
himself leader of a country wide movement
against double feature programs. He announced he would support the Anti-Double
Feature League of America and said he
would produce only pictures of such length
it will be virtually impossible for exhibitors
to attempt to play other pictures with them.
The league gained a partial victory in its
birthplace, Nutley, New Jersey, when the
manager
the town's
theatre,single
the
Franklin, of
adopted
a policy lone
of showing
bills on three days of each week. The Century Circuit, which operates 29 theatres in
Long Island, is conducting an experiment
which may result in single features being
played in all . its houses.
Details of these and other developments
concerning double features are on page 66.
Page
Editorial
Release Chart
In the Cutting Room
Asides and Interludes
Deaths

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

In the Courts
The Hollywood Scene
Technological

This Week in Pictures
Japanese Action
The latest restriction by the Japanese
Ministry of Finance, barring further film Showmen's Reviews
importations, except newsreels, may be
lifted at the beginning of the new calendar In the Newsreels
year, depending upon the situation in China
by that time, writes Hiromu Tominaga
from_ Tokyo. This was the third of a series Managers' Round Table
of limitations upon foreign distributors.
*
First there was the limitation of shipments
of money out of the country, and on August Short Subjects on Broadway
20th came a special consumption tax levied
20
per cent ad valorem on specific import
commodities.
Additional detail concerning the unusual J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
problem of American distributors in Japan What the Picture Did for Me
appears in the article on page 63.

Page

9

Bank Night Ban
After more than five months of litigation,
Bank Night has been declared a lottery by
the Nebraska supreme court. The decision
upheld a conviction obtained by Beatrice
authorities against the Beatrice Theatre
Corporation, a Fox West Coast affiliate.
Other developments in the chance game field
included the fining of three exhibitors in
Detroithouses.
for operation of Screeno games in
their
Reports from all parts of the country on
chance games are recorded on page 58.

Library Tieups
The uses exhibitors can make of the public library to exploit motion pictures are
explained by Gretchen J. Garrison, of the
New York Public Library, in an article published by the
National
of Review
Magazine.
Where
there Board*
is a definite
connection between a picture and a book, Miss
Garrison stated, librarians are glad to cooperate by displaying stills, scrapbooks of
reviews and, sometimes, theatre programs.
Miss Garrison's article is discussed on
7
"Fa
page
46. Benefits
ke"
91
The New York Theatre Authority, seek43
ing to exercise control over all benefit shows
throughout the country, has proposed the
Screen
Actors Guild, the American Federa35
tion of Radio Artists and the American
Guild of Musical Artists join its ranks.
the members of these organizations
70 With
pledged
notformancestounlessappear
benefitby per70
they areat any
approved
the
Authority, Alan Correlli, Authority secretary, believes that fraudulent benefits will be
31 eliminated.
The plan is discussed on page 32.

Page
Page 69

For Flat Rentals;
Exhibitors in England are prepared to
fight for flat rentals, an aftermath of the
10 policy announced by the Kinematograph
Page
Renters Society that henceforth distributors
will classify all features as "A" 6r "B" and
47 supply
the "A" product
on percentage only.
Page
Developments
described
on pageof71.the week in England are
101
Page
All-Time Low
Page 83
The legitimate theatre in 1937 hit an alltime low, statistically speaking, in the num68
of plays ofproduced,
of "hits,"
Page
and bernumber
producersnumber
in activity
; and
a new high in the number of failures.
101
Surveying the Broadway stage for the
Page 79 past 17 years, The Billboard finds little
hope,
if any,onforpagethe 55.future of the drama,
as reported
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Pictures

7| /T R. AND MRS. PAUL MUNI, above, arrive in New York on the Santa Paula
/I//
from California to begin what the actor plans as a long and careless vacation.
J. VA. With them is Jacob Wilk, head of the Warner Brothers story department,
one of the first to greet the couple in port.
Natalie Garson, at left, a Metro contract player loaned to Twentieth Century -Fox,
as she appears in "Dangerously Yours," to be released November 12th. She is a daughter
of Murray Garson.
Confining his statements to
the press to a promise that he
will never produce a picture
designed for a double bill,
Samuel Goldwyn , left, this
week was in conference in
New York with Alexander
Korda and financial advisers
on details of their impending
purchase of the United Artists
interests of Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin for a price reported
variously as $6,000,000 and
$4,500,000.
Mr. Korda
arrived from England
Tuesday.
Bing vestedCrosby,
right,Doctor
is inas an honorary
of Philosophy in Music at
Gonzaga University, Spokane,
of which he is an alumnus.
Dr. Crosby will be given
faster moving screen vehicles
in the future, studio announcements ofhis assignment to "Top Speed," to be
produced and directed by
Wesley Ruggles, indicate.
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All future contracts for screen gossip
programs, sponsored or sustaining, must
have the approval of Lenox Riley Lohr,
above, president of the National Broadcasting Company, according to a company announcement.
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Oscar Homolka, Ray Milland and
Barry Fitzgerald, above, and Frances Farmer, left, in production
stills from Paramount's screen
dramatization in color of "Ebb
Tide," Robert Louis Stevenson story
of love and futility in the South
Seas. The picture represents the
first extensive use of color photography at sea.
John Barrymore and his wife,,
Elaine Barrie, below, have signed
three-year contracts with Paramount. Their appearance together
in the Marlene Dietrich vehicle,
"French Without Tears," will be
Miss Barrie' s dramatic screen debut.

Clem McCarthy, sports commentator,
shows his microphone technique as a guest
of honor at an Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers luncheon in Neiv York.
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J~\ KO theatre and district managers in the New York area are
/T"^ Moritz
shown in
aboveof atMarch
a luncheon
the disSt.
Hotelthe atgroup
which,picture
as guests
of Time, inthey
cussed the use of the newsreel company's Photo Reporter in tieups with
schools.
At the speakers'
table inMarch
the customary
William
Geer
and Westbrook
Van Voorhis,
of Time; order
John are
Dowd,
S. Barret
McCormick and William England, RKO; Louis de Rochemont and Al
Sindlinger, March of Time; Leon Bamberger and Frank Fielding, RKO>
and John R. Wood, March of Time.
The sculptured trophy at left is the special award given Columbia
Pictures, Inc., by the Motion Picturf Traffic Safety Committee for the
production,Hoffman,
"The Devil
Is Driving."
Designed atby the
the banquet
woman sculptor,
Malvina
the trophy
was presented
of the
National Safety Congress in Kansas City by Dr. Miller McClintock, chairman of the motion picture award committee, the announced purposes of
which are "to encourage production of motion pictures having traffic
safety values and to encourage as many showings as possible."
Below is an architect's sketch of the proposed Cinecolor laboratory
in Hollywood. Present plans call for occupancy early in 193 8 with an
initial capacity of 1,000,000 feet of positive color film a week. "Ultimately" this ivill be increased to 2,000,000 feet. The building, with a
floor area of 42,158 square feet, is to cost $100,000 and another $100,000
is budgeted for equipment.

October30,l937
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BROADCASTERS

CENSOR

HOLLYWOOD
President of NBC Decrees
That Air "Columnists"
Must Obtain His Personal
Approval Hereafter
Radio broadcasters finally are turning at"gossipthecommentators"
who havetention to the
beenfilm
plaguing
studios and
stellar personalities of Hollywood on the air
for years, ridiculing the industry and those
within it with prattlings and tattlings bordering either on the libelous or slanderous,
or both, besides airing, distortedly or otherwise, the marital and private affairs of the
stars.
Major Lenox Lohr, president of National
Broadcasting Company, this week took the
first step to check at least the spreading
of air-gossiping, when he informed Don
Gilman, NBC Hollywood director, that any
future contracting or arrangements for or
with film gossipers, either on a sustaining or
advertiser-sponsorship basis, must have his
pesonal approval and must pass the test
of his personal investigation. It was expected inHollywood that Columbia Broadcasting and Mutual Broadcasting, completing the triumvirate of coast-to-coast air
systems, will adopt similar measures.
Unconfirmed went a report that extrastringent censorship would henceforth be exercised by the broadcasters over the air gossipings. Present "censorship" of the commentators'
manuscriptofseems
precluded
direct charges
libel toor have
slander,
but it any
has
fallen far short of satisfaction in halting the
embarrassing
of
producers,
pictures
and
personalities.
Added this week to Hollywood's protests
against
radio that
gossipers' "keynote peeping" on
the
ownerairin was
Detroit. of George Trendle, circuit
On a visit to Hollywood, Mr. Trendle declared that studios should banish "purveyors of
confidential and discrediting information."
He
said,
has never ithurt
but when the"Thetruthtruthis distorted
can anyone,
become
dangerous and easily injure some one or even
the industry."
Follows Fischer's Gossip
Hollywood's continuous protestations against
this
type reached
of "tabloidits journalism"
the air
evidently
loudest afteron Gossiper
George casting
Fischer's
Jergens onLotion
from Hollywood
OctoberNBC10thbroadthat
England's was
formeren King
Duke ofto
Windsor,
route Edward,
to the filmthe capital
become "czar" over the entire "international
motion
pictureandworld."
Previously,
down through the years since
voice took to the air for commercial broadcasts,
apparent efforts have been made by various
air gossipers to make sensational comment on
Hollywood and its workers. In recent months,
the producers have been complaining bitterly,
but unofficially,
that unfair
ated critical attacks
have and
been highly
made exaggeron new
productions, frequently even while still in the
making, and more frequently before it was possible to judge their box office value. The Mo-

COSSIPERS

Commentators

Broadcasting

From Stations in Hollywood
NATIONAL NETWORKS
Monday
Sheilah
Tuesday Graham
Jimmy Fidler
Wednesday
Friday
Sidney Skolsky

13

Campana

Vanity Fair

STATION TIME
KECA . . . 5:30 p.m.

Procter & Gamble - Drene ... .
NBC— 150 Stations— 15 Mins.KFI
Bromo-Seltzer

NBC Network

7:30

KECA . . . 5:30

Jimmy Fidler
NBC— 150 Stations— 15 Mins KFI
Owen Crump
Clairoil CBS Network KFWB
Sunday
George Fischer Jurgens . . NBC (Blue) Network. . . . KECA
Lloyd Pantages
Raymond's, Inc. CBS Network . . KNX
LOCAL HOLLYWOOD AND PACIFIC COAST BROADCASTERS
Monday
Warren Stokes Hearst
California KEHE
Nora Croft
Sustaining
KFWB
Wednesday
Warren Stokes Hearst
California KEHE
Harry Mines ,
Daily News
KHJ
Thursday
Friday
M. O. Peake Sustaining
KFWB

7:30
. . . 8:30
. . . 6:30
8:30
... 1:15
. . . 8:00
... 1:15
9:45
. Oct. 15

Hollywood
Sustaining — 15 Mins
Saturday Chatterbox. Local
Warren Stokes Hearst
California
Sunday

KEHE . . . I 1 :45 a.m.

Warren Stokes

KEHE ... 9:30

Hearst

Pick of Pictures

tion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, speaking for the organized industry,
unofficially admitted as much this week.
of radio
andThefilmsrecently-cemented
in Hollywood is "friendship"
due for a severe
test,
it appears.
No less than six national and five local
Hollywood and Pacific Coast air "columnists"
presently clusiare
vying stories
with oneon another
ve" or "scoop"
the more foror "exless
private lives of Hollywood's players, producers,
or other "name" personalities.
While desirous, apparently, of effecting censeem to sobership of such
in a undesirable
position where"news,"
they the
cannotstudios
engagecauseinofdirect
conflict
with
the
gossipers,
bethe combined wide audiences to which
legitimate
publicity
news
of
the
players
and
pictures might be addressed, with its attendant
publicity values. But, it was learned this week,
the producers in Hollywood are considering appealing directly to the heads of the networks
and local stations asking them to invoke more
drastically than heretofore the Federal Com-

KMTR . . . 7:45

Commission's rulings
broadcasters andmunications
broadcasting
officialsthat
themselves
must at all times provide safeguards against
program andmaterial
insofarare asconcerned.
libel, decency,
slander
correctness
Too, Hollywood is understood to believe that
the forthcoming direct radio tieups of large
studios with national advertisers and with national networks, and also the dependence of
radio upon films for other forms of talent cooperation, now place the producers in a new
and strong
to exert considerable influence on the position
broadcasters.
Local and Coast Stations Next
Lohr'sdirection,
move atandNBCwithis the
first that
step
in Major
the new
reports
CBS and Mutual Broadcasting are preparing
to follow, the studios next could turn attention
to the local Hollywood and Pacific Coast stations, where, it is felt, pressure could be
brought to bear through the refusal by various
devices of local station requests for studio tal(Continued oh following page, column 3)
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UNITED

ARTISTS

FROM
SET, SAYS
KORDA
Selznick Decision to Leave If
RADIO PURGE
Goldwyn and Korda Get
URGED BY PAYNE
Control Is Reported; New
A move to abolish blood-curdling
Financing Is Declared Ready
programstuted thisfrom
was Henry
instiweek theby radio
George
The widely heralded conferences at which
Payne, a member of the Federal Comdetails are to be decided upon for the purmunications Commission in Washingchase by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
ton, when he recommended a houseKorda of the United Artists stock held by
cleaning within the commission that
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and
Douglas Fairbanks, got underway in New
would not only change the procedure
York this week immediately after the arrival
in granting licenses to broadcasting
from England of Mr. Korda.
companies, but would raise the standBefore rushing off to meet with Mr. Goldards of radio programs.
wyn and E. H. Lever, a representative of
Prudential Assurance Company, a British
concern, Mr. Korda, head of London Films,
granted a lengthy press interview on board Motion Picture Daily said, quoting an "official
for
Mr. Selznick's
the lie de France. Despite the numerous spokesman"
dealMr.
with Selznick.
RKO collapsed
Wednesquestions put to him, Mr. Korda disclosed contemplated
day,
the
same
source
said,
because
the parties
only that the potential deal involving $6,000.- were unable to agree on terms.
Expansion plans for the Odeon circuit are
000 is "far from set."
forward, Mr. Silverstone announced,
"I came here to settle details of the going
adding that the circuit expects to increase its
number
of houses from 320 to about 400 within
deal," he declared. "If they can't be set,
next three or four months. "There is not
then there won't be any deal. The final the
the
slightest
truth toandthemanaging
stories" director
that Johnof
closing of the deal depends upon the con- Maxwell, chairman
the British Picture Corporation, Ltd., intends
ferences."
On board the He de France with Mr. Korda to buy an interest in the Odeon circuit, Mr.
were 21 other theatrical personalities. They declared.
included Maurice Silverstone, a director of the Silverstone said. "And I should know," he
Mr. Silverstone favors the plan advanced by
Odeon circuit of theatres in England; Sam E.
Morris, in charge of foreign activities for the Kinematograph Renters Society to cut
programs. There is no fight between
Warner Brothers ; Jack Cohn, vice-president in overlong
KRS and the Cinematograph Exhibitors
charge of distribution for Columbia ; Phil Reis- the
Association over the issue, he continued, alman,
head
of
RKO's
foreign
activities
;
Marcel
Hellman, formerly associated with Criterion
though "some exhibitors can't see it, but on the
Filmseral J.G.in Harbord,
England; chairman
King Vidor
Gen- ; other hand, a lot of others do."
of the; Major
RCA board
"I
think
the breaking up of the overlong
Lothar Mendes, director, who has been away
be a grand thing, both for disfrom the United States for four years ; T. programs triwill
b
u
t
o
r
s
he added.
Hayes Hunter, former American director and Warners toand exhibitors,"
Make 16 in England
now an agent in England; Barney Glazer,
former Paramount producer and now associated
Warner Brothers plans to produce 16 picwith Warner Brothers ; Herman Maier, in
tures in England next year and none in any
charge of WB theatre construction, and Erik other foreign countries, according to Mr. Morand Ludwig Charell, who are associated with
ris.
His traveling companion, Mr. Maier, estithe same company ; and eight players and
mated the new Warner Brothers' theatre being
writerscent tripsigned
by
Louis
B.
Mayer
on
his
reerected
on the and
site will
of theseatold2,000
Daly's,
will cost
abroad.
about $400,000
persons.
RKO is continuing its policy of opening forSays Financing Is Set
eign offices, Mr. Reisman said. Generally speaking, he said, conditions abroad are good.
Kordathe insisted
was prepared
Columbia is awaiting the new quota decision
to Mr.
finance
purchasea "group"
of the United
Artists
month before making any commitments for
stock but he declined to name the group. "I next
productions, Mr. Cohn announced and,
can't
who will
put who
up thehasmoney
and I amto atEnglish
the same time, reported he knew nothing
not atsayliberty
to say
the money
putTheup."English
he said. producer then explained Mr. about an impending deal whereby Max Schach
would distribution
produce fourandtoeight
five to"A"tenfilms
for
world
for the
Lever's out
participation
in theis the
conferences
pointing
that Prudential
chief backerby British market. Mr. Schach is managing diof London Films and that he (Mr. Lever) is
rector and producer for Capitol Film Corporation, Ltd.
"acting as an adviser and a very much inGeneral
Harbord was pessimistic over the outterested
party." made by Mr. Korda inlook for television in England. It is in the
Other cluded:
comment
There is no plan for a stock issue in same state as it has been, he said. "Television
the United Artists deal ; he will not produce is not ready yet."
The MGM contingent that arrived included
pictures
the United
States ;Wanger
he "hopes"
David O.inSelznick
and Walter
will
Jessner,
stage and
film proBaroness German
Lili Hatvany,
of Budapest,
remain with the company; there might be some Leopold ducer;
truth in the report that John Hay Whitney author of "Tonight or Never" ; Konstantin
may participate in the financing, and Mr. Korda Gorian, Viennese opera star ; Bruno Frank,
playwright and novelist; Julien Duvivier,
and his associates "are determined that there French
film producer whose last picture was
should
be a British
film will
industry."
Mr. Selznick,
however,
not remain with "Carnet de Bal" ; Mireille Balin, French
United Artists if Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Korda actress ; Arthur Riech, who has appeared at the
obtain control of the distributing company, Scala Theatre, Vienna.
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IS FAR
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Radio
Are "Gossipers"
Under Fire
{Continued irom preceding page)
ent on "guest-star"
on programs
emanating
from thoseappearances
smaller stations.
Theship ordinary
means
of
studio-imposed
of material deemed unsuitable is feltcensorto be
ineffective in the radio commentating situation,
inasmuch as virtually all the radio gossipers
have informants inside studio walls. The air
columnists even have charged that much of
the material complained of comes not only from
studioalso"insiders,"
if notbyfrom
press departments,
but
is supplied
representatives
of the
stars themselves, bent on gaining nationwide
publicity attention on the air, no matter how
or with what kind of material it is accomEvidence that radio is well aware of the
plished.
ill feeling
being created
by the "key-hole"
type
of
film-gossip
commentating
was seen
the air
broadcast
of Alistair
Cooke, who,
on Oc-in
tober 20th, started
series over
NBC's
Red networks
with athenewfollowing
explanation:
"This
series
is
being
started
in
the
hope
certainly
of offering
constructive
useful
criticism about
the theatre
and the and
movies.
I
don't know whether I know just what Hollymeans by 'constructive
barbs'put; toI think
even awoodComanche
would be hard
it to
know how to shoot an arrow constructively.
Arrows give you a quick and deadly wince
between the shoulder blades, or you don't
even
there.
don't know
that weknowneedtheyshareare this
idea But
of aI movie
critic
as a man with a pop gun who sneaks around
dark alleys. One critic at least here and now
resents the idea that the man with the pop gun
has any right to invade boudoirs, or even night
clubs or swimming pools. What the movie
stars do with their spare time may make titillating gossip. It has nothing at all to do with
Mr.criticism."
Cooke, better known to British air
film
audiences, was born in Manchester, England,
1908. Graduated from Jesus College, Cambridge, 1930, he came to America this year.
22 To Participate
In MGM Radio Show
Robert Z. Leonard, director, will serve
as master of ceremonies November 4th
when the first of a series of weekly radio
broadcasts is presented by Metro-GoldwynMayer thefor basis
Maxwell
"Firefly" with
will
form
of theHouse.
first program
Jeanette MacDonald in the lead.
Others who will take part are Sophie
Tucker, Eleanor Powell, Pete Smith, Ted
Healy, Una Merkel, Judy Garland, Buddy
Ebsen, Igor Gorin, Helen Trot, Betty
Jaymes,
Ileana Massey, George Murphy and
Dave Gould.
"Good News of 1938" was announced this
week as the title of the program, and, at the
same time MGM said Freddie Bartholomew
and Fannie Brice will head the November
11th broadcast, with Spencer Tracy, Reginald Gardner, Betty Jaynes, Artie Auerbach,
Judy Garland, Meliza Korjua, and Val
Rosing. Louis B. Mayer, MGM production
chief, also will appear.
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SETTLEMENT

ARMISTICE

BRINGS

TO
TERMS
Paramount to Submit New Contracts for Study by Exhibitors;
None of the Six Pictures To Be
Played Under Old Contracts
A one week armistice of the exhibitor's
"Buyers'clared istrike"
against this
Paramount
was the
den Philadelphia
week when
United Motion Picture Theatre Owners
held a three hour meeting to discuss a final
settlement plan.
During the week, new contracts will be
submitted by Paramount for study by the
exhibitors but none will be signed until
after another UMPTO session next Wednesday. At this meeting the exhibitors will
report back on how the proposed settlement will work out in practice. A vote
will then be taken on whether the settlement isacceptable.
The plan met with minority opposition
from the floor after it was explained by
Lewen Pizor, president, but the motion to
establish a one week armistice period was
carried unanimously.
Fight Waged Four Months
The battle against Paramount has been
waged for the last four months on charges
that the company failed to deliver six pictures listed in the 1936-37 contracts and
included the same films in the 1937-38 contracts.
None of the six pictures will be played
on the old contracts under the settlement
terms outlined to Philadelphia exhibitors,
according to Paramount. All of the six disputed pictures will be included in the new
season contracts, wherever such contracts
are
madeterms,
with however,
"strike participants."
playing
will be subjectTheto
negotiationdividualbetween
the
company
and its inaccounts.
The time limit on old contracts was extended for three months on pictures not yet
played. This will include short subjects.
Signing ofwillnewinvolve
contracts
for the company's
newsreel
no obligation
to take
the old releases.
It was generally agreed that old pictures
on
weak
or last
had year's
been contract,
played outwhichby were
opposition,
would be cancelled although individual deals
could be made for any of them. In case of
dispute on these pictures, an arbitration
board would be set up.
The selling plan for features in the new
season calls for four at 35 per cent; eight
at 30 per cent and the remainder at 25 per
cent or outright buys.
Pete Wood, Ohio exhibitor leader, attended the meeting, which was the largest
held in the history of the organization, and
opposed the settlement plan as detrimental
to Ohio exhibitors. But, at the same time,
he commended the Philadelphia exhibitors
for their militant attitude in waging the
fight.
The basic agreement which was submitted
at Tuesday's meeting was drafted in New

TERMINATE
BOGUS AGENTS COLLECT
OLD AGE INSURANCE
Criminal prosecution by the Department ofJustice of bogus collectors of
funds in connection with the Social
Security Act's old age insurance program was reqtiested in Washington
this week by the Social Security
Board.
The board advised the Department
of Justice that it has received information of several instances where
money has been collected through
such misrepresentation, and requested
the department to investigate them
and institute criminal proceedings. In
announcing
its action the board declared :
"The Social Security Board has no
old age benefits collectors, old age insurance collectors, or any other kind
of collectors or financial agents. It
has authorized no one to collect any
fees from participants in the old age
insurance program. We wish to caution
everyone against making any payments
whatever to persons representing themselves as agents of the board and who
guarantee the payment of old age insurance."
York last Friday when Lewen Pizor, president of the UMPTO and two other exhibitor representatives, Abe Sablosky and
Charles Segall,Austin
conferred
with Paramount's
representative
C. Keough,
vice-president and secretary; Neil F. Agnew, vicepresident in charge of distribution, and J.
H. Unger, eastern and southern division
sales manager.
Abandons Claim
It was at this session that Paramount
agreed to abandon its claim to the right
to examine the books of exhibitors to determine profits on percentage pictures. Adjustments ofold contracts and negotiations
for new agreements will be handled by
Paramount's
with individual
exhibitors whichsales
is aforce
stipulation
the company
insisted
upon
since
the
"buyers'
strike"
started four months ago.
Although the agreement was designed to
serve as a model for settling similar disputes in other areas, Northwest Allied continued with its plan to file an appeal from
a temporary
injunctionagainst
obtained
Paramount in Minneapolis
the byexhibitor
"buyers' strike."
Hearing Gary Appeal
The Gary Theatre Company, of Gary,
Indiana, also has continued its fight for the
delivery of ten Paramount pictures which,
it charges, were promised for the 1936-37
season. for
A hearing
on the injunction
theatre company's
petition
a mandatory
to com-

T
"BOYCOT
pel delivery of the films is to be held in the
federal court at Indianapolis Friday. Originally the Gary organization brought the
action in the state superior court, Marion,
Ohio, but Paramount successfully moved to
have it transferred.
Other Court Developments
Among other court developments in trade
practice litigation this week was the refusal
by theview United
court tocourt
rean order States
of the supreme
seventh circuit
of appeals. The order, obtained by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corporation
against the Indianapolis Amusement Company, granted MGM and other distributing
companies the right to examine the amusecompany's records.
Thementdistributors,
MGM, Universal Film
Exchanges, United Artists, Twentieth Century-Fox, Vitagraph and Education Film
Exchanges, are defendants in a $450,000
damage action brought by the amusement
company
on charges
they conspired
in the
use
of uniform
contracts.
The amusement
firm claims it was forced to pay higher
prices for films and forced to take inferior
product with the result the company went
into liquidation.
In seeking
to examine
the company's
books
and records,
the distributors
contended the greater part of their defense will
consist
provingof the
not the inresult
theirexhibitor's
acts but losses
were were
from
other causes.
An appeal to the United States supreme
court from the decision handed down in the
district court, Dallas, against distributors
is planned. The court ruled the distributors
had
in the
making of contracts
with conspired
the Interstate
Circuit.
$2,100,000 Damages Sought
Damages of $2,100,000 are being sought
by Morse and Rothenberg, independent New
England theatre operators, in an anti-trust
action brought
against& New
the eight
major distributors, the Maine
Hampshire
and
the M. A. Shea circuits. The plaintiff
charges inability to obtain product for seven
of its theatres which are in competition with
houses operated by the defendant circuits.
Depositions have been taken from E. A.
Schiller, of Loew's theatres and Felix Jenkins, attorney for Twentieth Century-Fox.
George Ryan, counsel for the plaintiff, said
the deposition of Carl E. Milliken, secretary
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, which was taken in
the
E. M. Loew anti-trust case in 1931, will
be used.
It was planned to end the taking of depositions and the entering of exhibits on
Friday. About
exhibits
have beenmade
introduced, most of350which
are contracts
by the defendant
distributors
with
the
defendant circuits.
Three Chicago film exchanges, Universal,
United Artists and Columbia, have moved
their offices from 831 South Wabash Avenue, to the recently completed film exchange
building at 13th Street and Wabash Avenue.
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Alfred
pictur
a motio
adamant in a decision not to attempt anfilm of the
Steps"
of "The
type
ned
r story
that 39contai
anothe
until heotherfound
elements of parallel value.
The director found the nucleus of such
aCandles."
story in Josephine
"A Shilling
for
Retitling it,Tey's
for screen
purposes,
"The Girl Was Young," he selected a cast
and immediately started production at
Pinewood. According to Mr. Hitchcock
the new picture has the feeling of "The 39
Steps"
not but
because
it wasthe directed
by thein
same man
because
story values
both scripts are equivalent. It has the suspense, comedy and unexpected situation
that made the previous film one that
audiences remembered.
Another of the director's theories is that
excessive expenditure for elaborate production isnot necessary and is too often
an attempt to cover story shortcomings.
On the other hand, his budget opens wide
when the achievement of the exact effect
he is seeking is in question. A special
camera and setting were used for a scene
which, running no more than two minutes
on the screen, is the focal point of the
story and the climax of the chase on which
the picture is built.
The story is told against the background
of the English countryside and coastal
towns in the south. It moves through lorry
driver pull-ups on the main road, provin-
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cial workhouses, magistrates courts, seaside
hotels, country inns, deserted grist mills,
rural police stations and farmhouses. All
its characters, in accord with the setting,
are middle class English types.
Mr. Hitchcock has appointed himself the
champion of the English middle classes and
has announced
a crusade
againstandfilms
"of
chromium
plating,
dress shirts
Oxford
accents."
to the
his liking
the
people More
who fill
trams are
and stories
trains ofat
rush hour. In support of his stand he
points
"America
has and
exploited
drama ofout,ordinary
people
made itthea
feature of eight films out of ten."
"The anGirladult
Was starring
Young" Nova
Pilbeam
is Ingiven
role she
has
earned through her work in previous Gaumont British vehicles including "Nine Days
a Queen." Opposite her is Derrick DeMarney, a comparative unknown, who appeared previously in "The Shape of Things
to Come."
Mr. DeMarney
be stage
introduced to America
this winter will
in the
production
his
screen
future"Young
is certainMr.if Disraeli"
he followsandin the
path of others who have had similar beginnings. Madeleine Carroll and Robert
Donat were unknowns when they appeared
in Others
"The 39inSteps."
the supporting cast include
Percy Marmont, Mary Clare, Basil Radford, Phil Ray, Edward Rigby, George
Curzon, John Longden, George Merritt,
J. H. Roberts, John Millar, Fred Royal
and Anthony Keeley.
The film will be released by GB in
America in December.
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Oklahoma Theatre Owners Will
Gather November 8 and 9; Arkansas Independents Meet November 7and 8 at Little Rock
In a week marked with unusual activity
in organized exhibitor circles, four state organizations elected presidents, three of them
at annual state conventions, four others set
their regular convention arrangements, and
two essnew
exhibitor groups were in the procof formation.
Elected to bead their respective exhibitor groups were:
L. O. Lukan, Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the Northwest;
M. A. Rosenberg, reelected by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania;
Samuel Pinanski, elected president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Massachusetts;
W. F„ Crockett, heading the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Virginia.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Oklahoma set November 8th and 9th as the
dates and Oklahoma City's Biltmore hotel as
theTheplaceIndependent
for this year's convention.
Owners Little
of Arkansas will meet at the Theatre
Hotel Marion,
Rock,
November 7th and 8th.
Exhibitors of Oregon and in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, formed new organizations.
Kuykendall at Seattle
The Northwest MPTO meeting was held in
Seattle, and was concluded on Monday with a
talk
Edward Theatre
Kuykendall,
president
of the
Motionby Picture
Owners
of America,
who outlined
the
organization's
10
point
program and urged cooperation with national aims.
The annual
ball,
held
Monday
night,
was
presided over by Mary Carlisle, Paramount player.
In addition to Mr. Lukan, the Northwest organization elected Milton Kenworthy of Moscow, Idaho, first vice-president ; Paul Aust of
Seattle, second vice-president; Cecil Gwinn,
third vice-president,
elected treasurer. and James Hone was reWhile in Seattle Mr. Kuykendall made known
his intention to attend the special meeting of
the MPTO of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois November 5th at St. Louis.
Western Pennsylvania Elects
Officers elected by the MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania,
of Mr. held
Rosenberg, atthebesides
annual thetworeelection
day convention
at the Hotel Schenley in Pittsburgh were : W.
L. Brown, vice-president; Fred Herrington,
secretary; Joseph Gelman, treasurer, and the
following directors, Carl Poke, William J.
Walker and Pete Antinopolis, Abram F. Myers,
H. M. Richey, Allied leaders, address the gathering.
The meeting of the MPTO of Massachusetts
in Boston resulted in the election of Mr. Pinanski, president
; John treasurer,
H. Devlin,andvice-president
Stanley
Summer,
Joseph H.;
Brennan of Allied Theatres of Massachusetts,
Inc.,
The secretary.
board of directors includes : Charles W.
Koerner of RKO, Max Mellincoff of Warners,
M. J. Mullin of M and P, B. E. Hoffman of
Warners, George E. French of the RKO Keith
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HEAD
EXHIBITOR
UNITS
Memorial, John J. Ford of Maine and New
Hampshire Theatres, Al Somerby of the G. E. Briskin Says He
Lathrop Theatres, James H. Doyle of the
Broadway in South Boston, and John S. Giles
of the George A. Giles Theatres Company.
W. S. Wilder, III, Retires
mil
Quit RKO
Mr. Crockett was elected president of the
Samuel J. Briskin wants to resign from
MPTO of Virginia following the resignation of
William S. Wilder, owing to ill health. The the position of production head for RKO,
meeting, called by the board of directors, was a post he has held for two years, it was
held in Richmond. Also resigning was George reported on the Coast Wednesday. AlJones
vice-president
the
though no definite reason was given, it was
board.as Allen
Sparrow, and
who member
succeededof Mr.
understood that Mr. Briskin and
Jones, recently transferred to Boston by generally
Pandro S. Berman, RKO producer, have
Loew's,
as
manager
of
Loew's,
in
Richmond,
had
repeated
differences over policy.
was elected to the board to complete the unexLeo Spitz, RKO, president, planned to
pired
term.
Ben Pitts of Fredericksburg, was elected arrive in Hollywood from Chicago Thursvice-president to fill the vacancy caused by the
day for the reputed purpose of adjudicatresignation of Charles A. Somma, who was
ing the current situation.
elected Chairman of the Board. Harold Wood
It
was announced several months ago
is secretary, Sam Bendheim, Jr., treasurer, and that Mr.
Briskin had signed a new three
Robert Barton, Jr., counsel.
The annual midwinter convention of the year contract, but now it is understood the
were never signed.
MPTO of Virginia will be held in Richmond papers
Spitz is expected to assume charge
Januarycludes27th.
The convention
committee
in-E. of Mr.
the studio until a new deal is made with
Hunter
Perry,
Herman
Ruben
and
J.
Loth.
Mr. Briskin or with a successor. Mr. Briskin, it is said, will receive between $100,000
Myers Is Speaker
and
$150,000 from RKO to settle a tempoThe value of regional conference activity in
agreement under which he has been
the work of Allied was stressed by Abram F. workingrary for
the last few months.
nationalconvention
general counsel,
in an Theatre
address
atMyers,
the annual
of Associated
Owners of Indiana in Indianapolis Wednesday.
Preliminary arrangements for the annual
Milliken Explains
Industry's
MPTO of Oklahoma meeting at the Biltmore Viewpoint
to Albany
Women
in Oklahoma City November 8 and 9 were
Parents must educate themselves to take
discussed at a meeting of directors and offificials.
Invited
guests
include
Mr.
Kuykenthe picturessecretary
their chil-of
dall, who will present his 10 point program, an active
dren see,interest
Carl E.in Milliken,
M. A. Lightman, Fred Wehrenberg, Judge Roy the Motion
Picture
Producers
and DisL. Walker, Colonel H. A. Cole, Dave PalfreytriClubs
butors ofAmerica,
told the
Mother's
and
man
O'Donnell.
The directors
of
Albany,
N.
Y.,
at a joint
again andon Bob
Monday
to complete
details ofmeet
the Women's
meeting on Tuesday.
program.
In the forum which followed, opposition
The kansas
annual
of the7 and
ITO 8 ofwillAr-be
scheduledconvention
for November
double feature system, the "low level
held at the Hotel Marion, Little Rock. J. F. ofto the
audience intelligence" and "unintelligent
Norman of Little Rock is president of the shorts"
was expressed by members, with
group.
Mr.theMilliken
A meeting
of 32in Oregon
exhibitors
in Portpicture. explaining the industry's side
land culminated
the discussion
of plans
for of Churches,
schools and libraries, he said,
an early organization and election of officers
to become an Oregon unit of the MPTOA. The have come to realize the important part
meeting siswas
by a special
con- they play in influencing pictures.
ting of TedcalledGamble,
of thecommittee
J. J. Parker
Mr. Milliken
addressed
in Syracuse
Mondaymembers
night. of schon'
Theatres of Portland, William Ripley, operat- boards
ingdenthouses
at
Longview
and
Kelso,
and
presiof the Washington MPTO unit, and Art
Adamson,
operating leading houses in Albany Hutchinson Expected to Clear
and
Vancouver.
Fort Wayne, Ind., exhibitors formed the Hoyts - Greater Union Status
Fort Wayne Motion Picture Exhibitors AssoWalter J. Hutchinson, in charge of
ciation. Harvey G. Cocks was elected president, George Heliotes, vice-president, and H. foreign activities for Twentieth CenturyB rokenstein, secretary-treasurer.
to arrive in Los Angeles, MonThe landIndependent
Exhibitors,
Inc.,onNewTuesday
Eng- Fox, dayis fromdueSydney,
Australia. At that time
organization, met
in Boston
the
status
of
Hoyts and Greater Union in
to discuss product prices. According to Arthur Australia is expected
to be revealed. While
K. Howard, business manager, New England
Sydney, Mr. Hutchinson conferred with
exhibitors have taken 77 per cent of the per- inCharles
Munro,
managing
director of Hoyts
centage deals sold in the east and 74 per cent
of the deals sold at prices higher than last and Stanley S. Crick, managing director of
Century-Fox in Australia.
year's
Alliedscales.
Theatres of Iowa and Nebraska will Twentieth
According to the five-year agreement
hold its annual meeting on November 4th at Hoyts
and Greater Union have been operIowa Falls, la., in the Chamber of Commerce
ating under, notice of extension of the poolclubrooms
and Wisconsin's
ing agreement must be given by December
atres Protective
Association Independent
will convene TheNo- 31, 1937.
Greater Union has been reported
waukee. vember 3rd at the Hote^ Schroeder, Mil- favoring a discontinuance of the deal.
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Permits Will Be Granted Only
If the Companies Are Considered Necessary for Adequate Supply of Product
The Reich Government of Adolph Hitler
in Germany evidently is employing measures even more drastic than those used heretofore in a desperate effort to save its home
motion picture business both from domestic disintegration and from the effects of
any isolation on the outside.
Through United States Government reports from R. M. Stephenson, Department
of Commerce Attache in Berlin, to Washington, itis learned that the Reich has extended the regulation prohibiting the
building of new theatres, to include prohibition ofany and all new or revived companies inproduction, distribution, or exhibition. Permits for new enterprises may be
obtained only if the Government is conthat theincrease
new project
be beneficialvincedto the
of anwillactual
and
proper product supply to German theatres.
Finances sufficient to carry a new company for at least six months also must be
guaranteed.
The taxation problems of the German industry likewise are multiplying, according to
Mr. Stephenson's report to Washington.
Conditions for New Companies
On the embargo on establishment of new
film enterprises, the Commerce Department
at
the :Capital quotes Mr. Stephenson as
follows
"By a new
of the
Reich Film
Chamber
the decree
regulation
prohibiting
the
building tofended. Innew
film
theatres
has
been exthe future no new enterprise
whatsoever, the aim of which may be production, distribution, preparation or performance of films, can be undertaken without the permission of the Reich Film Chamber. This measure also applies to the proposed revival of enterprises which had suspended business temporarily.
"The
president oftothegrant
ReichtheFilm
Chamber is empowered
permission
for the establishment of a new firm under
the following conditions:
"A. If it is necessary from the standpoint of the German film industry, particucinemas.larly for the supply of films to German
"B. If sufficient business capital is available, i.e., according to the official explanation, if the financial liquidity of the firm
can be guaranteed for at least 6 months.
In case of film producing firms it is prescribed that the capital must be at least
sufficient for the production of three films.
With distributing firms, the funds must be
sufficient to enable the firm to buy licenses
for at least six of the latest films."
In a subsequent
report,
Mr. distribution
Stephenson
described
the increase
in film
rates in Germany as follows :
"The more the cinema receipts have in-
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NEWSPAPERS DROP
"STAR" EVALUATIONS
After several years, the New Orleans
Item, an afternoon newspaper, and the
Tribune, morning edition of the same
publication, have discontinued the
practice
of "starring"
productions
the downtown
motion picture
theatres.at
It has been noticed that a film receiving one star sometimes has drawn
more at the box office than one receiving four or five.
creased in recent years the stronger has
grown the demand that theatre proprietors
should pay more than heretofore toward fifilm production.
So far25 distribution ratesnancinghave
varied between
and 35
per cent of box office receipts minus the
amusement tax, which varies according to
the size and type of theatre. According to
the latest estimates, cinema cash receipts for
1936 amounted to 237,000,000 marks. Of
this total, 70,000,000 marks went to the distributing (producing) companies, of which
for copying, cultural films, newsreels, and
other expenses, about 25,000,000 or 30,000,000 marks had to be deducted. The net income which the distributing-producing
companies received from the home market,
therefore, amounted to 40,000,000 to 45,000,000 marks, or only 15 to 20 per cent of total
cinema receipts.
"Ontion ofthe
the financial
situathe other
theatrehand,
proprietors
has greatly
improved as the number of visitors has increased during recent years while current
expenses have remained about the same.
"A decree now
publishednewby the
Reichsfilmkammer
establishes
distribution
rates for the season 1937-38. By this decree
the minimum rates are 30 per cent for towns
up to 6,000 population and 32.5 per cent for
larger places. The distribution rate increases by2.5 per cent if the amusement tax
has been reduced — as a result of awards for
excellence — and by 5 per cent if the amusement tax is entirely waived. By these measures the higher profits arising from tax exemption will in future largely benefit the
film producers instead of, as heretofore, the
cinema owners. It is probable that the rate
for the big distributors will not exceed 35
per cent. The new regulation means an
average increase in the distribution rates
of 2.5 to 3 per cent and an average increase
in profits for the distributors of 8 to 10 per
cent. The distribution rates for newsreels
have also been somewhat increased."
License Denied to Film,
"False Shame," in New York
Dr. Frank P. Graves, Commissioner of
Education for the state of New York, this
week recommended rejection of an application for a license to show the film "False
Shame,"
disease, and Inc.
dismissed
the appealonof venereal
Jewell Productions,

Commerce

Bureau

Issuing Law Series
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce of the Department of Commerce,
Washington, is issuing, beginning in November, the Comparative Law Series, a
monthly publication merging all the former
periodical bulletins of the division.
The first issue contains, among others,
the translated text and a discussion of the
adoption of a new copyright law in Latvia,
which country formerly adhered to the old
Russian copyright law.
The Series, according to an announcement, will contain descriptive and critical
analyses, transcripts, translations, or summaries of foreign laws affecting American
industrial and commercial interests; notices
of foreign decisions, tax regulations, insurance reports, labor legislation, developments
in the patent field, trade-marks, copyrights,
unfair competition, combinations in restraint
of trade, restrictions against foreigners, and
other phases of foreign industrial property
law; a summary of federal legislation affecting foreign
literature commerce;
received in the notices
Divisionof legal
Library;
announcements,
indices
and
statistical
material.
Throckmorton New President
Of RCA Manufacturing Co.
G. K. Throckmorton this week was
elected president of RCA Manufacturing
Company, Camden, N. J. Mr. Throckmorton has been executive vice-president of the
company and the operating head following
the retirement in April of E. T. Cunningham, former president. RCA Manufacturing Company is a half owner of RKO Radio
and parent of the National Broadcasting
Company, of television and radio, and RCA
Photophone Company, manufacturers and
sellers of theatre and studio sound equipment.
Mr. Throckmorton has been in radio since
1926. He was born in Indiana and attended
Purdue and Cornell Universities.
National Decency Legion
Classifies 12 Productions
Of 12 new pictures reviewed and classified by the National Legion of Decency in
its listing for the current week, nine were
approved for general patronage and three
were listed as unobjectionable for adults.
The pictures and their classification follow.
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for General
Patronage:
"Brothers"Rough
of theRiding
West,"Rhythm,"
"Heidi,'
"Hold
'Em Navy,"
"Texas Trail," "Trapped by G-Men,"
"Trigger Trio," "The Wrong Road,"
"Young Dynamite." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults: "The Awful Truth,"
"Live, Love and Learn, "La Crise est Fini"
(French).
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Regional Board Ends Hearing of
Writers Guild Plea for Collective Bargaining Election
Although hearings have concluded before
the Regional Labor Board in Los Angeles
on the Screen Writers Guild petition for a
collective bargaining agency election, it is
expected that no decision will be announced
for several weeks and long litigation is in
prospect after the ruling is made.
The National Labor Board in Washington will receive the recommendations of
William Ringer, trial examiner, in the
Guild matter and then will rule on whether
production is in interstate commerce and
whether writers are employees and as such
entitled to invoke the Wagner Labor Act.
With the close of the hearing came reports from the Authors League of America
that plans are under way to grant financial
and membership autonomy to the Screen
Writers Guild in an attempt to reclaim
the allegiance of Screen Playwrights and
preserve a united front for writers.
Before the hearing concluded in Los Angeles, attorneys agreed to the introduction of
stipulations by lawyers for the producers which
included
exhibits showing
the corporate
structure of producing
and distributing
companies.
These were designed to show the separation of
production isfrom
distribution so far as interstate
commerce
concerned.
Writers Final Witnesses
Final testimony was given by Grover Jones,
Howard Emmett Rogers, Patterson McNutt
and James McGuiness, all writers who sought
to I show that writers are creative workers
rather than mere employees.
Neil S. McCarthy, attorney for Screen
Playwrights,
his presentation
a sur-no
move byended
announcing
wouldin call
more prise
witnesses.
Leonard S.he Janofsky,
Guild
attorney, introduced a copy of the original contract of the American Society of Cinematographers with the producers, which showed that
producers as a unit negotiated with the cameramen.
Educational Contract Near
Educational Pictures informally advised the
New York office of the Screen Actors' Guild
last week that it would sign the Guild's contract withinofa Time
few days.
left March
as theTheonlycompany's
important action
eastern producer which has not come to an agreementcatiowithn for further
the Guild.
March
of
Time's
appliconsideration of its claim to
being a newsreel rather than a producing organization
was
to
be
actedweek.
upon by the Guild's
board of directors this
The proposal for autonomy for the Writers
Guild represented a reversal of the Authors
League's
to uniteunits
the which
Guild
more
closelyoriginal
with itsproposal
other member
are the Dramatists, Radio Writers and Authors
Guilds. The original proposal precipitated a
bitter war among Hollywood writers and led
to formation of the Screen Playwrights by a
group in Hollywood which claimed the Guild
was notducted faor and"local"
organization
but was conby New
York factions.
In order to make the Guild autonomous, numerous changes will be made in its constitution

CONTROL
WRITERS EXPLAIN
JOB'S VICISSITUDES
National
representatives at theLabor
ScreenBoard
Writers
Guild
hearing in Hollywood heard frank
descriptions
writer's job
from
Grover
Jones ofanda Patterson
McNutt,
writers who were among the final
witnesses called by counsel for Screen
Playwrights.
Mr. Jones said Metro-GoldwynMayer paid him $2,000 weekly to
pep up jaded writers in conferences
by telling them funny stories. He
also told of a seven - months poker
game at Paramount of which half the
stakes went to underpaid secretaries
of writers and expressed the theory
that nobody knows anything about
writing for the screen but that the
man who puts up the best bluff can
earn $3,500 a week.
"Screen writing," Mr. McNutt said,
"is a ditch digger's job mentally.
Every time you do a story you have
a baby. You work 24 hours a day,
sleep with it, and wake in the middle
of the night. You may get an idea
from anywhere, a barber, or out of

the air."
and in that of the Guild. The council of the
League last week approved the amendments,
virtuallybershiassuring
their approval
by the
p ofthe organization
when they
are memvoted
on at a special meeting in November. The
change, it was said, while granting the Screen
Writers Guild "complete control of its own
affairs,"ation atwith the
the same
time will preserve
affiliLeague
memberof anthe
organizations which will
assureand theits Guild
adv
a
n
t
a
g
e
s
o
f
unanimity
of
action
in
times
of
emergency.
Office Workers Organized
The American Federation of Labor drive
to organize white collar workers in the motion
picture
was Professional
declared last week
by theof
United industry
Office and
Workers
America, CIO affiliate, to be a company union
move. The CIO statement was issued in New
York by Anne Berenholz, organizer.
attempt ofof thecompany
AFL comes
on theinheels
of "This
the collapse
unionism
the
motion
picture
industry,"
the
statement
said.
"Universal
Pictures
Company
hoped
to
stop
the organizational drive of the CIO by setting
up a company union. This effort failed and
the
of thewithUniversal
Guildmembership
voted to affiliate
the CIO.Employees'
"The
Motion
Picture
Division
Local 16
has been carrying on effective oforganization
work and now has substantial groups of members in every film office . "
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Agree

The trade agreement between the Independent Radio Network Affiliates and the
American Federation of Musicians, after
several months of negotiations, has finally
been worked
federation's
international counciloutandbythethe IRNA
committee.
The agreement was completed at a meeting held in New York this week and is now
in the hands of attorneys for both sides for
final polishing and revision.
The agreement, in part, stipulates that the
expenditure for the IRNA group for musicians'nual salaries
any. To thisis isto tobe beraised
added$1,500,000
the $600,000
increase
for
musicians'
salaries
which
the
network
annually. key stations have agreed to spend
Meanwhile the AFM met last week with
the transcription and recording group to
seek a settlement with them. A committee
was appointed to handle negotiations. It is
composed of Lloyd Egner, National Broadcasting Company; A. J. Kendrick, World
Broadcasting Company; Jack Kapp, Decca
Record Company; Sewart Sprague, Brinckerhofrney forCompany;
J. Quillan,
attorthe WorldFrancis
Broadcasting
Company,
and Merritt Tompkins of Muzak.
Film on LaGuardia
Gets Early Booking
RKO Radio has set in the March of Time,
in which is depicted the career of Fiorello
LaGuardia as mayor of New York, for release Wednesday and Thursday in all of the
neighborhood
first-runs
of This
the company's
greater New York
circuit.
will give
the picture its first and only New York
neighborhood showing prior to Election
Dav, November 2nd. It had been reported
in New York newspapers that RKO Radio
would hold up distribution until after Election Dayexecutives
for fear of this
political
Film
week"reprisals."
attended a
Hotel Astor luncheon of the Non-Partisan
Theatrical and Motion Picture Division in
support of Mayor LaGuardia and Thomas
E.
Dewey, running for district attorney in
Manhattan.
A stage, screen and radio luncheon was
held in the Hotel Victoria Thursday by the
Theatrical Division of the Mahoney-Taylor-Schneider campaign, opponents of the
LaGuardia
man of this ticket.
division.Joseph Gransky is chair-

National Board of Review
Magazine Issues Index
The National Board of Review Magazine
this week issued an index of articles which
had appeared in the magazine in the last
few years. Arranged chronologically and
by
the picture,
index covers
variouscensorship,
phases of
the topic,
motion
including
children and the motion picture, church and
the motion picture, critical articles, critics
and reviewing,
and thelands,
motion
picSkolsky
for 'Mirror'
ture, educational dance
use, foreign
industry,
Sidney Writing
Skolsky, former
comumnist for the
New York Daily News, has been signed by junior review, libraries, literature, Little Thethe New York Daily Mirror to do a daily
atres and special community use, museums,
column on Hollywood. Mr. Skolsky was views.
music, public, social values and book rereplaced on the Nezvs by Ed Sullivan.

And on the wider canvas
of the screen comes another
great masterpiece —

i
t

as MARIE WALEWSKA
Cjteta Cjatbo
wuex
as NAPOLEON
TALLEYRAND
REGINALD OWEN
CAPTAIN D'ORNANO . . . ALAN MARSHAL
. HENRY STEPHENSON
COUNT WALEWSKl
PAUL LACHINSKI . . . . LEIF ERJCKSON
. DAME MAY WHITTY
LAETITIA BONAPARTE
C. HENRY GORDON
PRINCE PONIATOWSKI
COUNTESS PELAGIA , MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
STEPHAN .... CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
GEORGE HOUSTON
MARSHAL DUROC . .
GEORGE ZUCCO
SENATOR MALACH0WSK1
RUSTAN
. .
NOBLE JOHNSON
CONSTANT
. . .
GEORGE GIVOT
ALEXANDRE
. . .
SCOTTY BECKETT
HENRY KOLKER
SENATOR WYBITCKI .
IVAN LEBEDEFF
COSSACK CAPTAIN
ANNA
. BODIL ROSING
LOIS MEREDITH
COUNTESS POTOCKA .
. OSCAR APFEL
COUNT POTOCKI
BETTY BLYTHE
PRINCESS MIRSKA . .
GEORGE DAVIS
GRENADIER ....
PERSIAN AMBASSADOR
. . DR. FERID
. PASHA KHAN
PERSIAN INTERPRETER
TURKISH AMBASSADOR
CARLOS DE VALDEZ
STAPS ....
ROLAND VARNO
ROBERT WARWICK
CAPTAIN LAROUX .
. . IENWULF
PRINCE METTERNICH
MARIA LOUISA
BIANCA
. . .
.JEAN
ROSINAFENWICK
GALLI
RALF HAROLDE
LEJEUNE . . .
DYING SOLDIER .
VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF
And Thousands of others
Produced by BERNARD H. HYMAN
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Screen
Play by Samuel
Salka Viertel
and S. N.Hoffenstein,
Behrman

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

"conquest"
read
the reviews!

colossal!
reap
the harvest!
(continued)

"Superb acting of Garbo and Boyer and magnificent production send this over big. Definitely a
Ten Best, scoring on all counts. First, the brilliant performances of Greta Garbo as the Polish
Marie Walewska, and of Charles Boyer as Napoleon. Secondly, the powerfully dramatic and
romantic story. Never has Greta Garbo appeared more glamorous, and seldom has she
approached the dramatic fire and emotional intensity that she literally pours out in scene after
scene. It is a great love story, as well as a powerfully dramatic document. The production has
everything that makes for outstanding screen entertainment."
—The Film Daily
"You'll thrill to 'Conquest'."

—George Fischer, NBC

"Don't fail to see this latest and greatest film effort of the great Garbo. In this sumptuously
mounted Metro picture she will again enthrall you with her magnificent artistry."
—Gordon Fawcett, Fawcett Publications

"A great screen tale, told with greatness, is Metro's multi-million production 'Conquest'. . .
superlative are the performances of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, with support of the same
high calibre down through the handpicked cast — the kind of co-starring delivery the public and
the critics have a right to expect from the full surge of Garbo's and Boyer's finest artistry.
Neither has ever before reached these heights of dramatic power, and the spell they lay will
remain long in the minds of the vast audiences which will give the picture smash returns! ... As
great also is the direction of Clarence Brown."
—Variety, (Coast)
"One of the best of the season."

—Alexander Kahn, United Press

"Exciting love story every woman will understand. Boyer's performance establishes a new romantic
high... I've never seen Garbo in a better performance."— Ed Sullivan, N.Y. Daily News and Syndicate

"It is one of the finest pictures I have ever seen. Both Garbo and Boyer gave top performances
... I don't see how any actor will have the courage to play Napoleon after Boyer' s perfect
portrayal. It is the finest performance I have ever seen on the screen."- -Ruth Waterbury, Photoplay
" 'Conquest' is indeed that for M-G-M. This romantic portrayal of Napoleon and Marie
Walewska is a new triumph for the ever glamorous Garbo and always inspiring Charles Boyer."
— E. J. Smithson, Hollywood Magazine
"Overwhelmingly magnificent and impressive, here, by all odds, is one of the greatest pictures
ever produced. Its artistry and magnitude would alone assure its financial success; but it wisely
incorporates those elements of popular entertainment demanded in epical pictures by audiences
— spectacle, speed and, above all, sex. This triumph, will live long in the memory of patrons
and showmen."
—Associated Publications

UA sovereign victory for quality and prestige of the films may be predicted when 'Conquest',
starring Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, reaches the screens of the country . . .This picture gives
new meaning to the worn-out adjective lavish, supporting cast, settings, costumes, everything
has been combined to create a new and distinguished cinema achievement . . . Garbo is amazingly
beautiful — singularly adept and subtle in her portrayal. Boyer's Napoleon is a veritable triumph
of sincere and painstaking care and authority. Director Clarence Brown has brought the production to a fine and glowing fulfillment."
—Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times
"The great Garbo is."

—Jimmy Starr, L. A. Herald-Express

'"Conquest' superb. Garbo is lovely and fragile ... Her performance
exactly L.right."
— Virginia isWright,
A. Evening Neivs

"M-G-M's 'Conquest' magnificent ... stirring story of Napoleon's romance with Polish countess
one of the screen's finest offerings . . . Regal magnificence beyond anything the screen has ever
known surrounds great Garbo and Charles Boyer in this romance of Napoleon and the
glamorous Marie Walewska . . . Intense, vibrant and eloquent biographical play ... A tour de
force from every angle .. .M-G-M has gone beyond all precedent in the making of this majestic
production... Will challenge world-interest... A stunning pageant of European history is unrolled
with consummate artistry and, at its centre, two compelling figures live again. Garbo and Boyer,
co-starred, draw companion portraits that touch real greatness and whose sympathetic appeal
is powerful." — Hollywood Reporter
"For 'Conquest' superb is the word."
—Motion Picture Daily
"A truly great picture in every sense, with Garbo and Boyer giving beautiful performances.
Brown's direction is magnificent. Without a doubt it is one of the finest pictures ever produced."
—Elizabeth Wilson, Silver Screen

" boxoff ice

all the way!"
"Picture is box-office all the way ... It is great woman's picture . . . Make a note to see Greta
Garbo in 'Conquest' . . . Pick of the pictures." —Warren Stokes, Jay Emanuel Publications
"Great Garbo's latest picture 'Conquest' will please all lovers of screen spectacles. Clarence
Brown's direction is impressive throughout." —Louella O. Parsons
"Lavish, beautifully produced. Garbo excellent. Boyer, the best I have ever seen."
—Sheilah Graham, Nana Syndicate
"Unusually fine picture." —Robbin Coons, Associated Press
"A great stirring drama with Napoleon and Walewska consummately brought to life by Boyer
and Garbo."
— Harrison Carroll, King Feature Service
"Best Garbo picture I have ever seen."

—Milton Parker, International News Service

m-g-ms
'conquest1

the

best picture of this year!"
" 'Conquest' the best picture of this or any other week this year. Most poignant historical love
story every told or seen. A picture like this comes along to revive our childlike faith in the
movies as an art and the best entertainment in the world. Garbo— in this— climaxes her career
with a performance which forever establishes her as the Eleanora Duse of the screen. Boyer as
Napoleon at last finds a role in which his tremendous powers and talent have full scope.
Clarence Brown has turned out a fine picture. It will set Metro's trademark as the highest
quality and give them priceless prestige for years to come. It's the sort of picture one can go
and see two or three times with pleasure every time ... so run, don't walk to the nearest entrance
of any theatre which plays Garbo and Boyer in M-G~M's 'Conquest'."
—Lloyd Pantages, NBC
in brief,

it's time

for

new

box-office

records!
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A News Source
Statistics Association
gathered from
Producers
and the
the Motion
several Picture
studios
reveal that over a three-year period the number
of photoplay editors and special story writers
who visit Hollywood in search of material with
which to interest their readers has increased by
per cent.
in addition
of135writers
fromThis
New is York
and a toscorethe ofnumber
other
cities who have assigned their reporters here
permanently
in
order
that
they
might
get
first
hand information.
Going over the records at MGM, it is found
that 54 photoplay editors visited the studio in
1935 for special stories. In 1936, the number
more record
than doubled,
checked
alltime
was set asthis112year
when in.131Theeditors
and special writers were received.
One-third of this number are repeat visitors,
correspondents who have returned annually for
one, two or three years. Although regular
newspaper
who comein from
every cor-of
ner of theobservers
land dominate
the number
visitors, the magazine field also has been well
represented. Such publications as Saturday
Evening
Ladies'
Home Journal,
the CondePost,
Nast Fortune,
and Hearst
publications
as well
as
Collier's
and
Sunset
magazines,
members of their editorial staffs tohave
the sent
film
capital.
While studios directly service practically
every newspaper in the land with hundreds of
thousands of words daily, the importance of having locally known commentators journey to
Hollywood is inestimable.
The Light Season
Usually, at this season of the year, production
slows down. The studios, which must plan
weeks pland
months ahead,
cometed the showcase
pictureshave
whichlongaresince
scheduled
for the
holiday
period
and
will
be
released
during the winter months. Consequently but eight
new films were started and only five finished in
the past week. Included in the new work, however, are two or three being planned as followups of the already completed big picture program.
At Twentieth Century-Fox, two productions
started. The
first, "Blonde
Moll,"
considered
an average
picture, will
have currently
Ricardo
Cortez, Phyllis Brooks and Lyle Talbot as its
headliners. Bert Levy is directing. On the
other hand, mainly because of the success which
has been won by earlier pictures featuring the
same star,
"Hot consideration.
and Happy" is Asa subject
more
important
Roy Delof
Ruth directs, Sonja Henie is being starred with
Don Ameche, Ethel Merman, Jean Hersholt,
Cesar Romero and the Condon Brothers, currently listed as the principal supports. Further
cast assignments will be made.
Warners Also Start Two
Two pictures also were started at Warners.
The leading players in "A Slight Case of MurEdwardandG. Edward
Robinson,Brophy.
Jane Bryan,
Willardder" areParker
Frank
Lloyd is the director. Bette Davis, Henry
Fonda and George Brent have been teamed to

PARAMOUNT SIGNS
JOHN AND ELAINE
John Barrymore and his wife, Elaine
Barrie, whose romance the newspapers
a year ago gave a Shakespearean tinge,
and
twinge,
a "Caliban"
and
"Ariel"
wordwithoverture,
are being
united on the screen by Paramount
with three-year contracts, signed last
weekend.
William LeBaron, managing director
of production, says the two will be
cast in Marlene Dietrich's "French
Without Tears," with Miss Barrie as
the "other woman."
After cor"French
WithoutMr.Tears,"
acding to Mr. LeBaron,
and Mrs.
Barrymore will be co-starred.
Barrymore has just completed a
comedy role in "True Confession" and
follows
with Without
"RomanceTears"
in the will
Dark."be
"French
Miss Barrie's first feature picture appearance. She has appeared in one
short, an independent production
entitled "How To Undress Before
Your Husband."
shown
in New York.It has not been

nolly,
RaymondCharles
Walburn,
GertrudeJimmy
Niesen,Durante,
Joan Perry,
Starrett,
Ernest Truex, Virginia Dale, Hal LeRoy, Broderick Crawford, Charles Chase, Romo Vincent.
Jimmy Wallington, Gene Morgan, Thurston
Hall, Arthur Hoyt, Minerva Crecal, Jeni LaGon
and the Four Blackbirds, the Three Stooges
and Johnny Green and his orchestra. Albert S.
Rogell directed.
Universal finished "A Prescription for Romance." ItwillTaylor,
featureDorothea
Mischa Auer,
Barrie, Kent
Kent, Wendy
Frank
Jenks, Henry Hunter and William Lundigan.
S. Sylvan Simon directed.
Warners finished "Penrod and His Twin
Billy with
and Bobby
are Charles
starred
inBrother."
the title roles
Spring Mauch
Byington,
Halton, Jackie Morrow, Bennie Bartlett, Frank
Carven, Billy Wolfstone, Philip Hurlic, Max
Wagner, Eddie Collins, Bernice Pilot, Donald
Hulbert, Jerry Tucker and Jack Cunningham
in support. William McGann directed.
Cartoon Sta ff

With completion of the new two story cartoon building in Culver City, Cal., MetroGoldwyn-Mayer last week announced the
complete staff assembled for this new division of the studio. In addition to Harry
Hirshfield, humorist and creator of the comic
strip "Abie
will work
cartoon
ideas,Kabibble,"
the staffwhoincludes
29 keyon
men. Cartoon directors comprise three men,
Robert Allen, William Hanna and Isadore
Freleng. All were formerly with Harmanfeature
"Jezebel,"with
Walter
C.
Kelly
and
Fay
Mr. Freleng also has had exBainter
heading the support. William Wyler Ising, while
is directing.
perience with Mintz, Disney and Schlesinger.
Columbia
beganKline
work directing,
on "Wonder
Child."inWith
Benjamin
the cast
C. G. Maxwell, formerly with Disney and
cludes Edith Fellowes, Leo Carrillo, Jacqueline with Harman-Ising, is production superWells,
Scott
Colton,
Thurston
Hall,
Margaret
visor. Edmund Schultz, who has been with
Irving and Inez Polange.
and Universal, becomes head of the
For Twentieth Century-Fox release, Sol Mintz
in-between
department, and L. S. Goble is
Lessersentstarted
"Tarzan's
It will Barpre- head of painting
and inking. Story gag men
Glenn Morris,
EleanorRevenge."
Holm, George
include
"Pinko"
Colvig,
formerly with Disbier,
C.
Henry
Gordon
and
Hedda
Hopper.
D.
Ross Lederman is directing.
Van Beuren
Kin ney ;Ray
Piatt,Kelly,
who formerly
was withwithDisney;
Henry ;
Universal
started
"International
Spy."
Featured players are William Hall, Jane Wyman, Allen, formerly with Harman-Ising; Joseph
Esther
and Robert Warwick. Joseph Barbera, formerly with Terrytoons, and
Lewis isRalston
the director.
Allen Freleng, formerly with Schlesinger.
"A Family
beganCastat MGM
with Bert Lewis, who for six years scored carGeorge
B. SeitzVacation"
as director.
assignments
lot, is in charge of
are Lewis Stone, Cecelia Parker, Mickey Roon- music, toonsE.at theJ. Disney
Moore is in charge of the
ey,
Charley
Grapewin,
Sara
Haden,
Fay
Holdcamera department, and Charles Thorsen is
en, Ann Rutherford and Eleanor Lynn.
head of designing original characters and
settings.
Monogram Finishes Two
Animators are Ben Clopton, Sam StimTwo of the completed productions are credited
son, Carl Meyer, Bill Nolan, A. J. Zander,
toand Monogram.
Valley,"
directed by R.In N."Ranger
Bradbury,
Jack produced
Randall, Richard Bickenback, and Cecil Surry. Jack
Lois Wilde, Charles King, Earl Dwire, Jimmy J. Stevens has been signed as cameraman,
Aubrey and Ernie Adams will be seen. "The and F. McAlpin as sound technician. Willie
County rected,
Fair,"
which John
Howard
Bretherton
Earl Karpe will handle finish
will present
Arledge,
J. Farrelldi- Hopkins and
Other layout men include Ernest
MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, James Butler and layouts.
Nordli, Dan Gordon and George Gordon.
Mary Lou Linder.
The first MGM cartoon series under the
At Columbia, "Start Cheering," which formerly was titled
"College
1938," Conwas new expansion program will be the synfinished.
The revue
will Follies
present ofWalter
dicated feature "The Captain and the Kids."
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"FAKE"

PLANNED
OWS
SH
T
BENEFI
Theatre
Authority
Seeks to
No part of the
tpended.
ribution, hecontinued,
may Authority's
be used for conopInclude Screen, Radio
erating expenses; it must all go to the persons being aided by the organization.
and
Musical Artists
The non-appearance rule also would apElimination of all "fake" benefit shows
ply to socalled "celebrity nights," to which
throughout the country is the expressed aim patrons
are drawn by the use of stars' names.
of the
New
York
Theatre
Authority's
proposal to add to its membership roster the names Stock Changes Recorded in
of all players associated with the Screen
Actors Guild, the American Guild of Musi- Grand National, Paramount
cal Artists, the American Federation of
Disposition by Stanton Griffis, New York,
Radio Artists and the American Federation member of the Paramount board of direcof Musicians.
of 23,000 threeconvertible
and one-quarter
per
cent tors,Paramount
debentures
All four organizations have been ap- through
Hemphill, Noyes and Company, in
prised of the plan and the officers have
were reported last week by the
indicated they favor it, according to Alan August,
Securities
Exchange Commission at
Correlli, authority secretary. Definite ac- Washington and
in its semi-monthly summary of
tion is expected to be taken when each the transactions
of corporation officers and
organization's
meets directors in the stocks of their companies.
within
the next board
two or ofthreedirectors
weeks, Henry
A report
JulyMr.
filedGriffis
with thedisposed
Commis-of
sion showedforthat
Jaffe, attorney, said. He predicted adop23,000 debentures in that month also, and
tion of the plan by all groups.
At the present the Authority exercises that his holdings in that class of security
control over benefit shows in which members have been reduced from 88,000 at the beof Actors Equity and the American Federa- August. gin ing of July to 42,000 at the close of
tion of Actors participate. With the addiThe SEC also reported that Jack Barntion of the other four organizations, the Au- styn,
New York, officer in Grand National
thority would be in a position to block any
benefit show which is not being staged for Films, acquired 1,000 shares of the coma legitimate cause, said Mr. Jaffe, who is Barnstynpany'sbecame
common stock
duringof August.
Mr.
an officer
the company
counsel for the radio and musical artists' or- on January 12th last,
at which time, he reganizations.
ported, he held no securities.
As an example of one practice the amalgamation would eliminate, Mr. Jaffe pointed
out that as matters now stand a promoter,
unable tooften
obtainturnsthesuccessfully
Theatre Authority's
"International Day"
sanction,
to one of Is
Held by AM PA
the
groups
not
associated
with
the
Authority.
This week's
luncheon-meeting
of the held
Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers,
Pay 15% to Authority
Thursday
at
the
International
Casino,
in
The plan has been in operation in New
York, was designated as "International
York for several years, Mr. Correlli ex- New
with the following guests invited:
plained, with the result the number of bene- Day,"
Sir New
GeraldYork;
Campbell,
Consul-General
fit shows has been greatly reduced. Those in
DavidBritish
M. Dow,
Secretary
that are authorized by the Authority pay of the Commonwealth of Australia in the
15 per cent of their receipts to it.
United States ; Douglas C. Cole, Canadian
As Mr. Correlli explained the operation Trade
Commissioner in the United States ;
of the organization, all the moneys collected Eugene P. Thomas, President of the Naare distributed among charitable organizational Foreign Trade Council ; Right Hontions caring for indigent actors and actresses.
orable R. W. Close, K. C, Minister in
During its existence, the Authority has col- Washington for the Union of South Africa;
lected and distributed about $50,000, Mr. Charles B. Cochran, London theatrical proCorrelli estimated, pointing out that operatducer; Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle,
ing expenses are confined to his salary, that
and star of "Victoria the Great";
of his secretary, and the cost of maintaining producer
Leslie
Banks, and
co-starBack"
of the
Theatre Guild's
the office in New York City.
"To Quito
; Humphrey
Lee,
Under the national plan, although details President
of the British
Club
in New York;
have not yet been worked out, the officers and R. H. Noonan, President of the Canadian
representatives of the three organizations Club; Ned Depinet, President of RKO, and
probably would be used to check on benefits C. C. Pettijohn, of the MPPDA.
throughout the country and collect the AuRepresentatives also were invited from
thority's 15per cent of the gross, Mr. Jaffe the various British societies in New York,
said.
including
the St.Canadian
Andrew's Club,
Society,
CanaMust Account for Expenditures
dian Society,
Canadian
Another point in favor of the expansion, Women's Club, British Club, Daughters of
Mr. Jaffe said, is the fact that actors and
British
St. David's
Society,
British
GreatEmpire,
War Veterans
of America,
actresses appearing at benefit performances the
are assured they are indirectly aiding a the- St. George's Society, British Luncheon Club,
atrical charity organization. When the fund British Overseas League, British School
is distributed, Mr. Correlli explained, each and University Club, Ulster Irish Society
organization is obliged to submit a financial and the British Empire Chamber of Commerce in the United States.
statement showing how the money was ex-
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Denies

JAMES
LOCKHART
inby
City!^
"£ F,lms
jS
.Mexico
The Mexican labor department announced
recently that it is not in the motion picture
business in any of its for-profit phases in
denying reports
that by
it isMexican
backing companies.
some productions being made
The only films the Government sponsors,
says the labor board which has jurisdiction
over all work matters, are shorts that depict
public works, industrial and agricultural
progress, and scenics that are designed to
stimulate tourist traffic.
The Argentine is looming as a first rate
market for Mexican motion pictures, according to the Mexican Ambassador at Buenos
Aires, who has infoimed the ministry of
foreign relations that pictures made in
Mexico, as well as Mexican screen and radio
stars, chief among them Tito Guizar, are
doing very well in the land of the pampas.
Mexican producers are spending more for
production, now being convinced that it is
good boxtures.office
to present
high$15,000
grade picSome three
years ago
per
feature was considered a near bankruptcy
figure. It was, but not the way the producers figure, for there was very little public
demand for cheap films. Now $40,000 is
about the average cost for a feature and
the price is expected to soar, now that the
public, in larger numbers, is willing to pay
from 40 to 55 cents to see home made pictures.
Radio entertainment has been pepped up
with the introduction of girl announcers, a
novelty for these parts. Two large Mexico
City stations have pioneered in this radical
departure.
the innovation wouldIt bewasshortpredicted
lived as that
everyone
was
so accustomed to male voices. The girls,
who were chosen for pleasing voices, carrying power,
diction
and other
qualities
have personality,
proven popular
and apparently
have firmly established themselves on the
radio.
The Mexican Radio Experimenters
League has founded its first air station, a
100-watt
frequency. unit operating on a 7,104 kilocycle
Attendance in China
60%
Off, atSays
Britton
Attendance
the film
theatres in the six
leading cities of China is 40 per cent of normal, according to Leon Britton, general
manager of Peacock Motion Picture Company, distributors of RKO Radio product
in China, with headquarters in Shanghai.
Mr. Britton is in New York on business
and will return to Shanghai next month.
China has 180 theatres wired for sound,
he said. Admission to first run houses runs
from 60 cents to $2 in silver (Mex.), or
17 to 60 cents in American money.
Southio Acquires Warner Houses
Southiosidiary, Theatres,
Inc., ata Paramount
subwith headquarters
Hamilton, Ohio,
has taken over the Kentucky and State theaations.tres, atDanville, Ky., formerly Warner oper-
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Audio-Visual Education Conference Is Voted Permanent
Status; MPPDA Finds 849
Shorts Available for Schools
The movement to place motion pictures in
America'smedium
classrooms
as a teaching
and
learning
to supplement
text books
spread this week over a wide area in the
South, encouraged by 600 registered educators and authorities on the school films subwho met in Atlanta
for the
first Southernject,Audio-Visual
Education
Conference.
In New York, individual board members
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, following their quarterly meeting of two weeks ago, were
studying the confidential report of the
MPPDA's special committee of educators,
on the progress to date of the Hays plan
to place the organized motion picture industry inthe educational films field.
While nothing tangible has been set up in
the matter of distribution, the MPPDA's
directors
educators'
reportof
that
849 heard
short thesubjects
fromcommittee
the vaults
major distributors were found to be suitable
for school use without any changes, out of a
total
1,500 subjects
1st andof October
15th. reviewed between May
Meanwhile, Harry M. Warner, president,
Warner Brothers ; Stanton Griffis, chairman of
the executive committee of Paramount Pictures, cational
and E.FilmW.Exchanges,
Hammons,willpresident
proceedof asEdu-an
MPPDA distributor-membership committee to
study waysof the
and field.
means for the industry's actual
invasion
U. S. Department Making Study
In Washington, the Motion Picture Division
of the United States Department of Commerce,
under supervision of Nathan Golden, is
progressing with a nationwide government
study of fields
both the
educational
theatrical
as they
relate toandfilms.the nonIn an effort to gather "fairly accurate figures" as to the size and scope of this particular
phase of motion
the Commerce
Department now haspictures,
questionnaires
in the mail
intended
producers, ofdistributors,
laboratoriesto andreach
manufacturers
film and
motion
picture equipment in the 16mm. and
8mm. fields.
Some idea of the varied interest of educators and others in school films and the extension of that work may be gleaned from the
wide assortment of subjects taken up at last
week's Southern
Audio- Visual Education Conwere : ference. Principal speakers and their topics
"The Motion Picture — A Great Teaching
Medium," Buffalo
by Dr.Evening
B. H. News
Darrow,Radioeducational
director,
Station ;
"Seeking New Educational Objectives Through
the Use of Films,' 'and "Teaching Motion
Picture
to Children
and ofYouth,"
by
Dr. Discrimination
Edgar
Dale,College
director,
Bureau
Educational Research,
of Education,
Ohio
State
University,
Columbus,
Ohio
;
"Recent
Developments in the Use of Visual Aids to
Instruction,"
Dr. Ellsworth
Dent, Corpoeducational director,byVictor
Division, Radio
ration of America; "The History and Present
Status
of Instructional
Sound Films,"
by Dr.
H.
A. Gray,
Research Associate,
Erpi Picture
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AT THE SOUTHERN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE AT
ATLANTA. At the microphone : Dr. Edgar Dale, director of the Bureau of Educational Research, College of Education, Ohio State University, Columbus. Front row:
Dr. J. C. Wardlaw, director of the Division of General Extension, University System
of Georgia; Franklin Dunham, educational director of National Broadcasting
Company; Fanning Hearon, director of the Division of Motion Pictures, U. S.
Department of the Interior, Washington; Dr. Ellsworth Dean, educational director,
Victor Division, RCA Manufacturing Company; and Dr. B. H. Darrow, chairman
of the radio committee of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, and educational director of the Buffalo Evening News radio station. Back row (I. to r.) :
Donald Bean, director of the University of Chicago Press; Dr. R. A. Gray, research
associate, Erpi Picture Consultants; and Lambdin Kay, director of the Atlanta Journal
stations, WSB and WAG A. (Photo by Atlanta Journal.)
should be pleased. This new interest in a
Consultants,
NewPolicy
York;and"The
Educa-of new
tional MotionInc.,
Picture
Program
type of film can lead only to more business
in
the production of films to meet the steadily
the Fanning
United States
of the Interior,"
demand. The production units now
by
Hearon,Department
director, Division
of Mo- increasing
trying to meet the demand, the government
tion Pictures, U. S. Department of the In- agencies
and
companies doing commercial
terior, Washington, and "New Developments shorts haven't the
a chance
fill theAndorders
in Educational
Pictures,"
by Donald
comingto in.
they when
will
Bean,
director, Motion
University
of Chicago
Press. P. they really start
come in, because all over the country these
visual education conferences are being held and
Closer Relations Sought
ideas and plans are taking form.
"As one strivingcopeto with
make theentertaining
Dr. J. C. Wardlaw, Conference chairman
new orderedu-of
and director of the University System of things incationalthefilms tocolleges
and schools, I warmly
Georgia Division of General Extension, opened welcome the motion picture
to our
the three-day meeting with the statement that midst as a friend of many folksindustry
working in it
the purpose of the conference was to promote and as one who recognizes Hollywood
and
her
visual education in the schools and bring a
closer working relation among the schools, subsidiaries as the greatest motion picture
films, radio, and related industries.
makers
of all oftime."
Dr. Gray
Erpi Picture Consultants said
The interest in this field was evidenced by
the 600 registrants, and the daily attendance he believed
tion problemsthatof "the
the production
theatre andandthedistribuschool
of over 1,000 at the meetings, which consisted field are separate entities and should be dealt
of addresses by the leading educators in the with accordingly, since the motion picture infield, musical selections, demonstrations of
dustry cannot be expected to assume the refilms, and exhibits. The Atlanta Journal hour
sponsibility for educating the nation."
broadcast the conference from the floor of the
The most certain way to assure an inconference room over its stations, WSB and
WAGA.
creasing and adequate supply of educational films suitable for the school class
Fanning Hearon, the only member of the
Federal Government on the Atlanta program, rooms was for the schools to make the most
also exhibited his two-reel sound film, "Price extensive use of the material now available,
of
Progress,"of America's
the tragedynatural
of the white man's said Dr. Dent of RCA.
destruction
Mr. Hearon,
described as one resources.
of that little
Dent added that the teachers need have
group of young men in government seriously no Mr.
fear that the increased use of motion pictures
and
other
audio-visual aids will eliminate or
concerned
with
"doing
something"
about
the
new business of producing documentary motion reduce the need
of their services. On the conpictures, asked about the effect of this new
t
r
a
r
y
,
h
e
said,
proper use of these media will
visual education
movement
on
the
film
inincrease
the
students'
interest
in thevoluntary
subjects
dustry, said:
and will create
the ondesire
for more
(Continued
following
page)
"It is a healthy condition and the industry
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(Continued from preceding page)
reading,
which,
in turn, will result in the asking of more questions.
One of the developments in the audio-visual
field is"Inthe other
lack ofwords,
"Type a Abstence,"
Dr.hasDent
said.
photograph
not
been displaced
by the glass
slide. The
film
slide has not replaced the glass slide, the silent
motion picture has not displaced the projected
still picture,
and thefilm.soundThere
picture
placed the silent
seemshas tonotbere-a
definite place for each of these aids in the eduscheme." of the University of Chicago
DirectorcationalBean
Press, in his address on New Developments,
declared, to"Itthe isdevelopment
surprising ofthat
the main
obstacles
the proper
use
of the entertainment film itself, in the schools,
in the past have been school people and the
motion picture industry. Opposition on the part
of the industry to the widespread use of feature
pictures in schools is, of course, fundamentally
a desire
jeopardize
entertainment
outlets
in
favornotoftoless
lucrative
financial outlets.
This accounts for their slowness in releasing
feature subjects to schools in 16mm versions.
"School the
peoplemainthemselves
have been,
my
judgment,
obstacle
properinwork.
use
of the entertainment
film toin theschool
Teachers who would otherwise strongly oppose
the introduction of any extraneous material
into the classroom have disrupted school work
and herded several classes of children into dark,
crowded rooms to see second-class entertainment programs and comedy and advertising
films with almost studied stupidity, either from
the entertainment or the educational point of
view. Entertainment film should be used as
entertainment, and the time and place of the
showing arranged separately from regular
school work while school films should be carefully selected and shown at the proper time in
the regular classroom.
Cites Product Available

meations
nts of the
of this
evaluwill beresults
watched
for Committee's
with considerable
interest, it was said at the conference.
Paramount Series Listed
The other development which the educators
called of special interest in this connection was
the
announcement
Paramount
seriesfromof
educational
shorts byedited
for schoolof awork
current feature releases.
"Some of you," said Dr. Bean, "have seen
the first two of these releases, 'The Spirit of
the Plains,' adapted from 'The Plainsman,' and
'Seeinglease inSalem.'
the third
rethis series,'Menhas and
been Oil,'
adapted
from the
current
'High,
Wide for
and school
Handsome.'
All
thesefeature,
films will
be useful
work.
The producer, of course, hopes that they will
have publicity value for the features on which
they are based. If Paramount continues to consult school people and to prepare films as valufor school
as 'Menusedand inOil,'
I predict
that ablethey
will work
be widely
schools
and
will be sufficiently valuable as publicity to lead
other
follow with
suit." a resolution to
The producers
conferenceto closed
make a permanent organization of the association, which was organized in August by a group
of thirty southern educations, and with the
drafting of a resolution for continuance and
enlargement
of the field of audio-visual education.
The Conference voted to petition Governor
E. D. moral
Rivers,andto financial
"ask the state
give
supportof Georgia
to such toa
motion picture program for the State as the
Department
the Interior
has for Pictures
the nation,of
and
that theof Division
of Motion
that Department be urged to assist in planning and aiding such organizations.

some of youmaterial
object that
proper
kind"I ofhearentertainment
is nottheavailable
in 16mm. version, and I admit that such
material has been scarce. In that connection
you will be interested that Films, Incorporated,
has announced the addition of twenty-five fulllength features to its library for school distribution, including such important films as :
'Alice in Wonderland,' 'Little America,' 'Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,' 'Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde,'
'Peter Ibbetson,' 'So Red the Rose'
and
'The Crusades.'
"If your school needs social programs the
films toareemphasize
now available,
and feeling
I don'tthatthinkit isI
need
again my
important to keep such showings distinct from
classroom work. The showing of entertainment
films in the classroom should, in my judgment,
be limited to films that are carefully selected
from the point of view of subject matter of
that particular class. Most entertainment films
need to be abbreviated or edited for such classroom showings."
"There arealong
two thisveryline,"significant
developments
Dr. Bean recent
continued.
"The
MPPDA
have
nounced access to their vaults on recently
behalf of an-an
Advisory Committee of Educators, headed by
Mark A. May of the Institute of Human Relations at Yale."
The implication of this announcement was
that after the Committee had previewed the
feature material and short subjects of comfilm producers,
arrangements
would bemercialmade
for releasesome
of such
as were
found adaptable for school use under conditions
that would not jeopardize their release to
commercial exhibitors. Further announce-

Be British: IVilcox

British Film

Must

The one and only way in which British
pictures
placeinternational
in the elusive
American "can
marketwinanda gain
appeal is by being out and out British in
tone," Herbert Wilcox, producer of "VicGreat,"
the BritishMr.Luncheon
Club intoria, theNew
YorktoldMonday.
Wilcox,
Anna Neagle, star, and Charles De Grandcourt, co-author of the screen story, were
guests of the Club.
"We British producers used to imitate
Hollywood in our efforts to win world-distribution for pictures," Mr. Wilcox said.
"That was the wrong way and 'Victoria
theMr.Great'
has proved
me." distribution
Wilcox
said thatit toworld
on all pictures he will make in the next 10
years is guaranteed by the contract he has
just signed with RKO Radio.
The picture opened Thursday at the Radio
City Music Hall, New York. Miss Neagle
and Mr. Wilcox, who attended the opening,
plan to attend the premieres of the picture
in Washington, D. C, and in Hollywood.
Mr. Wilcox on Thursday invited motion
picture and other persons to a midnight
supper in honor of Miss Neagle, at New
York's Ritz-Carlton Hotel, on the occasion
of her departure from New York.
The picture is in its sixth week at the
Leicester Square theatre in London.
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Purchase

of

Chase

Holdings

Meets

Setback

Long standing negotiations for purchase
of the majority of the common stock in
Twentieth Century-Fox now held by the
Chase National Bank of New York met another setback this week in the reiterated
intention of T. L. Tally and the Corbar Corporation to press their action to set aside
the Fox West Coast bankruptcy on grounds
of fraud.
Joseph Goetz
M. Schenck,
Zanuck,
William
and other Darryl
interestsF. identified
with Twentieth Century- Fox have been
awaiting final clarification of this situation
before proceeding with their deal for the
stock acquisition.
Mr. Tally and Corbar Corporation have
been pressing the litigation for months. A
lower court held against them on October
11th and a rehearing sought before the
United States supreme court was refused.
William Neblett, attorney for the plaintif s, in a move to have the case tried in state
courts on the ground that the federal court
litigation failed on a jurisdictional issue,
filed suit on the same basis in Los Angeles
this week. The complaint charges that Fox
West Coast Theatres on February 26, 1933,
conveyed poration
to FoxvaluableWest
Theatres
Corand Coast
profitable
properties
and the next day filed a petition of voluntary
bankruptcy proceedings.
E. W. Hammons Says Costs
Increased 32.5% in Year
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational,ductionsaid costs
in for
New Educational
York this week
proshort that
subjects
had increased 32.5 per cent over last year.
The added expense is attributed to labor and
new salary regulations put into effect by
the Screen Actors Guild.
Earlier in the season when the program
was laid out, it was anticipated that the new
season's
product
approximately
20 per cent
more would
than cost
last year,
but new
conditions have been responsible for an additional 12.5 per cent, it was said.
Bush with Twentieth Century -Fox
Rodney Bush, former eastern advertising
representative for Walter Wanger, last
week joined the Twentieth Century-Fox advertising department, in New York. He
succeeded John Thomas, who resigned to
become associated with Batten, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn, advertising agency.
Mr. Bush's first
Twentieth
Century-Fox
will assignment
be a special for
campaign
for
"Old Chicago."
The Midwest Talent Association, in
Omaha, Neb., this week elected David B.
Clifford president, and Penny Pennington
vice-president, succeeding Dante Picciotti
and Harry Brader. Mr. Brader is returning
to the Minneapolis symphony orchestra as
violinist, turning over the directorship of
the Omaha civic orchestra to Mr. Picciotti.
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ASIDES

and

INTERLUDES
Lucille Gleason rode out from her Hollywood home to the Republic Pictures studio
the other afternoon to see how Jimmy Gleason, her husband, was getting along in his
big new job of producer for Herb Yates.
Jimmy's
secretary
Gleason
that he
was engaged
at onetoldwith
ofMrs.
those
not-to-be-disturbed conferences
the highest
of the
high powers.
So the Missus sat around to
await
its conclusion.
One half-hour passed, then another, and
no Jimmy. Impatient, Mrs. Gleason toddled
over to stand under the transom of her husstormed band's
in —officeanddoor,
foundheard
friendabsolute
husband quiet,
knitting a sock!
V
press inagent
GoldwynBenat Washer,
United Artists
New forYork,Samuel
contributes
to the Ho Hum Department with the announcement that is"Archie
directing
for Samuel
Goldwyn,
due in Mayo,
New York
on Monday.
...
Mr. Mayo's
accommodations
aboard
the Twen-A.
tieth Century are in Car 261, Bedrooms
and M."
V
Only in Hollywood would Director William
Wyler go to work on a motorcycle, and Player
Allen Jenkins show up mornings at the studio
driving a one-and-one-half-ton
truck.
V
Charles Laughton, star turned producer,
has reached
the stage
revela-in
tion in his new
work offorunbelievable
United Artists,
London. "One point that producing has
made clear to me," he asserts, "is that the
producer thinks." V
Columbia Pictures comes forward with the
formal
that company
Joe E. Brown's
starringannouncement
picture for the
will be first
entitled "Chinese Hooey."
Japan diatewill
probably
voluntarily
and
immely, lift any and all embargoes aimed at
American product — justVfor this single occasion.
WAR NOTES:
Martha Raye, working for Paramount in
Hollywood
Broadcast
of whose
1938,"
plays
the partin of"The
a jinxBigwoman
on a ship
crew goes on strike against her. A sign in
Chinese, reading "Put the Jinx Woman in the
Laundry," was needed, so a Paramount sign
painternese had
a Chinese
characters
for him. "extra" paint the ChiFortunately for Paramount, Chinese Anna
May Wong is appearing in the same picture.
She saw the scene with the sign. She saw the
sign.
It read: at"BOYCOTT
Vandalism
Paramount : JAPAN."
Every item of
Japanese art used to dress an art dealer's apartment setting for "Daughter of Shanghai" was
found
studio. destroyed the other morning at the
V
A group of San Franciscans has proposed
to the 1939 Golden Gate Exposition management that a lease be given to them at the
fair for
concession
where canthe step
public,up paying ten acents
per person,
and
hold $1,000,000 in cash in their hands. The
group figures that few persons have seen
$1,000,000 and would pay a dime to boast
they had.
If we are to believe the studio press
agents,
there's
single prospect for the
concession
in allnotofa Hollywood.

QUICK, WATSON,
THE NEEDLE
When a call comes in for a doctor
who may be attending the RKO Paramount theatre in Cincinnati, Manager Joe Goetz has the screen opening
enlarged, and the message projected
above the picture so as not to interrupt the screening.
The other evening "The Good
Earth" had just gotten to the scene
where O-lan, working in the field,
apprises Wang, her husband, that she
is going to have a baby. At that very
instant, the screen was enlarged, and
directly above the scene appeared the
flash: "DR. MENDELSOHN IS
WANTED."
Several doctors were needed afterward to bring the audience out of its
convulsions.
The newspaper and trade press far and
wide recorded the settling of the Freddie
Bartholomew suit against Metro. They told
how the studio agreed to pay the youngster
§2,000 a week for 40 weeks of film work,
and $3,000 weekly for six weeks of personal
appearances annually — a total of $98,000. The
contract, however, really goes further than
the $98,000, for Freddie signed a separate
contract, personally, with Louis B. Mayer,
under which he is to receive from the corpocket-money
on his own,poration $1ona week
anything,
at any time.to spend
wasn't toso establish
many years
that anas attempt
wasIt made
New agoOrleans
a motion picture center. Some of the leading actors
assembled for the purpose were Andy Rogers,
Joy Zeidler
known
toLeatrice
his parents
as W.andW."Baby
Young,LeRoy,"
Jr. Rogers,
Leatrice
Joy
and
"Baby
LeRoy"
finally
went
on to Hollywood heights.
Today we return to New Orleans, to find
Andy pitaRogers
in the Young
Marine Wally
Hosl to remain fighting
among hard
the living.
Young has culminated a most successful
careernowas aspires
Tulane toUniversity's
cheerleaderof
and
follow in best
the footsteps
his lawyer father. And news dispatches carry
word from Hollywood to New Orleans that
Louis B. Mayer has signed Leatrice Joy Gilbert, John
13-year-oldGilbert,
daughterto ofan Leatrice
Joy and
the late
acting contract.
She will make her debut, ironically, in "Benefits
Forgot."
Ambitious chao, that Gordon Conte, film
salesman for Warners in Washington. "The
Warner Spirit," new Warner sales departmenteywell
"houseRechetnik,
organ,"tellsedited
in itsbyfirstSidney
issue Honhow
Mr.
"is won
competing
for honors
dad, Conte
who has
every drive
put onwithby his
the
Heinz Pickle Works!"

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
Those in Hollywood who saw the stormy
straining-at-the-leash of Miss Grace Moore,
while working for Harry Cohn and Columbia
Pictures, will remember how close motion
pictures
the opera Things
came toquieted
an absolute
severance andof relations.
down,
however — with the aid of the United States
Marines.
the cordiality
that hashas been
existed sinceAnd
between
the two arts
inspiring. But it may not last long, for
Paramount Butis vigorously.
about to disrupt the entente
cordiale.
Grand opera is about to be given a new
reason — this time, a real reason, to protest
against
treatment
of its operatic
darlings.Hollywood's
Calling Gladys
Swarthout,
Metropolitan Opera star, on a hurry-trip to its
studios gale,"
to appear
in "Theinforms
Yellow the
NightinParamount
little
lady, whose
training now
was in the most
dignified
traditions
of
the
"Met,"
that
the
script
calls for her to be on the receiving end of
one long matoand
of over-ripe
toes, to be heavy
hurledbarrage
by a group
of expert
marksmen just as hard as they can heave
them.
John Barrymore
the cast, too,
Paramount
insists that isthein tomatoes
are but
for
Miss Swarthout.
Never any rest for the weary, the motion
picture now is embroiled in an argument between Lily Pons and the opera, over skirts and
brassieres and panties of feathers, which tickle.
The controversy started at the RKO Studios in Hollywood,
whendonned
Miss Pons
her operatic
robes and
three un-donned
ounces of
feathers to play the lead in "Hitting a New
complained
— in fact,
Miss thePonsstudio,
had
anNobody
appreciative
audience
around
until Pietro Cimini, the celebrated symphony
orchestra
maestro,
podium inTo San
Francisco for
a visitleftto his
the studios.
his
amazement, he discovered Lily, in her feathers,
standing
on
top
of
a
white
piano
and
singing
High."
Polonaise
from "Mignon."
Pietro Cimini
fumed and stormed a denunciation. "Putting opera in tights seems unhe choked.
"It's breaking faith necessary,
with undignified,"
the opera,"
he charged,
eviforgetting
Mary Garden put "Saldently
ome" in less
thanthattights.
But Miss Pons wasn't a bit ruffled. "I wasn't
wearing tights," she retorted. "That was suntan powder."
Sally Rand is in San Francisco for the
dedication of that big bridge, and Jonas
Perlberg, of Paramount theatres, wonders
if she's gonna do a span dance.
V
The blood-shedding efforts of the CIO and
the AFL, and the insistence of Mr. Roosevelt
onwithraising
of employers'
relationsof
their the
bossesstandards
and establishing
the rights
labor results.
for all time, are beginning to show some
real
The blue-blooded Nan Pierson Brooks Macy
Brill, of New York society and now of Hollywood, announces that she. has signed a contractures,
t to ivork
a player with
Picand thatas Universal
agreed,Universal
after much
zvrangling,
Nan'sherstipulation
that shehernever,
brows.
never,
neverto dye
hair or pluck
eye-
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"DE-FREEZE"

FILM
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TITLES

BOARD
MPPDA'S
time and addedBY
that he believed
it would work
IS APPROVED
30,000 Titles Already Listed out to the mutual benefit of all companies.
The new plan is scheduled to go into ef- Chicagoans Face
in Compilation of Names
fect January 1st and in the meantime the
of All Pictures Ever Pro- committee
will decide on details of operation.
One
of the first steps to be taken will be New Electric Cost
duced in the United States
to have each of the companies submit the
Buried in the musty files of motion pic- titles for its reserve list. The lists, it is ex- inby Chicago
WILLIAM F. CROUCH
ture producers are 30,000 film titles, compected, will include the titles of each completely
forgotten
by
many,
dimly
remempany's outstanding pictures.
Chicago's
Loop$500,000
theatresin may
have orto
bered by only a few.
spend
more than
rebuilding
installing new electrical equipment if plans
Relegated to obscurity after at one time atof the Commenwealth Edison Company to
tracting thousands upon thousands of persons
change
electrical
current
in the Loop
tonowthearenation's
many of the Again
titles Tax Figures Show
the
direct
to the
alternating
typefromgo
destinedtheatres,
to be resurrected.
through.
marquees and billboards may carry such
Legal counsel has been arranged for to
titles as "American Maid," "At First Sight,"
the views of the theatremen and
Gain for August present
"At the Mercy of Men," "Battling Jane,"
other Loop businessmen regarding the
"Beautiful
"Beloved
thousands Enemies,"
of others first
used Traitor"
years ago.and
change.
all areas outside the Loop have
A general revival of theatrical attendance alternatingAs current
company is
the country in August is indi- endeavoring to installthetheEdison
The task of restoring the titles to the throughout
cated by figures released by the Bureau of in the downtown district. same type current
light has been undertaken by the Motion Internal
Revenue
showing
that
admission
Picture Producers and Distributors of tax collections in September (representing
Roy Faskett, Balaban and Katz technical
America, whose board of directors this business of the preceding month) jumped to expert,
said that to change the electrical
week approved a resolution directing the $1,722,468, a gain of something over $123,- equipment in the Chicago theatre alone
would
cost
approximately $100,000. All
000
as
compared
with
the
August
total
of
to "de-freeze"
committeemotion
registration
title titles
and $52,000 above the September, motors would have to be changed and motor
the
of produced
pictures, $1,599,242,
1936, revenue of $1,670,044.
generator sets would have to be installed in
effective January 1st.
For the nine months ending with Septem- the projection booth and the entire electrical
Compilation of a list of the names of all
back stage would need alterber collections aggregated $14,474,812, com- switchboard
pictures produced in the United States since
Other Loop theatres involved in the
pared with $12,859,944 in the correspond- changeing.are
the beginning of motion pictures has been
the
Palace,likeOriental
and Stateing
period
last
vear,
a
gain
of
approximately
Lake. These houses,
the Chicago,
have
started, and already contains more than
$1,600,000.
30,000 titles.
stage
shows
and
the
electrical
requirements
In the third New York (Broadway) dis- are more pronounced than in other Loop
No Beating on Registration System
trict, the bureau reported, admission tax col- theatres.
jumped from $393,838 to $442,546
While affecting the titles of produced pic- but were lections
In fighting the plans proposed by the Edi$75,000 under the $517,180
tures, the resolution has no bearing upon collected innearly
son company theatremen and others interSeptember,
1936.
the present title registration system. This
ested, question
the power
company's
The difference between the September col- to make
the change
without
agreeingrightto
means, the MPPDA explained, that prolections
and
those
of
both
the
preceding
ducers still will be given a maximum of 18 month and the corresponding month last share in the expense of the changes. To
months'
protection
on a registered
and year were shown to be entirely in box office ance.
date the company has offered no such assistif, after that
time, production
has nottitle,
started
Taxes collected at the box office
The State Street Association, one of the
another company may step in and register receipts.
in September totaled $407,698 against $350,- more
the same title. This system has been fol- 938
progressive
in
August
and
$489,455
in
September,
lowed for the last ten years.
the
city,
is fightingbusinessmen's
the proposed groups
plan andin
But, although titles of produced films are 1936.
judging
from
the
large
amounts
involved,
The bureau also said that revenues from if the entire Loop district is affected,
a bitto
be "de-frozen,",
producers
measure
of protection
throughwilltheretain
settinga free or reduced rate admissions totaled $546
ter
battle
will
result
before
the
plan
is acin September against $2,651 the preceding
c
e
p
t
e
d
o
r
dropped.
up of a reserve list. Each title of an original month
; tickets sold by brokers, $2,582 against
story will
the soleof property
of the
trant for abe period
four years
fromregisthe $2,651 ; tickets sold in excess of the box Columbia, Pillsbury In Tieup
office
price, $555 against $498; permanent
calendar duced.
yearAfter inthatwhich
time, the
the picture
produceris promay use or lease of boxes and seats, $210 against
Columbia Pictures Corporation and the
$270;
and admissions to roof gardens and Pillsbury Flour Mills Company will conduct
place the title on his reserve list, which
gives him continued sole ownership until he cabarets, $30,954 against $36,205.
a tieup advertising campaign this season, for
elects to drop the title from the list. The
The Virginia censor board this week re- "The Three Stooges," Columbia's comedy
reserve list is limited to 250 titles for each
ported that for the first three months of the team, and Farina, a product of the Pillsbury
The Pillsbury campaign includes
producing
Those titles
not onafter
re- fiscal year
starting$1,701
July ahead
1 the ofboard's
re- company.
serve listscompany.
will be available
to others
newspapers with a circulation of 10,000,000,
ceipts are running
the same
period
a
year
ago.
The
total
is
$9,720.
The
the four -year period.
program over 35 National Broadrevenue is based on a charge of $2 per 1,000 a radio casting
Company stations and displays in
Exceptions to Plan
feet of original film and $1 per 1,000 feet grocery outlets throughout the country. ColThe MPPDA pointed out, though, that for duplicates.
program includes
matinees,umbia's
premiums,
soundspecial
trailerschilddren's
and adthe "de-freezing"
will such
not "include
vertising material.
titles
of copyrightedprocess
material
as the
titles of books and plays that have been
Harry Foster, an agent in England who
M. F. Hepburn, recently returned to
adapted to the screen. Titles in this cate- is affiliated with the William Morris agency
gory will remain the exclusive property of in New York, arrived in New York last power as premier in the Ontario governthe registrant.
week to offer American producers a number
ment, has appointed himself to the post of
Albert W. Howson, chairman of the title of stories and plays held by Gaumont- provincial treasurer, which makes him departmental head of the board of moving
registration committee, said his group has British. Mr. Foster will go to the coast after
had the plan under consideration for some a two weeks stay in New York.
picture censors.
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Victoria
More daring than the outposts of imagination!... Thrilling beyond the puny
limits of fiction!... A mighty human drama with all the world a stage
...and all the people in it actors in a flaming pageant rolling headlong through the sixty years that shook the world!

THE

GREA

History, yes . . . but more than history ... the intimate record of a
beautiful woman's romance . . . the story of a queen who loved as
you and I ... told against a moving background unbelievable in
immensity, ungraspable in scope, unmatched in beauty and power!

T

A SHOW

TO SENSATIONALIZE

LIFETIME CHANCE

AND

AT THE BIGGEST

SELL WITH
CROWDS

SMASH!... A ONCE-IN-A-

YOUR THEATRE

CAN PLAY TO!
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poor opinion of an English youth of his own
age, becomes an innocent tool of a gang of track
crooks, throws a race and thereby causes the Penrod and His1
death oflook
the bad
English
lad'serstwhile
grandfather.
things
for his
enemy,When
the Twin Brother
jockey, influenced by some intimate friends,
Brothers)
comes back to win the Derby, make friends with (Warner
the boy he did not like and return with him to Comedy and Melodrama
England.
Although thesuggested
by Booth
Tarkington's
original story
used here
was preMickey Rooney is the jockey. The English characters,
pared by William Jacobs and Hugh Cummings.
youth is English Ronald Sinclair, whom MGM
In
a
great
many
ways
it
is
a
followup
on
has
been
grooming
as
Freddie
Bartholomew's
successor if necessary. C. Aubrey Smith again rod and Sam." Not only will it have Billy"Penand
has one of those sympathy winning character Bobby Mauch, who were in that picture in addiroles which he so expertly portrays, and Judy
tion
to
being
featured
in
"Anthony
Adverse"
Garland and Sophie Tucker, outstanding in and "The Prince and the Pauper," but it also
willthepresent
Butts," "Verman"
"BroadwayportingMelody,"
friends.
Sup- all
others "Rodney
of the Tarkington
personnel. and
players listedareareMickey's
Forrester
Harvey,
Undoubtedly the production is being aimed at
Elisha Cook, Jr., and Lionel Belmore.
audiences although it is expected to
If all goes as expected, MGM may have in juvenile
adult appeal as well.
this a picture that has some of the qualities have"Rodney"
"Penrod" and his dog into
which
"Captains
Courageous" and "The trouble. Butgets
"Rodney" is kidnaped by gangDevil
Ismadeadate:
Sissy"
so interesting.
Release
November
19, 1937.
sters.
Almost
simultaneously
"Penrod's"
of Junior G-men discover another
boy and gang
dog
who are the "spit'n' image" of "Penrod" and
his
pet. They
go toother
work boyto find
and
discover
that the
and "Rodney,"
his dog were
responsible
for getting
"Penrod"
into
trouble.
Carrier
pigeons
^nd
the
dogs
play
a
great
part
She's Cot That Swing
in finding the boy and rounding up the kid(RKO Radio)
napers.
Grown-ups
be seenByington,
in supporta fixture
of the youngComedy- Romance
include toSpring
in the
Although much copy pertaining to character "JonesstersFamily"
series
of
Twentieth
of story content and production values will be Fox, Frank Craven, Charles Halton, CenturyDonald
available, it appears that the names to be pre- Hulbert, Max Wagner and Eddie Collins. The
ted in"She's may
Got That
Swing," upon
whichto iscarry
not youngerrow, supporting
contingent
lists Jackie Jerry
Morto be a senmusical,
be depended
Bennie Bartlett,
Billy Wolfstone,
a good share of the exploitation load.
Madden,
John
Perrone,
Billy
Lechner,
Philip
It will be the fifth picture in which Gene Ray- Hurlic and Ernie Wechbough.
mond and Ann Sothern have been co-starred, its
The production is being directed by William
predecessors having been "Hooray for Love," McGann, who did "Penrod and Sam" and the
"Walking on Air," "Smartest Girl in Town" current
Release"Alcatraz
date :To Island."
be determined.
and
Girl." Moore
It also and
marksHelen
the
fifth "There
film inGoes
whichMy Victor
Broderick have been presented as featured players. Further, it will present such recognized
comedians as Billy Gilbert, Parkyakarkus, last Swing
Comedy Your Lady
in "The Life of the Party" and "New Faces of (Warner Brothers)
1937," and Solly Ward, whose work in "Flight
be mistaken let it be known that
from
Other Glory"
players brought
to be seenmuchare favorable
William comment.
Brisbane, thisLestis toanyone
be a wrestling picture. It is to be a
Jack
wrestling picture and no more an expose
Alec Carson,
Craig. Alan Bruce, Richard Tucker and comedy
thantoa suspect.
musical picMarriage for money is the motivating theme. of theture asart
Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry
the oftitlebonemightbending
lead one
(MGM)
A penniless society girl and a young millionaire
It may
be
that
it
will
be
a
rather
ribald ofcom-its
A Race Track Yarn
are the central figures. The subject has been
it seems that for a great portion
Not much guessing should be required to approached from a comedy standpoint. Creditors way edy,a as barnstorming
"world's champion"
understand that this will be a race track picture, band together to finance the girl's matrimonial wrestle
a
feminine
blacksmith,
but
not in will
the
in background and in production effects which adventure. She does not care for the suitor
wrestling
with the her
ladythat
will hebe iscon-in
will make for exciting action. Thematically, they propose as a husband, but she does indulge ring. fiHis
ned to trying
to convince
in an on-again
-againherromance
with ina spite
per- love with her. The actual wrestling will feature
however,
it is the
of a and
boy'sAmerica,
regeneration.
sonable lad who offmakes
marry him
The locales
are story
England
parNat Pendleton, who
holdesteem,
the present
ticularly the Santa Anita race track. Many fam- of herself.
in anydoesn't
too great
and a
ous horses will appear.
The production is based on an original story crop of wrestlers
bearded giant yclept Daniel Boone SavBased on a story by J. Walter Ruben, for by Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff. The hulking
age,
who
goes
around
Los
Angeles
clad
in
which Eleanore Griffin did the screen play, the screen play was effected by Harry Segall,
carrying
a lantern no overmat-a
picture is being directed by Alfred E. Green, credited with "There Goes My Girl" and "Super
terallshowand khaki
bright shirt,
the day,
and accompanied
by
who, in his off-the-screen activities, is a devoted Sleuth," and Maxwell Shane, who did "Satur- mangy hound dog.
follower of the turf. That track authenticity,
Heroes," "This Way, Please" and "You
Pendleton's promoter is Humphrey Bogart, a
as well as quality of romantic, comic and human Can't day's
Beat Love." It is being produced by Al- half way comic in "Stand-In" and a thorough
interest content, will be all that is expected is
bert
Lewis,
maker
of
"The
Gilded
Lily"
and
going
"DeadwillEnd."
Frank menace
McHugh,in who
have His
Allentrainer
Jenkinsis
many Santley,
others, who
and as
borne out by Green's record, which includes the "Meet theis inMissus,"
the handsamong
of Joseph
his assistant. The feminine blacksmith is
handling of such films as "More Than a Sec- direction
has
done
four
more
productions
for
RKOLouise Fazenda. The presence of these players
retary," "Here's to Romance" and many Ed- Radio.
in the film establishing the comedy keynote, that
-ward
G. Robinson
pictures.
Release date : To be determined.
A young
American
jockey, holding only a
Charlie Chan at
Monte Carlo
(Twentieth
A ContinuationCentury - Fox)
Norman Sproul, for a long time manager of
the Fox theatre, Redondo Beach, Cal., said,
"I'd rather Redondo
play a Charlie
Chan inthan
Although
Beach lies
the anything."
immediate
environs of Los Angeles, it is so isolated that it
hasn'ttheatre
very plays
much something
competitionlikeand600consequently
the
pictures a
year. Undoubtedly Mr. Sproul was eager to
play the v"Chans"
for
the
simple
reason
that inariably they made money.
After about 15 or 16 of these pictures which
feature Warner Oland (of late, he has not apeared in anything
isn't is,much
be said pabout
the nextelse),
one.there
If there
and can
we
pick at random, choosing Motion Picture
Herald, Sept. 11, 1937, and turning to "What
the
PictureFortDidWorth,
for Me,"
J. W.saidNoah,
Libertyhe
theatre,
Texas,
it when
■commented
Orientalsign,hasbutnever
forced us to "This
put outclever
the S.R.O.
not
onceThe have
we lost money
pictures."could
showmanship
value ofon anhisattraction
not
betterlosebemoney.
established.
"Charlie there
Chans"is
do not
In allTheHollywood
tnot a producer who would not swell up with
pride until he burst could the same remark be
made of his product. In all the pictures, Charlie
is upalways
againstsucceeds
his "greatest"
other.
He
in such something
a way thator people
believe and understand him, and he succeeds
in providing
simply what is expected of all pictures— entertainment.
In
"Charlie
Chanis athardly
Montenecessary,
Carlo," a Warner
resume
•of what happens
Oland will be accompanied by Keye Luke, Virginia Field, Harold Huber (fine in "Chan on
Broadway"),
SidneyandBlackmer,
Kay
Linaker, Robert
EdwardKent,
Raquello
George
Lynn. Robert Ellis and Helen Logan wrote the
•original, Charles Belden and Jerry Cady adapted, and Eugene Forde, who made "On Broadway" and date
"In :London,"
directing.
Release
Novemberis 19,
1937.

DID

I FIX

IT, OR

DID

I

"One dame
throws this guy down
when I
broke, see?. • • So I gets him another sw
only this one's sweetie
champ
sword
dueler ... And
he

jealous!

Boy,

some

•
f

and fightin'!"
DEEP-DOWN
LAUG
AND

SKY-HIGH

LO

whh John »
SONGS
In Ills most romantic singing

happens

to f><

17

Fixm

tells her he's
ill number —
he

world's

Screen Play by
Ernest Pagano • Harry Segal • Harry Kusell
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MOTION

Distributors

Lose

In Appeal

from

Argentina
by
N. BRUSKI
in Buenos
Aires

Ruling

The criminal court of appeal has upheld
the lower court decision of Judge Artemio
Moreno committing for trial the members
of the Argentine Film Distributors Association for violation of the anti-trust laws
of the country.
The court also had imposed a bond of
15,000 ber.
pesos
on theallproperty
of each
memPractically
the large
American
companies are members of the Argentine
organization.
As a result of the decision, one of Argentina's leading evening newspapers, La
Prensa, published an editorial severely criticizing members of the association.
"Notwithstanding
that the ofFederal
tution forbids the restraint
trade Constiwithin
the jurisdiction of the Republic, represses
trusts, etc.," the paper said, " a monopoly
had been controlling the exhibition of motion pictures, fixing prices and meddling in
matters pertaining to the administration of
the motion picture houses. . . .
view picture
of the evidence
againstin
the"Inmotion
monopoly brought
in the case
question, itthorities
is imperative
that
the
legal
should intervene, imposing authe
fullest penalities provided.
"The damage done by this monopoly is
obvious and can be summed up in the admission prices the theatre-goers have been
paying for several years, in the lack of
freedom exhibitors have for preparing their
programs and the subjection of the owners
of theatres to conditions which in many a
caseSo have
to bankruptcy."
far inledthethemproceedings,
the defendants
have not been permitted to present evidence
but they will be entitled to when the case
comes before the sentence judge.
There is no doubt that at this stage the
association can prove to the satisfaction of
the judges that there is no ground for the
charges and that without the present organization and method of exploiting pictures
the motion picture business cannot survive.
The association has published statements
in the leading newspapers explaining how it
operates so that the good faith of the people
is not marred by news spread by those who
condemn the existence of the organization.
The directorate of the association, upon
whom fines probably will be levied, includes: Guy P. Morgan, United Artists;
Harry Novak, Warners; Sigfried Bauer,
M-G-M ; John Nathan, Paramount ; Charles
Morgen, Columbia; Monroe Eisen, Universal ;Adolph Wilson, Terra ; Charles Glucksmann, Radio Lux, and Julius Joly of Joly
Company.
The public prosecutor has asked sentences
of000 15pesos
months'
fines of 20,each imprisonment
against the 18or defendants.
Salt Lake Wins Drive
Cityoffice
exchange
won
theMonogram's
first prize ofSalt$300Lakeas the
obtaining
the highest percentage of quota in the nastanding in was
Monogram's
10 week third.
sales
drive. tional
Memphis
second, Albany
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(.Continued from page 43)
quality will be accentuated by the presentation
of the Wheeler Brothers and Elvira, long featured in vaudeville and musical comedy. Others
of more or less prominence in the production
are Eddie Acuff, Leon Weaver, Olin Howland,
Joan Howard, the juveniles Tommy Bupp,
Sunny Bupp and Sue Moore, and Sammy
White, who is included for a specialty.
Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinson concocted the original story which Joseph Schrank
and Maurice Leo adapted. Ray Enright, a
comedy specialist director, is handling the piece
and Sam Bischoff is the producer.
Release date : Tentatively Dec. 12, 1937.
Daughter of Shanghai
(Paramount)
Melodramatic Adventure
Despite the topical significance the appellation might imply, this production will have
nothing to do with or be in any way related to
the warfare now being waged about Shanghai.
In character it is a melodramatic adventure
story based on the alien smuggling racket and
the manner in which a Chinese girl, in alliance
with a Chinese attache of the Immigration Service, breaks up the ring. Naturally a romantic
thread
daresemblance
to make
a picture— few
whichproducers
does not nowadays
contain some
of Inasmuch
a love storyas —writing
is wovenandintoadapting
the melodrama.
credits are
yet to be decided upon, it is not, at the moment,
possible to identify those who had a hand in
creating the story. Still its theme is quite
familiar. The director, Robert Florey, is a
specialist in handling melodramatic material.
His latest picture is the comedy "Mountain
Music," but his recent career lists such works
as "King of Gamblers," "Outcast," "Hollywood
Boulevard"
and the
"Preview
Murder Mystery."
Undoubtedly
showmanship
asset upon
which exhibitors are most likely to concentrate
ismarkthe the
fact return
that "Daughter
of
Shanghai"
of Anna May Wong to will
the
American screen. She and Philip Ahn are the
leads. In other cast assignments are such
familiar names as Charles Bickford, Larry
Crabbe, Cecil Cunningham, J. Carroll Naish,
Evelyn Brent, Anthony Quinn, John Patterson,
Arthur Hohl and Mae Bush. In addition several Chinese actors appear in minor character
All
place inNewAmerica,
parts. thecationsaction
being San takes
Francisco,
York, atheWestloIndies
Island
and
a
ship
bound
for
the Pacific
Coast.
Release date: January 21, 1938.
March of Time
On NBC Network
The March of Time Radio program has
been transferred from the Columbia Broadcasting System to the blue network of the
National Broadcasting Company. The
program is broadcast through 40 stations.
The sole reason for the change, the company announced, was to obtain a better
spot. The new time is 8:30 to 9 P.M.,
Eastern Standard Time, whereas over the
CBS
the program was heard from
10:30 stations
to 11 P.M.

Librarian
How

Film

3 0,

19 3 7

Tells
Tieups

Aid Book Reading
Tieups which exhibitors may effect with
public libraries for exploitation of motion
pictures are cited by Gretchen J. Garrison,
of the circulation department of the New
York Public Library, in an article published
in the October issue of the National Board
of Review Magazine.
In the story, entitled "The Library and
the Films,"
reports:
"Librarians haveMiss
watchedGarrison
with interest
the filming of well-known books. In general, providing there is a definite connection, they
are glad to call attention to worthwhile pictures by means of stills, scrapbooks of re'Books and theFilms'
exhibitof
corners, views,andspecialoccasionally,
showing
local
programs."
As theatre
to whether
motion pictures decrease
the reading of books, Miss Garrison comments :"No matter what the arguments on
either ablesidedemand
mayforbe, books
there isfrom
always
a noticewhich
films
have
been
made,
whenever
such
pictures
are
released.
"However, it is not always the story of
the pictureterested inthat
wanted. Readers
are in-in
film isproduction
and history,
motion picture photography, and in books
about historical periods which have been the
scenes of various films."
Miss pictures
Garrisonandwrote,
is Children's
influenced reading,
by motion
she
supports the statement by quoting other
"Miss
AnnewithCarroll
Moore,
persons.
ent of work
children,
does superintendnot believe
that motion pictures have taken the place of
reading for children," the article continues.
'They
a stimulus to reading,'
she saysare,. .rather,
.
"Miss Mabel Williams, superintendent of
work with schools, says that the influence
of films on reading is most noticeable among
the students at vocation and industrial high
schools. These young people are non-readers ordinarily, though their interest in mopictureswhich
can befilms
led have
to an been
interest
bookstionfrom
made.in
Through these films, they have become conscious of books and reading as a pleasurable
experience."Away
UA Selling

From FP Canadian
United Artists is selling away from Famous Players Canadian in Canada. Several
deals have been closed by George J.
Schaefer, vice-president and general manager of UA, with Loew houses and other
independents.
Among the deals are : Orpheum, MontrealGarrick,
;
Winnipeg ; Loew's, Toronto ;
Center, Ottawa ; Empire, Quebec ; Loew's,
London; Strand, Calgary; Vanity, Windsor; Roxy, Saskatoon; Rex, Regina; ImGuild Honors Young
perial, Moncton, N. B.; Orpheum, MooseThe Screen Actors Guild last week in jaw; Esquire,
Brantford, Ontario.
Hollywood voted that the best acting job
for the month of September was done by
The United Artists Denver exchange last
week was awarded the Silver Spurs Trophy
Rolandadjudged
Young thein best
"Topper."
Donald
was
supporting
actorMeek
for drive.
in the Jack Schlaifer Silver Jubilee sales
his work in "Toast of New York."
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Conquest
(MGM)
Historical Romance
More than five months of production
time, and talent of every description, creative, artistic, technical and mechanical,
were lavished upon "Conquest." Every
effort was exerted in the intent that "Conshould bemerchandise
a big picture,
that_ it
should bequest"screen
of entertainment value that would return profits in
proportion
ment made. to the extraordinary investThis production of the story of Maria
Walewska and Napoleon has a history of its
own. Greta Garbo read the Waclaw Gasiorowski novel and recommended it to the late
Irving Thalberg as a picture for her. Subsequently the making of the story was assigned to Bernard H. Hyman.
Intensive exploratory and research work
began early
in 1936 and1937.
actual shooting commenced in February,
Hundreds of thousands of feet of film
were photographed
views were held priorandto several
its beingsecret
shownpre-to
press audiences last Friday in the Four Star
theatre, Los Angeles, and on Monday and
Tuesday in New York.
open at the4th,Capitol
theatre
in "Conquest"
New York will
on November
following
the
two-week holdover showing of MGM's "Double
Wedding." This is a deviation from the company's usual procedure of opening its outstandpictures atseatthebasis.
Astor theatre on a two-aday, ingreserved
In their customarily uninformed manner,
Hollywood
explained
the booking into the commentators
Capitol as a device
to protect
the
Garbo prestige because, in the reviewers' judgment,
Charles
Boyer's
performance
was
dominant. The commentators did not carry out their
syllogism to the conclusion decreed by logic
that the public would come to its decision on
that and
anyforother
atre chosen
the matters
premiere.whatever the theMGM's current road show at the Astor,
"The Firefly,"
that theatre
Sunday
evening,
Octobercloses
31st,atunder
present onplans,
but
itelection
may continue
until
after
New
York's
city
day, Tuesday.
United Artists has a lease on the Astor for
the bershowing
of "Hurricane,"
Novem9th. At the
same time it starting
was pointed
out
that several other Broadway houses would be
available
were
"Conquest"
to
be
roadshown.
Another
explanation
advanced
opening at the Capitol
was that
theatresforneedthe higher
bracket
pictures
and
to
roadshow
"Conquest"
would tiehibitionupfor twothe orproduction
from That
generalwould
exthree months.
beshowing
sacrificing
the
prestige
and
grosses
of
roadto satisfy requests from the field.
Eleven months were spent in preparation of
the production, the home office said. Charles
Whitaker, technical expert, was sent to Europe
for research work upon which the construction
of settings was based. The palace and ball-

room of Prince Joseph Poniatowski, Polish
patriot,otherinmassive
Warsaw,
"built to scale."
Anset waswasa reproduction
of Castle
Finckenstein
in Prussia
Marie
Walewska
lived. where Napoleon and
Otherclude thesequences
givenMoscow,
special Elba,
attention
inRetreat from
a ballroom sequence, and military reviews, in which
2,000 players were employed.
Ninety-one sets were constructed, ranging
from a tiny room to a palace.
Other factors in the cost of the production
were thequences remaking
severalbefore
important
seand the severalof delays
the return
of Miss Garbo from a vacation in Sweden, the
while
an unusually
large production and player
staff drew
full salaries.
Essentially,
"Conquest"
is behind-the-scenes
romantic
history.
But, directly,
it is a love
story. Although there are more than 30 principal speaking parts, and thousands of extras,
Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer dominate the
production, and Boyer so dominates Miss Garbo
that his performance is sure to establish him
asactor"
a candidate
awards. for any or all of the year's "best
While the background of their love story is
panoramic,
its detailing
intimate.
and its liberation
from theis rule
of the Poland
Czars
was Marie
Welewska's
great
passion.
Conquest, power and the establishment of dynasties
was
Napoleon's.
They
met,
this
man
woman, and, as men and women do, they and
fell
in love. That she might be near the "man of
destiny,"
that
her
dream
of
Polish
freedom
might be realized, she parted from her husband, and Napoleon, who was not above gracefully accepting a ribbing from Countess Pelagia, found comfort in the companionship.
Through the turmoil of war (always suggested
by allusion) into the intrigue of Austrian, Polish andleon.French
Marie followed
NapoFollowingcourts,
the impressively
reproduced
retreat from Moscow, she rejoined Napoleon
in Elba, where, for the first time, he saw the
child of their love. She aided him in making
his escape to the hundred days that culminated
at Waterloo. With little Alexander and Laetitia,
mother,warship
she looked
windowNapoleon's
as a British
sailedthrough
for St.a
Helena,
carrying
the
Emperor
to
exile
and
obscurity.
Under the direction of Clarence Brown this
love story, which Helen Jerome dramatized,
and Samuel Hoffenstein, Salka Viertel and S.
N. Behrman adapted from the Behrman adapted
from the Gasiorowski novel, comes up on the
screen as an appealing thing. Impressive as
is the production detail, it is secondary in
importance when considered in relation to the
force and charm of the motivation. As that
story
told, inwithestablishment
Herbert Stothart's
musical
score is_aiding
and embellishment of the various moods, interest concentrates
primarily
Boyer'sto match
work, his
the- stride,
effortsandwhich
Miss
Garboonmakes
the
contributions of Reginald Owen, Henry Stephenson, Dame May Whitty, Alan Marshal,
Leif Erickson, Maria Ouspenskaya, Claude
Gillingwater and C. Henry Gordon.
Previewed _ as noted. No great amount of
speculation is required to understand why the
film took so long to make. Such an extraordinot permitTo use
of ordinary
methodsnary venture
in its does
exploitation.
be talked
about

This department deals with new
product from the point of
view of the exhibitor who is
to purvey it to his own public
in ways that should not fail to arouse great
specialized and popular interest are a regiment
of famousductionnames,
wealth ofquality,
picturesque
technique ofa superior
and a prolove
story
of
appeal.
—
Gus
McCarthy.
Produced
and
distributed
by
MGM.
Produced
Bernard H. Hyman. Directed by Clarence Brown.by
Basedtion onby Helen
a bookJerome.
by Waclaw
Gasiorowski.
Dramatizaby Samuel
Hoffenstein, Salka Viertel
and S.Screenplay
N. Behrman.
MusicalDouglas
score
by
Herbert
Stothart.
Recording
director,
Shearer.
Art
director,
Cedric
Gibbons.
Gowns
Adrian.
Tom
Held,
film
editor.
Photographed
by
Karlby
Freund.
P. inC. Hollywood,
A. Certificate113 No.minutes.
3624. Running
time,
when
seen
Release
date:
Oct. 29, 1937. Adult audience
CAST classification.
Marie Walewska
Greta Garbo
Napoleon
Charles Boyer
Talleyrand
Reginald
Owen
Captain
D'Ornano HenryAlanStephenson
Marshal
Count
Walewski
Paul
Lachinski
Leif
Erikson
Laetitia
Bonaparte Dame
May Whitty
Prince
C. Henry
Gordon
CountessPoniatowski
Pelagia Maria
Ouspenskaya
Stephan
Claude
Gillingwater
Marshal
Duroc
George
Houston
Senator Malachowski Noble
GeorgeJohnson
Zucco
Roustan
Constant
George
Givot
Alexandre
Scotty
Beckett
Senator
Wvbitcki
HenryLebedeff
Kolker
Cossack
Captain
Ivan
Anna
BodilMeredith
Rosing
Countess
Potocka
Lois
Count
Potocka
Oscar Blythe
Apfel
Princess
Mirska
Betty
Grenadier
Persian
Ambassador GeorgeDr. Davis
Ferid
Persian Ambassador
Interpreter.. CarlosPasha
Khan
Turkish
de Valdez
Staps
RolandWarwick
Varno
Captain
Laroux
Robert
Prince Metternich
len Wulf
Maria
Louisa
Jean
Fen
wick
Bianca
Rosina Galli
Lejeune
Ralph Harolde
Dying Soldier
Vladimir
Sokoloff
Borrowing Trouble
(20th
Century-Fox)
The Jones
Family
Those who have had the experience of playing them know the amusement and exploitation
value
of thetheJoneslatest
Family
series.presents
"Borrowing
Trouble,"
edition,
familiar roster
of players
and introduces thean
interesting juvenile, Marvin Stephens. This
episode not only retains all the elements of the
predecessors
situation. but presents a somewhat different
This time the tranquillity of the Jones family
is disturbed when "Roger," under the influence
of "Herbert Thompson," makes a chum of
"Tommyis aMcGuire,"
"John"
thinks
bad boy. who
True,onlythe father
disadvantages
of improper environment have made him a
problem child. Nevertheless association with
"Roger" begins to work wonders.
Eventually, while trying to do the right
thing, "Tommy's" older brother, "Lester," and
his
"Joe"create
and "Charlie,"
on theit
seamypals,side,
a situationwhothatlivemakes
look
as
though
"Tommy"
helped
rob
Jones' " drug store. With the assistance"Mr.of
"Chief Kelly" and "Judge Walters," "Mr.
Jones,"
who isthenowtruesympathetic
towardIn thean
boy,
ascertains
state of affairs.
exciting chase sequence, the thieves are trapped.
Previewed in the Uptown theatre, Los
Angeles. The (Continued
neighborhood
on pageaudience
SO) was keen-
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(Continued from page 47)
ly interested. A peculiar circumstance surrounds the previewing of some of the 20th Century-Foxhouse,
pictures. When
big picture necessary
is shown
in a deluxe
it is a sometimes
to fighttives,one's
through
a hordemen,of asexecudirectors,waywriters,
publicity
well
ashad a tovaried
No one
fight assortment
his way intoofthishangers-on.
one. Sol Wurtzel
and Max Golden were the only executives noticedveirnsedthe
lobby. But
process was
reon completion
of thethe showing.
It was
necessary
tvaywhoout just
of the theatreto
throughto stand
a tomobfight
of one's
patrons
want
around
and talk.
Yet seemed
there was
no— G.great
array
of
stars
present
to
be gawked at.
M.
Produced and distributed
by 20th CenturyFox. Max
Golden,
Strayer. associate
Original producer.
story and Directed
screen playby byFrankRobertR.
Chapinated byand
Karen Kavanaugh.
DeWolf. BasedWilliam
on characters
cre-asKatherine
Eckhardt,Photosistant
director.
HansonSnyder.
Fritch,P.filmC. editor.
g
r
a
p
h
e
d
b
y
Edward
A.
certificate
number60 3713.
13, 1937. Running
time,
minutesRelease
when date,
seen Nov.
in Hollywood.
General
audience classification.
CAST
John
Jones
Jed Prouty
Bonnie
Shirley
Deane
Mrs.
JohnJones
Jones
Spring
Byington
Herbert
Thompson
Russell
Gleason
Jack
Jones
Kenneth
Howell
Roger
Jones
George
Ernest
Lucy
Jones
June Roberts
Carlson
Granny
Jones
Florence
Bobby
Jones
Billy
Mahan
Tommy
McGuire
Marvin
Stephens
Uncle
George
Andrew Hickman
Tombes
Judge
Walters
Howard
Chief
Kelly
Cy
Kendall
Charlie
Joseph
Downing
Lester McGuire
George
Walcott
Joe
Dick
Wessel
Sergeant Callahan Wade Boteler
Look Out, Mr. Moto
(Twentieth
Blood Curdler Century - Fox)
It is rather
the purposefireworks
of this production totouchmanifestly
off the emotional
customarily ignited by the serial, or chapter play.
The names for the marquee are Peter Lorre,
Rochelle Hudson and Robert Kent. And there
is something, of course, in the popularity of the
Mr. Moto character. Beyond a listing of these,
the wholly
safe campaign will consist of emphatic understatement.
The place
Africa. poking
"Mr. Moto"
discovered as anis deep
archeologist
about isamid
temple
ruins.
"Victoria
Mason"
deserts
her
round-the-world
plane andthings.
comes down
chute to do unexplained
Here, bytoo,para-by
coincidence,
is found "Marty
Weston,"
aoutfreetolance
cinematographer.
The chief
ruins
be in the
domain of a native
whoturnseems
to
have
been
exposed
to
a
white
man's
education
that
didn'taround
take.feats
Wherefore
excitement
revolves
of magic,much
poisoned
darts,
homing pigeons, underground passages, etc.,
until it develops that "Mr. Moto" and "Miss
Mason" revolution,
are secret agentstheysentdo,to theputdoing
down a
native
volving anumber which
of violent deaths and muchinmerry machine gunning.
The story is by Willis Cooper and Norman
Foster, the director, from the character by J. P.
Marquand,
the screenIt play
is byM.LouWurtzel
Breslow and Johnand Patrick.
is a Sol
production.
Previewed at the Uptown theatre, Los Angeles, to quite a collection of manifestly disappointed onlookers. — William R. Weaver.
Produced
by Sol M.Directed
Wurtzel.by Norman
DistributedFoster.
by Twentieth
nalcharacter
story Century-Fox.
by Willis
Cooper
and NormanScreen
Foster,playOrigifromby
the
by
J.
P.
Marquand.
Lou
Broslaw
and JohnFilmPatrick.
Assistant
director,
William
Eckhardt.
editor,
Nick
De
Maggio.
Photographed
by Virgil
certificatewhen
No.
3642.
date.
Nov.60 Miller.
26,minutes.
1937.P.C.A.
Running
seen Release
in Hollywood,
Generaltime,audience
classification.
CAST
Mr. Moto
PeterHudson
Lorre
Victoria
Mason
Rochelle
Marty
Weston J. Edward
Robert
Kent
Rajah
Ali
Bromberg
Chick Davis
Chick Chandler
Bokor
George
Regas
Zimmerman
Fredrik Vogeding
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The Missing Witness
(Warner
Bros. - FN)
Crime Melodrama
Witness"
based, apparently,
the"Missing
now famous
Deweyis investigations
of Newon
York's
rackets,
produced
by
Warners'
Foy as another of the timely pictures for Bryan
which
Foy's
production
has actual
becomestory
noted.of
It parallels
in somedepartment
instances the
the racket investigations of Mr. Dewey, outside
of the Luciano affair, which apparently served
as basis for an earlier production of the same
studios, "Marked Woman."
For marquee
use, "Missing
Witness"
John
Litel,
Dick Purcell,
Jean Dale
and hasMarsha
Ralston, plus several veteran character actors.
The original screenplay by Kenneth Garnet
and Don Ryan takes the audience away from
formula,
director, making addedwith
novelWilliam
gestures Clemens,
in his contributions.
When
a
restaurant
proprietor
identification of the racketeers whorepudiates
wrecked his
his
cafe, the city's crime ring is exposed and "Inspector Lane" is appointed to bring the leaders
to"Mary
justice.
Hiss secretary
assistant tois a"Bull
Jennings,"
stock Regan."
broker,
"Ward Sturgis," suspects he is the head of the
ring, and seesa "Lane"
"Regan." "Sturgis"
disappears,
murder andis committed,
and the
body ever,
is thought
be that ofmade"Sturgis."
How"Sturgis"theistowav
captured,
ruse, leaving
onen for theto confess
romanceby ofa
"Regan" and "Miss Jennings."
Previewed at the Warner theatre, Huntington Park,flueCal.,
whereclaque,
a capacity
audience,enjoyed
uninnced by studio
thoroughly
the production, while awaiting a scheduled
drawing
an automobile.
— -Vance
King.
ProducedforA and
distributed
by
WarnerAssociate
Bros. -First
National.
FirstFoy.
National
production.
Producer,
Bryan
Original
screenplay.
Kenneth
Garnet, Dontograph. Sid Ryan.
Director,
William
Clemens.
PhoHickox.
Dialogue
Director,
Frank
Beckwith. Film
Frederick
AssistantP.C.A.director. BoNo.
b Editor,
Rose.3538.Art
director,Richards.
Ted Smith.
Certificate
Running
time,
when
West eralCoast.
minutes. Release date, not set.seenGen-on
audience60classification.
CAST
TnQ^ertor
Line
JohnPurcell
Litel
Bull
Regan
Dick
Marv
Jennings
Jean
Dale
Mable
Jones
Marsha
Miss Finlay
VedaEddie
AnnRalston
Borg
Pete
Loven
Acufif
Gladys
Wagner
Wliitey
Johansen Sheila
Wm. Bromley
Haade
Wagner
Ben
Welden
Little
Joe
Macey
Raymond
Hatton
Ward
Sturgis
Harlen
Tucker
Oriole
Gadsby
Mary
Treen
Butler
Jack Harron
Mower
Harris
John
Hartland
Michael Marks
Chivvy
Predo LouisEarlNatheau
Gunn
Henie Dods
Federal Bullets
(Monogram)
Action Play
Accent is on action in this latest pictorial
elaboration
J. Edgar
Investigation.of The
routine Hoover's
G-Man plotBureau
is treat-of
ed to a new twist. The chief villainy is perp
e
t
r
a
t
e
d
b
y
a
nice,
homey,
grey
haired
old
woman who uses her mask of sweetness and
light to conceal her underworld activities.
Milburn Stone has the chief G-Man role, his
first leading assignment, a result of his work
in Terry
"Thirteenth
and "Atlantic
Flight."
Walker,Man"a former
song and
dance
girl
and
recently
seen
in
"23^2
Hours
Leave"
and
"Mountain Music," is given the task of supplying
the
film's
few
moments
of
romance,
but
has
no opportunity to manifest her musical talent.
In the character of the arch fiend, Mrs. Crippen, Zeffie Tilbury takes the overdrawn role in
the full stride of a seasoned trouper. The supporting cast numbers Matty Fain, Selmer Jackson, William Harrigan, Warner Richmond, BettytileCompson
and Helen
MacKellar. The versaBrown
exhibited
ing andKarldirecting
the piece.his talents by script'Tommy" is the Federal agent assigned to investigate the humanitarian work of "Mrs. Crip-

October 30

19 3 7

pen,"
who isas suspected
using forher underworld
charitable
enterprises
a smoke ofscreen
activity. By working the old ruse of pretending
to be a gangster, the sleuth works his way into
her organization. At the moment, the pet bit
of nefarious business is to "spring" the murderescapeer, "Barber
as he John."
is being Engineering
taken to the the
deathconvict's
house,
the "Crippen" tactics precipitate a storm of action and gunut theplay.
is unforces"Tommy's"
ofhislawromance
andidentity
order
to his aid.covered, bHe
resumes
with come
Miss
Walker while "Mrs. Crippen" is left to drop a
tear overvealed asthe
John,"revelation
who is re-of
her slain
son. "Barber
This sudden
the
harpy's maternity
stun thatif not
the audience.
Many maywillthink
the confuse
old girl
is pulling another of her nasty tricks.
Seen at a trade press showing in New York.
— Joseph F. Coughlin.
ProducedLonandYoung.
distributed
by Monogram
Producer,
Director,
Karl George
Brown.Pictures.
Screen
play,
Karl
Brown.
Original,
Major
Fielding
Eliot.
Cameraman,
Gilbert Warrenton.
Sound,
W.date,C.
Smith.
P.C.A.
Certificate,
No.
3780.
Release
October
1937. Running time, 61 minutes. General
audience 30,classification.
Tommy
Milburn
Stone
CAST
Mrs. Crippen
Zeffie Tilbury
Milly
Terry
Walker
Harker
Selmer
Jackson
Chief
Harrigan
Barber John William
Matty
Fain
Pete
Lyle
Moraine
Burke
Warner
Richmond
Durkin
Eddie
Phillips
Sue
Betty MacKeller
Compson
Mrs.
Helen
MannyThompson
Goe
John Merton
The Ruler
(American
German DramaTobis)
Hauptmann's
play, form
"Before
Sunset,"
hasGerhart
been translated
to screen
by the
Gercompany"Matthias
Tobis under
the title
of "Theby
Ruler,"man yet
Clausen,"
as played
Emil Jannings, Brooklyn born character actor,
isist. no monarch, dictator or government head,
rather a harassed father and rugged industrialAs inLasthis Laugh"
past successes,
notablyWay"Variety,"
"The
and "The
of All
Flesh,"
the
work
of
Jannings
dominates
the
production, even if the years have
aged him
and rounded him a bit.
Withcomfort
the death
wife, affections
"Clausen" offinds
scant
in theof his
clinging
his
children or in the hectic direction of his iron
works. It is only with the hiring of a new,
and pretty, secretary that the aging man feels
his lifeposes tohas
when he probringanyintomeaning.
the houseButa stepmother,
the
selfish children rebel and an attempt is made
to have the parent declared incompetent. The
scheme marries
is thwarted
when "Clausen"
them,
the stenographer
and disinherits
bequeaths
"his industrial empire to the New State, his
Propaganda
fittest
successor."colors the production when
"Clausen," in recommending further industrial
experimentation,
pleads
istic self-sufficiency,
and thein cause
dictatingof nationalhis final
will, which reads more like a political speech
than a disposition of property.
Primarily set for German speaking audiences, arunning
interprets
the actioncompilation
adequately.of English titles
Reviewed at the 86th Street Casino Theatre,
New
heart of Yorkville's
colony,York,
wherein athecomfortably
filled house German
seemed
to find the picture greatly to their liking. —
by Syndikat-Film Tobis. Distributed by
J.Produced
F. C. Tobis.
American
Adapted
from the playDirector,
"Vor Sonnenuntergang"
byWolfgang
Gerhard Zeller.
Hauptmann.
Veit
Harlan. ficate.Music,
No P.Running
C. A. CertiRelease
date,
October
15,
1937.
120 minutes. General audience classification. time,
Matthias Clausen
Emil Jannings
CAST
Wolfgang
Wagner
Paula Clausen
Maria Paul
Koppenhofer
Egert
Hannes
Stelzer
Bettina
Hilde
Korber
Ottilie
Kathe Hubner
Haack
Klamroth
Herbert
Jnken Peters
Marianne Hoppe
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In the Far East
(Amkino)
Soviet Melodrama
Purporting to be an expose of the workings
and Nipponese
sabotage
of Trotzkyite
ism to undermine
the progress
of Redimperialculture
in the Far East, this jumbled account makes
if some traitorous Muscovite comone wonder
rades did not have a part in making the production. In construction, acting and photograappears to be a rush order job
phy the picture
capitalize on the timeliness of the
to
intended
current undeclared state of war in the Orient.
The story is in two parts. Chiefly concerned
the Sovietto civwith tryingilizationtobringsdemonstrate
blessings ofthatprogress
the
backward and downtrodden districts of the
Siberian casiwilderness,
the
film
makes
an
oconal side excursion to picture the efforts of
Chinese partisans in Manchukuo to be freed of
Japanese control. The main portion ofwhich
the plot
the
may be described as a melodrama in
"good
comrades"
beat
the
"bad
comrades"
blasting a road through a mountainside. Theby
Trotzkyite espionage is soundly defeated.
A set of weighty and incoherent English titles
does not clarify the exposition of the story
any too well.
Seen at the Cameo Theatre, New York,
where a sparce mid-afternoon audience, apparbeforebut theraptscreen's
ently of non-workers,
preachment
a mood ofsatsilent
attenion.— J. F. inProduction.
C.
.
A tMosfilm
Distributed in the United
States nario,by PeterAmkino.
Directed
by
David
Marian.
ScePavlenko
and
Semyon
Radzmski.
CameraParlov.Running
Composer,time,Yuri81 minutes.
Mihutm. Re-No
P. C. man,A. Vladimir
Certificate.
General audience classification.lease date, October 19, 1937.
StockmanCAST Nikolai
■pso;
LeonidBogoliubov
bverdhn
Mikhail ' Semionovich Mikhail
Bolduman
Natasha
Nadya
Xoshkina
Zaretsky
...
Vladimir
Zaichikov
Malienko.
Ivakin
Luza
VladimirK.Uralsky
Yu- Shan
• •• •Y^'i?en','£n
Lubentsov
•
-Nikolai
Dorokhm
Cherniayev
Vladimir Schelokov
Tomt
(Danubia)
Drama
of "Tomi" thein
premiere distributing
announcing
Danubiathe Pictures,
NewIn York,
the child
described
country,
this
in
picture
star Gizi Pecsy, in the title role, as the Shirley
achieveGizi's
of
because
Hungary,
Templement inof"Edes
Mostoha."
In
"Tomi"
the
eight-year-old
portrays
and realistically so, but while the childa boy,
has
talent, her performance leaves one unmoved,
for it islievedemotionally
on
the
dreary
side,
unrefrom a sense of tension, even though a
sub-title,
Frozen ofChild,"
might explain
that
away "The
as a demand
the script.
In direct contrast is the performance of Klari
Adam, five-year-old girl. With expressive
face, Klari Adam speaks what undoubtedly are
the best lines in the picture, for while there are
no Englishat everything
superimposedshe titles,
the audience's
laughter
said indicated
their
complete approval. Young Miss Adam, who
played Sutyi, the little gypsy girl, departed
abruptly from the screen near the middle of
the picture, as did the laughter of the audience.
The story is modern and is laid in a Hunvillage.
and father
his mother
aaccident
hard garian
time
of it—"Tommy"
"Tommy's"
died inhave
in America.
The mother
works
hardan
and long, and dies of a weakened heart.
"Tommy" goes to live with pompous relatives,
who, with
exception of the daughter, constantly the
berate him.
"Tommy"
spoils
a plan toThen
marryhetherunsdaughter
off to a rich neighbor.
away
and snow
falls asleep
onthehischild
mother's
grave.
With
the
falling,
dreams
of
meeting
mother and father in heaven.
Meanwhile it has become known that
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"Tommy's" father won a large money prize in
an architects' contest in America and the money
now ingbelongs
by adaughter
searchhe tosails"Tommy."
to AmericaFound
with the
and herparty,love.
Reviewed at the Modern Playhouse, New
York, upper
east audience
side theatreresponse
in the was
Slavicduring
district. The only
the appearances
of Klari Adam. — Paul C.
Mooney,
Jr.
Distributed
in America
Danubia
Pictures.
ProducedEotvos.
by Karpat
Films.bybyFrom
aOrsi.
poem
by Baron
Joseph
Scenario
Maria
Directed
byby
Bela
Balogh.
Music,
Victor
Papir.
Photography
Louis
Berend.
Director
of96 production,
Dr. Stephen
Erdelyi.
Running
time,
minutes.
Release
date,
October 15, 1937. General audience classification.
CAST
Tommy
Gizi Pecsy
Sutyi,
Tommy's
friend
Klari Dobos
Adam
Mrs. Galdy,
Tommy's mother Erzsebet
Anny
Anna
Galdy
Simor
Istvan
Kovacs
Lajos
Basthy
Bendek
Galdy
Julius
Csortos
Flora, his thewife
Sziklai
Galgoczy,
rich neighbor Serena
Erno Mihalyi
Patikus
Malvin
Zsuzsi
Polgar
Mrs. Karmzsin
Dajbukat
Ilona

Rainbow Pass
(MGM)
Different
Ideally suited for inclusion on the same bill
with
"Thefurther
Good Earth"
this miniature
showing
unique isrevelations
of thefeature
Oriental character. The locality of the title is the
setting for a native Chinese play which is producedtended yearly
festivalfolk.
time The
and quaint
religiously
atby the atpeasant
playlet,
acting and audience are carefully reproduced and
intelligently explained. The distinct nature of
the oddity should prove interesting screen material for the Occidental eye. — Running time,
10 minutes.

Mechanical Handy Man
Amusing
(Universal)
Oswald this time is an ingenuous inventor of
a mechanical handy man equipped to do almost
any bit of farm work. Aided by his willing
confederate, the Dumb Cluck, Oswald attempts
to sell the robot to a prospective customer and
tries to demonstrate the milking ability of the
Living on Love
machine. Old Bessie is selected as a subject but
(RKO
proves recalcitrant. The device runs riot, with
Comedy Radio)
much dashing hither and about. Finally, Oswald is forced to smash the troublesome thing.
This production is essentially a comedy of The whole
affair has its moments of amusing
situation, and the basic one lends itself to byplay.— Running time, 7 minutes.
catchline copy such as many showmen may
elect to employ in support of name billing. The
Miss Lonely Hearts
actioning transpires
and out ofprincipally
a cheap roomhouse, and isin concerned
with
the love affair which develops between a (Educational)
Song
and Comedy
young
man asandthemselves
a girl who,
each other
until without
the end meeting
of the
A
meeting
of ana "lonely
hearts"
club gives
the
girl
opportunity
to display
their
picture, occupy the same rented room, she talent inmembers
song, dance and comedy. There has
sleeping nights and he days. The comedy is been an air
of
frigidity,
what
with
the
males
developed along altogether clean lines and
one group and the females unwithout
to any might
of the suggest.
questionable hu- gatherednoticedinand unattended.
The girls take matters
mor suchresort
a foundation
into their own hands and soon a variety show
"Eli,"duces hisproprietor
of
the
rooming
house,
reis
in
progress.
The
boys
quickly defrost.
losses from non-paying roomers by Among the players are Harriet
persuading
to usework.
"Gary's"
when Aileen O'Connor, Anita Jacobi and TheHutchins,
he is away "Mary"
at his night
He isrooman artist
Michael
and
and she an electric razor saleswoman. They Sisters. Music is given by Andy Anderson
meet outside under fictitious names and fall his orchestra. — Running time, 10^4 minutes.
in love. Meanwhile they have been waging
violent roommate warfare by means of vitri- Show For Sale
olic notes and vindictive pranks. Ultimately
Fair
a fellow roomer, interrupting a lovers' quarrel (Universal)
totheirtakeidentities
"Mary's" toside,eachprecipitates
disclosure andof
other. Acrobats
An impresario
confidence
conothers
science attempts towithsellmore
a floor
show tothan
a hotel.
ending. figure in a somewhat slapstick happy
is paraded out for inFranklyn Pangborn, Tom Kennedy and Solly The talent spectotion. Thebehoteloffered
management seems to be of
Ward add importantly to the comic content
disposition, for the promotional line
of the screen play by Franklin Coen, based on aof gullible
talk, together with entertainment run off,
John
Wells'juvenile
novel. portrayal,
James Dunne
delivers wins a complete bill of sale. However, the mahis staple
and Whitney
terial offered is of medium grade and consists
Bourne is adequate opposite. Maury Cohen, of a collection
of such perennial vaudeville turns
producer, and Lew Landers, director, kept the as adagio dancers,
skating team and
production free of comparison with the not Negro tap dancers.a roller
Somehow the acts are
reminiscent
of
similar
and
dissimilarly
Door."Theatre, Los Running time, 21 minutes. better routines. —
Previewed placed
at the "Stage
Hill Street
Angeles, where it evoked little appreciable reSmart Way
sponse, possibly because programed in an em- The
barrassing position relative to the same com- Comedy
pany's extremely effective "Stage Door." — (Educational)
W. R. W.
Produced
and distributed
byLewRKOLanders.
Radio. Novel
Producedby
Willie Howard, comedian and impersonator
byJohn
Maury
Cohen.
Director,
of a jectprofessor
of French,
is in hishusband
second subWells.
Screen
play,
Franklin
Coen.
Photog
r
a
p
h
e
d
b
y
Nicholas
Musuraca,
Film
editor,
Harry
a disgruntled
who
Marker.rector,Assistant
director.P. Sammv
Ruman.
Art3663.di- seeks infor Educational
the manner of the Borgias a future as
Field
M.
Gray.
C.
A.
Certificate
Running
time
when
seen
in
Hollywood,
60
minutes.
a
widower.
Howard's
lawyer
is
for
doing
it
General audience classification.
the "smarttention andway."
Thistoconsists
in lavishing
atbringing
a
fruitful
denouement
CAST
Mary
Wilson
Whitney
Bourne
the slightest whim of the unknowing wife, so
Gary
Martin
Dunn that
from too much night clubbing and rich
EdithWest
Crumwell
JoanJames
Woodbury
food
without a hand being laid
Eli
Solly
Ward
Pete
Tom Pangborn
Kennedy upon sheher.willButexpire
when the allotted time is up
Oglethorpe
Franklin
Howard and the lawyer are practically dead
Ghonoff
Brothers
Terrell
and
Faucett
Lizbeth
Etta Carrington
McDaniels on their feet while Howard's wife is still
Madame LaValley Evelyn
to go. Louis Sorin. Charles McClelland,
Jessup
Chester
Clute raring
Eddie Hall, Aileen Cook, Ed Garvie and Marie
Truck Driver
HarryHoffman
Bowen
Alex
Otto
Hartman
appear in the subject. — Running time,
Gorilla
Jack Leonard YIV2 minutes.
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BAR

EXECUTIVE
ON
"DIGNIFYING"
am heartilyINDUSTRY
in accord with your campaign for
Both Blame and Defend Film
more ters.
dignity
in motion
picture inindustry
matCOTTON
IS
AWARDED
Many
leaders
are careless
the respect
Business Itself as B. A. Grossfor their own endeavors. Their action reflects
IN
ALABAMA
THEATRE
man Decries Prevalent Strikes
discreditness. Tooandmuchlossofoftherespect
busiwrong forkindthisof fine
publicity
D. B. Dixon, manager of the Princess
and Spectacular Lawsuits
from
studios
to
theatres,
too
much
big-shot
theatre at Gadsden, Alabama, believes
bragging and too much intimate disclosure of
Letters of comment on a recent article in
in boosting home grown products.
what should be carefully guarded facts about
Motion Picture Herald formed the basis
salaries and intakes, are responsible for legal
Instead of using dishes, silverware
of a supplementary report filed last Thursand the like as giveaways, Mr. Dixon
and
legislativeStuart,
repercussions."
Herschel
treasurer of Monogram
day night with the Federal Bar Association
has inaugurated a policy of awarding
Pictures: "It certainly stands for good busiof New York, New Jersey and Connecticut,
a
bale
of
home
grown
cotton.
by Bernard A. Grossman, New York attorness and goodG. logic."
The cotton is kept on display in the
William
Schmus:we "We
exhibitors) try to Van
do everything
can to(the
glorify
ney andmit echairman
the organization's comlobby and is awarded to the person
on theatricalof law.
pictures
...
we
respect
the
intelligence
and
who
guesses
the
closest
to
the
correct
In his original report to the association
sincere effort that has gone behind the making
(discussed in the Herald, issue of October
of them ... we do not run any pictures which
weight of the bale.
ridicule the industry as a whole or its methods,
2nd), Mr. Grossman had proposed the
or that make it a public spectacle. The industry
launching of a movement to cloak the motion picture industry in dignity. In the lat- schedules are to be maintained. All sorts of is intelligent enough to correct it."
est report, he expanded on this theme by weird and grotesque mistakes are made, and Sheep and Goats
are lampooned in play . . . and made
denouncing "organized reprisals and strikes these
Mr. Pine even
: "It eccentricity,
must not be inoverlooked
subject of timely gibes by columnists and color
its time, that
has
and spectacular lawsuits in the film industry." the
others
who
make their living poking fun at helped and
build
personalities
;
but
an
astute editoothers.
.
.
.
"They
can
result
only
in
burdensome
rial
mind
should
be
used
in
separating
what
legislation, burdensome regulations and
"The
motion where
picture a industry
is no isexcepis harmful from what may be useful. The
tion to the
large often
industry
con- color
general mistrust in banking and financial
of the man can be stressed to help him
cerned, thrule
at local legislatures,
dominated
in his career, but the emphasis on eccentricity,
■fields,"
the
attorney
said.
by
demagogues,
seek
to
harass
by
regulation
as it has been handled in the industry, accents
Prominent among those commenting on the and taxation its operation. . . .
picture producers
movement in letters to Mr. Grossman were EdIn conclusion Mr. Mills voiced an opinion the shortcomingsandof itmotion
hasdebatable
outlived whether
its usefulwin C. Mills, general manager of the Ameri- about bankers by stating they "demonstrated and executives,
ness.
In
fact,
it
is
even
canlisSociety
of Composers,
Authors and
Pub- a few years ago that they weren't so terribly ever was very useful. In any event, it is highit
hers ;William
G. Van Schmus,
managing
antidotes were devised for the pracdirector of Radio City Music Hall in New able, even if they were enormously dignified." time ticthat
e of ridiculing producers, or others connected
York ; Henderson M. Richey, general manager Following the Crowd
with the motion picture industry. It is time,
of Allied Theatres of Michigan; William H.
Excerpts
from
other
letters
received
by
Mr.
instead, that those they have helped, those who
Pine, general manager of Allied Theatres of Grossman follow :
work for them, those who work because of
Michigan ; William H. Pine, executive aide to
them,
indeeddue.the world at large, started giving
Walter
Vincent:
"I
agree
that
more
digCecil denB.t of theDeMille
;
Walter
Vincent,
vice-presithem
their
is in order. I do not lose
Wilmer and Vincent circuit of the- sight ofnifiedtheadvertising
fact that, after all, the theatre is "In any industry, other than the picture busiatres ;Milton C. Weisman, receiver of Fox more
or less of a circus, and do not forget this,
Theatres Corporation, New York; and Morris that the
a man'sIn humble
beginnings
are used tooto
is constantly informed as to glorifynes ,him.
the motion
picture industry,
Loewenstein,
of the Motion box office public
results on every picture long before often
Picture Theatrenational
Ownerssecretary
of America.
they
are
used
to
ridicule
him.
This situladled and,
out
ation has long needed reform by means of intoit reaches
them bythethetheatre-going
socalled fanpublic,
magazines,
Blames and Defends Industry
t
e
l
i
g
e
n
t
a
n
d
sustained
publicity.
Despite
the
strangely enough, the motion picture theatre fact that the motion picture industry employs
In general, all agreed dignity has a definite clientele
follows the crowd and pays but little the best publicity minds in the world this has
place in the industry. Mr. Mills wrote :
the intelligent
critic."
moveis noas question
but the
that artithe attention
Milton toWeisman:
"I wholeheartedly
agree not been
ment willdone.
be the Perhaps
impetus Mr.
to getGrossman's
the ball rolling.
gist"Icleofthink
your there
comment
reported
with Mr. Grossman's conclusions."
is based
upon completely
soundin premises.
And also, that there is no question but that the Urges Careful Planning
Country
"Publicity
Dr: Joseph
Brewer, Mad"
president of Olivet Colmotion picture industry is responsible for the
Harry E. Huffman, president of the Rocky
lack of respect with which the average informed
lege,how Olivet,
Mich.
: executives
"There is nohavewaylaidof themjudging
much
film
Mountain
Theatres
Association
:
"It
is
a
sorry
mind
thinks
generally
of
motion
picture
executives.
picture to see a supposed industrial leader
selves open to by this sort of publicity. It
himself by capitalizing on his gram- seems to me that the country has gone pub"However,
I'm nothasprepared
go allvery
the publicize matical
way.
The industry
producedto some
licityferencemad.whatItit doesn't
seemas toit gets
make intoanyprint.
diferrors. No addage is truer than 'fais, so long
sound men — clear thinking, honest dealing, upmiliarity
breeds contempt.'
I am delighted you are taking this line ... it
and righteous in their personal and busi"Every vthought
and action,
everybe bitcarefully
of ad- may
ertising or exploitation
should
nessright characters.
help to make the movie executives take
be so comparable as to de- themselves a little more seriously in a dignified
"In the very nature of things there have plannedmand— andshould
way, and if it accomplishes that, you will have
receive
as
much
respect
and
dignibeen
some
'sharpshooters,'
and
because
the
fied recognition, as the highest type banking achieved a splendid and constructive piece of
business is one charged with romantic and dramatic interest, the bright glare of publicity is institution, corporation or any other big busiEdward Sargent Brown, writer : "I am
always upon
it,
and
the
idiosyncrasies
and
pecuPierre Arnaud, president of Conquest Pic- tempted
liarities ofa few are emphasized somewhat to
exclaim
!' Let meof congratulate youtoupon
your 'Hooray
fine exposition
the subthe detriment, from the standpoint of public More tures
Company:
"You
are
absolutely
correct.
of this sort with more comjectfortsandin offer
my sincerewillhope
your ef-of
respect, of the many who are sincere, hard- ness." observation
this
direction
be that
productive
m
e
n
t
s
i
n
the
press
will
help
the
industry.
.
.
.
working, earnest and capable men.
More power to you and by all means keep it up. constantly cumulative results. The goofy part
Dealing in Imponderables
. . . The article is creating a lot of good talk ofwork."
the motion picture business must be refined or eliminated. Other great industries enaround.
... It is food for thought."
"The the
publicsameshould
not, and
has no financing,
right to,
gage public
relations counsel
establish and
reexpect
formulae
of either
H.
M.
Richey:
"The
subject
is
one
which
and admiration
for thetocharacter
management or practice from an industry which deserves serious thought. . . . You have ar- ability spectbehind
the product. That is one of the
deals in such imponderables as artistic temr
i
v
e
d
a
t
a
most
logical
conclusion."
necessities
of
the
motion
picture
business,
and
perament, dramatic construction and other such "Big-Shot" Bragging
I honestly believe that the newspapers will
elements incident to the production of photoplays. . .
Morris Loewenstein, secretary of the Mo- welcome the change even though it would give
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America : "I them less gags for their gossip columns."
"The industry must move fast if production
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Far from the highly-inflated optimisms heard at the begin ing ofother seasons, loud wailings of despair are echoing
on Broadway over the future of the legitimate theatre — if any.
Certainly a glance at The Billboard's annual theatrical index of
the status of the stage will, according to surveyors, "bring a
chill to the stoutest optimist for the future of the field." The
figures appear to hold but little hope — or, at best, only one
faint, far ray for a long-coming rebirth. The number of productions has dropped disastrously beneath even the low figure
set the previous season. The number of hits has gone down.
The figures show a theatre only a fraction as large as it once
was
— with even that fraction battered by insistent lack of
success.
Broadway, in the 1936-37 season, saw a scant 125 plays,
nearly half the number of 302 staged in the peak year, 1927 —
a marked disintegration in a decade. And there were only

BROADWAY

STAGE

24 "hits,"thetenpercentage
under lastofyear,
and increased
50 belowfrom
the 681927per peak,
whereas
failures
cent
last year to 76 per cent in 1936-37.
Indicating the extent which the Broadway stage has served
as a source of material for Hollywood, The Billboard estimates
that during the past I 7 years, the New York legitimate theatre
has seen 3,945 productions, 3, 1 10 of them dramatic and 835
musical.
Forty-five theatres were used for stage plays on Broadway
in 1937, a drop of one under the low established the previous
season,
and low.
representing the fifth consecutive season to establish a new
Producing offices operating in 1937 dropped 19 under the
108 of 1936.
Billboard reviews the stage of Broadway over a 17-year
period, statistically, as follows:
45
1920-21 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 927-28 1928-29 1929-30 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37
80
Number of
78
72
64
63
49
50
46
61
68
67
80
68
Theatres Used 59
79
Total Seating
57 51,255 55,838
Capacity
62,291 69,237 61,685 70,331 66,679 77,937 80,783 82,681 87,022 75,314 67,647 63,949 63,930
154 189 56,257 52,189
Total Number
138 125
Productions 242 261 214 249 264 288
103
302 302 268 286 226 225 212
Total
180
179
Dramatic
160 199 205 226
174 207
181
158 114
232 233 205 224
130
Productions
46
Total Musical
70
63
62
45
32
24
24
22
68
54
54
50
Productions
59
62
Total
69
103
133
138
176
163
Commercial
228 255 214
148 185 164 179 210 223
1313181%
89
Premieres
221
76%
Commercial
80%
68%
82%
1
1
4
1
1
5
167 13577% 83%
Premieres
205
141
92
79
1
69
99
1
44
124
1
63
1
78
1
80
1
50
120
(Dramatic)
10
80% 83%
80%
68% 74%
Commercial
83% 74%
84%
Premieres
40
85%
65% 4567%
48
50
45
23
38
26
13
17
49
87% 2881% 86%
(Musical)
64% 65%
41
47
85% 54
18% 45%
55% 71%
Percentage
69%
43%
81%
of(All Failures
76%
74% 74%
II
67% 68%
Productions)
54%
59% 69%
76% 65% 73%
Percentage
40% 46%
59%
of Failures
(Dramatic)
36% 40%
37%
Percentage
47% 51% 63%
of Failures
(Musical)
60
Average
108
Length of
99
87 109 101
87
97
88
92
76
60
59
55
80
81
60
Runs (All)
75
Average
Length
96
Runs of
77
77
57
76 102
85
74
79
63
50
46
55
71
85
(Dramatic)
Average
51
Length of
Runs
143 130 149 137 107
166
128
130
176
79 107 137 102 164 128
142
(Musical)
131
95
Closed
Within Five
1 19 126
2687
149
94
63
81
119
97
87
59
85 III
Weeks
69
74
Total Number
73
66
60
52
3881
67
73
30
34
of Hits
54
57
59
62
Dramatic
Hits 41
34
44
38
43
47 44
39
35
31
25
2130
22
2129
21
25 2418
Musical Hits 26
20
15
24
30
27 29
27
25
21 13 9 8 8 5 9 6

S.

Drama!

First engagement beats
'Green Light'
and forces extended time
(N. Y. Strand)!
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Major
Prepares Release
Six
For Paramount
Six scripts are being prepared by Major
Pictures for Paramount release to follow
production of "Every Day's a Holiday," the
Mae West vehicle, and "The Badge of
GAMES;
FINES ARE
LEVIED
Policeman O'Roon," Bing Crosby picture.
They are: "Star of Sahara," an original
and responsible exhibitors have stated that they
State Supreme Court at Lin- approve the plan fully."
by
WeeksHazel
with Christine
Pay," an MacDonald;
original by "Two
Jesse
Although previously the number of theatres Lasky,
coln Holds Bank Night Illegal; reported
Jr., and Doris Malloy, tentatively
as having pledged themselves for the
abolition
of
games
was
the
only
information
set
for
John
Payne
and
Katherine
Kane;
Arrests Are Made in Detroit
released,
ITOA
a list of 77 thea- "Man in Evening Clothes," from the play by
that the
had state
signed: published
pledge cards.
Andre Picard and Yves Mirand, which will
Legal skirmishes over the operation of
Thetres cards
have Grant Richards in the leading role;
chance games were heard in scattered parts
pledge
myself
to
abolish
giveaways
of the country this week, as proponents of in "Imyhereby
theatres on or before December 1st, "Call Back Love," story by Rose Franken
the practice took under study a recent Ne- 1937, if that action is taken by all other thea- and William Brown Meloney, to feature
braska supreme court decision that Bank
four -year-old Kitty Clancy; "Free Women,"
in New York City."
Night contains all the elements of chance KRO tres and
original by Leonard Q. Ross for Stella ArdLoew Endorse Move
and lottery.
ler, andnolds, to "Eight
Hours,"Correll.
by Quentin Reyfeature Mady
Another blow to advocates of giveaways
Messages of congratulation for starting the
movement
were
received
by
the
ITOA
from
was delivered in Detroit when three exhibi- Nate J. Blumberg, RKO theatre executive, and
Pool theatre,
"A" House
Opensopened
tors were fined $20 each on charges of
The Indiana
Indianapolis,
C. Moskowitz,
Loew's theatre head. Indiana
Mr. Blumberg
said:
violating the lottery laws by conducting Charles
Tuesday pool
as thebetween
"A" house
in the Theatres
recently
Screeno games in their theatres. And a
"The project
ispicture
a very industry
constructiveandone,theboth
Monarch
motiontheatres.
in- effected
third setback was suffered at Rocky Mount, for the dividual
and the Fourth Ave. Amusement Company.
The RKO circuit
has been
will become secVirginia, where a county circuit court opposed to giveaways and games since their The Circleond-runandhousesthein Apollo
the deal. The pooled
and will sincerely cooperate to abolish
a preliminary injunction restrain- inception
granted
these
items
from
our
theatres,
provided
the
interests
now
have
Paramount,
20th
ing a theatre from making Bank Night action is universal through the theatres in New Century-Fox, Warners and FirstRKO,
National
awards for 30 days.
to draw upon. Loew's has Metro-GoldwynMr. City."
Moskowitz wrote :
down in Lin- York
ruling, handeddecision
The Nebraskaa lower
court , a Fox against
"The verygames,
minute etc.,
that ofall allotherkinds,
theatres
stop Mayer, United Artists and Columbia.
coln, affirmed
you may
Beatrice
Theatre Corporation
West giveaways,
MGM Fashion Placements
Coast affiliate which operates a theatre at depend upon it that Loew's will do likewise.
"It
has
always
been,
and
always
will
be,
our
findings,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announced last
court's
the
of
result
a
As
Beatrice.
William H. Wright, attorney for the Omaha firm conviction that theatres should sell enter- week
that its new fashion features is reMotionclaredPicture
Exhibitors
Association,
det
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
,
a
n
d
entertainment
alone."
ceiving nation-wide placement. The service,
Evidence,
however,
that
the
drive
does
not
the next step by the theatres would be
supplied at present to newspapers in
hape the support of all New York owners came being
the filing of a motion for a rehearing of the this
week when the Skouras metropolitan circuit more than 85 key cities, is the work of Pat
case. As for a similar case pending in Omaha,
Reis, secretary to Howard Dietz, under the
"Screeno"theatres,
in its inPark
Plaza, Crotona
Mr.
said:
"We
can go on withwhich
the placed
and Blendheim
the Bronx,
and the name Beret.
fight Wright
ifin the
rulingrases.
is based
differ
the two
But ifonit facts
is a broad, Roosevelt in Flushing, Long Island.
sweeping opinion it would decide the Omaha Woman Sues for Award
Blood Stream Filmed in Color
case also."
The Biological Photographic Association
State's
Attorney
General
Hunter
instituted
Charging
she
did
not
receive
a
$500
Bank
at
its annual meeting held in Rochester,
the Beatrice case last April and it was tried Night award to which she was entitled, Mrs.
before Fred Messmore, district judge, who R. E. Dorman has filed suit in circuit court, N. Y., disclosed that colored motion pictures
since has been elevated to the supreme court Gainesville, Fla., against Sparks Theatres, Inc. of a living blood stream have been made.
bench. Because of his previous participation She is asking $1,000 damages on the contention The pictures, prepared under the direction
in the case, Mr. Messmore did not take part that on the night of September 28th her name of Dr. Stafford L. Warren of Strong
in ruling on the appeal.
as the winner of the $500 but that Memorial Hospital, show blood coursing
The Detroit convictions were chalked up was drawn
she presented herself, within a reasonable through capillaries of a rabbit.
against Burton W. London, Lincoln theatre; when
time,
the
manager
refused to pay her.
Melvin Doerflier, Courtesy theatre, and Clare
Albert von Strongtroff, associated with California, Illinois Tax Returns
Winnie, Dix theatre. When he imposed the Racine
Novelty
Company,
$500 bail
California citizens paid $1,307,267 to the
fines, Thomas F. Maher, judge, upheld the after having been arrestedwas onfreea incharge
of
prosecution's
contention
that thewhose
purposepayments
of the violating the state trading stamp law in con- state in entertainment admission taxes for
game
was
to
attract
patrons,
nection with the sale of Bank Night "guarantee sales
the fiscaltax,yearwhich
ending includes
June 30, entertainment
1937. Illinois'
for admission constituted a consideration under
tickets."tected aBank
Mr. Strongtroff's
the law.
winneroriginal
in the plan
eventpro-he
netted in excess of $77,000,000 for the
A. H. Hopkins, Franklin County circuit was not at theNight
theatre when his name was levies,
court judge in Virginia, granted the temporary called, but this system was ruled illegal by fiscal year ending June 30th.
injunction, which had been asked for by C. C. the state insurance commission. His latest Cleveland Club Ball
of operation was to provide that a coupon
Lee,
attorney,
was plan
The Cleveland Variety Club will hold its
received by a person when he made a 15 cent
directedcommonwealth's
against the English
Theatre and
Corporation.
down payment on any article of Racine annual ball on December 4. Colonel Nat
Novelty Company, guaranteed the holder $1,000 Wolf, Warner zone manager, is general
if his name was called at the theatre. Mr. von chairman of the committee on arrangements.
Grosses Decline
Strongtroff will appear before Elmer Goodland, On November 2, the club is holding a Keno
Coincident with these developments came an court commissioner.
assertion from C. C. Ezell, sales manager for
At Neosho, Mo., a circuit court jury ac- Party in the Allerton Hotel.
Affiliated Enterprises, owners of Bank Night,
quitted Hugh Gardner, operator of the
that grosses have dropped from 40 to 45 per Orpheum and Fotosho, on charges of violating "I Have Sinned" Released
cent in states where chance games have been the state lottery law by giving five $5 prizes
"I Have Sinned," the first of six allbanned. He likened the operation of chance on "dime night."
Jewish features, has been released by Jewish
games in theatres to the giving away of
premiums
to
stimulate
trade
in
other
lines
of
Productions,
Inc. "Happy Paupers," second
Plane To Location
business.
on the schedule, will be released December 1st.
Meanwhile, the Independent Theatre Owners
Coronet
Pictures,
producing
Buck
Jones
Association of New York has continued its action pictures for Columbia release, will
drive trestoin New
discontinue
chanceby games
use of their recently bought 14-passen- Wallis Quits Grand National
York City
Decemberin all1st.thea-In make
S. R. Wallis, chief auditor of Grand Nager plane in transporting to and from Imits
official
publication,
"The
Independent,"
the
tional studios, has resigned to open his own
Valley the personnel working in
ITOA
announced
the movement
made "West ofperialBroadway."
office as a film accountant in Hollywood.
remarkable
headwaythat with
most of the"hascircuits
NEBRASKA
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EVERYTHING

AT

HAPPENS

IN THIS

LAUGH

LOADED COLOSSUS OF COMEDY! Boys meet
girls o . . Plots thicken and nobody cares . . . Villains
meet their fate as you howl! . . . Girls are merry and
beautiful . . . Music plays
The world hums!
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STAR

FUN

FROLIC

• JIMMY
• ALICE
• JOY

SAVO
BRADY

HODGES

JTOUISE
FAZENDA
- JOHN
KING
«
BARBARA
READ • DAVE APOLLON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Screen Play by Monte Brice and A. Dorian Otvos • Original story
by Monte Brice and Henry Myers • Directed by Irving Cummings
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see the full
page ad in LIFE
magazine
will see it in LOOK magazine
more
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see
f

!

the ads in all fan

magazines
more will hear the nightly RADIO
renditions of the swell new song-hits
by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROLD
u^ADAMSON . . .Tm In My Glory",
Iw 'More PowerToYou "/'You're My Dish
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OF
JAPAN'S
BAN
EXPECTED
EARLY

Change to Single Features Seen
and Part Use of Japanese
Product in Formerly Exclusively Foreign Houses
by HIROMU TOMINAGA
in Tokyo
The rigid restrictions of film importation,
except newsreels, may be lifted by the Ministry of Finance after the beginning of 1938,
depending
upon the status then of the situation in China.
Nevertheless, there can be no increase
of pictures in hand before such action, and
it is probable that our first-run theatres
showing foreign product exclusively or on
mixed programs will have to change from
double and triple featuring to a single or
double bill due to possible scarcity of
films.
Judging from what is now revealed in
the exhibition field, particularly relative to
first-run playings, there is a possibility that
first-runs showing only foreign productions
will play Japanese pictures as substitutes.
Despite these developments, there seems
to have been no serious effect thus far.
Every theatre, whether first-run or in lesser
categories,
continues
ber of patrons
daily. to draw a normal numThe order came as a shock to foreign distributors. On September 21st a representative committee of Jissha Renmei (League
of Foreign Film Distributors, constituted of
Japanese sales managers of foreign film distributing companies in Tokyo) was called
by the Ministry
and notified
the Government had decided
to give that
no permit
for
importation of any motion pictures, except
newsreels, until the end of this year. The
order was not applied to those importations
shipped to Japan by September 4th, provided proper procedures had been taken for
application for permit.
Joint Production Movement
One development of the restrictions being
placed by the Japanese government is a
tendency of Japanese interests to identify
themselves with foreign producers to make
pictures for universal audiences by joint
effort, stepping out beyond "The New
Earth" which
created a new epoch in the
industry
of Japan.
Towa Shoji, importer of European films
and
joint toproducer
of "Theproduction
New Earth,"
reported
be launching
of an-is
other international picture in cooperation
with a French producing company. Also,
Kokko Tobis of Japan, established recently,
is said to be planning pictures for export,
inviting to Japan Richard August, Wolfzang Bagier
other anoted
technicians.andFurthermore,
reportGerman
has reached
here from Paris that a French film company is contemplating an invitation to K.
Ushahara and S. Okada, Japanese director
and artist, for a picture featuring the life
of Prince Saionji, the veteran statesman.

63

ON
FOREIGN
NEXT
YEAR
are practicably considered to constitute the
price of goods imported, for instance, acFRANCE AND MEXICO
cording towhether it is on C.I.F. or F.O.B.
TO EXCHANGE FILMS
basis, or if it comprises royalty or not.
It goes without saying that the Japanese
A reciprocal exchange of films for
government considered this levy necessary
cultural but not commercial purposes
to
help meet
the expenditures due to the
situation
in China.
has been arranged between Mexico and
As
for
the
revised
exchange control law
France by the Governments of both
now in force, it traces back to 1933, when
nations. The plan has been started
the Japanese Finance Ministry legislated the
with the exchanging of the Mexican
first ordinance which replaced two laws
production, "Judas," and the French
covering prevention of capital from fleeing
abroad,
film, "Visages de France" {"Faces of
1932. and the gold embargo of 1931 and
France").
and areother
concerned inThese
the pact
to bepictures
widely
According to the law as amended in Janexhibited in Mexico and France.
uary and July, this year, the monthly
amount of free transaction with foreign
Mexico is organizing the Internastates
(not accompanied by any drawing of
tional Distributors Association to furexchange) has been limited to Y1,000, inther this proposition and invites prostead of Y30,000, available as of July this
ducers who are interested to join.
year. It also provides that it is necessary
to get permission of the Finance Minister
for any oversea remittance exceeding Yl,More interesting still is the fact that a 000, following acquisition and exercise of
royalty and industrial properties.
plan of Twentieth Century-Fox and Shochi- license,
need for immediate application
ku Company to produce an international of Special
the
revised
law was seen in the Finance
film featuring Japan's history of civilization
is makingization,steady
towardsFar materialMinistry'sunfavorable,
report thatbringing
the tradethebalance
since Mr. progress
G. Goodman,
Eastern turned
total had
exrepresentative for Fox, made his visit this
cess
of
import
by
approximately
Y780,000,000
as
of
August,
this
year.
spring to Mr. Takejiro Ohtani, president of
Needless to say, foreign film importers
Shochiku. The amount of investment reported agreed upon is Y500,000 by each and distributors in Japan hereafter will
heavier burden of taxation as a recompany. Mr. Goodman then returned in have a sult.
the exchange law, they no
a hurry to America and a recent cable dis- longer will Under
be able to remit to their foreign
patch from New York said that Mr. Darryl
Zanuck is greatly interested in this plan. consignors so freely as they could in the
Mr. Goodman is coming again to Japan this past, though this legislation is not expected
fall with Mr. Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign to remain in force indefinitely.
manager for the Fox home office. The Fox Excessive Importation Cited
Tokyo office said the theme of the picture
How, then, can foreign product hold its
will
concernof the
stagewithof theJapan's
Restoration
Meiji,early
starting
visit own?
As a matter of fact, importations have
of Commander Harris to Japan to open
Shimoda Harbour to commerce with the been too many. Eight leading American
United States.
film companies are vying with one another.
Besides Paramount, MGM, Columbia, WarAdditional Restrictions
ner, RKOandRadio,
20th Century-Fox,
United
Artists
Universal,
two who recently
Besides the new restriction on importa- have entered the field are Grand National
tions, foreign films and other import and and Republic. Besides, there are five more
export commodities are subject to two other foreign film importers and agents: Towa
forms of emergency legislation, one on ex- Shoji, a leading company handling Eurocontrol, the other
special consumppictures; Sanyei-sha;
Sanwation change
tax effective
since aAugust
12th and Shoji,pean agent
for GaumontEmpire;
British,
and
levied 20 per cent ad valorem on specific Kokko-Eiga,
handling
German
Tobis
prod-a
uct. Thus there doubtless is developing
import commodities.
Items on which the manufacturers and desperate struggle for profitable existences.
With the new restrictions their problem is
importers sare
to pay this
tax in monthly
in- intensified.
talments are musical
instruments
and parts
If there should come a time, however,
thereof, cameras and cinematographic projectors and parts thereof, raw and developed when foreign pictures would show a loss of
motion picture films, phonographs and parts favor
inlativetherestriction,
Japaneseit probably
territory, would
due to follow
legisthereof, including records.
Although various constructions have been that the Japanese industry would show a
put on whether the ad valorem levy should drop in receipts as well, perhaps an even
include royalty which, in the majority of greater
tion field.decline, particularly in the exhibicases, would be arranged in trade terms of
If only the best pictures are imported, the
film importations, our taxation authorities
have now made it clear that the 20 per cent opportunities to distribute them will then be
special consumption tax be assessed on the as good as ever.
Increase in the price of raw film, reported
invoice amount of importations which the
custom houses concerned will appraise, tak- possible, also would reduce the number of
ing into consideration various factors which Japanese pictures available.
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they're all agreed "the AWFUL

TRUTH"

OPERATORS
SMASH!....

is tIte hit comedy of the year!
JOHN BALABAN
S Balaban-Katz:
"It is the unanimous opinion of
entire screening committee that
THE AWFUL TRUTH is unquestionably the year's best picture,
topping the best comedies eve

VAN SCHMUS
JfW.
Radio G.
City Music Hall:
"THE AWFUL TRUTH cannot
fail to be tremendous success
and I want to congratulate you
on giving us this picture so soon
after your glorious LOST
HORIZON."

produced."
HARLES P. SKOURAS
Fox- West Coast Theatres:
"When hard-boiled exhibitors at
trade shoiving laugh so loud and
long that it was difficult to hear
all the dencedialogue
eviis needed no
thatfurther
Columbia
has an outstanding picture
bound to do tremendous

R. VOGEL
*p.
Loew's:
"Just screened THE AWFUL
TRUTH. Advance notices justified and then some. Surefire for
any audience. IRENE DUNNE
and CARY GRANT fine combination. Expect unusual box-

"Consensus of opinion this is
finest comedy that ever came out
of Hollywood. Uncontrollable
laughter in preview room indicates you have absolute top

business."
W. RAPPAPORT
Hippodrome, Baltimore:
"To say it is a great picture
would be putting it mildly. I feel
this picture will do for DUNNE
and GRANT what IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT did for GABLE
and COLBERT. Reserving two

winner."

weeks with possibility of a third. ' '

office."
. J. BLUMBERG
RKO Theatres:

IRENE

DUNNE

a„d CARY

bW.

GRANT,

THE

AWFUL

TRUTH

f JOHN J. PAYETTE
* Warners, Washington:
"Columbia may well be proud of
THE AWFUL TRUTH, which I
believe the grandest comedy released this year. The IRENE
DUNNE, CARY GRANT casting
was inspiration."
J. O'DONNELL
Interstate, Dallas:

ODNEY

PANTAGES

Hollywood:
"AWFUL TRUTH previewed
Vantages Hollywood. Audience
reaction simply terrific and
everyone of the 3,000 preview
audience
left theatre
raving.
It's
biggest laugh
hit of this
or any
other year!"

i(Unquestionab ly Miss D UNN E ' S
greatest picture. Combines all
the splendid elements of IT
HAPPENED ONE NIGHT and
THEODORA GOES WILD and
we are arranging preferred time
on this attraction."
with RALPH BELLAMY • ALEXANDER D'ARCY • CECIL CUNNINGHAM • Directed by LEO McCAREY • Screen play
by Vina Delmar • Associate Producer EVERETT RISKIN * A LEO McCAREY PRODUCTION ♦ A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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HE'LL

JOIN
ANTI-DUAL
FIGHT
said attendance has inProducer Says Strategy Will Standard creasedtheatre,
since two feature programs have
Be To Make Features Too been presented on Fridays and Saturdays.
policy has been adopted by anLong for Double Programs A similar
other Oklahoma City house, the Plaza.
However, in North Kansas City, Missouri, apoll conducted in the Armour rebornThein "campaign"
Nutley, Newagainst
Jersey,double
severalfeatures,
weeks
sulted in a vote of 70 per cent in favor of
ago, acquired a new supporter this week a single feature policy. The Armour had
when Samuel Goldwyn, producer, announced been showing only one feature and is conhe is "all for" the movement because of his
tinuing the policy. At the Rialto, St. Jointerest in improving the standards of the
seph, Missouri, a survey brought identical
industry.
results and twin features have been dropped
Visiting New York for the first time in except occasionally on weekends.
more than a year, Mr. Goldwyn was quoted
by the press as declaring that elimination of
dual bills would materially reduce the num- Fox Movietone
"B" purchase
pictures.of His
visitArtists
east iswithto
discussber of his
United
Alexander Korda, of London, on a 50-50
20 Years Old
partnership.
Mr.
Goldwyn's
contribution
to
the
single
Fox-Twentieth Century's Movietone News
feature drive, he told a Herald-Tribune
reaches its 20th year, the presinterviewer, will be along lines different this entweek
reel growing out of the old Fox Weekly
from those adopted by William R. Clay and and Fox
News,
started inFox1917andbyhisCourtFox
George
H. Siegel,
sponsors
of the Anti- land Smith for William
Double Feature
League
of America.
Film Corporation. Subsequently, Mr. Smith
He explained that he already had left the Fox reel to head up Pathe News, in
he was succeeded, last sumstarted to produce motion pictures that which mer,position
by Frederick Ullman.
would run so long exhibitors will find it
Franklin Roosevelt and Daniel C. Roper,
virtually impossible to play a second fea- United States Secretary of Commerce, this
ture on the program. He said the pic- week wrote Truman Talley, present chief
tures he will produce will run more than of Fox Movietone, on the occasion of the
two hours.
20th anniversary.
"The years which have
since the
The anti-dual league, meanwhile, has inception
Newspassed
have witnessed
scored its first victory. After several days not only oftheMovietone
pioneer
period
of
a
new meof picketing the Franklin Theatre in their
dium of intelligence, but have seen that mehome town of Nutley, the two crusaders
dium brought to a high degree of perfecannounced that J. Hamilton Cherry, mantion," said the President.
ager, had consented to play single features
Secretary
Roper declared
that, "Nothingof
three days of each week.
in
educational
and development
Impetus was given the drive by the Cen- our country hashistory
been more significant and
Circuit, which
'29 theatres
Long turyIsland,
when operates
its president,
A. H.in more constructive in entertaining and inSchwartz, ordered an experiment which
forming the public."
may result in a single feature policy for Talent Hunt Planned
all the
circuit's
houses.
The
policy
is
beIncorporation papers were being drafted
ing tried in the Fantasy theatre, Rockville,
and to date attendance has been described as this week for a talent placement bureau of
which
Maillard Kesslere, photographer, will
"good,"
at thehadsame
Mr. be art director.
Offices are to be established
Schwartz though
said grosses
not time
increased.
Further support of the league came from at 1560 Broadway, New York, and in Hollywood.
The
organization
is sponsored by
The Home News, Bronx daily newspaper,
which carried an editorial discussing double a group of New York artists and advertising men, it was announced, and its first
features, saying:
move will be to undertake a talent hunt.
"The assertion
frequently including
is made those
that
purveyors
of entertainment,
in the motion picture industry, give the Loew To Tour South America
public what it wants. It would be more
Loew's,
and inLoew,
chargevice-president
of the foreignofactivities
correct to say that they give the public Inc.,Arthur
what they think it wants. And there is of the company, leaves January 1st for a
evidence to show that they have not always tour of South America. Mr. Loew also plans
to visit South Africa, India and probably
been clear in their thinking on the subject." Australia.
Sam Berger, traveling repreThe editorial warned that if "two feature
snow in Johannesburg, South
addicts" gramsdoand not
attend ofsingle
pro- Africa, for sentaative, ifew
weeks.
advocates
the feature
one picture
policy do not make up the lost patronage,
theatres may be expected to resume dual
Davide Calcagni, president of the IntegFilm Corporation, New York, this
bills. "There is nothing nutty, we think, week rity
purchased the sole rights in the United
about
league which started in Nutley,"
added this
the writer.
States of the new version of "Saint Therese,
In Oklahoma City double bills are find- the
Flower,"
produced in Paris by
Koster
Film Company.
ing favor. Todd Ferguson, manager of the the DeLittle
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Film Courses Start
At Two Colleges
The first of a series of ten foreign films
sponsored by the Fine Arts Department of
the College of William and Mary was shown
last week at the Williamsburg Theatre,
Williamsburg, Va. The pictures are a part
of the program planned by the Fine Arts
Department to present plays, operettas,
musicales, campus sings and art exhibits
throughout the year.
Dartmouth College started the experiment
of developing motion picture script writing
with the arrival this week in Hanover, N.
H., ofpromote
Walter instruction
Wanger, '15,
producer.
will
in this
field asHea
memorial to the late Irving Thalberg. The
project will be carried on in upper-class
courses of the English department under
direction of Professor William B. Pressey,
who will be assisted by writers, directors,
actors, actresses, producers, censors, camera
men and editors sent from Hollywood by
Mr. Wanger.
GN Plans Annual "Frolics"
Grand National plans to produce a "Campus Frolic" musical every year. David Diamond isproducing the first, "Campus Frolics
of
1938,"
Daw and
Newill in thewithcast.Evelyn
The balance
of theJames
cast
will be completed upon the return of Edward L. Alperson, president, to the coast.
Grand National has closed a deal with
Chandhri Film Service, with offices in Laand Calcutta,
the distributionhore,
of itsBombay
product
in those for
territories.
Lewis Leaving RKO
Al Lewis, RKO Radio producer, is resigning with completion of the cutting of
"She's Got That Swing," his latest production. Following a vacation Mr. Lewis plans
to return to stage production in New York,
possibly with his former partner, Max Gordon.
Salesmen Plan Party
The Motion Picture Associates, Inc., New
York, tureformerly
knownholdas their
the Motion
PicSalesmen, will
18th annual
charity Thanksgiving Frolic on November
20th in the grand ballroom of the Hotel
Astor. Morris Sanders is chairman of the
arrangements committee.
Rosoff Joins Garrison
Peter Rosoff, formerly with GB, has
joined Garrison Films, as promotion, sales
and distribution head of instructional films.
A short subject on conditioned reflexes,
made with the cooperation of Pavlov, Nobel
prize winner, is scheduled for early release.
Tone and MGM Sign
Franchot Tone was signed to a long term
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer last week
in Hollywood. Tone is now working in
"The Four
Marys'"a cast
in including
which Richard
Thorpe
is directing
Myrna
Loy and Rosalind Russell, for MGM.
Scott Named Taplinger Aide
W. Burt Scott, for eight years executive
secretary to Jack Warner, this week in
Hollywood was named assistant to Robert
Taplinger,
head of studio
and exhibitor contracts for Warner
Brothers.
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PRODUCTIONS
TITLE

COLUMBIA
"Murder in Swingtime"
"The Night Before"
"Singing Ranger"
"Wonder Child"
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
"A Matter of Pride"
"Everybody Sing"
"Mannequin"
"Rosalie"
'"A Family Vacation"
MONOGRAM
"Boy of the Streets"
PARAMOUNT
"The Big Broadcast of 1938"
"Every Day's a Holiday"
"Romance in the Dark"
"They Knew What
Happened"
"The Badge of Policeman
O'Roon"
REPUBLIC
"The Lady Misbehaves"
"Wild Horse Rodeo"
RKO RADIO
"Women Have a Way"
TWENTIETH CENT.-FOX
"Checkers"
"Tarzan's Revenge"
"Big Town Girl"
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm"
"Happy Ending"
"Thank You, Mr. Moto"
UNITED ARTISTS
"Goldwyn Follies"
WARNER
BROTHERSFIRST NATIONAL
"The Adventures of Robin
Hood"
"Blondes at Work"
"Highway Pirates"
"A Slight Case of Murder"

WRITER AND DIRECTOR
Story
screen play,LeonRobert
E. Kent, Henry
Taylor.and Harry
Director:
Director:
Lachman. Barsha.
Director: Sam Nelson.
Original,
Fred Neville,
Niblo, Jr.,FredGraceNiblo,Neville.
Screen
play,
Simmons.GraceDirector:
Aubrey Scotto.Jr., Michael

IN

WORK

CAST
Don Terry, Robert Paige, Rita Hayworth.
Richard Arlen, Mary Astor, Lionel Stander.
Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith.
Edith Fellows, Leo Carrillo, Margaret Irving, Scott
Colton, Jacqueline Wells, Thurston Hall.

Original,
Thiele. William C. White. Director: William
From
originalDirector:
story, Florence
Allenan Wolf.
Edward Ryerson,
L. Marin.Edgar
Original,renceKatharine
Brush.
Screen
play, LawHazard. Director:
Frank
Borzage.
From
an original
stage
playScreen
by William
Anthony
McGuire,
Guy
Bolton.
play,
Anthony George
McGuire.Seitz.Director: W. S. VanWilliam
Dyke.
Director:

Frank
Morgan,
John Beal, Florence Rice, Cora Whitherspoon,Jones,
Barnett
Allan
FannyParker.
Brice, Carver.
Judy Garland, Billie Burke,
Reginald
Owen,
Lynne
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips, Powell,
Oscar 0*Shea,Nelson
Leo Gorcey,
ElizabethMorgan,
Risdon. Ray
Eleanor
Eddy, Frank
Bolger.Stone,
Lewis
Cecilia
Parker,
Mickey
Rooney,
Eleanor
Lynn, Charles Grapewin, Sarah Haden, Ted Pearson,
Fay Holden.

Original
play,William
RowlandNighBrown,
Scott
Darling. screen
Director:
.

Jackie
O'Connor,
Burke,
Doris Cooper,
Rankin, Maureen
Gordon Elliot,
MarjorieKathleen
Main, Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Guy Usher.
W.Shirley
C. Fields,
Raye, Leif
Dorothy
Lamour,Kirsten
Ben FlagBlue,
Ross,Martha
Bob Hope,
Erikson,
Stanley
Fields,
Tito Guizar,
Rufe
Davis. Charles
Maestad,
West,
Edmund
Lowe,
Charles
Winninger,
Butterworth, Walter Catlett, Roger Imhof.
Gladys
Swarthout,
Boles,
John Barrymore, Claire
Dodd,
Curt Louise
Bois, John
Fritz
Feld. Roscoe
LewWeidler,
Ayres,
Campbell,
Karnes, Virginia
Edgar Kennedy.
BingDevine.Crosby, Beatrice Lillie, Mary Carlisle, Andy

Screen
WalterLeisen.
DeLeon, Francis Martin.
Director:play,Mitchell
Original,
West. Screen
play, Mae West.
Director: MaeA. Edward
Sutherland.
Screen
play, H.Frank
Partos, Ann Morrison Chapin.
Director:
C. Potter.
Director: James Hogan.
From
a play by O'Henry. Screen play, Jo
Swerling,
Tuttle. Richard Connel. Director: Frank
Original
play, Joseph Krumgold.
Director:andGeorge
LloydscreenCorrigan.
Director:
Sherman.

STAGE OF
PRODUCTION
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Shooting

Sally
Eilers,
Hamilton,
Joseph Schildkraut, Marcia
Mae Livingston,
Jones, Neil
George
BobMartel,
Ray Ernest.
Corrigan, Max Terhune, June
Walter Miller.

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Original
Screen story,
play, Allan
Allan Scott,
Scott. Charles
Director:Norman.
Leigh
Jason.
Director: H. Bruce Humberstone.
Screen
Robert Lee Johnson. Director: D.
Ross play,
Lederman.
Based
on
a
story
by Francis
Whiting Darrell
Reid.
Screen
Lou Breslow,
John Patrick,
Ware. play,
Director:
Director:
Allan
Dwan.Alfred Werker.
Director: Roy Del Ruth.
Director: Norman Foster.

Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland, Walter Abel, Henry
Stephenson, Alec Craig, Guinn Williams, Marie Osborne.
Jane Withers, Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel, Alan Dinehart.
Glenn
Morris,
Barbier,
GeorgeEleanor
Meeekr,Holm,C. Hedda
Henry Hopper,
Gordon, George
Joseph
Sawyer.
Claire
Cass. Trevor, Alan Dinehart, Donald Woods, Maurice
Shirley
Temple,
GloriaPhyllis
Stuart,Brooks,
Jack Haley,
Helen Westley,
Dinehart,
SlimAlanSummerville,
Raymond
ScottWilliam
Quintet,Demarest,
Peters
Sisters,
Bill
Robinson.
Dixie
Dunbar.
Sonja
Henie,
Don Raymond
Ameche, Cesar
Romero,
Jean Hersholt,
Ethel
Merman,
Scott
Quintet.
Peter
Lorre, Jane Ragan, Pauline Frederick, Sidney
Blackmer.

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Editing

Music,
George Director:
and Ira George
Gershwin.Marshall.
Screen play,
Ben Hecht.

Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker, Ritz Brothers, Helen Jepson,
Edgar Bergen and
"Charlie
Bobby
Clark,
Virginia
Verril,McCarthy,"
Zorina, Girls.
George
BallachineEllaandLogan,
his American
Ballet,
Goldwyn

Original
play, Norman
Raine, Seton
I. Miller.screenDirector:
WilliamReilly
Keighley.
Original
screen play, Albert Demond. Director:
Frank McDonald.
Original
screenEason.
play, Sherman Lowe. Director:
B. Reeves
Based
on
a
play
by Damon Runyon,
Howard
Lindsay.
Baldwin. Screen
Director:play,LloydJoseph
Bacon.Schrank, Earl

Errol
Flynn, Olivia
de Havilland, Knowles,
Ian Hunter, Claude
Rains,
Rathbone,
Hale,
Eugene Basil
Pallette,
MelvillePatric
Cooper, HerbertAlanMundin,
Una O'Connor.
Glenda
Farrell,
Barton
MacLane,
Tom
Kennedy,
Thomas
Jackson,
Shannon. Betty Compson, Ralph Sanford, Frank
Beverly
Foy. Roberts, Dick Purcell, Gloria Blondell, Charlie
Edward
G. Robinson,
Allen Jenkins,
Willard JaneParker.Brvan, Edward Brophy,

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
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to exhibit motion pictures. Samuel Lent, Jacob
Greenfield and Inez Horowitz are the incorporators.
Tonawanda Star Theatre Corporation, to exhibit motion pictures. Incorporators are Leonce
INCORPORATIONS
Sinay,
Sara Laboratories,
Sinay and Marvin
Atlas. York, for
Technifol
Inc., New
special
effects.'H.Incorporators
are Dorothy
A. Roden,filmMarion
Seixas and Edna
Rankin.
The following companies have been incorLita Theatre Corporation, Queens, to exhibit
porated in the states named during recent
motion pictures. Incorporators are Morris
SHORT PRODUCT
weeks :
Winkler, Dora Winkler and Lillian Katz.
ALABAMA
Anway Amusement Corporation, New York
PLAYING BROADWAY
City, to exhibit motion pictures. H. G. Kosch,
Dixie Land Theatres, Inc., Anniston,
E. Souhami and D. L. Lang are the incorporators.
authorized capital
stock
paid
in
$2,000.
Incorporators are J. L. Towley, Piedmong ; J.
Week of October 23
Goldjay Amusement Corporation, Brooklyn,
G. Varnell, T. B. Shotts, Reuben Self, Francis
to operate motion picture theatres. Murray
Irby. Organized to operate motion picture
CAPITOL
Fischel,
Abe L. Holzman and Joseph T. Genco
houses, theatrical and general business.
are the incorporators.
The King Without a Crown. MGM
DELAWARE
Kendor Pictures Corporation, Bronx, to disIt May Happen to You. . . . MGM
tribute motion pictures. Blanche Posner, LilCRITERION
Columbia Pictures of Peru, listing capital of
lian Kantor and Jeanette Zukor are the incor$100,000.
Screen Snapshots, No. 2... Columbia
Atlas Pictures Corporation, to engage in the
Unusual Occupations, No. 2 . Paramount
State Theatre Falconer, Inc., Falconer, to
porators.
general
amusement
and theatrical
MUSIC HALL
operate motion picture theatres. Clyde R. Lathing a capital
of $250,000.
A. L. business,
Raughley,list-J.
Hawaiian
Holiday
RKO
Radio
rop,
Edwin
G. O'Connor and Lucile M. MatteM. Townsend and G. G. Geiger are incorporason are
the incorporators.
Magic Golf
Columbia
tors.
Jewel Amusement Corporation, New York
PARAMOUNT
Special Pictures Corporation, to conduct
City, to operate motion picture theatres with a
Toucha Downa
Paramount
photographic and motion picture business, with
capital listed at $10,000. Louis Weiss, Jonas
a capital listed at 5,000 shares of no par value.
Paramount Pictorial, No. 3 . Paramount
Greenhouse and Morris W. Goldstein are listed
Incorporators are Walter Lenz, B. R. Jones
RIALTO
as Greene
incorporators.
and J. P. Murray.
The Three Stooges Columbia
& Friede, Inc., New York City, to
Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., to
Motor Maniacs
Twentieth Cenoperate
motion picture houses, with a capital
deal in motion pictures, with a capital listed at
tury-Fox
listed
at
200
sharesSchorr,
of no par
value. Walsh
Incorpora$300,000. Walter Lenz, J. P. Murray and B.
RIVOLI
Franklyn
and
R. Jones are the incorporators.
Haroldtors areA.Lillian
Horowitz.
Little Hiawatha
United Artists
Filmcolor, Inc., to engage in motion picture
Glaser, booking
Inc., Newagency,
York City,
and filming business, with capital listed at
ROXY
a Joe
theatrical
with toa conduct
capital
1,000 shares of no par value. Incorporators
Dancing Bear
Twentieth Cenlisted as 100 shares of no par value. Joe Glaser,
are M. M. Lucey, A. E. Ross and L. S. Dorsey.
tury-Fox
Fanne
Smith
and
Nathan
Bilsky
are
incorporaAlpenn
Theatre
Corporation,
to
conduct
genNewsreel Cameraman .... Twentieth Centors.
eral theatre business, with capital listed at 90
tury-Fox
sharesuel Boverman,
of no parIrving
value.Cohen
Incorporators
SamTriboro Playhouse, Inc., New York, to opThe Smart Way
Educational
and Arthurare Israel.
erate film theatres with a capital of $5,000. SidSTRAND
National
Capital
Film
libraries,
Inc.,
to
conney Goren, Louis Goren and Nathan Goodman
duct motion picture business, with a capital
are
the
incorporators.
Romance Road
Vitaphone
listed at $25,000. Incorporators are Horace
Diney Harmon,
Inc., are
New Rose
York,Lader,
to operate
Milt Britton and Band Vitaphone
Ashton, Edmund Belcher and Ralph S. Parr.
theatres.
Incorporators
Jacob
Lyin' Mouse
Vitaphone
L. Steisel and Geraldine Weiss.
FLORIDA
Momar Theatre Corporation, New York, to
Orange Theatres, Inc., to conduct theatres,
deal in film equipment. Lawrence S. Timen,
capital listed at $5,000. B. L. Hinson, F. H. NEW YORK
Samuel Siegel and Mildred Feltman are incorKent and McCarthy Crenshaw are listed as
Pitwin
Amusement
Corporation,
Brooklyn,
incorporators.
Collective Film Producers, Inc., to produce,
porators.
Eastern Enterprises, Inc., Jacksonville, with to operate motion picture theatres. Incorpora- deal
equipment and operate studios. Rose
are Milly Adellane, Irving Richman, Ara- Feder,in Lionel
a capital of $1,200. R. N. Koblegard, Sr., R. brosiotors Coatobello.
Mann and Harry Berger are inN.
Koblegard,
Jr.,
and
M.
C.
Talley
are
listed
corporators.
Roosevelt
Theatre
Corporation,
New
York
as directors.
Nebla
Operating
Corporation, Brooklyn, to
motionSchodd,
pictures,
etc. Schoen,
Incor- exhibit films. Incorporators
Lincoln
Theatres,
Inc., Gainsville,
with
capi- City, to porexhibit
are David Manators are Gertrude
Marian
tal
of
§5,000.
Incorporators
are
L.
H.
Robbins,
heimer,
Jeneviev
Manheimer
and Sarah DornManilla.
holtz.
Mrs. Rose Rabinowitz and David Rabinowitz. Lilyan
Hood
Education
Broadcasts,
Inc,
New
York
Cinema
Castino,
Miami
NORTH CAROLINA
City, to picture
conduct business.
general radio
ate a casino,
capitalInc.,listed
at 50Beach,
sharesto ofoper-no motion
L. A.broadcasting
Bremer, M. andO.
par value.
B.
A.
Davis,
M.
Weiss
and
D.
SaunWarren Amusements, Inc., Roanoke Rapids,
Bowman
and
A.
M.
Bremer
are
incorporators.
ders are directors.
own and operate motion pictures with a
Bronx Cinema, Inc., Bronx, to exhibit motion tocapital
Alton, Inc., St. Petersburg, to operate amuse- pictures.
at $50,000. F. C. Williams, Leo
Mildred Feltman, Nathan J. Heller- Wheedenlisted
ments.
and L. M. Wilson are incorporators.
bach and Larence S. Timen are the incorporaKENTUCKY
tors.
OHIO
Sandy Amusement Company, Inc., Brooklyn,
Arcade Recreation, Ashland, with a capital
Fostoria Theatre Corporation, Fostoria, capimotion picture houses. Incorporators
listed at $20,000. Margaret Mayo Johnson, toareoperate
tal of 100 shares with no par value. Walter
R.
R.
Circle
and
John
C.
C.
Mayo
are
the
inLevitz.Esther Monks, Ruth Fine and Nathan L. M. Witherspoon, Lester A. Steward and John
corporators.
Gutknecht,
incorporators.
Reade
Hudson
Amusements,
Inc.,
Hudson,
to
MICHIGAN
Grand Theatres, Inc., Cleveland, capital stock
operate motion picture theatres. Henry H. $20,000
and
shares of no par value. Milton
Frieder,
William
Grossman,
Walter
Reade,
Roosevelt Theatre Company, to operate the- Marion Lehrfield, Eva N. Chadnow and Sylvia B. Schweid, 200
Helen M. Rovy and M. W. Kastatres. Incorporated by Lew Wisper of the Wis- Whitman are the incorporators.
riner,
incorporators.
per and Wetsman Circuit.
Pakatakan Theatres, Inc., Oneida, to operate
Castamba increase
Realty the
Company,
NEW JERSEY
seating Shelby,
capacityto ofmodthe
motion picture theatres. Myron J. Kallet, Wil- Castambaernize andtheatre.
liam T. MacNeilly, Sidney K. Kallett are inMorris-Union
Theatres
Corporation,
to
operate theatres, amusement houses and parks, to corporators.
Central
Ohio, R.Inc.,S. Columbus,
cuit of theatres.
Kerr and J.toE.form
Doylea cirare
Lewis Pictures Productions, Inc., New York
exhibitnes inplays
and motion
pictures and do busireal estate
generally.
City, to conduct school for training people in the incorporators.
Morristown Operating Company, to operate the art of motion picture acting. Harrison PENNSYLVANIA
theatres. Incorporators are William Dickson, Lewis, George A. Maunsell and J. Gerard Creof Metuchen ; Christian J. Jorgensen, of Rari- gan
are incorporators.
Theatres, Inc., Philadelphia. Edna
Chapel Amusement Corporation, Albany, to F.Dewey
Schwarz, Anna G. Hackett and Emily G.
tan Township, and Harold Gast, of Perth Amboy.
exhibit motion pictures. Norman B. Fitzer, Kopelhuber are the incorporators.
Ritzer and Ephraim Bettigole are the
Rajah Theatre Company, Inc., Philadelphia.
Summit Operating Company, to operate the- Rae
Incorporated by Ja Emanuel, Cormack G.
William Dickson,
J. Jorgen- incorporators.
Idamin Amusement Corporation, New York, Keeney and Harry Cohen.
sen andatres.
Harold
Gast are Christian
the incorporators.
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The
ANSWER

Bluebook
TO

QUESTION

Bluebook School Question No. 90 zvas: (A)
Explain the difference betzveen variable density
and variable area sound track recording and exwhat raises
and itself.
lozvers (B)
volume
splain
pect to the
recording
Whatzvithdoesre-a
photo-cell "see" and why would not the human
eye
tion?see the same thing zvere it in the same posiBecause of inability to examine all the papers
sent in on this question, credits are dispensed
with.
Section J.A K.as Robinson
follows : and R. E. Bullard answer
"By processes,
the details
of whichthe itvariable
seems
unnecessary
to explain,
in recording
density sound track, an extremely thin line of
light is made to be constantly incident upon a
movingtirelynegative
film. ofThis
line extends
enacross the width
the sound
track area.
The intensity of this line of light, or its width, is
made to vary exactly in accordance with every
variation in the sound waves by which the light
producing element is actuated. It then follows
that since the negative film coating of emulsion
develops out in variable density exactly in accordance with the amount or value of its exposure tolight, in the positive print there will be
a series of lines across (horizontally as the film
runs ) the sound track, the density of which will
vary exactly as the sound wave each such line
represents varied, disregarding those losses inherent in all man-made processes.
"While
perhapsournotbrother
expressed
our
ideas
very wewell,have
we believe
students
will understand what we are attempting to express.
"Having
of variable
density as viewedthenin aitssound
lengthtrack
exposed
to the scanning beam of a projector, which is approximately aduplicate of the thin line of light before
mentioned, it follows that as the sound track
passes through this light line, a varying amount
of light will pass through and on to the photoelectric cel , and those variations will be exactly
in proportion to the variations in density of the
sound track. In other words, as the film moves
downward through the scanning beam, the latter
will be affected alike at each point clear across
the entire width of the sound track. Hence
the amount of sound received by the photo-cell
will vary as does the density of the sound track
from point to point, viewed in its length, each
point
being considered as an entire width of
the track.
"The
variable butareain sound
accomplishes
similar results,
a verytrack
different
manner.
The effect upon a loudspeaker diaphram is in
exact proportion to the quantity of light reaching the P. E. cell during each succeeding instant of scanning. In the variable area sound
track a portion of its width is so exposed to the
scanning beam that, when developed out, it is
wholly transparent — so far as celluloid and
emulsion may be said to be wholly transparent.
The remainder of the width of the track, when
developed, out, is wholly opaque. In other
words, the width of the recording scanning beam
is varied, instead of its density as viewed in the
other direction. Examining the two types it
may be readily understood that the variation
in either density or area (width) might be so
managed that precisely the same amount of total
light would be passed through to the P.E. cell,

School
NO.

90

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
QUESTION NO. 96
(A) Does the d.c. formula for
Ohm's Law apply to a.c? Explain.
(B) What is "reactance"?
(C) What is "impedance"?
To join the Bluebook School merely
send in answers. Place name and question number upon first sheet. Address
F. H. Richardson, No. 3 Tudor Lane,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
and that is exactly what happens. The amount
of light incident upon the P.E. cell will of
course vary from point to point precisely as the
width of the transparent part of the sound track
varies. And, harking back, the width of the
transparent
the frequency of theportion
soundvaries
wavesprecisely
incidentasupon
the
light controlling
element
of
the
recording
instrument varied.
As a result we find the variable area sound
track to be called that because the opaque and
transparent areas thereof vary, the variations
being in the form of horizontally placed peaks
and hollows. The variable density sound track
is so called for the reason that its density varies,
the variations of each type of track being such
that precisely (precisely in theory, at least) the
same(B)variations
of lighta reach
photocell."
L. H. Kelley,
Nevadathe projectionist,
says, "In the case of a theatre sound reproducphotocell
lightdepending
intensity
varieding asystem,
greatthemany
times 'sees'
a second,
upon frequency of the sounds recorded. If the
frequency of the recorded sound be, say, 6,000
cycles, then the P.E. cell will see light variations
at that speed per second and will create a 6,000cycle ripple in the direct current producer.
"The human
eye would atnotsuchbe speed
able because
to distinguish light fluctuations
ofregister
its 'persistence
of
vision.'
It
would
the varying intensity of the lightmerely
as a
steady
illumination
medium thedensity."
M. and J. Devoyat explain
matter thus :
photocell
'sees'scanning
each andbeameveryof light,
difference
in"Theintensity
in the
and
since that intensity varies as the density of the
variable density or the area of the variable area
sound track alters transmission thereof, and
since the active element of the P. E. cell is affected by the light intensity only while each
intensity is present thereon, as measured in
millionths of a second, I believe we may fairly
it 'sees' every
assay expressed
in light.cycle of the sound frequency
"The ationshuman
nearly soeyefast,cannot
due distinguish
to the fact light
that varieach
light impression remains impressed upon active
elements of the eye for the fraction of a second
after the impression has been replaced by anThis is known
as 'persistence
vision.'
Were theother.human
eye located
as is the ofP.E.
cell
opening, it would see a strip of light that would
increase and decrease in intensity somewhat as

Conducted by
F. H. RICHARDSON
various sections of the sound track of varying
density passed, but it would see none of the
rapidly recurring individual sound cycle impressions. At least that is our understanding of
the matter, though we can find nothing in our
text books .that answers the question directly.
We therefore have tried to reason the matter
out from our limited knowledge of the action
of P.E. cells and the element of persistence of
vision as applies to the human eye."
To Test Electric
Power by Air Again
Another test in the transmission of electric power by wireless will be made within
the week by John Roberts, inventor of the
idea. The test will be made from the John
C. Roberts Laboratories, near New Castle,
Del., to the farm of J. Wirt Willis, near
Glasgow, a distance of 16 miles.
The power will be transmitted to the farm
to operate
tric bulbs. a tractor and illumine 100 elecUnemployment Act Upheld
All firms, including theatres, that employ
three or more persons are subject to the
provisions
unemployment
compensation ofact,Wisconsin's
which was recently
upheld
by Alvin C. Reis, circuit judge, in an action
brought
by theto state
a Madisonas
manufacturer
maketo hiscompel
contribution
required by the law.
The sale of the Audubon Theatre and
office building at 165th Street and BroadYork, St.forRealty
$650,000Company,
by the Broadwayway,andNew165th
a Fox
Theatres Corporation subsidiary, to the
Audubon Amusement Company, Inc., has
been approved by United States Circuit
Judge
T. Manton
sitting
United Martin
States district
court last
week.in the
F. H. Richardson's
BLUEBOOK
of
PROJECTION
• New sixth edition. Projection, sound reproduction
and trouble-shooting all in
one handy volume. Also
features quick-finding index
pan
system for instant reference.
fVfn Order today.
(■yl
$6-25 Postpaid
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center New York
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Moses

Reis Dead;

Western Electric Starts
Had Stage Circuit
Moses Reis, owner several years ago of
Infringement Action
largest circuits of legitimate theWestern Electric Company, Inc., and one ofatresthe
in the country, died Saturday in New
Radio Corporation of America have filed York after
a short illness. Mr. Reis was 87.
suit in the federal court of the southern disthe peak of his career Mr. Reis owned
trict of California against C. J. Richter, 128Attheatres
York, Pennsylvania and
Inc., of Los Angeles, charging infringement Ohio. With intheNewadvent
of motion pictures
of the DeForest oscillator patents in the and the resultant competition
manufacture of short wave electro-diather- out to Loew's and other circuits.Mr. Reis sold
mic equipment.
Sam and Lee Shubert, the producers,
A hearing is to be held November 1st.
started
Reis. their careers in the employ of Mr.
Mr. Reis began his connection with the
Lawyers for Paramount
theatre as a player in an orchestra. Some 50
Trustee Seek $215,000
years
ago he opened one theatre in Bradford,
An application for an allowance of $215,000 for services in connection with the pro- Pa., gradually buying others as his success
posed $2,150,000 settlement of two actions
Mr. Reis' affairs will be carried on by
against former officers and directors of grew.
Paramount has been filed by Root, Clark, Charles C. Reis, who was house manager for
lateRivoli,
S. L. Strand
Rothafeland("Roxy")
at the
Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for the Para- the
Rialto,
Capitol theatres
mount trustee, Charles D. Hilles.
on Broadway.
The petition was filed with Alfred C.
Coxe, federal judge in New Yqrk, who
previously allowed the law firm $50,000 for $600,000 Suit Filed
services in the action. Mr. Hilles has filed On Raw Stock Deal
a petition for an allowance of $7,500.
A $600,000 suit against Universal Pictures
The proposed settlement is before the
Corporation, Eastman Kodak, Consolidated
court for its approval.
Film Industries, Carl Laemmle, Maurice
Fleckels, J. E. Brulatour, Inc., and Jules E.
Brulatour, instituted in New York supreme
Freddie's Parents Start
court by John D. Tippett, Inc., was revealed
Suit Against Aunt
Wednesday when Jules Brulatour filed a
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bartholomew, parents motion
to set aside a notice of examination
of Freddie Bartholomew, have instituted before
trial which had been served him.
action in Los Angeles to set aside the boy
The
plaintiff
contended that the defendactor's
adoptiononbythehis grounds
aunt, Missof deception.
Myllicent
ants conspired to induce Universal to break
Bartholomew,
They charge Miss Bartholomew gave a five-year contract made in 1932 under
Tippett was to supply raw film stock
them a written agreement that they could which
to Universal. It was charged that late in
have
him. their son back any time they wanted 1932 Eastman Kodak offered Universal a
$1,000,000 loan and Consolidated offered
a $500,000 loan if the contract were
Revell Named Defendant
broken. The plaintiff also claimed that
Universal requested a $450,000 loan from
In Infringement Case
it, and that the contract was broken when
Charles McCord has included Harry the
loan was refused. A hearing on Mr.
Revel, songwriter, as an additional defendant Brulatour's
in his $50,000 copyright infringement suit Thursday. motion will be held next
brought in United States district court, New
York, against Twentieth Century-Fox and Motion Made to Dismiss Case
the Robbins Music Corporation.
Samuel Goldwyn, Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
The plaintiff charges infringement of his
Cantor and United Artists will file
song, "I'll Always Remember Ronkonkoma," aEddie
motion for dismissal of a $1,000,000
in the song, "Good Night, My Love," which plagiarism
suit brought against them in
was used in the picture "Stowaway."
United States district court by Mort Eisman,
Clara
Deller
and Robert Louis Shayon.
Montague Contracts
A hearing will be held on November 26th.
For $1,000,000 Job
The plaintiffs charge infringement of their
Laverne Moore, better known in Holly- story, "Oh Shah" in "Roman Scandals."
wood as John Montague, has signed a
seven year contract with Everett Crosby, WB Sues for $1,000,000
brother of Bing Crosby, under which he
Warner Brothers has instituted a $1,000,000
will receive $1,000,000 as a motion picture damage
against the National Screen
actor, radio entertainer and professional Service action
York State supreme court,
golfer, according to an Associated Press charging intheNewdefendant
made trailers using
dispatch from Hollywood.
the
Warner
name.
News of the contract was released immediately after Mr. Moore was acquitted
in Elizabethtown, New York, of a seven- Movie Life Sued by Life
Time, Inc., publishers of the magazine,
year-old charge of first degree robbery. The
contract was signed before Mr. Moore was Life, is seeking $25,000 from Movie Life
taken from Hollywood to face trial in New for alleged infringement of Life's trademark. The action is in United States district
York, according to the announcement which
came from Paramount studios.
court, New York.
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OBITUARIES
Reginald C. Barker
Reginald Charles Barker, 55, died in Los
Angeles ciation
lastwithweek.
Barker'soccurred
first asso-in
motionMr.pictures
1913 when he started directing for Ince,
which mentswaswith Triangle,
followed Universal,
by directorial
Metro,assignFox,
Goldwyn,
Tiffany,
MGM,
First
National
Artclass. He directed William S. Hartandin
the
latter's
recenttheyears
Mr.
has first
beenpicture.
identifiedIn with
writing
ofBarker
western
stories.
Harry Noble
Harry Noble, former Educational Pictures
representative in New Haven, Conn., for 15
years, died there last week.
J. E. Dobbins
J. oke
E. Rapids
Dobbins,
52, atwhoRoanoke
operated Rapids,
the Roan-N.
theatre
C,
for
many
years,
died
recently.
been in ill health for some time. He had
Salvatore Lenge
Salvatore Lenge, veteran Kansas City
theatre orchestra musician, died last week
at his home following a stroke.
Herbert Schulman
Herbert Schulman, 27, manager of the
Mayfair theatre, Philadelphia, died there
last week of pneumonia.
Clinton J. Hecht
Clinton James Hecht, former actor,
known on the stage as Clint Nixon, died last
week in Hollywood. Mr. Hecht was 31.
Rites for Plane Victims
Funeral services were held in New York
last weekend for James Pergola, Pathe
News cameraman, and William H. Pitt,
news editor of Pathe, who were killed in the
airplane crash near Evanston, Wyo.
MGM Files General Denial
A general denial to a $250,000 infringement suit brought by Philip T. Clancy,
author, has been filed in United States district court, New York, by Metro-GoldwynMayer and Robert Pirosh, the defendants.
Mr. Clancy claims his play, "Nuts to You,"
was plagiarized in "A Day at the Races."
Temporary Injunction Refused
The New York supreme court has refused
to issue a temporary injunction, restraining
the exhibition of the short subject "I Want
to Be tem,aInc.Boarder"
by Seiden
The injunction
was Sound
soughtSysby
Leo Fuchs and Yetta Zwerling, who claim
the short was made from extra sequences in
which they appeared for the feature picture,
"I Want to Be a Mother."
Arrivals on the lie de France Tuesday
included Alexander Korda, Maurice Silverstone, Herman Maier, Sam E. Morris, Phil
Reisman, Jack Cohn, William Powell,
Madeleine Carroll, King Vidor, Mrs. Vidor,
Barney Glazer, Julien Duvivier, Erik
Charell, Ludwig Charell, Marcel Hellman
and Mirelle Ballin.
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WITH

RENTAL
PLAN
gram costs on an average 40 per cent of
receipts. From such information as we have
Recent Distributors' Decision
had from visiting executives, it seems that the
"SPANISH EARTH"
American
BANNED IN BRITAIN
to Supply "A" Product on
rather less exhibitor's
than half offlat
this.rates work out at
Percentage Terms Only Is
The British Board of Film Censors
A British exhibitor comment on this circ
u
m
s
t
a
n
c
e
i
s
that
in
America
the American
Red Flag to the Theatremen
on Friday banned the propaganda picdistributor apparently wishes to recoup his
ture,
"The
Spanish
Earth."
The
film
increased
production
costs
by
a
greater
levy on
by BRUCE ALLAN
was produced by Joris Ivens with
the public, leaving the exhibitor his present
in London
commentary and narration by Ernest
profit, while in England he wants to draw extra
money at the expense of the exhibitor. It is,
Hemingway, American novelist.
The rentals controversy in England has
of course, a statement from one point of view,
The order banning the picture was
taken on still another new phase.
and it leaves out of consideration the attempts
issued just as delegates to the British
When the Council of the Cinematograph
tohaveapply
Congress of the International Peace
heard'percentage'
something,in butAmerica,
it gives ofa which
picture weof
Exhibitors Association advised theatre men
Campaign arrived at Central Hall,
our present controversies.
toon continue
to
book
both
"A"
and
"B"
films
flat rates if they previously traded on
Until the KRS answers the CEA's "no
Westminster, for the picture's first
change" ultimatum in reply to its own "all
showing in Great Britain.
those terms, the exhibitor organization set
percentage"
ultimatum with a third ultimatum
up direct opposition to the policy, announced
(the frequency, suggests
on both that
sides, aof new
these word,
proby the Kinematograph Renters Society, that
nunciomentoes
in future distributors would classify all fea- controlling program length, but that they wanted Proximatum, should be coined for exclusive
tures as "A" or "B" and supply the "A" the problem
handled
separately from the per- Wardour
use), theonly"
position
is thatofficial
"All
manent problem
of rentals.
'A' films Street
on percentage
remains
product on percentage terms only.
Major
A.
J.
Gale,
leader
of
the
campaign
distributors'
policy.
Of
course,
designed
to
kill
Discussion in the CEA Council largely on rentals, told the Council that there would doubling of top features, the policy of itself
was concerned with the fact that, in its be a conference with the circuits. "If the will do no such thing.
on one feature or two, can work
join us,"
he said,
act as a outPercentage,
to an actual rental lower than any probable
new "A" policy, the KRS was nominally circuits front
and can
tackle"weanycanpropaganda
concerned with restriction of overlong pro- united
price. (There are instances, it may be
which is going to mean an increase in film flat
gram and in particular with the use of two prices. . . . The KRS are out to bleed you. said in passing, where distributors have been
for carriage
perthat they
going toto stop
in- out of pocket
"A" films in such bills. It was asserted They have
centage contracts.)
All theandKRSprints
policyon does
crease pricesinferred
in America
and are
we have
that, with exhibitors even more concerned
do is to standardize percentage as the booking
that
happening
here,
by
organization."
than distributors to limit the "double A' "
practice of the British trade.
Major primarily
Gale's reference
program, the KRS had chosen a method America
V
refers toto theprise-raising
campaign toin
of meeting the problem which tended to increase admissions on your side, about which Films Bill Presented
we
have
heard
from
various
visitors
from
New
split exhibitor opinion and to allow rental York and the Coast. Suggestions of a similar
Eustace Stanley, president of the Board of
rates to be raised generally.
procedure in England, where theatre prices are
presented the Cinematograph Bill, proA point made in the debate was that it would substantially higher than in the States, were Trade, viding
new quota requirements, to the house of
opposed by General Secretary Fuller Commons this week and the text was read forhave been possible to deal with the long pro- vigorously
of
the
CEA
in
first
announcing
that
what
,the
mally
for
the first time.
gram
evil
by
making
a
rule
that
two
"A"
films
never should be played together. Also suggested exhibitor wanted was that less money should
With cerned
thewithexhibitors'
the problemrulingof body
rentalchiefly
prices,con-an
in variouscentage rexhibitor
quarters
is
that
the
pergo
from
the
box-office
to
distributors
rather
ule should have been made applicable than that more should come from patrons.
equally important matter has been considered
Comparison
of
American
and
British
rentals
only inments
the emphasized
case oftwosuchthings
billings.
com- also shows a much higher scale in this country by one of its committees, that concerned with
: thatThese
exhibitors
the same new
Films onBill.following
It is understood
that
(Continued
page)
were willing to cooperate with distributors in than in the United States. The British nrnWINGING
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WARNERS

SET

(Continued from preceding page)
the
draft
association's
finalcompleted.
statement forIt
the Boardof ofthe Trade
has been
has not been published because, as previously
reported, there are still hopes that a joint
CEA-Film Group policy may shape after Film
Group has considered the CEA suggestions and
conferred with that organization.
With agreement already established, in
principle, on opposition to the double quota and
in advocacy mofinisterianng body, official,
trade,points
adthere areinstead
still ofmany
jf difference between exhibitors and producers.
The CEA adheres to its demand for a viewing
clause, which the Film Group opposes.
It wants a lower quota, stepped in favour of
exhibitors.
The Film Group wants the exhibitors'
quota increased.
Other points favored by the producers, which
may win acceptance by exhibitors are:
Quarterly instead of annual compliance with
quota
This, itofis said,
the
releasedemands.
and exhibition
Britishwould
filmsprevent
en masse
in the summer and spread the native product
evenly through the year, including the seasons of
big takings.
The quota percentage to be based on imported
films instead of on the distributor's complete program.
The second suggestion is designed to cover
the case of a British distributor handling chiefly
the less expensive type of British films. Such
a concern
might costing
have a less
program
entirely of films
than consisting
the statutory
£15,000; such subjects rank for exhibitor's
quota for
but American
not for films.
the (distributor's)
quota
cover
If such a company
buys American pictures, it will be required
under the present proposals to acquire British
films, costing a minimum £15,000 each, in such
statutory percentage relation to its total output
as may be stipulated in the Bill. The situation
created would therefore be that £15,000 British
films would, indirectly, be demanded to cover
British films costing less than that amount.
The new basis suggested would make "miniBritishAmerican
coverage films
necessary
only inAs re-a
lamum"
tion to the
acquired.
working example, with four American pictures,
WINGING
ITS
TO

WAY
A NEW

NON-STOP
RECORD
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TEDDINCTON

such a company, on a 20 per cent quota basis,
would want one £15,000 British film. It could
handle 12 or more less expensive British films.
On the
"output"
it wouldThe becomplexities
asked for
two
or three
£15,000basis,
pictures.
created by quotas, and by the difference between
distributors'
exhibitors' quotas, are well
illustrated by and
this suggestion.
The Double Quota Issue
The essential point of agreement between the
CEA and the Film Group is their opposition
to the provision that a picture costing £45,000
shall rank double for quota.
Their reasons are interesting. It is argued
that such a provision must logically, sooner or
later, be extended on an arithmetical basis, and
that this would seriously reduce the number of
British films. This is clever in a controversial
sense. The "arithmetical" argument is that
advancedterests,byand it the
KRS forunassailable.
the American
is logically
Insteadinof attempting
to
assail
it,
exhibitors
and
ducers are going to make it an argument profor
their own case, with the advantage that it
will support their other plea of "American
domination
of Britishunderproduction"
under the
conditions proposed
new legislation.
In knowledgable London quarters, it is
thought many sections of the House of
Commons will be receptive to this argument as also to the request for an official
commission to administer the new Act.
Some go so far as to indicate the certainty
that a commission will be named.
The Films Bill will be introduced in late November. In the meantime invitations to address meetingsroomof ofmembers
of Parliament
a committee
the House
of Commonsin
have been addressed to all the trade associaby the British
cil,tionspresided
over by Films
Lord Advancement
Strabolgi and Counnow,
it is stated,mentaryincluding
86
members
in its Parliasection.
The BFAC, it already has been recorded,
stands for the special brand of reciprocity
invented by Mr. Isidore Ostrer, under which
American companies would be required to
spend on independently made British films a
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percentage of their receipts in England. It is
therefore
surprisingThethatCEAthe isKRSconsidering
has refused its not
invitation.
the
matter
but
is
thought
unlikely
to
accept.
Labor unions will go along.
Warners will make two or three large pictures for world release at the Teddington Studios, Jack L. Warner said before sailing on
the
Queen
stories will
be selected Mary
from Wednesday.
the HollywoodThe schedule
and
may be "George and Margaret," "The Amazing Dr.producer
Clitterhouse"
and with
"Blonde
conferred
LeslieWhite."
Howard
andThesaid
afterwards
that he would
make a
British
picture
with
him
this
year,
if
a story
can be agreed upon.
Irving Asher, managing director for Warners' production
here, will
to confer
in the United
Statessailon November
star castings.17
Lloyd Bacon definitely will direct one in England.
The company will not import technicians ;
Mr. Warner said the British staff and equipequals Hollywood's.
Mr. mentAsher
will arrange
States distribution for several
current United
British-made
films.
Of five submitted, "The Perfect Crime," "Mayfair,"
"Melody"
and
"You
Live
and
Learn"
have been accepted for American showing and
will be played by the Warner theatres.
The
of next
year's output is estimated
at Warner
from cost
£300,000
to £400,000.
said color
would be used in 10 per
cent of the output and that this probably would
be raised to 25 per cent in a few years.
Filmgoers' League Proposed
Kenneth Nyman, CEA official, suggested the
formation of a Filmgoers' League, drawing
upon thetended 20,000,000
regular forpatrons
who at-of
British film theatres
the purpose
improving film standards and fighting the cost
proposals in the impending Films Act.
The suggestion came in the form of a lecture
atthe Golder's
Green,
Mr. ground
Nyman attacked
quotawhen
the
would
reduceproposed
the number
ofonfilms
and makeit British
films, British-American.
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EASTMAN

Super X Panchromatic

Nega-

tive not only promises superlative photographic quality, but delivers it with unbroken regularity. It's reliable. In no
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Company,
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RECEIPTS

The total of the theatre receipts for the calendar week ended October 23, 1937,
from 60 theatres in 12 major cities of the country was $822,372, a decrease of $160,657
from the total for the preceding week, when 65 theatres in 13 large' cities aggregated
$983,029.
(Copyright, 1937. Reproduction of material from this department without specific written permission from Motion Picture Herald expressly forbidden.)
TL.
I _„ _ from
(AverageJanuary
weekly 4,crosses
66 week3,period
I neaiTeS
1936. tofor April
Average 1937)
Chicago
Seats
Price
PerReceipts
Week
Chicago
. 4,000
35c -75c
900
35,500
35c-75c
6,800
35c-75c
17,500
3,490
19,900
35c-75c
2,509
35c-75c
13,000
1,591
..2,776
20c-55c
14,800
1,700
37c-75c
17,500
Cleveland
Allen

Denver
Denham
Denver
Orpheum

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"The Prisoner
of
Zenda"
(U.A.)....
38,700
(plus stage show)
"High, (Para.)
Wide and Handsome" 7,000
"Something to Sing About" (G.N.) 27,000
(stage: Major Bowes' Unit)
"Saturday's
Heroes"
(RKO)and Orch.)
19,500
Fred Waring
"Madame(stage:
X" (MGM)
10,000
"Think
Mr. Moto"
(20th Fast,
Cent. -Fox)
(plus stage show)14,400
"The Broadway
Melodvweek)of 1938".... 15,000
(MGM) (2nd

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"High, (Para.)
Wide and(plusHandsome"
stage show) 30,600
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)
6,700
"Life Begins
a% College"
35,400
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(plus stage show)
(Ina for
Ray Two"
Hutton (RKO
and Orch.)
"Breakfast
Fats Cent.-Fox)
Waller and Revue) 16,800
"Thin(stage:
Ice"
(20th
10,000
week)
"Roberta"(3rd (RKO)
13,000
(plus stage show)
"Broadway
of 1938" 19,000
(MGM)Melody
(1st week)

5,700
12,700
17,800

"Life Begins at College" 8,200
-Fox)
"Heidi" (20th
(20th Cent.
Cent.-Fox)
13,900
"Music(stage:
for Madame"
Fats Waller(RKO)
and Orch.) 19,000
"Walter(U.A.)
Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" 9,000
(6 days)

"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 7,500
"Life Begins at College" 17,500
"Danger,(20thLoveCent.-Fox)
at Work"
16,000
(20th Cent.-Fox)
(stage:
Jack
La
Rue
and
Vince
Barnett)
"The Prisoner of Zenda" (U.A.).... 13,000

6,700
9,600
7,300

'This Way, Please" (Para.) 5,750
'Wife,
and Nurse"
(20thDoctor
Cent.-Fox)
(plus week)
stage band)11,000
'Stage
'Flight Door"
from (RKO)
Glory" (2nd
(RKO) and 7,500

"Double Or Nothing" (Para.) 6..000
"100 Men and a Girl" (Univ.) 10,000
(plus stage
band)
"StageDear
Door"
(1st week)
"My
Miss(RKO)
Aldrich"
(MGM)and 12,000

50c-$1.50
30c -55c
40c-55c
30c-65c

'The Life(6thofweek)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 9,380
'Life Begins at College" (20th.... 12,561
Cent.-Fox)
"Counsel for Crime"
(Col.) Journey"and (U.A.)
'Dark
2,555
'Lost
Horizon" (Col.)
(3rd (RKO)
week).. 7,500
and "Saturday's
Heroes"
'Life Begins at College" (20th.... 16,430
Cent.-Fox)
and "Counsel for Crime"
(Col.)
'Lost
Horizon" (Col.)
(3rd (RKO)
week).. 5,000
and "Saturday's
Heroes"
'Music(stage:
for Madame"
Hal Kemp(RKO)
and Orch.) 12,500
'That
Certain
Woman"
(F.N.)
and 14,346
'Over the Goal" (F.N.)

"The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 7,800
(5th week)
"The
and 15,469
"The Prisoner
Women ofMenZenda"
Marry"(U.A.)(MGM)
"Doctor Syn" (GB)
3,304
"Lost Horizon" (Col.) (2nd week).. 12,200
and "Life Begins with Love" (Col.)
"The
and 17,656
"The Prisoner
Women ofMenZenda"
Marry"(U.A.)(MGM)
"Lost Horizon" (Col.) (2nd week).. 9,000
and "Life Begins with Love" (Col.)
"This Way, Please" (Para.) 15,000
(plus stage show)
'Back
(F.N.) and.. 13,000
•West inof Circulation"
Shanghai" (F.N.)

4,000 25c-55c 12,200
2,900 25c-55c 7,200
2,400

"The Bride Wore Red" (MGM).... 7,500
"Lost Horizon" (Col.)
12,000
"Saturday's Heroes" (RKO) and....
"Dance, Charlie, Dance" (F.N.)

'High, Wide and Handsome" 9,500
'Back (Para.)
in Circulation" (F.N.) 18,500
(stage: Fred Waring and Orch.)
'She's Guy"
No Lady"
'Bad
(MGM)(Para.) and 3,500

25c-60c
25c-50c
25c-65c
25e-65c

"That Certain
"Talent
Scout" Woman"
(F.N.) (F.N.) and 10,000
"100 Menin anda Bungalow"
a Girl" (Univ.)
and.... 12,500
"Love
"The Prisoner
of Zenda" (Univ.)
(U. A.)... 7,500
(2nd week)
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" 8,500
(20th (20th
Cent.-Fox)
and "Hot Water"
Also
Cent.-Fox)

'Double
(Para.) and
'On SuchOra Nothing"
Night" (Para.)
'The Shiek Steps Out" (Rep.)
(plus stage
show)
'The Prisoner
(1st week)of Zenda" (U.A.)..
'Varsity
Show"
(W.B.)
'Salute to Valour" (Col.) and

3,100

30c-55c
30c-55c
30c-75c

. 1,500
2,500
2,500

25c-40c
25c-40c
25c-40c

3,300

Los Angeles and Hollywood
Carthay Circle ..' 1,518
Chinese
2,500
Four Star
900
Hillstreet
2,700
Loew's State
2,500
Pantages
3,000
Paramount
3,595
W. B. Hollywood 3,000
Minneapolis
Minnesota
RKO Orpheum
State
Montreal

2,547
3,115

9,300
11,000
10,500
7,600

10,500
14,000
13,500
8,500

HERE
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IS!
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Showmen"
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1938
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for 1938. I enclose 25c to cover cost of
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66 week3.period
TL(AverageJanuary
weekly4 grosses
1936, to(or April
I ntJairca
from
Average 1937)
New York
Seats
Price PerReceipts
Week
55c-$2.20
15,600
Astor
1,142
Capitol
4,700
33,400
25c-85c
25c-75c
Criterion
1,700
12,000
Globe
1,400
25c-65c
17,800
55c-$2.20
Hollywood
1,430
25c-99c
Paramount
3,700
36,100
Rialto
594
2Sc-55c
7,700
25c-99c
23,100
Rivoli
2,200
79,000
40c-$1.65
RKO Music Hall 6,200
25c-75c
Roxy
5,954
35.400
40c-99c
Strand
3,000
20,800

Current Week
Picture
Gross
"The Firefly"
(11th week)(Para.) 5,000
"The Bride Wore Red" (MGM) 25,003
"NationtheAflame"
(Treasure) and.. 5,800
"Over
Goal" (F.N.)
"The Girl Said No" (G.N.) 5,000
"The Life(10thof week)
Emile Zola" (W.B.).. 14,000
"Souls at Sea" (Para.) 43,000
(stage:
Jane
Froman-B.
Meroff's Orch.)
"Fit for a King"
(RKO)
5,200
"Wife, (20th
DoctorCent.and-Fox)Nurse"
(2nd week) 12,500
"Stage(plus
Door"stage(RKO)...
(2nd week) 96,000
"Life Begins
at show)
College"
41,500
(20th
Cent.
-Fox)
show) (2nd week) (plus stage
"Alcatraz Island" (F.N.) 25,000

Previous Week
Picture
Gross
"The Firefly"
(MGM)
7,000
(9th week)
"The Good
Earth" (MGM) 27,000
(3rd
week)
"This Way, Please" (Para.) 8,500
"Something to Sing About" (G.N.) 3,500
-4th week)
"The Life(5(9thdays
ofweek)
Emile
Zola" (W.B.).. 16,000
"High,
Wide
and
Handsome"
29,000
(stage: Yacht
Club (Col.)
Boys) (Para.)
(3rd week)
"Counsel
for Crime"
7,600
"Wife, (20th
DoctorCent.-Fox)
and Nurse"
24,500
(1st
week)
"Stage (plus
Door"stage(RKO)
show) (1st week) 113,000
"Life(20thBegins
at College"
63,500
Cent.-Fox)
(1st week) (plus stage show)
"Back in Circulation" (F.N.) 2,000
(4 days-2nd week)

Oklahoma City
Criterion
Midwest
Tower

1,700
1,500
1,100

(20th Cent.-Fox)
'The Life of Emile Zola" (W.
'Back in(8 Circulation"
(F.N.)...
days)

"High, (Para.)
Wide and(6 days)
Handsome" 3,900
"The Bride Wore Red" (MGM).... 5,200
"Make (6a days)
Wish" (RKO)
1,500

Omaha
Brandeis
Omaha
Orpheum

1,200
2,200
3,000

25c -40c
25c-40c

Boyd
Fox
Stanley

1,300
,, 2,400
. . 3,000
.. 3,700

40c -65c
40c-65c
40c-65c
40c-65c

San Francisco
Fox
Golden Gate ...
Orpheum
Paramount
United Artists

5,651
.. 2,850
.. 2,440
, 2,670
.. 1,200

.. 2,500
,1,800
.. 2,450

10c-55c
10c-35c

5,300
4.300

5,200
4,800
2,400

"The Bride
"Bad
Guy" Wore
(MGM)Red" (MGM) and 7,100
"The
Prisoner
of Zenda"
(U.A.)....
"Hot Water" (20th
Cent.-Fox)
and 8,300
"Wife,
Doctor midnight
and Nurse"
(20th Dance
Cent.contest)
Fox) (stage:
Big Apple

"Lost
(Col.) and
4,700
"Forty Horizon"
Naughty
(2nd
week) Girls" (RKO)
"High,
and Handsome"
(Para.)(8Wide
and
No Lady" (Para.)6,300
days)"She's
"Varsity
Show"
(W.B.)
and(Univ.) 8,900
stage)
"The Man Who Cried Wolf"
(plus "Theand Prisoner
Zenda" contest
midnighton
preview
Big Appleof dance

9,200
14,800
17,000
15,700

'The Prisoner
of Zenda" (U.A.)..
(2nd ofweek)
'The Life
Emile Zola" (W.B.)
(3rd
week)
'Heidi" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Double Wedding" (MGM)

'The Prisoner
(1st week)of Zenda" (U.A.)....
'The Life of Emile Zola" (W.B.)..
(2nd
week)
'Life Begins
at College"
(20th Wore
Cent.-Fox)
week)
"The Bride
Red" (2nd
(MGM)....

15c-75c
15c-55c
15c-55c
15c-75c
15c-75c
15c-75c

11,000
16,600
8,200
13,300

'Heidi" (20th Cent.-Fox) and 16,003
'Danger, Love at Work" (20th Cent.-Fox)
'Stage(plusDoor"stage(RKO)
18,500
band) (Univ.)
(2nd week)
"100
Men forandCrime"
a Girl"
and
8,500
"Counsel
(Col.)
(4th
week)
•The Bride
Wore andRed"Horse"
(MGM)(W.B.)
and 11,500
"Wine,
Women
(2nd week)
"Dead End"
(U.A.)
7,600
"Double
(Para.) and.. 17,000
"On SuchOra Nothing"
Night" (Para.)

30c-55c
25c-55c
30c-55c
30c-55c

7,700
7,700

'The
(MGM) and 7.150
'Hot Bride
Water"Wore(20thRed"Cent.-Fox)

6,000

"Borneo"
Cent.-Fox)
"Saturday's(20th
Heroes"
(RKO) and.... 5.100
"Wife,
Doctor(2ndandweek)
Nurse""Forty
(20th..
5.203
Cent.-Fox)
Naughtv
Girls"
(RKO)

Philadelphia

Seattle
Fifth Avenue
Liberty
Orpheum ....
Paramount . .

3,050

6.900
15.300

5,200

12,503
12,000
15,500
17,500

17,000
18,500
9,500
10,500

"Life Begins at College" (20th Cent.- 15,000
Fox) Cent.-Fox)
and "Charlie(2ndCnanweek)on Broadway"
(20th
"Stage
Door"stage(RKO)
23,000
band)(Univ.)
(1st week)
"100
Men(plus
andCrime"
a Girl"
and
10,200
"Counsel
for
(Col.)
(3rd
week)
"The
Wore andRed"Horses"
(MGM) (W.B.)
and. 13,500
"Wine,Bride
Women
week) Vogues of 1938" 5,800
"Walter(1stWanger's
(U.A.) (5Spy"days-3rd
"Lancer
(20th week)
Cent.-Fox)
"Women Men Marry"
(MGM) and 14,000

"That
"The BigCertain
Shot"Woman"
(RKO) (F.N.) and 5,200
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" (20th 7.150
Salute"
(RKO)(1st week) and "Annapolis
Cent.-Fox)

October

WHAT
DID

MOTION

30, 1937

THE

FOR

Columbia
WHEN
IN LOVE: Considered
Grace Moore,by all
Carya
Grant
— Did YOU'RE
not please
poor
W. E. anyone.
McPhee,
Town,production.—
Maine. General
patronage.Strand Theatre, Old
Crescent
UNDER STRANGE FLAGS: Tom Keene, Luana
Walters— Tom, you let the fellow who played Pancho
Villa
picture
you. But,with
it's "Renfrew
a honey,
even
ifstealyou thedid.
Doubledfrom
the
Mounted,"
and60thisminutes.
whatpicture
a sweetPlayed
combination
itof15-16—
was!Royal
Running
time,
October
Harry Ind.M. General
Palmer,patronage.
Temple Court Theatre,
Washington,
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ME

II N partment,
this, thetheexhibitors'
theatremenownof dethe
I nation serve one another with
information on the box office performance of product
for theirof mutual benefit.
It is a service
the
exhibitor for the exhibitor. Address
all communications to —
What the Picture Did for Me
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
Rockefeller Center, New York

First National
BADpicture
GUY:withBruce
Virginia
Grey— forPlentythe
good
a lotCabot,
of action
andfor swell
CONFESSION:
Kay Played
Francis,
Hunter—
Very other
halfNotof bigthat
double
bill,
or good
your butbargain
ordinary.
Story poor.
OctoberIan 13-14.
Running
night.
enough
for
your
best
nights
will
time,
85
minutes.—
M.
W.
Mattecheck,
Lark
Theatre,
McMinnville, Oregon. Local patronage.
satisfy ningthetime,ordinary
show crowd
in October
a small town.
Run69
minutes.
Played
9.—Kansas.
Mayme
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR: Kenny Baker, Jane Small
P.
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
Lincoln,
town patronage.
Wymannight— Didof the
a fairserial
business
Night
and the
last
which onwasFamily
instrumental
in drawing
any extra
business.
A partly
good little
picture
BIG
CITY:
Spencer
Tracy.anyLuise
Rainer—
A good
for anyment tobutsatisfy.
your Running
best nights,time,with85 enough
butand itafter
didn'tthisdraw
than
minutes.entertainPlayed picture
business
year'sbaby,
hike,more
thetheme
profitsaverage
were
October
4-5.
—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
scarcer
than
an
old
maid's
the
picture. We tried to sell it but it must have beenof this
the
Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patronage.
title, because
all right.
PENROD AND SAM: Billy Mauch, Frank Craven, better
than theSpencer
averageTracybutusually
not toodoesgood.
RunningIt's
time,
80
minutes.
Played
October
10-12.—
Mayme
P.
Spring
Byington
—
Good
kiddies'
picture.
Saturday
night crowd well entertained. Not much for the town town
patronage.Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small
RunningBengough
time, 60Theatre,
minutes.Bengough,
Played October
7.— Musselman,
A.folks.
L. wan,Dove,
SaskatcheCan. Rural patronage.
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938: Robert Taylor,
Powell — A very good musical with a good
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, THE: Mauch Eleanor
story
comedy Melodys
that didn't
In fact,andnoneplenty
of the ofBroadway
have click
ever here.
done
Twins, onErrolthisFlynn
evidentlygood,spentbut aa lotveryof exceptional
money
one —andWarners
it is pretty
business here. Neither does Eleanor Powpoor
grosser
in
a
small
town.
—
Stanley
Benson,
Rossell
mean
a
thing.
It's
a
picture
that
you
can en-be
ville Theatre, Rossville, 111. General patronage.
proud of butthusiastic Iover don't
think
small
towners
will
wax
it. Running time. 110 minutes. Played
13-15. Kansas.
— Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess TheaO'Brien,
Humphrey
A SAN
smallmostQUENTIN:
action
picturePat
deals with
prisonveryBogart—
life.good.
Al- October
tre, Lincoln,
town patronage.
everyone liked
thisthatpicture.
Business
FAMILY
AFFAIR,
A:
Lionel
Barrymore,
Cecilia
Running
time,
70
minutes.
—
Gordon
Held,
New
Strand
Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
Parker,
Eric Linden
— Excellent
production
thatChester
did agood
business
and
they
all
came
out
with
that
fieldian lookRose(it Theatre,
satisfied).Sumas,
Played Wash.
October Small
5. — B. town
HolSAN entertainment
QUENTIN: Patfor O'Brien,
Humphrey
Bogart—
Grand
my
class
of
patrons.
Very
lenbeck,
much enjoyed by all. Play it in any spot. Running patronage.
time, 7 gough
reels.
Played
September
30.
—
A.
L.
Dove,
BenEARTH, THE: Paul Muni, Luise Rainer—
patronage. Theatre, Bengough, Saskatchewan, Can. Rural ItGOOD
didn'tmy dopatrons.
any outstanding
businessseenand tooit didn't
please
Guess they've
much
hardship
and
to enjoy it in agrasshoppers
picture. Somein their
great own
bits ofeveryday
acting andlife
Grand National
Metro
didn't
spare
the
horses
on
expensive
settings,
and then it was tinted.
you don't
sets
take aIf look
at thethink
next that
one Linyou
HEADIN'Stewart—
FOR THE RIO
GRANDE:
Tex getting
Ritter, a picture off just
P. Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
Eleanor
westerns are
Kansas. Small
town patronage.
better
as time goesThese
on. Ritter
The photography
and sound show. —coln,Mayme
in thistingfeature
good. Ritter's
is getMY DEAR MISS ALDRICH: Edna May Oliver,
better. Running
Hewaswillverysoon
thesinging
best
Maureen
Walterbusiness.
Pidgeon — Only
A goodpicture
picture
ern stars.
time,rank
60 with
minutes.—
A. town
J.of westInks,
that
didget0''Sullivan,
average
Crystal
Theatre,
Ligonier,
Indiana.
Small
patcould
forcomplaints.
thisSunday
date Had
and itsome
satisfied
enoughshorttoI
ronage.
silence
the
excellent
subjects
got by story
nicely.is good.
NothingRunning
to be afraid
RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Jimmy and
the and
newspaper
time, 76of
Newill,
CarolCantor,
Hughesso— IHere's
one saidthatthiswillweeksurprise
minutes.
Played
October
3.—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
you.
Eddie
was
told,
over
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patthe
that likea Mountie
a singing
star ronage.
lookedradioto him
it was a story
bit farwithfetched.
But after
PARNELL: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Edna May
hethanksaw you"Renfrew"
hecolumns,
changedEddie,
his mind.
I favorable
want to Oliver
in
these
for
the
Good picture,
but3. — B.notHollenbeck,
so much at the box
comments
passedadvantage
upon thisof subject.
We stepped
office.tre,— Played
OctoberSmall
right ningouttime,andyou61 took
your
remarks.
RunSumas, Wash.
town patronage.Rose Theaminutes.
Played
October
15-16.
—
Harry
TOPPER: Constance Bennett, Cary Grant, Roland
M.General
Palmer,
Temple Court Theatre, Washington, Ind.
patronage.
Young — There's
plenty of funtheandfirstthereelpicture
difnt but get them
or itisdon't
mean aferething.
Drew injustforabout
average business
and
got plenty
of
laughs,
so
that
spells
a
lot
of
satisfacPlayed September
MaymeSmall
P. Musselman,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Princesstion. Theatre,
Lincoln,13-14.—
Kansas.
town patA DAY AT THE RACES: Marx Bros— Good enter- ronage.
WAY
OUT
WEST:
Stan
Laurel.
Oliver
Hardy—
t
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
f
o
r
a
lot
of
people.
Some
don't
care
for
them.
Played
October 3-5.LarkRunning
time, 108 minutes.— best
vet from thisRosepairTheatre,
of nuts. Sumas,
Played Wash.
October Small
11.The—
M. W.gon. Mattecheck,
B. Hollenbeck,
patronage.
Local patronage. Theatre, McMinnville, Ore- town

Paramount
EASY LIVING:
Jean pleased
Arthur,a small
EdwardcrowdArnold—
very
that
theA
first funny
rainyA picture
Saturday
we then
have some
had since
wayonbelly
last
spring.
few
giggles,
good
old
laughs, the kind that tell you they are enjoying your
show. IGood
anyRunning
spot buttime,I couldn't
itMayme
right
where
wantedforit.Princess
minutes.get— Kansas.
P. Musselman,
Theatre,85 Lincoln,
Small
town patronage.
FORLORN RIVER: Larry Crabbe, June Martel—
Ain good
western
with butplenty
oftheaction
andfor shoot-'em-up
quantities,
just night.
stuffRunning
the time,
chewers60
andlarge
spitters
on Saturday
minutes.
Played
October
9.—
Mayme
P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small
town patronage.
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME: Irene Dunne,
Randolphtense fogScott
We hit
rain andspecialinwith — this
swellbigandsnowstorm,
well produced
which ablenicked
theandgrossthe butpicture
we received
scores
ofwillfavorcomments
is
there
and
satday you Strand
play it.Theatre,
RunningMilford,
time, 115
— E. isfyeral
C. anypatronage.
Arehart,
Iowa.minutes.
GenHOTEL
Leo very
Carrillo,
Nice
little HAYWIRE:
comedy enjoyed
muchMary
by aCarlisle^
bargain
night
audience
which
turned
out
in
extra
Stanleyeral patronage.
Benson, Rossville Theatre, Rossville,numbers.
111. Gen-—
HORSE FEATHERS: Marx Bros.— Still plenty good
and a good —print.
GoodJackson,
time toJackson
play this during footmaton,ball season.
Alabama.SammieGeneral
patronage. Theatre, FloI MET HIM IN PARIS: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
Douglas,thatRobert
A very
picture
did notYoung
do so— well
here, good
possiblycomedy
becausetypeit
rainedson,allRossville
day Theatre,
the SundayRossville,
we played111. it.General
— StanleypatronBenage.
MOUNTAIN
Three
cheers to MUSIC:
ParamountMartha
for thisRaye,one.BobTheyBurnsliked
it,
and, should
oh boy,alsothebebusiness
this will do. National
Screen
complimented
trailer,
which was better than a lot of shorts onwe their
have played.
—Stanley
Benson, Rossville Theatre, Rossville, 111.
General patronage.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Bob Burns, Martha Raye,
Rufe Davis— This has what it takes. Swellelegant.
Played
— B. patronage.
Hollenbeck, Rose Theatre,
Sumas, October
Wash. 8,Small1937. town
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC:
Bob
Fine picture. Drew lots betterBurns,
than Martha
anythingRaye—
in a
long time.Alabama.
— SammieGeneral
Jackson,patronage.
Jackson Theatre, Flomaton,
NIGHT
OF MYSTERY:
Roscoe
Karns,
madouble
n— Everything
happensto here
and the
it isprogram.
justRuththe Colestuff
the
bills
crave
balance
We
used this with a western and it gave the big hat boys
aP.night
of
thrills.
Running
time,
80
minutes.—
Mayme
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas.
SmallMusselman,
town patronage.
NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE: William Boyd,
George Hayes—
I onlyare played
this onetonight
and these
Hopalong
Cassidys
good like
enough
in most spots.
My patrons
them. play
They twoare days
well
produced
and,grosswhileaverage
they ordon'tbetter.
breakTheanyonlyrecords,
the
pictures
class
ofworthpictures
that rental.
we buy Running
from Paramount
the film
time, 72 that
minutes.are
Played October
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
Lincoln, 3.—Kansas.
town patronage.
OUTCAST, THE: Warren William, Karen Morley
—Prettyson, Rossville
slow tempo
and aRossville,
poor grosser.—
Stanley Benronage.
Theatre,
111. General
patRUSTLERS'
VALLEY:
William
Boyd,
George
Hayes— I have yet to play a poor Hopalong Cassidy
westernally haveanda good
they draw
better. They
story, average
cast andor direction,
with usu-excellent photography,
who don't
the
horse operas
will comeandto people
see these.
Runningliketime,
60 minutes.
PlayedTheatre,
SeptemberLincoln,
18.— Mayme
P. Small
Musselman,
Princess
Kansas.
town patronage.
RUSTLERS'
Hayes
— A naturalVALLEY:
with us. William
Everybody Boyd,
bappy.George
Play

80
itRankin,
if you Plaza
like westerns
your situation.
Theatre, forTilbury,
Ontario,— Harland
Canada.
General patronage.
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST: Gertrude Michael,
Larry
suitable— E.forC.a Arehart,
double feature.
RunningCrabbe
time,— Only
60Iowa.minutes.
Theatre,
Milford,
General patronage. Strand
Garygruesome
Cooper, George
a SOULS
picture. ATIt isSEA:a very
subject Raft—
but howWhatit
was played.
out toowithinlong.a short
Let's step
see
more
of him. Raft
All inhasallbeen
it comes
ofPlay"Captains
and that
that isis saying
going asome.lot.
it for allCourageous"
it is worth and
Runningatre, Ligonier,
time, Indiana.
90 minutes—
J. Inks,
Crystal TheSmallA. town
patronage.
TURN
OFF
THE
MOON:
Eleanore
Whitney,
JohnnycalDowns,
Ruggles to— A beveryrealenjoyable
musiprogramCharlie
that proved
entertainment.
Businessbury, good.
—
Harland
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
TilOntario, Canada. General patronage.
WAIKIKI WEDDING: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye,
Bob Burns,andShirley
Rosswell— A atgoodthe picture
that Stanley
nleased
everyone
did veryTheatre,
box office.
Benson, Rossville
Rossville,
111.— General
patronage.
ic
Republi
ROUND-UP
TEXAS:about
Gene a Autry,
Burnette
— This TIME
Autry INis neither
round-upSmiley
nor
about Texas; withsit's
about
diamonds
andhaveAfrica.
Nott
a
n
d
i
n
g
a
l
the
good
reports
I
about
these Autrys, I find they will not get read
the young
couplesday of aandFriday
girls-Saturday
in and hence
doalthough
not holdthisup isonnotFri-a
run,over
spot
where
any
western
goes
— Stanley
Benson, Rossville Theatre, Rossville,very111. well.
General
patronage.
UNDERCOVER
MAN:
Johnny
Mack
Brown—
Fine
western
fair western.
Jackson
Theatre, star,
Flomaton,
Alabama.— Sammie
GeneralJackson,
patronage.
RKO Radio
MAKE little
A WISH:
Basil
Rathbone—
An
excellent
pictureBobby
with Breen,
little
star. BusinessStrand
good. Running
time,
74a small
minutes.
— Gordon
Held,
New
Theatre,
Griswold,
Iowa.
General
patronage.

RESS
AIR EXTPWAY
TO SHIP
THE FASTES
3 MILES A MINUTE

That's how releases speed when
you rush them by
AIR EXPRESS
— 2500 miles overnight. Nation-wide.
Complete day and night
service to theaters in 220
key cities in the United States
and Canada. Also direct to 32
Latin -American countries, Honolulu and the
Far East. Prompt, receipted pick-up and delivery.
Low cost. For service or schedules, phone any
office of RAILWAY EXPRESS. Ask for AIR
EXPRESS DIVISION.
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Having found your department "What the Picture Did
for Me" of considerable value
in booking pictures, I am contributinglittle
a
to this column
for the first time.
— Stanley Benson,
Rossville Theatre,
Rossville, 111.
MEET THE MISSUS: Helen Broderick, Victor
Moore—tion andVerycomedy
good that
pictureheldthatthe wasattention
much ofliked.
AcourGreen
patrons
from
beginning
to
end.
—
George
Lodge,
Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small town patronage.
SATURDAY'SgoodHEROES:
Van that
Heflin,
Marsh—
footballas picture
fell Marian
flat at
the box Pretty
office. ItNoseems
folks
despise
football
pictures.
more forif methe forold some
time
to
come.
Running
time,
70
minutes.
—
Gordon
Held,
New
Strand Theatre, Griswold, Iowa. General patronage.
SLEUTH:
JackWasOakie,greatly
Ann liked
Sothern—
Full
ofSUPER
action Action
and comedy.
our
patrons.
and comedy
all through
andby very
interesting.
Played
October
2.
—
George
Lodge,
Green
Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Del. Small town patronage.
Twentieth Century - Fox
BORNEO':
Mr. and that
Mrs.theyMartin
dragged
out 75travelogue
walked Johnson.—
out on. Long
Runminutes.—
E. McPhee,
tre,ningOldtime,Town,
Maine. W.General
patronage.Strand TheaBANJO ON MY KNEE: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel
McCreaenjoyed
— Our patrons
loversPersonally
of musicalsliked
so weit
only
normal aren't
business.
very bury,
much.—
Theatre. TilOntario,Harland
Canada. Rankin,
General Plaza
patronage.
BANJO ON MY KNEE: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel
McCrea,
Brennan,film Walter
Perfect
film
fare forWalter
the average
It Catlett—
hassmash,
practically
everything
that
makes music,
a boxfan.
office
good
acting,
tense
situations,
dancing,
romance
and
comedy.
Walter
Brennan
as
Newt
Holley
comes
through
with
a
performance
that
eclipses
the
acting
Barbara
Stanwyck
and also
Joel add
McCrea.
Catlettof
and
Katherine
DeMille
their Walter
bit to making
this one of the season's finest achievements. The
Choir's rendition
"St.minutes.
Louis —Blues"
isHall
a Johnson's
masterpiece.
time,of 95New
Reynolds,
DirectorNewRunning
of Jersey.
Recreation,
Jersey J.StateA.
Prison, Trenton,
Prison patronage.
DOCTOR
(Reissue):
Will areRogers,
Marian
Nixon—
These BULL
Will Rogers
reissues
gettingBenson,
us a
little
extra
money
on
weekends.
—
Stanley
Rossville Theatre, Rossville,, III. General patronage.
GREAT HOSPITAL MYSTERY, THE: Sally Blane,
Thomas
on par forwiththe other
stories andBeck—
fair About
entertainment
second mystery
half of
your weekend double bill. Running time, 56 minutes.
Played
October
16.
—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patronage.
IT HAPPENED OUT WEST: Paul Kelly, Judith
Allen—
picture.
Soand farnot wea onehavewasplayed
four
"HaroldPoorBell
Wright"
good.
Running
58 minutes.—
Gordon patronage.
Held, Newany Strand
Theatre, time,
Griswold,
Iowa. General
KING GEORGE VI CORONATION: Color Special
—The
only timein mythatribsI felt
I ahadsalesman
been robbed
without
was like
whenprice.
forced
me to buya gun
this thing at a feature
Please, mister,
give
me
my
money
back
—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
ronage.cess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town PrinpatLIFE BEGINS AT COLLEGE: Ritz Brothers,
Gloria
It's a about
laugh provoking
knockout andis
you'llbutnotStuart—
be caring
on,
I venture
to say thatprofits
it willwhile
do a thelot show
of busitheseplayed
boys itaretoo known.
much nessbutwheremaybe
hot, and Wethen didn't
it seemsdo
that
business
isn't
all
that
the
producers
promised
after
we had Princess
a crop. Theatre,
Played October
MaymeSmallP.
Musselman,
Lincoln, 6-8.—
Kansas.
town patronage.
LOVE UNDER FIRE: Loretta Young, Don Ameche
—A very
goodsomething
picture andat the
this boxDon office.
AmecheTheis story
getting to mean
isheadlines
right
uptotoput
the itminute
we tied
with youthe
over and
nicely.
Bookit itin and
won'tber 12.—be Mayme
sorry atP. theMusselman,
business done.
PrincessPlayed
Theatre,SeptemLincoln, Kansas. Small
town patronage.
ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN: Claire Trevor, Sally
Blane, Bill Robinson— Well liked on Pal Night. Play-

October
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edtre,October
Mrs. O.SmallA. Jensen,
Silver Hill TheaOshkosh,13.—Neb.
town patronage.
SEVENTH
HEAVEN:
Simone
Simon,
James Stewart— An
excellentso well
picture
enjoyed
byseeeveryone
saw
it.
Liked
some
came
to
it againdidwhothea
second
night,of which
is unusual.
Every-Monday
character
fine
piece
work.
Good
Sunday
business. A picture deserving of your best-Tuesday
playing
time. jestic
Running
time, 102
Frank Ross, MaTheatre, Joliet,
111. minutes.—
General patronage.
SLAVE SHIP: Wallace Beery, Warner Baxter—
Another Foxfor picture
that didn't
grossandexpenses.
Too
gruesome
the atladies,
I too.
guess,
that means
that
stay
home,shots,
with- the
somemenexcellent
scenic
aA finewonderful
cast andpicture
good
directing, Played
but it just didn't 27-28.—
jell. Running P.time,Mus-93
minutes.
selman, Princess September
Theatre, Lincoln,Mayme
Kansas. Small
town patronage.
SLAVE
SHIP:
Wallace
Beery,
Warner
Not so hot. Not a special by about $60.00. BaxterPlayed
October
92 minutes.—Oregon.
M. W. Local
Mattecheck, 8-9.
LarkRunning
Theatre,time,McMinnville,
patronage.
SHIP: Wallace
Beery,
Warner Baxter—
ThisSLAVE
issider itgenerally
high but
conabove an rated
averagefairlypicture.
SomeI domay.not Good
spotsber 25in.— George
it and quite
a
lot
of
action.
Played
SeptemLodge,
Green
Lantern
Theatre,
Claymont, Del. Small town patronage.
THINK
MR. MOTO:willPeter
Lorre,
Field
NiceFAST,
programer
pleaseExtended
in anyVirginia
spot.
Well —staged,
good story that
and comedy.
runs?
No.
65 minutes.
W. E. patronage.
McPhee,
Strand Running
Theatre, time,
Old Town,
Maine. —General
THIS IS MY AFFAIR: Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Taylor,
Victor
— First and middlethe ofmiddle
this one
was
of actionMcLaglen
the
picturefull slowed
upandandcomedy.
a great Toward
deal of it was quite
dark.
Why
do
the
producers
have
such
dark
scenes
that you can not really see much of anything. Dark
scenes areClaymont,
no good.—Del.George
Green Lantern
Theatre,
Small Lodge,
town patronage.
WAKE UP AND LIVE: Walter Winchell. Ben
Bernie, Alice Faye, Jack Haley — Good picture and
fair
Winchell's tochatter
a littlesotooI hope
fast
for ourgrosser.
non-microphonic
registerwas clearly,
they slow Theatre,
him down Rossville,
on the next111. one.General
— Stanley
Benson,
Rossville
patronage.
WEE WILLIE WINKIE: Shirley Temple, Victor
McLaglen — A swell picture even without Shirley Temple, but itit didn't
draw enough
to cover
expenses, but
weat it.
liked
for thedrawn
privilege
Maybeand itpaidwouldFox have
betterofatlooking
some
other time,
but that
her last
pictureladydidn't,
so am andinclined to think
the little
is slipping
about toutes.goPlayedintoSeptember
a big slide.
min29-30.—Running
Mayme time,
P.Small97Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln,
Kansas.
town
patronage.
WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE: Loretta Young,
WarnerGiveBaxter
— Here's runs
one andthatsitwillbackdoandyourlistenheartto
good.
it extended
box
officeStrand
click. Theatre,
In any spot,
grand Maine.
picture. —General
W. E.
McPhee,
Old Town,
patronage.
WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE: Warner Baxter,
LorettatheYoung,
Virginia
isn't
up
among
firstA tenreally
best,worthwhile,
thenBruceit —willIfpicture
bethisin athat
runnerup
position.
will
stand
up
on
your
best
days.
We
only
played
it
one
day
a verybettergoodforbusiness
wouldbuthavedid done
two or and
three know
days.thatBookit
it and boost
it;PrincessyouTheatre,
won't be Lincoln,
sorry. — Mayme
P. Small
Musselman,
Kansas.
town patronage.
United Artists
Ruth Chatterton—
I DODSWORTH:
finally got aroundWalter
to playHuston,
this picture
and it did
about
the
business
I
expected
of
it. Very 111.littleStanleyeral patronage.
Benson, Rossville Theatre, Rossville,
GenELEPHANT
BOY:
Native
Cast—
This
Englishmade
by some
enjoywasjungle
pictures.picture
It didwasnot liked
have much
of a who
plot and
only
an average
Stanleypatronage.
Benson, Rossville Theatre, Rossville,grosser.—
111. General
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE: Marlene Dietrich,
Charles
Boyer— Same
as onRossville,
"Dodsworth."—
Stanleyeral patronage.
Benson,
Rossvillereport
Theatre,
111. GenSTELLA DALLAS: Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles,
Anne Shirley — Musicials may come and musicals may
go, butever.pictures
like comments
"Stella Dallas"
on what
formightwilladdgo toonly
has
alreadyAny favorable
been saidGoldwyn,
by theI Iboys
superfluous.
Samuel
salute would
you. Runningbe
time, 104Court
minutes.
October
17.— Harry Ind.
M. Palmer,
Temple
Theatre,
Washington,
General
patronage.
YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE: Sylvia Sidney, Henry
Fonda—adverse
This picture
failedWould
to do business
much
criticism.
recommendand it.received
Story
isTheatre,
not whatOntario,
our people
— Harlandpatronage.
Rankin, Plaza
Canada. like.General
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Universal
MY MAN GODFREY: William Powell, Carole Lombard— I went
and picked
becausedidI
had
it andbackI knew
it satisfied,
was this
good.one
Theupdrew
picture
a veryseentronsgood
in can
pawho hadbusiness
seen itandbefore.
HopeevenUniversal
make
some
more
as
good
this
year.
If
you
haven't
played it, get it some way and give your patrons a
treat.—coln,Mayme
P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, LinKansas. Small
town patronage.
OH,
DOCTOR!:
Edward
Everett
Horton—
Very Jackgood
comedy.
Fair Theatre,
draw on bargain
Sammie
son, Jackson
Flomaton,nights.—
Alabama.
General
patronage.
ROAD BACK, THE: John King, Richard Cromwell,
"Slim"everyone
Summerville, see,
Andy Devine—
A great
picture;at
one
want
to.ourPoor
the box office.should
Think the but
reasondon'tis because
people
don't
want
anything
with
war
in
it,
even
though
preaches
against Hill
war. Theatre,
Played October
7-9.—Neb.
Mrs. O.SmallA.it
Jensen,
Silver
Oshkosh,
town patronage.
WINGS Wc-OVER
HONOLULU:
Wendy
Barrie,
Milland—
would
haveour gone
town with
this Ray
one
had
we not
struck
firsttosnowstorm
and
bad
weather.
Give
us
more
airplane
pictures
and
we
will
make
withStrand
them.Theatre,
RunningMilford,
time, 78Iowa.
minutes.—
E. C.eralmoney
Arehart,
Genpatronage.
Warner Brothers
BENGAL TIGER, THE: Barton MacLane, June
Travis—
Thisalthough
old picture
not drawenjoyed
very well
on a
Saturday,
it wasdid— good
by those
who
like Rossville,
circus pictures.
Stanleyandpatronage.
Benson, Rossville
Theatre,
111. General
GOD'S Beverly
COUNTRY ANDThisTHEpicture
WOMAN: Georgedo
Brent,
business
and makeRoberts—
some money if it canwillbe still
bought
right.—
Stanley
Benson,
Rossville
Theatre,
Rossville,
111. General patronage.
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette
Davis,
WayneStoryMorris,
Humphrey
Bogart Played
— ActingSep-of
stars good.
No O.drawA. Jensen,
here.
30-October good.
2.—
Silver Hill
Theatre, temberOshkosh,
Neb.Mrs.Small
town patronage.
KID GALAHAD: Edward G. Robinson, Bette
Davis ably— This
picture
pleasedwas those
one reason
business
so poorwhowascame.
that ProbWarner's
trailer
was
so
poor,
for
although
this
picture
primarily
a
fight
picture,
they
tried
to
make
you
be-is
lieve iwithn theEdward
trailer G.thatRobinson,
it was tothebeusual
a gangster
picture
hard-boiled,
half-pint
Stanleypatronage.
Benson, Rossville Theatre,
Rossville, tuffy.—
111. General
SINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
Weston—
straight
sure
glad I did.Played
This this
boy has
slippedpercentage
plenty in and
this town
and
Warner's
musicals
have
all had
so much
ofhave
the
same
in
them
that
they
are
hard
to
sell.
Would
lost
plenty
on thisRunning
with a time,
big guarantee,
so usePlayed
your
own
judgment.
105
minutes.
SeptemberLincoln,
15-17.—Kansas.
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
town patronage.
SINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
Weston—Weston
The best
Dick Powell
Doris
well liked.
A muchpicture
better forteamsomethantime.the
previous
pictures.HillPlayed
October
10-12.—Neb.
Mrs. O.SmallA.
Jensen,
Silver
Theatre,
Oshkosh,
town patronage.
SINGING MARINE, THE: Dick Powell, Doris
Weston— Rossville
Well likedTheatre,
and drew
pretty111. well.—
Benson,
Rossville,
GeneralStanlev
patronage.
VARSITY
SHOW:
Dick
Powell,
Fred
Waring
and
Orchestra—
A try-to-be-big
that wasrun cold.
Lackedgross
audience
appeal. generally.
Got picture
by on They
extended
with
small
and pleased
cannot walk
out
on120thisminutes.—
one. It's
production. Running
time,Town,
W. aE. good
McPhee,
Old
Maine. General
patronage. Strand Theatre,
Short Features
Educational
FARMER ALFALFA IN TRAILER LIFE: Terry Toons
— give
It wasn't
soonehot,on but
kids show.
like cartoons,
soP. weMusselman,
them Princess
mosttheevery
Mayme
Theatre,
Lincoln, — Kansas.
Small town patronage.
FUN'S FUN:
Hisdifferent
Gags
and
goodJefferson
little
twoMachamer
reeler,
a and
littledraws
from Gals—
the Aaverage.
Jefferson
Machamer
his
specialty,
"Beautiful
Girls," andin theinterwoven
throughout
are
some
good
specialties
song
and
comedy
line.
time, 20 New
minutes.—
A. Reynolds,
DirectorRunning
of Recreation,
JerseyJ. State
Prison,
Trenton,
New
Jersey. Prison
patronage.
KIKO'S
CLEANING
DAY:
Terry-ToonsJust
other cartoon andPrincess
that is complimenting it. — MaymeanP.SmallMusselman,
town patronage. Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas.
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FLORAL JAPAN: FitzPatrick Travel Talks— Fitz-8!
Patrick
Travelin this
Talksshort
are wasthe exceptional
best of anybody's.
The
coloring
and was
enjoyed
all. Running
minutes.—
J. Inks,
Crystal byTheatre,
Ligonier,time,
Ind. 10Small
town A.patronage.
GLIMPSES OF PERU: FitzPatrick Travel Talks—
Aa dandy
very good
traveltalk
the colorsum.—is Mayme
swell. It's
tripPrincess
for a Theatre,
veryandnominal
Musselman,
Lincoln, Kansas. SmallP.
town patronage.
NIGHTcomedies
'N GALES:
Gang—always
My patrons
these
and theyOurmost
satisfy.likeI
think
Metroon has
some
good— Mayme
shorts, but
can't brag
too
much
their
features.
P.
Musselman,
ronage.
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
SKI CHAMPIONS:
BOSKO
AND
THE
CANNIBALS:
Harman-Ising—
Very good colored cartoon. I think they are as good OLYMPIC
ties— Well, they've
had everybodyPetebutSmith
the Specialpopcorn
asMayme
any onP.theMusselman,
market andPrincess
the recording
is perfect.
— boy
on
skiis
this
summer.
Now
he's
gone
and madeP.
Theatre,
Lincoln,
him
a pair Princess
and is waiting
forLincoln,
a snow.Kansas.
— Mayme
Kansas. Small town patronage.
Musselman,
Theatre,
Small
town patronage.
DEXTERITY:
Pete
Smith
Specialties—
Very
interROAMIN' (.Continued
HOLIDAY: on following
Our Gang—
playing. —Canada.
Harland General
Rankin, patronage.
Plaza Thepage)These MGM
atre,esting.
Tilbury,WorthOntario.

LOVE andIN will
ARMS:satisfy.Two-Reel
It is a Pringood
comedy
— MaymeComedies—
P. Musselman,
cess Theatre, Lincoln,
Kansas.
Small
town patronage.
POTMusselman,
LUCK: Song
and Comedy
Fair.— Kansas.
Mayme
P.Small
Princess
Theatre,Hits—
Lincoln,
town patronage.
RED featuring
HOT MUSIC:
TerryToon
Kiko theTerry-Toons—
Kankaroo. AA good
broadcasting
cartoon
band
gets
so
"hot"
they
burn
the
studio
up.
Ruining
time, 7 minutes.
J. A.Prison,
Reynolds,
ofJersey.
Recreation,
Jersey —State
Trenton,Director
New
PrisonNewpatronage.

Are youridtMg your patrons
ox

a/tAl£

?

Not as silly as it looks. You should
hear them talk! They will believe
you want them to come again only
in proportion to the comfort offered.
Ask us
ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

COMFORT:

THE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Public Seating for every School, Theafre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
}§/ Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
GREATEST
STAR
OF
THEM ALL

82
shorts
very extra
good.good.
EnjoyedRunning
by adults
This oneare was
time,and10 children.
minutes.
—A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
SOAK THE Doesn't
POOR: Pay"
CrimeseriesDoesn't
Pay good
Series—
These
very
will sure"Crime
bolster up a weak
feature, areof which
there andare
plenty
regardless
of
the
promises.
—
May
me
P.
Mussel
man, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patronage.
SPORTS ON ICE: Pete Smith Specialties— A good
sport
reel, buttakewe'vethe seen
before.sureThosegot
tobogganists
cake Sonja
and theskatecamera
some
of —their
spills.P. I'dMusselman,
say play itPrincess
cause they'll
like itshots
plenty.
Mayme
atre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patronage. TheON ICE:
SmithrunSpecialties—
theSPORTS
finest sport
reel Pete
we have
in a longThistime.is
Itgames
showsandtheis winter
Olympic
sports
last four-man
season's
run ofofwethe
sled race is asa knockout.
exciting asTheanything
have ever
seen.
Running
time,
10
minutes.—
A.
J.
Inks,
Theatre, Ligonier. Ind. Small town patronage. Crystal
WAYWARD
colored
cartoon andPUPS:
these areHarman-Ising—
on a par withA thedandy
rest,
including
Mickey Lincoln,
Mouse. —Kansas.
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess
Theatre.
town patronage.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?: M-G-M MiniaturesVery
good. Play
That's Tilbury,
"what weOntario,
think."—Canada.
Harland
Plaza it.Theatre,
GeneralRankin,
patronage.
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NICKEL LOWDOWN:
Charles
A good
single
reel.— C.patronage.
L. Niles,Kemper—
Niles Theatre,
Anamosa,vaudeville
Iowa. General
NEW REPORTERS
OFrecommend
THE PACIFIC:
Colortour
FROM ILLINOIS
WePEARL
cannot
this toowhen
highlybooking
forAdventure—
anythissituation. You may
rest assured,
subFrom Illinois come two new conject,
you're
giving
your
audience
a
real
treat.—
land
Rankin,
Plaza
Theatre,
Tilbury,
Ont.,
Can. Hartributors to "What the Picture Did
PICTORIAL REVIEW, No. 1: This is the first
for Me" this week. They are:
Vitagraph
have
and ifRunning
they alltime,
are
as goodminutes.—
as pictorial
this one J.weweInks,
have Crystal
norun kicks.
Stanley Benson, Rossville Theatre,
eight
Theatre, Ligonier,
Rossville, Illinois.
Ind. Small townA. patronage.
Frank Ross, Majestic Theatre, Joliet,
PLAY STREET: Cherry and June Preisser, Duke
Illinois.
McHale— and
A swell
Dukea
McHale
othersshort.
alldanceable
addThetheirPreisser
bit to Sisters,
make pepthis
Returning to the reportorial staff
laughable, singable,
musical.
Will
up
any program.
Running
time,
20
minutes—
J.
A.
Reyis Mayme P. Musselman of the
Director N.of J.Recreation,
New Jersey State
Princess theatre at Lincoln, Kansas,
Prison, nolds,
Trenton,
Prison patronage.
after an absence since the first of the
PLAY STREET:
Very good.
entertaining
Broadway
Brevity. Preisser
This seriesSisters—
is always
Run21 minutes.—
Gladys town
E. McArdle,
tre,ning time,
Lebanon,
Kansas. Small
patronage.Owl TheaPOETS
Mr. & Mrs. JessetheCrawford— A Exceptional.—
fineOF reelTHEwithORGAN:
theL. Crawfords
pipe
year.
toLincoln,
say.— Kansas.
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, organ.
Niles, Nilesplaying
Theatre, Anatown patronage.
mosa, Iowa. General C.patronage.
THEgood TRAIL:
Screen
Songs—
PORKY'S
Looneythe Tunes—
Porkyproduct
caroneTWILIGHT
is all
right.ONP. AMusselman,
musical
additionTheatre,
to a This
proto nout
s are notbyROMANCE:
inthisa company.
class with
Princess
Linturned
This balance
one
is7 asofminutes.
poor as—
coln,gram.—Mayme
Kansas. Small
town patronage.
the
balance
of
the
series.
Running
time.
WHEREgot those
SNOW skiIS jumpers
KING: Paragraphics— Well, weIt A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier. Ind.
Paramount
finally
OF THE NORTH WOODS: Looney Tunes
seems like
every company hasovertriedthatit mountain.
all summer, —ItPORKY
is awillplenty
good cartoon
and bought.—
the kids Mayme
like them,P.
BLUE
VELVET
MUSIC:
Headliners—
A
good
band
because
all
we've
been
getting
lately
is
these
guys
so
we
book
can get
sliding
down
the
mountain.
—
Mayme
P.
Musselman.
act and
it willLincoln.
satisfy.—Kansas.
Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Prin- ronage.
Musselman,
Princessall weTheatre,
Lincoln, Kansas.
Small
patronage.
cess Theatre,
town patronage.
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small town pat- town
BLUE
VELVET
MUSIC:
Headliners—
A
very
good
RIM
AC
ORCHESTRA,
THE:
Melody
Mastersorchestra Ontario,
number. Canada.
— HarlandGeneral
Rankin,patronage.
Plaza Theatre,
Good, butmusic.doesn't
have time,
very 10wideminutes.—
appeal. A.South
AmerTilbury,
Running
E. Eliasen,
RialtoicanTheatre,
Paynesville,
Minn.
Twentieth Century - Fox
DING
DONG
DOGGIE:
Betty
Boop
CartoonsBetty
Boop
Cartoons
are
surpassing
their
last
season
SUNDAY
ROUND-UP,
THE:
Broadway
Brevities
BONE
BENDER
PARADE:
Adventures
of
the
inPopeye
makeup.
In fact,worse.
Betty Good
Boop cartoons
is gettingforbetter
and Newsreel Cameraman — An excellent short subject and —Very pretty, with some swell cowboy singing. You
is getting
the kids.
go wrong
datingMayme
this one
in with any Princess
feature.
worthMusselman,
a good spot
on anybody's
Mayme won't
Running
time,
seven
minutes.—
A.
J.
Inks,
Crystal
This
hold up.—
P. Musselman,
P.Small
Princess
Theatre, program.
Lincoln, — Kansas.
Theatre, Ligonier, Ind. Small town patronage.
Theatre,will Lincoln,
Kansas. Small
town patronage.
town patronage.
Popeyecartoons
the Sailor—
Our patrons
SWEET SIOUX:are Merrie
Melodies— ThesewithMerriethe
SKI PARADE, THE: Adventures of the Newsreel Melodies
likeHOSPITALITY:
Popeye and these
are usually
very Cameraman—
Oh, mountain
Boy! Themand same
guys are— Mayme
sliding touch of cartoons
football and very
the good.
Martha ThisRayeone episode
is
funny man,andPrincess
thisTheatre,
is no exception.—
Mayme Small
P. Musseldown
that
same
how
thrilling.
Lincoln,
Kansas.
town
exceptionally
good.
Running
time.
A.townJ.
P. Musselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Inks, Crystal Theatre, Ligonier, 10Ind.minutes.—
patronage.
Small
town patronage.
Small
patronage.
IMPRACTICAL
THE:cartoon.—
Betty Boop
Car-P.
THE RIMAC
ORCHESTRA
A MUSICAL
toons—Good enoughJOKER,
Betty
Boop
MaymeSmall
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
Lincoln,
Kansas.
JOURNEY
TO SOUTH
AMERICA:IN Melody
Masters
Vitaphone
town patronage.
—They
changed
costumes
and asetting
with thenovelty
music
to
fit
the
country
and
it
was
swell
musical
KING
SOCCER:
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights—
It
is
CAN'T
THINK
OF
IT:
Ken
Murray,
Oswald—
A
band
act.—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
Princess
Theatre,
aon fastthe game
and
this
Sportlight
throws
plenty
of
light
corned
v
without
any
laughs.
Running
time,
20
minLincoln,
Kansas.
Small
town
patronage.
subject. A good addition to your program. I Saskatchewan,
utes.—A. L. Dove,
Bengough
Theatre, Bengough,
Can. Rural
patronage.
only wish
the
were as— Mayme
good as P.the Musselman,
short subjects andTheatre,
pricedfeatures
accordingly.
CHECK
YOUR
CASH:
Vitaphone
These Serials
Princess
Lincoln,
Kansas.
Small
town
patronage.
Vitaphone Novelties are very good andNovelties—
this one better
than the rest.
Play
it
any
day
in
the
week.
Very
in- Universal
teresting andCrystal
novel. Running
eightInd.
minutes.—
KNOCK,
KNOCK,
THERE?:
Headliners—
Inks,
Theatre. time,
Ligonier,
Small
Don't
becauseit WHO'S
we playedpleasant
this somemories
late, butandit A.townJ.patronage.
was
solaugh
old that
revived
WILD WEST
DAYS:strong.
John Mack
Brown-On
is really
a goodLincoln,
short. Kansas.
— Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Prinand going
No dull
momentsChapand
cess Theatre,
town patronage.
CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION: Colortour Adven- plentyter Five
and little
on following
Very
colored Theatre,
reel. Running
time, 1 reel.Can.— Generalters—E.ofpatronage.
C.action
Arehart,
Strandcutback
Theatre,
Milford, chapIowa.
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT CLUB: Popeye A.RuralL.tures—patronage.
Dove, good
Bengough
Saskatchewan,
the Sailor—
A goodhis cartoon
Popeyeas certainly
does
his
stuff with
can of and
spinach
the big help.
COLEMAN
AND HIS BAND:
They
please,
but
should
at
the
price.—
Mayme
Musselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. SmallP. giveEM1L
ters— Very
good
entertainment.
Whatentertainment
aMelody
chanceMas-toif Republic
rural
movie
goers some
real
town patronage.
they
would
play
popular
music.
Running
time. 10 PAINTED STALLION, THE: Ray Corrigan, Hoot
— A. L.Can.Dove.RuralBengough
NOBODY
HOME:Musselman,
Paragraphics—
short Linsub- minutes.
good like
seriala western
that heldserial
up well
Saskatchewan,
patronage.Theatre, Bengough, Gibson—
ject.—Mayme
PrincessGoodTheatre,
run. It Aseems
can through
get the the
job
coln,
Kansas. P.Small
town patronage.
better
and
I
guess
they
don't
have
to fakeThea-so
GHOST TO GHOST HOOKUP, A: Radio Ramblers done
muchtre,action.—
Mayme
P.
Musselman,
Princess
ON
THE
NOSE:
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights—
If
—
Very
poor
entertainment.
—
A.
L.
Dove.
Bengough
Lincoln, Kansas. Small town patronage.
you like dogs, this will make you see every show and ronage.
1 know
it satisfiedPrincess
plenty Theatre,
of my customers.—
Mayme Theatre, Bengough, Saskatchewan, Can. Rural patP.Small
Musselman,
Lincoln,
Kansas.
town patronage.
I WANNA
BE
A SAILOR:
Merrie
These
cartoons
are very
getting
betterthe and
betterMelodies—
time Nine Chorines Signed
PANELESS WINDOW WASHER. THE: Popeye goes
This wasthan
coloring
andas story
Nine girls in the dance ensemble of Parais muchon. better
the good
earlieras issues.
Running
time.
the
Sailor
—
This
is
certainly
a
funny
Popeye
cartoon
and
worth a topPrincess
spot on Theatre,
your bestLincoln,
nights.— Kansas.
Mayme 10 minutes.- -A. J. Inks, Crystal Theatre. Ligonier, Ind. mount's "Double or Nothing" have been
P.SmallMusselman,
six-month contracts by the company
JACQUES FRAY AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Melody given
town patronage.
Masters —cordThese
bands atareall made
split re- and will be trained for dramatic roles. The
ing and do Melody
not go over
on ouron machines.
PARAMOUNT
These and
usually
girls
are
Gale, Alma Ross, Joyce
some
subjects thatPICTORIALS:
are very interesting
are have
swell Theatre,
time, eightInd. minutes.
A. J.patronage.
Inks, Crystal Mathews, Norah
Carol Parker, Louise Seidel,
Small — town
toTheatre,
start the
show. Kansas.
— Mayme Small
P. Musselman,
Princess Running Ligonier,
Lincoln,
town patronage.
Marie
Burton,
Harriette
Hadeen, Dorothy
MAIL AND
Murray—
Very poor.
time.
2FEMALE:
reels.— A. L.KenCan.
Dove,
Bengough
The- White and Lola Jensen.
PUDGY
TAKES
ABetty
BOW-WOW:
Betty Boop
Car-— Running
atre,
Bengough,
Saskatchewan,
Rural
patronage.
t
o
n
s
—
Very
good
Boop
Cartoon
comedy.
Mayme P.SmallMusselman,
Princess Theatre, Lincoln,
Kansas.
town patronage.
MAIL ateANDthisFEMALE:
Brevities—
Our
audience
up. One of Broadway
the outstanding
comedies
ofIowa.the General
year.— C.patronage.
L. Niles. Niles Theatre, Anamosa, Dunlap in New York
RHYTHM
OF
THE
GAME:
Grantland areRiceallSportlights—These
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights
very
R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge
good and selman.
they please most patrons. — Mayme P. MusMOVIEcomedy
MANIA:
Broadway
very of Scott
production for Monogram, is in New
with Dave
ApollonBrevities—
going toA town.
town patronage.Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kansas. Small funny
for conferences with W. Ray Johnthe same
pro- York ston,
gramthis
with aandweak"Sunny
feature,Round-up"
but made ona good
program.
Paragraphics—
get toa —Played
president, regarding story material and
kickSAILOR
out ofSHORTY:
these monkev
comedies The
and kids
we like
Mayme P. Musselman. Princess Theatre, Lincoln, production
schedule for the 1938-39 season.
satisfy them. These do it and there's nothing more Kansas. Small town patronage.
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Participation in Outside Activities
mails
Just gather yourself a group of representative showmen and
mention.is reported one, for example, that deserves immediate
it's a cinch to start an old time political argument on how
For many years, Round Tabler Joe LaRose has been a
much a manager should participate in activities directly outside the theatre. One side will immediately hold that the
conspicuous
in Detroit's
and hecivichas life,
most
recently at thefigure
Eastown
Theatre, theatre
from where
reported
manager should be regarded as a prime mover in civic drives
and other meritorious local movements, since projects having
campaigns to these pages. Taking over operation of the local
Roosevelt Theatre, his employers, Messrs. Wisper and Wetsto do with the progress of a community concern the boxoffice as much as any other enterprise. The same side will
man, fell inand
readily
with newspaper
the proposal
of thetheneighborhood's
prominents
leading
to mark
occasion with
be positive that membership in lunch clubs, participation in
an
official
welcome
to
LaRose,
as
the
new manager. The
fraternal
affairs
and
socializing
with
the
city's
keymen
places
the theatreman in a position to call upon local leaders for
event inaugurated a business-boosting campaign with a giant
street parade and other civic divertissements. It was a week
cooperation in putting over campaigns; that these contacts
are highly important in maintaining and strengthening the
of
high festivity
result thethetheatre's
received
a flyingandstartas ina gaining
goodwillnewof operators
the comtheatre's goodwill and general standing.
munity. The merchants, too, must have benefited and it all
revolved
around
the
smiling
Joe
whose
activities
on
behalf
The dissenters will proclaim and as decidedly that the
of
city as well as theatre were so signally and profitably
honored.
responsibility of day-in-and-day-out physical management
requires the closest attention of the theatreman, allowing little
Obviously, every manager does not have the opportunities
time for shouldering any considerable part of duties attendant
nor the background to spread his wings so widely over comupon outside doings, worthy though they may be. Further,
munity and theatre. But since the advantages of outside
points out the other side, merchant tieups, newspaper concontacts are not to be brushed aside lightly it should be good
tests and other cooperative exploitations should be mutually
business
to encourage favorably situated theatremen to look
beneficial and as such are to be sold strictly on their merits
upon such civic endeavors as a means to and in bringing in
without the necessity of bringing in the personal element.
greater grosses.
Thus, time away from the theatre, if any, is to be devoted
solely to the consummation of such tieins and other duties of
V V V
operation. In the final analysis the other side refuses to
IT'S NOT BEING DONE THESE DAYS
become overly impressed with the necessity of goodwill buildFrom a keen-eyed scout down in the Southland, a note anent
ing, preferring to attract the public through the strength of
our recent "Witness for the Defense" editorial. "You've
their programs, rather than the community standing of the
manager.
started something,"
"The boys
herewhen
are
actually
beginning to headmitwrites.
that grosses
may down
be larger
The theatreman
It's a side
merry
and invictory.
your chairman's
opinion,
pictures
are SOLD."who sits back and leaves it all to his bookneither
may free-for-all
claim complete
If every manager
ings to bring in the money is much like the optimistic diner
everywhere could be depended upon to rate himself accordwho ordered seafood, figuring to pay for his meal with the
ingly, there would be little room for argument. Where the
pearl he expected to find in the oysters.
theatreman has enough savvy, experience and balance to know
just how much time and effort to give without encroaching
upon the duties he is paid for, one finds a situation satisfactory
to his superiors and his townspeople. There have been and
there are instances of theatremen who combine both jobs in
a manner that brings unusual commendation. In the recent
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Pictures

y
Inchided among the September First Mention winners for an
effective job of work on "Devil Is Driving," Manager E. Win. Sparr
put together a lot of slants for his date at the Voge, East Chicago,
Ind. Top street stunt was promotion of strategically placed billboard, lettered by devil in costume and described in full elsewhere in
this section.

Y
Promotion of Chinese merchandise was the occasion for the
co-operation arranged with leading department store by Manager Leo Young, on "Lost Horizon," at the Strand, Portland,
Me. Miniature of the famed Shangri-La set was planted as a
centerpiece
a handkerchief
of Young's
First Mentionfor campaign
will bedisplay.
found Further
elsewheredetails
in this
section.

\
Folks who caught Miss Miami going over 20 miles per hour in
the fancy Cord promoted by Manager Austin Moon, earned
tickets
to seeshot"Double
Beach. Above
showing orthe Nothing"
girl passingatoverthetheColony,
ducats toMiami
local
traffic officer was deemed of sufficient news value to be planted in
the local dailies.
The far-reaching influence of Hollywood on fashion is indicated
by display arranged with smart London shop for tiein executed by
Edmund
Quarry on Blowups
"Woman ofChases
at theandPavilion,
the
British metropolis.
MiriamMan"
Hopkins
theatreincard
made up the center of the exhibit with reproductions of gowns worn
by the star in the picture tied in to the showing.

October
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THE MIGHTIEf T OF ALL ,
M0TI0M PICTURE<m*#*&/

FR*NK£M>RAS
tfottahl
COLMAN
iff?
HORIZON

Bannered boat made all the Havana beaches for
exploitation
Marcada"and (Marked
Woman) forondate"Laat Mujer
the Encanto
Riviera
theatres. Campaign was handled by Warner
branch manager, Basilio de Armas.

Effective was A-board display made up by Manager C. T. Spencer, Capitol,
Hamilton, Can., for "Lost Horizon," all art taken from press book. Colors,
blue and white, pictures framed with silver moulding. . . . Largest letters
used on a marquee in Philadelphia, four feet high, were said to be those at
the Aldine,
Lighted
sign
cotdd beforseendatefromon a"Dead
distanceEnd."
of four
blocks.with orange-amber lamps,
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Premiere
For the southwestern premiere of
"Stella Dallas" at the Interstate Palace,
Dallas, Tex., Walter Henshel in advance
planted tinted blowup life-size cutout of
Barbara Stanwyck dressed in chiffon
dress leaning against table in foyer. Concealed fans played on the cutout, keeping
the costume in almost constant motion,
creating in effect an animation.
Celebrities attending the opening included Mayor George Spregue, who made
an address of welcome over p.a. system
set up in front. Band Leader Phil Harris and ballet girls from the Pan-American Exposition, members of the local Gold
Star Mothers and others also attended.
Newsreel camera set up in front of theatre recorded the vent and photographers
from all newspapers were present.
Local girl dressed in costume worn by
the star in making the picture visited
hotel lobbies, drug stores, cafes and department stores during peak hours distributing cards reading, "See me at the
Palace ; signed, Stella Dallas."

FROM

CHAMP. MAKES P.A.
FOR BENEFIT SHOW
Coincident with his return to
Omaha, Johnny Goodman, amateur
golf champion, was prevailed upon
by Bill Miskell of the Orpheum to
make a personal appearance during
"Topper"
engagement
with a benefit
show to inaidconnection
the BeeNews milk fund. As a result, reports
Ted Emerson, paper front-paged the
story, with follow-ups on editorial,
sports and theatre pages.
Teaser Ads

October 30

THE

19 3 7

FIELD

Remote Control
Ghosts walked into Santa Barbara
recently and trekked their phantom way
to a mike planted in the lobby of the
Granada by Bill Hendricks for stunt on
"Topper." Promptly at 7 :30 when all
good ghosts are supposed to walk, footmen assisted invisible premiere guests —
Hollywood
cars aandmore
escorted themstars
to —thefrommiketheirwhere
"solidified" person acted as emsee.
Announcer introduced the "invisible
stars" to the assembled crowd, the "spirits"moteacknowledging
greetingsbybylocal
recontrol, voicesthesupplied
boys and girls selected to impersonate the
guests. tendedAmong
who Mae
atthe premierethe (incelebrities
spirit) were
West, Greta Garbo, Bing Crosby, Robert
Taylor, Clark Gable, et al. Stunt was
advertised by Hendricks as a "Spookywood Premier" listing the stars that
would appear in spirit and papers ran
stories on the opening.

Running in advance of "Mountain
Music," Charles
Gibsonads Theatre,
Greenville,
Mich.,Gibson,
ran teaser
in local
dailies ory.with
copy
reading
"Lost
—
a
memIf found, please return to Gibson
Theatre. If I don't find out who I am, I
won't know whether I'm married to
Martha
or not."
contestto Model Hostesses
was
held Raye
at matinee
with Bazooka
prizes going
winners, and for marquee Gibson used
Three Stooges
Cocktail party for critics and advance
large cutouts of Raye and Burns with
of NewPalace,
York"Columbus,
ushered
In a nationwide campaign with Pills- caption "The bride and groom of 'Wai- inshowing
the dateof at"Toast
the RKO
bury 's grocery store outlets, Columbia is kiki Wedding' go honeymooning in Ar- with Johnnie Barcroft, publicist, promottying in "The Three Stooges" comedies
ing twelve department store models to act
with national newspaper, radio advertisas hostess at the shindig. One of the girls
ing and premiums together with a special kansas."
was make
chosenpersonal
as "The appearances
Toast of Columbus"
kiddie matinee plan of presentation in Dancing Schools
to
at night
theatres. One of the features is a toy
clubs where she was introduced by the
bandleaders. All bands were supplied with
known as the "Three Stooges movingTo etteusher
"Gangway"
at the George
Lafay- orchestrations,
Theatre,in Buffalo,
Manager
picture
machine,"
giveaway distribumusic stores with counter
tion to lucky
ticket forholders.
McKenna and publicist Dick Walsh cir- displays and radio street reporter based
his
questions
for
the day on the picture.
cularized al dancing schools and teachers
of the city suggesting a matinee party for
Theatre party for old folks from the
Chauffeur Critic
pupils in order to observe the new steps county home was sponsored by the theatre
by Jessie Matthews. News- in conjunction with the Columbus DisJack Simons, Loew's Poli, Hartford, as introduced
patch and brought additional newspaper
paper space included layout in the Buffalo
Conn,
for
"Big
City"
arranged
with
Times
showing
series of dancing poses space. Four times daily announcements
movie critic of the Times to permit a of the star, fashion
and
art
layout
plus
taxicab driver to act as critic for the
were made at national Air Show "You
paper. Driver gave it a good review and half page in roto section of Sunday are now seeing the toast of the nation's
Courier
Express,
and
radio
announcepaper additional story on the stunt.
flyers, loons
seecarrying
etc."ducats
and hydrogen-filled
ments were made daily.
were released. balWANTED!
Exhibitors to Cash in on These
New Popcorn Machines . .
These
up-to-dateand Popcorn
Machinesthoroughly
get all new,
the nickels
dimes.
They
big-capacity
modelsget with
lights,arecolorimproved
and motion
that really
the
business
for
you.
All-electric,
full
cabinet
size.
Capacities:
$8.00easy
to $18.00
Low down
payments,
terms. per hour.
Write for Catalog!
ADVANCE MFC. CO.
6332 St. Louis Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.

Candid

Shots

stopper Orpheum,
for "Topper"
was used
by Traffic
Bill Miskell,
Omaha,
with
masked girl in bathing suit placed in window of leading store taking candid shots
of individuals in crowds that gathered.
Pictures were developed and posted on
board in same window with copy to effect
that all those who identified themselves
would receive guest tickets to the show.
Window was also dressed with photos and
displays from the picture.

Philatelies
Ray Bell, publicist
Loew's
Washington,
D. C, passes
alongTheatres,
the tip
that National
Stamp
Week
is toRaybe has
observed November 15th to 20th.
arranged for a display of stamps by the
Washington
Collectors' ofClub,
notify
its membership
the which
exhibitwillin
the Capitol Lobby. Doubtless there are
stamp clubs in each city or enough people
interested
in philately to sponsor such an
exhibit locally.
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COOPERATIVE

BY
SEPTEMBER
"FIRSTS"were distributed
WINNERS
widely, the heralds also
World Premiereand Safety Week
carryingchants.
thePatronsnames
of cooperating
CHATHAM MANAGES
were
instructed
to visitmerthe
Campaigns Endorsed by Local
NEW GRIFFITH HOUSE
stores listed and look for the same number
Community Officials; Unusual
in windows, on counters, etc., of the stores.
Newly opened Varsity Theatre
Those who were successful received prizes.
Newspaper Publicity Obtained
built by the Griffiths Circuit in NorHeralds
were passed out around town by a
man, Okla., was inaugurated with
In addition to the two First Mention cerboyIndressed
in devil's Sparr
costume.had electrical
smart twelve-page souvenir program
tificates awarded in the Quigley September
the theatre,
by Lew Chatham who will handle the
shadow box with cutout letters extending
Competitions
attractions thefor
samecampaigns
honor wason feature
also voted
new spot in addition to supervision of
length of screen and lighted during breaks,
trailer showings, etc. Tiein windows were
the Sooner and University Theatres of
for an entry on a short subject "Pigskin
the same circuit.
secured, free rides to the theatre promoted
Champions,"
put
over
by
Manager
V.
G.
Geisel, Orpheum, Green Bay, Wis. It was
from auto dealers and local garage promoted
Program cover shows front of
to haul bannered wrecked car about town.
particularly appropriate that the world pretheatre
with
inside
pages
carrying
miere of the picture be put on in Green
policy, equipment and operating storBay since this is the home of the famed
Young's "Lost Horizon" Campaign
ies together with photos of L. C. and
Packers, around which the Pete Smith subSecures Strong Publicity Support
H. J. Griffith, C. B. Ackers, Chatham
ject was built. With this arranged some
months back, Geisel went to work to build
and others of the personnel. Lew proFavorable and extensive publicity including an editorial on the picture marked the
moted anumber of outside ads which
up as much interest in the showing for
cooperation secured by Leo Young for his
the September date.
helped to underwrite the cost.
Not the least of the exploitation was built
date onland,"Lost
Strand,
Maine. Horizon"
In additionat tothe the
usualPortart,
around Pete Smith, whose personal contact
with the coach and players during the mak- a safety week during the time the picture stories, reviews, etc. Young was able to
ing of the picture was utilized for local and
showing
exbe shown and in addition to the plant hibitphotos
windows.theHe Shangri-La
also projected
state publicity. Geisel arranged for Smith was todrive
merchants were also enlisted for the date in local
into
a
weekly
strip
which
awarded
to forward letters and send personal letters traffic
sales days.
guest tickets to local readers whose pictures
to officers of the Packer organization, news- special
The widespread aid given the theatreman were
carried. Leo arranged so that photos
papers, etc., which landed space in many enabled
him
to
cover
the
city
with
placards
also carried some pertinent balloon copy onWisconsin papers.
on
telephone
poles,
stop
lights,
etc.,
and
folthe
picture.
listed was a candid camera
The local press of course cooperated enup with bumper strips carrying the strip showingAlsoFrank
Capra in action and a
thusiastical y, the publicity including a title.low thisCards
,
were
also
tacked
around
pagecredits.
magazine story which carried the
number of page one shots taken from scene schools, post offices, railroad intersections, full
stills of the picture showing the players in and even the churches were prevailed upon theatre
In addition to the newspaper tieins Young
action. Special trailer was used over two- to aid the good cause. So that the motorists
week period prior to the opening of picture, could not miss the general idea, the authori- secured a number of co-op ads and also
managed
to inject a refreshing slant in his
in addition a snipe news flash was inserted
ties allowed Sparr to stencil dangerous traftiein. Offering theatre tickets for
into the regular newsreels prior to the openfic corners with three-foot caution letters classified
return of lost articles, newspaper not only
ing.
followed by the title. To make sure the en- ran box tying the theatre and date, but also
tire town would know about the date, Sparr included the title and theatre in every indiMan-on-Street Broadcast
vidual lost and found ad.
had
three
girls working
house,
to obtain
testimonials.ahead, house-toWindow displays were installed weeks in
Electrically-operated
mimeograph maadvantages of the safety drive were
chine in operation in lobby was reported by
advance and special lobby display was also alsoTheemployed
the theatreman to promote Young to have done a good job of attractused, as was a marquee valance advertising one of the bestby locations
the downtown
ing attention. Local office supply company
the production. Local radio station in its area for a bulletin board. inSparr
supplied machine and operator in advance,
"Man-on-the-street" broadcast interviewed for a sign company to spot and cutarranged
in
the
Packer players and advertised the picture. letters on the board which had originally operator making up different bulletins from
time to time which were distributed at the
Arrangements were made with the Packer
scaled by the theatre sign artist. Then theatre and about town. Stunt was thought
officials to have the stars make personal ap- been
the
snapper
for
the
stunt
was
to
have
a
local
unusual enough for newspapers to run cut
pearances at the theatre for the premiere
showing it in action.
man dressed
in "devil"
and at other situations nearby after the pic- sign
the board.
This took
three costume
days andfinishof
ture was showing.
of exploitations illustrating First
Publicity stories appearing in the Green course attracted all the attention Span- Photos
Mention Campaigns are carried in the
for.
Bay Gazette were later sent to weekly and hoped
Round
Table
photo section of this issue.
Sparr
also
tied
into
all
the
publicity
of
other daily newspapers in the trading areas. the national Soapbox Derby by naming a
Window displays advertising the team and similar local event after the Mayor and
the short subject were installed in sporting
goods stores and other business houses and having each entrant wear a devil's mask.
$200
WEEK
signs and banners used on street cars and And of course the street parade to emphaAdditional
revenue for A
your theatre—
from the sale of
size tiein was not neglected. Bannered
buses.
autos, boys carrying theatre signs, represenNOVELTY
GIFT
CANDY
PACKAGES
tation by Boy Scout patrols and others
City Cooperates with Sparr
BOXES — DELICIOUS
were included. Another ingenious stunt by ATTRACTIVE
and a WORTHWHILE
GIFT inCANDY
Sparr was his ability to convince the city
For "Devil" Safety Campaign
EACH PACKAGE
The exploitation possibilities in the council of the benefits of a loud speaker to
Sold through the medium of
officer
corINTERESTING TALKING TRAILERS
safety
anglesby onManager
"Devil E.Is William
Driving" Sparr
were be usedner. by
Officertraffic
used the
mikeattodowntown
call individual
so
utilized
For full details, write
for his date at the Voge, East Chicago, attention to traffic regulations while plugInd., on a campaign put over with the full
CASEY
CONCESSION
COMPANY
the picture.
Thegingtiein
with local merchants was called
1132 So. Wabash Avenue Chicago, Illinois
cooperation of civic authorities, lunch clubs,
American Legion Posts, Safety Council, etc. a "Devil Hunt" and took the form of a
Sparr arranged with the Mayor to proclaim lucky number contest. Numbered heralds
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Matron: Young man, if you're putting this exhibition on for me, stop it at once!

Floyd Wesp First
In Warner Drive
The 11-week summer drive for theatre
receipts and net profits among Warner Thezone, and
including
houses atresinin Jimmy
Chicago,Coston's
Wisconsin
Northernall
Indiana, closed with Floyd Wesp, manager
of the Rialto in Racine, Wis., copping first
prize of $150. Wesp is new in that zone,
having formerly managed the Warner and
Stanley in Atlantic City, N. J.
Second prize money of $100 was annexed
by H. Thornton of the Metropolitan, Chicago, with third place also going to a Chiton.cagoHismanager,
rewardWaldon
was $75.Ryan of the HamilOther winners included Elmer Hoge,
Mirth, Milwaukee ; Steve Fitzgerald, Cosmo,
Chicago; Marlow Connor, Globe, Chicago;
Richard Barry, Capitol, Chicago; Bud
Erickson, Ogden, Chicago, and Harvey
Kny, Rex, Sheboygan, Wis.
"Tell Us What You Did"
Harris Stages Parade
Harry B. Harris, Exchange Kinema,
Lincoln, England, entertained the Mayor,
City Sheriff and other prominent citizens on
opening day of "O.H.M.S." (released here
as "You're
in the and
Army men
Now").
ments of officers
from Detachnearby
regiments paraded with their band from
drill hall through main streets to theatre
where buglers heralded their approach.
Tieup was also made with R. A. F., which
paraded searchlight lorry throughout the
city, decorated with army posters and thematerialposition
readingoutside
"See ustheatre
in," etc.,
Unit atretook
and etc.as
dusk approached picked up planes which
had been arranged to fly over.

October
Patrons

30, 1937

V ite for

''Usher of the Year'
To identify in the public mind the importance ofhis house personnel and also to
encourage the utmost cooperation in the
operation of the theatres, Gene Basle of
Kane Theatres in Kane, Pa., recently completed avoting contest among patrons and
theatre
staffpersonnel
to select at"thetheusher
year"
among the
Templeof theTheatre.
Winner received engraved silver loving cup
and three-day all-expense trip to Cleveland,
the trip also being given to the runner-up.
Contest
based 70staff
per vote
cent on
vote,
20 onwas theatre
andpatrons'
10 on
written examination of good theatre practice.
After Basle arranged all the preliminaries,
the rest of the contest was left to the staff
with the doorman in charge. So popularly
did the idea go over that during the three
weeks of the drive it was necessary to reprint three orders of the voting ballots.
The voting was conducted in the usual
manner and the examination comprising
nine questions was limited to two hours.
Entrants locate
were fire
required
to outline
ushers'
manual,
exits and
extinguishers,
give answers to four hypothetical questions
concerning operation, name coming attractions, identify various display terms, etc.
Total cost, reports Gene, was time and
postage. Hotel accommodations and bus
transportation were both promoted as were
special trailers from Filmack. Local paper
contacted Central Press in Cleveland for
photos foofrms at the
the winner
and runner-up
unilocally.
Exposition,
which werein used

Gooch Uses Spin Idea
For
"MakewheelWay"
Spinning
contest Contest
was one of the
stunts used by Francis Gooch, Columbia
"Tell Us What You Did"
Theatre, Bath, Maine, for "Make Way for
Tomorrow." Wheel was planted in lobby,
object being to spin the pointer and if it
stopped at a photo of Victor Moore, guest Papers, Magazines Cooperate
tickets were awarded. Another lobby stunt
was a 40 by 60 with reviews from New
Plug "Atlantic Flight"
York and Portland papers as well as camera ToActivities
favorbeenof completed
Monogram's
"Atlantic Flight"inhave
recently,
shots ofview atthe
the different
coast. players leaving the pre- top newspaper tiein with New York Daily
Mirror winning strong campaign in adThrough
withbulletin
the "Y"
messages
showing for local Junior
were
plantedtieup
on all
boards
tying BirdmenvanceatspecialLoew's
Party wasto
in picture title and stressing necessity of first of the series of Ziegfeld.
similar screenings
be held for Junior Birdmen organizations
preparing
oneself
physically
for
"tomorrow." Localwindow
grocer toalsofoodstuffs
cooperated,and devot16 cities where Hearst newspapers
ing entire
copy in the
published.
reading "Make way for tomorrow, stock areMagazine
tiein announced by Lou Lifup
guestsdropped
might 20drop
in." ton, Monogram ad head, has been made
For today,
street unexpected
stunt, Francis
pocketbooks containing picture plug with message with Young America to sponsor fourFlight Essay contest. Publifor finder to drop them again to fool others, week Atlantic
cation plugged tiein with display ads in
and druggist also aided with one-sheet post- conjunction
with
contest, readers invited to
ers advising all to make way for tomorrow
of
100 towords
on contribuand clear all nameless, useless bottles in submittions essays
of Dick Merrill
commercial
aviamedicine chests.
tion through his flight to Europe.
"Tell Us What Y<m Did"
"Tell Us What Y<m Did"
Japanese Postoffice Tiein
To launch the showing for "Make Way Novelty Gag
for Tomorrow" in Japan, the Paramount
organization worked on the insurance pospublicize "Mr.
Dodd Takes
Air,"
sibilities as a tiein and secured cooperation LeoTo Shuppert,
Paramount,
Cushing,the Okla.,
on this angle from the post-office depart- distributed small paper bags from which
ment, which controls all life insurance in was showing bright yellow piece of paper
Japan. Picture was publicized in official in- with bold letters "it's in the bag." On exsurance magazine, the executive also puttracting sheet which measured approxiting out illustrated pamphlet endorsing the
mately three inches in width by 23 inches in
picture. In addition, attraction was given length, cut of stars, cast, playdates, etc.,
were also included.
citation by the Minister of Education.
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Represented previously in the
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series, Erie Wright, advertising
director,
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New England
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group
of displays, of various types and
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PAUL KUNZE
has been promoted from manager of the
local Interstate Theatres in Plymouth,
Mass., has been promoted to district managermouth,covering
Hyannis,Stoughton,
Chatham andBrockton,
Osterville.PlyV
LOUIS STOZEK
has resigned as manager of the Cameo,
Baltimore, Md., and LEO McGREAVY,
former manager again takes the house over.
EDWARD WYATT of the Capitol staff
succeeds McGreavy as relief manager for
the Rome interests.
V
BILL HENDRICKS
has been transferred from Santa Barbara
to manage
Warner's
Downtown
in resigned.
Los Angeles, replacing
JIMMY
HICKS,
HOWARD
RALSTON
shifts from
the
Bernardino, to Hendricks' old spot
atRitz,theSanGranada.
V
STEVE MANDERSON
assistant at the Ritz, Macon, Ga., has been
named manager of the Capitol there.
V
CARY REEVES
has
appointed manager
of Warner's
Lake,beenCleveland,
Ohio, with
DON
JACOBS
going
in
as
assistant
Warner's
Hipp, succeeding GEORGE at FRAZER,
transferred to the Variety as assistant.
V
JAMES STEMPER
is now managing the Gordon, Middleton,
Ohio.
V
MORT GREEN
has been named manager of the Circle Theatre, Chicago, succeeding AL TEPLITZ.
V
EARL PEPPER
manager
Neth's
Cameo,
in Columbus,
Ohio, hasofbeen
named
manager
of their
Markham, a new neighborhood house.
DARLEY THOMPSON, assistant at the
State, succeeds Pepper.
V
HAROLD PEARL
is now managing the Eckel in Syracuse, replacing DAVID FREEMAN, who resumes
management of the Paramount. HARRY
UTEFORT, former assistant to Jay
Goden at Keith's has been promoted to
manager of the house with Golden returning to Rochester.
V
DAVE ROTHSTEIN
manager of the Roxy, Saskatoon, Sask.,
Can., has been promoted to supervisor of
the Rothstein circuit, with offices in Winnipeg. Succeeding him is JACK WHITEHOUSE as manager of the Roxy.
V
TOL TEETERS
owner of the Joy, Oklahoma City, Okla., is
building a new house in Houston, Texas.
V
A. C. WOOTEN
is now managing the Ismo Theatre, at
Chickasha, Okla., with CHARLES B. HUDSON, fromerly manager of both the Ismo
and
Midwest, there now in charge of the
Midwest.

LEW CHATHAM
manager
of the Varsity
Sooner
Theatres in Norman,
Okla., hasandbeen
appointed
a member of the Norman Chamber of Commerce membership committee for the coming year.
V
AL REH
manager
Warners'to State,
Philadelphia,
has been ofpromoted
the Stanley
there.
Other Warner promotions include LOUIS
JOAN CLAIRE ALLEN to Mr. and
BRAGER from personnel director to exMrs.berWally
Allen,is city
released
Septemecutive post in the New York office;
25th. Daddy
manager
for
MARTY GOLDENBERG from the Nixon
to the State; MATTY ROSENBLUTH
Schine's in Lexington, Ky.
from assistant at the Orpheum to manager
V
of theant atGrange;
from ofassistWINSTON POWER
the CrossDICK
KeysPARKS
to manager
the
formerly of Henderson, Tex., is the new Capitol; GERSHON SHALITA from
manager of the Peoples, in Beaumont, suc- Grange to Bromley; HENRY EYTINGE
ceeding RALPH WARNER, who goes to from assistant at the Logan to the Orpheum in the samefrom
capacity
and ANDY
the Rio. E. E. SPARKS, former Rio man- SCHECHTMAN
assistant
at the
ager, istransferred to Gladewater.
Colnev to the Logan.
V
V
MAX KUPERSTEIN
HOWARD McMURDY
has been named manager of the Dickinson, manager of Warners' Harrowgate, Philadelphia, to the
Felton;at the
NATHAN
Ellsworth, Kans., succeeding ED SMITH. KINS from
assistant
Stanton toWATmanager of the Harrowgate; I. FLETCHER
from assistant at the Auditorium to the Colney in the same capacity; JACK MINSKY
from manager of the Capitol to the Astor ;
WILLIAM ISRAEL from the Circle to the
Birthday
Stanton; ELMER HOLLANDER from the
Forum to the Roosevelt; WILLIAM
YEARSLEY
from the Roosevelt to the
Greetings
Circle; DAVE SEAMAN from the Felton
to the Forum and HARRY ALMES from
the Astor to the Orient.
V
William H. Koch
James S. Ackron
Charles L. Baker
JOE FELDMAN
AlPaulBeckerich
Igo
manager of Warners' Bromley, PhiladelFerryKron
Lohr
H.S.
McGinnis
Binstock
has been promoted
director; phia,
STEVE
BARUTIO,to personnel
keyrun district
Oscar A. Brotman
Ray McLain
John
Edward
D. McLaughlin
manager,
elevated
to
South
Philadelphia
disDon C. Malloy
HowardA. Buckley
Busey
trict manager; JACK FLYNN, So. Philly
Robert B. Busch
Laurel
Nelson
district manager, to city zone manager, and
R. L. Nippert
Adolfo Caruso
LARRY GRAVER from manager of the
M. H.Chakeres
Stanley to keyrun district manager.
Herbert A. Chenoweth C.Robert
C. Pearson
H.O'Rae
R. C. Tedpence
V
A. Jerry Cooper
Howard
Pettengill
Frank Dancer,
William
C. DayeJr.
C. Dale Pickell
MAJOR ADOLFO CARUSO
Charles G. Pickett
Lewis A. Doran
formerly
at theHills,
Skouras
Hills lately
TheThomas B. Estacio
George
J. Posner
atre, Forest
L. I.,Forest
and more
B. H. Powers
Moe Farber
Merritt Pragg, Jr.
at
the
Granada,
Corona,
is
back
at
the
Jack
Fineman
Ken Finlay
Bruce Royal
former vatedhouse
since it has been entirely renoI.Goldstein
and
redecorated.
Henry Schmit
G. Santos
Otto
V
Kirby
J. B. Schotborgh
Robert Griffin
F. Griffith
EUGENE CURTIS
Henry
G.
Hall
Raleigh
W.
Sharrock
Dave Harris
Alva J. Sitton
formerly at the Capitol Theatre, Ottawa,
Willard A. Hatch
A. Smith
Ontario, Canada, is now in the Pressbook
Lorenz Heller
W.Curby
Clyde
Smith
Department
the Paramount Home Office
Ben
Stern
Joseph
Herman
in
New Yorkof City.
Kermit High
Bob
V
Bill C.Stratton
Talley
Earle S. Home
Cecil S. Houck
Frank Templin
IRVING HILLMAN
Howard Sumner Hunt Ward Van Hook
former assistant at the Roger Sherman, New
Jack Kaplan
Paul A. Volkman
Morris Kaufman
W.S.Lew Waid
Haven has been promoted to the managerB. L. Kearney
ship of the Capitol, Danbury, Conn., with
Ronald E. Warren
Joe Kendall
Abe Weinstein
I.
HATKOFF
going from Danbury to reSamuel
W.Kendall
Louie Williams
Don L. Knapp
open and manage
Alhambra inchiefTorringMilton O. Zimmerman
ton, Conn.
PAUL theHODKINS,
usher,
promoted to assistant at the Robert Sherman.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have a short-cut towards such
information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming. Features now in work or completed for release
later thanfication othe
date of (A)
this Adult,
issue are
underNumerals
"Comingfollowing
Attractions."
in parentheses
after titlenumbers.
denotes audience
classif production:
(G) listed
General.
audienceLetter
classification
are production
Dagger symbol
indicates picture is of the 1937-38 season.
ADVANCE
NOTE: nounceThe
are the companies.
official figures anStar
Ral. DateRunning
Minute*Tin
d by the totals
home for
officesrunning
of the time
distributing
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards.. .Sept. I5,'37t
When a production is reviewed in Hollywood, the running time
Coming
is as officially given by the West Coast studio of the company at
Oawn to Dusk
Margaret Morris-Bill Edwards.
l/37t.
the
time of the
review,theandnumber.
this factAs issoondenoted
an asterisk(*)
immediately
preceding
as theby home
office has
established the running time for national release, any change from
AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODYRunning Tin
the studio figure is made and the asterisk is removed.
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes
Running times are subject to change according to local conditions.
AnythingDiamond,
for a 'Thrill
F rankleRichmondDarro-Kane
June 15/37
I5,'37
State or city censorship deletions may cause variations from the
Devil
The Kane
FrankieRichmond..
Dams. .Jan.
announced
Fighting
Texan,
The Kermit
MaynardElaine Shepard.
22, '37
other reason.and published figures; repairs to the film may be anGalloping
Dynamite
Kermit
Maynard-Ariane
Allen ..June
Dee.
30,'36
Headline
Crasher
Frankie
Darro-Kane
Richmond.
Dee.
25,'36
Sing While You're Ahle Pinky Tomlln
Mar. 20/ 37 68...
It no
Thanks tofor Handle
Listening Pinky
July 24/37
12, '37
68. Aug
Title
Tough
Frankie Tomlln
Darro-Kane Richmond. .Mar.
Date
Valley *f Bullets
Terror Kermit
Kermit Maynard-Harlene
Wood.. Jan.
20/37
Roaring Timber (G) ■Jack
Whistling
Maynard-Harlene
Wood..
May 20/36
3/37
4/37. See f
DorothyHolt-Grace
Wllson-Chas. Qulgley..
Speed to Spare
With Lave and Kisses Pinky
Tomlin-Toby
Wing
Dec.
4/37.
the
Cutting
Room,"
Feb.
13/37.
(See In"Racing
Coming
Thunder
the CityLuck,"
(G)..." . Edw. G. Roblnson-Luli Deste..,
27/37T.
IS/»
. Charles Starrett -Peggy Stratford.
Trapped
25/37..
■ Frankie Darro
Fighting
5/37..
Jack
Holt-WynneClarke
Gibson
Trapped
by
G-Men
Rearing SixCadet
Guns
Kermit
Maynard-Mary
Hayes...
Trouble
In
Morocco
(G)
Jack
Holt-Mae
22/37..
Rough Riding Rhythm.
..Pinky
Kermit Maynard-BerylStone
Wallace. .
29/37
Starrett- PegBarbara
Weeks..
Two Fisted Sheriff .Chas.
Swing
Professor
Chas. Starrett.
sy Stratford.,
Two
.FrankieTomlin-Paula
Darro-Kane Richmond..
Vwiag It,Dynamite
15/37..
VenusGunMakesLaw
Trouble m."
JamesApr.Dunn-Patricia
Ellis
14/37..
7/37..
3/37.)
(See "In the Cutting I Chas. Starrett. Rosalind Keith..
22/37.. ..54
.104. Feb.
CELEBRITY
..68.
Feb. 28/8J
Grace Moore-Cary Grant
When
in Love(G)(G) . . . May
Star
IS/SJ
Woman You're
In Distress
27/37..
Robson-lrene
Hervey
,
Coming
Women of Glamour (G) . Melvyn Douglas-Virginia Bruce
17/37..
20/87
28/37..
.. F.M. Fsresta-Rlseos
and
Wayni...
(Exploitation:
Feb.
27/!
Coming
.
p81.)
Schneider- Rlscoe and Wayne.
Absent Without Laave Dolly Haas
CHESTERFIELD
Sweetheart
Scott Colton-Patrlela Farr
Star
RS|. DataRunning
MinutesTime Reviewed All American
(See "InLegion.the The
Cutting Room."Den Sept.
18/37.) Russell
Andy Clyde-Luaille Gleason ..Da*. 29/36
American
Terry-Mary
Carnival
Lady
Chas.
QulgleyRita Hayworth..
*63. Oct. 23/37
COLUMBIA
Forgotten
Wyn Caheon
-Scott Celton
Hollywood Women
Round-up (G) Buck
Jones
TIM*
Star
Rel. Date Mlnul
Take "InRomance
GraceJuly Moore-M.
Awful Truth. The (G) Irene Dunne-Cary Grant Oct 2I/S7t. . . .92. Oct. 9.'37 I'll (See
the Cutting Room."Jack
24/37.) Douglas
8,'37t.
Counsel for Crime (G) Otto Kruger-Jacqueline Well*. . .Sept. l4/37t 62. Oct. 23/37 Murderer's
Welcome
Holt
23/37
Murder
in
Swingtime
Wyn
Cahoon-David
Carlyle
Criminals af the Air Rosalind Kelth-Cha*. Qulgley. . . .Apr. 30/37 61
Night Before. Trail.
The
Mary Astor(Saa "Honeymeoa
Cutting Room,"Keith
Mar. 27/37.)
Old
The Chas.
Starrett-Richard
BarbaraArlen
Weeks.
Dinger***
Adventure, APilot" "InDon theTarry-Rosalind
Aug. 1/37 5S
4/37t.
Paid Wyoming
to Dance
Don Terry-Jacqueline
Weils...
Davll(Exploitation:
I* Driving, Tha
Dlx-Joaa
25/37t.
an Artist John
Boles-Lull Deste
Aug. (G)
21/37, Richard
p. 78; Sept.
11/37,Parry
p. 84.) Jun* 23/37 68. July 24/37 She Married
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Oct.
9/37.)
27/37
Singing
Ranger
Chas.
Donald Parry
Grayson
Fight ta the Finish, A Dan Terry- Rosalind Keith Juaa 30/37 59
Start Cheering
Jimmy StarrettDurante-Joan
Nov. 30/37t.
(Saa "Taxi War." "In the Cutting Room," May 1/37.)
(See
"College
Follies
of
1938,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Oct 9/37.)
There's
Always
a
Woman
Loretta
Young-Randolph
Scott
Frame Up, Tha
Paul Kelly-Jacqueline Wells May 1/37 59
Wonder Child
Edith Fellows-Leo Carrillo
(8mThat"Right
Cutting Room."RitaMayHayworth.
1/37.)
Time
Gam*
Kills.Guy,"
Tha"In thaChas.
56
Girl* Can
Play
Chas. Qulgley.
Qulgley-Jaequellne Well*... . .Sept
June 2l/37t
21/37 60
Title
CRESCENT
I Promise
to
Pay
(G)
Leo
Carrillo-Chester
Marrla
Apr.
21/37
65.
Fab.
Rel.
Data
27/37
(Exploitation: Apr. 3/37, p. 64.)
ate*
14/37 Battle of Greed (G)...
eSJaa.Review**
9/37
StarKeene-Edaa
Keene-GwynaaLawrence...
Shloman. Jan. 18/37
Drum* of Destiny (G). .Tom
12/37.... '60. Jua* 19/37
.Tarn
It Happened In Hollywood Richard Dix-Fay Wray Sept 7/37T 67
Law
Commands,
Tha.
.
.
.Tom Keene- Lorraine Hayes .
12/37
68
(See
"Once
a
Hero,"
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Apr.
17/37.)
1/37
64.
Mar.
29/S7
Old
Louisiana
(G)
.Tom
Keene- Rita C amine
If* Allaf thaYoursRanger
(G) Bob
FranelsAllen-Elaine
Lederer-M.Shepard
Carroll Sept.
l/37t. . . 80.57Aug.
.Tom Kaene-Peggy
Keys
Law
Feb. 26/37
7/37 Raw Timber
8/37 64
63
.Tarn Keene- Luana Walters... July
24/37
Apr. 12/37
29/37
Life
Begins
with
Love
(G)...Jean
Parker-D.
Montgomery
Oct
7/37t
68.
Oct
9/37
Laat (Exploitation:
Horizon (A)
DANUBIA
Tim*
Sept. 5/36, iRonald Colman-Jane Wyatt Sept l/37t...M8.Feb. 27/37
(Hungarian
DIalsgu*) Rel. DataRuniln*
Mlnul
Aug. 28/37. pp. 96, 100.) 75; Mar. 6/37, p. 89; May 22/37. p. 92; July 31/37, P.28/3660; BlameTltl*It on Love
.Sept
6/S7t....78....
(G)...Jean
Arthur-George
Brent
Dee.
.
Szeleezky-Basthy
Blue Danube Romanee Zlta Parez*l ....
Rosalind Keith-Allen Brook Apr.
Jan. 20/37 88....
Dreams
Love
. Frank Taray . . .
Jan. 3/37. ...103....
"In theFayCutting
Room," Arlen
Fob. 20/37.) Oct.
(Englishof titles)
Murder(SeaIn "Speed
GreenwichMad,"Village..
Wray-Richard
July
I Married for Love . Kabes-Ridal Sept. I5/37T....84....
(See "In the Cutting Room,"Chas.Oct Starrett9/37.) Barbara Weeks...
..59
Man *f Gold
.Maria Egrl-F. Kiss
Apr. 12/37 92....
20/37t.. ..61
Oet
20/37T
88....
My
Daughter
I* Different. .Turay-Kabos
Mar.
Once
a Week
Parole Racket (G)
Paul
Kelly-Rosalind
Keith....
.
Kabos-Perezel
Sept.
IO/37t 74....
.Mar.
..67.
Apr.
S/37
Racketeers
In
Exile
(G).
Scotchman
In
Hungary....
George
BancroftEvelyn
Veaable.
.Radey-Oresl
Apr.
12/37
95....
31/37...
..58
Sister Mary
8/37t. ..56
Rangers Step In, Tha...
.Szorenyl-Sved
Mar. 28/37
91 ...
Storm on the Pusta .Javor-Lazar
Klss-Komear Oct.
Apr.
5/37 .. ..90...,
78
. . . .54
Bob Allen-Iris Meredith .Dec. 30/37
20/37f
Tempest
In
a
Charda
11/36...
Texas Mammy
Fedak
Oct 25/37t 89...
the Cutlni Room,'
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Rel. Date
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Title
Star
.Dm. 1/36.
Throe Spinsters Emlle
Markue-Ralnay.
7
Toml
Pecsl-Adam
.Sept.
M.'37tVlekl (Country
Ball) Javor-Rose
.Sept.
25/371.
29
Yellow
Roses
KabosBarsony .
Oct. 30/37t.
Coming
/3
15
Help! I Have Inherited
Irene 7
Agay
.Nov. 25/37t.
I.'37t.
.Nov.
Noszty /
Lad, The
3Javor-Szorenyi
7
FIRST NATIONAL
(See also Warner Brothers) Date Minutes Reviewed
Title
Back In Circulation (A) 266.. J
:. 25/37t....82.Aug. 7,'37
Case of ths Stuttering Bishop,.Joan Blondell-Pat O'Brien.
The, 176
Donald Woods-Ann Dvorak
i 5/37 76
Cherokee
Strip
178
Dlek
Foran-Jane
Bryan
15/37 55
Confession
(A)
158
Kay
FrancisIan
Hunter...
. 28/37.... -85. July 24/37
Oanee,
165 Charlie, Daaee (Q)
A«(i.
Draegerman Courage (8) 168. .Jean Mulr-Barton MaeLane May 10/37
Empty Holster* 179
Dlek Foran- Patricia Walthall. . .July 17/37 79. June 26/37
Ever Since
Davles-R. Montgomery.. .July
645.8M.Aau ...101. Dee. 12/36
Gold
DiggersEveof (6)
1937Jan.162
(G)2/37.151.p.Marlon
Dlek100; Powell-Joan
Dee. 28/36.
g. 129 6/37, p. 90.)
(Exploitation:
Jan. 9/37. p.Blondell
71; Feb. 13/37,
p.20/37
86; yMar.
Oreen(Exploitation:
Light (G) 154
..Errol
Flynn-Anlta
Louise
Feb.
9/37
Mar. 27/37. pp. 78. 81; Apr. 3/37. p. 89; May 1/37, p. /79;3/85.736 Jan.
May 22/37.
p. 90; May 29/37, p. 67; June 12/37. p. 94; July 3/37. p. 68.)
Guns of Peees 960 Dlek Foran-Anne Nagel Jan. 2/37.
Her173
Husband** Secretary (A) Jean Mulr-Warren Hull Mar.
61. Mar. 16/37
8/37
Love
the Air(A)(G)156
289... Ronald
Reagan-JuneBogart
Travis Apr.
Oct. 26/37
2/37f....6I.Oct.
MarkedIs OnWoman
Bette Davis-H.
Men In Exile 174 Richard Pureell-June Travis Apr. 4/37
(See "InJusticethe Cutting
Nov. 21/36.)
Mountain
161Room,"
Mr.
Dodd Takes (A)
the Air
(G) Josephine Hutehlnson-G. Brent. .Apr. 24/37 82. May 22/37
159
Kenny Baker-Jane Wyman Aug. 21/37.... *80. July 31/37
Once a Doctor (G) 171 Donald Woods-Jean Mulr Jan. 23/37
65. Mar. 6/37
Over
Hopper-June Watson
Travis Oct.
I6/S7t....63.0et. 9/37
PenrodtheandGoalSam (G)(0) 272.172..... William
Billy Mauch-Henry
Feb. 28/37...
..84.
Jan. 16/37
2/37
Perfect Specimen, 180
The (fl) 157. Errol Flynn-Joan Blondell Oct. 23/37t....97.0et
Prairie
Prince andThunder
the Pauper, The Dick Foraa- Ellon Clancy Sept. 11/37
(G>(Exploitation:
152May 29/37. p.Match
TwinsErrol
Flynn
May
60; June 26/37. p. 121; July 3/37. 8/37.... 120. Apr. 17/37
68.) 70-Apr. 3/37
•an
Quentln
163
Pat O'Brien-Humphrey
Bogart.. .Aug. p.7/37
Sing (Exploitation:
Mo a Love(G)SongDee.
(G)29736,
160. James
p. 70.) Melton-Patricia Ellis Jan.
Stoles
Holiday(G)(G)168.........
157 Donald
Kay Francls-lan
Hunter
Feb.
Talent Scout
Woods-Jeanne
Madden.. .July
24/37..... 62. Juno 12/37
That(Exploitation:
Certain Woman
Sept. (A)25/37,254. p.Bette
69.) Davis-Henry Fonda Sept. l8/37t...*94.Aug. 7/37
That175
Man's Here Again (G) Mary Magulre-Tom Brown Apr. 17/37 58. Mar. 27/37
They(St*Won'tproduction
Forget (A) 265..."TheGloria
Dlckson-Claude
Rains. . .Oct. 9/37t....95.June 19/37
South,"Beverly
May 8/37,
West of Shanghai (G)article.
164.... BorisDeepKarloflRoberts.p. . 16.)
.Oct.
.July 17/37
(Reviewed under the title. "War Lord.")Coming
Accidents Will Happen Ronald Reagan-Gloria Blondell
AdventurousIslandBlondo,
The (G)..GIenda
Farrell-Barton
MaeLane. . Nov.
11/37
Alcatraz
(G)
John Lltel-Ann
Sheridan
Nov. I3.'37t
6/37t 6164..Sept.
Oct. 23/37
Gold
Is Where
Yon 264
Find It. .George
Brent-O.
do Havilland
Hollywood
Hotel
Dick Powell
-Frances
Langford
the Cutting Room,"
23/37.) Sheridan
Larger(SeeThan"In Life
FrankOct.McHugh-Ann
.....
Sergeant Murphy
Ronald Reagan-Mary Magulre
Shi the Octopus Hugh Herbert-Marcla Ralston. ... Dee. Il/37t
She
8herldan
Dee. I8,'37t.. *56.0ct. 16/37
SlightLoved
Case aofFireman
Murder, (G)
A Dlek
Edw. Feran-Ann
G. Robinson-Jane
Bryan
Submarine D-l 258 Pat O'Brien-George Brent Nov. 27,'37t
Women(SeeAre"ThisLike Woman
ThatIs Dangerous,"
Kay Francis-Pat
Oct. 23/37.)O'Brien

October 30

19 3 7

CHART— CONT'D!
Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Man of Affairs (G) 3606 George Arllss-Rene Ray Jan. 20/37 71. Nov. 28/36
(Reviewed under the title, "His Lordship.") (Exploitation: Mar. 6/37, p. 88.)
the title, "Ourselves Alone.")
(866
"TheMayGreat1/37 Barrier,"
production
article, Feb. 6/37, 37,p. 10;p. 90;exploitation:
p.81; 65;Aug.
81; June
July 24/37,Apr.pp.3/37,79,
p. 94;p. (G)Sept.
4/37,26/37.
p. 96.)p. 121; July 17 .May
July
Strangers On a 7/37.
Honeymoon
..67.
..78 Jan.
May
3615
C. Cummlngs-Noah Berry ..July
Dec. 15/36.. .65.
Aug.
the The
Devil(G)(G)3622
3607. . . John
RieardeLodge-Antoinette
Cortez-Sally Filers...
1/37..
22/37
RivTalk
er ofofMan.
Tenth
Celller.
..84 29/38
(G) 3621 .RJohicJack
15/37.. ..74
9/37
han rdLodHulbert-Glna
Two of UnrUsest3619
Arlge-en-JohLIIn II LoPaMalo
10/37..
lmrer ApJanr..Jan.
de
Where
There's
a
Will
3624..
..Will
Hay
Jan.
12, '37.. 83.69..,76.
Woman Alone, The (G) 3601. .Sylvia Sidney-John Loder . 26/37..
FeMab.y 2718//3367
(Reviewed
under Now
the title,
"Sabotage.")
You're
In the Army
(G) Wallaee
3620
Ford-Anna Lee ..Mar. 1/37.. ..73. Feb. 2/37
er the title. "0. H. M.Coming
S.")
Bank Holiday
20/37
.Nova Lodge-Margaret
PilbeamLoekwood.
Girl
Was
Young.LoveThe.. .John
Look
Out Newfor
.Anna
Neagle-T. Carmlnatl
l/37t.. ..72. Oet 2/87
Non
Stop
York
(G).
..Nov.
.Anna
Lee-Desmond
Tester
tailing Along
.Jessie Matthews- Jack Whiting.
Show Goes On, The
.Anna Neagle-T. Carmlnatl

37

r.6/

96.Ma

GRAND NATIONAL
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Arizona
Days
(G)
147
Eleanor Stewart
Jan. 30/37..
Bank Alarm 139 Tex
ConradRitterNagel-Eleanor
Hunt June
25/37..
Boots
of
Destiny
204
Ken
Maynard-Clalre
Dodd
3/37t
Damaged Goods 175 Pedro do Cordoba Sept.
Aug. 21/37..
10/39
Forever Yours (G) 155 Benjamino Glgll
May 15/37..
Girl
Loves No.Boy The124
Mar. 27/37..
12/37
Girl Said
(G) 20 1... Eric
Root. LInden-Cecllla
Armstrong- IreneParker
Hervey. . .Sept.
3/37t
1/37
tkVtJ
Gold Racket, The (G) 138. ... Conrad Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Apr. 10/37.,
I9.frt
20/37.
Great(Exploitation:
Guy (G) 101
2/37..74
Jan. 16/37. James
p. 74; Cagney-Mae
Jan. 23/37, Clarke
p. 78; Feb. Jan.
6/37, pp.
27/37. p. 81'. MaoMay Clarke-John
22/37. p. 88.)Payne Dec. 6/37..
Hats p.Off85;(G)Fob.108
12/M
Headln'
for the Rio Grande Tex Ritter- Eleanor Stewart Dee. 20/36..
(G) 146
it'll
Here's
Flash
Casey
(G)
21
1..
Eric
Linden-Boots
Mallory
Oet.
22/37T
Hideout In the Alps 199 Jane Baxter-Anthony Bushell. . . July 23/37..
10/38
(Reviewed
under
the
title.
"Dusty
Ermine.")
Hlttln' the Trail 149 Tex Ritter-Jerry Bergh Apr. 3/37 58
Killers of the Sea (G) l35....Capt. Wallaee Casewell May 8/37 49. May 15/87
Love
Flight (G)
Man InTakes
the Mirror,
The 206.
(A) ..Bruce Cabot- Beatrice Roberts. ..Sept. I7,'37t . . . .71 . Aug. 7.1?
112
E. E. Horton-Genevleve Tobin...Apr. 24/37 . . . 7 1 '/, . Jan. IS/S?
Mystery men
of the Hooded
151 Horse- Tex Rltter-lrls Meredith Aug, 6/37...
Navy
Spy
137
Conrad
Nagel-Eleanor Hunt Mar. 13/37...
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
16/37
(G)
212
Jimmy
Newill-Carol
Hughes July
Oet 8/37T..
Riders of the Rockies ISO Tex Rltter-Loulse Stanley
2/37...
Romance and Riches (G) 153.. Gary Grant-Mary Brian Feb. 27/37...
28/3I
(Revlewsd
the title,
Scotland
Yard under
Commands
(G) "The Aatazlng Quest.")
152
Cllve Brook- V. Hopper Jan. 23/37..
17/87
Shadow Strikes, The (G) 202. Rod La Rocque-Lynn Anders Sept. I0/37T.
20/87
Sing.
Cowboy,
145... Tex
Rltter-Loulse
Stanley
May 22/37..
Small(Exploitation:
Town Boy,SingTheOct.(G)205
Stuart
Erwln-Joyce
Compton.
.
.
.Sept.
24/371.
16/37, p. 84.)
Something to Sing About (G)
5/37
210
Janet Cagnoy-E. Daw Sept. 30/37t.
8weetheart
of thetheNavy
Tex
Rides with
Boy 123...
Scouts Eric LInden-Cecllla Parker June 8/37t.
214
Tex Ritter
Oet. 29/37t.
Trailing Trouble 208 Ken Maynard
Sept. 24/37 1.
Trouble In Texas (G) 148 Tex Ritter
Mar. 6/37..
13/37
Two Who Dared (A) 113 Anna Stan-Henry Wllcoxoa May 8/37...
FRANK NORTON
(Reviewed
under(G)the 103..
title,..James
"A WomanEllison-Terry
Alone.") Walker Mar. 20/37... 72'/,. Mar. 6/37
(GreekStar
Dialogue, English Titles) Rel. Date I
23'/,
Hours
Leave
Title
Wallaby
Jim of the Islands
3 Artero
8/SI
Miss Kyvell
Fob.
213
Far
Crowd ..Vasoula
Mary Tsagonls
Apr. 21/37..
We're
In the Legion Now (G) Geo. Houston-Ruth Oefttma Oet l5/37t
Manolldoy Sept
FtatieafromToythe Mpeam.
7
7/37..
.55'/,.
Fob.
IS/88
■
29
Reginald
Denny-Esther
Ralston.
.Jan.
16/37.
5/37t.
Oct. 8/37t.
(Reviewed under the title, "Rest Cur*.")
Coming
Coming
Kalaeurgea 2«>
Death Takes a Cruise
7/S7t.
5/37t.
Don't
with Your Heart. .Anna
Sten
FrontierLeadTown
Tex Ritter
GB PICTURES
Title
Honoli
DateJuggern .65
aut.81.(A)Sept
3814
Anna Neagle- Arthur Tracy.. ... .Mar. I5,'37t
.Nov. 26/37t.
King ofof thethe Golden
Sierras 207. .Rex-Shlek
.Tex Ritter
Dr. 8yn (G)
Gee. Arllss-Margaret Loekwood . . Oet 15/37.
Sept.15IS.437 Law
Love
Me Again West. .Anna Sten .
l/37t .70.
nee (G) 3813 Ernest
Truex-C
Ceurtaeldge.
.
.
.
Feb.
15/37.
12/38
B
.88.
Aug.
o
r
i Runs
Into Money
KarlofSteps
28/37 Love
Head Over Heels In Love (G) Jessie Matthews-Nat Pendleton.. .Sept.
f-Joan Out
Mr. sBoggs
Stuart Erwln-Helen Chandler .. Nov. I2/S7t...
.81. Feb.
$604
Jessie Matthews- Louis Berrell . . . Feb.
ham . .a. . ABarrel,"
(Seeat"Mr.
BoggsWyndBuys
"In the Cutting Room,," Sept. 25/37.)
Murder
the
Raneho
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37. p. 84; Mar. 13/37. p. 78.)
pKenr. Maynard
Orehld Girl
Anna
Sten
.76. July
King
Solomon's Mines (G) Cedrle Hardwleke- Roland Young . Aug.
Painter
In
the
Sky
3818
64. Oct
(8«< production article. May 22/37. p. 16.)
1Hunt
Photo Finish
Conrad Nagel-Eleanor
7/39
t1.7/36 6/36
79.0c 80.Dec.2

2
2
/
6
3
October/
3 0,3
19 3 7
7
7
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(THE
RELEASE
CHART— CONT'D)
Running Time
Re!. Date
Title
star
Title
Star
Rel. Date
RollliT
Plains
Tex Ritter ,
.Oct.
I5,'37tMinutes
87. Sept.Revieweo
25/37
Double
Wedding
(G)
807
William
Powell-Myrna
Loy
Snow Covered
Wagons
Emperor'*
Candlesticks.
The
Spy
of
Napoleon
(G)
(G)
733
William
Powell-Lulse
Ralner.
.
.
.
July
.98.
Oct.
10,
'3«
Start and Stripe
89 ly 3/37
Espionage (G) 723 Edmund Lowe-Madge Evans Feb.
87.. JuaMar.
Swing It Sailor Wallace Ford-Isabel s
Jewell Nov. 5/S7t
Family Affair,
632 Spanky
Lionel Barrymore-Cecllla
Parker. . .. Mar.
20/37
r. 8/31/36
37
11/36 69.72.MOet.
General
Spanky A (G)(G) 714
McFarland-P. Halm**..
Dee. 12/37
(See "He Wanted to Marry," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25,'37.)
139. Feb.
Feb. 20/37,
8/37
Good(SeeEarth.production
The (A)article,
741....JulyPaul11/36,Munl-Luise
Rainer Fob.
Aug. 6/37,6/37....
GUARANTEED
.
76;
exploitation:
p.
72;
p.
85;
Apr.
3/37.
p.
89;
May
1/37,
Running Time
83; Sept.
May 15/37.
July
10/37. p.p.67;87;Oct.Aug.23/37,
7/37.p.pp.82.) 0,p. 92;
Title
Star
18/37, pp.pp. 98.82, 99;85; June
Oct. 12/37.
2/37, p.p. 94;76:
Rel. Date Minutes Revleweo
Oct. 9/37,
Crime
Patrol
Ray
Walker-Geneva
Mitchell.
Mar.
».'S7
63
Good
Old
Soak
(G)
728
Wallace
Beery-Betty
Furness.
.
.
.
Apr.
.76.
Apr. 24/37
White Ivory
Jack Mulhall
(Exploitation: May 29/37. p. 67; June 26/37, p. 121.)
Coming
Hell Divert (re-Issue) (G) .... Clark Gable- Wallace Beery June
Richard Hayward ...
Last (Exploitation:
of Mrs. Cheyney,Apr. The3/37.719.p.Joan86; Crawford-William
. Feb. p. 92.)
Richard Hayward ....
May 15/37, p. 94; Powell.
Juno 12/37,
Live,
Love
and
Learn
(G)
808.
Robt.
Montgomery.
R.
Russell
Oct. 29,'37t
Oct. 24/37
23/37
27/37
London
Night806
(G) 740. ... Gladys
George George-Warren
Murphy-Rita Johnson.
.July
30/37
69.78. July
HOFFBERG
Running Time
Madame ByX (A)
William... .Oct.
l/37t.. ..72.0.t
2/87
8tar
Rel.
Date
Minutes
Reviewed
Mama
Steps
Out
(G)
721
Guy
Klbbee-Aliee
Brady
Feb.
5/37
65.
Fob,
8/37
5,'37t
Manhattan Melodrama
That Polish Film
•tress Czech Film
Oct. I5,'37t
(ro-issue) (G)
C. Gable-M. Loy-W. Powell July 2/37 90. Apr. 28/34
26/35
Calling All Cart •Norman
jack LaRue-Lllllan
Foster- EvalynMiles
Knapp...Jaa.Feb. 10,10/37
'37 62.58 Jan.
Da* 7/35 Married Before Breakfast (G)
■ Nina Quartaro- Norman Kerry Aug. I.'37t 75
736
Robt. Young- Florence Rice June 18/37 70. June 28/37
Beseue Squad Ralph Forbes-Sheila Terry Feb. 10. '37 81
Maytimo
(G) analysis:
720Mar. 27/37,
J. MacDonaldNelson Eddy Mar. p.28/37.
... 132. Mar. p.13/9764:
(Musical
p.p. 15;89; exploitation:
Student's
Romance,
The (G)..Patrls
Knowles .Dec.
Oct. I5,'38
I0,'37t... 90..
7» Aug
Uncle
from
America
Czech
Film
Apr.
17/37,
p.
78;
May
22/37.
June 5/37, pp.Feb.68.27/37.
69; July 85;24/37,Apr.p.3/37.
80.)
Volte of India Hoefler Expedition Oot. I/37+....70
Dear Marietta
Miss Aldrich
(G) 803.
Edna MayMacDonald-N,
Oliver-W. Pldgeon...Sept. l7/37t....73.Se*t. 11/37
Wadding of Palo, The (G) .... Rasmussen'sComing
Eskimo Drama...... Mar. 1/37. 85 Mar. 20/37 MyNaughty
(re-Issue)
(G) Jeanette
6/37
105.
Mar. 10/37
2/38
Eddy
Aug.
Night Must Fall (A) 727 Robt. Montgomery- R. Russell..
30/37.
...117.67. Apr.
9
23/37
Feb. 12/37
6/37
I Give My Heart Gitta Alpar
Nobody's
Baby
(G)
729
Patsy
KellyRobt.
Armstrong..
5/37t..
...
/
I0,'37f
4/37....
119.
June
Parnell
(G)
722
Clark
GableMyrna
Loy
Invitation
to the Waltz ...Lilian Harvey
5/37t
(See production article, Feb. 13/37, p. 16.)
3
vouraeen...
Sally O'Nell-lrlsh Cast..
Lark
Personal
Property May
(G) 1/37,
725. ...Jean
Harlow-12/37,Robertp. 93.)Taylor lar. 19/37.
8/37t.... .
7 Czech Film
(Exploitation:
p. 79; June
Pick
a
Star
(G)
735
Jack
Haley-Patsy
Kelly
....70.
Apt.
TiBC
.84. July
Mar. 24/87
S%"5S>
HUNGARIA
Romeo(Seeandproduction
Juliet (G)article.
1100...Mar.Norma28/36.ShearerLeslieexploitation:
Howard. .Apr. 21/37.
16/37... .127.
I8/88
p.
16;
Jan.
9/37,
p.
68;
Jan.
23/37.
.S*pt.
II,
p.
79;
Jan.
30/37,
p.
83;
Feb.
6/37,
p.
77;
Apr.
17/37
37t....9
rl*..
79; Apr.
24/37,119.p. 123;84;
.Oet. 21, •37t...l0
•37t....» rl...
rls..
All
May 1/37, p. 80; May 8/37, p. 74; May 29/37. p. 70; pp. 78,26/37.
pp. 118,
BrideManfronAreTorseWild.ke.
.Oct.
July 3/37, pp. 69, 70; July 17/37, p. 91; July 24/37, p, Juno
80;
July23/37
31/37, 94.p. 80.)
Man of the Saratoga
.June III,,'37
9 rls..
.
Imr*
Raday-Klarl
Talnay.
(G)
742
Clark
Gable-Jean
Harlow
July
July 24/37
•37
S
Rls.
People(Exploitation:
.Feb. 20,
Extra. Extra!
. Gy Kabos
(G) 716. .. Aug. 28/37, p. 98.)
,'37 8 rlt..
.
Fab.
6
HtaeysioM
On
Cot-Rat*.
.Paul
Javer-I.
Agal
Jo
se
.Sept.
21,
ph
,'37t....9
rls..
It Happened In
.Gy Kabos-Zlta Perezel
•37 6 rlt..
.May 30,12, •37t...l0
They Gave Him a Gun Ca(A)llela-Flercwe Ri
rlt..
.0*t
.. ..Jan. Tone May 14/37 94. May 18/8*
731
8. Tracy- G. ceGeerge-F.
Coming
'37t...l0 rls..
81. Jan. SO
Imr* Raday-lda Turay.
(Exploitation: Aug. 21/37, p. 75; Sept. pp. 95, 97; Oct. 2/37,
pp. /376,7 77; Oct. 23/37,
•37t....8
Eighty Springtime
Mil** aa H*ar GyGy Kabos-Anna
Kabos-M. Erdely...
•37t...l0 rls..
rl*..
Hotel
Tok**..
•37t....9
rlt..
P.
84.)
Trader
Horn
(re-lssut)
(G)
.
.
.
Harry
CareyEdwlna
Booth..
I Pleked Yeu for My Husband. Paul Javor ...........
.120. Jan. 24/St
...May reissue.
'37f....8 rls..
Under OutCoverWestof Night
(G) 715. Laurel
EdmundandLowe-Florence
•port of Love. The Gy Kabos-lda Turray...
8/37. ..72. Jan.
Way
(G)July734
Hardy Rice. ...Jan.
Jan. 2/87
•>'S7
...Apr. 16/37. ..84.
(Exploitation:
17/37.
p.
92.)
Women Men Marry, Th* (A)
IMPERIAL
.ei.*wt
tw
] TlraeReviewed
802
J. Hutchinson-George
Murphy.
..
.Sept.
I0.'37tTitle
Star
Rel. Data Minute*
Coming
Broken
Blossom
(A) Boake
Dolly Haas-E.
Williams Sept.
Dee. I5/S7t....73.8ept.
1/36 80. June 11/37
8/38
Dead March.
Th* (A)
Carter
High
Hat
Frank
LutherDorothy
Dare
Jan.
1/37
90
Benefits
Bondi... Nov.
■leh Relation* Ralph Forbes-Frances Grant Fob. 1/37 90
Bad Man Forgot
of Brimstone Walter
Wallace Huston-Beulah
Beery- V. Bruce
With Pleasure, Madam* Conrad Nagel-Marta
(See "InSing
the Cutting Room,"AllanOct.Jones-Judy
23/37.) Garland
Coming Lab air Apr. 15/37 90
Everybody
Family Vacation,
A
Lewis StoneMickey Rooney
Dec. I7,'37t.
5/37t. 138. July 24/37
Firefly,
The (G)
Jeanette
MacDonald-Allan
Jones.. Nov.
Beauty
Racket
Four Marys, The Myrna Loy- Franehot Tone Jan. I2,'37t.
7/38t.
Deert layer
Last
Gangster,
Th*
E.
G.
Robinson-Rose
Stradner
Nov.
Honor Among Woatn
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
16/37.)
INightDemand
Payment
Betty
Burgess-Jack
LaRue.
I9,'37t.
3l/37t.
Mannequin
Joan Crawford-Spencer Traey Dec. IO/37t.
ef Crime
Matter of Pride, A
Frank Morgan- Florence Riee Deo. 3l/37t.
Sky Girl
Navy,
Blue and Gold Lionel
Robt. Eddy
Young . .Nov.
Rosalie
Eleanor BarrymorePowell-Nelson
Dee.
Thoroughbreds Don't Cry Mickey Rooney-Sophie Tucker. . ..De*. S/S7t.
/
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Running Time
33
Title
Star
Rel. Date
MONOGRAM
After the 8
Thin Man (G) 713. .William Powell. Myrna Ley Dee. 25/38.
7
12/38
Title
Minute*Was 25/87
7(Exploitation:
June 5/37. p.Jan.84.) 9/37, p. 71; Feb. 6/37, p. 72; Feb. 13/37.Thip.rte88;
enth Cha 69. Aug. p. 80; Atlantic Flight (G) Disk Merrill-Paula Stone Aug. Date
25/37t...*60.Sept
Bad
Guy
(G)
743
Bruce
Cabot-Vlrglnla
Grey
Aug.
27/37.
i
r
4/37T..
..65
,
...89.
July
28/37
s;.j;L 29/37t. ...58.
Blazing
h*
Edw. Arnold. Jr.-F. McKlnney. . .July
Between Two Women (G) 737. Virginia Bruce- Fraaehot Tone. ..July 8/37. ....80. TSept.
Oct a/87
Bride forBarriers
Henry, A (G) Anne
Nagel-NellMilbura
Hamilton
Sept.
732. Ma Federal
Big
City
(A)Red,801
SpencerCrawfordTraey-Lulse
Raiser
Sept 8/S7t
3/37t ...103. Oct.(G) 3/37
Bullets
Terry
WalkerStone
Oct.
30/37t
61
Bride
Wore
The
(G)
804.
Joan
Franehot
Tone..
..Oet.
d
2/37 geGod't
4/37
2/37t....56
E
Tom
Keene
....Sept.
v
Broadway Melody ef 1938 (G)
Country
and
the
Man
Si...110.
a
nn
n
er
s
Aug.
7/37t....62.July
Hoosler
Schoolboy
(G)
ke 21/37
Rooney-Anne Nagel July
July 28/37t....62S/37
789
Eleanor Powell-Robt. Taylor Aug. 20/37.Song...108.TaDee.
y Dani Men Mickey
l19/36(A) 712.Legion HofenrMissing
Ralph Forbes
Camilla
(A)production
639
Greta24/36.Garbo-p. Robert
Taylor Jan.Jan.8/37,1/37.p. 107;of thMar.e CiAlty13/37,
e
..
4/37t....6214/37
l
..
Outer
Gate
l
Br
(See
article.
Dee.
16;
exploitation:
Ralph Morgan-Kay
LInaker July
Aug. 2l/37t....73.Aug.
( ... uceIsleCabo(G)
t- MaSept.
Warren
Hull-Movlta
p. 78; Mar. 27/37. p. 78.)
rgarMetay18/37
Apr. G) 724.Paradise
D
T25/37.
e
(Exploitation:
apper (...118.
a
n
Oaptalat
Courageous
(G)
717..
F.
Bartholomew-Spencer
Tracy...
June
Li
Je
nd
ff
sa
.
P.
83.)
y.. . DeRandall-Peggy
July3 31/37.
esOrient
68e.. May
Riders ofofthetheriDawn
-Marga(G)..
Key* July l4/37t....55.Aog.
(See production article, Apr. 24/37, p. 12: exploitation: May 15/37, p i..G)94;
3/37 Shadows
I8/S7t 21/87
re(G)t LindsaJack
84/37.
p.pp.82:95, Aug.
7/37.2/37,pp. p.91. 77.)92; Aug. 21/37. pp. 76. 78; Aug. 28/37. | 97;7Sept.
Regit
ToomeyEsther
.... Sept.
Aug. 22/37t...*65.8ept.
8/37 74Ralston
y. .AprRandall25/87
.
Stars
Over
Arizona
(G)
D
97; Oct.
e
Jack
Kathleen
Eliot....
.
e
C
.
o
n
30,*37t....70
18
s
t
/8
ance BennMan
Thirteenth
1 I3,'37t....59
Conquest 805
Greta Garbo-Charlet Boyer Oet. 22/37t,
Weldon
Heyburn-I. 69Courtney....
June
.
M
a
e
Tom
Keene
Oct.
r
t
.
t
Where
Trails
Divide
(See "In the Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
11/37.)
27
C
ar* Bran
/87
Coming
.71. Feb.
(G)(G)718.730...Robert
Young-Ann 8othern
Jan. 22/37.
Jones MayJune
11/37.p .1194;I.June
6/37 Boy ef the Street* t.. . .July
19/37
July 10/37.
(See production A article,
Apr.Marx24/37,Brothers-Allan
p. 12; exploitation:
15/37,
Jackie
CooperMaureen
O'Connor
.. Dee.
97. July
Code of the Range
Tim McCoy
p. 86; July 17/37, p. 89: Apr. 7,'37v, p. 91; Oct. 16/37, p. 84.)
17/37
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CHART— CONT'D)
Title
star Coming
Badge
of Policeman O'Roon Bing
Crosby-BeatriceParker
Lillio
Barrier,
Carrillo-Jean
(See The
production article, Sept.Leo 18/37,
p. 14.)
Big Broadcast
of 1938 Edward
W. C. Fields-Martha Raye
Blossoms
Broadway
Ross.. .
(See ofproduction
article Sept. 25/37. Arnold-Shirley
p. 16.)
Born
to
the
West
John
Wayne-Marsha
Hunt
Buccaneer, The
Fredric March- Franciska Gaal..
'See production article. Oct. 23.'37, p. 14. •
7,'38t.
Bulldog Drummond's
Revenge. .J.AnnaBarrymore-Louise
Daughter
of Shanghai
May Wong-Chas. Campbell.
Blckford. Jan. 2l/38t.
Ebb Tide (A)
Oscar Homolka-Frances Farmer.. .Jan.
.Jan.
28/38t.
Nov. 26,'38t.
Every Day's A Holiday Mae West-Edmund Lowe Nov.
5/37t.. •70. Oct. 23/37
Hold
Navy (G) Stella
Lew Ayres-Mary
IO/37t.
Love on'EmToast
Ardler-JohnCarlisle
Payne .Dec.
65 . Oct. 23,'37
Nov.
I9.'37t..
Night
Club
Scandal
(G)
Lynne
Overman-J.
Barrymore
.Jan.
2l/38t.
Partners of the Plains Wm. Boyd-George Hayes
Romance in the Dark Gladys Swarthout-John Boles
26/37t Oct. 9/37
Texas Trail (G)
William Boyd-George Hayes....
They
What Happened Eleanore
Lew Ayres-Louise
Campbell
Thrill Knew
of a Lifetime
Whitney-Johnny
Downs. Dec. 3/37T.
"In the Cutting Room."
Sept. 18/37.) MacMurray.... .Dee. 24/37t.
True (See
Confession
C. Lombard-Fred
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
16/37.)Frances Dee
Wells Fargo
Joel McCreaJan. I4,'37t.
RAY
KIRK
WOOD
RuBnlneTlm.
Title
Star
Rol.
Date
Minut
Adventurous Rogue
.Bobby
Nelson-Donald
Reed
Jan.
3/37t
El Justiciero
.Ernesto Guillen
Jan. 3/37t
Fighting
Vagabonds
.Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed .Apr.
Feb. I9,*37t
Masked Devil,
The.
Bobby Nelson-Donald Reed.
Running Tim*
RELIABLE
Rel. Date
Minutes
TitleFe Rides..
StarCuster
.Feb.
25/87
68..
.
Bob
Santa
Silver Trail
Rin-Tin-TIn,Coming
Jr.-Rox Lease. .Feb. 28/37 56..
. Bob Custer
Apache
Frontier Trail
Fury .
, Bob
Custer
Rln-Tin-Tin,
Jr
Outlaw River .
Bob
Prairie Terror
Bob Custer
Custer

.Apr.

I/37
92.May

REPUBLIC
Title
Star
Affairs of Cappy Ricks, Tht
Brian... .May 24/37 56. Jane 8/87
All(G)Over6027
Town (G) 6020 Walter
Olson andBrennan-Mary
Johnson
.Sept 20/S7t....56
8/37.... *60. Aug. 28/87
Arizona Gunflghter 7121 Bob Steele-Jean Carman , .Sept.
.Jan. 20/87 51
Bar
Men 6323
Brown-L.Allen
January. .Dee.
21/36 61. Feb. 18/87
BewareZ Badof Ladles
(G) 6011 Johnny
Donald Mack
Cook-Judith
Big Show, The 6301 Gone Autry-Smlley Burnette... .Nov. 16/88 78
24/36.) Beatrice Roberts .Mar. 22/87 89. Mar. 17/87
Bill (Sea
Cracks"InDowntha Cutting
(G) 6028.Roam."
... GrantOet.Withers.Aug. 4/37t....59
2/37 53
Boothill
Brigade
6328
Johnny
Mack
Brown-C.Allen
Roehelle .Oet,
Boots
and Saddles6333
7106 Gen* Autry-Judlth
Border
Bulldog Phantom
Drummond at Bay Bob Steel*. Harley Wood .Dec. 28/36 68
.John
Lodge-DorothyLivingston
Maekalll... .July
62. Jut* 81/87
(G> 6025
....
. JuneFeb.TravU-Bob
.Mar. 31/37
1/37 62
Circus
Girl 6014
n."
13/37.)
the (G) 6317. Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan
Come(S*eOn. "InCowboys
. Ra Hould-Hedda Hopper
7/37 57.53
July 81/87
Dangerous
Doomed at Holiday
Sundown (G)63376028. . Bob Steele- Lorraine Hayes .June
.June 7/37
.Wm. Hall-Anns Nagel .Feb.
Escape
by
Nlgbt
(G)
7015...
Sept. 15/37
20/37t....64.8*pt.
4/87
53
Gambling
Terror,
Th*
6324..
Git Along Little Dogles (G) .Johnny Mack Brown- 1. Meredith. Mar. 22/37.
Apr.
8/87
Gun6302
Lords of Stirrup Basin Gene Autry. Judith Allen
6336
Bob Steele- Louise Stanley May 10/37 53
Gunsmoke Ranch 6316 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrigan May 5/37 56
Guns
In
the
Dark
6326
Johnny
Mack Brown-C.Venabl*
Roehelle. Apr. 14/37 56
Happy-Go-Lucky
6013 Phil
Regan-Evelyn
Heart
of the Rockies(G) 7111
Bob LivingstonRay Corrigan... Sept 6/37f....56
Hit (Exploitation:
Parade. The (G)July6002
10/37. p.Frances
88.) Langford-Phil Regan Mar. 3/37. .57.
Hit the Saddle 6315 Bob Livingston-Ray Corrigan June
28/37.
It Could Happen to You 6016 . Alan Baxter-Andrea Leeds
(Sea "In th* Cutting Room," May 15/37.)
Jim
Hanvey,
Detective
6005
Guy
Kibbee-Tom
Brown
25/37
Feb. 18/87
6/37
Join the Marines (G) 6003 June Travis-Paul Kelly Jan.
11/37 67.60. Jan.
Larceny on the Air (G) 6030... Grace Bradley-Bob Livingston... Jan. 21/37
61
Law Man Is Born, A 6327 Johnny Mack Brown-!. Meredith. June
Llghtnin'
Crandall (G)6335
Bob Steele-Lois January Mar.
Dee. 24/37
28/36 60
56. Jan. 16/87
Man
6012.
Meet Betrayed.
the Boy AFriend
(G) ... Eddie Nugent-Kay Hughes July 12/37.
.July 81/87
6018
Carol Hughes-David Carlyl* May 15/37.
Michael
O'Halloran
(Spec.)
Wynne
Gibson-Warren
Hull
(See "In the Cutting Room." Apr. 10/37.)
Dee. 21/36 56
Navy Corral,
Blues The
(G) 6015
Brian-Dick Pureell
Old
6305 Mary
Gene Autry-Smiley
Burnette
Feb.
22/37 56. Mar. 13/87
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room."
Nov.
7/36.)
Paradise Express (G) 6029 Grant Withers-Dorothy Appleby.
.May

87

y 28/

57.Ma

Dee. Apr.

84 87
37
. 12/ r.10/
r.27/
68.Dm 83.Ap
67.Ma

Apr.

Apr.

(THE
RELEASE
Star
Running Time
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
CountyTjtle
Fair, Th*
John Arledge- Mary Lou Lender
Danger Valley
Jack Randall-Lois Wilde Nov. 3.'37t
Luck
Owen Davie, Jr.-Joan Woodbury.. Nov. I7.'37t
Marlneiof Roaring
AreWoman
Hero,Camp
The
Numbered
Port
of
Missing
Girls
Romance of the Llmberlost Milburn Stone
Romance
Keene
Dec. I5,'37t
Rose of theof the
Rio Rockies
Grande Tom
Movita
Telephone Operator
PARAMOUNT
Running Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Minutes Reviewed
.Oct.
29/37t....98.Sept.
Angel
(A)
Marlene
Dietrlch-H.
Marshall..
Artiste and Models (G) 3702... Jack Benny-Gall Patrick .Aug. l3/37t....97.Aug. 25/37
7/37
(Exploitation: Sept. 18/37, p. 83.)
Blonde
Trouble
3701
Johnny
Downs-E.
Whitney
.Aug.
6/37t....67.Aug.
7/37
Borderland
(G) 3668
Bulldog Drummond
Comes William Boyd-JImmy Ellison... .Feb. 26/37 82. Feb. 13/37
Back (G)
Bulldog
Drummond Escapes J. Barrymore-Louise Campbell.. .Sept. 24/37t..*58.Sept. 11/37
(G) 3626
Ray Mi Hand- Heather Angel Jan. 22/37 65. Mar. 13/37
Champagne
Waltz (G)Jan.3628
MacMurray.
Jam. 10/37,
29/37p. 87;85. Oct.
Dee. 16/37.
12/36
(Exploitation:
16/37, Gladys
pp. 79,Swarthout-F.
80; July 3/37,
p. 70: July
P. 84.)
Clarence 3632
Roscoe Karns- Charlotte Wynters. . Feb. 12/37
(SeeNobody
"In theSaw,Cutting
Crime
The (G)Room," Dee. 26/36.)
..60. Apr. 17/37
3635
.Lew
Ayres-Ruth
..Jan. 12/37..
15/37.. ..77. Jan. 30/37
Trent-Helen Coleman..
Burgess.. ..Mar.
Doetor'i
..Sept.
Double OrDiary.
NothingA (G)(G) 3627...
3707.. .John
Aug. 21/37
.Bing
Crosby-Martha
Raye..
July 17/371 ..95. July
(Exploitation: Oct. 23/37,
Easy Living (G> 3652 Jean Arthur- Edw. Arnold. ..July 16/37.. ..88.
10/37
..85.
July 31/37
ExclusiveRiver
(G) (G)
3653
..July 30/37..
Forlorn
3650
Martel-Larry
Crabbe
3/37
..61
..Apr. 2/37.
Girl
from Scetland
Yard 3638. .June
.Karen
MorleyRobert
Baldwin.
2/37.. ..70. July 24/37
25/37..
Great Gambini, The (G) 3648.
..June
Her Husband
(A) 3636.(G). . Ricardo Cortez-Gail Patrick. . ..Mar. 19/37.. ..76. Mar. 20/37
High.
Wide andLiesHandsome
..Oct. l/37t. .142. July 24/37
3710
Hills of Old Wyoming (G) Irene Dunne- Randolph Seett. . . .Apr.
Apr.
16/37. . ..79.
3669
William Boyd-George Hayes..
..65. Aug. 22/37
17/37
3/37t. ..66.
Hopalong Rides Again (G) 3753. William Boyd-George Hayes.. ..Sept. 4/37..
May 21/37
Hotel Haywire (G) 3645 Leo Carrillo-Mary Carlisle.... ..May
.June 28/37. . ..86. May
I Met(Exploitation:
Him in ParisOct.(G)9/37,3644.p.Claudette
Colbert-M.
Douglas.
29/37
67.)
Internes
Can't Take Money Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea .Apr. 9/37. .
17/37
(A)(Exploitation:
3639
Aug. 28/37. p. 98.)
Jehn3630
Meade's Woman (A) Edw. Arnold- Franclne Larrlmor .Feb. 26/37.. .87. Feb. 27/37
King Train
of Gamblers
(A) 3640.(G). . . Lloyw Nolan-Claire Trevor .Apr. 23/37.. ..78. Apr. 24/87
Last
from Madrid
.77.
12/37
3646
Lew Ayres- Dorothy Lamaur. . .
.80. June
Feb. 27/37
Let's
Make
(6 ) 3622. C.Edward
Everett MaeMurray...
Horton
.86. Jan. 38/37
Maid(Exploitation:
of Salema Million
(G) Mar.
3634
Colbert-Fred
Make Way for Tomorrow 20/37,
(G) p. 76; Apr. 24/37, 92; May 22/37, p.
3641
Beulah Bondl-Vletor Moore
(Exploitation:
July 24/37. p. 60; July 31/37. p. 82; t, 11/37, p. 84; Sept. 23/37,
pp.
69.
70.)
Midnight Madonna (G) 3649. .Warren Willlam-Mady CWHll. ..July 2/37. .65. June 12/37
Mind Your Own Business (G)
8625
Charles Ruggles- Alice Brady Jan. 8/37 75. Dee. 19/36
(Exploitation:
July
17/37,p. 86;p. 89;Oct.July23/37,
24/37.p. pp.84.) 79. 81; Aug. 7/37. pp. 90, 92; Sept. 4/37,
p.
95;
Sept.
18/37.
Murder Goes to College (G)
3633
Roscoe Karns- Marsha Hunt Mar. 5/37 71. Mar. 8/37
North of the Rio Grande (G)
3670
William Boyd-George Hayes June 25/37 70. Juno 26/37
OnOutcast
Such (G)a Night
(A) Warren
Karen Morloy-Grant
Richards..
. . .73. Aug.
3629
William-Karen
Morley. ... Aug.
Feb. 27/37t.
5/37
Feb. 21/37
6/37
Partners In Crime 3711 Lynne OvermanRoscoe Karns
Oct.
8/37t 79.62
Plainsman,
Tha
(G)
3624
Gary
Cooper-Joan
Arthur
Jan.
1/37.
...
1
13.
Nov.
28/36
(Exploitation:
p. 85; pp.Feb.78.20/37,
p. 82;27/37.
Fob. pp.27/37,
Mar. 13/37, p.Jan.80;30/37.
Mar. 20/37.
82: Mar.
80. 82,p. 83;83: Mar.
Apr. 6/37.
3/37. p.p. 91;66;
Apr. 24/37. p. 93; May 29/37, p. 68; Aug. 21/37, p. 75.)
Scrooge (G) 3527 Seymour Hicks-Donald Calthrop. . Doe. 27/36 73. Dee. 21/33
She
Asked for It (G) Wm.
Gargan-Orien Hoyward Sept. I7,'37t. . . .68. Sept. 4/87
She's
Sophie NoLangLadyGoes(G)
West (G) Ann Dvorak-John Trent Aug. 20 "37t. . . .62. Aug. 7/87
3706
Gert.
Michael-Larry Raft
Crabbe Sept.
4/37
Souls(Seeat Seaproduction
(G)
Gary
Cooper-George
Sept. I0/37T.
S/37t. .*60.Sept.
92. Aug. 14/37
article,
Jan.
30/37.
p.
16.)
Swing High. Swing Low (G)
97. Mar. 20/37
Carole
Lombard-F.
MacMurray.
. Mar.
63. Sept. 18/37
This3634
Way,TrailPlease(G)
(G) Gilbert
C. (Buddy)
Rogers-Betty
Thunder
Roland-Marsha
HuntGrable..Oct.
.Oct. 22/37t >56.0ct 2/3?
(Exploitation: May 29/37, p. 67.)
Trail OffDustthe(G)Moon3667
WilliamRuggles-Eleanore
Boyd-JImmy Ellison
11/88... .77. Jan. 2/37
14/37...
Turn
3642. . . Chas.
Wti'tney....Dee.
. May
.89.80. May
Apr. 29/37
8/97
Walklkl Wedding (G)(G) 3637....
Bing Crosby-Shirley Ross
Mar
(Exploitation: May 1/37, p. 81; May 15/37, p. 89; June 5/37. p. 67: June 12/37, pp
92,
93:
July
3/37,
p.
70:
July
10/37,
p.
80;
July
17/37,
p.
91;
July
31/37.
p.
83: Aug
28/37, p. 98; Sept. 11/37, p. 83: Sept. 18/37, p. 86.)
Wild Money 3651 Edward Everett Horton July 9/37 69

October 30

y1/87

68.Ma

95
October

30,
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Time
Title
Star
Rel. Date Running
Minutes Reviewed
Public
Cowboy
No.
I
(G)
7105.
Gene
Autry-Ann
Rutherford
Aug,
23/37t....59.0ct.
9.37
Range Defenders (G) 6318... .Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan June 30/37 56. July 24/37
Red Rope,Id Thethe 6338
Rhythm
Clouds (G) Bob Steele-Lols January July 19/37 60
6017
Warren Hull-Patricia EMU June 21/37 62 July 3/37
Riders of the Whistling Skull
6314
Bob Livingston-Ray Corrlgan Jan.
Roarln' Load 6313 Bob Livingston- Ray Corrlgan Dee.
<So« Tootin
"In theRhythm
Cutting(G)Room," Nov. 7/36.)
Reotin'
6307
Gene Autry-Armida May
Round-up
Time
In
Gene Autry-Smiley
Fob. 28/37 58
Soa Racketeer! (G) Texas
60196306. Weldon
Heyburn-JeanneBurnetta
Madden.. Aug.
16/37
64. Aug.
14/37
Sheik
Step*
Out,
The
(G)
6006.
Ramon
Novarro-Lola
Lane
Sept.
6/37....
July 31/37
60. Ma *66.54
Trail of Vengeance 6325 Johnny Mack Brown- 1. Meredith .Mar. 29/37
y
I8,'37t....56
Trigger
Trio 7112
Ray Steele-Lois
Corrigan-MaxJanuary
Terhune Oct.
8/37
Trusted
Bob
Feb. I,'37 52
Two WiseOutlaw,
Maids The(G) 6334
6004. ... Alison
Skipworth-Polly Moran. ... Feb.
Feb. 25/37
6/37
II/37T.. ..62.68 Sept.
Wrong Road, The (G) 7016. ... Richard Cromwell-Helen Mack ..Oct 15/37
Yodello'
Kid
from
Pine
Ridge
(G) on6308
Gene Autry-Betty
14/37.
Youth
Parole (G) 6022 Gordon
Oliver-MarianBronson..
Marsh June
Oct. 4/37.
Coming
Colorado Kid 7123 Bob Steele-Marian Weldon Dec. I3,'37t.
Duke (SeeComes"In Back,
The AllanOct. Lane-Heather
Angel Nov. I5,'37t.
the Cutting
I6,'37.) Hamilton
Lady
Misbehaves,
The Room,"
Eilers-Neil
Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.
. . Sally
Phil Regan-Ann
Dvorak
Cutting Room,"
23,'37.) Ford
News (SeeIs On"InthetheAir
June Oct.
Travis-Wallace
Portia
oa"InTrialthe 6001
Frieda
Inescort-Walter
Abel.. ..Nov. 8,'37t.
(See
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
25.'37.)
Ridin' the Lone Trail 7122... Bob Steele-Claire Rochelle Nov. I.'37t.
Springtime
In the Rockies... Gene Autry-Polly
Rowles
Nov. I5,'37t.
Stormy
Weather
Skipworth-Polly
Moran
Wild Horse
Rodeo Alison
Three Mesketeers

.10/37

72.Apr

RKO RADIO
Time
Rel. Date Running
Title
Star
Minutes Reviewed
Annapolis Salute (G) 802 James Ellison-Marsha Hunt ..Sept. IO/37t...*60.Aug.
21/37
14/37
58.
12/37
Behind the Headlines (G) 727. Lee Tracy-Diana Gibson May 23/37 60. June
July 31/37
Big
Shot,CafeThe(G)(G)730
735 John
Guy Kibbee-Cora
Witherspoon. . . July
4/37 67. May 29/37
Border
Beal-Armida
June
- .*65.0ct. 9/37
Breakfast for Two (G) 737 Barbara Stanwyck-H. Marshall.. .Oct. 22,'37t
China
Passage
(G)(G)718
Constance
Worth- V.Grahame
Haworth. . . . Jan.
Mar. 12/37 65. Apr. 24/37
Criminal
Lawyer
713
Lee
Tracy-Mareot
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37, p. 81.)
Feb. 27/37
Don't
the Wife(G)
(G) 720. .Guy
Mar. I5/37T.
5/37.. ..62.
..73.
4/37
Fit forTella King
Joe E.Kibbee-Una
Brown-HelenMerkel
Mack .. .Oct.
.-60. Sept.
Aug. 14/37
Flight from Glory (G) Chester Morris-Whitney Bourne.. Aug. 20/37.. .*63
Sept. 4/37
Forty
Naughty
Girls
(G)
803..
James
Gleason-Zasu
Pitts
Sept.
24/37t.
.-60. July 3-1/37
Hideaway (G)
Fred Stone- Marjorie Lord Aug. 28/37..
13/37.. ..64.
Hollywood
(G) (G)733. 801.... George
O'Brien-Cecilia Milliard.
Parker.. ..Sept.
May
."79. July
Aug. 31/37
28/37
Life
of(Exploitation:
the Cowboy
Party, TheOct.
Gene
Raymond-Harriet
3/37t. •70. Sept 4/37
23/37, p. 82.)
Make
a
Wish
(G)
745
Bobby
Breen-Basil
Rathbone
Aug.
Man Who Found Himself. The
.67. Mar. 13/37
(G) 722
John Beal-Joan Fontaine Apr.
..60.
May 29/37
Meet
Moore-Helen Fontaine
Broderlek. . . . Oct.
June 2/37..
•75. Sept.
I8/S7
4/37..
Music thefor Missus
Madame(G)(G)729
804... Victor
Nino Martini-Joan
New (Exploitation:
Faces of 1937Oct.(G) 9/37,
732.. p.Joe70.)Penner-Harriet Milliard July 8/37t. .180. July 10/37
Waitress
(G) 711
Margot Grahame-Gordon Jones... Dee. 2/37.. -.57. Jan. 2/37
OnNight
Again—
Off Again
(G) Wheeler
..68. July 17/37
725
and Woolsey July
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The
..68. Mar. 20/37
(G) 710
Preston Foster-Jean Muir Apr.
..65.
Park
Avenue Logger
(G) 787. . George O'Brien-Beatrice Roberts. . Feb.
..69. Jan.
Nov. 30/37
21/36
Plot
PloughThlekens,
and theTheStars,(G) The641....(G) James Gleason-Zasu Pitts Deo. 15/37 67. Jan. 2/37
640
Barbara
Stanwyck-P.
Foster
Jan.
(See production article, Aug. 22/36, p. 18.)
Mar. 30/37
Quality Street (G) 709 Kath. Hepburn- Franchot Tone M«r. 26/37.. ..84.
.59. Dee.
12/36
Racing
Ann E.Dvorak-Smith
.71•59. Sept
Juno 18/37
12/37
Riding OnLadyAir(G)(G)707
771 Joe
Brown- FlorenceBallew
Riee Jan.
June 29/37..
18/37..
8/37t.
Saturday's
(G) 805 Van
Marsh
Feb.
20/37
Sea
Devils Heroes
(G) 714
VictorHeflin-Marian
McLaglen-Preston
Foster.. Oet.
Feb. 19/37. ..88.
Shall We Dance (G)June724
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers May 7/37.. 1 16. May 8/37
Soldier(Exploitation:
and the Lady, The19/37,(A) p. 85: July 31/37. p. 80.)
717
Anton Walbrook-Ellz. Allan Apr. Mar.9/3713/37,85. p.Feb.79.)27/37
(Reviewed
the title,Kath.
"Michael Strogoff.") Rogers
(Exploitation:
Stage(See
Doorproduction
(G)under
806
Oct. 8/37t...*90.Sept. 18/37
article, Aug. 14/37,Hepburn-Ginger
p. 16.)
8uper
Sleuth
(G)
734
Jack
Oakle-Ann
Sothern
July
That (Exploitation:
Girl from ParisFeb.(G)27/37,
712.. p.Lily84; Pons-Gene
Apr. 24/37.Raymond
p. 90.) Jan.
There
There Goes
Goes Mythe Girl
Groom(G)(G)728. .Ann Sothern-Gene Raymond May
29/37T.. .*60.Oct 2/37
Thev807
Wanted to Marry (G) Burgess Meredith- Ann Sothern. . .Oct. 5/371. ...60. Dee. 26/36
715
Gordon Jones-Betty Furness Fob. 30/37.. ..109. July 17/37
Toast(Exploitation:
of New York Aug.
(G) 719
.July p. 68; Oct. 16/37, p. 84.)
28/37, p.Edward
86: Sept.Arnold-4/37,Frances
p. 96; Farmer.
Sept. 26/37,
9/37 61. Apr. 17/37
Too Many Wives (G) 723 Anne Shirley-John Morley Apr. 22/37t.
.113. Sept 25/37
Victoria
861 Anna
Walbrook. .. Oct.
Wanted: theJaneGreat
Turner(G)643
Gloria Neagle-Anton
Stuart-Leo Tracy
Dee.
(See "General Delivery," "In the Cutting Room," Oet 3/38.) 12/37 .87.71. Jan. 23/37
We're on the Jury (G) 716.... Helen Broderick-Vietor Moore Feb.

CHACT«C€NT'E)
Title
Star
We Who
Are About to Die
(Gl
639
Preston
Foster-Ann Dvorak Jan.
When's Your Birthday? (G)
770
Joe E. Brown-Marian Marsh Feb.
Windjammer
783 Room."GeorgeMay O'Brien-Constance
Worth.. Aug.
29/37.) Hopkins
Woman(See I "InLove,theTheCutting
(G) 721. Paul Muni-Miriam
Apr.
You
Love (G)
Fo-.ter-Joan
Coming Fontaine
You Can't
Can't Beat
Buy Luck
(G) 731.
726. Preston
Vinton Haworth-Helen
Mack June
Apr

6/37 82. Oct. 17/36

23/37 88. Apr. 24/37
25/37
30/37 61.62. June
May 5/37
1/37
Bringing Up Baby Kath. Hepburn-Cary Grant
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 16/37.)
Damsel in"InDistress,
A Room,"FredOct.Astaire-Joan
Fontaine Nov. I9,'37t
the Cutting
9/37.) Eilers
Danger(SeePatrol
John Beal-Sally
Dec. IO/37t
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 9/37.)
Fight
for
Your
Lady
(Q)
John
Boles-Ida
Lupino
Nov. 5/37t.. *67.0et. 2/37
Having Wonderful Time Ginger Rogers- D. Fairbanks. Jr
(See "In the Cutting Room," Oct. 9/37.)
High
WheelerPons-John
and Woolsey
Nov. 26,'37t..
Hitting(SeeFlyers
a "InNew theHigh
Cutting Room,"Lily Oct.
23/37.) Howard Dec. 24/37t
Living on Love James Dunn-Whitney Bourne Nov. I2,'37t
She's
Got That Swing Gene
Raymond-Ann
Taking
Dorothy Sothern
Moore
Women theHaveTown
a Way Fred
MiriamStone-Hopkins-Ray
Milland Dec. 3l/37t

74J.un5/e37

StarSTATE RIGHTS
Running
Time
Ret. Date 19/37.
Minutes
.Earl Hodgfns
-75. Aug.Revleweo
.Sunset .
Fred Scott
. Spectrum
Melody
of the Plains
(5/37 ..76.
«55 Apr
ifl.'r
16/37.
Oct 23/37
Nation Aflame
(G).. ..Noel
Madison
7/37
Dist'r
15/37.
Singing Buckaroo The. . Fred Scott . . . Spectrum
(See "In the Cutting Room." Nov. 21/36.)
Three
Legionnaires
What Price
Vengeance?(G).-.Robt. Armstrong ...General June 15/37 "60 Mar 27/37
(G)
Lylo
Rialto June 1/37 *65.Julv
. 57. June I7.'37
12/3''
Zamboanga
(G)
NativeTalbot
Cast
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Title
Time
Rel.OctDate
29/37t.N nutes
.♦85. Oct.Reviewer
23/37
Alt
Baba Holiday
Goes to (G)Tov l (G) 815. EddieStarCantor-June Lano
.71.
May 8/37
Angel's
754
Jane
Withers-Robert
Kent
...
.June 8/37
4/37.. . .96 Sept
IB/ So
As You Like It (G) 711 Ells. Bergner- Laurence Olivier. .Jan.
article. June 13/36. p. 16: exploitation: Jan. 23/37. p. 79. ..61. Apr. 17/37
Big
Business
(G)
759
Jed
Prouty-Spring
Byington
June
18/37...
..75'/a
Borneo
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson Sept IO/37t. ..58.
Born Metropole
Reckless (G)(G) 758
Rochelle Young-Tyrone
Hudson-Brian Power
Donlevy. . July
9/37...
..83. Juno
May 26/37
8/37
Cafe
750
Loretta
May
7/37..
(Exploitation: June 19/37, p. 84.)
..58.
July
10/37
Callfornian.
753 Rieardo Cortez-Marjorle Weaver. .July 16/37...
Charlie
ChanTheat (G)
the Olympics
752
Warner Oland-Kath. DeM'llo. . . . May 2I/S7... ..71
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Charlie Chan at the OperaRoom," Mar. 6/37.)
(G) 730
Charlie
Chan on Broadway (G) Warner Oland-Boris Karloff Jan. 8/37... .68. Aug. 7/37
811
Warner Oland-Joan Marsh Oct. 22/37T.. .70. Jan. 18/37
Crack-Up
Peter Rogers-Evelyn
Lorre-Brian Donlevy
Oavid(re-issue)
Harum(G) (G)727
769 Will
Venable Jan.
May 15/37...
14/37... .85. Mar. V34
Doctor(re-issue)
Bull (G) 768 Will Rogers-Marian Nixon Feb. 5/37... .79. Oct. 14/38
Fair Warning
Betty Furness-John Payne Mar. 5/37... .68. Jan. 23/37
Fifty
Roads to (G)
TownMay740
(G)8/37.
748. .Don
(Exploitation:
p. 70.)Ameche-Ann Sothern Apr. 16/37... .81. Apr. 3/37
Great Hospital Mystery. The
751
Sally Blane-Thomas Beck May 14/37...
Handy(Reviewed
Andy (G)under871the title. "Dead Yesterday.")
(re-issue) Will Rogers
Aug. I3.'37t.. .81.
.88. May
Oct. 16/37
»/S«
Heidi
(G) 816
Temple-Jean Hersholt
Oct I5,'37t..
9/37
Holy
Terror.
The (G) 734 Shirley
Jane
Withers-Anthony
Martin. ..Feb.
5/37... .67.
.58. Jan.
July 17/37
Hot Water
(G)
Jed Prouty-Spring
Byington
Sept. 24/37t..
ItKingHappened
745... Paul Kelly-Judith Allen May 7/37..
George OutVI West
Coronation
870
Technicolor Special July I5/37T..
Lady Escapes. The (G) 747. ... Gloria Stuart- Michael Whalen ..July 23/37... .63.84. June
Oct. 5/37
9/37
Lancer
Spy
(G)
809
George Darwell-Lois
Sanders- Dolores
Del Rio.. Oct.
8/37t.. .67
Laughing at Trouble 724 Jane
Wilson
Dee. 11/36..
(See
"Glory,"
"la
the
Cutting
Room,"
Oct.
17/36.)
Life Begins in College (G)
2/37
810
Ritz Bros.-Gloria Stuart Oct l/37t.. .94.
117 Oct.
Nov. 28/38
Lloyds(Exploitation:
of London (G)Nov. 735
Bartholomew21/36, F.p. 108:
Mar. 6/37.M. Carroll
p. 89; Mar. Jan.
27/37.29/37...
pp. 79, 82: Apr. 3/37,
pp. 65. 71; May 8/37, p. 74; July 31/37. p. 80.)
.78. Feb. 27/S7
Love (Exploitation:
Is News (G) Apr.
72924/37, p.Loretta
90.) Young-Tyrone Power Fob. 26/37...
.73. Aug. 14/37
Love
Under
Fire
(G)
803
Loretta
Young-Don
Ameche
Aug.
20/37f..
MidnightSteele
Taxi Is(G)Missing
744(G) Brian Donlevy-Frances Drake Apr. 2/37... .73. Mar. 27/37
Nancy
.84.
Mar. 20/37
738
.....Victor McLaglen-Peter Loire Mar. 12/37... Jan.
I6/S7
Off to the Races (G) 736 Jed Prouty-Shlrley Deane Feb. 19/37... .57.
.89.
On the(Exploitation:
Avenue (G) Mar.
73220/37, Diek
Feb. 19/37,
12/37...p. Feb. I.V37
p. 78:Powell-Madeleine
Apr. 17/37. pp. Carroll
80. 82;...June
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Running Time
Title
Star
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Wanger's Vogues of
One In a Million (G) 722 Sonja Henle-Adolphe Menjou .... Jan. I, '37 M.Dec. 28, '36 Walter
1938
(G)
Warner
Baxter-Joan
(Exploitation:
Mar.
20,'37.
p.
78;
Apr.
I7.'37,
pp.
80,
82.)
(Exploitation:
Aug.
21/37,
p.
74;
Sept
11/37, Bennett.
p. 82.) .Sept l7/S7t...l08.Auo. 7/37
One Mile from Heaven (G)
Thief Meets Thief (A)..D. Fairbanks, Jr.-V. Hobson June 4/37... 87. May
802
Claire Trevor-Sally Blane Aug. I3.'37t 68. July 24.'37 When(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Jump
for
Glory.")
8/37
Roll Along Cowboy 812 Smith Bellew-Cecllla Parker Oct. 8,'37t....75
Man (6)
Miriam
Hopkins-Joel
MeCrea June
May 12/37,
7/37p. 92;71. May
Secret Valley (G) 731 Richard Arlen-Vlrglnla Grey. ...Jan. 15. '37 57. Feb. IS,'S7 Woman(SeeChases
production
article,
Apr.
17/37,
p.
12;
exploitation:
July
Seventh
Heaven
(G)
742
Slmone
Simon-Jamei
Stewart
Mar.
28/37
102.
Mar.
27.
'37
p. 88; Sept. 11/37, p. 83.)
(Exploitation: June 5/37. p. 64.)
Only Live OnceJan.(A)
Sidney-Henry
Jan. 29/37
86. Jan.
She Had to Eat (G) 757 Rochelle Hudson-Jack Haley June 11/37 74. Aug. 7/37 You (Exploitation:
30/37, p.Sylvia
p.123;80; July
Mar.Coming
6/37, p.p.Fonda
Mar. 21/37,
20/37,
Sing and Be Happy 756 Anthony Martln-Dlxle Dunbar. .. .June 25/37 64
pp. 66. 71; June 26/37,
10/37,
87;89; Aug.
p.pp.74.)76, 78; Apr.
(See "In the Cutting Room," May 1/37.)
(See production article. Mar. 13/37. p. 16.)
Action for Slamlder (A) Cllve Brook-Ann Todd Dec. I7,'37f .. 83. Aug.
That I May Live (G) 755 Rochelle Hudson-Robert Kent.. ..Apr. 30/37 70. Mar. 6/3? Adventures
Adventures ofof Marco
Polo Gary Cooper-Slgrld
Gurle Nov. I2.'37t
Tom Sawyer
Thin (Exploitation:
Ice (G) 805
production
article, OctTommy
9/37, Kelly-Walter
p. 16.) Brennan
Oct 9/37. p.Sonja
66.) Henie-Tyrone Power Sept. 3/37t 78. Aug. 28/37 52nd (See
StreetFollies,
(G)
Hunter-Pat
Think Fast, Mr. Moto (G)
The IanPhil
Baker-Ritz Paterson
Bros .Nov. I9.'37t. . . .82 Oct. 9/3?
804
Peter Lorre-Virglnla Field Aug. 27/37t. . . .66. Apr. 17/37 Goldwyn
Hurricane,
The
This IsOutMyforAffair
5.'37t
(See production
article, Aug.Dorothy
7/37, Lamour-Jon
p. 16.) Hall
26,'37f.
Time
Romanes(G) (G)721 Barbara Stanwyck -Robt. Taylor. ..May 28/37 99
Leigh-Paul Lucas
741
Claire Trevor-Michael Whalen. . . . Mar. 19/37 72. Feb. 20/S7 Mutiny In the Mountains Vivien
Carole
Lombard-Fredrle
March.
Under the Red Robe (G) 743. .Conrad Veidt- Annabella ..May 21/37 82. June 12/37 Nothing(SeeSacred
production article, Aug. 21/37, p. 16.)
22/38t.. .86. June 12/87
Storm
In a Teacup (G) Vivien
(Exploitation: July 3/37. p. 69; July 10/37, pp. 85, 86.)
Untitled
Edmund Leigh-Rex
Lowe- Ann Harrison
Todd
I2,'37t.. 77. Sept. 11/37
Wee (Exploitation:
Willie Winkle July
(G) 10/37,
760. .. Shirley
Temple-V.
McLaglen
July
30/37
99.
July
3/37
p. 88; Aug. 7/37. p. 92; Sept. 4/37, pp. 94, 97; Oct. 9/37,
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"The
Squeaker.")
p. 68.)
Western Gold (G) 761 Smith Bellew-Heather Angel Aug. 27/37. .. .*56. Sept. 11/37
UNIVERSAL
Wife, Doctor and Nurse
(G) . . . Jane
LorettaWithers-Walter
Young-Warner Brennan.
Baxter. ... . .Sept.
11/37
Wild
(G)(G)
.Sept I7,'37t.
IO/37t. .. .. .85.
.64. Sept.
July 24/37
Title
star
Rel. Date Minute* Reviewed
Wings andof theWoollyMorning
Armored
Car
(G)
1004
Robert
Wllcox-Judlth Barrett. .. .June 20/37 64. Awn. IVO
737
Annabella. Henry Fonda Feb. 19/37 87. Mar. 20/37 As Good as Married (G) 1012. .John Boles-Doris
Nolan
May 26/37t
9/37 81.68
May 1/87
Behind
Mike Win.
Gargan-Judith
Barrett Sept.
2/37
Black
Acesthe 2050
Buck
Jones-Kay
Llnaker
Sept.
5/37t....58
SlaveYen(G)ShipCan't
Everything Wallace
(G)Have748
801
Alice Beery-Warner
Faye-Don
Ameehe
Aug.
S/37t.
.
.
.99.
July
31/37
Boss
Rider
of
Gun
Creek
1042.
Buck
Jones-Muriel
Evans
Nov.
1/38
64
ComingBaxter July
92. June IB/37
Breezing Home
1033(Q) Blnnle Barnes-Wm. Gargan Jan. 31/37 64. Mar. 27/37
/3
Step 7
California
Straight(G) Ahead
LivBigely.TownJeevesGirl
TrevorDonald
Woods
Dec.
I0,'37t
(G) 739... Arthur Claire
1030
..John Wayne-Louise Latimer May 2/37 67. Apr. 3/87
Borrowing
Trouble
Jed
Prouty-Sprlntg
Bylngton
Dec.
24/37t
Tre
ach
erPat
ric
ia
Ell
li.
Carnival Queen
Dorothea Kent-Robert Wilcox Oet. 3/37t....68
..Apr.
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo. .. Warner
Oland-Keye Luke
69. Jan. 30/37
Conflict (G) 1036 John Wayne-Jean Rogers Nov. 29/38 61. Dee. 5/38
Checkers
Jane Withers-Stuart
Erwin
Danger—
Love at Work (G) Ann Sothern-Jack Haley Nov. 5/37t . . . .81 . Oct. 2/37 Empty Saddles (G) 1043 Buck Jones-Louise Brooks Dee. 20/38 62.0ft 24/38
808
Four Days' Wonder (G) 1019. .Jeanne Dante- Kenneth Howell. ... Jan. 3/37 60. Jan. 23/37
Dangerously Yours (G) 817 Cesar Romero-Phyllis Brooks Nov. I2.'37t .62. Sept. 25/37 I Cover the War (G) 1016 John Wayne-Gwen Daze July 4/37 68. July I0/87
45 Fathers (G)
Jane Withers-Thomas Bosk. . ..Dec. 3,'37t. . . .70. Oct. 23/37 Idol of the Crowds (G) 2037... John Wayne-Sheila Bromley Oet I0/37T ...62'/2.Oet 2/S7
Happy
Ending
Sonja
Henie-Don
Ameche
Jan.
28,'38t
Hawaiian Huntress
Buckaroo Smith
Ballew
Jan. 2l/38t
I4,'38t
Lady FightsTombstone
Back, The2051
(G)2035.'lrene
Hervey-Kent Taylor
Sept
I9,'37t 39
63. Oct. 23/3J
Law
Buck Jones-Muriel
Evans Apr.
Oet 18/37
IO/37t
Headline
Gloria StuartMichael Whalen Jan.
Left forHanded
Law (G) 1045.... Buek
Jones
63. May 1/37
In Old(SeeChleago
production article, Sept.Tyrone
4/37. Power-Alice
p. 48.) Faye
Judge
PriestMr.(reissue)
872 Will
Nov. 26/37t
I2,'37t. . . .79. Sept. 28/34 Love Letters of a Star (A)
Look Out,
Moto 819
peter Rogers-Anita
Lorre- RochelleLouise
Hudson Nov.
the Cutting Room,"Walter
Sept Winchell-Ben
11/37.) Bernle Dee. 3l/37t
Love (Seeand "lpHisses
Man Who Cried Wolf, The
the CuttingFarmRoom,"
Oct. Temple-Gloria
16/37.)
3
Rebecca(See of"InSunnybrook
... Shirley
Stuart Feb. Il/37t
(G) 2023
Tom Brown-Barbara Read Aug. 29/37t. . . .66.8ert 4/37
Mighty Treve,Crossing
The (G)(Q) 1034...
Noah Beery,
Jr.-Barbara
Read.. .Jan.
17/37 69.56. Apr.
10/37
Sally,
Irene
and
Mary
Alice
Faye-Fred
Allen
Jan.
I4,'38t
3
7
Mysterious
1023.. James
Dunn-Jean
Rogers
Dee. 27/36
Feb. 13/37
/
Honeymoon
818
Loretta
Young-Tyrone
Power
Nov.
I9.'37t
Wake 3
UpSecond
and
Live
7
(G)
749.
.. Walter Cesar
Shanghai
Deadline
Romero-June
Lang
Jan.
7."
37+
Winc
hell
(Exploitation:
May
22/37,
p.
87.)
-Ben
BernleHolm
Tarzan'sYou,Revenge
Morris-Eleanor
Apr. Dec. I7,'37t
91. Apr. 17/37
Oh, (Exploitation:
Doctor! (G) 1013
Thank
Mr. Moto Glenn
peter Lorre-Jan
Ragan
May 22/37. Edward
p. 87.) Everett Herton May 16/37 67. Apr. 24/37
100
Men
and
a
Girl
(G)
200I..Deanna
Durbln-Adolphe Menjou.. Sept I2,'37t 84. Sept. 11/37
(See
Analysis,
UNITED ARTISTS Running Tlra.
p. 76;Musical
Oct 9/37,
p. 69.)Sept. 18/37, p. 29; exploitation: Sept 25/37, p. 68; Oet 2/37,
Title
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Reported
Missing (G) Win. Gargan-Jean Rogers Aug. 15/37 63. Aug. 7/37
Dark
Jourpey
(Q)...,
Vivien
Leigh-Conrad
Veldt
July
2/37t..
.
.82.
Mar.
6/37
Road (SeeBack,production
The (G) 1003 Apr.Richard
Cromwell-John King Aug. 1/37 103 June 26/37
7
Dead(Exploitation:
End (G)
Sidney-Joel
Sept 18/37, p.Sylvia
86: Sept.
25/37, MeCrea
p. 71.) Aug. 27/37t . . . .93. Aug. 7/S7
p. 83; Oct. 9/37,article,
pp. 66, 68.) 24/37, p. 16; exploitation: July 31/37. p. 80; Sept 18/37,
Divorce
of Lips
Lady (A)
X, The Merle
Oberon-Laurenee
Olivier.
. .Oct 28/37
I5,'37t
Sandflow
(G)
1044
Buek
Jones-Llta
Chevret Feb. 14/37 58. Feb. i/«J
Dreaming
Ells.
BergnerRaymond
Massey...May
78.
Mar.
6/37
Elephant Boy (G) Native Cast
Apr. 23/37
Mar. 13/37 Smoke
She's Dangerous
1031
Cesar
Romero-Tala Blrell
Jan. 24/37
Girl Oct.
Over80.bo2/37.
Tree
Range
1046
Buck
Jones-Muriel
Evans June
6/37 68
59
(Exploitation: June 12/37, p. 96; July 31/37. p. 82; Aug. 21/37, p. 75:
p.
77.)
1
d (G) 22/37
Claudia Morgan-Wm. Limdlgan. .Oct 3l/37t 62
Farewell
Again
(G)
Leslie
Banks-Flora
Robson
Oet
8/37t
83.89.arJan.
May
02
1021 That's(SeeMy"InStory
Fire (Over
England
(G)
Laurence
Olivier-Flora
Robsen.
.
.
Mar.
5/37
16/37
the
Cutting
Room,"
July
3/37.
8
Exploitation : Mar. 27/37, p. 79.)
Glor(Exploitationia Stuar
Feb.66. 6/37,
73. 74;p. Mar.
pp. 78,p. 82;84,
/
Is Made at Mar.
Night27/37,
(G). Charles
Boyer-Jean
Arthur
Apr.
2/37 pp. 97.91,Mar.92: 13/37
Woma3
n-Wise History
t- Waltpp.
Apr. 3/37,
87; Apr.pp. 10/37.
94: Apr.13/37,17/37.pp. pp.78. 78,82; 80,Mar.82; 20/37,
Apr. 24/37,
(Exploitation:
p.
84:
Apr.
3/37,
pp.
64,
71;
Apr.
10/37,
Apr.
(G)
7
7
H
3
3
e
ep.r 82;
May 1/37,
May 15/37. pp. 96, 99.)
n
Roc
r
helle 24/37,
P
17/37,
p.
82;
Apr.
pp.
91.
92;
May
1/37,
p.
83;
May
8/37,
p.
72;
May
22/37,
y
Hud
l
son
d
-Ml
H
g
eha
Topuntof(See
Town (G) article,
1007
Nolan Apr.
Apr. 24/37.
18/37p. 91;86. Apr.
3/37
eoa Jan.
pp. 89, 90; June 12/37, p. 93.) el Whalen . .Jan.
er-the
F George23/37.Murphy-Doris
p. 16: exploitation:
May 1/37,
Feb. 13/37
llproduction
3 I Mot My Love Again Joan Bennett-Henry Fonda Oct.70. 29/37t
yRoMayw 22/37, pp. e88,b. 87; June 5/37, p. 70; June 12/37, p. 92; Jnae 19/37,
p. Po79;
(See
"In
the
Cutting
Room,"
Sept.
18/37.)
l
58. May
pp.at82.Midnight
85.) es
7
Without Armor
. . . . Marlene
Dietrleh-Robt.
23/37* ... 107. June 19/37 TroubleHave
3 Knight(Exploitation:
Our MomentsNov(G)
3 .Oct. l7/37t....68
Aug. (G)21/37,
p. 78; Sept
11/37, p. Donat..
84.) .July
. N. Beery, Jr.-Catharlne29/3Hughes.
Man In14/37 87. Feb. 13/37 We1017
Sally
Ellers-James
Dunn July
Mar. 28/37 66
67. Apr. 3/37
Leva
from
a
Stranger
(A)
Ann
Harding-Basil
Rathbooe
May
Blue. T
7
West
Bound
Limited
1008
Lyle
Talbot-Polly
Rowles
Man Who Could Work Miracles.
68. Nov Foster-Carol Hughes Oet. 11/17
Westland
Case,
The
(G)
Preston
3l/37t
Oct. 2/37
The (G)
Roland Young-Joan Gardner Feb. 19/37he (82.0) Aug.
22/36
.
I4,'88 Taylor Apr. 4/37 78.63. Apr.
1020... 2/87 When Love Is Young (G) 1018. Virginia Bruee-Kent
24/37
Men
Gods (G)
(A) Miriam
Hopklns-Gert.Carroll
Lawrence Ni. .Jan.
22/37
Jan.
Wildcatter,
TheHonolulu
1015
Scott Colton-Jean
Rogers June 6/37 58
R4/37
PrisonerAre ofNetZenda
Ronald Colman-M.
Sept
3/37t. .. 10182..Sept
o
g
b
h
e
t
r
Wings
Over
(G)
t
K
ey 29/37t.
W
Stand-in
(A)
Leslie
Howard-Joan
Blondell
Oct.
.
.
.91
.Oct.
9/37
l
l
e
(
Wendy Barrle-Ray
LeG)t 1Thp.0em 86;III. May
-Nan G
Star (See
Is Born,
A (G)
Gaynor-Fredrle
March MayApr.22/37,
30/37
May 29/37,
1/37 ox1011
ComingMllland May 23/37.. ..78. May 15/37
production
article, Feb.Janet27/37,
p. 16; exploitation:
ve (G120,
rey
2Li4pp.
) 10121,35
pp.
67,
69;
June
5/37,
pp.
64,
67,
70;
June
19/37,
p.
84;
June
26/37,
Lo
Adventure's
End
John
Wayne-Diana
Gibson Dee. I2,'37t 63
B
May
122; Julyp. 96;10/37.Oct. p.23/37,
87: Julyp. 84.)17/37, p. 91; July 31/37, p. 80; Aug.ve 28/37,
Nan GofreyLonely
In a Bunp.ga 97;orisSept.
Boss
Valley
Buck Baker-Lois
Jones
Nov. I4.'37t 59
4/37,
-Jothehn West
low (GK)arl10off-J Courage
of
Bob
January
H
o
Stella(Exploitation:
Dallas (A)
Barbara
Stanwyck-John
Boles.
.. .Aug.
8/37t- p...III74;.July
31/37
wardRood," 67.Sept
09..eaKen Rnto(See "In the Cutting
11/37.)
M
a
July
31/37.
p.
81:
Sept.
25/37.
pp.
69.
70;
Oet.
2/37.
Oct.
9/37.
y
T
a
g
y
A
Girl
with
Ideas,
A
Wendy
Barrle-Walter
Pldneon.
.
.
.Nov.
7/37t. . . .66'/2
l
p
12/8* Brady Nov. I4,'37t
erosr-Nan Gof 1938 (GK.Bertr. Lahr-Allee
pp. 67, 69; Oct. 23/37, pp. 83, 85.)
Merry-Go-Round
87. Oct. 23/37
rey Wendy Barry-Kent
73
Prescription
forMayRomance
Taylor
D«o.
5/37t
.
WaltRevue
Disney's Academy Award Five Award Winners June I8/S7t 44
A
p
r
.
24/87
(See "In the Cutting Room,"JuneOct. 9/37.)
66. July 10
67. Apr
. 24/3
/37
7
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CHART— CONT'D)
Title
WILLIAM STEINER R.n.i..T.m
Title
Renegade Rangier* Bob Baker-Joan Barelay
Star
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed
Some Blondes Are Dangerous. .. Noah Beery, Jr. -Dorothea Kent. ..Nov. 28.'37t...
..Ruth
Roland-Roland Drew Dec. 21/36 6 rls
From
Nine
to
Nine.
Sudden Bill Dorn Buck Jones-Evelyn Brent Dee. I9,'37t...
Yeu're a Sweetheart Alice F aye-George Murphy Dee. 26,'37t...
WORLD
(See "A Young Man's Fancy," "In the Cutting Room," Sept. 25,'37.)
Star
Re|. Date Running
MinutesTimeReviewed
Title
Noah Beery
..Jan. 1/37 74
Crimson
Circle
.
Don Quixote (G).
Chaliapin
Sept 28/37
'S7t 78. July
8/37
Wessely
Jan.
Feb. 13/37
Title
StarVICTORY
Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Masquerade in Vi (A).... Paula
Tito Schlpa
Mar. 31/37 95.79
Brothers of the West..
.Tom
Tyler-Lois
Wilde
..55
..Sept.
30/37t..
My
Song
of
Love.
Skiing
Film
..Dec.
15/36
66.
Jan.
23/37
Slalom
(G)
Cheyenne
Again.
..56
.Tom
Tyler-Lucille Browne...
Italian Feature
..Dec. 25/36 62
..Jan. 7,'37...
Coming
Trono Popuiare .
Feud of theRidesTrail
.Tom
1/37... ..56
.HermanTyler-Harlene
Brix-JeanneWood
Martol. ..May
Flying Fists
Million
Dollar Racket.
..Oct.
l/37t..
..63
.Herman
Brix-Joan Bergh
Barclay...
Annie Laurie
Will Fyffe
Mystery Range
.Tom Tyler-Jerry
Aurora Sul Mare Italian Feature
Phantomand ofSaddles
the Range.
.Tom
Tyler-Beth Marlon
Chanson
Q'Amour Tito
Silks
.61
■
Herman
Brix-Toby
Wing
Itto
SlmoneSchlpa
Berrlau
Sky
Racket
Son*
l_'37+.
.
n?
.Herman
Brix-Joan
Barclay...
Life
and
Loves
of
Beethoven.
..
Harry Baur
.Herman Brix-Jeanne Martel.
Two Minutes to Play. .
Love
on
Sklis
Waiter
Rlmll
Coming
Monks, The
Ninety Degrees South Antarctic Film
. Herman Brix
Seeond
Lost RanchCrook. . .
.Tom Tyler
Secrets Bureau
of Stamboul Jean
ValerieMurat-Dlana
HobsonKoreno.
Ski Chase
Hannes Schneider
Street ofWithout
a Name Constant
Remy-Pola lllery.
WARNER BROTHERS
Song
Ceylon
Basil Wright
First National, Rel. Date Minutes Reviewed Tendre Enemmie Simone Berrlau
Title (See StaralsoAnother Dawn (A) 106 Kay Francls-Errol Flynn June 26.'37 73. Apr. 10/37
OTHER PRODUCT (FOREIGN)
Time
(SeeLegion
production
article, Mar.H. 8.'37,
p. 16.)O'Brien-Moore Jan. 30.'37 83 Jan. 9/37
Rel. Date Inutes
Blask(Exploitation:
(A) Jan.
108
Bogart-E.
Title
Star
JuneReviewed
26/37
16/37,
p.
76;
Mar.
13/37.
pp.
80.
83;
Mar.
20/37,
p.
82;
Mar.
27/37,
103.
Apr.
3/37
Angel's
Pit,
The
(A)
Amedo
Nazzarl
p. 79: Apr. 3/37, p. 66; Apr. 10/37. p. 95; July 17/37, p. 89.)
Mar.
23/37.
Amphytrlon
(A) (G)...V.HenriGardln
Garat .. Globe
.90. Apr. 18/37
Blazing Sixes 129 Dick Foran-Helen Valkls June 12/37 55
Amklno
Mar.
23/37.
Beethoven
Concerto
California Mall 930 Dick Foran-Llnda Perry Nov. 14/36 56
.73.
July
10/37
British
Lion
...Oct.
Big Fella (G)
Paul Robeson
. Fonoroma
Dlst'r
Call It aofDaythe (G)Light113
.89. Oct. 2/37
23/37
Charge
Brigade Olivia de Havilland-I. Hunter. ..Apr. 17/37 89. Mar. 13/37 Bronze
Mayer Burstyn.
. . .Oct. 19/37. .82.
Club deSentries
Femmes (G)
(A) Fosco
DanielleGiaechettl
Darriei Assoc.
Feb. 28/37
(G)(See901
Errol
Flynn-O.
de
Havilland
Nov.
7/36.
.
..
1
15.
Oct.
24/36
British
Dominant
Sex,
The
(A)
..
.Phillips
Holmes
production
article,
July
25/36,
p.
16;
exploitation:
Nov.
14/36,
p.
90;
Nov.
21/36,
Edge of the World, The Flnlay Currle . .British
.80.
Aug. 14/37
p.Apr.Ill;10/37.Jan. p.13/37,
.77
92.) p. 78; Jan. 23/37. p. 78; Feb. 6/37, p. 74; Apr. 3/37, p. 65; Emil(A)
Und Die Detektlve. .. Fritz Rasp InternationalE. Co...
90.55. Aug.
June 14/37
5/37
Devil's
Saddle
Legion,
The
Episode
(A)
Paula
Wessely
Metropolis
.
130
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel Aug.
.May 15/37.. ...May 1/37
Fury Over Spain (G)
Modern Film
Glenda Farrell-Barton MacLane. . June 14/37..
..60.
June
Show, Night
The (G) Ralph Ellis
Reader General
May 15/37
19/37..
12/37 Gang
Glamorous
Assoc. British 74.80. Aug.
14/37
Apr.Muir-Warren
10/37.) Hull .Nov.
(See la"lathetheSkyCutting
Gobsek
(A) (G) Mary
Leonid Leonldev ...Amklno
..58.
Oct.
88.
Mar. 27/37
Jean
Fugitive
(G) 120Room l,"
The (A) Harry Baur Metropolis Mar. 20/37. ...Feb.
28/36.. ..85. Dee. 31/36 Golem,
13/37
I
Sod'i
Country
and
the
Woman
Gypsy
(A)
Roland
Young
Warner
.Jan.
.90.
Mar.
27/37
May
28/36 It Isn't Dona (G) Cecil Kellaway British Empire
(G)(Exploitation:
105Feb. 13/37, George Brent-Beverly Roberts.
77. Sept. 4/37
16/37..
pp.
84,
85;
Feb.
27/37.
p.
80.)
Jericho
(G)
Paul
Robeson
General
19/37 Klmlke (A)
Go Getter, The (G) IIS George Brent-Anita Louise
Sachiko Chlba International Apr. 12/37. 73. Apr. 24/37
4/37, ipp. 94, 97.)
King's People. The (G)...John Drinkwater ...Mlndlin May 11/37. 70. May 22/37
.Oet. 30/37. . .♦95. Oct.
Great(Exploitation:
Garrlek, The 8ept.
(G) 209....
Brian Aherne-O. de Havilland. .Feb.
120. July 3/37
d' Art
2/37 La Grande Illusion (A)... Jean Gabln Realization
Great(Exploitation:
O'Malley. TheApr.(G)10/37.
110.. Pat O'Brien-Sybil Jason
13/37.. ..71 .Dee. 12/36
Clnematographlque
Last
Night.
ThePascal,
(G)The I. R. Peltser Amklno Apr. 27/37. .90. May 8/37
Kid Galahad (G) 102 P.Edw.91.)G. Robinson- Bette Davis. ..May 29/37.. 101. May
Late
Mattla
....Apr. 10/37
(A)
Pierre Blanchar
6/37 Let's
King(Exploitation:
and the ChorusJune Girl5/37,(G)p». 64; Sept 4/37. p. 96.)
.80. July 18/37
Make a Night ef It. Buddy Rogers Assoc. British
Fernand
Gravet-Joan
.Mar.26/37,27/37..
.78. Oct. 25.23/37"37
p. 118.).95. Mar. 6/37 Lower
Depths.
The
(A)
Jean
Gabin
Mayer-Burstyn
Oet.
I5.'S7.
p. 76; Mar.
27/37, p.Blondell.
79; Ju ne.Dec.
.95.8ept.
Lucrezia Borgia (A) Edwige Feuiller© ...European Oct. 12/37. 105.
1/37
Anne Foran-Llnda
Nagel- RichardPerry
Pureed... .Mar. 19/36.. ..55. Nov. 14/38 Mademoiselle
Docteur (A).DIta Parlo United Artists .70. May
July 25/37
10/37
Lead
Beyond
the
Law
128
Dick
..54
13/37..
Make
Up (G)
N. Asther-J.
Clyde.. Asso.
British
.9 1. June
Sept.
Life of Emlle Zola, The (G)
.116. July
Mayerllng
(A)
Charles
Boyer
Pax
Films
Sept.
13/37.
.77.
V37
.Oet.
Paul
Muni-Gale
Sondergaard
Town The(G).Zasu Pitts Sound City
.July
. 76; Oct. 9/37. p. 68.)
Mill onComesthe toFloss,
.May 2/37t. . .68. Aug. 10/37 Merry
.90. Feb. IVS7
Hugh Herbert-Mary
Boland...
14/37
(G)
Frank Lawton National
..60.
Jan.
.90. Mar. 13/37
1/37..
Melody for Two (G) 117.... James
Melton-Patriela
Ellis...
Moonlight
Sonata
(G)
Paderewskl
United
Artists
.July
.Mar. 1/37.. . .60. Mar. 16/37
13/37
Midnight
Court
(G)
124....
Ann
DvorakJohn
Lltel
Mutiny of the Elslnore,
6/37..
Sept. 18/37
Public Wedding 126
Jane Wyman-Wllllam Hopper..
The (G)
Paul Lukas Assoc British .77.
105. May 15/37
Ponciano
(G)
Chucho
Solorzano
...Prod.
Sorla
6/37 Ora
(Exploitation: May 1/37, . 78.)
.105.
July
Orphan Boy of Vienna
.77. Sept. 18/37
Singing
Marine, July
The 24/37.
(G) II 80; Sept. 25/37. pp. 68, 71.)
(G)
Hans Olden General
3/37.. ..80. July 10/37 Orphan
(Exploitation:
of the Navy
Wilderness..
GwenB. Munro
British Empire. . .Jan. 20/37. .75.
.85. May
Mar. 8/87
8. '37
•120.
Aug.
Our
Fighting
(G)...H.
Warner
General
. . ..59. Dec. 3/37 Pagliaccl (G)
Glenda Farrell-Barton MacLane .Jan.
.Sept. 12/37
Richard
Tauber
....United Artists .90. Feb. 8/37
2/37..
4/37t.
5/36
Varsity Show (G)
Dick
Powell-Fred
Waring
(See
production
article,
Jan.
9/37,
p.
18.)
21/37
1
15.
June
5/37
(See production article, July 24/37, p. 16.)
of the Crown (A)..Sascha Gultry Totals
100. Mar. 20/37
.60. Mar. 13/37 Pearls
White Women
Bondage and(G)Herset
125(G). Jean
June 19/37.. .64.
Pepe
Le
Moko
(A)
Jean
Gabin
Paris
Film
.93.
Feb.
27/37
July
24/37
Wine.
BartonMulr-Gordon
MacLane-AnnOliver
Sheridan. . .Sept.
Prisoners (G)
A. I. Chaban Amklno Feb. 16/37. .95. Mar. 27/37
17/37
Il/37t.
Coming
Pygmalion (G)
Lily Bouwmeester. . . Fllmex Clnetone ...Apr.
Razumov <G)
Pierre Fresnay Garrison Mar. 8/37.
Adventures
of
Robin
Hood
Errol
Flynn-O.
de
Havilland
"Said O'Reilly to McNab"
Blondes at Work Glenda Farrell-Barton MacLane
.84. July 17/37
Boy Meets Girl Marie
Wilson-AllynTravis
Joslyn
(G)
Will Mahoney GainsboroughGB
.75.
Evidence
Dick Foran-June
.70. Jen.
July 23/37
17/37
Sensation
(A)
John
Ledge
Wardour
..62.
Sept.
11/37
27/37t.
Expensive
Husbands
(G)
223.
..
Beverly
RobertsPatrle
Knowles.
.
Nov.
•82.
Sept.
11/37
4/37t.
.73
Apr. 20/37
24/37
Silver
Blaze
(G)
Arthur
Wontner
....Assoc.
British
First
Lady
(G)
Kay
Francis-Preston
Foster
Dee.
100.
Sol Over Danmark (G) . . . . Henrlk Maiberg
Apr. 13/37. .63. Feb.
Food for Scandal Fernand Gravet-Carole Lombard
Feb.
13/37
SouthernIn Mall
Richard- Wilm Solar
Highway Pirates Dick Purcell- Beverly Roberts
Sept 4/37
Flames(A)
(A)
Amkln* Jan. 28/37. .58.
Ifs Love I'm After (G) 207.. Leslie
Howard-Bette Davis Nov. 20/37t .90. July 31/37 Spain
.85.
May
1/37
Jezebel
Bette Davis
Spanish
Earth,
The
(A)
Prometheus
Aug.
20/37.
•60. Jan. 30/37 Thank You, Madam (G)...Jan Klepura American Totals... Apr. 26/37. .85. July 17/37
Kid Comes Baek, The (G) 123. Wayne Morris-June Travis
.80. Jan. 2/37
Thirteen,
The
(A)
Ivan
Novoseltsev
...Amklno
(Reviewed
under
the
title,
"Don't
Pull
Your
Punches.")
30 Seconds of Love (G)...EIsa Merllnl E. J. A
Missing Wltaetses Dick Powell-Jean Dale
Thls'll Make You Whistle
Patient andIn Room
Ann Sherldan-Patrlc
Knowles
.78. Jan. 9/37
Penrod
His Twin18, The
Brother. Billy
and Bobby Mauch
(A)
Jack Buchanan Wilcox
Swing Your Lady Humphrey
BogartDorothy
Tsar
(A)
Intern'l.. . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
6/37. .60.
.68. Mar.
May 27/37
1/37
McNulty
Wave. toTheLenin(G)
Native Cast Lenauer
Garrison
.85. Dec. 26/38
White Squadron (G) Antonio Centa E. N. I. C
Too Much of Everything Bonlta Granville-Dolores Costello
.90. May 29/37
World's
In
Love,
The
(A).Marta
Eggerth
Viennese
May
18/37.
TWithout
ovarii*
•
Clauderte
Colbert-Charles
Boyer
.Dec.
25,'37t.
•56.
Oct.
23/37
Ylddle with His Fiddle.... Molly Picon Sphinx lee $1/36.
Warning (G) 218 Boris Karloff-Marle Wilson

98
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SHORT
IT I MS
[Numbers immediately following title designate date refor example, (8-1-36)
August 1,viewed;1936.]
COLUMBIA
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
BROADWAY COMEDIES
Aj(AllTankStar)Ay Go (1-23-37) . Dec. 4/36.16'/,..
Back(3 Stooges)
to the Woods May 14/37 . 19'/, .
BigCharlie
Squirt.ChaseThe (10-2-37). Sept. I7.'37tl8. . .
Bury the Hatchet (8-21-37) Aug. 6/37. 18...
Calling AllAll Curtains
Oct. 22/37.19'/,..
I.'37t.6
Calling
July
Cash(3 Stooges)
and CarryDoctors
(9- 1 1-37) . .Sept.
3/37tl8'/,. .
Olzzy
Doctor, (4-17-37) .... Mar. 19/37.17'/,..
(3 Stooges)
Free(All
Rent
(1-30-37) Dee. 20/38. 18. .. .
FromCharlieBadStar)Chase
to Worse June 4/37.17
Goofs
2/37.17'/,..
Gracie and
at theSaddles
Bat July
Oct. 29/37t
Grand
CharlieHooter
Chase (6-5-37) May 7/37.19'/,..
Grips, Grunts and Groans. . .Jan. 15/37.19
(3 Stooges)
(3-27-37)..
KneeAndy
Action
Clyde (2-27-37) Jan. 9/37 17 ...
Ledge Night
June 11/37.18....
Andy Clyde
MyAndyLittleClydeFeller May 21/37.18....
New(Collins-Kennedy)
News (4-17-37) Apr. 1/37.17'/,..
Playing the Ponies
(10-23-37)
Oct. I5.'37tl7....
(3 Stooges)
Sailor
Maid
Feb. 12/37.19....
Polly Moran
Slippery
Silks (2-20-37) .. Dee. 27/36. 17'/,. .
(3 Stooges)
Stuck
the Sticks Mar. 26/37. 18. .. .
Andy InClyde
Super
Snooper.
The Feb. 25/37. 19'/,. .
El Brendel
Three
Dumb Cluek, Apr. 17/37. 17 . .
(3 Stooges)
Wrong
CharlieMissChaseWright. The . June 18/37. 17. . .
BROADWAY FOLLIES
Orug(9-11-37)
Store Follies
Sept. 3/37t,9'/,.
Rooftop Frolics
. .Oct. I.'37tl I
COLOR(10-16-37)
RHAPSODIES
Air
Hostess,
22/37*
Bey(1-9-37)
and His The
Dog, A Oct.
Dee. 23/38.. 7. .
Foxy
Pup, Thethe (6-5-37)
May 21/37.
.
Gifts
Air .... Jan.
1/37...6'/,.
Indian from
Serenade
July 16/37..
87'/,.
Let's
(4-17-37) Mar.
Apr. 19/37.
10/37. .7'/,.
Merry GaMannequins
.8'/,. ..
Mother Crow,
Hen's (9-11-37)
Holiday Aug.
May 20/37.
7/37...8.7 .. .
Seary
Skeleton Frolic (2-20-37) . .Jan. 29/37. .714. .
Spring
Festival
(8-21-37).
Aug. 11/37.
6/37. .8....
.8
Stork Takes
a Holiday,
The. June
Swing. Monkey, Swing
(10-2-37)
Sept. 10/37.. 7'/,..
COLUMBIA TOURS
Gold Quest of the Ages
(2-27-37) .Jan. 28/37.10 ...
Fifty Years of Barter May 28/37. .9'/, . .
Haiti's
Black Napoleon Aug. 6/37.. 9
(8-21-37)
Pirate Parts of the Car- ib ean July 2/37. .9....
When the West Was Young
(3-20-37) Mar. 12/37 .9 . ...
COMMUNITY SING
(1st Series)
Community Sing (Ne. I)
(2-27-37) Jan. 17/37.10....
Community
Community Sing
Sing (No.
No. 3)«... Feb. 19/37.11
(6-5-37)
May 20/37.10....
Community Sing
Sing (No.
(No. 5)4). ..June 18/37.10'/,..
Community
(9-11-37) July 24/37.10'/,..
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RELEASE
ntif
Ret. Date Mln
Title
Rel. Date Mil.
IMPERIAL
(10-2-37)
Sept. 25/37.
1 7/37*. .7.6'/,.... .
(2nd
Series)
Title
Rel. Date
Mechanical
Cow.
The.
June
No.
(9- II -37) Sept.l7/37tl0....
Aug.20,'37tl0.... Ozzle Ostrich Comes to
EDGAR GUEST POETIC
GEMS Mia.8. .
No. 2I (10-16-37)
>od
Town
May
28/37..
7....
No. 3COURT
(10-16-37)
Oct. I5.'37tl0'/,.. Paper Hangers, The
Old Prospector, The
8...
OF HUMAN RELATIONS
37. .7....
Runaway
Marrlaoe. The Dee. 18/36.11.... Pink(8-14-37)
NeroNOVELTIES
8..
Elephants July
July 30/9/37..
7
(1-16-37)
Hobo Hero
9..,
Wedding Deal. FEATURETTES
The Feb. 26/37. II'/,.. Play
Puddy Ball
the Pup In Cats June 11/37.. 6. . City of the Sun
PORT 0* CALL
9...
In a Bag (12-26-36) Dec. II. * .7.... Seventh Wonder
Herald of the HAPPY
Skies HOURApr. 2/37.. »</,.. Puddy's
9...
Coronation
May 14.5/37..
37 6....
7
WORLD
IN
COLOR
Hot
Musle
Mar.
Goose Girl. The May 30/37. .3 rls. Red
Dream Harbor
8..,
Hood In an Arrow
OldThe
Woman In the Woods. Apr. 23/37. .3 rls Robin
Under the Southern Cross 8...
EscapeMcGuire
(11-21-36) Jan.
Nov. 13/38
Salty
6/37.-77 . .
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
Mystery, The.. Apr
Oct. 30/37
29,'37t .6'/,.
17.(3-27-37)
Lyln' Hunter. The Feb. 12/37. .7. . . . Saw
MGM Rel. Date.. Mia
School MillRabbit.
Birds
7 rl. ..
Title
The
Nov.
26./37+I
18.(6-26-37)
Krazy's Race of Time May 6/37.. 7... Timid
CRIME Money
DOESN'T PAY
Tin(2-6-37)
Can Tourist, The... Jan. 22/37 .7 . No. 9— Torture
19. Masque SCRAPPY
Raid. TheCARTOONS
June 25/37. . 7
(2-27-37)
Villain Still Pursued Her,
It May Happen to Jan. 2/37.30..
Sept 3/37t 6'/, No.You10— (8-14-37)
June 5/37. II..
Canine Capers Sept.l8/37t.6'/,. . TheTREASURE CHEST
II— Soak the Poor
Dizzy Ducks (12-19-36) ... July 18/37. .«'/,. . Crystal Ballet May 28/37.1 1 ... . No.(10-2-37)
Aun.21/37.18..
Fire
Plug.
The
Oct.
I6.*37t
toofSki
No. 12—FITZPATRICK
Give Till It Hurts
18/37.20. .
Puttln' Out the Kitten Mar.26/37. .7. ... How
TRAVELSept. TALKS
Legend
theSwimming
Lei (1-2-37) Aug.
Dee.20.'37ttl
4/36.11....
Scrappy', Band Coneert Apr. 29/37. .7
Ornamental
June
4/37.10
Chile,
Land
of
Charm
Oct
30/37*. 9...
Serappy'e Musle
.June 4/37. .7
Private Life of the Gannett
SCREENLesson..
SNAPSHOTS
Colorful
Bombay
(5-8-37)
(9-25-37)
Sept.
10/37*
II...
Copenhagen Nov. 27/37f.9.8...
No.No. 5—6—
(2-27-37) Jan.
10. .. . Song,
of the
Danube
May
7/37..
9
Feb. 22/37.
19/37 10....
Floral Japan
Glimpses
of Java and July 24/87. .8..
No.No. 8—7—
Mar.23/37..9</,..
Affairs of TWO-REEL
Pierre. The COMEDIES
(5-29-37)
..
Apr.
30/37.
.9'/,.
.
Ceylon
Mar. 8/37. .9..
(7-31-37)
Aug.
6/37tl9....
No. 9—
May 22/37.10 ... Amuse Yourself Nov. 27/36.20. . . Glimpses of(4-10-37)
Peru
No. 10—
June 4/37. .9
(10-2-37)
Seat
4/37*. 8..
Port (1-2-37) .. ..Nov. 6/36.18.... Hong Kong, Hub of Cblss
No. II—
June 25/37. 10'/,.. Any
BashfulOldBallerina
(6-26-37) May 1/37.. 8..
No.
12—
(10-16-37)
Aug.
13/37.10....
(10-2-37)
Sept.
17/37*20....
on Parade
No. 13— (10-16-37) Sept. 10/37.10.... Big Courtship, The Feb. 19/37. 17. .. . India
South Africa Feb. 6/37.. 8..
(New Series)Sept. 17/37 1 10.... Chemist, The (9-24-36) ... .Oct. 9/36.19.... Pleturesque
(2-20-37)
No. I— (10-16-37)
Comio
Artist's
Home
Life
Rocky
Mountain
Grandeur Jan. 8/37.. 9..
No. 2— SPECIAL Oct. I5,'37t
(4-3-37)
Apr.
9/37.18....
(7-24-37)
...Jone2fl.'S7..8..
Ditto
Feb.
12/37.17....
Old Paris and Berne
May 29/37.
.9. .
May 7/37.17.... Serene
Stockholm,SlamPride(6-26-37)
of Sweden. Oct.
2/37t.8..
(2-20-37)
Dee. 18/36.. 8'/,.. Freshles
Fun',
Fun
(2-6-37)
Feb.
5/37.19....
SPORT THRILLS
HARMAN-ISING
Girls
AhoyI
June
1
1/37.
17.
..
.
Fishing
(2-13-37) Jan.
22/37. .9
(Happy Harmonies)
Going, Going.
Gone June
Oct. 18/37.
S.'37tlS
Fit
to WinThrills(6-12-37)
May
Daze
Jan. 16/37.. 8..
and Eggs
16. .. . 27— Circus
Fleet
Mar. 7/37
5/37.10.9'/,.... HerHamletAccidental
29— Swing
Bosko's Wedding
Easter Eggs Feb. 13/37. .8..
Hero Jan.
May 21 1/37.21
.'37. 17. .. . 28—
Fun InHoofsthe (4-17-37)
Water
Hlgh-C
Honeymoon
(4-17-37)
Apr. 30/37
10/37.10 . ... His Pest Girl
Apr. 30/37. 18. .. . 30—(4-3-37)
Future
Star,
Aug.
Bosko and the Pirate, Mar. 29/37.. 8..
Hl-ya Doe?
Apr.
23/37.20.
. . . (5-8-37)
Golf
the
Bag
May
14/37.19.
31—
Hound and the Rabbit, May 1/37.. 8..
RldlnoMagle
the (9-11-37)
Waves Aug.
June 18/37
4/37.109 . . Holding
Hold
It
Jan. 29/37.17....
The
(6-26-37)
May 29/37. .8. .
Scrambled Legs (3-27-37) , Feb. 22/37. .9
Hooray
for
Hooligan
Wayward
Pup,
Set
Oct. 25/37.
29/37*
Jail Bait
Jan. 8/37.19.... 32—(8-14-37)
Sport'Emof theUp
Seasons June
.9
July 10/37.. 8..
Just
the
Type
Dee.
4/36.20....
33—
Bosko
and
the
Sport's
Greatest Thrills Aug. 3/37 .9 . Love In Arms May 28/37. 18
(8-21-37)
Cannibals
Aug.28/37. 10. .
Love Nest on Wheels Mar. 28/37.18
HISTORICAL MYSTERIES
Trotting
Thoroughbreds
Man theto Bride
Man
Feb.
26/37.
17. .. . King Without
(10-16-37) Sept.30/37tlC... Meet
a
Crown,
The.
Oct.
9/37*. 9..
Oet.
29/37t.2rl«.
M-G-M
MINIATURES
Melody Magle
Girl
Apr. 20/36.
IB,'37.I7
Little JackSTRANGE
Horner AS IT SEEMS
BossMorning,
Didn't TheSay (10-2-37)
Good . .Oet. 1/87
(12-9-38)
..
.Nov.
17.
.
.
(10-2-37) Sept. l6/37t.6'/2.. Mixed
Modern Homethe Magnificent
(11-28-36) .Nov. 13/38. 19
Have Courage
(7-24-37)
12/37. 18. .
WORLD IN COLOR
Montague
(10-16-37).. .June
Aug.
(8-14-37) Aug. 27/S7tl7.... Pacific
Beautiful
Sept.10/37*
RainbowParadise
Pass
Oct. 28/37.10..
9/37.10..
City of theBermuda
Golden Gate......Oct.
IO/37t
Off
the
Horses
(4-10-37).
Mar.
8/37.19....
Romance
of
Digestion
Mar.
1
3/37. 1 1 . .
Pixilated Mar. 19/37.18...
C0MEDIE8
Practically Perfect (1-30-37) Jan. 15/37.21.... Carnival In MUSICAL
EDUCATIONAL
Ready Test.
to Serve
10-37) Mar.
15. . . Girl's Best Paris
Year,.(6-28-37)
A . May 29/37.21 . .
[Distributed through
Sereen
The (4-(12-19-36)
Dee. 12/37.
13/38.19....
(2-20-37) Dee. 25/37.19..
Silly Night (10-23-37) Oct. 1/37*19.... Hollywood
Twentieth
Century-Fox]
Party (5-8-37). .Apr. 3/37.21 . .
Title Rel. Date Mln. Slacks
Appeal
Aug. I3.'57tl9
Some TimeNightSoonat Trocadero
(4-10-37). .Mar. 8/37.20..
Smart Way,
The .Oct.
SONG AND COMEDY HITS
Sweeties
Sept. 15/37*18....
3/37ti5. ... Sunday
(10-23-37)
Oct. 2/37t20..
Ask
Uncle
Sol
(10-23-37)..
Oct.
8/S7tll....
That's
the
Spirit
June
25/37.
17.
..
.
Big Apple. The (10-2-37) . Sept. 17/37* 9. .. . Timid Ghost, The Sept. 24/37*16. . . .
OUR
GANG
Dental Follies (4- 10-37) ... Feb. 26/ 37. II
Transatlantic
Love
Dec.
25/36.20
Fishy Tales
Aug.28/37. II ..
Miss Lonely
Hearts Sept.
Sol Solves It.
... Glove TapsYouth(4-10-37)
Play!
Girls
Nov. 24/37+10'/,
6/36.11..... . Unele
( 10-2-37) ... Sept.
1 1 ,'S7t 1II..1 . .
Feb. 20/37.
Where There's a Will... Nov. 5/37f.2rls. Framing
Pot
Luck
(8-14-37)
Aug.
0/37*11....
Hearts
Are
Thumps
Apr.
3/37.11..
Who's Crazy? Aug. 20/37*19. .. . Night 'n' Gale, July 24/37.11..
Rhythm Saves the Day Oct. 22/37t.l rl.. Will
Stop! (10-2-37). . Seot.lO/37t
17. . . . Reunion In Rhythm Jan. 9/37.11..
See Uncle Sol (2-6-37) ... .Jan. 29/37.11.... Who'sYouWho?
Oct. 22/37+20....
Strlkel
You're
Out
(1-9-37)
.
Dec.
11/36.11...
Roamln' Holiday (7-31-37) June 12/37. II. .
Trailer Paradise Nov. 26/37t.l rl..
HOFFBERG
Rushin'Smart
BalletBoys(6-26-37)
Apr. 24/37.
II..
TERRY-TOONS
Three
(5-8-37).. . .Mar.
13/37.11..
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
Big Game Hunt. The Feb. 19/37 .7... Baltimore.
Home of Wally
PETE
SMITH
SPECIALTIES
Book Shop, The (1-30-37) .. Feb. 5/37. .6....
Bar-Rae's Night Out Feb. 27/37. 10. .
Bug Carnival
(4-17-37) .... Apr.
.7. . .
Decathlon
Close
Shave. A
Oct. 16/37
l/37t.7
July 16737.10....
Dexterity Champion
(2-27-37) Nov.
Jan. 20/37*10..
16/37.. 9..
Broadway (5-29-37)
Dance Parade June
15/37.10
Dancing
Bear.
The
Oct.
I5.'37t.6>/,..
Equestrian
Acrobatic
...
.Aug.
.8..
Busy
Spots
In
Florida
Jan.
20/37.12....
Dog
and
the
Bone,
The
Nov.
12/37*.
I
rl..
Florldlan Curiosities
Gliding the Lily Feb. 14/37.
6/37. .8..
Farmer
Al
Falfa
In
Trailer
Mistakes
(6-26-37)
... June 12/37. 10. .
(5-29-37) Jan. 10/37.11.... Golf
Life
Aug.20/37t.6
Grand
Bounce,
The
Magic(6-5-37)
(5-29-37)
Farmer tieth
Al Falfa's
Twen- Nov. 27/36. .7. . . Hollywood
(6-26-37) May 22/37.11..
Anniversary
InIsleShanghai
July
16/37. 12.10........ .. Jungle
Juveniles Oct. 2/37*. 9..
of Paradise
July 30/37.20.
Flying
South
19/37..
7...
Title Rel. Date Mis, Minimaniae, Nov. 20/37?.. . .
Hay Title
Ride.
The Mar.
Apr.
2/37
.
6....
A June 15/37
Rel. Date Mln. Spanish Interlude,MAGNACOLOR
Olympic
Ski Champions July 3/37.10..
(11-7-36)
Homeless
Catallna Island
Penny
Wisdom
(5-8-37) ... .Apr. 10/37.10..
Kike the Pup,
KangarooThe
In July 23/37. .7
Personalities
on
Parade
Pigskin
Champions
Skunked
Again
Dee.
29/30.
.7.
.
.
.
Yellowstone Park
(9-25-37) Aug. 14/37.11..
Klko's Cleaning Day

October
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Title Rel. Date Mia.
Title
Rel. Data Mis.
Romance
of Radium
Rhythm
InofthetheAirRiver Oct. 9/36.10....
(10-23-37) Oct. 23, '37.10.... Safety
(5-22-37)
May 28/37.10....
Ikl(Reviewed
Skill (4-I6-S7)
Oct.
23,'37.I0....
under the title, "Ski Thrill") Sailor
Where Shorty
Champions Meet Oct. 23/36.10....
Sports
en
lee
July
24,'37.I0....
rennls Tactics (3-8-37) May 1/37. 10.... Where
(2-20-37)
9....
Snow Is King Jan.
Feb. 8/37..
5/37. .9....
RE-ISSUES (1937-8)
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Seau
Hunks
Sept.l8.'37t37....
Blotto
Oct. 30,'37t26.... No. 7 — Magle Caverns —
Country
Hospital
Jan.
Albert Fashions
Payson Terhune— Feb. 12/37.. 9....
Swing
Perfect Day,
The
Dec. 22.'38tl7....
I I,'37t20
ROBERT BENCHLEY
No. 8 — Tides of Fundy —
How to Start the Day
Home
of
the Rainbow- Mar. 12/37.10....
Lerlas
(10-16-37)
SPECIAL Sept. Il,'37tl0 No.Meet9 —the Moonlight
Servant of the People
Shadows
—— Blackis
Rooftops and
(3-20-37)
Apr. 9/37.21....
Manhattan
andof Apr. 9/37.10
(Exploitation: Feb. 27/37,
p. 87.)
Brownie
TABLOID MUSICALS
10 — Sailboat Time —
Bars and onStrlpea
(8-8-37) . Jaa.
Feb. 20/37.11
.. .. No.Twilight
on the(5-22-37).
Trail- May 7/37.10....
Dancing
the Celling
2/37. .8....
Magnetic
Music
Little
Maestro
(4-17-37)...
.
Mar.27/37.
1
1
..
.
.
II— Fishing
Highlights June
4/37.11....
Song of Revolt (7-24-37). . .May 29/37.11.... No.
No. 12— (7-3-37) July 2/37.10....
NEW SERIES
PARAMOUNT
No.
I It..
Title Rel. Date Mia.
No. 2I
(9-18-37) Aug.
Sept. 6/37*.
3/S7tlt....
No.— Novla
3— Let'sScotiaCountFacesHorsesthe
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS
Candid Candidate, The
(9-25-37) Aug. 27/37t.7.... No.Sea—4Record Making Oct.
Nov. 1/37*10....
5/37M rl..
Olng Hunter.
Dong Doggie
July23/37t-7
POPEYE THE SAILOR
Foxy
The
Nov.
26/37
1.
1
ft.
House Cleaning Blue* Jan. 15/37. .7.... Football Toucher Downer Oct I5,'37t
Hot Air Salesman, The
Hospltaliky
I Like Babies and Inflnts Apr. I6,'37t.7....
(3-20-37)
imprastlcal
Joker, The Mar.(2/37..7....
(10-2-37)
June 18/37. .7
in theChange
Army MyNow Sept.l7/37t.7....
Dee. 25/36.. 7....
II'mNever
New(7-3-37)
Deal Show, The
Altitude Aug. 20/37t.7....
(10-16-37)
Oct.
22/37t.7....
Lost
and
Foundry
July
Pudgy Picks
Takes aa Fight
Bew-Wew.. Apr. 9/37. .7.... Morning, Noon and Night 16/37.. 7
Pudgy
(6-26-37)
June 19/37..
18/37.. 7....
(5-22-37)
May 14/37.. 8.... MyClubArtlstlcal
Temperature Mar.
7....
Service With a Smile Sept.24/37t.7....
Whoops! I'm COLOR
• Cowboy
Feb.
12/37.
.7....
Organ
Grinder's
Swing
(3-6-37)
Feb.
19/37.
.7....
CLASSICS
Paneless Window Washer,
Sunny-Moonlog
The (2-27-37) Jan. 22/37. .7....
Car-Tune Portrait.(3-13-37)..
A Feb. 12/37. .7.... Popeye
(7-3-37)
June
25/37..
7....
All
Babathe andSailerthe Meets
Forty Nov. 26/37*. 2 rls.
Chleken
a
la
King
Apr.
16/37.
.8....
Thieves
Christmas
Comes
But
Once
(Color Special)
a Year
Dee. 4/36.. 8.... Popeye
the
Sailer
Meets
Educated Fish Oct 29/37*
the Sailor
peeping Penguins (9-I8-S7) Aug. 27/37t.7.... Slnbad
(H-14-36)
Nov. 27/36.. 7....
HEADLINERS
(Color
Special)
Blue Velvet Musle Apr. 9/37.10.... Protex the Weakerist Nov. 19/37*. I rl..
Mark Warnew aad Oreh.
Spinach
Roadster,
The
Nov.
27/36. .7..7. .... ..
Friml
.June 4/37.11.... TwiskerPARAMOUNT
Pitcher, TheSOUNDMay NEWS
21/37.
RudolfFavorites
Frlml, (7-3-37)
Jr. end.. Orch.
Two Editions Weekly
Hollywood Star Reporter,
2 (10-16-37)
Oct. 29/37*11....
POPULAR
SCIENCE
HulaNo. Heaven
(10-16-37) .. ..Oct
l/37tll....
(Clneeolor)
No. 3
Dee. 25/36.11....
Installment
Collector.
The..
July
24/37.10....
No. 45
(3-27-37) Apr.
Feb. 26/37.
II .. ..
Fred Allen
No.
30/37.11....
Let'sXavierGo Cugat
Latin (9-25-37)...
and Oreh. Sept 10/37*1 1.... No. 6 NEW SERIESJuly 2/37.11....
Listen
Lucas
Nov.l9.'37*.l H. . No. I (9-18-37) Sept. 3/37tl0
ClydebytoLucas
and Oreh. Feb.
Musle
Morgan
12/37.11.... No. 2 SCREEN SONGSNov. 12/37*
Russ Morgan and Oreh.
on Broadway Nov. 26/371.1 rl..
Night In Manhattan July 30/37.11.... Magle
Jay Freeman
and Oreh.
Queens
ofSpltalny
Harmony
Aug. 20/37*1 1 . . . . Never
Should Have
Told
Phil
aad
Girl
Oreh.
You
(3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.. 8....
SongFreddie
Hits Rich
on Parade
Jan.
15/37.10....
Nat
Brandwynne
and
& Oreh.
Please Keep Me In YourOrch.
Star Reporter. The, No. 2
Dreams King
(5-22-37)
May 28/37. .8. .. .
(3-27-37)
Henry
Vincent
Lopez and Oreh. Mar. 12/37.11.... Talking
Throughand
MyOreh.
Heart. Nov. 27/36. .7....
Sisters
Dick
Stabile
and
Oreh.
on the Trail Mar. 26/37.. 7....
Ina Ray Hutton and Oreh. ..May 7/37.11.... Twilight
The Westerners
MUSICAL ROMANCE
Whispers in the Dark
(10-9-37)
Sept.24/37t.7..„
to My Reseue July
30/37. .8....
in Old Wyoming (2-27-37).
Jan. 23/37..0....
15/37. .9.... YouShopCameFields
....July
and Oreh.
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHTS
(5-22-37)
May 21/37.10....
Trees
(3-20-37) Mar.
19/37. .9. .. . No. 30— Sporting(NEWQuiz,SERIES)
The Nov. 6/36.10....
PARAGRAPH ICS
No.(11-21-36)
31— Chimp Champs ... .Dee.
4/36.10....
Aviator
Shorty
July
23/37.
10....
No. 32— Sporting Pals ....Jan. l/37.««
Clreus Comes to Town, The
Ro(7-3-37) June 25/37. 10 No. 33— Underwater
An (3-6-37)
Jan. 29/37.10....
Cowboy
Shorty (10-16-37) .. .Oct.
8/37tl0.... No. 34— Onmance. the
Nose
Same Trails
Apr. 30/37.10....
Feb. 26/37.10....
Inventor, The (10-23-37) .... Nov. 5/7*1 I .... No.(3-13-37)
35— King Soccer Mar. 26/37.10....
It's a Good Stunt
No.Laugh)
36— Wrestling (It's a Apr. 23/37.10....
(9-25-37)
Sept.
I0.'37tl0....
It's a Living Mar. 5/37.11.... No. 37— Swing Stars
Killer of Heme
the Tento Aug.
Nobody
Apr. I3.'37tl0.
2/37.10..... . . (5-22-37) May 14/37. 10

99

CHAET--C€NT»E)
Title Rel. Date Mia.
Title Rel. Date Mia.
Saratoga Summers
No. 38 — Pan-American
(3-27-37) Mar. 12/37.11...
Champions
(7-3-37)
June
11/37.10...
STRUGGLE TO Apr.
LIVE 5/37.. 9...
No.Game39— Rhythm
of the July 9/37.10... Desert Land
(7-10-37)
Forest Gangsters
(1-23-37)
.
Jan.
No.
40—
Aquabats
Aug.
13/37*10....
SUPERBA COMEDIES 8/37.. «...
No. 41— Picking Pets
Bridal Grief
Feb. 5/37.19...
No.(10-2-37)
42 — Four Smart Dogs Sept.lO/37tlO... Wife Insurance (8-14-37). July 9/37.16...
(10-16-37) Oct. 8/37tl0... Wrong Romance,
The
May 14/37. 19. . .
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
California WORLD
Missions ON PARADE
(Clneeolor)
(4-24-37)
Apr.
18/37.11...
No. I
Aug. 6/37M rl.
Quarters June
May 14/37.1
1 .. .
No. 2 (10-16-37) Oct. 8/37*10... Circus
Florida Winter
Cowboy
1 1/37. .9VsJungle Playmate July 30/37. .8. . .
Manhattan
Waterfront
RKO RADIO
Feb. 19/37.10...
19/37.11...
Title Rel. Date Mln.
Mt.(3-27-37)
Vernon
Mar.
Romantic Mexico
CONDOR MUSICALES
Workshops
of Old Mexico.. Jan.
July 22/37.10...
9/37.11...
Frozen
Affair.
A
(8-28-37)
Sept.l7/37tl0.
.
.
Murder In Swing Time
(9-4-37) Sept.27/37tl0...
STATE
RIGHTS
LEON AERROL COMEDIES
Title Rel. Date Ml*
Rented Riot,
Nov. 5/37t
ALEXANDER
Should
Wives
Work
the Seashore
(10-9-37)
Sept. 10/37*19... Trailing
(1-9-37)
II.
HEADLINER SERIES
RED CROSS
Air Feb. 19/37.19... Behind theAMERICAN
Flood
Headlines
32—— Singing
Rhythm onIn thethe Rampage
(5-8-37)
II...
ASTOR
2/37.18'/,.. .
4— (4-24-37)
Swing Fever Apr.
July 25/37.20.
Carmen (5-29-37)
8...
Halt!
Who Goes There?
No. I— Trailing Along1937-38
(5-29-37)
•
(10-16-37)
Oct.
8/37*16...
FILM EXCHANGE
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDIES
Skl-Esta
(1-2-37)
10
Bad Housekeeping (4-10-37) .Mar. 5/37.19...
Dumb's
Word JuneNov. 1 1/37.
18. .. . Coronation Preview MATSON
Edgar andtheGoatGoliath
19/37*.18...
Hillbilly
(1-23-37)
...
.Jan.
15/37
(3-27-37)
10
Locks and Bonds Apr. 16/37.19...
ROGERS SPECIAL
Morning
Judge
(10-16-37)
..Sept.
24/37*18.
.
.
Lest
We
Forget
(5-1-37)
I rl.
Tramp Trouble Aug. 6/37.16...
U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE
MARCH OF TIME
I
Pledge
My
Heart
(8-7-37)
II...
No.
Feb. 19/37.20...
19/37.21...
No. 7
8
Mar.
No. 9 (4-17-37) Apr. 16/37.21...
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Title
Rel. Date Mia
No. 10
May 14/37.18...
No.
June
ADVENTURES OF THE
No. II
12
July 11/37.18...
9/37.18...
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
No. 13
Aug. 6/37.18... Bone Bender
Parade
1937-38
(8-14-37)
Aug. 6/37.10...
No. I (9-11-37) Sept. 3/37tl7...
World
Nov. 13/36.10...
No. 2
Oct. 1/37*
MotorParade.
ManiacsThe
(9-25-37) .. .Sept
3.37*10...
No.
3
Oct. 29/37*
Ski
Feb. 5/37
No. 4
MICKEY MOUSENov. 26/37t
Sports
Headllners
of
1936
(11-21-36) Oct. 30/36.10...
Clock Cleaners, The
MAGIC CARPET SERIE8
(8-28-37)
Oct. I5,'37t
Hawaiian
Holiday
Land
of Genghis Khan
(2-6-37)
Dee. 18/38.10...
Old(9-4-37)
Mill, The Sept.24.'37t
Nov. 5/37t
Mexican
(10-16-37) 9'/,.
Portraits Mural
of Portugal
Pluto's Quintuplets
Nov.
26/37*
(8-7-37)
6/37.10...
NU-ATLAS PRODUCTIONS
Western
Grandeur (4-3-37) . Aug.
Feb. 5/37..®%.
Phoney
Rhythm Boy
In a Night Court Nov. I9,'37t
(9-4-37)
UNITED ARTISTS
PATHE NEWSSept.24/S7*.9...
Title
Rel. Date Mlsv
Released twice a week
MICKEY MOUSE
PATHE PARADE
.
Alpine
Climbers
No. 2
I (10-16-37) Sept.
(8-22-36) Oct 28/S6t.9Vi
No.
Nov. IO/37tl3...
5/37*.....
.
Mickey's
Circus
PATHE
REVIEWS
(8-15-36)
Released once a month
. Donald
and Pluto Nov. 11/38*. 8...
PATHE
TOPICS
(11-14-36) Dee. l2/36t.8...
Released seven times a year
. Mickey's
Elephant Feb. l9/37t.8...
(11-14-36)
RADIO FLASH COMEDIES
.
Don
Donald
(1-16-37) 8Vi.
Horse
Play
(4-3-37)
Mar.
13/37.
18.
.
.
.
Worm
Turns.
Many Unhappy Returns ..... Oct. 22/37*
(1-23-37)The Apr. l7/37t.By.
RADIO MUSICAL COMEDIES
. Magician Mickey Juno 17/37*. 6%.
Deep
South Moods
(1-23-37) Jan. 1/37.17...
. Mickey's
Amateurs
Mississippi
(6-19-37)
(7-31-37)
July
23/37.17...
. Moose
Hunters Aug. 5/37t.O.I rl..
That Man Samson May 28/37. 19. . .
SILLY
SYMPHONIES
SMART SETApr. 30/37.17...
Inlawful
. ThreeketersBlind(11-28-36).
Mouse- ..Jan. 28/37t.7...
SPECIAL
. Country
Cousin. The Dee. 17/36*. 6V,
(11-21-36)
Day With the Dionne
Quintuplets. A (4-24-37) . Mar. 26/37.18. . .
. Mother
Pluto
(11-21-36)
Mar. 8/37*. 6y»
SP0RT8 WITH BILL CORUM
.. Woodland
More KittensCafe(1-9-37). Mar. 27/37*. 8%.
Beach
Sports
June
4/37.
9'A
Big
League
May
7/37.11..
(6-26-37)
Mar. 15/37*. I rl.
Foreign Sports Apr. 9/37.10..
, Little
Hiawatha
Golf
(8-21-37) July
(6-26-37) May ll/37t
Iceman,Timing
The
Jan. 23/37.
15/37.. 19..1 . .
Putting
On the Dog Feb.
(6-26-37)
June 17/37*.
Royal Steeds
July 12/37.11..
2/37.10..
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CHACT«C€NT*E|
Title Rel. Date Mia.
Title
Rel. Date Mln.
Title
Rel.
Date
Mln.
UNIVERSAL
Hits July 17/37
SERIE8)
LOONEY TUNES
Title Rel. Data Min. Vaudeville
Elaine
Arden
No.
I—
—(NEWWrestllag
Porky of the North- Dee. 19/36.. 7
GOING PLACES with LOWELL THOMAS Vltaphone Broadwayltas ...Aug. 21/37.10... No.woods29— (1-9-37)
—CheeseRacing(9-11-37)
Sept 18/37.10....
No. 32 (2-6-37) Feb. 1/37.. 914.. Medley- Dupree
No. 30— Porky the Wrestler. Jan. 9/S7..7.... No.Tennis
2— Mauch Twins— Table Oet. I6,'37t
No.
33
(3-27-37)
Mar.
15/37..
9....
BROADWAY
BREVITIES
No.
31—
Porky's
Road
Race.
Feb.
8/37..
7
No. 34 (4-17-37) Mar. 22/37. .8. . .. Here Comes the Circus Dee. 5/36.18... No. 32— Picador Porky
No. 3 — Dogs — Hollywood
No. 35 (4-47-37) Apr. 12/37.. 7.... "Poodles" Hanneford
Nov. I3,'37t
(2-27-37)
8...... . Rides
No. 38 ( 5-15-37) May 10/37. .8'/i. . "Give
VITAPHONE N0VELTIE8
No.
33
—
Porky's
Romance.
.
.Apr.
17/37.
.8.
Me
Liberty"
Dee.
19/36.22...
No.
June 26/37.10....
7/37.. 9'/a.. John Litel
of theMrs.Organ
(8-22)
. Jan. 16/37
No.
34—
Porky's
DuekGabby
Hunt . Apr. 17/37. .8.... PoetsMr. and
Jesse
Crawford
No.
35
—
Porky
and
No. 3837 (5-15-37)
(7-24-37) July
It's All Over Now (2-6-37). Dee. 26/36.20...
(6-12-37) May 15/37. .8....
(7-14)
Feb. 13/37.10....
39 (10-23-37) Oct.
No.No. 40
Nov. I8,'37t.9.
l/37t.9..... . . JoeDanand Healy
MediumHo Well
Done Mar.
6/87.10....
No. 36— Porky's Building. .June 19/37. .8. .. . Whale
Asbestos In
No.
41
Nov.
I5.'37t.9....
No.Service
37— Porky's
8uper July 3/37.. 8.... Ghost to Ghost Hookup, A.Apr. 3/37.11....
"A(2-13-37)
Horse's Tale"
No. 42
Nov. 22/37t.9....
(7-10-37)
Jan. 9/37.20... No. 38— Porky's Bad Time
Radio Ramblers
MEANY-MINY-MOE CART00N8
Harry GrlbbonAir Express (10-2-37) Sept.20/37t .6. . . . Hamtree
Story
July 24/37. .7.... Home Run on the Keys
Harrington
Bit Race.Star*The (8-7-37)
(3-13-37).. .Mar.
(4-3-37)
Apr. 24/37.. 9....
No.(8-14-37)
39— Porky's Railroad Aug. 7/37.. 7....
Pretender, The
Babe Ruth
July 3/37.
5/37.. .7....
7.... Pretty
(2-13-37)
Jan.
23/37.21...
Check
Your
Cash
May 22/37.10....
No.
40—
Get
Rich
Porky.
.
..Aug.
28/37
n'sThePicnic
(10-16-37)
Aug.
16/37..
614..
Bernlce
Claire
Louis Zingone
(2-13-37) Jan. 11/37. .814..
41—
Porky's
Garden .... Sept.
1 ,'37
Palooka(3-6-37)
In "Kick Me Feb. 6/37.21... No.
Houto of Maglo (2-13-37).. Feb. 8/37. .8.... JoeAgain"
Double Talk (6-5-37) June 26/37. 10. .. .
No.
42—
Rover'sCaseRival
Oct. 19/37t
Kliolrti
for
a
Day
(
I
-9-37)
.
Dec.
28/36.
.7....
No.
43—
The
of
the
EdgarBeachBergenKnights July 31/37
Limber Can* (3-20-37). ...Mar. 15/37. .7.... Shemp Howard Stuttering MELODY
Pig MASTERS
Oct. 30,'37t PalmCharles
Ahearn
Ottrlet
Feathere
(10-2-37) . .Sept.
6/37t.7....
Feb. S/S7.2I..
Rest Resort
(10-16-37)
Aug. 23/37..
7.... Georgle Prise
Jlmmle
Lunceford
and
Orsh.
Lyin'GeorgeTamer,JesselThe (7- 1 1 -36). Aug. 28/37.10....
■tool WorkersThe
(5-15-37). ...Apr.
26/37.
.7
(1-23-37)
Dee.
19/36.10
Swing
for
Sale
(3-13-37)
.
.Feb.
27/87.22..
Stevedores,
May
24/37.
.7....
Hal LeRoy
George
and Oreh Jan.
Jan. 23/37.10
9/37.10
VITAPHONE VARIETIE8
MENTONE MUSICAL COMEDIES
LouisianaHallKings
Southern Stars Feb. 20/37.18..
Neskin' Party, A (9-11-37) .Sept 4,*87tl I
All Aboard
Dec. l/37fl7.... Under
Roger
Wolfe
Kahn
and
Fred a Lawrence-J.
Bryan
Edgar
Bergen-"Charlle
Alpine Cabaret (8-14-37).. .Aug. 4/37.10.... Hotel
Orch
Feb. 8/37.10....
.Mar. 13/37.20..
(9-11-37) McCarthy"
Oet. 2/37tl0...
Bargain Party.
MatineeThe(3-20-37) .Apr. 14/37.10....
Salici'sLovePuppets
Eddie laFoy.Swing
Jr.
Cab(3-13-37)
Calloway and Oreh. Feb. 20/37.10.... Puppet
Cocktail
Mall
and
Female
Mar.
27/37.
21..
Roping
'Em
Alive
Nov. 6/37t
(5-15-37)
May
12/37.10....
Peter
Van
Steeden
and
Murray
Fun Begins at Heme Feb. 17/37.10.... PlayKenStreet
Oreh
Mar. 6/37.10.. .
(4-10-37) Apr. 3/37.21.. Jacques
WM. STEINER
Hawaiian Capers (9- 18-37). Sept 8/37tl7....
Fray
and
Orch.
Prelsser
Sisters
It's
on forthe Swing
Resort]
Mar. 17/37.10'/,..
(4-10-37)
Title
Rel. Date Mis
inee. The....
Jul)
School
The Mar.
Apr. 27/37.10....
17/37.10.... Eagle's
(4-10-37) Apr. 10/37.16... JamClydeSession,
Vengeance,
The... .July
29/37tJ0.
shoes with
Rhythm(2-6-37). .Jan. 20/37.10....
McCoy
and
Oreh.
Owen
King-Linda
Perry
(5-15-37)
June
9/37.10....
Rimac Orchestra, The May 8/37.10
Lifers of the Party, The.. .Apr. 17/37.21 . . Jack
WORLD Ret.
Show
for
Sale
Nov.
3/37t2l....
Denny
and
Orch
May
29/37.
10.
.
.
Yaeht
Club
Beys
Singing Bandit, The
Grenet and Oreh.
Title
Mis.
In "Taking Apr. 24/37.21.. Ellseo
(7-3-37)
July 7/37.10.... JoethePalooka
Bettas Rel.
July Date
8/37tlO....
(6-19-37)
June 19/37.10.... Battling
Count"
Teddy
Bergman's
Bar-B-Q
Lennle
Hayton
and
Oreh.
Men
of
Ships
Sept
I0/S7t.8.
...
Shemp
HowardRebt
Norton
(10-16-37)
Oet.
6/37tl9 Movie Mania May 8/37.20..
of the Rose, A
(7-10-37)
Television
Highlights
Dee. 23/36.10
David
Mendoza and Oreh. July 10/37.10.... Story
(1-16-37)
10....
Dave
Apollon
OSWALD CARTOONS
Ka (12-19-38)
18....
(8-21-37)
July 31/37.10.... Sus-TI
Operation, A May 15/37.20..
Birthday
The Mar.
6'/,.. Musical
Russ
and Oreh
Utah(1-9-37)
Picture
Book
Gaby- Anita
Virginia VerrlllMay 22/37.18..
10....
Duck HuntParty,
(3-13-37)
Mar. 29/37..
8/37. .7....
Milt Morgan
Brltton and
Oreh. Sept.il/37t
Oet. 2/37t
DayFrankat Santa
Everybody
Slogs
(1-30-37).
.Feb.
22/37.
.7....
Mai Hallett
andandOreh
Oet. 23/37t
Sybil Defeets
Jason (6-12-37) .. .June 5/37.22.. Arnold
Keeper
of
the
Lions.
....
...Oet
18/371.7....
Johnson
Oreh.
Sound
Love Sick
Oct 4/37t.8.... Rufe Davis
(9-11-37) Nov. I3,'37tl0....
SERIALS
Playful
Pup, The
MERRIE(In Color)
MELODIES
JoeRobt.
PalookaNortonIn "Thirst
Aid".
June 12/37.20..
(7-31-37)
July
12/37.
.7....
12 Episodes Each Unless Otherwise 8petlflH
Beverly
Phalen
Trailer
Thrills
(5-15-37)..
.May
3/37..
7....
No.
30—
He
Was
Her
Man..
Jan.
2/37.
.7....
Rhythm
Roundup,
The
June
19/37.21
..
Unpopular Meehaale
COLUMBIA
No. 31— Pigs Is Pigs
EstellePioneer,
Taylor The
(10-17-36)
Nov. 7/37..
6/36. .8....
(1-16-37) Jan. 30/37.. 7.... Jungle Menace (9-4-37) 20....
Little
Wily8TRANGER
Weasel. The
June
No.for32—1
Only
Have
Eyes
Frank
Buck-C.
Henry (eaeh)
THAN FICTION
8ERIE87.... (7-10-37) July 3/37.19..
You (3-6-37) Mar. 8/37.. 8....
No. 30— Novelty (12-26-36) . Dee. 7/36.10.... Sybil JasonNocturnes
No.Fiddle
33— The(4-10-37)
Fella with the Mar. 27/37. .8. .. . (15 episodes)
No. 31— Novelty (1-2-37).. .Jan. 4/37.. 9.... Newsboys
July 10/37.20..
REPUBLIC
No. 32— Novelty ( I-30-37) .. Feb. 1/37.. 9.... (7-10-37)
Lane, from
Tree the& Sky
Edwards
No.bat's34— Daughter
She Was an Atro- Apr. 10/37. .8. .. . Dick Tracy 6401 (2-27-37) . Feb. 20/87t
No. 34—
33— Novelty
Novelty (2-13-37)
Mar. 29/37.
I/37..9....
No.
(4-17-37) .... Mar.
.9. .. . Flowers
Ralph
Byrd-Kay
No. 3635—— Clean
Ain't WePastures
Got Fun. May
May 22/37
1/37.. 8
July 24/37.22.. No.
(15 episodes) Hughes
No.
26/37.. .8.9..... . . (8-21-37)
Josephine
Huston
No. 35—
36— Novelty
Novelty (4-I7-3J).
(4-I7-S7) . .Apr.
. May 24/37.
Painted Stallion, The 6421.. June 5/37t
Cut
Out
for
Love
Aug.
2/37
No.
No.Bungalow
37 — Uncle Tom's
June 3/37
Ray Corrigan-Hoot
Gibson
Robinson
Crusoe of Clipper
Na. 37—
38— Novelty
Novelty (7-3-37)
(5-15-37)... .June
.July 21/37.
19/37. .814.
.9.... . Donald
No. 38— Streamlined Greta
Barry NovisDid AllDorothy
Right...DareAug. 7/37
No. 39— Novelty (7-24-37).. Aug. 16/37. .9.... DuIrene
Island
3583
Nov. 14/38
Green
(6-12-37)
June
19/37.
.8.
..
.
Bordonl
Mala-Mamo Clark
40— Novelty
Novelty (9-18-37) .Sept.
6/37t.9.... Doetor Cupid Sept. 4/37t
No.(7-10-37)
39— Sweet Sioux
No.No. 41—
Oct. 4/37f.9
June
28/37..
8....
(140. episodes)
Ken Union
Murray-Oswald Sept.il/37t....
No. 42— Novelty
Nov. «,'37t.B Postal
S. Coast Guard Aug. 28/37t
No.Again
40— Egghead Rides July 17/37. .8.... S.6441
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
GeorgleDiplomat,
Price The
Breathless
Moments
2
Ms.
Ralph
Byrd-Maxlne
No.
41—
Plenty
of
Money
Littlest
Hollywood Screen Test
Again 6461Doyle.... Nov. 20/37t
July 31/37. .7.... ZorroJohn Rides
(9-11-37) Sept.25/37t20.. No.and42 —You
. . . . Sybil
Carroll-Helen Christian
Sunbonnet
Blue
Aug.
21,
'37
Jason
King(8-14-37)
Edward the VIII Aug.
Dee. 30,'37t2l
14/36. .914..
No.Weather
43— Speaking
of the Sept. 4/37.. 7....
UpsHalandLeRoy
Downs Oet. 9/37t
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
(8-21-37)
UNIVERSAL
Nov. 30/36.25.... Starlets
No.
44—
Dog
Daze
18/37
Oct.
23/37t....
Jungle
Jim
(12-26)
Jan. 18/37. (eaeh)
.2rls
No.Sailor
45—1 Wanna Be A Sept.
Toot
Sweet
Nov.
6/37t....
Grant
W
ithersBetty Jane Rhodes
Sept.25/37t Radio Patrol (9-18-37)
VITAPHONE
Fifl D'Orsay-Rufe Davis.
Oet
4/37f.2rls
Title Rel. Date Mln.
No.
46—
The
Lyin'
Mouse.
.
.Oct.
I6,'37t
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURE
Grant Withers-Cath. Hughes (eaeh)
PICTORIAL REVIEWS
(Clneeolor)
BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE REEL
X9Rogers
Apr. 12/37..(eatb)
2 Ms
4— Southern
Wear- Dee. 26/36.11.... Secret
Scott Agent
Kolk-Jean
Vaude-Vllllans
Dee. 12/36.10... Along the Mediterranean Dec. 5/36.10.. No.Aviation
(1-23-37)
Marty May
Nlee
Work
(2-13-37)
Jan.
30/37.10..
Tim
Tyler's
Luck
Dee.
27/37t
.2
rlt
No.
5
—
Sports
Afloat
of the Midnight Sun
ReelHarryVaudeville
Frankie
(2-6-37) Jan. 16/37.10....
Frances Thomas,
Robinson Jr.Rose (1-30-37). .Jan. 2/37.11... Land(3-13-37)
Feb.
27/37.10..
No.
6
—
Swimming
—
Wood
Bed-Time Vaudeville
Nature theof Civilization
Artist (4-10-37) . Apr.
Mar. 20/37.
10. .
(See "In the Cutting
18/37.)
(2-20-37)
Cradle
17/37.10..
(6-26-37)Room,"
.July Sept.
5/37t.2rli
No.Carving
7— Phonograph Records Feb. 13/37.10.... WildJohnnyWestMackDaysBrown
Bring
the Girls Jan.
Mar. 30/37.11...
6/37.11... Alpine
Grandeur
May 15/37.10..
(each
—Lipsticks
(410-37)
....
Mar.
20/37.
II....
EdgarOn Bergen
Gateway
to
Africa
(13 episodes)
No.
Shoes
10/37.10....
Vltaphone
Apr. 3/37.10... Land(6-12-37)
June 12/37.10..
No. 8—9— Coiffeurs—
Hats— Bathing
Suits. Apr.
May 11/37.10....
Smith andDiversions
Dale
of the Magyar
VICTORY
No. 10— Dancing-Leather
Nlekel
May 1/37. 10...
(7-10-37) July 3/37
CharlesLowdown
Kemper
Crossing the Sahara Aug. 14/37
(6-5-37)
May 22/37.10.... Blake of Scotland Yard... Apr. 15/37.
Vltaphone Funsters
Byrd- —Herbert
Rawllnsonversion)
Bright Land (9-11-37). Sept.
II— Milk— Rugs June 19/37. 10. .. . Ralph
(6-12-37)
May 29/37.11... Long
It's Work
Oct. 25/37tl0.
23/37t . No.
(15 episodes
also feature
No. 12— Pianos— Art
Johnny
Burke
Shadow
of Chinatown Brlx.Oct 10/36.
FLOYD
GIBBONS'
(8-14-37)
July
17/37.10...
VaudeFestival
June
26/37
Bela
Lugosi-Herman
"YOUR TRUE ADVENTURE"
Fritz and Jean Hubert
(15 episodes — also feature version)
Attle of Terror (9-1 1-37) . .Sept.l8.'37tl2. . No. 13 — Books — Furs Aug. 28/37
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JENKINS-HIS

Wayne, Nebraska
Dear Herald:
We came over here expecting to call on
our old friend Elmer Gaily and were told
that he had gone to attend the funeral of
one of his sisters. We were sorry to learn
of this and we know that he will have the
sympathy of the exhibitors as well as the
Herald, staff.
L. Marchalsoownstwoandat operates
twoP. theatres,
La Mars,Wayne's
two at
Haywarden, Iowa, and two at Vermillion,
South Dakota. Mr. March attributes much
of his success to his constant reading of
Motion Picture Herald. He regards it a
necessity to the successful operation of a
theatre.
That's
time reader
of it.why he has been a longV
Mr. I. R. Adams of the Rialto theatre at
Nelson, Nebraska, was surprised when we
called.
said years
we hadn't
on himto
for six orHe seven
and hecalled
was about
get sore about it, but he is all right now.
We had a very pleasant visit with him. He
didn't
show toanybe violence
we called,
and seemed
pretty wellwhensatisfied
when
we renewed his subscription to the Herald
for him. It is funny how a subscription to
the Herald does remove the desire to shoot
a Vagabond Colyumnist.
V
Last week we said something about Hastings, but we forgot to mention that Hastings is where Bill Hay, who has been the
radio announcer for Amos 'n' Andy for a
number of years, got his start in broadcasting, and look where Bill is now. Then
Jack Pershing used to play marbles with
the boys in Lincoln, and now Jack wears
several stripes on his coat. U. S. Grant
used to operate a tannery in Galena, Illinois,
if our history is correct, and Abe Lincoln
used to split rails to build a corral for the
Holsteins before they called him to Washington. We saw the home in Marietta, Ohio,
where his mother used to make "Hell and
Mariar"
Dawes towash
his neck
ears before he went
school.
As weandremember
our early reading of the textbooks back in
the Wade school house in Indiana, one of
them had something like this, "Great oaks
from
grow," ifandwe this
us to little
wonderacorns
sometimes
mightcauses
not
some day sprout and grow into a basswood
sapling. ^
But speaking of oaks reminds us that we
drove through a town called Oak the other
day, and if they have more than a hundred
and
people
of 'em Oakmusthadhavethe been
down fifty
to the
creeka lot
fishing.
distinction at one time of being the smallest
town in the world to have a broadcasting
station, and we guess it was, but it has been
moved to St. Joseph, Missouri, and now the
people of Oak have to depend upon the papers for information about gasoline, face
powder, soap and tires. Oak has this to be
thankfulto for,
don't wehavemoveto
listen
any however:
jazz music.sheWhen
from here we want to go to Oak.
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Bob Livingston still operates the Capitol
theatre in Lincoln. When we first knew Bob
he had his office on a bicycle wrack out in
front of his theatre. Bob says he had his
office out there so long that he became familiar enough with the Lincoln dogs to
call them by their first name. We told Bob
that there was a crying need on the government'sWhen
"shelterbelt"weforstood
every outableinbodied
dog in town.
front
of Bob's theatre we could see the dome on
the capital building and a feeling of pride
came over us when we recalled that there
was a fifteen-million-dollar structure on
which
owe also
a nickel,
not even
a cent.theAndstatewedidn't
recalled
that the
state
isn't paying interest on long term bonds and
INTHENEWSREELS
MOVIETONE
NEWS
12, Vol.
America take
displand
ays her seaagain
powerbomb— onNo.Shanghai
Navy
Day20.—
Hopei
U. Japanese
S.Fashions
delegation
sails
for
nine
power
conference
Celebrities stage a Softball contest.
MOVIETONE NEWS— No. 13, Vol. 20.— Cathedral oi
Rheimssters in restored
Fascist
trainand forconsecrated
gas attack
Detroit_ youngpolice
have
massRomeCordell
motorcycle
drill
Lew Marie.
Lehr
Queen
Elizabeth...
Hull.
..
.Queen
.. .Premier
Chautemps Fashions.
NEWS
THE nation
DAY— No.
Vol. for9.— peace
Airplaneas
disasterOFshocks
U. S.210,moves
Japan
fights
on
Uncle
Sam's
sea
and
air
fleets
hail
Navy
Day The"Toughest
Woman'sHill"
PageAmateur
Motorbike
demons
cowboys
bounce intackle
rodeo.
NEWS OF surgents
THE DAY—
No. 211,Youngest
Vol. 9.— Spanishtrainsinvictories
against gas celebrate
attacks
Reopen Reims Italy
Cathedral
after 23shipsyears
Display
radio
control
forglasswarScience tries
gives outU. huge
S. newracer
beerSweepstake
British
driver
holders.... Football.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS—
No. 23.—Move
Far iron
east lung
fights boy
on....
Landon
Roosevelt
Rememberattacks
when?
demonstrates
defense 19on more
Navy airDay.deaths America
PARAMOUNT
NEWS —Wilkins
No. 24—toBritain's
show
Hull in Canada
arctic auto
Gas mask
drill Hull
in Rome
King
George
and QueenQueenElizabeth
visit
housing
project
in
England
Mary
inspects
college Pittsburgh
Bus hit, rides
10 die
downsCalifornia
Harvard
over Dartmouth
Wisconsin
takes Cornell. wins over Southern California Yale
PATHEvelt atNEWS—
Vol. 9.—Building
Air tragedy ... .RoosededicationNo.envoy
of 27,Reserve
capers
sails CelebritiesBright
play light
ball
Navy Peace
Day.
PATHE
NEWS— No.guard
28, Vol.Cleaning
9.— North theChinaCapitol
war....
Queen
Wild
riceinspects
harvest
war in Italy
Championship
billiardsPlaying
Gridironat parade.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL—
608,
Vol. 9.— 19 dieNEWSPAPER
in air crash. .. .1929
fever touchesNo. Wall
St "Lost
Plateau"
is explored
Cyclists riskJapan-hill
climb
Man
spanks
himself
with
machine
ese ship beached in China Fleet celebrates Navy
Day
Cowboys cheer shut-in kids Deni wins
ankle marathon.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSPAPER
NEWSREEL—
No.trains
609,
Vol. gas
9. — Defeats
thinBoysgridiron
leaders
Italy
boy
troop
show
superior
dunking
Geese fatten for holidays Sweep winners tell of
joy New dizzy derby underway Girls doll up
for Hallowe'en Football.

COLYUM
she is not issuing refunding bonds because
she has no bonds to be refunded. We may
be called
but itif and
you gethaveyoura
bill
against "Bugeaters,"
the state, present
money. Avis Rutherford has been secretary
to Bob for several years. We called her
"Miss Rutherford," but she corrected us and
said that she had a husband and a couple
of lovely children. Doggone the doggone
luck, anyhow.
V
Mr.atre Frasier
remodeling
the Joyo
thein Havelockwas when
we called.
He now
has both theatres in Havelock and is the
official purveyor of amusements for that
entire community. Lincoln might be a better townand
if Havelock
closea
to her,
Havelock wasn't
might quite
have sobeen
better
town
if
the
Burlington
railroad
hadn't
moved part of its shop force away, but anyhow Havelock folk don't have to go away
to see a good show. V
George Monroe has the competition of
seven theatres in Lincoln. This would make
it pretty tough on anybody, but George is
prettylearned.
tough himself,
the visit
otherwith
theatres
have
We had asa nice
him,
but not nearly as long as we would have
liked.
V
Whenever we see a girl with red barn
paint on her lips, cheeks and fingernails, it
iswashes
pretty theconclusive
evidenceand that
dinner dishes
doesherthemother
other
housework while she gets a chew of gum
and tunes in a jazz orchestra and lights a
cigaret. Our grandmothers used to knit
stockings and mittens for the children and
make sauerkraut and sassage for the old
folk, but then, you know, they were "old
V
We just received a nice, long letter from
our old friend Joe Hewitt of Robinson,
Illinois. The sorry part of it was that he
fogies."
had
been sick for a year and came near
having to pass out of the show business.
His hope was that he could continue for
three more years and leave a record of 35
years in the business. Good old Joe ! We
hope
fellows.he does, for he's the prince of good
V
When any of us common herd make an
income over our living expenses we are red to pay down
an income
but the parasitesquireholding
desks intax,Washington
for
Uncle Sam are not required to pay a tax.
If old
ever getswithhera dander
up
and lady
goes "Justice"
on the warpath
rolling
pin, she's just going to knockhel out of
everything. You justV see'f she don't.
We just received
a checktheatre
from atU.LostA.
Christensen
of the Urbana
Nation and a request that we send him the
Herald, and another one from Allan Banks
of the Remsen theatre at Remsen, Iowa.
Thanks,
done rightboys,
away.you betcha we'll have this
COLONEL J. C. JENKINS
The HERALD's Vagabond Colyumnist
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NEW

EQUIPMENT

NEW gradationally
KIND OF SOUND
SCREEN! (Hurley
It's thepatents)
"eventone"
perforated
only
39y2c
sq. ft.
Gives
morescreen
light,Fabric,
ends washable.
the "hot
spot."
Special
Dupont
Rubberized
Order from S. O. S., 636-AR Eleventh Avenue, New
York.
SENEGAL
EQUIPMENT
WHY getPAYmy MORE?
REGARDLESS
WHATor YOU
need,
prices before
buying. Write
wire,
stating
Ave., Newrequirements.
York. Lists. TOM AUSTIN, 470— 8th
CARBON
SAMPLES
TO ACQUAINT
YOU
with
our guaranteed,
smashed
pricesFREE
onlowinternational
first quality
carbons,
intensity.
$4.85,
bandied sets;
8/12, $5.75for hundred
sets. 10%7/10,discount
1,000
Shipped Avenue,
prepaid New
anywhere
636-ARsets.Eleventh
York. in U. S. S. O'. S.,
SPECIAL sprockets
BARGAINS:hardened
FEED SPROCKETS
$1.35;
intermittent
Powersaperture
or Simplex;
install booth
new style
cast individual
iron trap$3compartments,
with
plate
$8.50;
cabinets,
$2
per
section;
special
prices
onCROWN
complete.MOTION
booth equipment.
Let
us
hear
from
you
PICTURE
SUPPLIES CORP., 614 9th Ave., New York.
ADMISSION letters,
SIGNS,
BLACK
GLASS $1BACKground,
all price
each;on
10 rolls orsilver
packages, ticket
tickets
20,000denominations
$3;guaranteed
special pricework.
complete
overhauling
registers,
ASSOCIATED
TICKET
AND
REGISTER
CO.,
INC.,
614 9th Ave., New York.

USEE) EQUIPMENT
DID YOU GET YOUR COPY OF THIS NEW
bargain
Featuresrectifiers,
new sound
22l/zc
sq.
it.
Good list?
used
$24.50; screens,
projection
lenses,
all$39.50.
sizes,
$4.95 Forest
up; Morelite,
Peerless
carbon
arcs,
from
Everything
advertised
actually
in
stock.
S. O. S., 636-AR Eleventh Avenue, New York.
UNUSUAL
BARGAINSmotion
IN picture
USED machines,
OPERA
chairs,
sound equipment,
screens,chinesspotlights,
stereopticons,
etcMOVIE
Projection
marepaired.
Catalog
H
free.
SUPPLY
COMPANY. LTD.. 844 So. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
REAL VALUES—
QUARTER
SIZE LENSES,
$10
pair;
size $32$3.95;pair;
popularfrommakes,
B & Hhalf
splicers,
speakers
$7.95;sizes
baffleslimited;
from
$5.95;
hearing
aid amplifiers
with monitor
speaker
and
tubes,
handles up to 30 seats. Lots SUPPLY
more — write
today! $15,
CONSOLIDATED
CORP..
1600-M Broadway, THEATRE
New York.
BARGAIN PRICES ON NEW LOTS OF IRWIN,
Ideal,
Seatingfromand75cupholstered
finished,American
reconditioned,
up. Let uschairs,
quote re-on
your
Avenue,needs.
New List
York.15M free. S. O. S., 636-AR Eleventh
THEATRE CHATRS.
"WE$2.25 HAVE
"THEM."
spring
new 90c
leathereach.
heavy duty800
veneer, cushion,
rolled edge
600each.
leather850 upholstered,
good
as
new
$1.40
each.
400
leather
upholstered,
18"
wide, $1.40neweach.leather
Also for4.000replacements;
metal bottom,large9 spring
cushions;
stock
other
replacement
cushions,
40c
each
and
up.
Write
todav for information and illustrations. BODELSON
& CO., 50-60 Fortieth St., Long Island City, N. Y.
. CLOSING
ROOM
for
our line ofOUTnewUSED
chairs.CHAIRS
Write TOus forMAKE
information.
ALLIED
New York.SEATING CO., INC., 358 W. 44th Street,
BOOKS

POSITIONS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST,
10 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE,
Simplex,
Electric.
Go anywhere.
BOX 922,
Las
Crusas,Western
New Mexico.
PROJECTIONIST,
COLORED.JACKSIMPLEX
Western
experience.
TYLER, AND
4147a
West
Belle,Electric
St. Louis,
Mo.
THEATREwithARTIST,
EMPLOYED,
connection
chain PICTURE
or NOW
progressive
independentDESIRES
house.
BOX 943, MOTION
HERALD.
HELP

WANTED

MANAGER
OF TIP TOP of QUALIFICATIONS,
must
have complete
booking.
Age
must
be betweenknowledge
35 and personality
40,buying
single,andhave
good
family
background,
excellent
and
good
education.
References.
State
salary
expected.
BOX
941.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
BOOKKEEPING
S> STEMS
THEATREMEN-EXPERT
ACCOUNTingCHICAGO
and stalled.
bookkeeping
serviceCOHEL.
available;SPAulding
systems 6177.inReasonable. WM.

EOP PENT
THEY'RE THREE OF THE BEST AT THE
price.tionOnly
$1.39
for these Mancall's
three books"Servicing
— Sloane'sProjec"MoPictureEquipment"
Projection,"
tion
and
Benson's
"Fundamentals
of
Any Eleventh
one book Avenue,
49c. Plenty
others. Ask
WILL BUY SMALL TOWN THEATRE. Television."
DESK SPACE AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AGENT
S. O. S., 636-AR
New York.
Middlewest
or publicsonablstenographer
in theatrical
ReaHERALD. preferred. BOX 940, MOTION PICTURE
e renHERALD.
t for completeactive
service.
BOX 91SA,work.
MOTION
THEATRE
ACCOUNTING
BY
WILLIAM
F.
PICTURE
Morris,
isItstill
theonlybestguides
bookkeeping
system thefor
theatres.
not
you
in
making
WANTED
WEST COAST
SMALL exhibitor.
TOWN LOCA
entries, record
but provides
sufficient for
blank pages
tion
with possibilities
by not.
independent
Lease ofproper
for thea complete
offor your
operations
day
orcoastbuy.
Equipped
ordetails.
Consider GulfBOXMexico
year. Notable
its simplicity.
Ordereachnow—
regions.
Give
Confidential.
934.
$3 postage
QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, RockeTRAINING SCHOOL
feller Center,prepaid.
New York.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD.
RICHARDSON'S
BLUEBOOK
OF
PROJECTION—
MODERN
THEATRE
AND DANCE HALL FOF Revised Sixth edition. The revised edition includes
sale.
GoodPICTURE
spot. Reason
736 pages
of up-to-the-minute
text, chartswiring
and data
EMPLOYEES:
ADVANCE
BETMOTION
HERALD.for selling. BOX 936 with
detailed
description of assembly,
and terTHEATRE
theatre INSTITUTE,
positions.
Free31S booklet
showsSt.,TOyouElmira,
how.
functioning of all modern sound and projection ap- THEATRE
Washington
p
a
r
a
t
u
s
.
I
t
is
a
practical
"trouble
shooter,"
cross
indexed
for
immediate
reference
in
any
projection
room
emergency.
ORDER Rockefeller
TODAY! $6.25
postpaid.
OUTGLEY
BOOKSHOP,
Center,
New
TRANSLATION
York.
SERVICE
PRINTING SEPVIGE
WANTED TO BUY
WILLof MAKE
FRENCH
AND at SPANISH
TRANSCar
lation
advertising
literature
nominaland cost.
STILL non-bending
YOUR BESTmanyADVERTISING
BUY—
supply
complete
advertising
layout
printing
WILLbe PAY
FOR and
35 mmreasonable.
camera andBOXtripod.
colored atwindow
cards OUR
(one,
facilities
also.
Rates
quoted
upon
request
if
samph MOTION
two,x 22,three
or four Fowler,
programs)
Must
inPICTURE
goodCASHcondition
942. 14TRIBUNE
submitted. BOX 916A, MOTION PICTURE HERALD
HERALD.
PRESS,
Ind. $3 per 100 up.
PRESS OP
C. J.NEW
O'BRIEN,
YORK INC.
THEATRES

.HE

OF

FASTEST-GROWING

OUTDOOR

ACTION

SERIES

-DRAMAS!

Rex Beach's "THE BARRIER" with Leo Carrillo • Jean Parker • James Ellison • Otto Kruger
Robert Barrat • Andy Clyde • Addison Richards • Sara Haden • Directed by Lesley Selander
Screen Play by Bernard Schubert • Based on the Novel by Rex Beach • A Paramount Picture
A Harry Sherman Production

